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SO NEAR, AND YET SO FAR.
[See Engraving.]
"I heard a saying in Egypt, that ambition
Is like the sea wave, which the more you drink,
T·he more you thirst~yea drink too much, as men
Have done on rafts of wreck, it drives them mad."

shame, Don, that you have to make
I T'Sa alumber
wagon of the buggy every
time we go to town; I declare if it were not
for Aunt Prue I would not ride with you.
Just see that old tin boiler strapped on behind; and bless me! if every pan and kettle the kitchen affords isn't inside of it!
Do, please, leave them behind just this
{mce. Tom can take them to town when
we come back."
"Don't be foolish, Nellie," said Don, "I
have them all safely stowed away, and
Nora told me that she needed Some of
them this very afternoon. Jump right in,
and I will leave them at the shop before
we reach the stores." And Mr. Johnson,
a. handsome, manly looking young fellow,
·offered his hand to his wife to help her into the buggy.
Nellie, however, was vexed; and pretending not to see his offered band, put
her foot upon t.he step and was soon l'n
her seat beside Aunt Prue, who bad been
quietly waiting for the little flurry of
storm clouds to blow over; and with a
light spring Mr. Johnson took his place
on the front seat, and gathering up the
reins, they were I')Oon on their way to the
city, leaving a slight cloud of dust behind
them, as the well groomed ponies seemed
hardly to touch the ground with their
well shod hoofs. The morning was perfect, and the country lovely. Upon one
side of the road swept the blue limpid
waters of the river, while upon the other
flared the gorgeous colors of the autumnal
wood made almost ·dr,zzling by the bright
rays of the Octooer sun shining in unclouded splem1or.

The cloud however did not lift from
Nellie's brow; and after one or two unanswered attempts at conversation, Don
turned his attention to his horses and was
silent until they reached the shop, when
jumping out he handed to a boy in waiting the cause of his wife''s displeasure,
and giving a few hasty words of direction
with regard to repairs, he was soon in
the buggy again and driving rapidly towards his office.
"Shall I drive you to the store, Nellie,
or will you walk from here?': he asked
with a pleasant smile, as he slightly drew
rein before the front of a brick building
over the door of which the sign, D. Johnson, M. D., threw back the sunshine and
invited the afflicted ones of earth to enter.
"I prefer walking," said Nellie, "unless
Aunt Prue wishes to ride."
I shall enjoy a walk of all things, this
lovely morning," said Aunt Prue cheerfully, as she gave her hand to Don, who helped her from the buggy with as much gallantry and care as if she were young, lovely and the queen of his heart. Nellie
sprang out lightly, before he had time to
offer his assistance, and drawing Aunt
Prue's arm within her own, turned to walk
away without even a look towards her husband, when he laid his hand lightly upon
her arm and asked:
"Shall I send the ponies around for you
at nodn; we will. lunch at the Union, and
drive home later, after the mail comes in?"
"Do as you like," she answered carelessly, not giving even a glance in exchange
for the look of affection which he bent
upon her; and walked away as though it
were a matter of course that he should esteem her favor, should yield to her and
extend these unanswered courtesies with-
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• out reference to the spirit m which they
were met.
The calm, gray eyes of Aunt Prue took
this all in at a glance, and her heart misgave her for the happiness of Don and
Nellie. She was veqr quiet as they walk·
ed along, and could not help noticing that
Nellie was preoccupied with her own
thoughts.
When the store was reached,
even the bright fabrics diRplayed to tempt
her love of beauty seemed to create but
a passing interest; and making a few
m'cessary purchases, they left. It was
necesRary for Aunt Prue to make one or
two parting calls, for on the morrow she
would start for her home in the vY est; but
though the ladies were intimate friends
of Nellie's, she seemed restless and preoccupied, and made the calls very short, to
the evident surprise of the hostesses.
"'Nhat' shall we do now, Aunt Prue ?"
she said as they turned into a shady avenue. It is but a few minutes after eleven,
and the buggy will not come until
twelve."
"'Nhy were you in such haste to leave
Mrs. Thurston's, Nellie; she seemed anxious to entertain us and have us stay longer?"
"The truth is, Aunt Prue, I was restless
and wanted to get out into the fresh air.
\Vhat do you say to a stroll down by the
lake? We can rest on the rustic seat by
the foot-bridge, and you will enjoy it as
a farewell visit."
"Let us go," said Aunt Prue, "for I
have a few words that I wish to say to
yon, Nellie, before I leave you."
A short walk brought them to the miniature lake; and sitting down beneath the
shade of an elm, Nellie disposed her shawl
so as to protect Aunt Prue from drafts,
and sitting down by her, said: "What is it,
Aunt Prue; we have but a short time to
ourselves?" Aunt Prue took Nellie's
hand in both of hers, and bending her eyes
tenderly upon her said: "Nellie, I am go·
ing home to-morrow, and it may be that
I shall not visit you again in years, but I
can not leave without warning you that
you are in danger of wrecking your happii1ess forever; and when I say your bappiI mean Don's happiness as well, for there
is no longer any possible chance of scpa·
rating the two. You must be happy together or together miserable.
Nellie would have drawn. her hand away,
· but the thought of the near separation

•

softenei her heart, for she was attache(£
to her aunt >vith more than ordinary affection; and steadying her voice she said:
"Do not think, Aunt Prue, that an affair
so simple as that which tran;;pired this.
morning is going to end so disastrously;
Don and I will make up before night, and
be more loving than ever."
"There you are mistaken, Nellie; and
you must pardon me for saying that Don
has done nothing wrong in this case. If
yon really had any occasion for treating
him ungenerously as you have done, I
should feel less uneasiness on vonr ac·
count; but if yon can do this ·without
provocation, what will yon do when he·
shall really offend, and need your forgiveness?"
"Why Aunt Prue! Do you think he
ought to have loaded on that lumbering
stuff, when I begged so bard for him to·
not do it?"
"The question goes back of that, NPllie.
When you came out and Faw it already
there, ought you to have asked him to unload it, especially as you knew it was
necessary that the things should be mended to-day and there was no other way in
which they could be brought to town?"
"This is not the first time, Aunt Prue,
by a great many, that Don bas done the
same thing, and he knows bow I hate it.
I think it is real unkind of him to have
no more regard for my wishes."
"You dislike to have it done, Nellie,
because it hurts your pride; you can have
no other reason, and must confess that a
very poor one indeed, and one which can
not under any circumstances justify you
in crossing his wishes. With Don it is a
matter of convenience, a saving of time
and money. In both of these you are just
as much interested as he is, and it ought
not to be a crossing of your will· at all;:
for it is impossible to separate yonr inter·
est from his, just as much as it is to separate your happiness from his. It is because the occasion seems so trifling, the
cause so inadequate to the effect, that I
fear for you."
"\iVhy, Aunt Prue! what is the effect?'~
said Nellie, slightly opening her eyes and
elevating her eyebrows?
"The effect is present loss of happiness,
and it will be the death.of love if persisted in·."
The color rose in Nellie's cheeks, and
her hca10 gave a smothered throb.. She
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knew that the first was correct, for she
was always unhappy when these differences occurred. The morning ride, whieh
should have been so pleasant, had lost
all its charm.
The shopping she had
come to the eity on purpose to do,
bad most of it been undone, and the
social calls which she would have so
mueh enjoyed at another time, had been
almost unbearable. There was a sense
of di~satisfaction with herself, a wish
that she had been more amiable, and
a sudden revealment of the utter selfishne8s of her action, which tended in no
wise to help her to composure. Could it
be poRsible the last vvould follow? Would
the time ever come when she would not
love Don? Don, the handsome, noble
lover of her girlhood, the father of her
angel babes and manly little boy with
golden brown curls so much like Don's.
No; that never could be; her love for Don
was a part of her very life, and she knew
that no power on earth could untwine it
from the fibers of her being~-bnt what if
Don should ever cease to love her?
'-The love of man," continued Aunt
Prue, "is always more or less selfish.
They seldom exhibit the self-denying, selfsacrificing love of woman; and when they
do not find the happiness they seek at
home, they will seek for it elsewhere. Ah,
Nellie, should that time ever come in your
life, you would give your all of earthly
possesRions, yea, you would almost barter
your soul for those very tones and looks
of affeetion which to day you would not
raise your eyes to reeeivc; and it will be
too late; they will never come baek to
you."
"0h, Aunt," said Nellie, with almoRt a
sob in her voice; "don't, please don't talk
of such dreadful things! I fear I have
been very selfish; but 'I promise yon that
I will try to think of these things differently, and to mend my ways. It iR time
now that we were going, for the carriage
will be waiting for us."
Many were the thoughts which crowded through the brain of Nollie as they
walked towards the store; but she was
troubled and silent. Aunt Prue, feeling
that she had said enough, left her to her
own reflections. Arrived at the store they
found the office boy waiting with the
ponies; and just as Nellie stepped into
the buggy, he handed her a note. A single glance revealed to her the han,d writ-

3

ing of Don; and in spite of every effort
her hand trembled as she opened it. It
ran thus:
"DEAR WrFE :-I am RUJmnoned to
D - - for consultation. Have just time
to catch the train. Do not know how
long I may be gone. Bid Aunt Prne
good bye for me.
In haste,

DoN."
Had Nellie been alone, she would have
kissed the paper where his hand had rested; but she controlled herself and handed
it to Aunt Prue. Her first thought was
to take the reins and drive home; but a
moments reflection showed the selfishness
of this; and telling the boy where to drive,
she forced herself to partake of some
refreshment, and by a powerful effort
during the rest of the day, she controlled
her feelings and helped Aunt Prue in
packing her trunk and preparing a basket
of luneh for an early start in the morning. But when she had said good night,
and retired to her own room, she threw
herself down by her sleeping boy and
wept the tears which had been burning
her eyes for all the afternoon. After a
time she grew calmer; and remembering
that she must be up early in the mornir.g,
she laid aside her clothing, and taking
her boy in her arms, sought relief in
sleep.
But relief came not, though she slept.
Again the scenes of the morning were reenacted; but there was a change. It was
not Don now who was appealing to her
for look or word; but it was she who
stretehed forth appealing hands to him in
vain. Again she reached forth her hand
for the note from him; but this time it
said:. "I am gone beyond the seas, forever
and forever." Then there came a great
mist of darkness before her eyeR, and suddenly. she felt as thongh her heart was
being torn from her body; but still life
elung to her, and she could not die. She
felt her face was being seamed and scarred by age, ancl yet she lived on. Lived,
but not at home with a halo of love and
light around her; but banished to a world
of storm and darkness without, unloved,
unpitied and uncared for.
The fierce winds beat against her shivering form. They lifted the tattered garments from her shoulders; placed heavy
wreaths of snow upon her midnight hair;
and she knew now that her heart was being torn from her, because there was no
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longer :-lily love upon which it could be
fe>d. Standing· in the storm, the light
from what had once be>en her home stream·Pd ont upon her; hut she had no part in
it. She 1n1s cold and dead, only that her
]wart w:cR yet so cruRhed, so torn and
hle>Nling, so full of bitter agony that it
eonld not die; and above her head, above
the storm, the bells rang out: "So near,
and vet so far."
·
But tlw scene changed. The past came
back, and now she was putting on her
bridal robes.
How fair and white her
brow; ho"' rieh the bloom on her eheek,
and how !'oft and dimpled her hand as she
pbced it in the hand of her true and loyal
love! Oh horror! what a ehange! She
was not now the bride; but another stood
in her place; and her heart quivered again
an11 was rent anew, but could not die; and
again the bells pealed out: "So n8ar, and
yet so far."
Then the scene changed and she was a
mother. (~uiet and pale she lay with her
first born beside her. Oh, what thrills of
joy passed through her soul! and she
raised her hand to pull her husband's head
down near enough that her lips might
kiss him; when, bitter agony, it was not
her lips he pressed, but the lips of another; and again her heart bled and was torn,
but could not die; and the bells pealed
out: "So near, and yet so far."
'l'hen, again, she sat with her first born
in her ;urns; felt again the dumb. agony
of grief as she saw the cold sh£tdow of
death 8teal on apace; and when his work
was done, when her angel boy was dead,
dead, and they took him from her arms,
she threw herself upon her husband's
bosom; but another was there, and again
the bells rang ont: "So near, and yet so
far."
Death came again, and again the agony
was repeated; and the heart could not
die, but must still live on, and the bells
still ring.
Once more she is in the storm and clarkness; and as the bells ring out again, she
sees her boy,-her living, beautiful one,
rise up from his bed and listen with a
glad smile to those distant chimes ringing
the death of her soul.
Then the heart
ceased to throb, and her bloodless lips
cried out in agony: "0h, God, give me
baek the light and warmth of love, or let
me die and be at rest."
Cold and trembling, Nellie awoke to

find herself in her own bed, and to know
she had been dreaming; but so terribly
real had been her dream tl1at she found it
impossible to banish it from her mind, or
for some time to realize that she was not
that pitiable thing-an unloved wife.
There >vas no more sleep for her eyes
that night; and going back over the events
of her ~married 'life she marvelled that it>
was pDssible she had ever held with sueh
irreverent hands 1hat most priceless of all
the gifts of God to man, the gift of love.
In the silence of night she recalled the
many times when she had crossed the
wishes of her husband upon provocations
so slight that they now seemed to her less
than straws. In her dream, wild and
weird though it was, she had tasted the
bitterness which many a woman has daily,
yes hourly, pressed into her cup; and she
eoulcl realize now-she thought to its fullest extent-the value of that, which having so fully in her possession it had never
entered her heaTt that she could lose.
She was faithful to every duty of motherhood, even to causing unfaithfulness many
times to her duty as a wife. Looking
back now she saw that often the wants of
her children might have been fully ministered to by others, but there were needs
of her husband to which none on earth
but she could minister. Social life without her husband's love was but an empty
name, and woe to her:when the day should
come in which his heart would turn to
another to fill the need. She shivered
and drew her boy yet closer to her heart
as she remembered the terrible agony of
her dream when she threw herself upon
his bosom but found another already
sheltered there. It was no source of comfort to her then that he had vowed to love
and cherish her while life remained.
Love could die ; and she recalled the
words of the poet:
"It takes long days of golden sun,
And many a drop of rain,
. To start one flower from winter's blight
To bud and bloom again."

"Don's love for me shall not die if I
can prevent it," was her mental resolve.
"Without his love life would be nothing
to me." Ah, Tennyson, there are other
things beside ambition, of whieh mortals
may drink too mueh and go mad! Thank
God for the warning words of Aunt Prue,
but above all do I thank him that they
have not been spoken too late. How
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(t.(mld I ever have been so mad as to tamp',er with 'my happiness and the· happiness
Of my family in a way so reckless! N eith~r is this all, for the madness which possesses men and women to commit such
wrongs will surely bring upon them the
anger of that God who has power to desL·oy both soul and body in helL There
will never be any worse hell for me than
.to know that I have driven Don to seek
from another woman the tender, loving
~ympathy he failed to get from me.
Despite all the mental conflict and
sleeplessness of the night, Nellie arose
early, and quietly prepared Aunt Prue an
'appetizing breakfast, and accompanied
her to the earlv train. There was in her
manner a subdued thoughtfulness quite
unusual to her; but occasionally her own
sparkling self -would flash out, for she
!made a desperate effort to conceal her
lmental depression from her aunt. The
[ast good byes were spoken; and with
:promises of writing soon, Nellie stood
watching the train as it moved out from
;the depot with its living freight of throb-bing, restless humanity, hurrying through
rlife, and fretting that the speed of travel
,was but slow at best.
We will take the liberty granted to those
-who at best weave their stories from fragments, whether those fragments be from
real life or from the realms of imagination, and will look over the shoulders of
Aunt Prue w bile she peruses a letter which
has just found its way to her quiet western
home. After wiping her glasses and adjusting them carefully on her head, she
opened he~ letter and read as follows:
"Home, January 1st, 18" 'DEAR AuNT PRuE: Perhaps you have
thought me tardy in redeeming my promise of writing to you. Doubtless you received my postal in reply to yours, informing me of your safe arrival at home; but
now I have the morning to myself, and
am going to write you a long letter. Do
you remember the conversation we had by
the lake the day before you left us? I
know you do; but I never told you of the
dream I had that niQht."Here Nellie related what our readers
already know, and continued:
"This was a revealment to me of the
precipice upon the very verge of which
my feel, were standing. Into this I saw
that slowly, one by one I myself was cast·
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i'ng the flowers of my happmess with a
careless hand; and that unless I ceased
this madness, I would very soon, despoiled
and heart broken, go forth into a dark
and lonely life, entirely shut out from the
love of home; and though I might to all
appearances be its mistress, the light,
warmth anrl joy would be forever dead,
and only the dull agony live ori. Don
would in time seek from others the sympathy in his pursuits and pleasures he
failed to find in me. Such thoughts were
terrible, and during the two days of his
absence I suffered such torments as I hope
never to know again. 'I am gone beyond
the seas, forever gone.' kept ringing in
my ears; and such was my agony that had
I not during those days have l~arned the
true meaning of prayer, I believe I should
have died or lost my reason. I remembered one night, as I lay awake, that there
was in God's word an invitation for the
weary and heavily ladened to come to him
for rest. ~ was so thoroughly miserable
that even m the most remote corner of
my heart there was not left a single hiding place for pride or rebellion; and upon
my knees I pleaded with God for mercy
and help. If the answer to prayer is evidence of its being heard, then I know
that God heard mine, for peace and quiet1
carne to my soul; and going back to my'
bed I slept the first restful sleep I had
known since Don left me-slept to be.
awakened by his kiss upon my lips, and to:
hear his cheery voice saying: 'Why, Nellie, is this the hour you're to be found in
bed when I am not at home?' I~et me tell
you, Aunt Prue, it did not take my arms
long to find their way around his neck;,
and I sobbed out my great joy as I held,
him close, close to my heart-feeling thatit would be bliss to die then and there,
1·ather than to ever slight his love again;;
and I am still of the same opinion.
"I learned that he had intended telegraphing me, so that I would not be uneasy,
but he had expected every hour to be released, and hasten .home: and as he had·
frequently been called a~vay before, he
did not think that I would be at all alarmed. Of course he knew nothing of my
mental condition, and cousequently had
not been unusually anxious. I was not
yet prepared to tell him the terrible experience through which I had pas~;:ed; but
my eyes followed hiR every movement as
though I could never tire of ga7.ing 011 his
1
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dear form, lest it should vanish from my
sight.
"After breakfast he proposed a ride in
the fresh air, and I assure you I made no
excuses (as I had often before done); mither did I sit with averted head, upon the
back seat, as when you were with us; but
bestowing Harry with his nurse there, I
nestled down by Don's side, slipping my
hand in his arm and chatting like a freed
bird to its mate. And, Aunt Pru.e, I do
not believe that I ever was so happy before in all my life; that Don was ever half
so dear to me, not even on our wedding
day,'as he was then and is now.
"'My Nellie, what roses!' he said, as he
tapped my cheek lovingly.
'' •They have bloomed since you came
back, Don,' was my answer.
• "'Ah, little wife, you have not forgotten
how to flatter yet; have you?'
"'Yes, and I trust forever; but not how
to speak the truth.'
"But, Aunt Prue, I must hasten.
I
have not yet told Don the experiences of
those days; but have been testing myself,
trying to see if I could be true to the resolution I have formed. It is not all plain
sailing, for men are not always as reasonable as they might be, nor as amiable, and
Don is only a man after all, and many times
my patience has nearly given way. But
I told you, Aunt Prue, that I had learned
to pray. I never leave my room in the
morning until I have asked God for my
daily bread. He knows that I mean grace
and strength for each particular trial
which will meet me, as well as the grace
of thankfulness for each pleasure he places
within my reach. And it may seem strange

to you, .but without my saying a worcl to
Don about my own determiuation to overcome my selfishness, and place his comfort
and happiness before my own, I think that
he feels it intuitively; for he crosses my
feelings far less often than he used to do,
and in many ways shows far more thoughtfulness.
"You will see that I am writing you on
the first day of the year. I am not receiving calls to day, and Don will be home to
dinner. As we dine early, I intend to have
a quiet chat with Don, and tell him all
that I have told you; and then perhaps
we will pledge each other to begin life
anew. But I hear the buggy coming, and
there is Don. Good bye.
"Your loving Nellie.
"P.S.-As I told you, Aunt Prue, Don
and I bad a long talk last night. I told
him everything, and he confessed to me
that his heart was getting very .sore over
my selfish willfulness. He did not call
it by so harsh a name, but that is just
what it was; and he bad about made up
his mind to join a social club as soon as
be came home. He will never join one now,
Aunt Prue, except the one of which we
are both members; and we shall always
bless the day you came to visit us, for it
will remain in our memories as the Red
Letter Day of our married life. The bells
of theN ew Year are ringing to day, but
their chimes are full of gladness; and
within our home is a song of joy unset to
words or music, but it steals along as perfume on the breeze, while the angel of silence whispers:
'Till death doth us part."'

HOME HAPPINESS.
PnonABLY nineteen-twentieths of the happiness you will ever have you will get at home.
The independence that comes to a man when his work is over, and he feels that he has run in
out of the storm into the quiet harbor of home, where he can rest in peace with his family, is
something real. It does not make much difference whether you own your house or have one
little room in that house, you can make that one little room a true home to you. You can people
it with such moods, you can turn it with such sweet fancies, that it will be fairly luminous with
their preFence, and it will be to you the very perfection of a home. Against this home none of
yon Rhould ever transgress. You shonlu always treat each other with courtesy. It is often not
so difficult to love a person as it is to be courteous to him. Courtesy is of greater value and of
more royal grace than some people Ft'em to think. If you will but be courteous to each other,
you will soon learn to love each other more wisely, profoundly, not to say lastingly, than you
ever did berore.
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LEAD ON, . 0 LORD.
BY JOSEPH DEWSNuP, SEN.

Lead on, 0 Lord! 'Tis thine to know
The path wherein my feet may tread.
1 feel thy hand; my soul's aglow
With love to thee, 0 Christ, my bead!
"'Tis light, 'tis life, when thou dost lead;
My staff, my stay, my Lord indeed.

Lead on, 0 Lord! 'tis mine to hear.
Thy tender voice with whispered peace
Proclaim the heavenly mansion near,
Where love shall last, and joy ne'er cease.
Sweet Angel lips the chorus raise,
While ransomed throngs declare thy praise.

Lead on, 0 Lord! 'tis mine to feel
The perfect love unknown to fear;
With confidence and humble zeal
To follow thee; thy name to bear;
To show thy marks, my Lord divine,
In this eternal soul of mine.

Lead on, 0 Lord! 'tis thine to bless.
The power to thee alone is given
To cover up my nakedness;
My soul to lift from earth to heaven;
To advocate my cause with grace;
In mansions fair prepare my place.

Lead on, 0 Lord! 'tis thine to teach.
Thou art my guide, the life, the way.
Thy perfectness I can not reach
Except thou lead me day by day;
The pastures of my soul prepare,
And feed me with thy loving care.

Lead on, 0 Lord; for now I know
Through thee, the Father's holy love,
The love that sent thee here below
To lead me to the courts above.
My Mediator, Lord and King,
To thee my life, my all, I bring.

:MANCHESTER, England,

18th Oct., 1888.

NOTES ON THE WING.
BY ELDER D. S. MILLS.

of a long standing promise,
I N onfulfillment
the 11th of July, in company with

Elder Goff, I left Los Angeles for the
north. We had quite a cosmopolitan
·company in our car during our first
twenty-four hours' ride, and among
the curiosities was a man eighty-nine
years old, of singular appearance, quite
stately in his bearing, with long white
hair and beard, and he was a free and
fluent talker.
He and I soon enga. ged in quite an animated conversation.
He gave his name as D. W. Strickland;
said he was from the wwld Saturn, and
had visited different worlds; was now on
€arth for the sixth time; and is to come
-three times more, filling the figure 9, and
that will make him perfect. Said he had
been to Palestine; to Alaska twice, and
was now on,his way there again, to prepare the way for the return of the Ten
'Tribes. Said he heard from them often, and
they are soon coming this way. He stopped at Turlock Station in Merced county
to see Mr. Mitchell, who has seven hun-

dred thousand acres of land there, and to
arrange with him for settling the first colony there, on their arrival, etc. Said 'he
had been sent to go on through this time,
and so bring them through the sea, but
was not quite ·sure he should succeed in
getting through the ice this time; if not,
he should meet a messenger from them.
Said they would be here and in Palestine
in 1901. I asked him if he had ever been
connected with the Saints. He said he
knew all about them; lived in Kirtland im
1834, and his wife was a member of the
church there, but he belonged to a higher
order; while evolution and transmigration
were true, spiritualism was the key to it.
all; that we held some power, but nothing
to what we would when we get on the true
circle in the ninth degree of the seventh:
order in the third quorum-but he stopped~.
adding, "You don't understand it now."
But I understood enough to pity the poOl"
old man, so restless and solitary in his last
hours of a wasted life.
Truly when the
light of God in man becomes darkness•
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hmv .2:reat is that darkness; and I mentally
asked, vVhat next?
IV e passed the famous loop in Peliachapi at daylight, giving us a grand view
of its pictnresque scenery as we went
thundering on through its narrow defiles,
along the route made famous in staging
times when travellers often paid tribute
to the road agents of Piburcio Vasques-the assas;;in of Davison, the brother-in-law
of Bro. Burton.
On down the great San Joaquin valley:,
white for harvest of small grain; we pass
over famili;1r ground till we leave the valley beneath the shadow of Mt. Diabal()
-whose towering height we ascended one
night twelve years ago, with Bro. Joseph,
to get s, sweeping view of the snow-capped Sierras by sun-rise, just as the God of
day kissed those giddy peaks; a more glorious sight than which I have never beheld.
After catching a glimpse of Benicia,
with a neigh from our iron steed we run
skirting Suisun Bay. The worthies are
again recounted, and soon Oakland is
shouted. The point and the pier are
reached in the dim twilight; the splendid
ferry connection is made, and again after a
lapse of years, we stand where I stoQd as a
stranger thirty-four years ago this very
month. But oh, how changed is San
Francisco, as well as myself!
Again I stand on the same spot
where I then stood a neophyte in this latter day work, and a convert of, and stu. dent of, and companion with, Bro. Parley
P. Pratt. To him I listened as his power~
. ful voice rang out in thunder tones through
'the halls of San Francisco, proclaiming
'the gospel of the kingdom as a witness in
·this primitive city. Bro. Pratt has gone
over the river, while his prophetic words
upon my head still live, and are in fulfill,ment.
Again we move on,. up Market street,
amid smoke and dust, surrounded by a liv.ing stream of restless mortals, stopping on
,O'Farrel street, at the familiar and hospitable home of our good friend and should
be brother, Mr. A. A. Sanders. There
we were warmly welcomed by the entire
,household, and the hours flew apace in
pleasant chat.
His second son, Frank,
1bas just returned from a trip around the
world, and I was much interested in his
descriptions of the great pyramids and
. massive Sphynx, with other historic places
he visited and which I ha.ve intended to

•

visit, including Palestine-which, befor~
its final restoration, I desire to gaze npon
while I consider its past, present and f!u,
ture, in the minds vivid panorama,
Next morning we made the store oi 1
our well known brother, George Lincoln.
vV e called on his invalid mother, who had
been longingly looking for our ar:riv::tl.
In fervent prayer and earnest adm1nistl':t~
tion we, with her, felt comforted rmil b1t>>'!i!,
ed by kind Father, as we. had domJ many
times among the household of faith. We
still contend for her recovery by the pow·
er of God, through that faith once deliv.
ered to the saints. This simple, mild, effi~
cient God-given remedy is by saints highly prized in every age.
To us it speaks
with its New Testament certificates, and
with the the voice of an army of living
witnesses, confirmed and sealed by the
Spirit of God; all testifying in the ears of
this generation in tones a thousand times
louder than the thunders of Sinai ever
sounded in the ears of ancient Israel,.
while two of a family and one of a city
obev his word and know of the doctrine.
But unbelieving multitudes rush on after
a Will-o'-the-wisp, ever learning but never
coming to a knowledge of the truth as revealed from heaven, while rocks and trees"
on ever.y hand are used to advertise the.
numberless (as a rule) quack nostrums @'f
unprincipled men-unscrupulous vultures,.
drinking the life-blood of this generation,
moved by a counterfeit spirit, swayed,
toss8d to and fro by every windy doctrine.
Brother Paul's standing advertisement is
in fulfillment, b()th in letter and in spirit;
and the vision surely speaks to all who
hear, believe and obey. Yes, in this city
alone every line written is fuUy verified;
and alas! in what city is it not that every
fotm of doctrine, while denying the true
power thereof, flourisheth? And where·
shall the Son of Man lay his head on earth
to-day, while from temples and palaces,.
and in the noisy streets, with trumpet !tnd
drum, loud shouts of Lord, Lord, ascend
from zealot worshipers in spiitit, but n6t.
in truth? No wonder that the divinely inspired John, as he heheld this con<lition
in this the hour of God's judgment, cried
out in the anguish of his soul: "Quickly;
amen! even so; Come, Lord Jesus;" and
we will add, "Thy will be done on earth
as in heaven," and will work accordingly.
Familiar faces not a few we met, and
the saintly handshake with soul in it we
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;enjoyed with loved ones, both in San Fran- words were hundred of miles dis1 :cnt when
cisco and in Oakland, visiting, teaching, they were being fulfilled, and taking no part.
counseling; and in private and in public, in the fulfillment. He is also the strength
as we lifted our voices we felt the witness- and the comfort of his mother in her be-·
ing Spirit of our Father as promised by reavement-the only son with her nowhis Son. We thus spent a busy fortnight to so watchfully administer to her every
in trying to strengthen, unite and en- want, while all are kind and very affec-·
courage the Saints, as led by the Spirit to tionate. Her heart swells with gratitudm
do. My heart yearns over them; my very to the Giver as her accepted prayers as~·
soul doth love them. Yes, their prayers cend with those of other noble mothers of'
have been heard and answered in my be- Zion.
baH, when at death's door I lay, else I,
Next day, taking his best team, Brothel!'
should not now be penning this. My Range carried us on up the Old San BlcmitoJ·
prayers shall continue in their behalf.
Creek twenty miles, to Bro. J. A. Lawn'sl
And, while I rejoiced with the living, my home, where the salutations were such as;
eyes were moist with irrepressible tears might be expected by those who kno)WV
as I gazed upon the. life-like pictures of them as we do-while our ears rang, oum·
the loved departed, Elders Andrews, Phil- hands ached, our souls rejoiced. He too•
lips, Anderson and others whose records has sons soon to· go forth in the minare made, and their works do follow them. istry to help sweep the earth with truth.
May their bereaved families ever strive to It makes me rejoiceowherever I go, to see
emulate their virtues, and may the heart- the noble "Zion's Hopes" preparing for·
felt hopes and prayers of the departed the front rank, with Zion's sons and daughbe fully realized upon their heads in the ters to reign on the earth the great tho us-·
great reunion.
, 'and years.
As the fogs and winds of the bay affectCalling at Bro. Root's, again the wel~
ed Brother Goff's throat and lungs se- come is sounded, and our aged brother,,
riously, producing an attack of pneumonia, Jeremiah Root, enthusiastically rejoices1
we left on the 28th of July for the in spirit while he repeats the happy past:
·central district, bidding adieu, for a short spent in company with the beloveG. martime to kind, warm-hearted loved ones tyrs, and testifying of the same order.,
,with whom we hope to spend a happy truth, and power in this, as he enjoyed in
that organization. He delights in readeternity.
Again, over ground rendered sacred by ing the revelations of God then given,
a thousand fond reminders, in Nahum's through the loved prophet, and those nowr
chariots we speed us on through Alameda given through his no less prophet son, a&
and Santa Clara counties, via San Jose to promised to the Saints then. It is good'
Hollister, San Benito county, to the loved to hear these sure recitals from the lips.
home of Bro. J. M. Range and family, who of old, time-scarred veterans, as theiro·
so gladly received the gospel when we countenances are lit up with the light of
proclaimed it to them years ago. Here, God.
too, we were welcomed and met by Ern.
On we move, following the meandering;
John and Albert Carmichael, rising young stream up the long rock-bound canyon
men, soon to become strong standard bP-ar- about twenty miles, and stay for the night;.
ers for Zion, and witnesses to the nations. at the old Saints' home, "Carmichae~
I felt happy as I perceived the now appa- Ranch." Words are poor vehicles to con~
rent truth, as spoken at their confirma- vey the feelings such meetings produce]
tion~ To Bro. John it was said he should
but the spirit pictures remain on the mill(!!
ere long take his father's place, and should tablets where the past is recorded, as iDJ
become "a swift witness to the nations, a years fled we met in prayer and praise-.
pillar of strength, an honored counselor in with those departed, whose joyous voices!
Zion;" and to Albert, he too should pro- echo even now. Elder J. Carmichael,
claim the gospel in mighty power, and his Sisters Root, Hodgson and Alexander,
soul should delight in the service of God. with whom I went into the water years.
These with other promises are sure. Bro. ago, all fait1lfnl in life and firm in death~
John is now president of the same branch have fought the good fight, finished the
and of the same district his honored father course and kept the faith. Their crowns~
was while living, while those who spoke the like Bro. Paul's, are secure. None can,.
!

' '
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1
r0 1 ~h·m of their glorious reward.
Elder
·C:i rmichael's work dates back to an early
-day, in England. The waves of his labors
·<circle round with the shock' still. In faith
he was firm and' immovable as the ever•
lasting hills. While of such s~rvants the
world is not worthy, and with others thei1•
names are not enrolled on the pages of'
worldly fame, yet in the royal archives
they shine forth and in the great Lamb's
Book of Life-yet~, real Life. Let us all
now lay up treasure in Heaven, and reap
with them a reward as eternal as its giver.
The night is short, and all too early
morning dawns to rouse us from our
·dreamy reverie. Moving on up a few
miles we stop-yes, we have to sto1~and
·stay over night, for we are at Bro. Albert
and Sr. :Thfary Page's, and_. the word is:
·"You shall stay over night, and we will
bring in Saints and have a social meeting
once more." It was done, and a goodly
number assembled, and it was truly a feast
to us, long to be remembered; but the
sleep part of the night is short again, as
might be expected, and a reluctant parting comes.
We pass Bro. Burton's old place, whe1;e
late night vigils were kept by us years
ago in our rehearsing the oft-told story
of the marvelous work and wonder, as
with tearful eyes they listened. Our souls
were knit together, and he arose in might,
and in the strenght of Israel's God bore
forth the heavenly message in distant
lands. On the right we pass the home of
brother and sister Creamer, still rejoicing
in faith and good works as. when we last
·saw them, only they have advanced in
their knowledge of truth and in the things
·of the kingdom. But on we go. Brother
Goff is fast recovering in this dry, pure
air. Bitter Water and! Peach Tree are
Jlassed, caning oill sister :Buck's, en rooute,.
in a lonely place-seldom ca11 meet with
:Saints-surrounded by sad experiences,
as are many in their present scattered
·condition, praying f0r the redemption of
Zion. We now spend a short week in
Long Valley-the days and nights flew
too swiftly apace-we would fain have
·checked the wheels of time, or stayed his
hand upon the dial-as we enjoyed I-Ieav·en on earth, communing with the blest
:sons and daughters of our God; each as
himself or herself the other loved-the
-sure Spirit uniting Heaven's bright ones
was with us-and at the thought of part-

THE WING.

we prayed mor~ earnestiy, "fhy kin~:
Verily thiS Reorganize;j.'
Church has c.oni~ to stay, arid the bes$;
thinkers are beginning to' realiZe'. it=Ie1ili
us all ever stay with and hel_l)'roll it'?!!' tO\'
final triumph •. Were it not fol tl:ie' Saint':sll
there, Long Valley would be esteemed, aSl'l
a dry, forbidding place;. but witl:Iold Bro;..J
Perry Davis, (not of pain kille!' fame',· bui!IJ
of sin killer notoriety), with' his Iiumef?u&i:
family, holding the fort at ,the head=oE1
the valley, near forty miles p:·om Sa~ Be'J'.
nito, while on down thTougl:I six miles t~
its mouth we find Bro. James Smitir an&\•
sister Bettv, sistel' Cook; Elder' .J ohmi
Holmes and sister Anna, Bro. Jacob' Smitfil!
and sister Missey, with their choice fami-lies, all alive in the light of God, witJ:l\i
continuous meetings, it makes a , holyc:
place, a lovely habitation, even with' theli
thermometer at 116° in the shade;· anal'
while gazing upon the sun-burnt and clean,,,
wind-swept hills surrounding, I could not;
help thinking, as I prayed, that when the\
scourges and desolations decreed move'
through the land, they will surely pass•
over there, as over ancient Israel, if' they
shall continue to live by every word that,
proceedeth forth from the mouth of God,
We were much pleased to note the lively
interest taken in our best-of-all Sunday
School work, by the earnest and able corps1
of workers there, with the growing bright>
Hopes of Zion. And wherever we go we1!
find the highest meeds of praise ascribe&
and given our church publications. Not;
one could be dispensed with, any more11
than one of our regular meals. The' ap'
preciation is just, for it is much eas:i'er· to"'
obtain a supply of suit~ble food\ f6r· thel'
nourishment of the body thalli fotc· tlfe1
proper growth of the spirit anal ho'd'y o':ft
Saints. While earth yields abundantt:r
the former, Heaven chooses' its own' bl'es1tlll
messengers to convey the Jatter; all\ worK:""
ing harmoniously with God; andi whert\)1
the greatest harmony exists, the more' oft
Heaven is now enjoyed, the food i's' ri'clie~'
by far, and is real life and light to' tlfel'
growing sons and daughters of God.
Many outsiders are reading with deeplj
interest AuTUMN LEAVES, and the demand.
for it will soon be so great that I believe.,;
the former numbers will nee& anot:fre'R~
editi·on. Many complete volumes wil1l l)'fSii
wanted, and they will be had rega'f.d!l~
os cost. Many are also enquiring; wli'31111
complete bound volumes of the HER'Aill~
iliO'

do~ come."
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WHAT THE STAR-LED WIZARDS SAID.

will cost and whether they can be had.
Many faciily libraries will require them,
-and do already.
.
Again after the swe~t comes th~ b1tter
parting; reluctant adieus are said, the

warm hand shake moves the soul, and its
windows are dimmed with moisture~
Tremulous lips utter the deep pray~
"May God bless you."
SAN BENITO, Cal., Aug., 1888.

WHAT THE STAR-LED WIZARDS SAID.
FOR CHRISTMAS TIME.
BY S. F. WALKER.

I.
Three wise men, skilled in mystic eastern lore,
By mutual impulse met an hour before,
As strangers met, yet with a common hope,
Where springs abound on Zebleh's western slope.
On dromedaries mounted, forward press
Toward the great Arabian wilderness.
Like sloop before the wind each willing beast
Files off with swinging stride toward the east,
As reckless of the whirling sands are they,
As petrel of the ocean's roar and spray.
'The track of commerce o'er the shifting plains
From age to age one beaten path retains.
The shadows lengthen with the waning day,
Direct before they glide and point the way.
Behind, now Zebleh sinking on the sight,
Cyclopean ruins seems of red and white;
All else, ahead, around, on either hand
A level ocean bed-a sea of sand.
In circling line the sky and desert blend,
·Or in the dist~nt, dim perspective blend,
As sinks the sun in the far hazy west,
And falling shadows slink away to rest,
The camels by intuitive impulse kneel
And make with moans their piteous appeal.
Adown the riders slip from off their backs,
[n sympathetic haate unloose the pac~ks,
And wash their faces with parental all\te,
And place supply of the accustomed fare.
As suddenly as if by magic reared,
And silently a striped tent appeared.
A fervent prayer to heaven was then addressed.;
And food partaken after being blessed.
II.
One, Selfi named, with shoulders broadly spread,
Bearded, with beatling brow and massive head,
Eyes aquiline, and nose-bridge like a beak,
Now seated on a mat, begins to speak:
"From Oroomeea's lake.Javed plain I come,
Where was my father's and forefathers' home.
As warrior chief, no honor is my due;
An idea, only, brings me into view.

If ideas in the scale of life have weight,
Then great is he whose ideas are great.
An idea all my purposes has wrought ;
My life has turned upon a single thought.
Of atl. the efforts of the mind, the chief
Is the high thinking that is called beliet:
A century's half, by day and night ha-oo I
Watched every movement of the eart~r sicy
To understaud the mystery that impends ;
To know the good or ill4hat destiny portends.;
And of my joy and hopes the secret spring
Is-what is tokened of a coming king.
"'l!;ven M a Mede I've mastered as!iml lore,
And of philosophy no Greek has sttldiedmore.,
Of Israel's history my soul's afiame~;
:Vm more a Jew than those who beardlh&name,
Why all this_sack and search the light to find?
This strength-consuming hunger of the mind 't
~s retching of the soul with strong dellire 't
And in my quick'niug pulse a leaping fi~J£l,~
By subtile sympathy of heart and mind
My future weal with Israel's seems ootwiuedi
And, linked with Israel's destiuy1
I seem the special care of deity.
But whel'lee this aetive ment!IJ s,Jmpath;r
lf not by tie of~ eonsauguinity?
If I'm not of the A.eaven.ob.on~red lin&,
~
And thus included in the grand design.
The darkness of the nations to dispel
And glory bring to chosen Israel?
When counting o'er the tribes I call the n~m~e
Of Ephraim, my pulses ~hrill and .flame.
I need no record of ancestral tree.;
My promptings tell my genealogy.
My life force lends to every nerve a thrill
When turn my thoughts to Zion's holy hill.
And I shall see before my journeyiugs cease
The wondrous Counselor, the Prin'Cil of Peaee.•

III.
G1endy, a Chaldean of the ancient line,
With ready zeal takes up the theme divine:
"'t'here was a time, as vouched by legends oJd.
Of innocence, and called !.he Age of Gold;
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.A time of vi!('or, when the plastic earth

.Gave beings of supernal beauty birth.
,The trees untended, ample fruitage bore,
And man, as pleased him, plucked their mellow store.
And flowing down from Paradisic :Mount
Were healing streams from youth-preserving fount.
The plumage of the birds that arbored there
Seemed bathed and brushed in some diviner air.
Woodland and stream, and hill and dale were fam,
And joy and peace and love were everywhereA happy life, prolonging age and clime,
And not in keeping with this later tirne,A careless, love-crowned Eden-world, where sin
And moil and grime had never entered in;
And man looked forth upon the bright array
In conscious pride that nature owned his sway.
So well affectioned and devout was he,
He seemed a kinsman of the Deity;
And denizens from distant worlds of spaee
Carne and held converse with him fooe to face.
But there's in man a ceaseless, quenchless fire
That whelms all present good in wild desire.
Gaining the mountain top, he fain would try
From toppling ladder-rounds to reach the sky.
Within him stirs a frenzy of the soul
That"brooks not human, nor divine control.
Touched thus with folly, prone to go astray,
Careering high and on he missed his way,
And comitless ills upon himself he brought;
And sits amid the ruin he has wrought.
A God in ruins, he a God.Jike sense retains
As fragrance round the broken vase remains.
And not entire the ruin and the rack;
From our advanced position looking back
We see along the linked, succeeding ages
A line of prophets, heroes, seers, and Rages,
Extending down to him we call our :Master,
Not least though last, great Zoroaster.
His lifetime was an era of transition
Between our own and ages of tradition.
He from that bordering, legendary age
Transmitted us its goodly heritage
Of mystic wisdom which the stars unfold
And seers enwrapt in vision saw and told
Of heaven's foreordered and unfailing plan
To bring back Eden lost to erring man.
This bow of promise has the ages spanned;
The time of restitution is at hand.
The promise is of a great legislatorA governor, a priestly rned iator,
A Savior, demigod, diviue yet human,
And called the Son of God, yet born of woman.
'Tis WJ'itten on the tablets overhead
That woman's seed shall bruise the serpent's head.
"All nature is a unit, and the spheres
Are rounded by the law that rounds our tears.
The fire stru'()k from flints is b11t the same
.As that in the most distaut worlds aflame.

"'

Aslngle power, a Universal Soul
Holds all things, men and worlds in firm control•
A motion on the earth-the slightest jar,
Is known and felt in the remotest star.
Our thoughts are substance, and our souls
Part of the power that all the heavens controls.
Our inner being and the outer world so blend
That nature's movements on our own attend;
Who walks abroad, in keeeping with his pace
Are all the movements of the worlds of space.
All that which in our lives seems accident
Is but the working of divine intent.
In future grouping of the orbs we trace
All the vicissitudes of Adam's race.
The sign of a new cycle now appears,
And earth has passed six thousand evil years;
A better cycle now begins for earth;
The stars betoken an illustrious birth.
The ruling planets in the fishes' sign
Are joined and with the moon are trine,
And Jacob's House and Virgo mount the track
Along the world-encircling zodiac.
The sign long waited for, and seen afar
Illumes the vault. Behold :Messiah's star!
The heavenly hosts assert his rightful sway;.
Him shall the tribes of every clime obey;
And odors sweet and regal gifts I bring
For all my nation to confess our king."
IV.
Linsey, the third, a Babylonian Greek,
On the entrancing theme begins to speak~
":My father, me, in pride and love parental,.
Proficient made in matters oriental.
A man of many tongues, a traveler, he
A scholarly companion made of me.
Led by his counsel, I have sought to know
All that tradition, all that records show.
The world around I've searched, the sky above.
The false to topple and the true to prove.
I've wisdom gained from every human source,
And meditated much on nature's course.
Unceasingly as drops the hour's sar;d,
As constantly as moves the dial's hand
My thoughts have dwelt upon past his~ory
And sought to solve the future's mystery.
To aid my search I join the way yon go,.
And feel of souls in sympathy the glow.
I too have found antiquity ablaze
With promises relating to these days.
Egyptian, P.ersian, Hindoo, Greek, Phoenician,
Have common store in the old-time tradition
Of primal blessedness and direful fall,
And promise made the mother of us all.
That one in time to come, of human birth,
The Golden Age shall bring again on earth;
Aud earth and men and all by sin accursed
Shall be restored to what they were at first.
This promise of a future restoration
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Ras b!'en to every Hf!O itR conRnlntirm.
'The vail th"t hides the past, to seer8 withdrawn
'They sang the p:lory of the age agone;
But comforted themeelves with dre"m and vision
·Ofcominp: good. and second Age Elvsian.
'This double thought has through
years extended.A. race's memory with its great hnpe blended.
'This faith and hope that has each age deFghted,
With pen and chisel oft has been indited;
.And artizan with patient zeal has wrought
In forms and lengths the symbol of this thought.
In temple walls, in pillars towerino- hio-h
.And traced in figures on the vaul~d ~;,
'The primal loss and hope of restoration
Has found from age to age perpetmtion.
.And sculptured on the Egyptian hemispheres
The Virgin's conquering hero son appears;
.And searching through the a~s farthest back,
He is blaZ0ned on the Hindoo Zodiac.
'Thus sculptured stone and shining constellations
.Attest him the desire of all the nations.

t],;

"While ancient records and the ruins are rife
With incidents pertaining to his life,
The Hindoo sculptor, as if bolder grown,
The manner 'of his death has wrought in stone,
Explaining why the Cross has been the sign
·Of joy supernal and of life divineA treasured symbol in all times and places,
By savage tribes and cultivated races;
By ancient Persians on their foreheads borne;
By Syrian kings or line most ancient worn;
By old Egyptians held in sacred awe, ·
In holiest holy niched-the sacred Tau.
Thus heralded from west to farthest east
'
'
.As king- and hero, prophet and high-priest,
Old prophets, sybils, seers alike proclaim
His nature, office.work, and even his name.
The Roman bard the prophecies rehearses
Of him as found in ancient sybiline verses;
And far-famed, old-time Greek philosophers,
Were his professed prospective worshipers;
.And Grecian bard, takes up the wondrous tale:
·'Hail, great physician of the world, all hail!'
"The straightened circumstances of the Jews
Marks this a time for them new life to choose.
'The Augean foulness filling every land
Bespeaks a cleansing Hercules at hand.
'The towering hight of ruthless Roman power
Marks for the human race the darkest hour.
While Cresar loads the body down in chains,
·One only hope humanity retains.
The universal death of liberty •
1
::Marks heaven's time to set the spirit free.
,I
~'The fruitage of the ages is not lost,
..And every good is worth the ills it cost;
...And seeming ills, in greatest blessings end,
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.A.nrl natures forc0s ever upward tend.
By methods harsh and from material crude,
Is wrought perfection and beatitude.
The darkest night the gladdest morning brings,
The phceuix from her ashes ever springs.
The course of time is an ascending track,
The dial on the heaveas goes not back;
'.Mid wondrous tokens of benignant power,
The clock of time now strikes a cyclic hour."

v
"This converse better is than sleep, though late,"
Said Selfi, '"Tis a time to meditate.
While heaven's bannered g-lories round us sweep,
We with the heavenly hosts will vigils keep .
"The unbroken stretches of this desert place
Give us a guage to measure upper space .
The depths where circling worlds move in accord
Our measures of infinity afford;
The orbits vast, with fixed and certain trend
Bespeak duration that shall never end;
The thoughts, eternity, infinity,
.Are our conceptions of divinity.
From earthly solitudes goes forth the soul
To scan the solitudes where cycles roll;
To mount the watch-towers on the ronnds
Of circling orbs and ages without bounds
To find a theme as vast as its desires,
Or flame as quenchless as its living fires;
Eager its rate, its source, its scope to learn,
Yet not for self alone its high concern,The millions dead, the millions yet to be,
To know their predetermined destiny.
By love of man rbr man the proof is given
That love supernal is the law of heaven .
Thus borne to realms afar on fancy's wings,
We find the answer of our questionings.
The ear that hears young ravens when they cry
Will answer back the faintest human sigh.
Love infinite has covenanted the birth,
Of a divine Redeemer on the earth.
"My brethren, you are right; this hope we trace
.A.down the years descending with the race;
But in connection with this joyous birth
.A. grievous death alike is shadowed forth.
Even .A.bf')l's "better offering signifies
.A. better still which it but typifies.
The brazen serpent Moses lifted up
Is symbol of the world-reviving hope.
Discerned ofold by Israel's kingly bard,
.A. man of sorrows was, with visage marred,
Rejected, unesteemed, aggrieved, deRpised,
.Afflicted, smitten, wounded and chastised,The Master of .Magicians read the date
In heavenly counsels predeterminate .
Thus is disclosed th(l symboled mystery
Guarded in holy of holy's secrecy.
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The wounded hands the son oflddo saw,
Explain ,the meaning of the mystic Tau.
"But tum we from this awful immolation;
\
The time befits acclaim and exultation.
The bending heavens with loving ardor !'"low;
Each starry face is yearning o'er the gcene below;
.A.nd waves of heavenly glory bursting forth,
Bathe in, a mellow haze the waiting earth.
.A.ll nature celebrates the mttal hour;

The scene and theme the senses overpower.
It is enough, 0 God! the heart C>ln hold no morot
Bow down my soul, the Infinite arlnre l
.A. child is born, to us a Son is given
Whom shall obey the hosts of e"rth and heaven
"The light that o'er the eastern bnrder glow~
.A.nd on our way its mellow ra<liance throws,
Is Israel's ancient cloud of pillared fi•f';
'Twill guide our slaps to bin1 our souls desire."

THE STORY OF THE BOOK OF MORMON.
BY H. A. STEBBINS.

WAPTER X:.
---~

TFfE BOOK OF MOSIAH.

1

'IT'he People of Mosiah and Those of Zarahemla Become one
People.-Death of Mosiah and Reign of Benjamin.-Zeniff
Returns to the Land of Nephi.-Benjamin Executes Jus·
tice and Teaches Righteousness to His Pcople.-His Son
Mosiah Succeeds him as King.-Ammon Goes South and
Finds the Descendants of Zeniff.-They had Likewise
Discovered the Land of Desolation.-The Plates of Gold.

TN the last chapter was given an account
- of the discovery of the people of Zarahemla by Mosiah and his company of N ephites, and of the finding of the tablet upon which was engraved a brief hista:ry of
the Jaredite colony and their deRtruction
in the land northward not long before the
coming of the people of Zarahemla into
the region of country south of the Jaredite possessions.
After becoming acquainted with each
other the people of Mosiah and those of
Zarahemla united as one people and chose
Mosiah to be their king. Amaleki made
a record of these events in his time, among
other things mentioning also that Mosiah
died and that his son Benjamin succeeded
him as the leader of the people. Amaleki
wrote of the trouble that the Nephites had
with the Lamanites of his day, but he
said that the Nephites continued to be
successful in their resistance to the Lamanite encroachments, driving them away
each time that they appeared.
When he beca.me old Amaleki delivered
the plates and records to King Benjamin,
for he knew him to be a righteous man in
the sight of the Lord, a just man, one who
revered sacred things, and therefore he
would see that they were kept safely.
Before his death AmalekO. im;tructed the
Nephites in the law of God. He said that

all that was good came from thP T,ord,.
while all that was evil originated with
Satan. He taught them further about the
great Messiah, and of his coming and work
of redemption for the race, saying that
men ought both to come unto him and to·
believe in the gifts of the gospel that were·
by him.
About this time Zeniff and a number of
others returned from the land of Zarahemla into the land southward. There·
they settled near the Lamanites. Of them
more will be written hereafter.
In the land of Zarahemla, as they continued to call it, was there peace throughout the days of Benjamin. As before·
stated he was a good man, and he taught
his sons Mosiah, Hel01·am and Helaman
in such a manner as would cause them to·
be men of wisdom and understanding also,
if they paid he('d to his teaching and example.
In this way they became learned
in the prophecies and history of the Hebrew nation, and in the various reeords of
their ancestors upon this land. He also
instructed them as to the way of salvation,.
and concerning the love, the mercy, and
the justice of God. Indeed Benjamin was
one of the greatest and best men that the·
Book of Mormon gives a history of, because he was noted for his personal holiness of life, and also for his righteous.
precepts unto all the people over whom
he ruled. Furthermore, he was assisted by
good men in his efforts to teach the people in the things·of God's law. These labored with all their might to induce the·
people to live virtuously and honestly, and
to be wise and pure in speech and conduct..
Thus, through the work of Benjamin and
his ministers, was there peace and con-·
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tentment in the land, as well as prosperity
and ahundanee, during his days.
As Benjamin beeame old he gathered
the people and proelaimed to them that
his son Mosiah should be their King in
his plaee. He reminded the assembled
people that he had taught them the com·
mandments; that he had not permitted
any of them to kill or to steal, to rob or
to commit adultery; nor had he allowed
them to he enslaved or imprisoned.
Neither had he taxed them for his own
support, or taken their gold or goods to
enrich himself. Instead of this, he had not
only worked with his own hands to supply
his wants, hut had also labored greatly to
increase their prosperity. He told them
that he had wished to teach them the lesson that when they were in the serviee of
eaeh other, or doing each other good, they
were really in the service of God. And if
they thanked their king so much for, what
he had tried to do for them, how mueh
more, he said, ought they to be thankfnl
to the great Creator for the immemmrahle
good that he had accomplished in their
behalf, as their father and friend.
Then
he annunnced that he was too feeble to be
their king an;· longer, and that God had
commam1ed him to appoint Mosiah in his
stead. So he gave to Mosiah the charge
of the nation, and also eommitted into his
handR the engravings of the Nephites, the
reeords of the prophets, and the compaRS
(ordireetor), and the sword of Laban. He
exhorted the people to keep the Jaw of
God that was already written, and also
the comm:tnclments that should thereafter
be given them through Mosiah as their
prophet and king, sueh as cireumstances
would make neees!'lary to be recPived for
their instruetion and guidanee. He warned them against divisions and eontentions
amongst themselves, and direeted both
old and young to keep themselves free
from sin and transgression. They were
to do this by observing the commandments and by taking for an example those
happy ones who had kept them, and who
had the Spirit of God as their guide and
their Comforter. For such were blessed
in all things, he said, and if they indeed
made themselves faithful in all things,
th~y should obtain eternal .happiness and
dwell in never ending bliss.
Benjamin also taught them that the
Son of God would eome to earth and
would dwel~ for a season in a mortal body,
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ministering the gospel unto men, healing·
the sick, causing the lame to walk, th{3
blind to see, and the deaf to hear; that.
he would suffer temptation, weariness,.
hunger, anc1.J.hirst, the same as other men;.
that the Jew~ would scourge and crucify
him, but that on the third day he would
rise again, to judge the world in due time;
that by his blood he would atone for the
sins of the world, so tha'; all those who
should believe in him and come with repentant hearts, should receive a remission
of their sins. Concerning little children he
said that they hac1 no need of repentanee,
because Christ's blood atoned for the sin
of Adam, and for all sins exeept those
that were done against light and intelligence, or those that were knowingly and
willfully committed.
He d.eclared that there was no other
name whereby man could he saved but
by the name of Jesus Christ, and tbat
there would be none other name given for
that purpose, either in time or in eternity.
The infant should not perish, but men
would drink damnation to their own souls
exeept they would humble themselves and
become as little ehildren in their faith,
and in love and humility. For, from the
fall of Adam, men had by nature been
enemies to God, and to his way of righteommess; but whenever they will put.
off the natural or perverse man and be-come as a child in meekness, in patience,
and in loving submission to the father,.
they will indeed be his children. To
him they must he obedient, and also
have faith that he will do all things
well, as their loving parent and Creator..
But those who do not submit to his wise
rule will not bt> justified, and none of
them will be found blameless before
Goc1 at the last day exeept little ehildren.
He taught them that all rrien will he
judged and rewarded aceording to their
works, in the degree that they were good
or bad, and the wieked and perverse will
shrink from the presenee of God in that
day.
While Benjamin thus preaehed to them
the hearts of the people were touehed,
even they were moved upon by the Spirit
of God so much that they humbled themselves greatly and eried out for a remission of their sins, saying that they believed in Jesus Christ the Son of God. Then
the Spirit of the I,ord came upon them
and they had great joy
·when BIDlja- .
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min saw this he taught them that after
believing in Christ they should depart
from their sins and remain steadfast in
1the faith of Christ from thenceforth, caling upon the Lord daily, and being humble of heart and soul. By doing this they
,could always retain a remission of their
'Sins, and they would also increase in the
knowledge of God continually. He said
that while in that state of mind they
would not have any desire to injure each
'Other or to do any wrong, for they would
love justice and peace, and would render
to everybody that which was their due.
Neither would they then permit their
-children to fight or to serve Satan the
father of sin, or to go uncared for, or
'to be in trouble. Rather would they
teach them to love each other, to speak
the truth, and that their deeds should be
righteous.
,
Furthermore they would, also give of
their substance to those who needed aid,
so that none of the poor would put up
their petitions to them in vain, if they indeed lived after the manner that he had
taught them. Even if one suffered by
reason of his own follies and transgressions they ought not permit him to want,
'01' to perish because of his past sins.
He
said that if any did so they had need to
repent of their sin in so doing. For, in
their dependence upon God for every
,good they have, all men are as beggars,
the houses and lands, the goods and money
that they enjoy having all come into being
through the wisdom and goodness of Gocl,
the common father of all men. Whatever they had really belonged to him, and
their lives also, therefore those who were
rich should assist the needy, and so should
those too who had sufficient for themselves
and some to spare beyond their needs,
everyone doing accorc1iDg to what he had.
But all this ought to be done in wisdom,
and with judgrnent, beeanse it was not re-quired that any man should go farther or
do more in any way than he had strength
{)r power to do.
\Vhoever borrowed anything of his
neighbor should return the same to him,
for to keep it would be wrong, and by
so doing he might cause the neighbor
to eommit sin too. Furthermore, they
must watch themselves and take heed to
their thoughts and words and ways; for
there are many ways to do wrong, and if
God's people were not always upon the

watch they might quickly and easily go
astray.
After hearing these teachings of King
Benjamin the people accepted them with
one heart and one mind, and they entered
into a eovenant to keep the commandments of God thenceforth, and to do his
will.
From that time :Mosiah began to reign in
his father's place, beginning with the four .
hundred and seventy-sixth year from the
time Lehi left Jerusalem. And Mosiah
walked in the ways of the Lord, as his father had done, keeping the eommandments
and executing justice among the people.
Thus they eontinued to have peace and
prosperity in the land of Zarahemla, as
the Lord had said should be the ease.
But, in time, Mosiah and his people desired to obtain knowledge eoncerning the
fate of Zeniff and his colony who went
south towards the Lamanites, in the days
of Amaleki and King Benjamin. Therefore a eompany, with one named Ammon
as their leader, went out and sought for
the descendants of that eolony. After
traveling many clays they came to the borders of an inhabited Janel, and Ammon
and three others went in and were brought
before the ruler of the people. This king
was Limhi, the grandson of Zeniff. Ammon made known who he waR, and I,imhi
and his people were glad to hear about
their brethren in Zarahemla. 'rhen they
brought into the eity those who came with
Ammon and entertained them. Ammon
fcmnd that Limhi and his people were under bondage to the Lamanites, Zeniff having so much desired to chvell in thilt land
that he had entered into a ireatv with the
J,amanites by which the latter t~xed them,
and now the system had become very oppressive and burdensome.
Then Limhi gathered his people and
spoke to them about their present eondition, and of how much they had suffered,
a great deal of which, he saia, had come
upon them because of their transgressions
and by reason of their departure from good.
ways. They had even slain one of God's
prophets who eame deelaring the word of
the Lord and the coming of the Messiah.
At the request of Limhi Ammon related
the history of his people from the time of
Zeniff's departure, and also he rehearsed
the precepts of King Benjamin eoncerning
the necessity of righteousness and godliness being had among them.
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After tlie people had dispersed to their
homes Limhi told Ammon that some time
previous to Ammon's arrival a company·
of men had gone out from them to seek
their brethren in Zarahemla, and, not
knowing the ,way that their fathers had
come, they had failed to find it, but had
passed by and gone farther north till they
came to the land that the people of Zarahemla had first found, a land that had evidently been inhabited by a great people,
by a mighty and warlike race, for the dry
bones of men and beasts thickly strewed the ground, and the ruins of their
cities and villages covered a wide area
of country, so far as they explored
the end not being found. These men returned by the way that they went, bringing with them, as evidences of their discovery, several brass and copper breast-plates
and the hilts of swords, the blades of
which had been destroyed by rust. Also
they found and brought with them twentyfour gold plates that were covered with
engravings, a translation @f which Limhi
desired to have made in order that they
might know the history of the people who
had.perished, and the cause of their destruction. Ammon said that he could not
interpret them, but that King 1\'Iosiah had
the gift from God of translating unknown
languages; for he was not only a prophet
but was also a seer, and unto him was
shown things past and things to come.
He had this knowledge by the Urim and
Thummim, through which the Lord revealed such instruction as would guide
Mosiah and hiR people in wisdom's ways.
When h€ heard this Limhi rejoiced, not
only because of the record that they were
now lillely to read, but also because God
was thus present with his people, giving
them knowledge and understanding in like
manner as he had given instruction to
their fathers. So Limhi praised the name
of the Lord. [x J

(x) In writing eoncerning Peru, the land o!
the Nephites and the Lamanites, it iB well to
bear in mind that ancient Peru contained within its limits all that regi.on which iB now included in several other kingdoms. Baldwin mentions on page 237 of his- book that the Peru of
the Incas took in the territory now known as
"Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia, and Chili as :far down as
the thirty-se-venth degree of south latitude."
He writes that the remains of the ancient people "are found to some extent in all these countries, although most abundantly in Peru," that
2
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iB in the portion of that vast territory which is'
now known as Pt>ru.
With this in mind let us also consider ths
fact that antiquarians and historians have wri
ten that, for some cause, the original people became divided into various tribes or nations. OR:
page 65 of "Ancient America" Baldwin says thati
if the different peoples who were found in North!
and South America by the Europeans all Be-;
longed originally to the ~ame race then time,i
development and "different conditions of life had di-·
vided this race into at least two extremely unlike
branches." One has onlv to read the Book of
Mormon to discover that this idea of the learned is according to the record written by those
who gave a history of the two l!eople who were
indeed so very unlike, and that the book also
tells of the di viFions that occurred which caused!
various nations or governments to be organized'
from the originals. We will see this as we progress in the investigation of the subject, and as
we study the writings and make extracts from
the findings and conclusions of the students of
antiquarian lore. The following is gathered
from Bald win:
"That the civilization found in the country
was much older than the Incas can be seen in
what we know of their history. Their empire
had grown to be what Pizarro found it by subjugating and absorbing a considerable number
of small states, which had existed as civilized
states before the time of the Incas. The conquest of Quito, which was not inferior to the
Valley of Cuzco in civilization, had just been
completed when the Spaniards arrived. The
Chimns, subjugated a few years earlier, are described as even m.ore advanced in civilizatiQn
than any other Peruvian community. The
small states thus absorbed by Peru were 1nuch
alike in manners, customs, manufactures, methods of building, and general culture. It is manifest that their civilization had a common origin,
and that to find its origin we must go back into
the past far beyond Inca-Rocco, the first of his
line, who began the work of uniting them under
one government.
"Moreover, there were civilized communities
in that part of the contiment which the Incas
had not subjugated, such as the Muyscas on the
table-land of Bogota, north of Quito, who had a
remarkable civil and religions organization, a
temple of the sun built with stone columns, a
regular system of computing time, a peculiar
calendar, and who used small circular gold plates
as coin. They have been described by Humboldt.
"The condition of the people composing the
Peruvian empire at the time of the Conquest
bore witness to an ancient history something
like that reported by Montesinos. There are
indications that the country had undergone important revolutionary changes before this empire
was establic;hed. The Peruvians at that time
were not all one people. The political union
was complete, but there were differences of
speech, and. to some extent, of physical characteristics. Three numerous and important
branches of the population were known as
Aymaras, Chinchas and Hnancas. They used
different tongues, althou.gh the Quichna dialect,
spoken by the Incas, and doubtleRS a dialect of
the Aymaxaa, to whom the Incas belonged, was
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the official language in ew,ry part of the empire.
There was a separated and fragmentary condition of the communities with re"pect to their
unlike characteris ie», which implied something
different from a qniet and uniform political history. These differences and peculiarities suggeBt that there was a period when Peru, after an
ilhporuwt cmreer of cidlbJJJion and empire was subjected to great political changes brought about
by invasiol). and revolution, by which the nation was for a long time ~ up imto 8ejJ1JJf(lte
~tates.

"Here, as in :Mexico and Central America,
there was in the tra,ditions frequent mention of
strangen; or f01·eigners who came by sea to the
Pacific coast and held intercourse with the 0'0ple; but tliis was in the time of the old kmgdom,"-A neient America, pages 270-272.
James Orton, .M. A., Professor of Natural History in V ~"'<tr College, in his work "The Andes
all< I the Amar.on," says:
"\V hen and by whom the Andes were first

peopled is a period of darkne._<:s that lies beyond
the domain of history. But geology and archffiology are combining to prove that Sora;t~ ~nd
Chimborazo have looked down upon a ClVlhza..
tion far more ancient than that of the Incas. . . .
On the shore of Lake Titicaca are extensive
ruins which antedate the advent of :Manco
Capac, and may be as venerable as the lakedwellings of Geneva. Wilson has traced six
terraces in Q'Oing u~ from the sea, through the
province ol'Esmara,da toward Quito, and underneath the living forests which are older than the
Spanish invasion, many gold, c pper, and stone
vestiges of a lost population were found."-Page
109.
The period of Manco Capac, as Professor Orton ca.Is it, is traditional, but the ruler who is
reprerented by that name in the annals of Peru,
is supposed to have lived about the beginning
of the Christian era. With the next chapter
will be given more testimony in relation to
the history and tradition of ancient Peru.

"Each day, each week, each month. each year a new chance is given

.you by God. A new chance, a new leai, a new life, this is the
golden, uuspaakable gift wbich each new day ofiers to you."

VILLAGE Il\IPROVEllfENT SOCIETIES.

IN an article on the above subject in &rilmer
for September, Dr. Holland says:
"There are just about four months in the year
in which an ordinary country village is a pleasant place to dwell in, viz.: from May to September. The muddy streets and sidewalks of
autumn anrl sprin~, and the icy and snowy
ways of winter, render it uncomfortable for
walking and driving. The foliage and herbage
of summer cover up the ugly spots, and the
greenery of the growing months transforms the
homeliest details into the pleasant and pictureesque. The moment the greenery disappears,
dilapidated fences, broken-down sheds, unkept
commons, neglected trees, and the tolerated uglinesses of the village assert themselves. The
village is beautiful no longer. There are thousands of villages scattered ovBr the country in
which there never has been a public-spirited attempt made to reduce their disorder to order,
their ugliness to beauty, their discomforts to
comfort. Every man takes care, or does not take
care, of his own. There is no organic or sympathetic unity, and the villages, instead of being
beautiful wholes, are inharmonious-aggregations.
Some paint and some do not paint. Same keep
their grounds well, and others do not keep their
groundB at all. Ulli!ightly wrecks of vehicles;

offensive piles of rubbish, are exposed here and
there, and every man apparently feels at liberty
to make his belongings 11.'3 unpleasant to his
neighbor as it pleases him. No public sentiment of order is developed; no local pride is
fostered; there is apparently no desire for beauty fostered; there is apparently no desire for
beauty or convenience that goes one step beyond one's home in any case.
"It is therefore, with great gratification that
we notice here and there the organization of
Village Improvement Societies, and the beautiful work which they are aooomplishing. Where
ever they ·have been in existence long enough
to accomplish anything, shade trees are planted
by the side of the high ways; old, neglected commons are fenced in, graded and planted ; sidewalks are laid in all the streets, and a public
interest in order and beauty is developed, which
makes every man more careful of his own. Two
villages, of which we happen to know, have
been quite transformed within two or three
years by the operations of these organizations;
and their beneficent and beautiful work, already
done, will insure to their localities a certain
amount of beauty and convenience for the next
hundred years. They have not been met by
the public apathy that they anticipated., and
they have been enabled by subscriptions, fairs
and festivals; to .raise sufficient monev for the'
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work they haye instituted, while individual citizens have co-opemted with them in their
schemes.
"There is no good reason why every considerable village of the country should not be made
convenient, healthful, an-i beautiful, by the op,erations of such societies as, these. THere is no
good reason why a public feeling of pride should
not be engender(){! by them and an earnest purpose developed by them, eacll village becoming
more attractive than its neighbor. Selfish interest is all on thB side of the socreties; for improvement in value. Emulation between neighbors
and between villages is excited, and niggardly
property-holders are shamed into efforts to contribute to the popular desire for harmony. This
is not a theory, it is experience; for, whenever
they have been tried, these societies have done
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the work and exe.r.cised the inftnence we have
stated.
"Again, these societies are a,ae1~cies of culture.
Developing a public spirit and a feBling of local
pride, they, can not fail to bear fruit in other
and higher directions. Public and domestic architecture will be the first to feel the effect of
the new sentiment. Men will build pretty
houses, in tone with the new order of things.
NBw ambition will be developed with relation
to public buildings and their surroundings. The
new town hall will be better than the old. The
new church will be an ornament and a glory,
which the old one was not. ,Lyceum, reading
clubs, and libraries, are just as natural an outgrowth of a public culture nourished by them,
as they are, themselves, the out,orowth of a
public necessity."

VISION OF LAMONI.
BY A. W. MOFFET.

T)Y request of brother W., I write a

r:>

dream or vision I once had, for I do
not know whether I was asleep or awake.
Some little time prior to the reorganizing
Qf the church, my mind had been running
on church matters, and wondering what
the result of all the factions of the ehurch
would be. I saw in the night myself and
throo other men on a high rolling prairie.
We had a team with us. One of us had
a spade; and with it we were spading in
the ground. It seemed that a question
was asked by some one (not of our number, for there was no one pres~mt but the
four of us): ''vVhat are you doing?" The
answer was: "We are preparing to lay
the foundation for the redemption of
Zion." I looked up from our work, and
looked to the north-east and saw two covered wagons coming towards us. In a
short time I saw others coming from all
directions, until the prairie was covered
with emigrants.
I often thought of the dream or vision,

which ever it was, and wondered what it
meant, until it passed from my mind.
I thought no more about it until some
time after the Committee on Location
came here, and I took my team and a
spade, and drove them over on the prairie
in Fayette township. In the committee
were just the number that I saw in my
dream or vision. We took the spade to
try the depth and quality of the soil;
with what results has already been developed.
I think brethren Ackerly ancl Ross were
the two first families in covered wagons
that came on to the prairie, and they ~ame
from the north-east.
I often thought of the matter when
crossing the prairie to preach in the little
school-house known as the Black Schoolhouse, and wondered if I should see it:
fulfilled. I often think of it now. I saw
this before I was identified with the Reorganization.

THE United ShJtes Senate received a petition from 102,670 citizen-s of thirty-three states and,
territories prot.,sting against Utah's admission as a state while a majority of its citizens adhere
to Mormonism.
THE expulsion of Jews-from St. Petersburg and Moscow, and particularly from Livonia and'
Esthonia, continues wi~h eYer-increa~ing vigor.
WnENyotv:are swimming against the tide of public opinion, be assured that you are no dead'
fish, for they float with it.
.
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"I'M HOME AGAIN."
BY VIDA.

Softly throught my waking senses
Thrills a low, sweet burst of song,
And as swift come rushing o'er me
Memories, a busy throng.
I'm a child, glad, gay and care-free;
What care I for time or tide,
As I roam. through field and orchard,
And green wood-land cool and wide?
There! again those notes are sounding!
Ah, my pretty Jennie wren I
I believe I am enchanted!
No; I'm only home again.
I can tell, for o'er those pmiries
Oft I watched that soft grey light
Herald of the bursting morning
And farewell to shades of night.
No, I see the gleaming marble
In the city of the dead;
But how wide have grown its borders;
Let me count the years now fled:
Seven,-Ah, if we counted grave stones
For each hope now buried, dead,Would your city hold their number
In those same years as they sped?
Hark, I hear a hundred songsters,
In the orchard they must be ;
As I draw aside the curtain
What a picture opes to me!
How the orchard trees are whitening
With their rich, sweet-scented bloom,
Which comes like a dream of heaven
On soft winds into the room!
Talk to me of sweet magnolias;
Sing of orange laden breeze;
What in life could there be sweeter
Than the perfume of these trees?
But with these thoughts tears are starting;
Must I ever say good-bye
And leave all to be a pilgrim
'Neath that stranger, western sky.
At the corner of the orchard
Used to stand a gnarled old tree
And 'tis there yet and in blossom,
Lived again to welcome me.

Old and bent and shorn of branches,
I had thought its time vvas o'er;
But, behold! itR head is whitening\Nill it ever blossom more?
Near it stands my mother's "poem''
With each graceful, bending bough;
Every leaf, and bud, and blossom,
Form a word or line just now;
'Tis a small, transcendant crab-tree,
And when hazy autumn comes,
You will see a ri€her picture
Than these bright, sweet-scented blooms.
To the south the corn-field stretches
Down into the wooded shade ;
How those old woods used to echo
To the song the wild-birds made!
There's an open space J know there,
And a road winds through the trees
To a lakelet, whose bright surface
Ripples to the warm spring breeze.
To the left slopes off the meadows
Dotted o'er with violets blue,
Glistening as the morning sumbeams
Finds each tiny di'<'P of dew.
I could lead you thus for hours
Through the meadow, wood-land, lane.
Field and pasture, flower and grasses;
For once more I'm home again.
Home again-I see old pathways
And the school-house on the hill;
Hear old names, and in the twilight
Listen to the Whip-poor-will. . '
Are these first and best and dearest?
Nay! there's something better farSomething that in all my wanderings
Ever shines my guiding star.
Mother's kiss and father's welcome,
Sisters, brothers greet me here;
All have grown or changed a little,
But as dear-ah, just as dear.
I can trace times pencil sketchesCall it age, or care, or painOn the face of both my parents,
Now that I am home again.

IN the long period of twelve hundred years which elapsed between the reign of Constantine

and the Reformation of Luther, the worship of saints and relics corrupted pure and perfect simpilicity of the Christian model; and some symptoms of degeneracy may be observed even in the

lirst generations which adopted and cherished this pernicious innovation.

FARliiER's boys who are used to the country, and can get a living there, had better stick to it
and not be tempted by dreams of fubulous wealth picked up from the paving stones of great towns.
DoES any one dare ask the blessing of God upon his whisky or tobacco?
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ACROSTIC.

BY RICHARD BULLARD.

A nd now, dear friend, thy first year's sowing done,
U nfettered wend thy way as time rolls on;
T ruth shall be spread as thou thy oourse pursue,
U nfolding as the flower to catch the dew.
M ay youth and manhood find in thee true wealth,
N or age with hoary locks and failing health
L ack meat in sea.son, from thy storehouse free,
E ach in their state bless, and be blessed of thee.
A fter the sowing, comes glad harvest day;
V ict'ry secured to those who watch and pray;
E ternal rejoicing through all time to come;
S heaves garnered, we will shout the harvest home.

ELI.JAH BANTA.
[Concluded.]

the years of
and
Mr.
DURING
Banta, with his wife, resided in the
1847

48,

village of Elizabethtown, where he followed mining as an occupation; but his
heart was alive in the work of God, and
the studv of God's word was his chief
employm:-ent when out of the mines. We
long had in our possession the well-worn
Bible which he used at this time. The
margin of its leaves bore traces of fingers
many times when he was too impatient,
upon coming out of the coal bank to wait
for a bath before enjoying at least one
chapter from the word of God. As a
result of this diligent study of God's
word he became not only familiar with
the scriptures, but skilful in the use of
them to the confounding of those who
{)pposed the truth.
His father was now advanced in years.;
and feeling the care of the farm becoming
too much for him, he wrote desiring that
Elijah would return and take charge of
it. Accordingly, in 1848, he returned to
Indiana, where he resided until the spring
of 1865.
Before leaving Pennsylvania he had
become dissatisfied with the claims of
Rigdon and other factions of the church
known to him; and as he was the only
<me in the county of the peculiar belief
held by Latter Day Saints, he gradually
lost his first love; and not being naturally of a religious turn of mind, he drifted
into politics, and became more or less

engrossed with the things of this world.
\Ve do not wish to be understood as saying that he ever for one moment doubted
the truth of the 1vork he had embraced,
for he never did, neither was he ever
ashamed of it, but stood ready to defend
it at an times, no matter by whom challenged; and many a time those who in
t,he beginning looked upon the plainly
clad, stammering farmer as an easy combatant, scarcely worth contending with,
soon found to their cost that they had
engaged a foeman worthy of their steel,
and were ever after cautious of how they
roused him tD discussion. Never having
known the trammels of sectarianism, he
showed neither mercy nor quarter for
man-made creeds, and by this means
taught those who had no respect for his
religion, to both respect and fear him as
an oppon'"nt of their own.
One or two incidents of his life at this
time we wish to notice. The first for the
benefit of those striving to obtain a start
in life, yet not content with the progress
made; the other for the benefit of our
young men, that they may realize the fact,
that when leaving a place, whether for
good or ill, they leave a chamder behind
them. We have before remarked that his
father was a well-to-do farmer, but be believed in keeping his property in his own
hands while he lived; and when Mr. Banta
with his wife went on to the farm, he
allott'"cl them a log cabin of one room,
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ELIJAH

and agreed to pay him twelve dollars a
month for his services. This was mm>e
in proportion to the expenses incur:r&1. by a
family than it would be now; buii even then
it was not a magnificent salary, and many
times hB felt discontented with his circumstanees. Upon one, occasion, especially, after retiring for the night, these
feelings took possession of his mind, and
like the ghost of Hamlet, they "would not
down." It was raining, and as the drops
fell thick and fast upon the roof, the still
small voice of the Spirit propounded one
after another these questions: "Have you
110t good heaJth?
Have you not plenty
to eat and to wear? Have you not a good
bed, and comfortable shelter from the
storm?" To all of which he was constrained to ans>ver, "Yes." "How many
thousands upon· thousands have none of
these things?" came the answering voice;
and then and there he resolved from
that time forth to be satisfied with his circumstances in life. He had not before
thought of the poverty and wretchedness
in the world, but had been led to murmur by
,thinking of those whose circumstances in
life seemed to be better than his own.
There is a lesson contained in this for
those who are wise enough to heed it.
At the time when his father wrote for
him to come back to Indiana, he was owing a merchant by the name of Teale some
twenty-five dollars; and calling upon him,
he made an agreement with him to wait
for the money till sutJh time as he could
oond it to him. At twelve dollars per
month little was found to spare, and final±y he was compelled to borrow the money
~nd send i.t to pay this di:~bt.
We will
give the sequel of this bye and bye. And
we wish here to mention that small as the
log cabin was, the h€{1rts dwelling beneath
its roof were found large enough to open
its doors to the widow and orphan needing its protection and shelter; and many
peaceful days were spent by too writer
beneath its humble roof--days never to
forgotten, but engraven upon the tablets
of a grateful heart, as if written in letters
of gold.
fn 1859 Mr. Banta was ecleeted Auditor
of Johnson county, and filled this position
of trust with credit to himself and satisfarr
tion to his party friends, for two full terms.
In 1862 he responded to the urgent r<Y
quest of his country for troops, and enlisted for ninety days, in the One Hundroo

B.&N~~

and Thirty-sooond Regimffllt IndianA V ryluntee.rs, commanded by Colonel V anee;
and with thia regiment went to Nashville,
Chattanooga and othe1· points in Tennessee,
but was never in any actual engagement.
In l.S64 he was eleoted to represent the
county of JBhnwn in the st<ate legi&tature
of Indiana for a term of two years. Before this time expired however, other
events transpired which caused him to
withdraw, l'BaNing the v.acancy to be filled
by another man. In 1860 thel'e appeared
in the Oinciwwt:i Gazette a letter from a correspondent of that paper, written at Amboy upon the occasion of Joseph Smith's
taking his p1ace as First President of the
Reorganizaton; and though written in a
tone of bantering effrontery and misrepresentation it sounded to the heart of many a
waiting Saint the first note of, "Joseph and
God to the rescue!" For nearly twenty
years a corrupt priesthood, reeking in
cr.ime, had had it all their own way; and
the odium of ten thousand-yes, twice ten
thousand-abominable sins an<\ crimes bad
been heaped upon the Church of Christ,
without one voice raised in her defense or
one effort made to separate the truth from
falsehood; to vindicate the innocent, or
bring the guilty to the bar of justice.
Mormonism and polygamy were synonymous; and so greedy is the world for
sla,nder, so slow to believe the truth, so
ready to believe a lie, that brave and ably
conducted as has, from that day to this
-over the long stretch of twenty-eight
years--been the camp-aign of the Reorganization, there are yet in our land to be
found specimens of igno:rance so dense as
to believe that Mormonism is represented
by the apostate chureh entrenched in the
fastnesses of those western mountains.
But to return.
All along these years
there had been in the hell!rt of Bro. Banta.
as in the hearts of ten thousand others of
the scattered ones, a hope, undefined
and faint at times, but ntwer entirely lost
sight of, that the son of Joseph Smith
would yet take his father's place; and in
the article referred to, he learn-ed with
glad11ess that his hopes had been no vain
delusion, but were indeed already realized.
Among other names men,tiened wa£ that
of ELder James BJ,akesl.oo, with ">born he
was personally aequainted, and he knew
that wha.t was said of him in the Gazette
article was utt'Brly false. From this fact
he c.ame to the OOlWhtSWll that a!e rest
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of the adverse statements were most likely
of the same character.
Learning that the next conference was to
be held in Amboy in 1861, he went there,
but did not at that time unite with the
church. Returning to Amboy in 1863,
he was baptized by Elder C. JonBS, and
confirmed by Elders Jones aud Blakeslee.
Jn the spring of 1865, in order to be with
the Saints, he sold his property in Indiana,
aiKl resigned his scat in the legislature;
and from that time forth identified hirnslf
with the church.
In the year 1866, in company with W.
W. Blair, he went on a mission to Pennsylvania, and while there had occasion to
visit his fOTIIl'Br horne in Elizabethtown.
Upon being introduced to a physician of
the place, and recognizing him as one he
had known before, he said:
"You have not forgotten me have you?"
"l do not remember ever having met
you before."
"Don't you remember a stammering
young man who used to dig coal in your
place?"'
"ls it pos-sible you are the one!" he exclaimed. "Welcome back, for you are an
honest man. Charley Teale h~s told me
about that borrowed money. Welcome
back."
It was pleasing to Mr. Banta to be remembered in this way, and it will be the
same to each young man who establishes
a name for truthfulness and honesty.
In the year 1868, again in company
with Elder Blair, he traveled by the isth-
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mns to California, and labored all a missionary, returning to his home 1869.
In the year 1870, in company with I. L.
Rogers, David Danoor and Calvin Beebe,
he carne west with the view of purchasing
a large tract of land for a settlement of
the Saints_ Being greatly exercised with
reference to this, business, the mind of
each one had been drawn out in prayer
that they might be guided; might be in the
hand of the Lord as clay in the hand of the
potter. They were at this time penetrating
the state of Kansas. But as our readers
will see in an article from Bro. Moffat in
this issue, the Lord had decreed otherwise.
Bro. Jason W. Briggs had in a vision
seen the Saints settled upon the Iowa line;
and various others had from time t<J time
received testimonies pointing to the same.
Accordingly when these brethren put
themselves unreservedly under the Lord's
direction, he moved upon them to return
horne; and when by appointment of the
conference of 1871 they again started upon the same business, they finally decided
to buy in I<Jwa. The result of this purchase is the present prosperous settlement
of LamDni.
In the year 1883 Bro. Banta was elected to the legislature of Iowa, and spent
the winter in Des Moines. He is now living in LamDni, where he expects to spend
the days allotted him on earth; feeling
now, as he has for many years, that,
''The friends who moot cheer him
On life's rugged road
Are the friends of the Master,
The servants of God."

A SUN-DAY DREAM.
Lord of all being 1 throned afar,
Thy glory flames f, om sun and star;
Center and soul of every sphere,
Yet to each loving heart how near!

Our midnight is thy smile withdr-awn;
Our noontide is thy gracious dawn;
Our rainbow arch thy mercy's sign;
All, save the clouds of sin, are thinei

Sun of our life, thy quickening ray
Sheds on our path the glow of day;
Star of our hope, thy softened light
Cheers the long watches of the night.

Lord of all life, below, above,
Whose light is truth, whose warmth is bve,
Before thy ever-blazing throne
We ask no luster of our own.

Grant us thy truth to make us free,
And kindling hearts that burn for thee,
Till all thy living altars claim
One holy light, one heavenly flame!
Oliver Wendell Holme1!.
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PATTIE; OR, LEAVES FROM A LIFE.
BY ELEANOR.

CHAPTER II.

''111HE counsel of the Lord standeth forJl
ever, the thoughts of his heart to
all generations."-Ps. 3 3: 11.
In the preceding chapter we traced the
apostasy of the church, and also the rise
of the Reformation, which latter was a
limited restoration of gospel light. But
we saw that the priesthood was not restored, and consequently there was no one
with authority to reconstruct the church.
And we will now see that when men undertook this work without such commission they were left to learn that man by
his own wisdom can not know God, nor
properly set his house in order. . .
The Protestant churches mult1phed as
the spirit of inquiry increased; . each
founding their faith on some partlCular
principle in the Bible, disregarding all
others.
Luther and his followers contended
that it is alone through faith in Christ,
without works, that the sinner is saved.
They taught that baptism is a rite by
which members are initiated into the
church, and was not essential to salvation;
that as a mere rite its mode was immaterial.
Calvin, an eminent French theologian,
taught that salvation is wholly of free
grace; that God had foreordained before
the world was made that a part of mankind should be saved, and for the rest
there was no hope, no salvation; .that
grace influencing the hearts of the elect,
inclined them to faith. They builded on
the declaration of scripture, that "by grace
ye are saved;" as the Lutherans had built
on another, "the just shall live by faith."
Calvin regarded baptism as Luther did,
and for much the same reason; namely,
that as salvation was assured, whether by
grace or faith, water baptism could do no
more. Another sect were followers of
James Arminius, of Holland, who separated from the Calvinists, rejecting the
doctrine of predestination, and holding
that salvation was both of grace and faith,
or free will; that is, that God willed salvation to all who willed to be saved.
These were the leading sects of the sixteenth century; but all of them divided

and sub-divided into various sdmols on
questions that were constantly growing
out of their teachings.
The primitive Baptists taught substantially the same as Calvin, except that they
rejected infant baptism as a relic of papacy, retained by both. Luther and Calvin.
Thev also held that though baptism is an
initi"atory rite, it should b-e performed
after the example of Christ, which was
by immersion.
The distribution of the Scriptures and
the untrammeled study of them increased
confusion; for, "what man has done, man
can do;" so every man put his own construction upon them. regardless that it is
written that no scripture is of private
interpretation.
Science sought to throw light upon the
puzzling question, What is truth? and
itself became hopelessly entangled and
divided. But the more distant and difficult seemed the solution, the more the
sincere enquirer asked, "What shall I do
to be saved?" All felt that something
was needed to harmonize the discordant
creeds or point unerringly to the right
paths. Christ had said: "I am come a
light into the world, that whoso believeth
in me should not abide in darkness."
Why then this uncertainty? None could
say authoritatively: "This is the way,
walk ye in it." One man's word was as
good as another's; and what one declared
to be true, another· with equal warrant
declared to be false. The Bible alone
had not proved a sufficient guide; some
lost heart or grew sceptical. A few earnest, thoughtful, prayerful ones became
convinced that as Peter bad not learned
the truth through flesh and blood, so
neither could they, and they earnestly
sought their heavenly Father for the
knowledge of the truth that Peter had
obtained, even revelation from himself.
Some obtained evidence satisfactory to
themselves that God was about to reveal
himself again to the world; for he is the
same, and unchangeable "the thoughts of
his heart to all generations."
vV e have seen how the Lord prepared a
people through the Reformation, whom
he gathered out from all nations where-
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ever there were any who thought upon
his name, that be might form them into
$ nation to execute his purposes on J oseph's land. * And the thought of his
'heart towards this latter generation we
may trace when we see him preparing to
gather out from all denominations those
who earnestly seek to know the truth as
'it is in him, in order to build his spiritual
kingdom in the land and among a people
prepared for it--c-"Zion, the beautiful for
situation, the joy of the whole earth!"
At last the eventful day bas come, the
time decreed when the everlasting gospel
and the Church of Jesus Christ should
again be restored to those that dwell on
the earth. That which bad been shown
. to John in vision, on the lonely Isle of
Patmos, t was now about to take place.
"Lo from the opening heavens in bright
array
An angel comes; to earth he bends his
way 1
Reveals to man, in power as at the first,
The fulness of the gospel long since lost."
J osepb Smith, like Martin Luther, was
the son of humble, Christian parents,
and like Luther be had from early youth
sought to learn the truth and to serve
God. It was to him that in the year
1827 the angel of the Lord came and
;revealed the buried record of Mormon,
j and bade him take it from its place of
;concealment, promising that be should be
!-able to translate it by the gift and power
:of God; that it should go forth to all na'tions, kindreds, tongues and peoples; to
tbe a savor of life, and light, and peace to
/those who received it, and of confusion
/and destruction to its rejecters and oppos:-ers.
You and I, dear reader, have seen this
prophecy fulfilled, and see it still fulfilling. Thus wa-s ushered in the last dis/Pensation of the gospel, in the fullness of
,·time. An angel also ordained Joseph,
~and commissioned him to org11nize the
1
'
Church of Christ, and thB priesthood,
)3,fter the pattern of the New Te5tament.
jThe angel wa£ o-nB of those who had been
,-commissioned under the bands of Christ;
!as was the one who talked to John on
IPatmos.
l Joseph was faithful to the heavenly
:vision, as was John, and the Book

t

t
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I
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~ *Dent. 83:13-17.
~ t Rev. 22:9.

tReY.l4:6.
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Mvrmon was published to the world in:
1830, and the church was organized thei
s~me year.
Those who had been praying'
and waiting for the salvation of God, like.
Simeon in the temple at Jerusalem, now·
flocked to hea,r the glad tidings as sooni
as it began to be preached. And its sue-:
cess was glorious, because the word came;
with power, as well as authority; not as'
with those who having a form of godliness
deny the power. All who have beard the::
gospel as revealed to Joseph are at onoo.
struck by its wonderful harmony and
consistency with the scriptures. No spir-'
itualizing of the word, no building on:
any particular principle thBrein; but sim4
ple, direct following of the whole pattern•
This harmony is evidence of its divinity,,
for we have seen how utterly men have
failed in their attempts.
The same year that the church wasH
organized it r~moved in a body to Kirt-·
land, Ohio; from whence the elders were
sent out preaching, and God was witbl
them confirmino· the word to the believer
with signs foll~wing, 3JS in the ancient'
days of the church. Some of them are;
yet among us who still testify of these1
things, and they have been faithful and'
firm in the faith through all the visita-'
tions of the church, its scattering and1
persecutions.
And now let us return to Philip W aidville, whom we left teaching school near,
Painesville, Ohio, in tp.e same year of the;
angel's visit to Joseph Smith. He, too,,
bad begun to doubt the correctness of the'
doctrines taught by the early reformers,
and to study more closely into the nature·
of the gospel of Christ; he saw that some
of them must be mistaken, they could not
all he right with such conflicting views;!
but he believed that the truth was hidden,
i:n the scripture, if the imperfect mind of;
man could grasp it. He finB;lly decidecrl
that the mistakes were more in form than'
in substance, and tLe proper form consisted in baptism by imnwrsion. He could
not see that he was making the same mistake that they all had made, which was in
at-tributing to the light that lighteth every
man that cometh into the world, the work•
at' the Holy Ghost, which is the Spirit ofi
revelation, sent to guide into all truth, to-1
show things to come and bring to mindj
that which is pcast; and. that this Spirit ofj
prophecy and revelation had never been:i
found outside of the true Church o~
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Christ, and without it there was .no guide
to truth.
The village where Philip was teaching
was but a few miles from Kirtland, and
the sound of the truth must have reached
him. What effect it had upon his mind
we do not know; the cry of "false prophet"
arose on all sides and confused the minds
of many who did not consider that they
had no true ones. except those of the Bi·
ble whom they could not interpret.
An event th11t transpired about this
time turned Philip's attention from the
pursuit of spiritual knowledge to that of
love.
Among the many New Englanders who
settled in this part of the new state of
Ohio was a gentleman from Boston, of
whose name we will only say that it is
one familiar in the history of Boston from
the founding of the city. This family
were cOl'mected with the Primitive, or
regular Baptist denomination, and in their
family government were the strictest of
PuritanB. A member of this family was
a beautiful daughter, at this time eighteen
years of age. Sweet and gentle in disposition as she was beautiful in person, her
pure spirit sought in the strict performance of the duties taught her, to fulfill in
her own life the principles of righteousness as exemplified in the life of Christ;
but her tender heart shrank from the
harshness of Calvinistic decrees, that were
harsher still as exhibited in the teachings
of the Puritans. In vain she sought to
reconcile the doctrines of the parents
whom she, reverenced, with the character
,of the Christ whom she worshiped, whose
name and naturfl is Love.
The Baptist Church at this time was
much divided on the question of sustaining missions to the Indians, and to the
heathen of foreign lands; the body of
them holding it to be inconsistent with
the decroos of fore-ordination.
A separation had taken place in their
church in 1814, occasioned by the estab~
lishment of"~ mission in Burinah by the
.Rev. Judson and others. But those who
,sustained the work found themselves constrained tD substitute the tenets of Ar,minius for those of Calvin.
In 1830 the thrilling story of .Judson's
·1abors, suffering and snCC€ss, reached this
land and swept like a flood through the
Baptist churches, nearly depleting the old
.churches and filling those of the new

school with enthusiastic converts. Both
Philip and Martha joined them. They
were then m<>xried, and were residing at
a village about one hundred miles from
Kirtland. We will leave them there for
a time in the enjoyment of their happiness and their religion; when next we
visit them it will be to introduce one
whose name heads our story. Meantime
twelve years will elapse, and it seems
neG'€Ssary to brieiiy sketch the history of
the Latter Day Saints during this time~
for we are anxious that our young readers
may trace God in history, and learn that
he rules in the affairs of men.
The church at Kirtland did not long
enjoy its blessings.
The Protestant
churches and the Catholics forgot their
old enmity and made common mmse
against the Saints, and Church of Christ.,
They even revived the old spirit of per-.
secution, and forgot the lessons of the
Reformation. But history always repeats
itself, and ever since the world began,
evil has disputed possession with the
good ; for truth and falsehood are eternally antagonistic.
'I'he church soon removed to Missouri,
and was there subjected to still greater
persecution and suffering at the hands of
those who professed to be Christians and
patriots. The Saints were robbed of their
property; their houses burned, and they
were driven from place to place, and,
many were shot, among them a whitehaired revolutionary soldier and a lad'
of six years. God has said be will have
a tried people, and we see the Saints,
suffering the same trials . of faith that!
the Saints in all ages bad, and though
it was severe, it could by no means compare with those wenes of brutality of:
which we read in the days of the e-arly
Christians, or of the Reformation; but,
how did they stand the trial? The honest in heart rome forth as ptme gold, more!
than ever satisfied of the truth of that for
which they suffered; some slipped back/
to the places that they had deserted in the
sectarian churches, and soon became thei
bitterest enemies of the Saints.
·
The Saints were driven from the. state
of Missouri, though they were citizens of
the same and owning homesteads there!
for which they had paid, and for which.
they were never compensated. Illinoisi
offe1'€d them homes, and they ga.theredj
with the Prophet within her borders a.nd1
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!.found-ell the city of Nauvoo. Alas! the and urged the faithful to be steadfast,
1pu:re in heart a~d the faithful were not declaring that God had heard their prayrthe only <1.1WS wh0 gathered in that beau- ers,, and they yet should inherit all the
tiful city. It is written in the book of blessings promised them ; that in due
;J·ob that when "the sons of God present- time the Lord would send one in his
ed themselves before him, Satan came stead, who would gather them again, and
they then would be purged from the
also.;" and s0 he did at Nauvoo.
While the church was still at Kirtland, iniquity among them, and be purer and
G.od had made known w Joseph that there stronger because of their chastening.
were men among them who were secretly
We will pass over the account of that
plotting the overthrow of the church by atrocious murder, so well known to olu·
turning the grace of God into lascivious- readers, and only remind them, as Paul
ness, and denying the only Lord God, and reminded the Hebrews that, "where a tesour Lord Jesus Christ. Joseph revealed tament is, there must of necessity be the'
it to the church in these words :--"Verily death of the testator; for a testament is
I say unto you, ye are clean, but not all; of force after men are dead, otherwise it
and there is none else with whom I am is of no strength at all while the testator
well pleased, for all flesh is corruptible liveth." * Thus God once more made the
befm·e me, and the powers of darkness wrath of man w praise him, and by their
prevail upon the earth, among the child- act set an everlasting seal to the truth of
ren of men, in the presence of all the . this last testament.
hosts of heaven, which causeth silence to
The wicked designers no sooner gained
reign, and all eternity is pained, and the
angels are waiting the great command to control of the church than they proceeded
reap down the earth, to gather the tares by further agreeme11t with outside enethat they may be burned; and behold, the mies to vacate the city of Nauvoo, and
enemy is combined. And now I show remove the church from the state of Illinunto y0u a mystery, a thing which is had ois. And the deceived ones were led
in secret ehambers, to bring to pass even away to the alkaline deserts of Utah, thus
your destruction in process of time, and fulfilling that remarkable prophecy of
ye knew it not; but now I tell it unto Jeremiah: "Thus saith the I.ord; Cursed
you. * With much further warning they be the man that trusteth in man, and
were counseled to be humble and watch- maketh flesh his arm, and whose heart
ful. A few of thE) earnest and pure kept departeth from the Lord. For he shaH
these warnings in remembrance and were be like the heath in the desert, and shall
not deceived when the secret "mystery" not see when good cometh; but shall inbegan to be manifest at Nauvoo. Yet habit the parched places in the wildernot until recent years has the magnitude ness, in a salt land and not inh~bited." t
Dear reader, they are there still, and
of that stupendous plot of wickedness
God's cul'SBS and judgments have l0ng
begun to~appear.
The Prophet had said that thB enemy since overtaken them; and thB end is not
were "combined," and now it is known yet.
that some of those w)10 had been trusted
Thooo who remembered God's word to
in the oounsels of the church were work- them remained faithful through all the
ing in the interest of its enemies outside desolation ; though scattered over the
to compass their own scheme of de1iv- land they were not forsaken, and they
ering the Church of Christ, once again, confidently looked for the further fulfillbodily unto the enemy of all righteous- ment of the prophet's words which rela~ess.
No wonder there was ''silence in ted tD their gathering again. "For the
heaven, and all eternity was pain-eel."
counsel of the Lord standeth forever, and
These enemies, both within and with- the thoughts of his hear.t to all generaout, well understood that this could not tions." Their hope was surely to be realbe accomplished while the prophet Joseph ized, but ere then their faith must uncler-lived, and his murder was planned. But ~o further trial by years of weary waitneither was this hid from the Seer. "l mg; meantime we will revisit the peacego," he said. "as a lamb oo the slaughter/' ful hDme of the W aldvilles.

* Doctrin-e and Cbvenrults, s. 313 ; p. 3. 4.

* Heb. 9; Hi, 17.

t Jet. 17 ;5, 6.
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CHAPTER III.

BIRTH OF PATTIE.

"The mark of rank in nature
Is capacity for pain,
And the anguish of the singer
Makes the sweetness of the strain."
"How precious also are thy thoughts
unto me, 0 God! how great is the sum
·of them."-Ps. 139:17.
On a bright September morning, a few
months before the death of the Prophet,
three children stood around a cradle in
the home of Philip W aldville.. They were
'2,ffectionately regarding the tiny sister
but just arrived. The youngest little
"tot" wa.s holding the wee hand of the
baby, and gently patting it said, softly,
~'Pattie, Pattie."
Mr. W aldville hearing it, exclaimed,
"See, mother, they have named the baby.
We will name her Martha, for you, and
then the children's nickname will come
pat."
This was the advent of our Pattie, and
now the reader will begin to ask, "\Vho
is she for whom heaven has taken so much
thought?" \Ve will but hint at whom
she is not, for the sum of heaven's thoughts
is yet untold. S·he is not one whose fate
it is to stir and thrill the listening world
with song; nor art, nor fame, nor wealth
has claimed her. For her it was destined
that her path, like that of her divine Master, was to be one of sorrow and suffering
from her cradle through life.
Mr. W aldville was still engaged in
teaching school, and during vacations
working at his trade. He was a man who
inherited in a large measure the stern
nature and inflexible will of his German
ancestry. The description of Goldsmith's
school-master is so befitting that I can
not forbear quoting it:
«A man severe be was, and stern to view;
I knew him well, and every truant knew;
Well had the badin~ trem biers learned to trace
The dtty's disasters m his morning face;
· Full well they laughed with counterfeited giBe
At all his jokes, for many a joke had he;
Full well the busy whisper circling round,
Conwyed the dismal tidings that he frowned."
Not only did th€ trembling truants of
.the school learn to trace the meaning of
.Philip W aidville's face, but it was almost
the earliest lesoons learned by his babies
.at home; a glance at it when he entered
was sufficient to let them know whether
to stop their mirth and chatter or to go
1-on with it, and they govei·ned themselves

accordingly. If they saw there the pleasl
ing smile that sometimes lightened it~;
they would cluster about his knees sure
of a good time; and their glee was lli}
counterfeited.
But if, instead, there~
~ppear.e~ the. grave, &tern look most habj
1tual w1th hun., the sport was checked~~
voices lowered ro a whisper oc to silence:1
an-d rarely then did they address him
unless spoken to. Yet he was not unso- ·
cial, and in C'Oi1g6nial company was weH1
appreciated, being a weU informed man,
and a good conversationalist. The plairuj
people of th€' settlement had g'l-eat confi- ·
dence in him. They seldom undertooki
anything of importance without consult.J
ing the "squire," as they called him; and·
they genm-ally brought their difficulties]
to him for settlement--though he held no~
office. He used his influence wiselv andJ
well. There was seldom an evening.when
some of them were not found at his fireside. Although a proud man, he was by
no means haughty; the most ignorant and
uncultured who came to hear him talk or
read were treated with as kindly consideration as the minister or the lawyer who
came for a social visit.
The life of Pattie did not differ from
that of the generality of infants until her
third year, at which time she was attacked by an illnes.s that left its mark on her
constitution ever after; but like most
children of delicate physical structure,
her mind developed rapidly, early showing a quickness to grasp subjects of.
thought not a,ttempted by the healthier
brains of even older children. This tendency was regarded with much apprehension rather than pride by her parents, and
their chief aim was t<J discourage and
counteract it as an ev-idence of a diseased body.
Books f:or ehit.aren we1-e few then; the
youthful papers and magazines that are
so numerous now, the picture books and
nursery stories that delight childish hearts1
to-day, were entirely unknown to Pattie ..
There was one book in her h<Jme, however, of which she never grew weary; th~s
was a large family Bible-a very costly
one, and far too nice for constant use; so
it was kept wrapped in a cloth, and laid,
carefully away in an oaken chest, while,
plainer ones lay on the stand for daily use.
The fine Bible contained many beautiful~
and costly engravings, and the privilege
of looking at them was the incentive and;
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reward for &rood behavior, and solace in
every childi~h diRappointment. The children were not allowed to handle it, but the
father or mother would take it from its
wrappings, and turning through it explain
or tell the stories of the beautiful pictures.
There was one that pleased Pattie above
all others: it was an exquisite engraving
of the infant ,Jesus in li1s not less beautiful mother's arms. Pattie saw many pictures of the infant and virgin in after
years, but never one that possessed the
delicacy of touch and exquisite loveliness
of expression and features of this one.
The remembrance of it in after years led
Pattie to think that pictures have much
more to do in childish education than is
generally thought of. They speak to the
eye and the understanding at once, where
the description or narrative of a thing
fails to be comprehended, as an older person can easily understand by trying to
learn the construction of a difficult piece
of work or machinery. Therefore she
thought as much care should be taken as
to the character of the pictures which little ones see as to the character of the literature.
An incident of those early years was
often recalled by Pattie, in connection
with that picture. One bright autumnal
morning the children were preparing to
go on a chestnut expedition, and Pattie
was grieving sorely because her mother
had decided that the walk was too long
for her to accompany them.
"Never mind, dear," said mother,1 "you
and I are going to look at the pictures in
the big Bible, to day."
Instantly the tears were brushed away,
and while the dishes were put away, the
room tidied, and her self arrayed with fresh
combed hair and clean apron, the child
awaited patiently the promised treat.
Her mother brought the precious book,
and seating herself in the old straightbacked rocking chair, proceeded to exhibit
the pictures. · Pattie looked at them all
without asking for a st<:>ry until her favorite was 1·eached, then she said: "Tell
me of little Jesus, mamma." With elbows
resting on mother's lap, and her eyes in
tender, worshipful love on the baby face
that smiled back at her from the picture,
she listened to the sweet old story of the
babe who came from heaven and grew to
be a man, so loving little children 'th<tt he
took them in hi,s arms and blessed them.

That scene clung io Pattie's ~emory aU
her life; and whe'n in after years she tried
to fix a date when she first began to love
the Savior, memory always carried herback to the scene of that story and the
picture.
While Pattie and her mother were thus
engaged, the pa1·ents of M'rs. W aldville
arrived. 'l'hey lived at some distance and
their visits were rare, so the book was
l-aid away and a joyful welcome given to·
the dea,r guests. Standing by her grandmother's knee, Pattie recounted the story
of the picture.
"You are my beautiful picture," said
grandma, with and affectionate hug.
Now be it known that flattery and
praise were as carefully excluded by Philip W aldville from his home as he would
close. the door on an enemy; and Pattie
had never before heard such a remark as
grandma's. She looked up with astonished, wondering eyes.
"I, grandma," she asked; "could they
make a beautiful picture of me?"
This was before the days of photography; the daguerreotype had just been
published a few years before in France,
and the art had not yet reached Pattie's:
home.
"Well Pattie, I have one that I think
is beautiful."
"0, let me see it, grandma."
"I can not show it to you, clear, as you
look at the pictures in the Bible; but if
I tell it to you perhaps you can see it in
your mind," said grandma.
Then she described what she had seen,
when she came to the door: "A pleasant,.
cheerful room, across the floor of which
lay a broad strip of sunlight from the.
open door, little shadows fluttering across
it made bv the red and vellow leav€8 that.
were slo,ily dropping t~ the ground from.
the trees outside; and right in the sunshine 8at a woman on a rocking chair with.
a big Bible on he1· lap."
"That's mamma," interrupted Pattie.
Gr>tndma smiled and continued.
"She was showil)g the pictures to a.l
very small girl who stood by her, and thei
little one had long yellow hair and hluei
eyes."
"Where is the picture, grandma?»
"In my min~ dear; and Pattie o:m.l
have beautiful pictures to look at if shej
keeps her eyes ope.n to see them; for &Ui
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HELPFUL HINTS AND SUGGESTIONS.

pictures are made from things that are
-seen."
That was an idea, and the child's quick

mind grasped it at once; thenceforth nature was her picture book, and wonderful
things were visible to her imagination.
To be continued.

HELF>FlUL HINJI1S AND SUGGESJI1IONS.
The meal unshared is food unblest :
Thou hoardest in vain what love should spend;
Self-ease is pain; thy only rest
Is labor for a worthy end.-WHITTIEl'<.

HOT-WATER DRINKING.

Drinking hot water, which has now become
very common, is not so novel a practice as might
be imagined. Dr. McLe~ns, ex-President of
Princeton College, says that he has practiced
.hot-water drinking for more than fifty years,
having taken hot water with a little milk, in·stead of tea and coffee, since 1829. He says, respecting the use of hot water : "If exhausted by
spea!fing in public or by mental effort, my usu:al resort is to a cup of boiling water, not only
because it is a safer means of recruiting my impaired energy than the use of exhilarating
drinks of any description, but for the further
reason that it is also as effectual as any other,
since by its heat and moisture it diffuses a
pleasant warmth through the system, often removing the necessity of using a stronger stimulant and all desire for it. Some years ago, I
happened to mention to a friend, one of the
leading physicians of Philadelphia, what was
my customary drink, upon which he replied
that if one was ailing and knew not what ailed
him, he could not do a better thing than sip a
-cup of boiling water as hot as he could take it.
And upon repeating his remark to an eminent
surgeon of New York City, he gave me to understand that he was fully of the same mind."Good Health.
DAMP BEDS.

The peril of sleeping in a damp bed is of the
greatest, and it is almost ever present. The experienced traveler rarely hazards the risk of
sleeping between sheets, which are nearly sure
to be damp, until they have been thoroughly
aired under his personal supervision at a fire in
his bedroom. If this be impracticable, he wraps
his rug around him, or pulls out the sheets and
sleeps between the blankets---a disagreeable but
often prudent expedient. Direet mischief may
result from the contact of an imperfectly-heated
body with sheets which retain moisture. The

body heat is not sufficient to raise the temperature of the linen or calico to a safe point, and
th~ result must be disastrous if, as is sure to
happen, the skin be cooled by contract with a
surface colder than itself and steadily abstracting heat all night through. There is no excuse
for the neglect of proper pre~ution to ensure
dry beds.
THINGS WORTH KNOWING.

1 That fish may be scaled much easier by dip-

ping into boiling water about a minute.
2 That fish may as well be scaled, if desired,
before packing down in salt; though in that
case do not.scald them.
3 Salt fish are quickest and best freshened by
soaking in sour milk.
4 That milk which is turned or changed may
be sweetened and rendered fit for use again, by
stirring in a little soda.
5 That mlt will curdle new milk; hence, in
preparing milk-porridge, gravies, etc., the salt
should not be added until the dish is prepared.
6 That fresh meat, after beginning to sour,
will sweeten if placed 'out of doors in the cool
1
over night.
7 To remove iron rust, take your garment and
put lemon juice sprinkled with salt and place
in the bright sunshine. Repeat if the first attempt is not successful.
8 Old stockings, ripped or cut open by the
seam make excellent cloths for cleaning paint,
windows, and picture glasses, They are also
very nice for dust cloths, and when smaller than
desired may be sewed together.
THE TRUTHFUL PHYSICIAN.

"Doctor," said the patient, "Lbelieve there is
something wrong with my stDmach."
'·Not a bit of it," replied the doctor, promptly.
"God made your stomach, and he knows how to
make them. There's something wrong with the
stuff you put into it, rnay be, , and something
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~ong with th~ way you stuff it in and tramp
:it down, but you stomach is all right."
And straightway the patient discharged him.
;1\{1'! how a man does hate to have the doctor
tell him the truth. How he does hate to he
told that he ought to be sick, and deserves to he
ten times. sicker than he ie-B~ Eagk.
Recently, the children found in thB sh<::ep
parture, and brought home for mamma to see, a
very largE', graC'efully ('moked ram's horn, that
,the sun and rain and fru~t of half a score of
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years had bleached of every impurity. "Please,
mamma, make something pretty of it," they
said, and taking up the great bony, crooked,
empty shell, ridged from base to tip with waving ivory lines, that the children had confident•
ly put in my work basket, I thought it n9t impossible. To-day it swings from the cornice of
a parlor mantal, suspended with bright garnet
ribbons, its sBrmted sm'face gilded with gold
paint, and its wide month filled with a beautiful bouquet of wild gra~ and crystalized leaf
sprays.

SCRAPS.
BY JOHN ATKINSON.

She called me one evening to come up stairs
And help her to paek the clothes away;
For she was about to visit her friends,
Intending a week or two to stay.

"That came from Clare's little calico. bib;
And this is a piece of Willie's shirt;
That's from his suit th\>t you liked so wel1,
Yon remember the dark brown velvet skirt.

Among the quilts was a curious-one
That had never attracted my eye before;
It was spotted something like Joseph's coat,
At least like the one they say he wore.

"And this was a dress I used to wear
Before I was married a year or two. .
And this perhaps you remember, I wore
The night I was introduced to you."

"What is that?" I asked. "Come here," she said,
And we sat down together upon the bed.
"This," said she, "was a piece of sister's dress;
This came from the gown of little Clare;
That I cut from a pieC'e of Willie's pants,
The very first that he used to wear.

And her fingers went from piece to piece
While telling the story of every part,
And a tear rolled down from her dark brown
eyes
That told how nearly they touched her heart.;,
For oh, what memories gathered there,
In the scraps our darlings used to wear.

FOR LOVE'S SAKE.
a small cottage at the edge of a little
INvillage
named Alto, lived a large family. They were very poor; and with ,their
poverty there was yet another sorrowful,
deeper anguish, that rested upon them.
It is the o1d story-a drunkard's home,
full of poverty and pain. 'l'here were six
children, ranging from the oldest, a boy
·of twenty, to the youngest, a girl of about
nine years. Violet, the oldest girl, was
rather tall and delicate, as she had boon
sick for some time and money had been
used for medicine and food. Violet woY·
ried much over the expens€ she was to the
family, but Mrs. Smythe made the best of
all these troubles; and when Violet worried h~r with complaints about where the

money was coming from, Mrs. Smythe
alwavs had a cheerful answer.
violet's sorrow was not wholly her sickness; there was a deeper sorrow. It was
a drunken father and a reckless brother
that filled her heart to overflowing with
grief.
Violet's friends dewrted her, and her
sickness took fieroor forms. She prayed
earnestly that death might release her
from all her sorrow and pain; but God
did not will it so, for the darkest hour is
just before the dawning.
The daughter of a well to do merchant,
and whose name was Irene, found this
lowly, modest Violet; and her heart filled
with love and pity for he:r. Irene ·"'en:t
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often with baskets of provisions and with
her cheering words, until she learned the
"inmost secrets of the distress. When
Irene went out riding she often took VioIet with her, and day by day the rosy
.color came back to her cheeks; and when
Violet was able to take up her share of
:the burden to support the family, Mrs.

Warren, Irene's mother, took Violet-to do·
her light work. Violet often told Irene
she was an angel sent from God to bring
her back from sickness and sorrow to·
health and a happy home; but Irene
answered frankly: "I did it for love's
sake; how conlfl one help but love you~
my dear little Violet."

WI'l'H THE CHURCH IN AN EARLY DAY.
BY "E'RA NCES."

. wE mentioned in a previous chapter
that JHr. Clark gave out an appointment for the following Sabbath; and when
Daniel rode over to accompany Margery
to the meeting he tojd her that his father
rintonded to extend ·an invitation to any
who might wish to unite with the ehurch
:to come forward and present themselves
;for baptism, and added that it was -his in.,tention to be baptized.
. Margery made no immediate Feply to
'this, but the color wavered in her cheeks,
.and her heart gave a quick bound as if
beating against the walls of its imprisonment; for she longed to c:ry out: Why
should you do this? Why plac.e this barrier between us? But she controlled her
emotion by a powerful effort, and, steadying her voice, said:
"I had not expected that you would
have acted so soon; but then I am forgetting that this matter is not new to you as
it is to me."
"True it is not, and I have great reason
to be thankful for the manner in which
God has led me, and for the light he has
;given me in regard to hiB gospel. I have
mtade my arrangements to start for Kirt~land to-morrow, and I earnestly trust that
'long before my return your mind wi'll be
fully made up with reference to the truth
,of this work; and when it is, I am sure
::vou will not hesitate to covenant with
God as I expoot to covenant to-day."
"The hour which witnesses my conviction of the truth of the work will find me
:ready to become obedient to all its requirelillGnts," said Margery; "but are you not
'.Starting for Kirtland Booner than you ex~te.d?"
~

uy as, by a few days; but there is
friend of mine going to s-tart to-mo»-

TOW, and I prefer going in his company
to travelling alone."
"How long will you remain?"
"That will depend U1)0H circumstances.
I am going with the intention of offering
myself to the church; and if God so directs that the offering be accepted, then I
am no more my own mRster, but the servant of Christ and his cilUrch."
"Do you mean that without any preparation for such a work, you will enter at
once upon the minist.ry?"
"Not without preparation, but I trust I
shall have the same preparation which was
given to PauL In writing to the Galatian saints with relation to his conversion,.
he says: 'When it pleased God, who separated me from my mother's womb and
called me bv his grace, to reveal his Son
in me, that I might preach him among the
heathen, immediately I conferred not with
flesh and blood.' Luke, in giving an account of the same thing, says: 'And
straightway he preached Christ in the
syagogue, that he is the Son of God.' No
wonder there was amazement when the
Jews heard him."
"But was not Paul's case exceptional?'~
"Not so much as the others whose history is recorded in the New Testament.
Paul had been trained for a religious
teacher; but Christ chos.e fishermen and '
publicans, and sent them out to preach.
I would never dare go in my own strength;
but if h0 calls me, he will give me his.
Spirit to teach me, and he promises that ,
it shall guide into all truth."
"We have been told that Paul was
taught in Arabia, before he went up to-·
DamascuR."
"Donhtless he was, but not by man; forupon this point he speaks very plainly~
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'1 certify you, brethren, that the gospel
which was preached of me is not after man,
for I neither received it of man, neither
was I taught it but by the revelation of
Jesus Christ.'
This declaration is so
positive that all controversy upon that
point Rhould be forever silenced."
"I find many pejndices lying in my way,
and many doubtful questionings arising
constantly," said Margery; "but I believe
that I love truth well enough to seek for
it, and embrace it if I find it. Father
will be at the meeting to day, but I do
not think he regards what he has heard
with favor; although he has expressed no
definite opinion to me, he has warned me
to be careful and not to be deceived. I
do not think he objected so much to the
doctrine, as to the Book of Mormon and
the idea of a prophet."
·
"I am not surprised at this, for it always has been so.
There seems to be a
strange antipathy in the minds of most
men towards living prophets. You remember Jesus told the Jews that their
fathers killed the prophets whose sepulchers they themselves garnished; and upon another occasion be showed them how
false was their pretended reverence for
the law of of Moses, when they were go·
ing about to kill him, an innocent man
who had done them no harm. I learn that
more than one atempt has already been
made upon the life of Joseph, and many
devices were resorted to in order to obtain and destroy the plates from which the
Book of Mormon was translated. But
God caused them to fail of their object;
for he gave warning to Joseph whenever
the plates were in danger, and he would
remove them to another place. Do you
think that your father will oppose your
uniting with the church, should the time
come that you are convinced?"
"I think not; for he is not a man of
strong prejudiees, and has never expressed
any desire to control the religious belief
of his family."
"It is a relief to me to know this, for I
would not like to marry you against the
wishes of your parents; but once your
oonsent is obtained, Margery, nothing but
death will ever part us. And you will be
my wife; I feel it in every fiber of my
being. I leave you with perfect assurance
that when I return I shall claim yon as my
own."
The strong brave heart of Mar~cry,
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which during all their ride had been dwelling on the one thought of Daniel's departure and the uncertainty of the time of
his return, broke down completely at this;
and lowering her veil to hide the bot tears
which sprang to her eyes, she rode for
awhile silently by his side. Gaining control of her voice at last, she answered:
"I am searching the word of God, and
praying for light and guidance; but I do
not feel so sanguine as you do. To me the
future looks dark and uncertain. Yon will
mingle with many new friends, and your
heart will be so occupied with your work
that time will not pass to you on leaden
wings, as it will to me; and if I never
can believe as you do, then we shall be
forever separated."
"Margery," said Daniel, as "be reined
his horse nearer to hers and took her unresisting hand in his, "Margery, be of
good courage. It is only very near to the
earth that the clouds are hovering. Dear
Margery, let me entreat you, lift up your
eyes above the clouds, to the mountain
tops bathed in the sunlight of God's eternal truth. It is our spirits speaking to
eaeh other from behind the prison bars of
these bodies of clay. It is the spirit
claiming the companionship of its kindred
spirit; and they ean no more be separated
than the grave could hold the body
of Jesus. Clouds may hang low and o bscure the sunshine; but in his own due
time the Lord will say it is enough, and
they will di8perse as the vapors of morning before the rising sun. 'Seek and ye
shall find,' are the words of our Savior,
and I have no more fear that he will not
guide you than I have that he will not
cause the sun to rise in the heavens from
day to day. God only knows how I prize
your love. Morning, noon and night
when I kneel before him to thank him for
his mercies and to supplieate blessings
upon those I love, I thank him for the
gift of your love, my Margery, next to the
priceless gift of his only begotten Son.
Nothing but the firm conviction of duty
would ever take me from you, nor shall
I be long alone; for God has given you to
me for a help-meet, and together we shall
walk upon life's journey. My mother and
sister will be your friends, and for my
sake give an added portion of love to
what they have a1l'ea<ly given you for
your own sake; :wJ I !.;now that you will
strive to cheer 111) ravth(f, ;'o. this wil! be
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our first parting, and her heart is sore, text the words: "What shall it profit a
though she bids me go. I have told her man if be shall gain the whole world and
of my love for you, and she is ready to lose his own soul? Or what shall a man
welcome you as her daughter. We are give in exchange for his soul?"
nc>aring the end of our ride. Promise me
Making an impressive pause after enunthat you will cheer up and be ypur own ciating the last question, he again referred
brave self again. With your per_mission to them, slowly, deliberately, as though
I shall write you frequently, and shall ex- weighing in a mental balance the created
pect to hear from you."
universe of God and the soul. There was
"If Father does not object," said Mar- that about the speaker which from the
gery; and just then coming in sight of first sentence spoken, through the entire
the grove where the people were already sermon, held the attention of his audience
gathering for the' morning service, nothing to its close. It was not the eloquence of
more was said of a private nature. And studied diction, for he was not master of
after showing Margery to a seat and car- that; neither was it learning, for freing for the comfort of the horses, Daniel quent mistakes in the use of the English
sought his own room, where, kneeling in language showed that he had not been
prayer, he. besought the Lord earnestly in brought up at the feet of any modern
behalf of Margery, that in his own time Gamaliel; but it was the unstudied eloand way he would bring her to a knowl- quence of the message of truth which he
edge of the truth.
bore, the eloquence whiclt is imparted by
When Daniel had spoken to Margery faith and knowledge of that which we
of a friend who was to accompany him on strive to impart to others, the perfect
his joumey to Kirtland, he had not ease and mastery which is felt by him who
thought to mention to her that he was an comes commissioned to deliver his meselder from a distant town, himself on his sage as one having authority, and not as
way to Kirtland to report the results of he who runs without tidings-such elomissionary labors; neither had Margery quence as led men anciently to exclaim,
thought to inquire who this friend was, "The God's have come down to us in the
for her mi,nd was too painfully occupied likeness of men.'' Going back to the
with the thought of their near parting. morn of creation, he reviewed very briefly
But when Mr. Clark took the stand he the history of man from the time when
was accompanied by a stranger. The man God breathed into his nostrils the breath
was much younger than himself, of medi- of life and he became a living soul; from
um stature, light-brown hair, and penetrat- the time when the Lord looked upon all
ing blue eves which seemed to take in at that he had made and pronounced it very
a glance the congregation already assem- good, down through the swiftly passing
bled; and them withdrawing their gaze, he ages of man's disobedience, the sin and
appeared absorbed in thought and seem- misery wrought out by the fall, God's
ingly unconscious of things transpiring covenant of mercy to him and the bow of
around him.
His personal appearance promise hung over the sin-cursed world
was very neat, and his countenance very that the seed of the woman should yet
prepossessing; but be seemed very young bruise the serpent's head; through the
for a minister, and Margery found herself ages when God spoke to them by prophets,
wondering if he could be the friend of until the world awoke to hear the message
whom Daniel had spoken, and, if so, of the heavenly host as with a multiwlwther his faith was the same as Dan- tude of voices they sang above the plains
iel's. She was not long in doubt, for after of Bethlehem a new song to our groaning,
the opening service .Mr. Clark introduced sin-smitten earth: "Glorv to God in the
to the congregation his friend, Elder highest; and on earth pe"ace; good will to
. Browning, and bespoke their careful and ·men.'
prayerful attention to the subject which
"For a time the earth rejoiced in the
he would that morning present to their presence of the Son of God; but soon she,
attention.
opened her pores to drink in his life blood
Elder Browning then came forward and and her sepulcher received his lifeless,
in a clear, distinct, well modulated voice, body. Then was there gloom, despair and
read for the morning service portions of anguish in the hearts of his sorrowing dis·the fifth chapter of Mark, taking for .his ciples and the burden of their wailing was:
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•vVe trm<ted it bad been he who should he taught? Did not he who said, 'Repent:
have redeemed Israel.' But hark! Sweet- , and believe the gospel,' say also, 'Except
€r than the song of the angels upon the a man be born of the water ,and of the
plains of Bethlehem comes the announce- Spirit he can not enter into the kingdom.
ment of the white-robed messengers sit- of God?' Did not he who said, 'Y e shall '
ting by the open tomb of Joseph of Ari- be witnesses of me unto the uttermost parts
matbea: 'He is risen, he is not here; be go- of the earth,' command also that they 'deeth before you into Galilee; there shall part not from Jerusalem, but wait for the
you see him, as he said unto you.' Again promise of the Father?' Why this tarrybe ate and drank with his disciples, and ing, this waiting for the fulfillment of the told them they should be witnesses for Father's promise?' They were his withim unto the whole world; but charged nesses, but there was another. One of·
them to remain at Jerusalem until he the three witnesses was wanting; and
should send them the Comforter, who was without this witness the confirming, dito bear witness of the truth of their mes- recting and sanctifying power of the gospel was. wanting. 'The blood of Jesus.
sage.
"0h, with what joy, what gladness of Christ our Lord c1eanseth from all sin.'
soul, went his diRciples forth to witness By faith is that blood applied, therefore
unto the world those mighty truths con- faith is necesRary-we must believe. If
cerning :he death, resurrection and aseen- then we do believe, will we hear him say,
sion into heaven of Jesus, who should •Except ye be born of the water and of
save his people from their sins; declaring the Spirit,' and turn away, not deeming
as they went: 'There are three that bPar his words of any force or value?
witness in earth, the Spirit, the water and
"It is salvation for the immortal soul,
the blood; and these three agree in one. which we arc in quest of to-day. 'To kno·w
There are three that hear record in heaven, God, and Jesus Christ whom he hath
the Father, the vV ord and the Holy Ghost, sent,' says John, 'is life everlasting.' How
and these three are one.'
then shall we obtain this knowledge? Is
"But alas, how soon was the earth again there a provision, a way by which we may
left in darkness; and gross darkness cover- obtain it? 1 'Depart not from Jerusalem,'
ed the minds of the people! The apostles ye ministers of God's word, until ye are
and witnesses of Christ had fallen asleep, ready to answer this question.
'Ye are
many of them sealing their testimony my authorized ministers-my witnesses,
with their blood; and from the very bo- but the witness of God is greater than
som of the church sprang up the seeds of your witness.' Paul, who was taught the
poisnn and death. False teachers chained gospel by revelation of J eRus Christ, dethe word of God to the cells and desks of clares, 'No man can say. that Jesus is the
their monasteries and churches, and there Lord but by the Holy Ghost,' hence, then,
was in the whole earth a famine for the the importance of this third and last of
word of God. Pass we on to the days of the witnesses on earth. To this witness
Luther, Knox, Calvin, Wesley and a host pertains not only a part in the earthly recDf others who arose in their own names ord, but also in the heavenly, as witness
and in the name of outraged humanity, to on earth and recorder in heaven.
vindicate the wrongs of bleeding Christi"Is there one among my hearers to-day
anity. Pass we down the stream of time who desires the salvation of his immortal
and search the record of each of these; soul? one who desires life everlasting?
and turning from our quest, let us confess We say to that one, 'Believe in the Lord
Dur disappointment in the result. vVhat -Jesus Christ, and thou shalt be saved.'
are we seeking? We are seeking life and We say unto you in the 'Words of Philip
immortality; life for the soul, because to the eunuch: 'If thou believest with all
we have nothing to gain if we lose it; and thy heart thou mayest.' Do you inquire
if the whole world were ours, it would what is this you may do? again we anprofit us nothing if the soul were lost.
swer yon in the question of the eunuch to
"'Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ and Philip: 'See; here is water; what doth
thou shalt be saved.' Is this the entire hinder me to be baptized?' Yonder is
message of salvation? · Is there not im- water (and he pointed towards the clear-plied in -the very terms of this declaration running stream), and it was into just RU<:Jh
•an absolute necessit,y of believing aU that a stream that John led the Lamb of God
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; in order to fulfill all righteousness; and
we as one of his servants stand before you
to-day commissioned to baptize you in his
.name. Neither left we J"erusalem until endowed with power from on high to say
'unto you as Peter said upon the day of
Pentecost: <Ye shall receive the gift of
the Holy Ghost, for the promise is unto you
'and your children.' Have others brought
this messase to you? Have the followers
of Luther, Calvin, Knox or Wesley ever
made you this promise?
If so, have
:you obeyed the call and tested the truth
:of their words? If you have, then my
invitation is not to you, for the witness of
God is greater than that of man; but if

you can not to-day say that you know
that J eAus Christ is the Son of God be·
cause God has given you that knowledge,
then why not accept the terms of salvation to-day, test the promise of the Lord,
and find him true to his word? See from
Calvary the atoning blood as it flows from
his wounded side. Yonder is the water,.
and it is his to confer the Holy Spirit.
Will you eome? Have you ever doubted ·
the testimony of man? Have you ever
questioned the life, crucifixion, resurrection, or ascension of Jesus, then come and
in God's own appointed way receive that
witness which is greater than the witness.
of man."
To be continued.
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THE SCIENCE OF HEALING.
BY ELDER D. S. MILLS.
SISTER WALKER:

: 1TOURS of the 9th inst. came to hand
'1 last night with the enclosed. On perusing it the text from which I spoke last
Sunday came forcibly to my mind. It
was Christ's warning to his elect, accord' ing to the Covenant: "Let no man deceive
. you," coupled with the thirteenth chapter
·of Revelations. While speaking on it one
hour and fifteen minutes I felt the Spirit
of the Master aiding me-for surely this
is a day of power.
Only two real powers are to work miracles in these last days; and both work
through men and women, side by side;
the power of life from God, to bless his
+saints, and the opposite, used to deceive,
if it were possible, the very elect. Sugari coated though the latter may be, yet I
I have always observed one important variation in every phase of its manifold opera' tions, namely, a universal disrespect of
Christ's order in receiving and confer, ring gifts and powers from God (if we admit, for the sake of argument, their power
to give them of him).
The questions are often asked: "C:om
the devil heal the sick? and is not all
healing power good? and is not all good
of God?" All real good is of God; but
there is a way which seemeth right unto
men, the end of which are the ways of
death (Proverbs 14:12 and 16~~5).
It

seems right to be relieved of affiictions,
without questioning the power; but if the
end thereof should be the ways of death,
it would not be good nor of God, even
though it might be borne and preached
by an angel from heaven. Paul has.
anathematized him; God sends no such
angels, though he may permit them to
come; and they will shortly come, if they
have not already, for the true coin must
be closely imitated. Hitherto the counterfeits have been bungling; hereafter we
will see them well executed. Hence the
gift of discernment will be greatly needed
and strongly held by the saints.
But, again, can the devil heal? Answer: Why not, in this controversy? As
he is the prince of the power of the air; bas
the power of death and opens the affiicting
avenue to it, he can surely affiict or desist,
as will best serve. And if in his miracleworking role he uses moral teachers or
operators, it is the more likely to attract
and deceive the good and moral who have
not the gift of discernment from God.
For years Spiritualism has denied the
Father and the Son, and has proselyted
the most blasphemous among men. It
now is fast cbar>ging its garb; the wolf is
p•1tting on wool, and is becoming very religious-very. While I am certain from
my own observations, that the great,..
est operators are hypocrites, it would
, be
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unreasonable, to suppose that their votaries a.re all pretenders, or dishonest. Many
<Of them, I am satisfied, while deceiving
11re also being deceived, as it is written.
For surelv none of them would have the
brazen assurance in the day of judgment
w say to Christ: "Lord, in thy name (auiliority) we have cast out devils, and in
thy name done many wonderful works,"
(Matt. 7:32), unless they really believed
it true. His answer, "Y e never knew me,"
proves they were not apostate saints, as
many have supposed.
In my examination of the "True Science
of the Christian Religion," "Metaphysical
Science," "Psychology," "Physiology,"
«Mesmeric Manipulations," "Mind Reading," "Power of Jli[ind over Matter," etc.,
I have noticed that vitalized electricity
is an important factor, and the leading
one in them. Its operations are varied,
as are the operators, both in power and in
quality. While the mind and spirit of
man has large control over matter (or the
body and other bodies), sometimes with,
at other times without vitalized electricity, yet it must be quite patent to every
thinking saint that union of spirit-our
spirit with God's Holy Spirit-is in every
sense higher, holier and more desirable.
It acts as a life power, as an educator, and
as an immortalizer: in short, this is the
only perfect system, leading us to perfection; and all else is as starlight at mid-day
in comparison with it.
Now I do not brand all who are acting,
or being acted upon, by other forces, as
being led by the devil, for many of them
are led by their own spirits in moral issues,
and are not under condemnation. Such
should be warned ere they give up their
agency and will power to the siren song
of, "Walk into my parlor," (Spider and
Fly).
Neither man nor angel can improve upon the strictly pure system of
Christ. It is safe to follow him; the closer the better and the safer.
We see in the "Metaphysical Alphabet"
extracts from Christ's teachings, while the
text as a whole is of a lower type than his;
but Christ comes at once to the rescue by
pointing out the heaven-ordained means
by which the best con<1itions are reached
here and hereafter, without risking any
experiments. The Alphabet enjoins the
beginning earnestly a good life; Christ
~njoins it, and tells lis bo w,-by obtaining a remission of our sins and by the

laying on of bands for the gift of Godthus giving us the legal right to obtain,
wisdom and power and harmony with thei
divine Author of all good. Again, under'
the the third letter, C, "Carefully endeavor
to keep the middle path," will do for those
who seek a middle kingdom; there is a
higher path for saints. Under E, "Entirely give up your own will," is not safe.
Instead, it is right to educate the will; to
make it strong in harmony with God.
But I will not take time to examine each
of its imperfections. Its standard is, on
its face, good enough for the moral world
in this life, but it will not save a soul in
the kingdom of God.
Persons practicing any of these so-called
sciences are sure to find their system imperfect and lacking in miracle, and, as a
sequence, will reaeh on and out for power
to be added. Not having started rig.ht,
they will hardly turn back to get right;
but will continue outside of Christ's order,
and the Adversary inspire and control
them as they step by step yield np their
agency, experimenting at such fearful expense. Eventually the scheme will engulf all the churches of men, and there
will be but two, as the Book of Jliiormon
states. Vv ould to God the Saints would
seek-yea, even contend earnestly-for the
gift of discernment; it will be quite inc1ispeusible in the real conflict of power
which is fast approaching. The key of
knowledge is restored in good time if accepted and wisely nsed by his saints; and
the faith and patience of the saints will
be severely taxed, as shown by John .(Revc
elations 14:12). God has promised that
the saints shall prevail, ancl that dominion
shall be given them. Yet, one thing is
inconsistent in saints, to say the least; and
that is to pray, "Thy will be done on earth
as it is in heaven," and then turn to the
"Lo, here! or Lo, there!" and expect benefits outside of the provisions of his order.
There are no such jars or digressions in
heaven, nor when his will is done on earth
will they be found here; and saints will
do well to seek all benefits legally in his
order, and not be counted among those
who climb up some other way.
Christ's gospel is the only sound doctrine for those who need a physician, either
in soul, body or spirit. In perfect harmony with it He often blesses good remedies
used in reason and wisdom,-as he does
proper food-but yet I do believe faith as
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, a grain of mustard seed is far better if we
have it. There are God-given remedies
that his Spirit sometimes prompts or
inspires us to use aside from the oil; but
I consider that the greatest general remedy for latter day evils and bodily affiictions, among the saints especially, is the
consecrated oil. My experience has been
like this: In administering to the sick I
am sometimes moved to advise the use of
certain remedies; at other times I feel to
positively warn against the use of all medicines; and at all times I follow the counsel of the Holy Spirit. In both these
ways I have seen God's blessing follow in
much power; at times suddenly, at other
times gradually. I have also seen sad results from rejecting these counsels of the
Holy Spirit.
I do not believe that Judas was inspired of God when he sold his Lord for thirty pieces of silver; nor do I believe Simon
Magus was inspired of God when be offered money for the Holy Ghost, any more
than I believe Doctors Fay and Truesdell
in Los Angeles are inspired when they
sell for thirty dollars the science of using
the Holy Ghost. Neither do I believe
those who buy are inspired of God, no
matter how good their soul-felt desires
may be at the time. If it was so very
wicked anciently to desire to obtain that
power outside of God's order, is it any the
less so in his sight now? Consistency is a
jewel, and should be worn by saints.
This language may sound severe, but
God knows I do not feel severe towards
any honest soul who may be experimenting and treading upon unwarranted
ground. While Paul's exhortation is
sound and wise, to prove all things, and
hold fast the good, it does not follow that
we should practice and by bitter experience prove all things and systems; but it
does follow that we should prove all things
by God's standard and hold fast the standard, for it is good. Weigh and measure
'by that. "To the law and to the testimony; and if they speak not according to
this word it is because there is no light in
them." The Holy Spirit's testimony
' agrees with the word, and is a recorder in
heaven.
The Holy Ghost, I believe, was sent
to continue the work, or take it up where
Christ laid it down; it could not be slain,
'but was and is grieved at times. But what
shall I say of the insult heaped upon it, and

•

the sin offered and perpetuated when unin-·
spired men, claiming to be healers and
teachers offer to buy and sell the
Holy Ghost (which they have never had
or known), and by other forces and powers claim to bless, heal the sick, and work
miracles? I can see the arch one behind
the scene grinning with delight at the
success of the scheme and at all his coming train of works and army of workers
against CJM-ist! Yes; bow long will it be,
think you, now that the works of the Holy
Ghost in power are claimed, ere an apostolic church organization will be effected, with
seemly and becoming ordinations to suit
and unite the various men-made institutions and religious organizations extant?
Surely it is at band, as the true coin has
been issued over fifty years, and the raging
elements of the opposition have spent their
mad strength and fury. A reaction is
taking place in the religious world, and it
is preparing to plunge headlong into the
other extreme until Satanic power shall
be smuggled in; and sign seekers and miracle workers will become wild with success as the mighty tidal wave bears them
down the broad way. Truly then will
be a sifting, trying time for Saints! Ob,.
bow deep the loving and sympathizing
Savior must have felt the great necessity
of the timely and prophetic warnings:
"Let no man deceive 'you," "Beware of
false prophets, coming in sheep's clothing,
but inwardly they are ravening wolves."
Not that every man thus coming is a
wolf; or, rather, they do not realize that
they are filling this bill that Christ thus
advertized; for if they did thus realize it,
not manv would wish to be found in such
a conditi"on, neither would they say: "Lord,
Lord, in thy name have we cast out devils
and done many wonderful works." Some
conscientious believers may say: "Surely
the Lord will not suffer me to be led off
captive, and be deceived by the false spirits
that will come." Answer: God surely will
not interfere with our agency, nor bind the
devil till the time come. First he sent
and restored his gospel in power;-his
power as he bad promised, at the time he
bad promised-and started it in the midst
of the earth where be had revealed so to
do. It is no.w being preached to every
nation here, and from this spreads to the
kirrdreds, tongu-es and peoples. Surely,
now the adversary bas the legal right to
follow and imitate that which be has faiL:.:
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ed in destmying.; . but the blessed assurance of God is ours: If we take and keep
the Holy Spirit as our guide we shall not
be deceived. The spirit of the devil can
not bear the same hallowed witness with
our spirit that God's Spirit does; but only
those who through obedience have obtained the sure Spirit of God can discern the
difference between the two powers working side by side. God has said he will
permit delusion and lying spirits and powers to work during their time, and by
these will his saints be purified as silver
is refined and purified by fire. The test
is a good one; for as the purifier of silver
sits to refine, and finally beholds his likeness clear as in a mirror in the thus tried
silver, it is the test of its purity-the
dross is burned out and silver only remains. So, when the saints reflect Christ
in their lives they are pure as he is pure.
Who may abide that day, and who stand
when the final comparison shall be made?
We, as saints of latter days, as becometh his sons and daughters, can not afford
to experiment in such matters of mighty
moment. The practical pilot or mariner
will not be lured by false lights; but he
steers by thechartandcompass, and watches the legally authorized and established
light-houses, whose lamps the ever faithful
keeper guards and keeps brightly burning
in all times of danger. Our Lord well
knew the danger of the hour;· and made
ample provision for his saints; in the
knowledge of which we rejoice. Let us
praise him for the recorded warning, and
pray that we may not be overtaken as by
a thief in the night, nor be found climbing up some other way, in darkness. We
can well afford to enter by the door and
live in the house, where there is light and
warmth and suitable food for every member of the body.
The Army of the Lord-so called
-is a new California invention interred to outstrip the Salvation Army.
On enrollment one tenth of the property of converts is required to be
paid to the general in command (instead
of to a Bishop of the Lorq's storehouse).
Baptism is not essential, nor any testament ordinance. It is a military organization as might be supposed would arise
when we consult the prophet Joel, 3:9:
"Proclaim ye this among the Gentiles.
Prepare war. . . . Beat your ploughshares into swords, and your pruning
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hooks into spears. Let the weak say, I
am strong." But beyond all these existing systems of men the eyes and ears of
the greatest thinkers among the heads of
churches are expectantly peering into the
future to catch a sound or glimpse of an
approaching meteor of light that will dazzle the world with its overwhelming
splendor and be attended with great demonstrative power. It must not be too
narrow; but must be on a broad, liberal
guage, convenient for all moral and religious people, the spiritually inclined among
men, and at the same time 11eal enough in
its operations to satisfy skeptical philosophy. They will not have long to wait.
Strong delusions are being prepared for
rejecters of the l"Verlasting gospel as now
restored. Even the Stone Kingdom is
growing; let the children of the kingdom
grow with it in the knowledge and power
of God-even to the measure of the stature of Christ. They will then be well
fortified against every new invention and
cunning device of the Aaversary whereby
he lieth in wait to deceive. His well executed counterfeit gospel in power is shown
forth in Second Thessalonians, 2:9, 10,
and described as Satanic power, and signs
and lying wonders, with strong delusions,
&c. But enough on this wise for the
present, as in the fifteenth verse (I. T.)
Paul's exhortation comes home to every
saint to hold fast, and stand in the truth
as he had given it, &c.
Now, while much more might be said
on this subject, I trust it is enough to stir
up pure minded saints to the realization
of the fact that Christ's gospel includes
all good, and only good; there is no evil
in it; while all else that has any good
in it has simply borrowed or stolen it from
him while endeavoring to climb up some
other way. Christ has spoken plainer of
them than I need to speak, when he
brands them as thieves and robbers. We
know a thief or a robber is one who takes
illegal possession of valuables; and although he may propose to share and bestow it upon other needy ones, yet he is
none the less a thief. We can not so legislate as to legalize an unconstitutional
act; neither can any man, or even an angel do it, for God would not approve of it.
vVhen poor, weak, mortal man will dare to
assume that right which even the Son of
God himself wonld not, and change the
perfect plan even so much as a jot.or a
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tittle, we, as Latter Day Saints and children of the Covenant, may as well watch
as to pray. It is the beginning of perilous times; but more perilous still will
they be when men shall not only have the

form of Godliness, but advocate the po~
thereof as from God, in a "way which
seemeth right unto man, but the end thereof is the wavs of death."
SANTA ANA,

c·al., Oct. 18th.

THE NEW YEAR.
BY S. F. W.

\

The world has past the age's night,
The time of mildew and of blightSo chill and dreary and so longOf burdens heavy, fetters strong;
Of nightmare, blindness and stagnation,
Of priestly pride and usurpation,
Of mailed and sceptered wrong.

By that are known the sons of God;
Token of love each falling stroke,
The burden and the heavy yoke;
For "they who would my glory see
Partakers of my pain must be,"
The Man of Sorrows spoke.

Hail warriors clad in heaven's mail!
Luther, Melancthon, Huss, all hail!
Who made the biting serpent feel
Upon its head•the avenging heel;
Who error's towering bnl warks stormed,
.And hydra-headed wrongs reformed,
With fervent, fiery zeal.

But blessings shower on the meek
Who heavenly care and guidance seek;
In flaming tongue and words of fire
Is uttered forth the soul's desire;
Outpourings of the Holy Ghost
Make a perpetual PentecostSalvation draweth nigher.

.And thus was made the preparation
For the full gospel restoration,
Brought by the angel John saw fiying
.Adown the midst of heaven, crying:
"Him worship who made earth and heaven;
To him be praise and glory given;
Upon his grace relying."

If Saints yet feel the chastening rod,

~

\

.And He whose head in ~rrief was bowed;
Was slurred and jibed by jeering crowd;
For those who slew him, sinless slain,
Upon the earth will come again;
Will burst upon the enraptured gaze
Of waiting Saints of latter days,
And with them will he reign.

Again, a second proclamation;
But now of wrath and condemnation,
And of the doom and of the dying
Of all the false, oppressive, lying,
Corrupted and apostate daughters
Of her who sits on many waters,
Enthroned and heaven defying.

The crooked shall. be all made straight,
.And understood the intricate;
The ways of Providence made plain,
.And seeming loss be turned to gain.
Who made earth's ailings all his own
Can heal the heart to sorrow prone
And dissipate its pain.

Now come we to the time of shaking,
.And thrones and altar stones are quaking;
Priestcraft, kingcraft in the throes,
Beset by their own household foes;The whole world ripening in sin;
The Gentile fulness c;,oming in;
.And hastes the era's close.

No more will dying mortals mourn
For buried loves and crosses borne;
Nor count as unrequited loss
The old-world garniture and glossIts colors false and gilding thin
That hid disease and death therein,
Deformity and dross.

How swiftly Nahum's chariots go,
.And many running to and fro;
The wise alone shall understand.
See Lebanon a fruitful land!
To Israel dawns a better day;
His sin is being purged away;
Deliverance is at hand.

.And dwelling in divine accord,
Saints of all ages and their Lord,
The Lamb shall be their light;
.And in his presence no more night;
Unfading and unending day's
Ineffable, effulgent rays
Nor sun nor moon shall light.
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No more shall memory of the past
""'
'l'he future prospect overcast;
There's no more sighing, no more tears,
And no more crying, no more fears;
Forever a surcease of sorrow
In golden gleam of God's to-morrow.The blessed Thousand Years.
The body of the grand old earth
Must have a new baptismal birth;
,Once buried in the ocean wave
And raised from out the liquid grave,

The eternal verities require
That it shall be baptized with fire,
Its better life to save.
'"--Grand thought, that both the earth and man
Be perfected by common plan;
By water its regeneration,
By fire its final, full salvation;
Each by a common law renewed
Prepared for like vicissitude,
Man's self and habitation,

INCIDENTS IN THE LIFE OF ONE OF EARTH'S PILGRIMS.
BY EDWIN STAFFORD.

':[fT the sprmg conference of 1844, between three and four hundred elders
were sent out all over the United States;
some to Canada and some to the British
misswn. My employer was seut to Philadelphia on a mission, and therefore took
me to St:Louis to work that summer for
a plasterer with whom he was acquainted
there, so that what transpired that summer at Nauvoo I was not a witness Of,
and consequently have nothing to relate
of that time. I remember the great excitement in St. Louis at the time of the
martyr's death; of the half dozen cannon
drawn up by the east sidewalk of Fourth
street; and upon my inquiring what those
cannon were for, I was told they were
going to the Mormon war. To this
I replied, "Brave persons, (?) certainly.
Taking those cannon to shoot down an
innocent people, whose religion teaches
them to renounce war and proclaim peace.
Not content with taking the lives of those
two innocent, upright men of God, you
want to kill off the people who never
harmed a hair of your heads, and whose
only crime is that they serve their God
according to his word; and this makes
the devil mad, and his followers also."
I was told to have a care how I talked
there; they would not stand any of my
MormDn nonsense. Whether they considered my youth, or otherwise, I do not
know; but they did not molest me.
I returned to Nauvoo in the latter part
of August. Mother was taken sick soon
after my return; she had not enjoyed
good health since her former sickness at

/ .1

the time of father's death. I was taken
sick also soon after she was taken down.
We then lived in our own dwelling on
the east bank of the Mississippi. Our
condition being made known to the authorities, Bishop Covey had us moved into
a log house in his ward, and towards the
last of mother's sickness had a young
Scotch sister to attend on her, and came
frequently himself to ascertain her condition and see that the family did not lack
the necessaries of life.
My mother's
only attendant for a while at the first
(save a few neighbors who came in from
time to time) was my brother, then in his
thirteenth year; and she was so reduced
in flesh t.bat he could lift her in and out
of bed as though she was a child. She
lingered along until October 21st, 1844,
and died on the same date exactly two
years after father. Bishop Covey, who
was in attendance at the time of her death,
being satisfied that she was gone-for she
passed away peacefully, without a struggle or a groan, like one going to sleepsaid, while the tears rolled down his
cheeks: "I have attended on this sister
frequently, and I must say she has borne
her sickness with true Christian fortitude
and resignation. I never beard a murmur or complaint 011t of her mouth, and I
believe if ever any one has gone to Paradise that woman has." Being sick at the
time of the death of my parents and of
my younger brother, I could not attend
their burial, and do not know the locality
of their last resting place; but I know
this, that wherever the caskets were
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placed that once contained the jewels will
make no difference in the resurrection;
'the spirits will come forth clothed with
bodies fashioned like unto Christ's glorious body; and that I, if faithful in my
duty to my God, shall behold them on the
redeemed earth, to enjoy their society
forever.
Youthful reader, have you a good home
with kind parents who are tenderly solicitous for your welfare in this life and
that which is to come, who are willing to
gratify your good desires to the extent
of their ability, and who, when they refuse you any request in their power to
grant, do so becauRe they judge it for
your best good? Prize such a home; do
all in your power to show your parents
that you appreciate their kindness; do not
desert that home at any time, but more
especially at nights to seek the society of
companions who would lead you away
from the path of virtue, the path of God,
that your parents so mnch desire you to
walk in. Shun those who would lead you
to treat 1vith disrespect those best of
earthly friends and to think lightly of
home and home society, and avoid such
companions··as you would the plague that
is depopulating the earth in countless
numbers. Having such a home be thankful to God; and having learned to appreciate it, think of the condition of the
writer, his brother and sister, (with thousands like them) bereft of such a home and
all the blessings the word signiii.es, with
no parents to protect and shelter them;
and henceforth to be separated, and have
no home till by the blessing of God they
can make homes of their own; and thus
reflecting, may gratitude spring up in
,your hearts to the Giver of all good for
the precious boon you now enjoy, and
you be enabled to labor to obey your
Heavenly Parent, that you may secure
that grand, eternal home that all his faithful children are looking for.
After mother's death, we all were
taken to the Bishop's home; and in a day
or two my sister was given to a couple
who had no children, who lived on a farm
about four miles east of Nauvoo. My
brother was given to another couple who
were childless; but he not taking a liking
to the home selected for him, took a notion to hunt one for himself, sP-curing one
with 0. P. Smoot. The Bishop thought,
I suppose, that I ~was old enough to act

,

for myself, being about seventeen years
of age. I went to visit my employer's
family, and concluded to stay there and·
work for him; but before getting fairly
settled, an uncle on father's side, came
from Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, on hearing
of mother's death, to take us there. For~
myself I didn't care about leaving N au,.
voo to go to Pittsburg, the headquarters
of Sidney Rigdon, for I had no faith in
his leadership; but finally yielded to the
persuasion of my uncle and went along
with him. My brother had gone over the
Mississippi to~ cook for a camp of woodchoppers, so that we could not see him;
so we went on the prairie to hunt up my
sister. On arriving where she lived, we
had quite a time with the woman of the
house to prevail upon her to give her up.
Uncle expedited matters with all his power; he had heard such awful stories about
Nauvoo that he was afraid to stay in it
over night: he was so expeditious that he
left things behind belonging to our parents, that were of consideration to us
children. I tried to laugh him out of his
fright, and told him that such things as
he talked about existed only in his imagination, but all was to no purpose. He
was in such a hurry he would not stay for
my brother, but left word with the folks
he lived with to tell him to follow.
We took boat on the 31st of October,
1844, ten days after mother's death, at the
Stone-house landing, and went down to
Montrose at the head of the rapids, where
the crew unloaded the cargo of lead into
flat-boats.
Before we got away from
there another boat came down the river
with my brother on board, who soon came
bounding on board the boat we were on.
We arrived at Pittsburg (or Allegheny
City opposite Pittsburg), about the
middle of November, and were duly installed in the home of another uncle-the
one to whom I referred as having gone
when we left New York City, living then
at New Hartford, near Utica. He with
his wife and family were on their way to
Nauvoo, but coming across Sidney Rigdon had been persuaded to stop at Pittsburg. We were received with an apparent welcome, but it soon ran out; aun1!
desired uncle to seek places for us elsewhere, as she said she could not do the
work. Being of an independent turn of
mind, I did not wish to stay where I w~
not wanted, and sought out a place with
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a shoemaker who wanted an apprentice.
It being winter no work at plastering could
be obtained, and I concluded to learn the
other trade, thinking that the two together
might come in handy to work the year
round. My brother was bound apprentice
to a baker for eight long years. Oh, how
hard that was on me! My sister, aged
nine, was put out to strangers in Pittsburg. The man that I was apprenticed
to belonged to the Rigdon faction, (and
oo did my two uncles). He used to go on
Sundays to Pittsburg to meeting, and I
would go along; the principal thing with
me being to see my brother and sister.
After getting over my hurt from the
the action of uncle and aunt, I used to go
on Saturday nights, and uncle and myself would get into argument concerning
the respective claims of Rigdon and of
the Twelve to lead the church. I stuck
out till just before their conference in
April 6th, 1845, and finally conceiving
that, by the Book of Covenant~, Rigdon
had the best end of the argument in favor
of three presiding, and not twelve, I was
baptized into that faction, in the Allegheny river. At the same time a great
number were baptized, some having held
high positions in the church in the Seer's
time. At that conference every one of
the males belonging to that faction went
through the process of washing and anointing, I among the rest; and I was ordained a Seventy. At the beginning of
that conference that great fire in Pittsburg was raging, not many blocks from
where we were holding meeting, and the
noise of the firemen running with their
machines, the clanging of bells, together
with the shouts of the crowds rushing
along the streets often drowned the voice
of the speaker, so that he could not be
heard except by those close by him.
I did not stay my time out with the
shoemaker. In this I did very wrong in
not fulfilling my contract, for he treated
me kindly; but sitting on a shoe-bench in
summer time was irksome to me, I wanted to be in the fresh air. I left unceremoniously in mid-summer of that year,
with only the clothes on my back and a
few others in a bundle, and without a cent
of money in my purse until I arrived in
Pittsburg. In Pittsburg I stopped over
night . with a brother and sister, whose
kindness to me at that time I .shall never
forget; and there is a warm corner in my

heart for them ever. They gnve me aU
the spare means they had, which was.
about fifty-five cents. The next morning
about ten o'clock I started down the Obi(}
river for Beaver, expecting to obtain there
a chance to work my passage on what was,
called the Erie extension Canal, running
from Beaver to Erie City on lake Erie,
m~ destination being Utica, New York.
Arriving about sundown within two or
three miles of Beaver, and being very
tired, I concluded to stop at a tavern over
night. Wishing to husband my resources.
I did not partake of any ·supper, and in
the morning told the landlord that I had
not much money and would not have any
breakfast, and asked him what was to pay
for the bed. He replied twenty-five cents.
I had a letter of introduction to a brother
and sister that lived in Beaver, but did
not calculate to use it if I should succeed
in getting to work my passage right.
away.
I trudged along, and coming to the
town found that the canal was dry, and
no boats running.
This was discouraging; but I hunted up the brother and sister spoken of, and was hospitably entertained while I sojourned with them, which
was till after dinner the next day. Learning from them that at a place called Hardscrabble, some six or seven miles from
there, a canal lock was undergoing repairs, or rather a new one was being built,
and they supposed that above there boats
would be running, I left at the time spoken of. Arriving at Hardscrabble about
two hours before sundown, and finding no
water in the canal, I inquired of the mefo
at work there if they knew whether there
were any boats running on the canal at alL
They told me that there were some running from a place (Mercer I think) about
seventy miles from there. I started on
the tow-path thinking to walk till nightfall and take the chances of where I
should lodge-it being summer I thought
that I would not suffer if I laid down in
the fence corner all night.
But about
nightfall I came to a covered bridge, such
as are frequently met with in Pennsylva~
nia, and here concluded to stop over night.
I sat down between two uprights, about
ten inches wide, and I could stretch my
limbs so that my feet would touch one
and my back rest against the other. At
what appeared to be about midnight, one
of those large Pennsylvania wagons, built<
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'like a Chinese Junk-a vessel whose stern
and bow are considerably the highest,
while amidships is greatly depressed, the
·whole forming the segment of a circledrawn by three or four span of horses,
-came over the bridge which shook like a
leaf, apparently, and the ponderous affair
-caused the writer to hug the side of the
bridge tolerably close, for fear that either
the horses or wagon might run on to him
-but no harm occurred.
Determined to reach Mercer that day if
possible, I arose at the first sign of daybreak, and not having to dreRs or spend
much time at my toilet, I started on the
tow-path at easy walk, realizing that I
must not go toof ast on the start. About
nine o'clock-judging by the sun-I came
to a small house about ten by twelve,
built on the side of the tow-path, kept by
a Pennsylvania Dutchman; and as hunger
began to urge its claim, and the door being open, I stepped in and inquired of a
man standing behind the counter if I
could obtain something to eat. He placed on the counter some of tile blackest
bread I ever saw, and some clabber milk
-which if age could make it good it certainly had that advantage-but not having broken my fast since noon the previous day, I was not as particular as I
might otherwise have been, and ate and
drank till satisfied. I told him to be as
moderate in his charges for the food partaken of as possible, for I had a long way
to go on thirty-five cents. He charged a
dime, and there being a piece of bread
left as large as a good sized biscuit, I asked and obtained the privilege to take it
along; and upon the strength of the bread
and milk I arrived at Mercer a little before sundown.
Perceiving a boat tied up on the opposite side of the canal with a cargo of coal
on board, I crossed the bridge adjacent,
went to it and jumped on the stern, rapped on the cabin door; a gruff voice snarled out: "What do you want?" I asked
if he could give a poor fellow a chance to
work his passage to Erie. "No!" was the
answer, in no very gentlemanly tone. Always too independent to ask a man twice
for a favor, I turned on my heel, but felt
east down, especially as that was the only
boat there, and the extra strain on my
system to get there had almost worn me
()Ut. Jumping on the bank to go and
<»:oss the bridge again, with no prospect

but to sleep on the tow-path that night,
and trusting that I would not have to go
far before coming to where other boatA
would be running to Erie, I heard a voice
a short distance behind me calling upon
me to stop.
Turning around, a gentleman with his lady were a few rods frO-m
me, and he was beckoning with his hand
for me to stop.
Waiting till they came
up, the gentleman said:
"We overheard your question and also
the answer, but don't mind that mancross-grained and ill-natured as he is-he
is not the captain, we are acquainted with
him, and think by interceding we can
prevail on him to let you go along with
him."
This gentleman was a mechanic in the
town, of moderate circumstances, and he
and lady were taking a Sunday evening's
walk, and chanced to be within hearing
went I asked the question. I had just
casually noticed them corning up the sidewalk, but my mind was so intent on my
situation that their presence was almost
ignored by me until they aroused me from
my reverie by their call. They invited
me home with them to stay till they could
see the captain of the boat.
Reader, were you ever in such a situation? If you were you can appreciate
my feelings. I realized that, though unworthy as I was, God had had pity upon
me and sent these good Samaritans to me
in my straightened circumstances, and my
heart sent forth its unbounded thanksgiving for this timely succor in my great
need.
Arriving at their home, a neat story
and half building; I was shown where I
could wash preparatory to supper, and
then permitted to sit down to viands,
good enough for president, king, emperor,
or any other potentate; one thing I am
certain of, that the writer appreciated it
and ate heartily, a feeling of gratitude
welling up in his heart to the Giver of All
Good first, and the instruments in his
hands next. Not long after supper I was
shown where I could sleep, and was glad
to rest my weary bones on one of the best
beds it ever was my privilege to enjoy.
Sometime in the night I heard a heavy
rain pouring on the roof, (my bed being
upstairs), and the contrast between being
comfortably housed and sheltered from
the storm, and being on the tow-path and
exposed to that drenching rain, was.. an-

•
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other theme for thanksgiving to Him who
careth for the "sparrows," much more one
created after his own image. The next
day about two o'clock, after enjoying
the hospitality of this humane couple-the
gentleman in the meantime having secured the captain's permi~sion-I went on
board of the boat to act in the capacity of
driver, the driver to act as bowsman.
We started about half-past two, and I
perceived that the saddle-horse had a notion to balk; but we got started and
went along very well for a time. I was
instructed how to act when meeting other boats, which have their regulations as
wagons when meeting on the road, the inside boat--or the one next to the towpath-goes over the other tow-line to secure which arrangement the team of the
other boat stops to let the line slack to
prevent its being caught by the boat passing over it. I got along very well until
we ('Hme to a tow-path bridge, which signifies t.hat the tow-path changes to the

THE YEAR.

A cloud came out of the golden west,
A bell rang over the silent air;
Tt:e sun-god hurried away to rest,
Flushing with kisses each cloud he prest,
And, Oh! but the day was fair.
"How bTighily the year goes out," they said:
The glow of the sunset lingers long,
Knowing the year will be over and dead,
Its sad hours over-its fleet hours fledWith service of even song.
"How sadly the year came in," they said,
I listened and wondered in dusk of night;
To me no year that might come instead
Of the old friend numbered among the dead
Could ever be half so bright.
The sun-kissed clouds grew pale and gray,
The bells hung silent in high mid-air,
Waiting to ring the year away
In strains that were ever too glad and gay
For me-as I listened there.
Oh, hearts! that beat in a million breasts,
Oh, lips! that utter the same old phrase.

other side of the canal, and in goingover it requires a willing, handy team,.
and a driver that knows how to handle
them.
Lacking a little in both, on the
first trial I made a bungling attempt,.
which caused that surly man before spoken of to blaspheme somewhat, on aocount
of the tow-line getting fouled. The next
time I improved a little, and upon the
third trial succeeded to the satisfaction of
the hands as well as the driver.
We laid up on what in canal parlance
is styled the heel-path side of the canal,
at nights, always close to a bridge so as
to take the horses over to stable them in
the forepart of the boat; only having one
team this was necessary, the captain running his own boat unconnected with any
line. We sighted the town of Erie on thethird day out, coming to an eminence
that commanded a view of the whole city
and the country adjacent to it, and of the
waters of Lake Erie for miles.
To be continued.

I wonder that never a sorrow rests
In words you utter to friends and guests
In the new year's strange new days I
Is it just the same as it used to be?
Have new years only a glailder sound?·
Forever and always it seems to me
That no new face can be sweet to see
As the old ones we have found.
There is no cloud in the darkened west,
The bell is silent in misty air,
The year has gone to its last long rest,
And I, who loved and knew it best,
Shall meet it-God knows where!
All the Year Round, .

THE LAST OF EARTH.

Death-is it Death?
The shadow following still upon the BlUI,
The one same end of all things yet begup,.
After the glory of Life the sudden gloom,
After the strife the inexorable doom,
The fr~n breath?
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Nay, ruther see,
Where the new grave lies sodden in the rain,
How the bare earth quickens to growth again!
Waiting the wonder-season's lavish dower
Young rootlets creep, a wealth of grass and
flower
Ere long to be.
When Death has passed

Into the land of silence and of cloud,
The leafless land, wherein no bird is loud,
Life lingers yet with song and blossom rife.
Lo! step for step go ever Death and Life,But Life is last.

As erst Thy chosen people stood,
\Vhile Moses sought forgiving grace,
And nature trembled as Thou spak'st
"Good will to man, to all men p.ace.-"
So we, 0 God, without the veil
Which dims decades that are to be,
Stand still with reverent faith, and wait
Solution of each mystery,
Content if we Thy favor win
By gracious life and holy zeal;
Content, amid the wreck of worlds,
If Christ speak peace within the veil
George W. Elliott.

Kate Putn!>m Osgood.

•Read at Christ Church parish Honse "Warming," April
12th, 1888.

THE VEILED YEARS.*

{) coming years how big ye are,
Prophetic of great things that, done,
Shall give to hearts the sweet assuage
That millions died and bad not won"Not won?" said I. Af!, not in fact,
And yet by super faith foreseen,
And seeing, seized as Comforter::
So Prophets saw the Lord, I ween.
Who dares uplift the shadowy veil,
Who dares explore the arcanum,
Unless himself be touched with fire,
Shall be a seer sightless, dumb!
The lark the dawning day doth greet
With ecstacy of glad refrain;
But "sorrow bird" at reddening east
Pours out his sobs in plaintive strain.
Each to its nature truly acts,
In its own way each offers praise;Our nobler man should know no sobs,
But only joy inform our lays;Joy that the world, though growing old
Grows betters-though say cynics' nay;Joy that the years as they unfold,
Disperse the Night, Dispens;; the Day,-

SHE WAS SOMEBODY'S MOTHER.

The woman was old and ragged and gray,
And bent with the chill of Winter's day;
The street was wet with Winter's snow,
And the woman's steps were aged and slow.
She stood at the crossing and waited long,
Alone, uncared-for, amid a throng
Of human beings who passed her by,
Not heeding the glance of her anxious eye.
Down the street with laughtJr and shout,
Glad in the freedom of school let out,
Came the boys, like a flock of sheep,
Hailing the snow, piled white and deep.
Past the old woman, so old and gray,
Hastened the children on their way;
Not offering a helping hand to her
So meek, so timid, afraid to stir,
- Lest the carriage wheels or horses feet
Should crowd her down in the slippery street.
At last came one of the merry troop,
The gayest laddie of all the group.

Disperse the Night of Narrow Fate,
Dispense the Day of Broader Plan;
Disperse the Night of Righteous Self,
Dispense the Day of Love to Man;

He paused beside her and whispered low,
_ "I'll help you across if you wish to go."
Her aged hand on his strong young ann,
She placed, and without hurt or harm

Disperse the Night of Sordid Gain,
Dispense the Day of Nobler Greed;
Disperse the Night of Soulless Form,
Dispense the Day of Vital Creed .

He guided the trembling feet along,
.Proud that his own were firm and st.rong;
Then back again to his friends he \Vent,
His young heart happy and well content.

. Disperse the Night when, that one Seems,
Distorts the judgment and deceives;
Dispense the Day when what one is
Exemplifies .what one,believes.

"She's somebody's motl1er, boys, you know,
For she's old and poor and slow;
·And I hope some fellmv ·will lend a hand
. To help my .mother, .you undei<;tand,
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"lf ever she's old, and poor and gray,
When her own dear boy is far away."
And somebody's mother bowed low her head

In her home that night, and the prayer she said
vVaB, "God l1e good to the noble boy
vVho is somebody's son, and pride, and joy.''
Selected.

testimonies which have come to our knowl·
IN presenting our friends and patrons with the
first number of the second yolume of AUTUMN edge.
LEAVES we feel that first of all our thanks are
Last January a sister-whose face we have
-due to the Providence which has gone before
never seen-sent the magazine to a friend. She
us to prepare a way for the work to be done,
did this wishing to aid us, and perhaps benefit
snd next to those friends who have so generher friend. Some months afterwards there
Dusly sustained us in our labors, both by means
came to the sieter a letter from this friend in
and contributions for its pages, as well as by
which she defended our faith and said: "That,
words of cheer from time to time. Without if the Bible is true, then our faith must be, as
the slightest reference to our own work, we can she could see no reason why God should not
conscientiously say that its pages have in the deal with his peoplenowthesame as he had dealt
year that is past furnished its readers with arti- with them in former times." She did not know
des worth many times the price paid for it, in that she was writing to·the one who sent her
addition to illustrations of which we made no the magazine and was also a Saint; for our sispromise in the beginning, and they may rest ter, distrusting her ability to present the faith
assured that in the future our aim shall be to by writing, had been waiting to see her friend
make each number as complete as possible.
face to face. This incident speaks for itself.
With this issue we furnish eight additional Have you a friend to whom you wish to present
pages of reading matter, not wishing to crowd the gospel? Subscribe now, and let them join
Dut the serials now running with holiday mat- company with "Pattie" in her search for it;
and let us say to you here, that whoever fails
ter necessary for the season.
With the new year we bid you Godspeed and to rvd that story, fails to read that which is
ourselves take new courage for the raee set be- being written by direction of the Spirit, and
fore us. Our friends will remember that the the entire plan of which was given in the same
enterprise is yet in its Y''uth and needs their way. More we are not now at liberty to rekindly aid at all times when a friend can be veal; but if you would know, you must read.
made or a subscriber secured; for while we real- Let those who might aid the circulation of the
ize fully the fact that without God's blessing magazine, and thus help forward the cause of
added the enterprise would have been a failure,
God in these last days,-think of this.
we realize also that energy and perseverance
None but the January number will be stereoare gifts of God, and when used in a good cause typed, as we can not afford the extra expense.
will always eommand his blessing. Let us not
Any parties having volumes of 1888 which
be weary in well doing therefore, for in due they are willing to exchange for 1889, can send
time we shall reap if we faint not.
them to the Herald Office, and if they have
At the solicitation of many friends we have been neatly kept, the exchange can be made.
had the January number of the magazine ster- If this is not satisfactory, we will pay $1.25 in
BOtyped, in order that the time may be extend- cash, for a limited number, they prepaying posed for those who have failed to get in their tage.
orders, and also for our friends who are workOur friends who are getting up clubs must
ing for us to obtain additional names. Let each remember that in order to secure the full beneone who reads this notiee resolve while he or fit of the commission offered it is necBssary for
she is reading it, that they will make an effort them to collect and forward the subscription
·to secure one new 'subscriber. Try this, money.
We wish to call the especial attBntion of our
and in our next issue we will report to you an
almost doubled subscription list. Will it pay ·readers to the article in this issue, entitloo The
'-you? L-it us mention just one out of mariy . SciBnee of Healing.
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TWILIGHT
I am dreaming mother dearest,
Of you in your lonely cot;
Trusting that these twilight shadows
Gently fall upon that spot;
That they find you well and happy,
Peaceful in your home so bright,
With kind, faithful friends around you,
Prays your absent child to-night.

I am dreaming mother dearest,
Of the dim and distant past,
Of my childhood, girlhood, womanhood,
Days too precious far to last;
And again I see our cottage,
Covered o'er with vines so sweetRedwood Bower in all its beauty
Ne'er again, our eyes shall greet.
Our home circle gaily gathered,
'Round the fire-place, high and wide,
Chatting, laughing, ~inging gaily,
Caring not for wind or tide;
Mother with her ceaseless knitting,
Father with his legends old;
Isaac, Lottie, Edith loiteringListening to the stories told.
But, alas, the shadows gather;
Two are taken from our band.
We three journey sadly onward;
They rest in the better land.
Soon our thoughts are turned to Zion
And we leave the "golden west;"
Live three years in quiet pleasure,
With the friends we love the best.
But this world is full of changes,
Nothing here can ever last!
Isaac, dear old darling brother,
Thinks the years are flying fast,
That he soon must choose his help-mate;
So when Winter's hand had wrought

HOME

MUSINGS.
All the earth in icy crystal
To our home his bride he brought.
Now I see another gathering;
\Vhy so many tears and sighs?
Edith's leaving mother, Isaac,
Hence so many sad good-byes.
Now they're at the depot waiting,
Dreading most that fateful train
·That will carry off a dear oneThey may never meet again.
Years have passed since then, dear mother,.
But of these I dare not think;
For the pain exceeds the pleasure,
Deep, de;op sorrow we must drink.
But perhaps, among the angels,
·when life's pain and strife is o'er,
We shall meet our precious treasures;
To be parted never more.
And to-night my heart is a~hing,
As I think of you and home.
Of how widely we are pa• ted!
I.eaving mother all alune.
And I'm longing, oh, so sadly,
Just to see your face once more;
Just to feel your arms about me
As I did in days of yore.
Em·rH.
Sunday Evening, Oct. 28th, 1888.
Many who read this poem will remember the·
fair, young girl-bride, who left us some four
years since for her distant home in California;
but they may not know that death took from
her a little babe, around which clung the garnered richness of her tender heart. Not lost is
your treasure, fond mother, only transplanted
to bloom in unfading loveliness in the paradise
ofGod.-ED.

CONVERSATIONS.

BY DECINDA AND TUBAL MILKINS.
CHAPTER III.

W

HEN the time arrived my husband,
Tubal, prepared himself to attend
the lecture. We four, as a family, went
to hear Miss Anthony. She is quite a
good talker, and made a number of good
points. At the first Tubal was somewhat
disconcerted; but this arose from his non~ntanoo with the topic to he di.ioUB&-

ed. My love for Tubal intensified when I
observed the profound attention that he·
gave to the lecture throughout. Upon our
arrival home he said nothing. We prepared for rest, and he led in prayer. I
noted a change in his wording, and was.
pleased.
-.
Nothing of note passed between us until the f~tllowing evening after tea, :;u.od WE&
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had gathered about the fireside for an
evening chat.
"Well," began my husband, "how did
you enjoy the lecture, Decinda?"
"0h, -quite well," I said, with an air of
gratification. "I enjoyed the talk, and
was pleased to note that you evinced a
goodly degree of appreciation."
"Decinda, I was only too much surprised
at her Antbonian audacity," said my bus·
band. "A woman as smart as she to act
so boldly in asserting 'rights' that no
woman ·ever ought to claim, astonished
me! Mrs. Jendors was all ecstacies over
it; and Mrs. Doogins was one continuous
grin. It was simply ridiculous.
Some
women seem to be too smart to live!"
And my husband spoke this emphatically.
"What did she say?" continued Tubal.
"Where were her arguments? She bad
none, nor have they bad. It was one
long splutter of a babbling gasometer, the
whole on't. Mrs. Riggins just sputtered
and bubbled; she become bilarous over it.
They think they'll vote next election, I
guess; but they'll not. They can't. Look,
out in a town in Kansas, a woman a
mayor! women in the city council! I say
it's a queer idee!" And Tubal paced the
floor excitedly. I kept perfectly calm.
"Mrs. Riggins will want to be mayor of
this town, and Mrs. Doogins one of the
councilmen, council-men! Why, that
can't be! How that would sound!"
"No worse," said I "than when a woman is killed to call it man-slaughter."
"Well, that's so;" said husband, "I
hadn't thought of that. Well, any way,
it aint the thing, no bow you can fix it.
I wo'n't live under petticoat ruling; got
enough of it at home. Paul didn't believe in it, and neither do I. I am a Paul
man, and always intend to be; I think be
was right. He was a wise man, and knew
women never could have the good, true,
sound sense we men always have, and
have had. Men never-hardly ever-make
mistakes. You see, Decinda, they are
gods and are masculine, and masculinity
pertains unto divinity. Femininity is in-·
feriority; always was, and it is full of
blunders. The blunders began in Eden,
and have been kept up ever since. W oman never knows when to let up on anything; that's in keeping with feminine
history. I guess it's like what may be
called a truism of woman:

4
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'If she will, she will;

You may depend on it:
If she won't, she won't,

And that's the end on it.'
I think Susan did an injury to our town,
and bas given it a blow from which it
may never recover."
"Husband Tubal," said I, " I am sorry
you take such a peculiar view of the matter. There were many things, many
things she said with which I do not
exactly agree; but then, we should be
like the bees, culling sweets from every
flower."
"You don't call Susan a flower, do you;
she's worse than the last rose of summer;
I declare"-interrupted Tubal.
"0h, no;" I responded, but I referred
to truth she uttered; for instance, tbe purity of the ballot. Reference has been made
by .many men as to the casting of votes
by lewd women: but what about men who
have blighted and eternally blasted the
character of girls, and dethroned their
chastity by wiles of seduction, hypocrisy
and brutality? These same men can not
only vote, but are elected and sent to
our legislative halls of both state and
United States. Purify the ballot by keeping from the polls all men of disreputable
life, and there would be millions less of
votes cast than now are. But I am not
in favor of woman in politics. Yet I
should like to know of her having a
hand in those things that relate to the
purity of the home, and bear upon our
educational, moral, and social status. She
must be there, and shall be. In woman is
found the toning power. She is society's
permeator, and its holy leaven.
Her
sphere is higher than is now seen. This
is an age of progress, and one when true
liberty is shedding its sacred light abroad
as never before. Woman is not only wife,
but mother as well. It is for her to mold
the destiny of nations; but how can she
so successfully if not heard in the land,
either vocally or by silent yet potent literature? Every woman owes it to herself
to enlighten self; then to enlighten others;
to exercise all womanly graces that soften
the harshness of masculinity, and give
man a higher, and even truer, conception
of duties belonging to his own sphere. I am
not radical here, when I say this; for men
with men always, and crudeness finds place;
man with true woman, and refi1iement
comes. Therefore if, as you observed,
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•masculinity pertains unto divinity,' then
femininity attaches unto masculinity, and
should have the exercise of rights too
long and sadly ignored, and thus aid in
doing what it has been hindered in
heretofore attempting, even to a limited
and not radical degree. 'l'here are women
who are slaves to-day, and in consequence
thereof woman has been and is depressed.
But, husband, I am glad of one thing, and
that is, woman's true sphere is cropping
out, and becoming self-asserting in a quiet
way; and in it peace shall have its victories, and no harm accrue to any one."
"How anything can belong to woman
aside from work among pots and pans,
plates and kettles is more than I am able
to comprehend. I see in a kitchen lots of
work for women; and in the cow-yard and
garden-sass work, and sich like things.
Woman should be a humble, unassuming
critter, as a gentle cow; but when she begins to assume to know this or that, then I
say she's out of her spere, and should be
silenced by the Bible. That's my authority always and every time, Decinda, and
I am a man who knows what is what; and
as the head of the house I should be
heerd and heeded."
I could only pray for my dear Tubal
while he thus talked.
I can do naught
else than love him, for he is my husband,
and the father of my children.
"Tubal dear," said I, "whatever your
opinion may be regarding this matter,
your wife has a humble opinion as well.
Far from it would I knowingly be of assuming beyond that I deem a proper action upon this question. We have somehow peculiarly drifted in our evening conversation upon a question I had not really
intended touching, but some of your remarks of the past seemed to unconsciously
lead us on. The Bible records instances
of noble deeds performed by women. In
Bible history, woman, while not figuring
conspicuously, is not wholly a silent factor of record. vV oman is mentioned in
immediate connection with man, as found
in Genesis: "So God created man in his
own image, in the image of God created
he him; male and female created he them.'
I believe what Phrnbe A. Hanaford wrote:
•Neither men's rights nor woman's rights
should be considered, but human rights,the rights of each, the rights of all! Men
and women rise and fall together.'
"1n Bible times Deborah was a prophet-

ess and judge-called •Mother in Israel.'
Her history was that of superior genius
to any recorded among the Hebrews from
Moses to David, an interval of more than
four hundred years; and Scriptural commentators have remarked that Deborah
alone, of all the rulers of Israel, has escaped unreproved by the prophets and inspired historians. And, Tubal, the author
Milman, in writing of her triumphal ode,
says: •Lyric poetry has nothing in any
language which can surpass the boldness
and animation of this striking production.
This hymn has great historic, as well as
poetic value.' There were other notable
women who exercised wide and excellent
influence in their day among Israel.
"But what of all this? We can not always look upon the past for lessons of the
present or future.
Whatever may have
been the condition of woman-kind in ages
past, of one thing we are sure, i. e., the
past contained not all treasures of thought
or purpose; neither are we by any means
to gauge our present action in all instanc~
es by the standard of the past, for Paul
said, •Forgetting the things of the past,'
etc. Many things are only worthy of
eternal disremembrance. If we may determine from present indications and sig"
nifications as to what 'rights' woman may
lay claim to, and from the gr~nd strides
made in all departments of science, art
and literature, we are confident a stoppage is not deemed permissible in anything.
"Were we to deny the right of progress
to matters of science simply because some"
thing had been invented previously not
known or thought of, where would be the
things we now have? Demolished! So
with this question of Woman's Rights,
so called; because certain privileges have
not been accorded her in the past, does
by no means argue that those same deni"
als shall be unscrupulously maintained.
Past generations did not know everything
needful.
Woman's elevation has done
more to elevate man than any one thing
else."
"There are boundaries, Decinda," ob~
served my husband.
"Certainly," said I; "but there are. also
boundaries to all action in the sphere in
which man moves.
•Boundary' argues
nothing on the whole. Woman with man
was created in the image of God.
She
obeys the same laws; is under the same
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moral restraints; and, if an owner of property, is taxed as all the men owners.
"The same law of life and death affects
her as affects man; The same rules of propriety in action and language control her
as control man; yet is she emphatically
denied the exercise of similar privileges,
legal and otherwise, 'that man enjoys.
From whence arises all this?
Simply
from an assertion that woman is the weaker vessel! Weaker physically in some instances; but in many, man's superior by
far. Dear husband, bear wit~ me in my
little lecture; but as we are alone, I feel
the privilege to talk on this question, so
unexpectedly evoked, is mine by your indulgence.
"Woman may not be called upon to do
heavy mechanical work, such as erecting
buildings, constructing bridges, building
railways: her anatomical make-up would
not allow of these. She is to be a mother
as well as wife, therefore her peculiar
adaptabilities .in this directon calls for a
boundary line. But upon the other hand,
she may read, study, and so acquire knowledge in all things that time and circumstances may cordially grant her; and of
these requisites she should not be denied.
They are necessaries to her own elevation;
and this elevation properly used is to her
husband's good and her children's advantage. An illiterate mother may not always give birth to bright, intelligent offspring. Posterity unborn, mysteriously
demand intelligent, moral parentage.
Men of state have beelt the product of
studious, thoughtful mothers. Men of
science and art are the offspring of women
of genius. There were women of the
Revolution; women of war times, as well
as heroines in times of peace. History
can not be without her; the world could
not have been without her presence; the
Bible would not have been complete without her mention; and in these woman is
not spoken of as a menial. She honored
Christ, and he honored womanhood at the
home, the cross, the tomb. Almighty God
honored and honors her by calling her
Handmaiden, and bestowing divine gifts
upon her.
''It was the old and unworthy claim of
inferiority that kept the race in groveling
co11dition. Never has the world known
such Tapid progress in every respect as
now; and in this connection let it be observed, that in no age as now has woman

been admired and liberated from social
ostracism and menial place as now. Progress and universal enlightenment have
come with woman's elevation and effort
at equalization. The Constitution of the
United States speaks of: 'We the people
of the United States.' Were there no women? are women people? If so, are they
governed? by what law? the same as are
men? Who made or enacted the law?
Men. Had women any say? No. Are
they represented? Yes[?]
Who by?
Men. Did they have a voice in their
choice? Have women any public or private interests?"
"Why Decinda, you are talking politics," said Tubal.
"On, no; I am only speaking of principles involved, from what Susan B. said.
I am not repeating her language. Ha, hal
husband, you'll think it strange I talk so,
but you know I've never done so at any
other time since our marriage; have I?"
"No, no. But I am rather pleased, as '
well as amused, at your talk. I declare,
wife, you're opening my eyes." And at
this my husband laughed right heartily.
If we are to consider human rights or
privileges, we'd ask the question: Are
women citizens of a nation? The answer
is, Yes. Again, is the word men, used in
a generic sense at any time? Then turn
to the Declaration of Independence and
read:
'We hold these truths to be self
evident: That all men are created equal;
that they are endowed by their Creator
with certain inalienable rights; that among
these are life, liberty and the pursuit of
happiness; that to secure these rights, governments are instituted among men, deriving their just powers from the consent
of the governed; that whenever any form
of government becomes destructive of
these ends,' etc.
"Are women governed by law? Are
they among the governed, and of them?
Have they life, liberty and the pursuit of
happiness guaranteed? These rights are
'seeured' by 'governments,' to the PEOPLE,
'from the consent of the g~verned.' When
have women ever been granted the right
of 'security' by ballot 'consent?' No
time.
'Destructive to these ends,'what ends, Husband? Rights are to be
had by 'government,' that government deriving its 'Just powers from the consent
of the governed'-not a part of the gov-
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erned, but 'the governed' as a whole! No
distinction is made; it is not on record.
It has been done by usurpation, evasion
and custom.
"In the constitution, Article IV. Section II. we read:
'The citizens of each state shall be entitled to all privileges and immunities of
citizens in the several states.'
"If man being a citizen has the privilege of the elective franchise,-and that
is one among the 'all privileges' to which
he is entitled-by what constitutional enactment is a woman, recognized in all law
as a citizen, not entitled to the elective
franchise with all other •privileges' guaranteed and 8ecured by law to 'all citizens?'
"If in this section 'woman' is not implied in the phrase, 'A person,' as found
in second part of Section II. of Article
IV. which reads: 'A person charged in
any state with treason, felony, or other
crime,' &c., is a woman capable of committing any crime? Is woman 'a person?'
one of the citizens? one of 'the governed?'
"Is there anything aside from that prescribed by the constitution that would
preclude a woman from being a Senator,
provided she were intellectually and physically qualified? It reads, article I. Section III. part 3: 'No person shall be a senator who shall not have attained to the
age of thirty years, and been nine years a
citizen of the United States.' Is woman
a citizen, born or naturalized? No foreign women are naturalized, are they?
If not, are they citizens? If not by naturalization, are they so by native birth?
Is this the secret of the denial of the
elective franchise to women?
"""\V oman has been and is admitted to the
bar to plead law. She has in some states
citizen privileges in this regard. May it
not be, husband Tubal, that in the Declaration of Independence and Qonstitution
truths have lain undisturbed, unawakened?
"vV oman has a home. That home has
sacred rights to be respected. But we
know too well how its sanctity has been
violated, its happiness destroyed, and its
preservative power abused and deposed by
the legalizing of that which has been ruinous in all its results. And men have
legalized by a strange law that which the
truer instincts of virtuous womanhood
would never have legalized had she held
that one 'privilege,' that one 'immunity,'
secured alone to the 'sterner sex.' Men

have not always enacted the wisest laws,
laws that should have protected wives,
mothers, daughters, sisters-these who
have the real power and virtue to make
the honor and integrity of a state valiant
and tru_e. However strange "this talk may
seem to you, dear husband, it is true. J\'Ien
have too long time looked upon woman
as the weaker vessel, from a wrong point
of view. Her weakness lies not in intellectual power, for no man of greatness in ·
matters of church or state who truly regarded wo:p1an as human, but what invariably attribute to their wives the aid extended them to become great. Mrs. Gladstone, of England, has been a true helpmeet to that great statesman. She has,
amid all her family duties, found time
to make wise suggestions, confer with,
counsel, and cheer him in all his diplomatic duties.
"Whether woman shall have a say in
those matters heretofore denied her, time
alone can determine. I have calmly presented what has appeared to my mind .as
possible truths."
"Well, Decinda, I must confess my surprise! I were not aware of the hidden
language of your soul. How woman can
talk when the pressure rises and the safety valve is pushed a little. Ha, hal I am
pleased, Decinda, I dare say. But what
Paul said rather worries me. You know
he said it was not allowed a woman to
usurp authority over the man."
"Yes, Husband, I understand; but no
true woman would scarcely seek to do so.
Again, for woman to have an equal say in
matters politic would not be having 'authority over the man,' but authority,
rights, privileges, equal with the man.
Equality does not argue superiority, by
any means.''
"I see the point, Decinda, but I never
noticed it that 'ere way before; that's so.
Our rulers are called the people's servants.
We are all citizens together."
"I think, husband Tubal, that Miss Anthony's talk scarcely worked harm to our
town.
"I do not argue for woman in politics
as they now exist. Woman could defile
matters no more than they now are.
Women as a class are uplifting, and en
masse do not, with good reason, degenerate as do men.
Governmental affairs
would be purer, and the wily craftiness of
alluring men would be checked. No one
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is responsible for these views but myself,
Husband. If they are heretical, so be it.
I do not say I believe them, or disbelieve
them.
But it is well to both think and
speak in proper manner upon all these
topics."
"It is, Decinda; and I promise to not
judge too hastily nor harshly before I better understand it. We are too apt to do
so, I know. But I am a Paul man, for all
that; and shall look into the matter a leetie more keerful. You know, Decinda, I
have my head set pretty firm on many
points. Maybe I drive my stakes too
tight, and don't leave sufficient slackness
in my ropes for change of weather. You
have been a good wife to me, Decinda; I
can but ackno>vledge that." And with
this my husband heaved a sigh of relief.
"Shall we retire for the night?" I suggested.
"We may, and I will lead in prayer,"
said my husband.

I feel inclined here to tell you his
prayer. I do so from the fact it was rather notable for him:
"Good Father, we come in humble acknowledgment of all thy goodness unto
us. The many favors thy hand hath bestowed we thankfully receive.
Thou
knowest that I love Decinda and my children. Thou knowest my temperament
and all about me. If I have been too
stringent in my views of matters and
things, forgive me.
But thou knowest
that I am terribly afraid of heresy and
error of every kind. If I have wrongly
looked at the question we've been considerin', help me see more clearly. If women
have rights I didn't know on, give 'em to
them. I would not knowingly deprive
them of any good thing. Soften my heart
wherein it has been hard. Bless us each
one to night. Amen."
To be continued.

•

THE CANVAS CITY ;
OR A VISION BY DAYLIGHT OF THE SAINTS' REUNION AT MISSOURI VALLEY, IOWA,
October 6th to 15th.
BY ELDER CHARLES DERRY.

1\TARUM'S chariots, seeming '•like torchJ )I. es" and running "like lightning,"

But the answer, though plain and true, is
unintelligible to the many. Momentary
are bearing their precious freight of hu- visions of the spirits of just men made
man souls to their various destinations, perfect flit before the view. Others gaze
while the drivers and owners are as un- in their minds upon the long list of canconscious of the fact that thev are fulfill- onized souls once prominent members of
ing prophecies delivered uD'der divine the Catholic Church, and perhaps bitter
inspiration two thousand years ago, as persecutors of those who differed from
the chariots themselves. Also the vast them on the subject of religion, and they
majority of those anxious, care.worn pas- declare that "all the saints are dead;" and
sengers are equally oblivious of the fact they knowingly laugh at the idea of livthat Daniel, wrapt in vision, saw our, ing saints, never thinking that if a man
times and heard the heavenly visitant de- does not live a saintly life, all the popes
clare what was to be "at the time of the and cardinals that have lived, or shall
end:" "Many shall run to and fro and live, can not make him a saint when dead.
knowledge shall be increased." But hark! They forget, too, that in Holy Writ, God
the whistle of the fiery steed sounds shrill called his people saints while they lived,
and clear, and every eye in those palatial and never waited till their death to canchariots is attracted to a scene strange onize them. From the time they became
and new. "What is that," a hundred his children their names were written in
voices ask at once, and as many different the Lamb's Book of Life, and they were
answers are given to the question; but in known as the "saints of the Most High."
the midst of that astonished multitude of But "Who are these?" is impatiently
travelers there is here and there one who demanded. "They are members of the
holds the key to the secret, and they Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of
answer, "It is the Camp of the Saints." Latter Day Saints, commonly called, by
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THE CANVAS diTY ..
their enemies, 'Mormons.' They have youngest child of a widowed mother.
gathered from the various parts of this How sweet her story of God's goodness
western country to spend a few days in a and love! How tender and loving her
happy reunion, in order that they may reference to her grief stricken parent!
mingle their voices in prayer, testimony, How earnest her pleading that that mothand songs of praise to the great and infi- er's life may be lengthened out, that she
nite Giver of All Good for his mercies may yet guide those tender feet in wisMy child, thy heavenly
and blessings unto them; and to listen to dom's path!
the words of wisdom which he shall give Father will do all things well. Nor will
unto them through his ordained minis- he spurn thy prayer, but will gladden thy
heart with fresh evidences of his love.
try.
See how beautifully the sun shines That gray-haired man who rose so diffiupon their canvas city, making it appear dently, and speaks with childlike simplicas a city of light, or a faint picture of ity, has grown gray in the service of his
the New Jerusalem. Come with me and Lord; has trained his children in the path
let us tread the streets of that beautiful of holiness, and they are following on to
city. No charge at the gate; it stands know the Lord. Hark! he has burst forth
wide open for all, like the gate of the in unknown tongues! How changed his
Celestial city itself; all may enter who manner! When he began it was in tremwill See! every street is named; not bling tones as though he feared to be
exactly after the Twelve Apostles of the heard; now with head erect and eyes lit
Lamb, but after men who are trying to up with holy fire, while his tongue is
walk in their sanctified steps, that they touched as with a live coal from the
may reign with them in the New Jerusa- sacred altar, he speaks as one having
lem. How neat and clean is everv tent; authority, under the inspiration of heaven.
that indicates the purity of the ki~gdom His manner, his gestures, his utterances,
of God. Order is prevalent everywhere; all seem to mark him as another man.
this shows they honor God, who "is not The tongue has been given; and now with
the author of confusion, but of peace, as the same gestures, the same inspired air,
in all the churches of the saints." One but in the English language, he gives the
hundred and twenty-five tents, or canvas interpretation, just as Paul enjoins in
houses, constitute this miniature camp of First Corinthians, fourteenth chapter.
the Saints.
What beautiful words of promise, loving
That large pavilion you see yonder is words of wisdom, and gracious encourthe tabernacle of the Lord, dedicated to agement are given in that tongue and interhis worship. Let us enter. Hark! a song pretation! All feel the sacred fire; it
of praise swells the huge dome from a touches every heart, and fills every soul
thousand voices:-"Crown Him Lord of with joy! Listen again; that feeble woall." How fitting the strain; how heav- man is truly a mother in Israel. She is
enly! No sound of instrument is heard. known as honored among the honorable,
It is the morning prayer meeting; and by believers and unbelievers, and no
while they make use of instrumental mu- tongues but those that love not truth
sic in their general services, when they would smirch the name of aunt M-·-;
assemble for solemn prayer and praise but listen to the word of God as it falls
only the song of the heart must. be heard, ·from her lips in burning eloquence. Look
and every one is called upon to attune his around; see how those words light up the
heart to songs of praise. Those men on countenances of the Saints of God; strong
the stand, or platform, are chosen to con- men melt to tears; the young and gay,
duct the services, preserve order, and pre- male and female, are ready to burst forth
vent confusion. That dear old soul whose in songs of praise to Him who has said:
trembling accents are ascending up to "And it shall come to. pass in the last
heaven, is a widowed matron who has days, saith God, I will pour out of my
borne the heat and burden of the day, in Spirit upon all flesh; and your sons and
the cause of truth for over fifty years; her your daughters shall prophesy, and your
earthly life numbers nearly fourscore. She ytmng men shall see visions, and your old
is praying for her stubborn, wayward chil- men shall dream dreams; and on niy serdren; such prayers can not be offered in vants and on my handmaidens I will pour
vam. That tall and beautiful girl is the out in those days of my Spirit; al).d they
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THE CANVAS CITY.
shall prophesy." Hear, now, the gentle
cadence of that heavenly harmony. Is it
an angel singing? It is written: "The
angel of the Lord encampeth round about
them that fear him." "Surely this is
none other than the house of God, and
the gate of heaven!" Yes; that is an
angel singing, but she is yet clad in the
habiliments of flesh, and her mission on
earth is not yet complete. But what
heavenly music!
It is the tongue of
angels indeed! And now the interpretation comes by the same angelic voice, in
the same sweet, heavenly cadence; not a
break in the delicious harmony, not a
hindrance in the words, not a single jar
of discord,-but sweet, calm, and peaceful as the song of the heavenly host, in
words of living light, declaring God's
acceptance of the humble worshipers beneath that sacred dome, and bringing the
glad assurance that their names are written in the Lamb's Book of Life. This is
a pentecost indeed! Tell me not that
God has falsified his word, that his promise of the Comforter is forgotten, that
tongues are done away, that prophesies
have forever ceased. We see with our
eyes, we hear with our ears, and we feel
the very fire of the Holy One in our bones.
"The Lord God hath spoken, who can but
prophesy?"-Amos 3: 7.
The time for
morning prayer and testimony is closed;
but we can never forget the earnest, humble testimonies these men and women
have borne, nor the sweet symphonies of
that inspired song in angelic tongues.
Verily our Redeemer has made good his
pledge, "They shall speak with new
tongues."--Mark 16.
Can you wait for the preaching service?
A few minutes recess to relax the strain
of thought and relieve the body by a little exercise, and it will begin. The bell
is ringing, let us take our seats. That is
the president of the church, "Does he
assume to stand between us and God?"
Only in the sense in which every true minister for Christ stands as God's mouthpiece to the people. Jesus Christ alone is
the Mediator between God and man. You
are right, he is very unassuming, his dress
is plain, but neat and becoming. His language is plain, simpl8, and. yet forcible;
and while it is uttered with becoming humility, there- is no uncertain sound in his
utterances. Like his divine Master, "he
speaks as one having authority, and not as

the scribes." He is presenting a retrospective view of the church, its trials and
its short comings; he is also showing its
duties, obligations and prospects. Mark
how forcibly he urges upon all the ministry the absolute necessity of preaching the
gospel of Jesus C,hrist unmodified, with
all its commands, precepts, ordinances and
promises. How firmly he declares his determination to stand by the word of God,
exclaiming: "I twas good enough for Jesus,
it is good enough for me."
Twenty-four sermons have been delivered from the stand within the last nine
days; and I am satisfied that not a man
has known what another was going to declare, yet there has been the most perfect
harmony wit.h each other and with the
word of God. The gospel . s been their
theme; its various principles declared in
such plainness and manifesting the infinite
fulness of God's love, power, mercy justice and truth so sweetly blended, that indeed he has been revealed in all the grandeur of his character in which the lips of
finite man, touched with celestial fire,
could present him; and this people have
been drawn nearer to him by the cords of
love and truth that ran like a golden
thread through each discourse, linking
them together, and binding every soU:l
closer and closer to him.
There were nine seasons of public prayer
in the tent, in which songs of praise and
testimonies of gratitude to God formed a
prominent part; during which the Holy
Spirit was so manifestly present as to
make our entire Reunion another day of
Pentecost, or as one brother expressed it:
"A blessed Sabbath of rejoicing, a prelude of that blissful Sabbath of a thousand years." The Reunion closed on the
tenth day with another refreshing visitation of the Holy Spirit, which fell on the
audience like gentle dews of heaven, invigorating every soul, and making glad the
heart.
Every cup in this life has its dregs, and
now the bitterness of separation came; the
warm and lingering pressure of the hand,
the moistened eye and the sad adieu, told
how sweet had been the communion . of
saints and how strong the ties of brotherhood that were there cemented.
The canvas city was soon dissolved,
and the tents folded away, and the camp
of the saints was no more; but as we left,
the large and commodious tabernacle
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stood alone, gilded by the mellow rays of
an October sun; its beautiful whiteness
bearing some faint resemblance to that
greater and more glorious tabernacle of
which it is said, "'fhe tabernacle of God
shall be with men." With hearts full of
gratitude to God the S;:tints wended their
ways to their respective homes, inspired
with the hope that if in the present life

they may not meet again, that in that
blissful Reunion with the pure and the
good of all ages, with the general assem~
bly and church of the first born, they
may meet in the New Jerusalem, the city
that hath foundations, whose builder and
maker is God, where the Lamb shall be
the light thereof, and the pangs of separation be known no more.

-*~:O:U:N:D
EDITED :BY SALOME.

TO ORNAMENT A VASE.

Directions are given for making a pretty and artistic
vase from an ordinary jar or bottle, as follows: Dip a
string in spirits of turpentine and tie it around the bottle, which has been selected for the pnrpose, below the
neck. Set fire to the string and it will break the glass
off smoothly. Then cover the bottle with glue and roll
it in oatmeal and varnish when it is thoroughly dry.
WORK BASKETS

Are always suitable gifts, and those who can not procure the willow, rush, bamboo, and other kinds that
come ready to be decorated, may yet find it in their
power to make pretty inexpensive ones by crochetting
them. I have just seen a beautiful one crochetted out
of white carpet chain, though macrame or seine cord
answers better, being stronger. This one was moulded over an octagon-shaped cake pan, then painted
white, after which it was varnished-the clear white
varnish being used, and then flecked all over with
gold The inside was lined witi1 a lovely shade of
pink satin, and a bow of pink ribbon was tied on one
handle. It Wail indeed a thing of beauty, and it cost
less than one dollar. Another basket of the same kind,
only square in shape, was gilded on the outside and
lined with scarlPt satin. In two corners it had pockets, tied in place by narrow gold colored ribbon; in
one pocket was a silver thimble, in the other a nickelplated tape measure In the third corner was a little
painted chamois bag for buttons, bcarinfl," the words in
gilt: "Who's got the button." The f<•urth corner held
a very dainty pin cushion. while at one side was a
painted chamois needle case. with this inscription:
"A stitch in time saves nine." Opposite this were
two bows of ribbon which concealed the loops that
held a pair of scissors in place
AN ODD CONCEIT

'
And one sure to please is made as follows:
Procure
one of the little wooden pails that holds about a quart.
They are usually found in toy stores and sell for five
cent.~ each.
Paint the outside some delicate color,
say pale blue. When it has dried, paint daisies irregularly over it, gild the bands and wire part of the handle, and tint the inside pink Now tie on the handle
a b1w of pale bin" ribbon, pla0e a Japanese napkin
inside, fill with bonbons, candy, fruit or flowers, and
yon have a gift quite worthy a merry Christmas.
BLOTTER.

A very pretty Blotter is made by cutting four pieces
of different colored blotting paper in the form of a
palette. Cut also in the same form a piece of delicately tin~ed bristol board; paint a spray of flowers

upon it or an etching of a pig escapiug from a pen,
with the line "Excuse haste and a bad pen." Some
prefer mottoes, such as "Not a day without a line."
Extracts from the pen of-- (Here follows a name
or monogram.)
Tie the card and blotter together
with a pretty ribbon.
DRESSER SCARFS.

Make a pad for the top of your dressing-case, to
accompany the scarf. Get white waddin~ and cut the
exact" size and cover with cheese~cloth of the desired
color.
Thus, a pad covered with cream-colored
cheese-cloth may have a scarf of cream mull, or any
sheer material in which the threads may be drawn.
The scarf may be as long as fancy dictates, and threads
drawn out so as to leave a hem about one inch in
width, which must be hemstitched down The handsomest of these scarfs have a conventional spray of
flowers in one corner, with buds and petals scattered
over the entire piece, all worked in the satin stitch
with soft wash silk.
Some may prefer the colored pads; for instance a
delicate pmk under a cream scarf, on which is embroidered apple blossoms, would look well.
A scarf embroidered in pale gold and cream over a
pale gold pad would also be very dainty.
A TILE PEDESTAL

A very unique and easily obtained as well as inexpensive ornament may be made from common drain
pipe or tile. Procure one as nearly perfect as possible, but if there should be a few imperfections or
cracks, and it is hard to find one without, use putty
.to fill them up until the surface is smooth antl even.
When this is done, paint the entire surface a lead color;
let this become thorou~hly dry and then make a background as rough as possible, blending from very dark
olive at the base to very light, almost white at the
top; or from a dark olive ~reen at the base into a blue,
thence into white making the appearance of sky.
The rough surface is made by having the paint rather
thicker than usual and then daubing it with the brush
instead of painting smoothly in the customary manner. After the back-ground has become thoroughly
dry, paint upon it golden-rod, grasses and autumn
leaves; several birds with brilliant plumage might be
added with good effect
The pedestal may be finished by having a top made
of wood to fit upon it-a sort of lid-and painted to
correspond with the color of the back-ground, but if
one does not care to go to this_ expense, a large book
or several of them arranged nicely will look well, or
a common piece of board with a scarf hung from it
will also answer the purpose;
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LAMONI, IOWA, FEBRUARY, 1889.

THE SPOILERS OF

No.2.

JERUSAI~EM.

BY S. F. W.

Jerusalem, the city of the soul!
Earth's weary, waiting pilgrims turn to thee;
They with prophetic bards thy fame extol,
Thy glories past, and greater yet to be,
And all thy strange, eventful history,While promise-laden centuries unrollTo cold philosophy a mystery.
The whole world's future destinies and thine
In one vast plan and purpos(l intert,v,ine.
And thou most dire adversity hast seen,
Begirt with mighty and malignant foes;
'The prey of ·every spoiler hast thou been,
And drank'the cup of trembling and of woes;
But God for thee· did ever interpose
To turn on theil'own heads the uplifted blow,
Their vaunted purposes to contravene,
Their heave~-defy1ng pride to overthrow,
And iri the dust of ages lay them low.
The rude Assyrian came-the greatest power
Of all tliatstrode with 1i1artial tread the earth,
Yet in the vigor of its early hour,
And ere the gentler graces had their birth. ·
He tribute laid, and led thy children forth
In torturous captivity detained;
And treasures bore away of sacred worth.
The Holy House was plundered and profaned,
And prayers and pions pleadings all disdained.
Again he came, in pomp and power arrayed,
Along the passes of the Hinder coasts,
And sent his messengers, and threat'nings made
And hard demands, with proud, defiant boasts
And taunts and vaunts against the Lord of
Hosts:
"Trust not the Lord to save the city, for
No gods in ali these lands my hand has
stayed.
The gods of Hamath, Arphad, Telessar
Could not make good their talk in test of
·war.'~

And when the hosts upon the ground were lain
That night were answered back direct from
heaven
The boastful taunts and infamous disdain
By high commission to the angels given.
A pestilential haze from out the wastes was
driven,
And stealthily it moved as desert wraith,
And stayed its course above the tented plain;
\Vas fiery hot, like as the stifling breath
Of the avenging messengers of death ;
And fatal as the deep mines choking damp.
And silently as falls the dews of even
It settled op the still, unconscious camp;
And then as suddenly as bolt of heaven
Th~ night with shrieks and calls and groans
was riven,
And sounds of furious, stupefied despair
And panic roar and hurried, fleeing tramp
\Vas _borne afar 1ipon the mrdnight air.
At morning hour none but the dead were
there.
The King soon after lost his gilded crown,
And soon his life, his house, his name, his
line,
Together with his race and place went down.
The modern tra,·eler is wont to trace
In grassy mounds the dwelling place
Of merchant princes, captains strong and
brave;
Of strongholds, palaces, the faintest sign.
Behold fulfilled the word the prophet gave,
And Nineveh the Great is but a grave.
Jerusalem, the pilgrim from afar,
'Whatever and where'er his dwelling be,
To thee reverts as needle to its star;
Till thou thy promi.sed better time shalt see,
The world must wait its year of jubilee ;
Our source of consolation and of rest,
To thee with hands uplift and bending knee,
\Ve come as lisplings to a mother's breast,
To be condoled and solaced and caressed.
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MORNING SONG.
A dear little maid came skipping out
In the glad new day, with a merry shout,
With dancing feet and flying hair,
She sang with joy in the morning air.
"Don't sing before breakfast, you'll cry before night!"
What a croak to darken the child's delight!
And the stupid old nurse again and again,
Repeated the ancient, dull refrain.
The child paused, trying to understand;
But her eyes saw the great world rainbow spanned;
Her light little feet hardly touched the earth,
And her soul brimmed over with innocent mirth.
"Never mind-don't listen, 0 sweet little maid,
Make sure of your morning song," I said;
"And if pain must meet you, why, all the more,
Be glad of the rapture that came before."

WHOM HATH GOD

Selected.

CHOSEN?

BY ELDER HEMAN C. SMITH.

DAUL once wrote as follows: "For ye
1~ see your calling brethren, how that
not many wise men after the flesh, not
many mighty, not many noble are called.
But God hath chosen the foolish things
of the world to confound the things whieh
are mighty, and base things of the world,
nnd things which are despised, hath God
{)hosen, yea, and things which are not, to
bring to naught things which are; that
no flesh should glory in his presenee."
This declaration coming from the souree
it does, is cheering. None need to despond because of a lack of wisdom or standing in the world, if living so as to secure
the favor of God. The correetness of this
principle has been many times demonstrated. God ealled the lowly fi~hermen
of Galilee to fill the most important positions in his church; and they were enabled to silence the gainsayer, confound
the wise and things which were mighty;
while their words, though the world has
been improving in wisdom, have withstood the combined powers of infidelity
and priestcraft, and stand to-day, after
eenturies of trial, as peerless and grand,
eompared with worldly wisdom, as when
they first reverberated along the shores of
Galilee or among the mountains of Lebanon. This generation has also furnished
-examples no less striking. That the Seer

of Palmyra was one nf the despised of
earth, all who write against him or his
life work attest: that he was of the weak
and foolish things "of the world," they
delight to tell. Yet seience takes the key
from the inspired words of his lips and
unlocks the mysteries of the universe;
creeds and confessions of faith adopt the
principles he taught, the world advances,
and men become more liberal and progressive. Nor was he alone in this; standing side by side with him was an army of
men who, in the eyes of the world, were
not wise, not mighty, not noble; and yet
their work, in sublime grandeur towers
high above the wisdom of their generation, and. in matchless splendor compares
well with the work of their predecessors.
When, in admiration, and with delight,
we look upon the work done by these
men, we have no more fear that the winds
of opposition will shake the foundation
upon which they builded than that the
waves of the sea will shake the earth from
its orbit. Nor is this all; rising up all
around us now are men coming from the
obscure walks of life, grappling with difficulties, overcoming obstacles, seizing opportunities, rising to stations of eminence, and becoming mighty in wisdom
and power.
We observe with awe and wonder the
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stupendous progress of these men; while are all the pleasures and honors of the
we long to join this army of conquerors, world compared with it!
Who could not work with him? Who
and on, on to victory.
And, ah, how easily it ean be done! could think of such a thing as failure with
This grand
Lack of wisdom hinders us not; foolish- such a companion in labor?
ness is no bar to our progress! Why not thought is brought out more clearly in
arise, "open our mouths, depending on the revelation of 1887, which says: "Let
God to fill them," and thus move on to him which laboreth in the ministry and
him that toileth in the affairs of th.e men
glorious eon quests?
But pause; let us make no mistake in of business and of work, labor together
this lest we should fail in our expecta- with God for the accomplishment of
tions and be left behind in the race. the work entrusted to all." In any
These examples to whom we have referred legitimate pursuit of life we may have·
were not idle men. They were not con- the glorious realization that we are worktent to become mere machines-to move ing with God, if only we render to God
as they were moved upon; but they were that part of the proceeds of our joint
men of strong character, who thought it labor which is required in his law.
But we must see very forcibly as we
not wrong to apply themselves to learning, to improve and enlarge the mind by read and contemplate, that an active, enerstudy. Like as the honey-bee sips the getic, vigorous service is req nired; and if
sweet from every flower, so did they cull our part of the work is not done, we reap
thoughts of wisdom to add to their store no benefit from God's doing his part.
Now notice closely our text, and you:
of knowledge from every souree open to
them. And you, kind reader, if yon would will observe that no promise to the ignorbe chosen of God for some high and holy ant, the lazy and slothful is there found;:
purpose, must prove yourself worthy of nor is it affirmed that machines or uninformthat purpose. God did not use their ig- ed perwns will accomplish the work connorance nor foolishness to confound the templated. "Not many wise men after
wise and mighty; but he used his own the flesh." Mark the qualification, and
power as revealed through them, giving remember that the chosen of God are not
them wisdom above, conceptions clearer, to be wise, noble or mighty ''after the
aspirations higher, and an education more flesh." But should they not he wise, noperfect, than that obtained in the schools ble and mighty after the Spirit? (See
of men. And thus was the lesser wisdom Gal.5:17).
Nutice it is f'aid God hath chosen the
confounded by the greater; but never was
wisdom confounded by foolishness. In "foolish things of the world," the "weak
thus raising men above the plane of their things of the world," and the "base things·
fellmvs, and making them strong and of the world;" bnt where is it said that
mighty in defense of trnth, do you think they should be weak, foolish or base in
God would ignore, or make no nse of the the things of God?
That the called were considered weak,.
natural intelligence he had given them,
or would not recognize any lesson of right foolish and base in, and by the world, and
which they had acquired by the use of possibly were so in the thing·s of the flesh,
this intelligence? Do you not believe we are warranted in believing; but Paut
that God would make them strong by en- did not mean to convey the idea that they
larging their capabilities and quickening were not to be strong in the Spirit, and
their conceptions that they might dis- well informed in the things of God;
cern between right and wrong? and in so- which may include all truth and beauty,.
doing would require them to improve by whether in nature or revelation. This
study and application?
He certainly being the case, we are not only justified'
would. "\V e are laborers together with . in seeking information in all that is good,
God," said Paul.
What· a beautiful noble, elevating and pure; but we are culthought! How much grander and better pable before, and responsible to God if
than to think that God will mold and we do not improve upon our privileges,
make us without an exertion upon our and he who applies not his God-given
part. A more exalted position could not faculties to the getting of wisdom, is as
be assigned man than to be a laborer to- much of a transgressor against God as he
gether with God-a co-worker. What who neglects the lessons of the written
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THE STORY OF THE BOOK OF MORMON.

word. He may possibly be called, but he
will not be chosen; for God would have
valiant, willing, noble men and women to
do his service. Nor is our duty done
when we seek for and obtain information
and light for ourselves; we must then

diffuse the light we receive for the good
of others.
We owe duties to society, to our families, and to our country, and reckless of
consequences is that man or woman who
neglects these duties.

NEW YEAR.
BY VIDA.

Stay back ye years; stay back, I say,
Ah, come not on so fast;
But give me time, this New Year night,
To look into the past.
The past-"the buried past"-they say,
Nay, buried is not mine;
For oft I see 'mid merry throngs
The tears of sorrow shine.
Sorrow for what? Alas for me,
My folly and my pride:
Ah! years, like mountain~, rise between;
But e'en they can not hide.
Thoughtless words my gay lips uttered,
Hearts J, heedless, pained;
:Deeds of love unthought of ever,
The gems I might have gained,
.In the casket of my knowledge,
And in my crown above;

But why think of all these failings?
How can I better prove?
Nay, ye bells, ring not so 'vildly!
Old year, you are not yet gone!
Happy year! yet I remember
Many seeds of folly sown.
Stars look forth across the mountains;
Gleams there bright the milky way,
Change not they as change the seasons,
Nor like the dead leaves decay.
Hark, ye bells! list yet a moment!
Like the years, ye will not stay,
I am hurried on forever,
Time seems as a fleeting day.
Ah, the New Year! Happy New Year!
Yes, we always call it so;
Though it may bring little sunshine,
Much, aye much, of grief and woe.

'l'HE S'l'ORY OF THE BOOK OF MORMON.
BY ELDER H. A. STEBBINS.

CHAPTER XI.

THE BOOK OF MOSIAH.
Zenif'fls Colony Returns to the Original Land of the N ephites, and are there in Bondage to the Lamanltes.King Noah's wickedness,-Preaching of Abinadi and his
Death.-Alma and the Church of God.-Ammon and
Limhi Return to Zarahemla.-Alma also Arrives.-All
~ecome One Nation under },fosiah.-Their Prosperity.The Church Established. - Conversion of Alma the
Son of Alma.-The .Mission to the Larnanites.-Jaredite
Record Translatod.-Judges chosen in place of Kings.Death of :Mosiah and Alma.

E now go back a little in the story
W
and give a brief account of Zeniff
and his p~;ple from the time they left
Zarahemla till Ammon and his companions .found them in the days of Limhi
the grandson of Zeniff. It seems that
nearly all of the first company that went
out from Zarahemla for the purpose of

returning to the original land of tbe N ephites died in the wilderness.
Then
another company was gathered, and that,
with Zeniff as their leader, succeeded in
reaching the borders of the Lamanite possessions and the land of Nephi.
It is well to mention here that no further
history is given of the N ephites who were
left in their Lmd when .Mosiah and his
people separated themselves by command
of God. The probability is that after the
Lord had taken out those by whom he
would establish a new nation that then he
permitted distress and woe to come upon
the remainder, even as he had declared
that he would except they repented.
Amat·on (the fifth one from Nephi in
charge of the records) wrote that those
who had turned to great wickedness in his
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time perished by war among themselves
and by other calamities. It was in the
days of his grand-nephew, Amaleki, that
Mosiah and his people were called out to
dwell in another part of the land, even as
Abraham was called to go out from his
father's"house and from his idolatrous and
sinful kindred, to dwell in a new place.
If any of the Nephi tes were left from
destruction by war, pestilence and famine,
it is likely that they submitted to the
Lamanites and became one with them in
manners and customs, after the righteous
were led awav. For when Zeniff returned
he found the-land of Nephi in possession
of the Lamanites, though it seems
that it was not occupied by them; for
Zeniff asked their king if he and his colony might go and live therein. Consent
being obtained, they entered the land of
their fathers, and they also dwelt in the
land of Shilom. They at once began to
repair the old walls and dwelling places
and to build anew, also to cultivate the
soil like the N ephites of old. But the
Lamanites still preferred to dwell in tents
and to hunt in the forests, as their fathers
had done before them.
These later N ephites, the people of Zeniff, soon found that they had been favored
by the Lamani tes with peaceable possession
in order that the latter might oppress them
with taxation fo,r their support and convenience; for the N ephites were compelled to
pay a heavy tribute. But they were diligent, and by times they prospered greatly,
even under this disadvantage. In such
times they enlarged their cities and built
temples, palaces, and other large edifices.
These they ornamented with profusion
and splendor, with fine workmanship in
beautiful and precious woods, and in gold,
silver and brass, all of which were to be
had in great abundance in former times,
as well as in later.
But the days came when the Lamanites
had power over them and were able to
take half of their wealth.
This was
because Noah, the son of Zen iff, reigned
wickedly and lived in sin. In his time the
Lord sent the prophet Abinadi to call
upon Noah and those like him to repent,
and he foretold that wars and afflictions
would result, unless they turned from
their evil doings unto righteousness.
But they persisted in their course till
Abinadi was killed by King Noah and his
men, and then the evils came that he had
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foretold. During the troubles that followed, Noah himself was killed and the
Lamanites oppressed his people still more
grievously. Noah's son Limhi succeeded
his father, but he was a righteous man
and therefore he saw that the way of his
father was one of iniquity and ruin. So
when Ammon and his company came, he
and his people were ready to obey God,
and to be delivered from their service of
sin and from their bondage to the Lamanites.
Now during the preaching of Abinadi
it had happened that a man named
Alma was convinced that God had indeed
sent Abinadi, and he had noted all that
he had said. Therefore, after Abinadi was
killed, Alma privately taught the people
about the word of God; and, having
authority by the lineage of his fathers, he
baptized those who believed. He also
ordained ministers unto them and called
this body of people the church of God.
But, being discovered by Noah's men,
they fled into some region that was still
unknown to Limhi when Ammon came.
Now as Limhi and his people had turned
unto righteousness, they had a great desire
to find Alma and the church, that they
also might be baptized, as an evidence of
their faith in Christ and for their salvation.
After he had heard all these things
Ammon and his men assisted Limhi and
his people to gather their cattle and sheep,
and their gold and silver, ancl as much of
their property as they could take, and then
guided them northward in the wilderness
until they came to JYlosiah and his nation
in the land of Zarahemla, and they united
under his government and thus became
one people with them. Mosiah rejoiced at
this, and he was also glad to have their
records and the plates that I,imhi's men
had discovered in the land where the
J ardites had lived, as spoken of in chapter ten.
Some time after the arrival of Limhi
and Ammon, Alma and his people also
came to Zarahemla, having been led by
the revelations of God from that part of
the land where they had settled after fleeing from King Noah. They had called it
Helam, and in it they had prospered for
many years and had become quite strong,
though the Lamanites had found them and
oppressed them for a while. But they cried
unto the Lord; and as they were already his
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church and his people, the Lord hearkened hardened against God. But, while Alma
unto their call and quickly clelivered them, was thus trying to destroy the work of his
and directed them in their journey so that father and of God's ministry, it happened
they found Zarahemla. Then all these that he was upon a journey with the sons
became united as one people and were of Mosiah, all intent upon mischief, when
called the N ephites; and Alma, the high an angel appeared unto them in glory and
priest of the Church of God, preached power, and the earth shook under their
unto their congregations far and near, feet.
This angel of God informed Alma that
exhorting them to have faith in God
and to repent of their sins. He also what he and his fell9ws were persecuting
spoke unto them many things concerning was indeed the Church of God; and that
the kingdom of God, and Limhi and his nothing should overthrow it except it was
people were baptized, as they before had by the transgression of its people, therefore
desired to be, and many others also. it was vain for him to fight it. He also told
After that, by permission of King Mosiah, Alma that his father had prayed continually
Alma established the church in many that he might see his error and be brought
parts of the land of Zarahemla, and over unto the truth, and because of this the
every congregation he ordained ministers, angel said he had been sent, that he might
to preach and to teach. And the Lord blest convince him that God lived, and that the
them with the power of his Spirit to a prayers of good and faithful men were
Alma was
great degree, so that they enjoyed its heard and answered by him.
gifts, awl their lives showed forth its instructed to remember the afflictions and
fruits in righteous examples and precepts. the bondage of his people in the land of
But there were some of Mosiah's people Nephi and in Helam, by reason of thel.r
who would not listen to Alma nor to his forgetting God; and yet how the Lord had
ministers, those who would not believe in a delivered them from it all, and had made
coming Messiah and Redeemer, neither call them to be a great people because of their
upon the name of the Lord at all.
Now obeying his precepts. Therefore he ought
these were not numbered with the Church, not to seek to destroy the work of God,
an,d, after a time, they began to vex and nor to prevent the righteousness of others,
persecute those who were members of it. even if he himself chose to live in wickedAlma, in his watchcare over the whole ness and in transgression against God.
Church, was greatly troubled about this
After these sayings the angel departed,
<Jvil, so he laid the matter before King and Alma·and those with him were amazMosiah, and Mosiah sent out a proclama- ed and confounded by the wonderful
tion and caused his officers to put a stop things that they had seen and heard.
to all persecution and contention about Alma was so stricken in heart that he
religious affairs.
lost his strength; and the sons of Mosiah
He also set things in order in such a carried him to his father and told him all
wise and just manner that a greater degree that had happened to them by the way.
-of equality and friendship existed than Then Alma, the high priest of God, rejoicdid before. Therefore the people had ed with all his heart that the Lord had
greater prosperity, and they grew into ·a graciously sent his angel unto his son;
·strong and wealthy nation by their indus- and Alma called the Church together to
try and peaceful arts. Indeed they spread pray for him.
When Alma received
abroad and built many villages and large strength he said that he was convinced
cities to the east and west, and north and that he had been fighting against God,
south, until they possessed an extensive but that he had now repented and with all
territory.
·his heart desired to return unto the Lord.
Now Mosiah's sons, and Alma's son So from that time, Alma and those to
Alma, were among those who opposed the whoin the angel had appeared, began to
Church and the word of God, doing quiet- preach the way .of life unto all the people,
ly all that they could against it. This saying that they would thus try to atone
man Alma was able and eloquent, and for the evil that they had done before;
because he was the sron of the high priest and from thenceforth they did indeed perQVer the whole church therefore his words form a great work for the church.
were more weighty, and they caused many
After that the sons of Mosiah wished to
to be led astray and their hearts to be go among the Lamanites and to them
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delare the kingdom of God and the coming of the Savior. And when Mosiah
inquired of the Lord, he was told to let
them go; and it was said that they should
bring many unto truth, and themselves be
kept safely from violence. So they departed southward towards the land of
Nephi and of Laman.
What they
accomplished will be related hereafter.
In these days of peace Mosiah took the
plates of gold that Limhi's men had found
in the desolate land northward; and by
means of the U rim and 'rhumrnim he
translated what was written on them.
In this manner was obtained the record
·of Jared and his people, a sketch of whose
history is""given in chapters one and two
of this story. Mosiah was very glad to
have an account of that ancient people who
-came from the Tower of Babel, and whose
last king, Coriantumr, was discovered by
Zarahemla and his colony after their arrival from Jerusalem. But the N ephites
were astonished upon learning that such a
great and wonderful people had lived
upon the land, and they mourned that
they had come to such an end.
As Mosiah was growing old he wished
to put the records and precious things
in safe hands before he died, so he gave
to Alma the gold plates of the J aredites
and the brass plates of Nephi, also the
other records and the interpreters, that he
might keep them as a sacred charge, even
as they had been preserved from former days by the power of God. And he
·Commanded him to keep ·a faithful record
{)f the events of his time, that it also
might pass down to later generations.
Now not only Aaron, the eldest, but also
the other sons of Mosiah refused to reign
:as king after their father. Mosiah was
pleased that it was so, for he showed the
people that the right of kings was so
supreme that if, by chance, a wicked man
"Should succeed to the rulership, such an
one might oppress the people and commit
great iniquity, and none of them could
prevent it.
He said that the sins of many nations
had their beginning with their wicked
rulers, therefore he recommended that
judges he appointed by the voice of the
pt-ople, these to simply administer the
laws and judge between the people according to the enactments and the laws of the
nation.
As judges he said that they
.could themselves be brought to judgment
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for acts of injustice and sin, and for conduct contrary to the will of the people.
He said that if the time ever carne that they
wilfully chose corrupt men to judge and to
rule over them they would indeed be ripening for destruction. He told them that it
was his wish, and also that it was the will
of God, that it should ever be a land of liberty an<! peace for all wh9 should dwell
upon it.
When the people heard these things
from Mosiah they were glad that such a
wise and good man as he.had been their
ruler, and they loved him greatly, realizing how in every way he had labored continually for their happiness and prosperity.
So they gltthered themselves and
chose judges to· act each in his place in
directing the affairs of the nation. And
Alma, the son of Alma, was appointed as
the first chief judge, to set in order those
matters that were of the greatest importance. Alma was also the presiding high
priest over the whole church, having
received from his father the successorship
to that office. And he was a righteous
man in all things, and continued thenceforth to execute justice and judgment in
the highest affairs of state. About this
time his father died, as did also King Mosiah, and thus ended forever the reign of
the kings over the N ephites.
And it was five hundred and nine years
from the time that Nephi and Lehi left
Jerusalem for the promised land. Now
there was peace and prosperity throughout all their possessions, in this the beginning of the reign of the judges, and at
this time ends the Book of Mosiah. [Y J
(y) In the study of ancient American history
and civilization, the monuments and traditions
of Peru received from students and writers
earlier attention than did the antiquities of any
other portion of the continent after its discovery by the Europeans. But, although these students carne durjng and soon after the Conquest,
their writings were sent to Spain and placed in
the national archives at Madrid, where they
still remain and are not easy of access. Among
these writings, and said to be of special importance in this relation, are the two books of Fernando Montesinos, one of which, fortunately,
has been obtained hv a Freneh scholar, M. Ternaux Oompans, and.translated by him into the
Freneh language. By this means its contents
have also become known to English students;
and thus, after nearly three centurieR have elapsed since his day, the writings of Montesinos
come forward in evidence as to the former
wealth, magnificence, and wonderful civilization
of Peru, not that alone which was found by the
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Spanish invaders, but that still greater and
more marvelous which existed many centuries
before the days of the Incas and of Pizarro.
Montesinos went from Spain to Peru about a
century after the Conquest, and Baldwin mys
that he was "the only Spanish writer who really
studied the ancient history of Peru in the traditional and other records of the country."
The iollowing extracts concerning the labor
of Montesinos are from pages 261 to 264 of "Ancient America":
"He was sent from Spain on service which
took him to every part of Peru, and which gave
him the best possible opportunities for investigation. He was a scholar and a worker, with
a strong inclination to such studies. And, during two periods of residence in the country,
he devoted fifteen years to these inquiries, with
unremitting industry and great success. He
soon· learned to communicate freely with the
Peruvians in their own language, and then applied himself to collecting tlle historical narratives, traditions and poems . . . . Nothing was
omitted that could aid his purpose, and in this
way he made a great collection of what may be
called the old Peruvian documents, and gained
a vast amount of information which no- other
writer had used or even sought to acquire."
.
He discovered that there existed certain Peruvian schools which were devoted to historic tl
and scientific matters, those that were to ~orne
degree like certain schools among the nations
of our day, they being, as Baldwin says, '·national institutions set apart for the business of
preserving and increasing knowledge, for teaching, and for literary work of every kind."
Baldwin remarks further that "in a country
where civilization was so murh advanced in
many respects" these could not have been without advantage. Of Montesinos and his writings
he adds: "Those who criticise him admit that
his advantages were great, that no one equalled
him in arch::eological knowledge of Peru. and
that he became acquainted with original instruments which it would now be difficult to meet
elsewhere. The results of his investigations
are embodied in a work entitled, 'Memorias
Antiguas Historiales (lel Peru.' Thi~, with
another work on the Conquest entitle(! 'Anna1es,' remained in manuscript at Madrid until
the 'Memorias' was translated into French by
M. Ternaux Compan~."'
That the ancient kingdom of Peru became
broken up into various parties or lesser kingdoms. as the Book of Mormon relates, is shown
by Montesinos' investigations, th·o results of
which are given in substance by Baldwin, as
follows:
"According to Montesinos there were three
distinct periods in the history of Peru. First,
there was a period which began with the origin
of civilization and lasted until the first or sec-

ond century of the Christian era. Second, there
was a period of disintegration, decline, and disorder, dnring which the country was broken UJ>
into small states, and manv of the arts of civilization were lost. This pe;iod lasted more than
a thousand years. Third, anrl last, came the·
period of the Incas, who revived civilization
and restored the empire."
He says that the evidences demonstrate that
the people who were the beginning of the nation came and settled in the Valley of Cuzco,.
led by four brothers, . the youngest of whom
assumed authority and became the first of a long
line of rulers. Montesinos wrote a list of sixtyfour successive sovereigns who reigned during
the first period. They built cities and fortified
and adorned them. They had a complete civil
org<mization. They had the art of writing.
They understood something of astronomy, and:
held a scientific council, in which they agreed
that the sun was at a greater distance from the·
earth than the moon 1\:as. and that the sun and
mooi1 followed different courses. They divided
the year into twelve months of thirty days
earoh, and had what they called a "small week"'
of five davs at the end of each year to makeout the thi·ee hundred and sixty-five days that
they knew were necef'sary to complete a solar
year. They gro11ped the years by tens, and ten
of these groups they called a sun, being thesame as our ten decades that make a century.
The thirty-eighth and fifty-first of these kings
were "celebrated for astronomical knowledge."
The sixtieth is supposed to have reigned about
the beginning of the Christian era, and in his
time "Peru had reached her greatest elevation
and extensi ·n," At the end of period one therecame a great breaking up, but little of the old
kingdorii was left, and the next twenty-six successive rulers held but a limited sway. During
this time the countrv was overrun by invaders
and torn by civil war. Also thP art 'of writing
was lost. Baldwin says that according to Montesinos 'f this period of decline, disorder, and
disintegration, which covered the •dark ages of
Peru, lasted until the rise of the ,Incas brought
better times and reunited the countrv." The
Incas continued and developed their kingdom
until Pizarro and his free-booters sacked and
ruined all that was valuable and great of that
renowned empire.
MontesinoH' principal claims are established
by the monuments arou"d. Lake Titiraca, and
such testimony is significant, denionstrating
that there "·as a period in the history of Peru-vian civilization which was certainly much
older than the period of the Incas.
In connectinn with the above let the reader
here peruse the notes presented with chapter
ten, for they properly come in here. With the
next chapter will be presPnted evidences from
Prescott's "Conquest of Peru."

"WE ARE too apt to judge by externals. In the sitting-room we judge by -the. dress rather
than by the manners and inherent virtues. \Ve need to change our standards. People should
be honored in proportion to their virtues, and considered rich by the measure of their integrity.
Life is so much wasted that it loses the Divine idea, which is, not the number of a man's days,.
or the style of his dress, but the character of his life."
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"Each day, each week, each month, each year a new chance is given
you by God. A new chance, a new leaf, a new life, this is the
golden, unspeakable gift which each new day offers to you."

CULTIV ATIO=" OF A TASTE FOR THE
LITERARY AND SCIE="TIFIC.

THIS taste is not only to be cultivated in children, but is even to be created.
Most children are in a state of mental equipoise and receptivity, and do not so much seek
intellectual food as accept what is given to them,
or absorb what is left in their way.
There are exceptional children who have
subjective instincts so strongly marked that no
unfavorable influences are able to dh·ert or destroy them. Thus, we can c"nceive of no surroundings which would have made Agassiz
other than a naturalist.
But the case with most children is, that we
must decide what taste is desirable for them,
and then cultivate it in them.
In this work of cultivation there are three
almost equal co-laborers-the parent, the teacher, and the librarian.
Let us assume that the parent is convinced
that a love for literature and natural science will
develop the child in much that is worthiest in
mind, morals, emotions, physique, and will
crowd out of the mind and render odious the
vulgar, brutal, and vicious. vVhat shall be the
method of cultivating the desired taste?
The attention of the child should be constantly called to the subjects in question, and in an
attractive way they should be almost hourly
presented in ''r' !er to make them a habit of
thought. The flower and its parts, the process
of its growth, the bud as the flowe•·-babe asleep,
the leaf, the blade, the corn in the ear; the insect with its wonderful wings, its horny case, its
clustered eyes; the fly that wheels over the
table; the fish with its gleaming scales, its shape
fit for gliding in water; the bird, its structure,
its nest, its habits; the ant hill and the bee-hive
and their inhabitants; these should be constantly but gently, almost insensibly, pressed
upon the attention oft he child. Even the manufactured object, the silk ribbon with its cochineal dye, the paper weight, the rubber eraser,
may be made a gate into the wide domain of
nature. Can any fashion of magniying glass be
obtained, let the looking through such glass be
the choice treat and reward, reserved for high
occasions, not too infrequent.
Jt is the parent's instant duty to give reading
matter to that "reading animal," his child. It

is a crime against the forming mind of the child
to present to it coarse and hideous trash, either
in picture or reading.
If only a ten-cent book can be bought, that
book should be good ofits kind. vVe may not
be able to get high an for ten cents, neither
should we invest the ten cents in comic valentine horrors.
The songs that are sung, the stories that are
told, the verses that are repeated to the little
ones, should be harmonious; they should have
a harmony of word, thought, subject, method,
so that they fill the infant mind with a certain
divine rhythm, set silver bells ringing in heart
and brain, and wed the notion of the good to
the conception of the beautiful.
The parent should also encourage the child in
the collection of books, and of natural curiosities. The child, from infancy, should be taught
to respect books and handle and keep them orderly as peculiar treasures; to purchase books
as it has opportunity; to make scrap-books of
pictures, poetry, stories, and whatever product
of print is worthy of preservation in this way.
Many short-sighted mothers, zealous for neatness, denominate the multitudinous seaside and
wayside curiosities which children gather "litter" and "untidiness" and "trash," and quickly
cart these collections out, often to the lastinginjury of the child.
We commend to those parents the consideration that mch collections, grown to a little private museum in the house, will be far more
sightly and hopeful than the future pipe, ale
bottle, or pack of cards, and it is an imperious
demand of nature that children, that all people
claim, own, and gather some belongings for
themselves.
It is not necessary that the geological collection shall be scattered on the parlor carpet, the
"bugs" laid out on the baking-table, or the·
shells find refuge in mother's work-basket. Indeed a first lesson as to cabinets will be that
specimens have a legitimate place and should
be ranged and cared for. But every child has a
right to a place-if it be only a corner that can
be spared-for such treasures; and the wise woman, who is "building her home," not a mere
brick and mortar house, but that living house,
~her children, will provide shelves, or closet,.
or boxes, the very best that she can, and teach
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her children pride in, and care for, their speci- and the many wonders that an observant child
mens.
may find; a box with a glass lid, through which
can be watched the metamorphose of some
If she can only procure a hankerchief-box,
asked for at a dry goods store when she is shop- splendid beetle or butterfly; little collections
ping, or a rasin-box with a pane of glass over brought from mountain or beach and marked
it, she will secure these and make it plain to the with the small donor's name-these are the
-child that specimens free from dust, with un- things which shall make the schoolroom as the
mutilated wings and the proper complement of home called beautiful to the memory and a preslegs and antenme, insects carefully caught and ent palace of delight to the child ; and men and
painlessly killed, are essential to a useful collec- women of pure thought and refined taste shall
tion. So the wise parent will relp the child to rise up to call the teacher who presided there,
-dry flowers and mount beetles, and, with ob- blessed. The teacher should secure simple, atservant care, will point out new wonders and tractive books on subjects in natural history,
and the reading of them should be made a
beauties.
But it happens that the well-intentioned par- pleasure and reward to the pupils.
The teacher thus zealous in mipd-cultivating
·ent may be ignorant, both of what to do and
how to do it, and may have no idea of what finds an invaluable coadjutor in a well informed librarian.
books are to be had on the desired subjects.
Here the teacher, fresh from college or the
A conscientious librarian will have a certain
normal, the convention, the institute, the school- acquaintance with the books in the library, their
room, has an errand to the parent as well as to subject-matter, authors and literary excellences.
the child. The teacher should dilligently sug- This will especially be the case in regard to new
gest to the parent what taste should be cultivat- books; the librarian examining reviews, notices,
·€d and what methods it is well to take, and magazines, publishers' lists and announcements
what are the means to the end.
as they appear, will be ahead with the" current
But the teacher has a direct mission to the literature on various topics. Thus in command
-child in this matter. Taste for certain studies of the field the librarian has a mission of sugis more often roused in the schoolroom than gestion to both parents and teachers and children, and here a conscientious librarian can bebrought t'l the schoolroom.
A beautiful thought, a melodious verse, a come a potent educator and benefactor of a compretty turn to an idea, can be so pointed out by l'llunity. Very especially is this the ease where
the teacher that the child's intellectual eye children or very young persons come to the
.a,wakes and becomes observant to seek out and library to select their own books. They may
·delight in such •beauties of thought and diction. select an amazing amount of useless or hurtful
By the judicious teacher the study of natural books merely because they have heard these
science can be so yoked to amusement, rest, and mentioned or praised by other young persons
-exercise, that the pupil shall scarcely know or because they know of nothing else likely to
please them.
where one began or the other ended.
A gentleman seeing a girl of ten often at a
A teacher in a country school, when she saw
sleep stealing into child-eyes, attention lagging, library, found she d, ew out and read many
little mouths yawning like those of young rob- books of a generally useless character.
ins, or drowsy heads bowed too low over slates
He said to her, '·Why do you not read historand copy-book, was wont to say, "Here, Anne, ies or travels, or something about natural histake your slate and pencil and go draw for me tory? You can find, on these subjects easy atthat thistle by the door." "Go, George, and for tractive books."
ten minutes watch that ant hill in the path, and
She replied: "I did not know there were
then tell me what you see." "Go, and carefully such books except for grown folks."
-examine that mullein in the fence-comer, and
He presented the child's case to the librarian,
then describe it to us." It is needless to call at- asking that her readihg be helpfully directed,
tention to the carefulness of observation, nice- for a time, and requested the child to take, in
ness of comparison, and acuteness of deduction, succession, Abbot's "Mary Stuart," "Queen
and the descriptive powers brought into activi- Elizabeth," "Marie Antoinette," and "Josety by such a course as this. Will George be- phine." These, if not the highest style of hislikely, hereafter, ruthlessly to trample on the toric reading, were as high as the child could
ma'rvelous art city at whose gl),tes he watched?
then easily comprehend, were well printed,
A corner of the schoolroom reserved, with admirably illustrated, graphic, and entertaining.
shelves for bird~' nests, wasps' nests, snail shells,
The librarian reported that the child was de-
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lighted with her new field of reading, and under guidance· of the librarian she read not
only histories, but travels; some of the highest
types of juvenile books by our best authors, and
was fascinated and led into a new world by Arabella Buckley's" Life and her Children," '• Fairy
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Tales of Seience," and other works on natural
history. If parents, teachers, and librarians
heartily unite in creating and cultivating elevated, helpful tastes in the young we shall enter
on an age of intellectual giants. But giants are
a race nurtured neither on chaff nor sweetmeats.
-American Teacher.

THE POOR WIDOW'S OFFERING ;
A TRUE STORY.
BY ELON.

"Cast thy bread upon the waters, for thou shalt find it after many days."-Ecc. 11: 1.
ACK'S aged gradmother, who had nour- oring to prove Joseph Smith an impostor.
ished him and cared for him in his He was a fluent speaker, keen and sarcascrippled condition of. body until he was tic. His first effort was to destroy the
nine years old, or between the ages of two character of Smith, and thP. Latter Day
years and nine, passed away from earth Saints in general. Jack, having never
when he was about seventeen, and in the heard any good of this people outside of
ninety-fourth year of her age. She died their church, thought he must be correct;
as she had lived, a firm believer in God and he had never thought of doubting a
and Christ to the extent of the light she minister's word. The whole world spoke
had received. His mother, believing that evil of them, and Jack thought it must be
her children were placed in conditions in true. After the preacher had revelled in
which they would be enabled to take care all the slander and evil stories that he had
of themselves, now felt at liberty to marry ever heard or read, or even imagined in
again; and having lived as housekeeper in his own heart respecting their character,
the one place for sixteen years, she accept- he next grappled with their doctrine; but
ed the hand of one who had been a suitor it was soon evident that the sailing was
in her maiden years; and now she enjoyed not so smooth here. There was a great
difference between grappling with the chara home of her own.
Jack's brother reached his majority two acters of a people whom all despise and of
years before Jack was free. His lot had whom few knew much, and grappling
fallen in more pleasant places than that of with the word of God.
It was hard "to
the subject of our story, being surrounded kick against the pricks." Jack saw this,
with better influences during his earlier and he knew the man was wresting the
years, or years of apprenticeship; and word of God; and it flashed to his mind
indeed he had always been a better boy, like lightning, "If this man can misrepreand of a more docile spirit. His mother sent God's word, he can misrepresent his
was now a member of the Baptist Church, people." And he at once resolved to fathom
and living at West Bromwich. His broth- the matter to the bottom, let it cost what
er was a member of the Methodist Church, it might.
The next night Jack heard the Latter
but religion never divided them.
They
cared nothing for creeds, hence their love Day Saint elder. If ever man was inand unity were never broken or marred.
spired of God, this man seemed to be as
One evening, when Jack had returned he rolled evidence after evidence from the
from his labors, his stepfather, calling volume of God's word upon the head of
him by name, said: "Yon are well versed his opponent. It was more than meat ancl
in the Bible, and I would like to have you drink to Jack's hungry soul. He knew it
go and hear a discussion between ·the was God's word, if the Bible contained
Methodists and Latter Day Saints, which his word. He weighed both sides as well
is to be held in the Latter Day Saints' as his feeble powers would permit; but he
tent" (The stepfather was rigid Episcopa- dared not trust to his own judgment, nor
He knew God
lian). Jack determined to go. The could he trust humanity.
·speakers occupied the tent alternately. had heard his prayer in small things, and
The ·Methodist opened the debate, endeav- to him he went with these great questions:

J
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"Father, are the Latter Day Saints thy
people? If they are, lead me to them; if
they are not thy people lead me from them.
I want to do thy will." This was Jack's
constant prayer by day and by night, as he
traveled to and from his daily toils. The
more he prayed and the more he searched
the Scriptures, the more he became satisfied that they were the people of God,
although despised and rejected of the
world. vV as not the Son of God despised?
Did he not say: "If ye were of the world,
the world would love his own; but because ye are not of the world, therefore
the world hateth you." Jack determined
to hear both sides impartially, and therefore attended every night.
After the discussion was closed, Jack
attended the Saint's regular meetings;
heard their preaching, and listened to
their testimonies, or experiences, as they
told them in their simple, artless manner.
He heard at various times the gift of
tongues, sometimes in speaking and sometimes in singing. In both there was a
dignity of utterance not natural to speakers, yet there was no ostentation nor hesitation, but all smooth and calm. The
singing in tongues seemed to Jack's ear
to be more angelic than human; yet, at
other times, when he questioned them,
they had no such music, manner or power.
Jack did not ask for a sign to convince
him, but for power to see the truth.
It was given, and he resolved to obey the
gospel. He kept all these things in his
own heart.
One Sabbath Jack did not get ready to
attend the Baptist Church ~with his mother
as had been his wont, and she anxiously
enquired if he were not going. He told
her no. This grieved her, and she burst
into tears. "Mother," said he "I have
heard the Latter Day Saints, and I am
satisfied that if they are not God's people
he has none on the earth; their doctrine
is the doctrine of the Bible. I am going
there. I shall never belong to the Baptist
Church any more." vVhile it grieved her
to learn that he had left the church of her
choice, yet when he assured her that he was
going with the Latter Day Saints she dried
her tears, and encouraged him to be earnest
in the service of God. He went to the
tent in which they held their meetings,
determining to offer himself for baptism,
but there were none of the Saints there.
The tent was closed, as ·the people had

gone to attend a quarterly conference in
the town of Birmingham. Jack returned
home disappointed, and during the week
following it seemed as though the powers
of darkness were let loose upon him.
Doubts of God and his word, and then a
spirit of carelessness, seemed to strive for
the mastery; and he suffered greatly in
his mind until the following Sabbath.
He then renewed his determination to
serve God, come what might. He went
to the meeting and told the Elder that he
wished to be baptized. The Elder requested him to wait till the next night, as he
was going tQ baptize another young man
then, and Jack could be baptized at the
same time. Poor Jack had suffered one
week's delay, and he determined not to
wait another day, and he replied: '"Now
is the accepted time, now is the day of
salvation;' I must be baptized to night."
The Elder yielded, and Jack was buried
with his Lord in baptism for the remission
of his sins; and as he rose from the watery
grave he shouted the praises of him who
liveth forever and ever. And now for the
first time in his life he felt free; free in
the liberty of Christ, free from his past
sins, free as a child of God; and, like the
eunuch, he went on his way rejoicing.
He had a spiritual home; he had a people;
he was no longer alone in the world.
What cared he if the world did hate them
and him? he had been born to hardships;
he had been nursed in adversity; he had
been reared amid contempt; and now, armed with the panoply of Christ, he could
endure the world's scorn a great deal better than in the past.
Jack was a happy young man; but his
cup was not quite full. On the, next evening he met with his brethren and sisters
in the tent, to be confirmed through the
reception of the Holy Ghost by the laying
on of hands and prayer. And now the
divine influence thrilled through every
fiber of his being, ovewhelmed his soul,
and he seemed to be lifted nearer to his
God; and it was said to him: "'l'hou shalt
preach the gospel of Jesus Christ in the
power and demonstration of the Holy
Spirit, and bring many into the Kingdom
of God." His cup of joy was now full,
and he returned home a new creature in
Christ Jesus. The Bib]e seemed a new
book; many of its mysteries were solved.
Light had come to him who sat in darkness. He who hitherto had "erred in spir-
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it" was learning doctrine, and coming to trial awaited him. His stepfather, being
understanding. And while he had heard, . a rigid Episcopalian, detested the Latter
read and searched in silence before, he Day Saints; and when Jack began to reacould now keep silent no longer. He son with him out of the Scripture, the
must tell the good news to his friends and old man was no match for him, and became enraged and ordered him out of his
neighbors.
Just about this time Jack had several house and to seek no futher shelter beneath
severe trials, two of which we will relate that roof.
Now came the time of trial.
as we have heard them from his lips. For His mother was there, whom he clearly
the last eight years of his life he had been loved. She loved him, but was powerless
surrounded with an atmosphere of drunk- to help unless Jack could give up his reenness; he had persistently resisted and ligion. There was no hesitation in Jack's
had suffered much in consequence, but by mind as to the course he should pursue.
the grace of God had conquered. In his He determined not to barter away his
new surroundings, now that he had become birthright in the Kingdom of God for a
a man, he found himself cursed by the mess of pottage; so he packed up his clothsame influence. His fellow-workmen fol- ing, and with heavy heart bade farewell to
lowed the pactice of treating and being his noble and loving mother, and walked
treated; but Jack easily saw that this was from under the roof-tree that sheltered her
one means by which drunkards were made and had sheltered him, never to call it hom~
such, and he resolved neither to treat nor again. He bad honorably paid for the
be treated. This exposed him to the comfort he had enjoyed, and felt that he
charge of penuriousness; but Jack cared was under no obligations to the man who
far less for the money lost in such a way had cast him out; but he did regret that
than he dreaded the evil of becoming a he was compelled to leave that mother
sot. In his eyes a drunkard was lower whose society he had only been permitted
than the brute; besides, it was forbidden to enjoy at very brief intervals since he
of God. He had worked in the new situ- was ten weeks old.
ation three weeks. Pay-day came. The
The first three months of Jack's connecboss of the shop bad adopted the rule of tion with the Church of Christ, and the
leading his men to a tavern to receive first six of his majority, quickly rolled
their pay. Jack bad to submit to this away. There was an Elder's Conference
rule. It was also a rule for every man to at Birmingham.
Jack was not there.
It
pay for a quart of ale, the price of which It was about Christmas time.
was kept back from his wages. When transpired that during that conference
Jack received what he supposed was his J aek was called to the office of an elder,
wage, he found there was sixpence short. and appointed to travel and preach the
He told the boss of the deficiency, who gospel of Christ without purse or scrip.
replied that it was a rule of the shop for When the news reached him, his heart
every man to pay for a quart of ale. Jack sank within him. He had not expected it;
promptly, but respectfully, told him that but the prediction that hacl been pronounche did not drink ale, and did not propose ed upon his head during his confirmation
to pay for what he did not have. The was now brought to his mind. He bowed
boss informed him that if he was not wil- to what he re~ognized as the divine will;
ling to conform to that rule, he must seek but here was another trial. He hacl formemployment elsewhere. Jack plainly told ed associations more dear; tenderer ties
him he should submit to no rule that de- had wound themselves around his heart,
manded his bard earnings without a prop- than he ever knew before. Must those
er consideration. and as he had no use for ties he broken? Must those associations
intoxicating drinks he did not intend to be severed? Could he give up one who
pay for them. Thus ended Jack's first had become more dear than life, for the
job of work after he was twenty-one years arduous task, and the ungratifying life of
old; and then he was thrown out of em- a despised minister of the gospel, and to
ployment. Soon another door was open, travel ancllahor without hope of earthly
and he found another place of work with- reward? Yet for this his boyish prayer
had been uttered: "Here am I, Lord, send
out the sacrifice of any principle.
Jack asserted his manhood and main- me." His prayer is now answered. Can
tained his integrity; hut now a severer he respond? He felt all the keenness of
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this sacrifice; and in addition he realized
his ignorance, his inexperience and his
utter weakness.
}n all these years Jack
had not known what we have written in
the first chaptei· of this story-that his
mother had given him to the Lord. He
never learned it till after this call to the
ministry; hence he did not realize that
God was now claiming the fulfillment of
that mother's pledge, that be was calling
for those services to which the innocent and
unthinking babe had been covenanted;
yet he felt a responsive chord vibrating in

his soul harmonious with that call. But
the sacrifice was great. He needed h~lp ..
He found it. He found it from above;
he found it also from one on earth who=
he had learned to look upon as his all on
earth.
And now we must deviate from the
thread of this history, to weave in another
thread that had fastened itself in the warp
of Jack's life and had made itself a part
of his being, and bad become a stay and
staff in his present, and destined to be such
in his future days.
To be Continued,

ADVICE TO ALL-READ
BY

.r.

EVER, under any circumstances, read
a book unless you have an assurance
from the table of contents and title page
of its solidity, and a probability of its
being instructive either in spiritual or
temporal things. Never spend your time
in reading a second-rate book. No words
can overstate the evil consequences of
reading an immoral book. Such reading
will often haunt a person through his
whole life. Its bad influence will come
over the reader's mind when the instruction
be has received from good books is forgotten. It intrudes itself in the most solemn moments, and contaminates the best
feelings and emotions.
Reading second-rate trashy books is a
grievous waste of time. In the first place
there are a great many more first-class
books than you can ever master. In the
second place, you can not read an inferior
book without giving up an opportunity of
reading a good one.
By reading the books of inspired men,

N

GOOD BOOKS.

GALLUP.

Daniel of old learned the destiny of the·
House of Israel down through corning
time. John the Revelator bas seen and
penned all the great events down to the
second coming of the Savior, and his reign
with the saints upon the earth for a thousand years, and on till death and bell are
destroyed-then there will be no more·
death.
Good theological and scientific books
are the means in the hands of God by
which men become learned.
As the gospel is penned not only in
the Stick of Judah, but also in the Stick
of Joseph, Nephi says: (2 Nephi 11: 6)
"Wherefore, these things shall go from
generation to generation as long as the
earth shall stand; and they shall go according to the will and pleasure of God:
and the nations who shall possess them,
shall be judged of them according to the
words which are written: . . . for we
know that it is by grace that we are saved,,
after all that we can do."

"NEGLECTED ONCE, I COME NO MORE."
There was a man who dreamed one day
Of great things that he meant to do;
But idly in the sunshine lay
The· while he <lreamed; 'and never knew
What proud, bright shape was drawing nigh,
Or listened to its thrilling crv"Ari~e, arise, and follow n1e,
And make your dream reality!"Until it passed awav again,
And, passing, smote the dreamer's brain
With sudden sense of loss and pain.

"Who calls me'!" anxiously he cried;
"Oh, speak! Oh, come once more to me!".
But far away a voice replied:"My name is opportunity!
Who welcomes me with swift embrace
Shall meet p1e always face to face;
But the stern truth is known of yore,.
Neglected once I come no more!"
And still the dreamer in the sun
Imagines great deeds to be done,
Yet sees, alas! the fruit of none.-Sel.
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PATTIE; OR, LEAVES FROM A LIFE.
BY ELEANOR.
CHAPTER IV.

HOJ\IE INFLUENCE.
"Wou~dest

thou listen to its gentle teaching,
All thy restless yearning it would still;
Leaf and fio ,\ er and la<len bee are preaching,
Thine own sphere though lowly first to fill."
"He will bless them that fear the Lord, both
small and great."-Ps. 115: 13.

HORTLY after , her grandmother's
visit Pattie received f;-om her a little volume entitled, "Watt's Hymns for
Infant Minds," containing a picture alphabet of scripture subjects, and hymns
concerning the child Jesus; all of which,
with the help of the older children, she
soon learned; after which her great ambition was to be able to read for herself the
story of the blessed Infant in the grand
Bible where his picture was-which desire was accomplished before her school
life began, in her seventh year. By that
time she read her daily scripture lesson
as required of each child in the household
as soon as able to read.
It was a happy band of brothers and
sisters that shared Pattie's home; but the
special companion of her childhood was a
sister two and a half years younger than
herself, but so much more robust that
there appeared no difference in size or age,
and they were often mistaken for twins
by the uninitiated. Twin spirits they
truly were; only happy in that which
they shared together. One of life's dearest memories to Pattie was of her rambles
with this sister in the grand old woods
near their father's house-a place full of
interest to the imaginative children; and
many were the pictures and romances that
they sketched from fancy of the red men
and wild animals that they had heard once
roamed in its depths. Bnt fearless as the
Aborigines, those two little ones in pink
sun-bonnets searched its darkest recesses
for flowers and moss and other treasures
of the woods, to decorate their play-house
under the cherry trees. This was a real
miniature house, built for them by their
brother, and filled with specimens of his
skill in cabinet work, and contributions
from other members of the family. The
tableware used by the little housekeepers
was manufactured for them at their father's pottery shop. Ah, those were the
golden days of Pattie's life, though even

S

at that early age not quite free from care,,
for grave questions and dreams of life's
possibilities, both here and hereafter, were
thronging her young brain.
There were but few Sabbath Schools in
those times, and the only one near Mr.
W aldville's belonged to the Methodists;
this the children sometimes attended.
The Baptist c,hurch was· at the town three
miles away. It was Mr. vValdville's practice on his return from church to read the
Scriptures to the family, asking and answering questions, and commenting on
the sermon.
I have before referred to the social
gatherings at Mr. W aldville's fireside, to
listen to his reading and conversation.
These were not merely for the entertainment of company, but were his well known
practice, which fact is perhaps what drew
the company and added variety to the
subjects discussed. He was a decided
temperance advocate. 'I'here was a distillery in the near neighborhood, and
liquor was as common as water. Against
this his voice and influence were exerted.
But not unfreqnently the discussions were
on religious topics; and debates on the
different beliefs and creeds often , took
place. These were always interesting to
Pattie, and she would beg to be allowed
to sit up "just a little longer."
Young as the child was, the great
mysteries of the future life frequently exercised her mind; though, owing to natural timidity and reserve, she rarely spoke
of them. Often when seemingly absorbed in dressing a doll, her brain was pondering questions that Doctors of Divinity
had vainly sought to solve for ages past.
Mrs. W aldville was ever ready to impart information to her children, such as
she deemed suited to their capacities; but
Pattie's questions, when her desire for information overcame her reserve, were so
foreign to the usual drift of childish
thought that the good woman was perplexed, and her usual answer was, to bid
her go and play,-why should the child
trouble her head about such things? Pattie had great confidence in her father's
ability to give her any desired information; but she stood so much in awe of
him that be was generally her last resort,
Allie, the little sister, alone being the
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recipient of all her thoughts, and the sympathizer in all her aspirations. "I would
ask papa," Allie would say in response to
Pattie's wish for information, always cautiously adding, "if I were you;" for
Allie never ventured to do it herself; but
Pattie, gaining courage from Allie\; assurance, would go to the shop, and climbing on the frame of the great lathe where
her father was at work, would silently
watch the rapidly revolving wheel on
which a lump of clay was being modeled
into some vessel of honor, or dishonor,
the while her timid glances-like the
·"boding tremblers" of school-sought for
trace of smile or frown that she might
know whether to proffer her request qr
no. Often, verv often, she climbed down
as. silently as she came, and returned to
her play unsatisfied. But now and then
he would unbend and say kindly, "Well,
<Jhild, what now?" At which a glad light
would break over the little wistful face,
and she would put her questions with confidence. He never expressed surprise or
impatience at the nature of her questions,
but would illustrate and explain them to
her comprehension. If not interrupted,
hours would thus pass while the grave
faced man discoursed graver theological
problems with his little daughter. All
the. while the busy wheels of the lathe
flew on, and the skillful hands of the potter fashioned the various vessels.
And
grateful little Pattie thought her .father
was the wisest and best and grandest man
in the world.
To his wife's expressed surprise at Pattie's taste, Mr. vV ald ville would answer,
"It is in the blood." There was more in
the blood than even his wise discernment
discovered. Down deep in the child's
heart there lived a faith, a love and worship of the Supreme Being, unnoticed, unguessed by any but the little sister. Faith
in God seemed indeed her birthright. She
went to him in prayer for. every childish
want with a freedom that she could not
assume towards earthly parents. As an
instance illustrative of this trait, she was
inclined to carelessness with those small
articles of childish property that she called her own, much to the annoyance of her
orderly mother, who,se maxi'in was, "A
place for everything and everything in its
place," strictly carried into practice; so
that when needle after needle, and thimble after thimble disappeared from Pat-

tie's work-box and failed to reappear when
wanted, Mrs. W alclville determined to resort to more severe measures to teach her
little daughter lessons of carefulness and
order.
"I will give you this needle, Pattie, and
you must keep it or go without any for a
month," said she. Pattie really tried to
keep it, but in a clay or two it had slipped
away to join its lost companions at the
bourne from whicJ, pins and needles so
seldom return. She searched diligently,.
but all efforts failed to discover its biding
place, though she knew it carried a long
white thread. Trifling as it may seem to
mature years, it was a real trouble to the
little child; for besides the inconvenience
to a busy little housekeeper of doing without a needle for a month, she dreaded her
mother's displeasure. The text, "Call upon me in the day of trouble and I will
hear," came to her mind. Without a moment's hesitation she retired to her bedroom and told it to Jesus. She felt comforted while doing so, and left the room
in confidence that be had beard her. Nor
was she disappointed; almost the first
object that she saw on her return was the
needle with its long white thread.
I am aware that skeptics will smile at
the idea that the great Creator of the
universe should take notice of a chilcl~s
needle and thread. But I am writing for
the encouragement of faith in those who
like Pattie believe that He blesseR both
the small and the great.
Pattie was soon to enter on what should
be to her the beginning of a lifetime of
trial, and those early exercises were the
needful preparation by which she was to
obtain strength sufficient for the day.
For God always prepares individuals as
well as nations for the accomplishment of
his purposes concerning them, and blesses
both in their sphere according as they
fear him.
Pattie loved to lie on the grass watching the soft fleecy clouds floating above
her, and the clear parents who took such
pains to direct the little footsteps in right
paths often chid her for idleness. They
clicl not know that to her eyes those clouds
wore angel forms and faces;. some bright
and glad she fancied were wending their
way swiftly on some errand of love and
mercy for .the Father of Light; some sorrowing for human grief and suffering;
others terrible as avenging angels' sent to
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execute the wrath of Him who sits upon
the great white throne.
To her innocent eyes the veil was very
thin that separated the heavens from the
earth. How she wished that it would
waft aside just for an instant that she
might, like that disciple whom Jesus loved, see the throne in heaven and Him
who sits thereon; not to gratify idle curiosity, but because she longed to understand how it was that he could occupy his
seat there, and be everywhere else at the
same time. She had been told that God
is a spirit, and that spirits had no form
or substance, and could not be visible to
mortal sight. But how then, she reasoned, did Stephen see the Son on the right
band of God? Had God a right hand, and
yet no form nor substance? These and
countless other questions of a like nature
perplexed her mind. How could she ever
know anything about Him? How did
anv one know? Yet she had read the
w;rds of Jesus: "This is life eternal, that
that they might know thee the only true
God, and Jesus Christ whom thou hast
sent." True, her father had explained
that to know God was to have his Spirit
directing and influencing ours; that whatever influenced us to good was of God, and
to be able to distinguish his goodness and
other attributes of his character was to
know him. But this did not at all satisfy Pattie. She felt as she read her Testament that the religion in the days of
the Bible was different from what it is
now; that it would have been easier to
understand if she had lived then, when
He talked out of the cloud, and was seen
face to face, and spake as friend speaks
to friend. Then would come again the
old perplexity, had God a face? or could
an influence talk?
How does friend
speak to friend? Is it not by articulated
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sounds? This seemed easy to understand.
But if an invisible influence was exerted
on the mind of the person spoken to, why
did not the Bible sav so? for that was
not the way she wouid talk to a frit>nd.
But though serious thoughts were dominant, and kept her tender hearted and
conscientious, she was by no means
gloomy or unhappy. On the contrary,
the very cheerfulness of her disposition
often led her into mischief and disobedience, for which her tender conscience suffered agonies of remorse ere many hours,
even when the acts had not been discovered. As the evening carne and the family
gathered about the fireside in happy converse, remembrance of the day's evil would
come, too, hovering like a great black
shadow waiting to envelope her when she
should lie down to rest. And when the
little prayers were said the gentle mother
would find herself detained by the clinging arms of repentant Pattie, in terror at
the thought of being left alone in the shadow of unforgiven sin. Then would follow
the confession of wrong doing and the
prayer for forgiveness; but this did not
always bring peace. Suppose I am forgiven, she would think; it is the good
that go to heaven, and I have not been
good. The sound of childish weeping
that followed this thought would bring
the mother back to the little bed often a
number of times before the troubled
heart found rest in sleep.
At school her natural aptitude, and
friendly disposition made her a universal
favorite with teacher and schoolmates.
She made rapid progress in her studies
with scarcely any mental effort, and her
teachers were fond of predicting for her
a brilliant career; alas for human expectations!
To be continued.

YOUNG people generallv desire amusement in the evenings, and for this they are not to
blame. Ten hours or upwards spent in the factory, shop or store, eause the average mental faculties to crave recreation, and they ought to have it. The character of this recreation is, however,
·of vital importance, and we hope to be able to offer from time to time suggestions in connection
with this subject that will be found worthy of consideration. It is natural for the young to desire
amusementP, and if they ean obtain this to their Fatisfaction at home or under good influences
ahroad, the effect will be to render them more contented and happy than they would be under
'Other circumstances.
·
"If an S and i and an o and a u, with an x at the enrl, spell "Su,"
And an e and a y and e spell "i," pray what is a speller to do?
Then, if also an s and an i and a g and a h-e-d spell "cide,''
There is nothing much left for a spellar to do but to go and commit Siouxeyesighed."

2
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LECTURE BEFORE THE STUDENTS' SOCIETY,
BY ELDER E. F. i5TAFFORD.

1.TOUNG ladies and gentlemen of the creases, its memory strengthens and. it~
'1 Students' Society of Lalil;oni, Broth- capacity to understand enlarges. It hear~
ers and Sisters in the Church ~nd King- words spoken, remembers them; and bedom of God:
ing endowed with the faculty of speech
It is with pleasure that I respond to by its Creator, makes the effort to imitate
your kind invitation to address you on this the words spoken-rather crude or broken
the second anniversary of your organiza- at first, but persevering in the practice, im-.
tion as a society to study to become bet- proves, until it is ready to go to school t(}
ter acquainted with the word of God.
study the written or printed form of that
While I mav not be able to charm vour language, so that it can commune with
ears with any ·very extraordinary or;tori- and communicate to its fellow being m
cal or elocutionary powers, I hope to be that form.
able, by the grace of God, to say some
The presumption is that all who go to
things that shall be beneficial to you, and school-whether child or adult-go to
encourage you in your studies of the word study or learn that of which they are igof God-which effort, we are pleased to nOI·ant; and as the human mind is so conbelieve, is put forth by you to the end structed that it can not grasp all it would
that you may become more acquainted learn at once, it must be content to learn
with the will and purposes of your Heav- by degrees and to commence with the
enly Father, that you may perform his elementary principles of that it would'
will, and receive his favor here and here- learn; or, to simplify, must begin at .A,
after.
·
B, C. This is the basis of all our studies
There are many classes of students up- in this life, no matter what those studies
on this small planet upon which we dwell; are; in any or all of the different branches.
indeed we may with safety say that all that have come within the notice of man
mankind, whoever did, do now, or ever in this sphere of action. .All must begin
will have a being upon it, were, are, and with rudimentary or alphabetical princiwill be students of one class or another, ples, and the progress and proficiency atfrom the cradle to the grave. We make tained in all study, in the search of knowour entrance on this stage of action in a ledge, will depend upon the diligence, pahelpless, innocent, and ignorant condition; tience, zeal, and perseverance manifested.
ignorant concerning the pre-existent state The patient, energetic, persevering stuof our spirits before tabernacling in the dent generally arrives at the goal of his
flesh--except, as we come to the years of ambition.
understanding we learn in the Scriptures
But of all the branches of study engaged
that our existence was a fact, and we re- in by mortals, let me, my dear young
main in that ignorancfl to the end of this brothers and sisters, congratulate you upprobationary state; onr Creator, for some on your choice as being-in the mind of
reason best known to himself, having your speaker--of paramount importance
chosen to place a veil over our memories to all others; for by the study of the word
of what was our situation before our en- of God you obtain an understanding of
trance, we are also ignorant of what our the means by which you may know God
future will be in this life. But soon the and J esns Christ whom he hath sent,
work of study commences.
whom to know is life eternal; while the
The infant soon learns to recognize the ·wisdom and knowledge which the natural
voice of i-ts mother, and learns the differ- man can attain to, although of the most
ent intonations of that voice, so as to dis- profound character, he can not obtain
tinguish between the tone of scolding and eternal life by. It only relates to this
that of soothing or caressing, it early world; for it is written: "The world by
begins to study the face of its mother, [itsJ wisdom knows not God," and "The
and soon learns to distinguish betw-een wisdom of this world is foolishness with
hers and another's; and so with the differ- God." If to know God and Jesus Christ
ent members of the family in which its is eternal life, and man by the wisdom of
lot is cast. .As its physical growth in- this world can not know God, how then
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min thEl natural man, with all his wisdom,
gain etetnallife? Said I not then truly,
that you are engaged in a nobler pursuit;
that your studies are of a gl'ander character, and the goal you are striving for is
eternal life; while the studies of the natural man are for the emoluments and happiness of this world, which are only-in
point of duration alone-as a drop to the
ocean, and the reputed happiness that
they enjoy is not to be mentioned at the
same time with that which a faithful
child of God enjoys in this life? And
who can estimate the magnitude of the
difference, when we see as we are seen and
know as we are known; for it is written:
"Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, neither
hath it entered the heart of man, that
which God hath in store for them that
love him and keep his commandments."
I come now to consider more particularly your position as students in the
school established by God for the salvation of the human family; for you are a
class of students among many others,
banded together to help each other; and
by helping each other you help yourselves
to study and acquire the knowledge of
God as revealed in his holy word, to the
end that you may secure salvation by putting in practice the knowledge acquired.
In your speaker's opinion all of the
members of the Church of Christ arewhile in this state of probation-in the
primary departments of a great school to
fit and prepare them for the higher school
in the great millennium, which higher
school will be concluctPd under thA immediate direction of Christ our great teacher.
This higher school is to prepare the students thereof to dwell with the Father
when Christ, having trodden the winepress alone, and having reigned till he
has put all enemies under hiR feet, presents the kingdom spotless and pure unto
his Father. All mankind, in order to attain to that higher school, must enter the
primary department, and commence with
the elementary principles, no matter how
high their attainments in the schools of
the world. Thev must have faith in God,
and in his Son ·Jesus Christ as the one
given of him to be the Savior of the world;
they must repent of their sins, or cease
to break the laws of their rightful Sovereign and Creator; they must be buried
with Christ by baptism by one having authority from God to officiate in that ordi-
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nance to receive the cancellation of their
sins, and to become adopted into· the
family of God. They then are entitled to
receive, through the ordinance of the laying on of hands of the servants of God
authorized to do so, the gift of the Holy
Ghost.
This Holy Spirit is to guide all of these
students "into all truth;" it is to take of
the things of the Father, and show them
unto them; "it searcheth all things, yea
the deep things of God." We can readily perceive that this is the Great Teacher
in this primary department; and according to scriptural history it calleth to its
aid other teachers who are somewhat more
advanced in this department than others, as
for instanee: "And the Holy Ghost said,
Separate me Barnabas and Saul to the
work whereunto I have eallecl them."Acts 13: 2.
The Students' Society of I~amoni, have
mostly obeyed from the heart this form
of doctrine, and are under the guidance·
and instruction of this Holy Teacher;
and the progress that you make in your·
studies will depend upon the heed that
you give to the instruction given of Him.
The books used in this institution, God
is the author of, namely: The Bible,.
Book of Mormon, and the latter day revelations. You are commanded to "search
the Scriptures;" and in proportion to your
careful, prayerful, diligent search of the·
same will your progress in the divine life
and light be; for the Holy Spirit will enlighten your mine!, expand your understanding, and by degrees, as you can bear
it, will the light of God be given.
You have, as a society, banded together
to mutually help each other to obey this
scriptural injnnction given by our Lore!,
and you have the testimony of a greater
"cloud of witnesses" to examine than did
Timothy when exhorted by Paul to study
to make himself "a workman that needeth
not be ashamed." He only had the Old
Testament Scriptures to search, while
you have in addition to these, the New
Testament, the Book of Mormon, and
Book of Doctrine and Covenants. .
It seems to be-according to our observation-in the economy of God an established fact, that we are so constitutedin this probation at least-that we have
to learn all knowledge, whether secular or
divine, by degrees. The full light is not
allowed to shine; we could' i10t endu'fe it
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no more than a man, who having been
placed in a dungeon for many years without a ray of light, could endure the natural light if introduced at once to the full
blaze of the king of day. He must be admitted to the light by degrees, until he
can stand it in its fulness. Even so it is
in searching after the scriptural or divine
light; and the Scriptures assure us that the
path of the just will shine brighter and
brighter unto the perfect day.
In your studies of the divine word you
will necessarily encounter-like the students of this world-problems that appear
hard of solution; and you may, like them,
think many times that they can not be
solved, and you will be ready to despair.
But, as in your experience in secular
schools you have by patience and perseverance solved difficult problems, so may
you in this heavenly school solve every
problem; for if your hearts are earnestly
~mgaged in searching after the knowledge
{)f God for his honor and glory, you will
have the aid of the Holy Spirit. It may
not always be given as desired, but you
may often have to wait until you have
used your utmost endeavors, and then it
will cause the light to reflect upon the object desired, and you will rejoice in the
giver, and give glory to His name.
Permit me to present unto you for your
consideration a rule that your speaker has
adopted to guide him in his study of the
scriptures. If in perusing them a new
thought is presented to our mind-or if
one should be presented by others while examming the Scriptures-we make it a rule
to examine the three books aforementioned, and if they agree on it, it is safe to
endorse the thought; on the contrary, if
an agreement is not effected, it is safe to
reject it. In your studies of the word of
God you will become acquainted with the
history of some of the students who while
passing through the primary department
and putting in practice what they were
taught by the Spirit, so progressed in the
divine life, rising to a more exalted plane,
drawing nearer to God by holy living,
that they could not be withheld from beholding the face of God and holding conversation with him; while others had
heavenly visions, were caught up to the
third heavens and saw and heard things
that were not lawful to be uttered to their
fellow-students who had not advanced so
far as they had, or to the world that knew

not God. Some had obtained the faith
or power with God that they stopped the
mouths of lions, quenched the violence of
fire, escaped the edge of the sword; out
of weakness were made strong; waxed
valiant in fight; turned to flight the
armies of the aliens; women received
their dead raised to life again, and others
were tortured, not excepting deliverance,
that they might obtain a better resurrection."-Heb. 11.
In reading these accounts of God's people you have no doubt longed for that
"faith that was once delivered to the
Saints"-t~ which all of God's people are
eligible if the conditions upon which they
are received be complied with-and have
thought and concluded in your hearts that
you were too weak to ever rise to such glorious privileges, to ever attain to such
mighty faith. Yet you will notice among
the list of things wrought by faith was
this: "Out of weakness they were made
strong." Here is encouragement for the
weakest, that by faithful continuance
in well doing they can be made strong,
and obtain this mighty faith. They can
approximate nearer unto the divine character; and that student who does this will
be better prepared for the higher school
when Christ shall come to reign; and in
your speaker's opinion will then have the
advantage over the one who bas been
more tardy in his studies here.
To this end that you may be encouraged
in your well-begun work bath this effort
been made by me; and in conclusion, let
me advise you as students of God's word,
that whenever it happens that you can
not see alike for the time being, to hold
your differences of opinion in amity
and peace, to go to your Heavenly
Father in humility, and in faith ask
him that his Holy Spirit may unfold to
you the truth or falsity of such opinion;
and my word for it, he will answer your
prayers. Regard the opinions of others
as being as sacred to them as yours is to
you; and in this respect as well as others,
"do unto others as you would have others
do to you."
Be diligent in keeping the commandments of God; or in other words put in
practice what you learn in the study of
the Word. And that you may be such proficient students in theory and practice, as
to be received in that higher school in the
thousand years' experience iri the reign of
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Christ on earth; and after that experience,
when the earth is celestialized, that you
and I may be so unspeakably blessed as
to be permitted to receive a fulness of
glory, to dwell forever in the presence of

the Father and the Son and all the sanctified ones for evermore, is the prayer of
your fellow-student in the gospel of
Christ. Amen.
LAMONI, Iowa, Nov. 13th, 1888.

BABY'S CURL.
Can you guess where it came from, grandma,
This wee bit of soft brown hair?
In fancy step in for a moment
And gaze on the picture so fair.
Our baby boy fresh from the bath tub,
Full of frolic so merry and bright,
As he sits in the glow of the fire-light,
And laughed in his glee to-night.
The brown curls so softly were clinging
Around the white brow and pink neck,
While we lovingly dressed the sweet darling,
The impulse we just could not check.
So quickly we caught up the scissors,
And sought for an unnoticed place,

Bidding baby be quiet a moment,
While we laughed at his comical face.
But the curl it was severed, and lying
A tiny brown message of love;
We send it to cheer you, dear grandma,
And hope it like sunshine will prove;
For its mates as they dance in the sunlight,
Are precious to every heart here;
God grant they may ever be crowning
A heart just as sinless and dear.
We wished you to know that we love you,
And think of you every day,
So send you this tiny brown ringlet
To speak for us words we can't say.
VIDA.

SAN BERNARDIN0 1

Nov. 3d, 1888.

Cal.,

NO'fES ON THE

WING.

BY ELDER D. S. MILLS.

MY last from San Bernardino left me
at Long Valley, from which place
next morning Elders J. M. Range and A.
A. Goff and self, started with the same
goodly team; and 'mid heat, wind and
sand, we reach the great Salinas Valley,
and after some twenty miles the nearly
deserted railroad town of Soledad. Here
we right gladly take shelter from the
blinding, flying, heated clouds of sand
and dust, in the hospitable and well-kept
temperance Central House, where we are
the welcome guests of Mr. and Mrs.
George Root (children of Bro. Jeremiah
Root), whom we find excellent people, and
believe them to be near the kingdom, and
those of whom it will be said, "Ye did it
unto me." In the evening we held forth
to, a select few, in the spacious Union
Church, and felt blest in the effort.
Next day, making a circuitous route,
we travel down the Salinas, then up the
rough chain of Gavilan Mountains, along
its sharp ridges, then descend along tor-
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tuous grades and deep defiles, through a
highly picturesque region, thirty miles, to
Bear Valley, and to San Benito, to fill a
series of appointments previously made.
Here at Bro. Page's we meet with several
Saints from Long Valley, and another
feast begins with sister Carmichael and
family, Bro. Davis' family, Bro. and Sr.
Creamer, Sr .•Jessie Butterfield, Sr. Janie
Holt and others, all live Saints. Eight
short days and nights are spent profitably,
I believe, in preaching, chats, talks, social
meetings, canvassing the grand things of
the kingdom. Thus is another green and
sacred spot marked on the pathway of
life; and as we move on down the stream
following Bro. Goff, who has preceded us,
filling our appointments some twenty
miles below) we feel to sigh again long
and loud for the day of the gathering of the
Israel of God. Leaving a pwvisional promise of speedy return, with tokens of love
from loving and loved ones, we haste to
overtake Bro. Goff at Elvina, where we
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found him doing good work for the Master, with our old time fellow-laborer,
Elder J. H. Lawn. And now our indispensible brother Range, who with team
has borne us so far, kindly and freely, is
compelled to return home and arrange
business for taking the field, laboring in
the Lord's vineyard to which he is called
-in which we bid him a hearty God
speed. May his voice like a trump be
raised loud and long, ever attended by the
power of God, till Zion is redeemed.
I greatly enjoyed a twenty mile ride
with our beloved brother, Elder J. Carmichael. He is storing his mind to shortly go forth with the bread of life, with
the army of young men God is raising
up to be his standard bearers over all the
earth; gladly we hail them. Here at the
same old school-house where we preached
years ago with Elders J. C. Clapp, J. R.
Cook, Hervey Green, A. H. Smith and J.
M. Parks-whose voices we delighted in
hearing, we stand and repeat the oft-told,
marvelous and wonderful story.
The
same fire burns while the same unchangeable God seals it by his Spirit. Honest
hearts are reached, and Saints rejoice in the
light of God. Some good souls here will
soon obey the law of God. Another week
has flown, and our well attended series
of meetings are closed, and we feel satisfied with the effort, and thank God for
his approval.
On the 20th of August, in company
with Elder Lawn, at Willow Creek schoolhouse, we visited and examined some an<lient footprints in the solid rocks. One
was of the left foot of a child of not more
than a year old, It is deep and plain,
:;tbout as it would appear in stiff clay. On
the same rock was the plain impression
of a tomahawk, as it lay on the rock when
it must have been in a plastic state. Another rock near by shows the plain mark
·of a bear's foot, and near it are a dog's
track and a human moccasined foot-print
of an adult. The rock is now very hard,
and bears every appearance of having
once been soft and yielding. My thought,
while gazing on the stony witness, asked
Where now, and what, of those who left
their footprints here? The travelling correspondent of the "California Rural Press"
published a description of the child's
foot; but did not see all the others which
we found for the first time in this age.
And now we must bid another adieu to

San Benito for the present; yes, dear old
San Benito, the home of many of the chosen and faithful. From its hallowed precincts have gone forth such staunch, swift
messengers of truth as Elders J. F. Burton, H. L. Holt, Eugene Holt-and others
are soon to follow-with the precious
words of life. Our last act was to bless
a boy baby of Bro. Lawn's. Time will
record the fulfillment of that blessing.
To the many urgent appeals of, "Now re-.
member and come back soon, and attend
our conference; you must be there." We
respond all along the line, "If God thus
wills, we shall be there." Calling with
Bro. Lawn at our old home again, with
Bro. Range's nice family, one little sick
Hope, full of faith, is administered to
and healed according to his faith.
Again, by rail, from Hollister to San
Jose we run swift! y, passing in full view
of Mount Hamilton with its world renowned observatory, which glistened and
shone like a star in the distance, we arrive at an old landmark.
There we
found our esteemed brother, Henry
Burgess, and his excellent family so
grown we hardly knew them after long
years of separation. He soon conducted
us to the sad household of our dear but
stricken brother Duncan, seemingly in
the prime of life smitten with th~ palsy.
He understood our mission and was thankful for our presence. Bro. Goff and self
sat up with him all night, attending his
wants, praying and ministering-to give
his worn and weary wife and family some
needed rest. His sick daughter received
a blessing in administration to her. Next
morning, with no marked change in him,
we bade farewell and proceeded on to San
Francisco, via Oakland. There we met
our long absent brother, J. F. Burton, fair,
fat, and smiling as ever, with the ruddy
glow of an Australian clime upon his
honest face; but voice not as strong as we
expect it soon will become in this lifegiving climate.
Also met Bro. H. C.
Smith, fresh from Nevada's rugged mountains and sage-clad plains, where some of
the salt of the earth is found, and where
his voice has been ringing. Again we
minister t.o sister Lincoln, and Bro. Goff
goes to Santa Ana to labor in that region,
as it seems necessary after a six weeks'
absence, in which he has labored faithfully and well. The harvest is further
along the road. I shall miss him.
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Now, late at night, comes our kind persevering si:ster Andrews, with a telegram
for me. It says: "Bro. Duncan is dead;
come first train to his funeral at San
Jose." Thanks to Sr. Andrews' energy,
it is in time. Not many men or women
would have delivered th8 message at so
late an hour, in such a dark, foggy, disagreeable night, so far away, not knowing
what it contained. That is the kind of grit
true Saints are made of in California.
The fifty miles is soon passed to the~ house
of mourning and death. Quite a large
gathering of the Ancient Order of United
Workmen, of which he was a member in
good standing, and from whom his bereaved family receive liberal aid and
timely help. I learn they will draw two
thousand dollars all told. The kind sym-
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pathizing neighbors and friends testified of
their approval of the sentiments expressed,
even by a Mormon Elder. It was new to
most of them. Several expressed a wish to
hear more of the same kind, and we intend
they shall at an early day. May the bereaved family soon obey the gospel, as
our now deceased brother wished they
should. His last expressions were that he
was ready to go, and he prayed his dear
family might obey as he had done. This
God-given work stays with His Saints in
the trying hours of death. Then as now it
is priceless. It weighs in God's balances
where a whole world could weigh nothing. We love it; we prize it; but no
mortal can justly value immortality. God
knows its worth. Let us, like Moroni,
"buy the truth and sell it not."

ADDRESS TO THE SCHOLARS, TEACHERS, AND FRIENDS
OF THE STAR OF BETHLEHEM SABBATH SCHOOL.
BY ELDER H. A. STEBBINS.

"Get thy spindle and thy distaff ready, and God will send thee flax."
N common with other parents present forward, and diRagreP-able in your conhere to-day, I too, am interested in the duct and conversation, they see what you
instruction and training of the young, and are and what you are likely to become as
in their learning what is now and what men and women, unless you change your
will hereafter be requited of them. We ways. For, "Even a child is known by
all earnestly· desire that our children as his doings, whether his work be pure and
they grow to years of manhood and wo- whether it be right."
manhood, shall grow in every virtue and
If you are obedient when your parents
in every good way, and that they shall direct you, if you patiently receive their
also be useful, helpful and honorable, both instruction, if you are kind to your brothas children and young men and maidens. ers, sisters, and play-fellows, and if you
In the twentieth chapter of Proverbs are modest in behavior and courteous toand eleventh verse it is written, "Even a wards all, then you will be loved by everychild is known by his doings, whether his one who sees you, and you are likely to
work be pure and whether it be right." become just that kind of men and women,
From many passages of like nature your On the other hand, if you are selfish and
speaker selected this some years ago as a desire the best of everything, the largest
motto for "Zion's Hope," and believing apple, the prettiest toy, the best seat, no
that a great truth is contained in it, he matter how poor the remainder may be
now takes it for a text. As men and wo- for your playmates or others, then will
men are known by their daily conduct you be disliked and spoken ill of. For it
month after month and year after year, is known that you are not selfish only, but
so you, children and young folks, are known also that your hearts are getting wrong,
by ,yonr ways and pour words, as the text and if you continue in so doing you are
says. If you are kind and gentle to your likely to be hated instead of being loved
brothers, sisters and playmates, if you are and honored, and therr~by you are sure to
pleasant and obliging to them and your be miserable instead of happy. Youth is
parents and teachers, then they and others the time to learn how to start right and
form a good idea of what your disposi- how to do right, in order to avoid just as
tions are; or, if you are cross, unhappy, many mistakes and follies as possible.

I
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As a good foundation for all this you
need to have clean hearts and pure motives; for it is impossible to become really good men and women unless you have
in your youth purity of thought and purpose. And even these also fail unless
you obtain wisdom from God to guide
you in your words and ways. It is said
that only the pure in heart shall see God,
and that they only who have pure hearts
and clean bands shall ascend to Zion's hill.
And the book also says, "Happy is be
that findeth wisdom;
length of
days is in her right hand, and in her left
hand riches and honor.
Say unto wisdom, Thou art my sister, and unto
understanding, Thou art my kinswoman."
You do not realize now as you will by
and by that you. are making a daily record, as boys and girls, as young men and
young women, and one that is being read
daily by those around you; but so it is.
They see that you are shaping and moulding your lives for manhood and womanhood. This is what is meant by the saying, "The child is father to the man."
By what you say you are known as being
truthful or untruthful; by what you speak
as being pure or impure; by the acts you
perform as being honest or dishonest,
noble or mean.
Again, the Scriptures tell of the duties
of children to their parents. Paul wrote
to those in Colosse: "Children obey your
parents in all things, for this is well pleasing unto the Lord." To those in Ephesus
he wrote: "Children, obey your parents
in the Lord, for this is right. Honor thy
father and thy mother, which is the first
commandment with promise." By this
he referred to the fifth commandment,
which is: "Honor thy father and thy
mother, as the Lord thy God hath commanded thee, that thy days may be prolonged, and that it may go well with
thee in the land which the Lord thy God
giveth thee." In Proverbs it is written:
"My son, keep thy father's commandment,
and forsake not the law of thy mother;
bind them continually upon thy heart, and
tie them about thy neck. When thou goest they shall lead thee; when thou sleepest they shall keep thee, and when thou
wakest they shall talk with thee."
In the light of these instructions you
discover that you should be obedient to
them, always remembering that God has
made them to be your overseers and in-

structors, and that he will hold you to a
strict account for the way that you act towards them. You should neither be disobedient, stubborn nor wilful. Neither ought
you to fret or complain when they command you to do thus and so; for if you
pursue that way, it will not only destroy
the happiness of your parents and lessen
their joy in you, but it will also bring you
to ruin. The Bible well says, "A wise
son maketh a glad father, but a foolish
son is the heaviness of his mother." Therefore, when you have an obedient spirit,
that is, when you really love to be obedient, then are we glad, then do we rejoice
much; for we are made happy by your
obedience and love, by your kindness and
willingness, and we feel strong hopes that
you will have just as worthy dispositions
and characters all through your lives. If
that should be the case then we know that
you will be happy, because these are the
source of true happiness. And the Lord
will love you too, and by and by he will
cause you to share his glory. If you have
such a character then you will neither be
idle nor ignorant; for whoever loves to
be good, loves also to be wise, and to understand whatever is good and noble; and
such will love to be busv and useful with
all the powers of their ·beings. No one
can be truly happy who does not increase
in know ledge, and in that kind of knowledge which is the best and most valuable,
that which is for the use and benefit of
himself and others.
And right here I wish to say to those
who are old enough to understand it, that
you are in this life laying the fvundation
of character for eternity; that what you
choose now or shall choose, in the way of
learning and of associates, so you are
choosing for the eternity to come. Every
day will help to determine just what kind
of man or woman you are likely to be in
the great hereafter, unless possibly some
great trouble or some great good may
happen to change your life more suddenly.
Therefore you ought to recognize how
necessary it is that you learn right things
and good things, that you love good books,
and proper companions, such as are themselves in love with whatever is noble and
good, with whatever is clean and honest in
thought, speech and act. It is said that
a man is known by the company he keeps,
and so, too, are the boys and girls. It is
not enough that you read and study here
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in school about Christ, and Samuel, and
John, and Paul; but it is also necessary
that you learn what you have to do in o;.der to be favoreO. of the Lord as they
were. We do not study these things simply for the history they contain, but that
we may follow their example; not alone
to please God, but also that we may gain
eternal happiness for ourselves.
While travelling one day near Fort
Madison, Iowa, a gentleman who sometimes preached in the penitentiary there
told me that about two-thirds of the prisoners there bad never attended Sabbath
School or been instructed by their parents
as to God's word, or of the necessity of
living good lives. Hence they grew up as
thistles and thorns, being only an evil in
the world; hence the only proper place
for them is the penitentiary. Think of
that, and do not grow up in that way and
have to be shut up in prison. See the
chances that you have here, and improve
them under the wise guidance of your parents a1id teachers.
And do not have to be hired to study
your lessons or to do something that your
parents demand of you, as I have sometimes seen practiceO.. If you do, or if
your parents so bring you up, then you
will probably expect to have a price to do
your duty as men and women, or to receive some favor for it. Again, be honest
because it is right, not because it is the
"best policy." Do right because you love
right, not merely because you are afraid
that you will be found out if you do wrong.
And if you do lie or steal, or dare to be
dishonest, it is best that you be found out
early in life, so that you may be punished
and reformed, else you may go on in that
way to the bitter end. Yon must learn
that the only path of safety, the only way
of happiness is the way of truth, virtue
and honesty, not only in act but also in
thought and purpose. And the opposite
way is the one of danger, yes, the one of
shame, suffering and ruin, sooner or later.
Murderers, thieves, and other evil doers can
not really be happy anywhere; for sin is
like disease and death, being contrary to
all good and to all happiness. And remember that sin continued in will find
yon out in time; therefore the sooner you
learn to be obedient and to govern yourselves, the better it will be for yon, even
if it is sometimes hard to do this.
We are all learning, learning, learning,
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from childhood to old age. .About all
that we do is to learn, and if we heed the
lessons and profit by them, then to pass
through this schooling is the best thing
we can do. Therefore the earlier in life
that you learn good lessons, the easier it
will be for you, and the earlier you will
be prepared for whatever work the Lord
of life has for you to do; as was the case
with Samuel, the greatest judge of Israel,
who was called so early in life. And if
you do the work that God may require,
then you will be happier and have a
greater reward than emperors and kings
can give. On the other hand you see that
the prison is the place for the disobedient
and headstrong who do not or will not
learn the better wav.
And, parents, it 'is our highest duty in
life to faithfully see to the immortal souls
tbatareplacedinourcharge. For in the day
of judgment we will be called to a strict account for our way towards them, whether
we have neglected to train them at all, or
have dwarfed and ruined them by bad
training, or by our bad example while
teaching them better things.
I have
heard parents say when their children
annoyed them by teasing to go somewhere
for play or pleasure, "Get out of my sight;
I don't care where you go so you don't
bother me." And many times they have,
gone out of their sight no more to return,
gone to ruin and death, leaving the parent
to mourn over the hasty speech and lack
of government. Some seem to think that
having brought children into the world if
they only feed and clothe them their duty
is done. But daily the children's character for time and eternity is being made,
and their everlasting happiness, yes and
our own happiness, too, depends largely
upon our course towards them. Their
eternal joy, and ours also, is at stake in
the contest. I see this for myself and I
see it for others; and I know that we
should recognize early the growing intelligence, the opening of the immortal mind,
the dawning of the divine soul-that soul
which may, yes, which will become either
the companion of the angels and of God
himself, or of the condemned and banished; and all according to the growth,
whether good 9r bad, that we are parties
to as parents ann teachers. From almost
the first glance of the eye the child begins its education from its mother's look
and from her method of doing; and be-
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fore she realizes it, she finds a small but
strong will-power set up against her own,
one that she must subdue and direct in
the right way or quick advantage will be
taken, and the rightful and God-given
:authority is surrendered to the child. The
,, elders are said to have a great responsibility; but, in the sight of God, it may be
no more than that of the fathers, the
mothers, the teachers.
To the Ephesians Paul wrote: "Y e
fathers, provoke not your children to
wrath, but bring them up in the nurture
and admonition of the Lord." In giving
his commandments to Israel the I~ord
'said: "And thou shalt teach them diligently to thy children, and shalt talk of
them when thou sittest in thine house.
,
Teach them to thy sons, and to
thy sons' sons.
That it may go
well with thee, and with thy children
after thee forever."
Consecration to God also begins in infancy, the parents being commanded to
bring their children that God's servants
mav bless them in the name of the Lord.
Th~ Master said, "Of such is the kingdom of heaven," and their teaching and
guidance should be with this great fact in
view that we spoil not their eternity. In
section ninety of the Book of Covenants
several leading men were r~buked strongly for not training their children in the
path of light and truth, for not setting
their houses in order in these things; and
in section sixty-eight all parents are commanded to teach their children to pray
and to walk uprightly before the Lord,
and if they do not so teach and have
their children baptized after the age of
eight years, then shall the sin be upon the
heads of the parents, saith the Lord.
Read in Genesis 18: 18, what God said of
Abraham: "For I know him, that he will
command his children, and his household
after him; and they shall keep the way of
the Lord." Read also Prov. 29: 15: "The
rod and reproof give wisdom, but a
child left to himself bringeth his mother
to shame."
We find in Jeremiah 31: 15, the parable
wherein Rachel is said to be weeping for
her children and will not be comforted be,cause they are not. It is a pathetic figure,
that of a weeping mother, and one before
me has said that Rachel in this figure represents the Israel of God sorrowing over
the lost and the wandering, over the dis-

persed and the disinherited; that she in'
this is made as the heart ,of the nation.
And the Church of God is indeed, or
should be, the true Raehel, to whose
eharge all our ehildren are committed in
sam·ed trust. And as a church, as the
church, we should feel for every wrong
committed against them by parental neglect, by bad example, by unwise teaehing;
and we, as ministers and members of
God's family, should throw around them
every possible ;safeguard, and give them'
every aid and eneouragement that will inspire to virtue and honor.
Herod's cruelties are equalled in the
world, and children grow up as pestilential weeds, thousands of them do, and
they know nothing but sin and shame.
But the Church of Christ has better things,
greater light, greater knowledge, and she
knows the way of truth, and what will be
the result of both good and evil. Hence
how necessary that parents and others be
eonstant and untiring, at home and everywhere else, to show by word and deed t~e
true way of the Lord to their ehildren. I
appeal to you as to the true Raehel to
look well to this charge. Train the children to be honest, brave, self-reliant, obedient, and to be pure in thought and act.
Show your love for them by making them
your associates and pupils, so as to fill the
soil with good seed before the bad gets a
chanee to take root. And when you punish, do so to reform and eorrect, with reproof that will make them better, not
hard-hearted and bitter.
And there is yet a great work to be
done by the home ministry in this direction, by those in eharge of branehes and
districts, as priests, elders, and high priests,
who should feed the lambs of the flock as
well as the sheep; if God will inspire
them to do this, and I think that he will.
Those who have been blessed, and thereby consecrated, are more in the eharge of
the church than are others, and this
Raehel should not only weep over them
when it is neeessary but at all times should
work for them. By and by the church
will be set in order far more than it is
now, and then all these things will be
seen to, as God may provide.
Our boys are to become young men,
and as such are to take our places as laborers and watchmen for Zion; and we
love to see them begin their manhood in
purity, in nobility, and that their minds
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:should col).trol their senses and their
bodies.
So of our daughters, we wish
them to be free from every contaminating
·evil, and for them to love purity and
modesty better than life itself.
And to you, young men and women, I
will say that the whole church is deeply
and individually interested in your welfare. We rejoice to hear you well spoken of, and we mourn when anything is
said to your discredit, espectally if it be
true. You will never lack friends nor opportunities to rise, if you do well; for the
Lord watches over you with tender solicitude, if you do but realize it. Read and
study good books. Fit yourselves for important trusts from God and from men.
An old-time writer well said, "Get thy
·spindle and thy distaff ready, and God
will send thee :flax." So he will, and ere
long be will require the services of all
who will make themselves ready. Remember the saying of· our Lord, "Whatsoever a man soweth that shall he also
reap," and prepare yourselves to sow that
which is good and to reap bountifully.
And do not forget to ask the Lord daily
to direct yon, to give you wisdom and
judgment, discretion and patience, and to
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provide for you sncb spiritual instruction
as he may see is necessary to make you
useful and happy. As the spirit lives
when the body dies, so remember that
truth, justice, virtue, honor, and integrity
of life, never die; and that personally
they should be maintained by you under
all circumstances.
Finally, forget not that you are highly
favored in this day and on this land; yes,
far more than have been the children of
Latter Day Saints at any previous time
since the work was begu11 in 1830. And
the Lord will continue to favor you if
you will go on in humility and reverence,
if you will follow Christ in loving righteousness and hating iniquity more than
do others; and, by so doing, you will receive honor and glory even as ],e did.
Your studies are being blessed under the
faithful care of your superintendent and
teachers, and you shall increase, as the
Lord liveth, if you will but go forward.
"Take fast bold of instruction; let her
not go; keep her, for she is thy life . . . .
Keep thy heart with all diligence, for out
of it are the issues of life."-Prov. 4:
13, 23.
May God bless you all. Amen.
LAMONI, Iowa, June, 1887.

THE CHILD'S PRAYER.
Through all the gathering mists of age,
One scene and season lingers yet;
The first enstamped on memory's page,
The last I ever can forget;
'Twas when the orb of day declined
Beneath .the many-colored west,
I'd seek my mother's ki1ee and find
'Upon her bosom perfect rest.
And when the stars began to shine
From out the ether, blue and neep,
Repeat the prayer whose opening lines
Was, "Now I lay me down to sleep."
·0, childhood's hours, how calm, how bright;
How like a dream that passed away,
'That mother sank to sleep one night,
And woke in endless day.
Then manhood with its perils came,
Its high wrought hopes, its vague desires;
Ambition's fervid, quenchless :flame,
And passions' baleful furnace fires;
But oft the thought had power to sway,
Ere lying down at night to sleep,
"'If thus to sin how can I say,
'I pray the Lord my soul to keep.' "

Around us flit, on silent wings,
The viewless messengers of death.
Where health is now, an hour may bring
The burning brow and fevered breath.
Alas, how many sparkling eyes
That close to-night on scenes of mirth,
Before another morn shall rise
Shall look their last on things of earth;
I know ere morning dawns for me,
The silver cord of life may break.
0, Father, take me home to thee!
"If I should die before I wake."
For, "earth to earth," and "dust tQ dust,"
Must soon be chanted o'er our sod,
And for the rest we can but trust.
The ever living Father-God.
0, welcome faith! with what delight
We near the river deep and wide,
When friends we love with forms of light
Are waiting on the other side.
When life's low tide is ebbing fast,
[sake,
And sense and thought their throne forBe then my earnest prayer, my last,
"I pray the Lord my soul to take."-Sel.
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mHE American Revolution began in
l' New ~ngland, home of Otis, flame
of fire; of Stark and Putnam, veterans
of many fields; of Greene, a born soldier
perfected by study; of Arnold; of Allen,
the hero of Ticonderoga; of Prescott and
Warren, chiefs at Bunker Hill. War,
which was inevitable, had come, and it
had become necessary to choose a Commander in Chief. The choice might naturally have fallen upon one already engaged
in the fight, or else upon some one who
J

'VASHIXGTON.
had an education in military science superior to that of those so engaged or whose
experience . in battle was greater than
theirs; and too the ~;boice might reasonably have fallen upon a resident of that part
of the country that had begun the war, and
was involved in it. But without argument· and without opposition a.-man was
chosen who had been indulging in the
fashion, ease arid luxL1ry of plantation life
for fifteen years. He had been a member
of the House of Burgesses and was a delegate to the Continental Congress; yet he
had but little acquaintance with books,
and had never seen but two engagements,
one of which was fought by eighty three
men on both sides-and which has gone
into French history as assassination.
One man demurred to that choice, expressed his surprise, and !Jlainly said the choice
had fallen on one who bad not either the
knowledge or the experience necessary for
such service. That man was the one most
concerned, Washington himself.
The reason assigned for appointing

Washington was, that he was a Virginian ..
He could rally the southern hosts. TheNew Englanders, it would appear, could
be depended upon under any leader, and
the others required the additional incen7
tive of local pride.
The Southerners
were from the first Spartans by training,
from their birth.
Having a race of
Helots to keep in place, they were bred
to heroism. The mothers felt that their
security-life and all worth living for~de
pended upon the chivalrous qnalities they
could infuse into their sons. Like Spartan
mothers they thus, in a sense, dedicated
their sons to the state, the state in this
connection meaning society as constituted
in the South, with a negro population to
be kept in serviceable subjection through
the awe inspired by the bravery, urbanity,
dignity, chivalry and general efficiency of
the dominant race. This common necessity of the situation made the Southerners
a brotherhood, an exclusive corporation;
and the talismans of this brotherhood were
uncompromising loyalty to its sentiment,
unflinching bravery, fidelity, hospitality,
and unremitted attention to such sports
and exercises and so much of display, adornment, stateliness of bearing and courtliness
of speech as would grace the ruling
race. \Vashinton embodied all this in his
stature, his proportions, his acquisitions~
his equipments, and all his methods-a
Virginia gentleman. These qualities were
not without their effect on the northern
mind; and all humanity yield homage tothem. The nation needed a figure-head.
The jarring elements were harmonized, and
the long and necessary spells of inaction
and unavoidable, numerous and repeated
blunders, retreats and defeats, never disturbed the personal relationship that
bound the Commander to his associates in
arms. He gained some victories and they
gained more; but what could be expected
of straggling colonists in a contest with
the greatest power of the world?
If
their general had been bent on some .exploit, some great decisive action to speedily end the strife, they could have been
exterminated or captured and carried away.
The Fabian policy was all there was for
them, and it was well they had a Fabius
at the head of affairs. Their salvation
was in protracting the war until the sympathies of kinship in the mother country
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:and the interference of the old enemies of
England anjl enlightenm()nt should work
Dut their release.
The orators have not fully stated the
causes of the war.
England was the
mother country, and all that was best that
the colonies possessed they had received
from her. She had championed the cause
of civilization against the world, and at
vast cost and almost ruinous outlay, she
had protected her colonies from assaults
that would have brought the blight of the
dark ages. She asked to be reimbursed;
. but they would neither tax themselves nor
submit to impost laws, and turned against
her in her time of peril when waves of priestcraft, infidelity and despotism were dashing against her like the mad sea against
her island shores. By this league with
death and by the pleadings of Pitt deliverance came. The triumphs of Washington in civil life, and the establishment on
the Western Continent of a better than
England, made all the record glorious.
Providence works by bringing good out
·of evil, and calling those who champion
the right, to the double sacrifice of submis:sion to evil; or suffers it to be so now.
Making Washington one of a quartette
.of the world's great captains, and drawing parallels, we find Hannibal peerless for
strategic resources and in persevering endurance, Alexander for the magnitude of
his achievements, and Cresar for the versatility of his genius.
In early life Washington was swayed
by the ordinary impulses of pride and
ambition, and in aecepting, resigning or
refusing office his writings bristle with
the words honor, and character, and with
the capital pronoun; but in later years
his demeanor was sublimated by the
thought that he was aiding in carrying
out the beneficent purposes of deity. In
this light the readers of this paper will
regard him, knowing that this land has
· ever been under the covenanted care of
God.
After a hundred years bas passed, the
whole survey excites only exultation, and
makes criticism seem like sacrilege; and
the halo that surrounds the name of
Washington none would wish to dispel,
nor penetrate the haze of romance that surrounds it or the awe that enshrines it.
In profane records there is. no other name
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like it, and never can be in all time to
come. He was born at a time and into a
family circle and social circle that enabled
him while yet a stripling to become a pathfinder in the course of empire, with the
scene of his exploits at the very seat and
throne of wild romance, the Ohio valley;
and to aid much in determining the character of the fnture populations there, and
to shape their destinies, as he later did
for the whole nation.
His pre-eminence
is the result of good fortune that can not
be shared. There are no more such
worlds to conquer.
As a fitting celebration of the anniversry of his natal day the following poem
commemorative of his death is given. It
was sent to this magazine by Bro. J. H.
Lake and was recently copied by him
from an old number of the Ulster County
Gazette, published at Kingston, N. Y.,
January 4th, 1800. The author was a
young lady whose name was not given
J.'B.
DEATF( OF WASHINGTON.

What means that solemn dirge that strikes my ear;
What means those mournful sounds; why shines the
tear?
Why toll the bells-the awful knell of fate?
Ah! why those sighs that do my fancy sate?
Where'er I turn, the general gloom appears:
Those mourning badges fill my soul with fears.
Hark! yonder rueful noise! 'tis done; 'tis done;
The silent tomb invades our Washington ..
Must virtues so exalted yield their breath?
Must bright perfection find relief in death?
Must mortal greatness fall-a glorious name?
What then is riches, honor, and true fame?
The august chief, the father and the friend, ~
The generous patriot; let the muse commend.
Columbia's glory, and Mount Vernon's pride:
There lies enshrined with numbers at hiR side.
There let the 8igh respondent from the breast,
Heave in rich numbers;-let the glorious zest
Of tears refulgent beam with gratefnl love,
And sable mourning our affliction prove.
Weep, kindred mortal, weep;-no more you'll find
A man so just, so pure, so firm in mind.
Rejoicing angels. hail the heavenly sage;
Celestial spirits greet the wonder of the age.

[OF course our readers will understand that we
give this as a relic of the past century, feeling
sure that the young lady who wrote it would be
glad to have her name, as its author, concealed].
-ED.
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We are living in an era
Good men have called sublime,
Great conflicts now are crowding
In this wondrous age of time;
While harvest fields are waiting
And the laborers are few,
Who with willing feet will enter?
Whose hearts are strong and true?
Two ideas, Truth and Error,
Move the world's great heart to-day:
They stand in line of ba tle
Ready for the fearful fray;
Truth, clad in glorious armor,
Error, with dark wings unfurled,
And the dreadful war is waging
Within a listening world.
We are living in an era
'-'rhen the great immortal mind
Up to higher heights is struggling
Light and Liberty to find;
When the souls of men are restless,
And the na ions wait to see,
If some hand ot might will shat er
Their chains and set them free.
No time then to pause and falter
In this great progressive age!
What shall the church of Jesus
"Write for Him on life's fair page?
Bright the record of our brothers
In her misFion history,
For the coming of hiR kingdom
What shall woman's record be?
Where are we in this great conflict?
Do we live·in careless ease?
Is the heart all cold and selfish
In such wondrous times as these?
Records are being written
In this land and o'er tne sea,
Strange perchance, that e\·en woman
May decide what they shall be.
Mighty still, for good or evil,
As when, with longing eyes,
She ate the fruit in Eden
Thinking to be angel-wise.
Polished by the hand of Jesus
Her life is of great worth;
A corner-stone of beauty
In the nations of the earth.

Scatter seed for life eternal;
Blessed evermore are ye
Who sow beside all waters
Precious seeds of truth for me.
Ye have received so freely,
So beloved; freely give,
That the souls I have atoned for
May know my love and live..
Outstretched now His hands of mercy'"
To the ends of all the earth,
How the Cross its claim is pressing,
With its wond.rous weight of worth;.
Cross of Jesus! Thy sweet story
Will forever do its part,
To lift up the fallen nations,
And bind up the broken heart.
What need we care for titles,
Or for a wodd-wide name,
For ease or proud position,
Or fading wreaths of fame.
So that this brighter destiny
Our woman's heart may seek,
So that a glorious record
Of our lives, the angels keep.
'Tis said they are around us
Watching ~till above the world,
And beside us when we dream not"
Their shining wings are furled.
Keeping a solemn record,
Of every human soul,
Deeds, whether good or evil,
'Vritten on their heavenly scroll.
I.o! the fields are white to harvest,
"With the grain of priceless cost,
Ready for the willing reapers;
Shall the precious sheaves be losL
Or, shall our Father's children
Take up the toil and strife,
And reap the blessed harvest
Of everlasting life?
Oh glorious work for woman!
Precious work can women do,
"When in the strength of Jesus
She goes forth and is true.
He is calling to you, sisters,
He is calling unto me,
And the b<;Jok of life stands open,
What shall the record be?
Selected..
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LE.A VES FROM P .ALESTINE.
BY Sit. ABIGAIL Y. ALLEY.

WILL continue with my notes.

The

I next thing on the route to Jerusalem is·
a ruined church, sometimes called the
church of St.•Teremiah, on the supposition that Kerjath-Jearim was the same as
Anathoth where the prophet was born.
The church is massive, consisting of nave
and aisles, and at the east end three apses.
Traces of frescoes may still be seen on
the walls. There is a crypt under the
church. The church is in possession of
the Latins. The tomb of .Abou Gosch is
on the north of the church beside a small
mosque for Mahometans to pray at.
Descending from here, ii::t a quarter of
an hour we pass on the right an Arab coffee shop beside a spring named .Ain Dilb.
About here mav be seen several karoob
trees, which bear pods with a kind of bean
in them very sweet when ripe. 'l'he prodigal son would fain have filled his belly
with these husks, or pods (Luke 15: 16).
To the right of Ain Dilb is a high hill
with the village of Soba and a ruined castle on the top, not identified with any
Scriptural site. In three quarters of an
honr we reach the top of a hill where
there is another castle, called Kustal from
the name castle. From here iR a good
view, including N eby Samwil, or as the
name means, the buria1 place of the prophet Samuel, and is the ancient Mizpeh.
From Kustal a gradual descent of
half an hour brings us into the valley of
Kolonieh, by a zigzag road. To the right
is a beautiful little village called .Ain
Karim. It is situated in the midst of
olive, fig, and other trees, and has a population of one thousand, mostlv Christians.
Tradition makes it the birthplace of John
the Baptist; the argument being, that as
Zacharias his father was priest, he would
live near Jerusalem, and in Luke 1: 32
his residence is 'described as "in the hill
country in a city of Judah." Kolonieh is
about a quarter of an hour on.
It is a
pretty place, with orchards, gardens and
groves. This haR been considered by
many to be the Emmaus of St. Luke's
gospel; but so has Nicopolis, KirjathJearim and Kubeibeh, three miles west
of Mizpeh.
St. Luke says Emmaus was
threescore furlongs from Jerusalem (Luke
24:13), and Josephus. mentions a village

of the same name at the same distance
from Jerusalem. Kolonieh is as much
too near Jerusalem as Saris is too far.
From Kolonieh to Jerusalem is a journey
of one and a half hours-about four and
a half miles-and is nearly all the way up
hill. Near to the top the little village of
Lifta is seen in a deep valley on the left.
.As the wild, high table-lands in the
neighborhood are approached, one may
well reflect on the associations connected
with the road one is traveling. .Along it
the .Ark of God was borne in triumph to
Mount Zion. Somewhere along the route
Christ joined the two disciples on their
way to Emmaus. From age to age thousands of Israelites have gone up here to
the solemn feasts at Jerusalem; and in
after times these desolate regions have
echoed to the war-cry of the Crusaders.
.After reaching the top of the hill the
Mount of Olives will be seen on the eaRt,
and Scopus, the .northern range of Oiivet.
In a few minutes more a large building
on the ri.ght is passed. It is the Convent
of the Cross, which the Greeks say is
over the spot where the tree grew from
which the cross was made. To the left
is another large building, the German Orphanage. When the hill in front is reach
eel, we behold Jerusalem; we only see the
western wall and a few houses of the city
and a mass of buildings erected by the
Russians, principally for the benefit of
their pilgrims. From the hill-top is a
good view of the Mountains of Moab and
the mountains around Jerusalem. Descending toward the city, we have on our
left the Russian buildingR, with a hospital,
school, cathedral, and accommodations for
a thousand pi{grims. On the right, in
the valley, is a large reservoir, the upper
pool of Gihon, in Isaiah's time the upper
pool in the Fuller's Field; and then before
us is the Jaffa gate.
Jerusalem, associated as it is with the
grandest and most sacred events of history, it is difficult to feel that this little
town, around whose walls one may walk
in an hour, is the Holy City; and, indeed,
it is not, for the citv whose streets Jesus
trod was vastly lm:ger. Then Zion, a
large part of which is now a ploughed
field, was covered with palaces; and on
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every side, where now the husbandman
pursues his toil, were magnificent structures befitting a great capital. One is surprised to find how li1 tle remains of the
ancient city. The present walls were
built in the sixteenth century-only a few
courses in them belonged to the ancient
walls. Its buildings are all new, except
that here and there a foundation course
indicates the ancient period. The ancient
rock crops out in the temple area, at the
church of the Holy Sepulcher, and on the
brow of Mt. Zion. But the gorgeous city of
Solomon lies buried under the debris of sixteen sieges and captures. You must dig
·from thirtv to one hundred feet to find it.
.Jerusalem ·that was, is "on heaps," wasted
and without inhabitant.
Excavations
have shown that the foundations of the
ancient walls are in some places one hun·dred and thirty feet below the surface. In
digging for the foundations of new buildings, the workmen sometimes dig through
a series of buildings, one above another,
'Showing that one city has literally been
built upon another, and the present city
is standing on the accumulated ruins of
several preceding ones. All this throws
great doubt on many of the sacred places
of Jerusalem; the real localities lie buried
far beneath the surface of the present city.
But the natural features of the country
remain substantially unchanged.
The
mountains round about Jerusalem which
were of old her bulwarks, are still there.
Here are Olivet and the brook Kidron;
and the city still crowns Zion and Moriah.
Kings and prophets and holy men looked
on these scenes, and the feet of the Son
·of God trod these mountains. Somewhere
in the buried city under our feet he did
bear his cross; and these hills we tread,
trembled with the earthquake's power
when he expired.
Jerusalem stands on four hills once separated by deep valleys which are now
partially filled with the debris of successive destructions of the city. Zion, the
most celebrated of these, is on the' southwest, rising on its southern declivity three
hundred feet above the valley of Hinnom,
and on the south-east five hundred feet
above the Kidron. The Tyropceon sweeps
round its northern and eastern bases, separating it from Akra and Moriah. Zion was
the old citadel of the J ebusites, and was the
City of David. Mount Moriah is on the
'South-east, separated from Zion by the

, Tyropceon and from Olivet by the deep
gorge of the Kidron. This is much lower than Zion. It was the site of the ancient temple, and is now crowned by the
Mosque of Omar. On the north-east is
Mount B~zetha, a hill higher than Moriah,
which was enclosed within the walls after
the time of Christ, by Herod Agrippa.
Mount Akra, the highest part of the city,
is on the north-west. It is.separated from
Zion by the Tyropceon, and from Bezetha
by a broad valley running northward into
the Tyropceon as it sweeps around the foot
of Zion southward. It will be seen therC'fore that the city slopes down from the
north-west to the south-east; and standing
on the north-west angle of the wall you
are at the highest point, and see Moriah
far below on the south-east,with the Tyropceon on the west of it, running down be-·
tween it and Zion to the junction of the
Kidron with Hinnom. The wall of the
city is irregular, and conformed to the hills
over which it passes, but substantially
"the city lieth foursquare."
A walk around the outside of the walls
commands a view of the exterior objects
of interest, among which are many new
buildings. One is a hospital built by
Baron Rothschild for the Jews. He gave
much money to the poor Jews, also to
poor people of all kinds. Last year he
and his wife came, and the money left for
the poor of Jerusalem is in the hands of
Mr. Bacher, superintendent of the Alliance School there. The building goes on
slowly, as the rain was not plentiful
enough laRt winter to enable them to use it
for building houses. The Baron has decided to purchase a large lot of land west
of the temple grounds, which will include the wailing place of the Jews. The
only difficulty seems to be that this land
is covered with buildings and is called
wak(!f in Arabic, that is, holy ground,
which can never be sold. But the Baron
has made the following proposition. He
will purchase a lot eithm; outside or within the walls of the city, upon which he
will erect suitable buildings and make an
exchange for this lot which he desires
to obtain. He thinks he will be able to
obtain it in that way, and through that
winning backsheesh,· or a present of money as it means. If backsheesh wins the
day in this struggle between Jew and
Turk, the Baron will build upon this lot
two beautiful streets, with new houses
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and gardens and decorations like the
streets of Paris. The houses will be for
the use of the poor, never to be sold.
One very noticeable feature around
Jerusalem is that the vacant lots of land
which have lain common, probably for
.centuries, are being walled in with substantial stone, and cared for as though they
were of some importance to the owners.
The Jaffa gate at .Jerusalem has a little
gate in the gate called in Arabic Klwldnt,
·or Needle's Eye, explaining what is said
in Mark 10: 23: "Jesus looked around
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about and said to his disciples, How hardly shall they that have riches enter into
the kingdom." And verse 25: "It is easier
for a camel to go through the eye of a
needle." (The meaning is, through the
hole, or needle's eye in the gate.) "than
for a rich man to enter into the kingdom
of God." Our heavenly Father is a just
judge, and he will make all things plain
as fast as we are able to understand them.
We must not be too eager to overcrowd
the mind, but strive earnestly for the best
gifts.
J A]']'A, Palestine, Oct. 9th, 1888.

WITH THE CHURCH IN AN EARLY DAY.
BY "FRANCES."

'ZJT the close of Elder Browning's sermon it was announced that, as several had requested baptism the ordinance
would be administered at two o'clock in
the afternoon.
The congregation was
dismissed with a benediction; and, as many
~f the congregation lived at a distance,
they had brought lunch, and now separat€d into groups, discussing the sermon
while enjoying needed refreshment.
Among these was Margery, with her parents and the younger children. They
had spread their repast beneath the shade
of a drooping elm tree standing close by
the river and jnst where a graceful sweep
of the stream curved the waters toward
them and, after forming a crescent, moved
on again, in a straighter line past the place
~f meeting, until the bushes and trees hid
it from sight.
Margery was thoughtful and pre-occupied; but her father and mother manifested more of a disposition to talk of the
"new religion," as it was termed, than
they had ever before done.
"That man believes every word he says,"
remarked Mr. Boyd, "and I take it he
knows the Bible by heart."
"Do you know, father," answered Mrs.
Boyd, "that I am almost persuaded that
they are right. How would he dare hold
~ut such a promise to the people if he is
trying to deceive them?"
"I have thought of that, mother, and I
must confess there is one thing that troubles me. You know my experience has
never been so clear and satisfying to me

f .1

3

as I would like. If this is the gospel of
Christ, then it is very different from the
gospel ·we received. When we were convicted of sin we were invited to the
mourner's bench and the prayers of the
church asked for us; but the first question
asked by the eulmch was: 'See; hei·e is
water; what doth hinder me to be baptized?'
Philip answered immediately: 'If thou
believest with all thy heart, thou mayest.'
And the eunuch answered and said,
'I believe Jesus Christ is the Son of God'"
"It seems to me, father," said Margery,
speaking for the first time, "that if Philip
had been preaching when I was alarmed
about the salvation of my soul, he would
not have repeated so many times, 'Believe
on the Lord Jesus;' for as soon as the
eunuch confessed his belief he baptized
him. I am still on probation. I do not
think that I can satisfy my own heart
when the question is asked me whether
I have experienced a change. Surely,
father, if one is the gospel plan of salvation, the other can not be.''
"It begins to look that way, Margery,
I confess; but it is not well to be hasty.
When we see our minister he may be able
to make this all plain.''
"He can not alter the word of God,
father; and Peter told the people to repent
and be baptized and they should receive
the Holy Ghost. It seems to me that
there must be something very positive
and tangible about this promise and its
fulfillment; for if its witness is greater
than the witness of men (and the apostles
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were but men), then how important that
we have such evidence as will make us
perfectly sure."
"I think Margery is right," said Mrs.
Boyd; for if to know God and his Son is
life e-ternal, and we can not know that
Jesus is the Lord without the Holy Ghost,
how necessary then that we are certain
we have received it!"
"Father, said Margery, a sudden light
flashing into her dark-blue eyes that shed
a radiance over her whole face, like the
eunuch I believe with my whole heart
that Jesus Christ is the Son of God. May
I be baptized to day? For a moment the
color came and 'vent in Mr. Boyd's face,
and he looked steadily away fi·om Margery, not daring to trust his voice for
a reply.
Not observing his agitation,
she went on. "I never ];lave believed
that my hf)art was changed, and if we
must be able to say that we know Jesus
is the Son of God before we are saved,
how then can I ever be saved; for I do
not know it? Only last Sunday I read
the account of his resurrection as recorded by St. Mark, and doubts arose in
my mind whether indeed he ever was
resurrected. Do not blame me, father,
for you remember his disciples did not
believe the women who saw the angels at
the tomb, neither did they believe the two
to whom Christ first showed himself; but
when they savv him they hailed him with
joy. Jesus told them that they should
see him, and he showed himself to them;
but he also told the Jews that any man
who would do his Father's will should
know of the doctrine.
Until I heard the
sermon this morning I thought I ought to
be convinced of many things before I was
baptized; but Philip asked but one question of the eunuch, and that question I
can answer as firmly and positively as he
answered it. I believe, but my soul craves
this knowledge promised by Jesus-this
witness of God which is greater than the
witneRs of man. I must obey; there is
something to be done before I can claim
it. Have I your consent to obey the gospel of Christ by following him into the
waters of baptism?"
"Upon one condition, my daughter, I
will give my consent, and upon that only."
"What is that, "father?"
"That if you do not receive this knowledge which shall satisfy your soul, you
will confess the mistake you have made,

that others may know there is no truth in
what they promise."
"I give you my promise that I will,
father; but what if I do not find it here?
You confess that you do not feel sure of
your conversion, though all who know you
fully believe you a Christian. I know that
I am not sure of mine, and yet the promise of Jesus was that we should know.
0, father, ought we not to pray God
most earnestly that this word may be confirmed? No people on earth offer such
terms to sinners as these people."
"They may be offering more than they
are authorized to offer. I think if I could
see the signs following the believer, the
same signs which St . .Mark speaks of, I
would then believe."
'•But, father, these signs followed belief, and were for the believer-not the
unconverted. They were for confirming
the believer in the faith, not for creating
faith in •he sinner; and you remember
the parable in which Lazarus tells the
rich man: 'If they believe not Moses and
the prophets, neither will they believe
though one rose from the dead.' Christ
was the prophet whom God raised up, like
unto Moses; and I believe he will fulfill
every promise he has made.
Something
assures me that I shall not have any confession to make. There seems to be a power
urgi11g me to obey. Believe me, when I
came here this morning I had no more
thought of being baptized to clay than I
had that I should be buried; but when
the question of the eunuch sounded in my
ears; it was repeated by a voice, seemingly ac1c1ressec1 directly to me: 'See; here is
water; what cloth hinder?' and the answer
I made was, in the words of Mary, 'Behold
the handmaiden of the Lord!' I will go
now and see Marv, for I shall need to
make some prepar~tion. I shall not need
any help," she said, in answer to an inquiring look from her mother, "for Mary will
assist me."
.Margery turned toward the path leading
by a near way to Mr. Clark's house; and
finding Mary alone, she was soon sobbing
out her joy in her arms.
"What will Daniel say when he hears
of this?" was Mary's first thought; but
she wisely refrained from uttering it, and
busied herself in assisting Margery to
make the necessary changes in her clothing. There was no time to lose, as the
people were already gathering at the
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water; and soon Margery, leaning on
Mary's arm, found herself standing m
their midst.
Up to this moment the thought of Daniel's
possible surprise and pleasure had not
entered Margerey's mind; but glancing
timidlv toward the water she saw him
standii1g, with Mr. Browning, close to its
edge, and some little distance apart from
the rest. Just as her eye discerned him
he was in the act of starting to join the
main body of the people; and as he drew
near their eyes met.
For a moment a
shade of doubt seemed to hover on his
face; but it was followed immediately by
a look of gladness and peace, mingled
with a tenderness so plainly viRible to the
eyes quickly withdrawn from his, that in
spite of every effort the heart of Margery
throbbed until she trembled lest its beatings should be heard. This was but for
a moment, however, for the solemn
thought of the covenant she was about to
make with her Creator-the act of obedience she was soon to render to his lawbanished every thought of an earthly nature from }ler mind. Swiftly back through
the centuries her thoughts sped and she
pictured to her mind the scene on the
banks of the Jordan, when pausing in the
midst of his labor the prophet, looking
toward the shore, beheld there Jesus for
whose coming he had so long watched
and waited; and seeing him, stretched
forth his hand exclaiming, "Behold the
Lamb of God who taketh away the sin of
the world!" Her revery was broken by
the clear tones of Mr. Browning's voic"e
as he called the attention of the company,
and then gave out the hymn commencing:
Salem's bright King. Jesus, by name,
In ancient tinw8 to Jordan came,
All righteousness to fill;
'Twas ther, the ancient prophet stood,
·whose name was John, a man of God,
To do his Master's will.
Clear and sweet the music of many voices
floated out on the gentle breeze,
while the rustling leaves and the waves
rippling against the mossy banks, kept
time to the melody. There was a mellow
haze in the atmosphere, and just that
indescribable tinge of sadness which nature
always mingles in the colors of earth and
sky when the first breath of Autumn stirs
in the air. When the hymn had been
sung, with bared heads the congregation
knelt in prayer. Not many dry eyes were
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there as Elder Browning, in simple but
eloquent language, implored the blessing
of God and the attendant influence of the
Holy Spirit upon the exercises of the hour;
asking for those who were about to be
buried with Christ in baptism, that they
might indeed arise to walk with him in
newness of life, being henceforth led by
that other Comforter promised by Jesus,
who should guide them into all truth; that
they might be his witnesses in the world,
living and truthful, fully prepared to testify unto all men, even as Job testified,
"I know that my redeemer liveth." When
the prayer was ended, Elder Browning,
after having first carefully waded out into
the stream until he reached a place of sufficient depth, returned, and t-aking Mary
by the hand, led her out into the water.
Standing there. with his hand uplifted to
heaven, he repeated: "Mary, having received authority from the I__,ord .T esus
Christ, I baptize you, in the name of the
Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy
Ghost; Amen." Then, placing his hand
beneath her head he buried her in the
yielding waters, which for a moment
close<l over her-fit emblem of Christ's
death. Then raising her up and wiping
the crystal drops from her face, he led her
to the shore. Others followed in rapid
succession, until some twentv had been
baptized; then he dismissed" them with
the benediction.
An appointment had been announced
for a social meeting at three o'clock,.
and, after a short intermission during
which those who had been baptized improved the time by changing their wet
garments for dry ones, they again assembled in the grove. Margery had joined
her parents again, but when those who
had been baptized were called forward
to be confirmed, she took her place with
the others in front of the stand. Her
face was slightly pale, and her dark brown
hair hung i11 damp curls about her temples.
Her eyes were fixed upon the
ground; but her heart ascended in silent
prayer to God, asking in Jesus' name that
if what she had clone was accepted of him,
he would by the power of his Spirit manifest that acceptance unto her, that she
might know by the revelation of his Holy
Spirit that Jesus was his Son and that his
gospel is the power of God unto salvation.
Nor did she offer the prayer only for herself, but prayed earnestly that each one
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who had that day been obedient to the
command of the Father might receive the
witness for himself or herself. When
Mr. Clark and Elder Browning advanced
and laid their hands upon her head an
indescribable feeling of peace enwrapped
her; and when, after a short prayer of supplication for blessings to rest upon her,
they added: "Receive ye the Holy Ghost,
~hat it may abide with you and guide you
1nto all truth," the tears coursed down
her cheeks, and her frame was shaken as
a bending flower in the evening breeze.
"Lord; it is enough," was the voiceless
response of her heart.
'fhe ceremony of confirming the new
members being ended, after Mr. Clark
with others had offered prayer and borne
their testimony, Margery arose. She was
pale but calm; and after relating briefly
the conflict she had endured in her own
mind and the conclusion to which she had
finally come, leading her to obedience,
she testified to the witnessing power of
the Holy Spirit, and said: "I can now say
with Job, 'l know that my Redeemer liveth;' then sudcenly a spell fell upon the
entire audience, for, raising her hand
slowly, she turned toward where her father and mother were sitting, and adddressed them in an unknown language for a
brief space of time. Then quietly seating
herself, she bowed her head upon her
hands and seemed lost in prayer.
Margery Boyd was well known in the
neighborhood, for she had been raised
there, and was highly esteemed by all who
knew her. Possessing an untarnished
character and an enviable reputation for
integrity and veracity, it was not wonderful that this circumstance should cause a
thrill to pass through the heart of the
most careless; and when a child, a girl of
some ten summers, the daughter of a man
who had also been baptized, arose, and
turning to Mr. Boyd, gave the interpretation of the tongue, every heart was held
in suspense, and every eye fixed upon him.
He was reminded of what he had said to
Margery concerning the signs following
the believer, and warned to lay aside his

evil heart of unbelief and obey the gospel,
that God might have mercy upon his unbelief. Thoughts which had entered his
heart, but which were known only to God
and himself, were revealed, and every
refuge behind which he had thought to
shelter himself was swept away. He sat
pale and motionless, like one summoned
to answer at the bar of justice for an offense which he had thought known unto
none living.
To others the gift of prophecy was given; and to such an extent was the Spirit
poured out that the most doubting were
constrained to admit, "We never saw it
on this wise before."
It was late when the meeting broke up,
and many who that morning had met
with Elder Browning a stranger, parted
from him in the evening as we part with
those we love and can never forget.
Among the number were Mr. and Mrs.
Boyd; and they would fain have had him
tarry with them, but his business at Kirtland was urgent and he could not remain.
Again Daniel and Margery found themselves alone, riding toward home through
the shady wood where the low sinking
sun fell occasionally across their path, and
the squirrels held up their paws and chatted from between them as if they would
remind them that they ought to hasten.
Hasten they did not, for what to them
was any earthly consideration now in the
first hours of their avowed love of each
other and adoption into the kingdom of
God! Heart spoke to heart, and all their
garnered fullne~s was lavishly poured out.
It is not our intention to intrude upon
this first hour of heart's unhindered communion with heart; for it is an hour in
which no guest is bidden, nor any made
welcome; they are all-sufficient unto themselves, and envy the happiness of none
upon earth. Suffice it therefore for us,
kind reader, that before Daniel parted
with :Margery that night, he had obtained
her father's consent to their union at an
early day; but the fulness of their cup of
earthly joy did not cause them to forget
their zeal and gratitude.

THE hardest useful labor is less exhausting, in the long run, than exciting pleasures, as most
of their devotees in middle life confess. Virtue consists in making desire subordinate to duty,
passion to principle. The pillars of character are moderation, temperance, chastity, self-control:
its method is self-denial.
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SAINT

VALENTINE'S

DAY.

(See Frontispiece.)

The moon o'er the distant hill
Like a bride for her lover
The church roof gleams in her
By the cottage half hid in

comes up
arrayed;
misty light,
the shade.

What cares the wild bird who trills his notes,
Though the snow flakes flutter by,
He has left his mate in her sheltered nest,
While he sings the storm to defy.
Close by the wall in the pine tree's shade,
He shelters his bride to night.
Let the storm come down, hrs heart is gay,
Though the earth be robed in white.
He sings to the patron saint of loveImmortal, unchanging, divine ;
To the day enshrined in youthful hearts,
Sacred to Saint Valentine.

As WE sit down to-day, pen in hand, to prepare
this department of our magazine, first for the
compositor and then for the press, the thought
comes to us of how soon it will be flying abroad
upon the wings of steam, hastening with a speed
unslacking and unwearied, east, west, north and
south, beyond the Atlantic, across the mighty
Pacific to the many thousands watching for its
coming with eager impatience. If ever we
longed for the power to indite words which
would be able to move the hearts of our brethren and sisters that time is now; for we feel
that one great mistake of the past is about to be
rectified-one grave wrong inflicted upon the
Church of God for, lo! these many years, about
to be righted-and we would call upon all those
who love the Lord to rejoice with us beeause
the Lord is surely remembering Zion, and the
set time to favor her has corne.
When God made choice of a people tn be the
repositories of his knowledge, of the oracles of
the one living and true God, to them he gave
commandment strict and binding in regard to
the training of their children in his law and
his statutes. The Rev. Dr. Trumbull, in a very

learned and exhaustive treatise upon the subject of Sunday Schools, brings forward a substantial array of creditable Jewish witnesses to
establish the fact that the synagogue was erected
for the purpose of carrying out this command
of the Lord, and that it was in these buildings
the Jewish children were instructed in the law.
Let us, as Latter Day Israel, stop just here and
consider the grave mistake we have made. Admitting the fact that God has testified to us the
truth of the gospel of Christ as restored by the
angel to Joseph Smith, does it not become our
duty to train our children in this belief until
such time as it shall please God to give them a
knowledge for themselves? Was ancient Israel
surrounded by any greater unbelief than modern Israel is? If the creeds of all the churches
upon the earth are an abomination in God's
sight (and he has said they are), does it not become necessary then that we save our children
from learning to love and reverence that which
is not acceptable to God? Now mark just
where the great injustice to them comes in.
Education broadens and enlightens the mind,
moulds the character and carries with it the
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subtle power of innate refinement, which is always attractive and winning to the young because-like light, sunshine and pure air-it is
beautiful and health inspiring. Our children
have breadth and depth of intellect, and we,
sympathizing with their natural ambition and
love of knowledge, not having schools of our
own, send them to other schools to be instructed just at that period of life when they should
be sent where the influence of the church was
paramount to all other influences, and where
education, refinement and scholarship should
be held secondary when brought into compari13on with the broadening height, length, depth
and breadth of the restored gospel of the Son of
God. It is high time, indeed, that the church
a woke to her responsibility in this matter; that
she realize the value of her "two leaved gates"
which have been thrown open to the enemy;
that she count up the noble sons and daughters
lost to her forever because she did not realize
the strength of her Gibraltar in which she
should have sheltered them. Is it because our
faith is faulty, because we are entrenched in
ignorance, that our sons and daughters turn
back to "broken cisterns which can hold no
water?" If it be, then in heaven's name let us
abandon it at once and forever; but if it be not,
then let us make all the powers of heaven and
earth subservient to its grandeur, and teach our
little ones that not only do we not fear, but
that we challenge investigation, and stand
ready to give a reason for the hope which is
within us.
On page 219 of Sunday School Con1pendium
it will be seen that the early Christians established schools everywhere for the instruction of
their children ; and as early as 1840 a charter
was obtained from the state of Illinois for the
establisment of a school at Nauvo.). Troubles
arising at that time, the school was not established, bnt the fact of its being provided for,
shows that which was in the minds of those in
authority at that time.
The strict observance of just this one point
provided for in the law and economy of God,
has made the Catholic Church the power in the
world which it is to-day. The neglect of just this
one point; for which God has made provision
in his law, has lost to the cause of Christ and
his truth a mighty army of soldiers as brave
and intelligent as were ever disciplined for war
under the blood-stained banner of King
Emanuel. And now that the time for action
has come, let the Saints of God awake, and let
·every shoulder be put to the wheel, and come
up to the aid of this grand movement with one
heart and mind; and before the close of the

year 1889, let the school be an accomplished
fact.
Babylon, at the time of the captivity, was the
capital city of the greatest kingdom on earth,
and Nebuchadnezzar was the grandest monarch
of the age. As a builder he has never been equaled, and as a conqueror he has had few peers. It
was from a school in which the knowledge of
God was taught, that there came the captive
youths who, despising all the blandishments of
royalty, all the pomp and display of this heathen
king, dared fearlessly to refuse obedience to his
royal behest, and to tell him that even if God
did not deliver them they had no concern in
answering him, for they would not bow down
to his idols. Oh, for that influence to be felt in
Zion, and to go forth into all her stakes and
borders, when it shan be held a shame for
Saints who testify to a knowledge of the truth
of this latter day work, to so train their
children that they know more of the vain
amusements of the world than they do of the
gospel of the Son of God! If to prefer a knowledge of the true God, and to place the desire
of walking in his ways above all earthly considerations, be esteemed exclusiveness and
bigotry, then let us bear the name, and teach
our children that the knowledge of God is
above all price and the friendship of the world
is not a straw in the balance. To this teaching
1
let us add the fact that God is the author of all
human intelligence, and those who love him
need not fear to study his work in nature; for
true science is at all times the handmaid of religion, and God being the author of religion as of
nature, his children have nothing to fear.
In this work the young are just as deeply interested as the old or middle aged, but it is to
the heart of parents that the question comes:
Will you help to establish a school in which
your children, while being taught the elements
of a thorough and comprehensive education, may
also be surrounded by those who know of, and
respect their religion, and where they may feel
that they are not ostracised because they are
Saints or the children of Saints, and where they
may come in contact with the best disciplined
minds of the age and yet discover that such
minds esteem the crowning glory of that to
which they have attained to be the knowledge
which they possess of the truth of this latter
day work 'I By the wisdom of man God will
never be found, but has he not commanded those
who have found him, to obtain knowledge from
all good books?
A request was made that the Articles of Incorporation be published in AuTUMN LEAvEs, but
the committee informed us that it would not be
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necessary, as our readers could be referred to
the "Herald,,; where they have already appear, ed. We trust that every lover of Zion will make
an effort to help in carrying out this enterprise.
All money invested should be perfectly safe,
and pay at least a fair per cent for its use. Can
those who have money to invest do better than
to put it at interest for a cause like this?
One word to the friends of AuTUMN LEAVES
before we closP. Have you sent in your name
for the volume of 1889? If you have done this
we thank you, and yet there is an additional
work you can do for us; and if done by each
one of you, how great would be the encouragement bestowed! Obtain for us just one name,
if no more, in addition to your own, and it may
be that by so doing you will have sown the
seed in good ground, and receive your reward
when the Master of the harvest appears.
AN AUTUMN LEAF.
BY THE SPIRIT.
This last dispensation of times
Is given the Israel of God,
To visit all countries and climes,
Proclaiming the gospel abroad;
And they that beieve and repent,
Baptized for remission of sin,
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To such is the Comforter sent,
Confirming their spirits within;
.Inspiring many to know
That Jesus is living again;
To visions and blessings bestow,
Thus cheering thechildren of men;
With prophecy, tongues-as of old,
Interpreting also the same;
And miracles great to behold,
Are done in his glorious name.
The power long promised is near
When devils will tremble and flee;
The deaf in the kingdom shall hear,
The blind from obscurity see;
Enabling the halt and the lame,
The weak and the weary to run;
All done in the glorified name
Of Jesus, the Christ, and the Son.
WE are indebted to Bro. Ralph G. Smith for the
above. It, was given through the gifts of tongues
and interpretation, at a social meeting of the
branch in Pittsburg. There is an influence of
God's Spirit making itself felt and heard
throughout the church, and Saints are listening
to and obeying the call. There is a higher
plane to be attained, and the blessing awaits
those who reach for it.

DEBT OF HONOR.

PART I.

A CRUMB TO A MOUSE.

was the wet forenoon of a January
I Tday,
just two years ago, when the usual
gang of idlers that hang about the ferry
wharves were delighted at having the
monotony of gazing out from under the
.dripping awnings broken by the singular
movements of a couple of policemen.
'One of these well-fed guardians of the peace
was on his knees beside a hole broken
through the flooring of a neigboring il.ock,
and engaged in angrily issuing evidently
disregarded commands to some fugitive
concealed beneath, while his fellow with
€qual profanity and perspiration, endeavored to pry up a loose board further
.along, for the purpose of also gaining ac·Cess to the offender.
"What's up? What's the matter?"
.asked the bystanders crowding up, while

the passengers got off the just-landed
ferry boat stopped to look on.
The policemen, however, ignored the
inquiries leveled at them with all the
haughtiness peculiar to the municipal official of the period. But when a bustling
citizen, who was evidently a m8rchant and
taxpayer, paused and said brusquely,
"Hello, here, Mike! What are you after,
Pat?" One of the blue-and-brass luminaries looked up and growled:
"Nothing but a wharf-rat, zur."
"Then why didn't you send in a dog if
it's a rat?" resumed the merchant, innocently. But the contemptous criticism of
his ignorance about to be made by the officer was interrupted just then by the
cries of the rodent in question, which appeared at the first mentioned aperture in
consequence of a vigorous clubbing administered by one of the policemen, who had
finally succeeded in removing the plank.
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The captive thus secured was an indiscribably diminutive and preposterously
dirty urchin with the blackest eyes and
reddest head imaginable. As the policeman dragged him into the daylight by his
threadbare collar, and perched him, trembling and whimpering, on a bale near at
hand, a shout of appreciative gratification
went up from the bystanders. Nothing
tickles the risibles of your ordinary street
crowd so much as a little genuine pain
and suffering exhibited gratis.
Looking at the spectacle in this popular and kindly fashion there was indeed
much cause for merriment. Nothing
sadder or more pitiful could be imagined
than that little hunger-pinched bare-footed, ragged figure, with its untimely aged
and withered face, white with despair at
the consummation of the one terrible
dread of its owner's brief life-he had been
"took up."
"What's he done?" asked a severelooking man, eagerly. Not been fighting
dogs, eh?"
"The bye, is't," responded one of the
blue coated magnates, leisurely putting up
his club. "0h, he's only one of those
wharf rats that lives beneath the wharves
here, and stales from the projoose schooners o'nights." We be runnnin' thim all in
now for vagrancy and ondacent exposure,
by raison ov thim go in' in schwimin, ivery
foive minutes widout their clothes. It's
afther this devil we've been for a wake or
more. It's no use thryin' to catch wan o'
thim felleys in the wather. They schwim
loike a fish, begorra, thim does, and
they've more holes to schlip into than the
eels themselves, so they have."
"Ah!" said the severe"looking man, who
was an officer of the S. P. C's., I was in
hopes it was a case for me," and he walked off much disappointed.
The wharf rat ceased his low terrified
sniveling long enough to put in a plea
that he was not a vagrant, but sold papers;
that he only slept underneath the wharf
because it didn't cost anything; that he
didn't know it was any. harm to go in
swimming, and other excuses common to
great criminals.
One of the officers strolled off to look
up an express wagon to convey their captive to headquarters. This he did partly
because he would involve a loss of dignity
to convey so insignificant a prisoner
through the streets, and partly because he

had. a friend in the express office who was
always good for a "divvy" on these little
jobs. The other guardian majestically
reposed after his exertions on a hawser
post, after impressing upon the child that
an immediate cessation of his blubbering
would obviate the necesss1ty of having his
head caved in bv a club.
Meanwhile se~eral other passengers to
and from the ferry loitered to gaze at the
strong hand of the law in full operation
and to ask the prisoner's offense. One of
these was a sleek and benevolent minister
of an up-town church, but as he was hurrying horne to write a pathetic sermon on
the text of the good Samaritan he had no
time to waste~ upon latter day Phillistines and so he passed by on the other
side.
•
Another was a great mining capitalist
but it always made him angry to look at
people that were poor and dirty and vulgar. He had been poor and dirty and vulgar himself once, and he now regarded all
such attributes as direct personal reflections, so to speak. So he stepped frowningly into the fine carriage that was in
waiting and rattled off.
The next citizen who stopped to look
on was a politicnl economist, who spoke
three times a week on suffering Ireland
and ameliorating the condition of the
working masses. His soul sickened at
the injustice of society, he used to say,
and pausing long enough to make a shirtcuff-note on the fearful increase of crime
among children, he, too, went off shaking
his head.
And then another millionaire chanced
by. One of those continually haunted by
a fear of being themselves left in poverty
and want some day, despite their present
wealth. And so this one clutched his
purse tighter than ever, and. gave way to
a couple of giggling women, who were
the next comers.
Does not some writer say that sweet
charity and holy piety dwell always in
woman's gentle breast? But these were
San Francisco women of the period, and
so they tittered with one breath: "What
a horrible little brat!" and then minced on
toward the matinee.
Meanwhile the brisk merchant first
mentioned, walked rapidly up Market
street, like a man every moment of whose
time meant coin. But when he had proceeded about three squares, his pace, for
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some reason, seemed to grow slower and of the child, who by this time had been
slower, and from time to time he jerked pitched upon the seat of the wagon, which
his head impatiently and said "Pshaw!" was about ready to start.
indignantly to himself, as though he was
"Snub," replied the young hoodlum,.
engaged in combating some unwelcome eyeing his interrogator a moment in a
mental impulse that persisted in present- sort of despairing stupor. The house of
correction for six months, which be knew
ing itself to his consideration.
The fact was, this brusque, imperative was the fate that awaitE>d him, was more,
man of trade was troubled with a most much more, to his kind than the mere
uncommon and annoying affection of the disgrace and punishment. It meant in
heart, called humanity.
It was so un- addition just what bankruptcy and ruin
natural and singular a disease for a grown does to the business man. Long before·
man to possess nowadays, that the mer- his releasE' the particular street corner Oil!
chant was very properly ashamed of it; which he sold his papers, and the sole and
not only that, but it seemed this was an equitable right to occupy which he bad
hereditary affection that persevered in defended from his fellow merchants at
making itself felt, and impelling its pos- the expense of many a gamely fought batsessor to do all sorts of inconsistent things tle and bloody nose, would be gone forin the most absurd manner possible. ever.
Left to himself the merchant was wealthy,
"Snub what?" said the merchant.
respectable, a man of influence, and a
"Walker, or suthin' like that," replied
church member. In fact, he possessed all the grimy midget, after a moment of
the necessary qualifications for being sel- attempted recollection. "The boys call
fish, uncharitable, self-centered and inhu- me only •Snub,' that's all."
man, and it irritated him to the last de"Why?"
gree. .Just when he was about, for inHe shook his head in answer, although
stance, to imitate his wealthy neighbors the shape of his infinitesimal nose supand evade subscribing to some charity or plied the necessary information.
perpetrating any other kind action, to
"Where's your mother?"
have this little inborn imp of humanity
"Gone dead."
actually torinent him into doing the very
"When?"
thing his worldly training taught. him
"Dunno-long time-'fore clad run
most to avoid.
away.
He had noticed, too, that this disease"Away where?"
though it is not an epidemie, the reader
"Ter sea."
will understand-always affected him
"And so you shift for yourseff and sell
most when most happy and contented papers? Hum. Why do they call you a
himself, and as he >vas in a more than wharf rat?"
usual serene mood just then, he was an"Dunno. I ain't no rat," said the red
noyed but not surpl'ised to hear a familiar headed pigmy, explanartorily, and somelittle voice in his breast say, and keep what warmed into a show of interest by
saying:
·the more kindly voice of the stranger.
"Hemember the loving little child you
"Well, no; you are hardly big enough
kissed when you left home just now. for a rat," laughed the other. "You're
Suppose it were sitting there instead of more like a mouse, and so I'll give you a
that wretched little waif, crushed and des- crumb."
paumg. Come, stop thinking of how
And as jm;t then the wagon started, the
your neighbor Jones would act, but go merchant stepped into a cab and told the
back and see if you can do a little some- driver to hasten to the City Hall, and be
thing for the boy."
quick about it, as he was missing an enAs we have said, he fought against this gagement at the Merchants' Exchange.
ridiculous impulse for a time, but it ended As for "Snub," he watched the queer genin his turning at last and retracing his tleman out of sight with a kind of apathsteps with that sort of half-injured, half- etic curiosity. The rat had been so inmed
shamefaced expression men put on when to "chaffing" the other branches of poputhey set about a good action, for some as lar street amusement, and so used to ridiyet unsolved reason.
cule on account of his puny frame and
"vVhat's your name?" be grufl:ly asked bristly red hair, that it did not surprise
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him to see this gentleman go off, like glancing at the clock, which showed the
,every one else, in spite of his steady eyes hour for the afternoon issues had arrived,
and clear voice. For "Snub" didn't clear- he was gone like a flash, for to be late
ly remember to have ever heard a kind then meant the total risk of his small
voice before, in the whole course of his capital, and a meal or two skipped until
brief career. He was still musing over the loss was made up.
the novelty when the wagon turned down
into Merchant street, and the shadow of
PART II.
the jail again fell over his benumbed little soul.
SIXTY CENTS WORTH.
But the man with the kind voice was
I wonder how many passengers on the
there before him, chatting affably with Oakland ferry ever speculate seriously on
the Captain in charge.
what they would do-in fact, on what
"How much will the malefactor's for- would happen-should they fall overboard
feit bail come to?" he asked, as the expo- on the trip.
sure charge was booked.
If such gloomy calculations filled their
"Ten dollars," said the' clerk, with a minds, and, impelled by them, the passengrin.
ger strolled forward or aft on the main
If an angel from heaven had risen out deck to inspect the life-boats, he would
,of the floor to slow music and offered not need to possess a very intimate know"Snub" a whole pot-pie at once, after two ledge of nautical affairs to be ominously
days' fasting from bad business, as he had impressed by what he would see.
dreamed one did, he would not have been
Of course, we all know that general
more astonished than he was then to be- law requires each steamboat, in addition
hold the stranger take out a huge handful to other life saving facilities, to provide
-of dazzling gold and toss down a shining a number of life-boats in proportion to
ten.
the steamer's capacity. These are, in the
"There, Mr. Mouse," he said; there is language of the specifications relating
your crumb. Your bathing bill is set- thereto, "to be slung on the main deck,
tled."
kept in constant working order, ready ~o.r
"Does yer mean I kin go now, mister?" instant use, and the deck hands famlhgasped the prisoner, for a moment too arized with the working of the same by
stunned to grasp the fact.
weekly drills."
"Yes," said the gentleman, and then,
'rhe inquiring passengers referred to.
winking at the clerk, he continued: "But, would notice, we repeat, that on the ferry
you know, I only lend you this money. lines referred to the regulations are practiI expect you to pay it back in a year, you cally ignored. The boats, he would perunderstand."
ceive, are slung on Davits, stout by rust;
But, even while they were all laughing the lowering tackle solidified into iron-like
heartily at so rich a joke, the wharf rat rigidity by the use of paint; the life boats
raised his little clenched paw and said, themselves covered by an elaborately-faswith an earnestness that even made the, tened hood, and the oars fastened in a
callous specials look around:
sort of rack, and the whole aparatus tied,
"I'll do it, sir; indeed I will-I hope I strapped and encumbered in a manner permay be struck dead if I don't!"
plexing to the most ready-fingered sailor,
"Well, ahem! see that you do," said much less to the ehuckle-headed, slowhis benefactor, with assumed gravity, "or moving deckhand of the period.
I shall think you not a mouse of your
A very impartial little calcnlati~n
word."
would show the astonished passenger m
"I hope I may be struck dead!" repeat- question that should he fall overboard, or
ed the pigmy solemnly, so solemnly, in- jump over and then repent him of the act,
deed, that the merchant felt, he couldn't as most suicides do, it would be at least
say why, a sort of lump rise in his throat, fifteen minutes, in all probability, before
as he searched his pocket for a supple- he could be reached. Adding this cheerful
mental four-bit piece.
result to the fact, substantially proved,
"No," said the small dealer declining that not more than four persons out of a
this last firmly, "I have forty cents--that's thousand, including swimmers, can keep
·enough fur the papers;" and, hurriedly afloat for ten minutes in smooth water
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with their clothes on, the passengers
would doubtless conclude by keeping as
far away from the side railing as possible,
and even read the next published account
of "A Determined Suicide" on the ferry
line with as much skepticism as interest.
And yet our steamboat inspectors do
not look as if a few hundred indirect mur.ders weighed very heavily on their possible minds, somehow.
It was December again, and, lacking a
few days, a year bad slipped by since the
lion had reversed the fable by knawing
the net for the mouse to escape. That
morning the merchant, who, for some in'SCrutable reason, resided in that corporate
cemetery known as Oakland, had fired the
imagination of his little daughter by reading at the breakfast table the inspiring
news that two baby tigers bad just been
born at Woodward's gardens. As a necessary sequence he had finally yielded to
the mandate of the domestic despot that
she should be conveyed forthwith to that
realm of juvenile delight. So papa, mamma and the golden-haired midget in fatherly lead took an early boat for the citythe grown folks gravely pretending, for
some ridiculous reason peculiar to grown
folks everywhere, that they did not themselves care to look at the animals, but
that it wouldn't do to trust the nurse, altogether, in such a place.
As the ferry-boat neared the wharf on
the city side, the mother was in the cabin
engaged in the discusson of nursery mysteries with some neighboring matron,
while the merchant, who bad descended
to the lower deck with the child, was head
over ears in a political disquisition regarding the new cabinet. Little Lillie, at
length getting tired of banging to the
unresponsive big forefinger of her fath-er's band, trotted off unnoticed to the
side of the boat to peer timidly from beneath the gangway rail at the great, tall
poles that were sweeping close past as the
boat entered the slip. 'J'bey reminded
her of so many soldiers on parade.
As the steamer's bow crunched against
the piles with a more than usually violent
unord inary jar, a sudden inarticulate
shout of terror rose from the passengers.
The little bundle of chubby prettiness bad
tottered and disappeared over the side.
"My God!" shrieked the paralyzed
father, as the crowding of the boat against
the ship shut the drowning child from
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sight and rendered help impossible; "she
will be crushed under the wheel."
"Back! back!" shouted the passengers
to the pilot, and, while the frantic screams
of the hysterical mother chilled their
hearts, and a dozen kindly hands restrained the insane father from aimlessly leaping from the opposite side, the engine
bells jingling furiously, and the huge mass
halted and then began slowly to move
outward again.
Hoping against hope, the coolest of the
passengers crowded to the rail with boat
hooks, until after what seemed an eternity
of time to the white, watching faces above,
a narrow streak of water was revealed,
which grew wider and wider.
"Well I'm --!" said one of the dockhands, who was peering under the side,
"if a wharf rat hasn't got it."
But the shudder caused by this strange
remark was unnecessary, for presently the
eager eyes above beheld swimming below
them a creature whose close-cropped bead
and bead-like eyes sufficiently resembled
a rat's, but which in reality belonged to
an under-sized bov swimmer, a master of
the art withal.
•
Floating behind him with its fair bead
upturned ~nd resting upon the wiry little
shoulders that struck out so manfully
through the churning water was the merchant's little daughter. Towing the insensible infant by means of her long sunny
curls passed over his shoulders, and gripped firmly in his month, the boy struggled
on the nearest pile, to which he finally
clung like the small, amphibious animal
he reallv was.
A bo~t-book twisted in the garments of
the girl soon relieved him of his charge,
which was placed in the trembling arms
of its mother, whose heaven-raised eyes
told plainly that she felt the baby's heart
still beating against her own.
As they lowered the books again to
draw up the almost equally exhausted
rescuer the men noticed that the drops
that fell back from his clothes made a red
stain on the water. As they lifted him
gently over the edge of the wltarf and laid
him down on his back, a terrible wound,
extending around his side and cutting
clear through two of his ribs, was exposed.
"Stand back!" said one of the men to the
crowding bystanders. "He's all broke up.
Must have dived under the wheel for her."
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The lookers on drew back aghast from
the puny wet form lying there on the
slowly-expanding carpet ,, of red blood
which throbbed from his mangled side.
In the awe-struck silence the low sobbing of the reviving baby near by was
heard, at which sound the wounded boy
slowly opened his eyes and smiled faintly.
"Where is he?" said a strong voice,
shaken by emotion, and the merchant
pushed his way through the ring and knelt
tenderly by the pitiful little figure.
"God bless you, my little man, What
can I do for you?" and then in a shocked
tone, he added, "Why, he is wounded.
Some one fetch a doctor at once!"
""l'aint no use," whispered the boy
faintly; and then beckoning to the merchant to bend closer, he said in irregular
gasps, "Does yer savey the mouse?"
The merchant looked perplexed.
"Y er don't know me, but I know'd you
and the little gal too, as soon as I seed
her drop. I'm the boy what was too ked up."
"Yes, yes, I remember; but you mustn't
talk until the doctor comes, my poor
fellow."
"'Taint no use, I'm goin'," said the
small mouth. "Here, take that out and
count it," and he indicated a lump that
protruded from a pocket in his wet
clothes. The merchant gently withdrew
a rag in which was rolled a lot of silver.
"Count it," persisted the lad, earnestly.
The man wonderingly obeyed, and then
said there were iust $9.40 in the bundle.
"l said I'd pay you back this year,"
said the boy in a fainter whisper and with
a disregard of his terrible pain that was
marvelous; "but I can't now; I'm a-goin',
and I'm sixty cents short!"
And he said this with so earnest a look
of distress and shame at his failure that
through the mind of his wet-eyed creditor
involuntarily passed a thought of the
petty privations, the ceaseless little acts
of self-denial, the half-feel days and shivering nights that were expressed by each of
the battered dimes and hoarded nickels of
the slowly-acquired sum he held in his
hand.

''Never mind the monev," said the·
father in a choking voice; ·"my baby is.
worth all the money in the worlc1 to me,
and you ha.ve saved her life." As he
spoke a sudden thought dimly brightened
the eyes of the battered little tradesman.
Accustomed as he was from his earliest
moments to fight the desperate battle of
existence with his hunger-sharpened faculties on the alert for every advantage to
get in his pigmy bargains, he asked:
"Is gals worth anything?"
It was evident that saving another life,.
or losing his own, waR a small matter beside his anxiety to pay the debt of honor
that weighed upon him. He asked the
question incredulously, though. The few
girls of Snub's acquaintance were wretchedly ineffectual creatures, unable to compete in the paper trade, and proportionately worthless and insignificant.
"Yes, yes; mine is worth ever so much,"
said the parent gently, and hardly know-ing how to frame his answer to the odd
question.
"Sixty cents?" persisted Snub.
'0h! yes-much, much more-but-"Then," whispered the child, with an
effort, but still triumphantly, "we're
square. I said I'd clo it-and I have!"
and his eves closed.
"Can't I do something for you, my poor
little hero?" said the merchant through
his tears, for the ju~t-arrived physician
had turned away, shaking his head. "Do
you wish for nothing?"
The little black eyes opened dully a
moment, pondered and then closed again.
"I should like skinny Smith to have my
corner." The murmur came faintly and
far off. And then, having made his brief
will, he choked, and as the blood oozed
thinly from her little drawn mouth he
whispered one word more:
"Square!"
"It's beginning to rain," said one of the
bystanders, in a husky voice. "Let us
carry the little chap home."
But the wharf rat hac1 gone home already·
-San Francisco Post.

TREAT every girl as you would like every boy to treat your sister.
Learn to be gentle towards
others and to give protection to those weaker than vourseif. If every boy treated his girl friends
as he would like other boys to treat his sister there would be a better state of society when they
are all grown up.
Goon resolutions, like a crying baby at church, should be carried out.
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AUSTRAI~IAN.

BY IOTA.

ERHAPS a short description of the

Islands, or rather Hawaii,
Pne ofSandwich
the principal islands of that group,

.0

might be· of interest to the readers of
"Autumn Leaves." The Sandwich Islands
are a group of fertile isles lying about
two thousand miles to the Routh-west of
San Francisco, and are passed regularly
by the mail steamers plying between the
United States and Australia. Hawaii, as
we before said, is the principal island, and
its capital is Honolulu.
We are now about thirty-five -miles off
the coast of this island steaming along in
the good ship "Alameda." She is dashing the waves aside, and it seems to me
as I look over the side, laughing them to
scorn, much as a tempest scorns a chain.
Nearer and nearer we approach. The
passengers are all standing on the snowwhite deck anxiously peering into the
Jistance towards land, straining their
·eyes to see who shall first discover land.
Others are bringing their glasses into
play for the same purpose.
The first
·object that shows a trace of civilization
is a huge buoy, which marks out a sunken
rock or shoal, about six miles from land.
'The next moment the spell is broken by
the exclamation bursting forth, "a boat
yonder." All eyes are turned in the direction pointed to, and a boat is plainly seen
putting out from the shore. As she comes
-closer to us we discern that she is manned
with about twelve skilful rowers. A large
coil of rope (after being fastened securely
by one end to the vessel) is thrown over
the ship's side.
Soon the oars of the
boat are shipped, and by aid of a ladder
the pilot comes on board. Directing my
attention to the boat I found that she was
manned by the natives of the island we
are now approaching. These appeared
to be of a brave and intellectual race,
of pleasant countenance and seemingly
strong muscles.
On observing the smoothness of the
water, I found that we were now steaming
at half speed up the narrow channel of
Honolulu harbor. On each side are large
shoals, which are buoyed, to guard the
mariner on his course. I also saw that at
the back of each buoy was attached a
:stake, and was informed by an old resi-

dent of the island that on each of these
stakes, during the night, a lamp is fasteneel; so therefore it must present a pleasant
scene to the new comer on a calm night,
as at every hundred yards or so, for about
a mile at sea, can be seen a tiny light just
peeping above the wave. I thought that
a second Venice had sprung into existence.
We have now reached the wharf of
Spreckles & Coy, sugar merchants, of San
Francisco. It is thronged with occupants,
mostly natives; now and then a white can
be seen, giving the scene quite a pie-bald
appearance. The back part of the wharf
is strewn with large bunches of bananas
tied up in sacks prepared from the refuse
of the banana tree. Close at hand stand
a large number of mules waiting to get
their burdens removed. To get the ship
alongside occupied about fifteen minutes,
during which crowds have assembled on
the wharf, and are anxious to place their
feet on board ship; but are not more
anxious than we are to stand once more
on good old terra firma. I witnessed
some folk receiving a cordial welcome
back to their dear old homes and friends
of their youth, while I stood as if I were
deserted by all kith and kin. Then I
looked back and thought of the "sweet
auburn" across the briny sea, and it was
hard to suppress the tears that were rising
in my eyes. I prevailed at last, by tun)·
ing my thoughts from that subject, and
engaging them with the surrounding
curiosities of the rising town of Honolulu.
We now prepared to go ashore. Possibly
you might wonder why I say "we."· I
had three companions traveling with me,
returning to their native land., while mine,
long ere this had receded from sight. So
it was not Honolulu that they were thinking of while strolling along, but
The land of childhood and of friends,
Where they had found for all their grief
amends.

But even they, as they strolled along the
unfrequented streets, deeply wrapt in
meditation and thought, could not help
observing and enjoying the beautiful
scenery of the island. Some of the trees
were most marvellous in their structure;
standing there, as it were, monarch~ of the
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isolated parts of the town, clothed in
leaves of a shape to make the observer
wonder while be admired. At first sight
it seemed to me that some mechanic had
formed the trees and set them up in the
streets and by-ways and paint~d them of
a rich dark green only peculiar to the forest tree. But going still closer, and examining them carefully, the eye detects
something more than man's hand can bestow. Here stands the tree, every part
working in harmony, each one with the
other. The limbs have that shape about
them that only nature can bestow. The
shades of the leaves are so exact, blending
in with the fibres, far surpassing any oil
painting, no matter how accomplished the
painter. I have seen trees on which I
thought nature bad only tried her apprenticed hand, but these seem as if nature
had gained perfection and here displayed it.
Leaving the trees and pursuing our onward course, the next object of interest is
the palace of ~he native king, standing
in about the center of the city. It is a
large building and very artistically built,
having a tower reaching high above the
surrounding structures. The grounds of
the palace are enclosed by a large stone
wall about four feet high, not ornamental
but constructed of plain sandstone.
We are now by the house of Parliament.
The grounds around it are simply beautiful, each tropical tree displaying its "Wn
peculiar luxuriance. Close at hand stands
a large clump of tamarind and sycamore
trees, whose cooling shade forms a grateful shelter from the burning rays of the
noonday sun. While standing under this
clump of trees I recalled the lines of
Bishop Heber:
"And dark was the sycamore's shade to behold;
The emerald was gleaming in purple and gold."

These might well have been descriptive
of the spot on which we stood. Here we
refreshed ourselves with fruit from the
tamarind trees; and as some of our young
friends may not know what this fruit is
like, will say: The Tamarind is a podbearing tree, and the pod encloses a rich
tart fruit, very agreeable to the palate,
especially in these tropical regions. Returning to our vessel we arrived on board
just in time for evening's dinner.
Havi~g heard prior to this that the bill
scenery surpassed what we bad already

seen in magnificence and grandeur, I did'
not rest much that night, but was up at.
day-dawn; and directing my steps to the·
nearest livery stable in town procured a
saddle-hack and proceeded towards the
road that led travellers out to the hills.
Riding along we passed quaint iittle cottages built by the road-side; hut silence
reigned, for the cottagers had not yet
risen to resume their daily toil. The monotony was only broken by the shrill
clarions of the poultry in neighboring
yards or the gushing of water flowing
from some artesian wells near at hand.
Very little husbandry is carried on about
the town of Honolulu. There are a few orchards, hut principally comprising cocoanuts and other fruits indigenous to the
soil of the islands.
Casting my eyes
along the beaten path, I discover a group
of mountains in the diRtance; and so I
start my horse into a sharp lope, wishing
to get there in time to have a good view
of the place, for our ship leaves at ten
a.m.·
I am now in the midst of some of the
finest scenery on the globe. Here, close
at hand, is a thick undergrowth of brushwood under which a small streamlet is.
brawling and bubbling along to reach the
mighty sea. A few paces along stands a
larger cluster of native forest trees towering towards the sky in conical shapes,.
with beautiful vines twining up the stems,
their tiny tendrils clasping firmly to the
sturdy boughs. These are in full bloom,
the flowers are a pretty blue in color, bellshaped and very fragrant-so fragrant
that the air is laden with their perfume.
Here, too, flit birds of beautiful plumage,.
with colors that vmuld even rival those of
the rainbow, sending forth their joyous
notes and making everything seem as
merry as the pealing tones of marriage bells.
Having remained in this vale for the·
space of two hours, I directed my steps
toward the ship again. I feel that I have
done scant justice indeed to one of nature's
most beautiful retreats; and I would advise any tourist having the opportunity,
whose eyes may fall upon these lines, not
to fail to visit Honolulu, if he likes beautiful seenery, for there he can obtain it in
mountain and valley, woodland and plain,
and in as fair fields as ever the eye of man
rested upon. Before leaving, the "Native~
Band" favored us with a serenade, play-
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ing a great variety of tunes, some lively
and some patriotic, while there were a
few pathetic. Presently there is a general
business of shaking hands, and many are
the joyous faces on board, all buoyed up
with the hopes of reaching ere long the
fair land of America.
We have now let go the huge hawser
that binds us to the shore, and are steaming down the harbor quite merrily and
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will soon be rocked in the great cradle of
the mighty deep. There was now nothing to break the monotony save the expectation that we will reach in a day or two
the smiling clime of California; and we
were not disappointed.
I will here leave you, and if I have
given you any information, or interested
you any with my short stay in Honolulu,.
I shal) be highly satisfied.
GoSPEI~ SWAl\IP,

Santa Ana, Cal.

CORSE'l'S.
N one of the back numbers of "Autumn
Io·nce
Leaves" we read a piece with the at
noticeable title, "The humped up
sex." :!Host undoubtedly there is a great
deal of truth in the assertions made ;
although we can see they were written in
rather a jocular frame of mind. But
while this great protuberance which is
talked about does not affect the general
health of the one burdened with it, let us
see what corset wearing does. To my
mind this is a subject which demands
strict attention; for, although only
eighteen years of age, I can clearly see
why there are so many girls and women
whose cheeks are pale and whose faded
lips have lost every suggestion of health
and freshness. In the first place, I think
a very definite cause for this decay may
be assigned to a style of dressing which
forbids expansion of the waist, so that most
women are no larger at thirty than they
are at fifteen. They have grown everywhere else except there, where they most
need to grow. Other portions of the
body are guarded by bones which resist
pressure. The waist is left unprotected,
simply that it may have freer OJlportunity
for expansion than any other part of the
human frame. The corsets are drawn to
compress the form into any fashionable
figure which happens to be raging, and
sometimes are drawn so that they reduce
to the smallest possible dimensions the
space which the Creator has arranged for
the performance of the vital offices upon
which all healthful human existence depends. The stomach is compressed against

the spine so that it can not properly digest
food; the constant expansion and motion
which it should have with every breath
is interrupted; the appetite is thereby
ruined; the lungs are cramped into the
upper portion of the chest instead of
allowing them to expand downward,
which is natural. In fact every organ is
crowded out of its place by the compression of the waist, causing endless miseries, and ailments too numerous for present mention.
'rhis whole procedure is an outrage
upon all the principles of health, righteousness and religion. The bodi~s which
God himself fashioned after heavenly
models are destroyed and debased. It is
another case like that of educated ministry, as though God was not abundantly
able to justify his own servants for their
work.
Some of you may say, "Well, I never·
have my corsets tight; but I am sure I
could never go without them." Your
corsets may never be tight; but while
you are speaking you commit yourself,
my dear sister. Why could you not go
without them? Simply because you have
worn and allowed them to support you so
long that the organs which should have
been constantly active have not been
called upon to work, consequently, in
their dormant state will not come immediately to your rescue.
Dear Sisterg, discard your corsets, and
show appreciation for the form which
God gave you
L.
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LADIES KNITTED LEGGINGS.

(With gore in the knee).

Three skeins and a half of Germantown yarn; coarse
-steel needles. Cast np 72 stitches, knit 2 and seam 2
to the denth of three and a half inches Then knit
-one round plain, brin!l," the yarn forward and seam
once ronnd; these two rouuds make one purl; repeat
until you have 18 purls; next round knit 12, bind off
20, knit 8, bind off 20, knit 12; this is the middle of
the back; break off the yarn. Join on and knit the
'8, pick up one ot. of the 2< 1 that are bound off; turn,
knit back, taking up one st. at end; continue knitting
back and forth, taking up one st. at end each time
across, until they are all knit. Then knit 30 purls all
round, one row plain, and one row seam, (one purl)
narrowing each side of the middle of the leg on the
back 6 times; or once in every five purls. You now
have 60 stitches. Make a ribbing of 60 rows, by
knitting 2 and purling 2. Take half the stitches on
one needle for the heel, knit 2 and pnrl 2, 2 and a
half inches; take up the stitches (12) alongside of
the heel for instep gore. knit across the front 2 plain and
2 seam, take up the 12 stitches on side of heel-leave
the heel-seam back, (so as to have the gore plain on
right side) knit the front ribbed, seam the gore, turn,
'*knit the gore, narrow 2 last stitches on the gore, knit
the front, slip and bind first 2 stitches on gore, knit
the rest, turn. seam back as beft,re knit the front,
seam the gore; repeat from star, until all the stitches
ttre narrowed off the gore Then knit the front (rib·
bed) about two inches. On the wrong side seam the
plain stitches and knit the seam stitches. Take up
the stitches on side of front. on the gore, and all
round the foot: *knit once round plain, then seam
once round. Repeat from star twice, then bind off
·on the right side. Sew on a leather strap to pass
under the foot. In knitting the three P''rl round
"the foot, take up the stitches on four needles. knit
with a fifth.
Of course you u'e four needles in
knitting the leggings. For a child, cast up sixty
-stitches
LIZZIE B.
HOW TO DO STAMPING.

You should always use the parchment paper pat-terns. Get the white zinc in tubes and thin with
boiled linseed oil; select that which is of a light color
and clear. Add enough to the zinc to make it the
consistency of rich cream and it is ready for use.
Cover your table with a sheet folded several times,
and the goods you wish to stamp right side up bver
it, being careful to smooth all the wrinkles out. Lay
the pattern on and put some heavy weight on to keep
it in place. Spread the zinc with a smooth, flexible
table knife, being careful to spread over all the lines.
You can lift one corner and see if all the lines are
marked. You can stamp one piece after another by
using a very little more paint. Immediately after
using wash your pattern. Place some old cloth under
it and pour gasoline over it, wipe with a soft cloth,
hold between yourself and the light and see that. all
the perforations are clear. Press the cloth gently to
the rough side of the patter>:. to clean it, as rubbing
wears it out.
Have a frame made of pine. Buy lincrustra walton
border in a bold design of the same width as the frame;
trim the selvedge edges and have ready a bottle of

glue Now cut the four sides of the frame out of the
lincrusta walton to ex~ctly. correspond to the four
sides of the pine frame. This must be done with a
great deal of care. Use a strarp, large-bladed pocket
knife; it is better than a pair of shears Now cover
one side of the frame sparingly with a coating of thin
glue, and immediately put the side of lincrusta walton
in place. securing it with slender tacks driven just far
enough into the wood to hold until the glue is dry.
Treat the other side and the ends in like manner, and
be sure to tack closely at the corners where the pieces
join, varnish the surface with any clear varQish and
let it remain over night to dry. Now ror finishing I
will describe three styles, white and gold first
Paint over the entire surface with white lead, and
allow time to dry. You can thin the lead with varnish and turpentine instead of oil When this surface
is dry, take an old bowl you do not care to use again
and stir in it until smooth, equal parts of Plaster of
Paris and whiting, and thin it with water until it is
like syrup. Then, with a large clean bristle brush go
all over the white, quickly, as the Plaster of Paris
usually sets betore you want it to. This forms a beautiful smooth white surface. which you can make still
more beautiful by taking' the best quality of gold paint
and painting either the raised or the depressed portions of the frame.
For bronze finish,-after making and varnishing the
frame, paint it with lamp-black and shellac varnish.
When this surface is thoroughly dry, take a bristle
brush, and dipping it lightly in bronze powder, which
has been mixed with a medium composed of one part
turpentine to two partR balsam of fir, drag it all over
the frame
The projecting part of the frame will
catch the bronze to some extent. Now mix the bronze
powder with some gold P"int, and go over and thoroughly paint the portions of the design that are
thrown up highest from the back ground
To make antique silver, proceed in the same way,
using silver inHtead of bronze.
A GEOGRAPHY GAME,

This game has for a foundation some direction?,
fonpd in an old school· papAr years ago. Each per:·
son is to be prepared with pencil and paper. I allow
a certain time, say five minutes, for writing all the
geographical names beginning with a certain letter
which I name after all directions are given. At the
end of the time, the one who has the largest number
of names tallies ten.
One pupil is called on to read his list. As he names
each, those who do not have it raise hands If no
other has the word, if he can tell of what it is· the
name and where it is, he tallies a number equal to all
in the game excepting himself. Otherwise each of
the o.thers tallies one.
After his list is finished, others are called upon, until all names are read. Then tally marks are compared and the winner.announced.
It is not expected that a name will be used more
than once on a paper, even though, like Minnesota, it
be the name of a state and a river.
Other conditions might be added; as, if a person
speak too low or indistinctly, let each of the others
tally one: or, if a name be repeated after having been
read by one person, or if it be not.the name of a natural or political division.-Sel.
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LAMONI, IOWA, MARCH, 1889.

CAMPING IN

No.3.

THE SIERRA NEV ADAS.

BY LULIE E. 1'<10RRISON.

DIDDING good-bye to friends on June

.E> fifth, we boarded 1he five o'clock
train for Stockton, and after a pleasant
ride of three hours, arrived at our destination. Seeking comfortable quartm·s at
the "Commercial," we soon retired, to
gain the much needed rest for the long
trip before us. \V e arose early, and after
.a hearty breakfast sought a grocery store,
where we left an order for a long list of
articles to be put up, while we went for
the team that had been engaged and put
in readiness for us. It was a commodious
light wagon, with oil cloth cover, and
seats for four, which was our number.
Driving to the grocery and thence to the
depot for our baggage. we were soon "all
set" for the Big Trees-:-our first objective point.
It was a delightful day, and the roads
perfect; we lunched at noon by the roadside. There is a feeling of jovial good
humor that steals insensiblv over the
spirit when the secluded I:esid<mts of
cities leave all the cares of a daily ·routine of duties behind. The novelty of
fresh scenes forms new sources of enjoyment, and the prospect before us of
witnessing many of the most wonderful
sights to be found in any country, either
in the old or new world.
After an hour's rest the horses are refreshed, so again we start, and passing
over a rolling country that is for the most
part treeless, we arrive at. Milton, thirty
miles from Stockton ; arid half a mile
beyond is where we seek. a place to camp.
We hardly knew what to do first, as there
seemed so mu:ch to be done; and many of
the things we wanted first were stowed
away down at the very bottom; eonsequently every thing had to be unpacked,

and a general overhauling ensued. However, we all went to work cheerfully and
soon had our tents up; and with a good
camp fire burning, soon had supper ready.
Although we retirPd early, I do not think
any of us slept mueh. Camping out was
to some of our party entirely new, and
the magpie and other birds that nested in
the trees over us kept up a chattering way
into the night, seemingly inconsolable at
our advent in their midst.
Arising early, breakfast over, we pulled
up stakes, folded our tents, and were won
leaving the gravelly hills and entering
upon a graded road up a deep ravine,
where shrubs and trees begin to add an
interest to the landscape. At the top of
the hill we reach the Reservoir House,
(so named from a large reservoir near,
built for mining purposes). Here are
seen the Hrst pine trees. Beyond this for
many miles the country is gently undulating. Leaving the Copperopolis road, we
make our first steep climb up a fairly
sized mountain. When at the summit,
the first cotton-tail is killed; and we are
anxi9us now for a suitable place for refreshing the inner man. Descending, we
arrive at a small farm house, and close by
a stream build our fire, and soon have the
ra.bbit ste>•i boiling briskly, to which,
when done, we do ample justice. Our
horses seem quite weary, so we do not
make many more miles, but seek an early
camp in a delightful little valley.
After a refreshing sleep we make an
early start, and two and a half mi.lc;s finds
us at Altaville, a spl'ightly little mining
camp in a gold mining district; and we
cross flumes and ditches filled with water
made muddy by washing out the precious
metal, and where can be witnessed the
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modus operandi of gold mining.

Still our
course is upward as well as onward, until
we are near two thousand feet above sea
level, and at the mining village of Murphy's. Now, although the gold mines
here have been among the richest, Murphy's was but little known beyond its
more immediate surroundings until the
discovery of the Big Tree Groves of
Calaveras, (the first of this species ever
discovered), and more recently the adjacent remarkable cave.
How and when the Big Trees of Calaveras were first discovered was on this
wise. In the spring of 1852, Mr. A. T.
Dowd, a hunter, was employed by the
Union Water Company, of Murphy's, to
supply the workmen enga,ged in the construction of their canal with fresh meat
from the large quantities of game running
wild on the upper portion of their worb.
While engaged in this calling, having
wounded a grizzly bear, and while industriously pursuing him, he suddenly came
upon one of those immense trees that
have since become so justly celebrated
throughout all the civilized world. All
thoughts of hunting were absorbed and
lost in the wonder and surprise inspired
by the scene. "Surely," he mused, "this
must be some delm;ive dream." But the
great realities indubitably confronting
him were convincing proof, beyond question, that they were no mere fanciful
creations of his imagination.
Returning to camp he there related the
wonders he had seen, when his companions
laughed at him, and even questioned his
veracity, which previously they had considered to be in every way reliable. He
affirmed his statements to be true; but
they still thought it "too big a story" to
believe, supposing that he was trying to
perpetrate upon them some first of April
joke. For a day or two he allowed the
matter to rest, submitting with chuckling
satisfaction to their occasional jocular
allusions to "this big tree yarn;" but he
continued hunting as formerly.
On the Sunday morning ensuing he
went out early as usual; but soon returned in haste, apparently excited by some
great event, when he exclaimed: "Boys;
I have killed the largest grizzly bear that
I ever saw in my life. While I am getting a little something to eat, you make
every preparation for bringing him in.
All had better go that can possibly be

spared, as their assistance will certainly
be neecled." As the big tree story was:
now almost forgotten, or by common consent laid aside as a subject of conversation; and, moreover, as Sunday was a.
leisure day, and one that generally hangs.
the heaviest of the seven on those who
are shut out from social or religious intercourse with friends, as many Californians unfortunately were and still are, the
tidings were gladly welcomed, especially
as the proposition was suggestive of a
day's intense excitement.
Nothing loth, they were soon ready
for the start. The camp was almost deserted. On they hurried, with Dowd as
their guide, through thickets and pine·
groves;·crossing ridges and canyons, flats
and ravines, each relating in turn the·
adventures experienced or heard of from
others, with grizzly bears and other for-midable tenants of the mountains, until
their leader came to a halt at the foot of
the immense tree he had seen, and to them
had represented the approximate size.
Pointing to its extraordinary diameter
and lofty height he exultingly exclaimed:·
"Now, boys, do you believe my big tree·
story? That is the large grizzly I wal}ted
you to see. Do you now think it a yarn?"'
By this ruse of their leader all doubt was·
changed into certainty, and unbelief into·
amazement, as, speech less with profound·
awe, their admiring gaze was riveted upon
those forest giants.
But a short season was allowed to·
elapse before the trumpet tongued press
proclaimed abroad the wonder; and the
intelligent and devout worshipers in nature and science flocked to the Big Tree
Groves of California for the purpose of·
seeing for themselves the a,;tounding marvels about which they had heard so much.
Leaving the mining village of Murphy's
behind, we pass through an avenue of
trees, and about half a mile from town
enter a narrow canyon up which we travel,
now upon this side of the stream and now
on that, as the. hills .proved favorable or
otherwise for the construction of the road.
Continuing t~e ascent for a few miles
our course becomes more undulating and
gradual, and for the most part on the
top or gently sloping sides of a dividing
ridge; often through dense forests of tall,.
magnificent pines that are from one hundred to over two hundred feet in height,
slender, and straight as an arrow,-untiL
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we arrive at the Cold Spring House. We
are thankful to find a suitable place to
camp, for although we have only made
eighteen miles, · yet our horses, being
unused to mountain roads, are completely
tired out.
Awakening next morning. we find the
air decidedly chilly; but plenty of exercise preparatory to starting, together with
tbe eagerness of feasting our eyes upon
the greatest of botanical wonders, keeps us
warm. Still upwards our course lies until the deepening shadows of the densely
timbered forest through which we are
passing, by the awe they inspire impressively intimate that we are soon to enter
the imposing presence of those forest
giants, the Big Trees of Calaveras; and
almost before we realize our actual nearness, we catch the inviting gleam of the
Calaveras Big Tree Grove Hotel. On our
way to it the carriage road passes directly
between the Sentinels, each of which is
over three hundred feet in height. ·
According to Capt. George M. Wheeler's United States Geographical Survey
we are four thousand lfeven hundred and
thirty feet above sea level.
Alighting at the hotel, we leave our
team and take a walk through the grove.
Within an area of about fifty acres there
are ninety-three trees of large size, twenty of which exceed twenty-five feet in
diameter at the base, and will average
about seventy-five feet in circumference.
We can see that nearly every seqnoif(, .rJ1:gantm has a name, and an individuality
of its own, that, like human faces, are
suggestive of conflict with hidden forces
that have inscribed their characteristics
in every line. Among these once stood a
beautiful tree, graceful in form and unexcelled in proportions, which became the
most attractive to the eyes of the unfeeling spoliator.
This bore the queenly
name of the Mother of the Forest. The
bark has been stripped from off its trunk,
for the purpose of exhibition in the east,
to the height of one hundred and sixteen
feet. It now measures in circumference,
at the base, without the bark, eigjlty-four
feet. But a short distance from this lies
the prostrate form of one that was probably the tallest sequ.o£n that ever grewthe Father of the Forest. This tree, is
accredited with exceeding four hundred
feet in height, when standing, and with
a circumference at its base of one hundred
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and ten feet. Fire has eaten out the
heart of the Father of the Forest, and
consumed his huge limbs; entering at the
roots, to where the center of the trunk
can be reached on horseback is eightytwo feet. Climbing to its top and walking down its entire length, one can better
realize its immense proportions. But this
is only one of the numerous vegetable
giants that Time's scythe has laid low.
The living and representative trees in
Calaveras Grove consist of ten that are
each thirty feet in diameter, and over
seventy that measure from fifteen to thirty feet at the ground.
Returning, we inspect the Pavilion.
This was erected over the stump of the
original big tree diRcovered by Mr. Dowd,
as a protection against the elements; for
use on Sundays in public worship, and on
week day evenings for dancing. We
were told that thirty-two people have
danced upon this stump, in addition to
which the musicians and lookers on numbered seventeen, making a total of fortynine oc<mpants of its surface at one time.
As we are desirous of finding good
camp grounds so as to rest up over Sunday, we proceed two and a half miles farther on to Gardner's Cold Spring Ranch,
where we find delightful grounds with a
spring of water icy cold, close at hand.
During our'stay there, we are told ofa
creek a few miles distant, where there is
excellent trout fishing, so we conclude to
try our luck at angling; and procuring
from Mr. Gardner fishing outfit, horses
and saddles, leave the senior member of
our party behinrl to watch camp. We
had not gone a great distance before we
knew we had missed the right traiL There
had been a band of sheep driven over this
way the evening before, which had completely obliterated the trail we should
have taken. ·which way to turn in that
dense forest we hardly.knew; .but kept
goi,ng in what we thought to be the right
direction, up steep mountains and down,
until suddenly we came upon a lone wood
choppel', who told us we were going il).
the right direction, and would soon join
the trail-which by the way is the trail
to the South Grove, which is the most extensive of any of the big tree groves, as it
contains one thousand three hundred and
eighty .~equm:as Crossing the north fork
of the Stanislaus river, which is a beautifully picturesque stream, we climb up the
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Beaver creek ridge, which is dreadfully
steep. Becoming dizzy from such a high
elevation, I dismount and proceed to the
summit on foot. From this point we get
a grand view-to the eastward the higher
peaks of the snow capped Sierras and to
the west an uninterrupted view of the
great San Joaquin Valley, lying thousands of feet below us. We soon descend
to Beaver creek, our objective point.
What a beautifully transparent stream
greets our eye, and what is still more
beautiful, are the great quantities of
speckeled trout that lie sleeping at the
bottom! It is now twelve o'clock and we
bave been five hours in the saddle. Too
tired and stiff after such a rough ride to
feel in the mood of climbing over the
large boulders to hook the finny beauties.
However, we make an effort in that direction, but find it is the wrong time of day
for them to bite; so with one poor deluded trout, wend our way back to camp.
We keep the trail, and within an hour
and a half are at camp. It was with
many regrets that we left Gardner's and
its delightful surroundings.
Returning to the Big Tn"es we again
took a walk through the grove, and,
strange to say, those giant trees looked
as large again to us as they did on our
first visit.
Returning to Murphy's, we camp for
the night. Next morning we visit the
newly discovered cave, situated a mile
and a quarter from the camp. This is
one of the greatest natural curiosities of
this section. The moment we entered
intense darkness enveloped us like a mantle, so that even the candles we carried
seemed barelv sufficient to more than
make darkness visible. Soon, however,
the eyes become adjusted tothe circumstances, and objects become more or less
recognized. The first chamber reached is
about two hundred feet from side to side,
its roof stretching far upwards-some
seventy or eighty feet. Its sides are covered with stalactites, some hanging pendent like icicles. Proceeding downwards,
the sides of the chamber resemble the
folds of massive curtains, the edges of
which are in appearance like the delicate
white coral of the South Seas. On one
side of this chamber is the piano, a singular formation which when touched by the
hand will bring out the sweetest and richest of notes. Still descending through

narrow openings and chambers, we reach
"the angel's wings."
These are some
eight feet long by three wide, and a mere
wafer in thickness, of various tints of
pink, which show to great advantage
when a light is placed at the back. ~When
touched they give forth sweetly musical
notes which resound weirdly through
those silent halls of darkness. There is
no language that can portray this fairylike creation, for the simple reason that
it is utterly indescribable. Specimens of
human remains have been exhumed from
this cave.
From Murphy's our course is towards
the Yosemite Valley, and for many miles
our road lies over the bed of an ancient
river.
Passing through Vallecito we
wind down among the hills to Cayote
creek, passing the Nat ural Bridges, beneath which all the waters of the creek
pass; making a rapid descent down the
sides of a steep mountain we arrive at
Parrot's ferry on the Stanislaus river,
where, under a large fig tree, we pitch
tents for the night. vV e find a kindly
hearted old ma11,, here, after whom the
ferry is named. He takes us safely across
the river next morning, and directly we
begin a terribly ,;teep climb of some six
long miles. At the summit is the mining
town of Columbia, which has been almost
washed away in the effort to unearth the
precious metal. A few miles beyond Columbia and we are at one of the prettiest
mining towns in California, named Sonora. It not only is the county seat of
Tuolumne county, but is still the center
of a rich mining. district. Hood's Creek,
upon which Sonora is situated, has produced more gold for its length, than
almost any other stream on the Pacific
Coast.
As we spin along among the pines and
firs enjoying the deliciously bi:acing
atmosphere, we are also nearing the Tuolumne river; and as we are told there is
no place to camp in the canyon below, we
pitch our tents under a large spreading
oak near the summit. As supper is prepared and we are seated round the repast,
discussing the events of the day, we espy
two coyotes crossing the road near our
camp. JYiy husband, armed with a shotgun, hurries in pursuit; but they are too
fleet of fnot, and soo11 make their escape
in the thicket beyond. We make a hasty
departure next morning, for at the very
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break of day millions of red ants make
their presence known to us in such a
friendly way we do not altogether appreciate. Taking as few with us as possible
we are soon making one of the mo&t difficult as well as dangerous decents of our
whole trip. Looking down a thousand
feet or more we see the suspension bridge
that spans the Tuolumne, and the road
leading thereto zigzagging beneath us.
We all breathed a deep sigh of relief
when down, and at the toll house at the
entrance of the bridge.
After a short rest and chat with the
old hermit who collects the toll, we are
soon wending our way up another fearfully stP.ep mountain. Up, up,. we toil,
some of us on foot, for it seems to be a
trial of both wind and muscle to the faithful and apparently over-tasked animals,
which puff and snort like miniature locomotives, while the sweat drops from them
in abundance.
Reaching Groveland, a quiet little mining town, we rest and refresh both ourselves and horses. Leaving here, we
make a short ascent up a somewhat steep
bill, and then for the rest of the way, until we reach Hamilton' s-at least, the road
i.s comparatively down hill.
Hamilton's is a bright little homelike spot, a lunch house for the stages.
We pass the night here; and while preparing to leave next morning we hear thereport of the hunter's gun ring out clear on
the crisp air, and soon the hunters emerge
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from among the trees dragging behind
them a large deer. As we advance, the
timber becomes larger and the forest land
more extensive; and the even tenor of the
landscape changes to the wild and picturesque until we are at Colfax Springs.
Here we are each taxed one dollar as an
admittance to Yosemite. Leaving here,
we wind our way up a long hill, cross the
south fork of the Tuolumne, ascend another long hill, and are then at Crocker's,
another stage station. Still our course is
upward and it seems as if we never would
get to the top of the seven thousand feet
which we are to make before descending
into the valley.
We pass through the Tuolumne Grove
of Big 'I'rees. These are the same sequoia
g(qantea. as those of the Calaveras and
other groves, many fine specimens
which stand by the road-side or can he
seen without leaving the carriage. There
are about thirty in this group.
Up, still up; semi-darkness envelopes
us as we are passing through these densely timbered forests. We almost despair
of ever reaching "Crane's Flat," where we
are to camp; but at last we see some daylight ahead, and we have reached our destination for this day. Our camp fire feels
inviting this evening, as the atmosphere
is decidedly chilly, for we are now in the
neighborhood of perpetual snows. During the winter months here the snow is
from six to twenty feet deep. ·

of

(To be continued),

YOUNG WIVES.
A

MOTHERI~Y

PIECE OF ADVICE TO THE NUNfEROUS BRIDES OF THE DAY.

''I NEVER
go to a bridal that it does
not almost break my heart," said a
man whose tact and tenderness were womanly.
We would not have our girls live singly
until lonely old age finds them destitute
of what makes life worth having-home
and home loves. vV e believe firmly that
enduring earthly happiness is oftenest
found in the holy estate of wedlock; that
a good woman is made better and a noble
man nobler by loving and living with one
another as wife and husband; that their

affection deepens ancl ripens and grows
purer with each passing year until neither
is a complete being without the other.
And yet eyes grown graver with experience look sadly upon the happy young
thing who stands on the threshhold of a
new world as at the wide gates of an
Eden, which clouds and chill and blasting
fever can not enter. To her, bridehood
is fruition. We know it to be a probation for which the life of the average girl
is not a preparatory school. For no one
vocation 'is so little specific education
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received, even from sensible and farsighted parents. This omission, often a
fatal one, may be set down ·as a sinful
error antedating marriage.
"Man is usuallya misfit from the start,"
wrote Emerson, more cynically than was
the wont of the calm-browed metaphysiCian.
Before deciding that the joining of
man's hand to woman's in the most important relation of human existence is a
mistake and joined hearts a misfit let us
look at the causes of discord in the symphony of dual life.
The keynote that sets all ajar is usually
struck in the earlier months of marriage.
By a curious reversal of conditions the
:ardent wooer of the ante-nuptial idyl becomes the philosophically contented husband with the utterance of the irrevocable words. Often the pastoral becomes
plain prose, with never a trope or rhyme,
by the time the honeymoon is over. It
was the lover's business to make the world
beautiful to his betrothed during the
wooing. In wedlock the wife has to bear
with her lord's caprices, minister to his
comforts, amuse his dull hours, or run
the risk of losing him. What husband
bethinks . himself to entertain his spouse
if she be in tolerable health and spirits?
What good wife does not rake together
all her sticks and straws of talk and apply
the torch of cheerfulness at her lord's
comi'ng? It is he, nrt she, you may be
sure, who drinks his coffee around the
edge of the morning paper, flings wads of
wet wool in the form of absent-minded
monosyllables upon the bonfire aforesaid,
and when it has sputtered itself quite out
and the paper is thoroughly read, yawningly bethinks himself that he must "see
a man" at the club or elsewhere, or, if
very domestic falls asleep on the sofa.
A woman is born a wife. A man takes
matrimony into consideration along with
a great many other investments.
He
hopes earnestly that it will be both pleasant and profitable. Should it be neither,
he has borne the shock of falling stocks,
the disaster of losses in other cases without being utterly ruined.
Common sense clear-sightedness in our
survey of the situation is not pessimism.
A failure to appreciate the cardinal truth
that man is not woman nor woman man,
is a jagged reef connecting the Scylla of
single wretchedness on one side and the

Charybdis of wedded misery, and lies just
under the water. It may be added that
crafts that draw the most water because
heavily freighted, are apt to fare the
worst here.
The citizen who has even an infinitesimal bit of the world's history to make
can not give up his whole life to courtship. His wife, regarding love-making
and marriage as interchangeable terms, and
finding in them her lifelong profession, is
at first amazed, then hurt, then angrily
jealous of whatever divides his attention
with her. This may be classed as generic
jealously. It may annoy or, if he be
easy-tempered, amuse her lord. It inevitably lowers his opinion of her good sense.
If to a tender heart he unites quick perceptions he will keep "business" out of
her sight to the best of his ability; generally succeeding so far as to confuse the
outlines of what he carries under his cloak,
but allowing her to see that there is something there of portentous, because unknown, bulk.
Specific jealousy is a graver mistake,
especially when the object is another woman.
Such feeling, unextlressed by so
much as a look, bears the same relation
to open exhibition of it as does the innocent white egg to the fledged fighting
cock. The thoughtless wife may play
with the husband's jealousy of h!)r flirtation with other men, knowing his honor
to be safe in her hands. The absurditv
of the idea that she could love any on~
else as she does him appeals to her sense
of humor. A man'R first impulse on discovering that his lawful partner objects'
to his admiratioh of another woman is one
of t].erce impatience-a champing at the
bit. At the second check he takes it between his teeth. In proportion to his resentment _with his liberty of action he
loses respect, if not affection. for the
would-be tyrant.
Dearer to him than
wife, child or honor, is the aeknowledged
right of independent action. It ranks
with "life, liberty and pursuit of happiness."
The young wife's best friend is the one
who counsels her to be slow-divinely
slow-in admitting that her husband prefers another woman to herself; and should
the conviction be forced upon her, to conceal her knowledge of it to the death,
even the death of her own hAart and hope.
Tears, entreaties, invectives but weaken her
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hold and strengthen her rivals. No supplanted wife, from the days of Deianira
until now, ever successfully "doctored"
her spouse into a return to allegiance.
The best, thing she could hope for is respectful regard, a show of which may delude the world into a belief in his constancy, or, at worst, in her ignorance of
his infidelity. Then, should the truant
.come back of his own free will, or because
disappointed in lola or Cleopatra, there
are ·no abattis of "scenes," no gullies of
:alienation to entangle his feet.
Another blunder into which inexperience trips is forgetfulness of the simple
truth that the love which is worth winning is worth keeping. One tithe of the
pains put forth to enchain and hold a
lover's fancy would, after marriage, idealize the wife into the angel of the house.
It is a sharp ax laid at the root of conjugal affection when a man sees himself
lowered to the enjoyment of the secondbest of even every-day living.
I once heard a good wife congratulate
herself gravely that, in thirty years of
wedded happiness, she had never appear·ed at the breakfast table without a collar
or with dishevelled hair. The sincere fervor of the boast was in evidence of the prevalence of the contrary custom. The- orderly coiffure and neat neck-rig may stand
as types of the daily endeavor to remain
pleasing in eyes to which we were once
fair. Love of the right sort may not rip
Qr tear under the bristles of commonplaceness and dowdyism, but these do wear off
the nap.
Beyond comparison, the band that
holds together wedded hearts until the
seam of engrafting is knitted into bark
and grain, is the common love of both
for child.
The wife can make no greater mistake
compatible with true love for her husband
than repudiating the duty of child bearing. The fault passes beyond the rank
of blunders into that of positive sins.
The desire of every man to leave a representative of himself upon the earth when
he lies down to sleep with his father~; is
deeply grounded in noble natures. 'l'he
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father labors in the field of the world
with the strength of as many men as there
are hostages to fortune in the home nest.
The hope of maintaining children in comfort, bringing them up in respectability
and honor, and providing against common
want strangles avarice, glorifies ambition.
The words "wife and mother" go as naturally together as "home and heaven." It
argues fatuous and intolerable conceit
when a young wife deliberately assumes
thll-t she will be able in youth, middle and
old age to be so sufficient to her husband
in every phase of his many sided nature
as to compensate for what the Lord of
nature has declared is a necessity of his
being. The pair are agreed not to undertake the care and responsibility of offsprings, we are generally told in such
cases. Then the wife should lift to her
shoulders the heavier burden of keeping
herself eternally fair and sprightly; of
filling her spouse's heart and home with
mirth and music; as time goes on of supplying the elements of prideful love and
hope he might have had in growing boys
and girls; of being in fine a perpetual
fountain of youth to the man worn out
with cares and years. The principle of
rejuvenation, of growth into beauty and
strength, the ceaseless novelty, stir and
action that defy dullness and languor and
keep the parents' hearts fresh under the
shadow of the almond tree, only come and
abide in the home with children of one's
very own.
Childlessness is an evil.
The dread
significance of the aphorism is too often
not suspected until the summer of advent
is past, the harvest-time of education is
ended and the barren stalks stand uncomely and uncared for in a desolate winter.
A hive, crammed with gold and silver
honey, a spick-and-span hive with all the
modern improvements, with no litter of
larvae, no tracks of small feet on the
waxen cells, no jocund comings and goings; a hive silent as the tomb save for
the shrill hum of a pair of superannuated
bees hibernating with no hope of springtime. Are we to accept this as the model
of a representative American home?
-1\farion Harland in Courier-Journal.

Two sets of acute and intelligent minds, the Woman's Cj:lristian Temperance Union, and the
liquor dealers, have studied the drink question from opposite points of view, and have come to
the same concluEion, namely, that woman's ballot would be bad for the liquor business.-Sel.
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WITH THE CHURCH IN AN EARLY DAY.
BY "FRANCES."

CHAPTER XIII.

mHE next morning very early Elder
J 1'
Browning and Daniel were quietly
wending their way through the forest toward Kirtland, Ohio. It is not our intention to bear them company, but only to
glance briefly at a few incidents happening at this period of time. vVhen the
friends arrived in Kirtland, Daniel was
ordained an Elder, and the two, after a
short delay, proceeded on to Canada,
where for some months they labored together. News came to Margery frequently, from Daniel, encouraging and strengthening her, especially when she learned
from Mr. Clark that Elder Browning had
written him that Daniel held his hearers
as though spellbound while he brought
forth from the storehouse of God's word
things both new and old as witnessing to
the work of God in these latter days.
Many times she longed for his company;
but she was too brave and true to ever
suffer herself to write any but the most
cheering words of encouragement and earnest love for the cause so dear to both
their hearts.
\Ve must not forget to mention that a
f
w-eeks after Daniel's departure, both
:Th.c. and Mrs. Boyd had united with the
church; and they now awaited news from
Daniel almost as eagerly as Margery herself. This will not seem strange to Latter Day Saints who may read it, for they
will remember how many times their own
hearts have burned within them when
tidings came to those at home concerning
the spread of the work abroad, and how
earnestly those workers in the forefront
of the battle have been borne up in prayer
by those at home.
One morning in early spring-time Mr.
Boyd surprised his family with the announcement that he bad sold his farm and
would immediately begin making preparations for the removal of his family to
Kirtland. He also said that it was the
intention of Mr. Clark to go at the, same
time, and they would be joined by quite
a number, if arrangements could be completed in time. It is not our intention,
he added, to remain there long, but ~o
push on to Missouri; where many of the
Saints have already gone.

Margery was entirely unprepared for
this, as her father had not mentioned his
plans to any one but his wife, further
than to say that he would embrace the
first good opportunity of selling his farm,
in order to remove to Kirtland; but she
did not know that to go farther than this
hac1 entered his thoughts. He was a man,
h'owever, who once having made up his
mincl to a certain course, acted with
promptness and decision.
The first wild heart-throb of Margery,
had it been put into words, was, "Shall I
see Daniel so soon?" But this was quickly followed by the thought, "How can I
leave this home where my girlhood days
have been spent and every rod of forest
and field has become endeared to me . by
sacred memories?" I~ooking from the window she saw the road over which she and
Daniel had so many times cantered their
horses together; and there carne before
her mind's eye a mental vision of her absent lover as she had time and again seen
him reigning in his horse by the little gate
and dismounting all unconscious of the
tender gaze so lovingly bent upon him.
Tears eame to her eyes in spite of her utmost efforts to repress them, and she hastily left the room and sought her own
chamber.
Sitting down to strive and recover her
composure and adjust her thoughts to the
situation as it now presented itself, there.
came into her heart an indescribable emotion of clinging tenderness, not only towards the inanimate things of nature with
which her own soul had so many times
held silent converse, but the peaceful
hours of communion which had been enjoyed with those of like precious faith
during the months which were past. How
many times had they sat together in
"heavenly places in Christ Jesus!" Every
hour of such communion was treasured
away in her soul, and there was not one
of that little band of worshippers who
c1ic1 not seem to her as clear as the home
band who morning and night gathered
around the family altar of prayer. What
a trial it would be to sever these links, to
bid farewell to them and become indeed
a pilgrim.
True, they were not going alone, for
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her father had said that Mr. Clark and
others contemplated joining them; but it
would be sundering ties which might
never be bound together again in time.
They had been as one family. The joy
of one was the joy of all, and no grief or
care came to one with which the others
did not sympathize. There were no petty
jealousies with their mildew blight to contaminate their minds, and the onlv strife
known was the strife of faithfulness, the
effort to be first in every sacrifice of se!f
and personal comfort for the good of
others. All this was borne in upon the
roind of Margery while sitting there, and
a strange, undefinable fear hovered like
an unseen presence around her heart, which
had it taken form and expression in words,
would have been: "You are now going
forth to be tried in a furnace of fire. You
will never be permitted again upon earth
to find a resting place like this~a band of
God's people so truly one; but from henceforth you must know, as Saints of God in
all times have known, that you are a pilgrim and stranger upon the earth and here
have no sure abiding place."
But the thoughts did not shape themselves like this, for it was as the voice of
the Spirit speaking to the spirit, and was
not understood by the natural man. To
Margery it was then only sorrow and regret at the severing of social ties and the
sundm;ing of the bonds of church relation
with those who had entered upon the work
with her and whose company, whose helpful advice in her spiritual progress, she
had learned to prize so highly. Would
there ever be in any other place such
meetings as they had there enjoyed, when
the Spirit of God had hovered over and
about them like clouds of incense and they
had felt that were the veil only removed
which bounded their natural vision the
presence of the angels would have been
discovered?
Other thoughts arising in their turn
banished these, for the time being at least.
It was now the ·early days of .March, and
in April Daniel and his friend would be
in Kirtland to attend the general conference of the church. She wondered if her
father contemplated being there by that
time. She had always had an earnest desire to sec Joseph S~1ith and many others
whose names had be.come as household
words to her, and she wondered if she
would not be able to recognize them
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among others, from the description given
her by Mrs. Clark and also what Daniel'
had written. Her thoughts were interrupted by the entrance of her little brother,
who handed her a letter which proved to
be from Daniel. Her father had forgotten to give it to her upon first coming·
home, and now sent it up to her.
From this letter Margerv learned that
Daniel would soon sta~·t ·for Kirtland;
and as he too was ignorant of the movement contemplated by his father and Mr.
Boyd, he told her that he had written his
father to come to the conference if possible; and he hoped that his mother and
Mary would come with him, in which case
he felt sure Margery would join them. "1
can not," he wrote, "at this time forecast
the future further than this. I want to
see you and talk with you of that pathway
in life we hope to walk together.. To be
able to write you is a precious boon, but
it is not what it would be to talk with
you face to face. My feelings are strongly drawn out towards the land of Missouri.
News has reached us that the work there
is meeting with strong opposition; ana·
while I would never wish to take you into the midst of trouble, my soul burns
with an ardent desire to be in the forefront of the battle, to be found among
those who are ready to proclaim this goseven at the risk of life and at the sac1il:ice of all which makes life dear. The
difficulty between the brethren and the
settlers of that state seems to-have originated first upon a misunderstanding growing out of an article published in. the
"Evening and Morning Star," entitled,
"Free people of Color;" but this is only
used as a cloak to hide their intense hatred of the Saints; and as this hatred is
without a cause, except as the wicked always hate the good, they have circulated
all kinds of malicious slanders about the
brethren, seeking by this mean;; to justify
their hatred. One would suppose, judging from their own confession, that some
strange, new religion had appeared in the
world, of which our brethren were the exponents, instead of the religion found in
the Bible and taught by the Redeemer of
mankind more than eighteen hundred
years ago. There have been speeches
made by some men of influence, prominent among whom is one Lilburn W.
Boggs, calculated to incite the people
against the brethren; and since then much
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.a,buse has been heaped upon them. Some
have been tied up and whipped, while
·Others have been cruelly ,beaten. All of
the people, however, do not behave in this
unjust and cruel manner. Many of them
.:are friendly and disposed to deal justly;
but I fear this is only the beginning of
tro'ubles, and for this reason I am most
.anxious to see you; for while I long to be
among those who are exposed, to shield if
possible, if not to suffer with them, I have
not the courage to ask you to go with me,
and can not make up my mind to go and
leave you behind. When you have read
this, consult with your father and mother
relative to coming to the conference and
let me know the result."
Margery slowly" folded the letter, and
then as slowly unfolded it again, reading
it carefully from the begimiing to the end.
When she had finished the second reading
her eyes took on a far away look as though
she would penetrate the veil of the future
to inquire what lay beyond. Suddenly
this vanished and there settled down upon every feature a look of calm determination, and a steady light burned in her
eyes as of one whose purpose was fixed
:and whose hand had been put to the plow
never to turn back.
"Whither thou goest, I will go; and
where thou lodgest, I will lodge; thy people shall be my people, and thy God my
God," Margery repeated; and rising slowlv she went down to make the contents of
her letter known to the family.
"Can it be possible that such things are
enacted so publicly, without any effort being made by those sworn to see the laws
·executed, to bring the offenders to justice,"
said Mr. Boyd."
"Yes, father, not only this, but the people are incited to it by officers occupying
high positions in the state. This Boggs,
of whom Daniel speaks, is Lieutenant Governor, and Daniel believes that it is his intention to work upon the feelings of the
people until they will make the effort at
least, to drive the brethren from the
county."
"Mother," said Mr. Boyd to his wife,
-<'l was thinking as I came along that I
would like to go over to Bro. Clark's, and
if you and Margery would like to go, I
will drive you over."
This is just what Margery was wishing
for. She longed to see Mary and talk
with her about this change, the news of

which had come so suddenly upon her,
breaking in upon the quiet of her heretofore uneventful life. Especially was she
anxious to talk with her about the removal
to Missouri and the determination to
which she had come that if anything prevented her father from going she would
never consent to Daniel's going without
her, unless his own family should go at
the same time.
Arrived at Mr. Clark's, they found them
also in ·receipt of a letter from Daniel
which, being dated a few days after Margery's, contained the additional information that the printing press of the church
had been destroyed by a mob, all the material being thrown into the Missouri
river, and that Bishop Partridge had,
with many others, been most cruelly treateel by them. In his case they were not
satisfied with tarring his entire person,
but had filled his mouth with tar, which
had nearly suffocated him.
A meeting of the citizens of Jackson
county, m1~bering about five hundred,
had drawn up a set of resolutions declaring that the Saints must leave the country,
and warning them that those who refused
to comply would be visited with like
treatment to that which had befallen their
confederates.
This news was really old, it having occmTed in July of the previous year, but
it had not reached Daniel (except in the
formofrumor) until the time ofhiswriting ·
which was about one month previous. It
will be hard for our young friends who
read this to understand how it was that
news shoure travel so slowly in those far
away days. But if they will only recall.
the fact of the wonderful progress of inventions in the last fifty years, it will not
be so difficult for them to understand.
After mueh consultation and deliberation between the older members of the
-two familiRs it was decided to put forth
every effort to so arrange business that
they might start for Kirtland in time to
be there by the first of April. Further
than tnis they could determine nothing,
but after their arrival they would be governed entirely by circumstances.
"It is all very sudden, and seems so
strange to me, Mary," said Margery when
they were alone togetht>r in Mary's room,
"I felt as though I must talk with you. I
do not believe that I can find words to
express to you just how I feel, especially
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the influence which this persecution may have upon the Saints. If they
bear it patiently and suffer it gladly as
Saints in former times have done, all will
be well; but Saintf' of former days have
had that in their favor which our people
have not."
"What is that, Margery, I don't know
that I understand you?"
"What are the scars that our fathers
both bear? Were they not received in
battle while fighting for this same principle which is causing our brethren trouble
-the liberty of freedom of thought and
speech? This liberty has been bought by
the life-blood of many whose sons are today numbered among our brethren, and
is as <lear to the sons as ever it was to
the sires. I see how it is Mary. These
western men, like those who oppose us
here, are not able to defend their faith in
argument against the truth of the gospel,
and consequently they are angry and will
use every mean6 to harrass and annoy our
·people. No harm can accrue to us so long
:as we bear it patiently; but our fathers
:and brothers were not born under the rule
-of princes and tyrants, and if the government does not speedily put a stop to such
injustice- such law less proceedings- I
fear for the effect upon the church."
"But, Margery, men who are led by the
Spirit of God will know that retaliation is not and can not be a part of the
gospel of Christ!"
"Yes, Mary, but if there had never come
.a time when it was just and right to resist
unholy oppression, what of the war which
:secured the independence of these United
.States? Would it not have b Hl an unjust
war? What of the Declaration of Independence, to the support o± which its
signers pledged their lives, their fortunes
and their sacred honor? If this declaration of human rights involved principles
-of wrong, then these men had no sacred
honor to pledge, for they were untrue, disloyal to the government which they should
have honored; and though good men even
then might have been dragged into the contest, i-t never could have made the quarrel
a just one. If the statement contained in
it that to every individual God has given
certain inalienable rights, is a mistake, then
our nation iH founded upon a false hypothesis and our government is no better
than the gov<ornmentH of Europe. If kings
rule by divine right, then it follows that
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the people have no right to a voice in the
election of their rnlers."
"I can see that vour conclusions are
just, Margery, but I can not yet see the
bearing they have upon this difficulty."
"I pray God we may never see it, Mary,
for it would be worse for the church than
the bitterest persecution which could rage
against it. But do you not see that if our
brethren are to be persecuted and driven
by the lawless mob, and the government
stand by and offer no protection to its
citizens who have never violated the
law, that the time must inevitably come
when they will have to protect themselves
and their families? It will not be the
government which they will resist, but
mob violence; and in doing this it will be
hard to prevent a spirit~ of retaliation
from entering in; and if it should, neither
you nor I can estimate the loss it will be
to the ehurch."
"I hope the Saints will bear much and
long, before they resort to this," said
Mary.
"I echo your wish, Mary, with all my
heart; but my mind is troubled, and I
feel that we shall have much to endure
because of our religion, before many years
paRS away. I do not shrink from suffering, and it is not this which troubles me;
neither do I fear that I shall ever deny
the faith; but if while we profess and
cling to it, we lose the Spirit of the gospel, then indeed our enemies have prevailed against us."
"Do not let this trouble you, Margery.
If we are humble and faithful God will
strengthen us to resist temptation and to
overcome."
"My only trust is in him, and for this
cause I feel that if Daniel goes to Missouri,
I must go with him."
"I am glad of that decision, Margery,
for he will need your restraining influence.
He loves his friend~ and would be far
more likely to resent insult aud injury to
them than ,to himself."
"That is just the trying point, Mary,
and the one which troubles me. Even a
high spirited man may bear abuse which
is heaped upon himself; but it becomes intolerable when compelled to see his dearest friends abused. How think you our
fathers could bear to see us cruelly treated
before their eyes?--But father is calling. I must go. Come over soon, for I
have much to talk with you about."
(To be continued).
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EXTRACTS FROM KINGSBOROUGH'S MEXICAN
ANTIQUITIES.
ISCOUNT KINGSBOROUGH was
V
an English antiquarian, was born in
1795, and was the son of the Earl of
Kingston.
In 1830 he published his
"Antiquities of Mexico, Comprising Facsimiles of Ancient Mexican Paintings," &c.
He died in 1837, having expended a fortune and the most of his life on his matchless work, which consists of nine ponderous folio volumes.
Vol. 1. contains a eopy of the collection
made by Mendoza, preserved in the Bodlean library at Oxford, England; of the
Codex Telleriano, in the librarv of Paris;
fac-similes of the coll(Cction of ·Botturini;
and copies of other paintings in the Bodlean library.
Vol. II. contains manuscripts from the
Vatican paintings of Laud ; paintings
from the Institute of Bologna; from
Vienna and Berlin, and bas-reliefs from
Antigua.
Vol. III. contains fac-similes of the
Borgian collection at Rome, and paintings from Dresden, Hungary, and the
Vatican.
Vol. IV. contains Monuments of New
Spain, by M. Dupaix, in French.
Vol. V. consists of translations from the
first three volumes, by Augustine Aglio.
Vol. VI. consists of intepretation of
collection of Mendoza; explanation of
Codex Telleriano-RGmensis; explanation
of Codex Vatican us, and Notes.
Vol. VII. contain,; "Historia Universal
DeN ueva Espanya;" by Las Casas.
Vol. VIII. contains Supplementary
Notes, Supplementary Extracts, a Treatise on the Jewish Descent of the Indians,
and The Letters of Cortez.
Vol. IX. contains Chronico Mexicano,
by Tozozomoc, and Historia Chichemeca,
by Ixtlilochitl, and Retos Antiquos E
Idola trias De Las Indios La N neva Espanya.
The following extracts are l11:ade from
the sixth and eighth volumes and pages
indicated.
s. F. w.
Vol. VI. page 4: "In Peter Martyr's
work: They knew them [the Cherebians]
'honor the cross, although lying somewhat,
and in another plaee compassed about
with lines, they put it upon such as are
new-born, supposing the devils fly from
that instrument; if any fearful apparition

be seen at any time by night, they set up,
the cross, and say that,the place is cleansed by that remedy; and being demanded
whence they learned this, and the speeches
which they understand not, they answer
that those rites and customs came by tradition from the elders to the younger.'"
"Gomara says that in Yucatan a cross
of copper or wood was placed over the
graves of the dead."
Page 46:-"A very remarkable representation of the ten pla~sues which
God sent on Egypt in order to punish
Pharaoh's hardness of heart occurs in the
eleventh and twelfth pages of the Borgian
manuseript.
Moses is there painted as
holding up in his left h md his rod which
became a serpent, and with a furious gesture calling down pla'iues on the Egyptians. These plagues were frogs, locusts,
lice, flies, &c.; all of which seem to be
represented in the pages referred to; but
the last and most dreadful were the thick
darkness which overspread Egypt for
three days, and the death of the first-born
of the Egyptians, the former of which is
represented by the figure of an eclipse of
the sun, and the latter by Meclanteotl (or
god of the dead) descending in +he form
of a skeleton, or a cadaverous b 1·., from·
the God of Moses. The curious c;ymbol
of one serpent swallowing another occurs
likewise in the nineteenth page of the·
same manuscript. It is not extraordinary
that the Mexicans, who were acquainte(t'
with one portion of Genesis-that relating to the migration of the children of
Israel from Egypt,- should have not
been ignorant of another."
Page 50: "Now let us proceed briefly
to state the plea and pretext by which the
Ingas subdued those countries under their
yoke. They professed to the people that
after the deluge, with which event the
Indians were universally acquainted, the
human race was again propagated and
multiplied by the Ingas alone; for that
seven heroes came forth from the cave of
Pa.;aritambo and procreated, in the manner which has been mentioned, new nations and people; whence it was fit and
just that all mankind should obey, and
submit to, the Ingas their ancestors and
progenitors. They made this also a boast,.
that they alone of all men, possessed the
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pure and tJ;ue knowledge of the worship tion of Mendoza means to say that the
and honor due to God; and hence in Mexican paintings were, in the first inCusco, as in some holy land, the temples stance, given to the native Mexicans, that
exceed the number of four hundred, and they might consult together on their
the neighbr;ring territory was everywhere proper meaning, whose real testimony he
full of religious mysteries."
afterward took down when thev had come
"lt has been before remarked that the to an agreement as to the right significaMexicans in many of their customs resem- tion of the symbols representing the cities
bled the Peruvian;;, and that their relig- tributary to the crown of Mexico. And
ion was probably derived from a common Sahugan says, that he assembled, in a simsource, Viracocha being the same deity as ilar manner, the Indians of Tescuco and
Tetzcatlepoca and Huitzilopuchtli, al- Mexico who were most conversant' with
though worshipped under a different the antiquities of their country, in order
, that they might explain to him the signiname.
"The belief which the Mexicans and fication of their ancient paintings as the
Pervuians entertained of their origin is best authority which he could follow in
likewise an argument in favor of their writing the history of New Spain."
common descer'!t. The former of these
Page 102: "The Mexicans celebrated in
11ations pretended that their ancestors had this mon.th [Panquetzilitzli] the festival
proceeded from seven caves; the latte:r of the loaf, which was in this manner:
that they were descended from seven They made a large loaf of the seed of
heroes who came out of the same caves.
bledos, which they called tzoetli, and of
51-"lYL De Humboldt has observed that if honey; and after having made it, they
we knew exactly in what part of the blessed it in their manner, and broke it,
globe the ancient kingdoms of Tulan, and the high priest put it into a very clean
Tlapallan, Huetlapallan, Amaquemecan, ves8el, and took a thorn of m~guey, with
Aztlan, and Chicomoztoc were situated, which he with great reverence took up a
we might be able to form an opinion of morsel and put it into the mouths of every
who the ancestors of the Mexicans were, one of the Indians, as if in the manner of
and from what country they passed over a communion."
to America. Bv an attentive examination
Page 107: "Quecalcoatle is he who was
of the meaning of these proper names, born of the ¥irgin; w:ho was called on
and the mutual compariwn of one with earth Chimalman, and in heaven, Chalchianother, Tulan signifies the country of huitztli, which means the precious stone
reeds; Tlapallan, the Red Sea; Huetlap- . of penance or of sacdfice. He. was save~
allan, the Old Red Sea; Amaquemecan, in the deluge, and was born in Zivehavitzthe country of the veil of paper; Aztlan, catl, where he resides."
the country of the flamingo; and Chico"They call this the fast of the Lords; it
moztoc, the seven caves ... In the absence lasted four days, that is to say, from the
of facts we employ conjecture . . . Egyp'; first day of Ocelotl to four earthquakes.
is the country to which all these names This fast was a kind of preparation for the
refer; and that the colony which arrived end of the world, which they said would
in early ages in America from the East, happen in the day of four earthquakes, so
were Jews from Alexandria."
that they were thus daily in expectation
Page 53: "Montezuma told Cortez that of that event.
their ancestors had come from the same
Quecalcoatle was he who they say creapart of the globe as the Spaniards, situat- ted the world; and they bestowed on him
ed toward the rising sun."
the appellation of Lord of the Wind, bePage 54. [Peter MartyrJ: "Cortez said cause they said that .Tonacatecotle, when
to Montezuma 'What more wicked and it appeared good to him, breathed and
abominable; what more foolish? . . . Ye begat Quecalcoatle. They erected ronnel
slaughter so many human bodies every temples to him without any corners.
year for these insensible images' sakes.' 'l'hey said that he it was that formed the
:Montezuma: 'Hearken, 0, Cortez! The first man, They celebrated a festival, on
ceremonies of sacrifice left us. by tradi- the sign of the four earthquakes, to the
tion from our ancestors, these we observe destroyer, with reference to the fate which
and have hitherto exercised.'"
again awaited the world; for they said
Page 8 7: "The interpreter of the collec- that it had undergone four destructions,
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and that it would again be destroyed. He
alone bad a human body like that of men,
the other Gods were of an incorporeal nature.-[Codex Telleriano-Remensis.J
[Foot-note.] "Quecalcoatle is said to
have been attended by many deformed
persons and crook-backs. corcovadus, on
his way to Cbolula."
"The extreme pertinacity which the Indians, both in Peru and Mexico, displayed
in a€1hering to their old religion, frequently laying down their lives in its defense,
and affirming when ~;easoned with upon
the subject, that if Christianity was good
for the Castilians, their own religion was
no less for them, is a convincing proof
that the signs and wonders which the
Mexicans believed that Huitzilopuchtli
had wrought in their favor (to which the
hand and outstretched arm so often occurring in Mexican paintings probably alludes) and the oracles of Pachacama, revered in Peru, maintained the greatest
ascendency over their minds; and in this
obstinacy, in blindly persisting in a persuasion which Christians told them was
false, it must be confessed that the Indians closely resembled the J ewR.
The
second reason for believing that Judaism
was the religion of the Indians is, that
they used circumcision. The third, that
they expected a messiah. The fourth, that
many words incorporated in their language and connected with the celebration
of their rites, were obviously either of
Hebrew or Greek derivatiOn. The fifth,
that Las Casas, the Bishop of Chiapa, who
had the best means of verifying the fact,
was of this opinion. Sixth, that the Jews
themselves, including some of their most
eminent Rabbis, such as Menasseh Ben
Israel and Montecenio, who, though not a
rabbi, was a Jew who had visited America,
maintained it by both verbal statements
and in writing. The seventh is the dilemma in which the most learned Spanish authors, such as Acosta and Torqnemada, have placed their readers by leaving them no other alternative than to
co'Ine to the decision whether the Jews
bad colonized America and established
their rites among the Indian or whether
the devil bad counterfeited in the New
World the rites and ceremonies which
God gave his chosen people. The eighth
is the resemblance which many of the Indian rites and ceremonies bore to those of
the Jews. The ninth is the similitude

which existed between many of the Indiail!
and many of the Hebrew moral laws_
The tenth is the knowledge which the·
Mexican and Peruvian tra_ditions implied
that the Indians possessed of the history
contained in the Pentateuch. The elev-enth, the Mexican tradition of the Teo-moxtle or divine book of the Toltecas.
The twelfth is the Mexican history of
their famous migration from Aztalan. Thethirteenth is the traces of Jewish supersti~
tion, history, tradition, laws, manners and
customs, which are found in the Mexican
paintings. The fourteenth is the frequency of ~<acrifices amongst the Indian~, and
the religious consecration of the blood
and the fat of the victims. The fifteenth
is the style of architecture of their paintings.
The sixteenth is the fringeswhich the Mexicans wore fastened in
their garments. The seventeenth is asimilarity in the manners and customs of
Indian tribes far removed from the central
monarchies of Mexico and Peru (but still
within the pale of religious proselytism)
to those of the Jews, which writers who'"
were not Spaniards have noticed, such as:,
Sir William Penn, who, recognizing a probably fanciful likeness between the features of Indian and Jewish children, says:
•When you look upon them you would
think yourself in the Jew's quarter at.
London. Their eves are little and black
like the Jews: moreover they reckon by
moons; they offer the first fruits, and
have a kind of feast of tabernacles. It is
said that their altar stands upon twelve_
stones. Their mourning lasts a year. Thecustoms of their women are like those of
the Jews. Their language is masculine,
short, concise, and full of enflrgy, in which
it much resembles the Hebrew. One word'
serves for three, and the rest is supplied'
by the understanding of the listeners.
Lastly, they were going into a country
which was neither planted nor known,
and he that imposed this condition upon
them was well able to level their passage
thither; for we may go from the eastern
extremities of Asia to the western extremities of America.'
"If Sir William Penn bad had an opportunity of beholding on what purple thronesc
the sovereigns of Peru and Mexico sat, he
would perhaps have exulted less at the
idea of the Jews having miraculously passed from the old continent to the new,
either by the division of the waters of the·
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Euphrates, a,s foretold by Esdras, or those
of old ocean itself, the only remaining
obstacle that could stop the march of the
chosen people of God. We ·for our own
part, should be almost tempted at the
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bare mention of such a prodigy to declare
ourselves of the faith of the Irishman,
who, on hearing a similar relation, gaily
exclaimed, 'l believe it all but the first,
step.'"

BELOW we reproduce from an old number of the HERALD an article on Education which
seems very appropriate to the period at which we have arrived in the history of this work.

EDUCATION.
BY ELDER DAVID H. SMITH.

ophers, dwarf to their own true standard.
"Does not education in worldly knowledge tend to infidelity, or, at least, to a
of education? "Well," says one, "we often nominal, inactive faith in God?" Their
speak of that." To be sure we do; but, is teaching in regard to religion may; but
that our chief objection? No; evidently .. we were considering this subject as abThe main cause of our fault-finding in re- stract from the religious element in the
gard to them lies in the fact that they world. And, considered in this light,
fail to promulgate the true gospel, and as- knowledge can in no case work save for
sume authority to declare what, reasoning the furtherance of the mind in its worship
from their own standpoint, they have no of God. Let the saii1t of God study the·
just right to. Supposing they held legal language he speaks, that he may speak
authority, and preached the true gos- the gospel more plainly and effectually;
pel, leading lives of purity, still possessing let him look with critical eye through an
a polished education, could we have just the sciences that language unfolds to his
reason to complain upon the ground ·of vie'", that be may see that they are founded
that education? Certainly not. On the upon eternal principles, as are the truths
Let him study the
other band, should our preachers, having of Christ's doctrine.
the pure principles of of Jesus Christ, add geography of the heavens that he may bethereto an enlarged and clear view of all lieve in a material God, with a material
the subjects and branches of knowledge, beave·n and universal material over which
would it not in a great degree add to their to preside; and lo, no place for the visionusefulness? It certainly would; always ary ethereal rows of benches before the
provided that they keep their minds free topless throne. Let him study the grand
from pride, artd keep pure their allegiance science of measurement, would be comprehend how incomprehensible the power
to the gospel covenant.
"But," says one, "Education begets that laid out the universe and measured
pride." There could be no greater 'mis- the foundations thereof. Let him glance
take. Give one a thorough education at history, and behold the clouds of witand be will see his own littleness, and nesses bearing testimony to prophecy, and
learn his ignorance more thoroughly holding up the Mosaic record, even as the·
than the most unlettered. As the dove arms of Moses himself were held up that
that soars high, beholding the vast fields the enemies of truth might not overcome.
Does our religion fear the ligl1t? Are
below yet unexplored, and sees the
horizon expanding far beyond her vision, we of those who would not know anything
seems a speck in the blue ether, even save that which they know naturally?
Ignorance for which we are not responso the soul that looks into the laboratories of nature, the mysteries of science, sible can not binder to any great extent
or examines the collected thoughts of our preaching o.r progress, but do we
many scholars like himself, feels his pride love it? Do we hug it unto ourselves? If
sink within him; and his efforts, compared we do, then are we responsible, and greatwith those of prophetE, kings and pbilos- ly to be blamed, and verily we shall have
HAT is the principal reason that we
find fault with the preachers of the
W
day? Is it simply because they are men
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our reward. To know God is eternal life;
and to know his works and all that we can
in righteousness know, but makes more
beautiful, enjoyable and useful that life.
Saints; do we comprehend the field before us? Did we, methinks we would

HOME

have less time for the labor and works of
the evil one, and more for the accomplishment of good. · Let us equip ourselves
for the work and spare no means, in truth,
whereby we may be enabled to do our
work well.

CONVERSATIONS.

BY DECINDA AND TUBAL l\fiLKINS.
CHAPTER IV.

'''1J
FEW days ago I had cause to call upj l on Mrs. Jendors. She is an amiable
lady, so kind and obliging withal; a real
jolly, good woman. She is a profe~sed
Christian of the Methodist persuasion;
but instea<'l of holding to any of the modern 'sanctification' theories, she holds that
one's goodness should be seen, not talked
about, only. VV ell, while there she spoke
to me concerning my views of evening
parties. Her son, Over, thought of entertaining a few young friends, and among
others, inviting our Unit and Tilly-Jane.
I expressed myself freely, and our opinions harmonized perfectly. We had a
good laugh also. I will laugh occasionally; I can't avoid it. Over iR one of those
straight-forward, loving boys, so honorable and manly. He seems to know just .
what is right; and does it every time.
He stands nbout five-feet-eight; has
dark hair and eyes; fair complexion,
and rosy full lips, and tinted cheeks,
and a bewitching mustache. He weighs
about one hundred and sixty pounds;
is squarely built, and is twenty years
old. Well, if I havn't given a royal
description of him; and I haO.n't thought
I should!
"But I must tell you of my mental reverie concerning my husband, Tubal, the
dear, good man he is, if I do say it! I
scarcely knew how he'd take to the idea
of what Mrs. J endors and self had been
talking of. Of course he would get to
hear of it, for Mr. Jendors was down at
the shop whilst I was at their house.
"The lecture excitement had waned, and
nothing of any import had been observed
between us in conversation until now.
"Evening came, and it brought husband
home. I could note as he entered the
door he was mentally burdened; but he

said nothing about his weight of trouble
that evening.
"The next day noon, however, he came
home, and positively declared he could no
longer endure it, he must unload. I was
surprised at the hour Of his coming, for
he had taken his dinner with him as was
. his custom. But customs are sometimes
overruled, as I n9w plainly discovered."
"\V ell, wife," said husband, "I guess
you've heered of the party going to he
over at Mr. Jendor's on Friday night?
Yes? Yes; well I should say!" said Tubal. "Old man Jendors was at the shop
yesterday, and said cards would be ha'\Jded
round to all whom they wanted to come.
Cards, Decinda; what think you of that?
I've always said my son should never
handle cards. I s~1ppose they'll be wantin' Unit and Tilly Jane to come, and I
hereby solemnly enter my portest. You
know, Deeinda; what a reputation cards
have got. Yon know the wily temptations
of them ere things. Their history is written in beer, and revolvers, and knives!
Decinda, I'm surprised at J endors; Christian people they are~ and goin' to pass
cards around. Yes, give Unit and Tilly
Jane a pack on 'em! A nice thing, I declare. 0, dear! 0 dear! You know, Decinda, how hard we've tried to rear our
children in the right way. How often
we've prayed for 'em; and cried on 'em;
and now for old J endors to let Over start
up such a thing-it's awful, Decinda! I
could weep if it would do any good."
And Tubal paced the floor nervously.
"Tubal," I observed, "are you not giving yourself unnecessary concern relative
to this matter? The cards mentioned by
Mr. J endors are cards of invitation! I
presume that Unit and Tilly Jane may
receive theirs to-day, as this is W ednes·
day."
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"Cards of invitation?" queried Tubal.
"Old man Jendors said they'd pass around
cards to all they wauted to come.
Of
course the ones they don't want will get
no cards.
Decinda, you're mistaken.
You see lots of these folk give little presents as an inducement to 'tend."
"Yes; but, Tubal, such is not the case
now. These are cards with a printed
invitation, announcing that the presenceor company of such a one is desired by
some one else on a certain evening, and
at a certain hour."
"0 well," said Tubal, "that is a white
horse of another color. I was terribly
afeered it was something else, and you
know, Decinda, I could not tolerate that."
"Neither should I be willing. As to
the cards themselves, they are inert matter, and know nothing, but they have associations, and are surrounded by many
circumstances and incidents very unenvi·
able indeed; it is needful that our children handle those things the reputation of
whose associations are not so grossly disreputable as those of cards. The Bible
says: 'Shun the appearance of evil.' Of
courge we are not to take this in the extreme; but the real, genuine, hard-shell
cards I have my prejudices against. Unit
knows nothing of them, and so he would
not be so easily led as otherwise he might."
Upon this, Tnb.al returned to his labor;
'but in the evening upon coming home to
supper, he was still in a worried frame of
mind. The cards arrived during the afternoon. 'rubal inquired concerning them
before he sat at table. I showed them to
him, and satisfied him on that point.
After meal we were gathered in the sitting room, and the childr(iln were reading.
Unit had a book entitled, "Walks in a
Cemetery," and Tilly-Jane's was entitled,
"The sin of evening Pastimes;" books
their father had bought for them. . They
had some good points; but on the whole
they were, to my mind, insipid, and erratic. They were written by a Presbyterian
deacon of blue-law, puritanical fame, and
trying to be tyrannical as well.
"Decinda, dear, began husband, breaking in upon the silence, "I learn there is
going to be music at .J endors'-a fiddle,
and a horn and some sich things. I fear
'twill be unsafe after all for our children
to go. The fiddle is a deuce of a thing,
and I've always been of the opinion that
tl1ere was more or less devil in it. Its
2

.
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squeaking notes savor of demoniacal
screeches; and a great amount of eyil
comes of fiddle strings and fiddle bows.
I think it unsafe, indeed.
"Fiddling belongs to dancing; they go
hand in hand, and the young ones will be
kicking up their heels afore we know it.
When I was a boy I was a great sinner.
I used to play a jewsharp, and a frenchharp, and hand jim-bones, and a bag-pipe;
but when I got to see how much evil there
was in sich things I told the Lord if he'd
forgin me I'd never harp nor bone nor
pipe any more! I used to dance, and I
always felt conscience-smitten every time
I did the scottish-reel. The fiddle makes
my feet move yet, although I've tried
hard to make them number eights walk in
the right way! Decinda, we must 'let
our light shine' accordin' to scripture, or
not at all! We must teach our children
what's what. I know they're not stained
very much with sin; but we must keep
sin before them all the time; keep tellin'
them everything that's wrong and bad
and vile. They'll surely walk in the right
way then. We ought to tell them how
good and pure we are, and have them look
at us all the time. What think you, Decinda ?"
"Well, Tubal," I observed, "I scarce
know what to say. But let us consider
this much: The children are not mere
children now; they have so far attained
toward years of actual maturity as to be
possessed w!th reason, judgment, and
goodly discretionary powers of mind.
'l'his we should readily concede. Being
thus, they are not to be treated by us as
having none of these faculties, nor yet as
being unable to determine to any safe degree between things of propriety and impropriety, between right and wrong. All
young folks-we were such at one timeare pleased to have these things duly recognized on the part of parents and others. It
has a tendency to stimulate self-control and
throws the 'weight of responsibility where
it belongs, thus aiding in the development
of dependency upon self, and ability.
Anything that would savor of a lack of
the faculties named, as though we eonsider our offspring-whom we delight in
knowing are intelligent-as being mentally and morally dependent, would discourage them, and reflect upon the judgment,
reason and good sense they may have,
and which we may wish to have brought
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out and used to future advantage both to
themselves and ourselves. So far as the
violin is concerned, it can do no harm.
Stringed instruments were used by God's
people in olden time, and music is a heavenly art. There will be no dancing at
the party; and I do not consider the present a proper time for such thing, even if
ever such a time may come. Dancing has
been grossly perverted and misused. The
strange commingling of the sexes of modern dancing bas given rise to fantastie allurements of a very questionable charaeter;
and the movements and embraces, situations, etc., made use of would scarcely be
tolerated, under other circumstances, by
any reputable lady or consistently moral
man. From those arise many evils not to
be named, and surely to be avoided by a
Christian. Yet, Tubal dear, I am with
you in this latter question. The party at
J endors' is simply of a musical and literary character, and evidently will be profitable and pleasant to the young people.
Such things create sociability, and where
proper hours are maintained, good only
can accrue."
"Jus' so," said my Tubal, "that's what
I've always contended for everywhere
and all the time. You see John Baptist
lost his head at the time of a dance, and
he wasn't there either. And I've always
said there was more heels and toes in a
dance than brains anyhow; a dancing master don't need be much above the degree
of idiocy to teach the art!"' They call it
an art to have something high-sounding
about it aside from the music, awl shoeheels. 'Twont do, Decinda; 'twon't do,
at all at all! The children shan't go,
that's settled!" And mv husband looked
excited, and passed out into the kitchen.
"Mother," spoke Tilly-Jane, "does
father really think there will be dancing
at Mr. J endors' on Friday evening?"
"I can not say, my clear," I remarked,
"but it sounds very much that way."
"I can't see why father should talk so
peculiarly," said Unit."
"My children, 'tis ·well; your father has
his opinions and surroundings as do all
folk; be patient and all will be well. You
know he is very solicitous for your welfare; and realizing the great responsibility resting upon the paternal office, and
deeply desirous of your good; and being
of his temperament, he speaks and feels
as you notice!"

"Well, mother," replied Tilly-Jane, "l
should not go if I thought there would be
dancing; for I have my conscientious
scruples concerning it, and am verily persuaded that often times in moments of
allurement young men take undue liberties, and for such acts of impropriety I
have a feeling of utter abhorrence; but
then, there'll be no dancing at J endors'."
"I am pleased with your speech, TillyJane," said my husband, who upon approaching the door-way stopped to hear
her words. "You are right and sensible
and just. All girls and young women
should hold inviolate the sacred proprieties
of pure and noble womanhood, that the
licence of the dance and song may not sully
a life immaculate! The modern dance is
a maelstrom of vice too often, and its enticements and inducements too frequently
sensuous for real good. Its reputation
generally is not pure; therefore abstain
from ~<uch great appearance of evil."
"Father, I wish to do the right thing
also," said Unit, and although young, I
have observed and read, and have formed
conclusions relative to such matters; and
although I have not as yet expressed myself, I will say that I intend by God's
grace to make my on-coming manhood
pure as I can. I would not dance. lest I
should be tempted to evil; not that I may
be morally weak, for often strong men
fa'll when least they may expect it. There
are other things I would not wish to do.
I regard girls and young women with regard almost sacred, and would not wish
to demean myself in the giddy whirl
of dancing revelry as I might not conscientiously and purely do at other times
and p!aces in public or in private. I know
of young men who would call me 'soft'
for thus speaking, but I care not for that.
I do not think manhood is strengthened
nor developed truly by exposure to evil
influences, or things not just what they
should be. But there will be no dancing
at Jendors'."
"Unit, you are right," said Tubal; "and
may God bless you in your efforts for
good. No, I guess there'll be no dancin'
there. When I look upon the world today I see so much to be avoided; and often the lines of that good old hymn come
to mind:
'Is this vile world a friend to grace,
To help me on to God.'
I tell you, my children, it isn't nor ever will
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be. I want to see you be a true man and
woman of good sound sense, and judgment
clear.
I wouldn't unnecessarily bind
down your youthful minds-but there's
so much to fear!"
And my husband's eyes were filled with
tears upon closing his last remarks. He
mean'l well; I've always known that,
therefore I have had the more patience
with him. Yes, Tubal has a good heart.
The children seemed pleased at this favorable turn in their father's words and tone.
They closed their books; and we continued our chat.
Tilly-.J ane-the lovely child she isventured to talk a little:
"Father," she began, "I have been reading in the book you gave me last birthday anniversary, and the author says or
writes this: 'Children should be specially
guarded as to their evening hours. Late
hours, extending toward and after midnight, arc wholly unseasonable, and have
in their darkness and silence a mystic
sense of allurement very suspicious indeed.' That, I think, is true. But he
furth.or writes: ·Young folk need no pleasures, if they only thought so. Their lives
should be sober, holy and just; and oncoming years bring weight of responsibilty that a life of levi~y can not qualify to
be met.' As to no pleasures, I think he
is in error. It seems to me all folk have
a humorous turn of mind- some more
than others-and we seem to naturally
give vent to the vein at times; and being
social creatures of such nature as we do
not find in other gradations of animal
existence:-;, we seem to require the commingling of each other in society movements. I know levity of life furnishes
nothing stable or anything of solidity.;
but we would not wish to spend our
lives thus. I think there is too mnch
ineonsideratenes.s on the part of girls
now-a-days; so many at the Academy
are so unthoughtful of any of the
weightier duties that womanhood must
of necessity impose, that I am led to
query whether that shall find them prepared for its grave demands."
"Why, Decinda, I'm surprised at the
noble girl's talk," said my husband.
"Tilly-.J ane, you make me-make me-"
and her father's voice faltered for joy and
thankfulness; "you make me happy to
hear your sweet tongue talk that way.
:May such good sense always stay with
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you, my ehild; and may heaven guard
you always from evil. There's a little
verse I just composed, I can't help but
repeat it to you:
There'll be no evil there;
There'll be no evil there,
In heaven above,
Where ull is love;
There'll be no evil there.

Now Unit and Tilly-Jane. if you can just
get landed safely there, I'll be so happy!"
And my husband wept.
.
The rt>ader may not be able to determille how pleased I have been to note
this change in my husband's manner.
Whether lasting: or not it seems in answer
to long continued prayer in his behalf relative to his unwarranted rigidity of manner towards the children espeeially.
"I had not forgott8n his remarks about
keeping sin before the ehildren, and parading our own goodness. After they had
retired, which thev did at the close of
their father's la;;;t utteranee I've just given,
I called his attention to it. "Dear Tubal,"
I resumed, "the remark you made about
sin and our individual goodness being
held up before the children, pardon me,
but I think it would be in bad taste. Telling them of sin and sinfnl things might
have a tend<:>ney to tempt them to try
something of them. I presume you are
aware of how mueh harm grows out of
the reading of books portraying evil eonduet on the part of men and women; how
many boys more than girls become venturesome; some steady boys at that, led
away by such. And· wer.; we to relate
things of sinfulness, however cautious we
might try to he, there might be found
lurking in that talk a demon of unsuspected proportions, ready to tempt, and wily!
In holding up righteousness worthy of
emulation, attempts to practiee could and
would do naught els<:> tban good. But
that righteousness should not be made to
appear as existing in you or me alone.
The only >vay our exampl<:>s can do good
is by making no reference to them. Tilly.T ane and Unit observe, and as we do and
say they can but notice and draw their
own conclusions of the wisdom and propriety thereof. To tell them we were
their examples may savor of self-righteousness and self-sufficiency. We were
once young, and should remember that
youth has not the experience of age, and
so deal gently, 'There are things we do
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not know, as old as we are; and our own
conduct may not always be the wisest at
its best oftentimes."
That's all very true, Decinda," said
Tubal; "I've been pondering it over myself since I named it; and note that speaking of it as I did before the children was
not as wise as it might have been. I am
a frail mortal any how, and need learn
much yet, I fear. I believe, Decinda,
that sometimes I've been 'wise in my own
conceit'-and that aint a good idea, I'm
bein' persuaded. Well, these parties are
queer things anyhow. When I was a boy
we used to have spelling schools and debating clubs, and that's about all 'side
from danc.ing.
My father and mother
were reared fore-ordained Presbyterians;
and mother was a good woman although
she was afeered that some breath she drew
might be a sinful one. They believed in
'total depravity,' though they never gave
much evidence of its existence in themselves. Father was an honorable man,
and just. He died happy, and the belief
that he was one of 'the elect' helped him
in his death. Decinda, it was a queer belief, but our eyes were once darkened;
but now, I trust we see. Many things in
my early training have strangely clung to
me; like a notch in the bark of a tree, it
grows there. The children have gone to
bed. I love them. Unit is growing so
manly; and Tilly-.Jane's a woman already.
Decinda, this evening's conversation has
done us no harm."
"0, no, husband, none at all. I have
only been well gratified with its even

tenor.
We each have our respective
work to do. The children are ours and
have been spared to us these several years,
They are amply repaying us for infancy's
nursing and care. I think no fault attaches
to us. We have much to be thankful
for."
"We have," said Tubal, "and I hope in
the future to be more guarded in my language than I have heretofore been. 'Tis
strange how old some folk become ere they
learn lessons of discretion, and what may
be the right thing to do! Shall we pray
before we go to bed?"
"We'd better," I answered; "will you
lead?" And he prayed as follows:
"Good Father, what strange creatures
we are; how blind, how frail we are!
Thou knowest I have tried to do right,
but have made many blunders; forgive
me, I pray thee. Thou hast kindly favored us with home and goodly children; we
have been careful for their good. If we
have been too stringent in our method,
to harsh in our treatment on 'em, forgive
us. We sometimes try to walk so straight
we get a little crooked somehow ourselves;
'tis human to err, and help us we pray
thee. Wife is kind and good. I love
her and I love my Savior; and hope that
harmony and peace from God may abide
in our home evermore. Keep the children
from every harm. Help them, keep their
lives pure, and deliver them from every
snare of the wily tempter. Help them
hate sin and love righteousness. Be with
us through the night and all time to come.
Amen."
(To be continued).

SCHOOL-TIME.
What is all this great commotion?
What's the matter with the boys?
Seems to me the house is bursting
With their clatter and their noise.
"Mamma, put up lots of dinner."
"Mamma, won't yon brush my hair?"
"Mamma, where's my cap and mittens?"
"There, I've tumbled over a chair!"
Here they rush and there they go,
With noise of boots and' noise of tongues;
Three boys hurrying to and fro,
With active feet and good, strong lungs.

"Almost school-time; hurry up, Ed;"
"Where's the dinner pail? Where's my skates?"
With skip and jump, and "Good-by, mamma,''
Gone are the boys, and books and slates.
0 busy mothers of happy boys,
Who feel the silence a blessed rest;
Bear with the boys the best yon can,
For soon they'll leave the old home-nest!

They'll be grave men, with boys of their own;
Perhaps will sleep in the churchyard low ;
·while you hold them fast "'Yith mother's love,
Remember, some time your boys must go.-Sel.
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THE STORY OF THE BOOK OF MORMON.
BY ELDER H. A. STEBBINS.

also gave largely for his support, so that
he was finely clothed and lived without
labor. This was according to his teachRecord of Alma the First Chief Judge over the N ephites.ings; for he had said that the ministry
Laws of Mosiah Approved.-Nehor and his Doctrine of
ought to be supplied with abundance by
Universal Salvation.- He kills Gideon, and is himself
those to whom they preached, therefore
punished with death. -Progress of the Church.- Wealth
of the People.- The Poor cared foro- Amlici's Rebellion
he organized what he called a church~ and
and his Defeat in Battle.-He brings the Lamanites to aid
they all advocated these fallacies and lived
him, and again the N ephites prevaiL-Subsequent Proscarelessly and at ease. But, fortunately,
perity causes Pride.- N ephihah chosen as ~irst Chief
their number was small.
Judge in place of Alma who resigns that he may Labor in
the ].'Unistry.-He preaches Christ and His Atonement in
Now it happened that, while this man
the Cities of Zarahemla and Gideon.
was trying to overthrow the truth of God
·wE come now to the history kept by and to establish error, he was met by
Alma, the first chief judge over the Gideon, a servant of the Lord, who
Nephites. Alma was also the presiding reproved him for misleading men. N ehor
high-priest over the Church of God. In became angry with Gideon because of this,
his record he says that the laws that and in his wrath he killed him. Then he
had been institut~d by King lYiosiah in was brought before the chief judge to be
his time were considered by the nation as tried for the great crime that he had combeing so just and equitable that they were mitted. Alma said to him that he had
approved of under the new order of not only introduced priestcraft among the
government, and the various judges con- · people to lead them astray from God's
tin ued to administer justice according to word, but that he had also resorted to the
those laws, each in the jurisdiction over sword to enforce his bacl doctrine; and in
which he had been placed by the choice like manner, if that doctrine was forced
upon the people it would prove their
of the people.
During these times there was a brief destruction, even the ruin of all who
religious trouble. It was caused by the should accept it. He announced that
rising up of a man named N ehor, who be- under the law N ehor had been found
gan to teach that because an atonement guilty of killing an innocent and a just
had been made for all mankind therefore man, consequently he must, according to
full salvation would come to every one that law, suffer death for his evil deed,
irrespective of his faith or conduct, and because the nation must abide by the jnst
that there was no need to be concerned law it had approued of. Therefore N ehor
about the matter; that they should throw was put to death.
Still, because of his teachings, there
all care and trouble aside and fully enjoy.
themselves in every manner; for all men were some from that time who tried to
would be saved anyway. This was pleas- evade both the law of God ancl the law of
ing doctrine to those who were glad to the land, and to do as they pleased. Now
think that it might not make any differ- the Nephite rule was that none could be
ence what they did in this life, and that harmed for their belief, so thev did not
it was not really necessary for them to be lie, or steal, or do any other wicked thing;
tried in order to be perfected; or to be in therefore these could teach their freedom
poverty and sorrow to learn necessary from restraint, but they had to conform to·
lessons of humility; or to suffer for the the law outwardly. However, in spirit
truth's sake as many prophets had done; they became proud and high-minded; also
or to conduct themselves like the lowly they scorned the church and opposed its
Savior whose coming had been revealed; doctrines, and later began to persecute its
in fact that none of these things were members. But the most of the members
necessary in order for them to have eter- endured this quietly and in humility, the
nal life with him and with the pious ones rule among them being that none of the'l1l
of old.
should in return persecute those who were
It followed that such as these sustained not members, or clo them any harm. Yet
the new teacher and his theories. They there were a few who did not observe this
THE BOOK OF ALMA.
CHAPTER XII.
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rule, and these became angry and contended with their enemies, instead of
humbly bearing what was put upon them
for Christ's sake.
Consequently some
became hardened and committed such
deeds that they had to be expelled, while
others withdrew from the Church by
their own will.
But the great body stood as steadfastly
as before, the ministry preaching salvation
through Christ, and the members laboring
diligently and living without extravagance
of excess of pride. As the result of their
diligence, faithfulness, and care, they had
an abundance of all things necessary for
their comfort, and also amassed wealth.
Their land was productive in fruits and
grains; and from the mountains they
took gold and silver. At the same time
they manufactured silk, linen, woolen, and
<lotton goods for their household needs,
and for clothing. The church cared for
all of the poor and the unfortunate,
whether such belonged to it or not, because
every member of it paid into the treasury
an amount according to what be or she
possessed, so that none suffered from hunger or from other kind of want.
For,
indeed, true charitv, the love of God and
man, prevailed a~ong the N ephites in
that good day.
After a time a man named Amlici arose,
and he gathered around him the discontented and disobedient. These wished to
have a king again, so they chose him to
be their leader in rebellion; therefore he
took his followers to fight against the
existing government and the church. And
Alma, as the chief judge, armed his people in defense; and they met the Amlic.ites by the river Sidon and defeated them,
so that the remainder fled to the south.
'There Amlici met a Lamanite army on
the way, and joining with them he returned
to fight the N ephites.
But the latter
were blessed of the Lord for their righteousness in serving him, and for their
integrity, so that they bad help to over·come their enemies, and they drove them
far· away, Amlici himself being among
the slain, But, ere it was accomplished,
many of the Nephites on the south border
were slain, their flocks scattered, their
fields overrun and their grain destroyed.
However, after that there was peace,
:md by and by they became so rich in
gold and silver, in flocks and herds, so
wealthy in buildings and manufactured

goods, so supplied with a great amount
and variety of fine clothing and adornments, that not only those who did not
make profession of Christ but also many
who did, became proud of their possessions and good things, of their farms and
their cities, of their temples and fine
buildings; and, because of these feelings,
there was more or less envying and strife
among them. As these evils appeared in
the church they prevented some from
uniting with it who otherwise would have
done so; and also such conduct made an
unfortunate example both for those in the
church and those out. But the majority
were steadfast and faithful, abiding in
charity with their brethren, caring for the
needy, and doing good upon every hand.
After what had happened Alma saw
more fully the needs of the church, therefore be resigned his place as chief judge
over the nation in order that be miglit attend to his calling in the ministry, that
he might instruct and guide his people in
the knowledge of God's word. So a wise
man named N ephihah was chosen as chief
judge, and Alma commenced his missionary tour through the church. Beginning
in Zarahemla he taught them to be humble in heart and to have faith in God, and
in the· atoning power of the Son of God,
to believe in him who should come as a
Redeemer and Savior. He taught them
the need of having good works, of being
righteous in word and act, and exhorted
them to flee from wickedness, from every
kind of sin, and from pride and vanity.
He testified that he knew by the Spirit of
God that Christ would soon come to perform his work, therefore all who would
be with him ought to come unto the
Good Shepherd, and by repentance and
baptism receive a remission of their sins.
His teaching was with power, and many
were baptized and received into the church.
Alma also ordained more priests and
teachers. This he did by laying his bands
on their heads and setting them apart unto
the holy calling of ministering unto the
flock, and of presiding over various portions of the church. After this revival
they met and prayed and fasted for the
conversion of those who had not received
the gospel, and also Rought for God's
promised blessings.
Then Alma went
over to the east of the Sidon, and in the
city of Gideon preached the word of God,
saying that Christ should come and dwell
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in a mortal body, that he should suffer
a:ffiiction and temptations, that he should
take upon himself the sins of the world
and suffer death in order to overcome it
and to deliver all men therefrom. He also
told those of Gideon that they must repent
and be baptized that their sins might be
washed away, and so that they might
walk according to the holy order of the
Son of God; that they should be humble,
gentle, submissive, patient and full of
love, and temperate in all things. Then
Alma went into the land of Melek and
there preached and baptized as he had
done in Zarahemla and Gideon. (z).
(z) It now c"mes in place to use some of the
valuable matter found in Prescott's "Conquest
of Peru," concerning the ancient civilization of
that wonder-land to the Spaniards nearly four
hundred years ago. Prescott's opening words
are as follows:
"Of the numerous nations which occupied the
great American Continent at the time of its discovery by the Europeans, the two most advanced
in power and refinement were undoubtedly those
of Mexico and Peru. . . . The empire of Peru,
at the period of the Spanish invasion, stretched
along the Pacific from about the second degree
north to the thirty-seventh degree of south latitude, a line also, which describes the western
boundaries of the modern republics of Ecudor,
Peru, Bolivia, and Chili. Its breadth can not
so easily be determined; for, th ugh bounded
everywhere on the west by the great ocean,
towards the east it spread out, in many parts
considerably beyond the mountains."
Of the people found by the Spaniards in 1511
to 1531 and their origin, he says:
·'An industrious population settled along the
lofty regions of the plateaus, and towns and
hamlets, clustering amidst orchards and widespreading gardens, seemed suspend, din the air.
Interc urse was maintained between these
numerous settlPments by means of the great
roads which traversed the mountain passes, and
opened easy communication between the capital
and the remota~t extremities of the empire.
The source of this civilization is traced to the
valley of Cuzco, the central region of Peru, as
its name (meaning navel) implies. The origin
oi the Peruvian empire is lost in the mists of
fable, which, in fact, have settled as darkly
around its history as around that of any nation,
ancient or modern, in the Old World.''
Of the more ancient people and their civilization, be wrote:
"On the shores of Lake Titicaca extensive
rt;tins exist at the pre~ent day, which the PeruVIans themselves acknowledge to be of older
date than the advent of the Incas, and to have
furniHhed them with the models of their architecture . . . . We may reasonably conclude that
there existed in the country a race advanced in
civilization before the time of the Jncas; and,
in eonformity with nearly' every tradition, we
may derive this race from the neighborhood of
Lake Titicaca, a conclusion strongly confirmed
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by the imposing architectural remains which
still endure on its borders, after the lapse of
so many years. Who this race were and whence
they came may afford a tempting theme for
inquiry. But it is a land of darkness that lies
far beyond the domain of history."
Yes, that is true, so far as relates to history
known to the world and accepted by it. But
the Lord has brought forth a history of both the
origin and the age of that people, so that the
mystery is solved. The case is mueh like that
of men trying independently to account for the
origin and beginning of all things, instead of
going to the record which the Lord has caused
to be written concerning the beginning, and
there reading, "In the beginning God;" and
still further, "In the beginning God created the
heavens and the earth."
Of the condition of the nation at the time of
the conquest, in Prescott's first chapter we read:
"The ancient city of Cuzco had been grarlually
advancing in wealth and population till it had
become the wprthy metropolis of a great and
flourishing monarchy. It was the royal residence, and was adorned with the ample dwellings of the great nobility. The massive fragments still incorporated in many of the modern
edifices bear testimony of the size and solidity
of the ancient buildings. The health of the
city was promoted by spacious squares, in which
a numerous population assembled to celebrate
the high festivals of their religion. For Cuzco
was the 'Holy City;' and the great Temple of the
Sun, to which pilgrims resorted from the furtherest borders of the empire, was the most magnificent structure in the New "World, and probably
was unsurpassed in the costliness of its decorations by any building in the Old World."
He relates that on the north was a strong
fortress, the remains of which excite the admiration of the modern traveler. This fortress was
protected at some distance by three semi-circular walls of great thickness, each a qnarter of a
mile long. The building itself consisted of
three large towers. One was appropriated by
the Inca, and was garnished with mmptuous
decorations befitting a royal residence. The
"other two were held by the garrison, drawn
from the Peruvian nobles, and commanded by
an officer of royal blood. Prescott says that the
fortress, the walls, and the galleries of which he
speaks, were all built of stone, the blocks of
whieh "'ere laid with such exactness and united
so closely, "that it was impossible to introduce
even the blade of a knife between them." Many
of them were of vast size, "some of them being
full thirty-eight feet long, by eighteen broad,
and six feet thick." He says: "vVe are filled
with astonishment when we consider that these
enormons ma~ses were hewn from their native
bed, fashioned into ~hape, and brought from
quarries that were four to fifteen leagues distant,
were transported across rivers and ravines, raised
to their elevated position on the sierra, a;:;d
finally adjusted there with the nicest accuracy,
and without the knowledge of tools and
machinery familiar to the European. Twenty
thou~and men are said to have been employed
on this great structure, and fifty years consumed
in the building."
Fnrther of the grandeur found there he writes:
"The royal palaces were on a magnificent
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scale, and far from being confined to the capital,
c!r to a few principal towns, they were scattered
over all the provinces of their vast empire." He
says that the apartments within them were
thickly studded with gold and Rilver ornaments,
while niches in the walls were filled with images
of plants and animals wrought of 'the same
precious materials. Also the furniture glittered
with "the like wanton magnificence. With
these gorgeous decorations were mingled richly
colored stuffs, of the delicate manufacture of the
Peruvian wool, which were of so beautiful a
texture that the Spanish sovereigns, with all the
luxury of Europe and Asia at their command,
did not disdain to use them'' He mentions that
the Incas and princes had blooming and fragrant gardens attached to their beautiful palaces,
where, by gushing fountains and running brooks,
they took their baths in vessels of gold, the
waters for them being conducted in pipes of
silver. Here were rare plants and gorgeous
flowers, and by their side were exact imitations
in glittering silver and gold. Prescott says that
if any one is inclined to doubt this dazzling
picture he should reflect '·that the Peruvian
mountains teemed with gold, and that the
natives understood the art ofworkingthernines."
When an Inca died his body was embalmed
and removed to the great Temple of the Sun at
Cuzco. There he was placed by the the side of
his ancestors. "The bodies, clothed in the
princely attire which they had been accustomed
to wear, were placed on chairs of gold, and sat
with the heads inclined downward, their hair
of raven black or silvered over with age, according to the period at whic:h they died. It seemed
like a company of solemn worshipers fixed in
devotion, so true were the forms and lineaments
to life."-vol. 1, pp. 21, 22.
It is remarked by Prescott that the Incas and
princes were certain!~' a race superior to the
great mass of the people over whom they reigned,
and that, "after a lapse of centnries, 'they still
retained their individuality as a peculiar people.
They possesRed, moreover, an intellectual preeminence. The heads of the Inca race show a
decided superiority over the other races; and it
can not be denied that it was the fountain of
that peculiar civilization and social polity which
raised the Peruvian monarchv above everv
other state in South America." So says Prescott.
Then he adds this sentence of exclamation and
inquiry: "Whence this remarkable race came,
and what was its earlv historv, are among those
mysteries that meef us so 'f1·equently in the
annals of the :New IV" odd, and which time and
the antiquarian have as yet done little to
explaiu."-p. 25.
The marked diRtinction that was obF.erved to
exiRt between all the nobility, Incas, rulers of
every de~ree, and their subjects, is worthv of
note. For it appears that all the officials, both
civil and military, were of this peculiar race, as
Prescott calls it, that t'·,ey were the intellectual
ones of the whole empire, and that in all their
alliances and marriages they kept themselves
· distinct a~ a race from those whom they ruled
over. The writer of these artic1es has been
asked in what way these evidences of a superior
race being found in Peru·, with such conditions
of civilization, affects or pertains to the Nephite
branch of Lehi's posterity, if they were all des-

troyed at the time that Moroni hid up the plates.
To this he replies that the conclusion is not warranted that the whole nation of the Nephites
perished because a great body of them emigrated
to North America, and their armies followed
the Lamanite armies into the region of the
great lakes and were there destroyed. Superior
classes in intelligence, and fairer in ·countenance,
by far, than the roving sons of the forest, the
wild hunters for prey, have been discovered both
in South and in North America, all the way
down since the conquest. The most of these
have been and still are found taking as much
comfort in gathering into commnnitie.s, in build"
ing ,·illages of substantial material, and in cultivating the soil, as the more degraded ones
have delighted in killing and eating wild
animals, instead of laboring; and in covering
themselves with the skins of beasts, instead of
with mannfactured clothing, as the better and
fairer races have clone, so far as they knew
how. This difference has stood out just as clearly
and fully in later times as it did in the days
when men wrote the record that is now called
the Book of Mormon, and it marks the distinction between the two races, or a mixture of them,
wherever it is seen.
That it was the promise of God that some of
the Nephites should abide, is stated in the Book
of Mormon, as spoken bv .Tacob, as follows:
"Let your hearts rejoice, and behold how
great are the covenants of the Lord . . . He
has promised unto us that our seed shall not be
utterly destroyed, according to the flesh, but
th>Jt he would preserve them, and in future
generations they shall become a righteous branch
unto the house of Israel."-p. 75.
In favo•· of the assertion that fairer races did
inhabit America anciently, and that such races
have, in a degree, continued until now, we have
ahundant proof from various authors. The
Zuni and Manrlan Indians have been particularly noted in this respect. We find the following in the "United States Explorations for a
Railroad Route to the Pacific:"
"M:tny of the Indians of Zuni (New Mexico)
are white. They have a fair skin, blue eyes,
chestnut or auburn hair, and are quite _good
looking. They claim to_he full blooded Zunians,
and have no tradition of intermarriage with any
foreign race."-vol. 3, page 107.
In his "Researches into the physical history
of Mankind," edition of 1841, Prichard 8ays in
relation to color:
"It will be easv to show that the American
race~ shnw nearly as great a variety in this
respect as the nations of the old continent.
TherP are amoi1g them white races with a florid
complexion, and tribes black or of a dark hue."
-vol. 1. p. 269.
Short, in his "North Americans of Antiquity,"
mentions the JV[enominees, sometimes, he says,
called the "White Indians," and remarks:
'·The whiteness of the~e · Indians earlv
attracted the attention of the .Tesuit missionarie~, and has often been commented on by
travelers. The pGculiarity of the complexion
of this people has been marked since the first
time a E n·opean encountered them . . . . The
varietv of complexion is as great in South
America as among the tribes of the northern
part of the continent."-p. 189.
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Winchell, on page 185 of his "Preadamites,"
says:
·
'·In Mexico were tribes of an olive or reddish
complexion, relatively light."
In August, 1683, William Penn wrote back to
England as follows:
"I have seen among them (the natives) as
comely European-like races of both sexes as on
your side of the sea, and truly an Italian complexion bas not much more of the white, and
the noses of several of them have as much of
the Roman."
Goodrich, on page 154 of the "Universal
Traveler," says that many of the modern Peruvians are as fair as the people of the south of
Europe.
In his "Indians of North America" Catlin
writes as follows of the Mandan tribe:
"There are a great many whose complexions
are as white as half-breeds; and, peculiarly
among the women, there are many whose skins
are almost white, with the most pleasing symmetry and proportion of features .with hazel,
with gray, and with blue eyes; with mildn.ess
and sweetness of expres~ion, and excess1ve
modesty of demeanor. Why this diversity of
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complexion I can not tell, nor can they themselves account for it."-vol. 1, p. 95.
He says that they were the same when discovered by the Lewis and Clarke expedition in
1802 as when he wrote in 1835, and that Governor Clarke told him that he, Catlin, "would find
the Mandans a strange people, and half white."
Donnelly says that the popular opinion that
all Indians are "red men" is a gross error; and
Congressman Haines, in his late work called
"The American Indian," mentions the fair complexion of the Mandans, the Menominees, and
of the inhabitants of the island of St. Catherine,
off the southern coast of California.
Bald win says in "Ancient America:"
"It has been suggested that the Mandans were
a separate and lost fragment of the moundbuilding people, they being noticeably unlike
other Indians, being lighter in color and peculiar in manners and customs. . . . That thev
were like what a lost community of moundbuilders might have become by degeneration,
through mixture and association· with barbarians, may be supposed, but the actual history
of that remarkable tribe might give a different
explanation."-p. 74.
(To be continued)

PATTIE; OR, LEAVES FROM A LIFE.
BY ELEANOR.
CHAPTER V.

THE BEGINNING OF TRIAL.

"Let us be patient. These severe afflictions,
Not from the ground arise;
But oftentimes celestial benedictions
Assume the dark d sguise."
-Longfellow.

"In their affliction they will seek me early."
-Hosea 5:15.
~ come now to the record of an event
·
that ever has seemed inscrutable to
those who are unaccustomed to trace the
. rulings of Providence in the affairs of men;
but the same lofty faith in the guidance
of God that had sustained ber ancestors
when the way was hidden in clouds and
darkness was the heritage of Pattie.
It was the winter succeeding her ninth
birthday. She had been attending school
steadily, her natural love for study stimulated by the hope of a prize that her teacher had promised to award at Christmas.
It lacked one week of that time when her
parents decided that it was too cold for
her to attend longer; but they yielded to
her entreaties to be allowed to go until
Christmas.
So for three days Pattie
walked the two miles distance in colder
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weather than she had ever before been
exposed to. The third night she returned
home with a sore throat, and she was quite
unwell when she rose next morning, but
she refrained from speaking of it for fear
that she should again be forbidden to
attend school. At breakfast she was shaking with a chill, and soon left the table
with her breakfast untouched. To her
mother's inquiry she replied that she was
cold. Seating herself by the fire, and laying her head on a chair, she fell into a
stupor, in which condition her mother
found her, and removed her to bed. In a
few hours she awoke in a raging fever.
The physician was summoned; but before
he arrived sbe was delirious, and the occurrences of the next few weeks were always
a blank to her. She had been attacked
by that dread disease, spinal-meningitis.
Paralysis ensued, and for many days she
lay unconscious and motionless. At
length, when reason returned, all was profound silence and darkness, and she imagined it to be the night when she returned
sick from school. She called for her
mother, and soon felt her mother's hands
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on her head. Pattie told her that she was
sick; that she could not move any part of
her body except her hands; that she wish-ed Mamma would please light a candle
and bring her a drink of water. The water
was soon placed to her lips, but there was
no need of the candle, for it was bright
noonday, and Pattie was blind!
How
long she remained in that state I can not
say. She could feel her friends ministering to her wants, and begged constantly
for a light for just one little moment, she
was so tired of the long, long night. The
strange silence also worried her, and she
relapsed; then for days the little life hovred in the shadow of death.
When once more she awoke, as she
thought from sleep, she could faintly see
the light, and inquired if it were morning.
Being answered by an affirmative nod,
she said: "Now I will get up and go to
school;" but she could not move; and
seeing her mother weeping, she exclaimed:
"0, Mamma, what has happened; where is
father?" Mr. W aldville knelt by her bed;
and seeing that Pattie recognized him,
. he took both her hands in his, and asked
her how she was. She knew that he was
speaking by the movement of his lips;
but, as she heard no sound, she thought
he was whispering, and it irritated her,
.and she said to him, a little sharply,
"Speak out loud."
He nodded answeringly.
"Why, father, I did not hear you!
He shook his head and tou-ched his ear.
She understood.
"0, father, am I deaf?" and Pattie
searched her father's face for answer. He
nodded.
.
"0h! then I can't go to school any
more;" and she wept very bitterly.
Fearing the effect of her agitation, he
-hastened to reassure and soothe her.
During her brief attendance at schooi,
Pattie had not taken up the study of writing, and now her parents were at a loss
how to communicate with her. By the
aid of the alphabet, Mr. W aldville informed her that the doctor hoped that she
would regain her hearing with the recovery of her health; and Pattie was comforted for the time.
A few days afterwards was the Sabbath,
but Pattie was not aware of the fact. She
had been sleeping, and on awakening
she saw the family were assembled in the
"room, and her father with the Bible was

reading the Sabbath lesson .. None noticed
the loving, wistful eyes that took in the
sweet old picture. There, seated near the
bed, in the high-backed rocking chair, was
the mother with the baby on her knee,
her fingers caressing his golde,n locks, a
look of chastening sorrow and holy peace
mingled on her countenance. Little Allie
was in her small chair by her mother's
side, and the elder ones seated about the
room, all. attentively listening.
Pattie noted all these as she lay motionless. Presently she noticed too that no
sound of the lesson in which they were so
interested reached her ear; then came the
thought, What if she should never again
hear those blessed words and voices !
The thought was full of agony; for the
first time she realized the magnitude of
the misfortune that had overtaken her.
Suddenly all were startled by a piercing
cry that rang out on the Sabbath stillness,
and thrusting her arms toward her father
she wailed: "0, father, father, I can not
hear!"
The tears flowed like rain from the
mother's eyes as she bent her head low
over the sleeping baby. Mr. W aid ville
calmly laid down the book; and going to
the bed he gently lifted Patty in his arms;
and resuming the book, he turned .to the
thirteenth Chapter of John, and pointed
to the words of our Lord to Peter, and
Pattie read: "Jesus answered and said
unto him, What I do thou knowest not
now, but thou shalt know hereafter."
Also in the Apostle Paul's letter to the
Romans Mr. W aldville pointed out and
Pattie read, "For I reckon that the sufferings of this present time are not worthy
to be compared with the glory which shall
be revealed in us." As Patty read, a holy
calm and peace fell on her· spirit, and
faith in God once more rose paramount in
her young heart.
If then, there was a glory hereafter to
be revealed in us, which could only be attained through suffering, was it not then a
proof of God's love for her, to appoint
her this suffering that she might attain to
the glory? Was that the meaning of the
words: "Whom the Lord loveth he chasteneth, and scourgeth every son whom he
receiveth ?"
Such thoughts kept her very still. She
lay resting in her father's arms. The
habitual sternness of his features were relaxed in tender pity; and his toil-roughen-
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ed hand smoothed the bright hair from
the pale brow, while he watched the large
blue eyes gazing, as they .seemed, into the
future of this life, with its long dreary
years of privation and blasted hopes and
unknown suffering, stretching out from
the little feet, scarce yet begun their journey.
All this on the one hand; and on the
other, promise of incomparable glory
waiting beyond. At length she lifted her
face, on which had come a look of pathetic
resignation and infinite patience, as thoroughly weighing the question as to whether she would have her portion in the good
things in this life or that to come.
"Father," she said, "God knows best."
Mr. \Valdville turned to the words uttered so long ago in Gethsemane, and Pattie
read:
"0, my Father, if this cup may not pass
away from me except I drink it, thy will
be done."
He looked inquiringly into her face as
she finished, and she nodded acquiescence.
From that hour it ever .seemed to her that
she had made her choice and accepted the
alternative, and henceforth with Christ
her life and portion were to be, in preference to the pleasures of this world.
Pattie's recovery was very slow. Her
spine remained so p'tinful that she could
only rest easy when supported in some
one's arms. One day when she had been
unusually reRtless, her father took a slate,
and, printing the words, asked her if she
desired to learn writing? Pattie's weariness fled at once with the coming of the
hope that she could learn something yet.
"0, father, can I?"
"Let us try, Pattie."
He then wrote the alphabet, and with
the help of the printed characters he
taught her to read the written letters.
She quickly mastered them, and in a short
time she could read anything that he
wrote for her; and ;;;he forgot much of her
suffering while trying to imitate the copies that he set for her. She would watch
the departure of the other children for
school every morning with a look of
patient longing in her eyes, then turn to
the amusement of her slate. Her parents
in speaking of' this afterwards, said it was
more painful to witness than her complaints would have been. Her eyes were
yet too week to permit reading, and her
friends sought to beguile the lonely hours
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by make-believe writing letters on the
slate, in which she was informed of the
occurrences of the farm, shop and neighborhood.
Spring came before she was able to walk
except by holding to chairs. School had
closed, and her teacher called to make his
farewell. Pattie was slowly pushing a
chair across the room when he entered.
He was greatly shocked at the change in
the appearance of his little pupil.
"Why, how are you, Pattie?" he said,
extending his hand.
"I can not hear now, Sir, answered Pattie
as she placed her thin little hand in his;
"but I can write," she added, brightly.
He sat down, and taking her on his· knee,
he wrote on the little slate:
"Pattie,' this is too bad."
"0h, no, Mr. Hocking," said she, with
the confidence of one who has learned an
important secret; "it is for the best, or God
would not let it be so."
The strong man, careless and skeptical,
was touched.
"Are you quite sure. of that, Pattie?" he
wrote.
"0h yes, Mr. Hocking," she answered.
Looking up wonderingly into his face,
and noticing the tears in his eyes, she added: "Don't mind it, please, for God is
going to make it all up to me sometime."
"How so?"
"Why the Bible says his glory will be
revealed in us if we suffer."
"What does that mean?"
"I think it means that we shall have his
Spirit in us to comfort us while we live;
arid when we die we will go where he is,
and be like him."
"But, Pattie, has not God promised all
that through faith in his Snn? What
need then of affiictiori ?"
"'fhat patience may have its perfect
work; and when we are tried we shall
come forth as gold, the Bible says."
Mr. Hocking was a skeptic in religious
matters, but Pattie did not know that.
She supposed that every one in Christian
lands believed in God. She was a little
surprised at his question, but she surmised
that they were only intended by way of
catechising. 'fhat she had been his teacher
in heavenly things of which she was far
wiser than he, she did not dream. She
soon bade him good-bye, and many years
elapsed before they met again.
To be continued 4
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THE SPOILERS OF JERUSALEM.
BY·S. F. W.

Jerusalem, the race's common home/
Upon thy night of sorrow dawns the morn_And thou shalt rise. thy light being come,
JYo more forsaken and forlornLoved land where Christ the Lord was born.
Awake! Put on thy beautiful attire!
Thy sons shall like the doves to windows come.
From off the willows take the harp and lyre_We 'wait tlte st1·ain with infinite desire.
BOOK II.-CANTO I.

Though science gives the meaning of poTtents,
As when the morrow will be foul or fair,
And calculates the issue of events
In the material realm of earth and air;
The moral aspect that events shall bear
That yet are hidden in futurity,
It is the prophet's province to declare.
'Tis higher and diviner, far, to see
The purport of the act that's yet to be.
Turn t'ward Jerusalem and list the soundAnd only there the word of God is heard;
Where else shall truth and trust and faith be
found?A prophet's soul with holy zeal is stirred:
"My statutes keep, and hearken to my word,
And from your sins be clean and separate,
And fro1n your idols turn; or, saith the Lord,
This house shall be like Shiloh in its fate,
And all the land shall be li1ade desolate."
'With divination vain and foolish vision,
False prophets now the holy one withstand,
And hold his righteous ardor in derision:
""Who prophesieth edl fate at hand,
Himself is traitor to our holy land.
We trust in Egypt, 0, our king, and thee.
We 'wait with valor thy august command.
The Babylonian host will fear and flee
'When Egypt's arms allied with ours they see."
Again the pr_ophet, Jeremiah his name:
"This people stumble, and are gone astray;
Are a reproach and a perpetual shame,
The high behests of heaven to disobey.
Mine eyes run down with tears by night and
day.
Oh for a place of refuge and retreat,
A lodge in some vast wilderness, a~way
From men whose habitation is deceit,
And truth and justice fdlen in the street!
"They bend their tongues like bows to hurl out
lies;

· Their steps to evil are as arrows fleet.
To Moloch they give bloody sacrifice,
To idols dumb and deyils odors sweet,
And knead the Queen of Heaven cakes to eat,
And at the gate for Thammuz weep and wail,
And cast a high place up in every street;
Spill blood of innocents in Hinnom's vale,
And pass their children through the fire to Baal.
"If even yet God's pleadings ye would hear
To keep the covenants of the written word, ~
The siege and famine ye'd not nee·! to fear,
Nor fire, nor plague, nor the avenging sword,
Nor fury of the Babylonian horde.
Upon your idols will ye call in vain,
And allied Egypt can not help afford.
The sound of mirth shall cease in cry of painTake up the lamentation for the slain!
"The Babylonian shall back return
Like gathering streams from many sides of
earth;
Like lava tides that flowing, blast and burn;
Like storm and tempest bursting wildly forth
From out the habitations of the north;
Cruel as fate and terrible their fame,
And bred to bloody battle from their birth.
As autumn's grassy' plain is swept with flame,
So shall this land with human wrath the same.
Y e've cried Pt'ace, peace! Alas, there is no peace!
The evil fig must fall; the leaf must fade;
The sound of millstone, as of mirth, shall cease.
Jerusalem shall e'en a heap be made;
And all the cities in one ruin laid.
The holy house shall be like dragon's den;
The vessels be to heathen sight displayed.
The place be made as desolate as when
The Lord o'erthrew the cities of the plain.

"And safety sought hy flight shall not be found;
The carcasses shall unto beasts be given;
Be strewn and heaped upon the cumbered
ground,
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And food for all the birds beneath the heaven;
And men at; morn shall say, Would God 'twere
even;
And vain, at last, all pleadings and all tears!
The living far away in sorrow driven,
'To serve the king of Babylon seventy years:The vision thus to inner sight appears."
As close the storm-clouds round the mountain's
brow,
So gather hosts about the sacred place.
As erst the prophet spU:ke before, so now:
"Surrender and go forth and sue for grace."
The Princes say: "why should one live, so
base?"
And cast him in a dungeon, deep in mire;
And still the storm and siege went on apace,
With ram and bolt and blade and dart and fire;
And mount and fort and tower were builded
higher.
Shall strife for country, creed and city cease?
What less could any princes do than fight,
And silence those whose eounsel was for peace,
To weaken thus the hands of men of might?
And who will say the Princes were not right?
Who'd not contend for that which is''his own?
Virhat hinders one seems wrong; what favors,
right.
'The prince who would not fight for house and
throne,
Is something the historian has not known.
'This royal seat is royal David's own,
And this the chosen, consecrated line;
:Shall it by heathen king be overthrown;
And thwarted thus high heaven's great design?
Shall David's lineage David's throne resign,
When God by covenanting oath has sworn
While moon by night and sun by day shall
shine,
And even shall succeed successive morn,
Shall Jews be ruled by prince to David born?
And this is David's City, chosen too;
And this is Abraham's allotted land;
And these his children, faithful, and so few,
That should have been as countless as the sand
-Delivered oft by the Almighty hand.
This holy house,-in every land its fameTo God devoted, built by his command,
That he hath chosen there to put his name,Shall race and place incur disgrace and shame?
Aye! man the walls by holy hands upreared
While man be left or heathen foe assail!
.Strike for the soil to sainted sires endeared!
Shall not Elijah's God again prevail
Against the bloody worshippers of Baal?
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Shall not again the avenging fire descend?
Shall pledge descending with the ages fail?
Will not the Lord this t>vil fate forefend,
Ere race and place in one vast ruin enrl?
In deadly breach the furious foe they met,
·with new contrivances and many arts;
And ponderous machines on high they set,
With skilful hands and brave and willing
hearts,
Amid the storm of jaYelins and darts,
With quick perception of the points to gain,
With ardor that impending doom imparts,
While heaped up bodies of the ghastly slain
Unburied in the seething sun remain.
But now a stealthier, stt>rner foe assails,
With weapons deadlier than bolt or blast.
A famine sore within the lines prevails;
And o'er the scene a sorhber gloom is cast,
And faces are with want·and woe aghast,
And men bow down who ever had been bold;
And eighteen weary months have past;
And that was done which Moses said of oldMost dreadful thing of all that he foretold!
And yet another woe, and still more dire,
The sad, forsaken sufferers must feel,
Than famine gaunt, or thirst, or flame o~fire,
Or spear, or vengeful sword, their fate to seal;
No art its course can stay or hurt can heal.
Foul vapors from the sodden soil are bred,
That to the most secluded chambers steal,
And pitilessly linger where they spread,
Till they are sole possessors with the dead.
While list the living for the final token,
At midnight's fateful hour, the struggle o'er
There comes a sound as of the deep up-broken,
Of surge and swirl of spray and all that roar;
And in the hordes like ancient deluge pour,
Led on by Nergal, Sherezer, Samgar,
With clangor like the billow-beaten shoreRude men, of count'nance fierce, and from afar,
Alert for conquered prey and spoils of war.
How are the walls and towers overturned!
Nor place of refuge or retreat is found.
The houses all and holy place are bumed,
And all the strongholds leveled to the ground.
No more the shouts of mirth or praise resound.
Zion as Rachel seems, and sits forlorn,Her children dear in heathen fetters bound,
A way to slavery and exile borneDisconsolate, through all the years doth mourn.
Again is heard the weeping prophet's voice:
(He with the poor detained the lands to till)
"Hath God cast off the people of his choice?
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And place of his delight, his holy hill?
And city built obedient to his will?
And all for which the seers and sires have
yearnd?
Hath he forgotten his promise to fulfill?
Against his altar and his honor turned?
And place and people, pledge and purpose
spurned?

While e'er the moon shall gladden human sight,.
Nor fail the appointed ord'nance to obey;
While stars shall gliste-n in the crown of night,
Innumerable in their vast array;
·
Or while the sun, the regal orb of day,
Shall move in his appointed way secure,
Shall not the seed of Israel be cast away
And shall t.he covenants of the Lord endure;
As steadfast are his works, his words are sure."·

AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF ELDER GLAUD RODGER.
COMPILED l!'ROM HIS ,JOURNALS AND LETTERS.
(See Frontispiece.)

born July 23d, 1820, in Airdrie,
I WAS
Lanarkshire, Scotland; my father was
a sober, steady, hard working mechanic.
He and mother struggled hard to bring up
their large family respectably, and save
something for old age. They were members of the Free Church of Scotland.
When I was very young, mother was
taken sick, and I was sent to my grandfather Story's, mother's parents. Grandmother was a strong, healthy old lady.
She was very kind and good to me. I got
so attached to her that I did not want to
go home again to live; so I staid with
them, although it was only a quarter mile
from my own home.
They were old
people; both lived to be ninety.
I went to work at twelve years old, and
worked twelve hours a day, constantly,
with small wages, for a long time. At
eighteen I was employed as pit-head-man,
to keep tally of the out-come of the pit,
and see that justice was given to man and
master. The position was a responsible
one, and it was my desire and care to be
honest and upright in my dealings and
give satisfaction to all. Being of rather
a quiet disposition, I had little to say. I
never flinched from duty, and strove to
be faithful to whatever was given into
my charge.
I became acquainted with a member of
the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints. He quoted several passages of
Scripture to me from the New Testament,
and asked me if I had read them. He
also kindly invited me to go and hear
them preach, which I consented to do,
and on the following Sunday I went to
hear for myself. The elder who preached

was Thomas McLellan. He had but little
education and could scarcely read the
hymn, but his preaching astonished me;.
it was with power. No poor, uneducated
man could speak as he did unless the
Spirit of God directed. I followed him
through the Scriptures, which he quoted
and read. fluen•lv. I was then satisfied
that if any pre;ched the gospel it was
that people.
On leaving meeting I was
accosted bv an elder of another denomination. He used what influence he could
to persuade me that they were falsE"
prophets, that they believeO. ·in another
Bible, etc., and invited me to go and hear·
their preacher. I took no notice of him,
but went back to hear the Saints. I
listened to the manifestations of the·
Spirit of God by those who had believed
and beEm baptized, was more and more
convinced of the truth, and began to read
and search the Scriptures. I was no longer·
in doubt, and on the eleventh of August,
1842, presented myself for baptism. I
·was baptized by Peter :Moffet, priest of
the branch, and confirmed by Thomas
McLellan, elder.
•
On the bank of the river Colder, where
I had been baptized, it was prophesied
upon my head, during my confirmation,
that I should become an instrument in the..
hands of God to carry the gospel to the
nations of the earth. It seemed strange
to me, for at that time I had so little
knowledge of the gospel; but truly, after
my obedience to the ordinances of the
house of God according to Scripture, I
can say I was born again, for such light
and truth as beal}led upon my soul I
can never forget. :My former friends and
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old companions now looked upon me with near Cheshire, where there was a branch
disrespect, ·and some forsook me alto- of the church; then set off for Sheffield.
gether; yet I was happy in the choice I I remained there a few days; then visited
. had made; felt willing to forsake all and a small branch at Gringly; went from
follow Christ, as did the fishermen of there to Doncaster and returned to Shefancient Galilee, and like him who chose field. Here we held conference on the
"rather to suffer atliiction with the people 28th of April. I waR there appointed to
of God, than to enjoy the pleasures of sin preside over Gringly, where I found ten
members.
I visited the surrounding
for a season."
For a few months all things seemed to country, and labored in the following
go against me. I had many trials and places: Round, Sutton, Everton and Matdifficulties to endure. During that time tersea; raised up a small branch at MatI was called to the office of deacon in the tersea, and on the 20th of October met in
church.
In the month of December I conference in the Assembly Rooms, Shefremoved to Kibournie in Ayrshire. There field, where I had the pleasure of being
I found a small branch of the church- introduced to Bro. Sheets from America.
thirty members. I acted in my office as
I returned to my former field of labor.
deacon in that place until I was ordained On the 17th of December I held a discuspriest; then I commenced to proclaim the sion with Mr. Storrew, Independent minisgospel among the children of men, as far ter, upon the first principles of the gospel,
as my circumstances would allow. I held in the Methodist Chapel at .Mattersea.
this office until November 26th, 1843. I The house was crowded to excess, many
was then ordained an elder, and called to outside. The day following I baptized
preside over the Kilbournie branch. Dur- three and many more believed. We held
ing my stay with them we enjoyed much conference February 2d, 1845. After
of the Spirit, and great manifestations of conference brethren U re, Sheets and
the power of God, and many were added myself went to Chesterfield. I returned to
to our number. After knowing for my- Matte1:sea; continued my labors there
self that God had set His hand to bring until the 20th of March; then went to
about the restoration of all things spoken Hull. Found Bro. Cuerdon and we held
of in the Scriptures, I did not feel satisfied conference there on the 2:3d. We preached
in confining myself to my employment, in four different places, met with conwhile many were living in darkness and siderable opposition. Returned to ,Hull
destitute of the spiritual blessings I was and held three meetings in the Temperance
enjoying; therefore, on the second of Hall on Sunday; then started for ManchesMarch, 1844, I left my employment and ter to attend conference held on the sixth
gave myself up to the ministry. ,
of April, in the Hall of Science. I met
After setting all things in order'at Kil- with brethren Woodruff and Hedloek.
bornie, I visited several other branches; Bro; Woodruff was president, and truly
and on the third of April went on board we had a happy time. I traveled from
steamship at Grenock, in company with place to place, many times on foot and
brethren U re, Houston and others, bound alone, preaching and huililing up the
for Liverpool, England. After a severe _ Saints. Again met with the branch at
sea-sickness we landed next day. The J.Vlattersea that I had raised up in 1844,
weather was delightful, and we made our good faithful Saints now numbering
way to the office, where we met brethren forty-seven members.
I left it in the
Hecllock and W arc!, busily engaged in the hands of Bro. William Brewerton as preaffairs of the church. On the Saturday siding elder.
following we assembled in conference at
Nothing of great importance took place
the Music Hall, Bold Street, Liverpool. during my labors there, but I mnst write
Bro. Hedlock was chosen to preside, down a circumstance that happened in the
many good instructions were given, and Gringly branch. A pions old man named
good order, unity and love prevailed. 'l'he John Walker, fifty years of age, believed
conference lasted four davs.
and obeyed the gospel. He was greatly
Bro. U re was sent to preside over the atliicted, had been very lame for nearly
Sheffield conference, and I was appointed twenty years with rheumatism, had tried
to labor with him. 'Ve started on our much medical skill, but all proved unsuccesmission, stopping a short time in Newton, ful, and oftentimes could not walk at all.
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He called for the ordinance of the Lord's
house, was anointed with oil and administered to, the pain all left him, and the
next day he walked with me fifteen miles.
He soon received his natural vigor again,
and continued well; and through the grace
of God was ordained to the prie.sthood,
and is now an elder presiding over the
Gringly branch. This happened under
my hands, for which I give God the glory.
On the ninth of November I left Chester-

field for Woodhouse Mill, then walked to
Mattersea. The Saints had a public tea
party;" the evening was a time of rejoicing, arid it was a great pleasure to me to
see so many of my brothers and sisters
in the gospel, especially those whom I had
brought to a knowledge of the truth
through the preaching of the word. The
evening was spent in singing, speaking,
recitations, etc.
(To be continued).

"THY WILL BE DONE."
BY MATTIE RODGER.

When we feel depressed and lonely
And our spirits bowed with grief;
If we seek, but fail in finding
Something that may bring relief,
Can we go to God our Father,
In the name of Christ his Son,
Ask of him the needed blessing,
And yet say," Thy will be done?"

When the Lord his servants sendeth,
Far beyond the ocean's foam;
If in stranger lands they perish,
Far from those they love at home;
When the startling tidings reach us
That their earthly course is run,
Could we in that hour of trial
Say, "0 God, Thy will be done?"

If upon a bed of sickness,

One we love is lying low;
All of human skill exhausted,
Can we to our Father go,
Pray to him in faith, believing,
That the promise gift will come,
Heal the sick and raise the dying,
And yet say, "Thy will be done?"

Lord, increase our faith, we pray thee,
While we sojourn here below;
Guide, sustain us by thy Spirit,
Through this wilderness of woe,
Come sweet joy, or tribulation,
Ma:y we ever be as one;
From whate'er we have to suffer,
\Ve can say, "Thy will be done?"

If we have in our possession,
Every comfort wealth can give,
And impart to others freely,
That the poor may also live;
Should it all be taken from us,
Everything below the sun,
Crushed beneath a weight of sorrow,
Could we say, "Thy will be done?"

Then no matter what the treasure,
We can it to thee resign;
Back to thee who only lendeth
To thy creatures for a time.
Still a heavenward course pursuing,
Till we have the victory won,
Bid farewell to earth, rejoicing
That thy holy will is done.

SHOW THE CHILDREN RESPECT.
IT will surprise many parents to have it suggested that they should treat their children courteously and respectfully. Yet it is the best education that can be imparted to them. Parents are
apt to think that the children should be subject to authority and are not to be consulted. But
why not? It teaches them to exercise judgment and imparts self-respect. The imitative quality
in children leads them to reproduce what is most striking in their parents, unless they have a sufficiently positive individuality to map out characters for themselves. Thus, many children reproduce the leading characteristics of the parent who commands most their regard. So, to treat them
harshly, or even imperatively, is to create an autorcratic disposition in them. It is not a lovely
trait. Self-respect and equipose of character are very different from a domineering propensity,
which arrogates authority everywhere.-Sel.
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A TRUE STORY.
BY ELON.

"Cast thy bread upon the waters, for thou shalt find it after many days."-Ecc. ll: l.

HEN Jack was a little boy, and under
his grandmother's care, his mother
W
:and an aunt who lived a great distance
away, had met on a visit to their aged
parent; for filial affeetion was deep in the
hearts of these sisters, as was also their
love for eaeh other, and if last, yet not
least, was the mother-love in the heart of
Jack's only parent. He kept close to his
mother's side during this brief visit, listening intently to their conversation. Tt
€ventually turned upon their marital
relations.
The aunt had her share of trials. Death
bad not bereaved her of her companion;
but the demon of intoxieation had made
him his slave, and in doing so had brutalized his nature and dragged him down
from the high and noble eminence of a
loving husband, to that of a brutal and
~rue! wretch, utterly regardless of his own
welfare, or of her whom he had vowed to
love, honor and succor. She was unbosoming her sorrows to her aged moth11r
:and loving sister. And these words
(ever me~orahle to Jack) fell upon
his ears: "If I had to make choice of a
~ompanion in life again, I would ask God
'to guide me."
No eye around that table could note
the effe~t these words had upon Jack's
mind. It may he the sorrowful tone in
which they were uttered, the wail of
agony in which they were expressed,
accompanied by the scalc1ing tears of
grief, that riveted them upon that young
mind; hut they were ineffaceably written
there.
And now, in after years, when he had
become a man, had found the pearl of
greatest value, the kingdom of God, and
longed for life corn panionship with some
one who, while sharing his joys, would
help him bear the burden of his cares, and
thus he a helpmeet as God had designed
in the creation, saying, "lt is not good
that man should be alone." The words
of his grief-stricken aunt came with force
to his mind, and he felt that if she needed
the guidance of a mightier mind in the
great and momentous matter of the
·choice of a cornpamon for life, he

3

needed such guidance too. Mortals could
not choose for him~ ancl he felt he was not
competent to choose for himself unless
aided by a power divine.
He was more and more persuaded that
He who had preserved him thus far,
shielding him in the hours of temptation,
strengthening him in the hours of trial,
and answering his childish prayers, would
not refuse to aid him in the search for a
wife. Women could be found anywhere,
but wives, like husbands, in their truest,
best and holiest sense, were comparatively
few.
Hence he felt the necessity for
divine wisdom to guide his inexperienced
heart and mind. This he sought with all
the earnestness of his soul, realizing that
his futnre happiness depended upon it,
and the well being and happiness of all
that might be given as the fruit of that
companionship; and perhaps his and their
eternal destiny might be more or less
affeeted by it. Only fools would mock at
such a course and they will reap the
reward of their own folly. vVas it sacrilege in him to allow his mind to be
arrested for a moment by the sweet, soft
cadence of a voice in the choir, as he sat
in the sanctuary, a voice that he had never
heard before? His quick eye followed
the strains of that music till it lit upon a
face of beautiful mould, yet deeply scarred
by that fearfnl scourge, small pox; but
lit up with an eye of azure blue, wearing
an expression of meelmess, yet beaming
with intelligence and the spirit of devotion. One brief glance read it all there.
The dress and demeanor were in perfect
keeping with the expression of countenance, indicating neatness, thoughtfulness
and true womanliness. And something
in Jack's palpitating heart said, "That's
the girl for me!"
Reader, if that was sacrilege, Jack was
guilty, and he has never repented, and
has never felt it necessary to repent, but
he never ceased to he greatful to God for
the beautiful vision th~t stood before him.
He read it as one of the divine pruvidences,
the answer to his prayers, and like Paul,
under other circumstances, "Thanked God
and took courage."
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In due time he sought his opportunity
and found it. He made known his suit,
laying bare his life, his true character as
he had been enabled to read himself, keeping back no weakness of that nature; but
with the exception of his honest intentions,
and his love, he left his virtues, if he had
any, to be discovered. But deceit and
hypocrisy were not among Jack's many
failings. The writer has frequently heard
him relate his adventure and the answer
he received. It was not the answer of a
giddy, impulsive, thoughtless girl. It was
such as .Jack might have been led to
expect from his reading of her countenance, as he saw and heard her giving
voice to the spirit of devotion that seemed
to animate her being as she jomed in the
chorus of praise to God for his goodness
and love.
Her answer, as Jack has told it in my
hearing many a time in after years, was
this: "Our elders counsel us to prove,
through summer and winter, the character
and professions of those who seek our
hands."
Jack bowed in submission; he was
ready for the trial. They were stran,gers,
but he had no fears of the outcome. Their
acquaintance ripened into mutual love;
and eventually pledges of fidelity and love
were interchanged. But patience must
have her perfect work. The winter and
the summer rolled by, and they were only
orie in the bonds of love and honor. Jn
the mean time Jack had won, at least, a
friend who was dearer to him than the
blood that flowed in his veins. This was
the golden thread that had woven itself
into the warp and woof of his being; and
now came the test of Jack's devotion to
God and his truth. It was his call to the
ministry as referred to in previous pages.
It was a terrible trial, but as we said in
the last chapter, he sought and found
help- help from above in the hour of
need. Yes, and help from this second
object of his love. And her~e was the evidence of her devotion to God, and her
burning zeal for the cause of truth. She
assured .Jack the call was from God; she
had received premonitions of it by the
Holy Spirit; and keenly as she felt the
sacrifice, she was prepared on her part to
make it, and would pos><ess herself in
patience until in God's divine providence
the time should come when their deathless pledge of love should be consum-

mated. Thus encouraged, Jack prepared
himself for what was to him a plain and
absofnte duty. He wound up his manual
labors, liquidated his few obligations, and
gave the remaining earnings,of his toil to
forward the cause of truth. And now
being absolutely without purse or scrip,
and having been ordained to the office of
an elder in the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints, he entered the mission-,
field for life with no hope of earthly
reward, no expectation of earthly honors,·
and with little hope of finding friends
only among the few despised people who
had received or might receive the truth.
But as he was satisfied the eall was from
God, so he never doubted but that He
would open his way before him and provide for his absolute necessities.
The temporary separation of these
youthful and ardent souls must be passed
over. Only outward appearances can be
written; the deep, keen pang of separation can never be recorded, it can only be
felt by those in like condition!'. We shall
not stop to detail the travels and labors of
our boyish, inexperienced and unedueated
preacher, only such as are essential to the
completion of our story.
Where it< that widowed mother that
gave her infant of three weeks old as an
offering to the Lord? Rumors have reached
her ears that her boy has gone to preach
the gospel. It seems strange to her, yet
she remembers her who]e,hearted and
unreserved gift. She rem em hers, too, her
many anxions hours, days and years, lest
he should fail to answer the purpoRe of
that devout offering, and she still pleads
bef0re the eternal throne that that gift
may not be rejected of God; but as yet
the light has not sufficiently shone upon
her wul to enable her to recognize the
divine acceptance of the gift in this call
among a people "everywhere Rpoken
against." Had it been in any other chnrch,
she could have seen the realization of her
desires, and the completion of her fondest
hopes. Still her trust is not entirely gone,.
her hope is not all destroyed.
After traveling three months, Jack
visits his mother.
He must preaeh the
gospel to her, whether his step-father will
hear it or not. And there in her clean
little cottage, alone by themselves, he
unfolded to her mind the riches of the
gosp~l of Jesus ChriRt, and then, her heart
melted under the divine influence, she
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tells him for the first time the story of
his birth, of ·her gift' of him to the Loi·d
as Hannah gave Samuel; tells of her loving watchfulness over him, though in the
distance; her many prayers and tears; her
alternate hopes and fears; and yet an
unshaken trust that God would not despise
her offering, until he had become identified with the Latter Day Saints, and even
then the embers of hope were burning in
her soul; and she felt that all would be
well. She attended his meetings in the
open air, and in the Saints' Meeting House.
She heard other elders preach. The word
came with power to her soul. Her mind
was illuminated; the truth she had so
long sought had reached her ears. She
recognized its divinity, and her soul
bowed in obedience thereto; and little
Jack was the chosen one to lead her into
the waters of baptism, and there bery her
as her Savior was buried in the watery
grave, that she might rise again to newness of life.
It was a proud hour for
Jack; and a season of blessedness and joy
to hiR noble mother. She had "cast her
bread upon the waters," and had "found
it after many days."
The eldest son, and only brother of
Jack, still remained in the Methodist
Church.
Their love for each other
remained unchanged;
but the elder
brother could not see the necessity of
being baptized into the Church of Christ.
However, in process of time it was
rumored that there was to be a discussion
between a "Hev. Rodgers" of the Methodist Church and an Elder J. F. Bell of the
Latter Day Saints, on the question of the
divinity of .T oseph Smith's mission.
Jack's brother went to the town of W olverhampton to hear it, as it was to he in
that town, and held in the open air. Jack
was curious to hear it also, and it happeued that the bnrden of defense fell
upon him.
The Methodist preacher, as was usual,
made a violent attack unon the character
of the prophet, ridiculi1{g the revelations
he had received, and seeking to blacken
the character of the Saints.
Jack replied to him to the utter confounding of the preacher and his friends;
and at the close, Jack's brother came forward and said to· him, "You have knocked
all Methodism out of me to-night. I want
to be baptized."
Another gentleman
came forward saying, "You have knocked
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all infidelity out of me; I want to be
baptized." Three others also came and
demanded baptism at the same time; and
Jack, with a heart full of gratitude to
God for his divine assistance while defending his truth, led them down into the
water, and baptized them, in the name
of the Father, and of the Son, and of the
Holy Ghost, for the remission of sins,
according to the pattern given in Romans
6: 3, 4, .5. They were also confirmed as
were the Samaritans (Aets 8: 14-19) by
the laying on of hands, and prayer for the
baptism of the Holy Ghost. And like
the eunueh they went on their way rejoicing.
During these events the spiritual growth
and ministerial pro,gress of our young
preacher were noticed by none with
greater pleasure than by the one whom
he had chosen for his wife. She rejoieed
in his sueeess, sympathized in his privations and trials, as she heard of them
from time to time by the missives of love
that reaehed her through the mails; and
constantly plead his canse before the
throne of grace.
She well understood,
from the experience of other elders, what
"traveling to preach the gospel without
purse and scrip" meant; and he had her
strongest and tenderest sympathies. She
also understood what her lot in life must be
in becoming the wife of one thus engaged.
She counted the cost, and with an unwavering trust in God determined to make the
sacrifice in order that she might be worthy
to stand with those who, "having come up
through great tribnlation, had washed
their robes and made them white in the
blood of the Lamb;" arid, in spite of
frequent and better offers in a temporal
point of view, she became his wife in
harmony with the laws of God and man.
But she had "snmmerec1 and wintered"
him, for their marriage r:licl not take place
until about one year and a half from the
time of their fi"i-Bt meeting; and as the
work was not in a condition to permit of
her traveling with him, she had but little
of his society, and depended upon her own
exertions for her support. But as the
church became stronger he was enabled
to render her a little aid from the few and
small free-will offerings given to him at
times by those among whom he labored.
But as is well known, the friends of the
cause of truth were rarely found among
the rich.
"The poor had the gospel
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preached to them," and the poor sustained
those who preached it. Nor was it done
by miserly or begrudging hands; nor
eould their hearts be measured by their
pockets. There was a devotion, a generosity of soul, a spirit of self-sacrifice that
rcharacterizecl both the Saints and the
ministry in those days that is not so prevalent, or is not manifest to-clay to such an
extent.
It was in this spirit of devotion that this
noble woman, like many others of that
day, gave up the society of her loved
companion, that the kingdom of God
might be built up in all the world. It
was in this spirit of devotion that other
members of the church as freely and as
nobly sacrificed their little ]Jittance, that
the families of this ministry should be fed
and clothed, and thus the ministry be sustained in their works of faith, a~cl labors
of love. The sacrifice was mutual; and
"they shall be mine saith the Lord of
hosts in that clav when I come to make
up my jewels; ~ncl I ~l'l'ill spare them as
a man spareth his own son that serveth
l1im."
Never was devotion purer, or love
stronger for a husband than that of
this handmaid of the Lord for the husband of her choice, yet believing it was
her clu ty to yield him up to the eause of
truth, she conferred not with flesh and
blood, hut meekly and uncomplainingly
lJOre her part of the great sacrifice, until
the great Master of the harveRt field said,
"It is enough," and sent his angels to bea1·
her well tried but triumphant spirit to the
mansions of the jnst, leaving behind her,
with fondest regrets, her loved companion
and two sweet pledges of their love, a's
the result of their union--which was of
something over five years' duration.
Poor .Tack never felt the full bitterness
of separation till now. The bitter cup
which he had drank all his life, had now
received the vinegar and the gall. He
would have preferred death with her.
I~ife had lost its value to him, but the
voice of love and duty called him to the
side of her sweet, motherless babes, and
his. He recognized that duty, and girded
himself to perform it. This noble wife
and mother had always been a source of
strength to him though throughout their

wedded life separated from each other
except at intervals when he could snatch
a few clays from his ministerial duties to
enjoy her society. He always knew that
while the world frowned upon him and
hated him for the gospel's sake; she loved
him with a love stronger than death; that
while brethren might prove false to him,
she was forever and unchangeably true.
Whenever he returned home, wearied and
dispirited, and almost ready to give up
the fight against the terrible odds, she
would utter words of encouragement, and
by her self-sacrificing spirit rouse him to
renewed diligence in the Master's cause;
and he would return to his arduous task
with renewed> vigor, rejoicing that there
was one on earth that never failed to
plead his cause before the eternal throne.
So she had become the golden thread that
had woven itself into his life-a beam of
golden light to cheer his checkered path
with rays divine; and still the light of
that blest example shines upon his pathway more and more, pointing to the perfect day.
In conclnsion we will return to .Tack's
mother, who had given him to the Lord.
From the moment of her baptism for the
remission of her sins until het loving and
faithful spirit passed to the paradise
of God, she rejoiced that she had found
the "one faith," obeyed the "one baptism,"
thereby acknowledging the "one Lord,"
having received the "one Spirit," and
through it enjoyed the "one hope of her
calling in Christ Jesus;" and looked forward with an earnest expectation to the
coming of her Redeemer, when she should
rise from the dead to a life eternal, to
reign with Christ a thousand years, and
then, in the fullness of the eternal and
celestial glory, be with her children and the
just of all ages. Having placecl her whole
trust in God through life, in the hour of
death she set her seal to the testimony
that "God is true."
.Tack and his brother still remain; and
let us hope that they will endure to the
end, faithful to their God, and diligent
workers in the great work of tbe kingdom
of God, "to go no more out," but to clo
valiant battle for God and humanity
until the victory is complete.
(Concluded),
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LABORER.

BY W. D. GALLAHER.

Stand up erect! Thou hast the form
And likeness of thy God! Who more?
A soul as dauntless 'mid the storm
Of daily life, a heart as warm
And pure as breast e'er wore.
\Vhat then? Thou art as true a man
As moves the human mass among;
As nmch a part of the great plan
That with creation's dawn began,
As any of the throng.
Who is thine enemy? The high
In station, or in wealth the chief?
The great who coldly pass thee by,
With proud step, and averted eye?
Nay, nurse not such belief!
If true unto thyself thou wast,

What were the proud one's scorn to thee?
A feather which thou mightest cast
Aside, as idly as the blast
The light leaf from the tree.
No; uncurbed passions-low desiresAbsence 9f noble self-respectDeath, in the breast's consuming fires,

To that high nature which aspires
Forever, till thus checked;
These are thine enemies-thy worst:
They chain thee to thy lowly lotThy labor and thy life accurst.
Oh, stand erect! and from them burst!
And longer suffer not !
Thou art thyself thine enemy!
The great !-what better thPy than thou?
As theirs, is not thy will as free?
Has God with equal favors thee
Neglected to endow?
True, wealth thou hast not-'tis but dust
Nor place-uncertain as the wind!
But that thou hast, which, with thy crust
And water, may despise the lust
Of both-a noble mind.
With this and passions under ban,
True faith, and holy trust in God,
Thou art the peer of any man.
Look up, then-that thy little span
Of life may be well trod !-Sel.

MARTIN HARRIS IN ENGLAND.
SISTER:-In reading one of
DEAR
your "Autumn Leaves" that was
loaned to me, I see that you wished any
one knowing of Martin Harris' visit to
England would give you all the reliable
information they could in relation to it.
I have not much to sav in the matter, but
the little I will say is· truth, as his words
have from that time to this remained
stamped on my memory. On the 15th
day of May, 1842, I was baptized into this
church, and in the fall of 1846, met with
the brethren at a conference in Birmingham. I was then an elder and presiding
over the Dudley branch, brother John
Banks being president of the district.
That morning he introduced Cyrus H.
Wheelock to the conference as its future
president. From that the business went
on as usual, but when we met in the afternoon Wheelock seemed to be quite out
of SOl'ts! The first we knew of the cause

an elderly man asked permission to speak
a few words to us. We then knew what
disturbed Wheelock. He told us that it
was Martin Harris, an apostate from the
faith; that he had abused him and his
brethren coming across the sea, and he
would not allow him to speak, there being many people there who were opposed
to the truth. When we came out of the
meeting Martin Harris was beset with a
crowd in the street, expecting that he
would furnish them with material to war
against Mormonism; but when he was
asked if Joseph Smith was a true prophet
of God, he answered yes; and when asked
if the Book of Mormon was true, this was
his answer: "Do you know that is the sun
shining on us? Because a8 sure as you
know that, I know that Joseph Smith was
a true prophet of God, and that he translated that book by the power of God."
I then went home, and did not know
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where Martin Harris went from there;
but from that day to this day I have felt
confident that it was not the work of God
that Martin Harris wanted to make war
.against, but the apostasy of Brigham
Young and his associates.
8'1'.

If this is of any benefit to you I shall
be amply paid for my trouble. May the
God of Israel bless and prosper you in
your labor of love, is the prayer of an old
man. Your brother in the covenant .
GEORGE MANTLE.

Linn Co., Mo.,
26th Dec., 1888.

CATHERINE,

LEAVES FROM PALESTINE.
BY SR. ABIGAIL Y. ALLEY.
DEAR SR.

IV ALKER:

CONTINUE my leaves, with an account of the present size and aspect
of Jerusalem. The town itself covers an
area of more than two hundred and nine
.acres, of this thirty-five are occupied by the
Haram-esh-Sherif. The remaining space
is divided into different quarters, the Christian quarter, including the part occupied
by the Armenians, taking up the western
half. The Mahomedans have the northeast portion, and the Jews the southeast.
The whole population is now about 50,000.
The circumference is very nearly two and
.a quarter miles, while the extent of the
city now seems too small for the population. Jerusalem stands on a bald mountain ridge surrounded by limestone hills,
glaringly white. If one had plenty of
kiln-wood there, a large business might be
made by burning the stone to lime; as it
is, the fellahene, or country people, do
make quite a business of it, as all the
lime used in Jaffa is burned of that stone;
and at the same time they save the charcoal and sell that too.
Jerusalem is enclosed by walls averaging
about thirty-five feet in bight, and, although massive in appearance, far from
being substantial. Around the 'valls are
thirty-four towers, and in the walls are
seven gates, five open and two closed.
The open gates are: First, Jaffa gate, called by the Arabs, bab-el-khalil-gate of
Hebron, or "the friend." It is on the
west, and leads to Hebron. Second, the
Damascus gate, called bab-el-ahmud, or
gate of the columns; on the north, between the two ridges of the city, and leading to Samaria and Damascus. The third
is the Gate of the Tribes, bab-el-asbat, or,
.according to the Franks, St. Steven's gate,
the reputed site of the stoning of Stephen

I

-leading to Olivet and Bethany. Fourth,
the Dung Gate, or the gate of the Western
Africans, bab-el- mugharibeh, leading to
Siluan, or Siloam. Zion gate, or gate of
the prophet David,-bab-en-neby David,-on the ridge of Zion. The closed gates
are: First, the Golden Gate, bab-ed-Dahariyeh, or the Eternal gate, in the eastern
wall of the Haram; and, Second, the gate
of Herod, called by the Arabs bab-es-zahery, or gate of flowers, open now occasionally for the benefit of the soldiers who
drill just outside it .
The principal streets are: The Street of
David, leading from the Jaffa gate to the
Haram; the Street of the Gate of the
Column, which runs from the Damascus
gate until it is joined by the Street of the
gate of the prophet David, under which
name it continues to Zion gate; and Christian Street, which runs from the Street of
David, to the Church of the Holy Sepulchre.
Via Dolorosa, the way Christ bore his
cross when he went to be crucified, begins
at the Latin Convent and terminates at
St. Stephen's gate.
, The Muslims are for the greater part
natives. There is also a considerable number of Dervishes connected with the Haram,
and also a colony of Africans. The Jews
number 30,000, and are divided into two
sections, the Sephardim, of Spanish origin,
and the Ashkenazim, chiefly of German
and Polish origin. Some are Russians, and
some are Portugese, Ameriean, English,
and of other ~lations; in fact a mixed
multitude.
These two great bodies are
divided again into the PerooRhim, or
Pharisees, and the Chasidim, or Pious.
The Jews keep five public fasts, namely:
the fast Gedalia, kept about the middle of
September; the fast, asaar-Bedebeth, lOth
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Debeth, a day corresponding with the 23d
of December, on which day N ebuchadnezzar began the siege of Jerusalem; the
fast of Esther; Fourth, the fast of Shebaftsaar, Betamoos-17th of Tamoos, corresponding with the 25th of June, on which
day Moses broke the tables of the Ten
Commandments; on the same day the ;mcrifices ceased in the first temple; the walls
of Jerusalem were scaled before the destruction of the Second Temple, and Antiochus Epiphanes burned the Book of the
Law and placed an image in the temple.
Fifth, the fast of Tischa-Beab-9th day
·of Ab, about the middle of July, because
on that day it was decreed that the generation which left Egypt should die in the
wilderness; the first and second temples
were destroyed; Bither was taken and
thousands of Jews put to death, and Turrentius Rufus ploughed up Mount Moriah.
The Chasidim, or pious, have one more
fast day, on the 9th of the month Adar,
or March, because Moses died on that day.
The Festivals kept by the Jews are:
The Passover; and of this I partook with
them six years ago at Jerusalem, in commemoration (on my part) of our Savior;
also ten years ago at the Netters Agricultural school, when I lived there four
months; The Festival of Pentecost; New
Year; Day of Atonement; Feast of Tabernacles; Feast of Purification, and Feast of
Dedication of the Temple, celebrated in
commemoration of their deliverance from
the great persecution under Antiochus
.l:£piphanes; and the Feast of EaEter.
I must describe the feast of Tabernacles,
so that the children mav understand it,
as I have, you may say, Jived amongst the
Jews. That feast is kept in commemoration of the forty years in the wilderness.
'They take branches of the elate palm, of
which they make booths by laying them
over a frame-work; then they camp out a
week that way.
You will say that is
pleasant; but you try it in a rain storm,
and then it won't he so pleasant as you
think.
Every Sabbath E<ermons are
preached in the chief synagogues, and
the Psalms are read between the morning and evening services. A short portion of the Law is also read publicly
in the synagogues every Monday and
Thursday. The reason given for choosing these two days is that, according to
tradition, Moses went up Mount Sinai
.to receive the Ten Commandments on
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Thursday, and descended on Monday.
The Jews in Jerusalem have a great
part of their living from charity, Jews in
other parts of the world having sent contributions to their pooi· brethren of the
Holy Land. Among devout Jews burial
at Jerusalem has been looked upon as the
greatest of pious acts to be done. There is
the Rothschild Hospital, founded in 1855,
which has done much good service. Sir
:Moses Montefiore's mission has been to
assist the Jews, not by indiscriminate
charity, but by giving means and scope to
labor. In January, 1875, being in the
ninety-first year of his age, he resigned his
position as President of the board of Deputies of British Jews, and a testimonial to
him having been resolved upon, he requested that it might take the form of a scheme
for improving the condition of the Jews
in Palestine generally and in Jerusalem
particularly.
About £11,000 only has
been contributed to the fund, although
the amount anticipted was £200,000. The
reason of the smallness of the contribution was that a rumor went abroad that
the scheme was only to continue idle Jews
in idleness. Sir Moses Montefiore, at the
age of ninety-two, went to Jerusalem, in
company with Dr. Lowe, to investigate the
real state of the Jewish community. He
considered the people eager, and physically
able, to work; that they have only lacked
opportunity; and stated that they were
more industrious than many men, even in
Europe; otherwise none would remain
alive.
He proposed colleges, public
schools and houses with plats of ground
for cultivation. The land was purchased
and houses were built, just outside of the
walls of Jerusalem. It is to the young
that this will be an especial boon, the
habits of the older members of the community being too deep-rooted to allow
them to fall at once into the radical
changes which hfl proposed. The express
object of the Montefiore Testimonial
Fund, is to encourage agriculture and
mechanical employments among the Jews
of Palestine. There are several institutions
already in efficient working order for the
Jews of Jerusalem besides those of the
Montefiore fund, such as the House of Industry, and Girls' Work School, besides
other useful industries.
The Greek Church flourishes in J erusalem, having at its head the Patriarch of
Jerusalem, who resides here in the con-
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vent beside the Church of the Holy Sepulchre. Fourteen Sees are subject to him.
The Greeks have about twenty monasteries in the neighborhood.
'l'he Armenians number about three
hundred. Their Patriarch, who is styled
Patriarch of J eruso:tlem, lives at the monastery next Zion's gate.
The Copts have two monasteries, at one
of which their Bishop resides; but they
are poorly represented in Palestine; yet
they have a share in the Church of the
Holy Sepulchre, and are found among the
clerks and other employes in mercantile
and public offices. They derive their
name from Kobt, in Egypt, and are the
sole representatives of the ancient race
that built the pyramids. They are Christians, and by guarding their faith in the
hostile presence of Mahomedanism, have
doubtless preserved their race and name.
Baptism is practiced by them, and children are generally circumcised.
Confession is required of all members of the
Coptic Church, and it itl indispensable
before receiving the sacrament. They
fast on Wednesday and Friday, and observe the seven great feasts: Nativity,
Epiphany, Annunciation, Palm Sunday;
Easter, Ascension, and Whit Sunday.
The Copts are not allowed by their
church to intermarry with persons of any
other sect.
The Latins number about eighteen hundred. They have a monastery, an industrial school, two girls' schools and a hospital. Their true name is Roman Catholic, and they are the deadly enemies of
the Greeks. They are m::tking way in
Palestine, where the priests have privileges they do not possess in Europe; as for
instance, that they may be married men
if married before ordination.
The MaroniteR have sinee 1180 belonged
to the RomiRh Chureh. They number in
Lebanon, it iR said, nearlv two hundred
thousand souls. Before their affili'ttion
with the Romish Church they were :l\Ionothelites.
The Protestants are but a small though
exceedingly useful community in J erusalem. A mission of inquiry waR instituted
in 1820, by the Society for Promoting
Christianity among· the Jews. Dr. Dalton,
first missionary, carne here in 1824. In
1841 the governments of England and
Prussia entered into an agreement to establish here a bishopric of the Anglican

Church, the diocese to embrace Mesopota;
mia, Chaldea, Syria, Palestine, Egypt and
Abvssinia. The church is on Mount Zion.
In ·connection with it are two good
schools, in and outside the city. The first
bishop was Dr. Alexander; at present the
See is vacant.
The Evangelical work in Jerusalem presents manv features of interest.
The
Krishond ~f Basle, a kind of lay mission,
which seeks to propagate Christianity by
means of artisans and tradesmen, whose
callings give them ready access to the
people, occupies several points in Palestine, and has its centei' at Jerusalem, and
branches at Jaffa and Bethlehem. The
Deaconesses of Kaiserswerth have opened
a real Good Samaritan eRtablishmimt,
which is open to every suffering human
creature of whatever faith. An orphanage and school are in connection with this
noble institution. In eonnection with the
Anglican Chureh there is a little Arab
community, under the direction of a
pastor from Alsace, whose chief missionfield is among the Jews. The Ophthalmic Hospital under the control of the
Knights of St. John of Jerusalem, is an
excellent institution, situate on the Bethlehem road, near Jerusalem.
It. was
founded in 1882, at Jerusalem, the ancient
birth-place of their order, by the English
branch of the venerable order of St. John,
and is chiefly intended to meet a long-standing want by providing an institution under skilful management, where the affiicted poor from all parts of the country may
otain proper treatment for the diseases of
the eye, to which the majority of the inhabitants are subject, and the terrible
conRequences of which are so powerfully
apparent to every resident of the Holy
Land. The Hospital is open to all without reference to creed or sect. His imperial majesty, the Snltan, has accorded the
hospital his especial protection, and,
throngh the governor of .Jerusalem, His
Excellency Raouf Pasha, generously contributed nearly £1,000 towards the purehase of the present site and buildings.
The Church of the Holy Sepulchre is
in the Christian quarter, in a street sometimes called Palmer Street. No one can
approach this spot without a very reverential feeling. It is the shrine at which
millions have worshipped in simple faith,
believing that here our Lord was crueified;
that here his body lay; that here he re-
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vealed himself after his resurrection. The
question which is now the great subject
of controversy is this: 'l'he Calvary and
Holy Sepulchre stand now in the very
heart of the city, far within the present
walls. Could the site ever have been outside the walls? If it ever was, then this
may be the very spot where the cross
stood on Calvary, and the sepulchre may
be that which Joseph of Arimathea gave,
wherein never man lay. It is a pity to
disturb the mind on the threshold of such
a sacred spot, and we will not; let it be
so or not. It was at Jerusalem, and outside the walls; he suffered without the gate.
It must have been near some thoroughfare, as they that passed by reviled him.
The story of his removal from the cross
is told in St. John's gospel. There is no
historical evidence that the site of the
Holy Sepulchre was determined until the
third century, when it appears from Eusebius that over the sepulchre had been
erected a temple of Venus. In the fourth
century the Empress Helena had a vision
in which she recognized the site, and by

WrrH this issue we are much plea~ed to begin
the autobiography of Elder Gland Rodger.
Brother Rodger was too widely known and
tenderly beloved by the Saints of the Reorganization, to need any formal introduction to our
readers, many of whom cherish his memory
and his name as a household word. He was
one of the first missionaries sent by our church
to the far distant land of Australia, where he
labored with a zeal untiring, a faith ummvering,
to lay the foundation of that work upon which
others have since wrought and builded, entering into his labors. He has ceased from his
earthly labors; but why should we say he is dead!
There is no death for the righteous man!
PaEsed on before, he has, but his work, his
labors of love, which were a part of his very
life and being, remain with us and can never
die. Could the young who read these pages
but realize that when the morning of each day
walks forth from the open gates of the east, and
the sun arises "like a strong man rejoicing to
run a race," that it is the renewal of another
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means of a miracle discovered the trufr
cross.
Constantine thereupon built a
group of edifices over the sites, A. D. 326.
These were destroyed by the Persians in
614, and rebuilt in 616. In 936, fire partly
destroyed the church; and the Muslims,
inflicted damage to it in 1010.
The
present church was built by the Crusaders,
and has undergone a long series of disasters and rebuildings. Underneath the
western galleries of the church, behind
the Holy Sepulchre, are two excavations in the face of the rock, forming an
ancient Jewish tomb as plainly as any
that can be seen in the valley of Hinnom,
or in the tombs ofthe kings. As we enter
the church the court is a little lower than
the Street. One notice.s first the venders
of rosaries and relics; next beggars, more
or less deformed; then the Turkish soldiers stationed there to keep the peace between the rival sects.
On first enterinK
by the door on the left is the Stone of
Unction, where the body of our Lord was
laid for anointing.
J Al!'l'A, Palestine.

opportunity for each of them to write in deeds
and words a record undying; could they realize·
this, think you they would not write with care,
that in ages yet unborn new hope, new strength,
might be infused into the heart and life of some
one of eaTth's weary toilers while they read?
Do any of the young Saints think life is hard
and toilsome for them, though they are permitted to labor in the free sunshine and rest at thfr
noontide beneath the waving branches of trees?
If so, let them Teflect for a moment of what life
must be, of which twelve hours of a day is spent
in the darkness, silence and ofttimes danger of
the caverns of the earth, laboring to the utmost
limit of their physical strength, in cramped,
unnatural positions, surrounded by impure air,
and this that a bare subsistence may be obtained!
No ray nf sunlight ever penetrates the gloom,
no music of running stream or babbling brook
ever reaches the ear, nor song of bird tlnills the
soul with harmony and gladness. Years of tender childhood; strong and active days of manhood, as well as the feeble years of old age~
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spent thus in gloom and toil, unearthing the
hidden wealth of ages past; and for what purpose? We answer not; but let all who so labor
and toil, put their trust in God; for '·though
hand join in hand, the wicked shall not go
unpunished," neither shall "the expectation of
the poor always perish." For long the Lord has
in his wisdom suffered the poor to toil for the
·employer to be enriched; but they have an expectation, and it shall not always perish. God
is marshalling his armies, and in the thunder
tramp of tens of millions those who are listening may hear the unctertone of that conflict
which will never cease until the toiling millions
of earth shall have come into remembrance
before the Lord of Hosts. In his own way; in
his own time, he will cause mankind to know,
"All ye are brethren."
But how far a single thought has led us from
our theme. Let the young learn of and the aged
rejoice in the God and rock of their salvation.
Treasure in your memories and enshrine in
your souls such faithful testimonies as the one
contained in this first chapter of the life of our
brother who sleeps in Jesus, awaiting the return
of his risen Redeemer to earth; and if discouraged or cast down; if tried, or tempted to
murmur at. your lot, remember that through
like trial and tribulation have the Saints of God
in all ages and times come up.
'\VE give place in the Corner to a letter from
S. B. Evans, now Post Master at Ottumwa in
this state, but who was formerly (as his 'letter states) engaged in explorations in Old
Mexico and elsewhere. vVe believe he was
sent out on a large salary by the "Chicago
Times." One by one the evidences accumulate
in proof of that book written in a language none
could interpret, and translated by the power of
God.
OTTUMWA, Iowa, Nov. 14th, 1888.
DEAR MADAM: I presume it is to you that I
am indebted for a copy of your handsome and
·interesting magazine, for which accept my
thanks. The subject of Mexican and American
antiquities to which you refer by marking one
of your article~, has engaged my attention for
many years. I conducted explorations in Old

Mexico in 1881; in Teotihuacan, Tula, Tezcuco
and Cholula, and traced the migrations of the
Aztecs to New Mexico. The Actecs were comparatively new comers in Mexico at the time of
the conquest. They found there the remains
of an ancient civilization-ruins of buildings,
statuary, etc.-and adapted these relics of antiquity to their own uncivilized and barbaric
uses. I do not pretend to give an opinion as to
who these ancients were, or their origin. The
facts as I found them are bewildering to ,the
imagination. The antiquities partake of many
of the features of Oriental life.
Very truly yours,
S. B. EvANS.
MRS.

M. \V AI~KEit,
Editor Autumn Leaves.

JN our next issue we expect to publish a brief
sketch of the life of brother T. J. Andrews, together with his likeness. We have other plates
now ready, and shall issue biographies as fast
as it is po,siule to do so. Th<ere is a pressure
upon our columns; and we beg the indulgence
of our contributors, as articles will appear as
rapidly as space can be found for them. In the
meantime we would remind some that we are
waiting to hear again, and trust not to be disappointed. \Ve often wish that it were in our
power to persuade men and women to use
not only the one talent bestowed upon them,
but every talent God has given them, in his
service. There is talent enough in the church
to make our periodicals the very best in the
land, and we expect yet to see the day when
they will be; though we do not. claim it for
them now. Let us hear from our friends in
Australia again. We are pleased to announce
that our circulation is increasing, but at the
same time we want to say to our' friends that
we need your help to enlarge it. It is not
yet what it ought to be. We expect shortly to
prepare a series of articles intended to help the
young to defeml God's work from the attacks of
infidelity. These will be of interest to all who
lo\·e the work and desire to see its advocates
able to defend it from those who deny the
divinity of the Bible and the existence of a God.

'WoRTHY LIYES:-~Ve are told by those who know, that there are stars FO far distant that it
takes years for the1r bght to reach the earth; if they should suddenly be extinguished we stwuld
be un~ware of the f:;tct that for as many years as might be required for the last rays to reach us.
yre nug~t look up mghtly an.d see the same old radiance as though nothing had happened. It is
JUSt ;;o With great an~ holy hves. Long after they have gone out in the darkness of death they
·Contmue to exert an mfiuence, and leave behmd them a beauty and power which make it impossible to conceive of them as extinguished.
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'rhere are faces we meet in the journey of life,
That are sparkling with mirth and with ,glee,
And yet 'neath the smiles their hearts are bowed down
With a grief those on earth ne'er can see.
Oh I how little we know of the pain and the woe,
The heartaches, the care and the sorrow;
The long, weary days,-the sad, sleepless nights,
With no hope of a brighter to-morrow.
'Tis not always a smile that shows gladness and joy,
'Tis not always a tear that shows sadness;
For many are calm when despair fills the heart,
And the mind is strained almost to madness.
'rhen Jet us be loving and kind to the weary,

FACES.
The heart-sick, the sad and the erring one, too;
Let us pour healing balm on the wound that distresses,
Let us do unto them as we'd have them to do.
When we stand before Gorl in the day of his judgment
And :he question is asked of us, "What have you
done?,
May we have it to say, though not much we've accomplished,
That we've strengthened and blessed some lone, weary one.
And I trust for that act B c will give us an entrance
To the city whose streets are all golden and broad,
He will say to us then ''Well done, faithful servant,
Thou canst enter now into the joy of thy Lord."-Sel.

INCIDENTS IN THE LIFE OF ONE OF EARTH'S PILGRIMS.
BY ELDER E. STAFFORD.

down at the Jake about
I ARRIVED
four o'clock p.m., and seeing a man
get into a small boat from one of the
schooners, whom I judged to be the captain, I asked him if he would let me work
my passage to Buffalo, New York. He
replied at once:
"Yes; get into that boat with that young
fellow [whom I afterward found to be the
cook J and go on board; we are ready to
start as soon as I get back."
He soon returned and gave the word to
get under way.
The schooner was loaded with heavy
building timber, and only one hand before the mast, with captain and cook. My
being there relieved the cook from helping the foremast hand. I did as well as
I knew how; but being young and inexperienced, could not do very much, and
sometimes the captain would scold; but I
thought that it would not take long to go
to Buffalo, and therefore bore it as well
as I could. On our arrival, not having
made calculation on helping to unload,
which the captain insisted on, and not
desiring to have any fuss with him, I concluded to help, which proved to be the
heaviest work that I ever remember doing
in my sojourn here. When about done
unloading, and having secured my bundle, I was about to go on shore when the
·Captain came, and in a bland manner be-

gan to talk to me about the distance I had
to go yet and how much nicer it would
be to go a trip with him to Erie and back,
which would not take long, and he would
pay my fare on the cars. I thought a
moment and then concluded to accept his
offer. We warped the schooner to the
opposite side of the creek, and, without
waiting for a cargo, towed her to the
light-house, and then put out in the open
lake with the wind dead ahead. Every
seaman knows that a head wind means
hard work, and our case was no exception.
I worked as lively as I knew how, but did
not seem to suit the captain, who would,
ever and anon, curse me, saying I didn't
half work.
I then saw my folly in accepting his
offer, but had to endnre it till I could help
myself. We kept tacking and going about
until midnight, and did not get out of
sight of Buffalo light-house. It being a
very dark night we came very near being
run into by a steamboat; the cause of
which was attributed to the negligence of
the cook, whose duty it was to have hung
the light out. He could not find the lantern. The captain's patience was manifested in scolding and swearing. The
steamer came stem on till within a very
short distance, when the lantern was
found, lighted, and hung up in the rigging,
which the steamer saw in time to sheer off.
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Soon after the steamboat passed us the
captain concluded to go back to Buffalo
and wait for a change of wind. There
was one individual not sorry, and who
inwardly resolved never to leave the city
again in that schooner. We arrived in
Buffalo about daybreak, and after tying
the vessel fast on the opposite side of the
ereek, turned in to get a little sleep, as
we had been up all night.
Obtained
about three hours' tlleep, when we were
roused out for breakfast.
After breakfast the captain went over
the creek, whieh was several rods wide,
and deep enough for heavily laden vessels; but before going gave orders to the
two hands to look ont for me and not let
me leave the schooner. It seems that he
had an idea that I would leave the vessel, although I had not said a word of my
intention to any one.
I thought we will see whether he will
keep me against my will. I was very
indifferent about leaving, but was keeping
a sharp lookout for a chanee, when offered, to go over the creek. At length I
saw a boat eoming over the creek with
one man in it, who came over and made
his boat fast by the bow of the schooner.
I waited till he eame back and then asked
him if he would take a passenger over
with him; he replied in the affirmative;
and knowing the whereabouts of my bundle, I hastened to get it, jumped into the
boat, and was pretty well over the creek
before those on board found it out. After landing, went to where the canal boats
were loading; enquired for a chance to
work my passage to Utica, New York;
received for answ0r that times were too
hard to take on Extras now; they could
not take me. Turning away, I followed
the canal out of Bnffalo, and overtook a
journeyman tanner, who vvas hunting
work, and whose means were getting low,
and who had concluded to foot it awhile.
We concluded to go in company, ami
after walking togei her some five or six
miles, he, looking 1mck, said. "There's a
boat coming." I replied it made no difference to me; having asked them once to
let me work my pa~sage, should not ask
them again.
The boat passed us about sundown, and
when about a hunched yards past, the
helmsman and a boy about fourteen years
of age (the captain'R son) began to halloo
for us to come there, and laid the boat up

to the tow-path, signifying that they wanted us to come on board. I told my fellow traveler that it was for him they were
calling, thinking probably he had money
to pay his fare; hut he said,
"No; it is for both; let us , go and see
what they want."
•'N o," I said, "you go along; never·
mind me; I will get along."
He replied, "I will go."
And suiting the action to the wqrd,.
hurried np and went on hoard. After he
had got on board they seemed to be asking him why I had not come, for they
began to call on me to comce along. I
finally concluded to go on board; if they
wanted to let me ride, all right, especially
as night was fast approaching.
Hurrying along I came up with the·
boat, and the steersman and the boy told
me to get on board, that the captain was
not on hoard; he had gone to I . ockport
in order to secure passengers or freight;
that I could ride at any rate till he came;
and if he said that I could not ride farther I would have to get off. About an
hour after twilight had faded, the captain, who had come up the tow-path to·
meet the boat, came on board. His wife·
and three children came on deck to greet
him. After the salutation was over, I
saw the oldest boy talking with his father. A full, harvest moon was shining,
and I was but a few feet from them,,
who on one or two oceasions cast a glance
over to where 1 was seated. The boy
came and said that hiR father wanted to
see me. I followed him to where hisfather was, who interrogated me as to
where I was going, and where I was from,
&c., all of which being answered he said:
"Well; you ean ride as far as Lockport, and then you will have to get off;
we can not carry Extras; times are too
hard."
Thanking him, I retired to another
part of the boat. Arriving at Loekport
about eleven o'clock p.m., I was getting
ready to get off the boat, when the hoy,.
who appeared to take an interest in my
behalf, came with some crackers in his
hand, and Faid:
"Here, Extra, take these; father said
that you need not get off now. You can
ride all night; but you must get off in the
morning."
This was truly gratifying to me, in the
thought, that I could, instead of getting
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·Dff in the night without any well defined eome on board and ride; hut I can't give
idea of what I was going to do, ride and you anything to eat, times are too hard."
There being a bridge crossing the canal
sleep, aud be advanced on my journey in
the morning. Had I had the slightest at a short distance, I crossed it and went
thought that the good natured boy was on board. The men were engaged washnot telling the truth about his father's ing dishes and the sides of the boat, and
willingness for my stay on board, my the captain told me to go to work and
sleep would probably not have been so help them, which I cheerfully did. All
sound, for fear that he might get up in being ready, the driver cracked his whip,
the night and find me on board. The with the admonitory, "Get up;" the fleshly
next morning before it was fairly day- motive power was set in motion; the towbreak, the boy friend came to me with line straitened, and the boat being made
his hands full of biscuits, and told me to acquainted with its intention, yielded to
get off at the bridge ahead, for his father its persuasion, and began to move towards
was about to rise, and if he found me on its destination.
I used to think, and have hacl no reason
board would be very angry.
"I told you a fib," said he, "about his to change my mind, that traveling on a
saying you might stay on board. I did canal-boat was far abov~ any other mode
not like the thoughts of you going off the for ease and comfort and safety of life.
There is none of that shaking and jostling,
boat in the night."
As soou as we came to the bridge, be- noise and rattle, shrieking and barking;
ing on the forward part of the boat, I lay none of that disagreeable smell emanating
ilown to pass under, and then rising, from the engine, together with cinders,
jumped on tLe bridge, went on the tow- or something else getting in your eyes if
path, and the boat passing me I waved you wished to have the windows open to
an adieu to the generous hearted boy, and obtain a little freRh air; no danger of
to the steersman standing at the stern rushing into another train pell mell and
guiding the boat. The canal taking a securing a hasty exit out of the· worlcl
bend, the boat was soon out of sight; and without asking, "If you please;" no danI felt relieved, for I did not want the boy ger of a broken rail, or rotten bridge, or
any such man-traps to destroy human life
to suffer for what he had done for me.
My gratitude ascended to God, whose byits thousands yearly.
kind hand I recognized for the help and
0, you must be an old fogy; do, you
·sustenance received; and I trudged along think we can in this fast age descend to
with a somewhat light heart, bnt never travel so slow as on the canal, when so
'l'ime is money nowexpecting to Ree the boat I had just left much is at stake?
again. After walking some four or five a-days, and we must take every advantage
miles I came to a town, whose church to save it. We did not say that for saving
spires I had seen quite a distance back; time or making money it was the best mode
and what should I see laid up by a canal of travel, but for ease and comfort and
store but the identical boat that I had safety of life. Yes, this is a very fast
parted company with a fe~w miles back. age; not only destroying life very fast by
My warm hearted boy frifmd identified railroad disasters, but by the dynamite
me first, and turning to his father, ex- plot, by incendiarism, by murder, by mob·claimed:
ocracy, by suicide, and for preparing to
"'l'here is Extra, as sure as the world." destroy life by the wholesale if they are
The father turning towards me-by this permitted to carry out their evil designs
time I was opposite the boat, on the tow- by organizing and combining to that end
under the various names of anarchism.
path, exclaimed:
"Halloo, Extra, where did you come But we have digressed.
vVhen noon came there was no invitafrom?
You are determined to go to
Utica."
tion for poor Extra to come and dine; but
my benevolent boy-friend managed to seI replied, "That is my intention."
I could see bv the action of the bov crete in his pocket something in the way
that he was pleading f01; me, but could of edibles for him; and this was a sample
not hear what was said, from the low of his treatment of me, in this respect,
tone of conversation.
all the way through; but the father was
The captain said: "Extra; yon can disposed to be churlish. When night
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came, and the passengers and family had
gone to rest, I thought--to avoid the
heavy dew-I would go down in the forward cabin and lie down on the floor,
with my bundle for a pillow; not for a
moment thinking that I was on forbidden
ground. In the morning, when there was
just light enough to discern objects around
me, I was jerked up\\-ards and waked out
of a sound sleep by some one having hold
of my shirt collar, whom I soon found
out was the captain. The first words
that saluted my ears were: "Get out of
here, and off this boat; and be quick about
it. I'll teach such aR you to come down
here to sleep." I wanted to get my bundle, but he would not let me have it; so I
hurried up on deck, and, the boat being
laid up to shore, jumped off on the towpath. As far as distingishable in the dim
morning light, there seemed to be quite
a town, which I ascertained, soon after, to
be Palmyra.
Associated -with this name
came a train of reflections, as follows:
Here is the place where the work commenced, which, after ;;;preading conF<iderably over the United States, extended to
England; found our family in prosperous
circumstances wme eight or nine years
ago; for which work we left our native
land; sundered the ties of relatives and
friends; came to thi6 country, about five
years ago, to associate with kindred saints;
went to Nauvoo, where my parents now
lie awaiting the morn of the first resurrection, the prophet and patriarch massacred,
the church split up in factions, my only
brother in bondage for eight long year~<,
my sister living among strangers, and I a
weary, lonely wandm·er, without a home,
just kicked off a boat for the extraordinary crime of lying on a cabin floor.
I walked along about an hour, and turning a bend, saw a boat ahead, and hastened along to catch up with it, which I soon
accomplished, the boat being heavily
laden. I asked the captain if he would
let me work my passage to Utica.
He
replied that times were too hard to carry
extras then. I then asked him if he
would let me ride awhile. "0h yes," he
replied, and laid up to land to let me on
board. The boat was laden with heavy
sacks of waste from some mill out west.
I went into the hold and lav down on one
of the sacks and passed off to sleep. I
must have slept some time, for when I
came on deck the sun was getting well up

towards the zenith. About noon the driver came on board, leaving his team to goalone aw bile. He came and sat down by
me and asked where I WJioS going and a·s
to the state of my finances. Being answered, he said: "It's a shame; the,. captain
can carry you if he will. There's one
thing he can't do: he can't hinder me
from riding on the boat; and you· can
drive my team; it is not his and belongs
to a company I'm driving for."
I proceeded on shore, and drove the team till about six o'clock p. m., when we came toa station where they changed horses, and
I had to dismount.
After thanking the driver, I entered a
bakery and bought a dime's worth of
crackers, which left my finances at zero.
Crossing the bridge at this place, I
walked on the tow-path, eating my crackers and meditating upon what to do when
night should come, and came to the
conclusion to walk on as long as I could
see, and then lie down in a fence-corner.
I had walked probably two miles [I had
worn out my shoes ;;orne time before this],
and, turning a bend, what struck my vision but the very boat that I had been so
unceremoniously driven off in the morning, laid up by a flour mill on the opposite side of the canal, taking in flour.
The two boys and the two stearsmen-.
who were brothers-joined in chorus:
"There's Extra; there's Extra.
Hurry
up; hurry up and come on board." They
were just ready to start out, and laid up:
for me to get on board. I looked at the
captain to see how he took it, and seeing
my look he said, "Come on board, Extra."
·when I had obeyed the invitation, be
said:
"Well, Extra, you beat all the fellows I ever saw; you are determined to
go to Utica."
I replied: "Yes, Sir; I set out with that
intention."
He stuck to his old text, I could ride,
but he could not give me anything to eat.
I was not over anxious about that, for I
knew there were those on board who would
not let me starve.
In a few miles travel we came to the
Montezuma swamp, where mosquitoes
were as thick as they get to be anywhere,
and were as quick 'to present their bill;;:
for liquidation. Sleep was out of the
question. I tried to go to sleep on the
deck, having a distinct recollection of the
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last night's transaction; but those noisy,
unfeeling (in. themselves, not to me) exactors interfered with my design; so I went
aft and sat on the taff-rail of the boat, conversing with the steersman. After talking
awhile, be said: "You must be hungry;
we will wait awhile; the captain has not
been down l01rg enou.gb to be asleep; when
he goes to sleep I will get you something
to eat." In a very short time be left the
tiller in my hands and went below on a
foraging expedition, returning with a
very generous piece of bread, and steak
in proportion. Thanking him, I ate with
a relish the savory repast.
About two o'clock a. m. we came to
Rome, about fifteen miles from Utica.
After stopping at a canal store about an
hour we proceeded on our way, and came
to the outskirts of Rome. I have said
my destination was Utica, because that
was in the vicinity of where I wanted to
go, and more noted than the small factory
village I wanted to stop at. I concluded to
stop off at Yorkville, three miles southwest of Utica, which was the same distance that Utica was from the place I
wanted to go to.
As we drew to the place of diRembarkation I began to think of my condition, not
being in a very presentable one, having
worn out my shoes, and my straw hat,
which waR in a tolerably good condition
when I started, had lost its rim.
I was well aware that the society I was
about to present myself among were very
tony in dress, and that I, in my present
condition, would be exposed to the severest criticism; and, to make matters w:orse,
it was Sunday. Bnt the die was caRt, the
gauntlet must be run_, let the consequence
be as it might.
Drawing near to YoTkville, I secured
my bundle, and told the captain that I
wished to get off at that. place, thinking
that he would lay the boat near shore;
but he kept it near the centeT of the canal,
and making a slight variation, told me to
jump. I threw my bundle on shore, and
jumped upon the stones-that were
placed on the sides of the canal to keep
the earth fmm washing-up to my knees
in water; and to save slipping down
further in th8 water I put out my hands
to catch hold of the stones, and wet my
arms to my shoulders. The kind-hearted(?)
man set up a roar of laughter, which was
feebly endorsed by ':he spectators on the
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boat. I found my feet bleeding from
cuts in coming in contact with stones; and
having no other recourse than to let them
bleed, I picked up my bundle and started
for New Hartford, where my relatives
resided. Arriving nearly there, I pursued
a way across the fields that would lead to
their house without going the whole length
of the factory yard. It was a road used
by the factory hands for pleasure walks,
upon which I met with some young men
of my own age, with whom I was acquainted, before we left for the West. They
did not seem to notice my condition, but
received me very cordially, and treated
me with kindness.
Of course queRtions were asked relative
to my trip west, ete., and answered with
apparent satisfaction. They turned back
with me on the path, and shortly we discovered my uncle-who had manied my
father's youngest sister.
He had just
landed at Yorkville without his family as
we had our goods on the dray to take to
the canal-boat when we moved west;
consequently we had not much acquaintance, but I recognized him on sight.
Meeting him, one of the boys said, "Do
you know this young man?" He answered,
"Yes, I know him.,- I extended my hand
to shake hands with him, bnt he refused
to and turned hack, walking some little
distance ahead of us on to the house. The
boys were astonished at the act, and said
they could not have believed it if they
had not witnessed it. I remarked that he
came without his family to this country,
but he had earned enough to send for them
in the interval between my going to and
coming from the west, a period of about
three years. I had not seen my aunt for
seven years, or I should have turned on
mv heel, and departed for the sea coast .
.As it was, I concluded to go to sea after
I had seen her. Before arriving at the
house the boys left me, and I followed
uncle to the house; and when I had passed
the threshold he enquired of aunt if she
knew "this fellow." She looked at me and
shook her bead, replying in the negative.
I then said, "Aunt, do yon not know
me?" She looked again, and answered
again in the negative. I did not blame
her; she had not seen me since I was
eleven yeaTs of age. But I resolved that
I would relate a circumstance that transpired, by which she would know me, and
then would leave.
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I said to her: "Do you remember the
time you took a little fellow with you to
the 'fiviot Dale Methodist Chapel, in
Stockport to a Watch Meeting, to watch
the New Year in; and the little urchin
instead of kneeling, insisted upon standing up, when near the hour of twelve,
watching the minister, whose eyes were
intent on the clock, and who, when the
hands got together at twelve, said: 'The
arrow is flown; the moments are gone;
the millennia! year presses on to our view,
and eternity is near,' and all the congregation arose and commenced singing?"
Some other things in connection with the
affair I brought to her mind, when she
.exclaimed, "0h, its Edwin!"
I then said, "I thought I could make

you know me;" and turning to go, said,
"Good bye, aunt, I must go." Eagerly
enquiring where I was going, and receiving my answer, she pleaded with me in
tears not to go to sea; she would try and
fill a mother's place a.s well as 1 she could,
and said that I must trv and look over
uncle's odd ways (he h;,d in the mean
time gone and left us).
vV ell, the upshot of the matter was,
after taking in the situation, my penpiless
condition and poverty-stricken appearance,
I concluded to stay for a while, any way.
I got into employment right away, in the
cotton mill, at weaving; and by diligence
and economy had, in the Savings Bank at
Utiea, in a little over a year, one hul).dred
dollars.
(To be continued).
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THE RING SUSPENDE.D BY A BURNT THREAD.

Pnt a teaspoonfHl of salt in a wine-glass-fnl of water,
;stir it up and place in it some coarse sewin~·thread.
In about an hour take out tile thre><d and dry it. Tie
a piece of this prepared thread to a finger ring; hold
it up and set fire to the thread, when it has
burned ont the ring will not fall, but remain suspend·ed to the astonismedt of al: beholders.
DAISY APRON.

One yard of dotted white mull. (the dots to be as
large as silver three cent piece), 10 skeins of yellow
flllin!J: silk, 4 skeins brown filling silk, one.fourth yard
plain white mull, four and one-half yards yellow satin
ribbon, No. 9.
Commence at the second row of dots from the bottom, and work large yellow dasies in long loop stitch
from every other dot, leaving the dot for the center
Work four rows of daisies across the bottom or a
cluster in one corner. Make French knots of the
brown silk for the centers. Face the bottom and
sides with plain mull. Turn down apron at the top
and put in the ribbon, hemming the mull down; make
a pretty bow of the ribbon left, and bring belt around
to bow and fasten on left side.
SPOOL CANE AND UlviBRELLA RACK.

This convenient little receptacle can be made for a
few cents and would always be both ornamental and
useful in a front hall. About seventy-two spools are
required and these should be if possibe of uniform size.
Tllese spools may be painted black, white, or red, or
gilded with one of the numerous kinds of gold paint
now so much used. The iron rods must be ordered
from a blacksmith. These should be of a size to pass
conveniently through the holes of the spools and

should be flattened at one end and have the other end
turned as a screw with a nut provided to screw on it.
Two rings of wood, twenty-one inches in circumference and one and a half wide, should be made with
three holes drilled in them to admit of the iron rods
passing through: These pieces of wood should be
painted or gilded to match the spools. A pretty conceit would be to paint the spools black aild gild their
edges. Paint the rings black also with bands of gilding on them. Put the rods thmugh one ring so as to
make it the top of the stalld with the flattened end of
the rod on the top Then divide the spools into three
and slip them one after the other on the rods until
they are entirely covered; pass the rods throngh the
other ring and f><sten tightl.Y with the nut. The socket
to bold the umbrellas moty be of tin, which can be
ordered of the .oize required from a tiusmith, or one of
the pretty little chin>< bowls trmt are now so common
may be used for the purpose. The lower ring should
exactly fit the edge of the bowl, which should be
placed inside of it.
A GEOGRAPHICAL GAlviE.

Have the the pupils "chose sides," as you have done
many times, perhaps, in the old-fashioned spellingschool of blessed memory. Have the leader on one
side name a town and give its county, state, or conn try,
as New Orleans, La. The leader on the opposite side
gives the name of a town whose initial letter is the
final letter in Orleans, as Springfield, Ill. 'rhe names
will come rapidly for the first round, perhaps.. When
the speed begins to slacken, lay down the following
rules: l. Any one repeating a name already given
misses. 2. Any one failing to give the state or county
misses. 3 No one shall be entitled to more than one
minute in which to find a name. There i~ something
more than knowledge and fun to be gained from such
an exercise.
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AHKANSA W.
BY PERLA WILDE.

Arkansas, some call it, but this does not suit,
So the state leRislature has quelled the dispute,
Deciding it Arkan-saw, now ar,d for aye,
Therefore good, faithful subjects have nothing to say.
'Tis an Indian term, "floating down with the stream,"
And the people seem fully imbued with the theme.
The couatry is varied; m>ljestic and grand,
With steep, lofty mountains, rock, valley and sand;
The primitive forest. the deep shady dell,
And caves, where the bear and such animals dwell.
Small stre"ms are abundant, in winter quite full,
While in summer, it seems, they exist but in pool.
There are numerous rivers, but two we will quote:The White, and the Arkansas-worthy of note;
In tl1e p~trt we have seen, the corner north-west,
Admitted to be both the healthiest and best.
The broad Ozark mountains, the Boston range, too,
And the Mulberry mountains, still southward, we view.
Alternate with valley. and canyon, and stream;This beautiful land is as fair as a dream.
The people are quaint. unsuspecting and kind;
Save those who are biased by some leading mind.
Their dialect differs from ours, and their waysThough not like our own-are oft worthy of praise.
Their manner of life is simple and plain,
With none of the northeru push-on-and-get-gain.
They live as their parents and grandparents did.
In the old beaten track they are willing to tread.
The men chew and. smoke with much ~usto and noise,
Which example is followed by most of the boys;
While most of the women and bright-eyed young
girlsEven down to the child in ruffles and curlsDip snuff with a stick that is held in the mouth,
A custom long prevalent here in the South.
If you chance to ~o out any day on the street,
There's a stick in the mouth of each woman you meet;
Or if in the country, you'll see the fair belle,

Driving out with her lover, a mountaineer swell;
Though lovely and bright as a rose, she ma_y be,
She is nibbling a snuff-stick _you plainly can see.
You are greeted with "howdy," on every !'and;
"I guess so." and "think so," _you can well underst<tnd.
To carry, is a! ways "to tote" or "to pack;"
There's never a buggy, because it's a "back."
A team and a wagon they "carry," they say,
And the "evening'' is all the last half" of the day.
On the south mountain slopes where the cotton fields lie,
On the foot-hills and Arkansas river close b_y,
There are numerous cotton mills larger or small,
Where the grower his cotton ''crap" surely must haul.
Tile mill is a gin, separating the seed
From the raw cotton crop;-the first is for feed;A fourteenth for ginning, and when it's in bale,
The cotton is brought to the station for sale.
Tile seed is hauled home for the cattle to eat,
And the poor, half-starved beasts have a grand, luscious treat
But the milk and the butter (if butter is made)
From cotton-fed cows, is of very low grade.
We sojourned for a time in a snug little town,
Wl1ere a great, rugged mountain looks over and down;
While opposite, with a broad valley between,
The blue, misty summit of mountains are seen.
One day in mid-winter, with soft, balmy breeze,
And sunshine, like summer engilding the trees,
We began the ascbllt of the mountain near by,
That lifted its head so far up in the sky.
Up, upward and onward, o'e" height upon height,
Onr startinp; point oftentimes lost to our sight;
Still onward and upward, oft pausing to rest,
Till at last we stand firm on the bold, rocky crest.
Our lohg, toilBome walk all forgotten, we stand
Enraptured, and ~aze o'er the broad, smiling land.
There's a full bird's-eye view of the town there below,
And those two gleaming Jines mark the railroad, we
know.
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The valley expands and the winter-brown trees
Seem to bow their proud heads the beholder to please,
And the broad, sweeping river comes out fair and clear
In vast shining stretches, and seems to draw near.
Though four· miles away, it looks just at our feet;
And the mountains beyond, that our wondering eyes
meet,
Seem scarce out of reach, as tall peak after peak,
They lift their bold heights upper ether to seek
The first line of mountains stands out bold and clear,
While the next, and the next, seem to be just as near
Only bluer and mistier; higher, more high,
And dimmer with distance, till lost in the sky.
Some are thirty miles off, others forty or more;
While at home, down below, they seem close to our
door.
Such a beautiful view; grand, majestic, serene;
Row could any forget such a picturesque scene.
But the sun, dipping low in the far distant west,
Reminds us the day is soon going to rest;
So we turn, and reluctant, begin the descent,
And we feel that our tune has been very well spent.
There are so many teatures we're forced to omit,

AN

That we seem to have scarcely begun our theme yet.
The green thrifty cane-brake,-the rich pawpaw grove,
And the mistletoe hanging in clusters above,
Adorning the arms of the great forest trees;
The sycamore swinging its balls in the breeze,
The sweet, spicy sassafras thickets ,anon,
Bearing bright. wax-like berries till autumn is gone;
And then the persimmons we must not forget,
So rich and so juicy when frost they have met,
And even in winter they're still just as good,
Though some northern palates scarce relish such food.
But the mistletoe bough is a beautiful thing,
It yields not its freshness to please the frost king,
An evergreen plant with no root, it depends
For sustenance on the old tree that befriends;
Its foliage is glossy and light, vivid green,
With waxy-white berries alternate between
No wonder it's used as a Christmas device,
For it's everythin~ novel, and charming, and nice.
Well, we've tried, in our own simple mariner, to trace
A few leading features, that serve to embrace
A practical view, a• far as we may,
Of life in the old ·Mossback state' of to-day

EARLY REMINISCENCE.

I~atter

been a
Day Saint about
I HAD
fifteen months when that which I am
about to relate occnrred. I had obeved
the gospel, had received a knowledg~ of
the truth of what is called the latter day
work, and, upon receiving that knowledge, had, in the silence of my own room,
prayed God that I might always be
willing to testify in itR defense. Then,
after a few short months with thoBe of
like faith, duty callPd me away among
strangers. My rnergies were to be taxed
that I might earn a livelihood. I entered
a college where I might fit myself for my
duties. I had been there but a few days,
when mv faithfulness was tested in a
manner that took me by RUI')Wi8e.
I was seated one morning in the history
class, listening to the recitations of others,
a8 they reviewed Romr portion of colonial
history. A young student had just narrated the story of MrH. Ann Hutchinson,
who was pen<ecntec1 for her religious
claims. The Professor stood with his
back to me. and, without turning, said,
"Now, Miss R., yon may take the same
topic. (I have always thought he did not
know me, but simply called my name

from memorv, as I was still a stranger to
him.)
•
Upon hearing my name called, I arose
am1 complieL1 with the request and then
remained standing, to be excused according to the cn~tom. It was a trial then to
me to rise for recitation, and I would
gladly have been seated.
You may
imagine my agitation then, when, instead
of excusing me, the Professor said, ".Mrs.
Huti'hinson claimed to be inspired; clo you
believe any man has been inspired since
the clays of Christ and the apo~tles ?" I
just stopped long enough to exclaim mentally, ·'~~ell, I'm in for it," and then I
an~wered briefiv, "Yes, sir."
He thought ·I had misunderstood his
question and very slow! y and distinctly
repeated it, and I answered again, "Yes,
sir." Snch a puzzled look came over his
'face, and, coming down in front of the
row in which I hacl been seated, he looked
straight in my face and said, "Who do
you believe has been inspired?"
My
heart beat fast, bnt the answer came without hesitation, "I believe that. Joseph
Smith, the man whom the world despistls
to-day, was a prophet of God," and
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looking about into the uplifted faces, I
added, "I spppose there is not another
here who believes as I do."
I wonder yet who of all present was
most surprised, the Professor, the students, or myself. I was excused and sat
down. As I did so, a young man on the
opposite side began making eager gestures
to attract the attention of the teacher.
He had not heard, he Raid, and wanted to
know what had been said. So the Professor told him how unwittingly he had
questioned me and what my answers bad
been. He said be was glad I was in the
class; for heretofore they bad been at
liberty to abuse the Mormons, but now it
would be more fair to investigate with
some one on the opposite side.
At this juncture the dinner bell rang,
the class was dismissed, and I walked
from the recitation room and through the
long halls, with a beating heart an~l feeling that, without any effort on my part, I
had reached the conspicuous position of
"a city set upon a hill which can not be
hid."
As I slowly climbed the stairs, I looked
down on a little group, gathered below,
and the question floated up to my ears,
in a stage whisper, "What is it she says
she believes?" How correctly the question was answered, I do not know; for
the answer came in low tones and I passed
ont of hearing.
It would be a har<l matter to describe
the state of my feelings as I entered my
room. I knew that, as yet, I was greatly
misunderstood and that in all probability
many would believe me a defeniler of
principles which my soul abhorred. But
amid all the contending emotions that
moved me for a time, there was mingled
no sense of shame. Knowing the purity
of the cause I had made my own, I felt
that in time, I could fnlly correct whatever wrong impressions my fellow-students might have received.
I was ~heered, too, by the ready sympathy of my room-mate and a little circle of
friends I had made for myself, and I have
always cherished a grateful feeling for
those young girls, who, although strict
adherents of a very different faith, were
so generous with me. He who has taught
us to rejoice with those that rejoice and
to mourn with those that mourn, will not
forget them in the day when all are
rewarded according to their deeds.
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A few days after this little episode, as I
was passing from the class-room, Professor C. detained me, and asked if he might
bring me a paper he had at home, containing an artiqle on "Mormonism." I
replied that I would willingly read anything on the subject, and, in return,
asked if I might bring him some of my
1ler11lrls, to which he a~sented.
I proceeded at this time, in a few words,
to inform the gentleman of the existence
of two churches, called by almost the
same name. He frankly confessed his
ignorance and said, "Th.~n the article I
proposed bringing you will be no attack
on your faith."
Although I had many conversations in
private with my companions, no public
all us ion was made to the subject, until we
reached the "Mormon Troubles," as it is
called in history, referring to the time
when the Saints left Nauvoo.
Let me relate one little incident which
may seem small, but which was not too
insignificant to trouble a sensitive mind.
Dnring my stay at the college, I had
made tho acquaintance of a young lady,
Mis>< E., and, as we took the same branches, she came often to our room to prepare
her leswns. She seemed to enjoy being
with me, and asked permission to sit at
the same table, and I returned the friendship she proffered me.
She, it seemed, did not know of my
peculiar religious belief, and one day
asked if I would, the following Sunday,
accompany her to church. On the way,
she asked me if I was a member of any
clmrch.
I replied that I was a Latter
Day Saint.
vVhen, in the conversation that followed, I expressed the opinion that .Joseph
Smith was a prophet, Rhe said very
bluntly, "Well, I don't believe it."
I answered quietly, "If you had tbe
same reason to believe it that I have, you
would think just as I do."
We passed on to church and home again,
but in a different mood from the one in
which we had set out that pleasant winter
morning. We parted at the. front stairway with a simple good bye, quite unlike
her usual pressing invitation to go up
with her, and I went on alone, sad at
heart, yet knowing I must expect just
such things all along the road of life.
For some time I had occasion to be
pained at her distant manner, but as I
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Bndeavored to keep my manner unchanged
in consequence, she gradually lost her
reserve, and one evening at the supper
table she told me she had brought up a
packet for me from the post-office. On
going with her to her room to obtain it, I
found it to be one of our church histories.
I began to explain to her what it was, and
to my astonishment, she allowed me to
talk freely and seemed interested and
pleased, while I told her, as best I could,
the wonderful story of the coming forth
of the Book of Mormon. Truly "a soft
-answer turnet11 awav wrath."
Time passed on ~nd it ~was with some
anxiety that I turned over the pages of
my book, and noted how rapidly we were
nearing the sn bject of such deep interest
to me. I did not know what attitude
Professor C. would assume. I thought of
it by day and dreamed of it by night, but
at last the topic >vas introdnced. Then
there were recitations on it, and one bright
little fellow told, in gooil faith, that story
of the Spaulding Romance. (By the way
many of these students had not been in
the (;lass the former term when the subject was first brought up).
Another on being asked if the Book of
:Mormon taught polygamy, answered in
the affirmative, and so the recitation went
on, and I hegau to think I was not to be
called on at all. But finally, when all the
points had been brought forward, I was
asked if I had anything to say in defense.
I arose to plead, "not guilty," and
denied the story of the Spaulding Romance, giving in proof, the discovery of
Prof. Fairchild. I could not deny that
there was evil in the church in those times
of persecution-the existence of an apostate church, bearing the name of the faithful, argues that there must have been; but
I did deny that such evil was the result
of the tea~hings of our sacred books.
Questions poured in from the interested
young people, until much was told of the
"marvelous work" that has come forth in
our day and in our land. 'rhe finding of
the plates, the testimony of the eight witnesses, also that of the three witnesses was
told and more, familiar to the Saints, but

new and strange to those young students.
I remember, and always with amusement, one young man who rose with the
confident manner of one who thinks:"N ow, I've got you." In measured tones
he said, with some emphasis on the personal pronoun, "I just \Vant1 to ask ~Miss
R. where those plates are now," and when
I answered in tones that apologized for
my ignorance, "I don't know where the
angel took them," a smile flitted over tl te
assembly, like a wave of sunshine, s"ucceeding the shade of thought.
When Prof. C. arose to sum the matter
qp, he pointed out clearly the two distinct
churches called Mormon; corrected the
false statement, concerning the Book of
Mormon; and, in concluding, said, "vV e
should be careful what statements we
make against a people who are as good
and perhaps better than we."
"And
now," continued he," I wish to ask how
many of you have learned something new
to-day on this subject, something you did
not know before? Nearly everv hand
was raised and then, the. time ·having
expired, the class was dismissed and we
went our various ways "each one as
before to chase his favorite phantom."
A few days later, as I pasRed through
one of the halls, I was detained by a
yonng lady, whom I had noticed in the
history class. She had been injured in
her childhood, and could walk only with
difficulty. She wished to know i(I had
reading matter that would enable her to
understand our religion. I earried her
my books and papers, and she came sometimes to my room to talk with me, and as
I watched the pale, earnest face and saw
her move painfully along, I would wish
that she might learn the truth, and find
that pearl of greatest price.
These are only a few incidents set forth,
nothing great nor mighty, nor caleulated
to excite wonder. Every Saint carries a
little budget of his own, and yet it is pleasant and sometimes profitable for us to
compare notes and though our efforts may
not seem to work any great results
Their future growth and greatness,
\Vho can measure, who can tell?

IT is remarkable that every day in the week is by different nations devoted to the public
celebration of religious services Sunday by the Christians, Monday by the Greeks, Tuesday by
the Persians, Wednesday by the Assyrians, Thursday by the Egyptians, Friday. by the Turks,
and Saturday by the Jews.
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HOME.
BY CARRIE A. THOMAS.

Of those who possess them ;
But none that I see
Seem half as attractive
As mine does to me.

'Tis a snug little spot
On the great round earth;
Quite humble, secluded,
Yet precious in worth ;
Nor mansion, nor palace,
Can with it compare,
For home's dear attractions
Are all centered there.

Oh, should I e'er leave it,
This Eden of mine,
It can not but make
My glad spirits decline;
For this I'm assured of,
Wherever we roam,
"Be it ever so humble,
There's no place like home."

Some homes are more costly,
More splendid in art;
In prospect more lovely,
And dear to each heart

THE SACRAMENT.
BY A. H. PARSONS.

mHIS ordinance in all its bearings, I

'l' have thought often, is not understood

as it should

be by many. It is a subject
matter I have studied a great deal since
being identified with the Church of Jesus
Christ.
To partake of the sacrament
appeared to me, at first, to be a great
privilege, and one that should bring the
solemnity of eternity to rest on those who
participate; not to be long-faced like the
Pharisees of old, or those of our day, but
having the Holy Spirit by which w~ may
be able to understand the whys and
wherefores. I do not think we can talk
or write too much on this all-important
topic. For the benefit of the young, as
well as the middle aged, I will venture to
drop a few thoughts, with Scripture
references.
First note what Jesus said in the sixth
chapter of St. John: "For the bread of
God is he which cometh down from
heaven and giveth life unto the world. I
am the bread of life: he that cometh to
me shall never hunger."
This was a hard saying for the Jews;
they did not comprehend it. It may be
hard to some now. Just read on: "I am
the living bread which came down from
heaven: if any man eat of this bread, he
shall live forever, and the bread that I
will give is my flesh."
Hear what the Jews say: "How can
this man give us his flesh to eat?"
Astonished, 0, ye Jews? Yes; we do

not understand; pray tell us how can this
be?
"Verily, verily, I say unto you, except
ye eat the flesh of the Son of Man, and
drink his blood, ye have no life in you.
Whoso eateth my flesh and drinketh my
blood hath eternal life; and I will raise
him up at the last day."
Here is reflected the necessity of eating
of his flesh and drinking of his blood.
But still there were some who did not
comprehend, as yet; even his disciples, as
we read: "This is a hard saying: who
can hear it? and they murmured at it."
Let us pass on to a further illustration
by Christ. which is explanatory of that
we have just read. In the twenty-second
chapter of St. Luke we find: "And he
took bread, and gave thanks, and brake it,
and gave unto them, saying, This is my
body, which is given for you; this do in
remembrance of me. Likewise he took
the cup,"-that is, in the same manner as.
he blessed the bread, so he blessed the
fruit of the vine,-"Raying, This is my
blood which is shed for you."
From these texts of Scripture; we learn
this first, that bread and wine are
emblematical of his flesh and blood;
second, that eating and drinking under~
standingly gives life to the souls of men,
which is the ·means by which man may
continue to live on and on. Although he
die, yet shall he live, w::ts the language of
the blessed Master.
But we will not
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stop here, but pass on to the teachings of
the apostles, with this injunction before
us: "Teach them to observe all things
whatsoever I have commanded you."
St. John says in the seventeenth chapter:
"As thou hast sent me into the
world, even so have I also sent them into
the world."
With this promise connect the following: "But the comforter, which is the
Holy Ghost, whom the Father will send
in my name, he shall teach you all things,
and bring all things to your remembrance,
whatsoever I have said unto you."
"If ye keep my commandments, ye
shall abide in my love; even as I have
kept my Father's commandments and
abide in his love."
Here was an exceeding great promise
made, which we find by the Scripture was
made manifest, especially on the day of
Pentecost, and after, not only to the
apostles, hut, as Peter said, "unto all that
are afar off."
With these brief hut plain statements
we can enter into the teachings of the
apostles with the assurance that what
they taught was in harmony with what
Christ bas presented in that alreadv considered.
Paul says:
"The c~p of
blessing which we bless, is it not the
communion of the blood of Christ? The
bread which we break, is it not the communion of the body of Christ?" Paul
says "we" bless and break. Why should
be use such an expression? Here is the
answer:
As thou hast sent me, so send I them.
The blessed Master set the example, and
taught them to do as he had done.
"For I received of thf' Lord that which
:also I delivered unto you, that the Lord
Jesus the same night in which he was
betrayed, took bread. And when he had
given thanks he brake it and said, Take,
·eat; this is my body, which is broken for
you; this do in remembrance of me.
After the same manner, also, he took the
cup, when he bad supped, saying, This
cup is the new te;;tament in my blood:
this do ye as oft as ye drink it in remembrance of me. For as often as ye eat
this bread, and drink this cup, ye do
shew the Lord's death till he come."
Here the apostle Paul says he had
delivered unto them just what Christ had
given him.
Here in these texts it is
made plain that the people of God

received bread and wine from God's
chosen servants after being blessed, and
did so in remembrance of his body and
death for them, and thus received gifts
and blessings through the operation of
the Holy Spirit.
Right here would be a good opportunity
to introduce Christ's teachings to those
"other sheep" as you read in Book of Mormon: "And while they were gone for
bread and wine, he commanded the
multitude that they should sit themselves
down upon the earth. And when the
disciples had come with bread and wine,
he took of the bread and brake and
blessed it; and he gave unto the disciples,
and commanded that they should eat.
And when they had eaten, and were filled,
be commanded that they should give unto
the multitude. And when the multitude
had eaten arid were filled, he said unto
the disciples, Behold, there shall one be
ordained among you, and to him will I
give power that he .shall break bread, and
bless it, and give it unto the people of my
church, unto all those who shall believe
and be bapti11ed in my name. And this
shall ye always observe to do, even as I
have done, even as 1 have broken bread,
and blessed it, and gave unto you. And
this shall ye do in remembrance of my
body, which I have shewn unto you, and
it shall be a testimony unto the Father
that ye do always remember me, and if ye
do always remember me, ye shall have
my Spirit to be with you. '
Again in the Book of Mormon we read:
"And I give unto you a commandment
that ye shall do these things. And if ye
shall always do these things, blessed are
ye, for ye are built upon my rock."
The similarity of this text with those
from the Bible proves that it originated
with God the Father, and that his ways
are one eternal round.
As Jesus said
they should hear his voice, the same
voice, producing the same sound, leaving
the same example and precepts.
Dear reader, turn and read the miracle
wrought in furnishing bread and wine;
astoniRhed, no doubt, were some who
were present. But we learn the effect
produced upon those who ate of the bread
and drank of the wine; "Behold thev
were filled with the Spirit, and they did
cry out with one voice and gave glory to
Jesus."
While we have thus carried your mind
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from Palestine to the great American
continent to listen to the teaching of
Jesus Christ and his apostles, we think it
wonld be well 'to walk down the stream of
time to about 1830, and view some of the
sayings of God through his prophets of
latter days; "It is expedient that the
church meet together often to partake of
bread and wine in remembrance of the
Lord .Jesus."
'fhe same principle is presented just in
the same light as in former days. .Just
read on as the prayer is given, and note
the language: "That they may eat in
remembrance of the body of thy Son, and
witness unto thee, 0 God, the Eternal
Father, that they are willing to take upon
them the name of thy Son, and always
remember him and keep his commandments which he has given them, that they
may always have his Spirit to be with
them."
Here we note the word "witness" as
used in both prayers in blessing bread and
wine. ~Witness what? 'Why, that we
who partake are willing to do all that he
has taught-keep his commandments.
How many think of this as we ought? I
fear sometimes we do not.
Paul says: "For he that eateth and
-drinketh unworthily, eateth and drinketh
·damnation to himself, not discerning the
Lord's body. For this cause many are
weak and sickly among you, and many
sleep."
How careful man should be to examine
himself and strive to keep himself worthy.,
We return to latter day revelation: "And
the Spirit saith further: Contention is unseemly; therefore cease to contend respecting the sacrament and the time of administering it; for whether it be upon the
first Lord's day of each month, or upon
the Lord's day of every week, if it be
administered bv the officers of the church
with sincerity of heart and in purity of
purpose, and be partaken of in remembrance of .J esns Christ and in willingness to
take upon them his name by them who
partake, it is acceptable to God . . . . To
avoid confusion, let him who presides in
the sacrament meeting, and those who
administer it cause that the emblems be
duly prepared upon clean vessels for the
bread and clean vessels for the wine, or
water, as may be expedient."
There could be no life in the children
of God eighteen hundred years ago, unless
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they ate of his flesh and drank of his
blood; can there be now? It is made so
plain in the revelation last quoted, it
needs no argument in proof. What a
grand privilege to eat and drink in faith!
As the children of Israel were commanded
to look upon that brazen serpent and live;
so we look to Christ and live by eating his
flesh and drinking his blood. Herein is
manifested the real Christ, not merely a
picture of him that is so old it has lost
its beauty, but the picture and the blessed
Lord himself. Herein is manifested the
form and power as God hath appointed.
Who could stay away from the sacrament
meetings with these blessings promised:
gifts, faith, wisdom knowledge, healings,
tongues, prophecy, discerning of spirits,
and above all and in all, that love that
cometh from above, which binds hearts
closer together than any other cord or
kindred tie? Some are fearful they are
not worthy, and therefore abstain and eat
not. To such let me give the language
of Christ: "Except ye eat of my flesh and
drink of my blood, ye have no life in you."
Could yon expect to have life (spiritual
life) not observing the sacrament, any
more than you could expect a forgiveness
of sins without baptism-immersion in
water?
As to worthiness, not performing our
duties will make us unworthy. "If ye
love me, keep my commandments," was the
languag(' of Christ. In the last revelation
the voice of the Master is so plain:-"Be
ye clean in your bodies; avoid the use of
tobacco, and be not addicted to strong
drink in any form, that your counsel to
be temperate may be made effectual by
your example."
Some will say this refers directly to the
ministry. It does, as is certain, but does
not stop with them. If it was to have
been understood in that light, then the
word "example," would be of no weight.
That word, with the connections, indicate,
beyond a doubt, that the laity were to
follow that example.
Again: "That the work .of restoration to
which the people of my church are looking forward may be hastened.."
Does this revelation correspond with
those of former times?
Read: "And
again, strong drinks are not for the belly;
but for the washing of your bodies. . ..
Tobacco is not for the body, neitht:r for
the belly."
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Can a brother or sister use that which
God says they should not and then claim
to be obedient children? Are you clean,
dear brothers or sisters? Are you worthy?
If the ministry must abstain (and they
must if they obey) from the use of tobacco
and strong drink (to be an example) would
it be well for them to say as Paul: "Be
ye followers of me as I follow Christ?"
Restoration. What is the meaning of
this word. \:V ebster says: "State of being
restored; recovery;" "that ye hinder not
the restoration."
Do you think, dear
brother and sister, you are assisting in
bringing about that event. Restoration?
Could you possibly think so? Christ said
except a man become as a little child, he
can in no wise enter the kingdom of
heaven. Are you like one, brother?
Could you handle the emblems of the
body of Christ, and then handle the
accursed stuff, and further, offer that
prayer: "Always remember him and
keep his commandments which he has
given them, that they may always have
his Spirit to be with them?" What think
you are the fruits of the Spirit? Paul
says: "Love, joy, peace, long-suffering,
gentleness, goodness, faith, meekness,
temperance.
Against such there is no
law."
Here is a rule that would be safe to
solve the problem- are we worthy. Do
we bear the fruits of the Spirit? If we

FINE

No

do, they will be manifested so by what
Paul says: "Examine yourselves." By
comparing the fruits you bAar, with this
rule, you can speedily ascertain your condition. If you bear the fruits of the flesh
you will be unclean, worship idols, manifest the fruits of idolatry, using tobacco
and strong drink. If you keep the commandments of God, you worship him and
manifest your faith by works by letting
that which God has said was not good for
man, alone, and thus becoming clean, fit
temples for his Holy Spirit.
It is evident that the work of restoration would be hindered bv the mini!"ters
indulging in filthy habits. • The Master so
understood it, and warns us. Shall we
heed it?
Choose this day whom thou
wilt serve, was language used days gone
by. Would it not come to us forcibly at
this time, if we desire to be worthv; if we
are going to serve God, keep his eommandments, that we might assist fallen
humanity to return to its former purity?
This was the object that the Lord had
in view when he eommissioned the angel to
visit Bro. Smith. And through him and
his successor he (Christ) has spoken
plainly on these matters we have been
eonsidering. There need be no mistake
nor errors made.
Let your light shine.
"Take heed therefore that the light which
is in thee be not darkness."

MANNERS.

one who has any appreciation of
grace and beauty in natnre or in art
can fail to recognize the charm of fine
manners in an individual. \:V e rejoice in
them as we do in a lovely sunset view, or
a beautiful piece of architecture, or a
fascinating poem, for their own sake and
for what they express; but even beyond
this thev have another attraction in the
magneti~ power they exert upon all
beholders in setting them at ease, in
sweeping away shyness, awkwardness, and
restraint, and in stimulating them to the
expression of 'whatever is best worth
cherishing· within them. It is undoubtedly
true that the presence of fine manners,
whether it be in the home or the social
circle, in the workshop or the counting-

room, in the visit of charity or the halls
of legislation, has an immediate effeet of
reproducing itself, in diffusing happiness,
in d(weloping the faculties, and in elicting
the best that is in everybody.
Many persons, recognizing this power
and feeling this charm, desire greatly to
possess it, and to this end they ast:mrne a
mannerism that is as far removed from
really fine manners as any other counterfeit is from the reality it imitates. Manners may be either a revealer or a coneealer of the true mental or moral condition of a man. When adopted as a veil
to hide what is there, however ingenious
the artifice, the beauty and grace of truly
fine manners can not be reached. There
will always be an indescribable something
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to dim their luster and cast suspicion on
their verity. The bland courtesy which
covers up dislike or indifference can not
command absolute trust; the gracious condescension which is adopted to hide a mild
contempt generally betrays it in the end.
The finest manners are those which
express, frankly and unconsciously, the
actual presence of fine qualities, in their
most delicate shades. All mere imitations
of them, where they do not exist, all artificial airs and graces for the sake of
appearances, are mere mannerisms, which
soon become transparent and only disclose
what thev are intended to hide.
If fine. manners require the expression
of the good, they equally demand the
repression of evil. Anger, heat, exaggeration, violence, ill-nature, selfishness, are
all foes to good manners.
Self-control
and self-respect will diminish them by
forbidding them to vent themselves. Kept
in subjection, they will subside; allowed
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free expression, they will become intolerable. The presence of good manners is
nowhere more needed or more effective
than in the household, and perhaps
nowhere more rare. Wherever familiarity exists there is a tendency to loose
the cheek upon selfish conduct, which
the presence of strangers involuntarily
produees. Many persons, who are kind
and eourteous in company, are rude
and careless with those whom they love
best. Emerson says, "Good manners are
made up of petty sacrifices," and certainly
nothing can more thoroughly secure the
harmony and peace of the family circle
than the habit of making small sacrifices,
one for another.
Children thus learn
good manners in the best and most natural
way, and habits thus acquired will never
leave them. Courtesy and kindness will
never lose their power or their charm,
while all spurious imitations of them are
to be despised.
-Philadelphia Ledger.

THE

GOSPEL

OF JESUS CHRIST.

BY ELDER M. H. BOND.

.q:;lOR I am not ashamed of the gospel
f l of Christ, for it is the power of
God unto salvation to every one that believeth; for therein is the righteousness
of God revealed.-Rom. l: 16: 17.
The words, "power of God," suggest so
mueh to the contemplative, thoughtful,
analytieal mind, that I hesitate to enter
into an approach even to an analysis. It
is a text so commonly used however that I
have thought perhaps its deeper meaning
might he obscured by that fact.
In the first place, the rational mind
allows-as it obvionslv must-that the
term God, whether defi~ed as a force or
as a personality, is dignified and exalted
in the authorship and responsibility of
the ereation of all things,-visible and
invisible, known and unknown,-to the
finite mind. Then, rationally, this responsibility must take the form-in human
experience and analogy- of a care for,
and a supply of, the want of this knowledge to the natnralman-the highest order
of creation and life, this aggregation of
solids and fluids, ponderable and imponderable forces, of not only fieRh and bone,

etc., but of that which gives the material
or sensual part significance, force, expression, life; this creature, this wondrous
something called man.
The history of the world proves that
there has lodged somehow, and from some
source, in all ages, in the mind of man
the idea of an authorship, and of a designer of all things that are, and that ever did
exist.
Plato affirmed that this world was the
work of reason, and that creation was but
"the copy of an idea."
Creation and authorship then implies
responsibility.
This has eome to man's
consciousness as a want and a necessity.
Man did not and could not make the
world nor the worlds. He as yet knows
nothing of the origin of life, and but little of the mysteries wrapped up in that
word. He is not possessed as yet of either
of these things; but he is posse><sed of
an everlasting want and thirst, which the
ages can not obliterate, to know of these
things.
He did not make the worlds; they did
not make themselves. Something made,
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designed, and with inherent power controls, under constant, recurring phenomena, called law-this something that has
been entitled God.
Paul affirms that something called by
him the gospel of Jesus Christ reveals the
righteousness of God. This revelation
<lOmes to man alone-the especial and, as
said before, to the natural man, the highest and most significant form of intelligent expression of the forces of life. If
this is so, then may not the heathen poets,
to whom Paul at Mars' Hill referred, have
been right when they gave expression,
not to an invention, but, to that w hicb
the author of their life had indellibly
Bngraved as a part of their being in their
hearts, embellished by the harmonies of
the soul as expressed in music and in song:
"'For we are also his offspring."
For as much then as we are, or may
conceive rationally that we are, the "offspring" of God, this self-evidently places
us in possession of the right to O.emand of
·Our cause and our originator a reason for
our existence, and to demand of him an
·explanation by speech or word, or revelation of himself, of the designs be had in
:giving us conscious existence.
How does God speak to man? Paul
.affirms (Hebrews chapter 1.) that God "at
·sundry times and in divers manners"that's more than one-"spake unto the
fathers by the prophets," and had also spoken in his day "by his Son." The advent
of Mary's son reveals a body like ours,
evidence of the statement, "Let us make
man in our image." If true, this at once
clothes humanity with a dignity that belongs to no other order of life ordinarily
known to this earth. Moses' exceptional
experience on the Mount (Ex. 33: 20-23)
if true, is confirmatory of the idea.
The "Book of the Wars of the Lord,"
or the Chronicles of the Kings of Israel,
written by uninspired men; that is to say,
the accounts of even the dealings of God
with Israel and surround~ng nations, told
from a merely human standpoint, as much
of it seems to have been done, unaided
either by the power of God to write in or
read in that which is true, divine, and according to, not locaL but eternal justice,
-reading these, to read out the human is
not only the privilege' but the duty of
rational minds who believe only in a rev.elation which reveals God's righteousness.

"All scripture given by inspration of
God is profitable," &c. Translators of
the Revised Version have also relieved
us from the necessity of claiming any
longer for the Bible what the Bible never
claimed for itself-one of the absurdities
and mental monstrosities and blasphemies
which Mp;tery Babylon, has entailed
upon her children. Much of not only the
Old, but of the New Testament, is historical. The ancient scribes were accused of
writing "vainly." Jesus said: "Ye have
heard that it hath been said by them of
olden time;" "Moses for the hardness of
your heart gave you a commandment," &c.
Paul affirms that be was not inspired in
some things which be wrote. An order
for his cloak did not need the wisdom of
revelation from God. Luke wrote as he
remembered concerning Christ, and in
some respects wrote differently from the
other writers of the New Testament.
Jesus never made a belief in the truth or
falsity of .Jonah's imprisonment in the
whale's belly a test of fellowship of faith
in his mission, in my opinion. If he did it
is not recorded. He himself expresses a
belief in and enjoins a study of the prophets and of Moses' sayings becam:e they
"testify of" him. But what he did require,
and positively enjoins, as an eternal necessity, was not only a belief in, but obedience
to, his gospel-condemnation or salvation
following its rejection or acceptance.
And why? Because that, and that alone,
reveals the eternal wisdom and righteousness of that God and Father of us all, of
whom he carne as an expreRs witness into
this world to testify. This much in defense of the epito~ized statement of the
faith of the saints:-"W e believe that in
the Bible is contained the word of God."
"Hath in these last days spoken to us
by his Son."
We call again, in this new and last dispensation, of the fulness of times, as the
ministers of Christ and of God, to all the
world, to the nations of the earth, to
turn from the poverty of doubt, from the
sad reflections of an apparently wasted
life, from broken idols, from vanished
hopes, impossible ideas, unsatisfied longings, impoverished hearts, and from the
infidel's cry as he surveys all that the
flesh can see of God's religion, and counts
the results to him as an awful history of
"man's inhumanity to man," instead of a
revelation of righteousness and justice-
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to say nothing of the gentler quality of
mercy.
And yet, we believe the story that was
told: "Behold, I bring you glad tidings
of great joy which shall be," not to the
few alone, which "shall be,"-future tense
-"to all people." For unto you is born,
this day in the city of David a Savior,
which is Christ the Lord." Who told it?
:Men? No, not at first, but angels; first
one, and then a host, a choir, took it up,
and to the music of heaven was the chorus
added: "Glory to God in the highest, and
on earth peace, good will to men." This
sentence disposes of the substance, and
negatives the force for evil, of very, very
much that under protest of the mind of
man has passed for, and been enforced
.and submitted to as, the gospel, for at least
sixteen centuries.
In fulfillment of a pledge made to John,
one of the disciples of Jesus Christ, upon
Patmos Isle, eig·h teen hundred years ago,
another angel was to bring this same me~
sage that was brought to the shepherds,
and of which John was carefully enjoined
to "write," so that if it should be fulfilled
in the ages unborn, we who lived afterward
should know to whom it was to be reasonably attributed whenever this remarkable
prophecy should be fulfilled-remarkable
because its possibility was and is universally denied.
It then was and is now, reasonably an
expression or revelation of the power of
the God of this universe, and as such honors his great character when presented
under his sanction.
It must then first be an intellectual
power, and of such a high grade and
character as to challenge by fair comparison all the mental evolutions of the human
race. The wisdom, order, harmony, and
majestic forces of the "heavens" which
declare the glory of God, and of "the
iirmament which showeth his handiwork,"
and the adaptation of physical phenomena to supply the wants of the creature
man, that tell us of the wisdom displayed
in physical law in all the forces of earth,
forbid the acceptance of a lower standard
of wisdom and intellectuaL appreciation
to be made manifest in "the law of the
Spirit of life" in the higher manifestations
"in Christ Jesus," the revealer of the mind
'Df the infinite Father; and there follows
also, as a legitimate necessity, upon this
point, that Christ's mini'ltry should seek to
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possess themselves of arguments that will
rationally dispose of, and not irrationally
disgust the arrayed opposition of, not
only the easily answered absurdities of
human creeds aud faiths, but of the more
subtile opposition of "science," often, even
in our day, "falsely so called," remembering th:1t "Christ, the power of God and
the wisdom of God," is, through his ministry when called, chosen and sent forth according to his revealed mind, able "by
sound doctrine" to convince or put to silence the gainsayer and opposer; so that the
ministry of his church, when the time shall
have come, may have no cause to fear the
united, yet, withall, discordant, opposition of the champions of gilded, fashionable, apostate Babylon, Dr. Fields and
William Gladstone, or of the great modern
Pagan, R. G. Ingersol, and the less flippant, but· keener and more analytical
Herbert Spencer.
Like the Gentiles, so the Jews are to be
brought to a knowledge of God through
.Jesus Christ alone; for "no man cometh
unto the Father but by" him; "no man
knoweth the Father but the Son, and he
to whomsoever the Son revealeth him."
And after their gathering back to the
promise of the possession made under the
stars to Abram their father, the new covenant is to be introduced by the foolishness of preaching, through the ''hunters
and fishers" whom God is to send. And
by this is an appeal to the intellectual
forceB of such men as Rabbis \Vise and
Schindler to be made; For God says: "I
will put my law in their mind."
The appeal is not first to be made to the
emotional nature, as in modern revivals of
religion.
A messaf;e coming properly
from above should fall first upon the brain,
and pass through the sieve of their
best and calmest judgment before making
the appeal to the ofttimes unguarded citadel of the heart of men and women-an
appeal which charlatans, frauds and devils
know so well and so skillfully how to apply-"the Holy Ghost of the modern vestry and foremost angel of the Lord at camp
meeting revivals," says George Stearns.
However severe this criticism may appear
at first upon many honest, devout religionists, it must be obvious that the Holy
Ghost of all revivals of every sect can not
be "the Spirit of Truth," as it leads people to endorse and encourage opposition
to, instead of acceptance of, the mission
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of Christ's ministers and of his gospel in
our day.
The gospel is an intellectual power: "I
speak as unto wise men: judge ye."
"Come; let us reason together." Its service is a reasonable service.
"Whoso
heareth these sayings of mine, I will liken
him unto a wise man." "Whoso looketh
into the perfect law."
This suggests
thought, study, inquiry.
A man who
builds without law, or without the care-

ful employment or appliance of the high-est intellectual power in things pertaining
to this life, is called a foolish man. A
religious faith that deals with propositions
concerning man's eternal destinie~ for
happiness or woe should not have,-and
the times we live in can not, ~or will not,
permit it to have,-any other than an intellectual basis upon which a permanent constituency, organization or church shall
stand.

THE LIPS THAT TOUCH WINE SHALL NEVER
TOUCH MINE.
Alice Lee stood awaiting her lover one night,
Her cheeks flushed and glowing, h_er eyes full
of light;
She had placed a sweet rose 'mid her wild
flowing hair,
No flower of the forePt e'er looked half so fair
As she did that night, as she stood by the door
Of the cot where she dwelt by the side of the
moor.
Her lover had promised to take her a walk,
And she built all her hopes on a long, pleasant
talk.
But the daylight was fading, anrl also, I ween,
Her temper was failing, 'twas plain to be seen,
For now she'd stand still, then a tune she
would hum,
And impatiently mutter, "I wish he would
come."
"You may my what you like, 'tis not pleasant
to wait,
And William has oft kept me waiting of late,
I know where he stays, 'tis easy to tell.
He spends many an hour at the sign of the
Bell;
I wish he would keep from such places away;
His rakish companions do lead him astray."
She heard a quick step, and her young heart
beat fast;
As she mid, "I am glarl be is coming at last;"
But it was only a neighbor who hastened to
speak,
And he marked the qnick flush on the young
mairlen's cbec·k,
And his aged eye twinkled with pleasure and
glee,
As he merrily said, "So you're waiting, I see.
Now don't think at all I'm intending to blame,
For love ought ne'er be a subject of shame;

Bnt I tell you to warn you, I fancy, my lass,
Young William is getting too fond of the glass;
And oh! If you wish for the love that endures,
Say, The lips that touch liquor shall nevertouch yours."
He went on his way; but the truth he'd impressed,
Took root and sunk deep in the fair maiden'sbreast,
And strange things she could scarce account
for before
Now appeared quite plain as she pondered
them o'er.
She then said with a look of deep sorrow and
fright,
I really believe that the old man is right.
When William next comes, I will soon let him
know
He must give up the liquor, or else he must go,.
'Twill be a a good chance for me to prove,
If he is really sincere in his vows of deep love~
He must give up at once and forever the wine,
For the lips that touch liquor shall never touch
mine."
She heard a step coming over the moor,
And a merry voice which she had oft heard
before,
And ere she could speak a strong arm held her
fast
And a manly voice whispered, "I've come, love,
at last,
But I know you'll forgive me, then give nie a
kiss;
I'm sorry that I'Ye kept you waiting like this."
But she shook her bright curls on her beautifuf
head,
And she drew herself up while quite proudly
she said,
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·"Now \Villiam, I'll prove if you really are true;
For you .say that you love me- I don't think
vou do,
If r~ally you love me you must give up the wine,
For the lips that touch liquor shall never touch
u1ine."

He looked quite amazed; "Why, Alice, 'tis
clear,
You really are getting quite jealous, my dear."
"In that you are right," she replied, ''for you see,
You'll soon love the liquor far better than me,
I'm jealou~, I own, of the poisonous wine,
For the lips that touch liquor shall never touch
n1ine."

He turned then quite angry. "Confound it!"
he said,
"What nonsense you've got in your dear little
head;
But I'll see if I can not remove it from hence.''
Said she, "'Tis not nonsense, 'tis plain comInon sense,

And J mean what I say, and this you will find,
I don't often change when I've made up my
mind."
He stood all irresolnte, angry, perplexed;
She never before saw him look half so vexed;
But she said, "If he talks all his life I won't
flinch."
And he talked, but he never could move her
an inch.
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He then bitterly cried, with a look and a groan,
"Oh Alice, your heart is as hard as a stone!"
Bnt though her heart beat in his favor quite
loud,
She still firmly kept to the vow she had vowed;
And at last, without even a tear or a sigh
She said, "I am going, so, \Villiam, good-bye."
"~ay, stay," he then said, "I'll choose one of
the two,
I'll give up the liqum· in favor of you."
Now vVilliam had often great cause to re.Jorce,
For the hour he had made sweet Alice his
choice;
And he blessed, through the whole of a long
useful life,
The fate that had given him his dear little wife.
And she by her firmness won to us that night
One who in our cause is an ornament bright.
Oh ! that each fair girl in our abstinence band
\Vould say, "I'll ne'er give my heart nor my
hand,
Unto one who I ever had reason to think
Would taste one small drop of the vile cursed
drink;"
But ~ay when you're wooed, "I'm a foe to the
wine,
And 'The lips that touch liquor shall never
touch mine.'"-Sel.

SIERRA

NEV ADAS.

BY LULIE E. MORISON.

(Concluded from last Number.)

W

E arise early and are soon on our way
to thA great valley. Two and a half
miles above Crane Flat the highest portion
-of the road is reached, being seven thousand feet above sea level: the outlook
from here is strikingly bold. Magnificent
views of the snow-covered peaks of the
Sierras open at brief intervals before us.
Passing along here we find S@veral snow
plants. This is a strikingly attractive
flower, and the most beautiful flower born
of the SierraR; its stem, leaves and bellshaped flowers being all blood reel. Botanists consider this a parasitic plant.
Passing Tamarack Flat and down the
Cascade Creek, we commence the descent
of the mountain-side on the Yosemite
road. Looking clown the great canyon of
the Merced river from this point, there

opens before ns one of the most magnificent and comprehensive scenes to be found
anywhere; aR not only can the numerons
windings of the river be traced for miles
as it makes its exit from the valley, bnt
its high bluffs and distant mountains
stand boldly out. At another turning of
the road we look into the profound and
haze-draped depths and up toward the
sublime and storm-defying heights, with
feelings all our own, and behold Yosemite.
Our road up the valley to the Guar·dian's office and hotels, for the most part,
lies among giant pines, or firs and cedars.
Crystal streams occasionally ripple across
the road, whose Rides are fringed with
willows and wild flowers. On either side
of us stand almost perpendicular cliffs to
the height of nearly thirty-five hundred
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feet. At every step some new picture of
great beauty presents itself. And as we
ride along, in addition to the Bridal Veil
Fall, are Cathedral Spires, the Three
Brothers and the Sentinel, while in the
distance glimpses are obtained of Yosemite Falls, North Dome, Roval Arches,
W a;;hington Tower, Cloud's Rest and the
Half, or South Dome.
Arriving at the Guardian's office, we
enquire foi· a place to camp. (There arc
parts set aside for the free use of campers).
Onr choice is on the banks of the Merced,
under Sentinel Rock and opposite Yosemite Fall.
Yosemite Valley iR a deep, almost vertically walled chasm in the heart of the
Sierra Nevada mountains. Its sides are
built of a beautiful pearl-gray granite of
many shades of color. These are from
three thousand to six thousand feet in perpendicnlar height above their base. Over
these vertical wallR vault numerous waterfalls that make a clear leap of from three
hundred aml fifty to two thousand feet.
The altitude of the floor of the valley is
four thousand feet above sea level. The
Merced river, a beautifully transparent
stream, full of delicious trout, runs
through it; and its banks are ornamented
with azaleas and syringas and overarched
with balm of gilead~, alders, black oaks,
pines, cedars and silver firs. The valley
is about seven miles in length bv from
one-half to one and a half in ~width.
The day after our arrival (Sunday) waR
rather gloomy, a drizzling rain having set
in, which lasted the greater part of the
day; but on awakening on Monday morning we found it most beautifully elear, so
concluded to visit Mirror Lake. To see
the lake at its best, when the reflected
shadows are strongest and the beautiful
mirror upon its glassy bosom is in the
greatest perfection, it shonlcl be seen
before the sun rises upon it.
Leaving
camp at half-past six, we passed up the
valley, past the Royal Arches and Washington Tower, riding over rocky hillocks
and among debris that has at some time
fallen from the adiacent mountains, we
arrive at the enchantingly beautiful
Mirror I~ake. At first its ~iz.e was rather
disappointing, but that iR soon lost sight
of ancl forgotten in admiration of its loveliness. It is situated in Tenayah Canyon,
formed by the vertical face of the great
Half Dorne, which towers up five thousand

feet, and by the base of the North Dome
on the opposite side. Looking higher up
the canyon glorious Cloud's Rest stands
six thousand feet above the lake at the
right hand, and :Mount Watkins at the
left. The latter exceeds four thousand
feet. Whole days could b>e enjoyably
spent here, reading, musing, fishing and
rowing on the lake. AR we wish to use
our horses some every clay, we go no farther, hut return to camp, pasRing by the
new State Hotel which has jnst been com,
pleted--forty thousand dollars having
been appropriated by the Legislature for
its construction.
Next morning (Tuesday) we again leave
camp early and proceen on horReback to
view the Vernal and Nevada Falls. As
this is an almost all-day trip, we provide
ourselves with lunch; and we are soon at
the upper end of the valley. Leaving the
wagon road ancl proceeding up the trail,
we obtain a good view of the Tooloolaweack Fall in the distance. Crossing the
bridge that spans the Merced river, we
catch the first view of the Vernal' Fall.
On up the zigzagging trail, we pass the
Vernal Falls, a perpendicular sheet of
water which makes a descent of three
hundred and fifty feet. 'rhe rock behind
this fall is a perfectly square-cut mass of
granite extending across the canyon.
Close on to a mile farther up can he seen
the Nevada and the Cap of Liberty. We
pass the "Casa Nevada," or Snow's Hotel,
on up to nearly the top of the Nevada
Fall, where the whole Merced river makes
a leap of over six hundred feet. A magnificent view is obtained. This is considered by many, the grandest waterfall
in the world, whether from its vertical
height, the purity and volume of the
river which forms it, or the stupendous
scenery which surrounds it. We stop and
rest hero some time, feasting our eyes
upon this never-to-be-forgotten scene,
taking an icy drink from the glorious
Cap of Liberty spring we proceed back
clown the trail, passing the Diamond Cascades, Silver Apron and Emerald Pool, to
the top of Vernal Fall. Approaching the
edge of the fall, we walk up to, and lean
upon a natural balustrade of granite that
seem to have been constructed there for
the benefit of weak-nerved people, so that
the most timid can look over it into the
abyss beneath. We separate here, my
husband leading the horses back over the
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trail, while the others seek the "Ladders,"
by ~hich we can descend to the foot of
the Vernal Fall, and passing on down the
narrow canyon, join my husband and
horses at the bridge. After a ride of
three or four miles we are again at camp.
Wednesday, our fourth clay in the valley, we take a general drive around.
Driving up to, or near the foot of the
Yosemite Falls, we tie our horses and
climb on foot up a short trail, so that we
can view the falls to a better advantage.
These are on the northern side of the
valley and somewhat nearer to its upper
than to the lower end, and are the loftiest
waterfalls in the world. They make three
leaps; the first, or upper has the greatest
height, fifteen hundred feet; the middle
fall is a series of cascades, having a total
descent of six hundred and twenty-six
feet, and the lower fall is a straight downward plunge of tive hnndred feet.
The
stream from the bottom foams over masses
of broken rock for a short distance, and
then more placidly flows onward to its
junction with the Mercerl river. Driving
on down the valley we cross Pohono
Bridge and are at the Pohono, or Bridal
Veil Fall. This is indeed an enchanting scene. The graceful, wavy sheets of
spray that fall in gauze-like folds as the
wind sways them first to one side and
then to t.he other, with long sweeping
motions, are more than ideal grace; and
we can not but add that the fall is appropriately named- Bridal Veil.
When
seen late in the afternoon, ·when the sun
has painted two or more magnificent rainbows, it adds still more to its attractiveness.
Thursdav we take a drive down the
entire leng.th of the valley to the Cascade
Fall, where the Merced river makeR a hurned exit from the Valley. This is a
wildly picturesque road. There are many
attractive forms of the bounding waters,
as they dash and eddy and surge and
swirl among and over huge blocks of roek
with lofty and frowning bluffs on either
side; aud at almost every turning of this
live oak arched road are wild flowers in
endless variety. Arriving at the extreme
end of the valley we view the Cascade
Falls, some seven. hundred feet above the
road. This is one of the most delightful
drives to be had in the valley. Returning
we pass the Bridal V oil, and again stop to
admire it in all its prismatic beauty.
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Friday morning my husband and self
make an early start for Glacier Point, and
seeking the horse trail at the back of the
little chapel, close to our camp, we commence the ascent, and zigzag the mount
from base to summit, which in climbing up
fo111· and a half miles we reach three thousand two hundred and fifty seven feet.
Reaching Union Point, we are at an elevation of two thousand three hundred and
thirty-five feet above the valley. Here we
dismount, and while the horses are resting
and breathing we enjoy the wonderful
sights. Near the trail at Union Point
there is a rock standing on end like a
huge ten-pin, some thirty feet in height and
ten in thickness. It looks as thoug·h a
strong breeze would blow it over. It is
known as the Agassiz Column. From
Union Point we make a turu to the eastward to Moran Point, where the whole
upper end of the valley, with all its sublime scenes can be witnesserl to excellent
advantage. We steadily climb, while I
keep my eyes turned away from the awful
canyon, fearful of becoming too dizzy to
stay in the saddle, until we are at the
Glacier Point Hotel, from the porch of
which we ,c;et a broad sweep of the ,great
ehain of the High Sierras, whose ridges
and summits throughout the year are
draped with snow. The Nevada Vernal,
and 'l'ooloolaweack Falls form the center
of this picture; while most prominent of
all this rare landscape, is the great Half
Dome -as Prof. Whitney says- "so
utterly unlike anything else in the world."
It overshadows and eclipses every lesser
object. Leaving the hotel porch we proceed to Glacier Point. Here we are on
the edge of an abyss three thousand two
hundred and fifty seven feet deep.
It
almost stops the beatings of one's heart to
lean over the iron railing set between two
verge-topling boulders on the peak's
brink and glance down into the awful
gulf below. As we heard Mr. Hutchings
express it, "It cause~ spiders of ice to
crawl down one's spine." :Mount Ritter,
Mount Lyell with its living glacier, Mount
Clark, and .Mount Starr King are among
the most prominent of the peaks. W" are
loth to leave this scene, one of the grandest in the world; but our watch admonishes us that the afternoon is fast slipping
away; so remounting, with a nervous
dread of the descent, we proceed downwards, until we reach Moran Point.
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Becoming so dizzy that I can not with
safety stay longer in the saddle, my husband assists me to dismount, and we both
proceed on foot, only stopping at Union
Point for a short rest. Down, clown we
go until we meet two gentlemen, one on
horsebaek, the other walking and leading
his horse. The latter, with the perspiration playing bide and go seek down his
face, says be became too dizzy to stay in
the saddle, and asked me if I walked all
the way up. I told him no, that I had
made the whole ascent on my horse, and
that I am very much afraid that if he can
not stay on going up, it will be impossible for him to coming back.
At last >ve are down the diz11y mountain and at camp. My sentimen.ts were
expressed in the words of a lady who had
just made the trip to Glacier Point, that
"she wouldn't have missed the sight for a
thousand dollars, but that she wouldn't
go again for two thousand."
The next morning we had intended
revisiting Mirror Lake, bnt as our horses
are in pasture, resting up for their long
trip home, we conclude to give them the
benefit of the day, and so the last day in
Yosemite is spent rather quietly.
After sunset, which oecurs at this
season of the vear at five o'clock, we have
our camp ph;tographed, embodying the
Yosemite Peak and Falls and Eagle's
Point on the opposite wall as the background, with the beautiful winding Merced at the hase. .Mr. Fiske, the photographer, told me that Yosemite Valley was
probauly the only place in the worlcl
where they took pictures as late as from
five to seven, with the same desired effect.
Later in the evening we stroll up to the
village, and by invitation of Mr. and }frs.
Bernard, proprietors of the hotel bearing
their name, we inspect the parlors, including the Big Tree Hoom, where there are
many both curious and pretty things
to be seen. Emerging therefrom, what
an overpowering sense of the sublime
sweeps uver us as we behold Yosemite by
moonlight.
Passing on down to the
meadows, an open grassy stretch, we get
a magnificent view of the whole valley,
with all its peaks, its spires, its domes
and points, with its white clouds of solid
granite surging up into the air, and coming to everlasting anchor till the mountains shall be moved.
The sense of
solitude, of peace, and of an inspiration

which sprang from both, was so profound,
beyond conception or utterance, we could
but say, Snrely this is the sublimest of
temples where God is always within.
vV e rise at half-past four next morning,
and by six have made eYcry preparation
and are leaving onr delight:f\ul camp
grounds; and passing clown the , valley
that has become so hmiliar t" us, soon
begin the climb up the opposite wall to
the one clown which we entered. It is a
,good roac1 and easy grade, and before we
realizP our actual nearness are at Inspiration Point.
This is an Jmspeakably
glorious view, the first the tourist catches
of Yosemite. entering the valley by this
road. As ,~,e turned we gazed lo~1g at
the wonderful valley dropped at 0111' feet,
resting silent, and set apart, wrapped in a
veil of soft purple mist. That scene of
unequalled grandeur and beauty will he
foreYer ~-;tamped on my memory, to
remain when all other scenes of earth
have passed from remembrance. But
reluctantly as the word "goo(l-hye" mav
sometime~ fall upon the· ear, br st1'ik.e
home to the heart, it must occasionally be
nttered. The road is down grade all the
way to Hawona (Indian for big tree).
This is a central stage station, where
three different routes come together, anc1
vvhich forms the starting point for the
Maripo8a Big Tree Groves. There is an
enclo8HJ'c' set asic1e for the usc of campers,
so we remain here the rest of the day and
nig·ht.
.
'Next morning we driVt) some seven
miles to the Big Tree Groves, and in so
doing; reach an altitude of twenty-five
hundred feet above the station. The\
Sroq11o/m; of this group are divided into two groves, called the Lower and Upper,
from their respective situation on the
mountain side. In the Upper Grove
there are three hundred and sixty-five big
trees, in the Lower Grove about half as
many, the largest s:,~qnm:a in the Lower
being the Grizzly Giant, so called from
its rugged, time-worn appearance. It
measures over ninety-three feet at the
ground. Passing the Grizzly Giant and
other trees, the road climbs up the mountain side, winds around through the Upper
Grove so that pretty nearly all the larger
trees are brought into Right, and then
returns by the Lower Grove. In making
the drive, the road passes by means of a
tunnel, directly through the heart of a
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Jiving

tree

called

"Hawona."

This

Seqno£a is t~enty-seven feet in diameter

at the base.
This, the Mariposa Big Tree Grove,
with the Yosemite Valley, was donated
to the state of California in 186-1.
Although there are a great many large
and beautiful Seqwdus in this group, yet
.after one has first visited those of the
Calaveras Grove they lose, to a certain
-extent, a full appreciation of all other
Big Tree Groves.
Returning to Hawona, we visit Mr.
Thomas Hill's studio. We find a number
-of beautiful gems of art, among them a
very large painting of Yosemite Valley as viewed from Inspiration Point,
the value of which he places at five
thousand dollars. Mr. Hill took the first
medal for landscape painting at the Centennial Exposition of 1876, and also the
Temple medal of the Academy of Fine
Arts of Philadelphia for l8R4-.
Leaving Hawona, our road winc'b up
some four or five miles, through a glorious forest of pines, to the summit of
Chow-Chilla Mount. From these heights,
five thousand six hundred feet above sea
level, we obtain another grand view of
the snow-draped Sierras. In the next six
Dr seven miles we make a descent of three
thousand feet and arc at Conway's Cold
Spring, a delightful valley hom~, where
we find an excellent camping ground for
the night.
Our road next day lays over gently
rolling, gravelly hills, covered with a light
growth of shrubbery.
Nearly all the
available fiats, or small valleys on streams,
have been converted into grain-fields or
gardens and orchards, so that numerous
little homes add variety to the scene.
\V e pass through J\Iormon Bar, down
Mariposa Creek, past quartz ledges and
placer mineR, until we reach Mariposa
(Spanish for butterfly), the county seat of
Mariposa county. The people in the last
two places seem to be patiently awaiting
favorable developments, to bring back the
halcyon days of yore. As we ride along
we can see that every gulch, ravine or fiat
upon the way bears scars of an active
mining life, and gives evidence that a
miner's labors, if they bring proRperity to
himself and fa mil v and make addition to
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the country's wealth, invariably bring
desolation to the landscape.
On we
journey past Mount Bullion, and several
"toll houses," until we are at Hornitos
(Spanish for little oven), which is principally settled by Mexicans and Chinese,
and which has more the appearance of a
Spanish, than an American, town. We
do not find a very desirable camp-ground,
but make the best of it, as we have learned
to do on more than one occasion, so there
are no feelings of regret expressed when
we leave Hornitos behind next morning
and wind our way, over barren hills, down
to Merced river. It is crossed on one of
the old-time ferries, which is drawn aeross
by the means of a pulley. A little below
the ferry and we are at Merced :Falls.
From h~re until we reach Snelling we
enjoy a delightful drive by the side of the
Merced river, through an avenue of mocknrange, where quails, doves, and cottontail rabbits abound.
Onr course from Snelling is over gently
rolling hills, through fenceless grain-fields.
We camp by a kind-hearted farmer'B
house at the top of one of these treeless
hills, where we have a broad view of the
eountry round about, and where those
gentle San Joaquin breezes that were
then blowing, has a clean sweep at us;
however we take extra precaution to stake
the tents down firm, for fear on awakening
next morning, of finding ourselves tentless
or baek at Hornitos; but the morning iR
most beautiful, ancl we make good progress until we have passed Oakdale and
crossed the Stanislaus river, ·when the
wind commenees blowing again; and by
three o'eloek it seemed to blow with all
the fury of a hurricane. It impedes our
progress to such an extent that we are
forced to an early camp wme seven miles
from Stockton.
Passing through French Camp next
morning we are soon at Stockton, where
we repack our baggage, board the noon
train and are soon leaving the "city of
windmills" behind, and fast speeding
towards Oaklani!, which is reached in the
evening.
\V e return home delighted
with the scenes and knowledge gained
by onr four weeks' camping trip in the
Sierra N evadas.

0AKLAXD, California~
Sept. :n. 1888.
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THE STORY OF THE BOOK OF MORMON.
BY ELDER H. A. STEBBINS.

BOOK OF ALMA.
CHAPTER XIII.
Alma visits Ammonihah.-An Angel instructs him.--Amulek
converted.-'rhey preach salvation from sin, and declare
the coming Redecmer.-'rhe Fall of l\Ian; His Agency.The Plan of Redemption.-The Tree of Life.-God's Ministers sent to preach and to baptize.-rrhe Resurrection
and Rewards.-Alma and Arnnlek imprisoned and mocked.-By God's power the prison is destroyed and they are
made free.- They go to Sidom and preach and establish a
church.-Return to Zarahemla.--Ammonihah destroyed by
the Lamanites.-Prosperity and peace in Zarahenlla.Progress of the Church and diligence of its 1\Hnisters.

'1JFTEH,W ARDS Alma went also to Ammonihah to preach the kingdom of
God, but he was driven out by the people.
And as he went on his way sorrowing he
was met by an angel of the I~orcl, and the
angel blessed him and commended his
faithful work. Also he was instrn<;ted to
go back to Ammonihah, and declare that
destruction would be permitted to come
upon them unless they tnrnecl from their
hardness of heart and from their transgressions. When he had returned and
entered the city he found that a man
named Amulek had been instructed of
God in a dream that Alma was a prophet,
and that he should receive him. So Alma
dwelt with Amulek, and in the streets he
warned the inhabitants of calamities to
come. Amulek also began to preach the
word of God that had been known to their
fathers, and to prophesy of the future.
They preached the near coming of the
Son of God, and his atonement, saying
that people must re.pent and be baptized
in the name of the Son in order to obtain
a reward with him.
They taught the resurrection through
Christ, the restoring of every limb and
joint to its proper place, and the re-union
of the spirit of man with the body, which
would be made immortal hv the redeeming power of the Son of Gocf, the Messiah
who had been looked for by their fathers
in the ages past.
Alma spoke of the second death, which
is a final banishment from the presence
of God and the good, and said that this
death would only he partaken of by those
who died in their sins, nnrepentant
and unholy by their own choice.
He
declared that because of Adam's transgression he fell from his innocency and
/ .l

his high estate, and therefore he was shut
out from God's presence. Consequently
his posterity did by nature inherit a like
estate, anr1 of necessity they n:lust all pay
the penalty entailed, namely the separation of the body and spirit, which is called
death. But, though banished from His
presence in the clay that they violated his
divine law, yet God would not permit
that the separation of their bodies and
spirits should immediately take place,
nor nntil they had bad time to see the
error they had made in listening to Satan,.
and also the opportunity as well as the
time, if they were willing to do so, to
exercise their free agency in making a
williug retnm back unto God and his
righteous commands.
Therefore, having prepare.d a plan of
redemption for man from his unhappy
condition, God eausecl this spaee of allotted time to he a state of probation, a, time
for man to prepare, if lw will, for the life
that shall be after the resurrection, which
resurrection to life shall be an endless one,
ancl therein each shall receive his portion
of good, much or little, ac:eording as he
has used his agency, and his time and
talents, during his probation and clay of
choosing good or evil.
If no divine
redemption had been instituted then there
could be no resurrection, but, otherwise,
an endless sleep of the body and separation of the spirit from it. On the. other
hand, if Adam and Eve had partaken of
the tree of life during the time of their
transgression they would have lived fo~
ever i-n a mortal and suffering, in a miserable yet undying conditim1, and there
would have. been neither time nor place
to prepare for something greater and better, no ehance to make ready for a nobler
life, for a grander and a happier state, no
life beyond this, because. man hacl partaken of that which perpetuated this mortality. For this reason God prevented
them from partaking of that substance.
'fhe way having thus been provided
from thP beginning for defeating the
designs of the aclverEary and for overcoming death, Goc1 made known unto man his
plan for the redemption of the race. Now,
as they had transgressed the first law, and
felt its results, they knew good from evil;
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and, having their own free-agency, as well
as this experience, they were therefore
fitted to judge, to some degree, as to the
effects of all good and all evil, especially
when having divine iiJstruction, and therefore could make choice of one or the other,
according to their own wills. And whosoever wills to accept the plan devi~ed in
heaven to save man from all and everv
bondage to the enemy, and such as wiil
receive Christ as their leader and g·uide,
shall receive the eternal life and cglorv
that he (Christ) is working out, and '~hich
he will perfect in the resurrection. But
whosoever will harden his heart and commit iniquity in the love of it, neither
repent of his sins, can not enter into that
rest and state of re,vard.
In order to
give mankind full knowletlge of the plan
and the way, God sent forth those whom
be authorized to declare these things, and
to them he gave power to ad~inister
those ordinancrs which bad been established as a sign ancl ~eal of salvation from
sin and of a~ceptance with God, through
their righteous obedience. Those whom
he authorized as mrssengers had of themselves first chosen the good, by their own
free-will, and refused the evil, and had
been ordained unto the high priesthood of
the Son of God, aR well as Rancti-fied by
his Spirit, according to their faith and
diligence.
vVhen he had ceased preaching Alma
stretehed forth his bauds and called upon
the people of Ammonihah to repent, and
to seek the Lord with all their hearts.
Then he and Amnlek found that some
believed their words, bnt they could do no
more because they vvere immediately
taken by their enemies anc1 carried before
the chief judge of that city, and were
there falselv aeeused and their r1eRtrnction
songht. Bnt a lawyer named Zeezrom,
who had at first opposed them bitterly,
now stood in their r1efense, saying that
they were innocent of the things eharged.
He. plead for their lives; bnt he and others
who believed the preaching were driven
from the city, or slain, and Alma and
Amnlek were put in prison. There they
were beaten and mocked, it being said
that those who were prophets of God and
who had seen angels ought certainly to
be able to deliver themselves, and that if
they wonld do so then the people would
believe that God would yet destroy that
city, as they had prophesied.
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The.se closing words were said upon the
last clay of their captivity, and finally
Alma cried unto the Lord for divine
strength to deliver themselves from their
affiict-ions. Then was power given them
to break their bonds, and also the earth
shook, and the prison waiiR were rent so
that they fell upon those who had mocked
God's servants, and they were slain. But
Alma and Amulek eseaped. And the people of the city vvere astonished, and they
ran from before the men in great fear.
Then, being commanded of the Lord,
Alma and Amulek left the city and went
to Sidom. In Sidom thev found those
from Ammonihah who ha~l been driven
out for believing their words, and from
them learned the story of their eRcape and
preF<ent safety. With them was Zeezrom,
very ill with fever, chiefly caused by his
trouble of mind over his past sinful condition. When he heard that Alma and
Amulek were safe he sent for them, anil
they pmyed for him and the Lord healed
him of the fever. And in Sidom Alma
preached the word of God, and he baptized Zeezrom and others; and many
throughout all that region were converted
unto the Lord Jesus. Then he organized
a church and ordained ministers to have
charge over it, according to the order of
God.
But the people of Ammonihah remained
hard-hearted and wieked, only Amnlek
anrl those with him caring for God's word ;
but these continued faithfnl. And Amulek
preached with Alma until the latter went
to his home in Zarahemla, taking Amnlek
with him.
Some time after this the Li!manites
again came into the Nephite country, and
they took Ammonihah (which was on tl;e
sonth), and becoming enraged with that
people they destroyed them and hnmed
thrir citv. Tbns the evil eame that Alma
had for~told would come unless thev
turned from their wicked ways. Som~,
of the other N ephites were taken prisoners, but the Lamanites were pursued, and
the eaptives taken from them in the south
border, on the east of Sidon.
After this the historv states that in the
temples and sanctua;:ies, (which were
bnilt after the Jewish manner of architecture), Alma and Amulek continued to
preaeh Ralvation through Christ. And the
Chnrch was established, so that the work
of the Lord flourished throughout all the
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land of the N ephites. And the Lord
sent his Spirit upon the righteous, and he
gave them understanding concerning the
coming of the Savior, and about the great
work of redemption that was being
wrought out. Also the miniRtry were
faithful in preaching against every kind
of sin and evil, presenting in plainness
the results of continuing in sin. They
also declared the near coming of the
Messiah. And hy the Holy Sp1rit it was
revealed unto them that he would appear
in person to their nation after his death
and resurrection at Jerusalem. Thus the
people of ]\ ephi were instructed of God,
and also they were by him made great
and pO'Nerful npon the land that we now
call South America. (27)

(2i) Conceming the ancient civilization of
Peru, PreRcott said in 1847 that those "·ho might
distrust the history of those things would fi"nd
their donbts remowd hv a Yisit to the countrv.
In yolnme 1. PHl':P 41, he wrote as follmYs:
·
"The traye]er still meets with memoriHis of
the past, remains of temples, palaces, fortresses,
tenHced mountains, great militHry roads, Hqueduets, and otlwr public works, which astonish
him by their number, the massive clmracter of
the materials, and the grandeur of the rlesign.
Among them, perhaps the most. remarkable, are
the gn•at roads, the broken remains of which
are s'till in snffiC'ient presenation to attest their
former magnifir·ence."
He savs that two of tlwse extended the whole
length
tlw kin.gr]om from north to south, and
of the one on the Sierr•s he spr>aks as follows:
"Galleries were ent for leagues through the
li1·ing rock; rivers were crossell b,, means of
hrid.ges that SIH!llg suspended in the air; precipices were sr·alcd by stairways hewn out of the
native bed: raYines of hideous depth were filled
up with solid masonrv; in short, all the difficulties that beset a wild anrl mountainous region,
and which might appal the most comageous engineer of modern times, were encountered and
f'nccessfully overcome. The length of the road,
of which onh· scattered fragments remain, is
variously estimated from fifteen hundred to
two thousand miles. Stone pillars, in the manner of European milestones, were erected at
stated intervHls of somewhat more than a league,
all along the route. The road was built of heavy
flags of freestone, and in some parts, at least,
covered with a bituminous cement, which time
has made harder than the stone itself. In some
places where the ravines bad been filled up with
masonry, the mountain torrents, wearing on it
for ages, have gradually eaten a way through
the base, leaving the superincumbent mass, such
was the cohesion of the materials, still spanning
the valley like an arch."-Vol. 1, page 41.
Prescott describes the bridges. To immense
stone buttresses on the river banks were fastened cable ropes of osier that were as thick as a
man's body, and upon these were laid planks
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for the floor, while the sides were protected by
a railing. He says further of the roads:
"All along these highways caravansaries were
erected, ten or twelve miles apart, for the accommodation, more particularly, of the Inca and
his suite, and those who journe~·ed on the public business .... Some of these buildings were on
an exten~ive scale, <'Onsisting of a fortress, barracks and other military works, surrounded by
a parapet of stone. Evidently the'se were for
the accommodation of the imperial armies, when
on their march. The roads are said to have
been so nicely con~tructed that a carriage might
have rolled over them aB ~ecurely as on any of
the great roads of Europe."
Prescott speaks of how constantly these were ·
kept in repair by an admi• able sy~tem and order.
But the Spanish conquerors did not !'Ontinue in
it, therefore the roads have gradually gone to
decay. Yet, be says, "the broken portions that
still snrvive bear evidence of their primitive
grandeur." He wrote that one traveler. though
not give·' to enthcwiasm, declares freely that "the
roads of the Incas were among the most useful
Hnd stupendous works eyer e~ecnted by man."
Prescott speaks of tl1e wondPrful perfection of
the courier system. by which dispatches were
carried at the rate of one hundred and fiftv miles
perday. Hesays:
·.
"Intelligence from the numerous provmces
was transmitted on the wings of the winrl to the
Peruvian metropolis. Not an inmrrectionary
movement could occnr, not an in\'asion on' the
remotest frontier, before the tidings were conveved to the capital, and the imperial armies
were on the march acr ss the magnificent roads
to suppress it. It may remind us- of the similar
institutions of ancient Rome, when under the
C::esars, she was mistress of half the world."Vol. 1, page 40.
"They showed the same skill and respect for
order in their military organization as in other
things. The troops "·ere divided into bodies
corresponding with our battalions and companies, led by offieers that rose, in regular gradation, from the lowest subaltern to the Inca
noble, who was intrusted with the general command. . , . The countrv is still covered with
the remains of military works, constructed of
porphyry or granite. At regular intervals, also,\
magazines were established, filled with grain, _
weapons, and the different munitions of war,
with which the army was supplied on its march.
It was the e::peeial care of the goYermnent to
eee that these magar,ines were always well filled.
The Pemvian soldier was forbidden to commit
any trespass on the property of the inhabitants.
Any violation of this order was punished with
death. The soldier was clothed and fed bv the
industry of the people, and the Incas rightly
resolved that he should not repav this with violence."-Vol. 1, pages 47, 48, 49. ·
The above shows something of the military
genius of the descendants of the N ephites. This
account is certainly in keeping with the ideas
that we derive from the Book of Mormon concerning the ancient people, their system of government, their militarv operations, their agricultural character, tlle HbundBnce of the precious
metals, and the stores of proYisions that they
must have possessed. Hence the great similarity in these things is all in favor of the book
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that has been brought forth in latter days, and
is great proof that it came to light by divine
commandment. Prescott says that when the
Spaniards came they found the depositmies
"Stored with all the various products and manufactures of the country, with woolen and cotton
stuffs of the finest quality; with vases and utensils of gold, silver and copper; in short with
every arti<·le of use or luxury within the compasR of Peru dan skill. The magazines of grain,
in particular, would have sufficed for the consmnption of the people for several years. Inventorit>s of the various products of the conntry, and the parts whence they were obtained,
were each year taken by the royal officers, and
these were recorded on their registers with surprising regularity and precision."-Vol. I, p. 38.
Prescott speaks especially of the extensi\·e
manufacture of woolen and cotton ,g·oods. He
says that they also had a goon substitute for
linen, a fabric not made from flax but from a
plant callt>d the maguey, the fibers of which
are very tough.
Their woolen goods were manufactured from
the fleece of the Cliffenmt varieties of the mountain sheep, of which the llamas and alpacas
were cared for by shepherds upon the pasture
lands of the empire. But ''the richest store of
wool," as Prescott says, was obtained from two
wild species, the hnanacos and vicunas, which
were hunted at stated periods by authority of
the government, ann by royal order were preserved from deRtrnction at all other times. From
the wool of the vienna was mane a verv delicate
article, and the manufactured cloth was finished
on both sides alike. It is related that the fineness of the texture and the excellency of the
process of manufacture caused the fabrics made
of this wool to have "a luster like that of silk,"
and that "the brilliancy of the unfading dyes
excited the admiration and the envv of the
European artizans."-Prescott, vol. 1, page 99.
Of the religions belief of the ancient Peruvians, and of thuiJ• temples and worship therein, Prescott says:
"Among the traditions of importance is one
of the delnge, which they held in common with
so many of the nations in all parts of the globe,
and which they related with mme particulars
that bear resemblance to a Mt>xican ]egt>nd.
Their idt>as in respt>ct to a future state deserve
more attt>ntion. Thr·v admitted the existence
of the soul hereafter, i'md connected with this a
belief in the resurrection of the bodv. Thev
assignPd two diFtinct places for the res.idenre Of
the !mod and the wicked. the latter of which
they fixPd in the center of the earth. The good
were to pa~s a luxurious life of tranquility and
eaEe; the wicked were to expiate their crimes
by ages of weariwme labor.
"It was this belief in the remrrection of the
body which led them to preFerve the hody with
so much solicitude. . . . As they believed that
the occupations in the future wo.rld would have
a great resemblance to thof'e of the present, they
buried ~·ith the d ceaFed noble some of his
appan'l, his utensils, and, frequently, his treasures."-Vol. 1, p. 58. 59.
"The Peruvians, like so many of the other
Indian races. acknowledged a Supreme Being,
the Crt>ator and Ruler of the UniverRe. . . . No
temple was raised to this invisible Being, save
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one only in the valley which took its name
from the deity himself. Even this temple had
existed there before the country came under
the sway of the Incas, and was the great resort
of pilgrims from remote parts of tne land."Vol. 1, page 60.
"But the most renowned ufthe Peruvian temples, the pride of the capital and the wonder of
the empire, was at Cuzco, where, under the
munificence of successive sovereigns, it had hecome so enriched that it received the name of
the "Place of Gold." It consisted of a principal building and several chapels, covering a
large extent of ground in the heart of the city,
and completely encompassed by a wall, which,
with the buildings, was all constructed of stone.
The work was of the kind alreadv described in
the other public buildings of the country, and
was so finely executed that a Spaniard, who
saw it in its glory, aFsnres us that he coulri call
to mind only two edifices in Spain which, for
their workmanship, were at all to be compared
with it."-Vol. 1, page 63.
"The interior of the temple was the most worthy of admiration. It was literally a mine of
gold. On the western wall was emblazoned a
representation of the deity, consisting nf a human countenance looking forth from amidst
innumerable rays of light, which emanate(!
from it in every direction. The figure was
engraved on a massive plate of gold; thickly
studded with en1Pralds and precious stones. It
was so situated in front of the great pastern
portal that the rays of the morning sun fell
directly upon it at its rising, lighting up the
whole apartment with an effulgt>nce that seemed
more than natural, and which was reflpcted
back from the golden ornaments with which
the walls and ce.iling were everywhere encrusted. In the figurative langnag·e of tht> Peruvian,
gold was 'the tears wept. by the Run;' and every
part of the interior of the temple glowed with
burnished plates and FtudR of the prt>cions
metal.
The cornices which surronnded the
walls of the sanctuarv were of the same cof'tlv
substance, and a broad belt or frieze of gold
let into the stonework. encompaFsed the who]~
exterior of the edifice."--Vol. 1. page G4.
All the plate, the ornaments, the utenRils of
every description appropriated to the uses of
religion, were of gold or silver. T\\·elve immense vases of the latter metal stood on the
floor. . . The cPnsers for the perfnmes, the
ewers which held the water for sncrifice; the
pipes which conducted it throug-h snbterraneons
channels into the buildings, the resen·oirs that
received it, even the agricultural implements
used in the gardens of the temple, wert> Hll of the
same rirh materials. The garden F. like those described belonging to the royal palaces, sparkled
witb flowerF of gold and silYPr. and various
imitations of the '\'egetable kingdom. Animals
also were fonnd tbere, executPo in tbe same
style, and with a dt>grPe of skill. which, in this
instance, probably did not surpaFR tb.:o excellency of the material. The llama, \Yith its gol(Jen fleece, ,,·as most conspi,.nous."-Vol. 1. p. 65.
"Certain it is tl1at the glowing· picture I have
given is warranted by thoRe who sa\,. these
builoings in their grandeur, or shortlv after
they had been dtospoiled by the cupidity of their
countrymen. Many of the costly articles were
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buried by the natives, or thrown into the waters
Df the rivers and lakes: but enough remained
to attest the unprecedented opulence of these
religious establishments. . . . Besides the great
temple of the Sun, there was a large number of
inferior temples and religious houses in the
capital city and its environs, amounting, as is
stated, to three or four hundred. For Ou:r,co
was a sanctified spot. . . . Other temples and
religious houses were scattered over the provinces, and some of them. were constructed on a
scale of magnificence that almost rivalled that
of the metropolis. The attendants on these
temples comprised an army in themselves.
The whole number of functionaries who offici-

cia ted at "The Place of Gold" alone, was no less
than four thousand. At the head of all, both
here and throughout the land, stood the great
High Priest. He was second only to the Inca
in dignity, and was usually chosen from among
his brothers or nearest kindred. He was appointed by the monarch and held his office for
life."-Vol. 1, page 66, 67.
This shows how plentiful the precious metals
were, as the Book of Mormon relates wa~ the
case in the times when it was written. And all
other writers agree with Prescott as to their
abundance among the ancient inhabitants of
South America.
(To be continued)

THE SPOILERS OF JERUSALEM.
BY S. F. W.

:Babylon succeeded Nineveh in power
As Nineveh succeeded Babylon in time.
'Each ruled with force and fury its brief hour,
The mightiest ofthe age in any clime,
And blurred alike time's opening page with
crime,
And cast o'er earth's fair scene an early gloom.
They hasted up from vigorous youth to prime,
And from their prime as quickly to the tomb;
Alike in date, vicissitude and doom.
The fourth from Noah in the princely line
Bold hunter, Nimrod, first of men called great,
The first the tribes and families to combine
And under one firm rule consolidate,
Made Babylon the beginning of his state.
And e'en so soon ambition ruled the hour,
And sought its glon to perpetuate;
And, to retain its name and place and power,
·went to, to build a wall and wondrous tower.
And roomy was the rich round earth unclaimed,
And waiting was the wealth of wood and
wold,
And broad the plain of Shinar, earliest named,
And bountiful the moist and mellow mold
·where bright Euphrates in his beauty rolledAlas, that moil of sin the scene should mar!And Babylon became the Head of Gold,
And all the other peoples near and far
Were made to feel her force in furious war.
Renowned Euphrates and old Nile were twins,
Though not through Paradise their courses
ran;
'Tis since the flood their history begins,
Twin early seats of post-diluvian man,
Where literature and every art began.

Full-fledged, Minerva-like they sprang,
Matured and perfected in briefest span.
No pictures in dusky background hang
Of flints and wise, progressed orang-outang.
Babylon succeeded Memphis in high po,~·er,
Memphis succeeded Babylon in time;
Each ruled with force and fury its brief hour,
The Mightiest of their age in any clime,
And blurred alike time's opening page with
crime,
And cast o'er earth's fair scene an early gloom.
Each hastened up from vigorous youth to
prime,
And from their prime as quickly to the tomb;
Alike in date; vicissitude and doom.
The fourth from Noah in the princely line,
Bold hunter, Nimrod, first of men call!(d
great,
l
The first the tribes and nations to combine
And under one firm rule conwlidate,
Made Babylon the beginning of his state;
And e'en, so soon, ambition ruled the hour,
And sought its glory to perpetuate;
And, to retain its name and place and power
Went to, to build a wall and wondr<~us tower.
And roomy was the rich round earth unclaimed,
And waiting was the wealth of wood and
wold,
And broad the plain of Shinar, earliest named,
And beautiful the moist and mellow mold
Where bright Euphrates in his beauty
rolledAlas that moil of sin the scene should marAnd Babylon became the Head of Gold.
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.And all the other nations, near and far,
Were made to feel her force in furious war.
jerusalem now fallen, Tyre next fell,
Her foe the same, her punishment as dire,
Her fate and her offense as prophets tell.
Next, Egypt felt the great king's fatal ire,
And there he got the wages of his hire
For service that he served, and toil so great,
In executing judgments upon Tyre.
'Thus Egypt met her heaven-appointed fate,
Reduced forever to a mean estate.
Nebuchadnezzar now alone is greatNo worlds to conquer, and no wars to wageHis will alone is law throughout the state;
Nor man nor monarch dare resist his rage;
No conibination dare his arms engage;
His royal nod the millions meek obey;
The greatest of his own or other age.
An iron hancl has cleft his royal way;
.An iron will alone can hold the sway.
Applause and power breed fever in the brain;
Ambition's breath is a devouring flame.
The spoils and captives that his armies gain
Suggest to Babylon's King a higher aim
And mode of gaining more enduring fame;
He'll make the very stones his praises sing,
And latest generations know his name;
The warrior chief will be a builder king,
And down the aisles of time his praise shall
ring.
Standard inscriptions lately brought to light
Make known what all the king of Babylon
said:
"To former works I added strength and bight,
And nature's powers I summoned to my aid;
Great moats like vallies deep and long I
made,
And with the waters filled them flowing quick.
On deep foundations that my father laid
I built the double walls of hardest brick,
As never king before, so high and thick.
"The Shimat to the reservoir I led;
I tamecl the royal river in his pricle;
To keep the bounding stream within its bed
And check the flooding of his rising tide
I reared substantial walls on either side,
.And said, There shall thy haughty waves be
stayed!
I spanned his banks with arches high and
wide;
Impervious gates at every street I made,
With iron bolted and with brass o'er laid.
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"Of seven stories, topped with shrine of gold,
I reared again the temple of the sun,
On site made sacred by traditions old
Of temple there in ancient time begun
Which all abandoned ere the work was done;
Earthquake and thunder had the bricks dispersed,
Its casings scorched and rent and strewn
As if the men who reared it at the first
For some great sin were by the gods accursed.
"Within the walls I built the citadel
As none beside has done and none will dare,
And ramparts made to war impregnable
"\Vith stones from distant mountains gathered
there,
Five miles on either side and built foursquare;
Against presumptuous enemies 'twas planned
And, too, that man in wonderment might
stare
At all the mighty works of one strong hand .
May Babylon the Great forever stand!
"I built the palace by my father planned,
W.ith plot and purpose most elaborate;
With pillars as the trees in forests stand,
And labyrinthian ways most intricate;
And stored with specie of unreckoned
weight;
And lighted it with chandeliers impearled;
Made it the treasure house of all my state,
And in its name my proud defiance hurled;
Latratinisi-wonder of the world."
Such city walls have ribbed no other plain
Since man began to build, or time began,
Nor while time lasts will ever be again;
They seemed not wo"rk of cyclop or of man,
But as if Pluto had devised a plan
With heavenly principalities to vie,
To found an upper kingdom for his clan,
And pushed up massive dikes so high,
Like igneous ridges lined against the sky.
Behold! As from on high let down, a vision!
As if the heavens had opened to mortal plea,
Or curtain lift that vails the life elysian,
A portal to the heavens one seemed to see;
Above, not of the summer-smitten lea.
Bright rills and wooded hills the clouds among!
What wonderful illusion can it be
But that which olden Grecians bards have
sung,
A paradise from out of cloud-land hung?
The gardens were a wonder of the seven.
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Less strange the making than the motive
seems.
The motive that the chroniclers have given
Is, that the queen, queen-like, had waking
dreams
Of native Median hills and dales and streams.
In prison or in palace is no life
That has not had its bright illusive gleams.
This man of carnage and bold battle strife
Was tender and considerate to his wife.
And, following up the thought, this man of
slaughter
Had other graces of humanity,
And had, as we are told, a famous daughter;
And so there must have been a time when
she
Was fondly dandled on his unmailed knee,
And chords were moved no other hand could
trill,
More precious than his crown her chatted
glee.
Heathen may heathen be and human still;
And all may take a lesson if they will.
A greater mystery remains to tell;
This many-sided man of many schemes
Was gifted with supernal grace as well,
And had true visitation in his dreams;
And with such facts the ancient record teems.
I can not tell just how it came about,
If God has changed, or man less worthy
deems,
But in our age of knowledge and of doubt
The dream of king or clown is counted out.
In slumbers of the night he visions saw,
In which all future history was shown.
We mortals can not understand the law
By which a future fact can be made known,
And light adown the aisles of time be
thrown,
And unevolved events be made appear,
In distant age alike and farthest zone,
Alike for time or place afar or near,
In outline shadowed or in detail clear.
A fire in forest depths at night reveals
A world that is unknown to open day;
The wary wolf then fi·om his covert steals,
And stealthy tiger ventures for his preyThe kingdom of four-footed things holds
sway.
In wonder or in want some seek the l'ght,
And some by chance within its radiance
stray;
It only brings the hidden things to sight;
Makes visible the solitudes of night.

The great refractors upward turned reveal
An upper realm amazing to the sight,
Where countless systems whirl, like wheel in
wheel,
By common law, and bathed in common_
light,
We in the dark; and only in the night
They on our vision seem new-oorn to start,
A univerRe of worlds-our own a miteAs real as on rs that forms a part;
The magic all is in the optician's art.
Np mystery is in seeing what's in sight,

And where appliances their aid extend;
In bringing what is hidden to the light,
Or guessing that to which all movements'
trend;
But how ere the beginning till the end?
See what is not; and unborn ages scan,
And meaning of their movements comprehend?
The gulf of uncreated ages span?
'Tis not within the mortal powers of man.
We know astronomers can trace the track
Of orbs that chase each other round the sun~
Can tell just when the comet will come back,
And map the blazing course that each has run,.
And time the end of ('ycles not begun,
Can name the elements in stars combined,
But all these marvellous feats are done
By rules well-known ann well defined,
And powers pertaining to the common mind.
Sky-piercing tube can not the future show.
Man's intellectual powers and cnltnre fail
Events couched in the coming hour to know.
To lift from off the morrow's brow the vail;
To say what joys shall" greet, what griefs
assail
\
Ere come8 another morn or noon or even
No might of mathematics will ayail;
Anrl transcl'ipts from the future's page are
given
As messages of mercy sent from heaven.
An image vast did Babylon's king behold,
In vision, and with terror and surprise;
Its brightness excellent, its head of gold,
It's breast and arms of silver; brass its
thighs;
Its lPgs of iron did like pillars rise;
Its feet were part of iron part of clay.
A stone from mountain cut and small of sizeBesmote the feet; the image passed away
Like dust of threshing floor on summer's day.
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Such privilege this heathen king possessed!
All kings and heathens, creiltures are of God;
And through the patriarchs who escaped the
flood
All nations, kindred, tribes, alike are blessed,
On Japhet power bestowed above the rest,
Each separate motion has its course to run,
As prophets and God's providence attest;
By will divine their courses were begun;
One purpose holds in all that has been done.
Bnt heathendom could not repeat the dream,
Nor truE' interpretation could declare;
In this was Abraham's blessing held supreme
Though all are subjects of divine control and
care,
Some special grants to him none else can
share;
And so 'twas captive Hebrew Daniel's gift,
By abstinence maintained, and frequent
prayer,
The vista through the mists of time to rift,
And vail from off the latter days to lift.
'Twas long ago the great king lived and
dreamed;
The tide of time has swept long ages
through;
Much plainer now the case than once 'twas
deemed;
And takingfmm our stand a backward view,
\Ve find that all the dreamer dreamed was
true,
And every part hut one has been fulfilled,
It has begun to be accomplished too;
And all the God of providence has willed
Was on the drE'amer's quickened senses thrilled.
The king acknowledged God in fulsome words,
As true revealer of all secret things,
As very God of Gods and Lord of Lords ;
But pride, the last besetting sin that springs
Fore\'er in the breast of men and kings
Could not consent a greater power to own.
To monarch, good is onlv that which brinas
Security am! spfendor to hls throne;
"
The heavens revolve but for his sake alone.
In Dura's plain he reared an image vast,
And under pain of burning marie decree
That all at sound of horn and bugle's blast
Should worship, bending low the head and
knee.
Three eapti\·e Ht>!Jrews-the immortal threeSaid: "God, who heard of old, can hear us
now,
And from the fiery furnace set us free;
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If not, we can not to an image bow,
And violate our nation's sacred vow."

The furnace heat now Feven-fold hot was made;
Each darting flame, I ike fiery serpent's tongue.
The captives who the king had disobeyed
Were bound and to the flaming torture
flungTheir fame in every land is ever sungThe king looked in; defiant of all law,
Not three, but four, walked loose the flames
atnong.
He stood transfixed in wonderment and awe;
One like unto the Son of God he saw!
And yet the king another vision saw,
By which his evil fortune was made known;
Still was he to himself the only law,
And soon forgot the lessons he'd been shown;
As other men before and since have done.
Presumption, vanity, self-will and pride
Pertain alike to hovel and to throne;
Yet though by time and place dissevered wide,
There is a common law and lot that all must
'bide.
He said: "Is not this Babylon the Great,
That I have bnilded by my royal might;
The capital of my tmmeasured state,
Safe from assault and glorious to the sight,
Built to my honor and my kingly right?"
But hark! a voice, as if from heaven it fell,
And measured words his wakened senses
smite,
And awe his spirit with their mystic spell,
And his adjudged and fated fortuneF tell.
"Oh king, hear ye! Thy power from thee shaH
pass,
And thou shalt dwell apart beneath the sky,
And with the oxen herd and eat the grass,
And with the beasts upon the field shalt be
Till seven times have passed the seasons by,
And from the face of men be driven until
Thou hast been made to know that God
Most High
The kingt!om makes his purpose to fulfill
And gh·eth it to whotnsoe'er he will."
And, at the hour was e\·ery word fulfilled;
The king was from the face of men outdriven,
And on his unshorn locks the dews distilled
At night. At morn and noon the same and
e\•en,
Upon him beat the winds and storms of
heaven,
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While grass he ate and lay with cattle prone
Throughout the allotted times and seasons
seven,
His nails and hair like claws and feathers
grown,
And all that he the power of God might own.
"When seven times had rolled the seasons by,
And come the end of the appointed days,

My understanding came again and I,
Nebuchadnezzar, did my eyes upraise,
And honored the Most High, and rendered
praise
To him whose life alone knows no ceoRation,
And who dominion everlasting sways;
·whose kingdom wide extends to every nation,
From earliest to latest generation,"
(To be continued).

EXTRACTS FROM KINGSBOROUGH'S MEXICAN
ANTIQUITIES.
"'IT is said that Topelcin Quecalcoatle
was born on the day of seven canes,
and they celebrated on this day of seven
-canes, a great festival in Cbolula, to which
they came from all parts of the country
and the cities, and brought great presents
to the I"ords of the temple; and they did
the same on the day that be disappeared
or died, which was the day of one cane.
These festivals happened at the expiration of every period of fifty-two years."Vol. vi., page 118.
"lt was after the deluge that the custom
of sacrificing commenceG..-Comment:According to Scripture, therefore, sacrifices commenced immediately after the
deluge; but sin, according to the Mexicans, commenced very much earlier, for
they believe that sin began with time.
N oab was called by the Mexicans Patecatle, and Cipaquetona; they said that he
invented the art of making wine, which
it is generally agreed was not known before the deluge (since the patriarchs Noah
and Lot were ignorant of its effects),
and that he was preserved with six others
in the ahnehuete or ark of fir, (which is one
less than Moses said were saved from the
deluge; since eight persons entered the
ark), and that shortly afterwards his
descendants built the tower of Tulan or
Cholula, partly from curiosity to see what
was going on in heaven and partly from
fear of another deluge; but that Tonacatecutle, becoming incensed at their presumption, destroyed the tower with lightning,
and scattered the workmen. Hence the
Mexicans probably bestowed the epithet
{)f Tepeva, or the dispenser, on their supreme deity."-p. 119
"The God of the three-fold dignity
resides in homuocan, that is to say,

the place of the Holy' Trinity, who'
according to the opinion of theii· old men,
by their word formed Cepotenal and a
woman, Xumio; and these are the pair
who existed before the Deluge, who begat
Tocatintle, as we shall presently relate."
"lt iR remarkable that the figure of the
sun and moon turned into blood frequently occurs."-p. 159.
"Torquemada says the Bishop of Chiapa,
when be passed through Yucatan, sent his
ecclesiastic to the interior of the country,
who at the end of a year wrote to him
that he had questioned a principal lord
about the ancient religion, who informed
him that they knew and believed in God,
who resided in heaven; and that their
God was the Father, Son and Holy Ghost;
that the Son was called Bacab, who was
born of a virgin named Chibirias, who
was in heaven with God, and that the
name of the mother of Chibirias was
Oschil; and that the Holy Ghost was called Echuah. Baeab, the Son, they s~id,
was put to death by Eopuco, who scourg@d
him and put a crown of thorns upon his
head, and placed him with his arms
Rtretched upon a beam of wood, to whieh
they believed he had not been nailed, but
tied; and that he died there, ancl remained
during three days dead, and the third day
came to life and ascended to heaven,
where he is with the Father; and immediately afterward Echuah coming, who is
the Holy Ghost, filled the earth with
whatever it stood in need of."
"Y snextli, they represented her as Eve,
always weeping and looking at her husband Adam.
She is called Ysnextli,
which signifies eyes blind with ashes, and
this refers to the time subsequent to sinning by plucking the roses. They accord-
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ingly declare that they are still unable to
look up to heaven, and in recollection of
the happy state which she lost, they fasted
·every eight years on account of this fall;
and this fast was on bread and water only.
'They fasted the eight days preceding the
·sign of one rose; and on the arrival of
the sign they prepared to celebrate the
festival."-p. 141.
"Botturrini observes in the following
passage, speaking of the planets, that "the
week of the Chiapanas, resembling that
of the Toltecas,consists of seven days."
"ln the year four house, or in 1509, they
perceived a light by night which lasted
longer than forty days. Those who saw
it saw that it was discernable throughout
all New Spain and that it was very -great
and very brilliant, and that it was situated
in the East, and that ascending from the
earth it reached the skies. This was one
of the prodigies that they beheld before
the arrival of the Christians."
N ote.-"lt has been observed above ..
that it was probably some volcanic eruption. * * * .Many other prodigies are
related to have preceded the fall of .Mexico, equal, both in number, in magnitude,
and in impo~'<sibility, to those declared by
Josephus to have attended the destruction
of J ernsalem. Strange voices are said to
have been heard in the air, and the serene
vault of heaven to have been disturbed by
the mimic combats of armed hosts. Th~
sister of Monte2mma, who was dead and
buried, is pretended to have come to life,
and many other signs and wonders to
have happened.-p. 144.
Plate I. of Codex Vaticanus: "Homeyoca, which signifies place in which exists
the Creator of the universe, or the First
Cause, to whom they gave the name of
Hometeul, which means the God of the
three-fold dignity, or three Gods, the same
as Olemris. They call this place in which
he resides Zivenavi Chepaniucha, .. and
by another name, Homeiocan, that is to
say, the place of the Holy Trinity, who,
according to the opinion of many of the
old men, begot, by their word Cepatenal,
and a woman named Xumia; and these
are the pair that existed before the deluge
who begat Tocateutle, as we shall relate."
N ote-"The worst argument that has been
used to defend the doctrine of the Trinity,
and one that displays the greatest ignorance, is that by which reasoners, like Dr.
Warburton in his Divine Legation of
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.Moses, seek to address common-place arguments to unreflecting minds, viz; that
if this doctrine bad not been revealed to
man by divine inspiration, it would never
have entered human contemplation, since
laying aside the consideration of whether
such a belief was entertained by the Indians, who on this admission can not be
supposed, from the rude state of science
amongst them to have been the inventors
of it, but rather to have derived it, with
the knowledge of many other Christian
mysteries, from more civilized regions of
the globe."-p. 156.
"Amongst the many arguments which
might be brought forward to show that
Christianity had in very early ages extended itself to America, one of the strongest
and most convincing is the fact that the
doctrine of the Trinity was known in
Peru, New Spain and Yucatan. This
fact rests on the authority of very respectable writers. Acosta, in his Natural and
Moral History of the Indies, distinctly .
asserts it; and the celebrated Las Casas,
bishop of Cbiapa, as cited by 'rorquemada,
says that he had heard it from a person
worthy of credit whom be charged to
make inquiries into the religion of the
inhabitants of the peninsula of Yucatan.
A distinguished writer also, of the present
age, the Baron De Humbolt, says that
the Muyseas, the ancient inhabitants of
Bogota, likewise believe in the existence
of a Trinity.-p. 151-1.
Solaear says: "The chiefs and men of
rank in the province of Chiapa were acquainted with the doctrine of the most
holy Trinity. 'l'bey called the Father
leona, the Son Bacab, and the Holy Ghost
Estruach, and certainly these names resemble the Hebrew, especially Estruacb
that of the Holy Ghost does, for Ruacb
in Hebrew is the Holy Ghost.
·"As in the tradition current in Yucatan
of Bacab and his crucifixion (which both
Remesal and Torquemada have recorded,
the latter on the authority of Las Casas
himself, and which it deserves particularly to be noticed each author has accompanied with some new circumstance in his
relation, Remesal informing us that the
name of the respectable ecclesiastic who
gave the information to Las Casas, was
Francis Hernandez, and Torquemada that
it was Eopuca who scourged and put to
death Bacab) so in these .Mexican paintings many analogies may be traced be-
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tween the events to which they evidently
relate and the history of the crucifixion of
Christ as contained in the New Testament. The subject of them all is the
same,-the death of Quecalcoatle upon
the cross, as an atonement for the sins of
mankind. In the fourth page of the Borgian manuscript, he seems to be crucified
between two persons who are in the act of
reviling him; who hold as it would appear
halters in their hands, the symbols perhaps of some crime for which they were
themselves going to suffer. It is very
remarkable that, although Quecalcoatle
strictly enjoined honesty, temperance and
chastitv to the Mexicans, he still should
have b.een esteemed by thieves as their
patron god, as we learn from the following passage of the twenty-second chapter
of the fourteenth book of Torqnemeda's
Indian Monarchy: 'Amongst the abuses
which these nationR practiced one was
they had a sign in their false judicial
. astrology which they named Ceacatl, of
which they said that those who were born
in it, if they were nobles would be turbulent, and if they were common people,
would become thieves addicting themselves to the superstitionR and wicked arts
of those whom they called Timapalytotique, these were generally fifteen or
twenty in number, who when they wished
to rob any house, made an image of Ceocat! or one of the god Quetzalcohuate,
and went in a body, dancing to the place
where they intended to commit the robbery; and he who carried the figure or
this false god (who assuredly was false
since he led such a worthless bani! as
these) preceded them, leading the way,
and likewise another who carried the ann
of a woman who had i!ied in her first
childbei!.'
'rorquemada, in recording
this superstitions practice does not attempt to explain in what it might have
originated; regarded simply in the light
of a superstition, the Mexican belief that
one of their principal gods favored and
protected thieves is not more open to the
keen shafts of satire than those fables of
classical antiquity, against which the
earlv fathers launchecl all their wit and
leari1ing ancl often sullied with exceptionable passages their otherwise pure and
spotless pages." -p. 166.
Page 163: "Las Casas says that Gomez,
was in N exapa, in the province of Gnixaca,
and the vicar of the convent showed him

sheets of paper, drawings copied from extremely ancient paintings on long pieces
of leather, rolled up and much smoked, &c.
.. She who represented Our Lady, had
her hair tied up in the manner in which
the Indian women tie up their hair, and
in the knot behind was fastened a small
cross, by which it was inte~ded to show
that she was the most holv, and that a
great prophet would be bori:t of her, who
would come from heaven, whom she
should bring forth without connection
with a man, still remaining a virgin; and
that his own people would persecute that
great prophet, and meditate evil against
him, and would put him to death, crucifying him upon a cross;-and accordingly
he was represented in the paintrng as crucified, with his hands and feet tied to the
cross without nails. The article of the·
resurreetion, how he had to return to life
again, to ascend into heaven, was likewise
painted. The Dominican fathers said they
found those things among some Indians
who inhabited the borders of the coasts
of the South Sea, who stated that they received these memorials from their aneestor><."
The Mexicans seem to have confounded together in their traditipn of four
ages and four destrnctions of the
world the fictions of Greece respecting
the four age><; the traditions of the Hebrews respecting the fall of man, the loss
of Paradise and the dehwe: the belief of
Christians in the accomplishment of prophecy, in the downfall of four great empires
of antiquity, and the Jewish account of
the destruction of J erusalem.-p. 160.
"Torquemada informs us that Que<:;alcoatle had been in Yucatan, and was there
adored. The interpreter of the Vatican
Codex says, in the following curious passage, that the }'Iexican;;; had a tradition
that he, like Bacab, died upon the cross;
and he seems to add, accoroing to their
belief, for the sins of mankind."
"Gomara says the Spaniards noticed
the resemhlance of the Peruvians to .Jews.'
'They are .::ll very like .Jews in appearance
and voice, for they have large noses, and
speak throuzh the throat. The dress of
the Pernviar~~ was like the ancient Jewish
dress."
Cogulludo in History of Yucatan:"The ecclesiastics of the provinces, whose
care accelerated the conversion of the
Indians to our holy Catholic faith, anima-
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ted with the zeal which they felt for their
interests, not only destroyed and burned
all the idols which they worshiped, but
likewise all the books which they possessed, composed after their peculiar style, by
which they were enabled to preserve the
memory of past events and whatsoever
else they imagined might furnish occasion
for the praetice of superstition or pagan
rites. This is the reason ~why some particular facts which I wished to notice in
this work can not be ascertained; hut even
·the knowledge of their historical annals
has been denied to posterity, for nearly
all their histories were committed to the
flames withont any attention being paid
to the difference of the matter of which
they treated. Neither do I approve of
that suggestion, nor do I condemn it:
but it appears to me, that secular history
might have been preserved in the same
manner as that of New Spain and other
conquered provinces has been preserved,
without its being considered to be any
obstacle to the progress of Christianity.
I shall however, in consequence, be able
to sav little more than that which has already been written of their religious
usages in the time of paganism."
"If more of the historical paintings
and monuments of Yucatan had been preserved, we should probably have been
able to have determined, whether Bacab
and (~uecalcoatle were onlv two different
names for the Rame deitv, \vho was worshiped alike· b,v the lYiexicans and the
people of Yucatan. Torqnemada informs
us, on the authority of I"as Casas, that
Quecakoatle had been in Yucatan, and
was there adored. The interpreter of the
Vatican Codex savs, in the following
curious passage, tha·t the Mexicans had a
tradition that he like Bacab, died upon
the eross, and he seemR to add according
to their belief, for the sins of mankinct.
'This tradition which rested solely upon
the authority of the anonymous interpreter
of that manuscript, acquires the most authentie character from the corroboration
:vhich it receives from several paintings
m the Codex Borgianns whieh actually
represent Qnecalcoatle enwified and nailed
to the cross. 'l1 hese paintings are contained in the fourth, seventy-seeond, seventythird. and seventy-fifth pages of the above
· mentwned manuscript; the article of his
reRurrection, burial and descent into hell
appears also to be represented in seventy-
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first and seventy-third pages of the same."
-p. Hi5.
"In the seventy-second page of the
Borgian }Ianuscript, Yestapal N anazcaya,
or the fourth age of the Mexicans, that of
flints and canes, memorable for being the
era of the birth of Quecalcoatle and of the
destruction of the province and city of
Tulan seems to be represented. Quecaleoatle is there painted in the attitude of a
person crucified, with the impression of
nails both in his hand and feet, but not
actually upon a cross, and with the image of death beneath his feet, which an
angry serpent geems threatning to devour. The skulls above signify that the
place is Tzonpantli, a word which exactly
corresponds with the Hebrew proper name
Golgotha.
The body of Quecalcoatle
seems to be formed out of a resplendent
sun, and two female figures with children
on their backs are very conspicuously presenting an offering at his feet. The Mexicans sometimes added the epithet Tlatzalli to Tezonpantli when the signification
of both names became the place of precious death or martyrdom; Tlatzalli meaning in the Mexiean language, precious or
desired. The seventy-third pag·e of the
Borg ian manuscript is the most remarkable
of all; for Qnecalcoatle is not only represented there as crueified upon a cross of
the Greek form, but his burial and descent
into hell are also depicted m a very eurious manner; his grave which is somewhat in the shape of a eross, and strewed
with bones and skulls symbolical of death,
resembles likewise that kind of building
which the Indians of New Spain cm;strncted in the courts of their temples,
which they called tlaco and in which they
played the religious game of the ball,
instituted perhaps in commemoration of
him. The head of the devouring monster
on the left signifies his descent into hell,
and seems to compel Michtlantecntli, the
Lord of the dead, to do him homage.
:Michtlanticntli, it may be observed, was~
a different personage from Zontemogue,
the former presiding over hell, the region
of the dead, and the latter over hell, the
place of punishment for the wicked. The
Mexicans, like the early Christians, seem
sometimes to have personified hell and
death; and Milton has followed their example, unwisely gilding error with poetry.
-p. 166
To be continued.
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COMFORTING SUGGESTIONS TO THE

SORROWING.

BY SISTER ALMIRA.

"I

CAN NOT be reconeiled," thought
a sorrow-strieken mother as she sat
at the open winnow, gazing toward the
chureh vard in the distanee, where
reeently had been laid the objeet of her
fondest hopes.
"I ean not be reconeiled to the loss of
my darling Gracie. She was the life and the
joy of the household. Her prattling voice
turned the monotony of domestic labor
into t],e pastime of a summer's day. In
my walks she waR at my Bide, and at night
she nestle(! in my bosom. She was mine
-my ehild. Oh, eruel, relentless death
that tore her from my heart, and left an
ineurable wonndl Why should my child
be taken, ~when I had ample means to meet
her wants, and the children of the beggar
be spared? Am I more vile than they?
Ah, no; for I taught her to lisp her evening prayer to her Father, God, and I
implored Him to spare her to me, my
own, my darling Gracie! Bnt, alas! He
sent the messenger and bore her from my
sight. If she could return, I would be
reconciled, even if another's hand shouhl
administer to her wants, and another's
bosom be her pillow. If I only knew that
she was happy!"
The mother bowed her head and
dreamed:
A white-robed perwnage stood by her
side with a comforting message.
He
had witnessed all her sorrow, and her
murmuring thoughtB. He came to solace
her.
He whispered:-- "l carne not to
chide, afflicted one, hut to breathe to yon
the seeret of the Father'R mysterious d~al
ings. This sad afl:lietion i~ a blessing in
disguise.
In the present you ean not
fully understand it, hut in the great future
it will all he as plain to you as the scenes
of childhood are to the man of understanding. Yon loved your darling ehild; shE
was the center of all your hope~'<. You
saw her snffer, fade and die, and your
heart rebelled at the dealings of that ·God
you profess to love and serve.
But He
knew what temptations, what trials, what
sorrows, what wffcrings your child would
have been heir to if yon had retained her
in thi;; world of sin, and I was sent to
hear her from vour arms to a home of
permanent rest: If she could come to

you and dwell in the richest mansion on
earth, she must he subject to the disappointments, pains and sins of earth. She
is safe now in the fold of Christ. He
bears the little lambs in his bosom, and
they develop in the glory and sunshine of
heaven.
"There is no sin there to tarnish their
purity. The cnr~e that eame by Adam's
tram,gression was wiped out by the blood
of Ch-rist. The little oneR have no sin
of their own, for they know not the
plan of redemption, and 'where there is
no law there is no eondemnation.' So dry
your tears, cease your murmurings, and
look up to him who eares for your child.
Lay your will on the altar, and cast your
burdens down at his feet. Think of the
poor heathen mothers who sacrifice their
loved onr~s to their gods. Think you that
they love their chil~lren less than· you do
yours? Nay; they have the natural tie;
but in the sincerity of their blinded devotions they lay do.wn their will and the
dearest object of their hearts. thinking to
please their gods. Those who are under
the gospel teaching may look to the
heathen for an example of devotion and
trust. Your little one is not dead, for 'alr
are alive unto God.' She onlv sleeps in
JesuB, and when the trump shall sound
she will awake more heantifnl than when
in this life. liC'r body will become a
spiritual hoc1y, like t11.1to Christ's most
glorions body, and you shall behold your
child, and dwell with her, if von beeome
obedient to God't: laws as yon"' wishe~her
to he to yourR. I know it is as natural
for the human heart to son·ow as it iR for
the fountain to send forth its waters;
even .T esus wept at the grave of a friend.
The sin is not in the tears, but in cherishing rebelliollS mnrmurings.
The child
was his. IlC' only lent it to von. and in
wisdom nnfathom~ble has take;1 it to himself again. Never shall it know sorrow,
nevermore know pain, never he weary,
hut with the harp and voiee of an angel
praise him who is worthy of all praise.
"Poor, sorrowing one, can you not
believe that he in loving' kindness transplanted yonr child to Pa'radise? Can not
you look up through your scalding tears
and say, 'Thy will he done?' Power is.
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PATTIE; OR, LEAVES FROM A LIFE.

not given to mortals to assuage the grief
of your sorrow-stricken heart; peace of
mind and happiness can be obtained only
by the comforting Spirit given by him
who sacrificed His only Son that your
child might live. Accept it now."

PATTIE;

The mother awoke from the dream, and
learned that in st1bmission to God's will
there can be found a balm for every
wound. Drawn by thought and prayerfrom experience and observation.

OR, LEAVES FROM A LIFE.
BY ELEANOR.

CHAPTER VI.

EDUCATION.

"With head on hand I sit alone,
And watch the fire-flames dancing bright;
And many a half forgotten tone
]~ whiFperecl in my brain to night.
I picture long departed days.
With all they brought of joy or sorrow,
Anfl seek with ever eager gaze
To frame me fancieF for the morrow."
"For tbon hast delivered mv ~on! from death:
wilt thou not deliver nw f(•et" fr m falling, that
I ma:v walk before God· in the light of the living?"-PP. 56: 13.

ITH the return of summer Pattie was
W
able to go about, but r;he alwap was
a sufferer from her diseased spine. And
owing to this delicate state of her health
her parents rejected all Ruggestions about
sending her away to be educatcJ. So
those two years, from the seventh to the
ninth year of her age, embraced the whole
of Pattie's school advantages. But with
the start that she had obtained it would
not have been difficult for her parents to
have continued her education could they
have found time to devote to it. But
'they were bur<iened with the care and
maintenance of a large family; so they
contented themselves with putting books
in her way. The only routine of study
marked out for lJPr was reading in the
New Testament, her spelling-book and
mental arithmetic. To these were added
plain and ornamental needle work, knitting, and such light housework as her
strength permitted, and watcl;:ling the
baby; which last duty allowed her plenty
of out door exercise, of which she was
very fond.
Her young sister was now attending
school, ancl Pattie missed her companionship, for Allie's ears now served for both;
whatever reached them was sure also to
reach Pattie. The lessons and events of
school were nightly rehearsed, as well as

the conversational topics at home. Alliecould not write we 11 enough to carry on
conversation that way, but, "two minds
with but a single thought, two hearts that
beat as one," will find a way of communication, and Pattie readily learned to read
the words on her sister's lips, as they were
spoken.
Mr. Waldville observing this, it occurred to him that such a mode of conversation would serve to prevent Pattie from
forgetting the faculty of speech-a calami tv that he had fearecl. From that time
h~ vetoed writing and the sign language
as means of communication, and insisted
that they all should make use of Allie's
method;· and Pattie was required to pronounee the words as she saw them spoken,
as in reading a printed page, except necessarily more slow. When she failed to
pron'ounce a word correctly she was made
to repeat it until she succeeded, or if she
failed in this way it wa8 then written in
syllables with its proper inflections.
Mneh pains and patience were exercised
in her instruetion with success, and much
greater might have crowned their efforts
had time been at their disposal.
But time, of which her friends had so
little to spare, often hnng heavily on Pattie's hanrlR when left alone after the departure of the other children to school.
Mrs. vValdville, busy, with her household
duties, could give her but little attention
beyoncl directing her daily tasks. It was
then that Pattie's mind turned to books,
and sought companionship in reading, that
soon developed into a passion. Ensconsed in some quiet coruer she would read
as long as she was left to herself.
I have no doubt but my young readers
will at once think of their own vonthfnl
literature, and imagine they se~ Pattie
pouring over the fascinating pages of
Robinson Crusoe, or Arabian Night's En-
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tertainment; but Pattie, never saw them,
nor any of the wonderful books of adventure and fairy tales with which youthful
libraries are so fully stocked now.
"What did she read?" do you ask. I
will mention a few of the books that she
read between the age of ten and fourteen
years. They were Baxter's "Saints' Everlasting Rest," and other \vorks by the
same author; Flav.el's "Fountain of Life,"
and "Method of Grace;" Bunyan's "Pilgrim's Progress;" and "Practical Piety,"
by Hannah .Moore; with others of a similar kind, books that few even of mature
minds think of reading now. But besides
these, Pattie also became familiar with
history and biography. She soon exhausted the supply of books in her home, and
sighed for more books to conquer. Nor
did she sigh in vain, for whoever owned
a book or a library within the range of
her acquaintance, were glad to place it at
Pattie's disposal. The only restrictions
made by her parents were against such
works as they considered of an immoral
tendency, including fiction of all kinds.
She had not as yet made the acquaintance of novels, Mr. W aldville entertaining
a strong prejudice against them.
Of
books that treated on religious subjects,
of whatever denomination, he never
objected; and as the neighborhood was
composed of people of the various sectarian churches, Pattie thus became
acquainted with nearly all shades of belief; and the purpose of this chapter will
be to show how she was led to an understanding of the restored gospel without
ever having heard it preached.
Every event of importance to mankind
must have its preparatory forerunner; and
such were these religious stndies of Pattie's.
She) read, and closely scanned the arguments advanced by each, and readily
observed that none builded so well that
others with equal dexterity could not pull
it clown, and this seemed indeed to bn the
chief work of many.
Bnt the most sn.rpriRing discovery that
she made was how large a portion of
Scripture was deemed non-essential by
them all, and how small a part covered
and sufficed for the groundwork of the
doctrines and faith of each. From another
point of view this reading was beneficial
to Pattie; she acquired thereby a thorough
knowledge of the Scriptures, not only by

the practice of daily reading a portion,
but also through the arguments and inferences drawn by the various authors from
the inspired word, in support of their doctrines. Whatever of error their teaching
contained, the study of them developed
and stimulated her reasoning faculties,
which, together with the knowledge she
obtained of the groundwork and superstructure of their faiths, enabled her to
form au intelligent comparison between
them and the true gospel when at length
it was presented to her; but as yet she had
not heard of it; her preparation was not
yet complete.
Though she was perplexed by the uncertainty that she found existing among
those fathers of Protestan1 ism and learned
expounders of the Bible, faith in the
atoning merit of Jesus Christ stood out
clear and explicit from them all; and in
this she felt that her faith could rest
seeure, though in all things else it was as
an empty cask floating npon the water.
She did not believe those contradictions
existed in the Scriptures; that being the
word of God, harmony must exist in all
its doctrines. She would not admit that
truth did not exist because men had
builded their towers of Babel and Ba1Jylonian walls so high as to hide from sight
the pillar of fire that shonlcl guide the way.
8he did not know that bevond those
towerB and wall~, that fiery· pillar--the
Spirit of God-still led Israel's hosts,
wanderer~ in the wilderness.
Ah no! she
knew JJothing of this. How Rhould she?
But in her mind as Rhe read, grew the
eonviction that none nf the Sectarian
teachers, from Luther clown, really k~ew
the plan of salvation beyond its fnntlamental principle of faith in Christ. She
began to fear also that it could not be
known, at least by human researeh; and
if not, what then? Had the gospel been
delivered in vain? Surely not!
"The mind of God," wrote one author,
"being infinite, knoi'Veth all things;
but the understanding of man being
limited, he can know but a small portion
of anv one truth, and some truths his
mind ·is incapable of grasping at all."
That proposition Pattie thought was
unquestionably true; but she was now
learning to draw her own conclusions and
inferences, and she reasoned that, since
there were some truths of so much importance for men to know that God had sent
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bis Son to declare them, who sealed his
testimony .wi~h his blood, why was there
such uncertainty of their meaning? Was
the gospel understood by human intelligence? If so, were men intellectnally
le~s capable of comprehension than they
were in the days of the apostles'? It was
evident from the reading of the New
Testament that there had been a time
when men clearly understood and taught
its doctrines, .T esu8 confirming the doctrines as true by the signs following, as he
had promised to do; and all these united
in declaring that they did not understand it by wisdom of their own, bnt by
the gift and power of the Holy Ghost.
Pattie thonght that this must be the
key to the situation, that men were in
these days trying to understand spiritual
things by the light of human reason. She
recalled the lines of the poet:
"Reasoning at eyery step he treads,
Man oft mistakes his way."

But those gifts of the Spirit were
promised to believers of all time, and she
failed to see how it was that believers no
longer had this heavenly light to guide
them into all truth.
·
Unable to reason to any conclusion, she
one day selected for her lesson the
sixteenth chapter of Mark, and at its conclusion she asked her mother why believ·ers had not the gifts as formerly, especially
the gift of the Holy Ghost? She was
answered:
"Believers do now have the gift of the
Holy Ghost as formerly."
",Tnst the same as they had then?"
asked Pattie.
"Certainly, otherwise we could not
believe; for faith is the gift of the Spirit,
and through its operation we receive the
gift of eternal life."
"Bnt if it is the same, whv can not
believers do those things that ·.Jesus said
they should be able to do?"
"In those days they did not have the
New Testament as we have, and by which
we learn God's will, our faith being confirmed by the written word and the
witness of the Holy Spirit in our hearts.
Yon know that the Scriptures say that
'by the testimony of two witnesses shall
every word be established.'"
"But, mother, why <1oes uot the Spirit
teach the word alike to all?"
"It does, of course, but all can not
receive the word alike."
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"How then can we know which of them
has received it aright?"
For answer Mrs. \V aldville turned to
the eighth chapter of Isaiah and bade
Pattie read the twentieth verse:
"To the la>v and to the testimony; if
they speak not according to this word it
is because there is no light in them."
After cautioning Pattie to be very
careful to compare all doctrines with the
written word, and accept of nothing for
truth that did not accord with the rules as
laid down by Christ and his apostles,
JY!rs. \V aldville closed the conversation
and resumed her work.
But Pattie's thinking did not end with
the conversation. She had been comparing them, and it seemed to her that there
were none in perfect accord with the written word. She had no doubt of the correctness of that which her mother had
just told her, if she could only understand
it, but it seemed so dark and indefinite.
If the Holy Spirit confirmed the word in
the hearts of all believers, there ought
surely to be some nearer approach to harmony in faith.
How was she to judge between the law
and the testimony on one hand and the
expounders on th~ other? for she, herself
had no such inward confirming witness,
though she could not remember a time
when she had not believed in God and the
atoning merit of his Son; this faith had
been her support in affliction, and had
nerved her to look forward to a lifetime
of its patient endurance for His sake. If
othns possessed this gift, what did she
lack that she had not received it? Again
she took up her Testament and re-read
the lesson, "He that believeth and is baptized shall be saved."
She had not been baptized; was this
the reason that she did not enjoy the gifts
of the gospel? The language of the text
seemed clearly to justify such inference;
yet every protestant writer of whom shC'
knew, excepting Alexander Campbell, had
declared that baptism was not a saving
ordinance. And if it were, they like her
mother, taught that the gift of the Spirit
was before faith.
The uncertainty and
mystery surrounding her own condition
filled her with dread and alarm.
If any think that those were lofty exercises of thought for a child of fourteen,
let me remind them that by the deprivation of hearing and other restrictions of
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surroundings, her inquiring mind was
forced into premature development; and
God had made use of the natural bent of
her mind, with her peculiar erlucation, to
direet its inquiry to a knowledge of himself.
"Seek and ye shall find, knock and it
shall be opened unto you," are not words
of vain import.
If at times Pattie uncon8cionsly trod
the dangerous brink of metaphysical reasoning whence others had toppled headlong into the abvss of infidelity and despai;;, the power that had saved· her from
death kept her feet from falling, and led
her by ways that she knew not to find the
height and depth and length and breadth
of the gospel of Jesus ChriRt.
But first
she must learn the utter futility of human
reason to discover it. "I am found of
them that seek me," is no idle declaration
of the Lord God, but the way to him is
the divine onfl of his own appointment;
and though she seek him with many tears,
Pattie will not find him until she has
proved the truth of our proposition in the
first chapter of this narrative:
"vVithout revelation it is impossible to
know God"-and by this we mean direct
personal know ledge of Him. Y ct I do
not affirm that all, even of those who
believe the doctrine, attain to such knowledge. But the promise is on conditions,
through which they may attain to it.
To retum to our subject, Pattie's habit
of solitary reading and thinking increased
her natural reserve, and she seldom talked
of what she read, and still less of what
she thought, to any but the young sister,
who was as reserved and timid as herself.
She should have been encouraged to
talk of her reading, if for no other purpose than to correct her excessive shyneRs.
But so long as she was contented in the
society of her books, and those were not
of a character that they deemed pernicious,
she was left to herself; and thus her
parents knew nothing of the anxious fear
and inquiry disturbing her mind.
After leaving school she had bnt few
young associates, and Allie had ever been
her only confidant. From her no thought
was withheld, nor hope or desire unshared.
To her she confided the result of her
stnclies with all tlwir perplexing uncertainties; and met fullest sympathy, but no
help, no light.
Both parents 'vere careful, by precept

and example, to train their children for
God; but they never took them aside to
urge their personal interest in those things
of highest importance. They were gratified when the elder children, one by one,
presented themselves for baptism and
membership in the church of their own
choice. But no one held the light for
the two other anxious inquirers; and
deeply anxious they had become.
"0h," said Allie, with the tears in her
eyes, "I wish father or mother would
explain tons what we must do."
Doubtless they would gladly have tried
to do so had they been aware of the state
of their children's mind; but this the children both shrank from communicating,
and Pattie no longer felt confident that
they could give them the sure information.
She had asked her father concerning the
words of AnaniaB to Saul,-" Arise and
be baptized and wash away thy sins,"and he had told her that there was no
virtue in water to cleanse or to save; that
the blood of Jesus cleanseth from all sin,
and the baptism of water waR but the outward t<ign of such inward cleansing.
An older siRter had lately been baptized,
and .Pattie asked her if she thought it
necessary to be baptized, as well as to
believe, in order to be saved. And the
sister had answered:
"lt is necessary to believe to be saved;
and we can not come into the chureh without baptism."
"But suppose one does not come into
the church, would he be saved bv believing without baptism?" persisted Pattie.
"I don't know; I understand that baptism is the sign and seal of our cleansing
in the blood of Christ, and our ado~tion
into the new covenant of faith, as well as
into the visible church."
"Then without that seal we eould not
claim that cleansing or that adoption,
even though we believe, could we?"
"I think not."
"lt is necessary then; and what becomes
of all those Christian believers who have
died without baptism?"
"0, Pattie, you tire me with your questions! .Study the Bible; it will tell you
all that yon neerl to know."
Pattie was silenced, but not satisfied.
She had studied the Bible, and she was
certain of but one thing, that beyond the
first and leading doctrine of faith' in
Christ no on!' could tell certainly in what
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the o·ospel consisted. Was Luther right?
and;,as faith all?
As usual, all this was discussed with
Allie.
'l'o them both it was the one
supreme subject of importance; and they
talked of it at every opportunity, in the
quiet of their room, whPn washing dishes
in the kitchen, or churning the snowy
cream down in the spring-house.
They resolved, that putting all their
faith and trnst in Christ alone and
endeavoring to live as become his disciples. keeping a watch upon themselves
and each other lest they ~hould he overtaken in a fault, or in remissness of duty,
was all that they could do.
"I am happy at times," said Allie, "but
sometimes I am careless and forget to
pray; and if I do not wateh all the time
I am apt to say or do ROmething wrong
that makes me unhappy.
Then again,
when I have not really done wrong, my
feelings grow unaccountably cold, so that
I do not enjoy prayer.
And Pattie admitted that her own
experience was similar; but she thought
that this was what is meant by the "Christian warfare," and they must not grow
diseouraged.
Allie was still less satisfied than Pattie
respecting the non-essentiality of baptism.
She did not think the Lord would give a
eommand of which there was no need,
and she had reRolved that whether she
understood it or not she would obey the
command at the earliest opportunity. She
was often heard Ringing as she moved
swiftly about her work, and the words
oftenest set to the music of her clear
sweet voice were those that expressed the
panting of her heart for its absent Savior,
as the prisoned bird carols for its native
woods:
"How tedionR and tasteleRR the hours,
\Vhen Jpsns no longer I see;
Sweet prospects. sweet birds, and sweet flowers
Have all lost their sweetness to me."
And those who heard it said, "What a
lovely voice." And no one thought how
soon the bird would break its confining
bars, and seek the abRent Savior on the
evergreen shore.
The family had a few months previous
to this removed to another eounty, where
a new town was spring-ing np, where it
was the purpose of Mr. W aldville to
engage in merchandising.
Soon after
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their arrival an epidemic of scarlet fever
swept over the entire eounty, and few
were the homes in which there was not
mourning for more than the first-born.
Often an entire family of children fell
victimR to the deadly s~Olll'ge.
Mr. and Mrs. 'N aldville did all in their
power to alleviate the sufferings of the
sick and eomfort the sorrowfnl; but soo11
their own dear ones needed all their care.
One of the first to take the disease was
Pattie. Allie assisted to nurse and wait
upon her until she too was stricken. In
three days after they told Pattie that her
darling was going home, ani! Pattie
reached the bedside in time to see the last
departing breath.
How impos~ible it seemed that Rhe was
parted forever from a life that had been
so large a part of her own! It was the
first time that sorrow had laid its hand
upon her affeetions; and the ~<wift, sudden
blow had seemed to wrench her own heart
from its cordR. How eonld she think of
her own life as distinct and apart from
one who had so lightened affiietion's burden that it had scarce heen felt? For the
last time she looked on the beautiful face
on whieh beamed a smile of sweetness
and ineffable peace, and doubted not that
the dear one was rejoieinO' in the presence
of Him whose absence'=' she had often
mourned on earth.
The funeral service was conducted by
the Lutheran minister, who had been
untiring in his kind offices to the family
during their sickness, though others stood
aloof from fear of the fever which was
now at its height in the neighborhood.
But, from house to house this man went,
closing dead eyes and wiping the tears
from living ones; pra:ving at the bedside
of the siek, and distributing food from
his own scan tv store to the clestitute. No
m·eed limited. his benevolencP, and God
blessed him; his family of eight children
were the only ones in the town who
entirely eseaped the sconrge. The angel
of destruction passed hy his home as hy
the blood besprinkled door-posts of IHaeL
It was all over at last; and then eame
the time when Pattie must gather up the
broken threads and go on with the web of
her life, just as thol~gh the brightness and
beantv had not faded from its filling,
leavi1;g to her but the dull gray warp ~f
existenee.
1'o be eontinued.
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ELDER T. J. ANDREWS.
(See Frontispie·ce.)

mHoMAS JEFFERSON ANDREWS,
J 1"
the subjeet of onr sketch, was born
at Broadford-on-Avon, \Viltshire, England, December 2d, 1833, and in the
vicinity of this place most of his young
da.ys were spent.
Having heard and
embraeed the gospel in an early day, he
left his native land on Jan nary 29th, 1853,
and took ship at Liverpool for New
Orleans on the 5th of February, the same
year, where he arrived on the 26th of the
March following. From New Orleans he
wEmt to St. Louis, remaining there until
May, when he left for Council Bluffs,
Iowa., from which place he started his overland journey for Salt Lake City, ,,-here he
arrived September 26th, 1853.
How very brief the space occupied in
recording this long and eventful journey'?
and yet hundreds who read this will go
over this same ground in memory and
recall incidents s~fficient to fill a v~lume.
\Vith what high hopes and sublime aspirations this young man bade farewell to the
land of his birth, crossed the ocean and
traversed the trackless waste of parched
:and sandy deserts hundreds who preceded
him and yet hnndreds of others who followed after, can attest. Thank God he
was not to be numbered among those who,
when too late discovering the horrible
mockery of the hopes which had led them
on, in very despair hugged more closely
the ohains of their bondage until in turn
they became vile as those who at first they
loathed. He was not long in discovering
the terrible imposition which had been
practiced upon him.
That which had
been represented to him as being lovely
and pure, he won discovered was worse
than the apples of Sodom and altogether
to be loathed.
But alas, what pen shall ever picture or
words describe the agony of mind resulting to many a true and honest heart from
such a discovery! Could it all have been
swept away with one blow, and the man
or woman have stood up in their integrity
and said, "lt is all false, thank God, I am
undeceived," happy would it have been
for such an one; but this eould not be
done, for thousands who had embraced
the gospel, as it had been preached to
them in its simplicity and power, had

received a kno,dedge for themselves of its
truth, and now standing face to face with
this hideous monster of the rocky fastnesses--the great apostasy of the latter
days-they wen' bewildered and lost, not
yet knowing where to draw the line of
demarcation or how to solve the terrible
agony of doubt.
Bro. T .•J. Andrews was not long in
coming to a decision in the matter,'-and
embracing the first opportunity offered
for leaving this modern valley of Hinnom, he started for California in company with others 'vho were taking a train
of hono:es through, early in the month of
May, 18.55. There was already a faint
ray of light in his mind pointing towards
the future, and hope whispered to him
that, which at this time was unthought of
by any in that deRert, sin-cursed land.
\Vhile at Burlington, Iowa, he had gone
down to Nauvoo, Illinois, to v.isit the
Smith family, and there learned of the
apostasy of the church and the scattered
condition of the Saints in America, and
of how few had gone to Utah. He conversed with Lucy Smith, the mother of
Joseph, who told him that Brig·ham
Young was a wicked man and that "Little
Joseph" (as he was then called) would yet
lead the church.
These statements of Mother Smith had
a great effect upon his mind, but as every
effort was put forth by the elders of Utah
to blacken and defame the character of the
Smith family, he was not yet willjng to
admit that he had been deceived; but
when in the course of time it became
apparent that what he had been unwilling
to admit was really true, then in the night
of darkness and gloom there shone upon
his pathway this star of hope, "Little
Joseph would yet lead the church."
Those who have joined the Reorganization in these later years, and the world at
large, have not the least idea of the system of falsehood and knavery adopted by
the leaders of that apostate church
from 1847 till of late vears in order
to deceive their convei'·ts until they
should get them to the mountain fastnesses. Once there, however, the cloak
was thrown off and submission or death
were the only alternatives offered. It
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was the rare good fortune of some to
:make their escape, and among that number, was Bro. Andrews. Far the larger
number, however, never succee.ded in
breaking away from the meshes in which
they were bound, while thousands died of
broken hearts, and yet other thousands
a-ave their blood (some willingly, some
~nder the compulsion of violence) to
enrich the soil groaning under the pressure of feet wading through crimes which
had they been waves of the ocean would
have swept that desert land from the face
of God's habitable earth. But we pass to
the contemplation of other scenes.
After a weary journey of nearly four
:months, performed mostly on foot, Bro.
Andrews arrived in Sacramento, California, and from there went to Placerville,
where he engaged in mining for a time,
but, not liking the business, he removed to
San Francisco and engaged in the business
of tanning, and afterwards in the malt
business, but leaving this, up to within a
short period of his death he was in the
drying business.
In 1861 he was married to Miss Mary
Ruffley, of San Francisco, by whom he
haC! three children-two girls and one boy.
Of Bro. Andrews and his connection
with the Reorganization, Elder E. C.
Briggs writes:
"The first to greet me welcome upon
the Pacific Coast when I arrived in San
Francisco in 1864, was Bro. T ..J. Andrews.
In those early clays of the Reorganization,
not one of the traveling ministry but will
remember his neatly kept home and bountifully spread table, at which they were
always welcome guests. He was fortunate
in business and talented in defense of the
latter clay work, which he loved as the
apple of his eye. While I was there, at
a cost of four hundred dollars a year, be
rented a neat little church for the use of
the Saints, himself paying almost the
entire amount, as the members were all
poor. Upon one occasion when speaking
with him about it, be said, 'It is all right;
the Lord will raise up help after a while.'
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"When the Reorganization found him,
he soon discovered that it breathed the
same Spirit which had animated the
church in the far away time when he had
embraced the gospel in his native land,
and that the same gifts and blessings
accompanied it, and he rejoiced in anything he was able to do for its advancement. 'When I am not able to help it forward, others will surely he raised np to do
so,' was an expression he frequently made
to me. He was earnest in defense of the
gospel as well as liberal in its support,
and I believe he did all that as a follower
of Christ was required of him. He was
an affectionate husband, and in both temporal and spiritual matters his wife >vas
his counselor; a loving and indnlgent
father and if he erred, it was the fault of
his judgment, not of his heart."
This is the estimate placed upon Bro.
Andrews by one who knew him well, ancl
many others >vho have been inmates of
his hospitable home will heartily endorse
this testimony.
He united ;vith the Reorganization in
1865, and in his house the first meetings
of this church were held.
He was
ordained an elder by H. Burgess in April,
1865, and was afterwards appointed
Bishop's Agent, both of which offices he
held during his life. In connection with
brethren Brown, I~incoln and Haws, he
started the "Expositor" in 1884, of which
company he wa~ the president.
On the 27th of August, I 886, he was
attacked with pneumonia, and after an
illness of only five days he fell asleep in
Jesus. His body was taken to the Saints'
Meeting House on New Montgomery
street, where Bro. H. P. Brown conducted
the funeral services, and from there conveyed to the Ocld Fellows' Cemetery,
where it sleeps in hope of a glorious resurrection. But while the earth retains his
body and paradise is the home of his
spirit, in the hearts of God's people his
memory is enshrined and will remain fresh
and green in the years to come.

A REMEDY SrGGESTED.-A bright Canajoharie five year old appeared with a dirty face at his
grandmother's house the other day, and she, with an intensified look of surprise, remarked:
"Why, child, you really look tough." The little fellow pla<'ed his hand upon hiR stomach, looked
up with a pitiful expression, and said: "Grandma, I feel tough. Haven't you got any apples or
pears in the house?" The young man's appetite was speedily appeased.
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IN

AUSTRALIA.

BY ELDER ,J. W. WIGHT.

'1JS your readers will no doubt wish to
fl learn of this land, I will try once
more to pen somewhat of the things seen
here, and of the events since our arrival,
remembering that when the pen was last
brought out to duty in this particular
direction, we were some seven hundred
miles farther north, it becomes our duty
to go back and commence the history of
the events that have since transpired,
where we left off in our last.
If the record as we give it shall prove
defective, it will be the fault of memory,
as we trust to that entirely.
The first event worthy of record after
the conference, was a trip of some thirtytwo miles to Wingham, on the Manning.
At two p.m. we mounted horse at Forster,
and bad some seven miles to traverse
before having any guide. The art of
horseback riding- though at one time
quite well understood- bad fallen to the
minimum, and as a result our speed was
of the careful nature till this seven miles
bad been left to the rearward. We were
now told that if we thought of reaching
our destination that night, it would
become necessary to increase our rate of
speed, and that nothing short of a eanter
where the road was good would do. This
of eourse brought into use the free exereise of the twig and a greater exhibition
·of muscle, with that consciousness of
misuse in the art, which brings with it a
·certain degree of timidity.
As to self, I was mounted on one of
those slim built roadsters with wonderful powers of endurance, while Neely was
not so fortunate in this direction, but had
one more after the bnild of a heavy pony,
and which, from its actions, indicated but
poor speed and endurance.
Our saddles were after the English
jockey style, with iron stirrups through
which the feet could easily go, and bad
side piece~ in front of each leg to act
as protectors in the "bush."
I am thus particular in the description,
ihat the ludicrousness of the scene about
to be related may be more fully appreciated.
Our guide, mounted on a small white
pony with a wonderful tact of leaving the

distance behind it, seemed an experienced
equestrian; and as he cantered away it
became necessary for us to apply the whip.
With a certain feeling of insecurity
already uppermost in our mind, it took
only one long swinging leap to destroy
what equilibrium might have existed, and
as a consequence one of my feet was soon
dangling, and as time after time I made
an unsuccessful plunge with the hope of
once more securing my foot, it only served
to make the predicament worse, till at last
the other foot also became loose; and
then with tightened reign the pace was
slackened to one of the most fearful trots
it seemed I had ever experienced, till out
of sheer despair a stop was effected and I
was able again to adjust myself to the
requirements of the occasion. and then on
again. Thus in the agony of almost utter
despair I continued for some miles, yet all
the time gaining confidence, till at last I
felt as though come what would I should
stay in that saddle. But how fared it
with our companion?
The distance
between as we cantered along, was all the
time lengthening, till at last our guide
and self thought it necessary to slow up;
and if ever a sigh of relief came it was
then.
Some time having elapsed, we were
beginning to wonder as to whether Neely
had taken a right about face. Judge of
our surprise then, when we saw him some
eighty rods behind leading his pony!
On his coming up he informed us that
tbe pony was "played out," whereupon
our guide only laughed. To us it seemed
no occasion for levity, feeling that if the
horse was really done out, and we many
miles from our destination, in the
Australian bush, it was certainly no
desirable condition of affairs.
But it was soon discovered to be a false
alarm, and onee more mounted, Neely
went in the lead-the more that we might
act in his behalf in urging the pony to a
faster pace. And now came the most
laughable part of the jotirney; with whips·
raised we would both dash np to his horse,
which becoming frighteMd at our appearc
ance, would spring forward, when in
Indian file we turned angle after angle of
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the winding road, and no doubt scared
many a poor wallowby or paddymelon
fro~ its seclusjon.
The cantering horses--two of which were
freighted with cargoes of inexperieucethe winding road through the "bush," the
awkward position of two of the riders as
occasionally a foot would leave the stirrup,
and then effort after effort made to
replace it till at times some six inches of
light might be seen between the occupant
and the saddle, with other events constantly transpiring which need seeing to
fully appreciate,-all formed a scene that
so completely engraved itself on memory's
tablets, as to never be effaced while time
shall lengthen out her days to those who
thus became participants.
Arriving at Tarree about an hour after
the sun had bathed the earth in gorgeous splendor of the golden hue, and had
pillowed himself behind the curtains of
sable night, we found we must await the
crossing of the river by a punt propelled
by the use of a wire cable running over a
large crankwheel on the side and under
two small wheels at each corner, and
fastened at each bank to a firmly secured
post.
To await the arrival of this slow-moving
conveyance required some patience, but
at last we were aboard, and by the aid of
brethren McLocklin and Butterworth we
crossed over in about ten minutes.
It was some eight miles farther before
w.e reached our objective point.
The
bright moon looked down in smiling complacence as we loped along, and the echoing clatter made by the shod horses on
the hard road ringing out a glad refrain
to the belated travelers. Digging deeply
into the storehouse of memory we brought
forth many a pleasant reminiscence of
{lays far aback on the stream of time and
{)bliterated for the moment the reality
then being enacted. What a grand old
place of refuge the memory at times
becomes, and as we thus open out
her partially faded leaves, and read of
the unalloyed pleasures of innocent
youth, what wonder that we sometimes cry out: Oh, that I were a child
again! But we digress.
At the hour of nine p.m. we tighten
rein, and are soon safely ensconced under
the hospitable roof of brother and sister
McLocklin. As the history of our stay
here has been already sent to the "Herald"
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readers, we will not burden your pages,
but pass to a description of the various
things of interest found in this far off
southern clime.
New South Wales was first settled in
1788 by convict laborers, at Sydney, but
is now a flourishing colony; and, so far
as we have traveled, there can be no more
hospitable people.
It had in 1881 an
estimated population of 740,836; the
greater portion of which is along the
coast line, which is heavily timbered. The
different kinds of wood of which we
learned being eucalyptus (gum), of which
there are about one hundred and thirty
species in Australia, oak-cedar, black
butt, mahogany, iron bark, cabbage, mangrove, and others we can not now recall.
Of the animals we have seen in this
colony, there are the paddymelon, wallowby, bandicoot, kangaroo rat, and
native bear. The dingoo, or half wild
dog, the kangaroo, opossum, and wild
cat we have not yet seen. We learn that
"of mammalia there are about one hundred
and sixty varieties, nearly all being marsupial, in Australia.
Of birds, throughout the colony there are
five hundred and twenty-eight varieties.
The most beautiful of these are found in
Victoria; but of that colony we will not
at present speak, but return to some of
the experiences that we hope will be of
interest to those who mav read.
Next day we return froru Wing ham;
but as we were more used to the saddle,
nothing of interest as to our manner of
riding is worthy of record. Of our preaching at Failford and the controversy there,
the "Herald" readers have been informed,
so we pass to some of the events of life
at Forster.
This place is situafed on the north bank
of the mouth of the Wilhamba river,
which is navigable only for punts-a sort
of great flatboat run by steam, and used
principally for hauling logs. Bro. Wright,
the founder and almost exclusive owner
of Forster, owns two of these punts, a
small steam-tug- used for pulling the
lumber crafts out into the bay over the
bar-and one craft complete, besides the
greater portion of two others.
A sister Johnson having died during
our stay there, was taken some fifteen
miles up the river for burial, the corpse
as well as the procession being taken up
on the punt.
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From time to time we were joined by
the relatives and friends, who coming out
into the river and the punt being stopped,
they would climb on, and their skiffs were
towed along side.
The cabbage tree, which grows to the
height of some fifty feet, straight and
without a limb, sends out at the top great
blade-like branches that bend downward,
in the center of which is a bunch somewhat
resembling the cabbage head, and forms
a back ground for this village. To the
front and eastward lies the great Pacific
in all the majesty of its vastness; and we
remember many nights having gone to
bed only to lie and listen to the roar of
this king of the oceans, till lulled by its
monotony we have quietly folded our
thoughts, and in the seclusion of grand
old Morpheus, become oblivious to our surroundings till perhaps the king of day
had chased the darkened shadows from
our room, and we were made aware of the
fact that if we would "catch the early
worm," we must again enact the duty that
by its constant recurrence has woven
itself into the very fibres of our being,
and as it were, become a part of our life.
To perform the morning's ablutions and
out for a walk in the bracing air, serves
to sharpen the appetite, as well as to
bring the ruddy glow of health to the
cheeks that have never been aceustomed
to the oeean's breeze, or at least till some
two months before, when arising with the
dawn, we remember having been driven
from sister Andrews' hospitable door, out
through the eity of San Francisco and
along the road through her beautiful park,
till finally the reins were tightened, and
for the first time in life we sat gazing out
on the broad expanse of the mighty blue.
There we watched the foam-crested breakers as they dashed on the rocks or boundary line, ~nd seemed to fairly shriek out
their despair that their "bounds had been
set," and that with the mighty force of
their persistent efforts they could come
no further.
There waR fixed in our
memory the event, which to us wa.s as the
first new hat to the little boy. Again, we
looked out upon Seal Rocks, and heard
the eonstant growl-like roar of the lions
that might be seen upon them. And as
we looked westward into the seemingly
unfathomable distance, we could not
keep back the thoughts that kept constantly knocking for admission, and made

us wonder what the future held in store
for the two young men that were just
beginning to awaken to the before
unknovn1 realities of a life far away; ::md
as to whether after we had gone to the
opposite side of the waters now before tlS,
it would eve-r be permitted that we
should return, and as to how we should
be received by the inhabiters of the islands
afar, after we should have finished the
first voyage of life upon the briny deep.
We do not now recall that there were any
gloomy foreboclingH; but if memory is not
for the instant treacherous, we felt calm,
believing that God who orders all things
for the best would care for us so long as
we Rhould stav in line of dntv. vVe also
recall that the~·e was not that f'ear of going
out upon the waters that often in life we·
had thought ·there would be, should we
ever be called to do sueh a thing. But
the many predictions that had been made
to us, and more especially the one by a
member of the quomm of the Twelve,
concerning the mission we were now on,
more than counteracted any feeling of
fear that in the past might have- been
engendered by having heard or read of
the dangers of the sea.
But this perusal of the events reeorded
on the tablets of memory has carried us
in our narrative to the opposite shores of
the briny deep, so with the speed of
thought we carry the reader once more
over the eight thousand miles intervening,
and ask that you stroll with us along the·
beach to the north>yard, that you may
thus make a seleetion of the shells that
are being constantly deposited here by the
breakers that come surging and roaring,.·
seemingly lashing themselves into a
rage that they can not reach beyoni:l a
given point; or, if not too tired, make·
preparations for a day's stroll, and .we
will go some ten milet<, where it is said'
that beautiful specimens. in this line may
be found. As to self, however, I am not
very particular to make the journey, as
sister Smith has suppled us with a beautiful collection from Tahiti.
But in keeping with duty, we return to
the events that are to find record here,
and well do we remember the first time
we tried fishing. Bro. Smith, Neely and
the writer, being fully equipped in this
direction, secured a small "dinggy," or
skiff, and having obtained a stone for an
anchor, we rowed out into the stream to
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where the water was some twenty feet
deep, and heaving the rock over,· were
soon at worl}. Three flatheads and one
brim made up the st1m total of our labor.
As this was rather dull sport, we secured
the serviee of one of the brethren who
piloted us to where the oysters were growing on the trees! Sure enough, on our
arrival we found them clinging tightly to
the roots.
Not being satisfied with our fishing
exploit, we determined to try it again the
next Saturday.
Ou this occasion the
schoolmaster ~nd sister Smith were added
to our former party, and we went some
miles up the river, carrying onr dinner
with us. The results of this clay was
hardly so satisfactory as those of the
previous one.
Some days later we determined to try
it on a grander scale. So, fully equipped,
some fifteen or more of us went out in
Bro. Wright's tug boat to where the
water was some twenty fathoms deep;
and it was fine sport to pull the snappers
of five to 1en pounds weight up over the
sides of the boat. Neely was the champion, he having caught sixteen.
The
most exciting episode, however, was the
visit of a large shark some fourteen feet
long. Time after time he swam around
the boat, and at one time seized hold of
the bow. Finally a bowline was fastened
to the end of a long pole on which was
made fast some bait, and as he carne up
he grabbed fur it. The rope was pulled
too soon, so that the noose did not get
over any part but the head, and he pulled
out. Preparing it again all now became
excitement, and the prospect of catchi~1g
a shark made us for the time forget all
else. The skipper made fast a large knife
to the end of a pole, and just as the great
jaws seemed making sure of the tempting
bait, the knife was plunged with full
force into the back of his neck. This of
course caused a hasty departure of his
shark-ship, and before the noose could he
pulled. From the flow of the blood I am
inclined to think that he would never disturb another fishing party.
On account of the tide we could not
return till about eight at night. so after
darkness set in we spent the time in chat
and song, sister Smith favoring us with a
hymn in the Tahitian language.
The
success of this clay somewhat fired our
zeal, so .on an after occasion we got up
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about one a. m. to to try it again-the
tide being unfavorable for any other start.
This time, however, we were very unsuccessful, and as an individual, it dampened
my ardor to a large degree. 1'he manifest love for the sport by brethren Smith
and Butterworth, would lead one to think
they might be real deseendants of Peter
and John.
This was our last sport in this direction during our stay, but we recall an
incident of a different character, and that
we think worthy of record. The American
mail having arrived, we were very anxious
to get it and therefore went over tci the
' post," After securing the boat, we made
inquiry of a gentleman as to the locality
of the office, and were told that we would
find it after passing a "paddock." Thanking him for what was intended for information, we left as ignorant as to its whereabouts as before going to him; and I suppose that had some of the colonials heard
us conjecturing as to the meaning of the
word, and wondering if it could be the
rise of ground in front that he had reference to, they would have laughed heartily
at the expense of the Yankees. However,
we found the post office, as well as the
paddock or enclosure. And this brings
to mind another incident relative to
expressions. The week that Bro. Bnrton
and family were there, I was one day
swinging Bro. Wright's little four year
old girl in the hall way, when sister
Addie passing along, inqnired if we had
a "billet." To my ear it was as Greek,
but being somewhat diffident about showing my ignorance, we put the machinery
of the brain in motion, and on the principle of association soon concluded that it
must relate to the task we were then performing, and answered yes.
And we
were glad to learn that our conclusions
were eorrectly based.
Well do we remember the first time we
heard the word "larakin," and wondered
what kind of an animal that could be.
Judge of our surprise to learn that it
referred to a misehevious boy. We see
by the paper that the coiner of the word
-at one time one of Melbourne's polieedied recently. If the American people
were to hear that a man had gone into the
"bush," carrying with him his "swag" and
"tucker," they would scarcely infer that
he had gone into the forest with his
blanket and food; nor would they infer
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that a "shakedown" meant a bed; or perchance one's coat had been "shaken," they
would not think that it had been stolen.
Here they laugh about the Yankees
"guessing," while they always "fancy."
~nd "guess" it is much owing to how it
"strikes" one's "fancy," whether they
"infer," "presume," "reckon," or "calculate."
It having become necessary for us to
take our departure, it was with feelings of
sadness that we took our leave of the
friends by whom we bad been so kindly
cared for during our first six weeks' stay
in this far away clime. And ever in the
store-house of memory, safe from the
blighting hand of time, we expect to
retain the scene on the little wharf at
Forster, as for the first time in life we
made landing there. The only one of all
the little band that awaited our arrival as
we slowly steamed up, that we could
recognize, was Bro. Burton, and that only
by a photograph that we had ;;;een of him
in California. And he with wife and
daughter had only stayed long enough to
endear themselves- with that kind of
endearment we trust to be lasting--to
make the parting all the more difficult to
endure, while with the others we had
remained but six weeks, yet it had become
as home, and now what wonder that there
entered our soul a feeling attuned to sorrow aR duty called us hence; and boarding
the little tug we waved a last farewell
for the time being and steamed out to the
craft that was to take us some sixty miles
south. Having been transferred to the
craft, a heavy cable was made fast; the
anchor was heaved, the little tug put on
steam, and amidst the shadows of coming
darkness we were moving on our way.
'Some two miles out, the cable was loosfmed, and the little tug steamed around
us as a farewell salute, all those on board
shoutin,g good bye and waving hats and
kerchiefs. And once more were we out
-on the broad expanse of the mighty blue,
with sails slowly filling, they being now
the only propellers by which we were carried on our journey. Passing the time in
chat with the skipper or slowly pacing
the deck till nine oclock, we betake ourselves below, and by the rocking of
the boat and swish swash of the
waves, are soon lulled to sleep. When
morning arrives we have but little wmd,
:and all day till near sunset are compelled

to tack, as what wind there is comes from
directly ahead. A strong breeze from
aft at near sunset impels us along
nicely, but before bedtime this has nearly
died away, so that day is breaking when
we arrive in the harbor at New Castle."
As this is a great coal mining district,
ships are seen here from all nations. We
remember having seen one from Boston;
and we wondered how many months it
would be till she had rounded the Horn
and once more arrived at her home dock,
only again to be laden for a trip to some
far off port, while the anxious mothers,
wives or sisters of those on board awaited
with heartfelt anxiety for the return of
the wanderers. Then our own condition
flashed before us, and we mused upon our
contemplated return when the years had
expired, and the work allotted to us had
been completed. We wondered if ever
again on this side the shores of eternity
we should meet with those to whom we
had extended the parting hand ere we had
reclined behind the iron horse that, puffing and snorting had emitted clouds of
steam or sparks of fire till many a weary
and wasteless track had been travereed or
beautiful agrieultural and grazing lands
had been left behind; or those that had
offered their kindly adieus just a short
time prior to our embarking from our
native shores.
Time, the great arbiter
of human affairs, can alone solve
the problem, unless the voice of inspiration speaks forth to unlock the
mysterious future, whose great door
swings back at the voice of her bidding
and openR up to our mind the events as
clearly as though they had already transpired. But I willingly await the slowmoving pendulum of futurity's clock, till
the last moment shall have pa~sed into
the tense of time gone by; and then, if
my muse does not mistake, I shall once
more stand before the assemblages called
to ao duty for eternity, and in my own
native land lift my voice again in defense
of him who at one time waR hated of all
men. But why subject the brain to the
task of future's problems?
This will not land us from the little
timber craft, neither give your readers any
idea of New Castle. About nine o'clock
next morning we were take ashore, but as
this article has already lengthened out we
omit a description of this place and what
we have since done, for the future.
QuEEN'S FERRY, December, 1888.
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DEATH.
BY ELDER M. T. SHORT.

mHE last lingering rays of an autumn
J 1' sun creep up the woodland heights;
the breeze is dying with the expiring
day; the variegated forest is blushing
with serene loveliness; the wardrobe of
nature in the vegetable kingdom is changing her emerald suit to buff and gold,
dun and brown.
The leafy bowers pale
beneath the corroding hand of time, and
the very life from out the verdant host is
claimed by old Jack Frost. For a while
some varietie8 are bathed in blood; but
presently they succumb to the inevitable,
bow reverently, fall gracefully, crisp
briefly. Thence chemical decay lays a
tribute to form the dark mould, all to
rejuvenate the earth. The laws of organization and dissolution are as inevitable
and inexorable as those of supply and
demand.
In the great laboratory of universal
nature the key that sends the sap from
the branch and down the trunk; that
prostrates the wild flower; that unmasks
the dense forest and locks up the
babbling brook, will reverse the action
about the time of the vernal equinox, and
set the forces uf resurrected life bounding
through the glad world.
The beating
pulse within the hand that guides this pen,
while it speaks of vital force and anima·
tion, is but a muffled drum of a funeral
march from the cradle to the tomb, unless
peradventure, a kind providence would
graciously interpose.
While bruin in the den and the seeds
·On the plain lay dormant throughout
the winter season this sleep, akin to death,
1s but a natural rest. The bee in the cell,
the cricket of the marsh, the frog of the
pool, the insects of the swamp, the finny
tribes of the stream, the serpent of the
·cave, all revive and come forth as the
globe rocks on her axis and swings back
towards her summer solstice.
In this prophecy of dame nature, with
the often recurring periodical fulfillments
thereof, the sorrow and pangs of death
are but the key-board of fate and the
loud harbinger of life. What we term
death is but a momentary transition; but,
iri the words of the immort'1l poet, "life
is real;" therefore we should look well to
the latter, whereas the former will take

care of itself. Our existence goes forth
with the tide of time, but the eternal
shore is ever in view, with a well kept
harbor and a beacon light.
The much loved "Herald" may chronicle the departure of those of different
age, sex and condition, while we will only
glance at the phenomenon in a general
way.
The "pale horse" of the Apocalypse-Revelations 6: 8, may charge the
mortal host; but the tread of the mystic
hoof and the breath of his nostrils strike
through with forlorn terror. The recurrence and frequency of the "beck and
call" is a painful reminder that he is
no respecter of riches, rank, intellect, or
person.
The immortals alone are not
subject to change or decay, neither are
their works of a temporary kind. To
follow blindly carnal inclinations is death
in a moral and spiritual sense, and usually,
invites an early demise; whereas the converse holds good in every respect to a meek
follower of Calvary's bleeding Lamb. If
the lively interest of the Infinite judge is
forthcoming for our peace and prosperity,
verily we walk not forsaken and alone.
"The memory of the just is blessed."
"The righteouo shall be in everhsting
remembrance."
"His righteousness endureth forever."
The king, even the
king's son, shall deliver the poor and
needy. "He shall redeem their soul from
deceit and violence; and precious shall
their blood be in his sight." "Precious
in the sight of the Lord is the death
of his Saints." The omnipotent Father
careth for the sparrows; heareth the
ravens and numbereth the hairs of the
head.
He also sendeth his angels to
instruct and deliver the living, cheer and
comfort the dying and escort the righteous dead to the realms of delight; and
thus they co-operate while the eternal
ages roll.
The Seer of .Moab, the subject of King
Balak, was instructed to curse "the dust
of Jacob;" but blessings followed, and, as
explanatory, the prophet reported, "must
I not take heed to speak that which the
Lord hath put in my mouth? Let me die
the death of the righteous, and let my last
end be like his." Elimelech of Bethlehem-J udah, in a time of sore famine
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departed to sojourn in the Moabite territory. The family tarried their decade of
years, during which the father died, the
two sons married, and finallv died without issue. Naomi, the aged ~·iclow, hearing of plenty in the Holy Land, arose to
kiss her foreign, yet dutiful daughters-inlaw, and bid them a long ancl lasting
adieu. The one named Orpha, after tender maternal counsel, advice, exhortation,
and blessings, with reluctant footstep and
aching heart, returned "back unto her
people and unto her gods;" but Ruth, of
immortal renown, who became the wife
of Boaz-"a mighty man of wealth"-persistently implored: "lntreat me not to
leave thee, or to return from following
after thee; for whither thou goest I will
go; thy people shall be my people, and
thy God my God; where thou clicst will
I die, and there will I be buried; tbe
Lord do so to me and more also if aught
but death part thee and me." She was
the mother of Jessie and tbe grandparent
of David, the inspirational poet of Israel
and genealogical progenitor of .Jesus
Christ.
· Job, an Arabian prince, or patriarch of
distinction and property, beheld the vascillating vicissitudes of his own estate and
the frail tenure of man, under the most
extraordinary, unique and trying circumstances he preserved his equilibrium and
maintained his integrity and kept patiently the even tenor of his way.
When
disasters multiplied, fortune fled away,
foes increased, friends absconded, disease
raged, and even his helpmate weakened,
and his life seemed suspended in a halance-"hair hung and breeze shaken"the Spirit that teaches about and accomplishes the resurrection enabled the
patient, sincere, upright man to proclaim;
"0h, that my words were now written!
oh, that they were printed in a hook!
That they were graven with an iron pen
and lead in the rock forever! For I know
that my Redeemer liveth, and that he
shall stand in the latter clay upon the
earth." He knew that he would die, and
go "the way of all the earth." He was
apprised that his earthly tabernacle would
consume away and become food for the
worms. He was aRsured that the inanimate dust would he resuscitated, that in
his fle8h he would walk upon a glorified
earth and behold the king in beauty and
for himself-

The psalmist turned his lyre to the
beauties of universal nature, the providence m•1cl fatherly care of God, the·
grandeur and perpetuity of the kingdom,.
the redemption of man and the ecstatic
delight and adamantine strength and im-'
maculate purity of the redeemed and
immortal.
The evangelistic prophet chimes in
with, "Together with my dead body shall
they arise." Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Daniel,
and others of ancient fame, have looked
beyond the portals, while the New Testament is replete with evidences and soul
cheering proofs of the life of which this
is hut the prelude.
The myriads of the wee denizens of
the tropical seas that contribute their
existence and life to throw up the dangerous coral reef and lagoon-adorned islands
are regularly and perioflically succeeded
by innumerable millions destined to a
similar fate and end; and thus the silent
procession moves on, the endless chain
revolves. Near three score of centuries
have dropped into the reservoir of houndless duration since man was brought hack
to a reconstructed world and told to
re-people, replenish, and occupy the
whole earth. 'l'he rolling sphere is the
Creator's, in fee simple, hence his image
is at best a tenant at will. At the rate of
three generations to the hundred years
one hundred and sevnty-Rix and seventysix one lmndredths have been chronicled.
While "seed time and harvest" succeed
in regular gradation, while the kernel
and germ of to-clay are harbingers and
heralds of to-morrow, our homes will be
invaded by the unborn hosts yet to b~.
Dynasties have risen and figured, flourish~c
eel and fell.
Valor and patriotism, avarice and pride have been found in the·
march of events. Regal Rplenclor and
squalid want have been coupled close together. Intellectual fame and animated
vigor have overshadowed ignorance and
indolence. Virtue and vice have clashed
steel on a thousand battle fields.
Christian Europe is in martial array the~\e
times; munitions and accoutrements of
war are beggaring civilization; unhappy
monarchs and unruly subjects characterize the crowned powers, while the old
sick world is all honey-combed with treason. The God of nature suffered on the
cruel cross ere he entered into fulness of
glory, and why will not his footstool go
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through the crucible of death ere she
is glorified ,in immortal youth?
His satanic majesty seeks to embitter
life, derange the brain, enfeeble the body,
contaminate the soul, hasten death, land
in and supervise over in hell.
His power has been curtailed, and his jurisdiction
abridged by the Son of David, who partook of "flesh a,nd blood" "that through
death he might destroy him that had the
power of death, that is, the devil; and
deliver them who though fear of death
were all their lifetime subject to bondage." The one "mighty to save," has
atoned for original sin, spoiled "principalities and powers," burst the bars of
the grave, brought "life and immortality
to light," coped with "spiritual wickedness in high places," is "alive forevermore," and holds "the keys of hell and of
death."
He mediates, intercedes and
advocates now; but when he will come in
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his glory he will re-erect and ascend
"the throne of the Lord of Jerusalem,"
and from thence "reigns over the house
of .J aeob forever, and of his kingdom
there shall be no end." His magnetic
presence and righteous rule will assuage
all grief, allay pain, tranquilize the heart,
·soothe the spirit, immortalize the body,
re-nnite the whole wide dispersed family
of God, happify thP blooming dominion,
and everlastingly vanqqish man's most
persistent, ancient, implacable foe-death.
Martha said unto JeRus: "Lord, if thou
hadst been here my brother had not died."
Let the grand wo1:k of preparation go on
with accelerated speed. The Bridegroom
is ready and waiting for the spouse to
adorn herself with the nuptial robes and
the jewels both rich and rare.
If we
have on the whole armor of the Lord we
can ever abide ill his pnsence; wherefore
comfort one another with these words.

OF MY EARLY LIFE.

BY .JOHN HAWLEY.

'ffiHERE is a structure which every boy
J 1' or girl, man and woman, is building,
·each one for him or herself.
It is called
character, and every act is a stone in the
edifice. It is a building that will effect
us in this life and in the life to come.
Take heed how you build it. Our minds
are given to us, but our character we
must make. 'l'he germ is not the tree, the
acorn is not the oak, neither is the mind
the character. The mind is the garden;
the character is the fruit; who will he
tl.e gardener?
God has given you the
mind; man has to make his own character. The mind is the white page and the
character is the kind of writina 1vc put
on it; shall it be good or bad?
The
mind is the store, the counting room, and
the character is the profits on the trade:
large profits are made from quick sales
a,nd small percentage.
Great characters are made from little
acts and efforts. Good deeds grow into
noble years, and the years as they pass
by grow into a beautiful structure that
will endure forever to our praise and
·God's glory.
A good .character is a precious thing,

above rubies, gold coins, crowns, or earthly kingooms, and the work of making it
is the grandest and noblest one of
earth's architects. A good character is
one of the highest objects of a man's life.
It is well to put the standard high,
even though yon may not be able altogether to realize it. "The youth," says
Disraeli, the ex-prime minister of the British Empire, "who does not look up, will
look down," and the spirit that does not
soar and behold the wondrous works of
nature and nature's God will he destined
to grovel in a low state near the earth.
He who has a high standard of living and
thinking will be better off than one
having 'none at all.
Character is like the stock in trade, the
more you have of it the more yon have
the greater facilities of adding to it.
A
good character is a power in any community; its moral influence is strong;
like a magnet it draws; it makes friends,
creates funds, draws patronage and support from those around, and opens a sure
way to honor, business, and wealth. Little actions, words and deeds, soon discovers character. Truth should always be a
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great corner stone in character. It is the
"Nil Desperand um" (never despair) of
human life.
It surmounts like the eagle
all difficulties. The standard of character
is the value of human progression. The
nation that undervalues character is low
and barbarous.
J nst as a man prizes his
character so is he. This is the true standard of a man.
Strength and power of a character
depend on two things, namely, power of
will and power of self restraint.
It
requires two things for its existence,strong feelings, and a strong command
over them.
It is here a great many people make mistakes; (I too); they take
strong feelings for strong character.
A
man who will make his wife and little
ones quake because of hi;;; will power to
be obeyed in all things, is not a strong
man.
He is weak; his passions are
strong. The power and strength of character is not in the feelings; but when a man
has the simplicity and the humility of a
child when it is required, he must have the
strength and power and will to stand
up for the truth in all questions of verac-

ity.
He must be chaste, not easily provoked; he must be forgiving, and yet
restrain himself,-that man is a strong
individual, and one who will draw.
TruthfulnesR, integrity, and goodness are
traits in character that can not hang,
in life, on every man's breath. Gentleness, deportment, honeRty, and caution
are needed in character~ they are to character what love and reverence are to
religion.
The character of power is
higher in the sense that know ledge is
power. What would you think of seeing
an educated pick-pocket, or an accomplished highwayman in Philadelphia?
and yet such is the case.
Mind without
heart, intelligence without conduct, cleverness'without goodness, are powers only
for mischief and wrong doing.
Let the people sneer, scoff, laugh, and
ridicule (who will) at an upright, onward
course, even if it be called by the name
of "Mormonism," it will soon evince to
the world that there is more independence in a forgiving smile, than, there
is in the society of the mean and vulgar.

KEEPING THE FOUNTAIN PURE.
mHESE are davs in which self-indul1' gence in its ~arious forms is taking
on a great many fine names, when laxity
of principle styles itself liberality, and
lack of self-control passes for spontaneity.
Let us not forget that the old responsibilities are still binding upon us.
The
battle of virtue and piety is to be fought
at the fountain of the heart, where all the
passions of our nature assemble to drink.
The thoughts are as much the subjects of
moral control and moral re;;:ponsibleness
as the conduct. Our Savior has put that
at rest forever. He who is angry with
his brother is a murderer.
He who
indulges an unlawful feeling commits the
offense to which it tends.
I do not say
that we can prevent all wrong thoughts
from springing in the mind; but •ve can
deny. them shelter, we can drive them
forth. "Evil in the mind of God or man
may come and go unblamed, so unapproved."
J

There is no end to the riot to which an
unbridled imagination may run, no mischief to the soul so deadly that unlicensed
thinking may not affect it. Evil thoughts
that never come to evil actions mayJ-uin
the soul, for to some natures thinking
is action.
Their life begins and ends
in thinking; and all its springs, all its
emotions, affections, tastes, may be perverter], soured and debased by mere
unhallowed, unregulated, and wild thinking. It is because thought has been an
adnlt<,rer that some hitherto discreet and
sober man, every now and then, astOUf\dS
society with a s~1dden breach of c1ebau6hery.
It is because thought has been a
murderer that the respectable and influential member of society awake;; the horror
of his class bv a de.ed of blood. It is
because thougl1t has been a robber that
the merchant of long-establiRhed honor
suddenly proves a guilty defaulter. It is
because thought has long been intem-
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perate that drunkenness unexpectedly
overtakes the man or woman of discretion
and supposed self-control.
Regulate the thoughts.
Have order,
purity, truth, and honor there.
Let
obedience to God, submission to duty,
begin with the affections and the sentiments.
Think nothing and on nothing
which stirs dangerous passions and wrong
desires. Do not fancy yourself stronger

than others who have fallen in the path of
wild speculation, unlicensed thinking,
and vain imaginations. Avoid the dizzy
road of novel and eccentric opinions.
Respect the testimony of age and the
wisdom of society; and you will find that
out of a heart thus regulated and controlled there will not proceed "evil
thoughts, murders, adulteries, fornications, th<'fts, false witness, blasphemies."
~Selected.

To ouR young readers we wish to say, Read with
car,-, the article in thi~ number entitled, "An
Early Reminiscence." It was furnislwd at our
earnest request, by the young- friend whose
experience it is and who we had heard relate it
as a passing ineident of her life. To us it is
more than a passing incident. It is an example
of true heroism and relia1H·e upon God; of love
for hi~ truth and faithfulness in vindicating it,
which we would thank Ci9d to see imitated by
every young Saint who reads tl1ese lines. And
let us S<ty to you that even the c-areless, the
inrlifferent and the wieked, respeet fn· more
hig-hly the indiviclual who is not afraid tn avow
and defeml hb or hel' principles, than they do
the one who ads as if ashamed of the faith
tlwy profess to !JelieYe, and this without reference to that honor which God will give to those
who honor him.

IN this issue we present our readers with a brief
biographical shetch of Elder T. J. Andrews,
late of California, whose loss was deeply felt by
hundreds of God's people, who had known and
loved him. His home in San Frar:eisco was
ever the home of the ministry and might well
have been termed "The S<tints' Rest."
It is not so complete as we could wish, but it
will awaken memories in the hearts of those
who knew him, whieh will lead up to the fnlness standing out in the kindly acts and words
of the man they knew, anct which have been
laid away with his mernor~' in secret places of
the heart. \Ve are indebt0d to si;;ter Andrews
for dates and to brother E. C. Briggs, who knew
him intimately and loved him well, for other
facts.

-.~:O:U:N:D

A REQUEST from a sister for bright pictures to make
attractive the otherwise bare walls of the schoolroom, suggests the thought that there may be others
among the readers of AUTUMN LEAVES who are teachers and would like to know how to do a little decorating at a trifling expense.
We devote this number ofthe "Round Table,'' therefore, to the school-room, but the house-moti1er will
find several useful hints in it for brightening up the
horne as well.

"THE SCHOOL-ROOM BEAUTIFUL."
Obtain a few yards of five-cent glazed cambricscarlet, light blue and pink; a few yards of dark red
Canton flannel, or cotton plush, as it is now called, a
yard or two of old gold, and as much scarlet of the
same material as the purse allows; two papers of

upholsterer's tackR, one large and one small, a paper
of double pointed carpet tacks, a few ten cent packages of Diamond dyes, cardinal, bright blue, and old
gold; a couple of dozen of folding Japanese fans. that
come very cheap, but are of good designs and bright
colors; some manila paper, the largest ~beets used for
wrapping in stores-a dozen or so, and as much best
blank newspaper, clPar white, from the local office,
and a bunch of longest white splints. This is all you
need to purchase
The paper-hanger will give you
remnants of rich bright borders, some quite broad,
and sample books of wall-papers containing good sized
pieces in variety. If you can get a few sheets of dark
blue paper used in crockery stores for wrapping, you
will find it very useful. Of the uses of these materials
more presently.
Of course we must have pictures or something to
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take their place. If the children are invited to bring
unframed ones not in use at home, they will respond
generously, and some will be suitable, others not.
There will be chromos too glaring to be used for the
walls, but they may be pinned for a few days against
the blackboard, for eo lor of object or language lessons,
and the donor is just as happy as if his offering were
honored by a permanent place in the decorations.
But never slight anything contributed in this way;
m<tke use of it somehow, and make the most of it, and
then return it with kind praise to the little donor for
him to h>Lve again at home.
Keep a large Wonder Box into which all sorts of
remarkable objeets ma.v go, to be resurrected for illustrations or amusement on rainy days, or to use in
language work. It may be covered with cretonne
and form a hright spot of color as it stands on the
,platform. Highly colored chromos are subdued by a
margin of cream-tinted manila paper pinned upon the
wall where the picture is to be. Then the original
margin from the chromo and fasten it upon the manila,
with as wide a margin as practicable, six inches is
none too wide. If the picture is very large, the
manila paper must be cut the right width and fittPd
around the chromo, because the sheet was not large
enough to serve a back and margin both. Mitre the
corners of these strips by cutting the ends of two
opposite oRes diagonally to lap over the ends of the
others, which are to be left straight If the c~!romo
is dull and dark, use white paper for a margin. to
bring out what color there is. When it is arranged
·use smallest tacks to fasten all in place, and frame it
later
Use plenty of engravings in a room and few chromos.
It is better to have all the pictures chromos on one
wall, and all engravings on another. For good woodcuts that are large enough to frame, look over old
numbers of Harper's Weekly or some such illustrated
paper, especially the Christmas numbers, and select
those of boldest outlines,-a two-page-sized head of a
horse or some other animal, a copy of some famous
painting, an Arab standing by his camel on the desert
sands. You will find hosts of them verv suitable for
school-room purposes, both decorative and educational.
Only let them be striking in effect, and bordered with
a very wide margin of white paper. Carefully trim
the edges close to the engraving, leaving none of its
own margin. These for the larger spaces; for smaller
places panel-shaped or square wood-cuts from magazines mounted in the same way upon a paper margin
against the wall. Just tack them, do not paste, as it
wrinkles bJth picture and margin.
Now the frames. For small pictures use splints
died cardinal red, woven with rustic corners and
tacked over yonr picture against the wall. At the
top, when done, stick a few dried brown rushes or
sprays of grass or grain relieved against the white
wall.
All our pictures must be framed without glass, it is
so costly. Some of the large ones may have a frame
of the rich paper border containing gilt. Either mitre
the corners, or use a Japanese fan to cover the joining
at each corner, doing all with tacks. Consider your
picture well to decide whether you will use this or a
frame yon will make of a dark red cotton plush. Of
the latter cut off a piece long enough for the longest
side of two large engravings of equal size, outside of
margin and allowing for corners. Out it lengthwise
into four strips. Now cut a shorter one for the ends
into four lengthwise strips likewise. Out thick paper
strips not quite as wide to line these and fold edges of
plush narrowly over and tack them with needle and
thread back and forth across the back. Then fold the

side strips to diagonal ends and lap over the other end
strips, tacking all neatly just over the outside of margin of nionnted picture. Have the nap go from left to
right on the side strips and from top to bottom on the
ends, so that when dusted the frame will not become
roughened as it would if urushed ag"inst the nap.
You would hardly credit the richness of effect of these
simple frames, tiil they are sEen. Do not have too
many, but three or four of them.
N;w some substitutes for pictures A banner of
dark red or scarlet cotton plush, oblong in shape,
tacked nigh upon the wall. Have it about a yard
long when finished. Place a six inch band of old
gold plush at the top and one about nine inches broad
at the bottom, with the lower hal( of the depth
slashed up into fringe about one-fourths of an inch
wide
With double pointed tacks nail upon this
panel a long vine of clematis with its feathery tails
and all its leaves. It will dry in place and be beautiful as a painting against the rich ~olor of its background; or, use large branches of thistle, or of smoke
tree, or of anything· that looks well when.dry, only it
must be airy enough to let the color show through,
bringing out the design.
In another place tack long narrow panels of the
dark blue paper, and put a border of red splints across
the top, and a broader one at the bottom, but none on
the sides; on these fasten spra.vs of oak with leaves
and acorns, containing-one a hangbird's nest, the
other any littJe bird's nest. Tiwse are wonderfully
,
pretty, and the children love to Aee them.
ln decorating a school-room use plenty of color,
especially red. It warms and furnishes the bareness
more than anything else. Yon can scarcely have too
much of it, but it must be judiciou,Jy and appropriately used. A large square of dark red plush sot on
its angle on the wall, with an embossed head or any
rather small picture in the center, is an easy ·ornament to arrange
An old shade hat nailed under
a picture. flattened and tied with a bow ot scarlet
cambric, then tilled with thistles, pressed ferns, sprays
of pressed green leaves or or' autumn leaves, cattails,
coarse lteads of grass OJ' grain, or a fan nailed on the
wall like a basket to hold the same sort of things, is a
good ornament.
A word abou~ pressed leaves. Be sure to preserve
the branclt on which they grew, or have another of
the same species. When they come out of press cut
short lengths or wire- that raveled from the. w~ire net
used for screens is good. Twist the wire firmly about
the stem of the leaf and put it back on a node f the
branch as it grew. Then you bend them as you
like into poAiLion, and it is very natural.
Maple branches either green or red, blackberry
sprays with their dry berries still on, oak branches
with acorns, chestnut twigs with burrs. pine and fir
branches with their cones, may be nailed' up over
doors and windows or against panels of dark blue paper
with excellent effect. In large places, hard to fill, a
group of sweet corn with its -full length stalk and all
its leaves, and the flower tassels dyed cardina~ red,
finished with a huge bow of light blue cambric ~t the
bottom, is fine; also long stalks of cattails arranged in
the same way. If you are on the Pacific Slope, or in
the South, you have palms. Use three fan palm
leaves, in some huge space, nailed well to the wall
and finished with a great scarlet bow. Also pampas
grasses are easy to obtain. Of thA latter, use two
dozer, in a cluster; keep the handsomest ones white
but dye half-old gold, bright blue, or Eosine pink.
Have the dye warm but do not use the mordant. Dip
the grasses slowly and after they are well saturated,
lay to dry in a clean place.
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A

WINTER PASSAGE

No.5.

ON THE A'l'LANTIO.

BY ELDEH .TOSEPH F. BUHTON.

N
the good brigantine "Forward,"
IScotia,
left London, bound for Halifax, Nova
the crew consisting of eight per1860

sons-the captain, mate, second mate and
cook, in the cabin, and four able seamen
in the forecastle.
She left the downs
early in December, and after a good run
down the channel, carried a strong southeast wind as far westward as the banks of
Newfoundland. Towards evening of the
eighth day out, she met a long, heavy
swell coming from the northwest which
increased in volume as the clay wore on,
and the clouds grew blacker, the rain
·squalls were heavier, and followed each
·other in quick succession. And as the
crest of a long northwest swell would
meet the crest of the old sea, each seemingly striving for the mastery, they would
send their spray far in the air with a
shivering noise while the low soughing
and moaning of the wind added to the
awfnlness of the impending conflict of
elements.
The captain (who had received the title
of N eptnne, from his crew), tall and
straight, greybearded, with sun-burnt
features, and every inch of a ,;eaman,
gave his orders to the mate in an extra
firm tone of voice, "Put extra gaskets on
the furled sails, extra lashings on the
spars and water casks on deck, fasten the
hatches and batten them down good ancl
strong, for we will have a dirtv night of
it." The heavy swell from the ;wrthwest
made the vessel roll and lurch a bout; the
:nen >vorkecl quickly and silently, securmg everything movable with extra lashings; the mainsail and main-stay-sail are
close reefed, the bonnet taken offthe fore'staysail; and as the clouds gather blackness the men move about gloomily, look-

ing earnestly to leeward.
As the sun
sinks behind thick clouds of darkness, the
whole sky looks weirdly wild; the wind
whistles shrilly through the shrouds of
the rigging, as the little vessel plunges
and jerks in the now heavy head sea. The
low murmuring of the sea increases as the
night wears on; the rain falls in torrents
in the squalls, the thunder fairly crashing
around the heads of the crew, while the
lightning flashes reveal their anxious
countenances as they await the bursting
of the storm.
Suddenly a deluge of water from the
thick clouds falls upon the deck of the
little brig as though it would swamp her
if it could. The clouds seemed not able
to empty themselves fast enough by raining. Then followed a calm for a few
minutes, when a northwest gale in its fury
burst upon them, heeling the vessel over
nearly on her beam ends and holding her
steadily in that position, its very force
leveling the sea for the moment, while
upon the tips of the yards and mast-heads
are seen the balls of fire (phosphoric light)
called by sailors "compazants," indicating
to them that the storm was at its height.
After the first sweep of the storm is over
the vessel rights a little, and the yet
irregular sea hegins to run quite high.
1'he storm staysail is bent and set and the
vessel is "hove to" under it, and the close
reefed main-staysail and the fore-staysail.
Just after midnight and preceding a squall
she shipped a very heavy sea which swept
the deck of extra spare boat and watercasks, carrying away the lee bulwarks and
bursting the fore and main-staysails,
which were quickly torn by the storm
into ribbons. The brig lay rolling and
wallowing all the rest of the night,
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occasionally the sea making a clean breach
over her.
When the morning dawned, the vessel
looked desolate indeed ; yet saddest
of all, the second mate-Neptune's sonhad been hurt during the night. The
heavy sea which swept the deck washed
him away from the pumps into the lee
scuppers, and one of the spars which had
just been broken adrift had jammed him
against the after-house crushing his chest
and otherwise injuring him so badly that
he had to be carried into the cabin. That
morning, after eight bells, the captain consulted vvith the officers; note was made of
the damage done by the storm, and it was
concluded best to square away for St.
Thomas in the \Vest Indies for repairs.
The lower topsail was set, the foresail
reefed and set, the storm-staysail taken in,
the yards squared, the helm put up, and
the good brig, "Forward" bounded and
skipped over the waves before the northwest gale like the chased deer fleeing over
the hills pursued by hunters. But there
was sorrow on board. For "Neptune's"
son, the second mate, loved by all the
crew, lay in the cabin suffering intensely.
Such suitable remedies as the medicine
chest contained were used, bnt did not
afford much relief from the great pain
which raeked his frame. Fever ensued,
his lips grew black and thiek. His mind
wandered, and for two days be lay suffering acutely. On the evening of the seconfl
day, as the sun was sinking in the west,
the crew gathered aft, for the second
mate was dying. His voice grew faint;
his breath grew shorter, and at last he
slept to waken again at the great resurrection morn.
The storm had spent itself, but the
northwest gale had run the vessel into the
Tropics. And as she was now "running
down the trades," these warm, balmy
winds were in pleasing contrast with the
cold, boisterous winds of the northern
latitudes.
Low, ancl slowly that night, the sailors
struek the bells noting the hours and
watches of the night. Silently the watches
were changed. At length the sun arose
in a clear sky; the sea is regular and
smooth; no sail is in sight, and the good
brig, "Forward," is rolling on her course
"suthard" through the eternal waters of
earth's vast ocean alone on the deep. The
dead body was prepared by kind and lov-

ing hands for burial; his hair is combed
back from his square forehead; his eyes
are closed; the lips arc slightly parted.
He seemed asleep; and the smile on his
face might denote that he was dreaming
of home, of mother, brother, sister, of one
whose likeness he kept between the leaves
of the Bible his mother gave him long ago
when first he left home for a sailor's life!
Clad in his "go-ashore" suit, he seems
already prepared to answer, Aye aye, sir!
to the angel who shall make the loud call
~o all those who sleep in the mighty
deep, All hands, arise! The rough, but
kind hands of the sailors are again called
into requisition. The casket which is to
contain his form must be prepared, ancl
therefore the canvas, commencing at the
feet, is sewed together; first pl~cing at
the feet some pieces of iron, and so the
sewing goes on until the breast is reached.
"Wait," says the mate; "let us look at
him as long as we may." The plank is
now laid, one end on the rail of the
vessel amidships, and the other end on a
temporary seaffol~ing on deck, anrt over
all a flag is placed. The "ensign" is
hoistert half mast; the square sails are
hauled "aback;" the "Forward" stops her
speed; all hands gather at the rail, for the
body has been brought from the cabin
and placed with the fcot toward the.rail
upon the plank. One by one the sailors,.
cook, mate, and last of all the captain,
takes a last look of his much loved son.
Wait a little and let him look. Suppose
yon do sec the great tears roll down his
weather-beaten cheeks! vVhat if you do
see his tall frame shake and heave, with a
swelling heart filled with sorrow! iis not
he a brave seaman!
Yes, indeed; . and
therefore a kind and loving father! And
what if the rough sailor did hesitate to
draw the twine through the canvas which
should forever shut out from view the
gentle face of their shipmate! And what
if scalding tears course down the cheeks
of those mariners on that lonely ocean at
twilight when about to consign th,c Jorm
of their loved companion to the kef:lping
of mother ocean until "the sea shall give
up its dead!"
But the palm and twine have done their
work; and now the mate reads slowly and
solemnly: "The Lord gave and the I"ord
hath taken away. Blessed be the name
of the Lord. As it hath pleased Almighty
God to take unto himself the spirit of our
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dear brother and companion, we therefore commit his body to the great deep
in the sure and certain hope of the resurrection to eternal life through our Lord
Jesus Christ who, when the sea shall give
up its dead, shall change this body that it
may be like unto His glorious body. I
am the re::mrrection and the life, saith the
I~ord, and whosoever liveth and believeth
in me shall never die; and he that believeth in me though he were dead, yet shall
he live again."
The plank with its burden is slowly
moved over the rail, the inboard end
raised gently and the body moves slowly
clown, parts the soft yielding waters, and
quickly sinks to its grave in the absolute
silence and darkness of ocean's depths!
The waters gather again instantly; all
hands stand silently looking, while the
beat of the waves against the unmoving
vessel is heard. How awful the quickness
of the burial; how absolute and sudden
the separation from the fondly loved
form! At last the mate gives his orders
quietly,- "Put away the plank." The
captain still looks to the places where the
waters so quickly gathered to itself his
son. Again the mate speaks: "Shall we
fill away, sir?" 0, the agony spoken in
that groan!
That wail from that old
man!
Who shall say ought if the
briny waters did run clown his face
like a river, or that his frame did tremble
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in his grief, or that every mariner them
wept with their noble captain as he reali11ecl the entire separation from his son;
for no marble marks the spot where lies
the remains of thousands of earth's sons
and daughters in the darkness of the deep.
No visits can he made nor flowers placed
or planted upon the graves of those over
whom the ocean rolls aud keeps guard;
yet the Angel of the resurrection will
speak and the sea will give up its deadnot one shall be missing there. For a few
moments all hands gave themselves up to
grief. And why not?
She sun has moved on anfl dipped below
the horizon; the stars are twinkling so
calmly; the tradewind blows gently; but
the "Forward" still lies with her sails
aback. Again the mate speaks,-"Captain, is it not better that we should fill
away? You will soon feel better. Come;
let us 2:0 aft."
He ;t'nswers, "Do as yon choose."
The mate then' gives orders to fill away;
the men at the braces haul the yards
around so slowly, so gently, for the captain is still at the rail. Steadily the sails
fill; the "Forward" forges ahead; the
moon rises and casts a glow across the
waters as the good brig moves steadily
on her voyage, leaving the unmarked
grave and its precious hurthen in the care
and keeping of Him who knoweth all
things and doeth all things well.

STEAMER.

BY DOLLIE.

Out upon the ocean, yonder,
Far from sii'ht of human eye,
Sailed a ~hip, The Ocean Steamer,
And the sea was tossing high.

Morning broke, the storm abated,
And they reached the shore at last;
Talking to each one that met them,
Of the storm through IYhich they'd past.

All the cl'ew was filled with terror;
Not a single help was there;
All save ohe, who, trusting upward,
Sent an earnest, quiet prayer.

But the anguish that they suffered,
On that awful stormy night,
Kot a single tongue could utter,
Kor a gilded pen could write.

"Oh thou God of all creation,
Guide us safely o'er the sea;
For thou knowest we are helpless."
Comes the answer, "Trust in me."

Yes; they landed there in safety,
Those that never pray at all;
Anchored just as safe in harbor,
As the one whose Christ is ALL.

And he knew, that, bending calmly,
In a room so warm and bright,In a humble little cottage,
Prayed a loving wife that night.

Not so, comrads, when they're sailing
From this, to the better land;
Thev will never reach the harbor
Safely with the Christian band.

LA;;IONI, 1889.
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AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF APOSTLE
,

ISTER FRANCES:-By your request
I will attempt to give the readers of
"Autumn Leaves" as brief and as concise
a history of my life as would be reasonable.
I shall have to trust to memory, as I have
not kept a diary and thus recorded the
important events of my life as perhaps I
should have done. A very interesting history my whole life wonld make if written,
I think I can justly say without egotism;
but your columns can not be occupied
with but only a few of the most important incidents in my life's history.
I was boi·n of parents in whose veins
ran both English and German blood, and
on mv father's side some Scotch-Irish
blood.'' I first saw the light of day in Germantowu, twenty-first ward of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, on the 7th of March,
1838. My father's name was Henry Smith
and my mother's maiden. name was :Mary
Ann Boyer.
I am a descendant on my
mother's side of the Allen's and Horner's of
upper and central New Jer~<ey. My mother's father, .John Bover, had a number of
brothers, and from "them that branch of
the Boyer family has been widely scattered
and numerously reproduced. At five years
of age I was sent to school, and made
rapid progress, having a fine retentive
memory.
I spent about eight years in
various selwols in Philadelphia.
In the
year 18.5:1 I united with the Independent
Christian Church of Philadelphia, Rev.
.John G. Wilson pastor.
I was then fifteen vears old.
This church was in
harmo.ny with the "Christian Connection,"
or "New Lights" as they were commonly
called, but did not belong to any Association or Conference of that body; therefore it was called the "Independent
Christian Church." It had formerly been
called the "Ebenezer Methodist Protestant Church," hut as Mr. vVilson, its pastor, could not endorse the creed of that
church, particularly in its teachings on
the subject of the future punishment of
the wicked, he and most of the congregation ·withdrew from the Methodist Protestant body and became independent. :Mr.
Wilson was a close Bible student; and
being untrammeled by creeds, he soon
discovered and preached many truths far
in advance of ministers of the clay.
Among the doctrines taught by him were
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Christ's second personal coming; his
reign on earth during the millennium; the
restoration of the throne and kingdom of
David; the regathering of all the house
of Israel to the land of their fathers; the
subjugation of the heathen nations to the
rule of the Messiah; the resurrection of
those who are Christ's at his coming, and
the rest of the dead at the end of the
thousand years; and the final restoration
of all mankind to the favor of God, after
receiving clue punishment for their sins.
So you see that I understood that much
of the "gospel of the kingdom" long
before I had ever heard of the Latter Day
Saints.
When about eighteen years old I began
to study for the ministry under Mr. Wilson, reading: various theological works,
and also stuclying Greek--in which study
I made 0onsiderable progress, so that I
could read it about as well as I could
English; hut since I have belonged to this
church I have had so little use for that
language that I have nearly forgotten all
that I ever knew of it.
I began preaching when about nineteen
years of age.
The first text that I used
was, "I"orc1, what wilt thou have me to
do?"
I used manuscript, and had my
sermon fully written out.
I was invited
to make my maiden effort in a Baptist
Church.
When I entered the building I
glanced up to the pulpit and saw two
hooks lying thereon, which I supposed
were the pulpit edition of the Baptist
Hymn Book; but when I ascended'\;he
pulpit I discovered that one was the
Bible.
I felt tronblec1 in mind then,
because as my manuscript was written on
ordinary sized letter paper, I knew that
when it was opened it would spread out
over the edges of the Bible at least three
inches every way, and I knew that the
congregation would notice that I was
reading my sermon, and I felt ashamed t<?
have them think that. But I had vm;y
little time to think, for it was time to
begin the services.
I read a chapter,
then a hymn; then prayed; then read
another hymn, and as I arose to speak I
pulled the sermon out of my pocket and
placed it, rolled up, on a shelf in the pulpit; and asking the Lord to direct my
thoughts, I took the same text and began
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to speak, and preached for about thirty
minutes with quite good liberty. After
meeting, while walking along the road
with a brother who had accompanied me,
I took out the manuscript and said: "I
will read you a sermon." After reading,
I said: "You see it is on the same text;
now which do you like best?"
"0h," said he, "the sermon you preached in the church is way ahead of this."
Well, I never had use for written sermons after that experience.
About this time I began reading some
books provided by the "Disciples," or
"Christian Church," and I became thoroughly convinced of the necessity of
baptism by immersion for the remission
of sins; and I desired to be baptized, but
I could find no one to baptize me.
The
minister of the only Disciple Church in
Philadelphia was away in Muscatine,
Iowa, and I could not be baptized by any
Baptist minister for none of them believed
in baptizing for remission of sins, but ''as
an outward sign of an inward work of
grace." The same objection I felt to
hold good against Mr. Wilson and the
ministers of the "Christian Connection."
I had in the meantime got three other
young men convinced of the necessity of
baptism for remission of sins; and they
too were anxious to be baptized. We
were in trouble, and we did not know
what to do.
Finally I found a minister
of the "Christian Connection," one J oseph S. Smith, and after two weeks'
steady effort I got him converted to the
doctrine of baptism for remission of sins;
and then, on the 20th of March, 1858, we
were baptized in the Delaware river.
But before I went into the water I said
to the preacher: "Now, Bro. Smith, I do
not want you to say, 'l baptize you 'in the
name of Jesus Christ,' as if you were
authorized of Jesus Christ to do it, for
I do no not believe that there is any body
on earth to-day who is directly commissioned of the Lord Jesus Christ to baptize in his name. You will please say, 'I
hapti7.e you 1·nto the name of Jesus Christ,'
bv which I understand that I take on me
his name. Now if you say in the narn~
you will have to do it over." So he bapti7.ed-immersed me into the name of the
Lord Jesus Christ.
·About this time I heard Elder Miles
Grant and also Elder H. L. Hastings of
the "Advent Christian Church," and also
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Elder George Storrs of the "Life only
in Christ" party. I read much, and soon
embraced the sleep of the dead theory
and the non-immortality of the soul doctrine. The resurrection of the wicked at
Christ's coming, to be judged and burned
up, I could not receive, for I could
see neither sense or justice in raising
people from a state of non-entity, and
utter unconsciousness, to life, and then to
immediately blot them out of existence
again. It seemed to me a wise God would
simply permit them to remain dead, inasmuch as death was to be the punishment
of the wicked. Not sujfe7·1:n.IJ, not rJ.yin,q,
but death, the result or end of dying,
was to be the nature of their punishment,
so the Adventists claimed. Therefore, as
the wicked were already dead, already
extinct, already blotted out of existence, I
was compelled to decide that they would
have no resurrection.
To get rid of
numerous passages of Scripture teaching
the resurrection of all mankind, and of
the nnjust as well as the just, demanded
at my hands an examination of the
"original," and by a good deal of twisting
and turning of Greek articles, preposi~
tions, adverbs, etc., etc., I managed to
explain these Scriptures so that they did
not (to my mind) teach that the wicked
would live again. I hold that the doctrines of the non-immortality of the soul,
and the unconscious state
the dead,
and that man does not possess a conscious, living spirit that survives the
death of the body, will force every man
and woman who will allow himself or
herself to think, or who like mvself are
troubled with large causality anl sense of
justice, to either believe that the ungodly
will be raised to further probation or to
life; or else not be raised at all. I could
not get away from one text particularly,
however, and that was, "It shall be more
tolaoble for Sodom and Gomorrah in the
day of judgment," than for Bethsaida,
Capernaum, Chorazin and other places
where Christ had taught, and wrought his
mighty works. How, said I often, can
there be any difference between the dead
Sodomites and the Capernaumites, if both
are now unconscious and both will be
raised from this state and judged and executed by being burnt up root and
branch.
The only answer any Adventist could
give me, was that "that the people to
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whom Christ preached, etc., would suffer
more and for a longer time in the act of
dying than the Sodomites would;" but
this would not do, because they contend
that death, not dyirl,!j-the state of being
destroyed, and not any s?~ftl,ring attached
to the act of destruction-was the punishment; for the moment they would con·cede that s1pering was the punishment,
they knew they would have to admit
eternal sufferin.IJ to be "eternal punishment,"
and that would never do. So I could
never get it out of my mind that the punishment of the people of Sodom and
Gomorrah was to be less and easier to be
borne than that of the others. Of course
that doctrine upset the non-resurrection
theory altogether, and it confused me in
regard to the state of the dead; and·
finally I was compelled to believe that the
Sodomites and the people of the cities of
Judea would receive different degrees of
punishment in the day of judgme~nt, and
that that punishment could not be annihilation.
Another Scripture, which was also the
saying of Christ, troubled me.
Jesus
said: "Fear not them who kill the body,
and after that have no more that they
can do; rather fear him who can destroy
both body and soul in hell."
I believed
that a man's body with the breath in
it was the soul, or that the man was the
soul, and that when the body was dead,
the soul was dead, or that the man was a
dead soul.
But Jesus seemed to teach
that after the bodv was dead that the soul
could also be kilied; or that after the
man had lost his life, or died, his soul
·could be destroyed or killed. And I saw
that if man had only his breath to keep
him a living sonl, and that by destroying
his life (by killing his body) that his soul
was destroyed (as the Adventists claim)
that man con ld do as much as God could
in the case, for man could burn up the
soul (or life, or the entire man) as much
so as God could; but the truth is that
there is something about man that his
fellow man can not affect, something that
be has no power whatever to destroy and
that God can destroy the body (like man
can) and that other thing also that man
can not kill, even the soul.
There
was one ground that I always assumed
and taught it publicly while holding
those peculiar doctrines of the Adventists, and that was, that while I believed in

the unconscious state of the dead, and in
the destruction of the wicked, yet these
doctrines were not part of the gospel.
"They were true," I said, "but as they
lacked the character of good news o-r
glad tidings they were not gospel truths,
and therefore the belief of them was not
essential to salvation."
In 1861 while holding these various
views, which made me an independent
thinker and kept me from becoming identified with any sect, I went from Philadelphia to Illinois.
I could not find liberty among the
Christian, or New Light people, because
of my Advent views and my position on
baptism; nor could I find a home with
the Disciples because of my Advent
notions and my decided views of the gospel's being "the gospel of the kingdom,"
and because I insisted that we must
believe in Christ's coming and reign on
earth and on the throne of David, etc.
Therefore I could not accept their "three
fact gospel,"-Christ's death, burial and
resurrection,-as being a sufficient faith
or a sufficiently full gospel. I could find
no resting place with the Adventists
becauRe of my view of baptism and my
"Israelitish Kingdom" doctrine, so we had
to form a denomination by ourselves, as
it were, for Sr. Smith, whom I married
January 1st, 1859, stood with me in
my independent faith. I went to Illinois
in 1861, leaving Sr. Smith at home.
While considering the subjec.t of marriage, I was led to suggest to her the
probability that I would have to leave
her and go west, and that while there
I would probably have to leave her amqhg
strangers for a year or so at a time,
while I went elsewhere to preach. I suggestt>d that she might not always have
enough to eat, or all the clothing she
needed at times, and then said think it
over two weeks before you give an
answer to my proposal of marriage.
At
the end of that time she said she was
willing to share life with me, even \ i;f
these things should take place.
Arid
singular as it may appear, all that' I
pictured before her mind came to pass in
after years.
I left in October, and in
.May, 1862, she came to me, traveling
nearly a thousand miles with her year old
child.
In Fayette county, Illinois, near Vandalia, I preached and baptized some
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thirty-five souls and formed Mt. Zion
Christian Church.
Here I was greeted
.as a Mormon, but what that meant, save
polygamy, I did not know.
However,
the people said: "Whether he be a Mormon or not, he preaches the best Bible
doctrine we have ever heard."
I stayed
in this region eleven months, preaching not
less than four times a week. I received in
that time a half dollar and a new soft felt
hat as my salary. We lived with a noble
family named Bray, from Tennesse,
Union refugees.
They were good people, kind, hospitable, honest and upright,
and I believe that I shall meet them in
the kingdom of God. They cared for us
as if we were their own flesh and blood.
While here I received an offer from
the Unitarian Book House in Massachusetts, to travel for them and circulate their
books, obtain subscriptions for their
papers and present their faith, at a salary
of one thousand dollars a year; but I
declined on the ground that I could not
preach some of the views of that body,
and I would not preach an error knowingly, or keep back what I believed to be
truth for the best salary they could offer,
so I labored on for my fifty cents and
two dollar hat.
Before I left this region I had a call to
the pastorate of a Christian Church at
Paris, Edgar county. I went and preached a few times, but I suppose I was too
1·adical, and preached more than the
"three facts" as gospel; so we could not
agree, and the I~ord had something else in
view for me.
I had gotten into a correspondence
with Elder Henry McCullough, living in
Bureau county, Illinois, and by invitation
we left for LaSalle county in the fall
of 1863, calling at Bunker Hill ancl
Carlinville on the way.
Our little boy, John Conrad, died ancl
was buried at Vandalia; 0111· first one-our
little Amelia-died in infancy in Philadelphia. W efound a home in LaSalle county
with Mr. Johnson near Ottawa, ancl there
we formed the acquaintance of Elder Finn,
and received from him some Millennia]
Harbingers, published at Detroit, Michigan, by Elder Thomas G. Newman. I
soon discovered that I hacl at last found
a home, for our views were in perfect
harmony.
I began at once to write for
the Harbinger, both prose and poetry,
and wrote a pamphlet which became very
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popular among them, called "The Kingdom of God-not the church nor in heaven."
I should change it somewhat if
revising it now.
After laboring a while in and around
Deer Park, stopping in the meantime
with Elder Calkins and his kind family.
I received a call from Strawberry Point,
Delaware county, Iowa; but I had only
nine dollars, and could raise no more,
while the fare was eighteen dollars. I
prayed over the subject and asked the
Lord to open the way, if it was his will
that I should go there.
In a few clays I
received a letter from Mr. F. Chamberlin of Barry, Pike county, Illinois, who
said he felt an irresistable impression to
send me ten dollars, as he believed that I
was in need of it. I thanked Gocl, and
Bro. Chamberlin likewise, and told him
my situation. So we went to Manchester,
and in clue time to Stravrberry Point,
where we found a comfortable home in
the family of Elder Peter S. vV. Dayo.
From there we went to Greeley, Delaware county, where we found a pleasant
home with Elder Gildersleeve, and where
our Albert Alma was born.
\Vhile here
I became dissatisfied with my former
baptism, as I did not comprehend "the
gospel of the kingdom" fully when I was
baptized by J. S. Smith in the east.
After mnch investigation I was baptized
near Eldora, Hardin county, by Elder
Brayton, and ordained under his and W.
S. Shockey's hands.
We soon after this went to Nevada,
Story county, and then to Alden, Hardin
county.
About this time, in connection
with Elder Shockey and others, I called
a conference of the ministry of the
Church of Gocl in Iowa, ancl we formed
the "Iowa Association of the Church of
God."
Bro. Shockey was chosen president and I seeretary and state evangelist.
\Vhile performing my duties in this position I met Bro. Jason W. Briggs, near
Alden, while I was preaching not far
from his bouse.
He attended most of
my meetings, and most generally would
arise at the close and endorse my preaching; and he told it around that I preached more Bible truth than any man be bad
ever heard, or heard of, outside his own
church. We found a pleasant home at
Alden with Mr. Furry and his most excellent wife.
We moved to Independence, Buchanan
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county, and stayed there a few months
On the 13th of March I went to Bm~
only, for I felt an ever increasing desire Briggs' house by invitation from him, to
to return to Alden; so in the end of Feb- talk over our respective views.
We
ruary, 1866, I made a pair of runners and commenced to talk at nine a. m., and
took the wheels off my wagon and continued without interruption until threefastened the axles to the runners and put P· m., he eating no dinner and I but
the wheels in the hind part of the wagon, little.
Of course we did not discuss our
and started back for Alden, with Helen points of agreement, but the calling of
and Albert.
Helen murmured about Joseph Smith, necessity of baptism and'
going, and wanted to know what I was ordination by those having authority,.
going for. I could only say, "I do not church organization,baptism of the Holy
know, only I must go."
We reached Spirit, and spiritual gifts were all discussAlden and I commenced preaching in ed thoroughly.
I brought up every
Bro. Briggs' vicinity again.
argument that I could conceive of against
On one occasion six months before, his positions, but they were fully answer·when I was preaching in the Liberty . ed until I had no more to say. When he·
School-house, Bro. Israel L. Rogers was sustained his ground by sound reasonable
present and heard me, and was much and Scriptural testimony I conceded the
pleased. Bro. Briggs remarked to him, point. I did not discuss for the mastery,.
as Bro. Rogers afterwards told me, "I but I wanted the truth, and that only. I
will baptize that man in six months from hated then as I do now, debate for the·
now." This was in October, 1865. He mere sake of appearing the abler man,
baptized me March 14th, 1866.
and for the sake of having the last word ..
To be continued.

EMINENT HEBREWS.
BY ELDER F. M. SHEEHY.

mHE object of this article is to notice
1' some who have become prominent
among the Hebrews since the inception
and establishment of "the marvelous
work and a wonder, of Isaiah 29: 14, in
connection with which, as an important
factor, is the saying of the prophet in
verse twenty-two of the same chapter,"The house of Jacob shall not now be
ashamed, neither shall his face now wax
pale."
For many centuries the Hebrews have
been objects of hatred and violent inhuman treatment by the "natives" or Gentiles, unparrelled in ltistoric times. They
have survived it all, although they are
scattered over every province of the
habitable globe.
"Neither mountains nor rivers, nor
deserts, nor oceans, have terminated their
wanderings, which are the boundaries of
other nations. They abound in Turkey,
Poland, Holland, Russia, Prussia, Austria,
Germany and the northern states of
Africa, especially Tunis and Morocco; in
Italy, Portugal, France, Britain, HindosJ

tan, Persia, Egypt and United States;
"They have long been established in
China, which abhors the foreigner, and
in Abyssinia, which is almost as difficult
to reach aR to quit. They are found ftlso
in New Holland, Japan and the \Vest:
Indies; in Switzerland and Sweden and
the Isles of Greece; on the rock of Gibralter and at the Cape of Good Hope. They
have drunk of the Tiber, the Thames and'
the Tigris; of the Niger and the Ganges,.
and of the Mississippi. They have trod~
den the snows of Siberia, and sands
of the burning "deserts; and the traveler·
hears of their existence in regions w!lich
he can not reach even in the interior of
Africa, south of Timbuctoo."
Their ill treatment and scattered condition are well known subjects of Bible·
prophecy. In the midst of this state of
affairs a young prophet (Joseph Smith)
makes the announcement that the day of
Israel's favor is at hand, in fulfillment of
the ancient prophets. Facts subsequent
to his announcement sustain him, a few
of which we offer that relate particularly-
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to England. In order that the lines may
be more vivid we will refer briefly to their
history in England, in times previous to
the work brought about by Joseph Smith
and his co-workers.
In 1138, they were robbed by the government. A year later, when Richard I
became monarch, they were robbed, and
multitudes of them put to death at York.
They were so sorely pressed by the mob
that they shut themselves up in a castle,
and rather than fall into the hands of
their English persecutors, killed their
wives and children, after which five hundred destroyed themselves in the flames.
Many of the wealthiest of them left the
kingdom, but were afterwards invited
back only to be plundered. Their property
was often claimed by the authorities and
extorted from them by eruelties.
One
king made them wear badges of dishonor,
and he put them all into prison until they
paid enormous sums of money. Sometimes the bishops would not allow any
provisions to be sold them; any that
did it would be excumunieated from the
ehurch. Aeeused of the foulest erimes,
whether found guilty or not, exhorbitant
fines were,imposed upon them. In the thirteenth eentury the oppression was so severe
that they requested to be allowed to leave
England, but were not permitted. Seven
hundred were murdered at one time, just
to please the citizens.
In 1220, they
were banished from the realm, with a
death penalty if , they returned. Their
property was seized, allowing them hardly
a sufficieney to get away with. By this
banishment they were excluded from
England for a period of three hundred
and fifty years.
Thfl above is a sample of what oeeurred
in England alone. Other eountries were
just as active in eruel hostility towards
them; but this will answer for present
purposes.
The first Jew to oeeupy a place upon
the Judicial beneh in Britain, was
the Right Hon. Sir George J essel, M.
P. Q. C. After serving in Parliament
for a liberal constituency, he was in 1871
made Solicitor General under the Gladstone admistration. In February, 1872,
he was publiely rewarded with the 'Knighthood, and in August, 1873, be was
upon recommendation of Mr. Gladstone,
ehosen Master of Rolls, also at the same
time being sworn in as a member of the
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Privy Couneil.
Sir George Jesse] is
reputed to be the greatest equity lawyer
that has oceupied the court of Master of
Rolls during this generation.
Dr. Deutsch was appointed assistant in
the librarv of the British Museum in
1855, of _;hieh plaee he has said: "For
nigh twenty years it was my privilege to
dwell in the very midst of that pantheon
called the British Museum, the treasures
whereof, be they Egyptian, Homeric, palimpset, or Babylonian euniform, the mutilated glories of the Parthenon, or the
Etruscan, mysterious grotesqueness, were
all at my beek and eall all days, all hours."
He was versed in European, Hebrew,
Sanscrit, Chaldaie, Aramaic and Phrenician tongues. He is author of numerous
papers in Chamber's Encyclopedia, and
Kitto's and Smith's Bible dictionaries.
Sir Isaae Lyon Goldsmith, Bart.,
whose death occurred in 1859, rose to
prominence in England, was immensely
wealthy, noted for activity in industrial
projeets and in moral and edueational
cultivation of the masses, the founding of
colleges and works of philanthrophy. He
was made a Baronet of the United Kingdom, also a knight of the tower and
sword of Portugal. The King of Portugal also conferred upon him the title of
Baron.
Sir Frances Henry Goldsmith, Bart., M.
P., son of the above, was admitted to the
bar in 1833, the first Jew who ever
obtained that distinetion in Great Britain,
was eleeted to parliament in 1860, remaining a member thereof until his death in
1878. He held several other offices, and
was noted for his zeal towards religious
liberty and efforts to succor the affiicted
and poverty-stricken of all creeds.
N uma Edward Hartog, born in 1846,.
sueeeecled after wonderful ability manifested in his studies at Trinity College,
Cambridge, in being elevated to Senior
Wrangler, never before honored by an
Israelite. The "London, Jewish Chronicle," of February 5th, 1869, says: "A
Senior Wrangler always stands alone. He
is never found bracketed with another so
near as not to be separable from him.
The telegraph has flashed the news
through the kingdom because it ranks as
an event, the profound signficancy of
which is recognized on all hands."
The degree of Bachelor of Arts was
conferred upon young Hartog in the fol-·
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lowing form: "A n~toritate mihl: comrm:s.,a
adndtto te ad teln1am Baccalaure1: in Artib11s
des(qnatA." omitting the, to him as a Jew,
·objectionable part, "ln nomine Patris et
Filii et Spirita.~ Srmcti," whieh makes it

read, "By the authority committed to me
I grant (or give) to you the title called
(or designated) Bachelor in Arts." The
part left out in deference to him is, "ln
the name of the Father, f3on and Holy
Spirit."
As a Jew he could not subscribe to it
in the Christian form. The favor granted
ltim on the occasion waR remarkable.
Sir Benjamin S. Phillips was the first
Hebrew to serve as Common Councilman
of .London, In 1857 he was chosen
Alderman, which post he filled until
elected Sheriff, which office he served in
1859 and 1860. In 1865, he was made
Lord Mayor of London. In deference to
his strict eonformity to Jewish observences the outgoing ehief magistrate postponed the usual festivities from the 29th
of September, whieh fell on the eve of the
day of Atonement, to the 3d of October.
During his term of mayorality he had the
honor of entertaining the King of Belgium
at a grand banquet. The royal appreciation was shown by decorating the I~ord
Mayor with the order of Leopold. In
1863 he devised means to succor the distress caused by famine and cholera in
India, for which service the Queen
Knighted him.
Rev. Dr. Louis Loewe was private secretary to Sir Moses Montefiore, Head
Mast~r to the Jews' College, Examiner
for Oriental languages to the Royal College of Preceptors, Principal of the theological college at Ramsgate, a member of
the Royal Society of Great Britian and
Ireland, and of the Asiatic Society at
Paris, also author of several public works.
Sir David Salomons, Bart., M. P., was
one of the most prominent and persistent
of English Jews who fought the prejudices against his race, several times he
ran for parliament and finally was seated
in 1859. The chief causes of his defeat
on previous occasions was because he
would not take the required oath,-"On
the true faith of a Christian," which oath
was repealed in 1858. His associates in
the conflict for religious toleration were
such men as Montefiore, Rothschild, Goldsmith, Macauley, Sir John Russell, Bentwick, Daniel O'Connell, Grote, D' Israeli

and Gladstone. He was the first of the
two Jews who attained unto that high
position, Lord Mayor of London.
Sir
David wrote several essays on questions
of religious liberty, currency, coin laws,'
oaths, etc., etc.
Baron de 'V orms, born in London, is
a magistrate and Deputy Lieutenant for
Middlesex, as well as ~!ember of Parliament, noted for his espousal of the cause
of religeous toleration.
Rev. Prof. Abram de Sola, L. L. D.,
was an English Jew noted for his attainments in zoology, cosmogony and in
Botany of the Scriptures. He was the
author of the History of the Jews in England, History of the .Jews of Poland, History of France, Notes on the Jews of
Persia, Peritsol's Cosmography, and of
other works of a high literary character.
On January 9th, 1872, he was privileged
to open the Congress of the United States,
being the first foreign clergyman to invoke
the divine blessing within the halls of an
American Congress.
Nathan Meyer Rothschild, the English
representative of the great financial house
of the world, was the head of the firm.
The other members of the family always
consulted him upon matters pertaining to
the business of which it is said "that they
never took a bad loan on hand, and hardly any good loans fell into the hands of
the others." He was known for works of
philanthrophy, and he gave large sums of
money to Jewish and Christian institutions. At his death, which occurred in
1836, many thousand pounds were left to
be distributed among the poor by h~s
widow.
(
Lionel Nathan de Rothschild, son of
the above, served as a Member of Parliament.
Right Hon. Benjamin D'Israeli (whose
father was also a Jew of note) arose to
the highest eminenee, bearing the crown,.
that Britain has to offer, and for states-'··
manship was recognized as the peer of anx
man of his time.
·
As a fitting capstone to this arch of
eminent Jews we place the name qf Sir
Moses Montefiore, Baronet, F. R. S., who
lived to see his hundredth year, and died
amid the teeming praises of the civilized
world, as the philanthrophist of the age.
It will be noticed that these men arose
to their grandeur in departments of life
where the higher and.nobler qualifications
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:of the soul were developed, and that this
favor has come since "the morning of a
beautiful clear day, early in the spring of
1820," when the heavenly messenger
brought the glad news to the young man
when he went to prayer, and pointed him
to the prophesies that told of the day of
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Israel's favor spoken of by Paul, Romans
eleventh chapter, to take place when "the
fulness of the Gentiles be come in."
\:Vith such characters as we have
referred to to make up Israel's modern
history, they certainly have no need to
blush with shame.

TREAD LIGHTLY.
BY CARRIE A. THOMAS.

Lightly tread
Round this lowly, turfy bed;
Step with care,
Some one lies there!
See this fair young rose in bloom,
Sending forth its sweet perfume,
Breathing fragrance round the tomb.
Touch it not
In this sacred spot!
Here alone
Rests a form whose spirit, flown,
Dwells above
In eternal love;
But the cherished form so dear,

A

Free from sorrow, pain or fear,
Long may lie in slumber here.
Oh how blest
Is such peaceful rest !
Look around ;
View each narrow grass-grown mound.
Such may be
Hesting place for thee.
All, the pain of death must know,
All must lie in slumber low;
But must rise to life or woe
When at last
Earth's full day is past!

SHORT HISTORY OF MY EARLY LIFE.
BY JOHN HAWLEY.

born March 4th, 1826. Was
I WAS
baptized July, 1837, by William 0.
Clark, in Ray county, Missouri; and thus
I became a member of the body of Christ.
I became acquainted with the editor of
this magazine in early life, in Missouri,
and have often seen her when I was but a
boy; and my father's family and hers
were pretty well acquainted with each
other.
But to return to my life in
Missouri.
At the time of the last trouble between
the Saints and the Missourians in that
state, my father was living in Ray county.
He had to flee to Far West, for his
life was threatened by the mob. Before
he went he promised safety to the family,
and mounting a horse, without weapons,
he started. When out about four miles
on the road he looked back and saw two
men behind him on horseback, whom he

took to be his enemies. Knowing that
Bogart, a Methodist preacher, was camped
with troops at the main ford of Fishing
River, to avoid this mob he left the
main road, intending to cross above where
the mob were camped. When he left the
road to go to the upper crossing, the men
spurred their horses, and before father
was aware of danger, came within close
range and shouted: "Stop, or we'll kill
you." But father thought it would be
death if he should stop, so he whipped up
and left them.
These men came to our house the next
day and told mother and the children how
they got within ten yards of father and
told him to stop or they would shoot him,
and they said the reason for not shooting
him, was, they "hadn't power to lift their
guns to their shoulders;" and this was the
way the Lord fought his battle.
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These same men, with others of our
neighbors, stood guard night after night,
thinking father would come home, and
they intended to shoot him on first sight.
Think of such treatment as this for
about three months, dear Saints.
And
this is not half that we could tell that
others suffered; for we only suffered fear,
while others suffered torture and death.
The mob took all our horses and stock,
except a few head of cattle.
There was a man by the name of Sherman who had agreed with the mob to
give up his arms if they would let him
remain in peace where he was. This they
agreed to do. This man claimed to be a
follower of Christ and to belong to our
church. He advised my mother to send
her boys with the cattle clown to his
father-in-law, (who was no other than
Alpheus Cutler). He had made friends
with the mob, as Sherman had.
Mother
had no one to console or advise her but
her children, so she took his (Sherman's)
advice and said to my oldest brother
George, myself and brother Aaron, to go
down to Bro. Cutler's with the cattle.
The mob was traveling by, daily, to Far
West to fight the Mormons, as they said.
We started with the cattle, but before
leaving, Sherman gave us orders to deny
to all we met that we were Mormon boys;
and this we agreed to do. We had to
pass through Richmond before we got to
Cutler's, and when within seven miles of
that point we met a large gang going to
Far West, and the captain of the mob
swore our cattle were Grand River cattle
and we were Mormon boys; but we

denied being Mormons.
The captairu
swore an oath, and said he would
make us tell the truth or he would cut
our throats from ear to ear.
So he
came at George first. Opening his 'old
fashioned dirk knife and grabbing him by
his hair, he swore he would cut his throat
if he did not tell he was a Mormon; but
George would not tell. Failing to get
the truth out of him, he came at me like·
a demon, and back went my head with
a jerk, and he said about the same to·
me that he had said to George; bnt a lie
came out of my mouth as it had done out
of my brother's.
Aaron being quite
young told the truth and confessed that
we were Mormon boys. So the captain
of the mob dispatched a man to Richmond
to tell the people to take our cattle from
us; but when we passed through, it was
about ten o'clock at night; so we were
not disturbed.
This was my first
imprisonment, as we were taken and kept
prisoners about three hours.
In conclusion let me say, we lost by
this drive about all our cattle; but after
that we told all who asked us that we
were Mormons, and I can say in truth,
this was the first and last time I ever
denied being a Mormon, or Saint.
When peace was declared between the
Saints and Missourians, we had but little
of this world's goods. vV e Wf're about
like Lehi when he left .Jerusalem; and
this was the case with nearly all the
church. But I have lived until now, and
God being my helper, I do not intend to
fall by the way.

'
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A REMINISCENCE OF THE "DARK DAY."
MAY 1, 1780.

Men prayed and women wept; all ears grew sharp
To hear the doom-blast of the trumpet shatter
The black sky, that the dreadful face of Christ
Might look from the rent clouds, not as He looked
A loving guest at Bethany, but stern
A justice and inexorable law.
Meanwhile, in the old State House, dim as ghosts,
Sat the lawgivers of Cvnnnecticnt,
Trembling beneath their legislative robes.
Hit is the Lord's Great Day! Let us adjourn,"
Some said; and then, as if with one accord,
All eyes were turned to Abraham Davenport,

He rose, slow clea.ving with his steady voice
The intolerable hush. "This well may be
The Day of Judgment which the world awa.its;
But be it so or not, I only know
My present duty and my Lord's command
'l'o occupy till He come. So at the post
V\There He hath set me in His providence,
I choose, for one, to meet Him face to face;
And therefore, with all reverence, I would say,
Let God do His work, we will see to ours.
Bring in the candles." And they brought them in ...
-John G. Whittier.
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C011!PILED FIWM HIS JOURNALS AND LETTERS.

.
Saints at Gringly. Bro. U re addressed
®
the meeting, followed by brethren \¥at-

.

N Tuesday the lOth we met with the

son, Brewerton and myself. On the ll th
we met again at Mattersea and preached
there.
Next morning Bro. U re and
myself took leave of that place and walked
to Workshop, and the next day being the
13th, we parted, he going to Sheffield
while I walked to Mansfield, thence to
Nottingham the same day.
On the 18th I left Nottingham and
walked to Clwsterfield, remaining there
until the 2l st, and then walked to Sheffield, where I had the pleasure of meeting
Elders Pratt and Taylor from America.
On the 22d we met in the Music Hall
where brethren Pratt and Taylor preached
to large and attentive congregations.
General satisfaction was given and the
Saints rejoiced in the firs( principles of
the gospel set forth by the apostles of the
latter days. Tuesday, 24-th, I returned
to Che8terfield; next day brethren Taylor
and Scovil also arrived, and we hired the
assembly room and they preached in the
evening. On the 26th we took train for
Sheffield arriving there at noon. At four
in the afternoon we met in the Hall of
Science at a public tea party held by the
Saints, and two hundred took tea together.
Bro. Pratt was chosen chairman of the
meeting. The best order prevailed, and
after tea brethren Pratt and Taylor gave
much good instruction and showed the
future prospects of the Saints, to the joy
and comfort of all present. Next morning they left for Doncaster.
I continned traveling and preaching,
ever praying for the Spirit of God to
direct and keep me humble, that I might
be able to cheer and encourage the Saints,
and find out the hpnest in heart who had
not yet heard and embraced the truth.
On the 27th of June, 1847, I walked to
Chesterfield and met in conference with
Bro. Scovil, who was about to leave for
the land of Zion.
I was appointed to
labor in Sheffield, which I did until Bro.
Dunn came from America to take the
presidency of that conference. I then returned to· my former field of labor. In
August I traveled in company with Bro.
Dunn, and on the 2d of October I went to

Derby and Burton-on-Trent, and the next
day brethren· Dunn, Ward and myself
walked to Greasly, in Derbyshire, and
held conference there; we then walked to
a place called Wooden Box to stop for
the night.
On the 3d we walked to Whitwick, a
small village in Leicestershire, twelve
miles from Wooden Box, and on the 8th
went to Sheepshed, and from there to
Loughbro, where we took train to Leicester, twelve miles, meeting in conference
with the Saints and where I first saw Bro.
Spencer. I preached in ancl around Chesterfield until January, 1848. I then
walked to Whitwell, Cramforcl, Stavely
and other points, preaching at each place,
doing what good I could at every opportunity. Went to Drenfield and Bolsover
and then returned to Chesterfield, visiting
and exhorting by the way, and preached
at Totley, Drenfielcl, Brimington and Barlow. I afterwards went to Sheffield, held
conference, and had a glorious time. Love
and unity prevailed amoug the Saints;
n.othing but peace during the entire sesswn.
I left Sheffield on the 30th and started
for Liverpool on my way to Scotland, and
landed in Glasgow at five o'clock on the
afternoon of the 31st. Took train to Airdrie, my native town, and on arriving
found my parents and all well. My father
seemed more lenient towards me than
when I saw him last, for he had banished
me from his presence when I joined the
church.
I met with the Saints there, finding a
good feeling among them, and many bore
testimony to the work. I preached for
them, and apparently, good was done.
On Friday I preached at Chapel Hall, a
few miles from Airdrie, after which I
returned and preached there three timfls
on Sunday.
On Monday I set off for Kibornie and
met with the Saiuts; also met Bro. Douglas from Glasgow. That night held a
public meeting attended by many strangers. The next day Bro. Douglas and I
walkec1 to Dabry. From there I went to
several other places, obeying the command
to cry aloud and spare not, and visited
my Uncle Gland, whom I had not seen
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for six years. I preached in Victory Hall,
Kimarnock, and in Gatehead and Dundonald, two small villages near that place.
Thus my time was employed nntil the
18th of May, when I left my father's
house and on the 19th arrived in Liverpool. Called on Bro. Spencer and spent
a few hours with him and at three in the
afternoon left by train for Sheffield, via
Manchester, where I found many of the
Saints waiting my arrival. I met them
gladly for they seemed to receive me
almost as a father.
May 2d I walked to Kirkby, and then
took train to Nottingham. Met brethren
Dunn, Robins and Richards, and spent
the time there busily engaged iu the Master's work until Satnrday, the 5th, when
in company with Bro. Wigley, I walked
to Basford; thence by train to Mansfield
and Sutton, preaching by the way.
On the 25th Bro. Bagley and I walked
to Chesterfield, and attended a Saints'
camp meeting. On Snnday the 27th met in
the market-place and had a good congregation. •Brethren Lees, Mitchel, Dunn and
Bahbit were present; all bore a faithful
testimony to this work being true.
On the 28th we met at five p. m. in the
large assembly room, the house being
crowded to excess. About three hundred
took tea, and the evening was spent, as
usual, in singing, speaking, etc. It was a
time of rejoicing long to be remembered.
Much good was done; peace prevailed in
almost every soul present.
On the 29th Bro. Dunn preached in the
chapel on the Book of Mormon-a good
meeting.
A few days after I met a number of
Elders at a ];lace called the Forrest, and
found great contention through the
secret council of a brother, which did
much harm to the branch. Such things
are grievious, but it is only one among
the many in the life of a traveling elder
who is seeking to do right and shun that
which is evil. We often meet with oppo·
sition, but it is nothing compared with
the workings of an evil spirit among the
brethren.
June 17th I walked to Mansfield,
preached three times, had good liberty
and excellent meetings; the Spirit of the
Lord gladdened our hearts. Many strangers were present, and a number gave in
their names for baptism.
On the 19th I walked to Woodhouse,

preached in the evening and after meetingbaptized six persons, some of whom had
belonged to the original Methodist Church~
After baptism I walked to Mansfield, and
on the 21st started for Sheffield, callingat Clay Cross and Brampton.
On the 23d I met brethren John
Fletcher, Dunn, Babbitt and Robins,
and spent the evening pleasantly transacting business.
On the 24th we met in conference. AU
the branches were represented in good
standing, total membership being 1,723.
During the quarter 267 had been baptized.
Had a grand time and a general good
feeling; the Saints parted rejoicing in the
truth, and next evening met a few friends
at Tapton, two miles from Sheffield.
July 1st we held a camp-meeting in
Belper Town.
The weather was not
favorable and few attPndeil. The meetings were addressed by brethren Taylor,
Gonlder, Stone and myself. The rain
coming on in the evening, W(1 repaired to
the Saints' meeting room, where I Rpoke on
the first principles of the gospel, and good
feeling prevailed.
On the 2d Bro. Brewerton and I walked
to a place called Hennor, and there met
the Eastwood SaintR awaiting our arrival
to open up the gospel in that place. We
assembled in the open air, and I spoke on
the coming of the Kingdom of God to a
large congregation. Although it was outdoor preaching, there was .good order and
all seemed interested.
'fhe g·ood that
may have been done, our Heave~ly Father
knows, and the fruit may he seen after
many days.
On the 15th held meeting in Balsover,
and preached on the Book of Mormon;
and on the 16th visited the old Castle and
gardens. Many thoughts ran through my
mind as I stood there looking at the grPat
tower, the thick walls, the narrow cells,
etc., where many have been imprisoned
and no doubt tortured and put to death
heeause of their religion. How different
the age in which we Jive! All are free to
choose for themselves. Thank God for
this privilege!
I continued my travels as heretofore
until September 3d, when I rode to Derby
and took train for Liverpool, in company
with Bro. Dunn, arriving there at nine
o'clock at night.
The next morning
brethren Robins, Dunn and myself went
to the offiice and met brethren Pratt, Gih-
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son and Burges. We then walked to the
vessel which, would soon leave with a load
of Saints for the land of Zion, staying
some time on board, looking after berths
and other things, and then went to the
train. 'l'here we met Bro. Fletcher and
family and saw them all right and prepared to cross the sea. Next day, the 5th,
spent the time assisting the Saints, and at
twelve o'clock the vessel cleared the docks
and lay in the river till four in the afternoon, then put out to sea. On the same
day I crossed the river with sister Soar to
Birkenhead. I returned to Liverpool and
in the evening met with the Saints in the
Music Hall and acldressed them. Next
morning I left for Chesterfield, via Manchester, Sheffield, etc., taking sister Fenton, who was too ill to go to America, safe
back to her home.
October 22d attended meeting at Hyson
Green, and bade farewell to Bro. Mitchel
who was going to America.
November lst Bro. Bagly and I visited
the Saints at Tog Hill, Eastwood, Eagerly,
Old Brunshy and New Brunsby, cheering
and exhorting them to faithfulness in
keeping the commandments of God; felt
well in so doing, for while we were seeking to build up others, we ourselves were
being strengthened. I then walked to
Hyson Green, admini~tering the sacrament, and found all rejoicing in the Lord.
'Walked to Benton to see Mr. Shelton
about a chapel; returned and held council
meeting in the evening, setting all things
in order, leaving the officers united, and
an apparent foundatiou for a great work.
On the 20th Bro. Dunn, Richards and
myself ate dinner at Bro. Hayledon's in
Basford, when we returned to N ottingham. The work of the Lord was very
prosperous in that place.
On the 21st we walked to Radford, had
some private conversation with brethren
Bagly and Soar about going· to Zion,
machinery, etc., and in the evening
retumed and held fellowship meeting in
the ehapel. :Many bore testimony to the
work of God, and Bro. Richards gave
some good instruction. On the 24th at
home all day with a bad eold, but in the
evening walked over to Bro. Grimshaw's.
On the 2.5th Bro. Richards and Wigley
preached in the chapel and Bro. Selby and
myself at the room; both places were
nearly full; the spirit of peaee reigned, and
the Saints were made glad. Truly the
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Lord blessed us, for which we hope to
glorify His holy name forever.
On the 30th was not well. Went to
Bro. Stapleton's to tea, conversing on the
gospel, and on December 2d. Mr. Antliff,
a primitive Methodist preacher bad been
lecturing in the Town Hall against the
SaintR.
I answered his objections and
many came to our room to hear the reply.
A good feeling was manifested and the
Saints rejoiced; some ready for baptism.
On the 15th walked out to Radford
station to meet Bro. Dunn. We walked
to Nottingham, called on several of the
Saints and made arrangements for conference which was to commence the day following and on Sunday, December lOth,
1841l, the first conference fin that place.
-Ed.] of the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints was held at the St.
Ann's Chapel, St. Ann's Street, N ottingbam. .Meeting opened at half-past ten a.
m., and Bro. Crandle Dunn was chosen to,
preside, John Grimshaw chosen clerk.,
:Meeting opened with singing and prayer,
after which Bro. Dunn gave some excel..
lent instruction, and cautioned the brethren to beware of party feelings and never
call men to the priesthood for favor; for
such proceeding·s will be sure to bring
down curses instead of hleRsings; hut to
seek the Spirit of God to guide in all
things. 'I'his bad a good effect and was
quite in p)ace as a word in due sea~on.
Then came the representation of the
branches by their several delegates, who
were all present. The first called for was
New Brnnsley being the oldest, or first
raised up in that region of country. The
total and increase I will only record here:
New Brunsley 44, baptized 4; Eastwood 51, baptized 1; Henner 27, baptized
3; Nottingham 207, baptized 30; Arnold
66, baptized 23; Calverston 4D, baptized
7; JVIansfield 135, baptized 15; Sutton 38,
baptized 10; total membership 617;
increase ll3.
After this representation and the report
of the elders concerning the standing and
feeling of the Saints, we found things in
a very prosperous Htate, the Saints united
and officers determined to carry out the
purposes of God made known by his servants in these last days. I gave a few
instructions to the officers upon being
humble and faithful to the covenants they
had made with the Lord, seeking to
build up the kingdom of God, and in the
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due time of the Lord we should be
gathered to Zion. Aojourned to meet at
two o'clock.
At the hour appointed the chapel was
full and Bro. Dunn and myself took up all
the time, speaking of the great work of
God and how it had rolled on in spite of
all its opposers. \:V e gave some advice
concerning the observing strictly of the
laws of God and walking in the light of
the gospel. A good feeling prevailed and
joy beamed on every face, so much so
that strangers were astonished at our love
and gladness of heart to see each other.
In the evening I preached on the Book of
Mormon to a crowded house.
At the
close we parted, all well satisfied with the
proceedings of the day.
On the evening of Monday, 17th, I
preached my farewell sermon to the Saints
in Nottingham, and truly it was to me a
time of rejoicing, for the Spirit of God
rested upon me in mighty power and the
Saints wept bitterly at my going, as the
work had greatly prospered under my
administration and the Saints had great
love towards me. After meeting I had
the good wishes and blessings of many
both in and out of the church. Scores
stood around me and wept and shook
hands; indeed such a scene I had never
beheld.
It filled my very heart with
grief, and caused me to wish we were
where the weary rest, and where parting
shall he felt no more.
Next day I went to Radford, called at
Bro. Soar's and Bagley's, and went to Bro.
Revel's and took tea, and on the 22d I
met Bro. Cummins for the first time~the
one who had come to take the presidency
of the Sheffield conference. At ten o'cloek
on the 23d conference assembled at the
hall in Sheffield. After the meeting was
opened we entered· upon the business of
the day. The branches were represented
mostly in good standing, the increase of
the quarter was 158 baptized.
In the
evening I was called on to speak. I arose
and laid before the Saints a few of my
trials in the conference, how the work had
been prospered all the time, what diffieulties the elders have to contend with, and
how their hands are sometime tied so that
they ean not spread the work for want of
means, and thus their labors are not of so
much value; how they can not bring
forth the fruit they would if they had the
faith, prayers and full confidence of the

Saints with their support in temporal
things also; that I left them with the best
of feelings, had nothing against any one,
and that I had all the time sought to
build up the kingdom of God, and save
mankind in the wav that the Almightv had
appointed. I leave"this conferenc~ be~ause
called to another field of labor, Bro. Orson
Pratt, president of the church in Europe
having appointed me to preside over the
Liverpool conference. I hope I shall have
an interest in your prayerd, and that we
may meet again and enjoy each others'
soeiety, where peace, love and joy may fill
the hearts of all who dwell on the earth.
Bro. Cummins arose and spoke for a
short time, and truly his teachings were
cheering. He made some remarks upon
the sufferings of the Saints in America and
the manifestations of God towards them
in the midst of their trials. Said he had
come to preside over them and hoped the
Lord would bless his labors, etc., that
through their united efforts the work might
roll on and the honest in heart be gathered
to Zion, and there learn the laws of God
and have eternal life in the kingdom of
righteousness. All seemed satisfied and
the Saints kindly administered to our
wants.
Next day settled some church business,
prepared the minutes of the eonference
for publication, took tea at Bro. Lee's and
spent the night there.
On the 25th we met in the Hall of
Science, a social gathering. At 2: 30 took
tea, and after the tables were cleared the
room was nearly full.
Singing commenced, and after that some good recitations, then a dialogue between reason,
tradition and Scripture was ably performed by brethren Long, Hardy and
Birtles; a short speech from Bro. Dunn
and myself and the meeting closed; all
in good spirits and rejoicing in the freedom of the gospel.
Thus ended our
labors in the Sheffield conference. Sister
Myra Clayton and her sister Sarah and
Mrs. \Vatertield their aunt, are good
Saints. They made me welcome to their
humble fare.
Mansfield greatly prospered in my
hands. I raised up three branches,~
Woodhouse, Sutton, and Mansfielcl,~in
about thirteen months, nnm bering one
hundred and thirty-eight Saints, mostly
baptized and eonfirmed by myself. The
gifts and blessings were felt mueh in our
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midst, particularly in healing. Some had
powerful manifestations of the wisdom
and glory of God in visions, etc.
While I built up the Mansfield branch,
I was also president of Chesterfield, Bolsover, Clay Cross and Stavely, which all
'Sprang out of the Chesterfield branch during my presidency. All these places were
in a prosperous condition, as well as the
Nottingham district over which I had
presided for the last three months, all of
which I left in good standing and with
the best of feelings. My labors in the
Sheffield conference were five years and
nine months, and during that time above
two thousand were added by baptism,
many emigrated and many died, etc. It
was organized into twenty-six branches
and several ready for organization.
I
have seen much of the power of God and
witnessed His goodness in the healing of
the sick, in dreams and visions, tongues
and interpretation of tongues, visions that
I have had mvsel£. I am sorry that I did
not record th~se things in their time, but
traveling from place to place as I had to
Jo, and little convenience for writing, I
passed them over, but they are known to
me, for what my eyes beheld, my ears
heard, and my own soul experienced, no
one knoweth bnt myself. 'I'o me it is a
comfort and fills my heart with joy and
gladness that is easier felt than expressed.
Gratitude shall ever fill my soul to my
Father in heaven when I reflect on what
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He has done for me, in weakness. He
called me to labor in his vineyard, yet He
has made me strong, for when traveling
among strangers I have been supported,
fed and clothed, and not only has the
things of earth been my portion, but the
blessings of my heavenly Father have
been richly poured out upon my head
throughout all my ministry both in Scotland and England, thus fulfilling the
prophecy spoken by Bro. McLellan on the
banks of the river Colder, when he confirmed me a member of the church. 0, may
the Lord still guide my steps aright and
enable me to keep all his holy commandments and be kept faithful to the covenants
I have made and at last find eternal life in
his kingdom, that I may enjoy all the blessings laid up for the righteous, and stand
on the earth when the Son of man shall
come to reign with his people, for the
Redeemer's sake, Amen!
I have now finished the record of my
labors up to 1849, and hope to be able to
improve in future, that I may be a greater
blessing to my fellow creatures, in declaring the fulness of the gospel and enlightening the minds of the children of men
upo1; the great work of God that the meek
may be saved in his kingdom, which is
destined to fill the whole earth, sweep
wickedness from the face of the earth,
and prepare a way for the coming of
the Son of Man even Jesus Christ the
Redeemer.
(To be continued).
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I watch him in the sunshine bright;
A simple lot, a homely sight,
Yet shining with a halo's light,For Jesus was a carpenter.
Methinks I see the dear Lord stand
With tools within his holy hand,
And some long task before him planned,
Like any village carpenter.
My gracious Lord! I can divine
How beautiful, how true and fine,
vVas any work that was of thine
When thou wert village carpenter.
Shall we on humble callings frown,
Or on a laboring lot look down,
2

When he who wore a heavenly crown
Became a simple carpenter?
When all the living seraphim,
The angels and the cherubim,
Adored the kingliness of, him
vVho was a working carpenter?
Then who need mourn his low estate,
Or murmur at a laboring fate,
Since Jesus made all labor great
When he became a carpenter?
And if our mortal hearts begin
To haughty grow with pride and sin,
Then may this little thought creep in,
That Jesus was·a carpenter.-Sel.
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PREACH ONLY CHRIST JESUS AND HIM CRUCIFIED.
BY ALICE E. COBB.

Paul knew when he said it, that he who preached thus
Must needs the whole plan of salvation discuss;
Because every part of the grand gospel theme
Glides into the mind like a smooth flowing stream,
And crowds out the errors till truths glimmer through,
And sparkle like flowers bespangled with dew.
These fact-founded topics are closely allied,
And based upon Jesus, and him crucified.
The old gospel story! Paul-like, we rehearse,
Re-read and re-write it, in prose and in verse ;
And then the old book like a banner unfurled,
Displays a grand view of our sin-stricken world.
The picture floats flag-like and we can perceive
As center, the figures of Adam and Eve;
·while far in the back ground is plainly descried
The meek, lowly Jesus, thorn-crowned, crucified.
This earth-sketch, though painted on canvas so vast,
Portrays but the present. The future, the past,
Are seen but by glimpses, rare, fleeting and dim,
Save when they are kindly re-tinted by him
·who can with distinctness the outlinings trace,
And fill in with plainness the mystical space.
Christ promised to send back this comforting :guide,
After he should be taken, condemned, crucified.
He said there should be by this mePsenger brought,
Precious gifts, such as faith-gems and diamonds of thought.
All things, past and present and future shouldi"glide
Back into the mind to forever abide.
vVhen man once possesses these treasures of lore,
He can not the gift nor the Giver ignore.
He knows when this promise hath been verified,
That it toas Christ Jesus, whom they crucified.
No person need unto these riches aspire,
Who founds not his claim as the law doth ~require;
For man by self-right or transmission by birth,
Hath heirship to only the things of this earth.
And hence by adoption he only can hold
The rich spirit-gifts that the Savior forptold
Should follow the test-law that he would provide
To make man an heir with the Son crucified.
Through Adam man dies and doth bondage receive;
Through Christ, if he chooses, he gains a reprieve.
And· "The way is so plain that way-faring men,
Though fools, need not err," for Jesus says, when
A man will comply with his simple command,
His mind shall with wisdom and knowledge expand;
He shall know if Paul hath the law misapplied
And falsely preached Jesus and him crucified.
Then reads he the Bible; a soft mellow light
Shines out on its pages, that sharpens the sight,
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Until every shadow of doubt is dispelled,
.And thorn-hidden blessings are plainly beheld.
The mind, when no longer with prejudice rife,
Grasps quickly the whys and the wherefores of life,
And knows that the story is not magnified,
But Jesus the Lord was indeed crucified.
This life seems spread out like a broad sweeping main,
Spell-bound we stand gazing until we would fain
Shrink back; but the breakers rush out on the beach,
.And mountains of treasures sweep into our reach.
Around and about us great faith-billows roll,
And we are borne back to the horne of the soul,
Enclasped in the arms of a friend true and tried,
Even Jesus the Savior, whom they crucified.
At first we stand awe-struck, bewildered, amazed,
Like one who when dreaming, awakens half dazed;
But how the heart leaps, as the welcoming cheer
Of voices familiar fall sweet on the ear;
How thrills the glad soul with a rapturous calm,
As eyes mirror faces and palm presses palm!
Then loud rings our anthem in ecstacy cried,
Christ Jesus my Savior, alive, deified!
No pen draws this picture, no pencil nor brush
Can paint the heart throbbings, nor sketch the strange hush
That steals o'er the senses and quickens the brain,
As faith-born we stand in our old home again.
No longer as aliens or strangers or foes,
As rebels or slaves, but redeemed from our woes,
Made rich, strong, perfected, released, purified,
Joint heirs with Christ Jesus, all crowned, glorified.
LITTLE

Sroux, Iowa, ] eb, 11th.
1

ESTHER.
A TRUE STORY.

CHAPTER I.

"mi-IERE comes old Aunt Ingals again
J 1' with her basket of trinkets;
should
think she would get tired of such small
business; I'm sure I'm tired of seeing
her," said Luella Small, addressing her
Aunt, whom we will call Ruth Perley.
The young lady left the room, abruptly,
and took a stroll in the garden. She was
a highly respected young miss, and bad
attained the honors of teaching primary
school in the city of P - - . She was
fine looking, active and warmhearted, yet
she lacked the discipline that makes the
heart alive to others' woes.
Her home
had afforded her comforts and advantages above those of the majority of

her associates, consequently she knew not
how to sympathize with the unfortunate.
The presence of such was a little repulsive to her, so she invariably shunned
them, which caused her sympathy to lie
dormant.
The old lady entered the back door
with a gentle, familiar step, and came
into the presence of Mrs. Perley. She
was warmly greeted by the lady, whose
heart was always open to receive the
unfortunate of every grade.
The old
lady's step was feeble, her form slightly
bowed, her garments out of style, worn
and dusty, but her delicate countenance
wore an expression that told of great
peace within. She was much fatigued by
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a half mile's walk, yet she felt pleased,
for she had been Stlccessful in trade.
She lived in a city whose stores were
many, and whose houses were thronged,
yet there were a few who understood her
situation that patronized her. Mrs. Perley was one who never let her go away
empty handed, even if she did not have
articles that they needed. Their interview, too, was always profitable to both.
Aunt Esther, as the old lady was generally called, invariably left this house
with a more buoyant step and a happier
heart than any other house. Ofttimes she
was accosted on the street with: "\Vell,
Granny Ingals, where now with your
basket'? How goes trade?," etc., but she
heeded it not; her thoughts were not on
the things of earth.
"Some more of the old woman's thread,
buttons, etc., to-day?" said Luella, imitating her who had· scareely gone through
the gate.
"Yes, I usually trade with her," replied
her Aunt in a respeetful tone.
"Does not L:nele have such articles in
his store?" quenied the young miss.
"Yes, but I feel it a duty to patronize
this poor child of misfortune, anc1 I shall
do so as long as I have the privilege," was
the reply.
A few hours later, after Luella returned from a walk with her lover, she sat in
the parlor with her aunt, who was waiting
her. husband's return from business.
Both seemed to be in deep thought.
At
length the silence was broken by I~uella's
saying:
"Please tell me a story, Aunt."
•'A fairy tale, a love story, or what?"
"0h, just as you please, Aunt."
".My mother, your venerable grandmother, although long since fallen asleep,
still speaks to her ehildren and to her
children's children." Mrs. Perlev hesitated a moment as her mind ran baek to
the many bright assoeiations of her youth.
"Go on, Aunt; I always love to hear
about my much loved grandma, and love
to hear her lessons of charity and wisdom."
"When she was a young lady, about
your age, she became aequainted with yom
grandfather."
Luella's countenance grew more radiant
with interest as her ear caught the pleasing subject her Aunt was introducing,
and her interest was fully given to the

point that never fails to gain the attention of the young.
"At that time she was attending the
Academy in the vil1age of F--, and he
was one of the teachers." A brilliant
romanee flitted through the young girl's
mind as her Aunt proeeeded with the
story.
"She was a favorite pupil with her
teaeher in music and painting, and as the
weeks and months passed by their affections ripened into those of congenial sis- .
ters. 'fhat clear teacher of my mother
was not merely a friend for a day, but for
life.
'l'o her she owed mueh; for it was
by her faithfulness that mother became a
f~ir scholar, and by her wise counsel her
mind was filled with high thoughts before
unknown to her, and to-clay that influence
is shedding its rays of light and prosperity upon her deseendants.
My story
to-day is not about my mother's girlhood,
but her teaeher's."
Luella's interest
diminished somewhat at this remark, but
her Aunt continued:
"Her congenial manner and honest
heart won the love of her pupils and
in fact of all who met her. Her warmest
friend was a young gentleman of high rank
who was a sophom,ore, and years after
noted for the power of his pen, for
his eloquence in oratory, a'nd for his influence as a politician. We will call the
subject of our story :Miss Esther, at
present. She boarded in a family by the
name of Eaton. Her boarding master
was a small merehant with one elerk.
The latter was noted for affability 1 and integrity-better to be chosen than great
riches.
"Miss Esther sat bv her window watching the last rays ~f the setting sun,
and occasionally glancing clown the long
shaded avenue that lec1 to the main road,
her mind filled with bright visions of the
future and joyous expeetations of the
present. At length a team stopped at
the foot of the avenue, and a. tall manly
form was approaehing the house.
She
met him on the piazza, and escorted him
into the parlor, where he was familiarly
greeted by every member of the family.
In fact they were proud to claim that
they were of one blood. That memorable evening as the good-bye Esther and
good-bye Daniel were whispered in tones
of love, the ring was placed on her finger
and the vow sealed by a kiss.
Only one
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year and a half more in college and he
would return ,to call her his own forever.
Bright hopes were her solace amid hours
of tedious labor, and beautiful visions of
the future charmed her hours of sleep.
She had struggled on in spite of all obstacles, with unflinching zeal, that she might
be qualified for the honorable position
that she so nobly filled. There appeared
to be nothing that could darken her prospects in the future. She was a church
member and a Sabbath School teacher,
and in everything that she undertook she
won the esteem of the public, yet amid it
all she maintained a meek and quiet
spirit. Her position was truly flattering,
and it was envied by many.
"Arn't you going to church to-day,
Esther?" asked her boarding mistress, a
few weeks later, a'l the hour had arrived
and the can~iage was waiting at the door,
and the former was not ready.
"I am not feeling well to-day, so must
deny myself the privilege," replied Esther,
and went to her room.
"All the family went, John the clerk
included, for he was a strict church goer.
"The next morning Mr. Eaton took his
money trunk from a closet, its accustomed place, where it was always kept
lucked, and left for the store. Esther,
feeling somewhat indisposed, did not
come down to breakfast, but, however,
when the hour came of school she went to
her task. On her return, feeling unusually
fatigued, she retired to her room.
She
obeyed the summons at the tea table, yet
having no desire for food.
"An unusual silence seemed to pervade
the group, which was broken by Mr.
Eaton's announcing the fact that his
money trunk had been robbed of one
hundred dollars in bank bills during the
time that it was deposited in the closet
between Saturday evening and Monday
morning. Each one was greatly surprised at so unexpected a robbery, and who
the robber could be they could not conjecture. John was less surprised than the
others, for he had made the discovery in
the morning. The closet door was locked
and the trunk was locked, and no one had
been in the house during the time except
its inmates, unless while in their absence at
church. On inquiry they learned that
Esther had locked the house and spent
the time in her room till they returned.
There was a mystery 'in the case that they
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could not fathom. They knew that John
was strictly honest, for he had been in
their employ years, and never was known
to take a cent that was not his own.
Esther had boarded with them nearly
a year, and they had never seen the
slightest exhibition of a defect in her
principles; but as she knew where the
keys were kept, and was alone in the
house much of the day, their suspicion
rested on her.
She being of a sensitive
nature, quickly perceived the fact, although no one was bold enough to plainly
tell her that she must have been the
guilty one. She and John both protested
their innocence, and their willingness to
have search made throughout the house
for the lost money. Her countenance
wore an uneasy look, while his was as
calm as if nothing of the kind had happened.
His integrity was untarnished
and his employer's confidence in him was'
perfect; then why should he have been
disturbed? After search, the fact was
settled that the monev was not in the
house.
They had various conjectures
concerning the whereabouts of the money,
but fully believed that thev knew who
had taken it; yet there w"as no proof.
Gossips and busybodies harangued the
one topic till Esther gave up her teaching
and returned to .her home; yet no clue to
the money could be found. The story
reached her neighborhood before she did.
Some believed it, but those who knew
her best disdained to accept the thought,
while others thought that one hundred dollars was a great temptation to a young,
aspiring girl like her-money, then, was
worth twice its value now, if expended in
the fashions of the day.
Instead of
facing the world with undaunted eye she
shunned society and thereby confirmed
the suspicion of the world. The story of
the theft was communicated to her' affianced, who after much hesitation broke
off their correspondence with the cruel
words: "I think it will be for our benefit
to break the vow that has so strongly
bound us."
"This last blow was heavier than the
first, for it crushed every hope that
had sustained her.
"She had hopes, but
they had fled." Her feelings at that time
can be better imagined thaB described.
At this crisis she left her home and
sought shelter with her sister who lived
many miles distant. In those days the
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aid of steam was almost unknown; the
general way of traveling was by stagecoach.
"After many days' tedious ride and
many exchanges, she arrived at her sister's
in the city of N--. There she was
kindly welcomed. New hope began to
spring up in her heart.
She had no
resources to rely on except her own
efforts, but as her misfortunes were unknown in that place (except as she had confidence in her sister), and as her accomplishments were sufficient to insure
success, she hoped soon to obtain employment. In this she was not disappointed.
She was an exquisite artist and her work
won the applause of all who beheld it. Her
deportment commai_tded respect, yet her
sad expression in spite of assumed smiles
n,ttracted no small attention. She felt
that fortune was again smiling upon
her, but still her heart yearned for the
object of its purest and warmest affection.
The wound was too deep to be healed in
n, moment, but at times she solaced
herself with the thought that when he
had learned the truth he would renew his
vow.
He was too true, too noble to forsake her without abundant cause. "Were
it not for hope the heart would break."
CHAPTER

II.

A year had been very pleasantly spent
by the inmates of her sister's home,
and also by Esther herself as regarded
-external pleasures, when on a lovely June
morning. their hearts were made glad
by the bnth of a lovely boy. The new
being, fresh from the hand of the Creator,
was welcomed by each one, the nurse not
excepted. The. glad father looked sadly
upon the wan face of his beloved wife as
he saw her wasting and fading day by
day in spite of her new hope in life.
Prayers and tears could not prevail, it was
otherwise ordered.
After a few months
of hoping and doubting as the case
might appear, the young mother was
laid in the grave. Esther had nestled the
little one in her own bosom from the
first, and it had become to her the dearest
·Object on earth. Her brother-in-law was
soon to em bark for a foreign country
where he expected to remain a long time.
She who intended to accompany him had
gone to a fairer country. He with perfect confidence resigned his darling boy
to Esther's keeping, but not without a

reasonable compensation. A new era was
opening in her life; she had something to
love, something to live for, consequently
her sorrow over past misfortunes abated
more rapidly than she co_uld have believed
possible. She sorrowed much over the
loss of her sister, but she did not sorrow
without hope. Not many days later she
was again at home. 'rime had wiped out
her former stains in a great degree, so
much so that many who before her absence had shunned her now greeted her as
friends. Others visited her out of curiosity to see her exhibit her little charge
with all the fondness of a mother.
A
few declared that such was the case, and
in a short time it was the general opinion, but fortunately for her, my mother
and a few tried friends firmly believed in
her integrity. Her feelings were ofttimes
wounded at the unfeeling remarks of
those who ought to have been friends, but
she did not swerve from her duty, the
duty that she owed to the child of her
departed sister. The latter had been her
friend when misfortunes had hung heavily
over her, and now she would pay the debt
in spite of all obstacles. In process of
time her father's health became impaired,
and their income became too small to
meet their daily wants.
The only alternative was she must leave the child in
her mother's care and seek employment
abroad, that she might aid in defraying
their expenses. The people of her own
village did not care to patronize her as a
teacher, so she had to go out into the
world again. She had no sister to go to,
but my parents were to her as a sister
and a brother, and through their instrumentality she came to this city and was
blessed with marked success.
She had
been excluded from the church to which
she belonged, so in process of time united
with the order of which my parents were
members, and took an active part in
instructing youth in the things that she
had always kept sacred in her heart, and
thus she was again useful in the service-of
her Master.
"The larger part of her wages was sent
home for the benefit of her parents and
the little boy, who by that time had
entered school and must have money
to meet his expenses. His father had not
been heard from for several years.
"It was announced in the papers that
Dr. W--, her affianced of long ago,
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was married to a young lady of affiuence
and noted rank. At this announcement
every hope' of their reconciliation died
within her hitherto trusting heart. She
had at times flattered herself that she
should sometime lean upon that arm that
had been promised as her support.
She
tried to apply her mind more closely to
her labors, and her affections to the loved
<Jnes at home. Her lost Daniel had made
his debut in the world of oratory and
was met with applause on every hand.
The periodicals of the day and the politicians harangued it where his own voice
was not heard. All this was as solemn
mockery to her poor, wounded heart; but
how different woqJd have been her
emotions had she been the favored one.
She was equally as competent as her
rival, and not inferior in principle; why,
then, should the former be the honored one and she the outcast? was a question that would occasionally arise in
her mind, followed by the comforting
words: 'All things work together for
good to them who love the Lord.'
'I
will lean on his arm, that will never fail
though heaven and earth pass away,'
were her thoughts.
"There were none in the city who
R:new the truth of Esther's misfortune ex,cept my parents and those to whom they
had revealed it; but there were many
who knew the false report and some
were ready to embrace it. Error flies as
if on wings, while truth makes slow progress.
"Thus things passed on for several
,years, but at length Esther was sent for
to spend a short time at home with her
brother-in-law, who had returned after
a long silent absence. He had married
in a foreign country and had returned to
claim his boy. He had not forgotten his
old friends, although he had neglected
them while his mind had been occupied
with new attachments and new scenes.
He did not forget to reward the benefactors of his child for their kind efforts. It
was a great sorrow to Esther to bid farewell to the child that she had watched
over with all the fondness of a mother.
He then had become a youth of promise
and she was hoping that he would soon be
able to aiCi in supporting her aged parents.
'That hope, too, like all others that she
had cherished, was blighted. She return,ed to her labors, however, feeling deter-
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mined to be faithful in all her duties
if fortune was against her. She knew in
whom she trusted and believed that He
would do all things well.
Her plans for
this life were thwarted, but by that discipline, hard though it was, her hopes
grew brighter in regard to eternal life.
"My father came in one day with
sorrow portrayed on his countenance and
remarked, 'John Tyler, our wholesale
merchant, is very sick.
His physician
says there is no chance for him. I had
word from his wife this morning that he
desired us to come immediately and take
Esther with us. We have been friends
many years, but he never named to me
that he was acquainted with Esther.'
"'I think that was the name of the
clerk where she boarded when she taught
in the Academy years ago, but I never
supposed it was the same man,' replied
my mother.
"The following day they Bntered the
magnificent dwelling of the dying man,
and were ushered into his apartment
which exhibited affiuence and taste on
every hand.
"His countenance was pale and emaciated, his eyes sunken and his expre~sion too
horrible to be described.
When his eve
met the sympathizing look of my father,
a gleam of pleasure spread over his face,
but when mother and Esther approached
his bedside his emotions were too great
for utterance.
He gave vent to his feelings in violent sobbings. As his grief
began to subside he exclaimed, 'Esther,
0 Esther, can you ever forgive me!'
"'Forgive you for what?' she queried,
her countenance exhibiting surprise and
ignorance at so unexpected a declaration.
The mystery was soon unravelled in the
following confession:
"'You remember the theft that took
place at Mr. Eaton's, my employer's,
when you boarded at his bouse?' interrogated the dying man, his eye upturned
toward Esther, who was standing near
him.
"'I do,' she softly replied.
"'I was the one who took the money
and you were the one that was suspected.
I have had the use of it and you have
borne the disgrace, but your position has
been enviable to my own. Now in my
last moments I ask to be relieved of a
guilty conscience which has been an
abiding guest since the fatal morning
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that I took the money from the trunk and
sent it to my brother.' He paused for
breath and she gently replied: 'I have
nothing to forgive, neither have I power
to relieve you of one stain of guilt. You
must submit to the mercy of Him who
will wash away our sins in his own
precious blood and make us fit to enter
into his presence.'
"He continued: 'Soon after you left
Eaton's I left and joined my brother in
business. He invested a small amount
and the one hundred dollars; and I, what
I had saved of my wages. We have been
prosperous ·as the world terms it, but we
have many times lost the stolen amount
and always been harrassed by guilt. I've
been a church goer and helped support
·the cause; have been styled an honest
man and received the applause of the
world, while you have been crushed by a
series of misfortunes, and my act of theft
was the cattse of them all.
0, can it be
possible that such a gross crime can be
forgiven!'
"He closed his eyes and clasped his
hands as if to seek forgiveness.
"She bent over him and gently replied:
<Though your sins are as scarlet they shall
be white as wool.'
"<Yes; but I do not merit it,' he said,
after a few moments pause.
" 'It is not in our own merits that we
claim the forgiveness of heaven, but in
the merits of Christ.'
"<Oh, had I sought forgiveness before
your hopes were blasted! I gladly would
have done so when I've heard your fervent petitions go up in behalf of the
unfortunate and those who were stained
with crime, but my proud heart would
not let me.
Your calm, trusting look,
your isolated condition, your plain garments, vour wearisome labors, all have
been ar~ows of conviction to my soul;
but alas I loved the world too well to
yield. Now I must soon stand before
the Great Judge.
The things of earth
are receding from my sight, and my soul
is not saved.
My soul shrinks back and
cries out, Confess, confess your guilt, or
you will be cast off with the damned. I
frankly confess it to you with my lips,
and it shall \Je confessed to my old
employer by the pen of my friend with
you.
" 'God only knows the sorrow that that
act of yours has caused me; but I forgive

you all, as I hope to be forgiven,' said'
Esther, kissing the hand of the dying
man, and then leaving the room.
"There were many hearts made sad by
this confession, and not a few were made·
glad to know the truth of that fatal mystery. Mrs. Small paused and wiped a
tear-drop from her eyes, for this rehearsal'
brought to her mind vivid recollections
of the dear ones that had passed over the·
river.
"Luella had been very attentive to her
Aunt's recital of the misfortunes of her
mother's friend, but as she paused she
exclaimed:
"'Poor Esther, my heart aches for her!
Oh, how sad for one to be thus destroyed!'
Go on, Aunt, I long to know what became
of her,' continued Luella after a moment's
silence.
"A few years later she was called home
to perform her last labors for her parents.
With untiring zeal she administered to
their wants, month after month, till her
father had passed away, and then she
faithfully performed the last labor that
could be done for him.
She cared for
her mother as only a faithful daughter
can, till her last work was done, then
returned to the city.
All this time people were making progress in the art of
painting, and Esther was growing old, and
old-fashioned as the world terms it, so
they did not choose to patronize her; and
besides, my father gave his business up to
my brother, and his wife did not wish to
be encumbered with the 'old maid;' she
was too sedate, too religious to be a1~ associate for the gay, and she was not able
to be a domestic."
Another pause followed, which was
broken by Luella's earnest enquiry:
"But what became of her? Who took
care of her? Poor creature!"
"Dear old Esther, the favorite of my
mother, has supported herself for years
by selling such articles as she can carry
in a basket, and many call her Old Granny Ingalls, while a few who know her
worth, call her Aunt Esther."
"What! that old woman that was here
to-day! It can not be possible that she
was once my grandma's associate!" exclaimed Luella, feeling surprised and
somewhat chagrined.
"Yes, the very same one, and she is a
chosen vessel of the Lord. She has passed through the furnace of affiiction and'
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bas come forth purified. But two more
scenes and s]le will stand in spotless garments, with those who have come up
through great tribulation. We doubt not
that she will wear a crown, tune the harp,
carry palms of victory and shout the high
praises of her King with those whom she
has led to the cross.
"She has called on no one for help,
although for several years her.health has
been very poor, and of late so much so
that she has been obliged to stay in for
weeks at a time."
"Where does she live? I would like
to call on her," said the young lady,
beginning to feel a deep interest in the
case of the unfortunate woman.
"About half a mile from here, No. 20
I - - street.
She rents two rooms on
the second floor; one she occupies as
kitchen, bedroom, sitting-room, etc., the
other as a wood-house. The walls of her
room are completely covered with various
kinds of paintings, the work of her
younger days; her amusement is her cat,
and her companions her books, the Bible
the favorite one."
"Had I known the bitter experience of
her life I would not have treated her so
coolly," said Luella, feeling sorry for her
misdemeanor. From that time the young
lady was a constant visitor at No. 20 I - street, and she never went with empty
hands nor an unfeeling heart. She often
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bathed the aching brow, and smoothed the
whitened locks of the aged sufferer,
whose heart was continually going up in
behalf of others, that they might escape
a bitter experience in life and be saved at
last.
"Not many months later she feel asleep
in Jesus. She had nothing of earth to
cling to, her hopes, her treasures, were
in mansions above.
She had saved
enough, however, from her scanty means·
to defray her last expenses. She disposed
of her paintings, etc., as tokens of gratitude
to those who had been her friends.
Her
death made no more impression on the
world than the dropping of a pebble does
on the ocean, but her memory is sacred
to the hearts of a few, and we doubt not
that her presence is appreciated by angels.
"A few years later, the statesman and
orator was called to resign his work, notwithstanding it had been great to him,
and great to the nation's interest.
He
bad been crowned with honors, had worn
laurels of fame; but he had to bow before
the angel of death and lie as low in the
tomb as his forsaken Esther. We can
draw the parallel no further, but feel that
the case of the latter is preferable to the
former, as she had by repeated disappointments been weaned from this world,
while he by success had been led to lay
mo..re upon its altar."

THE STORY OF THE BOOK OF MORMON.
BY ELDER H. A. STEBBINS.

BOOK OF ALMA.
CHAPTER XIV.

The sons of !fosiah go among the Lamanites.-They preach
there for fourteen years.-Ammon converts King Lamoni
and many others.-They go to ~iiddoni and release Aaron
and his companions from prison. -Aaron converts the
King, Lamoni's father.-They preach in many Cities.~
Thousands are baptized and Churches are organized.~
Lamanite converts will not shed blood even in self defense.-The Lamanite Church remove in a body to Zarahemla.-Liberty of conscience and speech.-Korihor rises
against the Ohurch.-The judgment of God upon him.

E come next to the narrative of the
W
experiences of the sons of King
Mosiah and their companions, who, as
related in chapter twelve, left Zarahemla
to go into the- ;;outh country in order to

preach to the Lamanites.
It will be
remembered that after their conversion
they so greatly rejoiced in the truth of
God's word that they desired above all
things to present the evidences thereof to
their kindred, the descendants of Laman
Lemuel and Ishmael.
So Alma sought
the Lord, and he was instructed to let
them go; and it was promised that their
lives should be preserved and their work
should be blessed.
Now as Alma, the son of Alma, chanced
to travel from Gideon south to Manti,.
fourteen years after their departure, he
met them as they were on their way back
to Zarahemla from the Lamanite country.
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And he found that they had passed
through many trials, but that these experiences had only made them the more
J>teadfast in God's work, and that they
had diligently used the time pf their long
stay in trying to reclaim that people from
darkness and sin. After they had left
their own nation they had fasted and
sought the Lord for qualification and
power to bring some unto righteousness,
and in return the Lord told them to be
comforted, and he promised that they
should perform a good work. But he
said that they must manifest humility in
spirit, meekness in conduct, and be gentle
in their teaching, or they could not prevail with that people. They must also
patiently endure the affiictions that would
surely be placed upon them by the
Lamanites, and thus set an example that
would have an effect even upon them, and
thus only could they accomplish that
which they desired to do.
So they took courage and traveled to
the land they sought, where they found
the people so darkened in mind that they
knew not God, but worshiped idols that
they had erected. The sons of Mosiah
were Ammon, Aaron, Omner and Himni,
and they and their companions separated
and went to different parts of the country
to begin their work.
And from time to
time they sought for and received instruction from the Lord, when they specially
neede:J guidance in their efforts and
expenences.
Ammon went to the portion called Ishmael, and there he was taken and carried
before the ruler. The name of this
prince was Lamoni, and he was the son of
the Lamanite king who ruled over all the
original possessions of Nephi and Laman.
But Lamoni possessed a kinder heart and
a more gentle disposition than the most
of his race had, therefore he did not put
Ammon to death, but instead, he placed
him among his servants. After a time
something occurred in the course of
Ammon's duties with his fellow servants
that was remarkable, and it came to
Lamoni's knowledge.
So he sent for
Ammon and questioned him as to his origin and the source of his power. Therefore Ammon took the opportunity to tell
Lamoni of the existence of a true God,
and to teach him of the greatness and
goodness of this supreme Being, the Creator and Father of all mankind. He also

said that it was in the name of and by the
authority of this exalted being that he
(Ammon) had done that which seemed
remarkable to Lamoni, and that by God's
Spirit he had knowledge of Lamoni's
thoughts. Then he gave a brief account
of God's dealings with the world from
the beginning, and told of the colony of
Lehi and his sons, and of their separation
into two nations, and of the record that
had .been kept.
He spoke also of how
God manifested himself unto the church,
unto His people who were among the
N ephites, and of the expected soon coming to the earth of the Redeemer in
person.
As he heard these things Lamoni
became more and more satisfied that
Ammon told the truth; and as God's
Spirit rested upon his heart he was convinced that he and all his peopl~ were in
a dark and sinful state, far from the light
that they should have concerning their
Creator and his works. The result was
that both Lamoni and his wife, and also
many of their people in Ishmael, accepted
of .Jesus Christ as their Savior and were
converted to God, from that timA forward
having a desire to keep themselves from
sin and from doing evil to others. And
as many as believed were baptized; and
thus for the first time was the gospel
established among the Lamanites. And
it is related that some of them became so
faithful and pure-minded that they were
permitted to see angels and to receive
instruction from them.
But Ammon was warned of Gpd that
Lamoni's father would try to destroy him
and stop the work be was doing, and at
the same time he was instructed to go
into Middoni where be would find his
brother Aaron and two companions in
prison, needing to be delivered. When
Lamoni heard of this he also determined
to go with him, thinking that be could
influence the prince of JYiiddoni to release
Ammon's brethren. As they went they
met Lamoni's father. When he learned
their business be became angry, and he
lifted his sword to kill Ammon; but the
Lord smote his arm that it became powerless, so that be was helpless before
Ammon. In this condition he conversed
with them and his heart became softened.
]'inally Ammon obtained a promise from
him that he would release Aaron and his
companions, and that be would deal kindly
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with Lamoni and not take away his rulership, and that concerning his faith Lamoni
·should be free to worship the God of
their fathers, Lehi and Abraham.
As
Ammon plead for Lamoni in an affectionate manner the king saw that he truly
loved his son, and he was surprised to
see how deep that regard was. Therefore
his heart was touched the more, and God's
Spirit wrought upon him so that he
promised to do all the good that they
bad asked, and he desired that when
Ammon's brethren were released that
they should be sent to visit him. Then
be went on his way, but no longer
disabled.
When Ammon and Lamoni arrived in
Middoni their brethren were delivered to
them. Then they learned that they had
been among a very wicked people before
coming to Middoni, and that they had been
beaten and driven out of several places.
After their releaRe they preached in Middoni, then went to see Lamoni's father,
while Ammon returned with Lamoni to
Ishmael to dwell there.
Of Aaron and his companions the king
sought knowledge about God and the doctrine they preached. So Aaron taught
him of the disobedience of Adam, of the
agency of man and the allotted probationary time; of the plan of redemption; of the
necessity that men should have faith and
repent of their sins; and of death and the
resurrection; and of the rewards to be
given. When the king had heard these
things plainly presented he believed, and
he and the queen and their household were
cConverted unto God. And he sent out a
proclamation that no one should hurt
these m~n nor prevent their preaching
freely wherever they would.
So Aaron and his brethren went unmolested from city to city, and many people
were converted, so that churches were
organized, and ministers were ordained to
teach the people, and to have charge over
the churches. Thus in time, we are informed, thousands of Lamanites were
brought to know the truth, \through the
labors of the sons of Mosiah and their
brethren. And they who were converted
would no longer fight against theN ephites
or do any injury to others, for they became
lovers of peace and righteousness. And
they also became diligent and industrious;
therefore- in time the curse was removed
from them. But those who refused to
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hear became angry at the church and
their king, and they rebelled against them.
Then all the converted Lamanites
gathered to the land of Ishmael, and there
they decided that they could no longer
shed the blood of man, even in defense of
themselves; so they buried their swords
and all their weapons of war, in token of
their allegiance to the God of love and
peace, and of their faith in and reliance
upon him.
And when the rebellious
Lamanites came they slew a thousand of the
unresisting followers of Christ; but they
desisted when they saw their faith; and
many of them turned unto God. Those
who were yet thirsting for blood went
over the border and slew the people of
Ammonihah and destroyed their city, as
already narrated.
After this the sons of Mosiah had great
reason to be glad in their work; for, from
year to year, many Lamanites were converted, and the promise of the Lord unto
them was thus fulfilled; and they praised
his name because of the great good that
had been accomplished.
After awhile the unconverted Lamanites distressed and troubled the church so
much that Ammon believed that they
ought to remove to Zarahemla; therefore
he inquired of the Lord to know his will.
Then he was instructed to take the people
out of that land; for the Lord said that if
they remained there they were likely to be
destroyed.
Therefore he and the king
gathered the peopl,e and their flocks and
went northward.
But on the borders
Ammon and his brethren left them until
they should learn what the feelings of the
N ephites 'were toward the Lamanites. As
they journeyed north near .Manti they met
Alma, as spoken of at the beginning of
this chapter, and he returned with them
to Zarahemla.
The.re Ammon related to the chief
judge and to the N ephites all that had
happened to them during the past fourteen years; and he and his brethren told
them of the conversion of so many Lamanites, and of their present situation and
needs.
When the people heard these
things they were moved with compassion
for their kindred, and, by the voice of the
nation, the land of Jershon was given to
the Lamanite brethren for their possession
forever. From that time they dwelt there,
and were ealled the people of Ammon.
And they continued as a people to abhor
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the shedding of blood. They were also
very upright in their conduct, and were
faithful and zealous in the service of God.
Among the N ephites freedom of conscience and liberty of speech was both
the rule and the custom, every man having the right to think and to believe as
he liked, and to worship God if he pleased,
or not to do so. Only for transgressing
the laws that had been enacted against
crime were any condemned by the judges;
if a man murdered he suffered death, and
if he committed other deeds of evil he
was punished.
About these days a man named Korihor
appeared among the N ephites and tried
to turn them from believiug in the existence of a God and a Savior. He also
declared that no life existed beyond this,
and that all men might do as they plea;sed
here. This was pleasing to some, therefore he led a few into sinful ways. But
he was finally taken before Alma, the
high priest over the church, to be questioned. In the conversation that followed,
Alma and others affirmed that they knew
that God lived. 'rhen Korihor said that
he too would believe if a sign was shown
him, and he urged that it be done. And
one was given him by which he was convinced; for the Lord caused him to
become instantly dumb, and he was no
longer able to speak. But he wrote a
statement that he now saw that he had
been deceived by Satan, for Satan had
taught him that there was no God and no
atonement for mankind; and that there
would be no resurrection, and no rewards
and punishments hereafter.
And he
went out from them condemned of the
Lord. (28).
(28). There are so many evidences in relHtion
to the ancient people of America, and of their
wonderful civilization that it is hard to make
choice of matter to pre~ent with these chapters.
But, along with the testimonies of Montesinos, Humboldt, Prescott, Baldwin and others,
already in part presented, the author would
now gather important evidences from the writings of M. Desire Charnay, the French traveler
and explorer. He visited Mexico and Yucatan
in 18.57-8 and again in 1880-1, and studied the
sculptured monuments of a lost people and the
ruins of their great cities. For his work Allen
Thorndyke Rice, of New York, wrote the introduction, from which the following extracts are
made':
"This interesting volume, now offered to
American readers, is the outcome of an expedition which received strong support in the
United States, and enriched the museums of

Paris and Washington with valuable collections,_
... The expedition aimed at the careful reproduction of Central American monuments, and
a svstematic investigation of the ruined cities
and other remains of ancient civilization in
Central America and Mexico. It was dispatched
under the joint auspices of the governments of"
the United States and France. The means were
provirled not only of photographing bas-reliefs
and hieroglyphic inscriptions, but of making
careful casts of them. Copies of these casts
were to be presented to the Smithsonian Institution at Washington, and to the French Government. The collection and preservation of"
these reproductions formed one of the most
valuable features of the enterprise, offering as
they now do, to students of all countries, an
ample field for investigation, and possibly the
materials requisite for a solution of the language
problem by some future Champollion.
"In the face of great difficulty and discouragement M. Charnay bas succeeded in securing and
safely transporting numerous casts of the
important palaces and temples of Central
America, now on exhibition· in the musums or
Paris and 'Vashington, after the destruction of
the first collection of hostile Indians . . . . These
monuments are of surpassing grandeur; their
annals and the tale that their hieroglyphics
strive to tell are still unsolved . . . . Yet how
few Americans of our day have any conception
of the stately edifices of monumental Mitla, or
of Palenque, with its magnificent palaces, its
terraces, and temples, its pyramids and sculptured ornaments. The story of Spanish rule in
America is familiar to all, but comparatively
few have any knowledge of those splendid relics
that crown the entire nucleus of New Spain, and
which, despite the havoc of time, speak to us SO'
eloquently of a noble culture reaching back
beyond the Conquest. More, no doubt, would
have been known but for the untimelv end of
the distinguished traveler, .T obn L. Stephens.
"All the marvels of Eastern fable pale before
the vision of a New vVorlcl emerging like a
mirage from the Western ~eas, peopled by
strange races, glorious in the richness of its
tropical vegetation, its forests teeminf!' with
curious animal forms, its mines reputed to contain inexhaustible stores of gold and gems. The·
bounds of human empire had suddenly been
widened, and the world's compass was inC"reased
by an unknown quantity . . . . Thence came
gold and silver to be coined in all the mints and
curiously wrought in all the jeweler's shops of
Europe and Asia.
"Of the innumerable questions to which the·
discovery of America gave rise, the most difficult to answer, perhaps, was that regarding lhe·
origin of the newly discovered races. . . . In
support of a derivation from Noah, we are constantly referred to the native flood-myths, and
to the tradition of a foreign origin. According
to the Lord Kingsborough, who is a willing
believer in Scriptural analogies. the Mexican
tradition of a deluge bears 'unequivocal marks·
of having been derived from a Hebrew source.'
... As a sequel to the flood-myths we come
upon traditions of the building of a tower of
refuge, and this has led some writers to identify
the Americans with certain of the builders of
Babel, who were scattered over the earth after
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the confusion of tongues."-Rice's Introduction
to Chai·nay's "Ancient Cities of the New
World," pages 9 to 17.
While Mr. Rice does not believe (nor does 2\L
·Charnay) that the ancient Americans were of
Hebrew origin, and that it is doubtful if they
came from any European or Asiatic country,
still Mr. Rice says that it is true that there are
"striking res em blanees between the architectural
style of Americ;t and of several Old World countries; and slight, but seemingly real, points of
.affinity in language; while a consensus of traditions shows an aboriginal knowledge of certain
.countries beyond the sea inhabited by 'whitefaces.'"
He says farther :-"One of the distinctive
features of Mexican architecture is the pyramidal form of the buildings, or their substruc-tures. On this account, chiefly, an attempt has
been made to trace a connection between
America and Egypt, in civilization if not in
race . . . . Most of the ruined towns have such
mounds, but the great pyramid of Isamal is
peculiar in consisting of two pyramidal piles of
masonry, one on the top of the other, the base
-of the whole measuring not less than eight
1hundred and twenty feet on each side, and the
:first platform six himdred and fifty feet. The
pyramidal form is also finely seen in the CasaGobemador (Governor's House) at Uxmal,
which is described as the most statelv in form
.and proportions of all the structures of the kind.
Here three successiYe terraces form the base
which holds aloft the grand ornate building, and
they add to its looks of spacious magnificence.
According to Stephens the carved work is equal
to the finest Egyptian work. It would be impossible, he sayS, with the best instruments of
modern times to cut stone more perfectly
Add to this the diffieulty of quarrying large
masses of stone, of com·eying them long distances through a rough country, and of raising
them to great altitudes, and the construction of
these vast edifices seems truly marvelous.

:MANLY
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"Whether or not it will be in human power
to decipher the hieroglyphics, and to give to
history the annals they so vainly strive to tell,
is a question yet to be settled," and he says that
the problems thus presented are worthy of the
attention of the greatest intellects of Europe and
America, and that it is "reasonable to expect
that some new Champollion will yet do for the
early annals of our continent what has already
so amply been done for the history of ancient
Egypt." He adds that the monuments
"attest the prosperity of what was one of
the finest and most populous regions of the
earth," am! says that the scholar, .with the photographs and plaster casts in sight, may now,
in effect, have before his eyes "Copan with all
its mysteries; its columns scored with hieroglyphics; its rows of death's heads on its sculptured walls; its nameless kings and gods; and
to his unimpassioned research we must trust to
bring before us once more the old faith of an
ancient and mighty priesthood, and the lost
knowledge and strange arts of a cultivated and
vanished people.''-Rice's introduction to Charnay, pages 20 to 23.
But there is no reason to believe that the
great intellects of Europe and America will be
able solve this great problem, which is attracting so much attention just now, unless God
shall give to some one the key to the mysterious
languages that are engraven upon the walls and
monuments of the lands of .Jared and of Zarahemla. Already has God given much unto men,
if the great and wise would but consider it, and
if they would seek unto him for more after his
own wav. But for the fulness and for the closing scenes of "his act, his strange act," they will
have to wait, even till l'e shall "make it plain."
The chief things in JYL Charnay's book will be
given along with succeeding chapters of this
storv, in connection with extracts from
Stephen's works, and from the writings of other
explorers.
To be continued.

COURTESY

YOUNG lady of tender years, but of
evident precocity of discernment,
gives about the true idea of manly courtesy. Speaking of t1vo clerks in the express office, one of ·whom was a somewhat
serious person whose dancing days were
avowedly past, the other an adept in the
art of shining in society:
"Yes," said the young philosopher, addressing the first mentioned gentleman,
·"yes, I know; Charlie can make a lovely
bow, can take off his hat like a prince,
and has a delightfully deferential man'ner towards ladies, but I think you are,
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after all, much the finer gentleman of the
two."
"Why, how so?" said the astonished
senior.
"Well, when Charlie goes to the window I can tell just by his face whether
the lady is young, handsome, well dressed, or otherwise; but when you go, no
one would know from your manner
whether you are waiting on a washer woman or the Queen of Sheba."
And this is about as concise a summary
of the distinction between the solid and
veneered article as can be found.----,Bel.
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A BIRTHDAY VISION.
BY VIDA.

The shades of night rolled slowly back
Like some great curtain dark,
And gleaming on the mountain top
The beams of day I mark.
But, looking towards the eastern hills
Upon the clouds of blue,
The soft light melts in visions bright
That open to my view.

And leaves in every golden line,
Bright words of gleaming light.
And then the other book I see;
The leaves are not so white;
For oft I see a darkening blot,
And sometimes mould to blight.
Then both were closed and fastened firm;
The angels quickly turned,
And placed the books upon the scales.
Ah, how my own heart burned!

The pearly gates are open thrown ;
I see the golden street;
And near the ones around the throne
I see two angels meet.
Each holds a book and each a pen,
As near the scales they stand,
And open the books and turn the leaves
With snowy, spotless hands.
One book I mark with bands of gold,
And through the open gate;
I watch the white leaves slowly turned,
And count them-thirty-eight.
The shining pen glides swiftly o'er
The last page,-spotless white,-

But lo! the book with golden clasps,
And shining words of light
Drops low, and up the blotted page,
With iron clasps in sight.
I see the clasps are rusted, too ;
Then how the angels shout!
And then I wonder, must I go?
Oh, will they shut me out?
Just as the gates are closing soft,
I hear a chanted word:
"His works are all for righteousness,
His glory for the Lord."

PATTIE; OR, LEAVES FROM A LIFE.
BY ELEANOR.
CHPTER VII.

THE BAPTISi\L

"Calm and tempest, heat and cold,
Light and shadow, sun and shower,
Over and over, as seasons unfold,
And out of it all grows the beautiful flower.
Joy and suffering, smiles and tears,
Rest and labor, peace a11d strife,
Over and over, as fly the years,
And out of it all grows the beautiful life."
-E. C.Dowd.

"I have inclined mine heart to perform thy
statutes always, even unto the end."-Psalms
119:112.

QNLY for a little while was Pattie per-

\J mi.tted to indulge her heart in its sorrow, for very soon she observed that the
dear mother's step was no longer light
and active as had been its wont. No complaint escaped her, but she moved about
in a slow, listless way, like one sinking
beneath a mortal hurt. The soft brown
hair that had scarce shown a silver thread

began now to whiten as by untimely frost.
Pattie tried by every loving attention to
lure her back to her old cheerful ways, to,
be gently put aside with a protesting,
"don't, dear;" till at last in utter despair
she sank down at her feet, crying: "0,
mother! wby do you mourn so for sister?
She is better off now."
"My child, if I only knew that she is
better off I could not mourn. I know she
was good," she continued, as though in
anRwer to the mute surprise in poor Pattie's face. "But I never talked to her
about those things, and now she is gone
and I do not know whether she is saved
or not."
"Mother, I have often talked with .Allie,.
and she with me; I know surely that she
believed in Jesus and loved him, and that
she tried to do right. I am sure that she,
is safe."
"But, Pattie, she was not baptized."
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"Why, mother! have you not told us
that baptism, could not save? and that
water has no virtue to wash away sin?"
"Yes, my child, but it is a command of
the Savior; and if we love him we should
obey him. I should have told her of her
duty, but I put it off, hoping that she
would come into the church as the others
had; for I am such a poor hand to explain
the Scripture, that I have shrank from
the task. It is these thoughts that worry
me more than her loss. I could give her
up cheerfully, could I only know that it
is well with her, and feel that I had done
my duty by her."
Pattie was silent. She recalled with a
pang those days of anxiety and doubt,
when both Allie and herself would have
been so grateful for counsel and direction;
but she could not add anything to the
self-condemnation of the broken-hearted
mother, by telling her of it now; she tried
instead to cheer her with Allie's often
PXpressed hope in the Savior, and her
determination to be baptized when the
opportunity offered.
"I am glad on her account, Pattie, but
that does not relieve me for the neglect
of my duty. Had I talked with her she
woulcl have told me of her desire, and we
could have procured her the opportunity."
Pattie did not speak of her own hopes
and fears, for her perplexities were sadly
increased by this conversation, and she
felt that if she could make herself understood there was little chance of obtaining
any light. If baptism was non-essential,
was obedience essential? She determined
to study the subject from this point. If
the question of salvation hinged on obedience, surely she would obey.
The family bad now returned to the
vieinity of the old home, but they were
sadly diminished in number. Only Pattie and two young brothers, the babies
that she had watched over in former days,
remained of that once happy household.
The two older daughters were married
and presiding over homes of their own,
and the eldest son had gone out to battle
with the world for himself.
The new home was near the town where
was located the chureh with which Mr.
and Mrs. Waldville were connected. It
oceurred to Pattie that their pastor would
be the person most likely to assist her in
her search for the gospel. He had visited
them oeeasionally, and although he had
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never addressed any conversation or,
inquiries to Pattie, she resolved to address
some to him, which she did in a letter,,
briefly setting forth some of her difficulties, more especially those coneerning
baptism.
For answer Mr. P - - came in person,.
bringing with him a book, explaining to
Mr. "\Valdville that he felt at a loss how
to present the subject to one who had
been deprived of hearing sinee of an age
to understand doctrine. The book, he
said, illustrated by a simple story the subjeet of baptism, and would probably
satisfy her better than anything he could
write.
To Mr. Waldville's request that he
should converse with Pattie, he excused
himself, saying he would do so when be
called again after she had read the book,,
but other engagements required his attention at the present. He then took his
leave.
Mr. W aldville examined the book
critieally, and finally, with a somewhat
dubious air, he handed it to Pattie, telling
what Mr. P - - had said.
The book was entitled "G-race Trueman," a novel by Sally Rochester Forc1.
Some one has aptly described the book aS"
"A love story strung on a thread of
religion." Its object, as Pattie found,
was the defense of immersion as the
proper and only true mode of baptism.
But this was a subject on which she had
entertained no doubt. In her reading she
had become aequainted with the ~rgu
ments that were used in defense of all
mode's.
She had seen "G-reek meet
G-reek" on the original meaning of the
word translated baptism. And one or
her diffienlties was oeeasioned by this
very wrangle over the word by Christian
believers, all of whom were professedly
led by the same Holy Spirit of truth.
She was content with the mode plainly
implied in the example of Him who gave
the eommancl. But not even among the
adherents of that mode had she found one
who eould give her the import of it, or
could tell why the promise of salvation
was made dependent on obedience to the
command. On these weighty questions
the book threw no light.
Pattie was amazed to find how utterly
the reverend gentleman had failed
meet the questions that perplexed her.
Had baptism no deeper significanee to-

to
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him than "to dip," "to plunge?" Fancy
.Peter or Paul directing one to a work of
fiction as a guide to truth. Pattie felt
that she had failed once more in obtaining the light that she had so long been in
·search of. She had asked for bread and
been given a stone, aye, worse than that,
·a serpent. She was confirmed in her for1.ner conviction that the religious teachers
and professors of the times professed no
certain knowledge of the truth. Was it
attainable? She believed that the Scriptures so taught. Did not Peter declare
that the gift by which they knew
was promised to as many as the Lord our
God should call? What now could she
do? The promise is that those who seek
shall find.
She would continue to seek,
to pray, to watch, meantime she would
obey the form of baptism, if she could
not the Spirit of it. If there was aught
of blessing and safety in obedience she
would obey. Of this determination she
informed Mr. P - - on his return about a
week after his former visit. He informed
her that a number of others hacl applied
for the ordinance, and he would present
her name to be received with theirs. The
-question of authority had not yet occurred
to Pattie.
The next Sabbath was appointed for
the baptism. It was a clear, cold day, in
January, 1860; the snow lay deep upon
the ground; the ice in the river had been
cut for the purpose, and the crystal blocks
were piled around the edge of the aperture, making a wall several feet high
above the water. Fully a thOlisand spectators lined the b01nks, ancl the long bridge
that spanned the river a short distance
above the spot, was packed to its utmost
capacity of standing room; even the slippery branches of the trees near the water
were occupied by those anxious to witness
the scene. Ten young candidates for the
rite stood with their friends at the entrance
of the icy font; and one by one entered
the chilling flood to their temporary
graves beneath it.
As the waves closed over Pattie, these
words of Jesus rushed through her mind
with force: "But I have a baptism to be
baptized with, and how am I straitened
till it be accomplished?" Like the Psalmist, "the waters overwhelmed her, the
stream had gone over her soul."
She
arose from its depths feeling that it was
not only a symbol of the Lord's death

and burial, but that she had been initiated
into the fellowship of his suffering, and
this bond would forever unite her to Him
in her mortal life.
When Pattie was led back to the shore
she was received by the outstretched arms
of her parents, on. whose faces were tears
of joy and thanksgiving. And after their
return home that memorable Sabbath
evening, as Mr. W aldville turned the
pages of the old family Bible, Pattie
marked the light of gratitude and peace .
visible on the faces of both parents, and
thought how satisfied they would be of
her salvation were she to die that night.
And yet, were she to ask them in what
way it was more secure than when she
simply believed on Jesus without works;
could they tell her? For herself she felt
that she had obtained no new light on the
mysteries of the gospel; her faith was no
greater than it had been when she carried
her childish troubles to Jesus; her love
was no deeper than that of her sister.
How was she saved?
The year 1860 not only marked an era
in the humble life of Pattie, but it also.
marked one in the history of the American nation and in the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints. In the one
by the civil war and in the other by the
fulfillment of the prediction made by the
martyred prophet twenty-six years before,
concerning the re-gathering of the scattered Saints under the leadership of one
whom God would send in his stead.*
The faithful believers were waiting and
watching for the fulfillment of this
prophecy, and inl852, under the direction
of the Spirit they reorganized the church,
as far as. they could, and waited as
directed; for it hacl been previously made
known to two of them who the new leader
was to be; and all were cheered with the
promise that the time was near when
Zion would be remembered. Meanwhile
the word of the Lord came to Joseph, the
son of J osP.ph Smith, commanding him to
go and take up the work where his father
had left it.1 The promise was given him
that God would be with him as he had
been with his father, to bless him according to his faithfulness in fulfilling his
mission.
In obedience to the heavenly mandate,
Joseph presented himself for membership
•Doctrine and Covenants, 100: 3.
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to this little band of Saints, who had met
in conferenct• at Amboy, Illinois, April
6th, 1860. He was received with great
joy, and at once chosen to preside over
the church.
In the beginning of this article was
traced Heaven's thought in gathering
from all nations the peoples to form this
nation, and next the gathering from all
-churches to form one church. Now is set
up the standard that is to be the signal
for the final gathering together, in one,
both ancient and latter day Israel. Having one Lord, one faith, one baptism, they
-shall at length be one people, one church,
{)ne nation on an undivided earth.
"How beautiful upon the mountains are
the feet of him that bringeth good tidings,
that pnblisbeth peace; that bringeth good
tidings of good, that publisheth salvation;
that saith unto Zion, Thy God reigneth!"
Thus in rapturous strain burst forth one
·of the prophets of ancient Israel, as his
inspired vision looked down the long
vista of years with their changing scenes
stretching down through the mist of ages
to these latter days, when God would
begin to gather together from the ends of
the earth the peoples and records as witnesses for himself of all who possess a
knowledge of his truth.
"Even every
one that is called
my name; for I have
created him for my glory, I have formed
him; yea I have made him. Bring forth

the blind people that have eyes and the
deaf that have ears."*
God is indeed glorified in that which
he has created, when the blind see out {)f
obscurity, and the deaf hear out of silence,
and, with all the rest of the great cloud of
witnesses called by his name, testify of
God that they know him, and of his gospel that it is truth. Not that they think
it is, or believe it to be, but lcnow it is
truth because he himself revealed it to
them.t
Isaiah challenges all other people to do
as the Lord's people, produce their witnesses who can say, it is truth. X
The ministers of this latter day work are
daily making the same challenge to those
who profess to have this knowledge yet
deny the only means by which it ever was
or ever will be obtained-direct revelation
from God.
Pattie early discovered the lack of this
knowledge, its cause she did not vet comprehend.' But there is a book, ;,A marvelous work and a wonder,"§ that she is
soon to read, and it will enlighten her as
millions of novels never could; but God
himself must make known to her the
great things of his law before she can
testify that Jesus is the Christ and hiil
gospel the truth.
*Isaiah

·t· Matt.
:J;

fc0EADING in the "Autumn Leaves"
for November last about .Jack and
his losing his clapper, and taking it to
God in prayer brings to my mind a similar circumstance which happened here.
I have a neighbor who is a plasterer, and
he had occasion to use his lathing hatchet
around the stable. When he was done
he threw the hatchet down and in working around he covered up the hatchet
with a board. When he ·left he forgot
the hatchet, and several days after, he
wanted it and could not find it. Then he
:accused his little boy about seven years
old of having taken the hatchet, and
said:

3

Isa.ia.h 43: 9.

1 Cor. 2: 10-12; 12: 3.
§Isaiah 29: 11-19.

(To be continued).

TOOK IT TO GOD
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"You have had the hatchet. I am going to the store to be gone an hour or so,
and if you do not find that hatchet by the
time I get back I will give you a terrible
whipping."
George knew what that meant, and he
went to looking for the hatchet, and looked every place he could think of, and no
hatchet could he find. And now you may
smile, either old or young, but George
took the hatchet to God in prayer; and
he prayed earnestly to God to show him
where the hatchet was, and told the Lord
what a whipping he would get if he diCl
not have the hatchet when his father got
back. The time was nearly up, and after
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pouring out his soul in prayer, (and I
suppose there was never a more earnest
prayer), when he got up he says that
something caused him to turn over the
board he had been kneeling on, and there
was the hatchet.
. In a few minutes his father carne, and

remembered then that he had left the
hatchet there himself; but there was great
rejoicing before the father got horne.
If you want to know anything more
about it, write to George Mader Hampton, Chase, Chase county, Nebraska.

KING SOLOMON AND THE BEES.
BY JOHN G.

SAX~;.

\Vhen Solomon was reigning in his glory,
Unto his throne the Queen of Sheba came
To see the splendors of his court, and bring
Some fitting tribute to the mighty king.
Nor this alone; much had her highness heard
\Vhat flowers of wisdom graced his royal speech,
Wh'!'t gems of wisdom dropped with every word;
What wholesome lessons he was wont to teach
In pleasing pron'rbs; and she wi~hed in sooth
To know if rumor spoke the simple truth.
And straight slw held before the monarch's view,
In either hand a radiant \Heath of flowers;
The one bedecked with every charming hue,
\Vas newly culled from Nature's choicest bowers;
The other no less fair in every part,
\Vas the rare production of divinest art.
"Which is the true, and which tbe false," she said.
Great Solomon was silent.
All amazed,
Eaeh wondering eourtier shook his puzzled head,
While at the garlands long the monarch gazed,
As one who sees a miracle, and fa.in
For very rapture ne'er would Hp:·ak again.
"\iVhieh is the true?" once more the woma.n asked,
Pleased at the fond amazement of the king.
"So wise a head Hhonld not be hardly tasked,
Most le<erned liege, with such a trivial thing."
But still the sage was ~ilent; it was plain
A deepening doubt perplexed the royal brain.
\Vhilc thus he pondered, presently he sees
Hard by the caPement-so the story goesA little band of busy, bustling bees,
Hnnting for hone..- in a withered rose;
The monarch smiled, and raised his royal head,
"Open the window !"-that was all he said.
The window opened· at the king'~ eommand;
\Vithin the room the eager insects flew,
And sought the flowers in Sheba's dexter hand!
And so the king and all his courtiers knew
That was Nature's; and the baffled queen
Returned to tell the wonders she had seen.-Sel.
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BY DECINDA AND TUBAL MILKINJ>.

Thursday evening my husband,
UPON
Tubal, was still reconciled to the
granting of the privilegp to the children.
But upon Friday noon he manifested
some uneasiness, and in the evening felt
quite disconcerted, althongh he did not
hinder the plans from being effected. 'l'he
time arriving, the children prepared themselves and went.
There were about twenty young folk
present, making ten couples. Over was
delighted with his company, and everything passed off pleasantly. Unit and
Tilly-Jane were much pleased and returned home by half-past ten o'clock. J nlia
Jendors read an essay on "Bugology"
tJ,at was qnite amusing and instructive.
Ponta Riggins sang a baritone solo
entitled, "The Ship in the Air." Ponta
is an excellent singer and Unit said he
was loudly applauded.
My husband, Tubal, was desirous of
knowing what went on at the party and
when told, he said there was no religion
in "bugs," and to sing of "Ships in the
Air," was nonsense, as there never was
no such a thing and never would be!
When he was told that Maude Sown and
Jolly Lack sang that beautiful duet,
"Rock of Ages," he was delighted, and
said he guesHed "the party had some sense
to it after all." Maude Sown's folk are
Congregationalists, and Jolly Lack-his
father is a United Brother, and his mother
Freewill Methodist. They are good young
folk and of respectable parentage. My
husband doesn't like onr children to
mingle with sectarian children, but I think
it is all right, so long as they arc honm·able young people. Unit and Tilly-Jane
have never lost any view of "the faith" by
association and can not as long as they
remember to "honor their father and
mother."
Unit is a mild tempered boy, and kind
hearted, and is well liked. Tilly-Jane is
a meek, modest child and reservedly winsome in her .manner.
They have "the
faith" well at heart-and husband and I
have never been ashamed of it.
Tubal was anxious to learn if there had
been any card-playing, so he asked Unit:
"Was there any card-playing at .Mr. J endors', last evening, Unit?"

"Why no, father, I do not suppose any
one present thought of such a thing."
"Well, my son, you are aware that I
solemnly protest against anything of the
kind. It is not a protesting wholly traditional, but from observation as welll.
There is a vile sin surrounding it, and an
influence not separable from it that is not
of God."
"Was there any dancin' there," continued Tubal; "you know I'm against
that as well."
"No, father, there was none; and no
mention made of it. The evening was
spent in a. musical and literary manner,
with a few innocent parlor games."
"Games?" queried Tubal; "games of.
chance, I reckon! Betting on tl1is thi.ng
and that; seein' who'd get somethingdid you win anything?" And husband
walked the floor, and looked troubled.
"\Vhy, no, father," said Tilly-Jan,;;
"they were not 'gameR of chance' at alL"
"vVho told you to spea.k-I wholly
addressed myself to Unit; speak when
you're spoken to!"
This almoRt "upset" the children; they
looked dumbfounded, and I was simply
nonplussed! I began to feel that after all
my prayer for 'J'nbal had not yet be,on
fully answered.
"Father," said Unit, "there were DO
'g:'meR of chanee.'
We played a fe·v;r
simple games."
"Simple enough, I've no doubt,'' ~•n
swered Tnbal, peevishly.
"Why," continued Unit, "Mr. and ~h8.
.Tendon; would allow of no 'gamin,&;' 'tn
their home, I assure you, father."
"Gaming! didn't
ju,;t tell me yon
played gameR?" respondN1 TubaL
"Yes, father; but that is not 'gaming,'
as we use the word."
·'0 well, I don't know much about
grammar hair-splittin' termR; 1Htt I
'twas bad enough."
"Father, pardon me if I uuwittingiy
assume too mneh; hnt I wiRh to a.sk of
you how much contidence do you rep08i?
ii1 sister and I, after having talked to 1:w,
as you and mother have on mora.ls a1.JH
religion, and knowing we have nevt;r
cleeeived yon, nor have yon ever learned
of one really bacl thing we ever knowingJy

yon
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committed, to now presume that at Mr.
J endors' we should so far over-step all
bounds of propriety, and so disregard your
teachings, as to do what we knew would
displ)lase you, even had Mr. Jendors
tolerated the presence of that which you
condemn, which he did not do. The language, father, would imply that you
doubted the extent of your own influence
over us, or doubted our confidence in your
word."
·
This was indeed a big venture for Unit,
and it amazed his father almost into
silence!
His father's eyes filled with tears-they
actually did! And he said:
"Unit, my son, you talk like a philosopher! I am surprised, and yet I am
pleased; your sober, thoughtful words
cause me to think where I stand, and what
I may be do in'. If I acconnt you as
honest children, the offspring of my life,
why should I so unthoughtedly charge
you with apparent dishonesty? 0! it is
the expression of an unwarranted fear I
entertain for your own good-but maybe
I don't get at it the right ~'ay." And he
wept.
'!'illy-Jane felt deeply wounded at her
father's speech to her, on her supposed
i.nterference, but, dear child, she concealed
it as best she could.
I have manv times feared their father's
Reverity would drive into the evils disparagement so often creates, but I had
wrapped them in the swaddling elotbes
of lisping trustful prayers, and commended all unto God. Severity is not the
best way nor yet the safest plan by which
to enforce religious instruction upon any
one; and especially young people. I have
alwavs held this view, and have had no
caus~ to change it. And to all parents I
would commend the correctness of this
view. What there is in the religion of
Jesus Christ that should so unseemly
eliminate from the life of mortals all
privilege or right to some pleasure is a confronting problem I have not been able to
determine. Had the gospel ever been
taught, and the genius of its own broad
spirit understood, things might be different. But I have told Tubal that not only
we, but our ancestors as well, had been
wrapped and warped into such monstrosities of thought and idea born of traditional superstition that existed in folks'
minds when no light from heaven shone

upon them, that it was difficult for us to
rid ourselves of the sting of their fangs,
or the effects of their poisonous taint lt>ft
i~ our "systems" by hereditary transmissiOn.
"Husband, Tubal," said I, "there are
pleasures that are evidently legitimate,
and which God, in Justice, may not frown
upon! The Bible does not condemn all
and every pleasure not spiritual; nor yet
does it say we shall have no part therein.
You claim to be a 'Paul man,' let me
quote to you his language."
"All right," answered Tubal, "I'm willing to hear."
"Paul writes of those who should be
'lovers of pleasures, more than lovers of
God.' Please do not lose sight of that
word 'more.' The fact of the matter
rests, not in the legitimate pleasure, but
in loving evil, worldly pleasures more than
we love God! Now, wherein is love for
God manifest? In that we 'keep his commandments,' any 'pleasures of sin' that are
in direct violation of God's commands exhibit this low degree of love for God, or
more for pleasure than for hi;:; word of
command. Pa,ul speaks of Moses and
'pleasures of sin for a season.' The
Apostle James speaks of 'vices of the
world.'
"People of the world of sin find pleasure in sinful things.. Shall we therefore
account all pleasures not strictly religious,
as 'pleasures of sin?' Is there no line of
distinction anywhere to be made? Surely
there must he; else wba.t nse this power
of judgment we are supposed to possess,
or what need for diseretion or the exercise of eonscience ?"
"J ns2. so," said bus band Tubal. "Decinda, I must confess I've been seein' the
wrong side of things. No pleasure at all?
I had mine when a youth-and they were
of the wrong kind; and my folk bein' of
puritanical sort drove me almost to despair-and when I renounced my kind of
pleasures I swept away all- and have
been, I think, a leetle crooked, like the
injun's tree, so straight, I leaned a leetle
the other way! God help me see more
clearly!
I've been judgin' from conscience-its a creetur of education--my
education trained it rather queer, I
honestly believe, Decinda!"
"Tubal, dear," I answered, "how happy
I am to-night that God is opening your
eyes, and that your rigidity is melting
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away into more seasonable grace of considerate tho,ughtfulness. Youth must not
be robbed of any association, the tendency
of which is to ennoble and enrich the
traits of human life. Youth should be
allowed to develop into that sweet richness of being that may be known to true
pleasure, spiritual and temporal; pleasures
that leave no stain of sin, and such there
are most assuredly. The party at Mr.
Jenclors' had none of the sinful elements
in it at all, and bud nor blossom of life's
beauty were blighted therewith. Mr. and
Mrs. Jendors, although differing from us
in religious thought, are people possessed
of a high sense of honor, and goodly
neighbors. vV e may sometime win them
over to the true light of God. \Ye are,
hmvever, to compromise no principle of
right-God forbid."
"That may all be true, Decinda; but
those essays on 'bugs,' and songs on
"ships in the air," seem rather queer to
me for Christians to indulge in, and I
must confess they detract from the mental powers of religion!"
"How can they, Tubal; has not God
created all animal existence-and a treatise on 'bugology' only aided in bringing
out thought upon the varied species of
such things, and how marvelous are God's
works! And as regards 'ships in the air,'
it was a song, while paradoxical, yet
called the mind unto a line of scientific
thought, portraying the possible capabilities of human inventive genius.
Air
ships may yet be really po~sible. They
are experimenting with them in the eastern states. And I read recently of a gentleman who contemplates a trip across the
Atlantic in one of his own constructing
that proved successful in a limited
voyage!"
"0, yes, Decinda, you're always reading something scientific!
Don't you
know Paul wrote about 'oppositions of
science falsely so-called?' Science can't
save ye!"
"Why Tubal, 'theology is a revealed
science.' It is a science of life. Religion
is scientific!"
"No science about it, Decinda! What
would Jesus have to do with science?
That party at J endors' wasn't scientific,
no how! Humph!" And Tubal left the
room.
"Mother," spoke Tilly-Jane, "what does
father mean anyway? He seems to grow
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more peculiar every day. Sometimes yon
think you have him, and then you havn't.
0 dear, I wish he werfl not sol"
"Tilly-Jane," I responded, "he is your
earthly father; he has wrought hard to
feed, to clothe, to school you; for all
these you owe him your utmost gratitude;
beneath all these let his seeming eccentricities be buried and you'll have more
power of endurance and forbearance.
Life is strange at best. We are not each
alike, and these diversities are life's frictions that create those electrical forces of
human nature that cause them to burn
in resplendent beauty or explode them
into sudden darkness to be forgotten as
errors of mortal effort, that's all."
"Talkin' about electricity are you?
You're always rackin' your ·brain about
everything but the gospel, Decinda!" said
Tubal who just entered the sitting room.
"0 no, husband, I was not."
"Sounded like it, anyhow," replied
Tubal. "Well, Decinda, I'm much perplexed over this affair.
I fear all aint
right about it. J endors' are plumb full
of Methodism; and Methodism aint the
gospel. They think pleasures are all
right, no matter what kind. 'Tis easy to .
slide from one kind on to another, you
know; that's what I'm lookin' at, Decinda.
We must be keerful. Here's Unit and
'l'illy-Jane; we. wish them to be a man
and a woman, not nonsensical 'society
flips!' What's society anyhow'? I never
had much use for it."
"'Why, husband; I thought you had
began seeing matters more clearly."
"0 well, the thing's an open question
yet, Decinda, and I don't know when it
will ever get shut up, I'm sure. Pleasure
is pleasure the world over! Don't talk to
me about 'discrimination,' or 'judgment,'
unless it be 'eternal judgment'-that's
what Panl talked about, you know.
'Scrimination, what use have we for that,
Decinda.
The devil talks about dividing, and lookin' this way and that; I
want to look square at the thing-that's
what I want; and no dodgin' the matter,
Decinda." And Tubal paced the floor
excitedly.
I felt sorry matters had taken such a
turn. It began to appear as though all
my praying had been in vain. But stin I
knew it had not. No woman has prayed
more about our horne concerns th;m I.
The neighbors do not know all about
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'l'ubal, and they shall never know by my
telling. I am only earnestly hoping for
a full answer to my long continued praying that, at last, people may think they
had known of Tubal incorrectly.
I
believe that,
"Ceasing to pray, we cease to fight."
So, along life's weary path I've wended
my way; sometimes hopeful, sometimes
almost discouraged. I have loved my
husband with a true womanly love. I've
borne patiently with his weaknesses, and
endeavored always to teach the children
that respect due their father, as a father.
Notwithstanding his peculiaritieR, he has
been anxious for their good, although the
methods employed seeking that good have
not always been of the wisest sort; but
.then, I muse, we are not wise in all our
actions. I have my own weaknesses to
lament.
In answer to his last
1 said:
"No, neither would I
for the sake of trying to
rendering a proper answer.
ure;; I have
some
I believe we cnn have
'vith which God is not
lies in the fact that I
""qm'''"" wherein I had much
and received instruction therefrom, and
that God blessed me
ust the same after as before, for what I
and enjoyed there is no
mana against, and no rule of
was violated. I never
in true temporal
of any spiritual or religio.ns duty imposed
my baptismal vow. I never absented
myself from the honse of
when time
and duty called me there, for the'sake of
pleasure temporal. I always sought to
never indulge in that kind of pleasure
that would cause me to withhold my hand
f,-om the sacramental emblems; nor hinder me from prayer or speaking a word
for God and his eause.
Herein have I
ever sought to be eonsistent, and have
felt fully assured that upon sueh a line of
conduet I have been condemned bv no
word or command of God; neither h~ve I
found in such procedure, that I came
under the ban of Paul's words, being a
,'lover of pleasure more than a lover of
God!'
This, husband Tubal, has been
the rule of my conduct, and the kind of a
line of diserimination we should draw
upon the question of pleasure!
Such

have I ever sought to instil into the minds
of our children whom we love as gifts of
God unto us. Dear husband, for us to
allow them no evening pastime, no
mental recreation, when it all shall be
free from 'the viees of the world,' and in
the association of those whose characters
we do not question, would be to commit
an egregious error, and present a wrong
view of life and its real merits unto them.
Did they seck to avoid the house of God,
to neglect their daily prayers, to withhold
from the communion because of a love
for pleasure, and that pleasure be pure or
imp;1re, 'twoulil he 'a vastly different
thing.
We 1'houlcl seek to teach them
these truths, the power of discernment
and nse of
judgment
matters,
we have
desire for mental and
is an inherent aualitv
you mm't
it 'out. · So all we can
IS
to meet it, and
educate it. There
is surely some
in which it
can eonrse.
the standard

been to
upon several oc:easions,
harm has ever come to
have •wer feared,
your
so
been illy fonm1ed.
I have ever hacl to intercede in tlwirhehalf;
and Tubal, dear, you
can not condenm mv actions at this late date in our
marital life.
"I am aware of some such thing," said
'I'ubal; "you have swung yonr Reepter
over matters considerable. Knowin~ you
to have been a prayi11g woman, I have
yielded more than I otherwiFe ever should
have done.
It seems strange to me,
Decinda, that I have prayed also, yet in
some things we have walked apart, not
seeing alike; but then we've never quarrelled l reckon! \Vhy can't I ,get the
light yon seem to have on these party
questions?"
"l can answer in but one way, husband:
When you have prayed you have held
fast hold on your prejudiees and yielded
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not one inch, and would arise from prayer
unchanged in thought or feeling; and to
$ny intimation of diverse opinion than
that held by you, you have persistently
dissented."
"There, I reckon that's about true,"
replied Tubal; "for when I prayed I held
to my views both before and after prayer."
"Certainly," said I, "and by that means
you were persuaded that your prayers
,confirmed the correctness of your views,
whereas such was never the easel"
"Well then," said Tubal, "I reckon
when I prayed for light, I shut up my
soul so close that when the light flickererl
around it eonldn't shine in--so I didn't
get any, and have thought I was all right."
"Father, kiss me," exclaimed Tillyas she hastily arose, approaching
and throwing her arms about
his neck in warm embrace, anc1 she kissed
him ere he knew it!
Tubal was fairly
shocked at her conduct. But Till v-.T ane
felt so
to hear her father
"
to
matter more
th!tt
she could not preve11t 'the outbur~t of
gratitude she felt in her soul. Husband
kissed her, and
her on her
and the ~warm tears fell
bis
Swinging her fathers
and
a glad look into his tear-dimmed eyes that
a
true love, she let go
scat.
Tubal's home relations are good ones,
but like many others he surely has not
appreciated them as he shonld. The children have never disobeyed him; they are
too true to the uobler instincts of their
souls to attempt it. Fear,
fear; has
so actuated his movements.
he has
so often found that his peculiar fears
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have been groundless that one would think
ere this he had relinquished his hold upon
them to an extent at least.
He does not object to my writing this
serial of these things, trusting others may
profit by them. I assure the readers they
are not all fiction, by any means! Truth
lies couched in every sentence I pen.
Upon Tilly-.T ane resuming her seat,
Unit arose, and after his honest, manly
way, approached his father, when 'l'ubal
exclaimed: "VI/hat! another kiss?"
"Certainly," replied Unit, "femininity
doesn't hold monopoly upon this token of
regard." And they
their right
hands
and kissed each other.
'l'hen
arose and Ra,id: "Wife,
daughter, son l let us bow in prayer and
seek God's
upon our souls tonight, ere we retire.
And we bowed in prayer, husband leadAnd such a prayer from his .lips I
never heard. I
next, then Tiliy.T ane
! such sweet, 1isping
words
grace that fell from her dear
lips; it was marvelous.
You would
h:we
she was
des1s.

could
It was not a
from
and I
vVe

breakfast stated he had had a vision in
the night, and he was
He said he
would tell us of it in the evening.
Unit had a dream also. The day passed
away pleasantly.

THE BASIS OF POLITENESS.
a grace more desirable than that
I s there
which is the essence and spirit of the
'Golden Rule-a :opirit which shelters
ignorance from comment, while it strives
to remove it; a spirit which seeks to make
,every one in the circle of its influence feel
that they have a friend whose heart and
mind are conservatories sheltering the
flowers of kindliness and sympathy?
Ma11ners, no matter how elegant, can
never cover innate selfishness or ill-breeding. Good manners are but the expres-

sion of the impulses of a good heart; a
heart that is full of sympathy for ignoraDce and suffering. One who makes the
Golden Rule the basis of intercourse with
others never fails in the essential of polite
manners.
Wealth and good man.ners are not
synonymous; neither are poverty and rude
manners.
No amount of wealth can
cover the blemishes of a small or coarse
natu're, no poverty the greatness of a
generous one.
-Christian Union.
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BEREAVED

ONES.

Respectfully inscribed to the wife, parents and friends of Bro. Joseph· Allen Hopkins.
BY M, RODGER.

How peaceful the rest in this beautiful land,
Where my poor tired spirit has flown;
Frotn my prison of clay
I am carried away,
To a brighter and happier home.

I'm not far away from you, loving ones dear?
Be comforted,-short is your stay;
Be patient in sonow,
A brighter to-morrow
Will cheer the dark hours of to-day.

You think I am dead; ah, you can not see;
The vail o'er your earth-eyes is drawn!
I am now free from pain,
And I here shall remain
'Till the morn of eternity's dawn.
I am gone for a season away from your sight,
Dear father and mother, farewell;
And brothers, and wife
Whom I loved as my life,
And my two little children, farewell.

Remember the parting, be ready to come,
And sister and I will await
To greet you once more
As you come to the shore,
And enter the beautiful gate.

April 22d, 1889.

INCIDENTS IN THE LIFE OF ONE OF EARTH'S PILGRIMS.
BY ELDER E. STAFFORD.

N

OT long after this, having replenished
my wardrobe, I went to a factory
yard called "The New York Mills," to
visit a family by the name of Calder with
whom I had formed an acquaintance
before leaving for Nauvoo. 'l'his family
was very regular in their attendance at
the Saints' meetings and favorably
impressed by the doctrine taught. They
were also well known by all the members
of the branch.
While here visiting, two young ladies
called to have a social chat with the
family which consisted of a widowed
mother and three grown daughters. One
of these was a sister of my wife, that now
is, who, when returning home, mentioned
having received an introduction to a
young man by the name of Stafford, who
had recently returned from Nauvoo, and
was·now visiting the Calder family.
Her parents sent her back with an invitation for me to go and see them, as they
desired to ask some questions relating to
certain persons at Nauvoo with whom
they were acquainted in England, and I
also learned that . they were acquainted

with my parents before we left the towu
of Stockport, England.
I went with the young lady, and being
introduced to them, conversation commenced about Nauvoo, and my parents,
and enquiry made concerning William
Clayton, Thomas 1\'Ioon, and their families with whom they were acquainted on
the British Isle. It was at this time that
I first saw my wife, and it might be
termed on my part at least, "love at first
sight;" but I learned from her afterward
that it was not the case with. her. In the
fall of the same year, the family, consisting of the parents and four grown daughters, moved near to the place where I
lived. They had two other daughters
and one son married, who with their·
families moved to the same place; all
combining their fortunes to run the warping, dressing, and weaving department of
a small Cotton Factory. The carding
and spinning were done by another man
having a family large enough for the purpose. They wove bed-ticking by powerlooms.
My uncle and aunt with whom I
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resided were well acquainted with Mr.
Eastham, ~ather of my wife, and his
family, together with the families of
the married ones, and one Sunday afternoon we visited the old folks for a walk
and a friendly chat about "Auld lang
syne." My relatives chatted with the old
folks, while the writer was privileged to
enjoy the society of the younger ones;
but he. was disappointed in not seeing
among them the face he most desired to
see; but a little before sun-down a laughing, joyous, vivacious creature with an
eye the index of her soul, which was
as pure as human nature could be,
made her appearance. If impressed at
first, the feeling now took deeper root,
and I felt that I had met mv destiny. I
did not enjoy her society long at· that
time, but as an introduction to the family
had been gained, I was determined to
improve every opportunity to secure a
meeting and know my destiny from her
own lips, as soon as a favorable opportunity should offer. Accordingly next Sunday found me there again, and when night
came the four grown danghters prepared
to go to the village about a half mile
away to attend meeting.
Asking and
obtaining permission to go along, we
started, and I showed my partiality
for the youngest by walking with her. In
fact, like Samuel with the sons o-f Jessie,
I chose the youngest. I walked home
with her bnt did not have an opportunity
of saying what I wished to say.
On the next Sabbath evenin2· the same
programme was carried out, \vith this
exception, while returning, being the last
couple, we naturally fell behind the others
and I ventured all in order to learn my
fate. I need scarcely tell you that th'e
answer I received was a favorable one,
for manv of the friends who will read
this hav~ seen us growing old together,
but let me assure you that during the first
year of our engagement circumstanees did
not point to a favorable ending of "love's
young dream." No sooner was her father
aware of the nature of my attentions
to his daughter, than, for some unexplained reason, I was forbidden the house,
and for nearly a year, all our meetings
were of a clandestine eharacter. It may
have been that my religion was objectionable to him, or some party might have
misrepresented me. Be this as it may, I
never knew the cause, but the facts in the
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case are that the old gentleman was
extremely averse to any of his daughter's
marrying, having declared that he would
never give a daughter of his away. The
two who were settled had been married
away from home, having been compelled
to meet each other ,without his knowledge,
or to crush out the affections of their
hearts and never meet at all. It is a vain
thing for parents to strive to separate
those who trnly love each other, for there
is no risk which true love will not scorn
and few are the obstaeles which it will
not surmount.
After things had continued in this state
for nearly a year, another of my father's
sisters came from England. They were
intimately acquainted with Mr. Eastham's
family, and upon the occasion of their
going to visit them, I accompanied them,
stopping at the house of one of the married daughters. When the dinner hour
arrived, to mv utter astonishment an invitation was se~t me to join the family, and
upon my hesitating to do so, Mr. Eastham
sent his daughter, Prudence, to insist on
my doing so. Terms of agreement were
immediately entered upon and I partook
of the mid-day meal with the family, and
after that was at liberty to come and go
without hindrance.
This was in the fall of 1846, and in the
spring of the next year the Mexican war
was in full blast. I made up my mind to
go to the war, and told Prudence that I
thought some of going to sea·; but she
thought I was JOking and trying to
frighten her, and took no notice of it. I
however, resolved to go, thinking that
war time was a good time to rise to distinction, and I had a preference for the
~ea. Right here I wish to say that my
religion was at a low ebb. I had seen
enough of Rigdonism to satisfy me. I
had two uncles who went to Harrisburg,
Pennsylvania, one of whom went home
disgusted; the other eve11tually turned to
be a Spiritualist.
If in some parts of my narrative anything should transpire, which the readers
should judge was not in keeping with my
former profession, let them not lay it to
the religion I had professed, but to the
want of it, for I had become about discouraged.
Sometimes I would wonder if the Church of God would ever
be organized again, and had strong hopes;
at other times I was despondent. I was.
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young and had not made myself
acquainted with the purposes of God as
made known through the prophet&. But
this much I will say, that my parents'
teachings, together with what I had
learned in the lifetime of the "Seer,"
enabled me to shun the immoral praetices
of the sailors. I left unbeknown to any
one for fear my couragA wonld fail m.e
under the pleadings of my relatives and
friends; and more especially those of her
to whom I bad pledged my troth.
I landed in New York sometime in
and went aboard
North Carolina,
be placed upon a
opportunity. About
a line of battle
the Gulf of
the United States forces •;vho \Yere
ing on the war on the JJlexic3,n coast,
that ocean, and our first
of attack
V~/8$ to be the fort of
1Jad
written home to Prudenee
whereabouts' and mv
11ai!
received no ans,;·er as
on the
-w·ere -transferred to
the
·whieh was to bt~ OlU
for three years. ./H)OU t the
June \Ve

u11der

over the bar ontsidc of
ship
too mneh
and could llot he
The steamer that came
the 1nail and I '\Vas so
as to
get a
from Prudence.
Getting off the
all was life and
hustle; bands were sent aloft to loose
sails, which were hoisted to their mast
heads and sheeted home
hands on
deck; tho sails all set shP
to move,
and then I began to reali"e
situation
and how long~I had shipped
'l1 here
was no back door out of whieh I could
iind egress, so I made up
round up my Rhonlders a-nd
best I could.
Standing on deck at the foot of the
main-mast'"and looking up at the hands ou
the yards, brought to my mind a dream I
had about a month before I thought
of going to sea. I dreamed of being on
the largest ship I ever saw; indeed in my
.dream I questioned about.it being a reality
because she was such a monster of a ship.

I saw the men aloft and myself watching
them, in my dream, just as I now was in
reality. The dream was literally fulfilled.
There was only one larger ship in the
United States Navy, The Pennsylvania,
but she was condemned as unseaworthy.
Our ship was pierced for a hundred m;d
twenty guns. She had three gt1n decks,
called the spar (or upper) deck, the gun
deck and the berth-deek; these were .all
above water. There was another called
the olive-deck, and then the hold of the
ship v.-hich was of enm·mouB size; both
below the water line. She carried on her
upper aeck
pound guns, or
guns that threw
sized
on her
deck
and on her
sixtv-four pounders.
d;;ck she carried
pounders on
e!--J~eh side.
These rrnns \Vel~e 1nounted on
"' frames or carriages
, and had wooden
which ·were about six
into wooden
the eannon, or
called aboard ship,
four inehes in
~
rnnR a rope ealled the
to which is fastened at each
These are hooked
bolts
one on
of the
from

i8 fired off, and it iR long enough
the muz"lrr of the gun come far
inboard to allow the spongerR ancl
loaderR room to \YOrk.
These guns are invariably run out, that
iR, about one third of them are outside of
the
()Xeept in action, sham or real.
There are stationed to each gun eight men
and a
who act 1n the
-of first
and second captain, fin;t
second
loader and boarder, first and second shot
and wa·d men, first and second sponger
and boarder and the powder boy. There
are qnarter-gmmers whose duty it is to
keep the guns clean, see that their fastenings, especially when at sea, are all secure,
and to i"lre salutes when occasion requires .
(To be continued).
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MISS CLARA BARTON.
THE \\'01\fAN NAMED BY SOLDIERS THE "ANGEL OF THE BATTLE·FIELD."

"SOJiiiEBODY had to go and take care
of the soldiers, and so I went!"
Simple words of a great-hearted woman,
the watchword of whose life has been and
is duty-duty that has led her, not into
the quiet paths of home-doing, but amid
scenes that
the strongest heart;
of her the most
the most sublime
devotion to God's law of the universal
hrotlH1rriOod of
which has
for the

brother day and night.
vV onderful,
indeed, that one so young should have
shown the wisdom and lack of thought
for self that made such a thing possible.
The influence of her buoyant, hopeful,
energetic, and yet tender natiue, was,
without doubt, a staff of strength to the
invalid, and he finally recovered.
R<,]eased from this care, after a little
more study, she began teaching. She was
then sixteen, a bright, fresh looking girl,
with keen, dark eyes that looked inquiringly out into the world which held so
mueh for her to do. She W?,s a suceessful
and proved herself also to posbusiness
developed by
her brothers at
during
Her
a

therein.
The life OI C1:1ra Barton 1s an
one to tlle Y\'Orld. She was born
the bleak
called North
Her father
who had

she rnacle a most
of her skill and
her work in Boi.·-

The
eonsequeiJce waR a greater freedom than
childr;,:n
in their school
and she
hours alone among
in glee at
her own
c'nild
by this communion
the
~vorld, that
tmconventional nature which forms
characteristic as a woman.
she was eleven years old a well
beloved brother met with some misfortune which called him to endure many
weary months of confinement to his bed.
Little Clara became his nurse and com}Janion, and here she showed those rare
qualities which made her so efficient
among the suffering in after clays. For
two years this child nurse held to her
self-appointed taRk of caring for this

with her usual laek of
she offered to take the
opening and
one forward
three months at her own expense. Imagine
her then
an old tumble down build~
ing, and with six scholars beginning her
labor. How she popularized it may be
known by the faet that in a few weeks the
nnmbers had swelled so that two sehools
were necessary, instead of one, and in a
year, a fine building was ereetec1 and five
h nndrecl pupils taken from the ranks of
both rich and poor, were being taught at
pnblio expense.
This one thing was
enough to establish her name as that of a
publie benefaetor.
Then follo "'ed her work in the Patent
Office at Washington. She had gone to
that city to rest and reeuperate from her
arduous labors.
Trouble had arisen in
this Department through the treaebery of
some of the clerks, who had betrayed
secrets, to the great inconvenience of
inventors.
Miss Barton was recommended to the Commissioner as one who
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could be trusted, while at the same time
she was clear headed and well trained in
business matters.
She was offered the
position and accepted, little reeking of
the petty malice of the male clerks, who
could illy brook the advent of a woman
among them. It is related, that morning
after morning, they would range themrelves in two rows along the hall through
which she had to pass, and she would be
obliged to run the gauntlet of their sarcastic looks, low whistling and insulting
sneers. They all failed of their purpose.
It is characteristic of Clara Barton that
nothing can deter her from doing what
she holds to be ~er duty, and though she
walked with burning cheeks and downcast eyes through this fiery ordeal to a
sensitive nature, she nevertheless remained
at her' post, as she did through all subsequent attempts by slander to drive her
away. Three years passed, and then the
suspicion of "Black Republicanism"
caused her dismissal~which she accepted
without remonstrance~but she was a little later urgently recalled because of her
efficiency.
Then came the outbreak of the Civil
War. Little did she know all which this
meant to her. Through every vein ran
the thrill of patriotism, and her spirit
grew strong in the conviction that, though
a woman, she could help her country.
Loyal to the heart's core, devoted and
true, she could not vet imagine what
burning plonghshare.~ l1er feet 'must walk
over before her work was done.
Resigning her position because she
would not accept money drawn from an
already overtaxed treasury, she entered a
broader field of labor. She was in "\Vashington when the Sixth JY[assachusetts regiment arrived there with their wounded,
who were struck down in Baltimore.
From that hour her mission was defined.
She went among these poor fellows and.
ministered to their wants as long as there
was a necessity. A little later, day after
day, during the Peninsular campaign, she
went down the Potomac, returning with
the wounded soldiers, caring for them in
various ways until they were taken to the
hospitals.
One thing troubled and perplexed her
sadly. Although provisions and stores
poured into Washington, there was no
way to get them to the soldiers at the
front, who were suffering and dying for

their lack. It was borne in upon her that
there her duty lay, but it was not until
she returned from her dying father's bedside armed with his words, "Go, if you
feel it your duty to go!
I know what
soldiers are, and I know that every true
soldier will respect you and your errand,"
that she found courage to take the steps
to get there. Every effort to go forward
was rebuffed until she applied to the
Assistant Quartermaster, Gen. Rucker,
who listened to her request, made with
eyes swimming in tears, entered heartily
into her plans, and from that time onward
put every facility in her way to successfully carry them ont.
After this, all through the war she was
found upon the battlefield, a v_ery angel
of mercy. Friend and foe alike received
her ministrations.
They were all her
brothers, and as such she knew no difference. Side by side with the field surgeons
she endured the exposures and ran the
risks which were inevitable.
She furnished her own supplies, transported by
the government, and she never rested in
the labor of distribution. Her foresight .
was wonderful.
Once, after a terrible
battle, when the surgeons went on the
field at night, and found to their dismay,
there was but one half-burnt candle with
which to succor thousands of wounded
men, she drove the darkness away with
the stores of candles and lamps she had
remembered to bring.
One can hardly believe, if it were not
RO well authenticated, all that this woman
did for the wounded and dying soldiers
upon the hardest fought fields, such "battles as Cedar Mountain, second Bull Run,
Chantilly, Antietam, Falmouth, and· old
Fredericksburg, siege of Charleston, on
Morris Island, at Wagner, 'Vvildemess and
Spottsylvania, The Mine, Deep Bottom,
through sieges of Petersburg and Richmond, with Butler and Grant, through
summer without shade and winter without shelter, often weak, but never so far
disabled as to retire from tbe field;
always under fire in severe battles; her
clothing pierced with bullets and torn by
shot, exposed at all times, but nevlr
wounded." 'l'hese are the words spoken
of her in the "History of Woman Suffrage," and the same testimony is borne by
thousands of men who saw her upon these
battlefields.
Her next work was corresponding with
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the friends of missing prisoners at the
dose of the, conflict. Appointed by the
President to do this work, she established
at her own expense a Bureau of Records
of missing men of the armies, employing
several clerks to assist her. Then, going
to Andersonville with the aid of one who
had been a prisoner there and had preserved the roll8, she identified all of the
thirteen thousand graves with the exception of about four hundred.
She had
each one inclosed and marked so that
friends could find them, and a fence made
entirely around the Cemetery.
One thing with regard to Miss Barton's
career may be noted. She never asked
for and never received any pay for her
services, and never hesitate~ to use her
own small income- the result of wise
investment-to carry forward her good
work. 'liThen it became known that she
had expended several .thousands of dollars for the Bureau, Congress voted her
reimbursement. and an additiona,l sum
for going on to a conclusion. During the
four years in which she continued with
the Bureau, she frequently electrified
large audiences with her war experiences,
that were so full of thrilling and pathetic
incidents.
It would seem as if with the war Miss
Barton's active work might have ended,
and yet it had only fairly begun. I can
{)an preface her later labors with anything
so good as JYiis~ Larcom's words regar..=ling her in "Our Famous 'liT omen:"
"There is 11othing in the divine ordering of human lives more beautiful than
the way in which opportunities to do
noble work grow out of similar work
which has already been faithfully done.
Life is no longer fragmentary; every part
has meaning and unity, and the toiler
goes thankfully on through the broader
activities, and into the deeper consecration, developing aJways a less conscious
personality, but one everywhere more
definitely recognized and honored."
This is eminently true of Clara Barton.
Instead of rest, new ·labor awaited her.
Seeking a renewal of strength among the
magnificent Alpine mountains in the fall
of 1869, at Geneva, her work again found
her. Leading members of the "Red Cross
Society,'' an international organization for
the relief of the wounded in war, formed
five years before, waited upon her to ask
her influence to get the signature of the
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United States, to the treaty whieh rendered neutral all surgeons, chaplains, or
nurses, upon the battlefield, engaged in
caring for the suffering, whether friend
or foe. This she at onee, wit[l all of the
enthusiasm of her nature, promised to do.
\Vhile lingering in Berne the FrancoPrussian war broke out. Again the Red
Cross committee came to he1· and begged
her to go with them to the battlefield.
Invalid that 8he was, she did not hesitate.
Said Mrs. Boltvn, in speaking of her work
there: ''\Vhen Straushurg capitulated and
over twenty thousand were homeless
and starving, she provided materials for
thirty th 0 usand garments, to be made by
poor women who needed mo~ey for their
daily bread; then distributed the garments. She aided the starving people at
Met,.; and the wounded at Sedan. She
entered Paris on foot, during the days of
the Commune, distributing food and
clothing to the needy. Once whei1, eager
for bread, so that the mob overcame the
police, she came ont of her house and
spoke to them; they said: <God! it is an
angel,' and became quiet and orderly."
It is hard to refrain from dwelling upon
the grand work which she did here, but I
must hasten onward. In 1873, Miss Barton returned to the United States crowned
with the love and gratitude of France and
Germany, and bearing mementoes of the
friendship of the noble Grand Duchess of
Hadel!, who was au active member of the
Red Cross Society, and of the Emperor
VVilliam, the latter giving her the Iron
Cross, won only by deeds of heroism upon
the battlefield.
Back in her native land, she at once
began urging the signing of the treaty
before mentioned, which was finally done,
and Miss Bartol! was appointed by President Garfield, the president of the Red
Cross Society in this country. Under her
charge the ·work of this organization has
been extended to times of peace. When
great disasters come, by flood, fire, pestilence or earthquake, there are Miss Barton and her fellow-laborers to be found
forgetful of self, laboring only for
humanity. And she has made the nation
feel that this is the people's work, and
everywhere, they are gathering themselves
under the banner of the Red Cross."
What that banner represents Clara Barton has made us understand.
Honors have come to her from both
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sides of the water, but it does not need
that I should enumerate them here.
When we remember what she has done;
how she has labored, often while racked
with bitter pain herself, yet seeking only
to alleviate that of others; when we recall
the generous bestowal of time, thought,
strength and money; when we think of

HE

KNOWETH

THE

what life meant to her, and how simply
and yet earnestly she has carried out its
meaning, our hearts turn with loving
reverence to this woman whose inspiration and strength must have come from
the Infinite Father, enabling her to do
so much for suffering humanity.
-Selected.

WAY THAT I

TAKE.

I stand where the cross-roads are meeting,

I know not, the way is so misty,
The joys or the griefs it shall bring,

What clouds are o'er hanging the future,
What flowers by the roadside shall spring;
But there's One who will journey beside me,
Nor in weal nor in woe will forsake;
And this is my solace and comfort,
"He knoweth the way that I take."

And know not the right from the wrong;
No beckoning fingers direct me,
No welcome floats to me in song;
But my Guide will soon give me a token
By wilderness, mountain, or lake;
·whatever the darkness about me,
"He knoweth the way that I take."

It is true that I can not perceiYe Him,
If backward or forward I go ;

He hideth Himself, but He tries me,
That more of His love I may know.
And 0, that the gold may be purer
:For the trouble that comes for Jove's sake!
I am not afraid of life's sorrow,
"He knoweth the way that I take."
vVho knoweth? The :Father who loves me;
The Savior who suffered for me;
The Spirit all present to guide me·whatever the future shall be.
So let me have hope and take courage;
This truth shall my joy anthem make,
The Lord is my strong tower of refuge,
"He knoweth the way that I take."

STRANGE

And I know that the way leadeth homeward
To the land of the pure and the blest,
To the country of ever fair summer,
To the city of peace and of rest;
And there shall be healing for sickness,
And fountains, life's fi.wer to slake;
.,IVhat matters beside~ I go heavenward;
"He knoweth the way that I take."-Sel.

BIRDS OF SYRIA.

BY S. F. WALKER

the times of the empire the ostrich
IN was
common in Syria and Babylon,
though that phenomenal creature is not
any longer found in those regions. Per1Japs the most peculiar bird of these
countries i~ a kind of heron, unknown in
Europe. It inhabits northern Syria and
the districts about Aleppo. lt is grayish
white in color, having tips of scarlet on
its wings, and a large beak scarlet and
black. The feet are -yellow and the eyes
red. In shape it resembles the stork, but
it is four feet high, and the expanded

wings measure as much as nine feeL
Thi~ strange ereatnre goes in a flock of
its kind. 'l'hey are semi-aquatic. In the
rivers of northern Syria they may be seen
standing in ro\YR across the stream. They
select a shallow. Here they squat, with
their outspread tails up stream. The cllfi.·rent is thns stopped; the water nms
away, leaving bare the river bed. When
this feat is accomplished. the birds all
swoop down at a signal and gather up in
their big beaks the fish and frogs that
have been exposed in the bed of the river.
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the caption of "A Short History of my
Early Life," appearR an ttrticle written by Bro.
William Street, the title of which should have
been "Chamcter." \Ve trust the mistake, under
the circumstances, will be pardoned.
In this issue our attention has been called
to the following errors in an article by Bro.
Sheehy entitled, "Eminent Hebrews," and as
the form was already printed, they were discovered too late for correction.
'
On page 208 and fourteenth line from the
beginning, where the word ''natives" occurs, it
should be "nations." "Corn laws" instead of
"coin laws" on page 210, second column, fifth
line from top; and "barring the crown" instead
of "beal'ing the crown," on page 210, second
column, thirteenth line from bottom.

UNDER

IN the April number of the LEAVES our readers
will find that by an oversight of the proofreader there occurs a repetition of four verses
in the poem entitled, "The Spoilers of Jcmsalem." The editors at the office were leaving for
conference, while sickneFS pressed heavily upon
our own home, excluding the oversight which
the magm-:ine at other times receives. Our
friends will understand it all. The Father has
drawn near to us, and the poem. broken ofl:' on
ear:h will be continued in heaven. 'l'oits com-

ElllT>.:n HY

FRESH WATER AC/lTARIUM.

Perhaps ;;orne of our boys would l.ike to try
t. eir ingenuitv in making a fres" water aquarium. '
"
·
Though marine animals surpass the inhabitant" of fre~h water in strangC'ness of fonn and
tint, there are enough aqtiatie objeets to be
found in any ~tream or pond to keep my readers
busy and h<tppy. for years in ;.,tudying their
haiJits and natural history. And if you determine to han' an aquarium, have one ·whose
eon tents will afford a constant snnrce of amusement aml instrnet.ion. Sea-shells, corals, etc.,
should not be used in a fresh water aquarium.
The lime and salts they contain will injure both
fish and plant. By making the artificial home of
the aquatie creatures, conform as nl.'arly as possible to their natural ones you ea.n keep them

position vvas given the last earthly labor of one
who is now at rest, and whose I' and will never
pen the thoughts which filled his mind, even to.
the hour in which the "Silver cord was loosed
and the golden bowl IJroken." As the visions
of earth faded, the "sweet harmonies" of heaven
fell upon hi~ ear and the poem of Life Eternal
forever displaced the jarring measure of this.
Into the gates of thtJ "New .Jerusalem" no
spoilers shall ever enter, and He who is the
light thereof has conquered forever the spoiler,
death, an(l separation shall never come to those
who dwell therein.
\V. 8., in writing to us sttys: "No one can fully realize what good the church periodicals aredoing and have done.· My folks have always
been opposed to the latter day work; ttnd when
I Bay opposed I mean it in the Yery strongest of
terms. Some have read the "Herald," "Hope,"
"Expositor" and "Autumn Leaves," and have
expressed themselve~ like the following: "If
there arc any church publications that contain
nutriment and grain without chaff, they are
the winnowed artieles that come from the Latter Day Saints' periodical and publication house
in Iowa. My mother is quite inte1·ested in the
''Autumn Leaves," and I gu"~~ she will read
nearly every article that appettrs."
w. s.

~·.\

all in :t healthy and lively condition. Of eour;o:e
those who wish can buy tanks ready to nse, but
we ginl below a simple way for making them
and almost any boy with a little ingenuity and
~ome patience mn make one for himself.
Proc;ure two pieces of glass for sides, each 24
by 7; tvm for ends, each 16 by 7; one board 28
by 20 with rounded edges; 28 inches of threequarle!· round moulding, about one inch through,
(thi:; can be proeured of any carpenter or wherever lumber i~ sold), aml a little putty.
Plow out grooves in the top of your board to
hold the glass so that the corners fit together
nieely. Put your monl•ling on at each corner,
nailing from beneath. Fill groove in board with
pliable putty, then insert your glass and putty
up corners on the inside, and if you choose to
make a little finish for the top, get enough of
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quarter round to do so, ('two pieces 24 inches
long and two 16 inches long) and nail to corner
standards.
Your aquarium is now ready to stock unless
you choose to paint it. Some paint theglaEs on
the outside, all except the front one which is
left clear for observation.
First cover the bottom with sand and gravel.
Then build your rockery; it is better to cement
it together and into place.
After this is all arranged, go to the nearest
pond or brook, and dredge up some water plants.
Any that are not too large will do-starwort,
milfoil, bladder-wort, pondweed, etc. Fasten
the roots of your plants to small stones with a
bit of string, and arrange them about the tank
to suit vour taste. Fill the tank with water
and let i"t stand in the window for a week o;
tw.o, where it will receive plenty of light and
b~t little sun.. By t11at time all your plants
Will be growmg, and numerous other little
plants will have started into life of their own
accord.. Then yon may add your animals, and
if you do not overstock the tank von need neve·r
change the wa.ter. Be sure not to handle the fish·
if, for any cans~, you wish to remove them, lift
them gently With a dip net. Should yon wish
to keep a turtle, a ~rawfish, or any such animal,
you must have your rockerv so arran()'ed that
part of it will protrude above the wate;.
Feed your fish on insects once or twice a
week. Do not try to force them to eat. If they
:are hungry they need little persuasion. Boat,bugs, whirligig beetles, and, in fact almost all
.the aquatic bugs and beetles will eat lean raw
meat if gh:cn to.thcm in small bit8. Carp, dace,
:and such fish Will eat bread; bass, pickerel and
·gars will not.
Never allow food to remain in the bottom of
'the aquarium to spoil, for it will contaminate
the water. The vegetarians in your tank will
feed upon the growing plants awl eat up the
:bread.
Neyer put a large frog in your aquarium, for
he Will devour evcrythin<>' there.
The following receipt fr~m the Scient,fic Ameri,can I have found Withstands the action of the
w~(cr mu:h better than putty which flakes off.
Aquanum CcJ?ent.- Linseed oil. 3 ounces;
·tar, 4 ounces; resm, one pound; melt together
over a gentle fire. If too much oil is used the
, cement will run down the angles of the aquarium; to obviate this it should- be tested before
using by allowing a small quantity to cool
under water. If not fonnd sufficiently firm
allow it to simmer longer or add more tar and
resin. The cement should be poured· in the
corners and in groove on bottom while warm
(not hot)."
CORK ORNAMENTS.
Cork cut very similarly to the mode employed
~or wood veneers is being fashioned extensively
mto ornaments, partic~larly ~n displaying, on
exact sc_ale, ~amous rums, picturesqueness of
effect bemg aided by the porous texture of the
material imitating decayed masonry and the
rough bark of trees. Ruins of the Church of
the Sept Douleurs at Jerusalem, of the gate at
:l')amascus, of the Castle of Babertsburg near

Potsdam, and the Castle of Rheinbeck are
among choice productions. The body, or foun"
dation; is of clip or stiffened cambric.
All kinds of toys can be made with corks.
The "little tumbler" is ve1y easily made.
Several corks should be glued together, and
when the glue has dried, with a Pharp penknife
cut out a figure, hollowing it. On the feet fasten a small lead shot so that in whatever way
the figure is thrown down, it will stand on its
feet. -Ducks can easily be made of corks and
when they have been 'ballasted with lead they
will outsail any storm. If a piece of wire or
steel is placed in the body of a duck it can be
manipulated on a sheet of paper with a magnet.
A small model of a mouse can easily be made
and with care it will present a very pretty
appearance. These cork bricks can be easily
fastened together by passing a wire through the
cables and gluing them. To eut a cork, a sharp
knife is all that is necessary, and more fun and
amusement ean be had out of them than one
can imngine. This modeling may be taken up
as an amusement by amateurs.BEAN BAG.
CoNSIDERABLE skill may be developed in the
game of "Bean Bag;" it certainly produces a
great deal of amusement in a company of young
people, and is said to have been very popular
last winter in Boston cirdeo, The necessary
apparatus is very simple, and consists of a board
three feet long and one foot and one half wide.
nine inches from the top of the board a hol'e six
inches square is made. Make five gaily colored
b 1gs six inches square, and one (called Jumbo)
six by ten inches; fill them all loosely with
beans. One end of the board should rest on the
floor and the other end be raised about nine
inches by means of a prop, so that the board
will present a sloping surface to the player.
Each player stands five to eight paces from the
board and throws all the bags, trying to pitch
them throngh the square hole. Every bag that
goes through counts ten for the player, those
landing on the platform count five each, and
all falling on the floor discount ten each.
"Jumbo" -must be thrown last and counts or
discounts twice as much as one of -the smaller
bags. The number of players is unlimite.d, but
if the party is a large one, captains may be
appointed and sides chosen. Prizes are awarded
to the most successful and to the most unsuccessful participants.
Another popular form of this game is to provide a quantity of the six-inch bags, one half of
the number red and the other half blu!J.
Arrange the players in two rows facing each
other. The blue bags are deposited at the head
of one row and the red at the other. The persoiiS heading each row at a signal picks up a
bag, passes it to the, next and so on down the
line. When all the bags reach the foot .they
are returned one by one as quickly as possi'lile,
the side which .:first returns all its bags being
the successful competitor. A hat containing a
number of blank slips and one slip bearing the
word "Prize," is passed to the players. The person who draws the prize slip is then entitled to
some suitable home-made gift.
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BEFORE

''I NEVE.'R
go to ..a bridal tha. tit does
not almost break my heart." \Vhv?

In reading the exc~llent words ·~f
.Marion Harland in March Autumn £,'uves,
and previom<ly many other pieces of good
advice to young married people, I felt to
thank God, first, that to human beings
in a higher degree than to any other
emboclied spirits he had given the power
to communicate thought; Recondly, that
they have been permitted to formulate a
system by which their thoughts may be
recorded and sent from one to many; and
thirdly, for those excellent Rpirit~ upon
the eatth in almost all ages of the world
who are so unselfish in tl~eir natnref' that
they will l'acrifice, if Heed he, a part of
their own time and energy to the benefiting of their fellow beings.
And yet iu carefully weighing this
:artiele of Marion Harland's, it seen.is to
me that she has too much overiooked "What
·she yet acknowledges to be a sinful error,
in her effort to arrive at the mwses of
.discord in wedlock. She says '-the key
note that Bets all ajar is usually Btrnck in
the earlier months of marriage. By a
cnrions reversaL of conditions the ardent
wooer of the ante-nuptial idyl becomes
the philosophically contented husband
with the utterance of the irrevocable
words."
That the latter statement is
true of most of the marriages of to-day
I can not well deny; but I believe
that these "curious ·reversals of conditions" after marriage 'would be wholly
unnecessary were the contracting parties
to understand before marriage the true
relation that man and woman should bear
to each other, to the world, and to their
God.
"It was the lover's business to make the
world beautiful to his betrothed during

No.6.

J:YIARRIAGE.
the ·wooing"." And is it not a matter of
false edu~ation which leads the girl to
expect that this is his only busin'ess, in
the wooing as well as in marriage? Let
us examine for a few moments the antenuptial life of the average girl of refinement and education of to-day. For ten
months out of the vear she is sent to
school where the ulti~ate end is to graduate her in algebra, geometry, zoology,
botany, geology, clH'mistry, rhetoric,
literature, and ancient and modern history, and her vacations are spent upon
em broidery and piano lessons.
She is
carefully absolved from the performance
of practical house duties, or if she is per-·
mitted to assist in these e,hc is given the
part of beautifying and keeping- the house
in order. After graduation there is no
change in her employment except that for
school is substituted "wciety," and her
time and thoughts are filled with pleasure,
gaiety, beauty, art, and fiction geuerally,
until she succeeds in captnring some deluded man, who is vvilliug for a time to
pander to her wishes with the hope that
in the end she will repay him aR a wife.
She, meantime, has no idea hut that their
present relations will ahrays continue;
and from such a life and such traininghow could she kno\v otherwise?
And
yet when V\'e cmi1e to consider the true
part of a woman in the married relation,
how different it necessarily is! A woman
would be astonished if any one made the
staternent to her that it was not the man's
. business to provide for the family the
necessities of life.
And yet, granting·
that it is, c1oes she think that there is nn
compensation due upon her part for the
things provided, but that he mus.t also
provide the necessary "help" in order that
they be prepared for nse?
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In the first place it is an artificial, not
a nat,ual supposition that a man should
have the means when married to hire his
house labor done. It is not a natural supposition that a man should have obtained
sufficient means by the time he marries to
absolve himself from personal labor, and
I very much doubt, means or no means,
whether he should thus absolve himself
until old age or decrepitude prevents him
from using his mental or physical powers.
If, then, instead of being a parasite, he is
expected to labor personally to provide
for his wife and family, is it any more
than just to expect that she also should
labor personally in preparing for use the
things provided?
This, however, would necessitate that
she become familiar with all those
ministering arts that pertain to every
household. How and when is she to do
this?
Will any sensib.le woman marry a man
who is utterly unversed at the time in the
art of making a living? Is it not rather
the thought that a man is presuming too
much in this age to ask t],e hand of a
woman until he has learned some trade
or is master of some vocation by which
he can support her? "\Vhen she can cut
and make not only her own garments, but
her brother's or her father's as well; whell
she can deftly and easily cook all of the
common foods in more· ways than one;
and when she can manage the housekeep·
ing work-from washing and ironing, and
making beds, and tidying rooms, down to
washing dishes, and putting the cupboards
to rights-with neatness, order and despatch, woman will just have become ready
to stand even in accomplishments with
the man who has thoroughly learned his
trade.
And the acquiring of this should not
be deferred until the knowledge is needed
in all its perfectness, but each responsibility should be taken up gradually as
the mind and body grows, until at last
the girl becomes a woman prepared to
care for herself and for others.
"But should she receive no mind culture
at all?" yon ask. Certainly. The fundamental principles of mathematics, language and the sciences are needed in all
her labors; and more than this, she should
have special training in practical chemistry, hygiene, and botany. Not that in
the latter she need spend months in learn-

ing the technical names of the different'
plants, but she should be taught without
the elaborateness that is usual with the
study of materia medica to recognize at
sight the common useful plants, and to
understand their properties and powers.
Let her also be informed of the world and
its inventions, and of the labors performed
in different ages by different people for·
the benefit of humanity; but let this
mainly be done by the reading of histories
anr1 books of description, which she iR ·
taught to read during moments which
would otherwise be wasted.
A woman thus prepared will not feel
the first responsibilities of housekeeping·
in wedded life an added burden for which
she must be paid by an undue amount of
petting and coaxing and praising. She·
will feel that she is but doing her legitimate part of the temporal labors of life,.
and without worry. If the man is equally
well prepared, both may enjoy the fruits·
of their labors.
And, farther, when a
woman understands from her own experience that labor and the aff>tirs of business
pertaining to the individual or to the citizen are a necessity in the life of the man,.
the term "generic jealousy" may be safely
laid aside.
Yet a mere knowledge of how to manage
temporalities alone on the part of each is·
110t all that is required to produce a happy
union. The God-given natures of men
and women differ; "man is not woman,
nor woman man." How neceRsary then
that woman be led to understand the true
nature of man before she marries, and
vic'· ver··"'· More thau half the disappoint·
meuts that come to married people probably ariRe from the lack of this knowledge.
Women expect the same fineness of feeling and consideration in man that they
themRelves possess; when were he to possess it in his struggle for existence his
life would be miserable or a total wreck.
Man often times expects labor to be performed by the wife that her delicacy of constitution can not endure; and all because
he himself is so strong that he thinks he
is requiring very little. Could not parints
who have learned these things by experienee teach their children both the
spiritual and the physical natures of
their opposites?
But above all do man and woman need
to know the purposes of union a.nd of life;
for without a true idea of these, gained
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soon aftc::r marriage if not before; the
finest match ~ill prove an unhappy union.
They should understand that this life was
not granted them for the purpose of wasting their time in seeking and enjoying
the pleasures of the senses merely, and
that he who doeR this will surely reap the
harvest of discontentment, suffering and
unhappiness.
On the contrary they
should he taught that God has placed
them here under certain Jaws and conditions, with c(;rtain works to do wherein
he will prove them to see if they will
choose righteousness rather than evil;
and that as a consequence the highest joy
that can come to them here is the knowledge or assurance given by God's Holy
Spirit that they are doing properly the
works he requires. For if they do these
they have the promise of an infallible
God, that they shall have joy in this
world and eternal happiness in the world
to come. They should understand that,
in connection with asRisting each other to
work out their individual salvation, one
of the greatest works required of them by
God is the bringing forth and nurturing
physically and spiritually during their
immaturity other beings who are ordained to come into the world. And when
they anticipate marriage they should
understand that it should be undertaken
with a view to accomplish these two
labors; and they should weigh the matter aecordingly, seeking eounsel of man
and of God, that they may use wisdom in
making their choice.
Pinally, when they are married, the
husbaml should understand that, as his
wife has agreed to take that part of their
mutual labors >vhieh, of necessity compel
her to remain almost daily within the
limits of her home, he shO!ild supply her
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with the knowledge and information that
he bas the opportunity of gaining in his
relations with the world. That upon him
rests the responsibility of teaching his
family the law with regard to both temporal and spiritual things, and that he
should inform himself accordingly. And
lastly that he is to assist and uphold her
in her labors for good with the children
and the household, and that he is to guard
her and them from the evils of the world.
Let the wife remember that she should be
interested in the struggle for life which
the husband is constantly waging, and
that the office of her ealling is to be a
comfort to him in his afflictions, while
she yet bears in mind that as with him
rests the responsibility of the issue, so
with him must rest the decision of method.
She should understand that the husband
daily associates with that which tends to
lower his plane of spirituality, and that it
is her privilege to assist in clearing away
the rubbish that surrounds the gems of
truth discovered by him, and to polish
them and set them in their places for
guides to both in the future. And finally,
that by love and by prayer she must turn
his heart to the weaker spirits beneath
him, as well as to the infinite Spirit above
him, that in the end she may restore unto
him what she caused him to lose in the
beginning-the fruit of the tree of life,
which is the pure love of God. (B. of M.
l Nephi 3: 17).
With this knowledge could a woman
enter marriage lightly'? without counsel?
without a careful forecast of the future?
and above all without God's Spirit to aid
her in her choice?
And with proper
knowledge possessed by both parties
before marriage, would onr ·"hearts need
to break" at the wedding feast?
VINA.

THE BRAVEST BATTLE.
The bravest battle that ever was fought,
Shall I tell you where and when?
On the maps of the world you will find it not;
'Twas fought by the mothers of men.

But deep in a walled-up woman's l1eart,
Of woman that would not yield,
But bravely, silently, bore her part,Lo, there is that battlefield!

Nay, not with cannon or battle shot,
·with sword, or nobler pen;
Nay, not with eloquent word or thought
From mouths of wonderful men.

No marshalling troop, no bivouac song,
No banner to gleam and wave;
But, oh, these battles! they last so long,From babyhood to the grave.-Sel.
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Read by J. A. GuNSOLLY at Lamoni, Iowa, April 30th, 1889.
"Our fathers' God! from out whose hand
The centuries fall like grains of sand-,
We meet to-day, united, free,
And loyal to our land and Thee,
To thank Thee for the era done,
And trust Thee for the opening one."

1\T0
j

words of ours could so well and

'll. beautifully express the purpose for

which we are met to-day as these few
lines from the poet, Whittier;. and this
ought to be and no doubt is the sentiment
of every one present this morning.
It is man's nature to be dissatisfied;
and out of this dissatisfaction there comes
a desire for change. In every avenue of
life this is strikingly manifested.
The
gratification of this desire begets progression or retrogression; progression if the
aspirations are high and lofty, retrogression if they are low and degrading. 'fhere
is no neutral ground upon which to stand;
whether we make an effort or not, we are
unconsciotmly horne along with the host,
ascending or deseenc1ing. VVhich?
It was through the workings of this
same restlt>SS spirit that Columbus was
led to nnflertake that voyage the equal of
which ill its result~ has never been made
before nor since. While Columbuf' and
Isabella chiefly desired to earry Christianity to the heathen nations of the Ori·ent,
not that there lay directly
in their way a eontinent peopled by a
race -which had degenerated to the level of
the savage though"- onee the favored sons
of Jaeol~, yet th~re attaches to them certain creclit" for the discoveries which they
made.
Our Pilgrim Fathers, throwing off all
allegiance to the established church, and
persecuted for their religious opinions,
resolved to seek refuge in the wilds of
America. Aecordingly, having reached
the eoast of the new world, they, in the
cabin of the Mayflower, formed a solemn
compact whieh resulted in a pure demoeracy composed of one hundred and one
citizens, the embryo which subsequently
developed into the greatest republie, in
many respects, that the world has ever
seen.
The government in embryo planted in
the hearts of the pilgrim fathers, began
to germinate, and gradually spreading

throughout all the colonies, this desire for
civil and religious libeJ-tV finally burst the
shell of British opposit.ion, sh.ot upward
into the light of liberty, and penetrated
deeper into the hearts of her loyal citizens.
The struggle for Independence follows.
Columbia's soil is drenched with the
blood of our ancestors for eight long and
terrible years that you and I might enjoy
the inalienable rights of "life, liberty and
the pursuit of happiness."
Independence having been secured, the
attention was next directed to the establishment of a constitutional form of government. The Article" of Confederation
were found to be entirely inadequate to
the demands, since nnder it the government proved to be a union of independent
commonwealths, the principle of which is
destrnctive. to the ends for which they
endeavored to unite. It is a well knowit
principle that, in order to form a perfect
union there must be a common gronncl
upon which all concerned may stancl,
which common ground was wanti11g under
the Confederation.
Therefore measures vYere at onee instituted to form a "more perfeet nnion." A
eonvention havin!.i· heen ealled at the suggestion of vVashington, representatives
from fivt> state8 assembled, September,
1786. This being a minority of all the
states, they adjourned to meet in May,
the following year, at which time delegates from all the Rtates, except Rhode
Island, met at Philac1elphia, the second
Monday in May, 1787. This convention,
the greatest in importance ever held in
Amerie::,, organized by ehoosing George
vV ashington, of Virginia, president; and
after about five months of earnest, and at
times heated discussion, overruled by an
all wise Providence, brought forth to the
American people and to the world the
constitution of the United States. The
constitution having been ratified by eleven
states, the first \Vednesday of ;January,
17 89, was appointed upon "whieh to
·
a chief magistrate. The people had but
one choice, ancl early in April the eounting of the electoral votes revealed the
fact that George vV ashington was unanimously elected first President of these
United States of America.
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Let us all now with united effort take
bold upon tb:e great wheel of time, and
for our present gratification turn it backward one hundred years, arriving upon
the morning of April 30th, 1789, at the
metropolis of the nation, New York City.
Having arrived there let us proceed at
once to the old City Hall to witness the
scene about to transpire. \Vhile awaiting
the appointed hour we are attracted to
the vast throng surging to and fro,
anxiously waiting, and each fearing lest
he may not get a clear view of the scene
which is shortly to present itself.
Presently our attention is called to the
old hall where a party, having emerged
from the building, have taken their stand
upon the balcony; instinctively all hats
are lifted, all eyes are fixed upon them, all
hearts are silent, while each ear is strained
to catch the words as the great American
receives the oath of office. But hark! as
he stoops to kiss the sacred Bible, Chancellor Livingston cries out, "Long live
George Washington l" The acclaim is
taken up and passed from lip to lip
throughout that vast throng, and methinks I can see the chief executive bowing with a kindly smile to them, his loyal
constituents.
Now with your kind assistance we will
turn forward again the wheel of time, but
slower than before, that we may take a
brief view of the century through which
we passed so swiftly a few moments since.
What marvels have been wrought in a
century! vVhat stupendous growth has
our country experienced! She has developed from the embryonic stage into the
mighty tree, of whose fruit every nation
under heaven partakes. Our population
has increased from three millions to more
than sixty millions, our cabinet from
three to eight members, our Senate from
twenty-two and our House from sixty-five
to their present magnitude, the number
of states from eleven to forty-two. In
1789 constitutional liberty was feeble; in
1889 every American citizen is proud of
thA name and has reason to boast of the
protection and privileges afforded him by
his government. Then the treasury was
empty, currency depreciated, the flag
without power anrl honor abroad, and the
people at home distrustful of the government; now our country's credit is considered good in the remotest parts of the
world, our currency passes at par, the flag
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above insult, and the people prosperous
and at peace, liberty-loving and loyal.
Wildernesses then inhabited by Indians
and wild beasts have been transformed
into pleasant fields, clotted by magnificent
cities with spires pointing heavenward;
rivers then useful only to the water-fowl
and fish, and perhaps to slake the thirst of
some wild beast and still wilder human
being, are now converted into a mighty
power used for moving the ponderous
machinery of our factories and for transporting the products of our land to the
sister nations of earth. We have extendeel onr domain from a narrow strip bordering upon the Atlantic until it now
stretches westward to the Pacific, and
from the Great Lakes on the north to the
Gulf of :Mexico on the south; and may
we not ho_[Je for the fulfillment of the
prophetic words. of the great Englishman
who said: "I see one vast confederation
stretching from the frozen north in unbroken line to the glowing south, and
from the wild billows of the Atlantic
westward to the calmer waters of the
Pacific main; and I see one people and
one language and one law and one faith;
and over all that wide continent the home
of freedom and a refuge for the oppressed
of every race and of every clime."
We
have descended into the bowels of the
earth and bronght from nature's treasurehouse untold wealth of precious metals;
we have tapped her reservoir, and copious
streams of liquid fuel have poured out;
yea, we have taken her poisonous breath, as
it were nf demons, and converted it
into usefulness. vVe have captured the
lightning, and harnessed the steam,
and erected a highway in the heavens.
For the stage-coach we have substituted
the electrie carriage; for the tallow
clip we have substituted the brilliant eleetric light; we have exchanged the fleetfooted messenger for the instantaneous
telephone; instead of the slow and unruly
sailing vessel we now have the steamer; and
we do not stop with that but mount into
the air and sail away as we list. To
speak further of our inventions and discoveries would be trespassing upon your
time and patience, for their name is legion.
That which is most deserving of mention in
the line of progression is our edncational
advancement. vV e have outgrown the
course designated by the three "r's" and
adopted that which is calculated to develop
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harmoniously all the powers of man, since
the primary object of education is the
perfection of the individual.
Our scores
of isolated log shanty school-houses with
their hundreds have been supplanted by
hundreds of little white school-houses
with their thousands. The progress in
city schools and colleges has been equally
remarkable, in fact in our public school
system and in our schools and colleges we
stand second to no nation in the world.
With all these facts staring us in the
face, dare we neglect the education of our
children? Ought we not rather to give
them those lofty ideals of citizenship which
are the soul of true patriotism, the safeguard of republican liberty? to imbue
them with true American ideas, the power
of the ballot, to fear God, to honor the
:flag, and to obey the laws? Our forefathers left us in their lives a greater and
richer legacy than our charter of liberties. Let us study them and profit by
their example. While we should worship no man, we should admire and
respect George Washington, not because
he was greater than all other men-for it
is the honest conviction of your speaker
that there have lived since his time as
good men as he-but because he was the
instrument chosen by Jehovah to set
in operation the machinery of this government, and because his is one of the names
in American history which the tongue of
slander can not reach and partizan hatred
dare not assail. As I believe Washington
to have been inspired to save the nation
in its infancy, so I believe Lincoln to
have been inspired to save it during the
four years of internal rebellion.
Who iR able to know what the future
may develop for our country!
What
man can foretell the character of the
leaders we may have a century hence!
Can you conceive of a government whose
officers are uncorrupted? whose citizens
are pure?
Methinks away down through the mists
·of futurity I see these boys taking the
places of the president, of the governors,
of the doctors, lawyers, professors, mi.nisters, mechanics, merchants and farmers;
and these girls taking the places of the
county superintendents, the doctors, lawyers, Sunday School teachers, public
school teachers, temperance lecturers,

editors, and the good wives and mothers.
Methinks I can see no traces of crime and
drunkenness, no war nor bloodshed; I
can hear no lying nor swearing; I can
hear of no midnight carousals, nor see
men contaminated with that loathsome
and filthy weed called tobacco. I see the
children on a Sunday morning wending
their way to church and Sabbath School,
their fathers and mothers leading the
way, where they lift their hearts and
voices to God in songs and prayers of
thanksgiving and praise.
Dear children, if you would become
great and good like Washington, you must
be truthful, kind, gentle and loving.
Dear parents, to you is entrusted the care
of these young minds which may be
moulded as you will; to you through
them is entrusted the future weal or woe
of this republic.
Although our nation
may never become perfect until Americanism shall have spread to every part of the
earth, and Christ's universal kingdom
shall have been established, yet just how
near it approaches perfection from a
human standpoint depends entirely upon
you, fathers and mothers.
Would that we all might fully awake
to a perfect realization of the duty we
owe to the rising generation, that we
might feed them upon the fruits of liberty and the bread of patriotism, that we
might inculcate within them by precept
and example a proper conception of pure
democracy and uncorrupted republicanism, that we might instill within them
pure motives and a desire to emulate the
lives of our great public benefactors;
then shall be ushered in an era of peace
and prosperity such as our nation has
never known, when we shall have thrown
off political corruption, when true merit
rather than an accumulation of filthy
lucre shall have been recognized as the
criterion of public worth, when men shall
no longer pander to the dictation of moneyed trusts and avaricious monopolists,
when every citizen shall have learned
to regard the country's welfare as his
welfare.
May the great Jehovah '\ndow
us with that wisdom which shall enable
us to place in power such men as shall be
necessary to speed on the good work, and
hasten that glorious day.
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SOCRATES AND ARISTODEMUS.
E will now relate the manner in
W
which Socrates discoursed with Aristodemus, surnamed the Little, concern-

which extend of themselves whenever it is
needful, and again close when sleep
approaches?"
ing the Deity; for, observing that he
"Are these eyelids provided, as it were,
neither prayed nor sacrificed to the gods, with a fence on the edge of them to keep
nor yet consulted any oracle, but, on the off the wind and guard the eye?"
<:lontrary, ridiculed and laughed at those
"Even the eyebrow itself is not without
who did. He said to him:
office; but, as a penthouse, is prepared to
"Tell me, Aristodemus, is there any turn off the sweat, which falling from the
~man whom you admire on account of his
forehead might enter and annoy that no
·merit?"
less tender than astonishing part of us!
Aristodemus having answered "many," Is it not to be admired that the ears
:Socrates said:
should take in sounds of every sort, and
"N arne some of them, I pray you."
yet are not too much filled by them?
"I admire," said Aristodemus, "Homer that the fore teeth of the animal should be
.for his epic poetry, Melanippides for his formed in such a manner as evidently best
dithyrambics, Sophocles for tragedy, suited for the cutting of its food, and
Polycletes for statuary, and Xeuxis for those on the side for grinding it in pieces?
painting."
that the mouth, through which this food
"But which seems to you most worthy is conveyed, should be placed so near the
·of admiration, Aristodemus, the artist nose and eyes as to prevent the passing
who forms images void of motion and unnoticed whatever is unfit for nourishintelligence, or one that hath the skill to ment; while nature, on the contrary, hath
produce animals that are endowed, not set at a distance, and concealed from the
only with activity, but understanding?"
senses, all that might disgust them? And
"The latter, there can be no doubt;" canst thou still doubt, Aristodemus,
replied Aristodemus; "provided the pro- whether a disposition of parts like this
·duction was not the effect of chance, but should be the work of chance, or of wisdom and contrivance?"
of wisdom and contrivance."
"But since there are many things, some
"I have no longer any doubt," replied
of which we can easily see the use of, Aristodemus; "and, indeed, the more I
while we can not say of others to what consider it, the more evident it appears to
purpose they were produced, which of me that man must be the masterpiece
these, Aristodemus, do you suppose the of some great Artificer, carrying along
·work of wisdom?"
with it infinite marks of love and favor of
"It should seem the most reasonable to Him who hath thus formed it."
affirm it of those whose fitness and utility
"And what thinkest thou, Aristodemus,
.is so evidently apparent."
of that desire in the individual which
"But it is evidently apparent that He,' leads to the continuance of the species?
who at the beginning made man, endued Of that tenderness and affection in the
him with senses because they were good female towards her young, so necessary
for him; eyes, wherewith to behold what- for its preservation? Of that unremitted
·ever was visible; and ears to hear what- love of life and dread of dissolution which
·ever was to be heard. For say, Aristode- takes such strong possession of us from
mus, to what purpose should odors be the moment we begin to be?"
prepared, if the sense of smelling had
"I think of them," anRwered Aristode·been denied? Or why the distinctions of mus, "as so many regular operations of
bitter and sweet, of savory and unsavory, the same great and wise Artist, delib·unless a palate had been likewise given, erately determining to preserve what he
·conveniently placed to arbitrate between hath once made?"
them and declare the difference?
Is not
"But farther, [unless thou desirest to
that providence, Aristodemus, in a most ask the question], seeing, Aristodemus,
-.eminent manner conspicuous, which, that thou thvself art conscious of reason
because the eye of man is so delicate in and intelligeiwe, supposest thou that there
its contexture, hath therefore prepared is no intelligence elsewhere? Thou know·eyelids like doors, whereby to secure it; est thy body to be a small part of that
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wide-extended earth which thou everywhere beholdest; the moisture contained
in it thou also knowest to be a small portion of that mighty mass of waters
whereof seas themselves are but a part,
while the rest of the elements contribute,
qut of their abundance, to thy formation.
It is the soul, then, s,lone, that intellectual
part of us, which is come to thee by some
lucky chance, from I know not where, if,
so be, there is indeed no intelligence elsewhere; and we must be forced to confess
that this stupendous universe, with all
the various bodies contained thereinequally amazing, whether we consider
their magnitude or number, whatever
their use, whatever their order-all have
been produced, not by intelligence, but
chance!"
"lt is with difficulty that I can suppose
otherwise," returned Aristodemus, "for I
behold none of those gods whom you
speak of as making and governing all
things, whereas I see the artists when at
their work here among us."
"Neither yet seest thou thy soul, Aristodemus, which, however, most assuredly
governs thy body, although it may well
seem, by thy manner of talking, that it is
chance, and not reason, which governs
thee."
"l do not despise the gods," said Aristodemus. "On the contrary, I conceive
so highly of their excellence as to snppose they stand in no need of either me or
my services."
"'l'hou mistakest the matter, Aristodemus; the greater magnifieence they have
shown in their care of thee, so much the
more honor and serviee thoh owest them."
"Be assured," said Aristodemus, "if I
once could be persuaded the gods took
care of man, I should want no monitor
to remind me ofmy duty."
''And canst thou doubt, Aristodemns,
if the gods take car"l of man?
Hath not
the glorious privilege of walking upright
been alone bestowed on him, whereby he
may with the better advantage survey
what is around him; contemplate with
ease those splendid objects which are
above, and avoid the numerous ills and
· inconveniences which would otherwise befall him?
Other animals, indeed, they
have provided with feet, by which they
may remove from one place to another;
but to man they have also given hands,
with which he can form many things for

his use, and make himsel"f happier than
creatures of any other kind. A tongue
hath been bestowed on every other animal,
but what animal except man hath the
power of forming words with it. whereby
to explain his thoughts and make them
intelligible to others?" . . .
"Bt~~t it is not with respect to the body
alone that the gods have shown themselves
thus bountiful to man!
Their most
excellent gift is that sonl they have·
infused into him, which so far surpasses
what is elsewhere to be found.
For by
what animal, except man, is even the
existence of those gods discovered,.
who have produced and Btill uphold,
in such regular order, this beautiful and
stupendous frame of the universe? What
other species of creatures are to he found
that can serve, that can adore them?'
vVhat other animal is able, like man,
to provide against the assaults of heat
and cold, of thirst and hunger? that can
lay up remedies for the time of sickness
and improve the strength nature hath
given by a well proportioned exercise?
that can receive, like him, information
and instruction, or so happily keep in
memory what he hath seen and heard and
learned?
These things being so, who·
seeth not that man is, as it were, a god
in the midst of this visible creation;' so
far doth he surpass, whether in the
endowments of soul or body all animals
whatsoever that have he~n produced
therein!
For if the bodv of the ox had
been joined to the m~nd of man, the
acuteness of the latter would have stood
him in small stead, while unable to execute
the well designed plan; nor would the
human form have been of more use to the
brute, so long as it remained destitute of"
understanding!
Bnt in thee, AriRtodemns, hath been joined to a wonderful
sonl, a body I1o less wonderful, and sayest
thon after this 'The gods take no thought
for me?' What wouldst thou, then,,
more to convince thee of their care?"
"l would they should send and inform
me," said Aristodemus, "what thing I·
ought or ought not to do in like m:tPner
as thou sayest they frequently do to t"ffee."·
"And what then, Aristodemus! Supposest thou that when the gods give out
some oracle to all the Athenians they
mean it not for thee? If by their prodigies they declare aloud to all Greece-to·
all mankind-the things which shalF
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befall them, then are they dumb to thee
alone?
And, art thou the only person
whom they have placed beyond· their
care? Believest thou they would have
wrought into the mind of man a persuasion of their being able to make him
happy or miserable, if so be they had . no
such power? or would not even man lnmself long ere this have seen through
the gross delusion? How is it, Aristodemus, thou rememberest, or remarkest not,
that the kingdoms and commonwealths
most renowned as well for their wisdom
as antiquity, are those whose piety and
devotion hath been the most observable?
And why thinkest thou that the providence of God may not easily extend
itself throughout the whole universe?
As, therefore, among men, we make best
trial of the affection and gratitude of our
neighbor by showing him kindness, and
discover his wisdom by consulting him in
our distress, do thou, in like manner,
behave towards the gods; and, if thou
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wouldst experience what their wisdom,
and what their love, render thyself deserving the communication of some of those
divine secrets which may not be perpetrated by man, and are imparted to those
alone who consult, who adore, who obey
the Deity.
'l'hen shalt thou, my Arist~
demus, understand there is a Being
whose eye pierceth throughout all nature,
and whose ear is open to every sound;
extended to all places; extending through
all time, and whose bounty and care
can know no other hounds· than those·
fixed by his own creation!"
By this discourse, and others of the like
nature, Socrates taught his friends that
they were not only to forbear whatever
was impious, unjust, or unbecoming
before men; hut even when alone, they
ought to have a regard to their actions;
since the gods have their eyes continually
upon us, and none of our designs can he·
concealed from them.
SocRATEs.

1'HE STORY OF THE BOOK OF 1HOR.MON.
BY ELDER H. A. S'fEBBIXS.

BOOK OF ALMA.
CHAPTER XV.
The Zoramites-Their Doctrine of Election·--A1ma takes
Amulek, _.\rnmon and Omni, and they preach Christ
and the Atonement to the Zoramites-Some are converted-Alma gives the Records into the charge of
Helaman, and he instructs him~Aln1a. also teaches
and commands his sons Shiblon and Corianton-He
:presents the Resurrection and the state of the spirits
of men after Death-\Vhat Hestoration is.

'1JND there was also a people called
Zoramites >vho had withdrawn from
the N ephites and settled in a region by
themselves. Now while these denied the
need of a Redeemer and the God-given
plan of salvation, nevertheless they claimeel that they were the very elect of God;
and they were high-minded and proud in
their supposed acceptance and approved
righteousness with the Lord.
They said
that it was foolishness for the N ephites
to believe in Christ, for no Savior >vas
necessary to redeem the elect of God,
which they were. The main part of these
people were rich and very haughty, so
that the poor who had fallen into the

fl

same view~ and joined them soon found
that they had no place among them.
Then Alma took Amulek, Ammon,
Omni and two of his own sons, Shihlon
and Corianton, and went to see this separate people; and when he had witnessed
their self-righteous manner of worshiping the ideal god that they claimed to
adore, he felt to mourn over their blindness and bride.
So he and his companions began to preach in_ thei1· streets and
in their houses. And because the poor
were in an humble condition they were
influenced by the truths presented, but
Alma told them that, while it was good
to he humble even if made so by necessity, it was still better to be humble by
choice at the first, no matter whether
poor in goods and lands, or rich in the
possession of many things. He also gave
them much instruction concerning faith
and its power among the children of God.
Following Alma came Amulek, and he
taught the Zoramites in relation to the
great atonement to be made by the Son of·
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'God, even Jesus Christ who was soon to
come, saying that it was needful that
a great and last sacrifice should be made
for mankind, and that such a final sacrifice could not be made from among the
beasts and be effectual, nor among mortal
man, but must be of one greater; it must
needs be of one who had power to redeem
and restore himself and all mankind.
Therefore in Jesus the Son of God was
this perfect sacrifice found, and he was
willing to pass through the ordeal of suffering and death for the lifting up of all
the race. Hence it was an infinite and
eternal sacrifice, and after that should be
the end forever of the shedding of the
blood of beasts for sin, or in token of
repentance and remission thereof; the
only thing necessary being faith in the
great sacrifice.
Amulek also taught that they should
be humble in spirit, and that they should
pray unto the Lord and ask him to bless
their households with health, and their
fields with prosperity, and also against
the power of Satan and his wiles. In
fact he taught that their hearts should
ascend unto God in supplication, whether
they were in their houses, or in their
fields, or in their shops, or in the wilderness, in behalf of themselves and their
fellow men.
He also instructed them to
visit and aid those who were more needy
than they were, and that if they did n~t
so their prayers would be vain before the
Lord.
The result of the teaching by these six
men was that many Zoramites were converted, and those who were converted
withdrew from the Zoramites and went
and dwelt in the land of Zarahemla.
After these things Alma called his sons
together and gave them instruction and
commandment concerning the word of
God and as to the conduct of their own
Jives. To Helaman, the eldest, he related
his experience with the sons of Mosiah
and how they had all been rebuked by the
a.ngel of God when he appeared to them
by the way, and how they had all been
converted unto the Lord by the power of
truth; how he was brought to believe in
Jesus Christ and to his present happiness
and joy in the Redeemer of the world;
how the knowledge that he had obtained
had remained with him during all the
persecutions and evils that he had endured.
..And God delivered him from prison and

from death, and bad given hiin witness of
his goodness and love, like as he had clone
unto the fathers in delivering them from
bondage in Egypt and from later captivities.
Then Alma committed to Helaman's
charge the records of their fathers from
the clays of Lehi, also the copy of the
prophets taken by Nephi from J,aban, and
the plates that contained the Jeredite history. And be commanded him to keep a
faithful history of the nation and of the
doings of the people in his days, and he
informed him that he must keep the records as a secret trust or they would
be taken from him and he would come
under Satan's influence through serving
him. If he would keep the commandments of God and preserve these precious
things then no power on earth or in hell
could take them .from him. This was
according to the promise of God made in
generation~ past, and by him they would
be preRervecl and brought forth as he had
declared to their fathers should be the
case.
Concerning the secret organizations
had among the J eredites, and their works
of evil and how they finally perisheG.,
Alma informed Helaman that he should
continue to warn the N ephites when
he saw any tendency that way among
them, and to show them that a curse
wonlcl rest upon all who dwelt or should
ever dwell upon the land who practiced
such secret abominations and performed
wicked deeds, and that they should he cut
off from the earth whenever they became
great in iniquity.
·
Alma also urged upon Helaman the
necessity of teaching the people, and the
children of the people, to have a continual hatred of sin and of everv form of
iniquity and vice, and, on the ot.her hand,
to steadfastly love truth and righteousness, and to strive faithfully to withstand
every temptation of the wicked one. He
was to teach them to be meek in spirit,
an<1 to go forward humbly in the way of
the Lord, even as their fathers were led
in the wilderness by the compassihat the
Lord had given to guide them to the
great waters by the best and safest
course. As when the fathers went forward in faith a.ll went well, and when
they were careless or wanted their own
way then they ceased to travel in the right
direction, so now it was with those who
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remained in the path to eternal life or
who left it. ' And as surely as the compass brought their fathers at last to
the desired place so surely would the
word of God and faith in Christ bring
unto redemption and happiness all who
would come, if they were diligent and
faithful, not slothful and negligent.
Then Alma spoke to his son Shiblon,
and he blessed him for his earnest desire
in his youth to serve God, and for his
faithfulness in every good that he undertook.
If he continued in this course he
would surely gain eternal life, for the
way, the only way, to gain it, was by
.Tesus Christ and his gospel; for the Son of
God was and is the light and life of
the world. Shiblon was also commanded
to keep from pride, and from boasting of
his own wisdom or of the power he had.
He should be humble in heart and contrite in spirit always, and when he prayed
he ought always to ask God to forgive
his sins and to look with much mercy
upon his brethren; neither should he b~
idle in any way ..
Corianton, the youngest son, was exhorted to observe the steadfast and faithful manner in which Shihlon tried to live
and serve God, and Alma cited examples
that were good for Corianton to follow.
For Corianton had boasted of himself and
had also done evil things, and Alma
reproved him and admonished him to
forsake the course of sin, and he advised
him to receive counsel from his bYothers
as to his conduct, and to turn unto God
with all his heart. He taught him of the
coming of Christ and of the resurrection
-of the dead, saying that there would
· be no resurrection until after the coming
of Christ in the flesh.
Alma said that all men were to rise
from the dead, but that there would be a
'Space between death and the resurrection,
and that at the time of death the spirits
of· all men are taken home to God,
and that then the spirits of those who
have lived righteously are received into a
state of rest, a place of peace and happiness, which state is called paradise, where
'Such are free from all care and sorrow.
But the spirits of the wicked are placed
in a condition of darkness, where there is
not only unrest to the spirit but also fear
,of the judgment to come.
They remain
in these conditions until the time of the
resurrection, when they shall be brought
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before God to be judged according to
their works.
At that day shall every limb and joint
be brought to its proper place and the
perfect frame of every man shall again be
inhabited by his spirit, and after that
shall the righteous shine in God's kingdom. It was requisite and just, by the
salvation of Christ, that the whole man
should he restored to life, and each spirit
to its own body, otherwise it would not be
a redemption. Then if the works and
desires of men have been good they shall
receive good in return, but if they have
sought evil and loved it, they shall receive accordingly .
He said that men could not be restored
from wickedness to happiness, for sin
never was happiness.
To restore was to
bring a thing hack as it was before, to
return that whi.ch had been sent out.
Therefore those who dealt mercifully and
jnRtly should have mercy and justice
restored or given hack to them, even as a
man reaped the same kind of grain that
he sowed or planted.
The work of
justice could not be destroyed because it
was the eternal law; but a 'time of probation, a preparatory time, was obtained for
man, a time to choose righteousness and
to seek for the great reward that is made
possible through the resurrection of Jesus
Christ, and to obtain eternal life by obedience to his word as the captain of
our salvation, which word is called the
gospel, the law of truth and righteousness.
Thus ended the teaching of Alma to
his sons, his counsel and instruction
to them concerning their future life and
happiness. And after this Alma and his
sons continued to preach the word of
God among the people, even as they were
guided and instructed by the Spirit of the
Lord to do, teaching constantly the doctrine of Jesus Christ and the gospel of
the Son of God, that they might bring
unto salvation all who were willing to
come. (Note 29.)
(NoTE 29.) As proposed in the preceding
chapter some extracts will be ~iven from Mr.
Charney'R book, and from the writings of
others, particularly now in relation to the origin
and history of the Toltecs. They were the
ancient people of Mexico, but they disappeared
as a nation before the Aztec rule in that country. Concerning them Charney refers to the
writings of Veytie. an old-time author of a
book about the Toltecs and their monuments
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and remains. Charney says of Veytie that he,
"Like all historians of that tiri1e, places the
primitive home of the Toltecs in Asia, to make
his account agree with Genesis, where it is said
that, after the destruction of the Babylonian
Tower, 'the Lord scattered the sons of men
upon the face of all the earth.' According to
him thev crossed Tartarv and entered America
through. Behring Strait "by means of large flat
canoes, \Yhich, in their manuscript~, are called
awlli, or 'water houseR' Directing their course
southward thev built their first capital, TlapaJlan, subsequently called Huehue.Tlapallan, to
distinguish it from a later Tlrtpallan. It was
the cradle whence originated the various tribes
which peopled America."-Ancient Cities, page
79.
To the believer in the Book of Mormon the
supposition of Veytie is not very far wrPng.
His idea that this continent was peopled immediately after the-great di~persion from Babel is in
accordance with the facts related in that history; therefore, as remarked in the first chapter
of this story, such a conclusion of antiquarians,
historians and philologists, is a very just one.
The people of Jared did cross the sea from Asia
to America soon after tlw confusion of tongtws
at Babel, themselves retaining the original language as it was spoken before the Flood. The
book shows that they came on the sea as far
south as the west coast of Mexico and Central
America. There they landed and spread
abroad upon the face of the earth, from ocean
to ocean, as the Book of :Harmon re'ates plainly, and as antiquarians affirm was evidently the
case, the whole land, as various writers sav,
becoming "densely populated."
·
"In his "Antiquities of the .Tews," .Josephus
writes about the dispersion of the people from
Babel, and of their going abroad oYer land and
sea, as follows:
"After this they were dispersed abroad, on
account of their languares. rmd went out hy
colonies every,Yhere; eaeh colony taking possession of tl1at land w·hiPh they lighted upon,
and unto which God led tl1em . . . . ThPre were
some also who passed over the sea in ships.''Antiquities of the .T ews, Book one, Chapter five.
Manv >niteri' on American traditiono and
antiqu1ties have noted how remarkably full and
clear was the understanding had mPong the
American Indians in rdation to the great
deluge and about a to\Yer erected for safety in
case of a repetition of the eYil. Hubert H. Bancroft in the fifth volume of his exhrmsth·e work
on the Native Races of America gathers np
some of them theories and their proofs, as follo·ws:
"Noah's ark, says Ullao, gave rise to a number
of such constructions, 811<1 the experience gained during !he patriarPh's aimless voyage emboldened h1s descendants to seek strange lands
in the same manner. Driven to America and
the neighboTing islands hy winds and currents
thev found it difficult to retmn and so remcined and p<:>opled the land. . . . Siguenza [and
Pineda alPo] eonjectmed that the Americans
were descendefl from Naphtnhim, the grandson
of Ham, who~e de~cenrlants left Egypt for
America shortly after the confusion oftongnes.
Clavigero considers it proven bv the native
:flood-myths and the traditions of foreign origin
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that the Americans are descendants of Noah.
He quotes the [Toltec] tradition ofVotan, who·
is declared to have been closely connected with
the Babel-builders . . . . According to the common version of the Mexican flood-myth a man
and his wife were the only human beings who
escaped from the great deluge which covered'
the face of the earth. ·when the waters went
down the ark in which they had saved themselves [the hollow trunk of bald cyprus] rested on the peak of Culhuacan, and the children
that were born to the rescued pair were taught
many languages by a dove. . .. The Pernvians
were aPquainted with the deluge, and believed
that the r<linbow was a sign that the earth
"·ould not again be destroved bv water. This
FOmewhat startling announcement is made by
Lord Kingsborough, and he shows, i• an
eminently characteristic manner. that there can
be no reasonable doubt on the subject.''-Native·
Races of the Pacific States. vol. .5, pps. 10-16.
Lord Kingsborough, in proof of his statement, mentions the fart that in his history
Balboa recorded the Peruvian legend that
:\Tan co Capac (the reputed founder of their empire) while traveling witl1 his princes when
the rainbow appeared said to them that ttds
was the sign thlit the earth wonlrl not he again
destroyed by water. Kingsborough says that
proof is afforded by this passage from the History of Balboa that the Peruvians were acquainted with the history of the rainbow. >lS
giYen in the ninth chapter of Genesis. Bancroft says fmther upon the subject:
"Many of the flood-myths are supplemen~ed
with an account of an attempt to provide
against a second deluge, by building a tower of"
refuge, resembling more or less closely the·
tower of Babel. A Cholultec legend relates
that the anger of the gods was ai·oused, and
tlwy slew many of the builders, so the work
was stopped . . . . These myths have led many
writers to believe that the Americans had a
knowledge of the tower of Bnhel, while some
think that thev are direct <leFcendants of certain builderR Of that tO'H'l", WhO, after the
c:mfusion of tongues, wandered oYer the earth
until they reached America . . . . The tradition
of the ToltePR, regarding their traYelR before
they reached Hnehne-Tlapallnn, has been the·
theme of much Fpecnlation, especially as connected with their descent from the Babel builderR. The period of time between the creation
an(l the delug-e they call Atonatiuh, because the
world was deFtroywl by thP deluge. It is found
in the hiFtorv of tl'e Toltel'R that man and
all the earth "·ere destroyer] hy great showers
and by lightnings from hPaven, eo that nothing remained, and the most lofty mountains
were mbmerged to the depth of fifteen cubits;·
and here they add how men came to multiply
again from the few who, in a closed chest;
eFcaped destruction, and how they buil!,t a very
high tower, in which to take refuge wnen the
world Fhould be a second time deFtroyed.
After this their tongue became confused, and,
not understanding each other, they went to·
different parts of the world. The Toltecs, seven
in number, with their wiYes, who understood
each other's speech. after crosFing great lands
and seas and undergoing manv hardships,
finally arrived in America, which they found to
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MY LAMBS.
be a good land and fit for habitation. An
·Okanagan myth relates that they were descend·ed from a whi'te couple who floated ashore on
this land, which has grown larger since then.
'Their long exposure on the ocean bronzed them
to the color of which their descendants now
.are. The Chilians assert that their ancestors
came Ji·orn the west. . . . The Algonquins preserve a tradirion of a foreign origin and a sea
voyage. For a long time they offered an annual
thank-offering in honor of their happy arrival."
-Bancroft's Native Races of the Pacific States,
vol. 5, pps. 17-22.
In relation to the statement of the depth
of the water~ uvon the earth during the deluge,
Kings borough Eays:
"This nice agreement with the Mosaic account of the height which the waters of the
deluge attained above the summits of the highest mountains is certainly extraordinary, since
we read in Genesis 7: 20, 'Fiiteen cubits upward
did the waters prevail, and the mountains were
covered.' "-Mexican Antiquities, vol. 8, p. 25.
The Hon. E. NL Haines, in his late work,
quotes the lan11·uage of an educated Ojibway
Indian who said that the prevailing opinion
.among nearly all the tribes was
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"That their forefathers were placed somewhere in the west, whence they took their
jourrwy towards the sun-rising. The notion
they entertain of the souls of the dead returning
to a good country, towards the sun-setting may
be derived from a faint Temembrance of their
having come from that direction, and the love
they still feel for the better land they left
behind."-The American Indian, p. 63.
JYir. Haines writes as follows concerning the
knowledge of the deluge and of the dove:
"Humboldt, who visited South America in
the foTe part of the present century, fonnd a
tradition of the flood among the unreclaimed
tribe of the Cordilleras of the Andes . . . . Mr.
Catlin informs ns that the l\Iandans had a
tradition of a great flood, which at some period
visited the earth. which e\'ent they commemorate every year at their annual religious
ceremony of five days .. , . According to their
tradition the twig that the bird brought home
was a willow bough, and had full gro\vn leaves
on it; and the bird to which thP~' looked was
the mourning or turtle dove.''-Tbe American
Indian, p. 70.
In Note Thirty important quotations will be
made from other writers upon these points .

MY LAMBS.
. I loved them so,
That, when the Elder Shepherd of the fold
Came, covered with the storm, and pale nncl cold,
And begged for one of my sweet lambs to hold,
I bade him go.
He claimed the petA little, fondling thing that to mv breast
·Clung alway~, either
qniet or imrestI thought of all mv lambs I loved him best;
And Yet, cmcl yet

in

I laid hin:t down
In those white shrouded arms with bitter tears,
For some voice tole! me that. in after yean<,
He should know naught of passion, grief or fear
As I had known.
·

And yet again
That Elder Sherperd came. l\'Iy heart grew faint.
He claimed another lamb, with sadder plaint;
Another! She who, gentle as a Saint,
Ne'er gave me pain.
· Aghast I turned away!
There sat she, lovely as an angel's dream,
Her golden locks with sunlight all agleam,
Her holy eyes with heaven in their beam,
I knelt to pray.
"Is it thy will?
My Father, say, must this pet lamb be given?
Oh, Thou hast many such, dear Lord, in heaven?"
And a soft voice said, "Nobly hast thou striven;
But-peace, be still."
Oh! how I wept,
And clasped her to my bosom with a wild
And yearning love-my lamb, my pleasant child?
Her, too, I gave. The little .angel smiled,
And slept.

"Go! go!" I cried;
For once again that Shepherd laid his hand
Upon the noblest of our bonsehold band,
Like a pale specter there he took his stand
CloRe to his side.
And vet how wondrous sweet
The look with which he heard rny pn.ssionate cry,
"Touch not my lamb; for him, oh, let me die!"
"A little while," he said, with smile and sigh,
''A..£rain to rnect."
~
Hopeles,; I fell
And when I rose, the ligbt
burned so lo>~·,
So faint T c:onld. not see my darling go;
He had not bidden me farewell, but oh;
I felt farewc•ll
II'Iore dPeply, far,
Than if my arms hacl compassed that slig·ht frnme;
Though,conldllmt have heRrd him call my name
"Dear mother?" but in heaven 'twill bo the same;
There burns my star.
No tears! no tears!
\Vlll there a day come that I shall not we.ep?
For I bedew my pillow in my sleep.
Yes, yes, thank God! no grief that clime shall
keep;
No weary years.
Ah ! it is well;
·well with my lambs, and with their earthly
guide.
There, pleasant rivers wander they beside,
Or strike sweet harps upon its sih·er tideAh! it is well:
Through the dreary day
They often come from glorious light to me;
I can not feel their touch, their faces see,
Yet my soul whispers, they do come to me,
Heaven is not far away.

·-Selected.
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THE

VILLAGE

mHE village gossip is a nuisance. It
1 '· may be an involuntary one, but still
decidedly a public nuisance. To the gossip nothing is sacred.
In a sly hinting
way characters are ruined and mischief
done.
Gossips are of two classes. There is
the deliberate gossip and the involuntary
one. The first deserves a prison cell as a
reward and the other a room in an asylum
for the insane.
The deliberate gossip is met with .very
frequently, and may be eitht>r of the
masculine or feminine gender. This gossip will, with premeditatiGn and deliberation, attack and destroy the character of
innocent persons with no other object but
pure love of scandal. There is a method
in the deliberate gossip, however, which
makes it difficult to bring home the slander to them. The mode of procedure is
usually like this: "l was on the cars
the other day, and what do you think
I heard? \Vhy, so and so is--" and
then will follow a recital of moral or legal
delinquencies. "0h, I have it on good
authority" will cap the climax when any
one dares to doubt. Pressed closely, the
deliberate gossip will hedge and Ray: "0h,
well, I' only wish I could believe as you
·do. I am so sorry for-so and so-such
a nice person. It is sad, but--don't mention me as saying anything, for I would
not injure him (or her) for the world."
And so the listener goes away fully believing that the story must be true, but
oh how sad it is.
'rhe involuntary gossip is one who
spreads scandal without ever thinking of
the consequences. This gossip talks just
for talking's sake. She-for the involuntary gossip is generally a member of the
fair sex-will chatter away so glibly,
pleased at hearing her tongue rattle along,
and when at last there seems nothing else
to talk about, will throw out an innuendo,
such as: "Don't you think that Jennie
Jones is too much with young Tom
Smith?" or else something of this kind:
"Ah, I met William Winter as I came
along, do you know-this is ent?-e nou.s-I
dont see how he can keep up such a style
on his small wages."
Then perhaps
another girl will be attacked, and her
character undermined, until you begin to
J

GOSSIP.

believe that your best friends are of poor
moral character. But when you begin to
think, you realize that the involuntary
gossip had not really said anything, but
only hinted at something not altogether
square. Another phase of this involuntary gossip's mischief is where a young
man or woman is trying to earn their living honestly. -The busybody will perhaps be in conversation with the employer,
when suddenly the gossip will remark: "I
see von still have 'Miss Brown in your
employ. I'm so glad-'' There is nothing
said, but the employer thinks of the manner in which the words have been uttered
and remarks many timeR to himself,
"\Vbat could she mean? Why shouldn't
I have Miss Brov-n in my employ?" It
eats like canker into his soul, he grows
suspicious, and at last the feeling gets so
strong that he dispenses with the services
of the innocent young girl. The writer
knows just snch an instance.
A young
lady who earned her living honestly left
her employment suddenly through the
sickness of her mother. A few months
afterward she was engaged in another
position. One day the gossip spied her
at the ca~h desk. Going up to the young
lady's employer the gossip spoke about
everything in general, and at last casually
remarked: "I see Mi!=ls - - at the cash
desk." Yes, do you know her?" Oh, no,
only by sight; but I was in a store some
time ago and heard the proprietor ask
why she had left without notice or
exe"'use."

That was all, but it rankled in the
man's heart until he at last told Miss-that her services were not wanted. A little later he had met her former employer
and found that the young lady had gone
back there. "But she left you suddenly,
did she not?" asked employer number
tV'lO.
"Yes," answered her first employer,
"but it was all explained; her mother was
sick and she had no means of letting me
know.''
Here was a girl thrown out
a situation, and might have been ruined entirely
through the idle talk of a gossip.
No home should tolerate the slanderer
or gossip. No family, no individual member should enjoy the dissecting of the
characters, or listen to a recital of the sins
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and weaknesses of their neighbors. We
have all something more important to do
than listening to the tales of either the
deliberate (and criminal) or the involuntary (and silly) gossip.
Let us look to ourselves, bridle our

EXTRACTS

tongues, restrain our passions, strengthen
our weak points, correct our own faults,
and we shall have sufficient to occupy our
leisure without giving heed to innuendoes,.
gossip and slanders.-Sel

FROM KINGSBOROUGH'S
ANTIQUITIES.

QN the seventy-fifth page of the Borgian

\J Manuscript Quecalcoatle is again represented as crucified, and one of his hands
and both his feet seem to bear the impression of nails; he appears from the
phonetic symbol placed near his mouth,
to be uttering an exelamation, and his
body is strangely covered with Runs.
If
the Jews had wished to apply to their
Messiah the metaphor of the Sun of
Righteousness, they would have perhaps
painted him with such emblems; and perverting in like manner another expression
of Scripture,-"! am Alpha and Omega,
the first and the last, the beginning
and the end,"-have painted the Bigns
dedicated to Quecalcoatle before and after
the signs allotted to the twelve tribes of
Israel, as seems to be the case on the
seventy-fourth page of the Borgian Manuscript where the skull or, symbol of
death placed over the other signs may
signify that he had redeemed them from it.
The two signs dedicated to Qnecalcoatle were the cattle, or the wind, and the
green feathered serpent, which occupy the
first and the last places amongst these
signs. The seventy-first page of the manuscript seems to represent a cross overshadowed by the -wings of a cherub,
beneath which Queealcoatle is reclining,
whilst the figures on the sides and the
mutilated human limbs around, may bear
some allusion to the punishment of his
enemies.
The eagles which are represented on the same page, remind us that
that bird is sometimes mentioned in the
Old Testament as an instrument of divine
wrath, as in the eleventh verse of the
forty-siXth chapter of Isaiah:
"Calling a ravenous bird from the east,
the man that executeth my counsel from a
far country; yea I have ~poken it, I will
also bring to pass; I have purposed it, I
will also do it."
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Since the Jews interpret the Old Testa-ment in so different manner from Christians, and contend that the Messia.h
is spoken of under innumerable types
which the latter refuse to recognize~ because they have no1 been noticed by
the apostles, we may reasonably demand
whether the eagle was one of them, and
whether the representation of Quecalcoatle, borne upon the wings of an eagle,.
which occurs on the fourth page of the
Borgian Mannseript, may not allude in
some manner to the fourth verse of the·
nineteenth chaptlcr of .Exodus?
"Ye have seen what I did unto the
Egyptians, and how I bore you on eagle's:
wings, and brought yon unto myself."
It is remarkable that in these Mexican,
paintings the faces of many of the figures
are black, whilst the nails on the hands
and feet of others are long, and more like
the talons of a bird than human nails, and
that the visage of Qnecalcoatle is frequently painted in a cleformecl manner.
:Even here J mvish absurdity and the
perversion of ancient prophecy seem to
betray themselves. The Jews esteemed
long nails as the symbol of the divine
ordinance, "Be ye fruitful and multiply;"
and it is thprefore probable from thi~ as
well as from other reasons which are
enumerated in the following passage
(taken from a little work treating of their
religioll) that they would have added
them to the representations of their heroic
or mythological personages:
"They look so attentively to their nails
because of their great fruitfulness."
And, as regards the deformir1g of
features, whieh the Mexicans attributed
to Quecalcoatle, the words of Isaiah, in
the fifty-second chapter of his prophecies,
which the Jews believed referred to their
Messiah, and which they might have
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understood in an exaggerated sense, must
also be recollected:
"Behold my servant shall deal prudent•ly. . . . He hath no form or comeliness."
Notwithstanding the reserve which the
early Spanish historians imposed upon
themselves in treating of Qnecalcoatle
(whose name in fact would scarcely have
been handed down to us but for the preservation of a chance copy of the first
edition of the "Indian :Monarchy" of Torquemada, from which a second edition
was printed at Madrid in 1723), we are
still enabled to give some description of
his busts, scme of which it may be
supposed were very deformed, and others
much less so."
[Text of Plate III and IV.]
"The seeond plaee in whieh these unfortunate people believed was hell, which
they affirmed that the souls of those who
died by the hands of justice, or by disease, or by any other kind of natural
or violent death, were conducted, the
.souls of those who perished in war
excepted, which pasbed to heaven.
In
this region of hell they supposed that
there existed fa,ir g·ods."
168. Both a fa~ and sickle were sometimes placed in tbe hand of Quecalcoatle,
as it would appear from busts which is
preserved in the British Musenm, the
countenance of which is mutilated, though
not deformed, and the curve of the sickle
in the right hand broken ofi. Reasons
are given in another place for assuming
tl1e bust to be of Queealeoatle, but it
would seem that the Mexican artist
intended to give au expression of youth
and beauty to the faee, nor iR it snprising
that the image should not always have
been sculptured with a deformed visage,
according to the deseription of Torquemada:
"Since the same motives which induced
some Spanish writers, whih:t openly
reviling the other Mexican gods, to speak
almost in respectful terms of Quecalcoatle, namely: a regard to the excellence of
his moral precepts, anc1 the exemplary
conduct of his life, might have inclined
the Mexicans occasionally to represent
him with a sweet and benignant expression
of countenance."
Torquemada, in the sixth book of his
"Indian Monarchy," thus eulogizes Quecalcoatle:
"In truth the dominion of Quetzal-

cohuatle was sweet, and he exaeted no
service from them but easy and light
things, instructing them in sueh things as
were virtuous, and prohibiting such as
were wieked, evil and injurious, teaching
them likewi!'e to abhor them."
169. Mons. Dupaix cliseovered in the
province of Tlascala, which bordered on
Cholula, a bust which so exactly corresponds with the description given by Herrera of the image of Quecalcoatle, which
was adored in that city, that we ean
not refrain from referri~g to the Fiftythird Plate of the Second Part of his
·Monuments, which contains a representation of it under the number 123. The
birc1's faee was perhaps only a mark
or visor, symbolieal of his absence; or it
might have been the bill of the Huicilan
and have alluded to the proper name
Hnrtzelopnchtle, aml to the bird which
invitecl the Mexicans out of the bush
to set out on their pilgrimage from A:r,talan.
It dese1:ves to be remarked, that both
of the hands of the figure seem to he
pierced with nails, the.heads of whieh
are invisible. The tradition current in
Yucatan, that Eopnco crownec1 Bacah
with thorns appears alRo to be preserved
in its heac1-dres~.
A crown of thorns of
another fashion may perhaps be recognized on the head of another piece of
ancient senlpture discovered
JYfon!'l.
Dupaix. This figure, i11 relievo,
represented in the Ninth Plate of hiR Monuments, Part Third, nnrnhcr Thirteen;
and the crown seems to be formed out of
the thorny leaves of the aloe.
If snch ·testimony as that of I" as Casas,
De Salcar and 'l'orqnemada,
may, from the importa11ce of the subject,
still stand in neecl of further corroboration before belief can be vielc1ec1 to
the traditions of Yucatan, v~hich even
went so far as to afihm that Bacah
had been crucified by Eopuco, it is affordeel by the discovery of which Mons.
Dupaix made of a cross in a temple, when
investigating the ruins of the aneient.
city of Palenque, whieh
situated
on the borders of Yucatan.
Although, in anticipation of the objection which some persons may he inclined
to make, that the finding of a cross on
the confines of Yucatan was no proof
that the people of that province believed,
as a matter of faith, in the crneifixion of
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·.an individual, we shall insert a passage
from Cognlludo's History of Yucatan,
which is very remark~ble, as the cross
there mentioned had the image of a
person crueified sculptured upon i.t:
"ln the midole of the court formed by
the eloister of our convent in the city of
Merida, there is a stone cross, the tl{ickness of the four several sides of whieh is
about six inches, and thei1 length a yard;
its length has evidently been diminished
by a part having been broken off.
The
figure of a saint crucified, of about half
a yard in length, is sculptured in mezzorelievo on the same stone.
It is understood to have been one of the crosses
which in the times of Indian paganism
were discovered in the island of Cozenmel.
Many years ago it stood in the
upper part of the church; and it is reported that, from :he period when it was
placed there, searcely any flashes of
lightning struck the convent, although
it had often 'been struck before that time.
Beino- blown down in a storm they earried it into the lower body of the church
where· we saw it for som.e time, leaning
against the foot of the altar of the Chapel
of Captain Alonzo Carrio de V aides, with
little decencv.
The reverend father,
brother Anto~io Ramirez, on being elected ProYinciaL both on account of that
which was runwred of this eroRs, and in
order to plaee it in a more decent situation, caused a foundation composed of
stones to be constructed for it with steps
up to it, and a pillar in the middle of sufficient height, on the top of which was
fixed the cross in an upright position,
with the image of the crucified saint
turned toward- the east, its extremities
being gilt and worked with beautiful
mouldings. With the general consent of
both ecclesiastics and of the laity, and in
order not to aflh~m aught which was not
entirely certain, an inscription was placed
on the back of it which says:
"This cross was found in Cozcnmel
without tradition."
176. Botturini says: "No pagan nation
refers primitive events to fixed dates like
the Indians. They recount to us the history
of the creation of the world, of the deluge,
of the confusion of tongues at the tower
of Babel, of the epochs and ages of the
world, of their ancestors' long travels in
Asia, with the years precisely distinguished by their eorresponding characters.
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They record in the year of Seven Rabbits
the great eclipse which happfmed at the
crucifixion of Christ our I..,ord; and the
first Indians who were converted to Christianity, who at that time were perfectly
well acquainted with their own chronology, and applied themselves with the
utmost diligence to ours, have transmitted to us the information that from the
creation of the world to the happy nativity of Christ, five thousand one hundred
and ninety-nine years have elapsed,
which is the opinion or computation of
the Seventy."
17 5. "These miserable men hence invented certain dreams, the result of their
own blindn.ess, relating that a god of the
name of Citlallatonac, which is the sign
seen in heaven, called St. James, or the
milkyway, sent an embassador from heaven
on an embassy to a virgin of 'l'nlan, called
Chimalman [which name signifies a
shield] who had two sisters, one named
Tzoehitlique and the other Conetlique;
and that the three being alone in the
house, two of them pereeiving the embassador of heaven died of fright, Chimalman
remaining alive, to whom the embassador
announced that it was the will of God
that she should conceive a son; and having delivered to her the message he rose
and left the houRe.
As soon as he had
left it she eonceived a son. without
connection with man, who >~as called
Quetzalcoatle, who they say is the God of
the air, and his temples are ronnel, in the
manner of churehes, although to that time
such was not the fashion of their temples.
He was the inventor of temples of this
form, as we shall show. He it was, as
they say, who canses hurricane;;, and
in my opinion was the god whom they
called Citolaclnali, and it was he who
destroyed the world by winds.
"This painting here is wanting, together
with another, whieh represented that as
soon as this son of the virgin was born he
possessed the use of reason.
The son of
the virgin, Topilcin Quecaleoatle, knowing that the vices of men were necessarily the cause of the troubles of the
world, determined on asking the goddess
Chalchenitlican, who is she who remained
after the deluge with the man in the tree
and is the mother of the god Tlaloq Lle,
whom they have made goddess of water,
that they might obtain rain, as they stood
in need of it, etc."

2
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[Note.] "The painting seems to represent the embassador or angel announcing
the message to Snchiquecal, who was Eve,
or the woman whose seed was to bruise
the serpent's head, which prediction seems
to be alluded to in the seventy-fourth
page of the Lesser Vatican Manuscript,
which immediately follows another, representing Quecalcoatle slaying the beast
whose power was in its tail.
.
"The .Mexican religion was peculiarly
austere, unlike the religions of antiquity,
and those which still prevail in Asia,
with the exception of the Lamaism of
Thibet, which some learned men have
supposed to be an o:ffdhoot of N estorianism, it permitted not even the slightest
levity, in the service of the gods, cruel
and sa11guinary in the extreme, it notwithstanding professed to inculcate rigid
morality.
17 8. ·"It is a remarkable fact, that the
brazen altar in I~eviticus, an engraving of
which may be found in the old editions of
Prideaux's Connection, is a model in miniature of the Mexican Teocallis; they are
quite alike, except that the ascent to the
Teocallis was by stairs consisting of steps
and the ascent to the brazen altar was
by an inclined plane."
183. [Plate XV Codex Vaticanus.J "Of
Quecalcoatle they related that proceeding on his journey he arrived at the Red
Sea, which is here painted, and which
they named Tlapallan, and that entering
into it they saw no more of him, nor
knew what became of him, except that
thev say that he desired them at the time
of 'his ·departure to restrain their grief
and to expect his return, which would
take place at the appointed time. And
accordingly they expect him even to the
present time; and when tlw Spaniards
came to this country they believed that it
was he; and even at a later period, in the
year 1550."
186. Capotecus revolted, they alleged
as the cause of their insurrection, the
report of their god, which was to redeem
them, had already come.
(~uecalcoatle
was born on the sign which they call Ove
Cane; and the year to which the Spaniards arrived commenced on the sign
of Ove Cane, according to their ancient
computation; whence the occasion arose
of their believing that the Spaniards were
their god, because they said that he had
foretold that a bearded nation would arrive

in those countries who would subject them;
and they did not comprehend how the devil,
who invented all that, could know what was
at the future time to happen; because
there was no grounds for inferring this,
except that as wars have been so common
and natural amongst men, from the beginning of the time, when sin began, and
mankind are so ambitious of usurping the
dominion of others, he might have cho8en
to ntter this prediction in order that
when any other nation should subject
them he might take credit to himself,
saying, that long ago he had prophesied
it to them; and so in fact it happened;
they adored him as a god, as will be Reen,
for they believed it certain that he had
ascended into heaven and was that star
which is visible at the north of the sun
before the break of dav, which is the
planet Venus; and they ·represented him
accordingly as has already been shown."
[The Book of Mormon contains prophecies of Columbus and EnropeanR coming
here and subduing the nations.~En.l
] 86. [Cortez letters to CharleR V.l ''All,
eRpecially Monteznm:>, replied, that they
had already informed me that they were
not the native race of the countrv: 'that a:
long period of time had elap~ed since
their forefathers came to settle it, and
that they could easily believe that they
might have erred in some matter~': of their
former faith since it was ~o loner Rince
they had qnittecl their mother c~untry;
and that I, as having more recentlv arrived, should be bettei: acquainted w"ith the
things which they ought to yield tl1eir
faith to and believe, than tlwy themselves;
and that I should tell them these things
and cause them to comprehencl them, and
that they would do that which I rlesired
them, which was better."
1R7. "An infinite variety of faetR connected with the customs, religions rites
and ceremonies, and opinions of the
Indians, are utterly inexplicable, except
on the supposition that America has
in early ages been colonized by Christians;
and not a few others are ~,ifficult to
be accounted for, unless we sl!ppose that
colonies had proceeded to that continent
from Egypt. In the first class may be
reckoned the Christian doctrines and traditions discovered in America; in the second the discovery of Greek crosses in
many provinces of New Spain, and of
brass money, in the shape of a cross,
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as of the Greek letter [TJ. The art of
embalming, which in Peru was carried to
the highest perfection; the pyramidal
shape of the Mexican Teocallis, some of
which, for example the temple of Cholula,
and that discovered by Mons. Dupaix
among the ruins of the city of Palenque,
were like Egyptian pyramids, hollow
in the interior; the use of the temazcalli,
or vapor bath, which was very general in
New Spain; but above all, the invention
of the Mexican calendar, which nearly
agreeing with the Coptic, especially in
an extraordinary intercalation of a month
every four years displayed an exact
knowledge of the duration of the year,
which it is impossible to suppose their
own proficiency in astronomy enabled the
Mexicans to attain, and for which the
Copts were indebted to the ancient
Egyptians. The Mexican calendar seems
likewise to have borrowed certain numbers which it employed from the Coptic;
four was a number in high esteem in the
Abyssinian Church, because it was that
of the Evangelists, five was the day of
fasting amongst the primitive Christians,
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which the Copts esteemed with or more
than the Sabbath.
The number eight
was also much prized, because the ceremony of circumcision took place on the
eighth day after the birth of the infant.
That this .J e>vish rite adopted by the
CoptR, was performed originally with
a stone knife, as is evident from the
twenty-fifth verse of the fourth chapter of
Exodus, and from other passages of Scripture, which circumstance induced Garcia
to suppose that the reason why the tecpatl, or flint knife, was held in such
reverence by the Mexicans, was on account
of its connection with circumcision. And
Torquemada says that the Totonacas, a
numerous nation of New Spain inhabiting
a mot:ntainons country to the east of
Mexico, near the sea-coast, circumcised
their children on the twenty-eighth o:r
twenty-ninth day after their birth, and
that the high pi·iest, or the priest next to
him in rank, performed the ceremony
with a stone knife. It deserves also to
be remarked, that in the Mexican calendar
the number eight, in connection with the
sign of the flint, was much esteemed."
(To be continued).

THE FOOL'S

PRAYER.

The royal feast was done; the King
Sought some new sport to banish care,
And to his jester cried : "Sir Fool,
Kneel now, and make for us a prayer!"

"These clumsy feet, still in the mire,
Go crushing blossoms without end;
These hard, well-meaning hands we thrust
Among the heart-strings of a friend.

The jester doffed his cap and bells,
And stood the mocking court before;
They could not see the bitter smile
Behind the painted grin he wore.

' 'The ill-timed truth we might have kept-

He bowed hi8 head, and bent his knee
Upon the monarch's silken stool;
His pleading voice arose: "0 Lord,
Be merciful to me, a fool!

"Our faults no tenderness should ask,
The chastening stripes must cleanse them an;
But for our blunders-oh, in shame
Before the eyes of heaven we fall.

"No pity, Lord, could change the heart
From red with wrong to white as wool;
The rod must heal the sin: but, Lord,
Be merciful to me, a fool!
'"Tis not by guilt the onward sweep
Of truth and right, 0 Lord, we stay;
'Tis by our follies that so long
We hold the earth from heaven away.

Who knows how sharp it pierced and stung?
The word we had not sense to sayWho knows how grandly it had rung?

"Earth bears no balsam for mistakes;
Men crown the knave and scourge the too)
That did his will ; but thou, 0 Lord,
Be merciful to me, a fool !"
The room was hushed; in silence rose
The King, and sought his gardens cool,
And walked apart, and murmured low,
"Be merciful to me, a fool!"
-Seleete<l,
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MOTHER'S

SONG.

What my baby is like, do you wish me to write?
A darling, a beauty, my baby is, quite.
She has one little face,
Full of sweetness and grace,
And one little head besides;
Two pink little cheeks for her father to kiss.
Indeed and indeed she's a sweet little miss!
What my baby is like, do yon wish me to write?
She's fat and she's smooth, and she's soft and white,
With a sweet little nose
To smell at a rose ;
Two rosy· red cheeks between,
One little ear on each side of her headSo baby can hear every word that is said.
My dear little baby sits smiling on me,
She has two little blue eyes with which she can see;
Two pretty eyes,
~With which baby cries,
When anything happens to vex her.
vVith her two pretty eyes my baby 'goes sleep,'
With her two pretty eyes she plays at 'bo-peep.'
Dear darling baby, I love her so well!
How much I love her no words can tell.
Dear little curls
Has this sweetest of girls,
Though I love her without them as much.
She wears a blue sash to make her look smart,
'Though her own sweet prettiness wins each heart.
'There's one little tongue for my baby to talk,
And two little feet for my baby to walkTwo little feet
To trot down the street,
And two little shoes as well;
Two little shoes, and two little socks,
And a pretty red jacket to wear with her' frocks.
One little mouth, and ten little teeth,
Six up above and four beneath.
She calls out 'Papa.'
And she calls out 'Mamma,'
That's all that my baby can say.
Dear little mouth, we must teach it to talk;
Dear little feet, we must teach them to walk.
Does any one wish my sweet baby to see?
If you wish to see baby, why, come and see me!
For baby and I,
When we part, often cryAt least baby does if I don't.
So some day to you, her picture I'll send,
And surely you'll say 'She's a smart little lady.'
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And now would you know what is baby's dear name?
To guess it will make you a capital game.
Is it Ann or Amelia,
Or Julia, Cordelia,
Florence, or Edith, or Emma?
Is it Daisy or Janie, or May or Matilda,
Caroline, Katherine, Rosa or Hilda?
Agnes or Agatha, Bertha, Paulina,
Eva or Marion, Lucy, Marina,
Louisa, Augusta,
Theresa, or Justa,
Elizabeth, Alice, or Mary?
Take each pretty name that you hear or you see,
Yet sweeter than all is my baby's to me!
Selected by Ruthie Sheehy.

AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF APOSTLE T. W. SMITH.
1JT three o'clock of Saturday, March

!fl. 13th, 1866, I beard a voice above me
and back of me, quoting the words: "Repent and ·be baptized, every one of you,
in the name of Jesus Christ, for the remission of sins, and ye shall receive the gift of
the Holy Ghost; for the promise is unto
you and to your children, and to all that
are afar off, even as many as the Lord
our God shall call."
··
The voice said: "Have you received the
Holy Ghost?"
I answered: "I do not think that the
Holy Ghost is given now."
The voice said: "The promise is to all
that are called. Is there anybody called
to-day?"
I replied: "Yes. God is calling people
by the gospel."
The voice replied: "Then if the Holy
Ghost is not given, it is because there is
nobody called, for the promise is to
all that are called; and if there is no one
called, then the gospel is not preached,
for that is the way that men are called;
and if the gospel. is not preached, then
there are no believers; and if no believers,
then there is no church; and if there is no
church, there is no salvation."
The voice then said: "In what way was
the Holy Ghost given anciently?"
I answered: "By the laying on of hands
of the ministry."
The voice then saicl: "Have you authority to lay on hands for the gift of the
Holy Ghost?"

I answered: "No, I have not; nor do I
believe that any one else has."
The voice said: "If there is no one
who has authority to lay on hands for the
gift of the Holy Ghost, then the Holy
Spirit is not given; and if not, then it is
because there is no one called; and if no
one is called, there is no gospel preached;
and if no gospel is preached, there are no
believers, no church and no salvation."
I saw at once that there must be some
one on earth with authority from God to
lay on hands for 1he gift of the Holy
Ghost. I knew that I did not have that
power; I knew also that my ordination
was as good as that of any minister
on earth, unless it was true that an angel
had conferred the ancient priesthood on
Joseph Smith, and he in turn had conferred it upon others, and that the ministers
of the church which he established had
the necessary authority.
I turned to Bro. Briggs and said:
"Have you authority to lay on hands for
the gift of the Holy Ghost?"
He said: "l make that claim."
I saw at once if I admitted tbat, I
must also concede that he received it from
Joseph Smith, and to acknowledge Joseph
Smith as the chosen of the I~ord was
indeed a bitter pill for me to swallow. I
said to myself I can not reecive that
claim. I saw, however, by what was then
revealed to me, that I had to choose
between Joseph Smith and no salvation.
That is, if Joseph Smith had not been
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commissioned from God, with authority
to lay hands on baptized believers of the
gospel, and no one else had that right,
that the Holy Ghost would not be given,
and therefore no one is called, no go8pel
preached, no believers, and .no church, and
no salvation; for so the voice from heaven showed me.
I then turned to Bro. Briggs and said:
"You will baptize me to-morrow."
He answered: "If you believe the doctrine I will."
I said: "I do."
I filled an appointment that night as an
elder still of the "Church of God." Sr.
Briggs, who was present, declared that I
had a large measure of the Holy Spirit
with me. On the day following I was
baptized at one p.m., by Bro. Briggs,
and confirmed and ordained an elder
within an hour, after; and at night I
preached as a Latter Day Saint elder.
Immediately I was published in the "Harbinger" as a "turn coat," and charged
with being "fickle minded," etc. But the
e,ditor, T. G. Newman, replied that he
could not admit that I was fickle or easily
turned, but that if I had changed my
faith on any point, it was because I had
after due investigation become convinced
that I was in error.
He said also, that
they could afford to lose almost any other
man in the church better than mvself. I
say this to show the esteem that 'was had
for me among that people. In regard to
the charge of being a "turn coat," I
admitted it, and claimed that I was wise
in changing my coat, when I discovered
that I had been wearing it inside out.
Shortly after my baptism and ordina. tion I met Bro. H. P. Brown, who had
come to Bro. Briggs' to baptize a couple
of his children; and in the confirmation
I heard for the first time the voice of
prophecy, through Bro. Brown.
Sr. Smith was baptized on the Thursday following my baptism. Some time
after Bro. Briggs informed her that he
had seen that she would in time receive
the gifts of tongues, interpretation of
tongues and prophecy, which prediction
has been fulfilled, as many know. I went
to the Annual Conference in April with
Bro. Briggs, where I was ordained a Seventy by Bro. Briggs and father Gurley.
From this conference I returned to our
home in Independence, Iowa, and removed
to Alden; from there to Decatur county,

Iowa, and then to Farmington. Here I
heard the gift of tongues for the first
time; and here Sr. Smith received the
gift of prophecy. I here baptized the
first one I had baptized in this churchSr. Anna Doty. I first saw the manifestation of an evil power here, and saw the
unclean spirit cast out.
I was much
troubled about this time with the report
that Joseph Smith had been in polygamy,
etc. But Bro. Ebenezer Robin:;on gave
me much satisfaction by stating that he
had lived in Joseph Smith's house for
a number of years, or had been in the
family, I think he said for nine years,
and that he had never seen or heard anything about him unbecoming a Christian
and a gentleman.
In the spring of 1868 I was called
to go to Plano to assist in preparing a
copy of the Inspired Translation for the
press.
After we had finished that work,
Bro. Joseph, Bro. Blair, Bro. Rogers and
myself were in an upper room in Joseph's
house, when the question concerning the
proper title of the book was discussed;
and finally Joseph proposed that we pray
over it, which we did, and when we arose
from our knees he took a pencil and
wrote the title as we now have it. I was
appointed at the conference held that
year in Plano to labor in the New
England and :Middle States. When I
left my home at Farmington to go to
Plano I had determined to go with but
one coat, and with no money; and so I
gave my wife the few dollars that I had
and started and walked twenty-two miles
the first clay, and found a place to stop
with a sister who lived at the place, (West
Point), and next day I reached Burlington. But before I reached Burlington I
had to cross a bridge for which I had
to pay toll, as I found when I reached the
other side, I was stopped and five cents
was demanded. I knew that I had given
every cent to my wife, and I bad carefully searched my pockets so that I might
not take even a penny.
I told the tollgate keeper how it was, but just then
a voice said: "Examine your vest pocket."
I almost mechanically put mJ hand in the
right side pocket, and there I found a
silver five cent piece, which I gave the
man and went on, after telling him I did
not believe that I had it whel} he demanded it; and I do not believe at this day
that the money was left in my pocket
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when I left home. When I reached
Burlington means were put into my hands,
and the captain, through the intercession
of Bro. Jerome Ruby, took me to New
Buffalo for half fare; and from that day
I have always had means put into my
hands to travel with. Several times in
the state of Maine we have been carried
on the steamer Lewiston free, and furnished meals gratis, when our funds were
low. I can now say that in my tvventytwo years' experience in the ministry I
bave never been compelled to go without
a meal, or have rmffered for a drink of
water, or been refused a shelter for the
night. I can truly say that I have lacked
for nothing. I forsook a home and hosts
of friends for the gospel's sake; but I
have had other homes built by the generosity of the Saints, and have found all the
friends that I have needed, in this church.
While I was in the east at that time
many remarkable manifestations of God's
power to heal were displayed; a few only
can I take space to mention. In Dennisport I found a sister one morning lying
on a couch in a raging fever; I laid hands
·on her and prayed, and when I had
concluded, the fever had all disappeared,
and she arose, put the wash boiler on the
fire, and as soon as the water was hot
commenced washing.
In Fall River,
Massachusetts, while at prayer with
Bro. John Smith, I heard a voice saying: "Your wife is sick, you must
pray for her." We knelt and prayed, ·and
both had the assurance that she was heal·ed at that hour. She was then at Millersburg, Illinois, some nine hundred miles
away.
And when I heard from her, she
related how that about six o'clock of the
day that we prayed she had been very
sick, indeed was unable to get out of bed;
but was instantly made well, to her great
astonishment and that of Sr. Vernon,
in whose house she was living. In
Boston, Massaehusetts, one day- while
writing to her, the Spirit revealed to
me'that she was sick, although when she
wrote the letter that I was ar!swering she
was not siek.
The Spirit said: "Lay
your bands on the letter when folded, and
bless it, and she shall be healed."
I did
so, and sent it off. When she reeeived it
she was too sick to read it, and left it
lying on the table until next morning,
when she read it; and when she read the
command to "lay it upon the 'affi:icted

parts" she did so and was instantly healed,
although in her chest, throat and head she
was suffering terribly. And several times
after when suffering pain she was
healed by the same means, there being
no elders nearer than Buffalo Prairie·
at that time. The remarkable case of the
little child of Bro. and Sr. Hooper of
Little Kennebec, :Maine, who was healed
of speechlessness and impotence in its
legs, occurred about this time. The child
although over three years old, could not
walk, or stand alone, or even creep; and
had never uttered a word in its life,
or even a natural cry; and whose limbs
contained only cartilage instead of bones;
and who had no sinews apparently-was
enabled to spring upon its feet and walk
in an mstant of time; and in a few days
after as suddenly received the power of
speec~-numbers of people, of all grades
of somety came from one to twenty miles
to see the child on whom this "miracle of
healing" was performed; but not one
ever believed and obeyed the gospel
because of the wonder; howbeit, numbers
had before time challenged me to work a
miracle, saying that if it should be done
they would join us; ·but when God
wrought so marvelously, they neither
believed, nor obeyed; no, not one. In
Grand Manan Sr. Cynthia Lakeman, who
had been for years an invalid, was made
well through obedience to the gospel.
But I conld fill a whole number of
the "Autumn J_.eaves" with ca~es of healing that have come under my observation.
VVhile in Maine I received, while
preaching, a direct revelation from heaven
that Jesus was really and truly conceived
by the Holy Ghost in the womb of the
Virgin Mary, so that I was constrained to
cry out: "I know that Jesus Christ is the
Son of the living God, and that neither J oseph nor any other man was in any sense
conneeted with his birth." As in Peter's
case, it was revealed by the Father in heaven; ~o I can truly say that I kuow who the
Son Is. After my second return from
the east, in 1875, I was sent to Minnesota
t? labor among the Cutlerites. I baptized some forty odd and organized
two branches. But by many I was rejected, and refused the church by the
class who owned the building. I was
constrained to waf?h my feet in Silver
Lake as a testimony against them, and I
was informed that they came near perish.
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ing soon after, because of the destruction called to the Quorum of the Twelvec..
of everything in the shape of grain, grass, But so fearful was I that I should be·
vegetables, fruit, etc., by the grasshop- simply nominated for the office, that I
pers. Had not our brethren there furnish- prayed at least a dozen times a day
ed them with food many would have died for two months before the conference, !
of starvation.
'I'his reminds me of a that God would frustrate any and every 1
prophecy pronounced on my head in attempt to place me in that quorum
Dennisport many years ago, to the intent unless it was positively His will and pur,
But when the revelation came·
that whosoever should rise up against pose.
me while in the line of my duty to I had all the evidence that I could wish,.
I was:
destroy my influence or hinder my work, that the call came from God.
should wither away like the grass under immediately sent to the east again, where
my feet.
I have seen a number, who I remained awhile. And while on that
were elders in good standing, and enjoy- trip and on my way west, I was s~bject
ing the spiritual gifts, and who were ed to some of the severest trials of my
doing much good, who suffered them- life, and in new and unexpected ways·
selves to be led by Satan to oppose to me; but by the grace of God I was:
my work, and I have seE'n them tumble saved from falling into the many pits laid"
headlong into darkness, and into trans- for my feet, although in some cases I was~
gression, and out of the church; and left to wander pretty close to the edge ..
some remain out ~till this day, because It seemed that while I remained a Seventhey are too blind to see their error and ty I had little or no temptations or trials,
confess their wrong. I do not mention but as soon as I became an Apostle
this to convey the thought that I am any the devil set to ·work to destroy me if
better or holier than others, but to show possible, and he has tried one tack and
that.God regards the authority that he another almost continuallv ever since.
confers upon men with a jealous eye; and
It was after my return from this second·
that rebellion or opposition to lawful trip east that I went to Minnesota, as
authority is treason to God. I doubt not before mentioned. I labored after this:
that the prophecy will apply as well to in Kansas, Western Iowa, and Western
any of the spiritual authorities in the Missouri, and went to St. Lou;s, and
church.
·up through Illinois to Plano. ·Among
After my first return from the east, or the places visited was Buffalo Prairie,
on my way to the west, while in Pitts- where a number of revelations were given
burg, Pennsylvania, in 1870, I was spoken concerning my being sent to the South
to by the Spirit through Sr. Martha G. Sea Islands and Australia.
One clear
Woods, now Sr. J. H. Lake, that I should and pointed one being given Bro. David
be called to the Quorum of the Twelve. S. Holmes. It may be digressing someAnd in the fall of 1872 Bro. Frank West what, but I would like to sav that I
in Florida spoke the same thing. Shortly never saw revelations come so perfectly
after this I was poisoned, as I truly true as those spoken by Bro. Holmes;
believe, and came near dying, and our except, it may be, the great majority
little boy Albert did die. We both were of those spoken through Sr. Smith. I
acted upon by the evil alike; but certain labored around in Illinois, Missouri and
revelations as those just named, and a Kansas, until 1878, when I was again
prophecy given by Elder E. N. Webster appointed to go east.
From that fieB I
in the spring of 1870 that I should return returned, and located in Chicago in 1881.
again to the east gave my wife the only While I W'lS in the east in 1879, I think,
hope that she .could feel that I would not it was revealed to me that General Condie, as did our boy, in a strange land ference would before long he he?!{! in the
by the hand of an enemy to whom I had Temple at Kirtland, Ohio, which came to
done good, and good only. But my work pass in 1883. On my return from the
was not yet done, and so I lived; and second mission to the east, in 1R7 4, I
after going to Texas in the winter of called at Syracuse, Ohio, where my labors
1872 and 1873. I was called by Joseph to were greatly blessed; and while here I
come to Plano to attend conference. I had a new experience. I received a letter
went, although still very weak in body from a brother who had been controlled
and mind; and there, by revelation, I was bT an evil spirit for several years, and he
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desired that I should pray for him. I sat
down to answe1' his letter, when the Spirit
rested upon me, and I was constrained to
say or write: "I adjure the evil spirit that
is troubling you to come out of you
in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ;"
and I afterward heard that from the time
he received the letter, he felt thE' evil
influence leave him, and he began to
recover in body and in mind.
I should have said before, that in 1870
I was sent to take charge of the Southern
Mission; and while on my way there I
labored awhile in Southern Indiana, and
baptized Bro. Columbus Scott among
others. In the south I baptized quite
a number of colored brethren and sisters,
and some very good Saints were found
among them.
In 1883 I was sent to labor in Southern
Indiana and Southern Illinois, and while
there baptized among others Bro. Leonard Scott. In 1884 I was appointed to
the South Sea Islands mission, where I
labored for three years, baptizing some
seven hundred, and organizing and reorganizing some nineteen branches; making
since my first baptism in 1866 some
twelve hundred souls. I suppose that by
my faithful sons in the gospel, John
C; Foss, Charles N. Brown (now dead),
Columbus Scott, Leonard Scott, T. J.
Martin, Henry vVay, Thomas Matthews,
Tehopea, Mctuaore and others, there has
been nearly fifteen hundred more brought
into the church; so that not less than
twenty-six hundred have come into the
church from the baptism of one in 1866
by Bro. J. vV. Briggs. It is somewhat
singular that I was baptized and confirmed, ordained an Elder, a Seventy, and
an Apostle by Bro. Briggs; he being
spokesman on each occasion.
One interesting eircumstance comes to
my mind. that occurred while I was located in Chicago, which may be profitable
to relatE'.
A young married woman got
angry with her husband because he would
not leave a meeting and go home with
her. She went home, which was not over
fifty yards away, and was taken possession of by an evil spirit. It threw her
on the floor and caused her h<.>ad and feet
and arms to beat the floor with astonishing rapidity, and at the same time she
was talking in some strange tongue in a
most rapid and vehement manner. I was
sent for, and hastened over, and as I
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entered the room the power seemed determined to cause her to beat her brains out
by the violence with which she pounded
the floor with her head.
I attempted to
grasp her hand, but failed the first time.
I caught her hand in the next attempt,
and to myself I said: "I command this
unclean spirit to. depart, in the name
of the Lord Jesus Christ." Instantly she
was as quiet as if she was asleep. We
lifted her to a chair, for she was as weak
as a baby, and in a short time she arose·
and went about her work.
I mention
this and the other circumstances merely
for the strengthening of the faith of
the young, who chiefly are interested
in the teachings that are found in the
pages of the "Autumn Leaves." I desire
no credit to be given me, as the power was·
of God by which the sick were healed in
answer to prayer, and through the medium
of a piece of paper, instead of an apron
or handkerchief; and the unelean spirits
cast out; and the miraculous healing of
the child, all these and mueh more that I
could relate, prove that God and his
church and his Spirit are the same to-day
as in other ages of the world, and that the
same authority exists in the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, that
was found in the Church of Jesus Christ
of Former Dav Saints. As some have an
idea that I had belonged to a number of
churches before I beeame a Latter Day
Saint, I would say that I belonged to two·
organizations only; first, the Independent
Christian Church of Philadelphia, and
second, the "Church of God," or A.ge
to Come Brethren.
I never united with
the Adventists, or Disciples, although I
labored in harmonv with them. I was
for some time consiclered by the Disciples
in Illinois as one of them. but I did not
unite with any organization among them.
The Church of God was the first body
that I had found believing in all points
as I did, and to-day they are nearer our
faith than any othe;. chu~ch on earth. In
every change that I made I was getting
on higher ground, receiving more light,
and holding on to what I had received;
and this church alone could give me what
I lacked. In leaving this ehurch for any
other I should lose much and gain nothing
at all.
I should not find any truth elsewhere not already found here:
There is one movement that I do feel a
most intense interest in, and that is the,
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work going on among the Jews in eastern
Europe in their acceptance of the :Messiah. For them I feel a tender, sympathetic, and even anxious regard. Could
they only see the gospel in its fulness,
how great would be their joy!
They
will surely receive it some clay. They
can find no home in any sectarian church
Qn earth.
:My course thus far has been by the
leading of the Lord, as he has said repeatedly that "from my infantile days till
now He has led me, and in ways that I
knew not, and did not understand, and that
He will still thus lead me."
I never can
see very far ahead, where I am going, or
what I am going to do; but only see
a day or two ahead. I have been asked
Qften how I came to unite with this
-church. I have answered that I tumbled

into it as naturally as a turtle slides into
the water off a log. I simply could not
help it.
I suppose my Israelitish blood
has had something to do with it. God
had been training me step by step for his
work, from my boyhood clays up till I
was constrained to throw myself in Bro.
Briggs' way. And if I am entitled to any
reward for bringing hundreds into the
church, Bro. Briggs will receive his
share of the credit. While he has not
many sons in the gospel, he has over
a thousand grandchildren, and still more
great-grandchildren, in the gospel.
May
the Lord forbid that he should forsake
them all.
I am afraid that I have made
my story too lengthy, but I trust it
will prove both interesting and profitable;
for to that end only have I written.
N. S, W.,
July lOth, 1888.

NOHTH FORSTER,

CENTENNIAL
By Elder H. A.

STEBBINS

ADDRJ£SS.

at Lamoni, Iowa, April 30th, 1889.

the city of New York, one hundred
I N years
ago to-day, George Washington
was inaugurated the first president of the
United States of America, and at the
same time the constitution of the compacted colonies became in realitv the law
to govern the federal union that is now
known as the 'Republic of America.'
With these things in memory we have
an interest in celebrating what may be
called an eventful day, if not a birthday,
of the nation in which as individuals,
as communities, and as states, we rejoice
to have citizenship. And we think that
it is good to call to mind the struggles,
the trials, and the labors of the fathers of
Qur country in their endeavor to establish
an enduring and a just form of government for their posterity. We feel that it
is well to be patriotic in the true meaning
Df the term, not by burning powder or
making a noisy demonstration, but by
bringing our minds to consider the debt
Df gratitude that we owe to those men for
the blessings conferred by their self-sacrificing patriotism, and by reflecting upon
the inestimable value of our moral, spiritual and political liberty, and the greatness
Df the inheritance secured to us by their
toilsome labor.

It required the best work of mind,
"of heart, and of brain, as well as the
natural genius and tried virtue of those
wonderfully endowed men to accomplish
what they did. Under divine guidance,
we believe, and with pains-taking thought
and labor they brought into being the
nucleus of our great government;. and
that, too, under the most trying and dis- _
couraging circumstances. In consequence
of that labor of love the names of George
Washington, Benjamin Franklin, James
:Madison, Robert Morris, .Alexander Hamilton, and of others composing that constitutional convention, must live in the
hearts of freemen while time shall endure
and nations continue to exist.
A hunfl.red years ago the narrow margin of colonies along the Atlantic became
known as the American Union of states.
After stormy and trying scenes they were
banded into a federation, formed into one
government under the constitution that
had been adopted in Independence Hall
at Philadelphia in 1787, after more than
four months of weary session.
Before
that they were independent states, each
having its own government. Their beginnings were the patents of the King of
Great Britain. But now the rule of royal-
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ty had been cast off; thus far the word of

God was fulfilled, wherein he had said
that no kingiy despotism should rule and
prosper upon the land, this land, which
he had designed and covenanted should
be a !and of liberty forever.
In that narrow border along the Atlantic were three million people, but no common country, no common cause, since the
united struggle against British exaction
was over.
Inter-state traffic was broken
.and trade relations were unsettled, while
England had monopolized the commerce
of the seas.
The people had truly gained their freedom and the right to govern themselves,
but the question was: "In what manner
shall it be?" The nations of the old
world were waiting to see the result. To
them the attempt at such a new creation
was a folly, and itt> childhood was to be
its end.
Even those who admired the
brave struggle for independence and who
felt friendly to the American cause, did
not deem that a national government was
a possibility. 'l'he past was strewn with
the wrecks of nations, not only with monarchies but ·with somB attempts at a democratic form of government. Greece had
tried the plan by which the people acted
directly as a law-making and executive
body, but it failed; it was not correctly
built, nor was it composed of enduring
materials, therefore nothing better was
expected of America. One of the leading
ministers of England, the Dean of Glou43ester, spoke as follows of the attempt:
"As to the future grandeur of America,
and its being a rising empire under
one head, whether republican or monarchial, it is one of the idlest and most visionary notions that was ever conceived even
by writers of romance. · The mutual antipathies and clashing interests of the
Americans, their difference of governments and habits, indicate that they will
have no centre of union and no common
interest.
They can never be united into
one compact empire under any species of
government whatever.
A disunited people till the end of time, they will be
divided and subdivided into little commonwealths or principalities, according to
natural boundaries of rivers and mountains."
But none of them knew that God himself had foreordained the rising of the
new nation, that he had prepared the
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land and brought the people to it, and
that the time had now come for its establishment; they knew not that the Almighty
had designed better things for the child
than death in its infancy.
Therefore,
under his guidance, and with the virtue
and the power of a young David, the nation
stood forth against the monarchial and
oppressive Goliaths of the old-time governments, and, cutting out a new path, a
new way among the nations, she called on
all those in other lands, who wished
for freedom of life and of worship, to
come with her out of darkness and bondage.
The organizing and uniting of a people
for a common good and for mutual prosperity in the arts of peace, is a matter of
no li·ttle moment, and especially was it so
then, with all the diversity of people and
of climate, with only the slow means
of intercourse on land by the stage coach
:ctnd on horseback.
Only small streams
were bridged; the rivers must be forded
or ferried across.
Again, there were
people of strict Puritan ideas, others were
free Cavaliers. There were Hollanders
in New York, Qnakers in Pennsylvania,
Huguenots and French in the south,
besides Puritan New England, and other
differences in nationality and religion
that were far more marked than anything
that exists to-day.
Then again, in all the colonies slavery
had been tolerated, but from J'vlassachusetts it was gone forever, and in the north
generally it was fast disappearing.
Patrick Henry and J e:fferson were doiug
what they could to abolish it in Virginia.
But just then cotton began to be
raised for export, and none but colored
bondmen could labor at that, and in the
swampy rice fields of South Carolina.
The paper money of the Revolution had
become worthless, and a state currency
did not meet the success hoped for. Some
of these things prevented and some
hastened a union.
As early as June,
1781, Washington had addressed the governors and presidents of the various
states, giving his ideas as al). outline of a
future national government, but the
lessons of time and severe· experience
were first needed to mould public thought,
and to prepare men to lead in the great
work of unification, before anything could
be done.
Not only were the interests of
three million of people at stake, but also
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the interests and happiness of their chil- .
dren and of their children's children were
in the balance.
'l,hey were preparing to
leave to their posterity a free, a great,
and a richly endowed heritage, and they
needed time in which to accomplish it.
In 1785, to Maryland and Virginia
commissioners who visited him at Mount
V m·non, Washington again proposed his
measures. From that tim'l both these states
awakened to the greatness of the plan.
Then Maryland sent out circulars an.J
gathered delegates from five states to
Annapolis where the idea was furthered.
There Alexander Hamilton of New York
set forth the great advantage of calling a
general convention of all the states to
meet in Philadelphia in 1787.
This
hastened matters, and nearly all of the
states took action and sent delegates.
Not until May 25th, 1787, we're enough
of them present to begin their work,
though May 14th had been set as the day
to convene.
They gathered in the hall where the
Declaration of Independence had been
framed eleven years before.
Fifty-five
delegates took part in this convention
which lasted over four months. The sessions were held with closed doors, and not
for fifty years, until Madison's notes were
obtained after his death, did the country
know much of the trials and strife exp~
rienced in that convention, or how near
they came, at times, to breaking up in
confusion.
But the work was finally done and presented to the states. One after another
they ratified it, and by Jnly 4th, 1 788,
ten of the s.tates had accepted it. Rhode
Island, which had sent 110 delegates to
the convention, was the last of the
thirteen to adopt it. Then vVashington
was elected and inaugurated under the
provisions of that Constitution.
And truly, as has been well said, those
men "builded better than they knew."
They framed and put together a mighty
structure out of few· materials, but those
materials were staunch and enduring ones,
as the century has >Yell proven.
This national organization was the
goodly house that they erected, and we
have the ~word of the great Being above
that the Constitution of this land was
framed by wise men whom he raised up
for that very purpose. He ~anctioneil it
and they dwelt in it; and by inheritance,

we have the right to live in it, to maintain
it and to defend it. Consequently we rejoice in the land and in the righteous execution of the just laws of the nation; we·
speak of it with thanksgiving to God, beeause it has proven the best form of government ever made by men, even though
there be corruptions and evils existing
that are not sanctioned of God.
The peculiarity of this form of government is that the people take no part directly, but they delegate their authority to
agents to act for them, by their own will
and vote changing those agents when they
think that they are not serving the general good as they ought to. The fathers
found no model in history of the house
they wished to frame, no previous nationality to take pattern from. The best form
of suceessful government then existing
was that of a limited monarchy, but they
had both seen and felt the oppressive power
of such. They wanted something better
than anything they saw then existing, or
that had ever existed. They did not draw
theirinspiration from the deeds of other nations, nor were they encouraged by other's
snecess to hope for better things, or for·
the perpetuation of a free and independent nation. Inspired of God they worked
out the great scheme from their own ideas
of what were the true principles of justice
and freedom, such principles as they considered should govern all mankind. The
immortal Lincoln said at Gettysburg:
"Our fathers brought forth upon this
eontinent a new nation, one conceived in
liberty and dedicated to the proposition
that all men are created free and equal.".
In the consideration of these things we
may be helped to a noble enthusiasm in
honor of the work of the men who thought
for us, in honor of those who built for us
a noble mansion in that day so long before·
we had being on the earth.
IV e to-day do believe, from the history
of the nations as well as from the evidences of God's word, that the Almighty
does preside over the destinies of nations;
and that, by an overruling providence, the
child-like America arises, and in virtue
hecomeR great,, while a corrupt Babylon or
Ninevah goes down to desolation forever.
After the dark ages of temporal and
spiritual bondage, after the stake and the
inquisition, God moved upon the' hearts of
fearless men to break away from the bond-
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age of base superstition and cruel bigotry,
and to obtain first religious freedom and
afterwards civil liberty. Hence God prepared America; and here •vas to be witnessed a successful effort, under divine
sanction and favor, for the establishment
·of a system of government which was to
be right in the sight of the Creator and of
all just men.
By his servant Ezekiel, (17: 22, 28), the
Lord foretold that he would plant a tender
shoot in a high mountain and eminent,
and that it should bring forth boughs and
be a goodly tree, and that under its
branches the fowl of every wing should
find shelter. Has not this been marvelously fulfilled? Have not the people of
every land found rest here, such as they
could find no where else? Has not the
tender plant grown to be a tree of renown
among all the people of the earth? Can
we, who are here to-day, whether we
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were horn here, or came to America,
he any too thankful, even in the midst of
toil and trial, that we have escaped the
evils of greater moment that exist in lands
where millions of armed men, non-producing, are continually kept waiting, ready
at all times, at the will of kings, to fall
upon and slay their fellow-men in multitudes.
And as the I-ord has said of
America, that "this land shall be a land
of liberty," and that he "will fortify this
land against all other nations, and he that
raiseth up a king against me shall perish,
saith God," therefore, believing this word,
the Latter Day Saints ought to be more
thankful than any other class of people,
especially in consideration of greater
things to come. And so may we live that
we may share in those better things, is my
wish in the name of Him who shall be
Kiug of kings and Lord of lords, when
the fulness of peace comes in.

THE VOW OF W ASHING'I'ON.
Read in New York, April 80th, 188\l, at the Centennial Celebration of the Inauguration
of George Washington as the first President of the United States.
The sword was sheathed; in April's sun
Lay green the Jlelds by freedom won;
And severed sections, weary of debates,
Joined hands at Jmt and were United States.
0 City sitting by the Sea!
How proud the day that dawned on thee,
When the new era, long desired began,
And, in its need, the hour had found the man!
One thought the cannon salvos spoke;
The resonant bell-tower's vibrant stroke,
'The voiceful streets, the plaudit-echoing halls,
And prayer and hymn borne heavenward from
St. Paul's!
How felt the land in every part
The strong throb of a nation's heart,
As its great leader gave, with reverent awe,
His pledge to Union, Liberty and Law!
That pledge the heavens above him heard,
That vow the sleep of centuries stirred;
In world-wide wonder listening people's bent
Their gaze on Freedom's experiment.
Could it succeed? Of honor sold
And hopes deceived all history told.

Above the wrecks that strewd the mournful past,
Was the long dream of ages true at last?
Thank God! the people's choice was just,
The one man equal to his trust,
Wise beyond lore, and without weakness good,
Calm in the strength of flawless rectitude!
His rule of justice, order, peace,
:Made possible the world's release;
Taught prince and serf that power is but a trust,
And rule, alone, which serves the ruled, is just;
That Freedom generous is, but strong
In hate of fraud and selfish wrong,
Pretense that turns her holy truths to lies,
And lawless license masking in her guise.
Land of his love! with one glad voice
Let thy g1·eat sisterhood rejoice;
A century's suns o'er thee have risen and set,
And, G.od be praised, we are one nation yet.
And still, we trust, the years to be
Shall prove his hope was destiny,
Leaving our flag with all its added stars
U nrent by faction and unstained by wars!
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Lo! where with patient toil he nursed
And trained the new-set plant at first,
The widening branches of a stately tree
Stretch from the sunrise to the sunset sea.
And in its broad and sheltering shade,
Sitting with none to make afraid,
Were we now silent, through each mighty limb,
The winds of heaven would sing the praise
of him.
Our first and best!-his ashes lie
Beneath his own Virginian sky.
Forgive, forget, 0 true and just and brave,
The storm that swept above thy sacred grave!
For, ever in the awful strife
And dark hours of the nation's life,
Through the fierce tumult piereed his warning
word,
Their father's voiee his erring children heard!

The change for whieh he prayed and sought
In that sharp agony was wrought;
No partial interest draws its alien line
'Twixt North and South, the cypress and the
pine!
One people now, all doubt beyond,
His name shall be our Union-bond;
We lift our hands to heaven, and here and now,
Take on our lips the old Centennial vow.
For rule and trust must needs be ours:
Chooser and chosen both are powers
Equal in service as in rights; the daim
Of duty rests on each all the same.
Then let the sovereign millions, where
Our banner floats in sun and air,
From the warm palm-lands to Alaska's cold,
Repeat with us the pledge of a century old.
JOHN GREENLEAF vVHITTIEll..

OAK KNOLL, Danvers, }'lass.,

JEALOUSY
DROFESSOR FRESCAUD cites anum1~ ber of well authenticated incidents
illustrating the jealousy that exists among
the lower order of animals-jealousy involving a train of thought and processes of
reasoning. One of the most curious of
the practical experiments he himself made
was in the case of a family of storks
at Constantinople. Having obtained permission of the caliph to investigate the
social and domestic economy of these historic birds, Profeswr Frescaud introduced
into one of the nests on the roof of a
mosque eleven duck eggs and took away
the eggs which the mother stork had laid.
The birdR did not seem to notice the
exchange and the male and the female
stork took turns, as is the cnstom with
most birds, at sitting upon the eggs.
In
due time the eggs were hatched and nine
plump ducklings made their appearance.
The mother stork was apparently fully
satisfied and she brooded over her callow
infants with great tenderness. But when
the father stork got a glimpse of the

OF BIRDS.
ducklings he became terribly agitated
and evinced his displeasure by shrill crie2:
and violent gesticulations with his wings
and legs.
As if, however, to have the
scandal properly if not legally ventila;ted,.
this enraged husband flew away and presently returned with an immense number
of neighbors of both sexes. The strange
company expelled the mother bird from
her nest and for a long time inspected the
young ducklings, keeping up meanwhile
an incessant ehattering as if, forsooth,
they were discussing among themselves.
the probability of the female stork's infidelity.
At last, seeming to have agreed
upon a verdict, they fell upon the female
and killed her, after which they put
the ducklings to death and destroyed the
nest and every vestige thereof. Professor Frescaud says that soon after this
judicial murder the father stork, seemingly overcome by mortification at the supposed faithlessness of his wife, committed
suicide by drowning in the Bosphorus.

NEXT in importance to knowing what to say in public address, is knowing when to stop.
Many a preacher who has impressed a great truth on his hem·ers by his earnest spoken words,
dissipates or neutralizes that impression by continuing to talk after he has said enough. In praying for power in his pulpit work, every preacher ought to prny for grace to stop at the right time.
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INCIDENTS IN THE LIFE OF ONE OF EARTH'S PILGRIMS.
BY ELDER E. STAFFORD.

'ZJFTER the ship got under way, the
/ .1 first duty of the recruits was to draw

hammocks from the sail maker--who was
a commissioned officer-and obtain ropeyarn from a man who had charge of it,
to lay this up, or twist it into small
three-strand ropes called nettles, and then
to fasten it in eyelet holes in the ends of
the hammock. These small ropes would
let the hammock spread out to receive the
mattress upon which we had to sleep.
The ropes were made fast to a ring about
two inches in diameter, to which again
was made fast another piece of rope about
as thick as common halter rope; this larger rope, in swinging the hammock, was
run through a hole in a cleat that was
made fast to a beam in the ship overhead,
one at the head and another at the foot of
the hammock.
Our names were called off and as ,we
answered we were placed in the different
parts of the ship where we would have to
perform duty the balance of the ernise.
We were then given our stations at the
guns, bedding and blankets were :>erved
out, and by this time night was upon us.
The ship feeling herself free, with the aid
of a stiff breeze, was soon out of sight of
land.
It was different here to being on the receiving ship; there were so many men
that you could hardly move without jostling against some one, while on the receiving ship we had plenty of room. And
upon the receiving ship the officers did
not appear in any way tyrannical or
crusty; but here we were soon made acquainted with the fact that both predominated in commissioned as well as in petty
officers.
I soon found out that my calculation
abori.t rising to distinction was an 'irnis
fatuu.~j that no common man could attain
to even a midshipman's berth; that it required money or influence in congress to
obtain the lowest commission; that the
most a foremast hand could aspire to was
a boatswain's mate, quarter gunner, or a
quarter master, realizing about eighteen
or twenty dollars per month. This, and
the treatment I received from the officers
and men, soured my temper considerably.
The landsmen or raw recruits were about

fifty in unmber. These received very annoying treatment from both officers and
men. The men would push them on one
side with a gruff, "Get out of the way you
land lnbber, you haven't got the hay seeds
out of your hair yet." This and worse
treatment caused the landsmen to cling
together, and in a short time they began
to turn on the seamen and gave some of
them a severe drubbing before they would
cease their persecutions. To give a sample of how the officers thought of and:
acted towards the men, I will relate a
eireumstance showing how I was treated
by an officer when not many days otlt. I
had done something in my ignorance,
what, I have forgotten and can not now
bring to mind, which a petty officer
thought it worth while to report to the
offieer of the deck.
My name was called by a boatswain's
mate, and upon answering it I was informed that the officer of the deck wanted
me. Going on deck I found the offieer
pacing the deck to and fro, and my accuser stood by the fife-rail. After standing there a short time the officer of the
deck came up and asked "vVhat's w:tnting?" My accuser stated what I had
done, when I spoke up and told the offieer
that I did not think I was doing wrong.
Said he, "Yon scoundrel, who gave von
liberty to think? You have s'old your
liberty to think for three years; go to
your duty and don't come before me
again in this manner!" I turn eel away and
instead of losing my liberty to think I
thought, and thought all the more; and
instead of stopping my thoughts he set
them in motion with aceelerated velocity.
There were one or two honorable exeeptions among the lieutenants and midshipmen in their treatment of the men.
vV e went out of our conrse a few days'
sail in order to strike the trade winds,
which are said to blow six months one
way and then turn round and blow six:
months in the contrary direction. These
would carry us direct on our course to our
destination.
The first port we aimed to make was
Rio .Janeiro; having on board a minister
plenipotentiary by 'the name of Smith,
sent there by our government to take the
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place of :Minister Wise, of Virginia, who
had clispleased the Brazilian government
in some manner and had therebv caused
that government to request om:s to call
him home.
vV e had quite a fair trip out, having to
handle ship but a very little, except once
or twice to reef topsailg in a heavier blow
than common. 'l'his was owing to the
trade winds which were favorable all the
time. The daily routine commenced by
piping up by the boatswain and his mates
of all hammocks, which when securely
rolled up and fastened, formed a roll. ·
They were taken on deck to a petty
officer detailed to place them in a long
box-like plaee, on the top of the bulwarks
whieh run tJ1e whole length of the ~hip;
they were placed in a slanting position,
having; a third of the hammock visible
~above the rail, or box; and when stowed
away had a very neat appearanee, and
eontrasted greatlv with the hull of the
ship-the hcamm~ekR being white as the
driven snow while the hull next to them
was as black as jet. If the labor just
described was not done right, in the judgment of the petty officer, we were liable
to be reported and subjected to punishment with the cat-o'-ninc-tails, or other
punishment at the discretion of the officer
of the deck.
The hammocks were stowed away all
day, so that there was no chance to ~leep
in the day, watch and watch, like unto
merchant ships.
We had watch and
watch in the day time so far as work was
concerned; that is, the time for work, day
or night, on every sea-going ship of whatsoever name or nation, merchantman or
man-of-war, is four hours for one watch,
and that is relieved, and the other takes
its place.
After hammocks were stowed away
then come washing of the decks, and then
breakfast. Seamen of all other nationalities1 with whom the writer became acquainted, and very nearly all nations were
represented, ascribe the meed of praise to
the American navy above all others for
the best food.
"Our bill of fare was the same, like
the laws of the :Medes and Persians,
from the commencement of the year to
the end thereof, except when we arrived
in port, and then fresh beef, instead of
salt beef, and potatoes or yams were allowed. It consisted on :Monday of salt

pork and beans boiled. with hard tack for
bread; Tuesday, salt beef and rice, with
hard tack; vVedncsday, salt pork and
beans with hard taek; Thursday, salt beef
and duff, or raisin dumpling, almost as
heavy as lead; Friday, Ralt beef ana rice;
Saturday, salt pork and beans,-hard tack
or sea biscuit may be always counted in
the \Jill; Sunday, salt beef and duff. I
suppose duff is the abbreviated form for
dough. This fare was served out for dinner only, the breakfast each morning was
made out of the meat left from the day
before, ehopped into small pieees and
boiled together with broken hard tack,
and as much tea, well sweetened, as you
can carry at one time, to wash it down;
and if fortunate to have left from the day
before, a small piece of buttN for your
sea biscuit. The butter i:-: dealt out by
the Purser twice a week; but sailors are
so extravagant with it when it does come,
that there is not mnch left after the first
day. They use it frequently in their tea
for cream. Sometimes we had the luxury
of cheese dealt out about twice a week.
It is made round in balls about the size of
a thirty-two pound shot, though not quite
as hard, although it takes quite a blow
with a hatchet to break it.
The sailors facetiously remarked that
U nc1e Sam had an eye t~ bu'liness; foreseeing that if there should an engagement
take 11lace and the iron shot shonld run
out, the eheese would answer the purpose.
'rhere were about fifty meRses, with
twenty-four men in a me~s, and one who got the material ready for the ship's
cook, to each mess.
We took our meals
on the berth-deek upon canvas messcloths spread on the deck; and we all sat
round eross-legged-like tailors-or the
best way we could, so as not to interfere
with our own and other's mess-mates.
All who chose, drank a lot of grog
before breakfast, and also before dinner;
all who abstained reeeived three dollars
and a half at the end of three months.
The writer was among the latter. Every
night, at the call of fife and drum, we
had to go to quarters, that is, muster
at our guns.
It was as much an inspection of the
men, to see that they dressed and appeared to the officers' taste, and also that the
bright work of the gun was kept clean, as
anything else. The roll was called and
each man answered, naming his position
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:at the gun; thus keeping his memory
:active in that matter.
Sometimes, when
·expecting the commodore or captain to
Teview, we would all toe a seam in the
deck, forming a line from bow to stem;
and this was done on the occasion of visits from the great ones of the different
governments we visited.
Speaking of
going to quarters reminds me of the first
difficulty I got into with one of my shipmates.
There was on board a barber
shop kept b8tween two guns. It had all the
paraphernalia belonging to such, among
which were brush, comb .and glass at the
·service of the seamen.
On the occasion
in question it was drawing near to the
time of going to quarters and a seaman
had been combing his hair and whiskers
for some time, and using the only glass
that I could see outside of the barber's
chest. The drum had just tapped for the
·call to be beat, and as it tapped some
fifteen or twenty minutes before the time,
I waited :J" minute or so longer and began
to think that I would not get a ch;mce to
comb my hair (the officers were strict
touching our appearance), and stepping up
said: "Campbell, wont you let the glass
stand between us so that both can see? It is
getting near to quarters, a11d we have not
much time to spare,." He jerked it away
and said roughly: "No, I won't." "Now,"
said I reaching towards tl~e glass and
putting it between us, "don't be ngly,
you have been using it for some time and
I have waited till the time for quarters is
almost up."
I had no idea ofhis striking me till I was about to fall on the
deck from the force of the blow.
I
recovered so as to fall in a bent position,
and before I could rise he canght me and
held me down, the motion of the ship aiding him; but I had the good fortune to
break his hold and he was glad to quit.
Of course there was a crowd of men
around, and after it was over, seeing that
my eye was very black and swollen and it
so near quarters, they expected that the
officer would see it and I should be in for
a flogging with the cats.
One advised
me to tell this wrong story and another
that, as an excuse for the appearance
of my eye. I said, "No, if the officer asks
me I shall tell him the truth."
They
laughed me to scorn, saying that I was
foolish to run the risk of a flogging when
I ·could avoid it. The call to quarters
was made. It was rather cloudy weather,
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and I placed my hat, as some sailors do,
sideways over my eye and the officer did
not discover it. It passed along for a
few days without discovery, until the
order for our division to give an account
of the clothing we had,·- as well as to
expose it for the officer's inspection-(we
are by the navy regulations obliged to
have a change of white and blue shirts
and undershirts, and are to have other
things according to prescribed rule.) My
name being called I answered, "Aye, aye,
sir!" He asked a few questions and looking under my hat said: "What is the
matter with your eye?"
"lt is black,
sir." "l see it is.
How did it come
black?" "Fighting, sir." "What, do you
dare to tell me you have been fighting?"
"V\r oulc1 yon have me tell you a lie, sir?"
He looked at me in surprise, and I
thought by the expression of his eye that
he said to himself, "Is it possible that
a common blue-jacket will tell the truth
in such a time and run the risk of a flogging?"
He replied: "'l'elling the truth
has saved you this time; but don't you
come before me again in this manner."
Sometimes-when the weather was
fair-in the dog-watch, which is between
six and eight o'clock in the evening, the
boatswain would pipe all hands to skylark, and then could be seen by the silent
spectator, if the men would let you
be one, all kinds of performances, such as
wrestling, boxing, going up a slack rope
hand over fist, the best man to go the
highest; fiddling and dancing, and every
diversion imaginable. Very frequently
in the first dog-watch, between four and
six o'clock in the evening, the band would
discourse music.
Many of my readers
may not know, and wonder what the dogwatch is. It simply means a watch of
two hours, or two relief~ between the
honrs of four and eight o'clock p. m., in
order to change the watch that had eight
hours on deck the previous night, so as to
have eight hours below the next night.
"'ll\T ere it not for these short, or dogwatches, the same men, or watch, would
have eight hours on deck every night,
which would not be fair. Every night
about sundown the hammocks were piped
down, each man knowing the number of
his hammock, (the writer's was six hundred and fifty-eight), stood ready to receive it from the one whose regular duty
it was to stow away and hand out. When
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all were slung up in their proper places,
singing songs and spinning yarns was
the order of the hour; and groups would
be formed between the guns for that
purpose. No singing or loud 'talk were
allowed after the one watch had turned in
at eight o'clock, but the other watch must
go on deck, answer the roll call, and then
be ready for further duty till relieved at
eight bells, or twelve o'clock at midnight.
If there was nothing to do, some would
assemble every night forward by the foremast, and a man by the name of Ben,
a very oracle on board of ship, would
entertain them with stories peculiar to
their taste, a very large number assembling together on every occasion, and
so. eager were they to listen to his stories,
they would gather long before he came
on deck to secure places as near the
speaker as possible.
No novel reader
could become more infatuated in a written work of fiction than they in these
oral ones.
His versatile, imaginative,
and loquacious ·powers were so well
developed, that he could commence a
story without any apparent preparation
and continue it from evening to evening
without interruption, or so I learned from
some of the listeners.
I listened to him
a short time one night, but his theme not
being of a character to suit my taste, I
paid no more attention to his fanciful

effusions. . I used to pace the deck back
and forth at night, when there was noth-ing to do, thinking of those I had left.
behind, and very often have reviewed my
whole life, and would at such times
wonder if God would establish his church
on earth again.
My heart was very sad
on these occasions, yet hope would be
enkindled frequently, and a measure of
faith obtain in my heart that such would
be the case.
I do not remember of our speaking a
single ship from New York to Rio
Janeiro and we were six weeks on thetrip.
We would frequently see a school
of • porpoises following the ship, and
sometimes a whale spouting at a distance,
and in the night watch, when the sea was
smooth and everything still, would hear·
what the sailors said was a fight between
the sword-·fish and thrasher. 'we crossedthe line before getting to Rio, but thent.
were no demonstrations such as on merchant ships on such occasions are practiced upon landsmen.
vVe did not scrape acquaintance with
King Neptune, neither were subject to
any of his demands. Whether he was·
afraid to try to enfore any of his customary exactions on so formidable an opponent as a Line of Battle ship is not
for me to say, not being entrusted with
the confidence of his oceanic majesty.
(To be continued).

GOVERNMENT
mHE centennial year of Washington's
1' inauguration is marked by the giving
of a free constitution to Japan; the agitation for self government ~by India and
Ireland; the celebration in France of the
fall of the Bastile; the international industrial exposition at Paris; the erection
of the Eiffel tower, nearly twice as high as
the highest previous structure; a trip
across the Atlantic in the City of Paris in
five days, twenty-three hours and seven
minutes, the quickest trip on record; the
opening up of South America and northern and Central Asia by rail roads; the
incorporation of the Nicaraugua Canal
Company, the work of which will likely
affect the commerce of the world; the
J

CENTENNIAl~.

completion of the phonograph, by which
Gladstone's voic.e bas been heard in
America while Gladstone was in England;
the eommencement of the construetion of
a telescope large enough to enable us to
know whether tlw moon is inhabited; the
beginning of active work looking to the
fertilization of our Ameriean Desert; and
the use of electric street cars. The mere
mention of these things is enough to
make one feel as though we were standing upon a vast height, from which it was
dangerous even to look into the valley
beneath. The age is phenomenal ancl
grand in its accumulation of the wealth of
the ages past which has burst forth into
sight like the flower of the century plant.
-D. F. Lambert, in Independent Patriot.
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AN UNSEEN FOLLOWER.
And though he heeded not the storm,
With tears his eyelids glistened.

It was a stormy winter's day,
And fast the snow was flying;
Great drifts upon the meadow lay,
The winds were sadly sighing.

If little feet, each weary day
To follow him endeavor,
He may perchance lead them astray
For ever and for ever.

A stalwart man of noble form
Across the fields was going,
He heeded not the pelting storm,
Cared not that it was snowing.

He took the little fellow's hand,
And in his own he clasped it;
Too young was he to understand
Why thus his father grasped it.

He paused a moment and looked back,
Lest drifting sleet should blind him;
His little son right in his track
vVas trudging on behind him.
"vVhat brought you here?" the father cried,
"\\'hy through these snow-drifts wallow?"
His blue eyes flashed as 'he replied,
"vVhere father goes I'll follow."
That stalwart man of noble form
'vVith keenest anguish listened;

There, in the storm, that father prayed,
"0 Savior, ever guide us,
Through all life's journey grant thy aid,
And let not death divide us.
"Let me in paths of safety tread,
To God's dear 'love no stranger;
By me let this dear child be led
Away from paths of danger."
EGBERT

LAKE

L.

BANGS.

MARY.

(See Frontispiece).

mo

THE traveler over our western
prairies, unused to mountain scenery
and whose journey extends beyond the
mountains, there opens many a grandly
imposing scene.
Borne swiftly along
behind the steaming, panting iron horse,
he leans from the open window too
absorbed in the rapidly changing landscape to analyze his own emotions or realize the wonders of that which his eye
takes in. Not thus, however, when at his
journey's end upon some calm summer
day, he wanders away and entering a
mountain canyon follows its ever asscending, ever changing course. Above
him meet the branches of lofty forest trees,
interlocking their boughs and almost
shutting out the light of day.
Wild
roses, flowering shrubs and willows
fringe the margin of the clear mountain
stream, now winding gently over a level
tract with scarcely a murmur as it glides,
and now rushing and tumbling over a
rocky ledge with the music of echoing
laughter and the song of wild birds heard in
its rush and roar.
Onward and upward
with untiring feet he wends his way, when

'1'

suddenly the narrow canyon widens out,
the noise of falling water grows faint and
fainter; the branches part like friends for
a time separated; the twilight is exchanged for the warmth and brightness shed
by the vertical rays of the sun at its
noon-time splendor; and he finds himself beside the sleeping waters of a rockbound lake. Here, hundreds of feet above
the sea level, placid, clear and solemn
in its very stillness, lying at the rockbound feet of lofty, towering heights, Lake
:Mary reflects from her bosom the warm
kisses of the sunlight, and filled with the
gladness ofuntrammelleclnature bathes the
shrubs and flowers whose thirsty roots
seek her refreshing waters.
Far awav in the distance the shrill
whistle of the locomotive sounds and the
rush and hurry of the thousands still
go on. But here there is silence.
Here the soul of man arouses from
its sleep; the cares, toils and perplexities of life fade away like mist-are
lost in the distance like the sound of the
waterfall--and man finds time for communion with his :Maker. How like a dream,
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an idle dream of a night which is past,
are the scenes left behind! Wrapped in
contemplation as a mantle, the worn and
care-weary man of the world dimly realizes the vanity, vexation and folly of that
which but yesterday engrossed his mind
to the exclusion of better thoughts. How
grateful to his soul is the very silence
and solitude. Gently the breeze steals
through the valley and the song of a solitary bird trembles on the air!
'l'here is
harmony in all the works of God.
It is

only when man enters upon the scene
that discords.follow; and yet, is not man
the crowning piece of God's workmanship, and shall there not yet evolve from
this rush and whirl, this maddening
strife, some greater, higher good? The
answer comes borne in upon the soul
in those beautiful lines of Tennyson:
"Cast all your cares on God: that anchor holds.
Is He not yonder in those uttermost
Parts of the morning? If I flee to these
Can I go from Him? and the sea is his,
The sea is his: He made it."

P A'l'TIE; OR,. LEAVES FROM A LIFE.
BY ELEANOR.
CHAPTER VIII.

FICTION.

"And as we loose our wistful hold
On warmth and loveliness and youth,
And shudder at the dark and cold,
Our souls cry out for Truth.
"No more mirage, 0 Heavenly Powers,
To mock our sight with shows so fair!
~Ve question after solemn hours
That lead us swiftly-where?"
-Celia Thaxter.

"For my people have committed two evils;
they have forsaken me the fountain of living
waters, and hewed them. out cisterns, broken
cisterns that can hold no water."-Jer. 2. 13.

\UHATEVER the prophet had in view
lf'l by the simile which we have here
selected for our motto, there has assuredly been nothing in these last days on
which so much useless labor has been
expended, or so vast a waste of money
and time as in the writing, printing and
reading of fiction.
Could the evil accomplished by it be
estimated in dollars and cents, or in squandered hours, the sum total of either would
appal us. But when to these large scores
against it is added the long list of ruined
lives traeeable to it, the account awaiting
reckoning is fearful to contemplate.
I do not refer to a certain class of cheap
literature that finds patronage among the
vicious, or those of low, uncultured tastes
and tendencies. More insidious than this
is the high-toned fiction which goes into
refined Christian homes.
In these days if there are any who show
an unfamiliarity with the writings of
Thackeray, Dickens, or other popular nov-

elists of the times, they are regarded in
much the same way that the Puritans regarded those graceless people who never
read the Bible.
There are as clearly defined grades in
fiction as 'in intoxicating beverages; and
to those whn acquire an appetite for fiction, as well as for the other, the road
will prove "down grade" all the way, and
the descent from the b("St to the lowest,
certain, unless there is a resisting force
powerful enough to hold them in check.
This force must be supplied by the Christian home training, and eareful nurture in
the word of God. Let parents see to it
that their children obtain at home the
taste for healthful mental food, while un-der their control. And then, if like Pattie they should be tempted by these gilded
cisterns to forsake the fountain of living
water, they will, like her, return to it as
surely as the prodigal remembered the
bread of his father's house when he had
tired of the world's husks.
To .those youth who from their cradle
have been more familiar with these unsatisfying things than with the pure fountain
of truth, the descent from the refined to
the reverse is as easy as coasting down
hill, and as fascinating. It is only now
and then when some crushed and bleeding
victim is forced on public notice that the
evil is recognized.
Religious novels are some of the efforts
put forth to repair the evil that comes
from the neglect of healthful home education, especially of the scriptures; but
they are ,nothing more than an attempt to
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:fill the "broken cisterns" with water from
the fountain of truth.
That novel reading does have the evil
effect pointed o.ut let any one compare
the precepts of the Bible with the false
coloring given to social life by fiction.
Take for instance the command to "covet
not anything that is thy neighbor's." Not
onlv is this violated in fiction, but the
off~'nse becomes so glossed that if it does
not appear a virtue, it at least gains condonation in the mind of the reader and
thus weakens the force of the precept;
and this may and does go on through
every one of the ten commandments.
The laxity thus brought about in society
is sure to react on the home and its most
sacred relations.
Pattie's experience went just far enough
to reveal to- her its tendency, and the
results to which it contributed; and then
her soul drew back as from a horrible pit.
"Grace Trueman" was not her first introduction to fiction, she had previously read
"Uncle Tom's Cabin" and one or two
other of Mrs. Stowe's works; these with
perhaps a few magazine stories were the
extent of her knowledge of it when she
had reached the years of young womanhood.
Of the literary monthlies published exclusively for ladies none were ever patronized in the home of Mr. W aldville. Occasionally some found their way there, but
magazine stories of the Peterson type had
no attractions for Pattie-"milk and water sop" she called them.
The first tears ever shed by her for fictitious woes were wept over the pages of
"Jane Eyre," a book obtained of a school
friend-an avowed votary to fiction.
This lady was of cultivated tastes, and
the books of her selection were always
from authors distinguished in their writings for elevated tone as well as for their
powers of imagination and description.
Pattie's limited acauaintance with fiction had not disturbed her equanimity or
particularly impressed her, and she was
inclined to regard her friend's infatuation
with a sort of charitable contempt, paying but little heed to the books when her
friend by way of entertaining her would
offer them to her. But "Jane Eyre" was
a book to catch and chain the attention
from the start. lts strong, bold, delineation of human love and temptation, the
supernatural and unreal made so vividly
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real and natural, all held for Pattie'sni.ental poise a peculiar charm. She became so
interested that she could not relinquis.Ji'
the book when she must return home, and
her friend requested her to take it with
her, which she gladly did; but she had
not gone half of the short distance before
doubts intruded respecting its reception
by her father, if he should see it. The
nearer she approached home the more the
doubts took the form of certainty. She
hesitated between her apparent duty to
return the book and her desire to see how
it ended.
The tempter whispered: "Why need'
he see it?" She had never been under
the necessity of concealment, and the
deception implied in the thought sent the
hot blood to her face.
"There is nothing bad in the book,';
continued the tempter; "it is only your
father's prejudice that makes the trouble."
This seemed true, and Pattie felt an
angry feeling of resentment towards her
father that he should place her in such an
uncomfortable position. She was no more
a child to be kept under such strict supervision. Influenced by such feelings she
passed on to her home with the book.
But deliberate disobedience, to a conscientious mind, is an intolerable foe to
peace. She could only read it at such
undisturbed moments as she had to herself, and all the sweet companionship that
she had hitherto found in reading was absent. It was finally finished, and as she
carried it home she formed the resolution
to read no more of them. Ala~:~ for her
resolution! She found her friend full of
the account of another, still more fascinating, which she declared she bad sat up all
night to read and shed "oceans of tears."
Pattie must read it without fail. But Pattie shook her head. "Father does not approve of such reading," she said, apologetically.
"Oh, yes, I know that your father is a
precious old fogy; but doesn't he read the
nasty newspapers every hour of his valuable time that he can get? And what is
there in a book like this :-;o harmful to the
morals? If he h<tcl ever read the works
of Charlotte Bronte or Miss Mnlock, he
would not call them immoral."
Such reasoning sounded very specious
to Pattie. It must be, she thought, that
her father was unreasonably prejudiced.
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In fact, as she came to think about it she
had never known him to give a reason for
his opinion. It was a great relief to conscience to be persuaded that it was really
her father's judgment that was defective
and not her inclination or act. Still as
she carried home the new v.olume she did
not feel altogether easy in mind. If she
had not been tra.·ined to such intolerable
dry reading, it seemed to her there would
now be no trouble about it; . then she
reviewed the years of her theological
studies and questioned what good bad she
gained? All that she had learned was
resolved into this, that little or nothing
was known of the sci()nce of divine things.
Ah, Pattie! the time is coming when
you will understand that to have learned
that is to have found the spring of wisdom.
But now Pattie was seeking excuse for
wasting time on the cisterns which can
not bold water.
She made no further effort at concealment. If objections came she would meet
them and have them out. The trouble of
mind that distressed her ceased then, but
as she continued her reading she found
trouble of another kind, a vague unrest
and discontent that she could not explain,
and to escape from which she plunged
still deeper into the exciting cause. As
the drunkard seeks to drown thought in
the cup that intoxicates, like him she neglected duties to pursue the phantom that
lured her.
To the remonstrance of her mother and
the command of her father she answered,
as she had answered herself, that she must
hi!;ve enjoyment. Sternness met stubbornness. She was no longer a child to be
subdued by frowns, and he made no appeal to her reason, nor explained the
ground of his opposition. He tried to interest her in horticulture and flowers, and
though she had a genuine love for both
they failed to draw her from her books.
The description of life viewed through
the glitter of romance, assumed to her the
appearance of real life from which she by
circumstances was debarred.
Restless discontent embittered her mind
at the contrast between the beautiful
charmed lives of the heroines of whom
she read, when contrasted with that of her
own affiicted and restricted life, filled with
its tiresome round of homely duties.
'l'he Bible was no longer read except as
a task imposed by conscience. She could

not conscientiously ask at a throne of grace
for the worldly desires and longings of
her heart, consequently prayer was neglected. But for this she was frequently
summoned before the tribunal of conscience, and writhed under the lash of its
infliction. She grew weary of the perpetual warfare and longed for the old fellowship that she had once enjoyed in
books, in religion, and in God. Romance
lost its charm, and though she continued
to read it, she but employed it as the asc
sassin of time to enable her to escape
from the thralldom of discontent. But
works of fiction were less frequently resorted to, as interest in them diminished,
and finally a complete revulsion of feeling
took place. She loathed that which she
had loved, and hungered for mental food
of the kind which requires the digesting
operation of thought. She felt that her
mind was becoming barren and incapable
of entertaining her as it bad formerly
done.
An invalid lady who knew her well,
to whom she mentioned her ennui, suggested books of travel and ancient history,
offering to supply some of them.
Pattie wisely acted upon this advice,
beginning with the "Travels of Bayard
Taylor," "Livingstone's Explorations in
Africa," "MonumentR of Egypt," and the
"Works of Josephus." A healthy tone of
mind soon returned and books again became her friends and companions. It was
a severe leswn that left pain in its memory, but it was never forgotten and provedof importance to her later as will appear.
The Bible became a new and interesting
study in connection with this new reading.
Some of the wise who read this will understand the purpose of God in all this;
they can trace the thought of His mind ,
through all the leadings of His providence. There came a time when Pattie
looking back over the way could do so
too, bnt it was after she had forever
quenched her thirst at the well of living
water.
But at this time in our narrative she
could only see the long road stretching
before her without, seemingly, end or aim.
Events of importance affecting both time
and eternity were crowding thick upon her
path. She had not then learned to read
God's purposes of the past; faith could
only lay its hand in his and go on to meet
the future.
(To be continued).
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COMPILED FROM HIS JOURNALS AND LETTERS.

,QN my arrival in Liverpool, my newly
\J appointed field of labor, I was well
and kindly received by all the Saints, and
many not in the church gave me a hearty
welcome; but I felt weak, and if ever a
man felt his own littleness I did mine at
that time. But I was not on my own
work and this gave me courage to press
forward, and although my co-laborers
were those whom I considered so much
higher in the kingdom of God than I was,
and knew so much more than I did, yet I
felt determined to do the best I could, the
Lord being my helper. The Saints met
and held their meetings in Music Hall,
Bold street, a verv obscure and humble
place compared with the many rich and
elegant churcht>s in that large city. There
are so many grains of sand upon the sea
shore that ont> grain passt>s unnoticed, and
so it seemed to me that we were but a
speck and unnoticed among .the many
thousands of human beings passing to and
fro in those busy streets; but the great
Master smiled upon his people though few
in number and gave us the choicest of
ht>aven's blessingR, adding some good and
faithful souls to the cause.
Here I became acquainted with Matilda,
eldest daughter of John and Hannah
Clark. Her parents were not members of
the church, and she, like many others, was
the only one of her family who belonged
to the Latter Day Saints. She was an active, zealous me~ber and a teacher in the
Sabbath School; ever ready and willing
to help in any good cause.
We were married February 16th, 1851,
in St. Silas' Church, (Church of England),
Pembroke place, London road, Liverpool.
Orson Pratt, with his family, having
just returned to America, we went to live
in the house they had vacated, 15 vVilton
street, office of 'the I,atter Day Saints in
England, and Franklin D. Richards, one
of the twelve who Rucceeded Orson Pratt,
boarded with us. Thus it happened that
when any of the elders landed in Liverpool, 15 Wilton street was the first place
they inquired for. \Ve thus became acquainted with many of the leading men,
amon.rr whom were John Taylor, Erastus
and Lorenzo Snow, Samuel Richards,
Isaac C. Haight, with many others whose

names I have neither time nor place to
mention. These were, apparently, all
good men and, so far as we knew, well
behaved. They won the love and respect
of the English people, and not one of them
gave us the least cause to suspect that any
thing was wrong in the Valleys of the
Mountains, and as for polygamy it was
strongly denied. They said it was a false
report circulated by their enemies to bias
the minds of the people against the truth;
that it was not a doctrine of the church,
and proving their words by quotations
from the writings of Joseph and Hyrum
Smith, Book of Mormon, etc.
I endeavored to spend the time profitably, especially among the small branches
and scattered members. Mattie, my wife,
would often accompany me to such places.
The Saints made us welcome and we made
ourselves at home with them, thus conferring mutual benefit and pleasure. True
Saints are not strangers to each other,
whether at home or abrpad, but feel as one
family where all are united.
It cost four cents, two English pennies,
to cross to Birkenhead, over the river
Mersey, a pleasant trip of twenty minutes
on a small steamboat. Rock Ferry, a
very pretty little village on the river side,
about two miles from Birkenhead, where
lived Bro. and Sr. Enion, two honest faithful souls, quite comfortable in this world's
goods and trying to make those around
them comfortable. New Brighton is another small village close by the shore at
the entrance of the river, with plenty of
bathing cars at the water's edge. We
would pay twenty-five cents, an English
shilling, for the use of one, don our bathing dresses of dark blue serge and when
ready let the owner know. Then he would
come with his horse and hitch it to a
kind of a singletree-there is one at each
end of the car so it can be dravvn either
way without turning it round-and take
us out into the water and there leave us.
If the tide was coming in, a wave would
often wash over our heads and then recede.
The owner kept watch and as the tide rose
higher he would draw the car nearer to
th() shore. These are pleasant memories
of the past.
On the second of January, 1852, our
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:first little boy was born, whom we called
Kenedren, a name given to his mother in
a dream six months before be was born.
Mattie lay at the point of death for two
weeks. Suddenly she opened her eyes,
looked round the room and said :
"I shall not die now. I saw a group of
angels in the sky with a large harp. They
were playing and singing such heavenly
music. One of them beckoned me to
come, and I made a move to go, for I
wanted to join them, but the one at the
bead held out his hand, waving me back,
saying, 'not yet, not yet.'"
She began to recover from that moment,
gained strength every day and was soon
well again.
A strong desire to gather with the
Saints seemed to be manife.sted among the
people of God, and many were thinking
of emigrating to America. When we saw
our most familiar friends preparing to go,
the same spirit seized upon us, and we
said, one to the other, we must go too. I
made known my intention to the president
of the English mission, who said, "It is
rather sudden, must you go now?" I answered "Yes, we would like to;" consequently we made arrangements for our
departure. Father and Mother Russell
and their son Archie, a fine young man of
twenty-seven, Br. and Sr. Collinson and
their family, also Bro. Wm .. Coward, all
wealthy people, went by steamer, a shorter and far more comfortable mode of
travel than in an emigrant sailing vessel.
When they were gone, and we had fully
made np our minds to go, the thought
flashed upon us that we were leaving the
home of our childhood, parents, friends
near and dear, perhaps never to behold
them again, and it made us feel sad indeed, but it was for the gospel's sake, to
mingle with those who loved to serve the
Lord. The next vessel leaving with a
load of Sai.nts would. soon be ready and
we concluded to go on that. We had a
busy time preparing, getting everything
ready, bidding farewellR, etc. But time
flies fast and the day of our departure
soon a1'rivecl. We went on board the
Ellm ,~frm:a, the sailors weighed anchor,
and on the tenth of February, 1852, the
pilot towed us out of the river Mersey. It
was rough in the channel, but soon we
were out upon the broad ocean, miles away
from land and the home of our birth. We
had secured passage in the second cabin,

two berths from the door, as comfortable,
a place as any (captain's cabin excepted}
on board an emigrant ship. Next to us,
was Bro. and Sr. Robins, a few berths beyond was Br. Steven \V ood and his sister
Fannie, who suffered severely from seasickness nearly all the voyage. On the·
opposite side was one of our Liverpool
Saints, Bro. Brookbank and family, whose
wife did not belong to the church, but
rather opposed it. ·while the ship was
lying in Clarance dock, Mattie's father
went on board and nailed some strips of·
wood up and down the edge of the berth,
as he said, to keep tl1e baby from rolling
out. We thought sometimes when out at
sea that he must have been inspired to
do so. It was a long narrow ship and the
cargo not being very well packed together,
caused it to roll until it sometimes seemed
as though it would roll over; but none
were very much afraid, feeling an assurance that God would guide us safely over
the troubled waters. Our baby grew to
be a fine big boy, and every morning he
took his bath in a bucket of water dipped
from the ocean. Very little sickness ocCUlTed among us considering so many passengers of all ages. We numbered over
three hundred, nearly all Saints, and as a
general thing they enjoyed themselves as
well as could be expected on ship board,
living on sea cracken; the hardest of all
bread, and had water for many clays until'
it purified itself.
I have heard it said that singing sounds
better on the water than any where else, I
used to think so while listening to the
sweet and elear voices on the deck as they
sung the songs of Zion, looking forward
to the time when they would be happy on
Zion's land.
Among the passengers was an old lady
and her son, Bro. and Sr. Ro:ff. She was nearly eighty years old and her son was fifty.
I remarked when we started that I did not
think any one so old could stand the journey, bnt she seemed to get along pretty
well for several weeks, but alas it proved
too mneh for her, she failed very fast and
at last pasRed away to a better land than
the one she was going to on earth. Her
mortal remains were sewed up in a winding sheet, and bound fast to a board a little longer than the body, with a heavy
weight fastened to the foot to make it
sink quicker. After singing and prayer·
and the funeral discourse over, it was con-
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signed to a watery grave. It is past all
human imagination to conceive the feelings of those who witness a burial at sea,
although aware that while upon the
mighty deep with nothing but a vast expanse of water beneath and the beautiful
blue sky above, all serene and pleasant as
it was on that funeral day, our noble ship
riding proudly over the dark blue waves
with nothing to mar its progress or indicate that we should not, e're long, reach
our desired haven. Yes, we are aware
that in a few moments the scene could be
changed and storm and tempest engulf us
all in the same watery grave; but while
all is peace, to stand on deck and see one
of our number already encased in coarse
canvas, bound to a plank, the sailors holding fast, waiting for the signal to let go,
when it slides off into the water to be
seen no more till the resurrection morn,
when the sea shall give up its dead, I
can say for one that such a scene is never
to be forgotten.
One day while standing at the cabin
door watching the large sails sway to
and fro, I saw a sight that after it was
over made me tremble with fear. Some
thoughtless person had put a tar barrel
over the galley pipe, it did not draw
very well, conRequently the fire did not
burn well, and cooking was rather slow.
All of a sudden the barrel eaughtfire and
blazed high, but the sail happened to be
swinging over to the side of the ship or it
might have been right over the blaze. The
mate saw it and quick as thought sprang
on top of the galley, lifted the burning
barrel and threw it overboard. I shudder
when I think what might have been the
consequence if that fire had not been
quenched. I raised my voicG to heaven in
prayer and thanks to Almighty God for
what we had escaped. \Vhat conld be
more terrible than a ship on fire freighted
with human beings; but we were saved
through the kind watchcare of our heavenly Father, whose eye was over us all the
way, and save tho rolling of the vessel, a
little sea-sickness, and our faith and patience pretty well tried, we han a fair passage, and roached the bar at the entrance
of the' Mississippi about seven in the evening. Onr captain said it was a dangerous
crossing and cast anchor there till morning. At early dawn we crossed the bar
in safety and arrived at New Orleans, just
eight weeks from the day we left Liver-
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pool docks. We went on shore and spent
a few hours, taking a survey of the quaint
old fashioned looking city. Returning to
our vessel we were soon busy gathering
things together, packing up, and preparing
to leave and go on board the steamer St.
Paul. The river was crowded with vessels of all kinds, with scarcely room to
pass. No sooner were we on board the
steamboat than the bow of a large vessel
run right into the side of it, mashing one
of the state rooms, and making it tremble
as though an earthquake had shaken the
whole earth. Repairs were soon done and
they managed to get away without any
further damage. We were fortlmate in
getting two of the best berths on the boat,
nicely situat.ed in the best cabin, for it was
crowiled to excess, about six hundred persons being on board. Traveling on the
Mississippi is not so pleasant. Often the
boat would strike a snag, causing it to
tremble violently for several minutes,
Cl'eating great fear and alarm among the
passengers. Many times in the night 'we
would be aroused bv a terrible shock, expecting every rnom~nt she would sink to
the bottom. vVe passed two sunken
steamers, the tops of them just in sight.
Very few lives, if any, are saved in such
cases. The trip would have been pleasant
had it not been for those ugly snags. A
good table was set, fit for a king. We
had never seen corn bread before, and did
not know what it was made of, as there
is no corn meal in England. It was excellent and many times since have I heard
:Mattie say, "I wish I could make corn
bread like that we had on the boat." Two
weeks' traveling nig·ht and day brought us
safely to St. Louis, where my brother
William lived. He came on board to
meet us. The old St. Paul waR not allowed to take another trip, as it was condemned, and the officers said they wondered it had not sunk with all on board. My
brother, who had joined the church in
Scotland, had come to America some years
before and settled in St. Louis. Both he
and his wife tried to persuade us not to
go any farther. Told us about polygamy
and other evils carried on in Salt Lake
and said they had good reason to believe
it true. Many of my old friends with
whom I had been aequainted anc1 had
brought into the church years ago in England had also settled in St. Louis. They
talked to us and told us many things
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about Utah and its leaders, and tried
hard to discourage us and keep us from
,going, but it was no use, it seemed to us

impossible that such things could exist,
and we could not listen to them.

J:N the columns of our magazine for this issue
will be found interesting matter relative to the
:great national anniversary celebrated on the
SOth of April, 1889. Latter Day Saints ought,
better than any other class of people, to understand the purposes of God in the events which
have transpired and which now are transpiring
in the world; because of all people now inhabiting the earth, so far as we are informed, they
,are the only people claiming to be led by revelation. The only people contending for the
faith once delivered to the Saints, which faith
cdoes not exclude the promise, "It shall teach
you things to come." We have before called
the attention of our young readers to the fact
that God raised up and inspired Columbus to
search out this continent, and we have traced
through history the purposes of the Almighty in
so doing. There was not upon the face of the
·earth a country or government where rnan was
allowed the privileges of freedom, either politi·cal or religious. When God spake to Israel he
said, "Choose ye this day whom ye will serve;"
but how can a man choose who is allowed no
right of choice? Again, the Lord says, "Come
:and let us reason together;" but how can a man
reason with the sword and the faggot? King·doms ancl monarchies as established by men are
not compatible with God's form. of government.
To his own people he promised to be a King,
and under him they made choice of their
judges. Grievous as was the day for Israel,
when they rejected God and choose them a king
1ike the nations around therTt, God soothed the
heated anger of the prophet and told him to
'hearken unto the people, "for," said he;" they
have not rejected you but me." Man has his
agency, and will never be a free man until he
loves mercy, truth and justice better than he
loves his own life. If he can acquire this love
·OnlY\ after he has been in bondage to that
which is the opposite, then must he be a bondman before he can be free. But it was said,
"Cast out the bond woman and her son, for the
.,;on of the bondwoman shall not be heir with
the son of the free woman." The time had
.come when God was going to redeem his prom-

ise to his covenant people, and to the younger
born son of liberty he said, Stand forth and
claim thy rights! This land shall never be in
bondage to kings or tyrants. Priestcraft shall
never flourish here, and later on he said to his
chosen prophet, through the baptism of blood
the last vestige of enslavement must perish.
Not alone with incredulity and distrust, but
with chagrin and annoyance as well, did the
governments of the old world regard the growing republic, the child of freedom. When the
baptism of blood was overwhelming the nation,
and every resource of the government was taxed
to its utmost, three of these governments took
occasion to interfere with affairs in Mexico, and
although two of them withdrew, the third persisted in placing Maximilian upon a throne,
with the title of "Emperor of Mexico." The
first decree issued by him was, "That all who
adhered to the republic or resisted his authority
should be shot." Many prisoners, among whom
was General Orteaga, suffered death under this
order. He also ordered the enslavement of the
whole laboring population of Mexico. The
United States refused to acknowledge his government and required Napoleon to withdraw
his army. Maximilian entered the city of Mexico in 1864, and on the nineteenth of June, 1867,
he was shot at Quiretaro, thus taking but three
years to end the unjust and terrible tragedy and
verify the prediction made years before, that no
king should prosper upon this land. Poor and
distracted as was the government of Mexico,
under her President Juarez, he yet inaugurated
reforms tending to emanc.ipate his countrymen
from the priest-ridden condition in which they
then were, and these measures he maintained
with firmness despite the remonstrances and demands of foreign governments.
One century has passed, bringing with it the
fulfillment of many things spoken of by the
prophets, and let us be assured that n"ot one
word of inspiration shall fall to the ground. Let
us labor, and while we labor, wait, with faith·
which trusts the guiding of His hand whose presence we know has been with us in the past.

To be continued.
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HOPE.
ANY parties having a January or August number of Autu~1n Leaves, volume one, which they
will part with, will receive full price for the
same at the Herald Office. Notify Bro. Dancer
by postal card before sending, and do not send
until card reaches you to do so. This precaution is necessary to prevent more being sent
than we can use.
WE have for some time been in receipt of an
article entitled, "Sincerity Seeking Salvation,"
which will appear as soon as space admits; also
one entitled, "Gleanings from the History of
the English Mission."
To OUR correspondents, whose letters have demanded replies, we wish to sny, be patient with
us, for it is far from our wish or thought to
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neglect any: Those who have sent selections
which do not appear, will please remember that
theirs is one among many. Should it never appear, do not regret the sending, for it has given
us more from which to choose, and we are as
grateful to you as to those sending such as ap- .
pear.
ERRATA.-In the last issue the story entitled
"Esther" should have been credited to "Almira," and a brief selection, "Strange Birds of
Syria," from Ridpath's History, is credited to S.
F. Walker.
A LETTER addressed to M. J. Clare, Keokuk,
Iowa, has been returned to us marked, "Unclaimed." Should the party desire to have the
letter, please send address.

HOPE.
BY RUSSELL ARCHIBALD,

mi-IERE is not a word in our language
J 1' which has more numerous and more
pleasant associations than Hope. With
its sound, even as it falls on the ears, we
.are accustomed to link grateful emotions
and joyful sensations which it never fails
to impart, and on account of which it is
considered one of the dearest possessions
of man. Wherever we turn our eyes upon
mankind we see the influence of Hope.
It begins with the dawning of reason and
ends only with life. Before the eye of
youth Hope spreads out the future, clothed
in all the glowing colors of imagination.
It promises happiness, honor and :fame,
and tells him that his most ardent expectations shall be more than realized. Would
he climb the hill of science and stand first
among her votaries, Hope whispers in his
ear that nothing can be more easy. Does
he long for wealth, Hope says he shall
obtain it. Would he be a distinguished
man and have his name written on the
pages of history, Hope tells him that this,
and more than this, shall be attained. It
is Hope that imparts to youth half its happiness and vivacity, and to age a blessed
assurance. Take it away and you leave a
blank which it would be impos~ible to fill.
If we survey the busy world around us
we see no one who is not influenced in one
way or another by Hope. Each one has

.JUN.

some favorite object in view which leads
him to believe he ean succeed. Each one
is engaged in some oceupation which he
thinks most likely will aiel him in accomplishing and realizing his wishes. Look
at the man of business-see how wholly
absorbed he seems to be in the pursuit of
gain; with what anxious look he hurries
to and fro, and with what eagerness he
embraces each opportunity of increasing
his treasure. vV atch the changing outlines of his troubled brow, and if you can
read the thoughts thereon inscribed, you
will find that the subject which is ever
uppermost in his mind.is the hope of gain.
The student whose whole soul is absorbed in his studies is found bending
over his books from morning till night;
he consumes the midnight oil in search of
knowledge, and thus in his ardent thirst,
changes night into day. It is the hope of
one day standing in the front ranks of
literature that enables him to plod along
from day to day, storing his mind with
the choicest gems that learning can afford,
even while he knows that disease is making encroaehments upon his system.
Again; look at the man whose God is
ambition. He may be a statesman, or
warrior, or an author, it matters not; see
with what perseveranee he surmounts
every obstacle that lies in his way to emi-
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nence, and how constantly he· struggles
on, it may be against persecution and
bigotry, removing every impediment until
finally he attains the summit of his hopes,
and sees no one excelling him in honor.
"He looks proudly on and views all his
competitors toiling far below him, surveying with wistful eyes the eminence on
which his feet are securely placed. What
is it that urges him forward? It is the
Hope of fame.
In our adversities and troubles, when
all whom we have esteemed as our friends
have forsaken us, Hope displays its real
value; it cheers us onward, gives us promise of better days and whispers in our ears
that all may yet be well. The prisoner
in his cell, who is, perhaps, to die on the
morrow, still has hope, and it is not until
the fatal rope has put an end to his existence that it forsakes him. That aged sire,
whose locks are whitened by the snows of
four score winters, still thinks he may
live a few years longer, and death's arrow
may pierce his brow while hope is still
glowing there.
Hope is the connecting link between
the past and the future. It is a conRtant
prophet, save that it always dresses events
to come in a gaudy attire, which fades
and blackens when the wheels of time
bring us to the consummation. vVere it
not for this principle implanted in the
breast of man, he would hav.e nothing for
which to live, nothing to induce him to
drag out a miserable existence. Never is
Hope so wild and imaginative, anc1 I may
say deceitful too, as in youth; never so
sober, so true, so stable as in age. Hope
carries its consoling rays into the recesses
of the dungeon, smiles Rerenely on the bed
of sickness, sustains in every period of
life, and sheds its grateful radiance around
the pillow of the dying. It blooms in
every season of existence, and like the
evergreen, it preserves its verdure throughout the year.
Hope is a secret instinct to draw our
minds to future happiness. Our heavenly
Father bas given us a hope of that blessed
immortality, where the troubles and cares
of an unsatisfying world will forever
cease, and the soft and balmy breath of an
eternal spring sooth the spirit's soft repose in the haven of eternal rest, where
we shall again meet with those on whom
death has laid his withering hand-the
fairest buds of our earthly love expanded

into lovely flowers, and hear again thEJ>
voices of those dear ones who shared with
us our earthly sorrows; a meeting that
shall never be dissolved, a reunion in the
presence of God, where death can never
come and rob us of our dearest friends.
How true then the sentiment of the apostle, that "Hope is an anchor to the soul."
How bright and beautiful is that Hope
which meets the shadowy future without
fear; which comes to us amid storms and
darkness to tell us we have a friend in our
dear Redeemer, who will never forsake
us in the hour of misfortuue, sickness or
death! We feel the necessity then of that
blessed Hope which sheds it~~ balmy influence over the silence and loneliness of thehuman heart, and building up anew the
broken altars of its faith, and reviving
again the drooping flowers of its desolate·
affections, in the hope of forg·iveness, and
in the promise of that blessed Savior who
has said, "He that believeth on me, though
he were dead, yet shall he live."
The venerable Matthew Wilkes called
upon the Rev. John Wyatt, his colleague
in the ministry, when he was at the point
of death. ''Well, brother Wyatt," said
the good old man, "I have sometimes
heard you Ray in the pulpit, that if you
had a hundred souls you could venture
them all on Christ; can you say so now?"
The dying saint, though worn nearly to a
skeleton and almost suffocated, made an
effort to speak, and with his eyes almost
flashing fire, replied, "B leRsed be God, a
million! a million!" and in a few moments
he expired.
·without Hope how dreary would be the
world; appearing to the care-worn pilgrim
one wide desert, with all its paths thronged
with misery, beset with trouble and embittered with sorrow! But Hope lights
us on our way; when darkness lowers and
gloom oppresses, Hope strengthens our
faltering footsteps, collects our scattered
senses, a·na presents to our view a pleasing
object lying before ani! just within our
reach; we spring forward with alacrity
and often pass our lives in eager pursuit,
with as much pleasure as if we had attained the objects of our wishes. Hope
raises the sinking heart and restoreR the
courage which begins to droop and each
time I feel the magic influence of her rays,
I will bless thee, Oh! my God; blesRed:
forever be thy divine mercy, which permits me to hope that when time here shall
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oe no more, my glad soul shall quit these
narrow cm1fines to repose on the bosom of
my Creator, through the countless ages of
eternity.
Were it not for this certainty of immortality, this fond hope of eternal life and
happiness, few would be the incitements
to virtue, and weak would be the inducements to mental improvement. But with
the expectation of a future, glorious state
of existence, we can smile at care and
trouble, arm ourselves against the fleeting
pleasures of this life, and pity the deluded
disciples of folly and dissipation. There is
a deep spring of joy in Hope to the human
b1·east, whose waters, while life remains,
never cease to flow. Wh•m all around is
dark, and want and wretchedness stare
man in the face; when in the past all is
barren, and in the future there is no ray
to light the wanderer on his pilgrimage,
there is still a spirit of Hope within him,
teaching him to gather the few flowers
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that yet remain within his reach, though
they be of fading beauty and dying fragrance.
How many are doomed to roam this
wide world alone, unpitied and unknown?
\Vhat can cheer the mind, raise the drooping soul, calm the agitated bosom, and
throw a cheering light on the future? It
is Hope! sweet Hope! that ministering
spirit of heaven, which visits the abodes
of misery, wipes the tear from sorrow's
eye, chases aw~y the anguish of despair,
and sweetens the cup of affiiction with its
all soothing power. And when the solemn hour of death shall come and the
lamp of life but faintly glimmer, Hope
shall bid us look to a better and brighter
world than this, to live and reign with the
blessed Redeemer in never-ending joys;
such joys as "ear hath not heard, nor eye
seen; nor hath it entered into the human
mind to conceive" that endless bliss which
is prepared for those who love and serve
God.

KATRINAS VISIT TO NEW YORK.
von morning I says to Hans
VELL,
(Hans was mein husband):-" Hans
I tinks I goes clown to New York, und see
some sights in dot village."
U nd Hans he say: "V ell, Katrina, you
vork hard pooty mooch, I tinks it vould
petter be dot you goes und rest yourself
some." So I gets meinself rearly righd
avay quick und in two days I vas de
shteam cars on vistling avay for New
York. V e vent so fast I tinks me in head
vould shplit sometimes. De poles for dot
delegraph vires goes by like dey vas mad
und running a races demselves mit to see
vich could go de fastest mit de oder. De
engine vistled like sometimes it vos hurt
bad, und screeched mit de pain uncl de
horses by clem fields voulcl run as dey vas
scared.
It vas pooty mooch as ten hours ven ve
rushed into some houses so big enough as
all our village und de cars begin to shtop
vith so many leetle jerks I dinks me I
shall lose all de dinner vot I eat vile I vas
coming all de vay apouclt.
V ell, ven dem cars got shtopped, de
peoples all got oudt und I picked mein
traps oup und got oudt too. I had shust

shtepped de blatform on, ven so mooch
as ein hnndert men, mit vips in dere
hands, uncl dere fingers all in de air oup,
asked me all at vonce, "Vere I go?" U nd
every one of dem fellers vanted me to go
mit him to his hotel. But I tells em I
gness not; I vas going mit my brudder mit
law, vot keeps ein pakeshop on de Powery,
where it did't cost me notings. So I got
me in dot shtreet cars, und pays de man
mit brass buttons on his coat to let me
oudt mit de shtreet vere dot Yawcup
Schneider leeves. Oh, my! vot lots of
houses! De shtreets vos all ofer filled
mit dem. Und so many peoples I tinks
me dere must be a fire, or a barade, or
some excitement vot gets de whole city in
von places. It dakes me so mooch time
to look at everytings I forget me ven to
go oudt und ridqs apast de blaces I vants
to shtop to, und has to valle again pack
mit dree or four shquares. But I vind me
dot brudder mit law who vos make me so
velcome as nefer vos.
Vell, dot vos Saturday mit de afternoon.
I was th·ed mit dot day's travel und I goes
me pooty quick to bed und ven I vakes in
de morning de sun vas high oup in de
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shky. But I gets me oup und puts on
moin new silk vrock und tinks me I shall
go to some fine churches und hear ein
grosse breacher. Der pells vas ringing
so schveet I clinks I nefer pefore hear such
music. Ven I got de shtreet on de beoples
vos all going quiet und nice to dere blaces
mit worship, und I makes oup my mind
to go in von of dem churches so soon as
von comes along. Pooty soon I comes to
de von mit ein shteeples high oup in de
shky und I goes in mit de beoples und
sits me down on ein seat all covered mit
a leetle mattress. De big organ vas blaying so soft it seemed like as if so_me angels must be dere to make dot music.
Pooty soon de breacher man stood in de
bulpit oup und read de hymn oudt, und
all de peoples sing until de churches vos
filled mit shweetness. Den de breacher
man pray, und read de Pible, und den he
say dat de bulpit will be occupied by
the Rev. ViUiam R. Shtover, mit Leavenworth, Kansas.
De1~ dot man gommence to breach und
to read mit his text, "U nd Simon's vife's
mother lay sick mit a fever." He talks
for so mooch as ein half hour already ven
de beoples sings again und goes home. I
tells mein bruclder-mit-law it vas so nice I
tinks me I goes again mit some ocler
churches. So vot yon tinks? I goes mit
anoder churches dot afternoon uncl dot
same Villiam R. Shtover vos dere und
breach dot same sermon ofer again mit
dot same dext, "Uncl Simon's wife's mudder lay sick mit a fever." I tinks to my
ownself-dot vos too bad, und I goes
home and tells Yawcup, und he says,
"N efer mind, Katrina, to-night ve goes

A

PERSIAN

IT is related of a Persian mother that on giving her son forty pieces of siher as his portion
she made him swear never to tell a lie, and said:
"Go, my son. I consign thee to God; and we
shall not meet here again till the judgment day."
The yonth went away, and the paTty. he tTavelled with were assaulted bv robbers. One fellow asked tile boy what he ·had; and he answered, ·with a candor that surpTised his questioner.
"Forty dinars are sewed up in my garments."
The robber laughed, thinking the boy jested.
Another asked him the same qDcstion and receiYed the same amwer. At last, the chief called him, and asked him what he had. The boy
replied. "I have told two ofyourpeoplealready

some vhere else to churches." So ven de
night vas come und de lamps vas aU
lighted mit de shtreets, me und me in brudder-mit-law, ve goes over to dot Brooklyn
town to hear dot Heinrich V ard Peecher.
My! but dot vos ein grosse church, und
so many heoples vas dere, ve vas crowded
mit de vall back. V en de singing vas all
done; a man vot vos sitting mit a leetle
chair got oup uncl say dat de Rev. Heinrich Vard Peecher vas to de Vhite Mollntains gone mit dot bay fever but dat de
bulpit vould be occupied on this occasion
by the Rev. Villiam R. Shtover mit
Leavenworth, Kansas. Und dot Villiam
R. Shtover he g·ets mit de bulpit oup und
breaches clot same sermon mit dot same
text, "Und Simon's vife's mudder lay sick
mit a fever."
Dot vos too bad again und I gets mad.
I vos so mad I vish dot he got dat fever
himself.
Vell, ven dot man vas troo Yawcup says
to me, "Come Katrina, ve'll go down to
clot ferry und take de boat vat goes to
New York!" V en ve vas on dot boat de
fog vas so tick clot you couldn't see your
hands pehind your pack. De vistles vos
plowing, und dem pells was ringing, und
von man shtepped up mit Yawcup, und
say, "Vot for dem pells pe ringing so
mooch?"
U nd ven I looked around dere shtood
clot Villiam R. Shtover mit I~eavenworth,.
Kansas-und I said pooty quick: "Vot
vor c1empells vos ringing? Vy for Simon's
wife's muclder, vot nul.st he died, for I
hear dree times to-day already dot she vos
sick mit ein fever."
-Selected.

U<~GEND.

that I have forty dinars sewed up in my clothes."
The chief ordered his clothes to be ripped open,
and the monev >vas found. "And how came
yon to tell this?" "Becau~e," replied the boy,
"I ~would not be false to my mother, whom I
solemnly promised never to tell a lie." "Child,"
said the chief, "art thou so mindful of thy duty
to thy mother while I am insensible, at my age,
of the duty I owe to God'? Give me thy hand,
that I may swear repentance on it." He did so,
and his followers were struck with the scene.
"You have been our leader in guilt," they said
to the chief: "be the same in the paths of virtue." And, taking the boy's hand, they took
the oath of repentance on it.
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"MIDSUMMER EVE."

In the minds of most of us, midsummer is
associated with dry, dusty roads, parched vegetation, the shrill crv of the locust (cicada), the
shriller notes of the mosquitoes, and the hum
of myriads of other insects; but midsummer
does not come at this time; astronomy fixes the
date at June 21st, the longest day of the year,
when the leaves are still glossy green with the
fresh sap circulating through their veins, giving
them that healthy, juicy look so refreshing to
the eye, and the heat of the sun has not yet
dried to a white powder the firm country roads
over which we delight to wander.
Ages ago the Pagans used to celebral.e the clay
with rejoicing, because old Sol's bnght face
had broi{en loose from the clouds of winter and
the rain and mists of spring. They symbolized
the revolutio.n of the season by rolling great
wooden wheels down the hill sides; sometimes
attaching straw to the outer circle and setting
fire to it at night, making a miniature midnight
sun as it dashed down the Bteep incline.
The people alw believed that ill-luck rolled
away from them with the fiery wheel, and to
this day you will see f()rtune or misfortune
represented as traveling upon a wheel.
All the elves, brownies and fays were supposed to be on hand at midsummer night, and it is
this old superstition that Shakespeare has so
beantifollv illustrated in his '·Midsummer
Night's Di·eam."
It was on midsummer eve that the enpposed
invisible seeds of the fern could be gathered
which rendered the fortunate possesROr invisible whenever he choose to carry them about
with him. Among other FtraT1ge and some
quite pretty superstitions, th~re is a tradition
that a coal, found attached to the roots of the
mugwort or plantain on midsummer eve, will
keep away misfortune and insure good luck to
the finder.
The girls and boys of to-day viho, although
advanced enough to discard the superstitious
element, can appreciate the poetic ideas symbolized by these ancient rites, may take hints
for the entertainment of themselves and friends
from tl1e old belief in the mysteries and charms
of midsummer eve.
Games can be invented, and pretty keepsakes
and souvenirs exchanged upon this night, that
will translate ancient" Pag'anism-into modern
good feeling and fellowsh'fp.

"Fortune's wheel we speed along,
rrhe while we sing our mystic song.
Bring happiness, fame, power and wealth,
rrrue love, long life, good friends and health,
Success in music, poetry, art,
And with it all a merry heart."
~When the wheel drops at the feet of any one,
as a gift of Fortune is being: sung, or if they fail
to strike it a·' it passes, or striking they send it
into the center of the ring instead of to their,
next neighbor, it denotes that Fortune will
withhold that special gift from them and they
must leave the circle. The game continues until only one player remains, and this person who
has succeeded in keeping the wl1eel moving is,
Fortune's favorite.

-From "A. G. Handy Book;'' Scribner & Son.
A GIRL'S FOURTH OF .JULY AT HOME.

Strips of bunting, cheese cloth or tissue paper,
in red and white and blue are necessary, and
must do their part in adding to the gayety of the
scene. These can be arranged in festoons, and
made into wreaths, stars, etc., to be used as or-~
naments on the walls. Tiny flags pinned in
groups on walls and curtains give quite a holiday look. The words Liberty and Independence can be cut out of thick paper and pasted
to the window panes. Make of tissue paper
a Liberty Bell, Goddess of Liberty, American
Eagle a.nd Flags. Paste these on the edges and
fasten to winrlows. In the evening place a
bright light behind them and the tints of the
paper will shine out-the face of the Goddess,,
the feathers on Eagle, and lettering on Bell must
all be done with paint brush and black ink or
paint.
Fasten securely, here and there on the lawn,
large paper Japanese umbrellas in upright positions. This is accompli3hed by binding the
handles of the umbrellas securely to poles which
have been sharpened at one end, and planting
the pointed end of the poles firmly in the ground.
From every other rib of the umbrella suspend a
Chinese lantern by a wire long enough to preYent any danger nf setting the little canopy on
fire when it is lit in the evening
DAYLIGHT FIREWORKS.
PARACHUTE.

Cut a piece of tissue paper five inches square,
twist each corner and tie with a piece of thread
eight inches long:. Wrap a small pebble in a
piece of paper and tie the four pieces of thread
securelv to the pebble. A favorable wind will
send tliem flying as high as the house tops.
THUNDERBOLTS

FORTUNE'S VVHEEL.

The entire party fOTms into a circle, standing
about two feet apart; then a wheel or hoop is
started around the inside of the ring, and kept
going by E'ach one g:iYing: it a gentle push with
the hand, sending it to the person next in the
circle. As the wheel goes around the players
sing these lines, pronouncing: a word as each
player touches the wheel, as if counting out:

are fashioned of bright colored tissue paper. Cut
the paper in pieces four inches wide and eight
inches long. Then cut each piece into strips
reaching about one-third of the length of the
piece of'paper; pinch the uncut end of the paper
together and tv.-ist it tightly.
WHIRLS

are made by cutting circular pieces of writing: or
common wrapping paper into simple spiral
forms. The center of the spirals are weighted
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ROUND TABLE.
ch 4 commenced, ch 3, 1 d c in 6th st * ch
de in same, ch 3, 1 d 9 in 6th st, repeat
through the row; there should be 24 groups
2 d c around the wheel.
WINGED FANCIES.
lOth row-Ch 2, 1 d c into first group of 2 d
These birds may be cut out of wrapping paper * ch 4, 1 s c into top stitch of d c, ch 4, s c
·measuring seven and a half inches long and ten same plac", ch 4, s c .under the ch 3 between
inches from tip to tip of the wings. A burnt first two groups, ch 2, d c in 'next group; repeat
match stuck in and out of the neck, will give the from ·*through the row. When finished, there
bird sufficient weight. When toEsed from an
will be 24 little leaves around the wheel.
upper window these paper swallows skim about
Make four of these sunflowers. The two sun-'
in the most delightful bird-like fashion. Fold flowers are joined together while making the
them through the center lengthwise, then un- last row;* ch 2, 1 d c in group of 2 d c, ch. 4,
fold and straighten out, this helps to give them s c in top stitch of d c, ch 2, catch in the middle
form and they fly better.
stitch of second' ch, 4 in the other sunflower, ch:
For the new game of
2, s c in th.e same place, ch 4, s c in the
TOSS
place, ch 2, 1 s c under ch 3, repeat from* twice,
·make nine disks of card-board, painted or cover- then proceed and :finish the lOth row; join the
ed with paper, red, white and blue, three of each other sunflowers in the same way, leaving 2
color.
· leaves without joining. Join next 3 leaves to
Place in the center of the lawn a fancy waste- three in the opposite sunflower, make 2 leaves
basket, and let each player in turn stand at a without joining; finish the row.
'
distance of six feet from the basket, having the
For the center piece, make ch 6, join, 16 d c
station marked by a stick, stone or chalk line.
under ch 6, ch 8, sc in middle of ch 4 of one of
If played by sides, two stations, one on either the little leaves, d c in each stitch of ch 8, s c in
side of the basket will be necessary.
second d c, ch 8, catch in second leaf, d c down
The objeet of the game is to throw the disks the ch 8, s c in 4th d c, so continue until you
into the basket, and they are valued according have joined all the sunflowers.
to color, red counts one, w bite two, and blue
Take one yard of yellow satin ribbon, No. 9,
three.
cut it into two lengths, and run one half ovel'
If played by sides, each side should play :five and under the joinings between the sunflowers
rounds, ninety being the highest possible tally under the center piece that connects them, over,
for any one player.
under and over the other side.
This is an easy and pleasant gam·e, and may
Proceed with the other piece ofribbon in the
be played with or without sides. The hostess same way, and sew the ends of ribbon to form
keeps account, and at the end of the game gives a point, and sew a plush ball the color of ribbon
a knot of red, white and blue ribbons as a prize on the end of each point, and one in the center
to the one having the highest score.
of each flower, and in the center piece.

by small pieces of wood gummed on. When
.these are freed in mid air the weight will draw
them out and they come wiggling and twisting
:to the ground.

-From "A. G. Handy Bqok," Scribner & Son,
TERMS IN CROCHET.
SUNFLOWER TIDY.

Material-One ball of Macreme cord No. 6,
:and a large steel crotchet hook, or thread No.
30, and smaller hook.
Make a chain of 6, join.
1st row-16 s c into the ring, join.
2d row-Ch 4, 1 d c in second stitch, ch 1, " 1
d c in second stitch, ch 1, repeat fi·om * until
you have 16 d c, join.
3d row-Put the needle under ch 1, between
the first two d c, s c the stitch; ch 10-* work 9
d c down the ch 10, skip a loop or hole, and put
the needle in next loop, s c the stitch. ch 10, repeat from* until you have 8 half leaves, join.
4th row-D cup the opposite side of ch 109 d c, ch 1, sc 1 in each stitch down the other
side of ch 10, taking up the back part of the
stitch; d cup the next half leaf, ch 1, s c down
the other side of ch 10, and so continue through
the row.
5th and 6th row-Are made the same as 3d
and 4th rows, putting the needle in the first
hole skipped by the first row of leaves; ch 10,
etc., putting the s c in the loops left. When
this row of leaves is finished, break the thread.
7th row-Join the thread at the end of a leaf
in the upper row, ch 6. s c in top of lower leaf,
ch 6, join in the -top of upper leaf and so continue through the row.
8th row-Ch 4, 1 d c in second stitch, ch 2 *
1 d c in second st, ch 2, repeat from * through
the row.
9th row-Ch 4, 1 d c in top of stitch where

Ch-chain; a straight series of loops, each
drawn with the hook through the preceding
one. Sl st-slip stitch; put hook through the
work, thread over the hook, draw it through the
stitch on the hook. S c~singlc Crochet; having a stitch on the needle (or hook) pnt the
needle through the work, .draw the thread
through the work, and tht; stitch on the
needle. D c-double crochet; having the stitch
on the needle, put the needle through the work,
and draw a stitch through, making two on the
needle. Take up the thread again, and draw it
through both these stitches. T c-or Tr-Treble,
Crochet; having a stitch on the needle, take up
the thread as if for a stitch, put the needle
through the Work, and draw the thread through,
making three on the needle. Take up the thread
and draw through two, then take up the thread
and draw it through the two remaining; S t cShort Treble Crochet; like treble, except that
when the three stitches are on the needle, instead of drawing the thread through two stitches
twice, it is drawn through all three at once.
L t c-Lang Treble Crochet; like treble, except
that the thread is thrown twice over the needle
before inserting the latter in the work. The
stitches are worked off two at a time, as in treble.
Extra Long Stitch-Twine the cotton three
times round the needle, work as the treble stitch,
bringing- the cotton through two loops four
times. P-or picot; made by working three
chain, and one single crochet in first stitch of
the chain.
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THE JEST OF INFIDELITY.
has been well said that "the last few
ITcenturies
have given birth to a few men
who have coveted an immortality of infamy." Whether this class of p'~ople is
increasing or diminishing may yet be a
subject of alarm and thoughtful inquiry,
though its present portend may not be of
sufficient moment to arouse any action or
painstaking investigation. Occasionally
men have appeared who, by a little wit
which they have mastered, and by a fair
endowment of mental acnmen, have become the champions in the ranks of infidelity. They have used the platform and
the press in promulgating their invectives
against Christianity; they have carried
the most profane ridicule of religious observance into much of the social life of
the age, and in every way possible to
them, they have disseminated objections
to the Bible, and have treated with supercilious contempt the things held in veneration and loved by Christians throughout
the civilized world. \lVith a skill which
might have been employed otherwise and
in a much more commendable manner,
they have tainted the lives of the many,
and thrown over the shoulders of the unsuspecting the poisonous drapery of skepticism. They have ransacked the whole
land in quest of susceptible persons who
have become chafed and restless under
common moral restraints, and have tauntingly pressed the old question of unbelief
put by Job into the .mouths of wicked
men more than three thousand years ago:
"What is the Almighty that we should
serve him? and what profit should we
have if we pray unto him?" Their ingenious sophistry and. profane derision have
been frequently and overwhelmingly met
by men of superior intellectual grasp and
in possession of boundless scholarly resources. But, like "the hydra, beheaded

frequently by the blade of Hercules, infidelity fights hard for life." Not content
with its petty achievements or satisfied
with the spoi,ls which it has won through
its hollow pretense it has come up again
a11d again with as many changeful ~orms
as the sea-god Proteus. The typical scoffers to whom Peter alludes when he
''There shall come in the last days
fers walking after their own lusts, and
saying, Where is the promise of His coming?" will proba]Jly not all be dead untii
the end of time.
There is a bold, vulgar and blasph,cmous
type of infidelity associated with th<:J
names of Bolingbroke, Voltaire and Paine,
and voic.ed by the profane lips of Robert
J. Ingersoll, which is now as in the
seeking to turn everything saCl·eo/ ·in the
Christian religion into the meres.(¥jest and.
ridicule. This has always beoo not by
bulk of brain or wealth of knowledge, bnt
by the lowest
of
into
which the scoffing buffoon has
There are profane satires, b1asphemons
harangues and puerile utterances against
Bible teaehing -which mnst fall with obnoxious effect upon every .cultured
be it infidel or Christian. Many go
to win the applansc of the masses, or aro
governed by the sordid motives of moneygetting, whose chief stock in trade is debasing anecdote, vulgar witticism, and meaningless syllogism. vVhere is the playground
for such adventures as these, and where doer;
this blatant and frivolous infidelity find a
forum? Doubtless it has readiest access
to the hearts of those who are restless under restraints of law, and have no affinity
for morality or religion. There arc vlcious and lawless men-some of them even
criminals-who seem never to have paused
for a single moment to give a sober, serious reflection upon the momentous issuer-;
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of the present life, and have become hard- trifling infidelity finds a large place in the
ened in sin, and if they can find a subter- hearts of many of the young of the age.
fuge anywhere they seize it with greatest There are many young men who would be
avidity. This they find in the scoffs and vicious and lawless openly in life and in
silly mockery of a heartless infidelity. conduct, hut they are restrained to a conTo cover a "multitude of sins" they take siderable extent by morality and religion.
refuge under the lowest joke and vainly Perhaps this tendency in the youth of the
fancy that this will shield them from all age is wider spread than it is really supseri;ns reflection or significant conviction. posed to he. Religion, the teaching and
If they can find a pretender whom Shake- influence of the church, the pulpit, the
speare describes as coming "vVith scoffs, Sunday school, and of the Christian home,
and scorns, and contumelious taunts," thev have cheeked and restrained such persons,
at once place themselves under his leade;- and to some extent, have counteracted this
ship and are ready to proclaim that he is tendency. They feel and know that reli"That Lord whose hand must take my gion and its influences are the chief replight."
straints. They have not dared to express
A jesting infidelity finds ample play- themselves openly, and rush to the exground in the shallow characters so nume- tremes of repudiating all restraint. Nor
rous in this age. These surface characters have they dared to deny that vice should
are sometimes found high up in social he cheeked and punished. But they have
circles, and are often the inheritors of been anxiously looking for some hero they
princely fortunes, they have gold hut may follow, some audacious champion who
nothing more. '1'he gifted Robertson de- should lead them out of the bondage of
scribes them as follows: "You meet with the old staid life into the free and easy
such persons in life. There is nothing life of indifferentism.
deep about them; all they do and all they
There is another elass of young men
have is on the surface. The superficial who seem to be so totally lost to every
servant's work is done, but not thoroughly element of a virtuous life that sin of every
-lazily, partially. The superficial work- hue becomes a delicious morsel to them.
man's labor will not bear looking into, hut They seem never so happy as when they
it hears a showy outside. The very dreRs are turning the sober, sacred things of life
,of sueh persons betrays a slatterly, ineom- into scenes of ridicule and laughter. If
plete character of their minds. 'When re- they are able to find a man of any distincligion comes in contact with persons of tion whatever, who is willing to become
this stamp, it shares the fate of everything their champion, they are ready to crown
else. It is taken np in a superficial '.vay." him at once. They have found such a
\Vhen infidelity, in the form of joke and leader in Ingersoll. He, more than any
ridietile, comes into contact with sueh as . other man of his times, has made an effort
these, it finds indigenous soil. Lightness to place himself at the head of these classand frivolity weave about such souls the es, and much of the rnin which gathers
spell of their witchery; mirth charms with around the young life of this country must
a deceitful gauze; wit sparkles with a he credited up to his leadership.
Says Clark Braden: "Ingersoll has actglare whieh only for the moment eonceals
the vortex of ruin whieh lies beyond; and ed as the month-piece of these classes, and
the cup of pleasure, like the fatal wine given vent and boldness to their evil tencup, so exhales its treacherous odors, that dencies. He has played the part of a harthey are pressed to the lips as the sweetest dened street gamin, who comes up to a
nectar. Alas that so many drink of such crowd of boys who are evil disposed and
a eup as this to its very dregs, and then vicious, hut who have not pt-rpetrated any
all too late find it to he the cup of death. crime, and who are contemplating one,
"Thus the fond moth around the burning taper but are afraid to undertake it, He perches his brimless hat on one side of his
plays,
And sports and flutters near the treacherous head, rolls his quid to one side of his
blaze;
mouth, gives his ragged, suspenderless
Ravished with joy he wings his eager flight,
breeches a hitch, spits out a mouthful of
Nor dreams of ruin in so clear a light;
He tempts his fate and courts a glorious doom, tobacco juice, and exclaims with an oath,
A bright destruction and a shining tomb."
'That's nothin; you're a lot of greenies.
It is a most lamentable fact that this Come on, and I'll show yon how it is
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.(lone. I'm not a spooney and coward as
you are.' The little ruffian is a hero to
these embryo criminals. He gives vent
to the evil tendencies of their corrupt nature. So Ingersoll gives confidence and
impudence to irreligion, infidelity, lawlessness and rebellion against restraint,
against religion, morality and law."
The eminent poet and novelist, Robert
Buchanan, says in the No1·th American
Review, "Ingersoll enters the temples of
religion with his hat on one side, a cigar
in his mouth and a jest upon his lips.
He is just the sort of a person of
whom America does not stand in need.
The predominant vices of America, especially as repre~ented by its great
-cities, are its irreverence, its recklessness,
its impatience-in a word, its materialism.
This exhibition can do no good; it may do
no little harm.
For my own part, I
should prefer even to accept hell with
John Calvin, rather than to eat cakes,
drink ale and munch hot ginger with ColDuel Ingersoll. The gospel of the hot
ginger, as preached by Ingersoll, would
soon make of New York another Sod om."
Would this not be the fate of the whole
world if the gospel of infidel frivolty were
to prevail? vV ould not the whole round
earth feel the thrill of a mightier presence
if the jest and sarcasm of unbelief were
put away?-Selected.

I'VE commend the above article to the careful
consideration of our young readers and assure
them that it is truthful and well worthy the
earnest attention, not only of the young, but of
the thoughtful who haye numbered more years.
Can a Saint, with impunity and blamelessly,
spend his money and his precious time to hear
this scoffer, this blasphemous, God -defying man?
Can they?
"'Why not?" says one? "I do assure you that
many of his illustrations are grand, and his eloquence is sublime and beautiful! Of course his
infidelity can not affect me! (?) I tell you it is
worth your dollar to listen to him. Such imagery; such poetry of thought; and the way in
which he shows up cant and hypocrisy!"
Young man, young woman,-yes, and even you
who are older, and may perchance be an elder
in the Church of Christ,-let us warn you against
the deceitfulness of that qualifying phrase, "Of
course." "No man liveth unto himself," are the
words of inspiration. This man, "Robert Ingersoll," is perhaps of all men of his generation, the
happiest selection which could be made as a
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type of the truth of this assertion. His influence is great, and every dollar which he possesses
-every faculty of his brain, and all the powers
of body and mind are enlisted to their fullest
extent in an uncalled for, relentless, cruel, base
and dishonest warfare against the great Captain
under whose banner you have enlisted, and
whose servant you are; he who first loved
you and gave himself for you, to win you, (by
his love and with reason), not only to himself,
but to such a course, of action as shall merit the
entering in upon a life hereafter, where you
shall not only find the garnered harvests of this,
but the opportunities of labor and advancement
towards the one grand end-the emancipation
of the entire human family from the thralldom
of sin.
We might pause to question how you could
enjoy words (no matter how charm~ng the visions they portrayed to your mind) falling from
lips so steeped and stained in wicked blasphemies? But passing this, and even granting you
that in your case the "of course," is not misleading, but that you came out of the lecture-room
as good and strong a Saint as yon was when you
went into it. ·what of your substance? Have
you honored the Lord with it, or has it gone to
swell the accumulated thousands which the enemy of all righteousness is using to overthrow
the very kingdom that our blessed Redeem.er
taught us to pray might come? Will Robert
Ingersoll use your money for the up building of
that kingdom?
Again: Granting that this contact has not injured you, there comes a social hour in which
the conversation turns upon this blasphemer
and his lecture. Yon went to hear him, but for
what purpose? To refi1te his sophisteries? To
judge him by his own words, and by them condemn him, and to warn others-pointing out
especially to the young the snares, the pitfalls,
and covered wreck and ruin lining the entire
road of life upon which he was setting up his
wonderfully painted and artistically beautiful
guide-boards? Did you? vVe would not misjudge, but did you not yourself say," I tell you
it is worth your dollar to listen to him. Such
imagery, such poetry of though, and the way in
which he shows up cant and hypocrisy!" Yon
enjoyed it then, and in your enjoyrnent received
the worth of your money; and there is even
now more than one person listening to you who
mentally resolves," I vrill go to hear Robert Ingersoll the first opportunity I have." Now,
were it possible for you to draw aside the curtain and see the impressions made upon the
minds and hearts of those individuals who (but
for these unguarded words of yours might never
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have gone), when the opportunity came, did go
to hear him, you might well shudder at the
result, and we hope-not too late-put forth
every effort to undo the evil wrought by your
thoughtless words.
Our government requires all poisons to be
labeled, and they are never dealt out without
the skull and cross-bones standing guard to warn
human beings of their deadly nature. But alas,
that Christians should ever deem less vigilance
necessary in warning the young fron-:t coming in
contact with the deadly poison of asps, which
oils the tongue of Robert Ingersoll and his compeers!"
\Vill it suffice to say, "We are free agents
and must choose ? " All nature and every
enactment of civil governments flatly contra
diet the truth and justice of this theory when
applied to the young.
The parent birds
brood above, shelter and defend their young
from every foe, until the time comes when, by
the God-given instinct of self-protection, the
young bird knows its enemies and has wings to
bear it in its flight beyond their reach. Then,
and not until then, the young bird is coaxed or
driven from the sheltering nest. Alas, that our
Christian parents should suffer their sons and
daughters, while yet under their control, to become the prey of wolves and vultures! Danger-

THE

PROMISE

ous places upon our coasts are lighted that-mariners may avoid them. Is the soul of so
much less value than the body? Shall we warn
of one danger while we smile at the other farmore deadly in its nature, and reason that ourchildren must choose for themselves? 'fhere is
no law to prevent any vessel from steering upon
shoals and quicksands, even when warned of'
their existence, but there is a law to bring the
offenders to justice; but, if no danger signal
was there, what then? Simply a transfer of responsibility and inquisition would be made for
-not the hapless mariner who went down in·
the wreck, but-him whose duty it was to have
hoisted the danger signal and through neglect
or culpable indifference did l{ot do so.
Robert Ingersoll, while professedly an exposer
of cant and hypocrisy, is himself the best example of it which this enlightened nineteenth
century has produced. And we can not omit
this favorable opportunity of recommending to
our readers two small volumes 1vritten by the
Rev. L. A. Lambert, which are on sale at theHerald Office, entitled, "Notes on Ingersoll," and
"Tactics ofinfidels." If the acquaintance of the·
man must be made, then you will search long
before finding one so well prepared to introduce
you as L.A. Lambert.-ED.

AND THE PRO:NIISEH.

BY BRO. W. STREET.

19JHEN the wild tempest of affliction
lf\ has rolled over the soul, and the still
small voice has calmed the storm, it is
even as when Christ walked on the Se;1 of
Galilee and said to his faithless disciples
be not afraid, "It is I." And who that
lives in habitual fellowship with God
does not even recognize it in the familiar
household language, throwing a sweetness
over and around common joys, daily toils
and daily troubles. Who has not known
its power of consolation in the day of
weeping? I have.
I remember well working in one of the
large cotton mills in Fall River, :Massachusetts, I received a telegram that my
sister had died. I knew one was sick;
but this was anotLer one, the prettiest of
thirteen. It was Friday noon and I had
got consent to go to the funeral, to the
State of Pennsylvania, on condition I_

would he ready for duty Tuesday morning of the following week. While on the
boat and on the cars I tried in every conceivable way to divert my attention and
my feelings from the sad scene I should
meet when I got horne.
was plentiful then and I had sufficient for my
journey; nevertheless, tears would flow
thick and fast. 'When I got to New York
I bought a Philadelphia paper and took
the first train, a limited express, and a
scat in a drawing room coach. I opened
the paper to read it. I could scarcely believe my own eyes; they wBre red with
weeping, and my face would not have·
failed to awaken an interest and sympathy in any one acquainted with grief. On
seeing the announcement in the obituary
column I gave ·vent to my feelings and
sorrow in such a manner that it wonlcl
have brought pity from the most hard

•
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hearted. What had· been the matter?
Who was to blame? What had caused
all this sorrow and trouble? Was I not
a Latter Day Saint? What about the
promises and the One who promised?
When all of a sudden my being was made
to rejoice in the Comforter. I took my
handkerchief from my pocket to wipe my
eyes, but they were dry. Suffice it to say,
the rest of my journey was made in peace.
When God enjoined the .Father of the
Faithful to walk before Him, he prefaced
His injunction by a declaration of His
power; and when He bade him go forward as one who knew whom he served
He promised the patriarch His presence.
Thus demonstrating the inability of His
servant to walk before Him in his own
strength, or to follow in the way without
the companionship of One who alone was
able to succor and guide him. When the
Lord. Jesus prepared his disciples to forego his visible presence, and to wait for
the promise of the Father, the outpouring
of the Holy Spirit in that upper room in
Jerusalem by which signs and wonders
were to be wrought in His name, He directed their attention, not to what He had
already taught them, nor to their faithfulness and affection; but to his faithfulness,
his power, his promises, and his presence
to the end of the world. If there are any
failures and defaleations, it must be because of our walking in unfaithfulness,
wilfulness and ignorance, and making ourselves responsible for the results. Such a
course of life and walking will bring
heaviness of heart, and darkness of understanding and perhaps a falling away. The
Lord has a peculiar peqple and he leads
them in a mysterious w'ay. But if the
Saints are pleased with externals, the
world will not oppose them; on th_e contrary it will applaud them.
But the
Saint or the ehurch who walk with the
world will never convince them that life in
a crueified and risen Redeemer is a real
thing. Sectarianism and division obliterates brotherly love, for a house divided
against itself can not stand.
What was the testimony of Rahab who
sheltered the spies? Terror fell on the
inhabitants of the land, not because Joshua was an able commander, nor beeause of
the magnitude of his army, but beeanse of
the wonders God had. wrought with his
people. The army that has the living
·God on its side can strike terror in the
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lands of the heathen. The scarlet line
in Rahab's window was a visible token of
her faith in God, and like the blood on
the lintel of the dwellings of the children
of Israel was a safeguard and a shield.
She believed in the efficacy of the simple
searlet line. Why? Because of the wonders God had wrought amongst his people
aecording to his promises.
The Phillis tines were afraid when Israel
was in the camp. Why? Because they
knew that God was there. They remembered what he had done to the Egyptians,
and though Israel was defeated before
their enemies, it did not defeat their testimony. It was permitted for their chastisement, they were cast down, but not
forsaken. Saul was afraid of David, not
because he was a warrior, but because the
Lord was with him. Isaac knew he was
blessed of the Lord when he told the
heathen prince, "Wherefore come ye to
me, seeing ye hate me?" Even Laban
would fain have retained Jacob in hisservice because of the long promised blessings. The lad who gathered up Jonathan's
arrows would seem of very little importanee, but between Jonathan and the future
king of Israel he was an important personage, linking together two souls faithfully
in one mind.
"The word killeth," we are told, "but
the Spirit giveth life;" but the Spirit
never alters the doctrine of the word of
God already given. "To the law and the
testimony, if they speak not according to
this word it is beeause there is no light in
them."
The child Samuel girded with a linen
ephod could hear the voiee of the living
God and deliver his message, and God let
none of his words fall to the ground, according to the promises. " There is no
unrighteousness in Him, neither is there
any variableness, nor even a shadow of
turning." Every word he utters must
come true. When the children of Israel
asked counsel of the Lord as to going up
to battle, (Judges 20: 18), they received
it, went, and were defeated. They did
not try a second attack on the ehildren of
Benjamin; and yet Benjamin went forth
against them a second time out of Gibbeath and destroyed eighteen thousand
men; the number that drew the sword being forty thousand men. The defeated
ones sat before the Lord, wept, fasted,
and offered burnt offerings and peace of-
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ferings and received the promise of victory, which had not been given before,
and Israel was victorious.
The Spirit of God does not lead according to the spirit that is in man.
When the Lord has given counsel he
also shows what he will have done. For
instance-When he sends for Samuel to
anoint David as king he bids the prophet,
call Jesse to the sacrifice, and then he
tells him, "I will show thee what thou
shalt do." Every step taken in faith,
waiting on his guidance, must necessarily
bring peace, gifts, and blessings. Like
the shipwrecked mariners, sometimes we
must feel and try our surrroundings as we

proceed. "They drew near to some coun-try and sounded and found it twenty
fathoms; and when they had gone a littlefarther they sounded again and found it
fifteen fathoms. ThE'n fearing lest we
should have fallen on rocks, they cast out
four anchors and wished for the day."
They waited till day break; till the dawn
of day. And, dear reader, if you want to
walk circumspectly so must you and I do.
Let us have a communion of thought,
feeling and affection; a communion of
watching, waiting and suffering; a com~
munion of daily life and service, and when
we are of one mind and- heart the Lord.
says we are His.

OUR CHURCH.
7s & 6s D.
BY JOSEPH DEWSNUP, SEN.

Our Church has her foundation
In Jesus Christ, the Lord;
'True source of revelation,The Light, the Life, the Word.
His strength alone supports her,
He guides her by his grace;
His name is placed upon her,
She is his resting place.

Her gates are only opened
To souls washed clean from sin;
None but baptized believers
Through them may enter in.
Our Church has her endowment
And gifts from Christ her Lord,
Always bestowed upon her
When faithful to his word;
And servants who are faithful,
Will shew his marks divine;
The impress of his Christ-love
vVill Christ-like hear's enshrine.

Our Church the Lord has builded,
With principles divine;
True faith with works resplendent,
Through all her portals shine.
England,
May 7th. 1889.

MANCHESTEH,

WHAT WILL BENEFIT?
BY REGINA.

shall we write of benefit? This
WHAT
is the important question; yet, when
we stop to think there are hundreds of
subjects presenting themselves which if
properly handled, as the learned can do,
would be worthy of perusal, and would
prove of benefit to those who retain that
which is read.
"Actions speak louder than words;"
then why do much writing or printing?
Because there are those isolated from the
lecture room, church, library, music halls,
and other things tending to strengthen
our minds or cheer us in arduous toil.

Those who thus benefit are doing their
share of life's work. There is never any
good lost. We do not always immediately know what benefit our spoken or written words will be; but rest assnred if
spoken with care they will repeat themselves in various forms sometime. An
impetuous young man is reading an article of good advice, which he has heard a
dozen times before; he does not chew,
smoke or drink, therefore he is tired of
the oft printed article on the subject;
but as God willed, other ears chanced to
hear and comprehend the writer and took.

..
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the advice which was applicable to them.
A paper is laid carelessly where a zephyr
takes it flying to the feet of a wayward
son who sits in the shade of an old box
car making plans for the night's revelry;
his eyes fall on the bold heading: Murder-Assault. This pleases him better
than anything else just now, and he snatches the paper ere anothm· breeze carries it
further; he read5 of a man who was once
a boy like himself, and went through the
same experience that he is about to be led
into; but lo! the result is not as pleasant
as had been pictured by his companions,
and he resolves to do better, by adhering
to this resolution, experiencing in after
years pleasure and riches which is the
opposite extreme of what would have been
had not this seemingly accidental advice
been written.
There are many who are benefitted by
reading, who wo~ld not listen to spokei1
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words. Not only is the paper or book
good for the reasons given, but we learn
punctuation, language, construction of
sentences, useful household and business
hints, foreign and home history; who
acquired fame on stage or in pulpit; our
thoughts are awakened to what will benefit financially, and in other ways our
books transport us to Africa, Asia, Russia, Germany and elsewhere, and we
travel, as it were, resting our weary sight
from monotony, and acquainting ourselves with our distant relatives.
Ioet us he thankful for good writers.
We may not be near them to watch their
lives; we need not trouble about it.
Since what they've written proves good
medicine for our varied ailments, it
should make no difference to us if they
do not always practice what they preach;
we should be conscientious enough to follow what we read and know to be good.

THE GIRL KING.
mHERE were tears and trouble in Stock1' holm; there was sorrow in every
house and hamlet in Sweden; there was
consternation throughout Pr~testant Europe.
Gustavus Adolphus was dead;
"The Lion of the N ortb" bad fallen on
the bloody and victorious field of I~ntzen,
and only a very small girl of six stood as
the representative of Sweden's royalty.
The States of Sweden-that is, the representatives of thE' different sections and
peoples of the kingdom-gathered in
baste within the Riddarhaus, or Hall of
Assemblv in Stockholm. There was much
anxious "controversy over the situation.
The nation was in desperate strait, and
some were for one thing and some were
for another.
'l'here was even talk of
making the government a republic, like the
State of Venice; while the supporters of
the King of Poland, cousin to the dead
King Gustavus, openly advocated, his
claim to the throne.
But the Grand Chancellor, Axel Oxenstiern, one of Sweden's greatest statesmen,
acted promptly.
"Let there be no talk between us," he
said, "of Venetian republics or of Polish
kings.
We have but one king-the
daughter of the immortal Gustavus!"
J

Then up spoke one of the leading representatives of the peasant class, Lars Larsson, the deputy from the western fiords.
"\V.:ho is this daughter of Gustavus?"
he demanded rudely. "How do '?e know
this is no trick of yours, Axel Oxenstiern?
How do we know that King Gustavus has
a daughter? \Ve have never seen her."
" You shall Ree her at once," replied the
Chancellor; and leaving the hall he returned speedily leading by the hand a diminutive, but by no means bashful looking,
little girl. \Vitb a sudden movement he
lifted her to the seat of the high silver
throne that could only be occupied by the
Kings of Sweden.
"Swedes, behold your king!"
Lars Larsson, the deputy, pressed close
to the throne on which the Rmal1 figure
perched silent, yet with a defiant look
upon her little face.
"She hath the face of the Grand Gustavus," he said," Look, brothers, the nose,
the eyes, the very brows are his."
"Ave," said Oxenstiern; "and she is a
soldie~·'s daughter. I myself did se8 her,
vvhen scarce three years old, clap her tiny
hands and laugh aloud when the guns of
Calmar fortress thundered a salute. 'She
must learn to bear it,' said Gustavus
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our king; 'she is a soldier's daughter.'"
"Hail Christina!" shouted the assembly,
won by the proud bearing of the little girl
and by her likeness to her valiant father.
"We will have you and only you for our
queen!"
"Better yet, brothers," cried Lars I..~ars
son, now her most loyal supporter; "she
llits upon the throne of the Kings; let her
be proclaimed King of Sweden."
And so it was done. And with their
wavering loyalty ki1~clled into a sudden
flame, the States of Sweden "gave a mighty
shout" and cried as one man, "Hail, Christina, King of Sweden !"
There was strong objection in Sweden
to the rule of a woman; and the education
of this little girl was that of a prince rather than of a princess. She was taught to
ride and to shoot, to hunt and to fence, to
undertake all of a boy's exercises, and to
endure all a boy's privations. She could
bring down a hare, at the first shot, from
the back of a galloping horse; she could
outride the most expert huntsman in her
train.
So she grew from childhood into girlhood, and at thirteen was as bold and
fearless, as willful and self-possessed as
young fellow of twenty-one. But heall this she was a wonderful scholar;
indeed, she would be accounted remarkable even in these days of bright girlgraduates. At thirteen she was a thorough
Greek scholar; she was learned in mathematics and astronomy, the classics, history, and philosophy; and she acquired of
her own aecord German, Italian, Spanish,
:wd French.
Altogether, this girl Queen of theN orth
was as strange a eompound of scholar and
hoiden, pride and carelessness, ambition
and indifference, culture and rudeness, as
ever, before her time or since, were combined in the nature of a girl of thirteen.
And it is thns that our story finds her.
One raw October morni;1g in the year
16B9, there was stir and excitement in the
palace at Stockholm. A courier had arrived bearing important dispatches to the
Council of Regents which governed Sweden during the minority of the Queen,
and there was no official to receive him.
It was the period of what is known in
history as the "'rhirty Year's \Var"-that
era of strife and diplomacy, war and controversy, that, reaching from the year
HilS to 1648, embroiled all the nations of

Europe, developed great generals and
countless unknown heroes, ruined thousands of families, and laid in woful waste
the industries and homes of Europe. Into
this dispute Sweden had been drawn, and
not even the death of her great King at
Lutzen could end her share in the strife.
Christina, as head of the State, carried on
Sweden's part in the war, and her captains
and soldiers were among its sturdiest
fighters.
The courier to the court at Stockholm
evidently bore important dispatches. His
manner was peremptory and his bearing
impressive. Closely following the lackey
who received him, the courier strode into
the council-room of the palace. But the
council-room was vacant.
It was not a very elegant apartment,
this council-room of the palace of the
Kings of Sweden.
Although a royal
apartment, its appearance was ample proof
that the art of decoration was as yet unknown in that countrY: The room was
untidy and disordered; the council-table
was strewn w~th the ungathered litter of
the last day's council, and even with the
remains of a coarse lunch. The uncomfortable-looking chairs all were out of
place, and above the table was a sort of
temporary canopy to prevent the dust and
and spiders' webs upon the ceiling from
dropping upon the councilors.
The courier gave a sneering look upon
this evidence that the refinement and culture which marked at least the palaces
and castles of other European countries
were as yet little considered in Sweden.
Then, important and impatient, he turned
to the attendant. "VV ell," he said, "and
is there none here to receive my dispatches? They call for-Ha! so! what manners are these?"
What manners indeed? ~rhe courier
might well ask this. For, plump against
him, as he spoke, dashed, first a girl and
then a .boy who had darted from somewhere into the council chamber. 'roo absorbed in their own concerns to notice
who,.if any one, was in the room, they
had run against ancl very nea·rly upset the
astonished bearer o£ dispatches. Still
more astonished was he, when the girl,
using his body as a barrier, c1ancelt and
dodged around him to avoid being caught
by her pursuer. The startled bearer of
important dispatcheR was evidently in use
as a "buffer"-here in the very council-
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hall of the Kings of Sweden-in a rather
rough and exciting game of tag. Scandalized and indignant, the courier shook himself free from the girl's strong grasp.
Seizing her by the shoulder he said sternly:
"How now, young maiden! Is this
seemly conduct toward a stranger and an
Imperial Courier?"
The girl now for the first time noticed
his presence. Too excited in her mad
dash into the room to distinguish him
from one of the palace ;;ervants, she only
learned the truth by the courier's harsh
words. A sudden change came over her.
She drew herself up haughtily and said to
the attendant:
"Who is this officiou~ Rtranger, Klas ?"
The tone and manner of the question
again surprised the courier, and he looked
at the speaker amazed. vVhat he saw was
an attractive young girl of thirteen, short
of stature, with bright hazel eyes, a vivacious face, now almost stern in its expression of pride :wd haughtiness. She had
flung aside the masculine fur cap that had,
at her entrance, rested upon the mass of
tangled light brown: hair, and this imperfectly tied with a simple knot of ribbon,
fell clown upon her neck. Her short dress
of plain gray stHff hung loosely upon a
rather trim figure; while the black scarf
that had encircled her neck lay crumpled
upon the floor. In short, he saw a rather
pretty, carelessly dressed, healthy, and
just now very haughty-looking young girl
who seemed more like a boy in speech
and manners-and one who needed to he
disciplined and curbed.
Again the queHtion came, "Who is this
man, and what seeks he here, Klas, I
ask?"
"'T is a courier with dispatches for the
()Ouncil, Madam," replied the n;tan.
"Give me the <lis patches," said the girl,
"I will attend to them."
"Y·ou, indeed!" The courier laughed
grimly. "'l'he dispatches from the Emperor of Germany are for no hairbrained
maid to handle. These are to be delivered to the Council of Regents alone."
"I will have naught of councils or regents, Sir Courier, save when it pleases
me," said the girl, tapping the floor with
an angry foot. "Give me the dispatches,
I say, I am the King of Sweden!"
"You-a girl-King?" was all that the
astonished courier could stammer out.
Then, as the real facts dawned upon him,
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he knelt at the feet of the young Queen
and presented his dispatches.
"Withdraw, sir!" said Christina, taking
his papers, and visiting upon his recognition of her station the scant courtesy of a
nod; "we will read these and return a
suitable answer to your master."
The courier withdrew, still dazed at
this strange turn of affairs; and Christina,
leani,ng carelessly against the council-table,
opened the dispatches.
Suddenly she burst. into a merry hut
scarcely lady-like laugh. "Ha, ha, ha,
this is too rare a joke, Karl," she cried.
"Lord Chancellor, Mathias, Torstenson!"
she exclaimed, as the three leading members of her council entered the apartment,
"what think you? Here come dispatches
from the Emperor of Germany begging
that you, my Council, shall consider the
wisdom of wedding me to his son and
thereby closing the war! His son, indeed!
Ferdinand the Craven."
"And yet, Madam, suggested the wise
Oxenstiern, "it is a matter that should
not lightly be cast aside. In time you
must need& be married. The constitution
of the kingdom doth oblige you to."
"Oblige!"-and the 7oung girl turned
upon the gray,headed chancellor almost
savagely. "Oblige! and who, Sir Chancellor, upon earth shall oMive me to do so, if
I do it not of mine own will? Say not
oM~q~ to me."
This was vigorous language for a girl
of scarce fourteen; hut it was "Christina's
way," one with which both the Council
and the people soon grew familiar.
It
was the Vasa><· nature in her, and it was
always prominent in this spirited young
girl-the last descendant of the masterful
house.
But now her boisterous play-fellow, the
young Prince Karl Gustaf, or Charles
Gustavus had something to say.
"0h, cousin mine," and he laid a
strong though boyish hand upon the
young girl's arm. "What need for couriers or dispatches that speak of suitors
for your hand? Am not I to be your
husband? From babyhood you have so
promised me."
Christina again broke into a loud and
merry laugh.
* Vasa. was the family name of her father and of the ancient kings of Sweden.
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"Hark to the little burgomaster," t she
cried; "much travel hath made h1m, I do
fear me, soft in heart and head.
Childish promises, Karl. Let such things be
forgotten now.
You are to be a soldier;
I am a King. Have done, sirs! You do
weary me with all this. Let us to the
hunt. Axel Dagg did tell me of a fine
roebuck in the :Maelar woods. See you to
the courier of the Emperor and to his dispatches, Lord Chancellor; I care not what
you tell him, so you do but tell him no.
And, stay; where is that pompous little
Dutchman, Van Beunigen, whom you did
complain but yesterday was sent among
us by his Government to oppose the advices of our English friends. He is a
greater scholar than horseman, or I mistake. I..~et us take him in our hunting
party, Karl; and, look you, see that he
doth have one of our choicest horses."
The girl's mischief >vas catehing. Her
cousin dropped his serious look and, seeking the Dutch envoy, with due courtesy
invited him to join the Queen's hunt.
"Give him black Hannibal, J oiis," Christina had said to her groom; and when the
Dutch envoy, Van Bennigen, came out to
join the hunting party, too much flattered
by the invitation to remember that he was
a poor horseman, JouR, the groom, held
black Hannibal in unsteady cheek, while
the big horse champed and fretted, and
the hunting party awaited their new member.
But J oiis, the groom, noted the Dutchman's somewhat alarmed look at the big
blaek animal.
"Would it not be well, good sir," he
said, "that you do choose some steadier
animal than Hannibal here? I pray you
let me give you one less restive. So; Bror
Anderson," he called to one of the undergrooms, "let the noble envoy have your
cob, and do you take Hannibal back to the
stables."
But no, the envoy of the States of Holland would submit to no such change. He
ride a servant's horse, indeed!
"vVhy, sirrah groom," he said to goodhearted Joiis, ''I would have you know
that I am no novice in the equestrian art.
Far from it, man. I have read every
1· Prince Charles Gustavus, afterward Charl.es XI., King
of Sweden, and father of the f~mous Charles XII., was
cousin to Christina. He was short and thickset, and so like
a little Dutchman that Christina often called him "the little
burgomaster." At the time of this sketch he had just returned from a year of travel through Europe.

treatise on the subjeet from Xenophon
downward; and what horse can know
more than I?"
So friendly Joiis had nothing more to
say; but hoisted the puffed-up Dutch
scholar into the high saddle; and away
galloped the hunt toward the :Maelar·
woods.
As if blind to his own folly, Van Beunigen, the envoy, placed himself near to
the young Queen; and Christina, full of
her own misehief, gravely began to compliment him on his horsemanship, and.
suggested a gallop.
Alas, fatal moment! For while he yet
swayed and jolted upon the back of the
restive Hannibal, and even endeavored to
diseuss the ".Melannippe" of Euripides
with the fair young scholar who rode beside him, this same fair seholar,-who, in
spite of all her Greek learning was after
all only a mischievous and sometimes rude
young girl,-faced him with a sober eountenance.
"Good Herr Van Beunigen," she said,
"your Greek is truly as smooth as your
face."
As the envoy of Holland turned upon
her a faee upon which Greek learning and
anxious horsemanship struggled with each
other, Christina slyly touched Black Hannibal lightly with her riding-whip.
Light, however, as was the toueh, it
was enough. The unruly horse reared
and plunged. The startled scholar, with
a cry of terror, flung up his hands, and
then clutched black Hannibal around the
neck. It was but another though earlier
case of John Gilpin:
"His horse, who never in that way
Had handled been hefore,
What thing upon his back had got
Did wonder more and more.
"Away went Gilpin neck or nought;
A way went hat and wig;
He never dreamt when he set out,
Of running such a rig."
:Minus hat and wig, too, the poor envoy
dashed up the 1\tlaelar highway, while
Christina, laughing loudly, galloped after
him in a mad race, followed by all her
hunting-party.
The catastrophe was not far awa~. The
blaek horse, like the ill-tempered bronchos" of our western plains "bucked"
suddenly, and over his head like a flash
went the discomfited Dutehman. In an
instant, Greek learning and Duteh diplo-
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macy lay sprawling in a Swedish roadway,
from which, Joiis, the groom, speedily
lifted the groaning would-be horseman.
It is claimed that the discomfited Van
Beunigen never forgot nor forgave this
discourtesy, and that it really prevented
an important treaty of friendship between
Sweden and Holland.
But this affair of the Dutch envoy was
not the only piece of madcap folly in
which this wild young queen indulged.
E-yen in her zeal for study, really remarkable in so young a girl, Christina could
not forego her misguided love of power
and her tendency to practical joking. One
day, it is said, she even made two grave
philosophers, who were holding a profound
discussion in her presence over some deep
philosophic subject, snddenly cease their
arguments to play with her at battledore
and shuttlecock.
A girlhood of uncontrolled power, as
was hers, could lead but to one result.
Self-gratification is the worst form of selfishness, and never can work good to any
one. Although she was a girl of wonderful capabilities, of the blood of famous
kings and conquerors, giving such promises of greatness that scholars and statesmen alike prophesied for her a splendid
future, Christina, Queen of Sweden, made
only a failure of her life.
At eighteen she had herself formally
crowned as King of Sweden. But at
twenty-five she declared herself sick and
tired of her royal duties; and at twentyeight, at the height of her power and
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fame, she actually resigned her throne in
favor of her cousin Prince Karl. Publicly abdicating her kingly position, she left
her native land, and for many years led
the life of a disappointed wanderer.
The story of this remarkable woman is
one that holds a lesson for all. Eccentric,
careless, and fearless; handsome, witty
and learned; ambitious, shrewd and visionary,-she was one of the strangest
compounds of "unlikes" to be met with
in history.
She deliberately threw away a crown,
wasted a life that might have been helpful
to her subjects, regarded only her own
selfish and personal desires, and died, a
prematurely old woman, unloved, unhonored, and unlamented.
Her story, if it teaches anything, admonishes us that it is always best to have
in youth, whether as girl or boy, the guidance and direction of some will that is
acknowledged and respected.
Natures
unformed or overindulged, with none to
counsel or command, generally go wrong.
A mother's love, a father's care, thesethough young people mav not always read
them aright-are needed.for the moulding
of character; while to every bright young
girl, historic or unhistoric, Princess or
peasant, Swedish Queen or modern American maiden, will it at last be apparent
that the right way is always the way of
modesty and gentleness, of high ambition,
perhaps, but, always and everywhere, of
thoqghtfulness for others and kindliness
to alL-E. S. Brooks, in St. Nlclwlas.

CHURN SLOWLY.
A little maid in the morning sun
Stood merrily singing and churning"Oh! how I wish this butter was done,
Then off to the fields I'd be turning!"
So she hurried the dasher up and down,
Till the farmer called with half-made frown,
"Churn slowly!
"Don't ply the churn so fast, my dear,
It is not good for the butter,
And will make your arms ache, too, I fear,
And put you all in a flutter;
For this is a rule wherever we turn,
Don't be in haste whenever you churnChurn slowly!

"If you want your butter both nice and sweet,

Don't churn with nervous jerking,
But ply the dasher slowly and neat,
You'll hardly know that you're working;
And when the butter has come you'll say,
'Yes, surely, this is the better way'Churn slowly!"
Now all you folks do you think that you
A lesson can find in butter?
Don't be in haste, whatever you do,
Or get yourself in a flutter;
And when you stand at life's great churn,
Let the farmer's words to you return"Churn slowly!"
-Selected ..
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THE STORY OF THE BOOK OF MORMON.
BY ELDER H. A. STEBBINS.

continue to stand faithful for the truth
and for righteousness should endure and
CHAPTEli XVI.
be favored of God. After that Alma deAlma foretells the time of theN ephite Apostasy.-He bless·
parted from Zarahemla as if to go to anes his sons and the Church and departs.-Amalickiah
other place; but be was seen no more by
seeks to be a King,-He flees to the Lamanites and there
any one, and it was believed that the Lord
becomes King.-J\ioroni lifts an Ensign of Liberty among
the Nephites and raises armies to defend their land.took him even as he did Moses.
The Lamanites invade Zarahemla and a prolonged war
After the departure of Alma, the son of
results.-C'ities taken and retaken.-A rebellion among
Alma, Helaman and his brothers continued
the Nephites is overthrown by Th'loroni.-rrhe Lamanite
to labor for the Church, and for the prosarmies driven out and Peace restored.-The church prospers again.-Death of Helaman and ~:Ioroni.-First Emiperity and happiness of the nation. But
gration into North America.
by and by some grew restless and then re1JFTER these things there was a brief bellious, ti"ll under an evil and ambitious
f .1 but serious war betwee11 the two na- man named Amalickiah, such withdrew
tions, by reason of the Lamanites invading from the Church and the nation. And
the territory of the N epbites, and trying this man sought to establish kingly rule
to bring that people into subjection to again, and to bring to an end the liberties
them. The battles were along the south of the people. But Moroni, the commandborder, being fought on both sides of the er of the N ephite armies, said that God
river Sidon, and, under Moroni, their gen- bad dedicated this land to freedom; thereeral or chief commander, the N ephites fore he lifted up before the nation a sign
conquered and repelled the invaders. For, or standard unto this principle, in o~·der
as Moroni said, his people fought for their that he might draw the hearts of the peoliberty, for their free homes, for their· ple together fully, even into a union of
wives and children, and for their faith and love for the retaining of liberty and peace
the principle§ of eternal truth. And the in their country. And he called npon
N ephites did not forget to return thanks God to aid them in 'the preservation of
to God for their deliverance, because he their rights as a free people upon the
had taught them those great principles, land that he had himself designed as a
and because he strengthened them in their land of liberty forever.
love and zeal for freedom and justice.
For Moroni said that it could not be
During the peaceful days that followed, that they would be overthrown and deAlma spoke to his son Heleman (to whose stroyed except as the result of their own
charge he had committed the sacred writ- iniquities and pride. So he called upon
ings, and the records, as previously related) all who were willing to maintain the enand said to him that the Lord had shown sign of their liberties and their God-given
him that four hundred years after Christ rights, to rally and maintain it agaiiJ.St
should come in the flesh the N ephites those who would ove:t;throw it and estabwould depart from the ways of the Lord lish a king. Then the greater part of the
and fall into wickedness of all kinds, into N ephites joined with Moroni in a covesin and bloodshed, all because of wilfully nant to preserve the legacy of liberty that
going into darkness from the great light haG. come from their fathers and from
and knowledge that they at present had, God. And as an army these went and inuntil none would remain but those who tercepted Amalickiah and his men who had
became like the Lamanites in their deeds started on the way to join the Lamanites,
and habits, and then the N epbites, as a that they might unite in war to overthrow
nation, would become extinct. He also the Neplrite nation. And they took many
said that the land would be cursed of God of them, but with their leader a"portion
unto any and all people who dwelt upon escaped and united with the Lamanites as
it who would become wicked to the ex- they had intended, And in time t1tey betreme; but that the righteous should be came like them in their idle and filthy
blessed of God.
habits and in wicked ways.
In relation to the N epbites of those
And Alma blessed his sons and the
·Church also, saying that those who would times we learn that. fever and other disBOOK OF ALMA.
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eases prevailed. among them, but it is said.
that many were healed by certain plants
and herbs which they found contained excellent curative qualities, and which the
Lord had prepared for that purpose.
After a time Amalickiah, by deception
and wickedness, caused the death of the
Lamanite king, and he took the throne
himself.
Therefore when he had obtained full control over the people he
sent a great many against the N ephites to
try and overcome that nation and destroy
their liberties. But Moroni had spent
much time in fortifying the chief cities,
erecting forts, and raising walls of earth
and stone along the borders of Zarahemla.
The N ephites understood that they were
doing God'B will in thus preparing to
maintain their liberties in the land which
he had given to them, and in which he
had said that they were to be a free people,< so long as they would abide in truth
and righteousness.
Therefore when the Lamanite hosts arrived they found strong defenses, and the
first time they come they were defeated
with great loss, so that they returned
horne. After that the N ephite government built more fortifications of earth and
stone. Also Moroni built watch towers
from which to discern the movements of
their enemies if they came again. But
for some years they were unmolested, and
they enjoyed peace among themRelves and
prospered. However there were some
among them who still desired to have a
king and at last when these knew that the
Lamanites were coming again they rebelled
against those who stood for the cause of
liberty .. But JYioroni saw the danger of
the situation at sueh a time, and ere the
Lamanites came he caused his soldiers to
punish the rebellious, so that many were
slain, and the others were humbled.
While this trouble was being put down
the Lamanites arrived and eaptured the
city of 1\'Ioroni, which was by the sea
shore, on the coast of Zarahemla. Probablv it was situated on that sea that we
call Carribean. After that the invaders
continued the war for several years, in time
capturing the cities of Morianton, Omner,
Gid, and Jliiulek, and they advanced until
one of Moroni's generals named Teancum
met and defeated them with his armv. Anc1
he killed Amalickiah their king. · 'l'hen
the I,amanites fell back and held the cities
taken by them.
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Ammaron succeeded his brother in ruling over the Lamanite people, and as soon
as he could do so he attacked theN ephites
along the west border. There he captured
some cities and killed many of the defenders, some of them being murdered by him
after his men had taken them in battle.
Helaman wrote to Moroni that those who
were slain had "died in the cause of their
country and of their God."
VVhile this was taking place Moroni
and Teancum on the east had by stratagem
recaptured the city of Mulek and taken
many prisoners with it. They also took
Gid, and they released their own men who
were ther~ being held by the Lamanites
since they took those cities.
About this time Autipus, who was in
command on the west, was pressed hard
by Ammon and his army, for the government had failed to send him enough men.
Seeing this situation those sons of the
people of Ammon who had not covenanted
like their fathers, (that they would· not
shed blood for any cause whatever), asked
Helaman that they might lead them to
battle, that they might aid in the defense of tho liberties of their adopted eountry. Ancl Helaman did so, and
they arrived in a time of nee~ and fought
with courage and devotion along the
west and south border and near the river
Sidon. After that Antipus being still
fnrther reinforeed he recaptured the eities
of Antiparah, Cumeni and Manti, which
had been taken by the Lamanites. The
N ephites had a very severe time in doing
this and in maintaining their ground, but
thev felt thankful to God for their freedom
tlm~ far.
After that the Lamanites went to another part and took the city of N ephihah,
because Moroni had not enough troops to
fnllv defend all the frontier from the enemy.~ 'When the enemy had gained this
new advantage Moroni wondered that
neither troops nor provisions were being
sent on, and he was indignant and angry.
Therefore he wrote to Pahoran, the chief
governor, and reproved him and the people at home for their lack of love for the
cause of freedom, for which cause so many
had already perished in the protracted
war and for which the remainder of the
army were still fighting.
But when Pahoran's reply carne Moroni
found that a large party at home who still
wished a king had risen ancl taken Zara-
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hemla, the seat of government, and driven
Pahoran out into the province called
Gideon. Therefore was he helpless to aid
the armies. But he besought Moroni to
come tilere with part of the army. So
Moroni started, and as he went he lifted
the standard of freedom from kingly rule.
This inspired thousands who loved liberty
and Moroni was able to restore Pahoran
to the seat of government. And Pachus
(who sought a throne) and his leading
men were put to death.
Then Moroni sent men and provisions
to the armies under Lehi, Teancum and
Antipus, and he went himself and recaptured N ephihah. After that they drove
out the Lamanite army on the east and retook all the cities that they had lost early
in the war. And many of their I~amanite
brethren were weary of fighting and so
they remained with the N ephites and
learned the ways of peace, tilling the
ground and raising fruit and grain, and
cattle ~J,nd sheep.
Now the N ephites had suffered much
by the Lamanite war, and by war at home,
and also because of famines and various
evils, as well as by wickednes$ among
themselves; therefore, while some were
hardened, Ip.any were brought down to
humility and to greater love for God and
their fellow men. And when peace was
established Helaman and his brother began again to preach the word of God and
to restore the Church; for many repented
and were baptized. Therefore righteousness increased among them and God prospered them according as they lived for it.
And when Helaman died his brother Shihlon took charge of the sacred and historical records. And Moroni died also, and
his son JYioronihah succeeded him as chief
general of the army. Several thousands
went across the sea to the lancl north, of
which more will be said hereafter. And
this is the end of the book of Alma. (30.)
(30.) The conclusions of the celebrated Josiah
Priest on the subject of the Asiatic origin of the
American Indians, and about their tradition of
the deluge, the confusion of languages, ete., are
in agreement with many other writers. He says
that the authors of the great works found in
America seem to have retained the ideas received
from their fathers at the time of the building of
Babel better than did many of the nations of
Europe. Upon this he writes as follows:
"This is consented to on all hands, and even
contended for by the historian, .Humboldt. In
order to show the reader the propriety of be-

lieving that a colony, very soon after the confusion of the language of mankind, found their
way to what is now called America, we give the
tradition of the Aztec nation, who once inhabited Aztalan. The tradition commences with an
account of the Deluge, as they had preserved it
in books made of the buffalo and deer skin, on
which account there is more certainty than if it
had been preserved by mere oral tradition, handed down from father to son. They begin by
painting, or, as we would say, by telling us tJ:at
Noah, whom they call Tezpi, saved himselfw1th
his wife, whom they call Xochiquetzal, or a raft
or canoe. The raft or canoe rested on or at the
foot of a mountain which they call Oolhuacan.
The men born after this deluge were born durn b.
A dove from the top of a tree distributes languages to them in the form of olive leaves. They
say that on this raft besides Tezpi and his wife
were several children, and animals, with grain,
the preservation of which was important to mankind!'-Prie~t's American Antiquities, pp. 19\J,
200.

Mr. Priest asks the question if the raft is not
the ark, the mountain Ararat, and if the men
said to have been born dumb do not well represent the confusion of tongues, equal to being
dumb, because of their being unable to con verse
with each other. And if the dove and the olive
leaves, the children, the animals, the grain preserved, are not all in harmony, to a great degree,
with the Biblical account of the ark, the deluge,
and the tower, and certainly one must admit
that they are.
Mr. Priest continues upon the same point:
"When the Great Spirit ordered the waters to
withdraw, Tezpi sent out from his raft a vulture,
which never returned, on account of the great
number of dead earcas:ms it found to feed upon.
Is not this the raven of Noah, which did notreturn when it was sent out the second time, and
for the very reason here assigned by the Mexicans? Te;~,pi sent other birds, one a humming
bird, This bird alone retnmed, holding in its
beak a bmn<:h covered with leaves, Is not this
the dove'' Tezpi, seeing that fresh verdure now
clothed the earth, quitted hi"1 raft near the
mountain Colhuacan. They say that the tongues
which the dove gave to mankind were infinitely varied, and ~when they received them they
immediately dispersed, But among them were
fifteen heads or l'hiefs of families which were
permitted to speak the same language, and these
were the ToltC'cs, the Aculhucans and the Aztecs,
who embodied themselves together and traveled
they knew not where, but at length arrived in
the country of Aztalan, or lake country."American Antiquities, p, 200.
We note here a wonderful harmony between
the Aztec tradition and the history given in the
Book of Mormon concerning the language of the
people that left the tower of Babel for America
after the confusion of tongues; for they agree in
the fact that this first colon v retained the use of
the original language of the earth, that which
was spoken before the rebellion at Babel and its
consequences. vVe read as follows: I'
"Jared came forth with his brother and their
families, with some others and their families,
from the great tower, at the time the Lord confounded the language of the people. * '* * And the
brother of Jared did cry unto the Lord and the
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Lord did have compassion upon Jared; therefore he did not confound the language of Jared
and his brother. * * * And the Lord had compassion also upon their friends and their families, and they were not confounded. * * * And
they did travel in the wilderneRs, and did build
barges in which they crossed many waters, being
·directed continually by the band of the Lord.
And the Loi·d would not suffer that they should
stop in the wilderness beyond the sea, but he
would that they should come forth even unto
the land of promise, which was choice above all
other lands."-Book of Mormon, pp. 301, 302,
303.
Thus we see that the book that was written
by the people of olden time who came upon this
continent, and whofe words were hid up to
come forth in latter days, is fully testified to by
the tradition kept by their descendants, as certified to by the wise of our day who, have for
many years, made these subjects their study.
Mr. Priest says that he obtained knowledge of
the tradition, and also the engraving of which
he speaks, from Baron Von Humboldt's volume
of" Researches in ::VIexico," and that Humboldt
himselffonnd it painted on a manuseript book,
one made of the leaves of some tree that were
suitable for the purpose, after the manner of the
ancient nations of Asia, around the Mediterranean. He relates how Humboldt found manv
·other "painted representations" on the native
books and on the prepared skins of animals, delineating the leading circumstances and history
of the fall of man, of the serpent deceiving the
woman, and of the murder of Abel by Cain.
In writing further of this historical picture
and its valuable testimonv, and of the group of
men receiving their different languages fi·om the
dove, before their scattering abroad, .Nlr. Priest
says:
"The purity of this tradition is evidence of
two thing~: 1. That the book of Genesis, as
written by MoeeR, is not, as some have imagined,
a cunninglydeYiserl fable; because these Indians
·can not be acenf'P<l of Christian priestcraft, nor
yet of Jewish priestcraft, their religion being
solely of another cast, wholly idolatrous. 2.
That the earlier nations came directly over after
the confusion of the ancient language and the
dispersion, on which aceount its purity has been
preserved more than among the wandering
tribes of the old continents.
"There is another particular in this group of
dumb human beings that is worthy of notice,
which is that neither their countenances nor the
form of their person agree at all with the countenances or formation or the common Indians.
* * * If so then it is evident that the Indians
were not the first people who found their way
to this countrv.
"Among these ancient nations are found manv
more traditions corresponding with the accounts
given by Moses respecting the creation, the fall
of man by means of a serpent, the murder of
Abel by his brother, etc., all of which are denoted in their paintings, as found by the earlier
travelers among them."-American Antiquities,
pp. 202, 203.
Another tribe, the Mayas, are thus spoken of
by H. H. Bancroft:
"Votan * * * was the supposed founder of
the Maya civilization. He is said to have been
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a descendant of Noah, and to have assisted at
the building of the tower of Babel. After the
confusion of tongues he led a portion of the dispersed people to America."-Native Races, vol.
5, page 27.
Quotations to the Fame effect might be made
from Delafield, Donnelly, and other writers, but
it seems unnecessaTy. However it would be
well to give some of the views entertained about
the ancients of America having been of Asiatic
<>rigin, and, moreover, that they were acquainted
with the manner~, cu~toms and arts of the Egyptians, which would also agree with the Book of
Mormon in its account that the colony that
carne over under Lehi were Jews from Jerusalem. For the .Jews had been acquainted with
Egypt and her people Jor over a thousand years
before Lehi emigrated, and doubtless borrowed
some of the peculiarities of that people. And a
colony of them in a new country, and dividing
out into various partH of it, were more likely to
make use of some of those peculiarities of architecture and sculpture than were those living in
an old community. Bancroft mys:
"The theory that America was peopled, or at
least partly peopled, from Ea~tern Asia, is certainly more widely advocated than any other,
and, in my opinion, is moreover based upon a
more reasonable and logical foundation than any
other."-Native Races, vol. 5, page 30.
On the same page Bancroft quotes the learned
Humboldt as saying:
"It appears most -evident to me that the monuments, methods of computing time, systems of\
cosmogony, and many mytl's of America, offer
striking analogies with the ideas of eastern Asia,
analogies which indicate an ancient communication."
AI bert Gallatin writes as follows, as quoted by
Bancroft:
"I C'an not see any possible reason that should
have prevented those, who after the dispersion
of mankind t< >wards the east and northeast, from
having reached the extremities of Asia and
passed over to America, within five hundred
years after the flood. However small may have
been the number of those first emigrants, an
equal number of yea.rs would have been more
than sufficient to occnpy, in their own way,
every part of AmeYica."-Transactions of the
American Ethnolngiral Society, vol. 1, page 179.
While Bancro~t. himself does not believe that
the original Americans originated in Egypt, as
some scientist~ have made claim, (but which is
contrary to the Book of Mormon, as already
shown), still he admits as follows:
"Resemblances have been found between the
calendar systems of Egypt and America, based
chiefly upon the length and divisen of the year,
and the number of intercalary and complementary days."-Native Haces, voL 5, page 62.
Mr. John Delafield in his celebrated work on
antiquities says:
" vVe find one feature common to the architectural genius of these races,";which is to be discovered nowhere else. We allude to the surprising mechanical power that they must have employed in constructing their works of massive
masonry, such as the present race of man has
attempted in vain to move. Travelers in Egypt
are filled with amazement at the stupendous
blocks of stone with which the pyramids, tem-
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pies, ann tombs are constructed. In Peru the
same is observed. * * * Another feature presents
'great analogy: Their buildings, particularly their
sacred houses, were covered with hieroglyphics.
Each race, Egyptian, Mexican and Peruvian, recorded the deeds of their gods upon the walls of
their temples. Nay, scienee was also sculptured
thereon in both countries, in the form of zodiacs and planispheres, corresponding even in
signs. In the sanctuaries of Palen que are found
sculptured representations of idols whieh resemble the most ancient gods, both of Egypt and
Syria. Planispheres and zodiacs exist which
exhibit a superior astronomical and chronological system to that which was possessed by the
Egyptians."-Antiquities of Ameriea, pp. 09, 60.
In relation to the harmonv found to exist between the calendar systems of the Egyptians
and the Ancient Mexicans and Peruvians; already referred to by Bancroft, we gather the
following fron1 Dalafielcl. It is a portion of a
letter fi·om ]\;Ions. Jomard. a scientist who had
carefully investigated the astronomical computations and calendar system of the, ancient Egyptains. He thus wrote to Delafield :
"I have aJso recognized in your memoir on
the division of time among the Mexican nations,
compared with those of Asia, some very striking analogies between the Toltec characters and

institutions observed on the banks of the Nile.
Among these analogies there is one which is
worthy of attention. It is the me of the vagueyear oft hree hundred and sixty-five days (composed of equal months and of five complementary days equally employed at Thebes and in
JYiexico, a distance of three thousand leagues.
It is true that the Egyptians had no intercalation, while the Mexicans intercalated thirteen
days every fifty-two years. * * * In reality the
intercalation of the Mexicans comes to the same
thing as that of the Julian calendar, which is
one day in four years, and, consequently supposes the duration of the year to be three hundred and sixty-five days and six hours. Now
it is remarkable that the same solar year of
three hundred and sixty-five days, six hom·s,.
adopted by nations so different * * * relates to
a real astronomical year, and belongs peculiarly
to the E§!:yptians. * * * It would be superfluous
to examine how the Mexicans obtained this
knowledge. Such a problem would not he soon
solved. But the fad of the intercalation of
thirteen days every cycle, that is, the use of a
year of three hundred and sixty-five days and a
quarter, is a prouf that it was either borrowed
from the Egyptians, or that they had a common
origin."-Delafield's American Antiquities, pp.
52, .53.

THE BIVOUAC OF 'rHE DEAD.
The muffled drum's sad roll has beat
The soldier's last tattoo;
No more on life's parade shall meet
The brave and daring few.
On fame's etemal camping ground
Their silent tents are spread,
And glory guards with solemn round
The bivouac of the dead;
No answer of the foe's advance
Now swells upon the wind,
No troubled thought at midnight haunts
Of loved ones left behind;
No vision of the monow's strife
The warrior's dream alarms;
No braying horn or screaming fife
At dawn shall call to arms.
Their shivered swords are red with rust,
Their plumed heads are bowed;
Their haughty banner trailed in dust
Is now their martial shroud,
And plenteous funeral tears have washed
The red stains from each brow,
And their proud forms in battle gashed
Are free from anguish now.
The neighing steed, the flashing blade,
The trumpet's stirring blast, .
The charge, the dreadful cannonade,
The din and shout are past;

Nor war's wild note, nor glory's peal,
Shall thrill with fierce delight
Those breasts that never more shall feel
The rapture of the fight.
Like the dread :"rorthern hurricane
That sweeps his broad plateau,
Flushed with the triumph yet to gain
Came down the serried foe;
Our heroes felt the shock, and leapt
To meet'them on the plain;
And long the pitying sky hath wept
Above our gallant slain.
Sons of our consecrated ground,
Y e must not slum her there.
·where stranger steps and tongues resound
Along the heedless air.
Your own proud land's heroic soil
Shall be your fitter grave;
She claims from \Var his richest spoil,
The ashes of her brave.
So 'neath their parent turf they rest,
Far from the gory field;
Borne to a Spartan mother's breast
On many a bloody shield; -.r
The sunshine of their native sky
Smiles sadly on them here,
And kindred hearts and eyes watch by
The heroes' sepulchre.
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Rest on, embalmed and sainted dead!
Dear as the blood you gave,
No impious footsteps here shall tread
The herbage of your grave;
Nor shall your glory he forgot
·while Fame her record keeps,
Or Honor points the hallowed spot
Where Valor proudly sleeps.
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Yon marble minstrel's voiceful stone
In deathless songs shall tell,
When many a vanished age hath flown,
The story how he fell ;
Nor wreck, nor change, nor winter's blight,
Nor time's remorseless doom
Shall dim one ray of holy light,
That girds your glorious tomb.
-Selected.

MOSES Q'S REASON.
MOSES Q keeps a barber shop under
J01 the savings bank. He is about as
black as black can be, and was once a
:slave.
One morning I stepped into his shop
to get my hair cut. There was another
man just taking a seat in the chair as I
entered. He was the secretary of the
- - Chur<;h Sunday School, ami a very
fine specimen of a man.
I was not a little amused at the conversation that was carried on between
JYioses and his customer, for unlike his
Hebrew namesake, the darkey Moses is
by no means slow of speech.
"No sah," said Moses, very emphatically, "I'se done quit dat dirty business."
"But," said the customer, "you came
from a tobacco raising State. Yon must
have used the weed a good while."
"Yes sah," said Moses, "I beginn'cl it
when I was a pickaninny. I smoked on
de ole plantation, and I smoked in de
wah ti~es, and after de wah was ober I
kept on smokin'. I began wid a clay
pipe, but arter I got free and commenced
to pick up de dimes, I got shut of de clay
pipe and took to usin' cigars.
"Seemed like I was mo' of a gemman
wid a cigar in my mouf, 'specially when
de little white boys on their way home
from school would grab for my stubs,
that was as short as my wool, and den go
Tound the streets smokin' 'em for all dey
was wurf.
"Dey wouldn't eat wid a nigger nohow,
but dey wasn't above smokin' his old
cigar stubs. Dey might jes' as well have
worn his old clo'es."
"What made you give up smoking,
Moses?" said the gentleman in the chair.
"Well sah," said :Th1oses, "dere was a
great awakenin' in the E'ree Methodist

Church about five years ago. De evenin'
meetin's of dat church used to keep de
neighbors awake ebery time.
"De debbil make a big fight for dis yer
sinner, but de good Savior stood by him,
and I tell you, sah, I didn't git no peace
till I went back on de debbil and jined
de armv ob de Lord.
"On~ Sunday mawnin' de preacher took
for his text dis yer passage ob Scriptur':
'Know ye not th.at your bodies are the
temple of the Holy Ghost?'
"De preacher said de good Lord did
not care wheder de body was black or
white, if only it was clean on de inside.
I had smoked all de way to church de very
day I heard dat sermon. So I looked at
de.matter dis way: I axed myself, 'lVIoses,
is yer clean on de inside?' Den I axed
myself, 'Did I ever see a smoke-house dat
was clean on de inside?' And I had seen
some dat had mo' bacon hangin' in 'em
when I opened de doah dan when I shut
it.
"Furdermo', for some time befo' I heard
dat sermon, I had been teachin' in de
Sunday-school. Some of de boys was
serious like. Seemed as if de Holy Spirit
was a strivin' to git into deyer hearts.
I thought, suppose de Holy Spirit should
come into dat class next Sunday, and
smell de teacher's bref, and den say, 'Moses, von ain't clean and it ain't no usc for
you "to try to lead dese young lambs to
Jesus, when yon's a wanderin' sheep
yourself.'
"And den I thought, can de Holy Ghost
live in Moses' heart when c1ars old cigar
stubs lyin' round in ebery corner of it,
and I tell you, sah, I jest had to give in
and tell de Lord I was dun quit smokin'.
"After dat I felt as if I was kind o'
tidied up inside, and when I stood befo'
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my class de next time it didn't seem as if
dey would say, 'Go away yon old hypocrite, what you lettin' on about a clean
heart for? De boys used to smoke cigarettes, but when dey heard dat de teacher
had dun quit his cigars dey dun quit smokin' too, and I tell you what, boss, I'se
got a glorious class."
"Well, what's to pay, Moses?" said the
customer.
"Let's see; you've had a shave and a
sea-foam. Thirty-five cents, sah. De top
ob your head am clean, and I hope sah,
yon's clean inside."
A day or two after that my friend, to
whom Moses had given his reasons for
giving up his cigar, took a seat in my
office.
"Do you know," said he, "that I have
quit smoking?"
"No," said I; "have you?"
"Yes, I have," said he.
"You heard black Moses tell me the
other day why he quit, and it occurred to
me that if a darkey who has been a slave
could take such a position as he takes,

for the sake of his influence, and for conscience' sake, then for conscience' sake, I~
a white man, and secretary of a Sunday
school, ought not to take a lower one."
There was a roar in the office at this
little speech, for several veterans of the
>Yeed were making the air blue with
smoke.
"So yon are a disciple of Moses, are
you?" said one of them. "We'll see how
long you will hold out."
"A hopeful young convert," said another. "Young converts are generally like
young robins, the younger they are the
more mouth they have. vV e all hope you
will persevere."
But I, the listener on both occasions,
think that Moses was right. No matter
who laughs, I would say to any minister
of the gospel, or Sunday-~<chool teacher
who reads this sketch, as President Lincoln said to the JYiarquiR of Hartington,
when he announced to him a marriage in
the Queen's family, "Go thou and do.
likewise."-Sel.

PATTIE; OR, LEAVES FROM A LIFE.
BY ELEAJ\OR.

CHAPTER IX.
"THE 'WORDS OF THE BOOK."

"There are in this loud stunning tide
Of human care and crime,
With whom the melodies abide
Of the everlasting chime;
\Vho carry music in their heart
Through dusky lane and wrangling mart,
Plying their daily toil with busier feet,
Because their secret souls a holy strain
repeat."
"And in that day shall the deaf hear the
words of the book."--Im. 29:18.
QNE glorious Saturday morning in April,

\J 1861, Pattie, in company with an elderly lady, was on her way to attend the
monthly church meeting. The day was
perfect in the beauty of resurrected life,
though but few, except those whose ears
were closed to external sounds, took note
of its loveliness; for hostilities had begun
between the different sections of our conntry. The roll of the drum and the tread

of marching feet were the sights and
sounds that occupied the attention of ali
ears and eyes. All tender affections of
the human heart, all heavenly aspirations
and holy teachings were alike forgotten
in a mad rn~h "to the front," in obedience
to the cry "To arms!"
Arriving at the church, Pattie and her
friend both noticed the air of suppressed
excitement among the people assembled
who were gathered about the room in little
knots discussing some absorbing topic,
while a look of determination was exhibited on most countenances. The meeting
was opened as usual by singing and prayer,
with other preliminary proceedings, after
which the case of a brother was called for
trial, charged with unehristian conduct
towards a brother during the heat of a political discussion. The friend:f of both
parties were out in force, and no sooner
had the case been stated than counter
charges began to fly back and forth,
mingled with such epithets as "liar,''
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"copperhead," etc. All semblance of respect for the place was cast aside and
passion took full control.
Pattie looked at the strange scene in
amazement and alarm, unable to hear
what was said, hut well comprehending
that it meant the reverse of peace and
o·ood will. Neither of her parents were
present, bnt Mrs. Thurston, the friend who
accompanied her, presently arose and taking Pattie's arm, said., "Come, we will go."
A number of others who had taken no
part in the scene also left.
On their way home Mrs. Thurston related the cause of the disturbance, and
when they reached her home, a short distance from Mr. vValdville's, she invited
Pattie to stop with her for tea, saying that
she desired to talk more with her. There
was a warm friendship existing between
the two, notwithstanding the disparity in
their aaes. .Mrs. Thurston was an intelligent, 1~fined lady of sixty years, and
childless. Her home was one of the few
places which Pattie delighted to visit, and
the ladv always welcomed the voung girl
with affectim;ate interest. Th.iR memorable day as they entered the pleasant sitting room she placed a pillow on the
lounge and bade Pattie rest while she
changed her dress.
The warm sunshine flooding the window where Pattie lay invited her gaze to
the buddinv P-:reenness and freshness without, and he{· ~ision rested upon them with
conscious appreciation; but the currents
of thought and feeling had been stirred
to their depths by that which she had
witnessed of unrestrained human passion,
and her mind could not return to its communion with nature as a few hours before.
Was it not enough that fellow citizens of
a common country were at war, without
brethren in the church of Christ being
also moved by the same spirit of hate to
mutual destruction? Could the political
union of states be of more importance
than the spiritual union of the body of
Christ? How did all these things comport with the word of the inspired apostle, "Love not the world, neither the
things that are in the world. If any man
love the world, the love of the Father is
not in him.?"
Pattie's reverie was interrupted by her
friend drawing a low rocking chair to the
side of the lounge, saying as she seated
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herself, "Now, dearie, tell me of what
you are thinking."
"I am thinking of the strange dissimilarity between Christ and his disciples of
the ·present time, and wondering what
they would have done had he suddenly ap·
peared in his temple to-clay," said Pattie.
Her friend smiled.
"He will not trouble them by his presence there. That is not his church in
doctrine or practice," she replied.
Pattie turned a Rtartledlook of surprise
on her, for ~irs. 'fhnrston had ever been
regarded as a strong Baptist. Was it possible for the events of a day to change
her convictions?
When Pattie found
voice to speak she asked, "But where
would you go? You know that the other
c1enomination8 are as distracted and torn
by political strife as the Baptists? The
Methodists and Presbyterians are divided
North and South through sectional hate?"
"Yes, dear, I know all that is true. I
am not looking for the Church of Christ
among any of the sects."
"Do von think then that there is no
true ch~rch upon earth?"
"No; I know that God has a people
now upon the earth who have the gospel
in its fullneRs and perfection. Did you
ever think, Pattie, how different are the
cloctr·ines as well as the practices of the
various relio·ions sects to those of Christ
and the ap;~tles, as you read in the New
Testament?
"vVhy, yes, .Mrs. Thurston; I have
thought about it, hut I have never been
able to understand just how they differ; yet
there does appear to be as great a difference between them and the teachings of
Christ as between the sects themselves."
"You are right. It is a different gospel; and yon k'iww what Paul pronom;ced
against those who should preach another,
or a perverted gospel? 'I~et him be accursed.'"
Pattie was silent for a moment. She
had never gone so far in her questioning,
and it seemed to her like disloyalty to
Christ to admit the correctneRs of such a
conclusion. At length, speaking slowly
as though weighing each word, she saicl,
"I have thought there was some mistake,
but I have never doubted the honesty of
the people of the various faiths."
"Neither have I, but honesty, my child,
does not prevent people from being deceived. The real honest in heart are those
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who look well to their steps and are willing to retrace them, and inquire for the
right paths when they have reason to
doubt the correctness of those in which
they are walking."
"JY!rs. Thurston, you spoke of a people
who have the perfect gospel. vVhere are
they, and why are you not with them?"
"Well, Pattie, when I first heard of
them- in 1842 there were circumstances
which I thought prevented me from uniting with them, and two years afterward
their leader was killed and the people
scattered. I do not know now where
there is a body of them;* but I know they
have the truth and it will yet be made
manifest. You have read of a people
whom the world call Mormons, have you
not?"
"The Mormons! Yes, I have read about
them in historv; they were said to be a
bad people. They ai·e now in Utah Territory and Brigham Young is their leader.
They are said to practice polygamy."
"That is what the world says of them,
and as far as Brigham Young and his followers are concemed I will not dispute it,
for they are apostates from the gospel of
Jesus Chri3t as revealed in the New Testament and the Book of Mormon, and as
delivered to Joseph Smith by the angel,
and preached by him to the time of his
.rlti'ath. I will show you 'the wo1·ds of the
Book.'
She went to a drawer and took from it
a book the size of a pocket Bible, and
finding the place she handed it t" Pattie
requesting her to read them aloud. They
were as follows: "Hearken unto tr.e word
of the Lord, for there shall not any man
among you have save it be one wife, and
concubines he shall have none.'' t
"There, dear; there IS nothing in the
Bible between its two lids that so explicitly forbids the crime of polygamy as the
words you have just read from the Book
·of :Mormon, that book translated by J oseph Smith through the power of God.''
Pattie turned the volume over, looked
at it curiously and said: "Do you mean
to say that this is the book translated
from the golden plates?" she asked.
"Yes, that is the book. It has become
-very precious to me, and if you think your
·_parents will not object, you may take it
,---- * Mrs. rr- had

not at this time heard of the Reorgani~
zation.
i' Page llti Book of :Mormon, Jacob ch. 2, par. 6.

home with you to read. I have also some
other reading that will tell you all about
the finding and translating of the plates.
Read them carefully, and when you are
through tell me what you think of them.''
It must not be supposed that this long
conversation took place with the ease that
it would had Pattie been in the full possession of her faculties. JYirs. Thurston
had frequent resort to the slate and pencil
to make herself understood, but she had
her reward in the thoughtful interest
awakened in the mind of the young girl.
The other reading of which she spoke was
a bound volume of a magazine, entitled,
"The Gospel Reflector," published in
Philadelphia, in 1841, wherein the doctrine of the Oh urch of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints is set forth and scripture evidence adduced to establish it.Thns it read on the title page. It contained a history of the Book of Mormon
and Oliver Cowdery's letters to W. W.
Phelps.
JYirs. Thurston related to Pattie her own
conversion to the faith through the labor
of a cousin of hers, an Elder Barton, with
whom she still corresponded; and she
drew from her pocket a letter that she
had received a few days previous and gave
it to Pattie to read. He wrote: "You
ask what I think of the war. I believe it
is the fulfillment of prophecy as found in
Isaiah, Daniel and Joel, and last of all by
the Prophet and Seer, Joseph Smith, who
in 1832 gave by revelation and prophecy
the following::
'Verily, thus saith the Lord, concerning
the wars that will shortly come to pass,
beginning at the rebellion of South Carolina, which will eventually terminate in
the death and misery of many souls. The
days will come that war will be poured
out upon all nations, beginning at that
place: for behold, the Southern States
shall be divided against the Northern
States, and the Southern States will call
on other nations, even the nation of Great
Britian, as it is called, and they shall also
call upon other nations, in order to defend
themselves against other nations; and thus
war shall be poured out upon all nations.
'Ancl it shall come to pass after many
days, slaves shall rise up agailltst their
masters, who shall be marshaled and disciplined for war.
'And it shall come to pass also, that the
remnants who are left of the land will
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marshal themselves, and shall become exceeding ang1:y, and shall vex the Gentiles
with a sore vexation; and thus, with the
sword, and by bloodshed, the inhabitants
of the earth shall mourn; and with famine,
and plague, and earthquakes, and the
thunder of heaven, and the fierce and
vivid lightning also, shall the inhabitants
of the earth be made to feel the wrath,
and indignation, and chastening hand of
an Almighty God, until the consumption
decreed hath made a full end of all nations; that the cry of the Saints, and of
the blood of the Saints, shall cease to
come up into the ears of the Lord of Sabaoth, f.rom the earth, to be avenged of their
enemies.
'vVherefore, stand ye in holy places, and
be not moved, until the day of the Lord
come; for behold it cometh quickly, saith
the Lord. Amen.'
"The first part of that prophecy is now
exactly fulfilled in the rebellion of South
Carolina. and the division of the Southern
from the Northern States. I fully expect
to see every item of it accomplished and
much more before the war shall end. Yea
there will be trouble and bloodshed, such
as America has not seen since the final
destruction of the Nepbites, as related in
. the Book of Mormon."
As Pattie prepared to return home after
the pleasant five o'clock tea, Mrs. Thurston, laying her hand upon the Book, said,
"That is no novel, Pattie; you will find in
it the solution of all your difficulties.
Study it carefully and prayerfully." And
Pattie promised.
She walked home, pondering deeply
the things she had seen and heard that
day. Was it so that the gospel was,
in very truth, the same that it bad been
centuries ago when it came, not in word
only, but in power? Did he still reveal
himself to prophets in these days as when
Moses and Elijah, with wrapt, ecstatie,
vision trod the Mount of God? She
raised her questioning eyes to the blue
depths above her and exclaimed with intense yearning in her voice, "0, is it true?
is it true'?" She longed to believe so,
but if it was true how could the world
have lived in ignorance of it so long? "I
am not of the world," came to her mind
with such startling distinctness that it
seemed to have been spoken near her, and
she remembered how as a stranger and a
pilgrim her Lord had walked the earth
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in the midst of those who were looking
for his appearing. Perhaps he was as unrecognized in his works and doctrine now
as he was then.
With a sober, thoughtful brow she entered her home and reverently laid the
books on the table. Her mother looked
up, "Something more to read?" she questioned smilingly, and Pattie answered,
"Yes, from ~Irs. Thurston." No further
notice was taken of them, for it was such
a common occurrence for Pattie to bring
home books.
To her father's inquiries she related the
proceedings at the church, but said nothing of the subsequent conversation with
Mrs. Thurston, distrusting her ability to
make it comprehensible to them, and desiring as unrestrained and unprejudiced
an investigation of the subject as she had
given to other religious faiths, and feeling
uncertain how her parents would regard
it, although they were liberal towards other
denominations; yet she made no attempt
at concealment, leaving the books where
they had full opportunity to examine
them, and she studied them in the presence of the family, as she was accustomed
to do in all her reading. No notice was
taken of them however, as the stirring
news from the war occupied all minqs;
for as time went on and its magnitude began to develop, every heart was filled
with alarm, and all were too absorbed in
watching its progress to feel intere~t in
aught else.
There are ·but few school children in
this land who are not well acquainted
with that sad part of our national history;
but as our magazine will be read by the
youth of other lands who are not so well
acquainted with the details of that occurrence, it seems desirable to point ont to
them the literal fulfillment of the Seer's
prophecy.
The rebellion began by the withdrawing
of South Carolina from the Union in December, 1860, followed soon by ten others
of the Southern States. Hostilities began
by the firing on Fort Sumpter, at Charleston Harbor, South Carolina, April, 1861.
In the latter part of the same year the
South sent James M. Mason and John
Slidell, as ambassadors to Great Britian.
The emancipated slaves were marshaled
and disciplined for war, as was foretold.
In the Summer of 1862 there was a terrible massacre of over seven hundred peo-
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ple in Minnesota, by the Indians (the
remnants), who continued to vex the people in various places for many years after.
I need not go on to tell you of the
storms, cyclones and earthquakes that have
prevailed, nor remind yon how war and
rumors of war have followed each other
in Europe; uor how even now all nations
are waiting, armed for the blow to fall
that is to involve them all in conflict.

THE

HONEST

Nearly thirty years ago o~r young
friend Pattie began to watch the fulfillment of these things with an interest far
greater than any could feel who watched
them from a political standpoint; for to
her they meant the certainty that God
had spoken again in these last days, and
they intensified her interest in the study
of the books.
To be continued.

RUM-SELLER(?);

OR LIGHT IN THE BAR-ROOM.
BY THOMAS J. SMITH.

CHAPTER I.
"'While storms wilrlly rage on the billowy deep,
The waters in part lie calmly asleep.

LIAR out on the western border of the

l' 6 State of N ehraska and nestled among

the rugged hills of the sluggish Republican river stands the little town of '1'--.
At the time of its platting and organization, some nine years ago, the footprints
of the savage had scarcely faded away from
the hillsides, the reign of the "gay and
rollicking" covvboy was at its zenith,
thousands of the vast herds of buffalo that
once roamed those wild prairies were still
to he seen, while the lonelv homesteader,
"in his little sod shanty by the draw,"
was nightly serenaded by the hair-raising
racket of the prow ling coyote, or the
child-like scream of the panther. The
Burlington and :Missouri River Railroad
Company had, just prior to this time,
pushed a line of road from the Missouri River to Denver, Colorado, and thiR
little town was one of the ~tations upon
it. Its population, all told, was just two
hundred and fifty souls, and they were a
live, energetic people.
There was nothing connected with the
history of this place, either past or present, to distinguish it from all other western towns of equal size, save one thing,
and that was, that since its beginning not
a single saloon had ever been established
within its limits. This indeed was peculiar and foreign to general custom; for
the rnm seller is usually among the "pioneers of all western towns, as well as eastern, northern and southern ones. The

reason for the absence of the saloon in
this town was not because there were no
men willing to engage -in the business, but
because the citizens in and around the
town were opposed to the liquor traffic,
and as a natural result a saloon in such a
place would not be successful; hence its
non-appearance. So long had the idea of
a saloon been frowned down by the people, that many of them indulged the hope
that they would never have to grapple
with this arch enemy of the human race;
and so deeply grounded was thi~ idea with
some of them, that they openly boasted
that no man dare establish a saloon in the
place. But many new settlers of antitemperance views had flocked in from all
parts of the east, and matters began to
assume quite a different aspect. The old
rum fiend commenced raising his head and
moving his slimy coils. 'l'h,is action, however was promptly frowned down by the
temperance party, and its members felt
stronger than ever.
But this success was only temporary;
for while this feeling of hope and security
was at its height and the thought of a saloon in the town seemed farther away
than ever, the greatest excitement and
consternation was produced by the following advertisement appearing in the weekly
paper of the town:
To to hom it may concern:
Notice is hereby given that 'the undersigned will, at the next meeting of the
county commissioners, make application
for a license to sell malt, vinous and distilled liquors on lot 1, block 6, in the town
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ofT--, H - - county, State of Nebraska.
JOHN JY!EYERS.
It would ·be utterly impossible to describe the effect this little advertisement
produced upon the temperance people.
Every mother's cheek blanched, and a
pang of the deepest anguish pierced her
inmost soul. Every father knit his brow,
while his face assumed a troubled and determined expression. There was a loud
disapproval of the act and an expressed
conclusion to oppose it bitterly.
"The fat was in the fire," sure enough.
vVar was quickly declared, and that to a
finish. Those who endorsed the movement and would give it their influence,
consisted of a few old men who "took a
drap now and then," and a number of others who believed that a town never
amounted to much without a saloon.
:Matters were running under the high
pressure system, and night had not drawn
her sable mantle over the little town before the line, which separated the two parties had been distinctly drawn, and every
one knew exactly where it was, save in a
few cases, and they were those of Harry
Walters, the village blacksmith, and a
number of his intimate friends who stood
on neutral ground. _
Harry had not sided with either party,
but had remained completely non-committal. The Temperance party had hopes
of him, because he hac1 encouraged every
enterprise that tended to benefit the town
or people. The other side claimed him,
because he had been known to tell that he
had been in the liquor business himself
for fifteen years. Although he said nothing about the matter, a close observer
could have readily discerned which party
his sympathies were with. His face wore
a frowning and troubled expression, the
draw hammer fell with more than usual
force upon the plowshare, while every
now and then a deep drawn sigh would
escape his lips and a tear moisten his
eye. Some sad scene of the past was no
doubt passing his mind. Each party was
quite anxious to know how he and his
friends stood on the matter, so that they
would know just what to do when the
final struggle came. So next morning he
was approached by a representative of
each and asked his views on the subject.
He gave neither one any satisfaction, but
made the unexpected proposition, that if
the people would turn out on the coming
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Saturday evening, at the school hall, he
wonld speak to them on the matter and
give his views on the temperance subject.
This announcement created almost as
much excitement ancl comment as did the
rumseller's advertisement. No one ever
dreamed of such a thing. 'Tis true that
several of them knew that he had been
educated, ancl hac1 taught several terms of
the district school before he embarked in
the blacksmith's trade; but such a thing
as a village smith lecturing on temperance
had never entered their heads. Then, well
might the excitement run high and the
people wait in anxiety for the appointed
time to come.
It may be well to remark right here
that the license laws of Nebraska compel
the applicant to get the signatures of a
certain number of citizens of the place in
which he wishes to sellliq nor to a petition
expressing their willingness for him to do
so. He must also have them testify to his
honesty, and must give security to a stipulated amount of money for a faithful observance of the laws regulating him. To
the uninitiated this may sound somewhat
awry. They, probably, cannot get the
matter straight in their minds how an
honest man can carry on a dishonest business; but they must not be too inquisitive.
They must just "shut their eyes and open
their mouths" and swallow whatever is
thrown in, and must wink at tne idea so
often expressed, that a "crooked" business
must be carried on bv "crooked" men and
on "crookecl" principl~s. But should there
a be reader of this little story who has the
courage .and independence to investigate
the "crookedness" of the rum trade, we
will inform him right here, that he will
have to wade through a sea of mire, filth
and rottenness, the duplicate of which
cannot be produced this sicle of the pit.
The anxiously awaited evening at length
arrived, and with it a crowd of people
filled the school hall to overflowing. From
the old grandmother of three score and
ten to the four weeks old babe, all had
turned anc1 been turned out; the latter,
however, did not exhibit that interest in
the all-absorbing topic of license or no license, as did the old grandmothers. In
the mean time the petition asking for the
names of those desiring the establishment
of a saloon in the place and recommending
John Myers as an honest and upright man,
had been circulated and signed by all who
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were so disposed. On the other hand, the
temperance advocates had gotten up a remonstrance to this petition, which had
been signed by all those who coincided
with their views. The number of names
to each paper was so nearly equal, that
the neutral names would have turned the
victory to which ever side they might be
given. These neutral persons would sign
neither paper until they had heard the
matter fully canvassed, and as they had
great faith in Harry Walters, they must
hear what he had to say before making up
their minds. The reader will at once perceive that the result o£ the whole matter
depended upon him.
The time for the exercises to begin having arrived, Walters arose before his audience. He was quite pale and trembled
some, which, however, was not perceived
by his audience. His voice 'was strong and
clear. The most casual observer who was
in the least acquainted with the history of
this short "whisky war," knew the moment
he arose from his seat just how it would end.
His convictions were 1vritten as plainly upon his face and as easily read as the largest
sign that ever hung over a saloon door,
and the countenances of the temperance
portion of his audience shone and sparkled
as brightly as the largest lamp that ever
illuminated the inside of one, while the
faces of the rum party were as dark and
dismal as the hopes and prospects of a
drunkard's wife.
"My friends and fellow citizens," he began, "I am not here to-night to deliver
you a temperance lecture; that is, a lecture after the usual way of delivering
them. I am not here to attempt to measure the length, the breadth and the height
of the evils and curses that flow from the
rum trade, for I tell you they are beyond
dimensions. I am not here with charts
and diagrams to draw a comparison between this trade and the mercantile pursuits of the world; but will say, that the
odds are greatly against the latter. I am
not here to number the dollars and pounds
that annually flow into the coffers of the
rum makers and sellers, but will say that
in the great day of judgment every penny
of it will be heaped upon their heads,
which will sink them to the lowest depths
of perdition. I am not here to give you
the volume of the river the arriount of
rum drank in a vear would make were it
all turned into o;1e channel, but will say

that that river is constantly pouring its:
murky >Vaters into the great reservoirs of
eternity, where they are turned into the
bitterest gall, and the rum seller, the rum
maker and the rum advocate will have to,
drink it to the last drop. I am not here
to tell you of the number of war ships the
tears shed over this life-destroying and
soul-sinking traffic would float; but will
say, that not a single tear drop 'will go
unremembered, they are bottled up in the
archives of heaven and will be poured out
as "vials of wrath" upon the heads of the
makers and venders of this accursed poison. Neither am I here to tell you that
were all the prayer~ and curses pronounced
against this busineBs, written out in shorthand, they would reach a thousand times
around the globe; but I will say that
every mother's prayer, every father's
curse, every widow's groan, and every
orphan's cry for bread will meet these
rum apologists at the bar o.f God as flying
scorpions and flaming swords, where they
will sting and pierce them to the very
soul. No, my friends, I am not here for
these purposes; but I '"'ill tell you why I
am here to-night and in this capacity.
Within the past few days you have
been called upon to express your willingness that a saloon should be established
'in this town and designated JYlr. John
Meyers as an honest ann upright man and
one suitable to conduct the affairs of this'
saloon, when established; that is, you have
been called upon to make him an "honest'
rum seller."
Now, having had fifteen
years' experience in the rnm trade, I know
you will not doubt me when I tell you,
that I have learned about all there is in it.
I know it from its beginning to its emding, from Alpha to Omega, from the first
dram to a drunkard's tombstone. I have
sold the miserable stuff in many o£ the
largest western cities, as well as in many
of the smaller ones. I began in Cincinnati, Ohio, and ended up in a small town
in Iowa. I have seen the business in aU'
its phases, and am prepared t.o say, that
no matter where conducted, how conducted, and by whom conducted, it is the same
thing. It is true that some of the rum
venders are farther advanced in ~he mysteries of the trade than others, and some
branch out in different directions, from
their predecessors, but the finale of the
whole matter is the same. I am here tonight, my friends, to "show up" this hon-
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est rurn seller, to exhibit him in his true
arid natural eJement, to shed "light in the
bar-room," and to expose the tricks and
traps of the rum trade by which the sot is
~_;unk deeper, the shackles riveted more
firmly upon the moderate drinker and the
footsteps of the young led into the way to
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a drunkard's grave and ruin. But ere I
begin upon this task it may be well for
me here to relate how I came to forsake
the degrading business. Yon will, therefore, excuse me if I trace a few lines of
my past life.
(To be continued).

KINGSBOROUGH'S

MEXICAN

ANTIQUITIES.
(Page 192, Plate 16, Codex Vaticanus.)

''mHIS they say is the representation
J 1'
of that tower which we have already mentioned that they built in Cholula,
which the old men say was constructed
in this manner. 'fhose Indians who were
under that chief who had escaped from
the deluge, name Xllua, made bricks out
of a mountain in Tlalmanalco called Cocotle; and from Tlalmanalco to Cholula,
Indians were placed to pass the bricks
and cement from hand to hand, and thus
they built this tower, that was named Tulan Culula, which was so high that it
appeared to reach .heaven. And being
content, since it seemed to them that they
had a place to escape from the deluge, if
it should again happen, and from whence
they might ascend to heaven,-a chaleuitl,
which is a preeious stone, fell from thence
and struek it to the ground." . . .
(Page 200, Plate 20.)

"We eertainly ought to deplore the
blindness of this people and the eunning
of Satan, who in this manner has persevered in counterfeiting the Seriptures;
since he communicated to these poor people the knowledge of the temptation of
our mother Eve, and of the ineonsisteney
of our father Adam, under the fiction of
this woman, who is turned toward her
husband, as God cleelared to our mother
Eve, (and she shall desire towards her
huRband), whom they eall Isnextli, who
is the same as Eve, who is always weeping, with her eyes dim with ashes, with a
rose in her hand, emblematical of her
grief, being in eonsequence of having
gathered it. And accordingly they say that
she ean not behold heaven; wherefore in
recolleetion of the happiness which, on
that aecount, she lost, they celebrate a
fast every eight years, on aceount of this

ealamitous event; the fast was on bread
and water. They fasted during the eight
signs preceding the entrance of the rose,
and when that sign arrive<l they prepared
themselves for the celebration of the festival. 'fhey affirm that every series of
five days comprised in this calendar was
dedicated to this fall, beeause on sueh a
clay Eve sinned. They were aeeorclingly
enjoined to bathe themselves on this night,
in order to escape disease."
204. "I can not omit to remark, that
one of the arguments :hat persuades me
that this nation descends from the Hebrew, is to see what knowledge they have
of the Book of Genesis; for, although the
devil has succeeded in mixing up so many
errors, his lies are still in sueh a eourse of
conformity with Catholie truth, that there
is reason to think that they have had acquaintance with this book. Sinee this
anc1 the other four books which follow,
which are the Pentateuch, were written
by Moses, and were only found amongst
the Hebrew people, there is very strong
ground for supposing that this nation proeeeds from them. The manner in which
they eame to this country is unknown.
Further proof of this fact may be found
in their frequent saerifiees ~tncl eeremonies;
one amongst others was . . .
The Jews considered the brazen serpent
whieh Moses lifted up in the wilderness
as a famous type of the eoming of their
future Messiah. And since the Mexicans were so well acquainted with the
early history of the Pentateueh, and
with the signs and wonders which
Moses performed in Egypt, by lifting
up his rod, which beeame a serpent, it
is probable that they were not ignorant
of the history of the brazen serpent, and
that Quecalcoatle (which proper name
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signifies the feathered serpent) was so anee of mastifts), must exeite our suspinamed after the memorable prodigy of eion as to whether they might not have
the serpent in the wilderness, the feathers been Jews. Herrera says: 'In the properhaps alluding to the rabbinical tradi- vince of the Mixies, that has been already
tion that the fiery serpents which bit the mentioned, which is twenty leagues dischildren of Israel, and which God sent tant from Guaxaca, the people are of a
suddenly against them, were of a winged good stature, have long beards, (whieh is
species. Representations of the lifting an uncommon thing in these parts), and
up of serpentR frequently occur in Mexi- their language is very thick in pronunciacan paintings, anc1 the plagues which Mo- tion, like that of the Germans.'"
ses called dovvn upon the Egyptians by
From a painting which occurs on the
lifting up his rod, which became a ser- eighty-seventh page of the Codex Vatipent, are evidently referred to in the eanus, it would appe01r that the Capotieas
eleventh and twelfth pages of the Bor- were a bearded people, as well as the
gian Manuscript. An allusion to the pas- Mexes. The two nations bordered on
sage of the Red Sea, the waters of which each other, and alliances might sometimes
rolled back to allo~w the children of Israel have taken place between them.
pass, and were a wall unto them on their
"If the Mexes were Jews, it is probable
right hand and on their left, as it is said that their ancestors construeted the palain the twenty-second verse of the four- ees of JYiictlan and other splendid monuteenth chapter of Exodns, seems also to ments in the territory of the Capoticus,
be contained on the seventy-first page of which .M. Dupaix is not inclined to attrithe lesser Vatican Manuscript; and the bute to the art and industry of the latter
destruction of Pharaoh and his host, and people. That the JYiexes were not the
the thanksgiving of JYioses may perhaps barbarous people that Spanish authors
be signified by the figure on the left, on deseribe them, is evident from the supethe same page, of a man falling into a pit rior knowledge which they possessed of
or gulf, and by the hand on the right, the art of Indian warfare; for, ~whilst the
stretched out to reeeive an oftering."
Tlaxcaltecas with an army of one hundred
255. "'l'he Tolteeas were most proba- and fifty thousand men eould scarcely
bly .Jews who had colonized America in preserve their independenee against Monve'ry early ages, bringing along with them . tezuma, and had in fact eonsentecl. to the
the knowledge of various arts, and in- payment of a slight tribute, as is evident
strueting the Indians in them, but espe- from the forty-fourth plate of the eolleccially propagating among them their own tion of Mendoza, where the symbol of
Teligious doctrines, rites, ceremonies, and their state is found amongst those of the
superstitionR, which seemed to have per- other tributary eities and nations, and is
vaded the New "\V orld from one end of numbered twenty-three. The Mexes are
that vast continent to the other, and even said by Herrera to have resisted all the
to have extended to some of the islands eftorts of Monte:wma to subdue them,
in the Paeific Ocean; for we read in Cap- although their entire population did not
ta in Cook's voyages of the rite of tatoo- exceed two thousand men. Another proof
iDg, or cons·ecration, or putting apart, or of their possessing a eertain degree of
making unelean for a definite period of civilization is, that they employed histortime, both animate and inanimate things; ieal paintings, in which they recorded the
and also that the natives of some of those brave actions of their country men."
islands, which were probably peopled
296. "It is certainly surprising to see
from America, practiced circumcision."
how nearly the Jewish costume is imitated in some of the Mexiean paintings. In
290.-BEAIWED TRIBE.
the twelfth page of that manuscript of the
"But still, the aceount of a bearded Bodlean library, which seems to represent
tribe amongst the Indians inhabiting a the migration of the Mexicans, or some
mountainous distriet of the Capotecas, other subject connected with.,a d$lscent
who were designated by the Spaniards into hell, and which is unfortunately only
Mexis or Mexies, and who, aceording to a fragment of a larger painting, from
their report, exceeded all Indian tribes in which a part has evidently been torn oft,
·cannibalism, ancl were cruelly extermin- the figure oceurs of a Mexican priest in a
:ated by them, (prineipally with the assist- dress very like that of the high priest of
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the Jews; the linen ephod, the breastplate, and the border of pomegranates,
described in 'Exodus, are there in a manner represented. The golden bells are
wanting, but those ornaments will be
found in the valuable painting preserved
in the Royal library of Dresden, attached
to the dress of several of the figures, to
which they are appended by certain hemmings or fringes, as was ordained in the
twenty-eighth of Exodus, in the case of
the dress of the Jewish high priest, 'And
beneath,' &c. Was it the fruit or the
flower of the pomegranate, we ask, that
was worked on the garments of the priest?
The fruit appears to be ilnitated on the
dress of the priest in the Oxford manuscript; but the flower, ·which may be that
Df the pomegranate, occurs as a symbol
in the representations of several of the
Mexican temples.
"It has been remarked above that the
dress of the :i\I C'~ican priest bears only :1
partial resemilla ace to that of the J ewic:] 1
high priest; for it will be immediately
perceived that besides the golden bells,
the girdle and mitre are wanting. Gomara has observed, that a girdle sometimes formed a part of the Indian costume; and in the great variety of sacerdotal habits in use among the Indians,
there is no difficulty in supposing, that
what on one occasion might have been
worn, might on another h~ave been omitted. The Archbishop of Saint Domingo,
Augustine Duvila, whose testimony must
have great weight in a question of this
kind, has also :1ffirmed that the sacred
vestments discovered in Tamaculapa were
very like those \Yorn by the high priests
Df the Jews.
The head of the above
mentioned priest seems to be ornamented with ribbons interwoven with the
hair; but the Mexican teeutli, or crown,
which bore a much closer resemblance to
the head dress of Aaron than the Episcopal mitre, is represented in the same page
,of the Oxford Manuscript on the head of
another figure. It also frequently occurs
amongst the paintings of the collection
,of Mendoza, and is there always painted
blue. This crown, or mitre, was worn by
Mexican kings, and likewise by the judges; the former has it richly adorned with
plates of gold. Those kings united, it is
to be supposed, pontifical with regal dignity, although the ostensible head of the
Mexican religion was the high priest,
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who at his conseeration to the office was
anointed with oil of olli, mixed with
blood. Moses declares in the sixth verse
of the twenty-ninth chapter of Exodus,
that he was commanded by God to "Put
the mitre upon his head, and put the holy
crown upon the mitre;" and in the twentieth verse to "Kill the ram, and take of
his blood, and put it upon the tip of the
right ear of Aaron, and upon the tip of
the right ear of his sons, and upon the
thumb of their right hand, and upon the
great toe of their right foot, and sprinkle
the blood upon the altar round about."
"It is evident, from the passage in
Exodus which haR been quoted, that the
holy erown was clistinct from the mitre,
&c . . . . Three things deserve to be mentioned of the :Mexican mitre.
It frequently cOJlRisted of a plate of gold on a
blue ground; it was tied to the head by a
lace or ribbon; an(1 it \Va~ peculiarly
worn on the forehead of the king or
priest. In Peru, a tasRel hanging from
the head of the Inca was the Rvmbol of
~·egal dignity; bnt some of the I1;eas wore
a erown more nearly resembling an Episcopal mitre, if the portraits of those monarchs prefixed by Herrera to his Decads
are not ide::tl."
298. "The Egyptian priests, some of
whose customs the Jews seem to have
imitated, notwithstanding the hatred they
bore to the Egyptian nation, wore also,
when discharging the functions of supreme judicature, a breast-plate with the
image of Truth engraved upon it, as Diodorns Siculus testifies."
"The figures in the Oxford Manuscript
before referred to, are in the original
paintings large and coarsely executed,
with little apparent regard to minute details; it iB impossible, therefom, to decide
whether the breast-plate on the priest
represented on the twelfth page, is square
or round, or whether it contains one or
more precious stones. The breast-plates
worn by the Mexican priests appear to
have been of different shapes and sizes,
and to have been set with various numbers of precious Atones. In the thirtieth
page of the original Mexican painting,
preserved in the library of the Vatican,
the figure of a priest or some other personage occurs, with a ronnel breast-plate
attached by a chain to his neck; and near
him appears to be two or three breast-
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plates, one of a square and the other of a
round form.
"From the forty-second verse of the
twenty-eighth chapter of Exodus: "And
thou shalt make them linen breeches to
cover their nakedness; from the loins
even unto the thighs they shall reach."
It would appear that the mantle, worn
from a sense of decency by the Mexican
priests round their loins, very much resembled the breeches which Moses made
for Aaron and his sons. It says in the
thirty-seventh and following verses of the
fifteenth chapter of Numbers: "And the
Lord spake unto Moses, saying, Speak
unto the children of Israel, and bid them
make fringes in the borders of their garments, throughout their generations, and
that they put upon the fringe of the borders a ribband of blue; and it shall be
unto you for a fringe, that ye may look
upon it, and remember all the commandments of the Lord,. and do them." It
was to be expected that so solemn an
injunction to the Jews to wear fringes on
the borders of their garments would be
scrupulously obeyed throughout their
generations; accordingly we find in the
fifth verse of the twenty-third chapter of
St. Matthew: "But all their works they
do for to be seen of men; they make
broad their phylacteries, and enlarge the
borders of their garments."
Reference to the eighth page of the
Oxford Manuscript, before mentioned,
will show that it was a Mexican custom
also to wear fringes and borders fastened
to the apparel; and an examination of
any of the Mexican paintings contained
in these volumes will fully establish the
fact. The Oxford Manuscript, which has
been so often referred to, it has already
been observed, is incomplete. This original Mexican painting is drawn in a very
coarse style, on paper of the metl, and
unlike other Mexican paintingA, it rolls
up instead of being folded; some of the
figures are uncolored, and the subject is
probably historical or mythological, and
it has been supposed connected with the
descent of some fabulous personage into
hell, since in a Christian calendar, that is
to say, a Mexican painting explanatory of
the rites and doctrines of Christianity,
which we have had the opportunity of
seeing, hell is always represented by the
symbol of the upper jaw of a serpent,
and the Jewish notion of descending as

it were into a pit, seems also to be preserved.
[NoTE].-It is probable that the lowerorders amongst the Jewish populace dressed exactly like the Mexicans, wearing
simply a mmitle girded round their loins,
which slight covering was even dispensed:
with by their prophets when they prophesied (Isa. 20; l Sam. 19). To the Greeks
this manner of prophesying woulO. have
appeared as extraordinary and unbecoming, as the hallowed cave from which the
Delphic oracles were delivered, or the tripod and the inspired priestess, were in
the eyes of the early fathers. The oracles
had in fact sunk into contempt for some
time before the Christian era; since their
predictions having so often failed, mankind began at last to suspect them; but
that stress which some theologians lay on
the cessation of oracles, which, like the
c8ssation of sacrifices amongst. the .Jews,
they say was occasioned by the coming
of the Messiah; appealing moreover to a
treatise of Plutarch on the subject, t(}
prove that the oracles did cease about
that time,-is unnecessary, since what
becomes of their argument, if it can be
proved that oracles existed in the New
World long after the establishment of
Christianity, and that the Jews there
revived their old sacrifices? With respect
to oracular inspiration, considered as a
long prevailing belief of some of the
greatest and wisest nations of antiquity,
it may be observed that it was nut S(}
absurd as many Christiall writers have
represented it. For the principle having
been admitted, that men might occasionally receive divine warnings of events
likely to compromise great interests, the
idea which suggested itself to the ancients,
of establishing oracles, that on the one
hanc1 they might not appear to neglect
the admonitions of heaven, nor on the
other to suffer the populace to be deluded
by false prophets, such as were frequent
among the .Jews-was founded on policy
and a regard for the public good."
313. "In the thirty-ninth page of the
Mexican paintings, now in Pesth, Hungary, a curious representation of Quecalcoatle, as it would appear, ocmrrs in the
shape of a serpent fixed to a pole."
"~1ention has already been made, of
ablutions as common amongst the Mexicans; but the confession which was customary among the Peruvians is still more
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surprising. Acosta, in the twenty-fifth offerings were
originally instituted
chapter of the fifth volume of his history, amongst the Indians by the Jews; and
that time had corrupted them, as likedescribes it."·
302. "We are induced from all these . wise the feast of the passover, into a
considerations to believe that the Peru- mass of superstitions."
(To be continued).
vian sacrifices of atonement and burnt

THE RING MO'rTO.
A lover gave the wedding-ring
Into a goldsmith's hand.
"'Grave me," he said, "a tender thought
Within this golden band."
The goldsmith graved
With careful art"Till death us part."

·'And when death joins we never more
Shall know an aching heart,
The bridal of that better love
Death has no power to part,
That troth will be
For thee and me
Eternity."

The wedding-bells rang gladly out.
The husband said, "Oh wife,
Together we shall share the grief,
The happiness of life.
I give to thee
My hand, my heart,
Till death us part."

So up the hill and down the hill
Through fifty changing years,
They shared each other's happiness,
They dried each other's tears.
Alas! Alas!
That death's cold dart
Such love can part!

'Twas she that lifted now his hand,
(0 love, that this should be!)
Then on it placed the golden band,
And whispered tenderly,
"Till death us join,
Lo, thou art mine
And I am thine!

But one sad day-she stood alone
Beside his narrow bed ;
She drew the ring from off her hand,
And to the goldsmith said:
"Oh, man who graved
With careful art,
'Till death us part.'

"Now grave four other words for me'Till death us join."' He took
The precious golden band once more,
With solemn, wistful look,
And wrought with care,
For love, not coin,
"Till death us join."
~Selected.

STRONG DRINK THE
'ZJN arch-fiend arrived in our world and
he built an invisible caldron of
temptation. He built that caldron strong
and stout for all ages and all nations.
First he squeezed into the caldron the
juice of the forbidden fruit of Paradise.
Then he gathered for it a distillation
from the harvpst-fields and the orchards of
the hemispheres. Then he poured into
this caldron capsicum, and copperas, and
/ J.

CHAMPION FIEND.
logwood, and deadly nightshade, and assault and battery, and vitriol, and opium,
and rum, and murder, and sulphuric acid,
and theft, and potash, and cochineal, and
red carrots, and poverty, and death, and
bops. But it was a dry compound, and it
must be moistened and it must be liqui:fied,
and so the arch-fiend poured into that caldron the tears of centuries of orphanage
and widowhood, and he poured in the
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blood of twenty thousand assassinations.
And then the arch-fiend took a shovel that
he had brought up from the furnaces beneath, and he put that shovel into the
great caldron and began to stir, and the
caldron began to heave, and rock, and boil,
and sputter, and hiss, and smoke, and the
nation gathered arouml it with cups, and
tankards, and demijohns, and kegs, and
there was enough for all, and the archfiend cried: "Aha! champion-fiend am I.
Who has done more than I have for coffins, and grave yards, and prisons, and insane asylums, and the population of the
lost world? And when this caldron is
emptied I'll fill it again, and I'll stir it
again, and it will smoke again, and that
smoke will join another-the smoke of
torment that ascendeth forever and ever.
"I drove fifty ships on the rocks of Newfoundland and the Skerries and the Goodwins. I defeated the Northern army at
Fredericksburg. I have ruined more senators than will gather next winter in the

national councils. I have ruined more
lords than will be gathered in the Honse
of Peers. The cup out of which I ordinarily drink is a bleached human skull, and
the upholstery of my palace is so rich a
crimson because it is dyed in human gore,
and the Mosaic of my floors is made up of
children clashed to death by drunken parents, and my favorite music-sweeter
than Te Deum or triumphal march-my
favorite music is the cry of daughters
turned out at midnight on the street because father has come home from the
carousal, and the seven hundred voiced
shriek of the sinking steamer because the
captain was not himself when he put the
ship on the wrong course. Champion
fiend am I! I have kindled more fires, I
have vvnmg out more agonies, I have
stretched out more midnight shadows, I
have opened more Golgothas, I have rolled
more Juggernauts, I have. damned more
souls than any other emissary of diabolIsm. Champion fiend am I?"
-Talmage.

A

BRIEF TESTIMONY.
BY WILLIAM JORDAN.

'ZJT THE request of a number of my
/ l friends I will try and give a few incidents in my life, together with some of
the strong reasons why I am a Latter Day
Sclint. My early life will not be particularly interesting to your readers, so I will
pass briefly over it:
I was born in the year 1802, near Richmonel, Virginia.
In 1815 our family
moved to Bedford county, same state, and
inl817 to Breckenridge d'ounty, Kentucky.
From there I went to St. Louis in 1820.
I had been raised in the Methodist faith,
but while I was in this newly started city,
-which was at that time being evacuated
by the Spanish and French, an~l being settled by Americans,-! was, I thought,
driven into infidelity, and I will tell you
how it came about: There was at that
time seven different religious societies in
the young city, and each seemed to be
trying to gain control of the government
of the town. The whole winter was spent
by them in meetings, each working against
the others. Seeing the confusion I thought

"Surely, there is but very little God in
any of it." It seemed that the -finishing
touch to drive me into infidelity was
given on one Sunday when I went· to the
- - church and the pastor took for his
text Zechariah 1: 8-claiming that his
church was the pure white horse, while
the other churches were the speckled
horses, and that he was called of God to
preach the goRpel as he did.
In the evening of the same day I went
to the church of which I wrts a member,
and, to my surprise, the preacher took the
same passage for his text, claimed to be
called of God to preach as the other had
done, and that his church was the pure
white and the others were the speckled.
I could see if there was any God in their
teachings he was not the kind of a God I
wished to worship. Each of tm.,se; claimeil.
to be "called of God," ancl yet their
teaching were in positive contradiction to
each other.
This was more than I could "swallow,"
and as I left the church that night, I told.
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my companions I did not believe God was
the author of such confusion, and said to
them, "Let u's go and hear John Bobs,"
who was an infidel lecturer. From that
time until the year 1841 I was as much an
infidel as a man could be.
In the year 1824 I went to Galena, Illinois, from St. Louis, and two years after,
crossed the river to where Dubuque, Iowa,
now stands, and eonducted a trading post
with the Indians for the Farrow and St.
Vray Company. On the 12th of May,
1833, I was married to .Miss Mary Galland,
who had come west from Indiana with
her father and uncle. The uncle had been
west, and finding better farm land than
his previous home, brought his family and
settled in what afterwards became Van
Buren county. I settled, after marriage,
near Farmington, in the above named
county, and continued my residence there
until 1841.
In the spring of this year I was requested by a party of eight men, who were like
myself, infidels, to attend the .Mormon
conference and see if thev were as bad as
had been represented to 'us. I consented
to go, as a sort of delegate, and find out
all I could about them by questioning the
prophet and thereby get information direct. \Vhen the conference convened at
Nauvoo, on tho sixth of April, I was there.
I sought and obtained an introduction to
.Joseph Smith, the prophet, and sought a
conversation with him. He informed me
that there were hundr.,ds. there on the
same mission as myself, and that his time
was all engaged until five o'clock that
evening, at which time he would meet me
and answer my questions. After showing
where the High Council were met he loft
me. 'l'his was the first time I had seen
him. I hacl expected to see a man with a
very commanding air, but he was just the
opposite.
I entered the High Council chamber
and remained with them until they adjourned, then I was introduced to "lYioth·
er Smith." I conversed with her for some
time, thinking I would get her "story"
and after that I would test the prophet
and see if their statements harmonized.
At five o'clock I left "lVIother Smith" and
met the prophet.
It is needless to say that I was surprised
to find their statements so harmonious
and all their teachings to be pure. For I
had expected to be able to prove that they
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were wrong, but I could not, and at the
close of that conference I was baptl:zecl by
Elder Savidge, confirmed by Elder Hicks,
and was ordained to the office of an elder
at the same time.
I had not, as yet, received any positive
evidence of the truthfulness of the work,
but in my conversation ~with the prophet
all my infidelity was driven from me, and
I could not help hut bel?:eve the work was
true. I had never spoken in public until
about three or four months after my baptism, ~when I was challenged by a Campbellite preacher to defend these questions:
"First, the .Mormons are uncharitable; they
unchristianize the world." Second, "Th'e
gathering together is not a Bible doctrine."
I tried to avoid debating, but could not
do so without injuring the cause, which I
would not do when I knew it; so we met
in a tavern, chose moderators, and spoke
once each on th'e first question, and twice
each on the second one.
Although this 1vas my first public speaking, yet God blessed me so abundantly
that the decision of the people was that
"the .Mormon" had "rolled the other man
in the dust." Thus I proved that God is
a present help in time of need.
In the autumn of that year I saw the first
of God's power shown in healing the sick.
Mrs. Stewart, wife of 'Sqnire Stewart, one
of the infidels who asked me to go to conference and learn what I conld about the
lHormons, was taken very severely with
bronchitis, and was thought to be almost
c1eac1. She requested to be administered
to and sent for Elders Jackson, Eames
and myself. \Y e went, administered, and
almost immediately after she arose and
dressed herself. She s?,id she felt as well
as she ever did. In a few days she was
baptized.
In February, 184-2, we moved to JYiontrose, Lee county, Iowa, and another manifestation of healing oecurred in August,
184-2, or '43, in the healing of Sister Potter: She was very low with what the doctors called "inward uleer and fever." She
sent for Elders Van Ausdall, Smith, Dalrymple and myself. vVhen we arrived she
could only speak in a low whisper, bnt
after administering-before our hands
were taken off her head-she spoke alond
and said, "Thank God I will stand on the
earth again." This was on Sunday, and
on Tuesday of the same week she rode on
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horseback to our home, five miles distant,
and was well; although she had not regained her full strength.c
Another was the case of l3r. Blankenship. He had been through the persecutions in Missouri; been driven out, and by
this time had lost nearly all confidence in
the truthfulness of the work; so when he
was taken sick he sent fur a doctor. I
met the doctor one evening as he was going home, and, on inquiring, learned that
they thought he was dying. He said "he
:has the death hiccough, and he will not
live until nine o'clock."
I went in the house and told my wife to
get ready and we would go over to Bro.
Blankenship's, as he was dying. \Vhen we
arrived there he was, to all appearances,
as the doctor said, dying. On looking
around the room on the large family of
csmall children, my wife was moved by
the Spirit, and said, "If you will get
some oil and anoint him all over with it,
'God will not let him die."
I sent for a bottle of oil and anointed
him with it from the crown of his head to
-the soles of his feet, and Bro. Goff pronounced the blessing upon him. He
stopped hiccoughing immediately, went
to sleep and slept for several hours. When
he awoke he asked for something to eat.
He was healed from the time we took our
hands from his head.
These are a few of the great many
evidences which I had received.
Shortly
after this the conspiracy against the Seer
was plotted by the Laws, Higbees and others, claiming he had fallen from his prophetic office.
Dr. Green, an old friend and neighbor,
of whom I thought a great deal, was carried awav with their claims, and would
come to ~e almost daily, telling me that
"Joseph is a fallen prophet;" that "N auvoo was a sink of iniquity and a den of
thieves," and many other things which
for a time .troubled me considerably.
While I was troubled over and meditat-

ing about these things, (for I never could
quite think Bro. Joseph had faUen), I was
taken very sick, almost unto death. Being in sndh a condition of mind I did not
feel like sending for the elders and would
not have a doctor. Finally, after I had
got very low, my wife came to· me and
said: "William, look at our family; I
can't spare you; you must either send
for the elders or let me call a doctor." I consented to have the elders, and
made th"is covenant with the Lord; I told
him that if Bro. Joseph had fallen, that
I did not want to be healed by the administration of the elders, but that I might
call a doctor and be cured by his treatment; but if the prophet had not fallen,
that I might he healed through the administration, and if he had not fallen, and I
was healed, I would always stand a ready
witness to the faithfulness of His latter
clay prophet, come life or death to me by
or on account of my testimony.
Elders Fisher and King came and administered to me. Bro. King, I believe
it was, in rebuking the disea8e told the
fever to pass of by perspiration, ancl when
he commanded the disease to depart, all
pain left me instantly and I sat up in bed.
In place of the burning fever came perspiration so fast that, as I held my hands
out it would drop like rain from my fingers, and we could smell the fever in it
plainly.
Now, dear readers, do you think that in
my after life I ever for one . moment
thought that our martyred prophet had in
his last days fallen from the grace of
God? How could I?
No, I never did; I could not, I did not,
and by the help of God I never will!
This is my testimony in brief, although
I could add a great many times this of illcidents almost as important as the ones I
have given.
My prayers are for the ultimate triumph
of the work of Jesus Christ.

A Goon reader is necessary to give a good writing its full value, and a good l~en1er is necessary to give good talking its full value. If there were no readers, there would be no writers.
If there were no listeners, there would be no talkers. To indulge in the reading of bad books
is to give bad authors their power for evil. To indulge in listening to slanderous or evil disposed
talk is to give the evil speaker his full power for evil. The reader becomes part author; the '
listener becomes part talker. The way to check evil speaking is to stop evil listening.-Sel.
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THE CHIMES OF AMSTERDAM.
The ringer stood at a keyboard,
Far down beneath the chimes,
And patiently struck the noisy keys,
As he had uncounted times.

"Far up above the city,
In the gray old belfry tower,
The chimes ring out their music
Each day at the twilight hour;
Above the din and the tumult,
And the rush of the busy street,
Yon can hear their solemn voices,
In an anthem clear and sweet.

He had never heard the music,
Though every day it swept
Out over the sea and the city,
And in lingering echoes crept.
He knew not how many sorrows
vV ere cheered by the evening strain,
And how men paused to listen
As they heard the sweet refrain.

When the busy day is dying,
And the sunset gates, flung wide,
Mark a path of crimson glory
Upon the restless tide,
As the white winged ships drop anchor,
And furl their snowy sails,
While the purple twilight gathers,
And the glowing crimson pales;

He only knew his rluty,
And he did it with patient care;
But he could not hear the music
That flooded the quiet air;
Only the jar and the clamor
Fell harshly on his ear,
And he missed the mellow chiming
That every one else could hear.

'Then from the old gray belfry,
The chimes peal out again,
And a hush succeeds the tmnnlt,
As they ring their sweet refrain;
No sounds of discordant clangor
Mars the perfect melody,
J3ut each, attuned by a master hand,
Has its place in the harmony.

So we from. our quiet watch-towers
May be sending a sweet refrain,
And gladdening the lives of the lowly,
Though we hear not a single strain.
Our work may seem but a discord,
Though we do the best we can;
But others will hear the music,
If we carry out God's plan.

I climbed the winding stairway
That led to the belfry tower,
As the sinking sun in the westward
Heralded twilight's hour;
For I thought that surely the music
"Would be clearer and sweeter far
Than when through the din of the city
It seemed to float from afar.

Far above a world of sorrow;
And o'er the eternal sea,
It will blend with angelic anthems
In sweetest harmony;
It will ring in lingering echoes
Through the corridors of the sky,
And the strains of earth's minor music
Will swell the strains on high.

But lo, as I neared the belfry,
No sound of music was there,
Only a brazen clangor
Disturbed the quiet air!

-Selected.

AUTOBIOGRAPHY

OF

ELDER

GLAUD

RODGER.-No. IV.

COMPILED l<'I:O:i\f HIS JOURNALS AND LETTERS.

W

E BEGAN to make preparations for
our overland journey, the dangers
of which we could not even imagine.
Men whom we never thought of doubting
when in England were entrusted with
money given to them before they left
Liverpool, to select and purchase work
cattle for those who were not used to
them; and our money was among the rest.

These cattle were to be delivered at
Council Bluffs. vV e purchased a vmgon
in St. Louis, recommended to be a suitable
one for the occasion, bought material for
a wagon cover and tent, and by the time
these were made and other things ready,
we were ready also, and expected to start
on the steamer Saluda bi1t missed it, which
detained us one day longer.
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Having taken farewell of relatives and
friends in St. Louis, we left next day on
the steamer El Paso, bound for Council
Bluffs. To our great joy and satisfaction
we were blessed with very pleasant traveling companions, which is a source of comfort to the weary traveler.
vVhen we
arrived at Kansas City, :Missouri, there we
saw what was left of the Saluda. She had
been blown up the clay before, ju~t as they
were ready to leave the landing. The
captain did not want another steamboat
to pass him and ordered on more steam,
hence the cause of the accident. His body
was found in a tree a long distance from
the wharf. Many were killed and many
drowned. One brother lost his wife and
children; children lost their parents, and
much distress was the result. Some of
her passengers were taken on board the
El Paso; among them a man, hi8 wife and
children, and although they had not lost
one of their family, yet the shock to the
wife was so great that she lost her reason.
Miss Wittiker, a young English lady who
was on board at the time, and whom we
afterwards met in Salt Lake City, told us
that when she opened her state 1:oom door
if she had taken one step forward she
would have gone into the river. Said
she, "I have not yet recovered from the
shock.
It makes me shudder when I
think of it."
The question arose in my mind, why
did we not go on that boat? Surely the
hand of the Lord was in it. We were
hindered a few hours in consequence of
the accident, but at length proceeded on
our journey. Smoothly and pleasantly
we glided along over the waters of the
muddy Missouri until we arrived at our
destination about one week after bidding
adieu to our fr.iends in St. Louis.
It was evening when we landed and our
goods, wagon and all, were put off on the
bank of the river, and now, for the first
time since we left the shores of old England, we felt that we were really away
from home. vVhat a strange, wild looking country, with no house near, and what
would we do? 'rhe men told us to put
our wagon together, make the best bed
we could in it and stay there all night.
Mattie cried and said she could not do
that, for Rhe hacl never slept out of doors
in her life, and only when 011 board the
ship she had beei1 used to bolts and bars,
and she was afraid we would be killed;

but as it was getting clark we had to make
the best of it, and did as we were toldslept in the open air all night without a
wagon cover, and when morning dawned
we found our goods all safe and ourselves
quite refreshed. We partook of a cold
breakfast, then I walked to town, about
two miles distant, to make arrangements
for some place to stay in for a few ~weeks.
Council Bluffs waR a very small place
then, and I had difficulty in finding even
a room to move into. Finally I rented au
old log house, fifteen feet square, a very~
desolate looking place on the bank of a
creek; another trial to Mattie when she
saw it, for she did not know what a log
house was. She was born and raised in a
large city where the houses were all built
of brick or stone, and paved streets, lit up
with gas. Now we could scarcely step
for mud; no sidewalks or anything else
that looked home-like. However we set
to work with a will an'd made up our
minds to do the best we could under aU
circumstances. The windows were very
small, two in number, and nearly all the
glass broken out. The fire place, half
way across one end of the room, an old
door without either latch or lock, the floor
black and rotten, with holes in it large
enough to let the rats through, and they
were abundant; rafters for the ceiling,
ornamented with plenty of spide1·s and
their webs. Mattie was afraid of them"
but she tried to be content and did not
even utter a wish that she was b:J,ck again,
for we had started for Zion, as we supposed, and meant to go there if the good
Lord would let us. Now came anothm'
trouble-how to cook and bake bread
with the wood fire in this large fire place.
The neighbors said, "Get a skillet or bake
oven." We did so, and the first Mattie·
baked in it she built a fire under and on
top of it, bnt when she looked at her
breail it was black as a coal, bnt after a
considerable practice she ,.succeeded in
preparing quite a meal in this novel way,
Time passed on and our cattle had not
yet come. Upon examination our wagon
proved not to be first-class; one of the
axletrees was not good, and at the suggestion of a friend we se~l)ed an extra
one and strapped it under the wagon in
ease it should be needed. Here we met
our Liverpool friends. They were waiti11g
with the rest till the company was ready.
It was nearly three weeks before the cattle
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arrived, and then what a rush! Those that
understood how to select them were in a
hurry to get·the best, and those men who
were entrusted with money to buy them,
and who we had thought were men of
God, willing to do right by others as well
as themselves, we were obliged to acknowledge were not very honest. This was a
stumbling block to us and the first real
disappointment of tl1e kind we had met
with. It was a trial indeed, hut only the
beginning of what vvas in the future. All
we could do (in case of the cattle) was to
take what was left anc\ he thankful we
had any at all. I went with one of those
good b~others to look at the cattle. He
said very smoothly, "Brother Rodger,
those are yours," pointing to a yoke of
cows and two voke of oxen. Some of
them did not lo~k fit to start on the journey, much less to go through, nor were
they very gentle; but it was no use
grumbling, we must take them or none.
At the end of fonr weeks we were ready
and waiting for the company to organize.
The emigrants crossed the plains in companies of fifty wagons, each company
starting a short time ahead of the other.
Some of my friends and myself were impatient at the long _delay, and thought we
would start on and the rest would soon
follow.
Accordingly nine wagons started the
last of June, with Crandle Dunn as captain. Of course we did not intend to go
the whole journey alone, but got tired of
waiting and thought we would move on.
\iVhen we came to the Missouri River the
only crossing was a flatboat, with a rope
from one side of the river to the other.
It ~would only take two wagons at a time,
and the cattle were driven into the water
and made to swim across. Finally, when
all were safely landed on the other side,
we pitched our tents anc1 camped for the
first time, ~not a house being in sight.
Omaha has been built there since. We
started next morning in good faith that
the rest would soon overtake us. Crandle
Dunn and his brother had horse teams.
Mr. Hayes, not in the church, had very
large mules, the other teams were good,
our cattle proved to be better than they
looked, >mel our little company traveled
faster than ~we were aware of. vV e took
with us across the plains a boy about
seventeen and Br. Roff, the old man whose
mother died at sea. What a strange way
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of traveling it was to us, for we had never
seen a yoke of oxen before; and did not
know how to manage them. The only
way we could do was to follow the other
wagons and do as they did as near as we
could. After traveling about ten miles
we came to a good camping ground, unyoked the cattle, pitched our tent, and
made ready the evening meal, the first one
cooked in the open air. '\Y e were cheerful and happy, hut could we have kno\Yn
for ourselves the dangers that lay before
us and the almost unendura1)le fatigue and
disappointment we were destined to meet
with on that route, we could not have
gone further. But it is an old saying,
"Where ignorance is bliss 'tis folly to he
wise."
The old man and hov made a bedroom
of the tent, ancl we oc~upied the wagon,
quite comfortable for camp life. After a
peaceful night's rest, all arose next morning refreshed in body, feeling well in spirit,
and not forgetting to offer thanks to our
Heavenly Father for his kind watchcare
over us. About seven o'clock we partook
of a hearty breakfast, enjoying it with appetites sharpened by the fresh air and
plenty of good things to eat.
Breakfast over, dishes washed and all packed,
with cattle ready to yoke, what was
to be done?
There were onlv eight
wagons and a cart in our compan}r. \v e
waited awhile thinking the rest would
he coming in sight, but not seeing anything of them as far as the eye could
reach over the prairie, we decided to go
on and travel slowlv. We did travel
slowly enough, so '~e thought, but by
evening we had gone fifteen miles. After
the usual preparations, and supper over,
we gathered together to talk over the
matter. What was best for us to do?
Should we go on and try to overtake another company, turn back and see what
was the matter with the one we were organized into, or stay where we were till
they came up? To think of
alone over a thousand miles of wild Indian country seemed impossible. Hov;ever we concluded to go on.
vV e stood guard, two at a time, half the
night and thei1
Found the roads
very rough in places; crossed a few streams
met some Indians, now and then,
found good camping grounds every
hut tarried on Sunday to rest both ourselves and animals. We had been on the
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road two weeks when one evening we saw
a corral of white covered wagons in the
distance, and found them to be the company that started more than two weeks
before we did. We joined them, but they
could not travel as fast as we could, besides there was much confusion among
them, so different from our quiet little
camp that we )eft them behind. They
wished us not to do so, and indeed it was
running a great risk.
At Elkhorn crossing there was an old
rough shanty, and it was the last human
habitation of any kind for five hundred
miles. The crossing there was not so
bad. Crandle Dunn always went in advance to find out the best road. Many of
the streams were very dangerous; but' the
Lonp Fork seemed worse than all because
of the quicksands. vV e must hurry through
or sink. It is a fearfnl feelinr· to drive
ones team down into the wate;: and not
know whether they will ever get out again
or not. Our hearts were silently lifted
in gratitnde to God after we had safely
passed through such dangerous places.
Camp life did not seem quite so romantic
as at first, anc1 journeying along the Platte
river was anything but pleasant. In some
places millions of mosquitoes would darken the sky like a eloud, and it was almost
impossible to find a resting place at all.
'l'hen the Indians would come np to us
and ask for something to eat, we could
not repress all fear of them, but prayed
that they might not have power to harm
U"!.
Thev likecl to trade, and more than
once wm~ted us to exchange our baby
boy for buffalo robes, but though we were
afraid to offend them of course we could
not do that.
'IV'e had been out about five weeks when
one morning we were surprised to see
scores of Indians coming toward us.
Thev surrounded us and wanted bread
and" other things. We were calm and
gave them what we could, and traded
some fancy calico and beads, taken with
us for the purpose, for robes.
They
stayed an hour or so and then quietly
went away. I said in my heart, "vVhy
are we spared when so many have been
sacrificed to their savage cruelty? Surely
the Lord has a work for us to do!" Occasionally our camp would lay over a day
for washing, and then some of the men
would go on a hunt and almost always
bring in a buffalo, the meat of which was

very good.
Buffaloes were plenty m
those days.
To cross the Platte river was another
great undertaking, but it must be done.
Cautiously we went into the water, almost
counting every step. We passed safely
through, and once more stood on dry land,
rejoicing that our lives had been spared,
and again we wended our weary way toward Zion, with little to vary the routine
of every day life on the wild and desolate
plains.
A few days brought us in sight of Fort
Laramie. The very walls seemed to make
us feel glad to once• more behold even the
least trace of eivilization. It seemed like
months, instead of weeks, since we had
looked upon a home bnilt by the white
man's hand. Resting a day or two for
house cleaning, as the sisters called it, the
men visiterl the fort and enjoyed a chat
with the soldiers, all in good feeling.
On the morning of the third day we
started on again for another five hundrecl
miles of travel over a rough and rugged
road, fa1' worse than that j nst left behind.
Our horses and cattle felt the better for
their rest, they were in gooc1 eondition,
not even sore-footed.
JI,Ir. and Mrs.
Flewellyn (not in the church, but emigrants to California) owned the cart
and one yoke of cattle. These were very
large ones, ancl pulled the cart and its
eontents all the way, excepting a few places where they doubled teams. One thing
looked strange to us. Those who 0wned
horseR would give the milk of the covvs to
them to drink, and they were as eager for
the milk every night and morning as we
were for our supper and breakfast. It
kept them up in flesh and they were as
glossy and fine looking at the end of the
journey as at the beginning. The road
was getting worse and worse, and the
mountains we had to climb were very
steep, while here and there was seen a
lonely grave, the last resting place of
some worn out traveller. In some places
the hungry wolf hacl dug up the hoc1y and
the bones lay bleaching in the sun. vV ere
anv of us to meet with a like fate? Awful thought! Still such impressions would
come when feeling sick, fain!,.way-worn
and weary. "Lord increase our faith,"
would often be on our lips and oftener in
our hearts.
JYioving slowly along as we did, for the
teams never went faster than a walk, there
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was plenty of time for reflection on the
past, present and future. What would be
the end of such a life? Ofttimes there
would be right before us in the distance
a large mountain so high that it seemed
as though its top reached to the sky. On
its crest the sun shining in golden splendor,
making us almost forget our present situation, so grand and sublime it looked; but
when we reached the foot and commenced
the ascent, winding round and over that
same mountain, and the sun went down,
the huge rocks looked bleak and barren
enough. Such is life that appears to us
the most beautiful when beyond our reach.
If once obtained it often proves to be like
the mountain, very different to the appearance it had in the distance. Some of the
scenery in the Rocky Mountains is grand
beyond description. One would almost
think that some of the figures were carved
and set up by human hands. Other places
are fearful to look at, such as the Devil's
Gate, etc.
One circumstance occurred which will
always be remembered as long as life
may last. \Ve had stopped for the night
close by a lone mountain, a very easy
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place for any one leaving camp to get
lost. Morning dawned mild and pleasant,
and on such occasions two or three of us
walking a few rods away from the wagons
to look around were not noticed. Mattie
and I have often taken baby and walked
out of sight, sometimes finding a clear,
pretty brnok, and would sit down on the
bank and enjoy the sound of the rippling
water; but it was unsafe, and when I
think of it now it makes me shudder.
IV ell, no one imagined, as far as we know,
that anything was wrong that morning,
and all were busy preparing to start at
the appointed hour, for pretty good order
was kept by us even in the wilderness.·
Shortly before the time to move on Mrs.
Brookbank was missing. As I have before stated she was not in the church and
only left her English home for the sake
of her husband and children. Search was
made but no trace of her could be found.
She was never heard of afterwards. God
knows what became of her; we clo not.
All we ever knew was, that after diligent
search we were reluctantly compelled to
move on, leaving her behind, her fate unknown.
(To be continued).

ON A

MISSION TO THE LAND

OF MY

FAT HERS.

IN the absence of further communications from our own correspondent in Palestine, we
publish the following letter from Rev. Isaac Levinsohn, now in Jerusalem. This takes up the
subject at about the point where sister Alley left off. We expect shortly to give our readers
a full account of Mr. Levinsohn's conversion to Christianitv, which reads more like romance
than reality, and will show our young Saints the grand. integrity of the Jewish people in
defense of what they believe to be right. Would God, in this respect, each one of us might
imitate them.

bJ AVING

spent several hours visiting
Jews, my aged friend, a Rabbi from
Kovno, Russia, asked me if I would go
with him to the wailing place to mourn
over the desolation of Jerusalem, and
pray for Israel's restoration to her former glory.
"I will go with you," I replied, "and
pray very earnestly that God may hasten
the clay when Judah will return to the
Lord."
Being Friday afternoon, the time when
many Jews assemble £or prayer at the
wall of the ancient temple, I joined the
company of Israelites. It was, indeed, a

J1

most memorable and painful sight. Here
were Jews from among all nations, in
their peculiar Oriental costumes, some
dressed also in their Talith (praying garments). Their attitude and prayers were
most heartrending. As loud as they possibly could they read the twenty-second
Psalm. The wall before which the assembly prayed, and against which their heads
reposed is very thick and high. Its length
is 158 feet, and it is 60 feet in height.
We counted over twenty rows of stones,
some 30 feet long and 5 feet thick. The
lamentations here were most pathetic.
Women, dressed in white, with great
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earnestness cried aloud. Their slw·1:eks
were appalling as they repeated, over and
over again, "My God, my God, why hast
Thou forsaken me? Why art Thou so far
from helping me, and from the words of
my roaring? 0 my God, I cry in the daytime, but Thou hearest not; and in the
night season, and am not silent." The
men also were weeping as if in most terrible grief, and rehearsed psalms, litanies
and prayers for the dead. Most of these
earnestly pressed their lips against the
stones and kissed them. Some of these
stones are in some parts smooth through
such passionate kissing. Two holes are
seen, which my friend pointed out. He
also informed me of the belief of the
mourners that these holes led to the Holy
of Holies, and many offer their heartpiercing prayers through these holes, believing that prayers offered in them m?£St
go direct to Gocl. Through these two
holes, the prayers offered by Jews all over
the world must pass. How touching it
was to see some of the stones wet with
tears.
As I listened to their pathetic prayers
I remembered what the rabbins said in the
'l'almud-that "Since the destruction of
the Temple, the gates of prayer have been
closed, and only the gates of tears are
open."
We also thought of another saying of
the rabbins: "He that mourns over ,Ternsalem shall see it in its joy, and he that
does not mourn over Jerusalem shall not
see it in its joy." Who can listen to their
prayers and litanies without being filled
with compassion towards the afflicted race.
The rabbi in sad tones repeated:For the place that lies desolate. We sit in solitude and mourn.
For the place that is destroyed. vVe sit in solitude and mourn.
For the walls that are overthrown. vVe Rit in
solitude and mourn.
For the majesty that is departed. We sit in
solitude and mourn.
For ?Ur great men that lie dead. We sit in solItude and mourn.
For the precious stones that are buried. vY e
sit in solitude and mourn.
For the priests who have stumbled. We sit in
solitude and mourn.
For our kings who have despised him. We sit
in solitude and mourn.

The most touching and heartrending
wailing over Jerusalem is to be witnessed
in the homes of the pious Jews. At midnight they wrap ihemselves in their pray-

er garments, put ashes on their head, and
prostrate themselves on the ground. Then
in melancholy tones they rehearse:A voice of woa from Ramah's hoary tower,
A voice of wail from Zion's sainted hill;
Alas! my diadem and queenly dower.
The youthful honors I remember still.
Dark is to me the solitary bower
Who did of old a throne of splendor fill.
I waR surnamed Jehovah's fairest bride;
Bnt now am forced. forlorn, disconsolate,
His heavy wrath and vengeance to abide;
My joys are flown, my heart is desolate.
Come weep, ye daughters. at my faltering side,
For no one draweth near my sorrows to abate.
Degraded from peerless eminence,
Victim of pride and wanton vanityMy beating heart in trembling violence
Strikes at her cage of hopeless misery.
Judah laments in tearful penitence,
A widow mourning in captivity.
I was in Solyma a radiant queen,
A golden cfoud in the mount of God:
Bnt now by infidels despoiled. I ·ween,
No poorer pilgrim o'er the desert trod.
Wrenched from the bosom all my babes have been,
The murdered elders steeped the spoil in blood.
Doth no one lay my wretchednees at heart?
And no one check the swiftly rolling tear?
And no one soothe the soul-empiercing smart?
And no one say, ''The heathen shall not dare
Call him my husband?" Oh, the poisoned dart,
The cruel mockings I am bound to bear I
Father of Mercies, come. return with grace,
To Zion's dwellings beautified again.
Let Israel's eye behold Thy dwelliner place
Restored; then list the hallelujah's strain,
The hymning voices of a ransomed race,
Greeting the rising wall of that eternal fane.

After this several psalms are read and
prayers offered. When rising from the
ground, they say, "Shake thyself from the
dust; arise and sit down, 0 Jerusalem,
Loose thyself from the bands of thy neck,
0 captive daughter of Zion." The
MOST

REMARKABLE PRAYER

that the Jews offer on these occasions is
most interesting. It no doubt has reference to Isaiah 7: 14In mercy, Lord, Thy people's prayer attend:
Grant his desire to mourning Israel.
0 shield of Abraham, our Redeemer send,
And call His glorious name Immanuel.

The rabbi having ended his devotions
I asked him several questio!Ji. about the
Redeemer for whose coming'he prayed.
I reminded him that the Redeemer has
already come whose name is Immanuel,
and that He will come again to gather to
himself all who have believed, that believers shall reign with Him, and that
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glorious will be the state of all who now
trust Him. I found the great difficulty
with this rabbi was the doctrine of the
Trinity. That Christ should be the Son
{)f God was incomprehensible to him. I
reminded him of predictions that Messiah
must be the Recleerner, and that a person
holding such an office must be D1:1.Jine.
We also read together Psalm 2: 7-12; 72:
17. We had an earnest and warm discusion upon Prov. 30:4. "Who hath ascended up into heaven, or descended? Who
hath gathered the wind in his fists? Who
hath bound the waters in a garment?
Who hath established all the ends of the
.earth? What 1:s His narne? and what is
His Son's narne, if thou canst tell?" We
spent several hours conversing about redeeming love, and as I left the house I
presented him with some Hebrew tracts,
which I pray may be a means of blessing
to him.
Having left this Jewish house I took a
walk in
THE VALLEY OF JEHOSHAPHAT.

Here I met w1th a young man, who was
holding in his hand a bag containing his
Talith and phylacteries. Having greeted
{)TIC another with -the Hebrew slwlorn
alechern (Peace be unto you), I enquired
where he was going to. He answered, to
the great synagogue to pray. I offered
to go with him, and he seemed willing to
accept my company. We at once entered
into a warm conversation about Christianity. "Christians," he said, "are idolators.
They pray to Jesus, the Nazarine." "Perfectly true," I said, "Christians pray to
Jesus, but I deny that praying to Him
constitutes idolatry." I asked him to
produce his prayer-book, and pointed out
to him a prayer therein, where the Jews,
alas ! in their ignorance, offer a solemn
prayer to Jes·us, the Prince of the Presence of God, to be Mediator between
Israel and God.
He read the passage
·Over and over again. "But this is not
.Jesus," he said, "but Jehoslmah." I reminded him that Jesu.s is only the Greek
translation Of the Hebrew name Jehoshuah. He seemed perplexed; and felt
somewhat defeated with his own weapon.
He then asked me if I would see him
later in the day, which promise I was glad
to fulfil. I also presented him with a
Hebr"ew New Testament. We then took
:a walk to Aceldama. There we sat down
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and read the twenty-second Psalm. I
asked him what these words meant:
"The assembly of the wicked have inclosed me: they pierced my hands ancl
my feet. I may tell all my bones: they
look ancl stare upon me. They part my
garments among them, ancl cast lots upon
mv "ll'esture."
"His reply was that these words referred
to the affiictions of the psalmist, Jeremiah, and to the nation Isrcwl. I pointed
out to him that these words could not
possibly apply to these he mentioned. I
then read to him Matthew twenty-seven,
and pointed him to the bleeding Savior,
in whom the above words were fulfilled;
ancl also Isaiah fifty-three.
It is often said Je~Ds live on making
rnoney, ancl that they worship Mammon.
Although, alas ! this is too true of many
in Europe, the charge certainly can not
be brought against them in Palestine.
Most of the Jewish inhabitants in the
Holy Land are very poor. Many of them
have left Europe, where they have .lived
in comfort and luxury, and given up all
for the sake of spending the remainder of
their lives in prayer and fasting. Many
Jews fast regularly on Mondays and
Thursdays. Some appoint for themselves
other special fast clays, which they spend
in devotion and in mortifying the flesh,
believing that this will be accepted as an
atonement for their sins. Besides these
special days of fasting, the Jewish inhabitants of Palestine observe the regular
fast days, such as the Fast of Geclaliah,
in memory of the dreadful murder recorded in 2 Kings 25: 25. The Fast commemorating the fall of Jerusalem by
N ebuchadnezzar is kept by all as a day of
sorrow ancl lamentation. They also keep
the Fast of Esther, in memory of the
troubles endured as described in the Book
of Esther. The 25th of June is kept as
a clay of fasting, since on that day Moses
destroyed the tables of the law, and also
on that day Antiochus Epiphanes burnt
the book of the law, and placed an image
in the sanctuary of the Most High.
Beholding the thousands of Israelites
in Jerusalem, ancl all over Palestine, and
struck ·with their poverty, we inquire,
How can they live? Ancl the answer is,
only by the halukah (alms) sent to them
by their co-religionists in Europe. The
lives of many are, therefore, wretched;
widows, and fatherless, alas! often suffer
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starvation, and the cries of the hungry are that he must surely have been weary,,.
constantly heard. What wonderful oppor- having been with his flock all the day.
tunities are there consequently for the He answered that he was looking about,
benevolent disciples of Christ to go about if possible, to take his flock to different
· pastures on the morrow. We could not
doing good.
After walking about several hours in help admiring the kind-hearted thoughtthe morning, we again retired to the fulness of the shepherd for his flock. We
Mount of Olives. Here we were i~ter thought of Psalm 23: l. We also thought
ested in watching a shepherd go before of the Shepherd of Israel, who never slumhis flock, and the sheep following him. bers nor sleeps. And as we thought of
Our dragoman conversed with the shep- the Shepherd of our souls, we delightfulherd for some little time, and we parted. ly sang:Late in the afternoon, when walking in
"Jesus, my Shepherd, Brother, Friend,
:'\Iy Prophet, Priest, and King;
the Valley of Hinnom, we were agreeably
My way, my Life, mv Truth, my End,
surprised to meet with the same shepherd,
Accept the praiee I bring."
but this time without his flock. We ask~'rhe Hebrew-Christian.
eel him why he still rambled about, seeing

PRAYER FOR ISRAEL.
"Remember . . . Thine inheritance which Thou hast redeemed.n-Ps. 74: 2.

Great God of Abraham! hear our prayer;
Let Abraham's seed thy mercy share;
Oh! may they now at length return,
And look on Him they pierced, and mourn !
Remember Jacob's flock of old;
Bring home the wanderers to thy fold;
Remember, too, Thy promised word,
"Israel at last shall seek the Lord."
Though outcasts still, estranged from Thee,
Cut off from their own olive-tree;

Why should they longer such remain?
For Thou canst graft them in again.
Lord, put Thy law within their hearts,
And write it in their inward parts;
The veil of darkness rend in two,
Which hides Messiah from their view.
Oh! haste the day, foretold so long,
·when Jew and Greek, a glorious throng,
One house shall seek, one prayer shall pour,.
And one Redeemer shall adore !-Sel.

INCIDENTS IN THE LIFE OF ONE OF EARTH'S PILGRIMS.
BY ELDER E. STAFFORD.

ARLY in the morning land was desE
cried, which proved to be Cape Frio,
and we entered the harbor of Rio Janeiro
about noon. The anchor being let go
about half a mile from the city, the sails
furled almost as soon as the anchor was
dropped, for we had men enough to man
every yard and to furl every sail like clock
work.
The Brazilian flag was run up and saluted with twenty-one guns, which number
is the salute given to every nation whether
at home or abroad. The Brazilian fort
situated on an eminence overlooking the
sea which appeared to be about a mile

from town, ran up the American flag, and
gave a salute of twenty-one guns in return.
vV e then saluted the English, the French,.
and two or three other national flags, represented by men of war in the harbor, in
the same manner, and these salutes were
also returned. 'fhe time taken to fire all
these consumed the greater portion of the
afternoon; then all hands were piped to
supper, after which the most.P, them retired to the gun-deck where a place was
allotted them to smoke; and from several
hundred pipes the reader will readily
conceive a not very diminutive cloud of
tobacco smoke arose. It was so thick
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sometimes, that we could not see a man,
to distinguish him, ten feet from us.
For a while, my shipmates were continually teasing me to smoke, urging that I
looked so odd not smoking with the rest;
but I had been cured on the voyage out
from ever wanting to smoke more. At
that time I tried to smoke a cigar to the
stump, and tugged at it faithfully to the
end, although so sick that I could hardly
stand up, because old tob:wco smokers
told me that by so doing, I would never
be sick again from the use of tobacco; bnt
it made me so sick that I formed a resolution not to indulge any more in that delectable (?) pastime; and neither coaxing,
slurs, sarcasm, nor anything else, have
been able to move me from that resolution.
Hammocks were piped down for the
night, which being swung, songs and
story-telling were the order with the sailors as they were seated between the guns.
At nine o'clock a big gun was fired as a
signal to go to bed (or turn in, is the sea
phraseology). As soon as breakfast was
over the next morning, we were ordered
to dress in white frocks, trouser.s and hats;
the occasion being what is called manning
vards, which is the custom on national
~hips when some gr(C)at functionary is going ashore or coming on board. The
Minister Plenipotentiary was going on
shore with his family, and as the representative of the United States must be
honored in his official capacity, a number
of men were chosen to go aloft, and stand
on the yards just far enough apart to
touch each others hands when extended
out. The only thing by which to steady
ourselves was a life line about half an
inch in diameter, made fast at one end to
the top-and-lift, and ran breast high in the
mast. Upon this we dared not lean, for
it would slacken if we did and we would
be precipitated to the deck, which was
sure death. I was chosen among this
number, and, it being my first experience
of that kind, I had a timidity about going
on the yard trusting only to my feet. I
learned what yard I was stationed on,
took in the situation, and made up my
mind to get as near the top-and-lift as I
could, so as to have it handy to catch hold
of if inclined ':o fall. But the farther I
got on the yard from the center, the greater was the leverage, as the ship was pitching and rolling considerably from the
swell in the harbor. The word being
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given, there was a strife to see who .would
get on the yards first, and I happened to
get on our yard second, which placed me
so that in an emergency I could just barely reach the lift; but not so as to benefit
me any while standing. To me it was a
critical condition to be in. The rolling
and pitching were increased manifold up
there. I looked down on deck once, but
soon raised niy eyes, with an admonition
to keep them on a level after that.
The Minister Plenipotentiary, in court
dress, with his family and escort rigged
out in their best suits, coats trimmed with
gold lace, and epaulets of like material,
white vests, &c., after what seemed to
me an age, entered their boats and proceeded under the steady and even stroke
of twentv-two oarRmen to each boat, towards the shore. The reeling of the vessel was increased by another salute to the
departing minister, and it was all we could
do to maintain our balance. We had to
stand on the yards until the boats arrived
near the wharf before being relieved, ancl
trulv it was a relief to me. A landsman
whO' had never been aloft before was falling off the yard, having become dizzyheaded, and two of the men near the slings
of the yard caught him and saved him
from being dashed to pieces on the deck.
We lay here, our anchor not disturbed,
for four months, and had only the privilege of going on shore twenty-four hours
in all that time. The starboard watch
went on shore one clay ancl our watch the
next. Each watch had about five hundred
men in it, and each man had a month's
pay that he drew from the ship's purser.
We landed about ten o'clock a.m. at
what appeared to be the public square,
which was surrounded on three sides with
what I took to be business houses. The
streets leading from the square seemed to
be very narrow, and from the west side of
the square began to ascend a gradual incline; I could not tell now how far back
they extended. Indeed I should not mention this visit on shore were it not that I
could not otherwise break the monotony
of a four month's stay in this harbor, for
my memory is much confused concerning
the town, only a few things that transpired
occur to me now. I remember being
impressed with the ancient appearance of
the inhabitants and their antiquated ways
of doing things.
The poorer portion of the inhabitants,,
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(I supposed them to be such from their
attire), wore sandals on their feet, such
as I had read about in the scriptures and
had seen in pictures; they had also a most
ancient way of hauling water. In the
center of the square was a public well, and
it appeared to m~ from the number of
water carriers always waiting, that it must
be their principal source of supply. They
had common sized barrels having a piece
·of board or plank across the ends, as I
supposed to make them stronger, and in
the center was inserted a half inch iron
bolt, attached to which was a piece of
thick raw hide about four or six inches
long, having a hole at each end; one to go
·on the bolt or gudgeon, and the other to
receive the end of a half inch rope to be
tied there. When the barrel is filled and
the bung hole stopped to prevent leakage,
then it rolls over, the man gets into what
the sailor calls the bight or loop of the
rope, about six feet from the barrel, and
drags it rolling along after him. These
water carriers seemed to be the only
means of supplying the town folks with
water, for I saw a great many of them engaged in its delivery in the different portions of the town.
I also saw a primitive way of hauling a
hogshead. I do not know what was in it.
Two ropes or what the sailors call slings
were placeJ around each end of the hogshead, long enough to run a straight pole
through. This pole was itself long enough
to admit of eight negroes, four in front
and four behind, placing it on their
·shoulders and walking along with the
hogshead swinging between thein.
As was my wont I traversed the city
alone. On one occasion I came across a
party of my shipmates who had declared
when on board ship that if they ever came
.across me on shore they would make me
drink whisky. They surrounded me before I was aware of it, and one taking a
bottle of whisky from his pocket offered
me a drink. I declined taking any. He
said I must drink. I refused and was
:seized by three or four men, and, although
I struggled hard to get aw,ay, was thrown
down and held while the one who had the
·whisky tried to pour it in my mouth. I
shut my teeth tight, compressed my lips,
and not a drop went down my throat, although they struggled hard to force the
:bottle into my mouth.
I got away from them as quickly as I

could, and as night was coming on, and\
not choosing to stay over night in such
places as sailors generally do, I made up
my mind to go on board ship on the boat
that came at night to take all who wished
to go aboard. I made for the wharf, but
was too late. I heard the splash of the
oars at a distance, called for the boat's
crew to come back, but they either did
not hear or clicl not want to. It was very
clark, and raining hard, which caused me
to seek some kind of shelter, the only one
I could find being a doorway of a store or
warehouse, the door jams of which were
tolerable wide and the upper part of the
doorway was projected over so as to protect from the falling rain, which was unattended by wind and fell straight down.
I had been standing there about an hour
when a dark form stood before me at the
foot of the three steps up which I had
ascended.
I had heard the sailors
talk abont midnight assassins, who sometimes robbed and murdered sailors for
their money in these foreign countries,
and thought that this man might be one
of them; so I watched him closely, expecting him to speak, but be went away without uttering a word. Having no weapons
of defense about me, I felt no match for
such a man in the dark, and when he was
gone I went clown into the street to see if
I could find a stone, but Gould not find one
of any size. Returning to my shelter, for
it was still raining, I had not been there
long before the same clark form stood before me, not a soul was stirring besides
him and myself, and it was getting near
midnight. He went away again without
saying anything. Another visit to the
street, but after diligent search no weapon
of defense could be ~found. I resolved if
he came again to ask him his business, if
it was with me I wanted to know it, for
the suspense was getting irksom911'
He came again, stood in the same position as before, when I said, "What clo you
want?" He asked, "John, do you want a
boat?" I felt glad at first thought, that I
could go on board the ship, even if I had
to pay for it, and asked somewhat eagerly,
"Have you got a boat?" He spoke in
broken English, telling me to \'<come on."
I am naturally very cautious and allowed him to lead, keeping behind him at a
safe distance so as to have a chance to
defend myself if he turned on me. We
had gone the length of the block and were
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·coming to what the sailors call "The Boneyard," where, so many murders had been
'Committed, when it seemed as though
some one told me to stop and go no farth-er. I stopped and asked him where his
boat was. He pretended to call for a companion to bring a boat, but no response
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being given, I was convinced of his design, and at this juncture I heard some of
my shipmates coming down the street, to
whom I 'shouted, "Come on quick!" My
midnight visitor made good use of his locomotive powers and disappeared in the
darkness before the sailors arrived.

'l'HE WATER-MILL.
Listen to the water-mill
Through the livelong dayHow the clicking of the wheel
Wears the weary hours away.
Languidly the autumn wind
Stirs the withered leaves;
On the field the reapers sing,
Binding up the sheaves;
And a proverb haunts my mind,
And aR a "pell is cast:
"'The mill will never gTind,
With the water that is past."

0! love thy God and fellow man,
Thyself consider last,
For come it will, when thou must scan
Dark errors of the past;
And when the fight of life is o'er,
And earth recedes from viewAnd heaven in all its glory shines,
Midst the pure, the good, the trueThen you'll Ree more clearly
The proverb deep and vast:
"The mill will never grind
With the water that is past."

:Summer winds revive no more
Leaves strewn over earth and main,
And the sickle ne'er can reap
The gathered grain again;
And the rippling stream flows on,
Tranquil, deep and stillNever gliding back again
To the water-mill.
Truly speaks the proverb old,
With a meaning vast:
"'The mill will never grind
With the water that is past."

Take the lesson to thyself,
Loving heart and true;
Golden years are fleeting by;
Youth is passing, too.
Learn to make the most of life,
Lose no happy day;
Time will ne'er return sweet joys
Neglected, thrown away.
Leave no tender word unsaid,
But love, while love shall last"The mill will never grind
With the water that is past."

0 the wasted hours of life
That have swiftly drifted by!
·0 the good we might have done!
Gone! lost without a sigh !
Love that we might once have saved
By a single kindly word !
Thoughts con('eived, but ne'er expressed,
Perishing, unpenn'd, unheard!
Take the proverb to thy soulTake, and clasp it fast:
"The mill will never grind
With the water that is past."

Work while yet the sun doth shine,
1\Ian of strength and will ;
Never does the streamlet glide
Unless by the mill;
Wait not till to-morrow's sun
Beams brightly on thy way.
All that thou canst call thine own
Lies in the phrase "to-day."
Power, intellect and blooming health
May not, will not always last;
"The mill will never grind
With the water that is past."
-Selected.

HE can not be an unhappy man who has the love and smile of a true woman to accompany him in every department of life. But no man can be truly happy who must endure
the frowns and sourness of a woman who seems to find her only pleasure in being miserable,
.and making everybody about her feel the same way.
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Q URS is the great and sacred cause of

1J the home versus the saloon. Our
people are bound to discover that this
country can not support both institutions.
One must go up into safety, the other
down into outlawry. I would like to
summon here into the witness-box a saloonkeeper, in an honest hour, to testify to us
what it is that he does for this great,
kindly compact that we call society. vV e
want to find out what he proposes to add
to the firm's capital stock-the great firm
of vVe, Us and Company. The individual
comes in as a junior partner, and he must
render a reason why he should be admitted.
The saloon-keeper, not accustomed to look
at the subject from this angle of vision,
finds it a conundrum not easy to be solved.
Perhaps he will say: "I am a middle-man,
between the brewer and the distiller and
the people. They take the golden grains
and luscious fruits of the earth, and by
their processes change them into alcoholic
drinks, which leap up to the brain, as a
panther leaps upon a deer. I do not deliberately desire to do harm, but I must
keep my patronage recruited, because if I
do this I am sure to beeome a rich man
after awhile. That i~ the reason why I
am in the business. I must pay my tax
on somebody's fireside, on somebody's
cradle, on somebody's dearest and best.
In order to succeed I must take away the
little fellow from his mother's side, bait
for him with cigarettes and cider, music,
cards, and young company, drawing him
away gradually, until after a while I will
change that boy's ideas so greatly that be
who loved the songs of home and sanctuary shall far better love the bacchanalian
ditty of the saloon; he who used to breathe
God's name in prayer, shall hiss out that
name in curses, and I will so change his
face that his mother would not know him,
and his soul that God would never recognize it."
Friends, it is because these things are
true that womanhood has been aroused at
last; for to protect her children is the
dearest and most sacred instinct of a woman's heart. In this great, tolerant, and

THE SALOON.
free America we have come forward, and
are standing side by side in a grand army
of the republic that is just as well known
South as North. We have learned something about the weapons of the enemy.
He is busy brewing beer; we are busy
brewing public sentiment. He is busy distilling whisky; we are busy distilling facts.
and arguments. He is busy rectifyingspirits; we mean to be busy rectifying the·
spirit that is in manhood.
I want to say to you strong, sturdy men~
who have power to carry this great issue·
forward beyond what we women can yet:
achieve, do not forget us when you drop·
your ballots in the sacred urn where a republic manufactures destiny.
Do you recall the splendid conduct of
Conductor Bradley, whose heroic story
\Vhittier has made immorta1? Rounding
a curve, not a great many miles from
here, Conductor Bradley saw another train
bearing down upon his own at fearful
speed. Bending to the brakes with might
and main "he did his duty as a brave man
should," but in the terrific collision he was
crushed and mangled with those whom he
had tried to save. Taken from the wreck
a short time after, the hero spoke no word
about himself or friends; but murmured,
brokenly, in dying anguish: "Put mtt the
signctls for the other tndn!"
Dear friends, there is another century
speeding toward us along the track of
time. Don't you almost hear the rumble
of the train? Can't you catch the distant
whistle of that Twentieth Century Express coming along behind us at a more
than lightning speed? \Ve of the nineteenth have suffered pain and loss and almost ruin by the collision of our best
beloved with the grinding engine of the
liquor-traffic. Our cycle is almo~ at an
end. God grant that with devoted loyalty
we may "put out the signals for the other
train;" that for the twentieth century, so
full of light and life, whizzing toward us
so rapidly, we may wave aloft in friendly
warning the electric torch of scientrific
temperance instruction, and turn on the
glowing head-light of Prohibi'tory Law!
-Selected.

I HAVE seldom seen much ostentation and much learning met together. The sun, rising
and declining, makes long shadows,; and at mid-day, when he is highest, none at all.
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OCCUPY TILL I COlVIE.
"There is a tide in the affairs of men
his abode, at his command she fills her
Which taken at the flood leads on
lap with plenty, and pours out her abunTo fortune."
dance like a flood of waters; and as the

As WE take our pen amid the silence
and beauty of this .J nne morning, to
have just a little chat with our readers,
involuntarily our eyes wander, and through
the open casement take in the scenes without. There is a soft haziness in the atmosphere, hut shimmering through ancl
penetrating it come the warm rays of the
sun just rising above the distant horizon,
while the perfume laden air is vocal
with the songs o± birds flitting from
branch to branch of the fruit-laden trees.
Beautiful rose bushes are literally bonding beneath the weight of their lovely,
fragrant blossoms; honey suckles climb
the supporting trellis and fill the room
with their grateful, penetrating odor,
while peonies, syringas, pinks ancl columbines sway in the breeze and shake from
their petils the clinging drops of clew.
Ancl yet four short years ago there was
not even a dwelling upon this spot of land,
and only the prairie grass grow in untamed
luxuriance, where now both fruit and
flowers abound and, almost more than the
dwelling place, mark the spot as home.
Were we to ask any one of you, how came
this transforming change? there would be
no hesitancy in the reply, "By painstaking care and labor."
Fathers and mother's in Zion, we come
first to you this morning and beg that for
just a little time-just a brief hour-you
will put every other thought from your
mind and let us have your undivided attention while we talk with you about the
future of your children. As we look forth
from the open casement and take in the loveliness of the scene, with it we take in also
one great, grand lessou, which permeates
not this alone, but the entire universe of
God. It is this: "Occupy till I come."
Upon the entire earth, the universe so far
as we can know, the race of mankind, indeed upon everything which God has created, he has stamped upon industry and
diligence the indelible seal of his approval,
in that he bestows upon both unlimited
reward.
Earth is the servant of man, created for

limit of his faithfulness ancl ability has
never been reached, neither has the limit
of her capacity to fmrich and bless the
race; for, the one is the exact measurement of the other, and as the earth suffered when man fell, and is to-day groaning
under the defilements of its inhabitants,
so shall she he ole~.msed and fitted for his
everlasting habitlttion.
When?-" the
bride hath made herself ready." But to
return:
We
"Earth is the servant of man,"
but let us not forgot the c1ual nature of
man and that in the very nature and eternal fitness of things there is yet another
servant provided; and, if thiR servant is
not brought into subjection, like the
earth, he will bring forth thorns ancl
briars; the good will be choked out and
that which is noisome and rank will flourish
like a green bay tree. As the earth is dependent upon man for the cultivation of
that which is pure, lovely and good; so is
that other servant, (the body), dependent
upon the immortal part of man, (the
mind), and as the earth can not and does
not bring forth fruit to perfection when
neglected by man, so man does not and
can not arrive at that stature to which
God intended he should arrive, when the
mind is neglected and has not been
trained to bring the body into subjection.
As fathers and mothers in Zion there is
now presented to us an opportunity, which
never has been offered to us before in the
history of the church. Those who have
felt the need of a thorough education for
their children have been compelled to send
them away from home, to incur the risk of
counter influences and deep-seated prejudice, in order that a higher degree of usefulness might b~ possible of attainment for
them. Some have borne the test noblv,
while others have fallen by the way. vV e~e
we in so doing making straight paths for
lame feet? Perchance it might even enter the mind or heart of some one to say,
"If they could not stand let them fall."
Of such a one we would ask, "vVas it in
this way you cared for and tended the
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plants in your vineyard? Did you seek
the most unsheltered and exposed situation for your tender vines, or did you
plant them upon the sunny bill slope,
where sheltered from rude blasts they
grew strong and brought forth fruit in
perfection?"
Should it enter the mind of any one to
say, "This gospel of the kingdom shall
not stand in the wisdom of man," let us
say we most heartily agree with you. It
never has, it never ·will so stand. But
what does this prove? Does it prove that
there is in ignorance an affinity for the
wisdom of God? Just here let us introduce an illustration of this supposed affinity.
Not long since in a. certain branch a
good brother, who presumably had taken
a fancy to a certain good sister, said to
her, "I have a revelation that you are to
marry me."
"How did you get it," asked the sister.
"l have a Urim and 'l'hummim in my
pocket," was his answer; and she, poor
innocent soul, acceptec1 it as gospel truth.
"What fellowship hath light with darkness?" If the Bible contained between
its two lids but this one verse, "Come let
us reason together," it would be sufficient
to prove the estimation in which God
holcls the intelligence he has created. Can
you fancy any degree of mental advancement~any amount of knowledge so great
that by the possession thereof you will be
unfitted to accept this invitation to reason
with God?
"A little learning is a dangerous thing,"
says the poet, and we most h8artily endorse the sentiment. It is proud, boastful, vainglorious, willing to believe in
its own greatness, because others possessing the same small amount have been unwise and foolish enongh to pat it on the
shoulder and exclaim, "IV onderful! wonderful!" Let us appeal to your own experience and ask you if the wisest man or
woman you ever knew was not the humblest, the least in their own estimation?
Along our battle line the Spirit of God is
passing the cry, "Come up higher," and
those who respond to this cry will, when
they have reached that higher plane, know
of a surety that God demands every facultv of their being to be trained and disciplined to the utmost limit of their capacity in order that they may be prepared
to "occupy."

"Obtain know ledge from all good
books," is the command of God to his
church in these latter days. Have thev
obeyed it? Have our elders taught it.?
And just here we wish to ask as an especial favor of the traveling ministry that if
we are wrong in the assertion we are
about to make they will do us the favor
of correcting it. It is this, that ninetenths of all the difficulties which arise
for settlement in the church, (we do not
of eourse include misunderstandings of
the law by which the church is governed),.
are the outgrowth of ignorance?
In our next issue will be found an article by Professor .J. A. Gunsolly, on the
advantages of a liberal education. We·
bespeak~for it a careful readingBut now we come to the practical part
of that which we wish you to consider,
namely: Will you come forward to the·
help of those who are putting forth herculean efforts in this direction? If von have
not a thousand dollarR to invest, have you
not five hundred? If this is still more·
than you have, surely you have one hundred or even fifty which you can invest in
this enterprise, and thus be helping in one
of the noblest efforts the church has ever
put forth. "Knowledge is power," and
when properly used is a mighty power for
good. Men with very limited educations·
have become men of mark and usefulness,
not onlv in the world, but in the church.
But ca:'n any one say their usefulness
would not have been greatly augmented
by a liberal education? And, mark you,
in every instance of this kind which has
ever come to our knowledge, these men
have felt the want of an education as an
irreparable loss, a.nd have been most
anxious to secure to their children that of
which they themselves were deprived.
The church, of which we are individual
members, owes this debt of gratitude to
her faithful ministry, that she"" establish
an institution of learning where their sons
and daughters may l;le educated under her
watchcare. 'Will she pay it?
I~et us now come to the fin~al question:
"1Vill yon
Yes, the question is
direct to yon who are reading this, and
won't you please answer it b,efore you lay
down the magazine? You know your own
resources better tban any one knows them,.
bnt won't you help, even if it demands a
sacrifice? There was a time \V hen a great
work was done in Israel by sacrifice;~ and
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yet we do o~ject to the use of this term,
sacJ·ijice, as mcorrect. They brought for
the work of the Lord such ornaments as
enriched them not, and in exchanO'e received the divine approval and can~ecl a
blessing away with them. Think you we
would be far wrong Rhoulcl we make the
assertion that to-day there are useless ornaments enough both of gold and of silver
in the church to build more than one college? Would it be a sacrifice to bring
these and lay them upon the altar of consecration? Let us say to von that instead
of a sacrifice, it would b~ a grand privilege to do so; an opportunity of being a
co-laborer in a grand work. Are there
any who would do this were it necessary?
Are you who are reading this one of
the traveling ministry? If so, are you
making a special effort in this work?
Have you made it a point to let no opportunity pass unimproved to present the
claims of thi& enterprise? The summer
is upon us and the harvest time is now
and whatever is clone must be done quick~
ly. Let us ask of you once more, do not
l~y clown the magazine until you have decrded what you can and will do in your
day and generation that those who follow
you may rise up and call you blessed.
Send up such ringing words of cheer to
Br. Winning and· those associated with
him as shall make them take courage
anew and press on to victory. You have
the decision of this matter in your own
power. Shall we have a college? Will
you occupy?
"Live and be happy in thyself and serve
.
This mortal race, thy kin, so well that men
J\1:ay bless thee.

~f\:O:U:N:D

A DOORSTEP PARTY.
Now, if ever, is just the time for one of those
pleasant doorstep parties which we read of.
\Vhen the lighted house becomes too warm for
comfort and the evening coolness and fragrance
woos us to como out into the twiliaht which
presently becomes thee moonlight.
"'
I remember a porch huno· with "alories"
which in the r:1ornings made ~olor, beatty an'd
shade- and m the summer evenings the
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BRo. JonDAN will notice the omission of a brief
paragraph at the conclusion of his article. It
refers to a subject which we do not think wise
to open up in the magazine. It will be preserved in the Herald.
IN this issue we give a companion picture to
Lake Mary, which, becnuse of its isolated, bleak
and lonely situation, has been named "Solitude."
There is something awful in the very air which
hangs above the deep recesses of a mountain defile, and the solitude of a place like this is vastly
different from the solitude of a far-reaching
plain, or densely wooded forest. The varying
moods of nature, who may follow, who depict?
"Here silence reigns and naught there is to
mock
The far-off murmur of the mountain rill
As if a voice in solemn accents breathed '
O'er the lone lake and scathed rock, "Be
still."
IVE have still to beg the indulgence of onrreaders for the continued omission of our· serial
"Wit11 the Church in an early Day." We hop~
to be able to resume its publication at no distant
day.
WITH this issue we present our readers the first
installment of a temperance story, from the
graphic pen of Br. Thomas J. Smith, and we·
commend it to the careful reading of both old
and young. vVe hope to be more frequently favored with articles from Bro. Smith than we
have heretofore been.
IVE are in receipt of a letter from Sr. Alley,
which will appear next issue. The call for an
elder there is urgent. When will he be sent?
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moonlight came ~nd flitted through the leaves
and carpeted the floor with lacy shadows,
"~faking all things beautiful which were not
And leaving that which was so."
'
It was a place dedicated to music poetrv
story and song, and many now scatte;od hei·~
and there in different states still hold pleasant
:11emories of that long and natTOW porch. This
rs a model way of entertaining when the heat
will not permit of exertion-and being out of
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-doors gives an added charm and zest to the
conversation and quiet games.
The following, though not exactly a game,
will give an idea of what is suitable for such
occasion:
"FIVE ~H~UTES COSVERSATION.''

A program like the one shown below, with
small pencil attached by a ribbon, should be
given to each guest upon arrival. The engacrements for five minutes conversation are ma:--ae
by putting your name down on your friend's
card opposite the time chosen for your conversation with her, also on your own so that you
may be sure to remember your engagements.
Five minutes only are allowed for one conversation.
Two or more consecutive engagements with
one person are not allowable. When engagements are made and programs filled, the hostess
or any one willing to keep time, must ring a
bell, giving notice that conver?ation is to begin.
At the end of five minntes the bell should be
rung again, all talking cease, positions exchanged and a new conversation commenced.
The one who keeps time should attend strictly
to her duty and ring the hell promptly at the
end of five minutes, but that need not prevent
her or him from taking part. Yon will find the
hour has flown before you know it.
Other ways of amusement will suggest themselves. You will some,times find it pleasant to
have a particular topic of conversation for half
an hour. A good story well told, the life of some
famous person, a bit of travel from personal experience will all be good.
~-
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Program Five Minutes Conversation commencing at Eight o'clock.
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"RIBBON WORK."

There are two kinds of ribbon work combined
with embroidery in vogue at the present time,
the one done in very fine ribbon, one-sixteenth
of an inch wide and associated with silk embroidery, and the other with much wider ribbons and arrasene or crewel embroidery, the
latter being a coarse and showy kind of work,
with not much taste to commend it to artistic
workers, The former or fine ribbon work was
in vogue during the reign of Louis XVI, of
France, when it was extremely fashionable, its
beauty and delicacy making it a favorite form
of decoration with the embroiderers of that artistic period. For a long time the art of executing this work seemed to have been lost, till
within a few years it has experienced a revival.
The iiowers for what we shall call the Louis XVI

ribbon work are all of the smaller kinds, such as
small fine asters of the wild species, bearing a
little white star-like blossom, forget-me-nots
pansies, violets, heliotropes, snowball~, butter~
cups, and the like, their foilage and stems being
executed in filoselle or ~ilk embroidery. The
designs are usually baskets of flowers, the basket being embroirlered, scrolls anrl garlands of
flowers, the scrolls also being embroidered, associated witf1 tendrils and sprays of fine leaves,
these sometimes being worked with silk, though
as often done in green ribbons.
The flowers are made entirely in ribbon work,
the ribbon as stated being. very fine and only
one-sixteenth of an inch in width, and the
hearts of the flowers are worked in one or more
French knots in silk. A large eyed needle, like
a worsted needle, for example, is threaded, so to
speak, with the ribbon. and one stitch is taken
from the center of the flower to the edge of the
petal. Before the ribbon is pulled quite down
it mn8t be smoothed out with a stiletto to make
it lie fiat, and care must be observed not to draw
it too tightly, as it will pucker the work. The
design must first have been stamped on the silk
or satin, for the work is to be executed in one
of these rich materials. The worker must use
consiflerable taste and skill to do the work
gracefully and pleaPantl:v·, also grPat care to
make all the little blossom petals lie smoothly
and neatlv on the snrface of the satin. The
stems of the fiov.·crs, ·where they show, must be
worked in stem or chain stitch in brown and
green silks, and the foliage in the stitches employed in Kensington or crewel embroidery.
The shades for lea,·es must be of soft olive
greens and golden olives.
In working the petals of flowers treat them
very much as in the ordin'tlry embroidery of the
smallest flowers, or else begin at the ends of the
petals, and come toward the center, passing
the neeflle through and fastening the ends of
the ribbons on the back with a needle and silk,
or else f'ontinne to work with the needle and
ribbon just as if it were threaded with worsted
or ~henille or arrasene. It would be well to
line the satin with an open meshed soft material to work through, as this would give more
boflv to the satin.
The larger ribbon work is done as follovvs, say
for wild roses: Have two or three ehades of
rose-colored ribbons, and cut from them pieces
twice the size and in the form of a rose petal;
run a thread around the edge by wbich to gather it, draw the thread, and as it gathers turn under, forming the exact shape on th~etal as on
the design, which should be outlined or stamped
on the material to be decorated, and this may be
satin sheeting, velvet plush or telt. Stitch the
gathering to keep it in form, then sew down in
its place on the pattern with blind stitches.
Then form other petals and still others, the deepest colors to be near the center, which must be
filled in with French knots of yellow silk. Embroider small buds, stems and green leaves.
Treat large daisies ana flowers of that description as directed in fine ribbon work. Articles
ornamented with ribbon work should bEl, removed when sweeping is done, or else carefully
covered.
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WRECKED.
BY J. A. GUNSOLLEY.

(See Engraving.)

'74~HO

can conceive of a more majestic
\JJ ·sight than that of a ship, her sails
:filled with a gentle summer breeze, gliding
<rver the placid waters of the great deep,
plowing long furrows upon the unruffled
surface, deviating neither to the right nor
to the left as she speeds on her voyage,
laden with her precious cargo of imm·ortal, human souls? See how proudly she
rides upon the bosom of the briny ocean?
'The captain and crew have great reason
to be proud of her, indeed she seems almost to understand the very words they
~utter, and to leap for joy responsive to
their praise and adoration.
The passengers are comfortably disposed here and there; some are in their
state-rooms attending to duties, some are
upon deck gazing far out over the sea,
thinking perhaps of loved ones far away
whom they have left behind to seek a
home in the "far west," or percha11ce they
:are returning to wife and family after an
absence of years, contemplating the happy re-union which is in waiting; while
Btill others are thoughtlessly walking the
deck regardless of either past or future,
living entirely within the present. All
Beem to have implicit confidence in the
sea-worthiness of the vessel and in the
ability of the captain and crew to bring
them safe to port. Happy they if they
encounter no violent gale or hidden reef.
All goes well for a time, but suddenly
the breeze which has been bearing them
along so calmly becomeg lighter and
lighter, then ceases altogether. A dead
calm rests down upon them. Hark! from
the distance comes a low wailing sound
as of some one in distress. vVas it a
false alarm? Nay! There it is again,
but stronger than before. There is no

mistaking it this time. Every sailor is
familiar with this note of warning. All
hands are set to work to take in sail and
to clear the deck for a storm. Scarcely
is the work done when the sky is suddenly overspread with clouds of an inky
blackness; a strong wind begins to blow,
which soon increases to a gale, lashing
the sea into a foam, causing the billows
to run mountain high, and sending blinding sheets of spray over the deck. All
hearts are stilled with fear, all voices are
hushed, and nothing can be heard save
the roaring of thfl sea and the shrill notes
of the captain as he utters his commands
through his speaking trumpet. There is
still hope, for the pilot is trusty and tried,
and if he keep his eye upon the compass
all may yet come ont right.
What is that? "She has unshipped her
rudder," comes down through the stairway
that leads to the cabin, where sit in almost
breathless silence the frightened passengers.
"Lost, lost!" passes from lip to lip.
Their only chance of escape now depends
upon the assistance of some vessel which
might be near enough to hear their signals of distress. In the darkness there
appears something which resembles avessel and the sailors feel a ray of hope enter
their breasts, but upon nearer approach it
proves to be only a naked rock, towering
above them, waiting as it were, "with
outstretched arms" to receive them. N othing can be done to avert the impending
doom; a moment, a crash, and all is over.
She has gone to pieces upon the rock,
consigning all on board to a watery
grave-''wrecked.''
Man! ''How fearfully and wonderfully
made!" In his organism he surpasses
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everything else in nature, and in his endowments he is second only to the Divinity. The crowning work of the Omnipotent hand, how grand and majestic! He
is ruler of the earth and sea and sky and
all their myriads of inhabitants. He has
named all nature's moving creatures,
analyzed all known substances, computed
the movements and determined the laws
which regulate the universe, yea, has carried on communication with his Maker;
yet how weak is he! A single mis~tep
may launch him into eternity; the puncture of a cambric needle may sever his
connection with earth; a single act may
start him upon a downward course which
may ultimately lead him to ruin.
Let me paint you a picture. Do you
see that little hillock over yonder, bordered perhaps upon two sides by tall poplar trees, and whose surface carpeted with
nature's green is dotted by numerous
mounds, some of which are marked by
slabs of marble? About midway up the
slope you notice a group of people, and
upon looking closely you see they are
gathered about an open grave, over which
there rests a casket containing the corpf:<e
of one who had not yet reached the prime
of life. That elderly gentleman !"tanding
near the head of the coffin with bowed
head and a face expressive of deep anguish of soul is his father; and that lady
who stands leaning upon the gentleman's
arm, bending over the cold form and sobbing as if her heart would break is his
mother. "\Vhile you are gazing upon the
picture, let me tell you a story.
In a city, the name and location of
which I need not state, there lived a man
and his wife, both of high social standing. He was a prominent merchant of
the place, she a retired teacher, both
Christian people, active in Sunday-school
and church work. Their union was blessed with several bright, beautiful children,
and home seemed almost a paradise. The
father was closely occupied in his business affairs and could spend but little
time at home, hence the care of raising
the family devolved chiefly upon the
mother, who, being chairman of a Christian's Aiel Society, and a regular correspondent of a periodical published in the
interest of social improvement, besides
being superintendent and teacher in Sabba,th school, had but little more time to
devote to the training of children than

her husband. The children were placed
in good schools during the day and allowed to run the streets at night until bed
time, when they came home as they pleaseel and retired. Family prayers! Ah no!
They had no time for that. By and by
the eldest'boy, who was nearing the age
of manhood, failed to come home some
nights, and his fond mother expressed' her
fears to his father concerning his welfare,
who upon investigation awoke to the
alarming fact that his son was accustomed
to visit places of disrepute. He made
the fact known to the mother, who was
almost dumb-founded at the revelation.
A council was called, and the son was
told that he must break off all his evil
habits and r;hun vicious companions. But
how? He has never been taught to love
home, and now it has lost all attraction
for him. In his poisoned frame of mind
he imagined that his parents had turned
against him, and yielding to the advice of
his disreputable companions, he quitted
the parental roof and launched out amid
the breakers of an unfriendlv world.
My story is soon finished. · He went on
from had to worse, his parents having
lost all trace of him, until yesterday
morning's paper revealed to them the
following: "Murdered, at the Red Light
Saloon, corner of Maple and Tenth streets,
last night, in a drunken quarrel, one John
- - ; " and the grief-stricken family h:w\!
come to claim the remains, and to lay
away in the bosom of mother earth ail
that remains of their once bright and
happy boy, who through their neglect
was allowed to drift out upon the broad,
changing sea of life withont a rudder,
anc1 was cast upon the reef thrown up by
the demon alcohol, and was "'wrecked."
Fathers and mothers who read this,
have you ever seen anything of the kind?
If so, yon know the picture is.,~1ot overdrawn. But the vital question with yon
is, how are you training your children?
Are you training them to be industrious,
and not allowing them to grow up in
idleness? Are yon making home attractive, so that they will be anxious to return and loth to leave?
Do you see
that they read proper matter~ and associate with proper companions, and not
allowing them to choose for themselv-es?
Are you seeking to give them a liberal
education, so that they may be fitted for
the highest positions in life? Are you
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lending your influence and means to the
cause of edu<;ation, so that your children
may have better associations? If you
can answer all these questions in the
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affirmative, there is little danger that it
shall be said of your child when he quits
this stage of action-"1orecked."

WHEN I AM GONE.
BY A. M. SHELLEY.

·when I'm gone-oh, who will miss me,
Who for me will shed a tear!
Who will gather round nq death-bed,
Who will follow up my bier?

Will the children whom I've cradled
Oft upon an aching breast;
Gather round me when I'm dying,
Going to my long sought rest?

·will the world pass coldly by me,
Caring naught that I am dead,
Will the earth that closes o'er me,
Cover up the path I tread?

Will they think then of the counsel
That I sought to give them here,
Will they feel that heartfelt sorrow
That's not banished by a tear?

Will my wrong deeds be forgotten,
·will the good I may have done,
Live to tell in future story;
Live to cheer some weaker one?

Will the one with whom I've journeyed
Through this world of toil and care,
He with whom I've known earth's pleasures,
Of each sorrow borne a share;

Will the friends of early childhood
Cherish still for me a thought;
Will they think of early friendship,
When they hear that I am not?

When I'm gone-ah, will he miss me,
Will he shed for me a tear;
Will he bury every feeling,
That hath marred our peace while here?

Will the ones with whom I mingle,
Here on earth from day to day,
Feel a pang not soon forgotten,
When I'm naught but lifeless clay?

Will he sometimes come in sadness
To the grave in which I lie,
Will he long again to meet me,
When Christ comes amid the sky?

\Vill a brother or a sister,
Bound by ties of kindred love,
Feel a true and unfeigned sorrow
In their bosoms gently move?

Should he ever choose another
His companion here to be,
Should she prove a nobler helpmeet,
Will they ever think of me?

July 27th, 1880.

PERSEVERANCE.
OMOSTHENES, the poor stuttering son of
a butler, became the most famous orator
of ancient times. ViTgil, the son of a baker, was the most celebrated of Latin poets.
./Esop, the son of a slave, and almost a slave
himself, managed to acquire impeTishable fame.
Thomas \Volsey, the son of a butcher, became
Cardinal of the Church of Rome, and next to
the King, in his day, the most powerful person
in the English Dominion. William Shakespeare, also the son of a butcher, yet one of the
most famous poets the wOTld has ever beheld.
Oliver Cromwell Tose fi·om a comparatively
humble station to be Protector of the English
Commonwealth. Benjamin Franklin was a journeyman printer in his early days; he afterwards
became one of the most celebrated philosopher

D

and statesmen. ·william Guildford, the editor
of the Quarterly Review, was in youth an humble shoe-maker's apprentice, and, for want of
paper, was obliged to work his algebr,tic problems upon leather with an awl. Robert Burns,
plowman, of Ayreshire, Scotland, was aftenvards
the greatest of Scotch poets. .Tames Cook, for
a long time a common sailor, but afterwards, on
voyages of discovery, sailed three times around
the world. Jeremy Taylor was a barber's boy,
and afterwards a Doctor of Divinity. Thomas
Tedford, the great civil engineer, was once a
shepherd's boy. Inlige Jones was first a journeyman carpenter, and afterwards the chief
architect of his age. Halley, the astronomer,
was the son of a poor soap boiler. Havdn, the
composer, was the son of a poor wheelwright.
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Henry, the chemist, was the son of a weaver.
Smeaton and Rennie, both eminent engineers
were both of them, at one time, merelv maker~
of mathematical instruments. And when you

have read the lives of aJI these, ask yourself'
whether perseverance had not as much to do
in making these men great, as any other quality which they possessed.

A TEMPERANCE TALK TO THE

GRANGERS.

BY MRS. DANIEL JONES.

1JS THE enemies of prohibition are
/ .1 straining every nerve to defeat the
law they are trying to pass in Lincoln, of
having this question of temperance decided by the people, I think a few thoughts
on the subject might show the granger
what a curse to the country this liquor
business is, and how they ought to· vote
against it, regardless of any political
-party, and for the sake of the noble young
men that are growing up surrounded by
this monster evil which destroys both
the body and soul-for we read in that
Holy Book, that no drunkard shall inherit
the kingdom of heaven.
The objections raised against prohibition are trivial, such as loss of trade and
stagnation of business if the liquor business is banished from the state, when we
compare them to the loss of manhood,
character, and self-respect, that those who
indulge in the free use of liquor invariably
come to. A great many vote against prohibition because the whisky funds go to
help keep up the schools; but, grangers,
you do not get any of those fines for your
.countl'y schools, and the country people
that drink have to help support the town
schools besicies paying taxes for their own
schools; and then, think of having your
children tempted by the saloons, and perhaps drawn clown to ruin. Would not
your conscience torment you then to have
your children educated from money that
was made by sending men to perdition.
If it were not for liquor our taxes would
not be near as heavy, anc1 you would have
plenty of money to carry on your schools;
but now whisky makes us pay taxes to
keep her victims in the poorhouses, insane asylums and prisons; if whisky was
done away with, three-fourths of their inmates would not be there.
Many noble youths have been led away
by this curse, and if the temptation had
not been put in their path they would
never have fallen from sobriety into

drunkenness, and to-clay would be, respectable citizens instead of miserable outcasts
from society. Arouse, grangers, anc1 vote
this curse from your country!
A promment senator at Lincoln, when
asked the reason he voted for prohibition,
said, "I looked this question squarely in
the face, and put the dollars on one side and
the souls of humanity on the other, and
concluded the saving of souls of mankind
of far greater importance than the money
paid for licenses to sell liquor."
Let us look at facts and see what thev
have to say on this subject. In 1875 th"e
whisky traffic amounted to one billion,
-five hundred and eighty-three millions,
four hundred and ninety-one thousand six
hundred and fifteen dollars annually. This
is twice as mnch as the flour and meal,
and the cotton and woolen goods, and the
boots and the shoes, and the clothing and
the newspapers of the country cost. Or
we could, by dispensing with whisky,
board and clothe another nation as big as
ours and have none of the evil effects of
whisky to combat. One-half of the tax
you pay is on account of whisky. If
therefore, as you walk up to the clerk's
desk and count out two hundred dollars
to pay a year's tax, whisky was done away
with, the clerk could count out one hundred
dollars and hand it back to you. If the
money that is spent on whisky were applied on the national debt it"woulc1 be
paid i.n less than three years. These facts
are something for you, grangers, to study
over
What effect has alcoholic drink upon
the human system. 'fhe effect is to excite
the brain and nervous system. Hence if
the body be more intimately 'related to the
base of the brain than to the upper part
of the brain, drink will stimulate those
parts more. vVhat then i.s the fact? Amativeness is located at the lowest point in
the base of the brain. Liquor always excites it, hence the vulgarity of a drunken
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man. Liquor of some kind is indispensable to any and every debauch. Why
do abandoned females drink to intoxication? The answer is this: Because they
drink to drown the voice of conscience,
blunt modesty, stifle morality, intellect
and virtue, and whirl them into sin.
Men and women, be they ever so good,
under the influence of intoxcating drinks,
are not safe. Drinking also excites the
combative or contending propensity in
man. So combustible is the anger of the
intoxicated that they take fire at every
little thing, and even seek occasions to
quarrel; and more fights and duels are
caused by ardent spirits than by all other
causes united. How rarely do men fight
unless when excited by liquor. Alcoholic drinks also stimulate destructiveness,
or the bitter, hating revengeful feeling;
and hence the drunkard will caress his
wife and children one minute, and beat
them the next. More murders are caused
by liquor than by all other causes combined. Let the calendars of crime decide
this point. Drink excites hi:; destructiveness and depresses the benevolent and
conscientious organs. Nothing but animal propensity subjects criminals to the
penalties of civil law. Ask any intelligent lawyer, judge or sheriff this question,
"DGes not most, if not nearly all your
criminal business have its origin in d;.inking?" and their answer will be "Yes."
Now if drinking excited the moral sentiments in man this state of things would
be reversed, and drinking would render
mankind more virtuous instead of vicious.
The fact stands out in bold relief that
drunkenness and vice go hand in hand.
Liquor never rendered bad men good and
the immoral virtuous, for this reason: it
never stimulates the moral and intellectual faculties more than the animal feelings.
This law shows why liquor often renders
good men real demons incarnate. How
destitute of sense, thought and refinement
the conversation of drunkards. Witness
bar-room conversation! full of stories to
be sure, but what ~ind of stories! Do
you want your boys educated in such a
hot-bed of sin and corruption. Liquor
deadens the brain so that drunkards have
no thought about laying up for the future,
no industry, economy, or forethought;
but squander all for liquor, even to the
bread out of the mouths of their hungry
children and the clothes from off their
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wives' backs. They care nought for credit,
honor, promises, respectability, or even
the disgrace of family; are destitute of
shame, dead to dignity and manly feeling and associated with those who in
their sober days they would have scorned
even to speak to. Why does not liquor
render the pious more devoted and the
literary more intellectual?
Why not
deepen and widen the channels of
thought? Or why not excite the moral
faculties instead of the animal?
The
answer is, because it only excites the lower part of the brain where the animal propensities are, because the body is more
intimately related to the base of the brain.
Liquor does not augment talent or make
the profane pious; but it actually diminishes them all. It prostrates intellect,
bedims reason, darkens counsel, renders
the ideas muddy; and before king alcohol
intellectual greatness and moral purity all
vanish like the dew before the rising sun.
Ministers rrwy preach, and revivals be
multiplied to any extent, but unless the
ax is laid at the root of the tree of vice
and it be destroyed, it will be of no avail.
Prohibition in the United States will kill
this evil, and that is the only remedy that
will do it.
The cry is raised by the enemies of
prohibition: "This is a free country, and
no one has the right to take away our liberty in this matter." This is a flimsy
argument. Although this is a free country, yet laws are made to prohibit many
evils. Liquor selling is an evil, and the
government also has the same right to
prohibit that. Without having laws to
prohibit evils in this country what would
become of it. Socialists, Nihilists, murderers and horse thieves would hold high
carnival among us. Why not give the
horse thief a license to steal, and the Socialist a license to blow up any one they
have a spite against, as well as to give the
liquor dealer license to ruin homes, make
men brutes and heap misery, suffering and
want upon innocent children.
This license law is one of the greatest
frauds of the age. It is nothing more
than bnying men's votes. "Let us sell
liquor," it says, "and no matter about the
wrong it inflicts upon our community;
you will have that money to run your
schools, and that will make vour tax
lighter." And many that are ·for temperance will vote for license, thinking
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they have saved themselves a few dollars,
and thus are selling their influence to help
this evil business along.
In the states of Dakota and Nebraska
we read that the money spent for liquor
in one year was $23,108,128.00 at the rate
of $9.49 a head; and that the money spent
for schools $4,268,128.00 an average of
$1.78 a head. Look and see what a terrible state we are in, more money spent
for liquor than for education. Nebraska
takes the lead this year by passing a law

allowing the voice of the people to decide
between license or prohibition. Pennsylvania and Massachusetts have also fallen
into line, and Illinois is now considering the question. If the temperance people will now work together, ·regardless of
parties, religion, or color, in a short time
prohibition will become a national law,
and our young men be saved from ruin.
Grangers, arouse and assert your manhood by helping stamp out this great evil
from our midst.
WEBSTER, Nebraska.

JERUSALEM
HJERUSALEM, with its twenty-five to
thirty thousand Jewish inhabitants,
is a large and, though difficult, encouraging field for work, especially in our days,
when the Jews seem to be if not actually
well disposed towards Christianity, at
least more accessible. It is one of the
signs of the times that even in this city,
the stronghold of Judaism and fanaticism, they begin to shake off the chains
of Rabbinism which have enslaved them
for so many centuries. A spirit of freedom, of thought and of searching after
the truth, is everywhere perceptible.
Tracts are eagerly read, and everywhere
asked for. The New Testament is diligently studied. And had it not been for
fear of their Rabbis, upon whom the majority of the Jews here are dependent,
(the Chaluka, or distribution of money
sent by their European brethren, having
to pass through the hands of their Rabbis), many more Jews would have come
forward. They dare not have intercourse
with the Missionary, or receive him into
their bouseR, but gladly accept the offered
tracts, and promise to read them secretly.
A great number of Jews, however, who
gain their livelihood by various trades,
and consequently are not so much under
the direct influence of their spiritual advisers, readily converse with us, receive us
in their houses, and in many instances
eagerly listen to the glad tidings of the
Messiah. The New Testament is no longer a sealed book to them. Many are
well acquainted with its contents, unconsciously imbibe its teachings, and even
adopt its phraseology. The other day I
called upon a Spanish Jew, and while con-

NOTES.

versing with him I noticed that he often
made use of New Testament expressions,
and even whole sentences without knowing it. On further inquiry, I found that
he had been an in-patient of our hospital
for some time, where be diligently studied
the New Testament.
"On the other hand, infidelity seems to
be rapidly spreading, even in these remote
regions. The continual increase of foreign Jews from different parts of Europe
-where the authority of Rabbinism, and
along with it Judaism, is being rapidly
undermined-exercises a most unwholesome influence upon the native Jewish
population. At no other time, perhaps,
was it more necessary to throw all our
energy into the work, in order to counteract this evil influence, and to stem the
tide of infidelity, by bringing to them the
religion of Christ. For, humanly speaking, it is more difficult to convince a Jew
of the truth of Christianity who has lost
faith in his religion, than one who still
keeps it up.
"Through the kindness of M"iss Barlee
and Mr. Coral, I was introduced to many
Jewish shops and houses. I also arranged with the doctors to kindly let me
accompany them on their visits to their
patients. This I found the best mode of
introduction into many a Jewish house,
which would otherwise hav~ been inaccessible. With the exception of the early
morning services, and those days on which
I was at the depot to receive Jews there,
the greater part of my forenoons was
occupied with visiting Jews in their houses, or speaking to them in the streets."
-Rev. J. F. Segall, in Jewish Intelligence.
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THREE BLUES OF SPRING-TIME.
We tried the flowers of every hue;

And sowed the flowers of holy name,
Red, white and blue.
Faith and Hope and Love were sown,
And oh! how strong the plants are grown,
And through the world their flowers are known,
Red, white and blue,
For freedom eagle-pinioned flew,
And bore the red, white and blue.

But love the red, white and blue.
Red, white and blue.
The red is love's sweet blushing hue,
And hope lies imaged in the blue.
Red, white and blue.
When faith is free and love is true,
We sow the red, white and blue.
In eastern lands the seed we cast,

But weeds would choke or drouth would blast
Red, white and blue.
Sweet love was lost in passion's fires,
From idol worship faith retires,
And hope by despot's frown expiresRed, white and blue.
Then to the western world we came,

Now in one banner fair to see,
We twine the hues in trinityRed and white and blue.
The red and white are leaves of light,
And stars as flowers the blue bedight,
And o'er the world this banner bright,
Red and white and blue,
Has guardian angels strong and true,
Who love the red and white and blue.
Author Unknown.

OPTIMISM.
mHE Centennial address of Bishop Pot-

' l' ter, in St. Paul's church, New Y urk,
bas been the cause, not only of a vast
amount of criticism, favorable and unfavorable, but has also led to the unearthing of a great deal of the true inwardness
of those early days which has so often
been justified and eulogized at the expense
of the present time. One result of this
will be that the average American will
know much more of our national history
than he ever before even dreamed of. He
will learn that while our fathers of a hundred years ago were certainly not sinners
above all other men, yet neither were they
saints beyond the men of to-day. And
we are glad to know that our article previously written on this matter was fully
warranted by the letters and public papers
that still exist to show us how extremely
human men are apt to be, and that our
political literature is, if not purer, at least
more decent than of old.
There is scarcely a point of comparison, if even a single one, in which the
present day is not equal, and in most
respects superior, to the days of A.D. 1789.
Would it be possible to renew the atrocities of the French Revolution? When
the Commune in Paris made the attempt,
their reign was but for a day; and the
victims of their passion were few. If a
foreign army should land upon our shores

for purposes of subjugation, would any
State refuse to send her contingent for
defense; or would our armies freeze or
starve because a foreign (Tory) influence
was powerful enough to refuse supplies
of food or clothing ? Had one-third of
the States in 1789 refused to submit to
national authority because they saw that
by the election of \V asbington to the·
Presidency their political projects were
threatened with defeat, where were the
resources and the power that could have
brought order out of the chaos of rebellion? To-day our nation is capable of
doing all things necessary for the defense
of our liberties; and a million harvestfields would yield abundance of supply
of food, and the almost inexhaustible
'sources of wealth are at band to support
the Government under every trial.
It is within the last fifty years that the
children of our land have entered upon
their heritage of education. The slender
resources of America that left so much to
be supplied, have expanded to such unbounded limits that no child of the land
need remain in ignorance; schools and
colleges are scattered with a lavish prodigality that seems sometimes almost a
waste, yet the people use them all, and a
prudent beneficence constantly seeks and
finds new modes of applying wealth to
spread the reign of knowledge. A hun-
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dred years ago, universities sought long
and patiently for endowments. To-day
rneu endow them with a million of dollars
at a time without solicitation or reserve.
The standard law of morality, individual and social, that is regnant to-day
among the people, would not permit for
an hour the things that were common to
all a hundred years ago. Then schools
were endowed, even churches were built,
by the proceeds of lotteries. Public libraries were established by means of them;
bishops thanked God who had blessed
them with a prize; now, popular with a
certain class, the laws of most of the States
forbid them, and religion frowns upon
them.
It is true that many religious people
mingle in the dance or look on at public
sports, who then were bound by strongest
ecclesiastical law not to indulge in such
"vanities;" some even visit the theater or
opera who would have then been excommunicated for so doing. But a larger
proportion of the people is present at the
public services of their particular church;
and they only need to be reminded of the
demands of charity or religion to furnish
unheard of supplies to those who minister
to such needs. The sacred vessels upon
a thousand altars have b.een secured, in
part at least, by the self-denial of little
children, who look forward with present
joy to the day when they shall enter upon
their sacred heritage, and learn the lessons of a Savior's love from a thousand
pulpits, whose hangings have been adorned by the patient toil of their own fingers.
And it is through the silent force of

example that the Old World has been
politically transformed during the last
hundred years. Surely there is more freedom and of a higher character in every
nation of Europe to-day. The influence
we are exerting to-day is purer and more
exalting than it once was. Formerly it
was but the name of Liberty, that name
that carne down from the oligarchies and
aristocracies of the republics of Greece
and Rome. Now we may bid the peoples
witness a Liberty that belongs to every
human being within our boundaries, yet
binds each one in subjection to the law
that is provided for the protection of all.
Slavery has vanished, anarchy bas no excuse. The communism of our institutions
secures to every one the fruit of his own
labor, yet forbids his interference with
the just rights of his neighbor. In no
age or country of the world was ever
greater freedom given to conscience; and
the danger of ultramontanism, whether
on the part of Rome or any other religious power, is growing less day by day.
Yet never was money so freely contributed for the support of the gospel, for the
buildi11g of churches, for the relief of the
needy, for the furtherance of every plan
for the material and spiritual salvation of
men. Great moral reforms receive the
support of the best portions of society,
and the masses receive the benefit of their
efforts for their welfare.
Who shall say that the former days
were better than these? or why should
we lament that we can not live over again
the lives of our fathers?
-Selected.

SONG OF FL0WER ANGELS.
I found to-day, in sunny nook,
Blue violets sweet and coy,
The earliest factors of the year
To give the sun employ;
They nodded under sheltered banks
As is their modest way,
And lent their beauty to the earth,
Thro' all the vernal day.
Above them, in the barren trees,
The blue-birds chattered glad,
And fluttering, moved in tender mood,
The mate that must be had;

They first return from southern lands
As harbingers of spring,
And weary hearts grow glad again
When they begin to sing.
And higher still the soft bluE% skyThe heavenly arch aboveIn symbol of our father's care,
His canopy of love.
This azure sky with sunny daysThe blue-birds flown from farThe violets too are tokens all,
How wide His mercies are.

-Selected.
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RUM-SELLER(?);

OR LIGHT IN THE BAR-ROOM.
BY THOMAS J. SMITH.

CHAPTER II.
I will tell you a story,
Of love unrequited ;
Of two trusting hearts
That were never united.

born, raised, and reeeived what
I WAS
little edueation I possess, in the state
of Ohio. At what particular town, or in
what eounty in the state, does not matter
to this audience. My father intended
that I should follow the profession of
law; but my health failing, my physician
recommended that I learn some trade
which required manual labor. So I took
up the blacksmith business, and was soon
stout and healthy again. I was about
twenty years of age at this time, and was
very ambitious to make money. I soon discovered, however, that the trade I had
chosen, although a very honorable one,
was a very slow one to accomplish my
desire of money getting. I became discontented, quit the business, left home,
and inside of three weeks was installed
as a bar-tender in the saloon of Lovemoney and Gallmaker of Cincinnati. I remained here for two years, and then wandered from place to place, as my fancy
led or opportunity offered, for about
eight years more, always acting as clerk
in some saloon. I finally landed in a
small town in Iowa, with ·money enough
to go into business myself. This was, of
course, before prohibition struck the state.
I put up a building with all the modern
improvements and conveniences, and as
there were no other saloons in the place,
had a very flourishing and luerative trade.
Of course you all know just what that
means. As a large amount of money
flowed into my coffers, I sent out in re·
turn an equal amount of "riot and ruin."
I run my business here for about five
years, when an incident transpired which
completely ruined it, and filled my soul
with feelings of the deepest shame and
remorse. Among roy many customers
was one Captain Raymond, an old soldier,
who figured quite prominently in a Pennsylvania regiment during our late war.
He was called by his many friends "a
jolly good soul," and had been in his ear-

ly life a fine specimen of God's noblest
work-man. But unfortunately for himself and all connected with him, he had
acquired a passion for strong drink, which
had left him but a poor imitation of his
former self. It was, indeed, an unusual
thing for him to go home, once a month,
sober. The seal of "confirmation" had
not as yet been stamped upon his forehead, but he was fast approaching that
limit where it would be. He was rapidly
nearing the "dead line" of intemperance
which, when onee overstepped, reformation is unknown. All his earthly possessions had long since been swallowed up
in drink save an acre of ground and an
humble little eottage, situated about a,
mile from town. His only means of support came from a pension of twenty dollars per month, for wounds received in
battle. The grea1er part of this, however,
went as did his other possessions, to the
rum-seller's till.
The captain had no family except one
daughter, who at this time was about
twenty years of age; and as this daughter
was the chief actor in the incident just
referred to, you will please pardon me if
I devote a few moments to her. She was
small in figure, neat and trim in appearance, and bright and sparkling in intellect. She would not, however, have been
considered handsome by one person in a
hundred. But if there ever was an angel
in human flesh, if there ever was a person
from whom every thing sinful had been
cast out and everything divine implanted,,
Maggie Raymond was that person. The
angel in her, although plainly visible to
all, shone brightest in her strong devotion to her drunken father. She was his
only dependence, and had no doubt saved
his life scores of times. If he failed to
be at home at nine o'clock at night, be it
once a week or seven times a week, winter or summer, foul or fair, she would
come for him as regularly as day sueceeds
night, and in all her troubles and trials
with him, she was never known to misuse
or speak harshly to him.
Is it anything strange, then, my friends,
that I, hardened as I was to most of the
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finer feelings of the human heart, by my
unholy calling, should fall in love, and
that deeply too, with this little type of a
better world. No; this is not strange at
all; but what follows is passing strange,
and that is that my love for her was warmly reciprocated, and we were engaged to
be married only a week after the melancholy incident before referred to occurred. I will remark here, however, that
she would not consent to our marriage
until I had agreed to forsake my business
in one year after the wedding took place.
One cold day in December the captain
had been drinking harder than usual, and
I knowing that he could not reach home
unless he started early, persuaded him to
leave the saloon about dusk and to go
:across the field, the near way, and to
make the best headway he could. I will
here remark that in going to the saloon
be always took the "short cut," and in
going home he always followed the road.
It was this advice of mine that caused
the whole trouble. Had he followed the
road, as usual, all would have been well.
The captain had just reached the top of
the field fence when the liquor overcame
him and he tum bled off and fell insensible upon the ground.
:Maggie awaited him at the house until
nine o'clock, and as he did not appear
she started in search of him. As usual
she followed the road, and not meeting
him, she came to the saloon. I told her
that he had taken the path through the
field and was, no doubt lying on the way.
She turned to go, and I realizing what a
time she would have in getting him home,
,offered to go and assist her in the task;
but she would not permit me, remarking
that she could "manage" him.
I insisted on helping her, but she resolutelv refused.
Seeing that it was useless to urge her
further, and that the night was very cold,
I told her that she ought to drink something warm to stimulate her in the unpleasant task. She refused at first, but
upon a little persuasion consented and
drank a small glass of sweetened brandy.
Oh, my friends, a thousand times in
the deepest anguish and remorse of so1Il
have I cursed that glass of brandy.
I suppose she soon found her father
lying in the fence corner unconscious,
:and seeing that it would be useless to
:attempt to move him in that condition,

had taken off her wraps and spread them
over him. She then had sat down at his
feet to await his awakening. The brandy
must have stupefied her, while the cold
had overpowered her, for early the next
morning as I was going over to the captain's to learn how she had succeeded in
getting him home, and on reaching the
fence where he had fallen, what a scene
of horror presented itself to my view.
There sclt Maggie at her fctther's feet,
as stiff and cold and white as ct stclttte
of marble.
I gazed for a moment in complete bewilderment, and then seized her in my
arms and tried to awaken her. I chafed
her icy hands. I held her stony cheek to
my lips. I pressed her silent heart to
mine. I seized the wraps from off her
father and gently placed them around her
lifeless form. But all to no purpose.
She waR in that sleep that , knows no
awaker1ing until the trump sounds which
is to bring forth the noble, the good and
the true in the great day of God's recompense.
:My friends, I can not dwell upon that
scene. :My soul can not endure it. It
faints at the recollection. Suffice it to
say the captain arose from his drunken
sleep a broken-hearted man. He buried
her in the little church yard at the foot
of the hill, and was soon laid beside her
himself, by his friends.
And now, all the world has to remember
her by, save her good de(lds, is a little
marble slab placed over her grave, bearing this inscription: "Sacred to the memory of Mctggie Raymond, born Novembe1·
5th, 1856)· frozen to death December 15th,
1876/ aged 20 years, 1 month and 15
days."
One bright moonlight night, just before I left the place to come west~I visited her grave; and kneeling at its side, I
raised my right hand toward heaven, and
there in that sacred stillness vowed, that
by God's help, and by the sacred clay that
rested beneath me, I would never taste or
handle the soul destroying poison again,
and that should the time ever cbme when
I should fail to raise that arm against the
damnable traffic, it might wither to my
shoulder, and my tongue might sear in my
mouth if I ever failed to speak against it.
This, my friends, is why I quit the
business, and one reason why I am opposed to signing this petition.
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And now as we have an understanding
,of this matt_er so far, I will proceed to the
task before me, and will carry you back
in imagination to yonder city in the eastern part of this state. Undoubtedly you
are aware that it is in the cities where the
rum seller flourishes and spreads himself,
not as the green bay tree, however, which
lends a grateful shade to the weary pilgrim and a shelter to the unprotected
beast, but as the poisonous ivy vine, sickening and corroding everything that comes
in contact with it. Among the scores of
saloons which infest the place, we will
select one as a sample, (for as I have already told you they are all alike, all chips
off the same block), and then begin our
investigation. We will pick up one of
the daily newspapers of the place, read
·the numerous advertisements and then
-choose the one which suits us best., Well,
here is a whole list of them, and a motley
crew they make in very deed: "The Blne
Front," "The Heel Front," "The Farmer's
Home," "The Cross Swords," "The Index," "The Shade Tree," "The "Bird's
Nest," "The New Racket," "The Daisy,"
"Tivoli," "Alhambra" (whatever those
two last names mean), "The Honey Bee,"
·"Hole in the Wall," "Elk Horns," "The
Grass-hopper," and here-ab here we have ·
struck it, "The Model Saloon." That is
the one we want. It will be a model of
all the balance of them.
So without
stopping to enquire as to the fitness of
the name. whether it is a model money
making establiRhment, or expected to
make more drunkards and complete them
in less time than any other saloon, we will
·enter its glittering domain. But just
wait a moment, we will read the advertisement first:
"Model Saloonj on Elrn street, bet·ween
Tenth and Eleventh, smtth side.
The
choicest liqtwrs ctncl cigar·s constantly on
hancl. A la1·ge importation of the best
brands just received.
Please call cmcl
sarnple.
W. Pennygrabbe1·, Pro."
Now I do not presume that there is a
man, woman or child in this audience, or
in any other, unacquainted with the rum
business, who can form the remotest idea
.as to just what that advertisement means.
So we will enter the door of the Model
:Saloon, and as we wish to get at the
foundation of this business, we will pass
to the cellar first, where a little light will
be shed upon the matter. Do you see
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this barrel of whisky here, that barrel of
brandy there, that one of wine under the
window, and those kegs on the shelf containing the same kind of liquors as are in
the barrels?
You do. Well, what I have just pointed out to you constitutes the whole of
that "large importation" mentioned in the
advertisement. This, no doubt, will appear strange and unreasonable to you, as
the Model is one of the largest and most
extensively patronized saloons in the city,
and consumes large quantities of liquors
daily. I will explain. Just step over to
that dark corner where you see that large
chest. We lift the lid. Why, bless your
soul, if here is not a perfect little drug
st"re. Alum, borax, turpentine, cayenne
pepper, cinnamon, gunpowder, blue vitriol, tobacco, arsenic, carbolic acid, aqua
fortis, and even strychnine,-quite a formidable and lengthy proeession to march
down a man's throat, i;.; it not? .
This seemR to Rtartlc yon, my friends;
but it need not, for it iR hut the plain,
unvarnished truth. All of these drugs,
with ma!lJ more that I have not named,
are used in manufacturing and mixing
np the liq nors drank by modern swiggers. Each fourth of that barrel of whisky there is drawn out and placed in other
barrels containing three-fourths water, a
number of these drugs then are introduced, and Mr. Pennygrabber has four barrels of the best brand of Old Kentucky
Bourbon Whisky. A similar process is
gone through with the brandy and wine
barrels, and he has eight more of the best
brand. Four of rare French brandy, and
a similar number of the choicest Maderia
wme.
We now see the full meaning of that
advertisement, and have our first illustration of the "honest rum-seller." The
proprietor of the Model Saloon, pi'obahly,
does not intend to act dishonestly, or to
misrepresent in his advertisement. He
may imagine that the dilution of his
liquors by water and the introduction of
drugs may prove beneficial to the health
of his customers. As to the other, he
was only a little careless in the use of his
language; the words "large importation"
instead of applying to the liquors he had
received, should apply to the water and
drugs he bad mixed and toned his liquors
up with. So don't let this trifle prejudice
your minds against his "honesty."
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As we will have occasion to look after
those kegs on the shelf further along in
our investigations, we will quit the cellar
and enter the bar-room. Everything here
is in the neatest shape. The walls are as
white as the snowflake; the floors are
clean and sanded; the counters, billiard
tables and chairs, fairly glisten; the bottles and cups sparkle; the well rubbed
lamps shed forth a soft mellow light;
while the proprietor and his clerk, Johnson, both tastily dressed, wear a broad,
pleasant smile around the corners of their
mouths. We will take seats around the
neatly polished stove and await developments.
Ah, what great crowd of mf'n is this
just coming in? That tall, well dressed
man in front is Major B--, one of the
candidates for State Senator, and those
others are some of his numerous friends.
The major is going to "set 'em up," a8
they term it out west. That's it, is it?
W~ll, the major looks as if he had "set
'em up," or "put 'em down" several times
too often already; in other words, he is
just two-thirds drunk. But he has been
hard at work all day long, pushing his
claims to the office to the front, and we
must overlook his present limber condition. The clerk, with lightning rapidity,
has the counter completely covered with
glasses, and politely asks each man:
"What will you take, sir? The glasses
are filled with the liquors desired; each

person takes his own, tips it with the
major's, and wishing him success, drinksthe contents. After it is all over, the·
major bends over the counter towards the
proprietor and softly whispers: "Chalk it
down." The latter smilingly replies:
"All right." Now keep your eyes wide
open, for ten to one you will see another
illustration of the "honest rum-seller"
here. We will count noses-just fifteen
with the major's. That is correct. Now
step around and take a peep into Mr.
Pennygrabber's book as he "chalks it
down."
"Major B - - to twenty-five drinks of
liquor, time eight o'clock and twenty
minutes." Ah, just as I anticipated. That
is an old trick. Twenty-five drinks instead of fifteen. But the proprietor does
not intend to be dishonest. Ob, no! You
see the major is drunk and has plenty of
money, and will never know the difference. And bow liable a man is to make
wrong figures at such a time, especially
if the mistake will be in his favor. A
man may make a figure two instead of a
one any day. So this little mistake will.
not affect his reputation for honesty at
all; besides could he not have "chalked
it down thirty-five, or even forty-five
drinks, instead of twenty-five, had he not
been honest? Certainly he could.
The blindest eye can elearly see,
For all is plain as it can be.
(To be continued).

QUESTIONS FOR THOUGTHFUL WORKINGMEN.
1. What have the saloon-keepers done to improve the conditions of the working classes?
2. Have you more comfortable homes through
supporting the drink-sellers?
3. Have you fewer jailers and magistrates
through supporting the saloon-keepers?
4. Are your taxes less because drink-sellers
are kept bu~y?
5. Is bread cheaper because nearly forty millions of bushels of grain go to the maltster instead of the miller?
6. Is trade improved because money is spent
at saloons instead of in clothes, furniture and
food?
7. ArP the articles manufactured bv brewers
and distillers worth the money that is paid for
them?
8. If drink-sellers had to keep all the paupers,
lunatics and criminals they make, how many of
them would be able to kePp out of bankruptcy.
9. Is the health of these drinkers of intoxi-

cants better than that of people who don't
drink?
10. Are the neighborhoods most orderly and
prosperous where the saloons are the ~ost
numerous?
11. Would your sons and daughters be improved if they were trained up behind saloon
bars?
12. Don't saloon keepers generally vote for
those candidates who promise to protect their
trade, regardless of every other trade!
13. Could any class be better spared t:J:lan the
liquor-sellers?
14. If one law authorizes bishops and clergy
to preach the sanctity of the Sabbath, is it right
that another law should authorize maltsters and
drink-sellers to violate the Sabbath?
15. If a church were composed of nothing but
maltsters, brewers, distillers, saloon-keepers and
their assistants, what influence would it exert
on the drunkenness of the country?
-Selected.
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313.-"The following chapter, which
is taken from the Third Book of Garcias:
Origin of the J udeans, we here insert in
the original Spanish, with the translation
annexed, both because it contains many
scriptural authorities to prove that the
Jews in ancient times did frequently profane religion by the celebration of human
sacrifices and likenesses, because Garcia
inclines to the opinion that their descendants introduced that shocking custom into
Peru. This chapter is entitled, Como los
Jitcleas ;" los Indias, le C'U1'on sctcr·~fiC'ia cle
Nenos .. * * * (See 2 Kings 17th). "And
they sacrificed their sons and their daughters to devils. * * * And they asked the
blood of the innocent.'"
Manasseh passed his sons through the
fire; Achaz sacrificed a son.
"It can not be doubted that human sacrifices were common throughout Palestine. And if the Holy Land was polluted
with these abominable rites, which the
Jews are said to have learned from their
neighbors, the Canaanites, where is the
difficulty in supposing that in after ages
they Wf're transplanted to American soil
by their descendants. ,'(- * * It is a very
remarkable fact that the Indians were accustomed to pass their sons through the
fire as a kind of baptism. * * *"
320.-"It deserves to be remarked that
as amongst the Jews certain cities were
appointed as cities of refuge, by which
criminals might fly and escape the punishment of the law; so amongst the .lVIexicans and amongst most of the Indian
States, there were appointed places of refuge to which culprits might fly and claim
the rights of the sanctuary, but that murderers could avail themselves of this
privilege, as anciently was the case in
Christendom, is neither probable nor asserted by any Spanish historian. The
places of refuge amongst the Indians were
the palaces of kings, named by the Mexicans tecpan; ancl 'wherever there was a
place, there it may be supposed was a city
of refuge likewise. But it may also be
imagined, although it is not so expressly
stated by Spanish writers, that the Mexican teocalli, especially the greater temples
of Thfexico, were places of refuge, ancl that
the city of Cholula was a place of refuge."

.MEXICAN

326.-"The reflection that human sacrifices were common among the Jews at
one period of their history, as among the
.Mexicans and Peruvians, must give rise
to grave reflections. * * *"
338.-"What shall we say when we find
* ;(· * that the Indians of New Spain did
expect a Messiah, whom they even named
Mexi, which name exactly resembles the
Hebrew, whose advent they expected in
the year of the Cane, or the year of the
Lord. Although Cortez is himself silent
on the subject, Torquemacla has recorded
in the thirteenth and fifteenth chapters of
the Fourth Book of his 'Indian Monarchy,' the curious fact, that when the
Spanish general arrived on the coast of
New Spain, he was not only taken by the
Mexicans for their Messiah, but actually
received their adorations in that character,
seated on a throne erected for that purpose on the deck of his ship. To this belief of the Mexicans Torquemada is inclined to attribute the rapid progress of the
Spanish arms, ar; the necessary consequence
of the general commotion into which their
empire was thrown by the rumor everywhere circulated that the Messiah had
come to take possession of his kingdom."
:351.-- * ·X· * Cortez kept the matter a
secret, be'cause there were those who did
not wish it to be known in Europe that he
had been taken for the Messiah in America. But great as was the folly of Montezuma, in thus blindly following the faith
of his ancestors, it does not surpass
that of some modern Jews, inhabitants of
Morocco, who annually confine in a coffin a virgin of their own race, in the hope
that she may give birth to their expected
Messiah."
378, 'femples. -"It is obvious that we
can not compare the temple of Jerusalem,
as a whole, with any of the .Mexican temples, because we have not a perfect idea
of all its parts. It IS only from scattered
passages of Scripture that we are enabled
to guess that there were many features of
resemblance between these different structures. 'fhat Solomon's temple was high,
we learn from 2 Chron. 2:21, where it is
expressly so designated: 'Anc1 this house
which is high, shall he an astonishment
unto every one that passeth by it, so that
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he shall say, why bath the Lord done thus
unto this land and unto this house?' That
it bad an ascent, which was probably eight
steps up to it, is incidentally mentioned
in 2 Chron. 9: 2-4, which contains an account of the queen of Sheba's visit to
Solomon: 'And when the queen of Sheba
had seen the wisdom of Solomon, and the
bouse that be bad built, and the meat at
his table, and the sitting of his servants,
and the attendance of his ministers, and
their apparel; his cupbearers also, and
their apparel, and his ascent by which he
went up into the house of the Lord; there
was no more spirit in her.'
"A causeway is also mentioned in 1
Chron. 26: 16 a.s leading to the latter
temple. 'To Shuppim and Hosah the lot
came forth westward, with the gate Shallecbeth, by the causeway of the going np,
ward against ward.'"
"It is impossible when reading what
Mexican mythology records of the war in
heaven and of the war of Zontemonque
and the other spirits; of the creation of
light by the word of T0nacaticutli, and of
. the division of the waters; of the sinR of
Y ztlaohubqui, and his blindnesR and nakedness; of the temptation of Suchiqnecal,
an(l her disobedience in gathering roses
from a tree, and the consequent misery
and disgrace of herself and all her posterity,-not to recognize Scriptural analogies. But the Mexican tradition of the
Deluge is that which bears the most unequivocal marks of having been derived
from a Hebrew source. This tradition records that a few persons escaped in the
Ahnehuete, or ark of fir, when the earth
was swallowed up by the deluge, the chief
of whom was named Patecatle or Cipaquetona; that he invented the art of making
wine; that Xelua, one of his descendants,
at least one of those who escaped with
him in the ark, was present at the building of the high tower, which the succeeding generation constructed with the view
of escaping from the deluge should it
again occur; that Tonacatem1tle, incensed
at their presumption, destroyed the tower
with lightning, confounded their language and dispersed them; and that Xelua
led a colonv to the New W orld."-Mex.
Antiq. tom: vi.
409.-[Torquemadal "Another ecclesiastic named Brother Diego de Mercado, a
grave father, who has been definator of
this province of the holy gospel, and one

of the most exemplary men and greatest
doers of penance of his time, relates, and
authenticates this relation with his signature, that some three years ago, conversing with one of the Otomies, about seventy
years old, re~pPcting matters concerning
our faith, the Indian told him that they in
ancient times had been in possession of a
hook which was handed down successively
from father to son in the person of the·
eldest, who was dedicated to the safe custody of it, and to instruct others in its.
doctrines. These doctrines were written
in two columns, and between column and
column Christ was painted crucified with
a countenance of anger. They accordingly sa,id that Lord was offended, and out of
reve1·ence would not turn even the leaves
with their hands, but with a small bar
which they had made for the purpose,
which they kept along with the book. On
the ecclesiastic's questioning the Indian as
to the eontents of the hook and its doctrines, he was unable to give him further
information, but simply replied that if the
book had not been lost, he would have
seen that the doctrine which he taught
and preached to them and those which the
hook contained were the same."
"It is so singular a fact that the Indians
of Mexico and Peru should have believed
with Christians in many doctrines which
were held to he peculiarly and exclusively
Christian, and to constitute a line of demarcation between Christianity and ali
other religions that it appears a convincing proof that Christianity must, in early
ages, have been established in America,
and that ancient communication existed
between the old and the new continents at
a period long antecedent to the age of
Columbus."
"In pointin,g out some of the leading
doctrines of Christianity, the kn'lllwledge
of which was likewise found amongst the·
Indians, it may be proper to observe that
although it might be easier shown that
the Indians believed in the existence of
Deity, in the immortality of the soul, and
in a future state of rewards and punishments; still, as these are intui'tive truths
which all religions teach, which all ages
have believed, so inferences will be attempted to be drawn from them, since the
Romans, the Greeks, the Mabometans, or
the Hindoos, might by the same arguments have proved to have carried on intercourse in former ages with the Indians.
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The doctrines were peculiarly Christian,
a belief in which the Indians likewise
professed. However mixed up with other
superstition, and from which inferences
may be fairly drawn, are the following:
That of a Trinity, of original sin, of repentance, of penance, of a vicarious atonement, of a future Redeemer, and of the
resurrection of the bodv."
"But, besides exhibiting a certain degree of conformity on these doctrinal
points, they likewise seem to have been
formerly arquainted with the sacraments, although superstition had lamentably perverted these ancient mysteries of
the Christian church, since traces of them
mav be found in various rites and ceremo~1ies common alike to the Mexicans and
Peruvians."
"Having briefly mentioned what the
particular doctrines of Christianity were,
which the gravest writers assert were
known to the Indians before the arrival of
the Spainards in theN ew World, we shall
proceed separately to adduce proofs to
show that the above mentioned doctrines
did in reality constitute a portion of the
Indian faith; and, although many testimonies from different authors might be
cited in confirmation of each article, it
will be sufficiAnt in this place to quote
the single authorities of men like Acosta,
Peter Martyr, Garcia, and Torquemacla,
whose writings are highly appreciated in
Spain, and are also known to the rest of
Europe."
"Several historians of the New W oriel
mention Suchiquecal, and the sin which
she committed in eating the fruit of a
tree."
"The doctrine of a vicarial atonement,
or of a sacrifice for sin, whereby the guilt
of one party is expiated and atoned for by
the innocent blood of another, was also
well known to the Indians; and the question is curious, how traces of this doctrine
should have been discovered in America,
and how, on the supposition of these
traces, affording indieations of Christianity having in earlier ages existed in that
continent, the doctrines of a purer faith
could have thus degenerated, and in time
have become mingled with such barbarious superstitions."
"If our surprise is excited by the discoveries that the Peruvians were not altogetheJ· ignorant of the nature of a vicarial
sacrifice, or atonement, it will be produced

in no less degree when we discover that
the inhabitants of New Spain generally
believed in the coming of a future Redeemer or Savior, whose advent, as well
as the last destruction of the world, may
seem to have expected at the close of the·
certain stated periods corresponding with
the artifieial cycles of time whieh they displayed in their calendars. That future
Redeemer was Queealcoatle. The letters
of Cortez to Charles the Fifth fully prove
that about the time when the Spaniards
first arrived in America, the expectation
was very general in New Spain of the appearance of Quecalcoatle, anG. for many
years afterward that expectation continued; so difficult it is to root out ancient
prejudices, since we are informed that the
mere report of their God having come to
redeem them, induced the Capotecas to·
revolt in the year 1550."
"Gomora, speaking of this expectation,.
says: 'The Indians viewed with attention
the dnss, deportment and beards of the
Spaniards. They were astonished at seeing the horses feed and gallop; they were
terrified at the glittering of their swords,
and fell to the ground at the report and
noise of their artillery, thinking that
heaven was bursting with thunder and
lightning, and they said of the ships, that
it was Quecacoatle who was coming,
bringing his temples with him. since he
was the God of the air who had left them,
and whose return they expected."'-La

Conqnesta.
"A most striking proof of the firmness
of the faith of the Mexicans in Quecalcoatle is afforded bv the relation which
Cortez, in his third ietter to Charles the
Fifth, and Gomara in his 'Conquest of
Mexico,' gave of the events which oeeurred during the last days of the siege of
that city. Gomara, deRcribing +he state
of extremitv to which the Mexicans had
been reduced, and their obstinacy in resisting the Spaniards to the last, says:
'Cortez being desirous of seeing how much
of the eity remained yet to be gained,
a.scended a high tower, lookAcl around him
and perceived that there was an eighth
part. On the following day he returned
to the attack of the remaining portion.
He commanded his troops to kill none but
those who defended themselves.
'l'he
:Mexieans lamented their unhappy fate,
entreating the Spaniards to eonclude their
work of slaughter. And certain chiefs
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called to Cortez in a very pressmg manner,
who hastened to the spot, imagining that
it was to treat of terms of surrender.
Having placed himself by the side of a
bridge, they addressed him: •Since you
are the son of the sun, why do you not
finish with his course? ()sun! that canst

encircle the earth in so short a space of
time as a single day and one night, kill us
at on:ce, and relieve us at once from such
great and protracted sufferings; since we
desire death, in order to go and rest with
Quecalcoatle, who is expecting us.'"

OUR WESTERN HOME.
Mamma, just smell these sweet williams;
If I kiss them I guess they won't die;
And here are some wild johnny jump-ups
Blue, like your eyes and the sky.
I gathered them up in the pasture
Where papa was building a fence,
I held a rail up while he nailed it
And he kissed me, and gave me five cents.
And I caught a big chub with a pin hook,
You ought to have seen the thing pant,
I showed it to old Mr. Dawson
And he called me General Grant.
The bobolinks held in their music,
As if they were bound not to sing,

But at last it would pry their throats open,
And bubble out just like a spring.
And while they were singing, the lillies
Would bend their heads low on one side,
As if angels were lighting down on them
And it made me so happy I cried.
And I just tumbled into the clover
And threw down my fish hook and darts,
And pitched in and sung like the birds did
For the song wouldn't stay in my heart.
Now I'm going out into the garden
To catch a big white butterfly
And play it's a wee baby angel,
Kiss me now, mamma. Good-bye.

THE TRUE MARRIAGE.

WE must learn that as a rule Marriage is the
appointed instrument for our highest
moral development. That is no idle dream
which affirms a mutual affinity to be a prime
condition of real marriage. The ideal husband
and wife are first attranted to each other by
common tastes; then a mutual esteem, mellowing into friendship and preparing a community
of interests, ripens into the concentrated joy of
love. The consciousness of that love is in each
of them the soul's awakening; on one side
magnanimous strength defending weakness;
on the other clinging dependence clothing
power with grace; on both the glad renunciation of self, or rather the finding of a new and
nobler self in surrender of the old. The baser
animal life shrinks dwarfed in fit subordination
to the regal qualities of the spirit. The reason,
the imagination, the moral affections, all are
quickened-purged as with cleansing fire-exalted and enobled to life's higher planes. The
commonplace melts into the heroic; and love's
clear vision reveals in each to other, not only
what all the world beholds, but every latent
possibility of perfection otherwise visible to
none but Him who Himself is the infinite ever-

lasting Love. Scoff who may at this early glow
of romantic ten5lerness, to my thinking it is
light from heaven upon the upward way; and
they who are so blessed as to keep it through
the following years are they who best attain
the real ends of marriage. How almost godlike the chivalrous solicitude of one, the passionate faith and sweetness of the other, the
mutual devotion of the twain blending .ho!ily
into one community of being! And where in
the universe could fitter nurses be found towelcome babes and train and nurture c~ldren into
the image of Christ? They who have so appreciated what marriage may and ought to be will
never wonder that Paul beheld in it a sacramental sign of the relation between Christ and
his redeemed church. A sacrament in the
Romish sense of conferring grace marriage is
not; but a sacrament in the true-sense of shadowing eli viner things it surely is. When souls
are wedded, when husband and wife alike are
baptized into the divine secret of utter self-abnegation such that every drudgery is glorified
and every sacrifice made sweet, earth has no
fairer picture of celestial joys.-Sel.
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THE STORY OF THE BOOK OF MORMON.
BY ELDER H. A. STEBBINS.

BOOK OF HELAJYIAN.
CHAPTER XVII.
Helaman has charge of the Records.-The N ephites extend
north into Central America and Mexico.-Oivil war
among those in South America.-Also the Lamanites
come against. them.-Gadianton's Secret Band.-Their
wickedness.-Nephites settle in the United States.-They
build cities, and engage in Agriculture and :Manufactur~
ing.-Driven out of South America.-Many Lamanites
converted by Nephi and Lehi, the sons of Helaman.

U

ELAMAN the son of Helaman was
placed in charge of the sacred and
historical records by his uncle Shiblon in
the thirty-ninth year of the reigr1 of the
Judges. Two years before this several
thousand of the N ephites had passed
through what we now call the Isthmus of
Panama and gone into the land north. Also
in those days Hagoth and others built ships
and went up the west coast, and probably
some weni across the Gulf of Mexieo, into
those regions hitherto unknown and unexplored by the N ephites. They found in
Central America, Mexico and the United
States (as they are now known to us) the
ruined cities, monuments, fortresses and
great mounds of the J aredites, the people
who were the first settlers in America
after the deluge. From the days of King
Mosiah, as previously mentioned, the N ephites had been astonished at the evidences
that a great and an enlightened people
had dwelt in the land Desolation, and to
the northward of it; and now they began
to see more of these wonders. (Note 31).
In the fortieth year the Nephites in
Zarahemla (South America) became divided in the choice of a chief judge,
and the chosen son of Pahoran was
assassinated by the opposite party that
favored his brother. A general time of
trouble followed this terrible deed. Not
only was there civil war, but also the Lamanites came again, and especially at the
capital were the N ephites both unprepared
in numbers and unfitted in moral power
to meet enemies from without. Consequently Zarahemla was taken; and after it
other cities and portions of land. But
Moronihah, the son and successor of Mormon in command of the army, prevented
their further progress north by gathering
his men from the borders and giving them
battle; and finally he drove out the Laman-

J .1

ites, retaking Zarahemla and restoring
peace to the N ephites. Then Helaman
was chosen as chief J ndge over the nation.
About this time arose the notorious
Gadianton, who re-instituted the secret
organization with wicked covenants. His
band was composed of those whose object
it was to take the property and the lives
of others and to overthrow the government, at the same time having made oath
that they would shield anc1 protect the
members of the order under all circumstances. Their deeds of darkness and sin
were like those that have been practiced
among many nations, both before their
day and since then, to obtain great power
among the people and to set the wicked
in authority. One of Gadianton's chief
men, Kishkumen, came to assassinate Helaman, but he was discovered by a servant
and slain. After that Helaman tried to
capture the band and stop the growing
evil; but the men fled into the wilderness, and to hiding places in the hills
and mountains.
In them they dwelt,
coming out occasionally to rob and plunder the people. Excepting for trouble
with this band the nation enjoyed peace
for some years longer, and the church received divine favors and many blessings,
so long as its ministers and members continued to be worthy.
During these years many more of the
N ephites went into the northern country,
both by land and by sea. Their history
relates that some of them went a long distance, probably as far as the northern line
of what is now the United States, because
the book says they arrived in a country of
great waters and many rivers.
They
found that in some parts of the land the
former inhabitants had cut off the timber
so entirely that scarcely any could be
had for building purposes, therefore they
were compelled to bring much timber in
sltips from the south land, and also to use
cement in constructing their dwellings
and houses of worship. (Note 32.)
But they found a good country, anc1
they were industrious and diligent in cultivating the earth, and in building cities,
both north and south. What trees or
bushes they found growing they cultivat-
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ed, and they also planted others, so that
in time there might be plenty of timber
again.
They kept a history of their
growth upon the new territory, of their
progress in agriculture, manufactures and
commerce, and of how they spread abroad
from south to north and from west to east
over a wide area of the gcodly land that
lies south of the great lakes.
Helaman and many of the N ephites remained in Zarahemla, where they continned to have both good and evil times.
The Church yet existed and there were
still many good and righteous people.
But there were also many wicked ones, as
well as bands of robbers, that did great
evil, after the manner of Gadianton and
his secret organization. Helaman acted
righteously in his place as chief judge.
He kept God's commandments, and, so
far as he could, he executed justice and
caused the people to do right. And his
two sons, Nephi and Lehi, grew up in that
manner and were taught in the ways of
the Lord, so that they and many others
were baptized into Christ and became
members of the Church of God. Yet
pride and rebellion were in the hearts of
many in the Church, as well as existing
among those without.
In the fifty-third year Helaman died,
and his son Nephi succeeded him as chief
judge. During that and the following
years some N ephites rebelled and were
driven out. These went to the Lamanites,
and in their hatred of their brethren they
urged the Lamanites until they caused
them to rp.ake war again. This was in
the fifty-eighth year, and now they not
only took Zarahemla but all the N ephite
possessions south of the Isthmus, the Land
Bountiful only remaining to them. So
Moronihah and his men fortified along
the line at the south end of the Isthmus
that we call Darien. The length of this
line from the sea east to the sea west is
described as being a day's travel for a
N ephite on foot. It was now five hundred
and sixty-seven years from the time that
Lehi left Jerusalem.
Although Moronihah, in the sixty-first
year of the Judges, succeeded in retaking
about one-half of the N ephite cities,
still their rulership in South America was
about over. And many of them now saw
that they had lost their ancient possessions because of their iniquities and follies. They had neglected the command-

ments of G~d and had forsaken his war.
therefore h1s word was fulfilled wheren1
he had foretold their distresses and sorrows in case they should fall away. Some
had a vivid remembrance of the declaration's of Alma, of Mosiah, and of other
prophets who had warned them; and
many of them mourned because they had
in the past set at naught the law of God
and been stubborn and rebellious. Because of this they saw that they had lost
the Holy Spirit's presence, and that they.
were weak and powerless where once they
had been strong and able to overcome all
evils by the help of God. But others did
not care, and were still contentious and
wicked; therefore Nephi became weary of
the work of governing them. So he resigned his position and Cezorum was
chosen as chief judge.
After that Nephi and his brother Lehi
spent their time in preaching the word of
God, and in exhorting the people to live
righteously. Their father, Helaman, had
taught them of the coming o,£ Christ; and
of his great work of atonement and restoration, saying that only through him
could mankind be saved in the kingdom
of God. They also converted thousands
of the Lamanites by going into their
country and preaching earnestly and - .
faithfully, and by ordaining ministers.
among them also. And those who came
to Ch~ist were more zealous and devoted
than were the N ephites of that time; for
already very many of the latter had departed from the great truths that were·
known and loved by their fathers. Even
some of the Lamanites became preachers.
to the N ephites, endeavoring to renew
them in the faith, but with only partial
success.
NoTE 31. Concerning the first ~scovery of
the lanrl of Desolation by the Nephites the following i~ found in the Book of Mormon:
"And they were lost in the wilrlerness for the
space of many days .... having traveled in a
land of many waters, having discovered a land
that was covered with the bones of men, and of
beasts, and with ruins of buildings of every
kind; having discovered a land w{lich had been
peopled with a people who were as numerous
as the hosts of Israel. And, for a testimony
that the things that they have said are true,
they have brought twenty-four plates, which are·
filled with engravings; and they are of pure·
gold .... And I say unto thee again, Knowest
thou of any one that can translate? ... For perhaps they will give us a knowledge of the people who have been destroyed, from whence
these records came."
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The plates above spoken of were the ones
from which Mosbh translated the brief history
of the J aredites, as presented in chapters one
and two of this story. They ~lwelt in Honduras, Yucatan, Chiapas and Mexico. Some believe that thev were identical with the MoundBuilders of the Mississippi and Ohio valleys.
And this is probable, because the book shows
that they went north and east from Mexico in
the days of their division and decline, and
scientific men hold that the .Ylound-Builders
were a (iifferent people from the progenitors of
the Indians, that they were a peculiar race
throughout, and that they perished from off the
earth, giving place to a later and dissimilar
people, the ancestors of the vario•1s colored
tribes that were found in America by the European discoverers and explorers. Some scientific
men think. that the Mound-Builders were the
same as those in Mexico called Toltecs. This is
doubtful; because the tradition of the Toltecs
seems to denote that they lived and flourished
after the birth of Christ; notwithstanding
they, like the Jaredites, are Paid to have mainly
vanished from sight before the Aztecs ruled in
Mexico. But probably the Toltecs were a remnant of the Nephites before they gave way to
the Lamanites, or were incorporated among
them and by amalgamation and degeneracy lost
their superiority. Of the To!tees Charney says
"All that the Toltecs did was excellent, graceful and delicate. Exquisite remains of their
buildings, covered with ornamentation, together
with pottery, toys, jewels, and many other objects, are found, for, says Sahagun, 'they had
spread everywhere. The Toltecs were good
architects and skilled in the mechanic arts.
They built great cities like Tula, the ruins of
which are still visible, whilst at Totouac they
erected palaces of cut stone, ornamented with
designs and human figures that rPcall thPir
chequered history. At Cuernavaca were palaces
built entirely of cut stone.' Torquemedaspeaks
of the Toltecs in the same terms, observing that
'they were supposed to have come from the west
and to have brought with them maize, cotton,
seeds, and the vegetables found in this country;
that they were cunning artists in working gold,
precious stones, and other curious things.'
Clavigero thinks that 'they were t'•e first nation
mentioned in American traditions, and justly
celebrated for their culture and mechanical skill,
and that the name Toltec came to bt> svnonomous with architect and artificer.' "-Ancient
Cities of the New World, pages 82, 83.
The Book of Mormon Rhows that the first nation in American tradition wt>re the Nephites
(the Jaredites having perished only in name),
and that the Nephites came originally from the
west, across the sea, bringing all net>dful seeds
with them; and that afterwards they emigrated
from Peru into Yucatan, Mexico and further
north. Also the scientific men of our time agree
that there was an ancient emigration from South
America into North America; that some came by
sea; and that there were different periods of
settlement and of civilization in Central America
and Mexico as well as in the United States.
Prof. J.D. Baldwin says concerning these matters:
"The civilized life of the ancient Mexicans
and Centr,al Amerirans may have had its ori-
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ginal beginning somewhere in South America,
for they st-·em more closely related to the ancient South Americans . . . . I find mvsPif more
and more inclined to the opinion that the aboriginal South Americans are the oldest people
on this continent."-Ancient America, i)age 185.
"It has sometimes been assumed that the Aztecs came to :\Iexico from the north, but there
is nothing to warrant this assumption, nothing
to make it probable. . . . Investigation has
made it probable that the .i\Iexicans or Aztecs
went to the vallev of Mexico from the South."
-Ancient America, pages 217, 218.
Of the Mound-Build.eri', whether they were·
the Jaredites or Nephites we do not decide. Mr.
Baldwin says:
"The facts that the settlements and works of
the Mound-Buildt>rs extended through Texas
and across the Rio Grande indii'ateR very clearly
their connection with the people of Mexico, and
goes far to explain their origin . . . . We can not
snppoi'e the Mound-Builders to have come from
any other part of North America, for nowhere
else north of the Isthmus was there any other
people capable of producing such worb as they
left in the places wh(~re they dwelt. [In the
Ohio and other valleys of the United States.]
Beyond the relics of the Mound-Builders themselves no traces of the former exi~tence of such
a people have been discoverPd in any part of
North America save Mexico and Central America . . . . It is not unreasonable to mppose that
the civilized people of those regions extended
their settlements and also migrated across theGulf into the Mississippi Valley. In fact theconnection of settlements by way of Texas appears to have been unbroken from Ohio to
Mexico."-Ancient America, page 73.
At a meeting of the 'American Science ARsociation," held in Chicago, August 7-11, 1868,
Prof. J. vV. Foster claimed that the evidences
were that the ancient Peruvians "carried on
commerce with distant' arts of the continent, as
relics prove." At the same meeting Dr. J. H.
Gibbon said, "The hieroglyphics of Central
America represent sailors, priests, and classes
and kinds of men different from the native
rares of America.''
On page 209 of" Ancient America," Mr. Baldwin 1 elates that in 1502, at an island off the
coast of Honduras, Columbus met some Mayas,
who rame there "in a vessel of considerable
size" from a port in Yucatan, thirty leagues distant; that it was a trading vessel, "freighted
with a variety of merchandise, and that it used
sail~."

Of the ancient people, and of their mounds,
their pyramids, their buildings and of the materials used in them, Baldwin says:
"Coming from Mexico and Central America
they would begin their settlements on the Gulf
coast, and afterwards advance gradually up the
river to the Ohio valley. Their constructions
were similar in design and arrangement to those
found in Mexico and Central America." ... Pyramidal platforms or foundations for iinportant
edifices appear in both regions, and are very
much alike. There is evidence that they used
timber for building purposes. In one of the
mounds opened in the Ohio Valley two chambbers were found with remains of the timber of
which the walls were made, and with arched
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ceilings precisely like those in Central America,
even to the overlapping stones. The resemblance is not due to chance. This method of
construction was brought to the Mississippi
Valley from Mexico and Central America."-Ancient America, pp. 70, 71.
"This ancient race seems to have occupied
nearly the whole basin of the Mississippi and
its tributaries, with the fertile plains along the
Gulf."-Ancient America, page 32.
Speaking of the ancient Collman nation who
dwelt in Yucatan, Honduras, Chiapas, etc., Baldwin remarks:
"Some of the traditions state that the Colhuas
came from the east in ships . . . . If accepted as
vague historical recollections they could be explained by sUpposing that the civilized people
called Colhuas came from South America
through the Carribean Sea, and landed in Yucatan and Tabasc ·. They are universally described as being the people who first established
civilization and built great cities . . . . The Colhuas are connected wi-th vague references to a
long and important period in the history previous to the Toltec ages. They seem to' have
been in some respects more advanced in ci \'ili·zation than the Toltecs . . . . Some of the prin-cipal SPats of the Colhuan civilization were in
the region now covered by the great forest ....
In my judgment it is not improbable that they
-came bv ~ea from South America . . . . Tradition
places their first settlements on the Gulf coast
in Tabasco, between Tehauntepecand Yucatan."
-Ancient America, pp. 198, 199, 200.
NoTE 32. That the ancient dwellers in Central America and Mexico did use cement, and
"in a variety of ways, is attested by Charney:
"The interior of the pyramid is composed of
'Clay and volcanic pebbles. . . . Over this was a
thick coating of stucco (cement), such as was
used for dwellings. Where the pyramid ismuch defaced its incline is from thirty-one to
thirty~six degrees, and where the coatings of cement still adhere, forty-seven degrees . . . . If
by an effort of the imagination we were to try
and restore this dead city (Teotihuacan), restore
her dwellings, her temples and pyramids, covered with pink and white coatings, surrounded by
verdant gardens, intersected by beautiful roads
paved with. red cement, the whole bathed in a
flood of suns,hine, we should realize the vivid
des~ription given by Torquemada (as follows):
'All the temples and palaces were perfectly
built, whitewashed and polished outside. All
the streets and squares were beautifully paved,
and they looked so daintily clean as to make you
almost doubt their being the work of human
hands, destined for human feet. Nor am I
drawing an imaginary picture; for, besides what
I have been told, I myself have seen the ruins
of temples, with noble trees and beautiful gardens full of fragrant flowers.' The outline of the
pyramids is everywhere visible, and serves as a
beacon to guide the traveler to the ruins of Teotihuacan . . . . '\Ve set out under the escort of
an Indian, and soon reached an immense mound
known as the Citadel, measuring over sixteen
hundred and fifty feet on the sides. It is a
quadrangular enclosure, consisting of four embankments some nineteen feet high and two
hundred and sixty feet thick, on which are ranged
fifteen pyramids . . . . On the opposite bank of

the torrent we noticed in some places three layers of cement, laid down in the same way and
consisting of the same materials, as I can certify.
This cement is identical with that of Tula, except
that there it was probably done for the sake of
solidity; whereas here, where the city was demolished several times, it was due to the fact
that the new occupants did not care to clear the
ground of all the rubbish. This supposition
becomes almost a certainty, when we add that
numerous fragments of pottery have been found
between the layers. Besides this is amply exemplified in Rome and other cities, where ancient monuments are divided from later ones by
thick layers of detritus.''-Ancient Cities of the
New World, pp. 129, 130.
"Here also the floors and walls are coated
with mortar, stucco. or cement, save that in the
dwellings of the rich they are ornamented with
figures, with a border like an Aubusson carpet.
The colors are not effaced; red, black, blue, yellow and white are still discernible."-Ancient
Cities, page 146.
Of the ruins now called Comalcalco, Charney
says:
''When theFe excavations first began, statues,
stones of ~acrifice (indicative of later times),
columns, huge flags, and cement were unearthed. Unfortunately the whole was destroyed by these ignorant people. The ruins
con-ist of groups of pyramids of different dimensions, so extensive as to cover twenty-four
miles. A country gentleman tells me that he
has counted over three h unred of these al'tificial
mounds on his own property. Besides these
ruins others are to be met at Blasillo, situated
on the Toltec march of migratioi1. . . . I hear
that an important city fonm;rly existed there,
whose monuments, like those of Comalcalco,
consist of columns, statues and caryatides.
This city having the same origin; and Toltec
migration, Toltec civilizing influence being admitted as well as proved, these two cities would
be the first built by them after their great migration.''-Ancient Cities, page 196.
"The walls of the palace were without any ornamentation, save a layer of smooth painted
cement. . . . Some thirty-five feet to the southeast of the palace, on a cemented platform, is a
tower of three stories, of which two are still
standing. . . . Facing this pyramid, to the nOTth,
hidden by the luxuriant vegetation of a virgin
forest, are three other pyramids. All were
crowned with temples, the walls of wE'ich are
still standing. The layers of demolished cement leave uncovered the body of the walls.
... Hundreds of other pyramids, every one
occupied by palaces, stretch as far as the sea~
board, buried in the depths of the forest, presenting innumerable monuments to be brought
to light, for which years, numerous workmen,
and iron constitutions are required' for the future explorers. I have shown the way-let
others follow. The stupendous ruins, of which
we have had but a glimpse, imply an immense
amount oflabor, and a dense population. It is
quite clear that the present Tabasco, with a
population of one hundred thousand, could not
produce monuments so imposing as those of
Comalcalco. The question arises, Who built
them ages before the Conquest; and what became of the numerous population which such
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monuments presuppose ?"-Ancient Cities, pp.
199, 200, 203, 206, 207.
On page 204 M. Charney says that the towers,
the palaces, and the temples, "must have gleamed
on the astonished gaze of the Spaniards, as did
the walls of the maritime cities of Yucatan," at
the time of the Conquest nearly four hundred
years ago.
J. L. Stephens is quoted as saying of the palace ofPalenque that the floors were "of cement
as hard as the best seen in the remains of Roman baths and cisterns," and I find that he
mentions it as covered with stucco and painted.
Also the following by him:
"The stucco is of admirable consistency, and
hard as stone. It was painted, and in different
places about it we discovered the remains of
red, blue, yellow, black and white?"-Central
America, Chiapas and Yucatan, Vol. 2, page
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In relation to the statement in the Book of
Mormon that the timber had been cut off in
many parts of this north land before the N ephites took possession, we find that scientific men,
without knowing of or caring for the book, believe that such was the fact, and that the timber
grew up again after the days of the MoundBuilders. The trees are found as a forest, alike
upon the palaces and pyramids of Central
America and upon the mounds and fortifications of the United States, those in the south
being hidden entirely from view by the overgrown and almost impenetrable forests. Of
the Mound-Builders Mr. Baldwin says:
"No trace of their ordinary dwellings is left.
These must have went to dust long before great
forests had again covered most of the regions
through which they were scattered."-Ancient
America, page 34.
(To be continued).

311.

WHAT MAKES A WOMAN.
Not costly dress, nor queenly air;
Not jeweled hand, complexion fair;
Not graceful form, nor lofty tread;
Nor paint, nor curls, nor splendid head;
Not pearly teeth, nor sparkling eyes;
Not voice that nightingale outvies;
Not breath as sweet as eglantine;
Not gaudy gems, nor fabrics fine;
Not all the stores of fashion's mart;
Nor yet the blandishments of art;
Not one, nor all of these combined,
Can make one woman true, refined.
'Tis not the casket that we prize,
But that which in the casket lies.
These outward charms that please the sight
Are naught unless the heart be right.
She, to fulfill her destined end,

Must with her beauty goodness blend;
Must make it her incessant care
To deck herself with jewels rare;
Of priceless gems must be possessed,
In robes of richest beauty dressed;
Yet these must clothe the inward mind,
In purity the most refined.
She who doth all these goods combine
Can man's rough nature well refine ;
Hath all she needs in this frail life
To fit for mother, sister, wife.
He who possesses such a friend,
Should cherish well till death doth end.
Woman, in fine, the mate should be,
To sail with man o'er life's rough sea;
And when the storm v cruise is o'er
Attend him to fair Canaan's shore.
-Selected.

WONDERS OF THE DEAD SEA.
NE of the most interesting lakes or inland
seas in the world is the Dead Sea, which
has no visible outlet. It is. not mere fancy
that has clothed the Dead Sea m gloom. The
desolate shores, with scarcely a green thing in
sight, and scattered over with black stones and
ragged driftwood, form a fitting frame for the
dark, sluggish waters, covered with a perpetual
mist, and breaking with slow, heavy, sepulchmltoned waves upon the beach. It seems as if the
smoke of the wicked cities was yet ascending
up to heaven, and as if the moan of their fearful
sorrow would never leave that God-smitten valley.
It is a strange thing to see those waves, not
dancing along and sparkling in the sun, as other

O

waves do, but moving with measured melancholy, and sending to the ear as they break languidly upon the rock only doleful sounds. This
is no doubt owing to the great heaviness of the
water, a fact well known and which we amply
verified in the usual way, for on attempting to
swim we went floating about like empty casks.
This experiment was more satisfactory in its
progress than in its results, which were a very
unctuous skin and a most pestiferot!s stinging
of every nerve, as if we had been beaten with
nettles. Nor was the water we took into our
mouth a whit less vile than the most nauseous
drugs of the apothecary.
That fish can not live in this strong solution
of bitumen and salt is too obvious to need proof,
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hut to say that birds can not fly over it and live
is one of the exaggerations of travelers, who perhaps were not, like ourselves, so fortunate as to
see a flock of ducks reposing on the water in
apparent good health. And yet this was all the
life we did see. The whole yalley was one

THE ADVANTAGES

seething cauldron, under more than a tropical
sun. God-forsaken and man-forsaken, no green
thing grows within it, and it n'mains to this
day as striking a monument of God's fearful
judgments as when the fire from heaven devoured the once mighty cities of the plain.
~J\iissionary

Herald.

OF A LIBERAL EDUCATION.

BY J. A. GUNSOLLEY.

ITTING by an open window before
which stretches a wide expanse of
rolling prairie, which the hand of man has
converted into fruitful fields, the soul
takes in the splendor of a Fourth of July
morning. The eye is greeted upon every
side by the various shades of Nature's
green, the ear is enraptured by the melodies of the happy and innocent birds, and
the nostril is delighted with the perfume
of the flowers-"God's smiles." When
.drinking in of these draughts of nature
the thought comes, Whence all this harmony? How is it that all things in nature work together in perfect harmony
without the least jar or discord, one department contributing to the sustenance
of another? Can it be a wonderful coin·Cidence, or is there a master mind overruling all? Delving into the intricate
recesses of science there are traces everywhere of design pointing back to a first
great cause and designer; and it matters
but little whether the doctrine of "evolution" or "special creation" hold's credence,
the fact remains the same and is plainly
visible that there is a great power over all
and-above all, known as the Creator, or
God.
All the work of Creation is represented
in the three kingdoms, mineral, vegetable
and animal. Of these three the mineral is
oldest and underlies both the others, for it
furnishes directly the sustenance of the
vegetable and indirectly contributes to
the sustenance of the animal king·dom. It
is the primary substance in the ~make-up
of the universe. The vegetable kingdom
follows the mineral in order and depends
upon it, and while drawing its sustenance
from the mineral kingdom, it contributes
directly to the life of the animal and prepares the mineral food needed by the animal. The animal kingdom is last of the
three in the order of creation and is de-
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pendent upon both the other for its sustenance. It is the finishing work of creation.
In each of these kingdoms is found endless variety, and while there is such variety-indeed no two individuals exactly
alike-there is such similarity that they
may readily be formed into classes, thus
exhibiting system and design. The crowning piece of the animal kingdom is man,
"created in the image of his Maker."
"In the image of his Maker!" This can
mean no less than that man is the greatest
of the creatures, and when he is compared
with the highest type of the lower animals he is found far superior both in
physical organization and in mental endowments. "What a wonderful piece of
work is man!" The mechanism of his
structure can not be approached by the
most skilled workman. It is both complex and simple, delicate yet strong.
With all the study and investigation of
centuries there are organs whose functions
are still unknown.
Man exhibits the widest difference between himself and the inferior animals in
his mental organization. His powers of
mind were recognized by the Lord when
he said, "Come, let us reason together."
Man is capable of exercising distinct lines
of reasoning and of making log~al deductions, while the inferior animals have
only a certain instinct upon which they
must depend for their existence.
'l'his intellect is a gift of God to man,
and is susceptible of great cultivation and
development, indeed the degr~ of distinction b~tween man and the inferior animals depends upon the amount of intellectual development. Just in proportion
as the mind grows, unfolds and develops,
does the man rise above the brute and approach the Infinite: God has made the
desire to reach out and grasp after the
mysteries one of the prominent character-
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istics of mind, and hence he must have
supplied a means whereby this desire
might be, to' a certain extent, gratified.
This process of development of the intellect is known as education, whose primary
object is, "The perfection of the individual." Then the nearness to perfection
which one attains, depends upon the
amount of education be possesses.
The advantages accruing to the individual are numerous, chief among which
is that mentioned above. Education unadulterated makes one broad and consist·ent, calls upon him to be charitable to
others, enables him to see his own inferimi ty and littleness. And it is evident
that none but those who have a limited
€ducation are narrow minded and contracted in their ideas, while those whose
education is liberal are always least arbitrary in their opinions and ,are most
ready to concede to others the right of
opinion. It is quite evident Pope had
this thought in mind when he wrote, "A
little lea.rning is a dangerous thing," etc.
Everv one who reads this has doubtless
obseived that the educated man is the one
chosen to serve the people by filling <;he
responsible positions in life, because he is
best fitted to fill them acceptably. He is·
least apt to be prejudiced by preconceived opinions and biased by narrow
conceptions of affairs. The truly edui_)ated man is a public benefactor. He creates an intellectual atmosphere about
him which imparts intelligence to those
all around him. His influence is generally elevating in its tendency and is one
desired to be felt.
The public has great confidence in the
educated man. Even the "honest farmer"
devotee would prefer that that honest
farmer should be an educated farmer. An
illiterate man or a man of moderate education can but meagerly serve the public.
It is true he might have gained much knowledge by experience, but is it wisdom to
spend the better part of a life in acquiring
·what may be secured in a few years of
hard study under the direction of competent teachers? Some of our greatest
men have been illiterate. Yes, but they
had to become educated in their particular line of work before they were of any
service to the people. And if perchance
in history there might be mentioned some
man who was both uneducated and great,
what does it prove? Simply this, how
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much greater he might have been had he
been educated.
Many who read this have posterity and
many more may have. You know that
the children of illiterate parents are not
so bright and intellectual as those of educated ones. Those beings whom you
bring into this world have a right to the
very best bodies and minds you can possibly give them, and might it not be probable that you will be held accountable for
the manner in which you exercise this
prerogative?
Again, the gospel teaches us that the
future life is one of progress and development. Is it not a fact then that he who
holils the highest positions intellectually
-other things being equal-in this life
will be qualified to occupy the highest
positions in the life beyond? The deduction seems to be a logical one.
The question arises, What is the best
course to pursue, and the answer echoes,
Do the very best possible under the circumstances. By this is meant that every
young person should acquire as much of a
general education as possible, and then
especially prepare for his chosen avocation.
Few indeed are they who are capable of
choosing between the many pursuits when
they know comparatively nothing about
any of them. This general education
gives them a broad foundation upon which
to build for life, and enables them to take
a more comprehensive view of the great
field before them, so that they may intelligently choose from among the many opportunities presenting themselves. For
this purpose are our institutions of learning established, that the young may be
educated and armed for the battle of life.
This preparation is for eternity.. It not
only qualities one to enjoy this life, but is
something he can take with him to enhauce his happiness in the great life beyond. When the importance of such
preparation is considered by comparing
the duration of life upon earth with eternity, the question of money does not enter
into the case at all, and any man who fails
to give every opportunity possible to his
child is not filling the measure of his creation.
Dear Saints, how are you acting in this
matter? Do you not know that there is
not a single place under heaven where your
children can be educated beyond the public school without coming in contact with
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and being influenced by the world? Can
you, Saints, afford to allow such a condition of affairs to remain longer. Even
though it cost an apparent sacrifice, will
not the result pay you a hundred fold?
The signs of the times indicate that great
things are soon to transpire, and if you
would keep abreast of the work in hand,
there must be active measures instituted
and that speedily. It is not the amount
you may be able to do for the education

of the young of the church, but the promptness with which you do the little you can
do that will tell.
Beloved readers, think of these things,
pray over them, decide to act and act
promptly, then will another mighty force
be brought to bear against the enemy which
shall hasten his final overthrow, and shall
speed on the work of preparing the Bride
for the Bridegroom.

STRENGTH FOR THE

DAYS.

BEFORE.

The morning beaks in clouds, the rain is falling,
And on my pillow still I sigh for rest ;
But yet I hear so many voices calling
To work by which my burdened soul is pressed.
That I can only pray
Strength for the day.
'Tis less a prayer of faith than weak repinip.g,
For with the words there comes no hope, no light;
On other lives a morning sun is shining,
While mine seems but a change from night to night.
So. while I weep I pray
Strength for the day.
It seemeth hard to walk in constant shadow,
Climbing with weary feet an uphill road;
That while my weak heart dreads each coming morrow,
And I once more take up the heavy load,
Desponding still I pray
Strength for the day.
AFTER.

Now, looking backward to the hours ended,
I wonder why I feared them as they came;
Each brought the strength on which its task depended,
And so my prayer was answered just the same.
Now with new faith I pray
Strength for each day;
For in one closed but now I've learned how truly
God gives us help according to our need;
Sufficient for each hour it cometh newly,
If we but follow where its teachings lead,
Believing when we pray
Strength for the day.
For he who felt the load which we are bearing,
Who walked each step along the path we tread,
Is ever for his weary children caring,
And keeps the promise made us when he said
He'd give us all our way
Strength for the day.
-Selected.
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STRAY THOUGHTS.
7.>'\:ATCHING the changing shadows
UJ 'neath the weeping willow, my fancy
drifts with each drooping, swaying branch
back and forth. Into the woods at home
it flits and at once a thousand memories
awake, as the song of birds, the bud of
flowers and the hum of insects in the
spring time. Out from the drifting shadows spring a flowering hawthorn tree.
How perfect are the blooms; the air is
full of life and the woodland with flowers,
sweet dainty darlings of the home woods?
I press the tender herbs beneath my feet,
and their breath is borne with the fresh
sweet earth upon the winds of spring. I
pull down the bended hickory and once
more swing myself out on the swaying,
bending boughs. Poor tree! It was I
that helped make you the bended form
you have. When you were but a sappiing I, with my merry brothers and sisters, bent down the straight young tree to
gather fresh young buds and sway back
and forth upon the bended boughs. So we
see that not only is the tree inelined to
the bending of the twig, but even in later
years when the tree is a budding sapling,
can the upward course be turned and the
tree ever after be bended thus. Ah! well,
old tree, not only are my fancies alive to
the charms of spring, but the thousand
ants that are r;teadfastly moving to and
fro on your trunk are quite as active, so I
move on. But where have I drifted with
those waving boughs? Come back thoughts
to the willow tree. Straying thoughts! So
they have wandered after a "bit o' song"
adown the halls of memory, those echoing
shadowy halls. Some times the dainty
fragrance of a flower or the flutter of "my
laidies" fan brings with its breath another scene. The song to which we listen
again, brings vividly to our mind the first
hearing-maybe years ago.
I wonder
does Lulu Morrison ever think when the
old melody of "Sweet bye and bye" is
heard, of a visit made her by a little friend
years ago. She aceompanied her to sehool
and there they sang that music to the
words of a lesson in the Reader. Whenever I hear the dear old tune there comes
that school room scene and again Lulu's
face is beside me. The old river flows on
between the two old towns. Dear old
river! See ye the homes of our child-

hood, and we have wandered far away?
Change is written everywhere. Past the
old homes you wander, and I pause to
hear, as in childhood, my auntie's voice
up yonder in that old house on the brow
of the hill. The words of "The soldier's
dream of home" float down to me, Come?
I drop the old boat chain and go up past
the butternut tree and into the old room.
I will show you a pieture,-it used to hang
here,-of that "soldier's dream." This
room, that voice, dear aunt Bell's face, are
what come before me as I hear those
words and song. Memory is busy! As
I am going from the door I catch the
gleam of a bit of purple, and as the breeze
from the river comes to me it bears the
breath of the purple flags that grandma
called "Flower-de-Luce." They bloom
around the graves of the loved dead in
the old "burying ground" near.
The
scenes of her persecutions crowd out all
others for a time as I hurry thoughts
along.
Did you ever walk in childhood 'neath
great, drooping bushes of lilacs, heavy
with their own sweetness? If you have,
may be you can tell why I forget t)le brilliant flowers of this warmer clime as I lay
my face in their sweet purple depths.
When I go to my silent home within the
moldy earth that is pressed closely about
me, let the lilac blossom there. It has always been a wish of mine. Their memory is sweet as the sound of falling water,.
which always brings to my mind my first
visit to the City of the Deseret, where
night and morn I heard it, and I recall
the morning I stood looking into the great
flume pouring down its precious freight
of sparkling mountain water. I shall
never forget it. I was a little disappointed in this Great Salt Lake City. Yet
there was a charm in it all for me. Could
I but blot out the history of its past; and
had I, could I, would there be the same
interest in it? And as my thoughts are
so far from that old house by the riverthe woodland home and girlhood seenesthere is a song sung on the mountain tops
and in the deepest solitude, as it floats
over the valley. I go back to a beautiful
park near a great city, where I rested one
day with a heart wild with home-sick
longing, and I grow calm and again own
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the enchantment of the "Song of the
Pine." I stand on the edge of the great
water, where the waves kiss the shore,
and far away the breakers dash upfar up on the rocks with a roar as of
battle. From the hills of the city come
the sweet chime of bells. Ah; those bells!
Out, far out on the water they sound, and
I am away from the great bustling city
by the bay, and hear again those evening
bells in the dear little town of my girlhood. Not rich cathedral chimes-but
they are sweet; they call to evening service, and as I go out and feel the warm
spring breeze, fragrant with the bloom of
the locust trees, I wend my way again up
to the little brick church on the hill.
Creak! creak! goes the great ship at the
wharf near me, and the cool salt breeze
brings me back to life and reality. But
"those evening bells, sweet evening bells,
how many a tale their music tells." And
with the memory of their chimes out over
the bay comes the echo of tidings now of
a sadder strain; and I can hardly put the

tears aback and say "I know it is well."
I should miss her so, for her sweet kind
face grew dear indeed to me. How dear
I never could quite tell. Her memory is
interwoven with every thought of my
visit there. "When I grow older and my
hair turns white, as I hope it will when I
am old, for I love dear old white haired
ladies, I would be loved as was she. The
breeze sweeps up from the ~alley, the
shadows change again. I lean my head
on my hand and father's. voice comes in
fancy through the open window-" 'Tis
not for joys like these I bid my native
land farewell." Ah! that always makes
my heart throb a little faster. But the
shadows drift and change. Mother's voice
runs through the louder strains of melody
and sinks to the sweet lullabys of childhood:
And so it is I live,
Ano so go on from day to day;
Each brings fogotten scenes,
I li\·e but memory holds her sway,
I live-past, present, future, now?
-VIDA.

AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF ELDER GLAUD RODGER.-No. V.
COMPILED FROM HIS JOURNALS AND LETTERS.

·.'ZJT LAST we reached our long looked
/ l. for Zion, not a land of peace and liberty beside the great Pacific sea, as had
been so often sung on the ocean, but a
place of bondagA and groaning, worse than
the bondage of the Hebrews in Egypt. Un·
utterable disappointment filled our hearts,
and oh, how gladly would we have retraced our steps, but we could not! We
were given to understand that if a com·
pany of Saints should undertake to do
that, the destroying angels would soon
overtake them. After purchasing a lot
not far from the temple block, our first
work was to try and put up some kind of
a house before winter, for as yet we were
living in the tent and it was now October.
We had taken a good supply of English
clothing along with us, and when some of
the good brethren (?) found it out they
were very friendly indeed, wishing to
trade for building material, etc. I must
acknowledge they got the best of me every
time. I looked in vain for the friendly
aid so much needed, and for the warm

welcome such as had been given to them
in our own home across the sea. It was
every one for themselves with those who
had any power, and our loneliness and disappointment words can not express. I
visited a few of the leading men, and was
introduced to wives No. 1, 2, 3, etc. I
was disgusted and staid away from them
ever afterward. At first we attended
Sunday meetings in the Tabernacle, but
the preaching grated harshly ufl'on our
ears. It was not the gospel, that was ignored, but, pay tithing; obey counsel; do
as we say, asking no questions, and many
things which I would not like to repeat.
Seeing that I was inclined to mind my
own business and do as I please<t, some of
the leading men vi'lited me and said, "It
is better not to be too independent; in
fact now you have come to the valley you
must obey counsel and do as the authorities tell you or bide the consequences.
Yon had better be one with us and take
another wife." I rebelled then and there,
and did not once mingle with them in any
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their meetings, either private or pu hlic.
I could not believe as they did; yet I
knew the gospel these very men had once
preached and which I had obeyed was
true-was the power of God unto salvation.
Was this what it led to? "0, God, help me
to stay myself upon Thee," was my constant prayer! Seeing that I did not mingle
with them, and in all possible ways avoided coming in contact with them, they were
greatly displeased, and in a week or two
I was informed that I with some others
were appointed to move south immediately, so that we might get over the mountain before it snowed. Indignation was
in my heart and I felt like saying, "I'll
not go," but I had been told of the fate of
·others who had positively refused to obey,
and we concluded it was better to go, and
accordingly commenced to try and dispose
of what we had purchased but could not
sell it. Some offered us squashes and potatoes in trade, knowing well enough that
we could not take them along; hut we
must go,-so I nearly gave away all we
had bought, and started on another frightful journey of about four hundred miles.
vVe left Salt Lake City, our home of but a
few weeks, on W ednesclay morning, and
traveling as far as Little Cottonwood where
we stopped for the night. Our baby boy,
who had been well and healthy all the
way, was here taken sick, but we had to
move on. He was much worse when we
camped at night close by the Hot Springs.
I got some water from the spring; it was
as hot when it came out of the ground as
though it had been taken off th;) fire, and
I bathed his little feet in it, for they felt
·cold; however we did not think him
-dangerous, but at four o'clock next morning (Friday) he looked up into his mother's face and said "lYia," and died in her
arms. 'l'his was a terrible blow, and I
thought Mattie would go wild. There
was no house near, so we proceeded on
our journey, part of which that day was
very rough and ugly. One place winding round a mountain to the right, only a
few feet from the wagon wheels, was one
·of the most curious and frightful looking
places I had ever seen. It must have been
several hundred feet across and very deep,
and reminded one of the bottomless pit,
if there be such a place. 'fhis added
gloom to the already overburdened mind
and body. Arriving at a small settlement
<Called Dry Creek, Mattie completely broke
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clown, seeming not to care for anything.
I was not well, but still trusting in
God I called upon him for strength to aid
me in the trying hour. No coffin was to
be had; a rough box was all, and in it the
kind hand of friends placed our lovely
babe ready for burial. He looked more
like a sleeping infant than a dead body.
There was no grave yard and it was a
lonely grave in a desolate spot. His was
the joy, for he would never suffer more,
ours the sorrow.
Mattie was unable to go farther, so the
company left us behind, and after resting
a few days I went with one of the brethren to American Fork, three· miles distant. Tllis was a larger and much more
pleasant place than Dry Creek. I bought
a lot on the bank of a small stream, but
could not build then, as it was too late in
the season. There was no· house to rent,
but a brother accmnmoclated us with a
log room about nine feet ~quare. It was
the best that could he done, though it was
hardly high enough for ns to Rtand upright in, and had no floor only the ground.
They loamd us a small table, and we put
our stove in the fireplace, made a few
stools for chairs out of what I could pick
up around, took the wagon bed off and
fixed it at the end of the house, propped it
well and put the tent over it. Having
plenty of English blankets and good bedcling, we arranged as best we could and
slept in our wagon all winter; sometimes
the snow would drift in and almost cover
the pillows. What a time to be remembered!
I had never cut down a tree or even cut
fire wood, always being used to coal.
However I took the running gears of the
wagon and started off with the rest for
wood. Snow was on the ground, and we
had to climb the hillside where the timber
·was, and stand there and chop. I thought
I would try a small tree first, but had not
given many strokes when my foot slipped
and down I went to the bottom. The
men smiled at my awkwardness and then
helped me to get my load; but I soon got
used to it and was able to cut and haul
our. fire wood.
vVhen spring came and the ground was
dry enough, I built a log-house twelve by
fourteen; no lumber was to be had, but we
had taken a box of window glass across
the plains. It however was of no use to
us for we could get no sash to put it in,
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therefore the window, instead of being
glass, was only a piece of unbleached muslin and the roof was made of willows and
rushes, with earth on top. It was a hard
way of living. Many articles we had
takEin with us helped to make the place
comfortable. As summer came on and
the weather was pleasant we again visited
Salt Lake City, thirty miles from American Fork, making our home at Father and
Mother Russel's, the wealthy old brother
that sent the sugar machinery to Utah,
with the promise that his money would be
refunded when he got there, but the authorities did not so choose to understand
it. His son took cold on the journey and
· died soon after, leaving the old couple all
alone. They told us of many things carried on in that city that were repulsive and
wicked. We all felt glad that Bro. Collinson had taken warning and returned
with his large family to England from
Council Bluffs. I thought, "0, that I
could publish these things to the world
and warn others against coming here!" but
wisdom dictated otherwise.
We were in the city at the laying of the
foundation ~>tone of the temple. It was in
its way a grand affair and rather an imposing spectacle. Hundreds, perhaps thousands, of people were there to witness the
ceremony. The day was fine and the sun
shone as brightly upon the assembled
multitude as though they had gathered together to offer up sacrifices to the living
and true God and were keeping his commandments. On that day we met manv
friends whom we had not seen for years,
and many and varied were the hasty remarks made by them, pausing frequently

to look around as if fearful that some onewas listening. We met a brother and sister Childs, who came in the ship with us.
Their three daughters were married to the
same man and themselves adopted into his.
family. They looked miserable enough.
Many and serious were the thoughts which
occupied our minds as we returned home,.
and silently we prayed for the clay of deliverance. My time and attention were
now turned to other matters, such as putting in a crop, etc. Wheat was raised by
irrigation, work that was neither pleasant.·
nor healthful, so much standing in the
water being required. Mattie worked at
her trade, straw bonnet c] eaning, trimming,.
etc., which enabled us to obtain many
things that other poor folks could not get..
Poverty in all its wretchedness was keenly felt among that people, while the shepherds were enjoying the good things of
earth, thus fulfilling the words of the ancient prophet, "They feed themselves and
not the flock." We were kept busy, while
time, which goes just as fast in Utah
as any where else, kept rolling on. Our
garden looked blooming, the crop was:
good, and things in general began to wear
a more favorable aspect. On the ninth of
August our little Glaud was born, and
shortly after I received a message from
headquarters, informing me that another
company had been ordered south, and for
me to be ready to join them as they passed
through. This was Rad news to us, for
we had made arrangements to have things
as comfortable as possible• in our present
home. I stood bewildered, not knowing
what to do or which way to turn.
(To be continued).

HOW WOMEN REST.

h

0 '-'Y differently men and women rest! "I
guess I'll sit down and mend those stockings and rest awhile," says the wife; but
the husband throws himself upon the easy
lounge or sits back in his arm chair, with hands
at rest and feet placed horizontally upon another chair. The result is that his whole body
gains full benefit of the half hour he allows
himself from work, and the wife only receives
that indirect help which comes from the change
of occupation. A physician would tell her that
taking even ten minutes' rest in a horizontal
..l /

position, as a change from standing or sitting
at work, would prove more beneficial to her
than any of her makeshifts at resting. Busy
women have a habit of keeping on their feet
just as long as they can, in spite,of backache
and warning pains. As they grow older they
see the fo.ly of permitting such drafts upon
their strength, and learn to take things easier,
let >vhat will happen. They say: "I used to
think I must do thus and so, but I've grown
wiser and learned to slight things."
-Selected.
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IN MEMORIAM.
,Oh, to recall the days when, on the road
That led me, cheerful or depressed, towards
home,
My little timid son was wont to come
·within my ken, not far from my abode!
On seeing me his eager joy he curbed,
Uncertain of my mood. He peeled his stick
With anxious mien, while casting glances
quick
'To learn my humor; if I seemed disturbed
.As I drew near, he loitered by my sideA thought behind-and looked intent on
work;
But if I smiled-then, with a sudden jerk,
His stick fie"· far, and such a whelming tide
Of love burst forth, in smiles and misty tears,
And pressure of his loving little hand,
And eager confidence 9f hopes and fears!

Oh that we did not fail so oft to find
God's angel's in our children! How our eyes
Are holden, while we deem that we are wise;
Whereas we are but very dull and blind!
For what are trifling faults-a noisy tone,
A broken platter, or a missing hat?
Can we not foster love so passionate,
Yet gently chide? Alas! why be so prone
To silence lips so loving, or to make
The little heart e'en for a moment ache
Because our nerves are jarred? How soon we
lose
Perception of the treasure of its love!
Shock our fastidious sense, and we refuse
The love that fills the little heart with joyThe solace that could half our griefs remove.
-Spectator.

INCIDENTS IN THE LIFE OF ONE OF EARTH'S PILGRIMS.
BY ELDER E. STAFFORD.

ffiHE ram having ceased, I being very

•1' chilly, accepted an invitation of a
young shipmate to walk the streets awhile.
He, with those we bad just left, had been
roaming the streets all night. We had
not walked long before day dawnedwhich made glad our heart, that loved the
light better than the darkness, especially
at such a time as this. As soon as a
chance offered, we partook of breakfast,
after which I left him and went on board
ship, arriving there about nine o'clock
a.m. A few days after we dropped anchor
a British man of war sailed for England.
She had been from home three years and
a half, and the night before she left we
could bear the crew singing "Homeward
Bound." One man would sing the song,
and it seemed as though the whole or a
very large portion of the ship's crew
would join in the chorus, "For we know
we are homeward bound." This made
more than one or two express a wish that
we could sing the same, but instead of
that our time was before us.
While in port the first thing in the
morning was the reveille, played by two
fifes, a snare and a base drum. Following this, the boatswain piped, echoed by

his mates, "All hands up, all hammocks."
Then washing and scrubbing decks; decks
all dried; then breakfast. After which,
"All hands up, all clothes bags, and
change dress," rang through the ship.
In the night we bad to wear blue flannel frocks and trowser.B, and in the day
time sometimes blue frocks and white
trowsers, and again blue trowsers and
white frocks, and at other times all white,
especially on Sundays.. We did not have
a great deal to do while in port, after a
change of clothing. There were some
men on board that were professional tailors; these could always find employment
with their needles, and picked up a good
many climes thereby; some would manufacture Panama grass hats, which were
worn by many on ship board. Some employed thear time playing checkers, or
Spanish poles; some in talking over former exploits or spinning yarns, while
some, the determined outlaws, gambled in
spite of the strict law of the navy against
it, and if caught were subjected to severe
punishment; but they would pay a man
for watching for the officers, and he would
generally give the alarm in time for all
signs of gambling to be taken away be-
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fore the officers arrived.
Sometime he
would pounce upon them unawares, and
secure money, cards, chuck-a-luck board,
or canvas ones, take the names of offenders, who were whipped with the cats; but
that did not deter them from following
the pernicious practice.
. The writer was fortunate in forming
the acquaintance of a young man who,
like himsfllf, was out of his element in the
company we had to associate with. He
had in his possession an old Adams arithmetic, which he gave me the use of, when
not using it himself; and, availing myself
of this, to me great privilege, I went
through it before I left the ship. It
helped to while away many, what otherwise would have been, lonely hours, and
served to keep me out of mischief.
To give a sample of the desperadoes
we had on board, and to present this life
in its true light to any young man who
may chance to read these pages, who like
myself may, have felt drawn to a life upon
the briny deep, I will relate a few circumstances connected with such. One day
gambling had been carried on without
intermission from morning till night,
their rendezvous being between two guns
on the gun deck. One man, when they
closed at night, arose completely broke.
In the middle of the night he went to the
winner's hammock with his sheath knife
and told him that if he did not give up
his money he would cut his throat. Another party telling over his exploits said
the reason, he had to ship was that, being
chased by a policeman one day, for something he had done in violation of the law,
he was so closely pursued that he ran up
an alley-way in New York City and entered a stable, thinking to bide from the
officer; but looking round as he entered,
saw that he was discovered, and picking
up a pitchfork waited till the officer entered, and to use his own words, "pinned
him to the door."
This provoked other stories of a similar nature, but I forbear relating them.
There is one more I feel like relating,
because it shows the depths of brutishness, or fiendishness, that human nature
can descend to when once fairly on the
downward road to destruction. There
was an old weather beaten tar, who hailed by the name of Hunt, (though men are
so accustomed to ship under fictitious
names that their right names are very

rarely discovered), he was a disagreeable,
surly, ill-natured growler, and had very
few friends on board the ship. He was:
very secretive in his nature, and never
but once told anything concerning himself. His character was canvassed by the
men, and some concluded that he had
been a pirate; some that he had murdered
some one; or that some heavy crime lay
at his door. He was stationed in the·
same part of the ship as myself, and consequently I was frequently brought in
contact with him. Tbe men often tried
to draw him out, but all to no avail.
However one day, to the astonishment of
all, he began to tell of his not always
having been in the condition that present
appearances indicated; he said he used to
command instead of being commanded;
and by letting him have his own way
without interruption, he gave the following account of himself.
"I used to command a slave ship, indeed
I have commanded several in my life, and
have made many a successful and lucrative trip with a cargo of slaves. Sometimes I have been chased so closely by
the cruisers sent out to look after such as
we, that we barely got the slaves ashore
and had to run ashore ourselves and leave
the ship, taking all the papers 80 as to
leave no tell-tales behind, and barely escaped capture, the ship falling into the
hands of the cruiser. One time we had
been to Africa and had got a very good
lot of negroes, and were about half way
home when, in the morning early, the
lookout aloft espied a British frigate on
elur weather quarter, about hull down,
which appeared to have sighted us, and
was giving chase. I had a good sailer,
but it was soon apparent that the cruiser
was gaining on us. I knew tha4;.if caught
with the negroes on board it was to dance
on nothing at the yard's end, and I wasnot long in making up my mind what to
do. It was at a time when hemp cables
were in vogue instead of the chain which
we use now. I put· the ship before the
wind, so that the chaser so'nld not see
what was going on; bent the cable to the
anchor so as to run over the bow; had the
negroes brought up one at a time, and
tied them to the cable. After all was:
ready we cut the stoppers to the anchor,
and let her go, (here he laughed a fiendish laugh, and said), You ought to have
seen them niggers go over the bow like a
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school of porpoises chasing one another.

vV e then went to work and cleaned the
ship, cleared it of everything :which would
show that we were slavers; and having
two sets of papers made out for such an
emergency as this, we destroyed the slave
papers, and by the time the Britisher
overhauled us, we were prepared; and,
(said he,) you never saw such a mad set of
fellows, they were so disappointed."
Whether the story was true or false, he
was low before, but he sank far lower in
the estimation of those that heard him,
afterwards. Reader, can you wonder that
the writer was unhappy among such men?
But they were not all so bad as this.
There were some, who while they were
very wild, yet had not lost all sense of
right, and had kind hearts, although their
kindness was manifested in a rough manner.
While in port our chief meal consisted
of fresh beef and vegetables, yams or
potatoes, made into soup. Every day a
man whom the sailors called "bumb-boat
Joe," came to the ship with fruits and
pastry, carrying on quite a trade. He
brought oranges, bananas, plantains, figs,
cocoa-nuts, fresh from the trees; grapes,
Brazilian nuts, etc.
At length we received orders to weigh
anchor, just four months exactly from the
time we dropped it. I had written home,
but received no answer as yet. We started the fore part of December, 1847, from
Rio Janeiro to go round Cape Horn to
Valparaiso, Chili, South America. N othing out of the ordinary routine occurred
until we were about a week's sail from
the Cape, when we descried what we landsmen decided was a ship on fire. It prov-

ed however to be a whale ship, the crew
of which were trying out blubber. She
had three furnaces on deck, and the fires
at a distance, especially in the dark, assumed a larger appearance than was real.
\Ve did not go within speaking distance:
of her.
The weather was getting to be vt:ry
cold, and we had the port holes and the
ordinary half doors made tight outside,
and covered with canvas inside, to keep
out the piercing wind. In a few days we
began to encounter field ice, and it commenced to snow. The cordage of the
ship was hard to handle, and the decks
became so slippery that life-lines were
passed fore and aft for the men to hold
to for safety while walking along; the
ship rolled in the trough of the sea, so
that her upper deck guns would dip their
muzzles in the water. We rounded the
Horn in what was summer time in these·
latitudes, but it was so cold there that
when we turned into our hammocks with
two sets of flannels and heavy pea-jacket
on, and rolled up in our blankets, we could'
not sleep for the cold. While roundingthe Horn, for about what should have
been three days and two nights it was all'
day tight. We went to our hammocks at
twelve o'clock at night in daylight, the
sun having been set about an hour. It
was down about an hour and a half or·
two hours, and re-appeared to describe a
very small circle in its flight from and reappearance to us. The third night the·
darkness was not of long duration, but
each night gradually lengthened, untiT
they assumed their usual length. We·
dropped anchor in Valparaiso in the second week in January, or about that time.
To be continued.

BEYOND.
It seemeth such a little way to me

Across to that strange country, the Beyond,
And yet not strange, for it has grown to be
The home of those of whom I am so fond;
They make it seem familiar and most dear,
As journeying friends bring distant countries
near.

So close it lies that, when my sight is clear,
I think I see the gleaming strand;
I know, I feel, that those who've gone from here
Come near enough to touch my hand;
I often think, but for our veiled eyes,
'\Ve should find heaven right 'round us lies.

I can not make it seem a day to dread,
When from this dear earth I shall journey out
To that still dearer country of the dead,
And join the lost ones so long dreamed about;·
I love this world; yet shall I love to go
And meet the friends who wait for me, I know.
And so for me there is no sting to death,
And so the grave h[J.S lost its victory;
It is but crossing, with a bated breath,
And white, set face, a little strip of sea.
To find the loved ones waiting on the shore,
::\1onlbeautiful, morlil precious than before.
-Selected •.
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TWO GREAT ANNIVERSARY.

mHIS is the year of two important cenJ

1' tennials, that of the inauguration of

the first President of the United States,
and the beginning of the French Revolution, and the events leading up to these
two occurrences have a certain relation to
each other.
That the French Revolution had been
long preparing could be shown by numerous extracts from French and English
writers. As early as 1708 Addison wrote:
"We think here as you do in the country,
that France is on her last legs." And yet
these "legs" carried her eighty years longer, but the ruling classes were heaping up
wrath against the day of wrath, and a
fearful day of reckoning came. By 1789
France was like a pile of inflammable
rubbish that any spark may set on fire,
and America furnished the spark.
The Declaration of Independence was
received in France with unbounded enthusiasm, and when Franklin was sent to
Paris to represent the Colonies, he was
treated with the most extravagant marks
of respect. Even after the Revolution
was in progress, upon receiving the news
of his death, the National Assembly decreed a public mourning of three days.
Jefferson, the author of the famous statement that all men are created free and
equal, and that life, liberty and the pursnit of happiness are among the inalienable rights of man, lived in Paris from
1785 to 1789, and was much consulted by
the French democrats,. and doubtless gave
them many~ political ideas which they afterwards pnt into practice.
What would be the condition of France
to-day if there had been no American
Revolution, it would, of course, be impossible to say; but it is certain that our success in winning our independence and in
setting up a free government was the immediate cause of the great outburst in
1789. Buckle says American Independence "ignited a flame which never ceased
its ravages until it had destroyed all that
Frenchmen once held dear, and left for'
the instruction of mankind an awful lesson of the crimes into which continued
oppression may hurry a generous and long·
suffering people."
Not only was the French Revolution
one of the greatest events of our era, but

it was also one of the most beneficial,
more so, in most respects, for continental
Europe than the great Reformation of the
sixteenth century. While the latter did
much for free thought, it is well known
that it did little for the advancement of
morality and political freedom. France
was not greatly affected by the Reformation; the abuses of the clergy, religious.
intolerance, and, above all, political tyranny, continued there until the Revolution of 1789, when the common people
burst the chains wherewith the nobility
and clergy had kept them bound for centuries.
The Reign of Terror is generally held
up as an awful example of what men will
do when they throw off the restraints of
religion. That many grievous excesses
were then committed it would be useless
to deny, but any one who considers the
manner in which the common people in
France had been treated by their superiors
for nearly three centuries will, perhaps,
have cause to wonder at the moderation
they displayed when they had their persecutors in their power.
That a people who had for centuries
been steeped in ignorance and degradation both physical and moral, for which
they were in no degree responsible, and
being at the same time the victims of
chronic misrule, that such a people should
have in them little of the "mind of Christ,"
need astonish no one. Catholicism was
the only religion they had any opportunity
to observe or permission to practice, and
since the clergy were, to a great extent,
atheists and libertines, more like wolves
in the midst of their flock~ than like
shepherds, who will blame the people if
they wished to get rid of the priests and
all that they represented, and worship the
Goddess of Reason? The Reign of Terror should rather be held up as an example
of the awful effects of hypocrisy and "spiritual wickedness in high plaoes." In the
final outcome religion was greatly the
gainer by this great upheaval.
But if the Revolution had done nothing but abolish the absolutism of the king,
we should be compelled to hail it as a
bles.sing.
Feudal theory which yet prevailed in France, made the king proprietor of the realm and of its inhabitants;
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according to the jurists of the time, he
was the sole, and perpetual representative
of the nation, and according to the theologians, he was absolute master of the
people by divine right. He regarded the
revennes of the State as his private property and whether he spent them for the
good of his subjects or lavished them on
his mistresses and favorites, was something that no one bad any business to in-
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quire into. Such theories do no immediate harm with a ruler like Frederick the
Great, who regarded himself merely as
"the first servant of the State," btlt when
a nation falls into the hands of a good-natured simpleton like Louis XVI., the best
way of abolishing the theories is doubtless the one taken by the French in 1793,
as it had before been taken by the English in 1649.
-Selected.

A

CENTURY OF · SELF GOVERNMENT.
BY liON. J. H. BCRROWS, EX-MEMBER OF CONGRESS.

[A synopsis of Oration delivered at Lamoni, Iowa, July 4th, 1889.]

SHOULD be an ingrate indeed, did I
not first extend to this people my
grateful acknowledgement for the invita·
tion to address them upon this occasion,
remembering that we were your speaker
two years ago; and at the risk of impairiug the flattering encomiumil so lavishly
bestowed by your press, we invite your
attention to a brief review of

I

A CENTURY OF SEI,F-GOVJ<JRNMENT
UNDER TilE CONSTITUTWN OF
THE UNITED STATES.

The long-expected day came, on the
30th day of April last; for, let it be remembered, that one hundred years ago
from that time, George Washington was
inaugurated as the first president of the
infant Republic. So we have peacefully
passed the period that marked the first
~entury under the present constitution.
The predictions in which affeetionate
hope gave inspiration to political prudence are fulfilled.
'fhe fears of the
faint hearted, together wi,th the hopes of
those to whom our national existenee is a
menace, are alike disappointed.
To-day, one hundred and thirteen years
since the Declaration of Independence
was signed, after alternate sunshine and
storm, after the heavings of the earth
which only deepened the root of government, and after the lightning's lurid
flash and the thunders of war have tried
us; like the storm tested oak of the forest, under a sky now radiant with sunshine and blessings, the century-plant of

3

American Independence and Constitutional government burst into view, and
by its influence and power illuminates our
land and the civilized nations of earth as
well.
At our birth it was said, "lt can not
outlast the second generation from those
who founded it." "lt will never reach
its hundredth year;" and scores of other
like predictions.
But the fathers and
founders of this nation felt that their own
liberty, welfare and hope, with the
brightest political promise of the world,
were bound up in the undertaking, unity
and life of our nation.
Never was solicitude more intense;
never was prayer to Almighty God more
fervent and continuous. Not more in the
seven years' struggle for independence
with the Mother Country and the earlier
years of our history; nor yet under the war
a second time in 1812 for the maintenance
of our rights upon the high seas. No;
nor in these fifty years of continuous
warfare by the remorseless Indian Savages, nor the two years' war with our
neighboring Republic upon the southMexico. But the ~npremest trial in all
the eighty five years of our existence
came when the country seemed suddenly
rent asunder and the forces needful for
its preservation and continuance, were
clinched and rocking to and fro in a
bloody grapple on the question of Union
or no Union.
Thank God, loyalty triumphed; the
prayers were heard, the sacrifice .was ac-
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cepted, and to-day we behold its fruitage
in every part of our common country.
Still one as at the beginning, although
now extending from ocean to ocean, and
from lakes to gulf, and covering such immense spaces and absorbing such mcessant and diverse elements from other
lands, and developing within it opinions
so eonflicting, interests so various and
forms of occupation so manifold, and yet
so liberal and free that we stand amazed
at our own growth and marvelous development.
The dream and fable of the old world,
and of by-gone ages has become a fixed
fact in the new; and the American Union
stands out as a practical and indisputable
illustration of popular self-government.
A STRIKING COINCIDENCE.

Fourteen hundred and ninety-two years
before Christ, God called Moses from the
care of Jethro's flocks to go down into
Egypt, where his people were in bondage
and had been for more than four hundred
years, with the promise of God's presence
and guidance, that he might lead the Israelites m~to the "promised land."
Fourteen hundred and ninety-two years
after Christ, Columbus, inspired by a
faith and courage that marked him as the
grandest figure of the age in which he
lived, led the way and opened up to the
elder families and nati"ns of the earth
this new world; and who can doubt that
an unseen hand guided his vessels aeross
the trackless waters and brought to man
tidings of a second promised land, and
one upon which Moses never gazed nor
trod.
AN ASYLUJ\>1 FOR ALI".

And hither they have come, from all
lands, kindreds and tongues; the citizens
of every clime and the child of every
creed. Here they live and roam: free
and untrammeled. as the wild winds that
play in the heavens. 'fhe Pagan, JYiahommedan and Christian are alike protected. Atheist or Infidel receives the
sheltering hand of the Constitution.
WE SHOULD BE THANKFUL.

The Psalmist David commanded his
nation in these words, to reeognize God
in the manifold blessings about them.
He says:
"0 give thanks unto the Lord,
Call upon his name,
Make known hi~ deeds
Among the people."

We have far more to be grateful to God
for than the Jews. Cast your eyes about
you and contrast your advantages and
blessings, and your gredtest wonder will
be, that you had never seen them before.
"J\1ake known his deeds among the people." This is the primary object of the
Fourth of July. God grant it may never
be lost sight of.
Miss Quiney tells us that when Washington was inaugurated as the first President and after taking the oath of office,
the Bible which was presented to receive
his kiss opened at the 49th chapter of
Genesis, and that the tenth verse of that
chapter received the impress of his lips.
It reads as follows: "The scepter shall
not depart from Judah; nor a law-giver
from between his feet until Shiloh come,
and unto him shall the gathering of the
people be." All Bible students know
that these words were a prophecy, although conveyed in the words of Jacob
as a blessing to Joseph, and that they unequivocally point to the coming of our
Lord Jesus Christ. The only reason we
call attention to the ineident is found in
the closing sentence, "And unto him shall
the gathering of the people be." No
name in all our historv as that of Washington is loved, honor~d and revered. It
sweeps across the continent, is enshrined
in all hearts; has no state or section, and
wherever that starry flag shall float it
will ever live.
The great Napoleon,
when the news of Washington's death
reached him said:
•'Wasl1ington the
friend of liberty is deacl." And here we
will make a slight digression to reply in
brief to the statement recently going the
round~ of the press over the signature of
Dr. Underwood, that Washington was an
atheist.
We know him not from form~ and perfunctory expressions in publie documents,
but from his constant and unstudied recbgnition of Divine Providence, and in
his prayers for divine help and guidance.
During that h<trd winter when the American Army was eneamped, at Valley
Forge, with discontent everywhere, courage failing, Toryism more defiant, and
the soldiers illy clad and poorly provisioned, and often stained the snow with
blood from ice-gashed feet. With cabalR,
intrigues and malicious reports that had
his unseating from the command for their
object, all thickening about him. In fact
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it was the darkest period in the seven
years' struggle. Isaac Potts with whom
W asbington boarded and made his headquarters during that long dark winter,
makes this statement: "Strolling up the
creek that held its course at no great distance from his house, he thought he heard
a solemn voice; walking quietly he soon
came to \Vashington's horse tied to a sapling and peel"ing through a thicket he saw
Washington himself upon his knees in
prayer, his cheeks wet with tears. Mr.
Potts retraced his steps and with much
agitation entered his wife's room and said,
<Wife, if there is any one on this earth
whom the Lord will listen to it is George
Washington, and I feel a prel"entiment
that our independence will be established
and that God in his providence has willed
it so.'" And so it proved.
ANOTHER COINCIDENCE.

As we have already mentioned one coincidence, we will mention another. They
deserve serious study.
In August, 1620, a Dutch slave-ship
landed her freight of living souls in Virginia, completing her voyage soon after
that of the Mayflower with the Puritan
Pilgrims commenced. Both ships were
on the ocean at the same time and destined for our shores, the one bearing the
seeds of slavery, the other those of liberty, and both to grow together on this chosen field until the harvest which took
place two hundred and forty-one years
afterwards. These two principles, so antagonistic, could not permanently endure,
as Abraham Lincoln so tersely put it in
1858, "A house divided against itself can
not stand," and so it pro~ed after a long
struggle for area of ter,ritory and political
supremacy and when the dread debate
escaped all bounds of reason, and the nation in arms solved, by the appeal to war
what was too hard for civil wisdom.
And to-day, with territory unmutilated,
our Constitution uncorrupted, a united
people, in the last quarter of a century
that numbered her first one hundred years
of national existence, crowns with new
glory the immortal truths of the Declaration of Independence by the emancipation
of the colored race.
But at what a fearful cost was this
achieved! This sin against humanity was
atoned for in the blood of more .than half
a million brave men and the expenditure
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of three billions of money; but let us
thank God and take courage in the though.t,
that that Starry Banner of Washington
floats to-day over our one nation and that
its shadow falls on neither foe nor slave.
THEN AND NOW.

It would have needed inspired vision to
predict the advance and marvelous growth
of one hundred years under Constitutional
Government. In 1789 we had hut thirteen states, with h•ss than one-tenth of the.
area of our present domain, or to resort
to figures, 341,756 square miles of territory, and now 3,527,65-4 square miles, divided into thirty-eight states, (soon to he
forty-two), and ten territories and a population of between sixty and sixty-five millions, or more than fifteen times larger
than it was one hundred years ago.
We have annihilated space, and linked
the nations together, and made all kindred
and tongues neighbors. It took Washington one week to reach New York City
from Mt. Vernon, to be inaugurated, an.d
John Adams was more than fifty hours in
going from Braintree to New York City
to he first Vice-President. To-day, although the distance is two hundred and
thirty-six miles, he could have breakfasted
at home and eaten his dinner in New
York City. Washington would have required two hours longer.
MARVELOUS IMPROVEMENT.

This is truly an age of advancement
and improvement. \Ve have more than
150,000 miles of completed railroad, with
13,000 or 14,000 miles of navigable rivers,
not to mention our northern lakes, which
might be termed inland Seas. These added to the thousauds of miles of gulf and
sea coast leave little to he desired in that
direction.
PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

The pride and safety of the nation rests
more in the free education of its citizens,
or I would say inhabitants, intellectually
and morally, than in any other of its great
institutions; and may we not point with
pride to our 200,000 public schools with
10,000,000 pupils attending them; to this
let me add nearly 12,000 newspapers and
periodicals to aid in the diffusion of intelligence. The harnessed lightning flashes
along the wire that spans the sea, lights
our cities, while steam takes us to Europe
in a week. Inventions of every kind
speed labor, increase wealth, and serve
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the poorest man to-day as no king could
be served one hundred years ago.
TO THE LADIES.

Ladies, your presence adds dignity to
any assemblage. In fact no general assemblage in our country can be said to be
complete without you. This is called the
"golden agf?." If the claim be valid it is
because woman has lent, or joined, her influence to that of man in the questions
and problems of civilization, and is leading man to the attainments of a higher
life and purer morality. To-day we behold
woman admitted into scores of professions and callings that were closed against
her at the beginning of this century, and
in the higher educational institutions of
our country she is honorable, competing
with her brother and in some things she
has passed him.
THE RIGHT OF SUFFRAGE.

!n thi" connection and at the risk of
being censured by some, we will venture
to mention briefly a few things in connection with the suffrage question. We make
this digression, if it be so, not. in the interest of any party but in justice to woman. In the beginning of our history no
man could vote that was not a member of the church; and by the way and in
the line of economy, the deacons to relieve
the church members from the trouble of
·calling at the ballot boxes, took their hats
:and went aroend from house to house and
collected the votes. Deacons must have
been very trustworthy in those days. I
fear they would meet with a cool reception
now should they presume to exercise their
gifts in such a way to-day. After a time
a man was allowed to vote providing he
owned so much property; even if he was
not a church member. By and by this
property qualification was knocked down
as rt could be easily seen that it was the
property, and not the man himself that
did the voting.
Then came the foreigner asking to vote,
and he was taken in on probation, backed
by good intentions. Now in some states
he files his good intentions and votes.
Thus it is, like some of those old rail
fences that with one pretext or another
rail after rail was taken, until anything
could jump them, and why not woman.
To be candid, as we permit the lame, the
halt, the blind, the foreign or native born,
black and white, what is the matter with

woman? Yes, the mother that taught us,
the wife that toils and is worthy to walk
by our side, and the sister we loved as
ourselves. Is it not a shame, that we put
woman on a par with the pauper, lower
than the slave and beneath the ignorant
foreigner. Dear friends, in my bumble
ju<:lgment these days of injustice to woman are numbered in this country, for
where she has been granted the right of
suffrage she has not proven a disturbing
element, but a power for good. But we
are met with this argument: "Woman
can't work the roads;" "Woman can't go
to war." Usually the persons using the
first as argument would be perfectly willing to let the women do all the voting, if
they would agree to do all the road work.
A third argument is sometimes used, it is
this: "Woman never put down the rebellion." A few years ago, some one offered this objection to the Rtep-mother of
Gen. Lew Wallace, who promptly replied,
"No; women never put down the rebellion,
but we furnished the boys that did." No
true man nor brave soldier but will freely
admit that mothers, wives and sisters, (at
borne), suffered and sacrificed as no others
did, during the late war. We need and
must have woman's co-operation in solving
the questions and problems of human progress, and the institutions of our country
need her assistance.
Take, if you please, "The Drink Question," "The Saloon in politics," "Social
purit.y," "Equal wages for equal work,"
"Divorce," etc. These and other questions
are before the American people, and they
have come to stay.
Of one thing we feel assured, and that
is, that the "curse of rum" will never be
annihilated and driven from our land
until we arm woman with the ballot. At
the beginning of this century ~nly onethirtieth of our population lived in cities;
to-day fully one-fourth, and this one-fourth
virtually rules the other three-fourths.
Every political student knows that New
York city dominates the State of New
York; Philadelphia, Pennsy~vania. In
the recent election in Pennsylvania on the
·question of constitutional prohibition,
Philadelphia gave 93,000 votes against
the measure. And so go where you will
in whatever state, yon will find if that
state has a large city or cities, the rural
population are domineered over by the saloon in politics.
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will find woman almost solidly behind it.

As a nation we spend $111,304,927 for
educational purposes, or to be more plain,
$1.97 per inhabitant, while we pay out
$700,000,000 for intoxicants, or $12;42
per capita. These figures are furnished
by F. N. Barret, Commissioner of Statistics. These figures are appaUing. The
drink question and traffic stands in juxtaposition to that of every other calling,
to the home, the church, the school, to
good citizenship, to heaven and God. We
need woman to help us put down this demon and to save the inebriate and the
boys.

A PARTING WORD.

CONSTITUTIONAL PROHIBITION

will be a success whenever you enfranchise woman. No law is strong unless
the people are vigorously and vociferously
in its support, and any measure looking
towards the extinction of drunkenness

To the young men and women, yes and
children who are here and who have so
kindly given me their attention; you will
soon be the active men and women of the
country. Let me encourage you and especially the boys, to be sober, industrious,
keep good company, read good books,
study the history of your country, be patriotic.
Fathers and mothers, your children are
coming after you; be careful of your examples. Those dear ones will soon take
your places.
We can but say in conclusion, in the
lines of the poet:
"Forever float that standard sheet
Where breathes the foe, but falls before us;
With freedom's soil beneath our feet,
And freedom's banner floating o'er us."
-Independent Patriot.

THE DREAM OF PILATE'S WIFE.
It was not sleep that bound my sight
Upon that well remembered night;
It was not fancy's fitful power
Beguiled me in that solemn hour.
But o'er the vision of my soul
The mystic future seemed to roll;
And in the deep prophetic trance,
Revealed its treasures to my glance.

Then softly from the gathering throng
Arose the sound of solemn song,
And while I caught the swelling lay,
The myriad voices seemed to say' And we believe in him that died,
By Pontius Pilate crucified,
That he shall come when time is fled,
To judge the living and the dead.'

Before my wondering eyes there stood
A vast and countless multitude;
The hoary sire, the prattling child,
The mother and the maiden mild,
The gladsome youth, the man of care,
All tribes, all ages mingled there;
And all, where'er I turned to see,
In humble silence bent the knee.

I woke; thou wast not by my side,
I heard the loud exulting cry;
I heard the scornful priests deride,
The elders murmur, 'Crucify!'
0 Pilate! hadst thou marked my prayer,
That guiltless blood to shield and spare,
That deed of horror would not be
A stain to thine-a curse to thee!

Still o'er the crowded scene I gazed,
Against the lurid eastern sky
I saw the shameful cross upraised;
I saw the sufferer doomed to die.
'Twas he whom late wi1h sorrowing mien,
In Zion's streets I oft had seen;
And now, in flood and agony,
He turned a dying look on me.

Our scenes of early love are past;
Our youthful spring is withered all;
Afar from Rome our lot is cast,
Beneath the sunny skies of Gaul;*
The thoughts that memory treasures yet
Of other days, begin to flee;
But never shall my heart forget
The crucified of Galilee!
-Selected.

* Pontius

Pilate died in exile at Vienna, a small town near Lyons, in ]-,ranee.
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BY SR. ABIGAIL Y. ALLEY.

my leaves of Jerusalem
I . CONTINUE
and the holy sepulchre. The stone
which so many thousands of pilgrims kiss
every year is not the stone which tradition calls the stone of Unction; the true
orie is buried beneath the present slab,
which was placed here in 1810. Lamps
and large candelabra hang over and surround the stone, and these belong to
Armenians, Latins, Greeks and Copts,
although this portion of the church is the
property of the Armenians. A few steps
to the left is a stone, enclosed with a railing. This is the station of the mother of
our Lord, marking the spot where she
stood while the body was being anointed,
or where she stood watching the tomb.
A few steps further on, to the right,
and we enter the rotunda. The dome is
sixty-five feet in diameter and is decorated
with mosaics. It is open at the top like
the pantheon at Rome, and is supported
by eighteen piers. The Holy Sepulchre
stands in the very center of the rotunda.
It lies within a small chapel, twenty-six
feet long, by eighteen feet broad, built of
the Sante Croce marble. A long low de>Orway .leads to the Sepulchre itself, the
western chapel. It is very small, being
only six feet by seven feet, or forty-two
square feet in area, of which space nineteen square feet are taken up by the marble slab shown as the "Tomb of our Lord."
The ~lab i~ craeked through the center,
and much worn by the lips of adoring pilgrims.
The .chapel is marble cased
throughout, so that no rock is anywhere
visible, and is lit by forty-three lamps, always burning. The Sepulchre has two
chambers; one, the vestibule, being the
angel's chapel, in the center of which is
the stone which the angels rolled away
from the mouth of the tomb. Then
through a low door the sepulchre, itself,
is seen; the lamps belong to the different
sects, four being the property of the Copts.
The reliefs in the wall are, in front, the
Greeks; right, the Armenians; left, the
Latins. Every day mass is said here.
On the feast of Easter, the Greeks make
the holy fire. The poor, ignorant people
believe it really is fire from heaven.
I
did not see that part of the performance,

but went the next night to see the next
one. Each sect took a banner and
marched around the tomb with the incense
in clouds, chanting as they went, the organ
playing to accompany them; each went
three times around. At last, I became
tired and sat down in a chair and slept.
As I slept, one came to me and spoke to
me. I did not see anyone, but heard the
voice. It told me to read the book; there
I should find the truth.
I awoke and found my friends all
asleep; no mortal was near enough nor
awake enough to speak to me. The church
is arranged with rooms, open in front,
like a theatre. We stood, or sat in one of
them. Thev cost ten francs or two franks
a night, just as the people are able to pay;·
but I went with friends, and did not have
to pay, by the good will of God; and the
next day it did not cost me much to go
over the whole church, and so I will describe it to you as I saw it. Whatsoever
may be the belief of any one, he ought to
pause at the door to observe awhile, respectfully, the feelings of others; and no
one can witness the passionate devotion·
of the Russian pilgrims, without emotion.
As for myself, I wept.
Coming now into the rotunda, it will
be well to make a tour of all the notable
places, which I did. Just at the back of
the sepulchre an open court with slabs of
marble, inlaid and radiating from a central stone, where Jesus stood when he
said to Mary Magdalene, who stood in the
marble ring, a short distance off: "W oman, why weepest thou? and sh1 supposing Him to be the gardner, said unto Him,
Sir, if thou hast borne Him hence, tell me
where thon hast laid Him, and I will take
Him away." This spot is the property of
the Latins.
Ascending now by three st.eps to the
church of the Latins, we enter the chapel
of the apparition, named from a fourteenth century legend, that here our Lord
appeared to Mary after his resurrection.
On the left, is a painting of the last supper. On the right, an altar, and on it a
stick called the rod of Moses.
By putting one end of the stick into a hole over
the altar, a stone is touched called the
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column of the scourging, to which Christ
was bound, .when scourged by order of
Pilate. This Column was formerly exhibited in the reputed house of Caiaphas.
We pass several columns, and come to an
altar, under which are two holes in the
stone; it is called the bonds of Christ.
Near it is a small chamber, called the
prison of Christ, where, it is said, He was
incarcerated prior to crucifixion.
Continuing a few steps eastward, along
the aisle, we have, on our left, the chapel
of St Longinus, the Centurion, who said:
"Truly, this was the Son of God." The
stone is pointed out, on which it is said
be was beheaded for preaching the gospel.
Others say that Lo.nginus was the soldier
who pierced the side of Christ with a
spear.
Near to this chapel, is the chapel of the
Division of the Vestments.
Near this
chapel is a flight of twenty-nine steps,
leading down into the chapel of Helena,
one of the most interesting of the many
buildings of the church, inasmuch as it is
where the basilica of Constantine once
stood.
The massive substrnetions date
back to the. seventh century, and the
pointed vaulting from the time of the
crusaders. Here is an altar to Dimas, the
penitent thief, and another to Helena.
Near it, to the right, is a niche in a low
wall, overlooking the cave below, and
called the chair of Helena, said to be the
place where she sat when search was being made for the trne cross. Descending
thirteen steps more, we reach the chapel
of the finding of the cross. The legend
will be remembered of how the Empress
was divinely directed to this spot; how
she watched the digging mitil, eventually,
the three crosses, with nails, crown of
thorns, superscription and other relics
were found. How it was difficult to.ascertain which of the three was the true cross,
and at last a noble lady at the poiut of
death was sent for, and as soon as the
third cross touched her body she was
cured of a cureless malady, and thus the
identity of the true cross was established.
The commemoration of this event is called
in the· calender the invention of the cross.
In this chapel, which belongs, left, to the
Greeks, and right, to the Latins, will be
seen in a slab, a beautiful cross, a bronze
statue of Helena, and a Latin inscription
on the wall, It will be observed, too,
that the steps which we re-ascend are cut
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in the rock, and yet soun<l hollow. It is
supposed to be an old cistern.
At the bead of the steps, returning to
the aisle, we find, a few feet to the left,
the chapel of the Crown of Thorns. Here
is a greyish column, on which tradition
says our Lord sat while the soldiers
platted a crown of thorns, and put it on
his head, and they put on him a purple
robe and said, "Hail, King of the Jews;
and they smote him with their hands, and
spat upon him, and said, Prophesy who
smote you."
A few paces west of this altar, is a
door on the right through which we enter
the Greek church, larger and more gorgeously decorated than the chapels of any
of the other sects. Here is the seat of the
patriarch, and reserved places for other
dignitaries of the church. In the center
of the marble pavement is a short column,
marking the center of the earth; from this
spot the earth was taken from which
Adam was made. It was also part of the
garden of Joseph of Arimathea. In front
of the Greek Church is the Holy Sepulchre.
Returning, therefore, to the aisle by the
same door through which we entered, and
then to the ri&,ht, we have before us a
flight of eighteen steps, which we ascend
and arrive at Calvary. It is fourteen and a
half feet above the level of the chapel of
the sepulchre. "And when they were come
to the place, which is called Calvary, there
they crucified him, and the malefactors,
one on the right hand, and one on the
left." In the eastern end of this chapel
is an altar, under which is a hole
through a marble slab to the solid rock.
This was where the cross of the Savior
was planted; two other holes, or sockets,
right and left, are pointed out as the place
of the crosses of the two thieves. This is
not only called Calvary, but the Chapel
of Golgotha-and a curious tradition affirms that Adam was buried here. This
legend has more poetry in it than many
others, for one can not but think that the
idea in it is that the blood of the atonement was destined to fall upon the head
of the first transgrest<or. Near the altar,
to the right, is a long brass cover over a
rent in the rock, said to have been made
at the time of the crucifixion. A little
further to the right is an altar with a
picture of the V~irgin_ set in diamonds.
All the adornments of this place are of
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the richest and most profuse description.
It is a question of taste, whether supposing this to be the actual Calvary, it would
not have been a thousand times better to
have left it as the bare rock in the temple
has been left; strikingly significant in the
beauty of its simplicity.
To the south, is a small chapel of St.
Mary, said to be the spot where the
mother of our Lord, and the beloved disciple, stood at the time of the crucifixion,
when one of the most touchingly pathetic
incidents in the gospel history occurred,
"Now there stood by the cross of Jesus,
his mother and the disciple whom Jesus
loved. He said unto his mother, Woman,
behold thy son. Then saitb he to the
disciple, Behold thy mother! And from
that hour, that disciple took her unto his
own bouse." Opposite this window, on a
column in the center of the chapel, is a
good painting of the virgin and child.
Descending now the stairs at the southwest end near the great door of the
church, we turn to the right and enter a
chapel under the chapel of the Crucifixion, where used to be the tombs of Godfrey de Bouillon and Baldwin I. In the
eastern end, with an altar standing
over it, is the alleged tomb of Melchizedek. The rent in the rock, which we saw
in the chapel of Golgotha, could also be
seen from here by moving the brass
which covers it.
Latterly, however, .a
door has been placed here, which can
only be opened by backsheesh; and an additional inspiration for paying it is that
a tradition has been recently gotten up
that the tombs of Adam and Eve are just
behind the closed door.
In order to visit the Church of the Armenians from this chapel, we turn to the
west a few paces. Past the Stone of
Unction and behind the station of Mary,
is a flight of steps leading up to the small
church, divided by pillar,;; into three chapels or compartments. In one of the walls
of the Holy Sepulchre, is a hole, and every
year, on Easter eve, thousands of Greeks
assemble from all parts of the world, especially from Russia, to witness the most
monstrous piece of imposition that ever
disgraced the Christian name, and to take

part in scenes which have no precedent.
elsewhere in the Christian church. Formerly, the Latins took part in the festival,
but ever since the sixteenth century they
have withdrawn from it. It is said that
on Easter eve, when the patriarch, who
is alone in the sepulchre, enters there, fire
descends from heaven and lights the candles on the altar. The patriarch passes
out the fire through the hole. A bundle
of burning tapers is handed to the priests;
and the pilgrims, in wild excitement, rush
around with their tapers and candles, to
have them kindled from the, as they
think, sacred flame.
Large sums are
paid to have the candles lighted speedily
by the priests, and these are passed on
from one to another until the whole
church is illuminated. But the scenes
which occur almost y<\arly, are such as to
be deprecated by all christians or those
who bear the sacred name. Never, perhaps, in a religions edifice, did such a
scene occnr, in a time of peace, as that in
1834. The seething crowd came to a disturbance which is described by an eye·
witness: "The guard outside, frightened
at the rush from within, thought that the
Christians wished to attack them, and the
confusion soon grew into a battle. The
soldiers, with their bayonets killed numbers of fainting wretches, and the walls
were spattered with the blood and brains
of men who had been felled like oxen
with the butt-ends of the soldiers' muskets. Every one struggled to defend
himself, and in the melee all who fell
were immediately trampled to death by
the rest. So de~perate and savage did
the fight become, that even the panicstricken and frightened pilgrims appeared
at last to have been more intent upon the
destruction of each other than de~rous to
save themselves." This eye witness says
he saw the dead lying in heaps even upon
the Sto.ne of Unction; and he saw full
four hundred dead and dying, heaped one
upon another, in some places more than
five feet high. Such is the effect of holy
fire, as· the Greeks call it. I think it is
that fire which the devil causes to come
down in the sight of men in the last days
to deceive.

JAFFA, Palestine,
May 14th, 1889.
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TIDINGS FROM MR. RABINOWICH.
BY REV. ADOLPH SAPHIR, D.D.

a letter I received from Mr. RabinoINwicb
a fortnight ago, be writes: "The
bouse of prayer, 'Beth Sbem,' is crowded
every Saturday with Jews, who are thirsting to hear the word of the living God,
and are seeking the straight and narrow
way which leadeth unto life."
The testimony of Mr. Rabinowich is
growing more clear and full, as will be
seen by the following appeal, with which
he recently concluded a sermon:
Lift np your eyes, my brethren, unto
Mount Golgotha, and behold there the
ransom which delivers our souls from the
curse of God, pronounced on Mount Ebal,
and which bestows upon us the blessing
of our Father in Heaven more abundantlv
than the blessing on Mount Gerizin{.
Only behold the Cross of the Messiah,
and you will see clearly that here is the
gate of Jehovah, into which the righteous shall enter; the only access opened
unto all men, be they Jews or Gentiles, that
in one spirit they may draw near to our
Father in Heaven. Open your eyes and
behold the Lord of Glory, Jesus the Crucified; how glorious is this High Priest,
who himself is the propitiation for our
sins. How beautiful, how lovely is the
Great Shepherd of the flock, who himself
is the Lamb of God, which bearcth the
sin of the world, and who comes as our'
Messiah, bringing peace to them that are
afar off and to them that are nigh.
My brethren, if you esteem your souls
precious, and if you desire to be citizens
of the city, and to be numbered among
the saints, and in the household of God,
then bow this day your knees before the
King of Glory, before Jesus, crowned for
you with the crown of thorns; smite your
breasts and confess your sins and the sins
of your fathers, and the iniquity they
have committed against the Son of God,
Jesus, the Messiah. Say, then, 0 house
of Israel: "Surely, all we like sheep have
gone astray, we have turned every one to
his own way, but Jehovah laid on him the
iniquity of us all; for ~he iniquity of his
people was he stricken. For only with
Jesus, the Messiah, is redemption, and He
shall deliver Israel from all his sins."
It may indeed be regarded as a wonderful thing in the history of the Jews that

words like theRe should be uttered from
Sabbath to Sabbath, bv an Israelite to
Israelites, in the Hebre~ tongue, and that.
in these meetings for worship the Scriptures of the New Testament are read as
the word of God, and prayer is offered in
the name of Jesus. We would earnestly
ask the prayers of our friends that the
Holy Ghost may bless the words and make
them effectual in the conversion of many
souls. We should also remember our beloved brother, who has to contend with
many difficulties and trials in his peculiar
position, that he may be guided by Heavenly wisdom, and upheld and strengthened in his great work.
The following extract is from a letter
of congratulation on the nine hundredth
anniversary of the introduction of Christianity into Russia:
My soul rejoices with you this day in
the God of Israel. Behold, you, who were
once without Christ, aliens from the commonwealth of Israel, are now brought
nigh by the blood of Christ. It is now
nine centuries since you became children
of Abraham by fa1th, and live under the
sceptre of Jesus, who is of the. seed of
David, and whom God hath raised from
the dead and exalted at His right hand.
Brethren, permit me also, to offer to you
my heartfelt wishes and prayers, in the·
name of God-Father, Son and Holy
Spirit. May it please God in his mercy to·
fulfill the words of the holy Apostle and
the petitions of the pious ruler Wladimir,
which he offered to God, when your fathers stood before Him in the waters of the
Dnieper, that the eyes of your heart be
enlightened to know Him, and that you be·
confirmed in the faith of Christ, that as
the children of God you may obtain the
victory.
And after my benedictions may I bring
before you my petition? Oh, remember,
in this time of grace and in this memorial
year of salvation, remember in your prayers before the King of Kings the .Jews,
who dwell under the shadow of the wings
of your great Empire. And if you give
thanks in these days that God did not
permit the Czar Wladimir to follow the
advice of the Talmudic Jews, who came
to him out of the land of the Cossars,
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then offer also intercession and prayer
that in the tenth century of your entrance
into the covenant of the Messiah, the Jews
of Russia may in repentance and with
their whole heart and soul turn to Jehovah, their God, who, in these last days,
spake unto them in his Son Jesus, that
they also may know that there is one God
and one Mediator between God and man,
the Man Christ Jesus. For Jesus the

Christ is Lord of us all, and they who
trust .in Him shall never be ashamed.
These words from a son of Israel, who believes in Jesus the Christ, the Son of the
Living God.
JosEPH RABINOWICH.
I hope that these specimens of Mr.
Rabinowich's teachings will encourage his
friends and deepen their intm'est in this
evangelist, so wonderfully raised up in
Israel.
-Hebrew Christian.

SACRED CATS IN EGYPT.
1JNCIENT Egypt was indeed a "cats'
J .l paradise." The goddess Bast, or
Pasht, was a cat, and being under her protection and types of her, all cats were
sacred. During life they were treated
with respect, and their personal safety
was guaranteed by rigorous laws; when
dead they were buried with solemnity.
They wore ear-rings and necklaces; but
whether this honor was accorded to all
{)ats, or only to those of high degree and
exceptional sanctity, is uncertain, as only
some of the statuettes show thede ornaments, while some have also a jewel on
their foreheads.
But not only individuaJs were dedicated
to Bast; we know that she had a town of
her own (Bubastis) especially devoted to
her worship. Cats were sometimes sent
to the sacred city to be buried, especially
those that had been venerated in the temples of Bast. Some authorities give the
eat's name as Mau, Mai, JYiaau, and some
Egyptologists have read Chaou, but it
ought to be read Maou, and is one of the
examples of onomatopicmia, or names
formed in imitation of sounds, of which
"cuckoo" is the most familiar example in
our own tongue.
The father of history, Herodotus, has
something to tell us about cats. He says:
"When a house caught fire the only
thought of the Egyptians was to preserve
the lives of their cats. Ranging themselves, therefore, in bodies round the
house, they endeavored to rescue the animals from the flames, totally disregarding
the destruction of the property itself; but,
notwithstanding all their precautions, the
oCats, leaping over the heads and gliding

between the legs 6f the by-standers, rushed
into the flames as if impelled by divine
agency to self-destruction, and when an
accident of this kind happened a deep sorrow took possession of the Egyptians.
"When a cat died a natural death the
people of the house shaved off their eyebrows, but if a dog died they shaved the
head and the whole body." All the provisions in the house, to, were thrown away
as having become unlawful food.
As we have said, there were some cats
kept especially for veneration in the temples of Bast, and Herodotus tells us of
these, and of sacred animals generally,
that not only were necessary provisions
given them, but luxuries also, which they
were incapable of appreciating. They .
were bathed, anointed, perfumed; they
had rich carpets and ornamental furniture;
they were fed on bread sopped in milk,
and on Nile fish cut into strips; and when
dead they were embalmed with oil of
cedar and spices.
Any one who killed a cat or :w ibis was
condemned to death, and it was found impossible to save the life even of a Roman
eitizen who had accidently committed this
offense. The populace, indeed, generally
lynched the malefactor without waiting
for a form of trial, as that "for fear of
sueh a calamity, if a person fvund one of
these animals dead he stood afar off, and
crying with a loud voice, make every show
of grief, and protested that he found it
lifeless." Even in times of famine, when
in their extremity they were driven to eat
human flesh, the Egyptians preserved their
cats.
-Harper's Young People.
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WILD
·"QH, he's only sowing his wi1d oats;
\J he'll settle down after while, and
be as steady as any one."
How often do we hear such foolish remarks from those who should have more
wisdom than to speak in any such a misleading way. Wild oats will grow just
as surely as tame ones, and then, "What
·shall the harvest be?" "Whatsoever a
man soweth, that shall he also reap."
Many a young man has sowed "the
seeds of a lingering pain," not only in
his own physical frame, but in the heart
·of a loving mother, that time can not remove. Alas, Alas! "Of all sad words
of tongue or pen, the saddest are these,
'lt might have been.'"
The opportunities of youth are immeasurable. Just as a little pebble in the
purling stream may turn its course for-

OATS.
ever, so the incidents of childhood and
youth, insignificant though some may
consider them, little by little are shaping
the life of the man, and of the woman,
that is to be either for good or for evil.
Youthful indulgences, innocent though
they may appear in the eyes of some, are
almost sure to leave their mark. Let us
be careful then as young and old that we
sow only that kind of seed of which we
may have pleasure in the reaping, and
from which we may gather fruit unto
eternal life; and let us remember the
counsel of one of old who has said:
"Wherewithal shall a young man cleanse
his way'?" The answer is full of wisdom,
and is well worth rernemherii1g by all.
"By taking heed thereto according to thy
Word."
A. J.D •

.THE DEATH DICE.
'fiT the Royal Palais in Berlin are two dice
·
preserved, among the many curiosities,
which are known under the name of "death·dice," and are over two hundred years old.
Their history is as follows: A murder happened in Berlin in the time of the Great Elector
which caused a great horror, as the victim was
not only a young and beautiful girl, but the
·only daughter of the highly respected armorer
·Walther. Two soldiers, who were paying their
.attentions to the maiden, were suspected and
imprisoned. One of them by name of Ralph
had really committed the deed in a fit nf jealousy, while the other (Alfred), the more favored
of the suitors, was really innocent.
Although they were put upon the rack, neither of them would admit anything, and the judg·es could get no clue. The witnesses who were
examined testified of having been in the company of both soldiers. Alfred did not deny
having met Rose that evening, but declared to
have parted from her friendly. Ralph, on the
·contrary, could not give a very satisfactory ac·Count of his whPreabouts; still he denied being
the murderer, ofwhmn no trace could be found.
The Elector in his just anger, commanded
:that God's judgment should decide-that they
were to throw the dice to see who should die;
that he who threw the smallest number should
be executed as the murderer. The Elector, surrounded by his court, the judges and clergy,

and also the father of the girl, old Walther,
were present.
• Ralph, the murderer, took the dice laughingly and threw two sixes, the highest number
possible. Those who were present looked at
each other in astonishment, because they all
considered Alfred innocent, and yet after this
throw there seemed to be no hope for him.
Alfred knelt down, looked devoutly up to
heaven, and prayed, while everything was still
as in a church. Then he rose and called out
loudly, "Help, thou Almighty, for thou knowest
I am innocent;" and, with joyful hope he threw
down the dice, but with so much force, that one
of them broke in two. One side of the broken
dice showed six points, and the other half one
point, while the other dice showed six points,
therefore thirteen altogether.
A geneml consternation followed, which was
heightened when Rdph fell suddenly to the
ground, as if struck by lightning. After many
efforts he revived, and, as soon as he had recovered consciousness, he acknowledged having
done the deed.
The Great Elector was greatly affected; God
had helped the innocent. In commemoration
thereof, and as a proof that God's grace and help
are always nigh when we put our trust in him.
He ordered these dice to be preserved, and they
are yet shown in the Art Museum of the Royal
Palais in Berlin.
liiul~
-Selected.
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THE RED CROSS OF EUROPE AND AMERICA.
INTO the shell-shattered city of Strasburg on the
morning after its capitulation to the Grand Duke
of Baden, there walked unguarded, unattended
save by a maid, a slight, delicate woman in a
dark, plain dre· s, with a scn1·let ct·oss wruught in
her sleeve above the elbow. Through the battalions
of conquering troops which guarded the city she
went fearlessly, unchallenged and unmolested,
and the sentinels on the ramparts grounded
their muskets as she touched the scarlet symbol
on her arm, and hurried past them over the
heaps of dead and dying, into the heart of the
stricken city. She found famine, fire, terror, a
shattered city surrendering through hunger, its
hospitals filled with wounded women and children, its streets swarming with half-naked, halfstarved, frenzied people, a city whose ablebodied men were all in the conscripted ranks of
the French army or in the prisons of ,Germany.
Through the instrumentality of the stranger,
in forty days the hungry were fed, the sick
healed, and the naked clothed. Boxes of supplies came by hundreds into the city, marked
ever with the scarlet symbol she wore, money
poured into her treasury faster than she could
spend it, and scores of bmve nurses and heroic
assistap.ts gathered about her. White hands ·
that had never known labor bound the scarlet
badge on their arms, and the proudest ladies of
Germany, under the sign of the crimson cross,
went down to the help and succor of the city
which their troops had conquered. Indeed, so
abundant were the offerings of clothing that a
message was sent to the Empress, "You are making paupers of Strasburg with your generosity;
.send me material rather than clothing, that I
may hire them made up here, and thus create
an industry for the people." The material was
sent, and twice each week hundreds of women
went to her door with baskets on their arms to
receive their work, for which they were abundantly paid. Forty thoumnd neatly fashioned
garments of assorted sizes were packed in boxes
stamped with th~ scarlet cro.,s.
The Commune hau fallen in Paris. The erash
of the column V en dome still thrilled in the
startled air. The flames of the Hoiel de Ville
lit the city with the lurid light. The streets
were reeking with blood, nnd the air was heavy
with the groans of the dying.
Suddenly there appeared the same vision of
mercy that came to the need of Strasburg. Pale,

dust-covered, travel-worn, and well nigh exhausted, for she had walked seven miles into
the city (90,000 horses having been eaten by the
people, none were left for transportation). The
German troops outside the city detained her
with no questions when they caught the gleam of
the scarlet cross. Cordons of French soldiers
guarding the streets lowered their bayonets as
she touched the glowing symbol, and the sullen
frenzied mob made way for her to pass.
The Mayor had been reinstated in his office
but a iew hours, the dust of months lay thick on
books and papers, his assistants were hurrying
to and fro and writing frantically. The Mayor
himself was anxious, weary, heart sick. Suddenly a soft voice sounded in his ear, an earnest,
resolute, tender woman's facP was lifted to his
own, be caught the gleam of the scarlet cross, and
heard the low, clear words, "Mayor, I have come
to help you. I have 40,000 garments in my
boxes outside the city, and plenty of money."
The Mayor's house was instantly at her disposal,
but she argued, "It is too grand for my work;
give me some humble place where the poor will
not be afraid to come to me."
"Madam, eight months ago I left my home, as
I supposed, to be burned-to-day, through the
grace of God, it stands intact. Is it too good for
God's poor? Make it your headquarters-they
will go to you anywhere."
The history of Strasburg repeats itself, and
the hungry were fed, the naked clothed, the
poor taught self-helpfulness, and then the woman of the red cross vanished.
When the Mississippi overflowed its banks in
1884, and people were without food, money, or
seed for the next season's planting, suddenly out
of the turbulent waters a steamer Ja~en to her
guards with every variety of provender, sustenance and comfort for man and beast, came to
the re~cue of the suffering people. Whence she
came, how provisioned, by whom supplied, no
one knew; only a woman stood at the helm, with
a cross of crimson on lter sleeve, and '\t the mast a
banner floated-a shield r!f white crossed with
scarlet bars. When the floods abated and the
needs were all supplied, the strange craft vanished and her colors were hauled down in an
unknown port.
High up in the Balkan mountains the soldiers
of Bulgaria were freezing and dying for want of
supplies. ·word came to the woman with the
scarlet cross, was forwarded to he1· colleagues in 11a-
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rious cities, and before night this telegram was
sent from New Albany: '·Gall on us for $500 for
the Balkan soldiers." The message was cablegrammed to Geneva, Switzerland, the next
morning: "The Red Gross of America sends $500
to the Balkan soldiers." Telegrams were sent
from Geneva to Bulgaria, goods were purchased
to that amount, and the next day after the woman of the red cross recei \·ed the call of need,
nigh up i.n the fastness of the Bulgarian mountains, the soldiers were receiving the warm garments sent by the people of New Albany.
Who is this mysterious woman that controls the
·soldiers of opposing nnnies and commands the Exehan,ge of the world with the ,gleam of a scnrlet
(}1'088'!

Heroes of the rebellion know her as the first
woman nurse to bring comfort and succor to the
wounded. Surgeons remember when her white
tented wagons drove upon the fields the things
most needed were at hand. Tile army of the
Potomac know her and the heroes of Morris Island have never forgotten the only woman who
remained on the island, caring for the wounded
while the shot and shell fell like hail. The Anderson ville prisoners remember the woman who
took them by the hand, and the widows and
mothers of the Andersonville dead will ever remember her at whose request the bodies of the
30,000 men who died there were identified and
buried in marked graves. The sufferers of the
Ohio floods, Michigan fires, Charleston earthquake, Texas drought, and recent Mount Vernon
tornado can tell you who she is, and every sovereign in Europe knows well the name and
works of Olnra LJa, tun, the President of the "AmM·eanEed Gross.''
Comes there no thrill to the soul when reading
this, and are there none whose pulses throb
and hearts swell with a longing desire to be
like her, this brave, noble, self-sacrificing benefactor of her kind? Yes, we can well believe
there are many, aye, scores who after reading
this brief sketch will feel their souls moved
with enthusiasm to go and do likewise. Are
you a Latter Day Saint? Have you enlisted
under the blood-stained banner of King Emanuel? If so, let this thought come home to you
with reality and force. What Clara Barton has
done, you can do; nay, more you must do, if
ever you inherit a mansion in your Father's
house, or walk the streets of that beautiful city
which needs the light of neither the sun nor
the moon.
It is a grand thing to stand upon the dazzling
height where she stands, a grand thing to spurn
-comfort, ease and luxury, as she has spurned
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them at the call of duty, to be first and foremost
in every time of need in responding to the call
of suffering humanity; but Clara Barton, unknown to the world and unapplanded by any,
watching night after night by the bed-side of
her afflicted brother as the lamp of her love fed
with the oil of the holiest affection known to
earth, burned with a pure and steady light;
was as great, as noblt', as \Yorthy the reverence
of good men and beholding angels, as Clara
Barton the president of the American Hed Cross,
the observed of all observers, the one whom
men love to honor an<l before whom all difficulties vanish as mist bPfore the rays of the sun.
Dear yo,mg Saint~, it a grand thing to be
"Faithful in that which is least," and while
from time to time we place before you such
noble examples as tbe life of Clara Barton affords, we pray God that the fact may be impressed upon eaeh one who reads, that you are
ca1led with a like calling-calle<1 to follow the
Master, and yon can not (bear it well in mind
you can not) follow Him unless you are found
"going about doing good." Not dreaming it,
not painting it before your mind and thinking
how lovely such and such things are, yes, even
shedding tears when you hear of them, not this
-but doing it.
There is another light in which to view this
picture, and we would not have you pass it by.
Regard it carefully that you may be encouraged
and instructed. Before the scarlet cross upon
Clara B.trton's sleeve, muskets are grounded,
soldiers part their ranks and the portals of costly
palaces open as by magic and are placed at her
disposal. At a flash of request, borne over the
wires, kings, queens and nobles respond quickly
to her call and fabulous sums are instantly
placed at her disposal; and while her soul must
bleed at sight of the distress and suffering all
around her, yet what joy must swell her heart
as she realizes her ability to remove some, to
alleviate more. Grand, noble, heroic, God-inspired woman, we would not withhold from
you and those associated with you one meed of
praise, one hon, 1r due; but there are yet braver,
nobler things done by woman every day of
which the world takes no note and which none
applaud; and they are done through love of
Him who suffered and died upon that cross of
whieh those brave women wear only a symbol.
They are done, and they must be done, by
those who claim sisterhood with Him who once,
weary, buffeted, weak and fainting, sank beneath
its weight, while there was found no eye to pity,
no hand to help, but instead mockery, scorn
and derision upon every hand. Even to the
end, the bitter end, this "man of sorrow and ac-
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quainted with grief" bore his sadness-his heartbreaking sorrow alone and while serving man,
and only man, received no meed of praise, no
human sympathy, and in the last, the supreme
hour, the face of his Father was veiled from his
view and "he trod the wine-press alone."
Can you follow Him? Can you stand through
the long night of trial, temptation, darkness,
neglect and ingratitude; stand firmly, boldly,
unshrinkingly for God and his truth?
There is inspiration in success; amid the
waving of banners and the inspiring notes of
martial music many a man not naturally a hero,
has walked up to the cannon'R mouth. But the
banners may not always wave for you nor the
inspiring strains of music fall on your ear. The
foe may attack you in the darkness of thP lol)g
silent watches when benumbed with weariness,
hunger and cold, or suddenly in a moment,
when the sky is bright and .clear the deathdealing shot may fall all around you and without shelter or breast-work yon shall meet his
attack. Can you stand in such an hour? As
one who realizes the truth of this, we would
beseech you, dear young Saints, to stop and
think. You expect to inherit a celestial glory,
are you living for it? Day follows night and
after the shadows the light of morning will
surely come; but not more surely does light
succeed to darkness, day to night than this law
follows the life of every one,-" And shall come
forth, thev that have dune good, in the resurrection of life and they tbat have done evil in the
resurrection of condemnation." Here again is
the touch-stone of doing; the following of him
who went about doing good. If it reaches this
life, reaches the resurrection, will it not also
reach the life beyond? '" e read of the rewards
being given to every man "According to the
deeds done in the body." Are you doing these
deeds? First of all are you living pure, upright,
honest and honorable li\·es? Is a vie per~on
contemned in your sight? Are you free from
the sin of taking up a reproach against your
neighbor? If you are all this, there yet remains these other conditions of doing,-the
hungry to feed, the naked to clothe, the sick,
sorrowing and unfortunate ones of earth to be
visited.
Many a one will read this who has known
hours of sorrow and depression, and to such
may memories of what he endured in his earthly mission bring courage to work on-work on
though there come no encouragement save the
peace of mind which results from doing right.
As there is within each heart "~n unseen battle-field," so may you reme!Dber that unseen to
human eye an innumerable company of wit-

nesses surround you, rejoicing in your triumphs
and ready to "bear you up lest at any time you,
dash your foot against a stone."
A WORD WITH OUR PATRONS AND FRIENDS.

that onr Magazine ~bould be in
every home, and in the hands of each youth in
Zion, as a means of rewarding those who are·
willing to work in its interest, we have decided
upon giving a number of useful and desirable
premiums to the getters up of clubs. Our aim
is to reward eaeh one in proportion to the work
done, from the one who sends us a list of two, to·
the one who perchance my send us fifty or a
hundred names; as by this plan justice will be·
done to all. Each article will be exactly l:LS described and can not be had at retail for less money. This will afford our traveling elders an
excellent opportunity of obtaining one or more
tokens of remembrance for the loved ones at
home when the Christmas tide comes, and to
any of the traveling ministry st>nding us a list
of twenty or more name~, \\·e will, in addition to·
the premium for the club, add a copy of the
Magazine free.
Should none of the articles on our list prove·
attractive to you, write us for our terms in cask
commission, and be assured we will be just as
liberal as our suhf'cri ption list will justify; bnt
as we obtain all these articles at wholesale, we·
give you the full benefit of theJeduction.
BELIEVJ:>G

TERMS.

The full subscription price, ($1.50 per annum),
of each magazine must accompany your list
when sent in, but other names may be added
afterward and you reeei ve full credit therefor.
Money must be sent to DaYid Danct>r as heretofore, by draft, registered letter, express, check
or post office money order, (the latter preferred).
'Vhen sent in the~e ways we aPsume all risks.
All lists (as far as completed) must be in by
Jan nary 1st, 1890, but additions may be made to
the same up to April 1st, at which t~1e
lists
will be cloBed and awards made.
\Ve earnestly trust that not one of our friends,
young or old, will ail to secure one or more or
the premiums offered. If you do not care to
get up a club yourself, give your name to some·
friend who does, but if every friend of the
magazine would try and obtain a list of names,.
what a power for good this voiceless messenger
might be the coming year.
The above terms apply to new subscriptions
as well as renewals.
For list of premiums see fourth page of cover..
It i.s not necessary that all subscribers live at
one place. Your list may embrace names .from
any place or section, but up to. January 1st they

all
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must come in at one time and be accompanied by
the money. After Januarv 1st names and money can be forwarded as procured, or as suits
convenience.
"\VE purpose resuming our serial, with the
next issue of the Magazine and continuing it
without interruption to its close.

WE give additional news from Joseph Rabinowitch in this issue. Still the work among the
Jews is moving on and Jewish papers are filled
with news of awakened and deepening interest

1*~:0:U:N:D

in the cause. How long will the church rest
content with no movement made in that direction?
BELIEVING that many of our readers will be
glad to have the speech of Mr. Burrows in a
form in which it can be preserved for future
reference, we give space to it in our columns,
and take this occaBion to say that it is only one
among the many good things furnished by the
untiring efforts of Bro. D. F. Lambert to his
patrons and readers. We are proud of our local
paper.

...

EDITED :BY SALOME.

KNITTED SLIPPERS.

INFANT'S BOOTEE

Four oz. blue and 4 oz. white Berlin or Germantown; 4 pins No. 12, Walke 's gauge.
CumnH'nCe at toe with blue wool, cast on 10
stitches, increase by putting the wool over the
pin at beginning of each row to make a stitch.
When knitting with the white wool take it from
two balls, so as to have two lengths.
1st row knit plain.
2d row, makP one knit one*, take the double
white wool, turn it twice over the pin to form
a loop of about£ of an inch; with the left hand
pin paFs the last knitted loop over the four
loops of white, knit two, repeat from *to the
end of the row.
_3d row, make one at the beginning of the
row, ~lip the loops of white wool, knit the blue;
in knitting the blue stiteh pass the blue wool
with which you are knitting round the double
white wool; in knitting the next stitch this will
draw up the white wool eloPe to the work, and
so carry it to the other side to be ready for
working the next row of loops.
4th row, inake one, knit the blne stitches
plain, knit the four white loops at the back as
one Flitch.
5th row, make one knit to the end of the row;
repeat from second row, increasing at the beginning of each row until the work is wide enough
acroFs the instep. Now divide the stitches for
the sides, casting off ten in the center; with the
third pin continue to work on the side stitches
as before without increase or decrease until you
have the length from the instep to the back of
the heel, then cast off and work the other side
in the same way; sew the two sides together at
the back with a needle and wool.
Now pick up the stitches ronnd the top of
slipper, on three pinF, and with a fourth pin
and blne wool knit ten rows, cast off, turn this
plain piece over, and hem it down to the top of
inside of slipper to form a roll around the edge;
sew to cork sole lined with wool.

In siNgle Berlin wool, worked with a fine bone
tricotee needle. Begin a'. the foot; make 6 ch
and work 10 rows of simple afghan sts, increasing 1 at the beginning and 1 at the end of each
row; there will then· be 24 sts. Take up 9 and
work 12 rows, decreasing at the beginning of the
last 2 1·ows by missing the 1st st. This- forms
one side of the shoe. Take up the last 9 of 24
and work 11 rows, decreasing as before at the
end of the last 2 rows by missing 1 st; sew this
up to form a shoe, drawing it in a little at the
toe.
For the leg, begin at the top by making a ch
of 30 ~ts; work 9 rows, decrease 1 at the beginning and 1 at the end of the lOth row, work 3
rows, decrease 2 in the 14th row as before, work
6 rows, faFten off. Take up 12 sts in the center
and work 4 ro"·s, <lecreasing 1 at each end of
last 3 Tows. Sew the leg to the shoe, and work
over the seam a row of d c with a purl of 3 ch
at each 3d ch.
On thP outside of the leg work a series of small
scallops fiwmed of d c worked through the tricotee. On the top work a mtrrow edging. 1st
row, 1 t, Jeh in ea~h loop oftricotee; this serves
for running ribbon through. 2d row, 1 slip st
in treble, 3 ch, repeat. 3d row, 1 slip st, 5 ch,
repeat all around. Some small fiat buttons are
sewed in the Fcallops on the side. The bootee
can be worked longer or shorter. Plain tricotee
might be used for the foot and fancy ste for the
leg part if desired.
CROCHET DESIGN FOR SHAWL.

This is a very pretty pattem, to be worked in
crystal silk, wool, fine Andalusian or Shetland
wool.
Make a chain rather larger than yon wish the
shawl to be.'
F'int row-1 double into eaeh of 5 stitches,_
7 chain, pass over 7 stitches and repeat, turn.
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Second row-4 trebles into the stitch first 5
doubles was worked into, work back one double
into the first treble, 1 double into each of the
3 center stitches of 5 doubles, 5 trebles worked
as before into fifth double, 3 chain, 2 half trebles
separated by 1 chain into center of 7 chain,
three chain, repeat from the beginning of the
row, turn.
1'hi1·d row-5 chain, 1 half treble into first of
2 trebles 1 chain, 2 half trebles separated hy 1
chain into nrxt half treble,* 3 ehain, 1 double
into web of 3 doubles, 3 chain, 2 half trebles
separated by 1 chain into first treble. 1 chain,
2 half trebles Feparated by 1 chain into next
half treble, three chain, repeat from ~', end the
row with 3 <loubles between the clusters of second row.
Fourth row-4 trebles worked as before into
the double between the clusters of second row;
when working back the double into the first
treble draw through the center of 3 doublPs of
third row, 2 chain, 2 half trebles separated by 1
chain into firFt half treble, 2 half trebles separated bv 1 chain into stitch between 2 center
trebles; 2 half trebles separated by 1 chain into
last half treble, two chain, repeat from the beginning of the row, and turn.
Fifth 1·ow-Seven chain,* 5 doubles into the
center stitches of scallop, 7 chain, repeat, turn,
and repeat from the second row.
ANIMAL CLUB.

In this game two of the party are elected to
fill the office of President Bergh and his Vice
President; the others eal'h choose some animal,
bird or insPct which they will represent. The
President then relates an anecdote slowlv. At
the occurrenre of any of the words with the
initial letter the same as that of any of the animals, the cry peculiar to it must be imitated by
the person who representF it; for instance, if
there he a dog, at any word commencing with
a d the dog must bark. The Vice President
must be on the watch for any omission. When
one occurs, the delinquent must pay a forfeit.

shaded effect. The balls are hung- by a long
ribbon loop and the papers are pulled out as
needed.
Vases of medium size look well decorated
with Vemvinm. Remove all trace of the uictures which have been pasted on them. Apply
the V<lsuvium with a palette knife, taking no
pain~ to smooth it, as rough effects are desirable.
The Vesuvium is soft and sticky when first exposed to the air, but becomes very hard in a
day or two, without being brittle.
After it is dry <lecorate it with bronze colors,
such as are used for lustre painting. First paint
the whole surface a dark bronze, then touch all
the projections with copper color If your vases
are of a pretty shape, you will surely be pleased
with the remlt. Glass bottles can be decorated
in the same way.
Chair rolls are both useful and ornamental,
and can be made of cbina silk, plush, or other
material. Some are crocheted afghan stitch.
A very pretty one was made of cardinal plush,
with ribbon bows to match at each end, and
fast('ned to the chair with a ribbon. Thev are
stuffed with cotton batting, and there should be
an inner lining of muslin. Sachet powder
sprinkled in the cotton is a good idea.
Shoe button bags are a nsefnl as well as novel
piece of fancy work. A piece of cardboard
forms the back, which is covered with satin or
silk. At the top is a small card containing two
dozen shoe buttons, under that a needle book
of white flannel, buttonhole stitch('d around,
and filled with needleF. Below that is a pocket
of the material that holds a Fpool of black linen
thread. A fancy pi('ce of wax is fastened by a
ribbon on one side, and the whole is hung up
by a nanow ribbon. The one described was
made of vellow satin, but other colors are equally prett~;·

Sash curtains are pretty, made of china silk,
mull, or fancy curtain materials, and remnants
FORFEITS.
can be often secured for that purpose at red11ced
A large bookcase where the upper
The Statesman.-Ask the penitent what State prices.
he would like to represent in Congress. 'When shelves are used for maga:'lin('s, periodicals, etc.,
selected, he must be made to spell its name , has short, red plush curtains that cov(lr the
backward without a mistake. If he fails, he upper shelves from view, and pr81il8nt a, pretty
knows not the requirements of his constituents, appearance.
and must lose his election.
BUBBLE CHASE
SHAVING PAPERS.

Delicately tinted tissue paper arranged in balls
like huge snow ball blooms is a new form for
shaving papers. Circles of paper, seven inches
in diameter are cut, the edges notched and the
circles folded four times, or until they are as
narrow as they can be easily made. Thev are
then strung by passing a coarse strong thread
through the center point, and enough are put
together to make a full ball. One color alone
looks well, and various pale tints give a pretty

Is a nice game for a summer afternoon on the
lawn. Th(' players choose sides the same as for
an old fashioned spelling match. Each side has
a pipe and a basin of suds. A wayer on each
side contests with his opposite to see who. can
keep a bubble longest in the air, the players on
either side working to as~ist his own side.
Some one as umpire keeps the score of seconds
and minutes that each buhble lasts, the side
that has the highest score wins. This is lively
game for players of all ages.
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LAMONI, IOWA, SEPTEMBER, 1889.

No.9.

WITH THE CHURCH IN AN EARLY DAY.
BY "FRANCES."

CHAPTER XIV.

T WAS a balmy day, early in the month
of April, 1834. The sun shone brightly
and warmth was diffused from his beams,
penetrating even the dense shade made by
the evergreens upon the hillside. The
buds had swollen and many shrubs and
trees were clothing themselves with coronals of living green, w bile the soft carpet of nature's wonderful weaving was
strewn here and there with flowers more
beautiful than any that ever came from
the looms of art. The birds sang as they
flitted here and there, busy with preparation for building nests and rearing their
young. The blue waters of the lake rippled in the sunshiue and, stretching away
in the distance, lost themselves in blending with the sky; while, ever and anon,
there came the voice of seamen from some
passing vessel, heard in song or in the
tone of command, issued hastily as they
sped towards port or spread their sails for
a voyage in the opposite direction.
Walking slowly along the beach, she
leaning upon his arm, are Daniel and
Margery. Some days before, their families had arrived in Kirtland and were settled, for the time being, in a small village
near to the lake shore, just beyond the hill
which rises abruptly a short distance from
where the lovers are walking. They had
arrived before Daniel, and this is the first
hour of uninterrupted communion which
he and Margery have had. There is upon
the countenance of each a calm and happy
light, but withal in the very step, gesture
and expression, of Margery especially,
there is a nameless something, indicating
that even in this first hour of reunion,
while joy at his presence ripples every

I

wave of her heart's emotion, as the sunshine ripples the blue waves at their feet,
there is yet an undertone of sadness, a
looking forward to the near future and a
realization of the issues which must soon
be met.
"The news which has met us since we
came here," continued :Margery, "is very
distressing. In last October, many of the
Saints had their houses demolished and
were robbed and driven forth without
shelter. In some cases, it is said, they
resisted this inhuman treatment and, in
defending themselves, some two of the
mobhers were killed and several wounded.
The State militia, under Lieutenant Governor Boggs, were at last called out to
preserve the peace; but these state troops
were among the most bitter enemies of
our brethren, and they saw no hope only
by seeking safety in flight. They commenced crossing the river in November.
The weather was cold and rainy, and our
plundered, half-clad sisters and children
were exposed to the bitter elements, without shelter or protection. They are now
making homes in Clay county."
"Much of this is news to me," said
Daniel, "but I learn that there is a company going up to Missouri very soon, and
this is what I wished to talk to you about
this morning."
Margery was silent, but her face grew
a s,hade pale and her eyes were downcast,
as Daniel continued.
"lt had been my fond hope to have
taken you with me and have made our
home in that distant region; but I can
not ask you to go with me now."
"It is father's intention to start in a
few weeks," answered Margery, "and
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Mary tolu me that your father had made
up his mind to go with him. They will
probably go with this same company you
spoke of. But Daniel," and her voice
trembled with the depth of her feelings,
"If you go you must take me with you,
for I will never consent to be left behind."
"But, Margery, think of the uncertainty, the danger, to say nothing of the
hardships."
"I have thought of all these and have
tried not to ur;dervalue them, neither to
overestimate my own strength, but the
more I have thought the more I see but
the one way opening before us. You will
need me, Daniel, and my place is by your
side. I shall not shrink, though the furnace be seven times heated. This gospel,
this faith, is very precious to me, and if
God calls us to seal our testimony with
our blood, let us not shrink. nor deem it
a hard thing. It is what the people of
God have done in all ages of the world
and, surely, they never had any brighter
testimonies to enable them to stand firm
than we have had."
"You are right upon that point, Margery, I have never told yon how greatly I
have been bl< ssed in preaching the word.
Many times, when foot-sore and weary,
we have asked for entertainment and were
refused, the Lord strengthened us that we
passed over miles, without heeding them
any more than if they had been steps, and
often, when defending the faith, pas~:;ages
of Scripture have been brought to my
mind, and my understanding has been
opened to discover in them a meaning,
never seen before; and, when I have needed to refer to any text, my memory has
never yet failed me. The Lord has added
the confirmation which he promised to
those who obeyed, and, altogether, Margery, it is what many have styled it, 'A
marvelous work and a wonder.'"
"What you say reminds me of one cause
of the hatred felt by the people of Missouri towards the brethren. They can not
meet them in argument at all, and this has
roused the jealousy of their preachers, who
are very active in inciting the people to
hostilities. Beside this, they say that our
people claim the land as their rightful inheritance, and boast that one day in the
near future, it will be given to them by
the Lord, and the MissourianR will have
to give place to them."

"I fear that some of our brethren may
have acted with more zeal. than wisdom,.
yet, making all possible allowance for this~
they have done nothing to deserve any
bad treatment from the people of Missouri. Some have bought and paid for·
their lands, others have rented farms and
paid a stipulated price for the use of
them, while yet others have worked as
farm hands, mechanics, or clerks for thosewho needed their services. You know
the peculiarity of our people, Margery. To
talk of their faith is more to them than
meat or drink. It is something new to
the people of the West, and when they
saw one company after another arriving,
especially when they saw the country begin, as if by magic, to become like a garden under the careful culture of the brethren, they beeame really alarmed and their
jealousy fully aroused, and the result has·
been their forcing the Saints to leave
Jackson county. I had heard enough to
convince me that this would be the final
result."
"l hear that the Attorney General, Hon.
Robert A. Wells, is very indignant at the
concluet of the people of Missouri, and:
has written to some of the brethren, offering to help re-establish them in their
homes. He advised them to remain in the
state and organize themselves into a regular company of militia, and promised, if
they did so, that they should have a supply of the public arms."
"I am glad they did not accept the offer."
"Daniel," said Margery, very slowly,
but as though weighing each word before
speaking, "I wish they had accepted the
offer and demanded their rights."
For a moment, Daniel paused in their
walk and turned his clear gray ~es ·full
upon Margery with a look of inquiry
slightly mingled with astonishment. She
raised her eyes to meet his and, although
the color mounted to her face, she added,
"Don't be astonished at me, Daniel, I
think that the brethren should hFe taken
his advice and demanded a restoration of
that which was justly theirs and a recognition of their rights."
A pu11zled look came for a moment over
Daniel's face, but it was followed by a
smile and, as they resumed their walk he
said:
"It is evident Margery that you were
not raised in the belief of the Friends, but
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I think their belief is in harmony with
the teachings of Christ, upon this point at
least."
I may be wrong, Daniel; but, looking
into the fi1ture, I think I foresee far more
evil to result from their yielding to this
wrong, than could possibly happen, if
they had resisted it. It is not lawful.
These men are violating the law and is it
not the duty of every good citizen to help
enforce the law, if called upon by the
proper authorities to do so?"
"Yes, Margery; but you surely have not
forgotten that Jesus said, 'Put up thy
sword into its sheath, for they that take
the sword, shall perish by the sword.'''
"I remember it, Daniel, but those who
were sent to arrest ,Jesus, were sent by
parties who, according to the law, bad a
right to make such arrests, and he was
taken before a tribunal which should have
been a tribunal of justice, and while it
was not such in reality, to have resisted it
would have been resisting the powerR that
be, and this we are commanded not to do. I
have thought much upon this subject since
your letter, 111 which you first mentioned
these troubles, reached me, and I have
tried to solve the question, by reference
to the word of God, and while I may be
wrong, I confess to you that I am not
able to see it in any other light."
"I have never looked at it in this light,
for the Savior commanded us, 'Resist not
evil, . . . love your enemies, bless them
that eurse you, do good to them that
hate you, and pray for them that despitefully use you and persecute you.'"
(See note.)
"I have read and remember all these,
but surely there must be a qualifying
sense in regard to the kind of evil which
we are ccfmmanded not to resist. If there
be not, then how is it possible that any
advancement can be made towards that
which is good. Is not the evil here meant,
that which individuals have suffered and
most likely will suffer to the end of time,
from the injustice of human governments?
Connected with the texts to which you
have just referred, is the expression, 'If
he sue thee at the law,' and this to my
mind is the key to the matter. <The
powers that be are ordained of God,' and
if they sin, upon them be the wrong; it is
plainly our duty to submit; but can it be
a duty to submit to a wrong when the
officers of the state call upon us to resist
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it and point out the proper way in which
to do so?"
"Really, Margery, I can not answer
you. I have never viewed it in this light
before, and I would like to examine it in
all its bearings, before venturing an opinion with reference to it. Why is it that
you have thought so much about it?"
"I do not know, but I have not been
able to divest myself of a haunting fear,
that trouble is to be the result of such a
course. As I said, these men are lawle'ls,
and having before their eyeR neither the
fear of God nor man, the~' will go just as
far as they dare go with impunity, and
should the time come when our people
will tire of being harrassed and driven,
they will lose faith in and respect for a
government which does not protect its
citizens in their rights, and then it will
require a double portivn of God's Spirit
to subdue the feelings which will urge
them to render evil for evil. To demand
the recognition of their rights in a lawful
way is not evil even to those who are the
transgresRors.
Were it otherwise, the
very foundation would be swept from
under every Christian government upon
the face of the earth."
"Yes, Margery, but the Saints will appeal to the government for redress of their
wrongs, and I have too much faith in our
government, not to believe the appeal will
succeed."
"Pray heaven 1t may be effectual and
come not too late," said Margery. "One
point, just here, I want to ask you about.
If called upon by an officer of the state,
who in the discharge of his duty finds
your help necessary, is it not your duty
to lend him your help?"
"Certainlv it is?"
"Then why is not the duty of every
man to help to put clown mob violence,
which is itself resistance to the law, and
where is the security fpr life or property
if mob violence is not resisted?"
"You may be right, I will not say you
are not, but the Lord will direct in this
matter."
"The mistakes of the past can not be
undone, and we many times suffer because
of mistakes ignorantly made. Had the
brethren wished to regain their homes in
Jackson county, the law-abiding citizens
offered to help them do so, and I fear a
grave mistake was made when they failed
to accept the offer. These men have
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violated the law with impunity, and,
having gone thus far, they will be Rtrengthened in their lawless course by the fact
that neither the government nor the brethren have resisted the wrong done. They
have no sense of honor, justice or shame,
and will not scruple to take every advantage possible, in order to follow up what
they have begun, and if the government
does not right this great wrong, this outrage upon her honor, as well as injustice
to her citizens, to an innocent unoffending
people, then no one who lives under the
protection of the stars and stripes ought
ever to boast of the liberty enjoyed to
worship God according to the dictates of
his own conscience. When the Attorney
General offered them help in order to redress this outrage, I think justice to
themselves, to their wives and little ones,
to our eountry, our constitution, our common humanity, demanded of them to accept the offer."
"Has it occurred to your mind, Margery,
that in this very trouble' which the Lord
has suffered to come upon the Church, be
is working out his own purposes, and will
eventually overrule it for good? The
,countless ages of eternity are his, and it
is impossible, that we should be able to
judge even with reference to this brief
span of time that which will be the ultimate result; how then can we judge of
the unfolding purpo~es of God?"
"I see all this clearly, Daniel, and it is
well that God does, at all times overrule,
for the wisest and best have found in their
time how hard a matter it is to steer clear
of mistakes. Even men who at times are
inspired of God, when not acting under
this inspiration, can only do that which
their best judgment approves. I have unbounded faith, also, in the ultimate triumph of right over wrong, and, though
we should be entering upon a long night
of darkness, God is pledged to the redemption of the pure in heart, and with him
they will inherit this earth. The Psalmist bas said, 'When the wicked are cut off,
then thou shalt see it.'"
Before Daniel and Margery returned
home they had fully canvassed the future,
and a day for their marriage had been appointed. It was a clear, bright Sabbath
in the month of April when Elder Browning united them in the bonds of holy wedlock, and a very happy family who wished
the young couple a prosperous and useful

life.
After the ceremony, they met
with the Saints at the house of worship,
for the coining week they were to start
upon their western journey and were not
willing to miss a single occasion of joining with the Saints in prayer and testimony meeting or of hearing the word of
God preached. As the time for starting
drew near, and just as arrangements were
all completed for the journey, Mrs. Boyd
was taken sick. The company delayed
starting for a few daya, but finally moved
on, leaving the two families to follow.
Mrs. Boyd's sickness proved to be a lingering one, and when she began to improve,
it was arranged that Mr. Clark's family
should go first and look out a location,
and Mr. Boyd would follow as soon as
his wife was strong enough to bear the
journey, and as Daniel was anxious to resume his missionary labor;;:, Margery advised him to go with his family and she
would remain to care for her mother and/ •
come when her family came. And thus,
unexpectedly to both, they found themRelves again called upon to separate, and
the separation was the more painful to
Margery, because she knew that if detained long, many times weeks would
elapse before she could hear from Daniel.
She would be able to write oftener, as
letters could be sent from that direction
by brethren going up, but few would be
returning, and, consequently, the chances
were much against her. But long before
Margery became Daniel's wife she bad
counted the cost and bad formed her resolutions. Before he had ever confessed his
love for her, she had known that it was
his intention to enter the ministry, and
when she had given him her promise to
become his wife, there had gone with it
another promise, for Daniel had. :faid:
"Can you, Margery, because of the love
you bear me, consent to take upon you
the burden, the trials, incident to the position which, as my wife, the wife of a
traveling elder, will surely fall- to your
lot? There will be in it the j~ of that
hope which reaches within the veil, but
very little of that which pertains to time.
In the world, the Master forewarned us
we should have tribulation, but in.
him, peace! Have you counted the cost
and do you know that Paul fully understood the matter when he said, 'No affliction for the present seemeth joyous?'
The cup is bitter to the taste of those who
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drink, and the 'peaceable fruits of righteousness' often seem very far away. 'The
spirit is willing, but the flesh is weak.' I
can promise you nothing, Margery, only
that until death do us part, yes, and
through the countless ages of eternity, I
will love and cherish you. In life I will
strive to so walk before my God that you
may look to me for help in fighting the
good fight of faith, yet do I know that in
many an hour of weakness I shall turn to
you. It is no fairy, joyous picture, but it
is a real one, and better we count the cost
now than when too late."
"I have counted it most fully," Margery
answered. "l believe the Lord knew from
the beginning that which was needful for
the man, whom he bad created; and woman, when 8he fills the place allotted her
by her Creator, becomes indeed and in
truth a help-meet to her husband. This I
desire at all times to be, to supplement
your life just as the need may develop.
When, weary and worn with its hard
fought battles, you faint by the way, then
may God strengthen me to be strength
for you, even as a fountain of cooling
water in a desert place. When my quicker intuition sees danger where your stronger reasoning faculties discover none, then
let me persuade you to move with care
until time develops the right way. Let
my very weakness be to you a source of
strength, my dependence your power, and
my God-given equality your glory."
There was a mist in Daniel's eyes as he
took Margery's hand between both of his
and answered with a voice which, despite
his utmost effort, trembled as he spoke,
"Margery, if ever the time comes when I
forget that in the image of God, male and
female wfilre created, and that dominion
was not given to male, neither to female,
but to them, then may the Lord forget to
answer when I call on him, to hearken
when I make supplication unto him. Be
my strength, whcon weary and weak. Be
to me like this clinging vine, covering up
the rough and unsightly places, twining
around the gnarled limbs and storm-scarred body of this giant forest tree, clinging with a tena0ity no storm can wrench
away and beautifying, as no youth or
strength of the tree ever possessed the
power to do; chide me when wrong; bear
with me when impatient or hasty, and
counsel with me when the time for action
comes; and then whatever may come,
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whether joy or pain, peace or prosperity,
plenty or poverty, the smiles of the world
or its bitterest frowns, we will triumph;" ·
and because Margery had answered, "God
helping me I will," she now persuaded
Daniel that pleasant as it would be to
have him remain with her, the path of
'duty was plain. She to care for her mother and be to be about the Master's work.
I~et not the reader suppose that there
was no conflict in the heart of Margery.
'rhe presence of Daniel was to her as sunshine and dew to the flowers. But the
words she had spoken to· him in the first
hour of plighted troth were not idle words,
and when the test came she remembered
them, remembered also her covenant with
God, and, remembering, she forced back
the tears, stifled every murmur before it
reached her lips, and said to Daniel, "Go,
and the Lord will surely go with you."
There was little of romance in the
scene as the covered wagons moved out
on the road and Daniel, plainly clad for
his journey, walKed by the side of the
last one. Neither would it have been detected by the casual observer in the quiet
bearing, but deft and rapid movements of
the young girl left in the cottage near the
lake shore. But had that observer been
gifted with the power to read below the
surface he would have discovered beneath
that calm and quiet exterior the stuff of
which martyrs are made. Could he have
seen the source nf that strength he would
have known, that next to a firm reliance
upon God, it was drawn from the fact
that she had power to infuse into that
strong man a portion of the trust and
faith which enabled him to sav farewell
to the bride of but a few short ~,eeks and
hasten to carry the gospel to those who
had not yet heard its glad sound. She
knew that, much as Daniel wished to go,
a single entreaty from her would keep him
with her, but she had promised, "I will be
your strength when weak,'' and no entreaty
was made, but doing the plain duty next
her hand to do, she left the result with
God.
NoTE.-As throwing light upon this point, we
append below an extract taken from a recent
article in "The Forum," by Archdeacon F. 'IV.
Farrar, entitled, CouNT ToLsTor's RELIGIOUS
VIE\YS,

"Count Tolstoi," says Archdeacon Farrar,
believing that the esRence of Christ'R teaching
is love, humility, self-abnegation, the return-
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ing of good for evil, it seems to him that the
church has made these virtues only accessory
and secondary. . . . Subjecting the sermon on
the mount to theological explanations, she has
declared it to be the presentation of an impossible ideal, whereas, it is perfectly within the
reach of all who will accept it in a child-like
spirit. The inmost essence of all Christ's teaching seems to him to lie in the literal obedience
to the command, 'Resist not evil,' whereas the
church has sanctioned resistance to evil in every
form. But he holds that Christ's words admit
of no limitations or exceptions. For instance,
Christ said, 'Give to him that asketh thee.' Was
not his meaning perfectly clear? He meant to
inculcate the universal duty of charity, of quick
generosity, of ready almsgiving. But to what
monstrous absurdities do we reduce this lovely
principle when we take it literally! Is no request to be denied? Are we to give to a
child or a fool? Are we to give to an oppressor
to help him in hurting the innocent? Are we
to give a drunkard, who will at once use our
gift to reduce himself to the condition of a beast?
. . . Again Christ said, 'Ask and ve shall receive.' Was there ever anv Christian who failed
to see that the divine proinise, so infinitely true
in the spirit, is in the letter falsified by ail ex·
perience? It was intended as a principle and
was never meant to be understood in the letter.
No Christian asks for an,y earthly blessing,
however intensely he may desire it, without the
two expressed or mental reservations, '!1 it be
good for me,' 'If it be thy will.' Panl prayed
thrice that the 'stake in the flesh' might be removed from him and it was not removed,
though ~omething else and something better
was granted him. Our Lord himself prayed
that if it were his Father's will the cup might
pass from him. It did not pass, but there appeared an angel from heaven, strengthening
him . . . . [Count Tolstoi will surely admit that
in these matters Christ is his ow'n best interpreter]. Thus in the sermon on the mount,
immediately after the words, 'Resist not evil,'
which ~eem to Count Tolstoi to contain the essence of all Christianity, Christ added, 'Whosoever.shall ~mite thPe on thy right cheek, turn
to lnm the other al~o.' Yet ~o little did he
mean the injunction to be taken literally, when
he himself was smitten on the cheek he remonstrated with the offender (John 18: 23). What
he meant was the dnty of suppressing resentment-a divine principle.
"We _may now directly test Tolstoi's special
conclusiOns and first his palmary rule 'Resist
not evil.' We maintain that in not r~garding
t~is as a pre~ept_ of nnivPrsal, lit'"ral and excephonless apphcatwn, the church has not been inventing glosses whereby to avoid a difficult

duty; but has, on the contrary, been giving to
Christ's rule the exact meaning which hejntended. For in the present state of the world,
resistance to evil in some form is a primary duty.
If Tolstoi attaches no importance to the wielding
of the sword of Michael from the armorv of
God, and to the Lamb going forth to war, he
need not look beyond the limits of the gospels.
Christ's whole ministry was a resistance to evil.
He resisted evil with words, when he 'blighted
the scribes and pharisees with the flash of a
terrible invective;' he resisted it in deeds when
he expelled with a scourge of small cords the
profaners of the temple ; and he resisted it by
plain counsel when he said, 'He that hath no
sword, let him sell his garment and buy one.'
It is not in the least the result of cowardice or
compromise with the world, (as Count Tolstoi
thinks), that the church sanctions the resistance
to evil in the form of war and of civil justice. It
is on the contrary, the reeult of her belief, that
cleaving to the letter would be a violation of
the Spirit of Christ's command. Yearly the
the wretched Fellahin of Palestine sow their
corn, and yearly the bolder roving Bedawin
reap it. If resistance were possible to them
their helplessness would be pusillanimity, not
virtue. The meaning can not be as St. Augustine taught us fourteen centuries ago, that destroyers are to trample the world under their
feet and the righteous are not to stay them ....
"The possession ofpropPrty is perfectly lawful,
and the only thing that is unlawful is the wrong
use of it. False swearing and blasphemy are
forbidden, but the solemn oath of a Christian
man before a court of justice is sanctioned by
Christ's own example. Anger on just cause and
within righteous limits, is perfectly permissible;
it is only baseless, cruel, rash, implacable anger
which is eternally to be condemned. Resistance to evil is not only p rdonable, but it becomes a positive duty when non-resistance
would be nothing but a curse to the offender, to
society and to the world . . . . Will any one
aver that there was no nobleness, no fine moral
enthusiasm, no inspiring force of a righteous
motive in thA hearts of the Northern soldiers
who marched to war, singing:
·
'Christ has die<l to make men happy,
\Ve will die to make them free?"'
So writes Archdeacon Farrar, and while we
do not endorse all we have quoted, ol!lt' readers
may see that Margery's views in relation to the
jnstice of resistanee to evil, have full support
from high authority, and such as would never
be suspected of favoring what the world is
pleased to term "Mormonism.'' There is a harmony in the teachings of Christ upon this point,
the key of which the Christian alone possesses.
To be continued.

. A wo:~<A_N's influence is wo~th very little unless the woman is worth something. It nearly
dnves me w1ld to hear selfish little minxes, who leave their mothers to bear all the household
burdens, and who have not an idea abovP their own vanities and levities beina exhorted toreflec.t ~n "their incalculable influence," instead of being told to study th~ir ow~ duty and leave
the1r mfiuence to take care of 1tself.-Sunday Magazine
"IF You wil! be as pleasant and as auiious to please in your home as you are in the company of your ne1ghbors, you may have one Of the happiest homes in the world.''
"SciENTIFIC scrutiny may take things to pieces, but in can't put them together again."
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AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF ELDER GLAUD RODGER.-No. VI.
COMPILED FROM HIS JOURNALS AND LETTERS.

mHERE was no use fretting over what
J l'
we could not help, better be up and
doing. Having disposed of everything
as best we could, (mostly in trade, for
money was a scarce article), we were
again ready for our journey 'and started
about the last of October. Mattie drove
a span of horses with light wagon, while
I drove the oxen. Baby Glaud was not
three months old, and it was the first time
his mother had attempted to drive; but
getting a friend to drive through the
American Fork river, she took the lines
and managed the team all the way with{)Ut any accident. We passed through a
number of villages, often camping close
by, and in some places met with old
friends, whom I had known and brought
into the church in England. We were
glad to meet each other, though under
such different circumstances. and without
a word being spoken disapp~intrnent and
sorrow could be seen in the countenance
of each. Some were quite comfortable;
{)thers with not enough to eat. Seventyfive miles from where we started we passed
the last settlement, and saw nothing after
we left this place but Indian wigwams
until we arrived at Parowan. We stayed
there a day or two and then went twenty
miles further, to the place appointed, Cedar City, Iron county, as it was then called. Arriving there, we were glad to rest,
having been on the road about five weeks.
Here the people lived in a Fort. I soon
traded for a place to live in, an adobe
house with three rooms, one side of it being the bastion wall with holes in it to
see if the Indians approached; no ceiling
but straw covered with earth, and no
floor; but many of our neighbors lived in
dug-outs, some with large families and
only one room-they were so very poor.
There were four gates to the fort, two on
the north and two on the south. <Tohn D.
Lee was head man in this section, and he
and his wives lived ten or twelve miles
away from the Fort. They called the
place Harmony! Strange mockery! and
that which could but excite wonder was
that while we had to be penned up for
fear the hostile Indians might massacre
us, he could live miles from the Fort, un-

molested. Next in authority to him were
President Lunt and Bishop Smith. 'fhese
last named lived close by us. It was a
hard way of living.
No money could
purchase what we really stood in need of,
such as candles, oil, soap, sugar, etc., for
they were not there to be had. Once
when a merchant train passed through,
they sold a few things to the Saints.
Sugar was forty cents per po~nd, tea from
three to five dollars per pound, and other
things in proportion. After wheat was
harvested it had to be hauled to Parowan
to be ground, and it was not very good
flour when obtained.
Wherever we went we were obliged to
take our guns, because of the Indians.
One clay when out for a load of wood, I
laid my gun and dinner down by a tree,
and, in going from one spot to another, I
had wandered quite a distance from it;
for, busy chopping, and intent upon getting my load, I had forgotten all about it.
At last upon looking up I saw an Indian
coming toward me. I did not know how
many were behind, but I could talk with
him and managed to keep him interested
until I had worked my way back to the
tree. Then I secured my gun, picked up
my dinner and gave him part of it. He
walked away and I went home, thinking
how very foolish I had been, for that man
might have killed me with my own weapon. After that I left it at home. It was
a long way to go for wood, especially for
pitch pine knots, to burn in the fire-place
at night, as this was all the light we had
for a long time. We used to spread Buffalo robes on the ground for little Gland
to play on, and Mattie would sew by the
light of the fire, while I, in turn with the
rest, had to stand guard outside the walls.
I did not attend any private meeting,
or have anything to do with them in any
way, but attended to home matters, having my mind thoroughly made up to leave
there the first opportunity. I was closely
watched, but my Father in heaven watcheel over me also. We generally went to
meeting on Sundays, but I took no part
in preaching.
Once I was invited to
preach, and many who were present that
day will remember it. Some of the great
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ones from Salt Lake City were on the
stand, also John D. Lee, Isaac C. Haight
and others. One of them seeing me in
the congregation, pointed to me and said:
"Brother Rodger, will you speak for
us tocday?"
I made answer, "I have nothing to say."
President Lunt said: "Brother Rodger,
if you will come on the stand and open
your mouth, the Lord will fill it."
This was just what I wanted. I did
go, and told them what I thought about
Utah and the poor, and the continued
whipping the Saints got when they did
not deserve it. Told them to look around
on every hand and see the amount of labor done, and the tithing that had been
paid by that industrious people. I preached to them nearly two hours, and finished
by saying: "Brother Lunt said, if I opened my mouth the Lord would fill it; I
have done so." They did not say "Amen"
at the conclusion. As we came out at
the door, old Brother Pugmire, the blacksmith, looked up into my face and said:
"They'll never ask thee to preach again,
Brother Rodger;" and he was right.
So passed away the winter and summer, during which time there had been a
general commotion among the Saints in
that Fort. Oppression had made them
desperate, and those who could, said they
were determined to fight for their freedom, if they could get it in no other way.
Preparations were constantly being made
for leaving, until a company of twentyone wagons were ready to start. We met
with much opposition, and they declared
that we should not take our cows out of
the Territory. I had six, having traded
a quantity of English clothing for them,
to make our load as light as possible. It
was easier to drive cows than to haul
things in the wagon over such a hard road
as we had to travel. It required both
courage and firmness to undertake the
journey. This we had, and started one
bright morning in the month of October.
We had traveled about six miles, when a
.horse came galloping up. His rider proved to be the sheriff to take me back to
settle some difficulty between the one
whom I had left in my house, for I had
not sold it, and a neighbor about some
rails which had belonged to me, as each
one claimed them. I returned with him
and soon made all things right, as there
did not seem to be much the matter.

One brother whispered: "It aint them
six rails they cared about: they want you;""
and advised me to keep a sharp look out."'
That night I slept in a dug-out, first
calling upon God for help, and that he
would deliver me out of their hands.
Early next morning I arose, and in faith·
made my way to the gate where the sentinel was standing, for all the gates were
guarded except those that were locked.
There he was, pacing to and fro. I did
not halt, but walked past him, and he saw
me not, although I wa~ close to him, and
it was broad daylight. That part of the
country was level as far as the eye could
reach; but I walked on unseen bv human
eye. After going some distance, "I turned
round and took a last look at the Fort
walls, and bid it farewell forever with a
full determination that they should never
take me back there alive. I stood awhile
and thought. The things that flashed
across my mind during those few moments could not be written.
It was just two years since we came·
into these valleys and not once in that.
time had we heard a gospel sermon; no,.
verv far from it; the books were laid
aside, as one of them expressed it: "Like·
th1·ee old hats of no more use." I bowed
down upon the ground, and with the
memory of my miraculous deliverance
fresh in mv mind, thanked God that I was
free from· the evils carried on in Utah,.
and that my faith in him and his cause
remained the same as at first. What will
those leaders have to answer for! But I
am not the judge.
I reached the camp, about twelvfl miles
distant, just in time. The cattle wereyoked and some hitched to the wagons:Mattie would not allow ours to b~ put to
the wagon, for she was determined to,
stay there until I came, if she had to stay
alone. They tried to reason the matter,.
ancl told her that I would overtake them;
but Rhe said: "No; I will not move till
he comes; for I know he is saf~." Then
one family offered to stay with her, but I
got there in time to start with the rest.
Again we were on the broad plains,
with a thousand miles before us, and far·
worse off, if possible, than those left
behind. None can tell the feelings of
mingled hope and fear that possessed
each heart at every camping ground, but
those who have experienc~d it. Threats
had been made and we knew, but too·
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well, that they would be carried out, if a
higher power' did not overrule. The red
man was to be feared, but not more so
than the white man who would take
revenge, if he had the power. We were
often disturbed nearly all night by the
horrid yells of the wild Indians, who
seemed to be coming right down upon us.
Sometimes we thought they were not
Indians, but others in disguise. If such
was the case, they were foiled in their
wicked deeds, and we were preserved
from a cruel death. To God be all the
glory.
JYiany more streams were crossed than
on the former plains, but not quite so
dangerous. It was hard climbing the
steep and rocky mountains, and crossing
the dry and barren desert. No sign of
vegetation, no feed for our cattle, no
water, only a few alkali pools for seventy
miles. Here we had to bake bread for
our cattle, to keep them alive, traveled
night and day, only stopping long enough
to rest.
It was almost impossible to
manage the cattle, or govern ourselves,
when we came to a pure mountain spring.
It was a lovely sight! Gold and silver
would be as nothing if we had to choose
one or the other. How gladly we would
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throw the gold away and take a drink
from the pure stream!
The remark would often be made: "If
we can only get over the dividing ridge,
then we shall feel more safe." Days and
weeks brought us at length to the spot,
and of all the sights in our travels, that
which looked the worst was the descent
of the mountain. We stood on the verv
summit, and had to fasten two yoke o"f
cattle to the back of the wagon to hold it
back and hold to the yokes ourselves to
keep on our feet. Ouce over, and all safe
on the other side, we were glad to find a
good camping place, right at the foot.
Some were so rejoiced that they sang and
shouted, and were so happy; but our
journey was not over yet. Having stayed long enough to have a good rest, and
feeling somewhat easier in mind, we again
started. Nothing out of the usual routine of travel occurred, and no accident
happened all the way. On the twentyfourth of December, 1854, we camped for
the last time, fifteen miles from San Bernardino, California. That night it rained
in torrents, but only rain, no thunder nor
lightning. There were woods all around
us, so we drew our wagons under the
trees and slept in peace, lulled by the
pattering of the rain.
·

WHAT ONE LITTLE WOMAN DID.
happened in Bloomington,
Indiana, t11e night of January 31st, which
S OMETHING
is worthy of admiration. It was the act
of a clear-headed and self-possessed woman, in
a time requiring the ~trongest nerve. The lady
is a little lady, delicate in form and face, with a
natural expression that seems to ask for protection. Yet no strong man could have been
braver than she. On the evening in question
the Paul E. Slocumb Woman's Relief Cllrps of
Bloomington were holding an entertainment in
the Grand Army Hall. A stage had been improvised for the occasion. Decorations, flags
and flowers made the interior as pretty as a
bower. The programme was well arranged and
was being finely executed. The President of
the Corps, Mrs. Sarah E. Pittman, the lady
member of the Board of Trustees of the Knightstown Soldiers' Orphan's Home, was master of
ceremonies. The orchestra was discoursing to
the audience which literally filled the seating
and standing capacity of the hall, when Mrs.
Pittman was called to the private entrance and
whisperingly told that the floor to the hall was
slowly settling and giving away, and the audience must be gotten out as quickly as possible.

With a thrill of fear, and a thought of loved
ones and friends the little ladv tnmed and
walked to the front of the stage, standing in the
flare of the oil-lighted room, knowing that a word
of fear would occasion a panic, a crash and a fire
from the illuminating material then burning.
There was but one exit for the audience, a
small door, a narrow hall and stairway. With
a wave of the hand to the leader of the orchestra and a commanding "stop" the music ceased,
when Mrs. Pittman •aid to the audience, "Owing to the sudden indisposition of one of our
performers, our programme mu~t end at this
point and I would be pleased to have you pass
out of the hall as quietly and quickly as possible." The audience did not seem to comprehend, when the lady waved her hand and said
firmly "pass quickly, pass out quickly." In five
minutes the hall was vacated, the crowd was in
the ~treet, and then the word flew from one to
another of the threatened danger, and many
went to the store-room below and saw what
must have been inevitable in a few minutes
more, if the sinking floor had not been discovered.
-The Woman's Newso
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THE STORY OF THE BOOK OF MORMON.
BY ELDER H. A. STEBBINS.

BOOK OF HELAMAN.
CHAPTER XVIII.
'The Nephites in North America.-Their industry and success in agriculture and in manufacturing.-Gold and silver
common among them.-Also horses and cattle.-Nephi
returns to South America.-The secret combination and
its wicked doings.-Nephite sinfulness and degradation.
-Famine and pestilence result.-The Lamanites increase
in righteousness.-Samuel the Lamanite prophet warns
the N ephites of coming destruction.-He foretells the
time of Christ's birth, and also the signs to occur at his
crucifixion.

In the sixty-third year both Nephi and
Lehi and many of the Lamanites went into the north country; for there was peace
between the two nations at this time.
And for a season there was much prosperity throughout the land. In peace
they raised plenty of grain and other pro·ducts of the earth, continuing also to
manufacture cotton, linen and woolen
goods, and having gold and silver and
·other metals in abundance, as well as
horses, cattle and other domestic animals.
'They mined and smelted the ores and
male use of them in many ways, aR their
history. shows and as wise men in our time
tell us they did. (Note 33.)
In the sixty-sixth year Cezorurn, the
·chief judge at Zarahemla, was killed by
the secret order, and afterwards his son
and successor was slain in like manner.
For this band of wicked men continued
to exist, both among the Lamanites and
the N ephites.
And they sought gain
without labor and to have revenge upon
whomsoever they would, the members being bound by secret oaths and pledged to
favor and protect each other. Therefore
they did many things that were in opposition to the law of God and to the law of
the land, and when one of them made
known anything that was contrary to their
secret covenants he was punished according to thei1· rules, not according to the
laws·of the land.
The historian of that time says that
these secret oaths, covenants, signs and
words had their origin in the evil one that
tempted Cain to plot against and kill his
brother Abel; and that he it was who
caused men to conspire to build a tower
in carrying out their rebellion against
<God and his righteous law. He it was

who put it into the heart of Gadianton to
invent and carry on the works of darkness
and sin; and he causes these secret things
to be handed down from generation to
generation among the sons of men; and,
so far as he can gain control of their
hearts he leads them on, step by step, to
take part in these evils. Therefore, according as the N ephites continued to depart from the ways of the Lord so this
secret order grew among them, and their
transgressions became great. At the same
time the Lamanites grew towards the
good, nntil thereby they obtained more
and more of the favor of God and of his
Spirit. They even hunted the Gadianton
robbers from among them until none were
left in their land. But by the sixty-eighth
year the latter had gained so much control
among the N ephites that few of the followers of Christ were left; and the poor
were crushed and the humble were beaten
down.
In the sixty-ninth year Nephi, the son
of Helaman, returned from the north land
to Zarahemla, and when he saw their degenerate condition he cried out against
their deeds and denounced the corrupt
judges who convicted the righteous and
took away their property and rights, while
at the same time they let the oppressors
and the guilty go frAe. He also reproved
the people for permitting evil and corrupt
men to rule over them, saying that thereby they would be carried on to ruin and
woe. And he foretold that unless the nation repented it would be enti~1y overthrown, that the land should be taken
from them, and that the rest of the N ephites should be scattered and destroyed;
that even then tribulation was at hand.
Some became angry and cried out against
him. But he told them that w~ile he was
speaking their chief judge was being slain
by his own brother, Sean tum. And when
some ran to the place they found that it
was as be had said.
The Lord spake to Nephi and blessed him for his faithful warning of the
people, and God commanded him to go and
declare that pestilence, famine, and other
evils should come upon them unless they
repented. And toN ephi was given power
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to smite the earth with these things when
necessity requited. From this time as he
warned the people they became angry and
tried to destroy him; but he was taken
by the Spirit and elsewhere preached and
prophesied. Still the N ephites grew in
sin and transgression until there was no
peace among them; and judgments were
about to fall. Then Nephi asked that
they might not periRh by war; for he said
that perhaps famine might cause them to
repent.
Consequently in the seventy-fourth and
·seventy-fift},l years there were drouths and
famines in the land; and, having laid by
no provisions in their evil years, therefore
the destruction of the crops caused many
to perish. This made some remember the
words of Nephi, and such repented. Then
Nephi asked the Lord to stay the famine
and the pestilence. And the Lord did so;
and in the seventy-sixth year the rain fell
abundantly, and grain and fruit once more
blessed the people, for which they again
praised God. But this period of repentance only continued until the eightysecond year, when they again forgot the
source of every good and seemed to think
that man was sufficient for himself and
the master of his own blessings and des-tiny. Therefore sin gained the ascendancy among the Nephites once more; but
the Lamanites continued to grow out of
their former darkened state into the light
·Of divine truth and into a better intelligence. (Note 34.)
In the eighty-sixth year came the prophet known as Samuel the Lamanite. He
preached repentance to the N ephites and
said that their abominable cloingR, their
pride and their forgetfulness of God as
their Father and the author of all their
blessings, would cause a curse to come
upon them and upon their land. He said
that in five more years the Savior would
be born into the world, and that on the
night of his birth there would be no darkness upon this land, but it would be light
through two days and the intervening
night, as though it were one clay; ancl this
should be a sign to them of the event.
But at the time of his death, years later,
the sign should be that of darkness in the
clay as well as at night, even for the three
days that should intervene between his
·crucifixion at Jerusalem and his rising
from the grave. And he said that during
these three days great calamities and des-
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olations should come upon them because
of their hardness of heart and their continued unbelief. Earthquakes and whirlwinds would visit them, cities would be
destroyed, mountains would be thrown
. down, rocks would be rent and cast
abroad in fragments over the land, for
nature would be convulsed at the death of
the Son of God, and the sun would hide
his face while he laid in the tomb.
Further than this, Samuel said to them
that because the Lamanites were increasing in fait'h and in righteousness, they
would henceforth obtain more mercy and
favor from God than the N ephites would,
because they were going more and more
into the ways of sin and transgression;
and he foresaw that thus it would be with
them in generations to come. The Lord
declared by him that they should be smitten by sword, by famine and by pestilence,
until in four hundreJ years they would
cease to exist as a nation upon the cho5en
land that God gave to their fathers, unless
they would speedily repent and turn unto
him with all their hearts. But blessed
should they be who turned unto righteousness and kept the commandments of God.
As the words of Samuel were weighty
and powerful, some of the N ephites believed him; and these repented and were
baptized by Nephi for the remission of
their sins. For Nephi had continued to
preach and to warn the people, declaring
that Christ would soon come, even as
Samuel had said. But, while some were
converted, the main portion hardened
their hearts; and thus iniquity increased
among them during the days of the sons
of Helaman.
And here ends the Book of Helaman,
in the ninetieth year of the Judges, or
five hundred and ninety-nine years from
the time Lehi and his sons left Jerusalem
for the land that God promised to them
in the days of Zedekiah, King of Judah.
NoTg 33.-That the ancients of America were
an agricultural people, to the extent and completeness that is spoken of in the Book of Mormon, is fully confirmed by many who have investigated the ruined cities and the mounds and
monuments of that great people, and have studied tlle writings, paintings and traditions of
their degraded descendants for nearly four hundred years past. In this connection Baldwin
also makes a statement regarding the great timbered regions of the western states. By the
European settlers these were called primeval
forests, by which is meant that they supposed
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that these were the first or original ones. As
mentioned in Note 32 this was long ago discovered to be an error, science having satisfied itself
thHt before those forests vast areas were covered
with cultivated fields, gardens and vineyards;
with hamlets, villages and cities wherein dwelt
a busy and an enlightened people. Prof. Baldwin writes as follows:
"The great age of these mounds and inclosures
is shown by their relation to the primeval forests
in which most of them were discovered. I say
primeval forests, because they seemed to be primeval to the first white men who explored them.
Of course there were noun broken forests (in the
Ohio Valley for instance) while the land was
occupied by the Mound Builders. They were a
settled agricultural people, whose civilized industrv is attested hv their remains. If thev
found forests these were cleared awav to make
room for their town~, inclosures, mounds and
cultivated fields; anrl when, after many ages of
such occupation, they finally left, or were driven
away, a long period must ·have elapsed before
the trees began to grow freely in and around
their abandoned works . . . . When the Ohio
Valley was first visiter! hy Europeans it. was
covered by an unbroken forest, most uf the trees
being of great age and size. . . . The mounds
and inclosures were discovered in this forest,
with great trees growing in them. Eight hundred rings of annual growth were counted in
the trunk of a tree (mentioned by Sir Charles
Lyell and others) which was found growing on
a mound at Marietta, Ohio. In the same way
successive generations of fnrest trees had grown
over their extensive mining works near Lake
Superior, and many of those works are still hidden in what seem to be primeval forests . . . . It
is certain, in any case, that the period when
these old constructions were deserted is so far
back in the past that sufficient time has passed
for the abandoned towns and fields to remain
(perhaps for centuries) as waste places, to pass
through the transition from waste lands to such
great forest growths as were cleared away to
prepare the soil for the settlements, towns, and
farms of "ur people."-Ancient America, pp.
50, 51.
In the notes along with chapters twelve and
thirteen the writer of this series gaYe lengthy
quotations from Pre~cott's Conauest of Peru, by
which was shown that the Penivians were wonderfully proficient in the arts of agriculture as
well as being skillerl in manufacturing many
things. Of that people Prof. Bald win speaks as
follows:
"In some respects the Peruvian civilization
was developed to such a degree as challenges admiration. The Peruvians were highly skilled
in agriculture and in somce kinrls of manufactures. No people ever had a more efficient system of indnstrv. This created their wealth and
made possible 'their great public works. All accounts of the countrv at the time of the Conquest agree in the statement that they cultivated
the soil in a very admirable way, and with remarkable success, using aqneducts for irrigation,
and employing guano as one of their most important fertilizers."-Ancient America, page
247.
"Ignorance and incapacity have taken the
place [since the Spaniards plundered and

ruined the country] of that intelligence and enterprise which enabled the old Peruvians t<>
maintain their remarkable system of agriculture,
to complete their great works, and that made
them so industrious and skillful in their manufactures. Is it possible to imagine the present
inhabitants of Ecuador, Peru and Bolivia cultivating the soil with intelligent industry, building aqueducts five hundred miles long, and
constructing magnificently paved roads through
the rocks arid across the ravines of the Andes."
-Ancient America, page 276.
Upon these interesting matters Mr. Bradford
writes:
"vVe are surprised in discovering a continuous,
unbroken, chain of these relics ; and, reverting
to the epoch of their constructiono, we are presented with the astonishing spectacle of a great
race cultivating the earth, possessing many of
the arts, and diffused through an immense territory three thousand miles in extent."-Origin
of the Red Race.
Another writer, Mr. Brownell, on page 53 of
his "Indian Races," mentions the "extraordinary
wmains of large public gmnaries" in Mexico,
nnd remarks that all these things go to prove
that there, "in unknown ag('R and for unknown
periods, existed wealth, power and civilization,"
but he says that nevertheless these witnesses
give us but little information as to the actual
history of their "long vanished constructors."·
Of the ruins and the portion of history which
they do tell, he says:
"They indicate thee former existence of populous nations, excelling in many of the arts of
civilization, and capable in numbers and power,
of executing the most gigantic works .... They
had a long continued existence, and their govemment and social institutions were upon a
firm and well defined hasis, while in many of
the art.s and sciences they equalled (and in others were snperior to) their Christian conquerors.
Their public edifices and internRI improvements
\Yere on as high a scale. anrl of as scientific a
character, as were those of most of the European nations of that day."-Indian Races, pp.
42 and 50.
Mr. Brownell further remarks:
"The surprising number of theRe ruins and
relics, and the great spat'e over which they extend. incticate the existence for man)'l"ages of a
people who posses.~ed all the power which only
regular go,·ernment, settled institutions, and an
established national character ran give."-Indiiw Races. page 58.
.From a letter in the Eureka, Nevada, Sentinel, \\Titten from Payson, Utah, April 3d, 1877,
and publisher! at the time. I make the following extractF, concerning agriculture ijtnd manufacturing among the ancient inhabitants. The·
writer tells of Pxcavations in six great mounds
near there. They stand upon an area of .six
acres, the largest of them being over three·
hundred feet in diameter and eighteen feet
high. In each was found one or more houses,
with plastered rooms, and in these were human
skeletons. The writer mentions that the floor
of one (at le·1st) was a hard cement, which by
diligent labor they penetrated and found a box
containing wheat, "which dissolved when
brought in contact with light and air." He
says that some of the kernels in the center
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looked bright and these were plan. ted the season
before he wrote and they produced several
pounds of good grain. Of it he writes as follows:
"The wheat is unlike any raised in this country, and it produced a large yield. The heads
are very long and thev hold very large grains."
He adds:-"We judge that these ancient dwellers followed agriculture for a living, and that
they had many of the arts that are known to
us, for we found crockery, cooking utensils, vases
(some of a pattern like those used in the present age), also molds made of clay for casting,
stone lasts well shaped, mill stones, etc. On
one large stone jug (or vase) can be seen a perfect delineation of the surrounding mountain
scenery for twenty miles. We also found pieces
of carved eedar, and manv trinkets, and between the teeth of one skeleton a stone pipe."
Of the agriculture of the ancient Americans
Bancroft says:
"The introduction of agriculture was doubtless
of very ancient date. The Olmecs and Xicalancas ... were farmm:s back to the limit of
traditional history, as were the lineal ancestors
of all the nations . . . . Indeed, as the Nahua
nations were living when the Spaniards found
them, so had they probably been living for at
least a thousand years, and not improbably for
a much longer period. It was, however, according to tradition, during the Toltec period that
husbandry and all the arts as to the production
and preparation of food, were brought to the
highest degree of perfection. Many traditions
attribute to the Toltecs the invention or first
introduction of agriculture . . . . Granaries for
storing maize were built. . . . Many of these
had a capacity of several thousand bushels, and
in them corn was preserved for several years.
Besides the regular and extensive plantations
of staple products gardens were common, tastefully laid out and devoted to the cultivation of
fruits, vegetableR, medicinal herbs, and flowers."-Native Racps, vol. 2, pageR 347, 351.
In the tradition' of the Mexicans the name of
Quetzalcoatl is famous, as being that of a great
leader and benefactor among their ancestors.
And, without a doubt, that name either represents Christ as known to the Nephites or one
of the great worthies mentioned in the Book
of Mormon, a prophet and ruler who liYed in
one of the most prosperous and wealthy periods
mentioned in that book. Mr. Bancroft savs
that tradition relates that "he taught the people
agriculture," as well as "the art of government,''
and he adds:
"His was a veritable golden age. Animals
and even men lived in peace, the soil produced
the richest harvests, and the grain grew so large
that a man found it trouble enough to carry one
ear of .maize."-Native Races, vol. 3, page 274.
However tradition had exaggerated the facts
there was evidently a great amount of truth as
a foundation f:1r this story of a better past than
they knew, of a superior age to the one they
lived in. In his fourth volume, page 619, Mr.
Bancroft mentions the traces in New Mexico of
ancient agriculture in the way of "irrigating canals and ditches," and on page 696 he speaks of
a field above San Buenaventura, California,
containing "some five hundred acres," which
he says is "divided by parallel ridges of earth,
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and having distinct traces of irrigating ditches,
supplied by a canal." Of these works he
writes:
"It is said that the present inhabitants of this
region, both native and Spanish, have no knowledge of the origin of these agricultural works."
-Native Races, vol. 4, page 696.
Mr. Bancroft quotes from an article on antiquities in Mexico that was written in 1869 (for
the Mexican Geographical Society) by Senor
Carlos Sartorius, who speaks of one region as
follov.·s:
"History tells us nothing respecting this part
of the country, distingui~hed for its abundant
supply of water, its fertility, and its delightful
and healthv climate. . . . There exist innumerable traces· of a very numerous population before the Conquest. . . . For an extent of fifteen
to twenty leagues, from east to west, there was
not a span of ec1rth that was not cultivated, as
is proved by numberless remains. . . . The
whole country is formed into terraces by stone
walls . . . . The small ravines served for innumerable water tanks, built of stones and mortar; these dams were also covered with a coating of hard cement. It is eviclent that a
numerous population took advantage of eYery
inch of land for cultivation, using the water
gathered in the tanks during the rainy season
for irrigation."-Native Races, vol. 4, pp. 429,
430.
Of the Book of Mormon statements about the
manufiwture of clothing, of the existence of
horses on this continent, and of the abundant
use of the precious metals I will write hereafter,
when space permits.
(NoTE 34.)-The Book of Mormon account of
the famine reads thus:
"And there was a great famine upon the land
among all the people of Nephi . . . . And the
work of destruction became sore by famine.
... For the earth was smitten that it was dry
and did not yield grain . . . . And the people
'aw that they were about to perish by famine,
and they remembered the words of Nephi. ...
And when Nephi saw that the people had repented he cried unto the Lord, saying, ... 0
Lord wilt thou turn away thine anger, yea, thy
fierce anger, and cause that this famine may
cease in the land? 0 Lord wilt thou hearken
unto me ... and send forth rain upon the face
of the earth, that she may bring forth her fruit
and her grain . . . . For thou hast said, If this
people repent I will spare them."-pp. 406, 407.
How very like the above is the prayer of the
Toltecs in such times of drouth and famine, as
preserved in tradition and related by Charney
in his recently published work. He says:
"And what can be more beautiful than the
prayer addressed to Tlaloc: '0 Lord, liberal
giver of all things ... alas your vassals, the
gods of water, have disappeared and lie concealed in their deep caverns . . . . 0 Lord, have
pity on us that live. Our food goes to destruction; it is lost and dried up for lack of water;
it is as if turned to dust. Wilt thou have pity
on the people who are wasted with hunger. . . .
Their months are dry as sedge; all the bones of
their bodies show as in a skeleton. . . . 0 Lord,
thou were wont to give us abundantly of those
things which are the life and joy of all the
world; all these things have departed from us.
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Hast thou utterly forsaken us? Shall not thy
wrath and indignation be appeased? Wilt thou
leave this city and kingdom desolate and uninhabited? Is it so decreed in hPaven? Grant,
at least, that these innocent children, who can
not so much as walk, and those still in the cradle may have something to eat, that they may
live and die not in this terrible famine . . . .

Grant, 0 Lord, that the people receive this·
favor and mercy at thine hand. Let them see·
and enjoy the verdure and coolness that are as
precious· stones . . . . May it pleaPe thee that
the animals and herbs be made glad, and that
the fowls and birds of precious feather fly and
sing! "-Ancient Cities of the New World, pp.
119, 120.

WHAT SHALL WE WEAR?
In early September-if I rightly rememberThe trees of the forest conyened
To talk up the style; I was there all the while,
So I briefly report what I gleaned.
"I hardly need mention, to this august convention,"
Said the dignified Onk from the chair,
"As the season progresses, we must change our
dresses,
And the question is: What shall we wear.~
They tell me that brown is the fashion in town,
And as that is my favorite hue,
With slight touches of gold (which are stylish
I'm told),
I adopt it without more ado."
"And I," said the Ash, with a good deal of dash,
Would suggest somethinp; brighter instead;
Brown 's a very good shade for a real 'old maid,'
But I vote for yellow and red."
Then the Elm and the Beech both made a
speech,
Proclaiming in favor of yellow;
"It gives a strong hint of the sunbeams warm
tint,
And an aesthetic touch to a fellow!"
Then an old-fashion Spruce asks: "What is the
use
Of this semi-annual humming?
In green I am dressed-green suits me the
bestAnd I'll wear what is most becoming."

In changing one's garb twice a year.
But of all I have heard, this seems most absurd,
That, during the coldest of weather,
Some haYe such a passion for following the
fashion,
They dispense with their clothes altogether."
Then hastily spoke up a century Oak
With a sarcastic withering smile,
And said : "Green may do for old fogies like
you,
But I choose to follow the style."
"I have lived, it appears, through a hundred
yeare,
And am good for a hundred more;
Though I'm wrinkled and old, I never caught
cold
·when never a leaflet I wore.
You can button your coat close up to your throat
And shut out both sunshine and storm,
But I'll wear what I please, and I never shall
freeze,
For my pride will still keep me warm.
"I will say no more, but I yield the floor
To one with more pleasing address;
I call on the Maple, whose verdict is staple
Regarding the subject of dress." •

Then the Oedar chimed in: "'Tis a shame and
a sin
To give so much thought to our dress!
A green frock is pretty for, country or city,
And I'll wear it all winter, I guess!"

"Once more we have met," said the saucy coquette,
"This lovely September weather,
To adopt what we please; or, if fashion decrees,
To go without clothes altogether I
1
(Here the Hemlock and Fir cast sour glances
at her),
But I think fair nature intended
That during the Fall, we should wear one and all,
If the colors are prettily blended.

Quoth the B emlock and Fir: "We also demur
To throwing by garments so dear;
With our neighbor, the Spruce, we can see no
use

"But one parting word! I have often heard
(A hint for the pale or ruddy)
'That one is well dressed in what she looks best,'
So always make Nature your study."
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At the hour to close, the chairman arose
With, "I think our assembly agrees
That in country' or town, if 'tis red, green or
brownWe can wear whateve1' we please.
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Each voice has been heard-though some have
demurredAnd I hope the best feelings will cling
To each in your turn-while I move we adjourn:
To meet here again in the Spring."
-Selected by Sr. Rena Coates.

THE LESSON OF SPRING.
'ZJS physical nature has its spring-time,
j 1 so also has the spiritual world. The
soul's spring does not indeed recur at
such regular and brief intervals as the
season of the year. But when it comes
it is equally resistless; anil those who
work for God should have faith enough
to believe that it will come. How long
were the true sons of Israel expecting,
apparently in vain, the advent of Messiah!
There, were many who cried
"lo here or lo there;" but they were deceived and disappointed. But at last the
hour came, and it was ushered in not by
the pomp and circumstances of a royal
accession, but by relentings of heart and
a stream of contagious sympathy amongst
poor and simple souls.
The words
that dropped in the ears of ignorance
when the Sermon on the Mount was
spoken, the kindly deeds that blessed
Galilean homes, the parables, each perfect as a flower, which adorned the first
preaching of the gospel, were scarcely tokens to arrest the attention of seekers
after signs or after wisdom. But they
were the tokens of a spiritual spring, of a
wave of life against which the powers of
hell could not prevail. The word of the
Lord ran very swiftly because the world
was prepared for it, and the hour had
come. We may have sympathy for those
who had lived and died in vain expectation of that hour, But our sympathy
should never be such as would imply that
they lived or died in vain. There was
not a despised prophet or a faithful
priest, there was not a mother in Israel or
a simple father faithful to his duties,
who had riot his part in preparing that
divine spring. It was a tide of life, and
more resistless than a tidal wave of ocean.
The same thing is true of movements
like the Reform~tion, like the establishment of Toleration, like the spread of
W esleyanism, like the establishment of

National Education, like the advance of
Temperance. In every instance the same
thing had been attempted before and apparently altogether in vain.
But in
every instance, also, each failure was a
preparation for triumph. It would be difficult or impossible fully to explain in every
case how or why efforts made in vain for
centuries before should have suddenly
succeeded. Springtime is always a mystery, whatever philosophers or materialists may say; but the experience of mankind assures us that at such times a fresh
impulse comes from heaven, a breath of'
divine life breathes. The source of spiritual light and heat is unveiled. Straightway old obstacles disappear.
The icy
barriers are molten; refreshing floods
course over the arid plains. Apparently
lifeless clods and stems bud and blossom
into forms of beauty.
'l'he powf2r at
work is that of omnipotence, and, therefore it is resistless. Let, then, the downhearted and despairing take courage. If
their work is of God a springtime awaits
it, and when that springtime comes no
power of evil can repress it. But let
none rebelliously say, since our work now
is of no avail, we will be idle till the
springtime comes. That, truly, would be
treason against the government of the
world. It is not for us to know the times
and the seasons in regard to spiritual revolutions. They are kept in the secret
hand of God. But, then, all experience.
shows that to the slothful, and the faithless, and the self-indulgent, springtime
never comes. Work on though all things
seem against us. Wait patiently though
the promise seems belied. In an hour
when we think not, we or our children.
shall see the horizon brightened with
stmnge light and feel the quiver of a new
life that inspires the bosom of the world
around us with the presage of a new and
a better era.
-Christian World.
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THE

HONEST

RUM-SELLER(?);

OR LIGHT IN THE BAR-ROOM.
BY THOMAS J. SMITH.

CHAPTER III.

The farther we trace
This polluted stream,
The more its waters
With filthiness teem.

mHE Mayor, with his crowd, has
J 1'
scarcely passed the door when another individual enters. His step is
feeble and tottering, his form is bent and
unsteady, his face is bloated and purpled
over with great veins, apparently just
under the skin, his eyes are red and swollen, his hair and grizzly beard have not
had the services of comb or brush for
months, while his clothing consists of
nothing more than a mere wad of rags
carelessly thrown around his person.
Everything about him or connected with
him, bespeaks him, as plainly as if it had
been written across the clouds or thundered from the housetops, to be a drunkard, and one too, who had crossed that
line beyond which reformation never
ventures. A wistful, hungry, crazy look
is upon his face, while a wicked, fiery
sparkle shoots from his bloodshot eyes.
Staggering up to the bar and heavily
leaning over it, he whispers, with a
coarse, grating sound, something to the
proprietor. A dark scowl passes over
the face of the latter as he mutters:
"Got any money?" and that scowl
deepens as the answer "No," comes from
the sot.
"Here then, drink this and be off," said
the gentlemanly proprietor of the Model
Saloon as he placed a large beer glass
full of some red colored liquor before
him.
"Can't you give me something better
than that?" pleaded the sot, as a disappointed look overspread his face.
"No, drink and be off," grunted the
rum-seller.
"Well, then let me have another,"
gasped the miserable man as he passed
the glass back again.
It was given him. He swallowed it
almost at a single gulp and then staggered out at the door, and went his way.
A pleased expression overspreads the
faces of the few men who are in the room

at the time. They think the proprietor
quite a liberal man to give so bountifully
to an old sot without money. But when
a little light shines upon the matter
things look quite differently. This old
wreck of a once happy and prosperous
man, had spent his entire fortune in this
saloon, while the liquor which had been
so generously handed out to him, was
nothing more or less than the washings
from the glasses after they (the glasses)
bad been used.
Sometimes customers
will leave some of their liquor standing
in their glasses, when it does not suit
their taste, or is more than they want;
this is cast into a tub under the counter,
where the glasses are washed, and this is
what the "honest rum-seller" so liberally
hands out to his faithful old customers
after be gets all their money and they
cease to be profitable. For be it known
far and wide, to all classes and colors of
people, and especially to all drinking people, that every rum-seller draws the line
between wel.come and unwelcome, right
at the point where the customer ceases to
be profitable.
Let me tell you, my
friends, when that stage is reached in the
drunkard's career, he is an object of pity
indeed, and well may he cry, "Woe is
me!" A flame of fire as hot and angry as
that "prepared for the Devil and his angels," is consuming his very soul, is piercing his very vitals, is swallowing him up
bodily, and not a drop of water to quench
the raging heat or to moisten his parched
tongue. Well might it have "'been written of him, as of another, "Better had it
been had he never been born" or "that a
mill stone were tied to his neck and he
cast into tb8 midst of the sea." But we
will leave the poor, old, degraded wretch
in his misery, as we will have, occasion to
investigate him again further along, and
pay our attention to those two customers who have just entered the door.
We can plainly see that one of them is
well on the "downward road," while th8
other is just entering it. As they approach the counter the clerk passes a bottle of brandy to the person first mentioned, without asking him what he
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wanted. He had been there so often
there was no need of this. Turning to
the other he asks him what he would like.
"Brandy," is the reply. Another bottle
is taken from the end of the shelf and
handed him. They drink, and after chatting a few minutes pass out. vVhat is
there strange about this? You certainly
did not keep your eye~ open. Didn't you
observe that two different bottles were
given the men, while they both drank
brandy? Why could they not both drink
from the same bottle? Ah, indeed, why
not? I will tell you that right on that
point "hangs a tale." The first man does
not need any "tolling," he comes without
it. The other is jnRt commencing, he
must be "baited." So to the firRt is given
"doctored" brandy, as some term it, while
to the second is given the genuine article.
Those kegs on the shelf in the cellar,
which we saw when there, contain
liquors as pure as they can be had these
times, anc1 are used for "tolling" or "baiting" the fly until it is firmly entangled
in the web. Now here comes in a perfect stranger and to prove to you that I
am correct in this matter, I will venture
to tell which bottle he is handed. They
will question him, and if he is but a transient man, he gets the "doctored stuff;"
but if he is a resident of the city or likely
to be. he wi 11 get the other. Now watch
closely. The man approaches the bar,
where he is welcomed hv a bland smile
from both Mr. Pennygrabber and his
clerk, .T ohnson.
"Travrlling, I presume," said the former.
"0h, no," replied the stranger, "I have
just moved into the city and am going to
reside here."
"Ah, I see," said the proprietor, "what
will you have?"
"Brandy and water" returns the stranger. And sure enough down comes the
"tolling" bottle from the end of the shelf.
I told you so. Had this man been a
traveler his compliment of "best brandy
I have drank in ten years" would have
been reserved. We will pass out with
this man as he gently nods his bead to
the proprietor's polite invitation to call
again; but before we leave the doorsteps, we will tiptoe and peep over the
screens which conceal the windows of the
bar room, for I am satisfied that we will
see another example of the rum-seller's
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honesty, or I am mistaken in the indications. Sure enough, there they come in
at the back door. One, two, three, four,
five of them. Boys, ranging in age from
fifteen to twenty years. They appear to
be surprised and disappointed at seeing
three men yet in the room and begin to
beat a hasty retreat, but before they could
get out, the proprietor flew into a terrible
rage, went and thrust them all through
the door and forbid them ever entering
the place again. "l am not permitted by
law" said he, "to allow boys in my
saloon, and I am not going to do it. I
am a law-abiding man, 80 clear out, you
young rascals, and stay clear."
One of the men sitting by the stove
shuffies his feet and remarks in a low tone
to his companions:
"l have often heard it remarked that
there never was an honest rum-seller, but
I am firmlv convinced that the •Boss'
(Mr. Pennygrabber was familiarly called
by that name by nearly all of his steady
customers) is one. My all, but didn't he
tire thosp hovs !"
"It does iny heart good," put in the
second, "to see sueh a man. His like is
as scaree as snowflakes in July."
"True enough," yawned the thiril,
"boys have no business in here. It is bad
enough for men to frt>quent such places.
The Boss is all right, yon can depend
upon tl,at."
But what are the facts in the ca>~e?
.T ust wait till the pl>tce is cleared of men
and the blindest will see. The three men
had scarcely left the door and turned the
next corner, when a blue decanter appeared in one of the front windows, and
in less than three minutes from the time
of its appearance, every boy who had
been so roughly ejected from the room,
with two or three more, were standing
drinking at the bar. "Here is your liquor, boys," said the proprietor pleasantly,
"I have fixed it up all nicely for you,
given yon double amount and won't
charge hut a penny a drink. And here is
something to treat your friends with,
(slipping a bottle into one of the boys'
pockets,) now drink quick and he off and
don't come again when there are men in
the room. Look out for the blue decanter."
The matter sums up just this way.
The boys, getting impatient, made a mistake in supposing the room clear of men,

2
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the rum proprietor only assumed anger to
appear honest to his three customers, the
blue decanter was the signal to the boys
· that the way was clear, while the blindest
eyes can see the reason for giving them
double amount and the extra bottle, and
only charging them a pt>nny apiece. Ah,
my friends, is not the honesty of the rumseller truly great?
Well, this is election day, and as it is
unlawful to sell liquors at such times, we
will see how the honest and law-abiding
Mr. Pennygrabber conducts his affairs.
The house is closed and everything in and
around the place is as silent as the tomb
of Moses. The strictest inspection would
not disclose the least disrespect to the
law or to any law-abiding citizen. The
proprietor and his clerk both mingle with
the crowd and talk politics. Their little
speecheR, however, are all anti-temperance; all in favor of the "wet candidateR," as ·the whisky advocates are
called. To hear them talk, one uni:tequainted with the men would suppose
that every virtue had been pumped from
the "dry candidate~" and forced into the
"wet" ones. They did not exactly claim
them to be angels, but it would have been
hard labor to force a case-knife blade between their description of their pet men
and those of angels. But I am digressing.
Notwithstanding the fact that everything indicated that the law was being
dulv observed at the Model Saloon, the
day had not more than one-half passed
away, when drunken and half-drunken
men could be seen on every hand. vVhiskey, and that too in no small quantities,
had found its way among, and into many
of the voters. But not one person in a
thousand who was not "posted" on the
tricks and traps of the rum trade would
suspicion that the stream of drunkenness
flowed from the "Model." But could
they have gotten an inside view into the
workings of the business and fully understood all those little side-shows connected
with it, their views would rapidly undergo a radical change. How am I going to
trace the mischief back to the Model
Saloon? Oh, easy enough when you
understand how. In the first place you
have noticed that Johnson, the clerk, has
worn a heavy overcoat all day, although
the weather is not cold at all.
Now
there must be some object in his doing
this, and that object is to conceal a num-

her of bottles of whiskey which he is industriously distributing among certain
ones of the crowd, more especially the
"wet candidates." You will observe that
every now and then he takes his way to a
little ware-room in the rear of the saloon
building and cautiously enters, where he
remains only a moment and then quickly
returns. He does that to get a new supply of bottles. The evening before the
election a large number of these bottles
were filled and placed in the ware-room
so as to be readily reached during the
day without arousing suspicion. These
bottles, as we have before observed, are
distributed among the candidates and any
others whom the rum-seller may deem
reliable. And thus the business goes on
and Mr. Pennygrabber receives renewed
praise for his strict observance of law.
Closely conneeted with this method of
selling liquor on election days, is another
of selling it on the Sabbath day. By
some the same course is pursued, but the
most modern and approved. system is that
adopted at the Model Saloon. A barber
shop is closely situated against one side
of the saloon building (a drug store, hotel or any other building in which business can be lawfully pursued on the Sabbath day would answer as well.) Between the two buildings in a small room
at the rear of the shop is a hole through
the wall, say a foot square. This hole is
closed by a door sliding upward, and has
a small slot through it, similar to those
for droppmg letters into the post office.
The thirsty tippler r.mters the shop as if
for a shave, quickly slips into the back
room, takes a dime rolled up in a little
piece of paper, with the kind of liquor he
desires written upon it, taps gently upon
the little door and drops the ~lime into
the slot. In less than ten seconds, (that
is, if the "machine" is in good working
order), the door raises a few inches and a
glass of the liquor desired makes its appearance before him. This he quickly
quickly swallows, passes baok into the
shop and out at the door, muttering to
himself as he goes, "Great is Diana of
the Ephesians."
Here come two laboring men leisurely
sauntering down the street, earneRtly engaged in conversation. From that very
noticeable peculiarity in their speech, we
at once set them down as natives of the
Emerald Isle.
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"I'll tell ye, Jemmy," said Mike McGinnis, "and I know ye will agray wid
rueself in the heft of the mather, that
Billy Pennygrabber, wat runs the Mothel
'Saloon, is a very fine mon. Will ye belave me whm I tell ye that he is a-goin'
to give fra whisky ivery night for a fortnight."
'•Sure Mike, and ye astonish as well as
plaze me," returned Jemmy Flinn, "and
whin do the fortnight begin and for what
object is Billy doin' this gintale act?"
"It bagins nixt Munday avening, Jemruy," said Mike, "and ye will do will to
attind rigular. All the razon I know for
Billy a-doin' this fine thing is the ginerosity of his wwl and his dazires to sa
his customers enjoy thimsilves."
Had Mike been a little more penetrating in his observations and a little less
prejudiced in favor of Billy Pennygrabber, the following advertisement in all
the daily papers of the city might have
led him into the true object of the "fra
whisky."
"GRAND TEMPERANCE REUNION.

"There will be a series of temperance
re-union meetings at the Sixteenth street
M. E. Church, beginning on the eoming
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Monday evening and continuing two
weeks. The best speakers in the west
will be present, and a grand and glorious
time is anticipated. All are invited to
attend, especially saloon advocates. By
order of committee."
So the "ginerosity of Billy Pennygrabber's sowl" is somewhat curtailed by
this advertisement.
In fact, we are
forced to the conclusion that it was not
"ginerosity" at all that prompted him,
but his own selfish interests. The "fra
whisky" was given to rebut the effects of
the temperance movement.
Mike, no
doubt, would say to this, that Billy had a
right to defend his business in any proper
manner, and that this did not affect him
as an honest and "ginerous hearted mon."
Oh no, the law does not bind him in these
matters, and if he has a mind to give
away his own property whose business is
it? Just so. But let a man possess himself of a quantity or strychnine or any
other poison and in the "ginerosity of his
sowl," give it "fra" to his friends and how
soon will the law have him in tow. If
consistency is a jewel, the rum advocates
are as bare of jewels as a sand hill is of
vegetation.
(To be continued).

GOOD MEN IN NORWAY.
the Norwegians. All trayelers here
declare them perfectly honest. I certainly
I LIKE
have not seen the slightest disposition on
the part of any one of them to deceive or cheat,
and if trustfulness is an evidence of honesty
these people m·e wonderfully so. They have
buge ke:rs to their store-houses and granarieskeys big enough to brain a man with. They
are nearly a! ways in the key hole or hanging
somewhere within reach of one feloniously inclined. At wayside stations curiosities-sometimes of small silverware-are exposed in the
public room, where any one can easily carry
them off. Farm houses are left open when the
whole family goes off to cut hay, and in some
unfrequented localities the wayfarer goes in,
builds a fire, and cook's a meal; goes to the
store-room, helps himself to milk and "flat
broed," and leaves on the table money enough
to pay for what he has used. Frequently a postboy (he is sometimes a man and not infreqnently a girl or woman) has taken what I have paid
for his dues, putting it into his pocket without
counting. He always, however, sees what you
give him as a gratuity, and shakes you by the
hand when he says "tak" (thanks). I gave a
servant girl too much for our dinner. She was
much amused, when she followed me, that I

should have made such a blunder. At wayside
stations they charge ridiculously low prices,
and as far as I can learn make no distinction in
making charges to foreigners and home people.
They are a sturdy, fine looking people, and
are the most thorough democrats on the face of
the globe. They have abolished all titles and
nobility, and have not learned to worship
wealth. One man is quite as good as anothtr,'
and his bearing shows he thinks so. He takes
off his hat when he meets yon on the roadside,
but does it as freely to the coachman who drives
as to the rich man who lolls back in the carriage. They are a good natured people, I am
sure. The kitchen is the living room in a wellto-do farm house. I have walked into these
frequently, and generally found the mothers
putting the finishing touches to the pot when
preparing a meal; and I could never tell which
were the daughters of the house and which the
servants. By the way, the latter are not ashamed of their calling, and when I have asked a
pretty one if she were the daughter, she says:
"Oh! nei; I am a servant." Many of the women in the mountains and' upper valleys are
very comely-not beauties, but rud\ly, rosy,
plump and healthy specimens of femininity.
-Chicago :iVIail.
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THE MAN AND THE

SCHOOL.

[From an Address by the late Edward Rowland Hill.]

IS the man that makes the school.
I T The
kind of teacher a school has outweighs all other considerations whatever.
The architecture, the apparatus, the methods, the course of study,-all these are of
no consequences compared with the question, Who is the man in charge of the
school? This is an age of machinery and
of faith in machinery. The genius of the
American people is devoted to finding out
new ways of doing old things. It is a
time of wonderful contrivances and appliances. And now so many surprising results have been attained by ingenuity in
the method, that we are beginning to
have a superstitious reliance on ingenious
methods. We have come to think too
much of machinery and too little of men.
We are apt to forget that it was in the
realm of materiaf things that invention
worked such miracles. When it comes to
affairs involving the work of mind with
mind, and character with character, the
human element is the all-important one.
In all the affairs of life, in government, in
education, there are no methods that supersede the necessity for men. Indeed, this
, is truer than people think, in all matters.
No amount of new tools will build the
house well. No perfection of modern improvements will fill it with peace. In all
matters we are liable to the same mistake.
We invent excellent governmental machinery, but it goes all wrong because we
forget to see about the men. We build
enormous telescopes without any fit astronomer, and meantime some trained observer
is making all the discoveries with his imperfect glass.
·
I say people become superstitious about
appliances. They come to think that ingenious mechanism or methods can supersede natural talent, energy, patient training, experience-all those human powers
that alone can move the stubborn world.
The peddler brings to your door a patent
drawing apparatus, promising that with
five minutes' practice the clumsiest hand
shall make perfect pictures. The boy believes that with· his new pen he will at once
write a beautiful hand," or he is deluded
into thinking that the new system of
mnemonics which the lecturer taught is

going to supersede memory altogether~
What is the need of paying a physician,
when the little box of pills, with its book
of instructions, is warranted to make themost ignorant blunderer wise and skilful?"
Why study the languages for years, when
you may master them in six easy lessons
for twenty-five cents and stamp enclosed?"
The public-school system is the source
of most American ideas, weak as well as·
sound. "Let me make the songs of a people," it was said, "and I care not whomakes the laws." We might better say,
"Let me make the schools, and I care not
who makes the laws." Now the school
system is one great embodiment of thiso
excessive Liith in machinery. There are
patent blackboards, and patent deskR, and
the patent new name of educator for
tea~her, and patent new normal methods
of making trained teachers in six months,
and patent plans for them to teach reading and arithmetic by. But somejJOw the
resnlts do not seem to be so perfectly
satisfactory as all this fine machinery
would lead UR to expect. What is the
matter? There is the elegant new r>choolhous<>, furnished with every ingenious
piece of apparatus which the American
mind has yet elaborated; and there is the
elegant new teacher, trained with the
ut1~ost skill and celerity by the most
rapid new methods, certified to after the
most elaborate system of modern examinations, who dips his patent pen in a patent inkstand, and keeps his record in an
improved register, and has all manner of
surprising methods of instruction and
discipline,-and vet the results are not,
perhaps, perfectly. satisfactory. Im;omuch
that Rome ancient men, remembering the
old battered desk and hackeil. benches of
their boyhood, shake their heads and venture to doubt whether boys# get a much
better education than they did in old
times. They are not always justified in
their doubt, but they are justified whenever it is their good fortune to remember
af'( presiding at that old battered desk, the
vigorous mind and mellow heart of a really good teacher.
Who would not be 12;lad to have sat in
ever so bare a room under the plain in-
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-struction of Arnold, of Rugby? Who
would not like to have had a winter's
-schooling in the Puritan house where
Milton taught when he returned, a vigor·OUS young scholar, from his travels on the
continent? Perhaps we might not con:sider it a hard fate to have learned "f'mall
Latin and less Greek" at the rusty old
:school-house a little out of Stratford,
where Shakespeare is said to have taught
:schooL I repeat, it is the man that makes
the school, not the apparatus nor the
methods. You can no more prevent the
mind and character of a large-souled man
from irradiating and inspiring the little
people on whom they shine than you can
put out the sun. Nor can all the educational machinery, past, present, and to
come, make anything of a dull and dishonest teacher but a stupefying poison to
every child within his reach.
The education is what the mind of the
teacher can do for the mind of the child;
:all else is accessory and unimportant. vVe
must come back from our mooning after
:appliances and methods, and remember
this. We have thought too little of the
men. There is madness in our methods.
It is the mistake of a young country that
has accomplished great material results
by its ingenuity, and has been patted and
praised for it by its neighbors. It is the
mistake of a time whose proudest blossom
is the industrial exhibition. In Greece
the Olympic games were not for the competition of sewing-machines and bonnet
decorations, but of men. The truth simply is that material progress has absorbed
the attention of the world. We gaze in
admiration at the new steam-engine; the
man that made it is an old story -he was
invented long ago. And when we see,
after all, how little can be done for us by
mechanisms and devices and ingenious
methods, while men are lacking, we get a
feeling that our boasted progress has not
set the world so much farther ahead than
.it used to be. What advantage, we say,
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has the locomotive over the stage-coach, if
the man it carries is a clod or a churl? ...
I would not be thought to overlook the
fact that there are better methods than of
old. But we must cease to hope that such
methods, however admirable, will be of
much avail without the best men and women as teachers. We can do most for the
schools by uniting our efforts to secure
the best teachers. I mean to say that we
must not stop short of an earnest effort to
have the schools filled with the best men
and women in the community. Certainly,
in theory, every community ought to select the choicest and highest of their
number to guide the destinies of the children. It is of comparatively small importance who are the physicians and
ministers and judges; the question that
determines the whole character of society
is, Who are the teachers? No doubt, it
would be of some use to raise the salaries
of teachers. If in any case the present
salary seems too high, it is not the fault
of the salary. As a distinguished gentleman lately remarked to me, the proper
way is not to lower the salaries to the
teachers, but to raise the teachers to the
salaries. Nor do I refer merely to the
money salary. Money is not the only
wage for which men work, nor the chief
wage. They work for honor, for influence, for esteem in the community. And
these higher wages will belong to the
teachers whenever they are universally
deserved. The profession of teaching
ought to be so high and so honorable <;hat
it would be sought without regard to money profit. 'l'ill then we must expect to
see the best talent go where it can earn
more money with a modicum of those
higher wages besides. It is for us to do
our utmost that the schools may not have
a man or woman for teacher or for officer,
who is not worthy, in every respect, of the
highest honor and esteem in the community.

LEANING CHRISTIANs.-A good colored man once said in a class-meeting: "Bredren, when I
was a boy I took a hatchet and went into de woods. \Vhen I found a tree dat was straight, big
and solid, I didn't touch dat tree; but when I found one leaning a little and hollow inside, I soon
ihad him clown. So when de debbil goes after Christians, he don't touch dem dat stand straight
and true, but dem dat lean a little and are hollow inside."
DoEs any man wound thee? Not only forgive, but work into thy thought intelligence of the
.kind of pain, that thou mayst never inflict it on another.
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THE CHAMBERED NAUTILUS.
This is the ship of pearl, which, poets feign,
Sails the unshadowed main,The venturous bark that flings
On the sweet summer wind its purpled wings
In gulfs enchanted, where the Siren sings,
And coral reefs lie bare,
Where the cold sea-maids rise to sun their
streaming hair.
Its webs of living gauze no more unfurl;
Wrecked is t.he ship of pearl!
And every chambered cell,
Where its dim dreaming life was wont to dwell,
As the frail tenant shaped his growing shell,
Before thee lies revealed,Its irised ceiling rent, its sunless crypt unsealed!
Year after year beheld the silent toil
That spread his lustrous coil;
Still, as the spiral grew,
He left the pftst year's dwelling for the new,
Stole with soft step its shining archway through,

Built up its idle door,
Stretched in his last-found home, and knew the
old no more.
Thanks for the heavenly message brought by
thee,
Child of the wandering sea,
Cast from her lap, forlorn!
From thy dead lips a c!Parer note is born
Than ever Triton blew from wreathed horn t
While on mine ear it rings,
Through the deep caves of thought i hear a
voice that sings:Build thee more stately mansions, 0 my soul,
As the swift seasons roll!
Leave thy low-vaulted past!
Let each new temple, nobler than the last,
Shut thee from heaven with a dome more vast,.
Till thou at length art free,
Leaving thine outgrown shell by life's unresting sea!
-Oliver Wendell Holmes.

PATTIE; OR, LEAVES FROM A LIFE.
BY ELEANOR.

CHAPTER X.
THE I,IGHT DAWNS.

"When Truth takes her lyre
And sings from the blue,
The soul that's a listen
Grows musical too."
"They also that erred in spirit shall come to
understanding, and they that murmured shall
learn doctrine."-Isa. 29:24.
T had ever appeared to Pattie in the
years of her blind groping for truth
that the Scripture, so far from being "a
lamp to her feet, and a light to her path,"
by its seemingly contradictory doctrines
rather confused and obseured her way. It
did not occur to her that the obscurity
was occasioned by the character of the
light by which she had sought to read it,
namely, the theories and commentaries
of uninspired men. But when Pattie began to read the "Gospel Reflector" she
found the light of truth turned upon the
commentaries. Almost the first sentence
that she read turned the current of her
mind into a channel broad and deep, where
silent but resistless it should thenceforth
take its course.

I

"Who would have ever thought," sowrote this author, "that the Church of
Christ in this age of the world was to be
organized differently from what it was in
the days of the apostles, had it not been
for the system of spiritualizing the Scriptures? Who would have dreamed this,
if all had believed them as they read."
. .. "There are thousands of individuals
to this day, who believe they can not
understand the Scriptures when they read
them, because they do not believe they
mean what they say; therefore volumes
of commentaries have been written interpreting the Seriptures to suit their different religious tenets instead t>f arranging
their tenets to agree with the Scriptures."
ThiR was what Pattie read, and those
two brief sentences were the explanation
of all the trouble she had found in harmonizing the inspired record. Its very
simplicity amazed her that she had never
thought of it before. But is it not said
that Christ taught in parables? What
could they say to that? She glanced
again at the page before her and read::
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"We do not. pretend to say that parables
are anything el'se than parables; but the
explanations that Christ gave of his parables are to be taken literally. Neither
do we pretend to say there are not figurative expressions in the Bible as in other
books. We often use figurative expressions to illustrate a subject by comparison; but who ever thought of mistifying
our literal relation of facts." . . . "Furthermore, admitting the Scriptures are to
be spiritualized it follows that uninspired
men are incapable of interpreting them;
for it most certainly will require the same
spirit of inspiration to interpret which
dictated the writers to write them."
Pattie paused and laid down the book
for reflection; she wanted to look about
her and see how things appeared in this
new light, as the blind might do in the
joy of sight just acquired. The force
and truth of what she had just read appeared when she recalled the fact that
this spiritualizing system of interpretation was one of the weapons originated
and used by the Roman Catholic priesthood to dethrone Christ as the supreme
king and savior of his people on earth as
in heaven. That they urge against giving the Scriptures to the laity, that being
inspired they could not be interpreted
except by thi:>Re occupying the place of
the apostles. Martin Luther never having known any other manner of interpretation than that of the mother church
continued to use it, at the same time he
inconsistently distributed the Scriptures
to the people, and thus perpetuated the
confusion of ideas that resulted, only
equalled by the confusion of tongues at
Babel's tower.
Truly the blind have
been leading the blind, but it has served
its purpose to awaken inquiry of why and
wherefore, when leader and led have
found themselves in the ditch together.
Almost with breathless interest Pattie
followed the article through its ill ustrations of the literal fulfilment of prophecy,
as when Noah was commanded to build
an ark for the saving of himself and family. Noah being ignorant of the modern
spiritualizing system, did not imagine a
spiritual flood, but set about building the
ark, and through faith in God's word, was
saved. So on in everv instance where
prophets had spoken a" "Thus saith the
Lord," the prediction was literally fulfilled; even down to the first coming of
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Christ, and in every particular of his
birth, life and death. In all this there
was no new rule or theory of interpretation, nothing but the laying aside of
spiritual spectacles and readii1g the Bible
account as she would read any other historical facts and events.
·
After these plain examples of interpretation, Pattie was prepared to comprehend that the "kingdom of God," preached so persistently by Christ and the apostles, was no myth, but a real, literal
organization; not in the hearts of men.
but on the earth where he came to establish it. For the first time she felt the
hope of finding the kingdom that she was
bidden to seek, and for which she had
spent years of unavailing searching. But
now as she read, the mystery was that it
should have remained hidden so long.
"No kingdom, (that can truly be called
a kingdom), either in heaven or on earth,
can exist without being constituted of
four .things: first, a king; second, commissioned officers; third, laws; fourth,
subjects. Christ is the king of this kingdom, the apostles were commissioned
officers, the gospel of Christ the laws,
and the members of the church the subjects." (a)
What a clear, consistent definition.
Why had the religious teachers denied
the literal existence of this kingdom, and
taught in its place a vain mythology about
a kingdom in the heart? Pattie wondered that she had not herself recognized
this mythical kingdom as the doctrine of
the old apostate mother church, when in
her covetous grasping for power she aimed
to subject all kingdoms, even that of God,
to herself. It is not surprising that the
reformers should have promulgated
errors, they had not fully escaped from
the snares. · 'l'heir strongest scriptural
support for the dogma was the words of
Christ: "For behold the kingdom of God
is within you." (b) The surprising thing
about it is that after centuries of Bible
study it should not have been discovered'
that ·christ did not make this declaration
to his disciples, but to the Pharisees, as
the context shows. He could not have
meant that the kingdom of God was in
the hearts of his bitterest foes, who were
even then plotting his overthrow, and of
(a) Eph. 4: 8-11; 2: 2-22.
(b) Luke 17: 21.

1 Cor. 12: 28.

Acts 28:23-31.
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whom he himself bore witness that Pub- people of his kingdom are to be a rightelicans and harlots entered into his king- ous people. (i) Pattie understood also that
dom before they. It is true that his although Christ of himself was without
kingdom did not come with observation, sin, yet in his body he bore the imputed
it was already organized within their sins of his people; for on him was laid
nation, and they knew it not. Not be- the iniquity of us all. Baptism was also
cause they could not, but they would not the seal of the resurrection, of which
see. The Savior warns them that when Christ was the first fruits, and afterward
their nation rejected him the kingdom of those that are Christ's at his coming. (j)
All these things were precisely the inGod should be taken from them and given to a nation bringing forth the fruits formation for which Pattie had asked in
her letter to the Reverend Mr. P--., and
thereof. (c)
The gospel of this kingdom was to be which he had sought to satisfy with a
preached in all the world for a witness to novel on the practice of immersion and
all nations. The apostle writing to the close communion of the Baptist sect. Nor
Romans declares: "I am not ashamed of were these the only doctrines of the gosthe gospel of Christ; for it is the power pel that she learned. With the key of
of God to every one that believeth; to the interpretation now in her possession the
Jew first, and also to the Greek. For Bible was no longer a sealed book.
therein is the righteousness of God reWe can not here follow her further;
vealed from faith to faith; as it is writ- suffice it to say that much of that light
ten: the just shall live by faith."
which God had set in Jerusalem to enHaving found the kingdom of' God, . lighten all that sit in darkness (k) had
Pattie's next care was to discover what is beamed upon her spirit and left there a
the gospel of the kingdom, that by obedi- light that should in time guide her to her
ence to its requirements she might have rest in Him who is the hope of Israel.
part in the righteousness of God revealed
She now took up the study of the Book
therein?
of Mormon, and though she had read in
In reading the commission to his apos- the magazine that it was due to the bringtles she found this language: "Go ye ing forth of this book that the gospel
therefore and teach all nations, baptizing light so long obscured and bid from sight
them in the name of the Father, and of was restored; and though she knew that
the Son, and of the Holy Ghost; teaching for ages the world had groped in spiritual
them to observe all things whatsoever I darkness as she hacl groped; yet she took
have commanded you; and, lo, I am with up its study with fear ancl trembling and
you alway, even unto the end of the earnest prayer that she should not be led
world." (d)
astray from the way of truth by the cunChrist's testimony of John is that "John ning craftiness of men. The book claimcame unto you in the way of righteous- ed to be a history of the ancient inhabiness.'' (e) John came baptizing, and tants of this land, (America), who were a
preaching the baptism of repentance for branch of the house of Israel, of the tribe
the remission of sins. (.f) Christ at his of Joseph; of whom the Indians are still
own baptism said: "Thus it becomes us a remnant; but the principal nation of
to fulfill all righteousness." (g)
them having fallen in battle, in the fourth
This, then, was the way in which the or fifth century, one of their prophets,
righteousness of God is revealed. Pattie whose name was Mormon, was commanddid not clearly comprehend it at this time, ed bv the Lord to make an abridgement
for it is onlv made known to those who of th.eir history, their prophecies and their
obey. "If ~ny man will do his will, he doctrines, which be engraved upon plates;
shall know of the doctrine, whether it be and afterwards being slain, the record
of God, or whether I speak of myself." (h) fell into the hands of his son Moroni, whb
But this much she clearly understood, being hunted by his enemies was directed
that the law of initiation into His king- to deposit the record safely in the earth,
<lom was baptism, in order that the sub- with a promise from God that it should
jects might become righteous, for the be preserved, and brought to light in the
(c) Matt. 21: 43.
{])Mark 1:4.

(d) Matt. 28: 20.
(g) Matt. 3: 15.

(e) Matt. 21: 32.
(h) John 7: 17.

(i) Isaiah 60 : 21.
(.i) 1 Cor. 15 : 23. Romans 6 : 4.
(k) 1 Kings 11: 36. Isaiah 9: 2. John 1: 6-9.
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latter days by the means of a gentile na-tion who should' possess the land.
Pattie read the book carefully and with
:an earnest desire to know the truth; and
while she found that its doctrines coincided with her now enlightf'ned understanding of the Bible, also that the Bible contained many coincidences of prophecy,
as did ancient history of facts tending to
substantiate its claims, it was all circum-stantial. (l) The only direct evidence was
in the testimony of the three witnesses
who testified that Jehovah had himself
borne record to them of its truth. But
Pattie had seen it stated that these witnesses denied their testimony, and bad
-confessed themselves confederates in an
imposture. She had also read about the
:Spaulding Romance. There were also
many things taught in it that she did not
know how to reconcile with the Bible and
what she knew of the gospel.
These
were the doctrines of the priesthood, and
that Christian baptism was administered
on this continent before the birth of
·Christ in Judea. Whereas she supposed
the priesthood to pertain to the old dispensation when Israel was under the law,
which law was fulfilled in Christ. And that
the coming of John was the beginning of
the new dispensation, or Christian ordinances.
All these things perplexed her greatly,
and it seemed to her that the mists of
uncertainty were no sooner lifted from
-one book than they were wrapped still
more thickly about another, Would mysteries never cease?
When should the
weary and heavy laden find rest?
These investigations of Pattie's covered
a period of four years, during which the
civil war had been fought to its closing
·Campaign, which was now in operation.
Meanwhile Mrs. Waldville's health, which
had been delicate since the death of Allie,
grew suddenly worse in the autumn of
1864, when the entire care of the house
devolved on Pattie. She cheerfully took
up the work, glad to relieve the dear
mother of the burden. Without help she
performed the labor wmal in country
homes, also waiting upon the sick one,
and often taking her turn of watching at
night throughout the winter, and through
all she had continued her investigation of
(I) The author does not here refer to the internal evidences of the truth of the book; for these are numerous
and striking.-En.
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the gospel, and occasionally finding a few
moments to talk with her friend of the progress she was making, of her joy in its
light and beauty, and her willingness, if
she could find a people who believed and
practiced its precepts, to unite with them
unhindered by any regard of the stigma
attaching to the name by which they were
called, notwithstanding she had no direct evidence of the authenticity of the
book.
Mrs. Thurston proposed that she write
for both of them to Martin Harris whom,
she learned, was then at Kirtland, Ohio,
which proposal Pattie complied with,
introducing her friend as a believer and
herself as an enquirer. In reply Mr. Harris addressed his letter to Pattie particularly. He related his part in the bringing forth of the book, and reiterated his
testimony as found within it, and emphatically denied that he had ever repu11iated it, or invalidated any part of it.
He had spent all his property in the cause.
He was now an old man, poor and alone,
and on the confines of eternity; and he
solemnly admonished her to believe his
testimony and obey the gospel of Christ,
as in that book it is revealed in fullness
and plai11ness.
This letter Pattie read to her mother,
and Mrs. Waldville, for the first time,
seemed to regard the matter as something
that called for interference. Though
when Pattie had sometimes read to her
from the books she had made no remarks.
But now, calling her to her, she talked to
her of the danger of being led astray from
truth; begging her to let all isms severely
alone, pointing out the unlikelihood that
she could understand the mysteries of the
gospel, or get any nearer to the truth than
her fathers before her, adding, "I shall
not be with you long, Pattie, and I could
die happier if I knew you were settled in
your mind as we have been."
This last sentence was that which had
moRt weight with Pattie; it appeale i to
her affections, and for her mother she had
ever cherished the most tender love and
reverence. She was a woman worthy of
all praise, and loved by all.
"Sweet promptings unto kindest deeds
Were in her \'ery look;
We rea I her faee as one who reads
A true and holy book."
Pattie was sorely tried to decide the
course of duty and she sought her friend,
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Mrs. Thurston and told her of her trouble,
whose advice was to do nothing in opposition to her parents, "for," said she "we
do not know of any organized body of
these people; (rn) we can only pray and
wait for God to gather us and them."
So Pattie returned the books, though
she retained in her heart that which she
had learned of their doctrines; she seldom
mentioned them again even to her friend.
In truth, Pattie was not given to confiding her thoughts to any, except it
might be on rare occasions she met one
who had the knack of drawing them out
in conversation. But there were times
when she longed inexpressibly for the
companionship of her lost sister, some one
to share the loves and hopes, as well as
the thoughts of her heart. It was this
want, this loss, that developed in her the
faculty of composition. For nature must
have its escape valve for intense, deep
feeling. So Pattie confided the thoughts
that stirred her brain, and the hopes that
welled in her heart, to paper in the form
of verses, and essays on various subjects;
the most of which were born to blush unseen.
Possessing as she did, a spirit strung to
the keenest perception of harmony that
could not endure a jarring element, and
quick to detect the presence of such in
aught of which she came in contact, this
same sense of harmony rendered her capable of the highest appreciation of poetical
beauty and merit, and taught her that her
powers of expression were far below those
of appreciation, and the tender little heart
(m) Some tiime after this :Nirs Thurston obtained some
copies of the ''Saints' Herald," by which she learned of the
Reorganization.

FACE

songs in which she indulged her pen had
not other claims to notice than that they
were the blossoms of the desert.
Friends Pattie had in plenty, but few
besides those who had known her all herlife were aware of these cultured tastes
and qualities of her mind, and hours spent
with such were the green spots in her
uneventful life.
Among these friends
were a young married lady and her husband, both of considerable literary acquirements, who interested themselves in Pattie's efforts. At the solicitation of this
gentleman she contributed several of her
poems to a paper, one of which we give
to our readers:
They tell me of the wondrous spell
Sweet music holds o'er all,
And sigh to think that on my ear
No sounds melodious fall;
Ah. mus:c's tones can penetrate
Beyond the touch of art,
The one vibrates upon the ear,
The other on the heart.
Does love's dear fingers touch the keys,
Sweet are the notes they raise;
Pressed by religion's holy hand,
An anthem swells of praise.
Yet love, nor hope, nor joy alone
All symphonies impart;
For grief is oft a cadence soft
In music of the heart.
Unheard the organ's soaring notes
Or sweeter vocal strain,
And yet my soul responsive trills
An answering refrain;
Unconscious of the master's skill,
The touch of finished art,
I know their inspiration's spring;
The music of the heart.
From the publication of this grew the
romance of Pattie's life, but its story will
require another chapter.
To be continued.

YOUR TROUBLES.

"I HAD plowed around a rock in one of my
fields for over five year8," ~aid a farmer, "and I
had broken a mowing machine knife against
it, besides losing the use of the ground in which
it lay-all because I supposed- it was a large
rock, that it would take too mnch time and labor
to remove it. But when I began to plow for
corn, I thought that by and by I might break
my cultivator against that rock. So I took a crowbar, intending to poke around and find out its
size once for all. And it was one of the surprises of my life to find that it was not more than
two feet long. It was standing on its edge, and
so light that I could lift it into the wagon without help.
"The first time you really faced your trouble
you conquered it," I replied aloud, but continued

to enlarge upon the subject all to myself for I d(}
believe that before we pray-or better, while we
pray-we should look our troubles Equare in theface. Imagine the farmer plowing around that
rock for fi\'e years, praying all the while, "0,
Lord, remove that rock!" when he didn't know
whether it was a big rock or a little fiat stone!
We shiver, and shake, and shrink, and sometimes do not dare to pray about a trouble because
it makes it seem so real, not even knowing what,
we wish the Lord to do about it, when if we,
wonld face the trouble and call it by its right
name one-half of its terror would be gone. The
trouble that lies down with us at night and confronts us on first waking in the morning is not
trouble that we have faced, but the trouble
whose proportions we do not know.
-Selected.
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"FOUR 0' CLOCKS.
BY VIDA.

To tell why I love great roses,
Or lilies like spotless snow,
Or drooping bunches of lilacs
That in your garden grow;
It would take me perhaps for hours,
But this small old fashioned bloom
That I found mid your other flowers,
Carries me back to my home.

Four o'clocks, sweet and old fashioned,
The flowers she loves the best.
And always in early evening
You see her start thus in quest

And why, you will wonder, maybe;
·wait while a picture I draw,A cottage shaded by maples,
Hark! list to the blackbird's caw,See, out from the open door way,
Comes a wee, pale faced pet,
As she climbs down o'er the step-stones,
Her words I can not forget.
"Oh! is it time for my hallows?"
And she deftly, fold by fold,
Gathers the ends of her apron,
Her treasures that it may hold.

EXTRACTS

FROM

Of the ones she has watched the day thro'
To see when the time should come
For shadows to grow still longer,
\Vhen her "hallows" would be in bloom.
When snow on the ground lay deepest,
How often she heaved a sigh,
And looking up, asked the question:
"'Vill 'hallows' come bye and bye."
"Hallows," she has always called them,
And hallowed to us are they,
By love of our baby sister
Now hundreds of miles away.
I've told you now why I love it,
This old-time four o'clock bloom,
And why to us it is hallowed
By love of the dear one at home.

KINGSBOROUGH'S

MEXICAN

AN'l'IQUITIES.
SON OF GOD.

"mORQUEMADA writes: 'It was likeJ 1' wise found that in some provinces of
New Spain, as in Tolonaca, they expected
the coming of the son of the great God, who
was the Qieu, into the world; and they
said that He was to come to renew all
things; although they did not believe in
interpreting this in a spiritual, but in a
temporal and earthly sense. For example,
they thought that on his coming, the
grain would be of a pure and more substantial quality; that their fruit would be
better flavored, and more excellent in its
kind; that the lives of men would be considerably prolonged, and that everything
else would become better in a corresponding degree.'-Page 413.
'And in order to hasten the coming of
the son of the great God, tltey sacrificed
upon a certain season of the year, eighteen
persons, both male and female; encouraging them and exhorting them to consider
themselves fortunate in being the messengers of the public, which dispatched them

to the great God, to entreat and to supplicate him that he would vouchsafe to send
them his Son to free them from their
many miseries and hardships, and from
the obligation and afflictions laid upon
them of performing human sacrifice,
which, as has already been observed, they
considered a erne! and terrible burthen;
and it was an intolerable torment and
grief to them, since they performed them
in obedience to the commands of their·
false gods, on account of the great fear in
which they held them.
RESURRECTION.

Page 413: 'lt was the cupidity of the
Spaniards that first instructed them in
another essential doctrine of the Indians,.
-that of the resurrection of the body.
And here we must observe that this doctrine is peculiarly Christian; it is on this
point and not on the immortality of the
soul, that Christianity differs from the,
religions of antiquity, and it is very singular that it should have been discovered, illl
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the New World. Go mara, after stating
that the Peruvians deposited gold and
silver vases in the tombs of the Incas,
:says:
<When the Spaniards opened these sepulchres and scattered the bones, the J u·deans entreated them not to do so, assuring them that they would be united in
the resurrection; for they fully believe in
the resurrection of the body, and in the
immorality of the soul.'
"Herrera says: 'In the provinces of
"Guazacualco and Uluta they believed that
the dead would come to life; and when
'the bones of such as died amongst them
had dried up, they collected them in a
cbasket and hung them to the branch of a
tree, that they might be at no loss to find
them when the period of the resurrection
:arrived.'
"He also says: 'In the province of
·Quembaya they well knew that there was
an immortal principle in man, although
they thought it was not his soul, but a
(bodily) transfiguration, believing that the
body would be restored to life. They explained further that its future habitation
would be some delightful and pleasant
place, and they therefore used interment
like the other Indians.'-Historia de Los
India Occidentales.
BAPTISM.

Page 414: "Peter Martyr says: 'They
Teport also another thing worth the noting, which will be very pleasing to your
holiness. The priests seem to baptize
children both males and females, of a vear
·old, with holy ceremonies in their temples,
pouring water crosswise out of a cruet on
their heads.'
Page 414: "Herrera says: 'Baptism has
been discovered in Yucatan alone of all
the provinces of New Spain; and its name,
in their language signifies regeneration.
They hold it so much a matter of religion,
.and entertain such reverence for it that
nobody omits reeeiving it; they imagine
that they receive a pure disposition in it
to become good, and to escape harm from
devils, and to obtain the glory which they
hope for. It is administered to them
from the age of thTee years to twelve,
:and no one marries without having received it. They fix upon a day for receiving it which they deem fortunate. The
fathers fast on the three preeeding days;
in the meantime the priests are occupied

in the purification of the mother, exorcising the devil by means of certain ceremonies, which being completed, the children proceed, one by one, and the priest
threw some ground maize and incense
with his hand upon them. And they sent
wine in a vase and censer out of the city,
with orders for the Indian not to drink it
or to look behind him; and by the performance of this ceremony they imagined
that they ex,.rcised the devil. The priest
then came forth habited in long and grave
vestments, with a branch in his hand, and
placed some white cloth in the hands of
the children, questioning the older as to
whether they had committed any sin,
which, on their confessing, he took them
aside and in certain words blessed them,
holding the branch in a threatening attitude towards them, and with some water
which was kept in a bowl, moistened
their foreheads, cheeks, fingers and toes,
when some presents having been given,
the baptismal ceremony was completed,
and the festival terminated in banquets.
In addition to the three days before mentioned, the father and mother remained
apart for nine more.'-India's Occidentales.
LORD'S SUPPER.

"Proeeeding from baptism to the most
solemn sacrament of the church, that of
the Lord's Supper, we shall find a mysterious resemblance to the communion of
Christians in the idolatrous rites of the
Mexicans called teo qualo, which literally
signifies, to eat God. This ceremony consisted in eating the body and blood of
Huitzilopuchtli or Quecalcotle, under the
similitude of bread, which they named
I~oyoliaytJaqnatl, which signifies 'the food
of our life.'
"Torquemada, in the thirty-eighth chapter of his sixth book thus describes it:
'They collected in one of the principal
and handsomest halls of the temple, adjoining the altar, and took a quantity of
grain and seeds of bledos and pulse, which
they pounded with great care and devotion, and kneaded and formed into the said
stature of the size and hight of a man.
The fluid with which they worked and
moistr:med the dough was the blood of
children whom they had sacrificed for the
purpose, the intention of which was to
typify, in the simplicity and innocence of
the child, that of the god whom the stature
represented.
After it was made the
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priests and satraps took it in their hands,
and placed it with great reverence and
veneration upon the Cu, or altar which
they had prepared and adorned for its reception. . .. As soon as it was morning
the ministers and high priests proceeded to
consecrate and to bless it, if such an act
can be called a consecration and benediction, although the Indians apply that very
term to it in their own language.' . . .
'Quecalcoatle (priest) took a spear
head, with a flint, and threw it at the
breast of the idol, with which he pierced
it and the idol fell, which ceremony they
performed, saying it was to kill their God,
I-Iuitzilopuchtli, in order to eat his body.
The priests afterward drew near, and one
of them took out the heart and presented it
to the king, and the others divided the
body into two parts, and gave the one
half to the inhabitants of this quarter of
the city named Tlatelulco, who distributed
it in crumbs to all the people resident in
these suburbs, especially to the young
soldiers, without giving any of the part of
the dough of the idol to the women,' etc.
CROSSES.

"Botturni says: 'I likewise possess
some historical notices concerning the
preaching of the gospel in America by the
glorious apostle St. Thomas. They are
contained on thirty-four sheets of Chinese
paper, and I suppose assisted Don Crogora in the comp<l)sition of his work on
the same subject, which he entitled The
Phoenix of the West. . .. The above
mentioned preaching is so clearly indicated in the histories of the Indians, that
it is even recorded in the paintings of the
Choutales, amongst whom a must miraculous cross was discovered, besides the
other crosses which the Spaniards found
in the island of Potonchan in the city of
Texcalan.'
"The above mentioned histories all declare that a white man preached among
them a holy law, and the fast of forty
days, which Emperor Tetzahnalcoyotl, in
the greatest vicissitudes of his reign, frequently practiced; and they add that at
his departure from them he left a prophecy,
that in the year of their calendar, Coacatl,
one Cane, his son, would come from the
east to preach again to them, which was
the reason why the Indians were so disturbed at the intelligence of the arrival of
Spaniards. exactly in the year and character Coacatl.

"And I, following the track of the Indian calendars, have discovered that the
prophecy of the Saint was verified to the
letter. The Indians, availing themselves
of the lofty metaphorR of their language,
have bestowed the name Quetzalcoatl upon
the glorious apostle, which signifies 'the
serpent bird,' intimating by the bird the
swiftness with which he had passed from
a di;;;tant country to theirs; and by the
serpent, the wise circumspection of the
law which he came to preach, the value
of which was farther denoted by the
feathers of the bird, which they called
Qutzalli; and infinitely esteemed."-Catalogo de Muses Indiano.
'Page 419: "Rosales, in his history of
Peru says: 'That in former times, as they
had heard their fathers say, a wonderful
man had come to their conntry, wearing
a long beard, with shoes, and a mantle,
schu as the Indians carry on their shoulders, who performed many mir::tcles, cnred
the sick with water, caused it to rain, and
their crops and grain to grow, kindled
fire at a breath and wronght other marv'"ls, healing at once the sick and giving
sight to the blind.'
Page 425: "The crosses most celebrated
are those of Yucatan, of Mestiea, Quaretero, Teheqne, and Teanqueztepoc. The
crosses of Yucatan were worshipped by
the Yncatanese in obedience, as they said,
to the instructions of their great prophet
Chilam Cambol; who desired that when a
certain race of men \vith beards should
arrive in that country from the east, and
should be Reen to adore that Rign they
should em brace the doctrine of those
strangers."
Page 507. N OTJ;jS.--"The Mexicans bestowed the appellat on of Topeltzin on
Quecalcoatle, the literal signification of
which is 'our son,' or 'our child.' . . .
The proper name, Topeltzin, does in fact
bear a significance corresponding, if not
literally yet entirely in substance, with that
of 'Immanuel,' since 'God with us,' which
is the interpretation of the Hebrew name,
means God domiciled amongst us. And
the full force of' the expre~:<sion is preserved in the term Topeltzin, which
might be interpreted, 'The Son of Man,
or 'God on a level with man.'
"For the Mexicans believe that Quecalcoatle took human nature upon him, partaking of all the infirmities of man, and
was not exempt from sorrow, pain and
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death, and that he suffered voluntarily to
atone for the sins of mankind. They also
believed that he alone, of all the Gods,
had a human body, and was of a corporal
essence, a notion which we can only wonder whence it could have been derived;
as Las Casas and Torquemada both assert
that Quecalcoatle had been in Yucatan;
and there can be little doubt, when we reflect upon the mysterious history of Bacab,
that the cross discovered by M. Dupaix,
in the ancient temple of Palenque, was
connected with the tradition of the crucifixion.
Page 508: "Quecalcoatle is emphatically styled Father, in the exhortation
which the Mexican priest addresses to the
penitent who had come to make confession to him of his sins: 'When thou wast
created and sent into this world thou was
created and sent into it pure and good,
and thy father and thy mother, Quecalcoatle formed thee like a precious stone,
like a rich jewel of gold, beautiful to look
upon and well polished; and thou by thine
own free will and choice, hast polluted
thyself, and hast wallowed in the mire of
the sins and iniquities which thou hast
committed, and now thou hast confessed.'
From this passage it is plain that the
doctrine of free will, as opposed to absolute predestination, was a fundamental
article of the religion of the Mexicans,
although in some degree modified by
their notions on judicial astrology.
Page 511: "The Deity is said in so
many passages of the Old Testament to
be jealous of his honor, and to work miracles for his name's sake, that many persons may feel it hard to reconcile that
professed jealousy with the desecration of
his name so common among the Jews, the
profanation of his temple, and the human
sacrifices which they offered to him; the
corollary of which is, that though Abraham received the covenant from God, and
Moses promulgated his law to the Jews,
still Judaism was never under such special
divine protection as to prevent its degeneration into most abominable rites in the
Old World, nor, consequently, in the New.
'l'herefore let it not be maintained that
Jehovah could not have been worshiped
under the the name of 'l'ezcatlipoca by
the Mexicans, and human sacrifices been
offered to him in New Spain, as in Palestine of old. But, even on the assumption
that this was the case, let not God

impiously be made accountable for the
crimes which men may have committed
in his name."
VOX VIII

SUPPLEMENTARY.

Page 1. N OTES.-"Parkhurst, quoting
in his Hebrew lexicon a passage from
Plato, cited by Gration in a note subjoined to the t~elfth chapter of the fourth
book of his treatise, DeVere tate Religion
is Christianae, immediately adds: 'Can
any one help thinking that Plato had seen,
or at least heard of Isaiah's prophecy,
chapter 59: 2? Since in the second book
of his Republic he says that in order to
exhibit the character of a man perfectly
just, it iR necessary that his virtue should
be stripped of all external recommendations, so that by others he should be
reckoned a wicked person, should be
mocked, scourged, bound, have both eyes
put out, and at last, having suffered all
evils, be cut in pieces aR a sacrifice (as
some think the Greek word signifies) be
hung up or crucified." -l<- * *
"If, however, there are grounds for supposing that the above passage in the Republic of Plato relates to the sufferings and
crucifixion of Christ. . . may we not refer
to the seventy-third page of the Borgian
Manuscripts, which represents Quecalcoatle both crucified and, as it were, cut in
pieces; and we could with equal reason
demand whether any one can help thinking that the Jews of the New World
appliNl to their :Messiah not only all the
prophecies contained in the Old Testament relating to Christ, but likewise many
of the incidents recorded of him in the
gospel~<.'

"Few, we will venture to say, can
doubt, after reading the note subjoined
to page 107 of the sixth volume of this
work, which contains a list of the names
and types under which the Mexicans
adored Quecalcoatle, that this was the
case. The history of that remarkable
personage, which will be found at page
258 of the same volume, especially if considered in connection with what is said of
Zotic, at page 179,who like John the Baptist and Elias, went about clothed in a
skin, calling on the people to repent, and
like the latter who was dreadful in the
vengeance which he took upon his enemies, flaying them alive when he overcame t,hem, will serve still more to strengthen the conviction.
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Since who, on reading of Quecalcoatle stone's cast, and kneeled down and prayed,
and Heremac be~ng joint kings of Tula, of saying, Father, if thou be willing, remove
the cup which Tezcatlepoca presented this cup from me; nevertheless not my
And there
Quecalcoatle, to drink, accosting him at will, but thine be done.
the same time with the salutation of, 'My appeared an angel unto him from heaven,
Son,' of his unwillingness to taste it, and strengthening him.
And being in an
his weeping bitterly after having drank agony, he prayed more earnestly, and his
its contents; of his forsaking his temporal sweat was as it were great drops of blood
kingdom of Tula for the Immortal King- falling down to the ground.'
"Of his describing himself in his speech
dom of Tlappal [heavenly Jerusalem.Ed.J, being called away by the God who . to four of his disciples as a traveler about
was the Sun; of his departure on the day to take a journey, which is thus related in
to which the sign of four earthquakes Mark 13: 34.
was dwlicated in the Mexican Calendar;
" 'For the Son of Man is as a man takof his promise to return again with great ing a far journey.'
"Of his drinking vinegar from a reed,
power to avenge himself of his enemies
and to redeem his people; and of the be- as recorded in Mark 15: 36; of his declaralief of the Mexican kings that the scepter tion that he was going to his heavenly
should not depart from the Quecalcoatle Father; of the great earthquake which
cause; but must immediately recollect occurred at the crucifixion, which is menwhat iR said in the New Testament of tioned in Matthew 2'7: 51; of his sudden
Christ freque•1tly naming himself the king disappearance from his disciples, and
of the Jews, confessing at the same time ascent into heaven, as related in Luke 24:
that he was only their spiritual king, their 51, which recalls to our recollection what
temporal sovereign b8ing Herod, which is said at pages 119 and 82 of volume six
name, due attention being paid to the of the present work about the mysterious
genius of the Mexican language, which disappearance of Quecalcoatle whilst hasBxcluded from its alphabet the letters R tening on his journey to the Kingdom of
and D, is a near approximation of Here- Tlappelan; of the Mexican tradition of
mac, of his prayer to 'his heavenly Father Huitzelopuchtli being seated on the left
to let the cup pass away from him, which hand of Tezcotlepoca; of his having preis recorded in St. Matthew 39: 26 as fol- viously foretold to them his second advent
and the day of judgment, which was to be
lows:
"And he went a little further, and fell ushered in with earthquakes and an eclipse,
on his face, an<l prayed, saying, 0, my like those which occurred on the day of
Father, if it lw possible, let thiR cup pa~s the crucifixion, verifying the words of the
from me; nevertheless, not as I will, but prophet Joel as cited in Acts 2: 19, 20;
and of his promise that the Holy Ghost
as thou wilt."
"And this was pronounced more than should descend upon the earth after he
once as we learn from the forth-second left it, to which, and to the account in
and forty-fourth verses of the same chap- Acts 2: l-4, of the descent of the fiery
ter.
,
tongues upon the apostles, the Mexican
'He went away again the second time fable mentioned above at page 108, of the
and prayed, saying, 0, my Father, if this sixth volume; of Quecalcoatle preparing
cup may pass not away from me except I the way of Tlaloc, and of the latter
drink it, thy will be done. And he left being the secretary of Providence, who
them, and went away again and prayed wrote his laws in lightning and published
the third time, saying the same words.'
them with thunder, might bear some allu"This is likewise mentioned in Luke sion."
Having instituted a close comparison
22: 39, to which the painting contained
in the seventy-fourth page of the Codex between to brief history of Christ as conBorgianess may bear allusion:
tained in the New 'l'estament and that of
"'And he came out and went, as he was Quecalcoatle as contained in the mytholowont, to the Mount of Olives, and his dis- gical traditions of the Mexicans, with the
ciples also followed him. And when he intention of showing that the Jews feigned
was at the place he said unto them, Pray that the principal prophecies in the Old
that ye enter not into temptation. And Testament relating to the former were
he was withdrawn from them about a verified in the person of the latter, we
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shall proceed to point out some paintings
in the Codex Borgianus, in which are
shadowed in a much more clear manner
than the types of the Old Testament fore-

shadow the Messiah, the accomplishment,
of the famous prophecies relating to.
Christ.
(Concluded.)

LOOK AFTER YOUR BOYS.
BY C. A. BUTTERWORTH.

As we travel the wide world over,
Or cross the ocean wide,
We see young mpn of valor
Drifting with the tide.

Q

FATHERS and mothers, why is it
that such noble-looking and intelligent young men are hastening with the
masses down the broad road the end of
which is sure to be destruction, or banishment from the presence of the Lord?
vVhy is it that they are so ~oon carried
away by the enticements of the evil one,
and have no thought for their future welfare and happiness in that glorious world
to come'?
Is it not on account of the way in
which thev have been instructed and
cared for ir"-; early training?
See the young man as be steps out into
the world to act for himself with no tender voice from a loving motlwr to cheer
and encourage him in the hour of temptation and disappointment. Scon he is carried away by the glittering scenes of the
adversary, and may be found indulging in
evil and degrading habits which tend to
lead one farther and farther from the
expectations of a thousand years of peaee,
joy and happiness, in the sweet bye and
bye.
Many boys and girls while roaming
through the meadows have perhaps noticed
the beautiful little net woven by the spider, and have also noticed how easily the
innocent little insects that light thereon
for rest, are captured and dragged away
into a dark cell; so it is with the young
man who starts out in life without any
knowledge of the guiding hand of a loving Father, or of the cunning plans which
Satan uses to lead them astray.
Upon nearly every corner of the streets
in the large cities, may be found the
saloon, which is one of the most enticing
schemes whieh Satan has for the purpose
of leading the young men astray.
Its

\J,

walls are decked with picturesque scenes,
and the electric lights shine forth in their·
brilliancy, while the sweet music of the
violin and harp streams forth in rich
melody.
In such places as· these, the young men
may be found spending their time and
money and wearing away their lives very
rapidly on account of the loss of sleep;
and instead of laying up treasures in heaven for their future happiness, they are
preparing to go with all the evil doers toa place of punishment prepared for them.
Oh, where is he who loveH the human
famil v that can stand with folded hands
and s~e the young men traveling down thebroad road, without giving them a word
of cheer and advice, instead of Raying,.
"Go on if you don't know any better!"
The light which was once shining·
bright and dear has now tnrned into
darkness, because they have defiled the
temples of God and the Comforter who is
to abide with the faithful, has taken His
departnre.
Satan then takes full charge of them
and urges them on and on in their wicked
career, until they have not the courage to
turn back, but trudge along in chains of'
bondage until death overtakes them,. and
their end is misery and woe.
Why is it that the world is getting into
such an awful state of affairs? Mostly
on account of parents not attending to·
their familiar duties, and neglecting to
teach their little ones the necessity of living pure and upright lives, as did .Jesus of
Nazareth, who suffered and died to establish the plan by which we are to be gov-erned. Thousands of boys and girls are
growing to maturity without ever hearing a word of prayer offered to God in behalf or their protection and guidance
through life, and thus they grow up in
ignorance with regard to the duty they
owe to their Creator.
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Then would it be right and just to lay
the whole blame, on the young shoulders
because they were entangled by the evils
of the world, and caused to commit those
sins which are so degrading? We answer
No.
Then all those who are interested in
the welfare of the young, should seek to
impress upon the young minds the peace,
joy, and pleasure there is in serving the
Lord, and also the necessity of so doing
V'ICTORI.A,

Australia.
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in order to gain a crown of life eternal.
Young men, stand up firmly and steadfastly for that which you know to be
right, and you will never suffer loss for so
doing, though all the world turn against
you.
"When you are going down hill on a slippery
track

The going is easy, but the task is getting
back,

So from drinking and swearing and every sin,
You're safe and secure if you never begin."

CONVERSATIONS.

BY DECINDA AND TUBAL MILKINS.

CHAPTER VI.

'mWAS a beautiful Sabbath morn when
J 1"
Tubal had announced at breakfast
his vision of the night before. One of
those Sabbaths whose sunshine bespeaks
the joy of nature, and the gladness of
human souls who entertain faith in a risen
Savior. Often it has seemed to me the
sun shone brighter upon the Lord's day,
e11deavoring to celebrate by his gladdening rays the triumphant act of a Christ
in a Jesus! Whatever could otherwise
have truly constituted him the Jesus
Christ of a renowned Christianity but the
stupendous miracle of the resurrection!
It was nine o'clock when Mrs. Riggins
sent Ponta over to our borne to learn if
we would accept an invitation to hear
Rev. Eben, a new Congregationalist minister who was to preach that morning, it
being his first advent to the town of Belthouse. We consented upon condition
that Mr. and Mrs. Riggins call at our
home for us. They did so, and we went
at the appointed hour. Mr. Eben was a
pleasing talker, whose address was of the
conversational style, without any attempt
at oratorical effect. His theme was upon
the God-head of Christ. He did well.
Their new form of creed is "rather elastic," as one of their New England divines
called it after its adoption a few years
ago; so his remarks on the whole would
not brand him as a heretic.
Upon our return home we had lunchem~,
as we never have a "cooked" dinner upon
the Lord's day. Tubal had thought of
not relating his vision until evening; but

3

Mr. Jendors called in the early afternoon,
desiring us to go to the M. E. Church in
the evening. · Of course we did not wish
to offend, so we essayed to go. Husband
then determined to have a talk about his
vision during the afternoon. Upon Mr.
Jendors' departing, Tubal remarked:"W ell, Decinda, I reekon I'd best relate
my nocturnal scene. I never had any
thing like it." And his eyes brightened
as he spoke.
"It is the lesson of my life! It seemed
to me I was earried away to a dark place
-a lone, sterile valley. There were bnt
few trees, and no other sign of vegetable
life. The soil was of sand and rock. The
hill-sides were bleak and cold. I saw a
number of people in several groups, engaged in amusements-there I heard jolly
peals of loud laughter; these were indications of intoxication with some; physical
and mental. The games played were suggestive of deceptive plots for the praetice
of iniquity. Hilarity reigned everywhere.
I heard slang·, and profanity at times. I
saw the giddy whirl of dance; and noted
positions assumed; licentious, unwarranted liberties taken among the sexes! I
saw lascivious glances in sparkling eyes.
I saw smiles that served as mistaken coverings for sly acts of questionable charaeter. I saw extravagance in apparel. I
saw the mixing of strong drinks; I heard
the clinking of wine glasses. I saw signs
of voluptuousness. Late hours were kept.
Dark byways were walked in by the sexes
upon homeward journey. There was a
suppressed giggling of girls and young
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women; and the hushed ha, ha, of the
young men. I noted that they disregard€d God; thought lightly upon religious
matters-counting them as of not even
secondary consideration.
A personage
:appearing upon the scene, standing by
me said: "All these form the pleasures of
the world, and all connected therewith
savor not of godliness, neither can such
promote spiritual life in the soul of man.
For all these things shall they give account unto God. They are of the 'world,
worldly;' of the earth, sensual!" Pres,ently I found myself in another place. I
:now looked upon a beautiful valley, whose
rich verdure spread out every where.
'The trees were like silent sentries, and
the warbling songs of birds, and the softly blowing winds made the atmosphere
desirable. Presently I saw a company of
people, and they were engaged in some
sort of amusement. I heard pleasant
songs, and sweet music suggestive of good
thought and feeling. I heard reading, of
good literary quality. I saw games played of innocent kind, after a true manner,
to which no evil seemed to attach in act,
look or word. I heard converse 'that was
amusing, pleasant and profitable. I saw
refreshments served, but no wines; no
:intoxicants, nor anything that tended that
'way. There was no vulgarity of expression, nor any speech savoring of it; no
unseemly slang that ever bespeaks a vain
conception of smartness; seasonable hours
were observed, proper walks homeward.
And as I looked, contrasting the two
scenes, my guide came to me, and holding
a leaflet before me, said: "Read, I pray
thee." And I read as follows: "There
are pleasures lawful and unlawful. In the
record of my word I speak of sins of
many kinds, these ye know of. Y e shall
not indulge in those things that would
bring reproach up<m my church in the
estimation of good thinking people. Y e
shall not so far indulge in lawful pleasures
as to absent yourselves from the house of
prayer, nor neglect any spiritual duty ye
owe unto your souls. Neither shall ye be
forgetful of God, nor his commands to
walk therein. From all that is sinful
abstain. I have designed that man shall
have legitimate pleasure, and all to which
no sin attaches, for sin is the transgression of law."
"And, Decinda, as I read those words,
JllY soul was moved as never before with

a realization that I had now discovered
what I had been ignorant of before. That
word, 'discrimination,' came to mind, and
I called to remembrance my short-sightedness, my prejudice, my bigotry, Decinda."
He was standing whilst uttering these
latter words, and his eyes gleamed with
joyous satisfaction, and then grew dim
with tears; and as he uttered the last
words, his hand fell at his side and he
dropped into his easy chair, and wept!
Tears may not be manly, but husband
was their captive, as was our Master at
the grave of Lazarus. Again did I have
hope that yet the prayers of my life were
answered. If ever a man was "hedged in"
by prayer deluged in anxiou3 thought,
Tubal is one. The way I have largely
reasoned with him has been on this wise:
"Have we trials and temptations,
Is there trouble anywhere?
Precious Savior, still , ur refugeTake it to the Lord in prayer."

If the Lord would not work the change,
how could I? That harshness of his life,
lasting so long, was a great burden to me.
:Sometimes he would pray for wisdom, and'
then act so foolishly thereafter. Some
times I've almost been led to believe the
,only answer we receive to prayers of certain
kind is by our own conduct. The thought
,of what we have asked for impressing our
minds to act accordingly, and so we are
led to believe our prayer answered of God.
But husband Tubal surely seemed changed. Upon recovery of his normal feelings, he said:
"Dear ones of home, may my soul now
€nlightened, my heart now softened, ever
remain so.
Rigidity of discipline is
harshness almost inexcusable. I feel 'Tis
better far to rule by love than fear.' Why
have I not seen these truths before?" he
queried.
"I explained to you, husband, my views
of the matter a time ago, and I showed
I was correct in their entertainment."
He said nothing.
Unit asked permission to relate his
dream, and of co;urse we were desirous of
hearing it; so I told him to proceed. He
began thus:
"I dreamed I was walking along a narrow path, and all about me was brightness, the light of joy and peace. Nature
looked as never before, and the happy
spirit that brooded over all is simply indescribable. I met with a company of
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young people who were pleasantly enjoy- human souls bv whieh heaven's doors of
ing themselves in minor pleasures of pleas- blessing may be opened for our benefit.
ing pastime. I' heard a voice saying: 'All No soul wearying of life's wrestling should
pleasure that leads not unto the forgetful- tire of the prayer of faith. The blessing
ness of God nor his word of command, or always eomes, though long deferred.
entices to those things that rob the soul Trust ever in Him who has ealled us to
of spiritual enjoyment by violation of the honor of His name, and to seek the
divine or civil law, or rule of life, that glory of His power, and He shall bring
causes not to turn away from baptismal us safely through."
"Mother, I have often wondered why
covenant may be carefully enjoyed.
Abstain from all ple_asures that have in God required so mueh prayer, when he
them the vices of the world, evil associa- says he knows the end from the begintions and tendencies, and thy feet f)hall ning; how can prayer ehange the purposes
not [lepart from righteousness, nor be led of his will?" queried Tilly Jan e.
in the paths of sin.' I felt glad. And a
"Prayer changes nothing of his will,"
holy calm brooded over me, and I ren- I observed; "his foreknowledge does not
dered thanks unto God."
argue a predestination of every ineident
"Well," observed Tilly Jane, "I have had of our lives, or the world's history.. Had
no dreams or visions on the question; but he foreordained everything we said or
my own conscience has led me, as I believe, did, then were we not accountable beings,
to see what I prayerfully considered the being but mere maebines aeted upon insafeguard plan of action in tlte premises. dependent of our consent; no volition of
I am happy, however, that such evidences will pertaining unto us. I might have it
of our Father's goodness have been made in my heart to do you a favor, yet I withmanifest."
hold, waiting to ascertain if you might
"So am I," observed my husband Tubal, feel sufficiently interested in your own
"and I hope I shall ever profit by the well being, and thoughtful enough consame; and may this be the lesson of eerning a benefit to ask me for its confermy life. How strange it is that one c::tn ment, not changing my will, nor thwartlive so long, be so bound to an idea that ing any of my purposes. So may it be
never develops itself into a truth, ever with God toward us. Surely what is
asserting its possession of correctness worth having, is worth the asking!"
without investigation!
And so long as
"That is true," said Unit; "I have so
persons refuse to investigate they become thought of it myself; and my belief in
the slaves of an indolent idea, too lazy to prayer has never faltered. The more I
bestir itself to know beyond what it alone pray, the nearer unto God I find myself.
asserts."
I am pleased that father bas ehanged, and
And so saying, my husband heaved a that God has given him light. Surely
sigh of relief and passed out of doors.
God is not so narrow as many suppose.
"My dear children," said I, "You now Human thought alone must not preseribe
notiee how your father talks, what
his limits, nor fathom the depth of his
material change is coming over him, and I mind. Humanity edueated as it is, is not
truly hope for all future time. I would eapable of determining God's character, or
not depose your father in your estimate of his mind upon many things. Well wrote
him, but this I say, long years of almost the apostle: 'No man knoweth the things
wearied (?) patience have I borne with of God but by the Spirit of God.' If
him as many a woman would never have that which contains sin is disapproved of
done. There is but one hope for a Chris- him, then that which contains no sin can
tian's heart, and that is, wherein human not be disapproved. It is not safe to connature fails in the accomplishment of its demn all religion because some result in
desires for good, there is a divine nature much evil and loss of human lives; nor is
that can do it all and make our souls it just to eondemn all pleasures beeause
glad in its power. Prayer binds the some turn to evil ways. We should be
human to the divine, and discovers the reasonable in our judgment of such matseeret of its failure, and the success of its ters."
superior. Prayer is the successful lever-·
"Indeed," said I, "you speak wisely,
age that raises human souls unto God, dear Unit. I have ever reasoned with
the key that God has placed in charge of your father thus, but not until now has

a
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he been led to see, and I hope, to understand his error. Life is a school in which
we learn much. Our experiences are
varied. The multiplicity of cares, vexations, pain, and sorrow, all interspersed
with joys, pleasures, profits, and prosperity, enter into the training of our wills.
However unfathomable may be its depths,
God attends upon its 'soundings,'" I observed.
At this juncture of our conversation,
my husband entered, looking pleased. I
noted an expression of thoughtfulness impressed upon his countenance, as though
he were pondering o'er the things just
passed.
"Well," said he, "the afternoon is far
spent, and I presume after supper friend
J endors will call for us on his way to
church, and we shall be ready."
"Yes, and as I observe it is almost six
o'clock, I shall prepare lunch," said I.
And I did so; we partook of our earthly bounty, and Tilly Jane assisted me
with after work; while Tubal and Unit
were conversing together in the sittingroom. It seemed so good to have matters
at home so materially changed as they
seemed now to be. The time arrived
when Mr. and Mrs. J endors cRlled, and
we prepared to go with them. The Rev.
N ewgrass preached. He did quite well
for a Methodist. I was once an M. E.
myself, and I know just what it all
means. Not very much to it. He was a
fair talker. They talk so much of Jesus,
that it often reminds me of Jesus' words:
"Not every one that says Lord, Lord,
shall enter into the kingdom of God."
There is so much "saying," and so little
of the "doing," that causes it now to appear so vain.
Well, we returned home, and on the
way Mr. Jendors asked Tubal an expression of his opinion of Mr. N ewgrass' sermon. Oh, I feared for the answer. But
husband was careful. He said:

"0h, quite well, quite well, far Mr~
N ewgrass."
"He is young yet, Mr. Milkins, and he,.
of course, requires experience," replied
Mr. Jendors.
"0h, certainly," rejoined Tubal, "it is
said, 'practice makes perfect.'"
Mrs. J endors never said a word to me
of the sermon; she knew where I stood
on the question.
Upon reaching our
house, we bade each other "good night,"'
and entered.
"Well," said Tubal, as he seated him~
self in an easy chair, that was the slirnsiest thing I ever heard. Such stuff; such
chaff; why can't folk see the true way
any how? Now, Mr. N ewgrass seems so
nice and good; but what of that, when
his niceness and goodness are all outside
the gospel? What a pity to have a
young man like him brought up in such
creedisrn as that. My, Oh my?"
"That's so, Tubal. But then we were
once as dark as they. And, Oh! what
charity we ought to have. Our church
folk used to think just so of us. But
now we see. You know Isaiah wrote:
'Darkness covers the earth, and gross
darkness the minds of the people.' 'l'his
being the condition, what should we expect?"
"'Tis true, Decinda, and I hope God
may have mercy and open their eyes."
"l wish Mr. N ewgrass could hear the
gospel preached in its fulness," said Unit;
"I have an idea he might rAceive it."
"'Tis doubtful," said his father; "such
men are peculiarly trained, and it is hard
to turn them from the error of their
way."
"I am glad we see differently from
former time. And may God help us to
live what we profess."
And we prepared to retire for the
night. It seemed like a new horne to me,
and I praised God for his Holy Spirit's
influence in our family.
To be continued.

DIS-HU¥ANIZING

"Nor once or twice only; at the sea-side, have
I come across a sad and disgraceful sight-a
sight which haunts me still-a number of harmless sea-bird~ lying defaced and dead upon the
sand, their white plullli1ge red with blood, as
they had been tossed there, dead or half-dead,
:their torture and massacre having furnished a

"AMUSRMENT."

dav's amusement to heartless and senseless men.
Amusement! I say execerable amusement!
All killing for mere killing's sake is execerable
amusement. Can you imagine the. stupid callousness, or utter insensibility to mercy and
beauty, of the man who, seeing those bright,
beautiful creatures as their white, immaculate
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wings flash in the sunshine over the blue waves,
can go out in a boat with his boys to teach
them to become brutes in character by finding
amusement-I say, again dis-humanizing amuse-
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ment-by wantonly murdering these fair birds
of God, or cruelly wounding them, and letting
them fly away to wait and die in lonely places?"-Archdeacon FarrM.

THE HITTITE QUESTION.

JJLL questions of vast-reaching import/ ~ ance have to pass through three stages. First, they are received with derision;
second, with hostility; and finally they
are accepted. Such has been the course
of questions political, social, economic,
etc., and such has been the course of the
Hittite question, which has now reached
its final stage of gradation.
Few causes have attained their majority
with such surprising rapidity as the Hittite. It is about sixteen years since I
convulsed with laughter the scholars of
Europe by declaring the Hamath inscriptions to be Hittite remains.
In Tyrwhitt Drake's "Memoir" (p. 19),
Sir Richard Burton marks the progress:
"The Rev. William Wright first suggested magno cum ris~t, that they (the Hamath inscriptions) were Hittite,-a theory
now confirmed by Birch, Sayee, and
George Smith."
The hostilitv was earnest and sincere
in the main, btit in a few instances it was
discreditable. One British scholar got
an order to "smash 'The Empire of the
Hittites,'" for a leading magazine. He
wrote a severe critique. The editor sent
it back, to be made more severe. The
critic complied: but when the article w'as
in print, and revised for the press, he
withdrew it, brought it to me, and confessed the whole matter.
A clergyman, now great in Hittitology
(l) came to me one day, and, in the most
innocent manner, told me he had been
offered £10, by the editor of a church
magazine, for an article on my book.
"I do not," he said, "know anything
about the subject; but I want you to
give me a copy of your book, a11d to help
me to write the article. You know," he
added, "it will help the book."
A few plain words on my part brought
the interview to an abrupt termination;
but I heard, on the following day, that
this searcher after knowledge was busy
at the British Museum, studying the in-

scriptions wrong side up, and fishing for
any adverse criticism he could catch.
~he review appeared in a church magazme.
I put on record these items in connection with the Hittites, that any of my
readers who may have stumbled on a truth
may have courage to hold by it. A little
breeze of ridicule and hostility will not
kill the truth. Truth can afford to wait.
She is uRed to it. After the testing of
time and ridicule and hostility, they will
have the laugh on them; but they will
rather rejoice.
We are now, I believe, on the eve of
an important advance in the reading of
the Hittite characters.
Humann has
brought to Berlin, from Sinjirli, a number of cuneiform inscriptions, written in
an unknown language, and German
scholars expect great results from them.
Equally important is the fact that Professor Sayee copied at Boulaq, among the
tablets from Tel-el-Amarna, a letter from
Tarkun-dara(s) hug of Arzapi, in the Hittite region, which is written in an unknown tongue. By means of idiographs
and parallel phrases, Professor Sayee has
made out some words.
The suffix mi is "mine;" li, tu, iv,
"thine." Sakhin is "peace." Khumansakh-in, "J\;'Iay there be peace." Bibbi is
"chariot;" bibbid is "chariots."
Professor Sayee's transliterations and
translations of the Tel-el-Amarna texts
will, I hope, soon be published, and I anticipate from them a very important advance.
All who are interested in the unraveling these Old World writings will be
grateful to Almighty God for preserving
to us the life of Professor Savce. He
was bitten, on the banks of the.Nile, by
the deadly cerastes asp. He rushed into
the boat, and in less than five minutes
burned with the fire-irons the bitten part
down to the bone. He then sat down
quietly and made his will, and awaited
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the result; and he is to-day, I believe, the
only person known to have survived the
bite of the cerastes asp. The natives declared Professor Sayee to be under the
special protection of Allah; and the natives were right.
From the present position of attainment and anticipation, it is interesting to
take a survev of the road we have travel. ed, and the r"esults that have been secured.
About a quarter of a century ago, I read
in Burkhardt's "Travels in Syria and the
Holy Land" (p. 147) the following:
"In the corner of a house in the Bazaar in Hamath is a stone with a number
of small figures and signs, which appear
to be a kind of hieroglyphical writing,
though it does not resemble that of
Egypt."
I registered a secret resolve to bring
the curious writing to light. I searched
in vain in all the succeeding books on
Syria for any reference to the stone which
Burkhardt had seen; but they were all
silent on the subject, and even the writer
of "Murray's Handbook" declared "there
are no antiquities in Hama."
During those years of waiting, my curiosity was increased by the emergence
from the hieroglyphics of Egypt and the
cuneiforms of Assyria of a great Hittite
people-the Kheta of the hieroglyphics
and the Khatti of the cuneiforms.
The Hittites of the Bible had moved
on parallel lines with the Hebrews from
the days of Abraham down to the siege
of Samaria; and in the records of Egypt
and Assyria they occupied the same period of time, and manifested the same disposition, as recorded in the sacred records
of Israel.
In the Bible, the Hi.ttites appeared as
settled in towns. The great Egyptian
campaigns were directed against the Hittite towns Kadesh on the Orontes and
Carchemish on the Euphrates.
In Abraham's transactions with the
Hittites at Hebron we have the earliest
process of sale and conveyancing, the earliest mention of current money, and the
earliest formal covenant in the Bible.
The treaty made between Ramses II,
and Kheta-sira, the Hittite, of which
several copies are extant, is the earliest
document of the kind in existence; and
silver rings in abundance were among
the booty with which the Egyptian soldiers returned laden from their many

campaigns waged against the Hittites.
Professor Sayee points out that both
silver and iron were used as a medium of
exchange by the Hittites. The King of
Assyria received from Carchemish two
hundred and fifty talents of iron; and the
excavations of Dr. Schliemann among the
ruins of Troy have afforded evidence that
silver was also employed by the Hittites
as monev, and that its use as monev was
commun.icated by the Hittites to th~ people of Western Asia. Mr. Head, of the
British Museum, has proved that the pieces of silver found among the calcined
ruins of Troy were of the weight of halftalents (maneh or mina), according to the
standard ·of Babylon afterwards introduced into Asia Minor. In the Bible we.
find the Hittites a commercial people,
receiving commodities from King Solomon; and the Egyptian inscriptions represent them in the same relation to the
kings of Egypt.
In the armies of David, Hittite soldiers
appear as brave and magnanimous, and
the Egyptian hieroglyphics bear abundant
testimony to the same martial qualities.
The Hittites intermarried with the people of Israel, and with the Egyptians.
Beeri and Elon gave their daughters ·in
marriage to Esau, and David and Solomon had Hittite wives in their harems,
and the wife of Uriah the Hittite was the
mother of Solomon and an ancestress of
our Lord. In like manner Kheta-Sira
gave his beautiful daughter U r-maa-N ofirura in marriage to Ramses II; and she
may have been the Egyptian queen who
had pity on the child Moses.
There is also harmonv between the Hebrew Scriptures and th~ monuments with
respect to the existence of the Hittites in
the South, and their gradual withdrawal
north before the Egyptian "hornets;''
until, in the time of Joshua, they inhabited "from the wilderness and this Lebac
non even unto the great river, the river
Euphrates, all the land of the Hittites."
The words of the inscription of Tiglath-Pileser I, are very remarkable when
placed side by side with these words from
the Book of Joshua: "From . . . the border of the distant mountains to the fords
of the Euphrates, the land of the Hittites,
and the upper sea of the setting sun." ..
A few years ago, the scattered references to the Hittites were referred to as
unhistorical and untrustworthy. A sharp
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controversy between my friend Professor
Cheyne and myself, in the Academy, led
to the admission that all the references to
the Hittites in the Bible were historic,
except that in Genesis 23, which he
wished "to lay open to future research."
That was the position of matters in
1886. Since then the inscriptions of Telel-Amarna hav8 brought new light to this
part of the subject; and as Professor
Sayee, in his excellent little work "The
Hittites, (p. 23), writes: "We learn from
them that the Hittites were already pressing southward, and were causing serious
alarm to the governors and allies of the
Egyptian king. One of the tablets is a
despatch from Northern Syria, praying the
Egyptian monarch to send assistance
against them as soon as possible."
It would thus appear that the account
of the Hittites at Hebron has proved true
after all, and that the gratuitous theory
that the beautiful story of the purchase of
Machpelah was an interpolation must be
abandoned.
The author of Genesis did not invent
the Hittite people, and the wives of Esau ·
are no longer interpolated myths.
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A new source of evidence regarding the
Hittites has also become available. The
Vannie inscriptions are yielding up their
secrets to Professor Sayee; and like the
Egyptians in the south, and the Assyrians in the east, King Menuas in the north
inscribed on the cliffs at Palu the record
of the campaign agai~st the "land of the
Hittites."
We have thus, independent of the
Bible, a threefold source of evidence
regarding the Hittites, and that evidence
is in accord with the Bible.
How very wonderful that these inscriptions on clay and stone should start up, in
the very nick of time, to rebuke the insolence of skepticism, and to confirm the
historical accuracy of the very passages
which were contemptuously treated as
casting discredit on the narratives of the
Bible!
The light that has revealed a lost empire shines side by side with the light of
the Bible. When the defenders of the
Bible held their peace before the confident assailants of the Book, "the very
stones have cried out;"
-Selected.

INCIDENTS IN THE LIFE OF ONE OF EARTH'S PILGRIMS.
BY ELDER E. STAFFORD.

'ZJT last writing we had dropped anchor
in the harbor of Valparaiso, South
America, saluted the Chilian flag, received one in return from the fort; then
saluted the English ship of war, "Collingwood," and received one in return. This
"line of battle ship" started on her homeward bound trip in a few days after we
arrived there, and from the news brought
by one of our store-ships that had seen
her in Rio J anerio, we learned that she
experienced very heavy weather in rounding Cape Horn, and had to heave some of
her spar-deck guns overboard, to relieve
her of her top-heaviness. Valparaiso is
situated upon three hills, which rise gradually from the water's edge, giving us a
panoramic view of the city, from our
anchorage. The ravines dividing the
hills were not very deep, just enough to
give distinction to the hills. The seamen
/ .1

have named those bills-from their resemblance to the three masts of a ship in
point of size-fore-top, main-top, and
mizzen-top.
When any of the boat's crews, returning from shore, woufd relate anything
that occurred while there, they would
state that such a thing was located or
transpired in the fore, main or mizzentop; it sounded too nautical to be connected with the land. All of the ship's
crew did not have the privilege of going
ashore here; but had to be content with
feasting on what they could see of the
town from a distance, and upon the good
time they might have if permitted to go
on shore. The port-from our recollection of it-was simply an indentation in
the shore, crescent in shape, and subject
to severe storms at times. One occurred
in the three or four weeks we were there,
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which caused two ships to drag their to go with you; I want to be kept from
anchors, and a schooner went on shore- getting drunk."
no lives lost. We strained our cable,
I replied, "if you will come with me,
which caused us to let go another anchor, I'll try and keep you from so doing."
the two held the ship snug while the wind When the boat we were in touched the
whistled funeral dirges through the cord- beach, I said to him, "now come on, let us
age, and the seething, boiling waters hurry from these men, and go into the
foamed around as if angry that they city where we will not see any of them."
could not engulf us in their deadly em- A few boat-loads of the watch had gone
brace; and the sheets of spray-caught ashore before us, and some of them were
from the crest of the waves by the wind stopped at the groggeries on the beach;
-seemed to the writer, like the blinding, and in passing them my shipmate came
drifting snow, occasioned by the blizzards near weakening at the call of some to
of winter. While here we were remind- come and drink; but taking hold of him,
ed of that portion of the history of the and encouraging him to come along, we
United States, relating to the capture of passed them, subject to their taunts and
the United States frigate, "Essex," by sneers; but we, happily, soon left them
two British ships, which occurred in this behind.
port. We would imagine the position of
We went up a narrow street that apeach ship in the engagement, according peared to have a few blocks of well built
to memory, as contained in the history, two-story brick buildings on it; having,
and fight the fight over again in our very frequently, platforms jutting out
mind.
from the upper story windows, and surAt length the time of our departure ar- rounded with iron railings about three
rived, and we weighed anchor for Callao, feet high; so that the inmates could step
Peru. We had waited at Valparaiso on them and have a view of what was golonger than we intended on account of ing on the whole length of the street.
our bread running short, expecting every
These, it was said, were the dwellings
day the store-ship to replenish our stock; of the nabobs, or Castilians; but we
what we did have was alive, so that we never saw any of them on the streets,
·could see it move in the bread-pan. We though occasionally we caught a glimpse
bad no other to eat for a couple of weeks. of a face at a window, that hastily withAt first we went very hungry before we drew upon being discovered. It seemed
could bring our mind to partake of such to be a common practice in every civilized
bread; but as "necessity is the mother of city we entered, that the respectable part
invention," we contrived a plan to extract of the community kept within doors while
the intruders from the bread, by steeping the sailors were on shore.
it in our tea, and skimming the sameWe intended going to the city of Lima
no patent taken out.
-about eight or ten miles from CallaoOur voyage to Callao occupied some where the reality of "Pizarro, or the death
two or three weeks. When we dropped of Rolla," [a Shakespearian play, I
anchor I do not remember of seeing more believeJ was enacted. But after getting
than one war-ship, and that was a British to the outskirts of the city, and considerfrigate. We lay there several weeks ing that we had only twenty-four hours
without having the privilege of going on to be on shore, we changed our minds,
shore; having to be content to look with concluding we had not the time.
wistful eyes at it, and regale ourselves
To keep my companion as far from our
with seeing some portion of the frigate's carousing shipmates as possible, I procrew go on shore every day. But soon posed a walk on the outskirts of the town
we were deprived of this privilege, for farthest from the beach. The city,
the frigate sailed from Callao, and then it after ascending a short incline from the
appeared very lonesome. At length the water, appeared to be built upon a level
Commodore concluded to let us go on prairie, or plateau; and from the suburbs,
shore for twenty-four hours.
looking towards Lima, there seemed to be
Our watch being the last to go in Rio, a level prairie country, the limits of which
was the first to go ashore here. When seemed to be a chain of mountains in the
about ready to enter the boats, a ship- distance, some ten or fifteen miles away,
mate came to me and said, "Ed, I want . but in all probability might be twice that
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distance. We passed by several residences of what appeared to be the upper-class,
which were surrounded with high brick
walls, so that we could not get a glimpse of what was inside, only as we
caught it passing by the gates that
chanced to be open long enough to let the
owners out or in. At one place, we distinctly remember, one leaf of the gate
was open and thrown back, so that we
stood there admiring, with the limited
view we had, the tropical plants and flowers peculiar to the country, which was
very refreshing to men who had been
cooped up on board ship so long, with
nothing to rest the eye as a relief from
the dreary waste of waters, and the everlasting sameness of men and things on
board.
As before stated, not having jotted
down in memory or diary anything from
which we could now draw to give a
minute description of the things which
we saw, we have to plead inability. After
being so long on board, and let loose upon
shore for only twenty-four hours-to the
writer it was only about twelve, for he
went on board at night-we were like
colts that had been stabled a length of
time, and being let loose in the pasture,
express their delight by running, leaping,
and many capers and antics; so we expressed our delight--it might have been
in a little more dignified manner-like
the colt, and was happy in the privilege
of setting our feet once more on "terra
firma," relieved, although but for a short
time, from the shackles that had bound
us on board ship, We had kept from seeing any of our shipmates from early 1110rn
till about three o'clock in the afternoon.
At that time, coming nearer the center of
the city, on turning a corner into the
main street, we beheld a company of them
on the sidewalk before a groggery, who
on beholding us, shouted for my companion to go over and take a drink.
I urged him to hurry across the street
out of their sight; but no, the temptation
was too strong for him.
He said, "I don't want you to leave me.
I will only take one drink and then go
with you."
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I strenuously urged him not to go near,
not to take one drink, for if he did he
would not be satisfied, and the best thing
he could do was to keep away from the
temptation. But no, he would go, and
they keeping up their din in calling him
there, my arguments proved too weak
against the appetite and the sneers of his
shipmates. I started to go as he took one
or two steps towards them, and leave him,
but be pleaded so hard for me not to leave
him; he would only take one drink and
then leave. I finally consented on those
conditions, and stipulated that if he would
not come after he had taken one drink I
should leave and go by myself.
Arriving there, we found about a dozen
of our shipmates, who appeared not
to have imbibed much of the vile stuff until they came here; there were a few
whose eyes were bloodshot, and their
tongues seemed to be getting thick; they
were fast hastening to the state, "We
won't go home till morning," but the
majority appeared not to be a great deal
worse for liquor.
I staid on the sidewalk in front of the
saloon, engaged in conversation with one
or two of the more sober ones, in a position that I could watch the actions of my
companion. One of the men "set em up"
for about a half dozen, and after my companion had drank his quota, I went to him
and said: "Come now, Jim, let us go, it is
time to get out of this place according to
your agreement!"
He replied, "It would not look well. I
have just been treated, and now I must
treat."
I left him and took the balance of the
day by myself, until the time the night
boat came and then went on board.
I learned afterwards that losing all
control of his appetite be joined the besotted revellers in making beasts of themselves. I fear I have unthinkingly misrepresented the beasts, for they would not
touch the fiery, filthy stuff, and therefore
would not get in that woeful condition; so
that man sinks below the level of the
brute when he descends to that drunken,
insensible state.
(To be continued).

HoME-MADE FRENCH MusTARD.-Flour parched to a light brown, 6 parts; Mustard, 2 parts;
Sugar, 1 part. Salt and spice to taste. Add sharp vinegar and stir to a paste.
·
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LIGHT

FROM CUNEIFORM INSCRIPTIONS AT
TEL-EL-AMARNA.

NLIMITED satisfaction has recently
U
been afforded in England to that
growing body of amateur and professional students of Oriental archreology by
Professor Sayee's brilliant paper before
the Victoria Institute relating to the historical side-light from· the Tel-el-Amarna
tablets.
During last winter, this learned scholar
made a journey to Egypt expressly in
order to present a lucid narrative on the
subject before the world. While on this
errand, the Professor was bitten on the
leg by a poisonous asp. With courageous promptitude, he burned the surrounding flesh to the bone, and then resignedly
made his will and prepared for death.
Providentially, the application of the hot
irons within five minutes of the bite allayed dangerous symptoms, and the indefatigable traveler returned safely to his Oxford professorial chair.
The contents of the Professor's splendid dissertation were described by the
Lord Chancellor as a perfect mine of
wealth. Upon current phases of biblical
criticism the investigation has a profound
significance. Touching the theory of
those who doubt the historical verity of
the Pentateuch, the Professor remarked:
"The Tel-el-Amarna tablets have overthrown the primary foundation on which
much of this criticism has been built."
Many names and incidents exclusively
confined to the Bible hitherto are verified
by the tablets. Instructive allusions are
frequently made to the Hittites. There
is united testimony to the value of the
"find" in the extensive mounds of the
ancient city now known as Tel-el-Amarna,
situated midway between Minieh and
Assiout, on the eastern bank of the Nile
in Upper Egypt.
The Professor observed: "Egypt has
always been the land of archreological
surprises; but its last surprise is perhaps
the greatest that it has ever afforded us.
Indeed, during the winter of 1887-88,
one of the most extraordinary and unexpected archreological discoveries of modern times was made." Why the Semites
of Mesopotamia should have migrated to
and settled in Egypt is conclusively
explained by the resurrection of the clay

tablets from the ruins of a capital city and
palace which once adorned the banks of
the Nile. With these a number of seals
and papyri of artistic design and historic
worth were also exhumed. The bulk of
the tablets were deposited in the Boulak
Museum, many were sent to Berlin, others:
fell into the hands of private persons, and
eighty-one were despatched to the British
Museum. A perusal of the salient points:
in the story from the tablets will give an
additional impulse to the study of the oldtime world, and assist in the confutation
of assumptions made by superficial Bible
readers.
Much consideration was devoted by
Professor Sayee to the remarkable series
of diplomatic documents found amongthe remains of the "heretic city" of the
"heretic king" Amenophis. These will
largely modify the reconstruction of the
history of Western Asia at a period a century anterior to the triumphant exodus of
the Israelites from the land of their Egyptian taskmasters. Ameuophis, or Khu-enAten, as he is familiarly termed in the
histories of monumental Egypt, was the
solitary representative of the Pharaohs,_
who forsook the religion of his forefathers, and attempted to impose a new
faith upon his subjects. Abandoning the
worship of Amen of Thebes, Ra of Heliopolis, and Ptah of Memphis, he became
the reverent worshiper of the radiant solar
disc, in which he saw the image and symbol of the supreme Deity. This practice
points to Syria, where under a variety of
representations the sun-god is the central'
object of adoration.·
Previously unknown in Egypt, this
phase of religious homage was undoubtedly imported fro:ih Semitic Asia.
The
mother of Amenophis was of Asiatic birth,.
but from the regard which the son had
for his father's memory .he conformed
externally to the state religion of Egypt.
Unable to offer continued respect, he
departed from Thebes with his followers,_
and erected a capital on the edge of the
desert to the north. His name Khu-enAten, "The glory of the solar disc," was
here resumed. The architects and sculptors accompanying him were commissioned
to elaborate a new and peculiar style of
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art in harmony with the chosen religion,
and even the potters decorated the vases
they molded with original colors and patterns. To the palatial structure of the
king the archives of the empire were
transferred from Thebes. This elegant
erection stood in the garden at the northern extremity of the city.
Khu-en-Aten's capital was of short-lived
duration. On the decease of the monarch,
the husbands of his daughters. assumed
sovereign rights for a brief period. Subsequently, both rulers and subjects readopted the traditional faith. The "sungod"' was no longer recognized, and the
Asiatics whom the king and his father
promoted in Egypt were banished. The
fugitive capital was left, never again to be
re-occupied. The masive temple of the
solar disc and the royal palace fell into
decay, beneath which lay the annals of
family life, hunting scenes, pageants, battles, and national events in the safe-concealing sandy sepulcher. To a poor fallaheen searching for nitrous earth with
which to manure his field-patch is due the
initial stage in the discovery of these fascinating memorials.
Of the inscribed tablets the Professor
said: "The tale which these tablets have
to unfold is a wonderful one. From them
we learn that, in the fifteenth century before our era,-a century before the exodus-active literary intercourse was going
on throughout the civilized world of
Western Asia, between Babylonia and
Egypt and the smaller states of Palestine,
of Syria, of Mesopotamia, and even of
Eastern Cappadocia.
And this intercourse was carried on by means of the
Babylonian language and the complicated
Babylonian script. It implies that, all
over the civilized East, there were libraries and schools where the J?aby Ionian language and literature were taught and
learned. Babylonian, in fact, was as much
the language of diplomacy and cultivated
society as French has been in modern
times, with the difference that, whereas it
does not take long to learn to read French,
the cuneiform syllabary required years of
hard labor and attention before it could
be acquired." For many centuries the
Babylonian syllabary of nearly six hundred characters preceded the less cumbrous Phamician alphabet.
Notice was particularly directed to the
tablets at Boulak which are associated

with the history of Palestine. The value·
of these is unquestionable. They confirm
the evidence on the Egyptian monuments,.
that the cities of Palestine acknowledged
the suzerainty of the Egyptian sovereign.
Phrenicia was governed by an Egyptian
chief ambassador bearing the name of
Rib-Dadu or Hadad, assisted by YapaDadu or Aziru. In the excellent despatches of the former to his master he
speaks of the political movements in
Phrenicia-Philistia, among the Hittites,
and the kings of Aram-Naharaim. .One
of notable interest touches upon the invasion of Philistia by the king of the seacoast, in which the Bible cities of Gath,
Keilah, and Gaza are named. Several
state messages refer to the city of Tsumura or Simyra, the Zemar of Genesis 10:
18, described as "very strongly situated,
like a bird whose nest is built on a precipice."
The tablets illustrate the derivation of
the old name of Hebron, Kirjath-Arba,
"The city of the four;" the word khabiru
is constantly used for "confederates."·
Hebron will consequently be identified as
the city of the four confederate states of
Southern Palestine.
Aziru sends a communication to his
father Dudu, or David, who appears, to
have had a front position in the Egyptian
court, where he was the guardian of the
king's daughter. "He may have been a
Hebrew," says professor Sayee; "at all
events, the name has never yet been found
in a Phrenician inscription, while we know
it was borne by Israelites." Letters from
the King of Alashiya to Amenophis are
also translated. Internationally the two
kings were on amicable terms. The territory of the first mentioned was in the
south of the Orontes Valley, near the Modern Hums and Hanrah, which are unknown
from biblical sources. Phrenicia seems
to have been the farthest point to the
north in which the direct government of
Egypt extended. Letters from Syria and
Mesopotamia to the Egyptian king were
sent by princes who called themselves his
"brothers," and not by officials who were
"servants" of the king. With effusive
complimen-ts, Tushratta, king of Mesopotamia, desires that "peace may be greatly
multiplied" to Amenophis III.
Some of the princes were possibly semiindependent, as sections of the Yao·
tribes in East Central Africa are tribu-
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tary to the Gwangwara, who would be
compelled to supply arms and warriors in
-emergencies. Another of the documents
merits note. It consists of a well-preserved letter written on a tablet of black
day. The heading and one or two technical words are written in Assyrian, the
remainder in a tongue unknown. This
was composed by Tarkundaras, king of
Azarpi, to Amenophis III, Pharaoh of
Egypt. His name is of Hittite origin,
similar to Tarkunazi-Tarkulara, found in
the inscriptions, and the Tarkondemos of
the renowned silver boss. Professor
Sayee sees in the language of the letter
one of the Hittite dialects which are concealed under the Hittite hieroglyphics.
The tablets show that the court of Egypt
became Semitized. The Semitic was the
medium of literary intercourse between
Pharaoh of Egypt and his officers abroad.
Semites likewise bel~ influential posts in
the king's chamber. Influenced by his
mother and wife, the king was essentially
Asiatic. If Joseph had favor in the eyes
of the Hyksos princes of an earlier day it
was not improbable that his descendants
might win commendation at the hands of
a "heretic king."
The tablets inform us what were the
causes of the oppression of the Hebrews
and kindred races. Willing to forgive
the king's heresies, the old aristocracy
were unprepared to condone his supplanting them with favorites from other countries. Bearing upon the date of the exodus, the newly found tablets establish the
opinions already arrived at by Egyptologists, which have been so wonderfully endorsed by M. Naville's discovery of the
site of Pithom. Upon this vexed question Professor Sayee declares: "Ever
:since the progress of Egyptology had
made it clear that Rameses II, was the
Pharaoh of the oppression, it was difficult
to understand how so long an interval of
time as the whole period of the eighteenth dynasty could lie between him and
the 'new king,' whose rise seems to have
been followed almost immediately by the
servitude and oppression of the Hebrews.
The tablets of Tel-el-Amarna now show
that the difficulty does not exist. Up to
the death of Khu-en-Aten, the Semite had
greater influence than the native in the
land of Mizraim."
Babylonian literary influence prior to
the Israslitish conquest of Palestine is de-

monstrated in local nomenclature. Kirjath-Sepher, or "Book-town," must have
been the seat of a famous library consisting mainly, or altogether, as the Tel-el
Amarna remains prove, of clay tablets inscribed with cuneiform characters. As the
city also bore the name of Debir, or "Sanctuary," it may be supposed that the tablets were stored in its chief temple, like
the libraries of Assyria and Babylonia.
This fact. is exhibited in the names of
Babylonian deities among the inhabitants
of the \Vest.
Moses died on Nebo's summit,-a peak
sacred to the Babylonian prophet-god. of
learning and letters, to whom the great
temple of Borsippa was dedicated. Sinai
itself, the mountain "of Sin," testifies to a
worship of the Babylonian moon-god, Sin,
the lord of the flowerless solitudes of the
desert. "Moloch, or Malik, was a Babylonian divinity like Rimmon, the air-god,
after whom more than one locality in
Palestine was named, and Anat, the ·wife
of Ann, the sky-god, gave her name
to the Palestinian Anah, as well as
to Anathoth, the city of "the Anatgoddesses." Manifestly, it was no barbarian race which occupied the fertile
plain stretching from the "river of Egypt"
to the slopes of Lebanon. To the north
lay the powerful confederation of less cultured tribes, the Hittites, whose advance
southward, followed by the invasion of the
Semitic Hebrews, did much to obliterate
this primitive civilization in Canaan.
The luminous contribution of Professor
Sayee was concluded by a peroration of
noble eloquence in which he pleaded for
the disinterment of the priceless libraries
lying below the sands of Syria and Palestine. Tel-el-Amarna has a lesson for us
of momentous interest. The collection
can not be the only one of its kind. Elsewhere in Palestine and Syria, as well as in
Egypt, similar connections must still be
lying under the soil. Burned clay is not
injured by rain and moisture, and the climate of Palestine will have preserved
uninjured its libraries of clay. Such
libraries must still be awaiting the spade
of the excavator on the sites of places like
Gaza or Kirjath-Sepher, or others whose
remains are buried under the lofty mounds
of Southern Judea. Why should Palestine, the sacred land of our faith, remain
unexcavated, while all over the rest of the
ancient Oriental world the disinterers of
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the past have been vying with one another
in feverish anxiety? Why should workmen and funds be found for exhuming the
buried history of early Greece, while the
religious public is content with surveying
the surface of the soil of Palestine, in
spite of the drawback that there is not
much to be discovered on that surface
which has survived the wreck of centuries? It is only by excavation that we
shall find hidden and preserved the precious records of the past. Let this work
be begun, and our children, if not ourselves, will yet know how the people of
Canaan lived in the days of the patriarchs,
and how their Hebrew conquerors estab-
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lished themselves among them in the days
when as yet "there was no king in Israel."
The unexpected death of the gifted
young French Orientalist, M. Amiaud, is
a lamented loss in learned archmological
circles. His Assyriological works ranked
him among the foremost pupils of Profe~
sor Oppert. M. Amiaud's decipherment
of the text of early Accado-Sumerian
monuments of Telloh was a brilliant
achievement. As with his illustrious
countryman, Francois Lenormant, the
enthusiasm of devotion impelled the
youthful scholar to attempt to compress
too much into the opening years of a
career rich in fruitful promise.
-Selected.

WHAT IS IN YOUR HOUSE.
74-~HAT

is in your house?-When the long

\.JJ buried city of Pompeii began to be un-

covered, men were introduced into the
very scenes of its home and business life in the
days of its glory. The houses were opened to
view, aud the pictures and utensils and statuary
and architecture, and hundreds of things, disclosed the character and habits of the life of the
people. And the stranger now visiting the un~uried city and walking the streets and going
mto the houses and shops and forums and temples and theatres that were crowded with a
busy, active pleasure seeking population, can
see for himself just how they lived and what
was the nature of their pursuits. And it is a
deeply impressive lesson to meditate upon: how
after lying for eighteen centuries in the grave,
these things have been disclosed to us, and especially how, among the freshest of the things
preserved, are numerous evidences of the sensual and vicious pleasures in which the people
indulged. The very works of art which ministered to their vices now rise from their graves
to testify against them. What was done in their

WE present our readers in this issue with two
articles lately contributed to the "Sunday School
Times," which will be of interest to all who
rejoice in every added ray of light tending to
confirm and establish the truth of Bible history.
"For centuries," says the editor, "the Hittites, as
a people were one of the great world powers, but
their very existence has been lost sight of to
history, save as its mention was found in the
Bible text. Professor Sayee, of Oxford, has

houses is now brought to the light of day.
Suppose now that our home life could be put
into some permanent form, and then our houses
should be buried by a similar . catastrophe, and
at the end of eighteen centuries be brought to
light. vVhat would they disclose to the curious
investigators of that dav? If, at the great judge
ment, when the world has risen from the grave,.
there shall be a revelation of all secrets and an
exact picture of our homes as they are at pres-·
ent, what shall they see as they gaze upon it?
What does God see there now?
Let it be remembered that every member of a
family has an influence on the home life, and
therefore a responsibility for the character of
the family. Our houses are what you and I
make them. Parents and children, master and
servant, mistress and maid-each and all make
up the family life. Each bears part in the daily
influences which go to make the home. Let it
be repeated: Our homes are what we make
them. And we are what our hearts are.. And
so it comes to this: What does God see in our
hearts? Is the spirit of Jesus there?'

made a contribution to the history of the
period whep. the Israelites were in Egypt
through his decipherment of Assyria11 tablets
found in Egypt, that bids fair to prove of
exceptional importance. The full value, how~
ever, of the discovery in all its bearings, is yet
to be ascertained, but there can be no question
that it is. worthy of attention and study."·
WE also wish to call the attention of our young
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readers to the remarkable instances of divine
interposition, as found recorded in the autobiography of Elder Gland Rodger, that humble,
faithful servant of God, who though tried as in
a furnace of fire seven times heated, yet never
once lost faith in God nor in the divinity and
truth of the latter day work. He rests from his
labors and truly his works do follow him. We
never remember reading Luke's account of this
healing of the lame man, who sat daily at the
gate Beautiful, to ask alms of those going into
the temple, without our heart swelling with
·emotion and tears springing to our eyes. You
have all read it as found in the third of Acts,
:and we know many of your hearts have pulsated even as ours has in the reading.
"Then Peter said, Silver and gold have I none;
but such as I have give I thee: In the name of
Jesus of Nazareth, rise up and walk."
Ah what think you was silver and gold in
·Comparison to this? Can you for one moment
·suppose that that poor cripple would have
accepted in exchange for the strength which
came to his ankle bones as he leaped upon them
and entered into the temple, leaping, shouting
and praising God, all the burnished gold and
magnificent gems which adorned the Beautiful
gate?
But come we now to another scene. It is
more than eighteen hundred years since Peter
said unto this man, Rise up and walk,~and we
·stand not now by the magnificent gate of the
temple at Jerusalem, for the glory of that temple has departed and Jerusalem is trodden
under foot of the Gentiles; but the scen,e is a
cottage in a quiet inland town, wherein dwells
one who has been lame for many years-so
lame that though medical skill had been applied
and all which could be done had been done,
yet many times he was not able to walk a step.
It is not Peter and John who enter beneath his
roof, but thanks to God it is a faithful servant
of the same Master, commissioned by him, even
as those others were commissioned and like
them going from place to place declaring
the glad tidings-not of a resurrected Savior, for that the world has never lost sight ofbut of a resurrected, a restored gospel, lost sight
of lo, these many years! According to the appointed ordinance of the Lord's, house, this
young man administers to the crippled, afflicted
one and he who aforetime was bound of disease,
is now loosed from all his infirmities and himself goes forth to declare the good news of a
restored gospel to mankind. And how few, simple and touching are the words with which the
record closes: "This happened nuder my hands
for which I give God the glory."

Again the scene is changed and we are in the
desert-fastnesses of the far west. 0 God, how
soon has thy church corrupted herself and to
what depths of infamy have sunk those men
who once knew thee, once walked uprightly and
humbly before thee! Banished from civilization-under the ban of suspicion and corralled
like cattle we find Glaud Rodger and for what?
Because he would not sell his birthright of honor and become as vile as those who led Thy
church into such horrible pits of iniquity. Because he loved, honored and feared Thy holy
name, and knew that despite all this wreck and
ruin, this terrible apostasy of the latter day,
God was the author of the work and these
apostates were once his people. Goaded, at
last to desperation by the condition in which
he finds himself, he with others resolves upon
"Freedom or death," and a desperate leap is
made. Are they free? Why is it that out of
all that number but one should be chosen to return and that one Gland Rodger? The question will never be answered this side of eternity; but it was he, and tearing himself from
the clinging embrace of his wife he went back
to his fate. Need any one who has ever been
in Utah be told what, but for the interposition
of God, that fate would have been? Alone, in
a wretched hovel-a dugout-he passes the
night, and who can tell what bitterness of anguish weighs upon his soul? Is this the end of
all his hopes and dreams-this the reward of
all his sacrifice? There passes before him in
rapid review the many blessed hours of sweet
communion-heavenly places in Christ Jesus
-where he has enjoyed communion with his
Maker in company with some of these very
men who now seek his liie. Is God a mythreligion a fable? Nay, but "How art thou fallen, 0 Lucifer, son of the morning." In that
supreme hour of his life Gland Rodger commends himself into the hands of his God and
lays him down and sleeps until the first rays of
light streak the eastern horizon. Why should
he then arise and go forth, for every gate but
one is barred, and by that one, pacing back and
forth, is an armed sentry? They have not
brought him back for the pleasure of seeing his
face once more. He is alone and resistance
is madness.
Going back to the record of Luke we find
that upon one occasion the high priest, filled
with indignation, rose up and thrust the apostles into the common prison. But "the angel
of the Lord by night opened the prison doors,
and brought them forth." Again there is a call
for divine interposition, for the voice of this
man is yet to be lifted up, not only in the land
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af his adoption but in lands beyond the sea,
calling upon sinn'irs to repent, and upon those
who have strayed from the paths of right and
truth, to return unto God. Calmly, serenely he
arises from his bed upon the hard ground and
walks towards the gate. Again, in what unpretentious words the circumstances are recorded.
"Early next morning I arose, and in faith
made my way to the gate where the Sentililel
was standing. There he was pacing to and fro.
I did not halt, but walked past him and he saw
rne not, although I was close to him and it was
broad day light."
Is it not written, "He shall give his angels
charge concerning thee?"
And thus they multiply, these testimonies of
God's work in the latter day, until, if all were
written, there would be no room left for any
{)ne to say that more or greater miracles were
wrought in the days of the apostles than in our
·own day. These are among the testimonies of
which God said, "After your testimony cometh
wrath and indignation upon the people." * * *
Are we as Saints prepared to abide this wrath?

AND now a few words with our friends about
our magazine. The testimonies of its reception
by those outside the church, and the eagerness
with which it is read by them, are still coming
in to us, and though unsolicited, they both
cheer and encourage us in our work. In the
past many of our friends have aided us by sending the magazine to others. It is our intention

EJHTED BY

SCREEN.

Get a pair of folding clothes-bars. Either
gild them or have them painted white. Measure the space between the uprights, and take
one and a half measures in width and double
the length from cross-bar to cross-bar of some
pretty colored cheese cloth. Gather the top,
leaving a little ruffle to stand up, Put one
thickness of cloth on each side of the top bar,
letting it hang below the bottom bar; seam it
together and gather again, leaving a ruffle the
same as at the top. Tack the cloth at intervals
to the wood. The uses of screens are manifold
and manifest, and no two people occupying one
room will ever be willing to give up the use of
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now to help those wishing to do so, by reducing
the cost when used for that purpose. To any
one who is a subscriber. to the magazine at the
regular rate of $1.50 per annum, we will furnish
it to send to friends at $1.00 each. We make
this offer only to those who are already subscribers and themselves pay for the extra copies.
Have you examined our premium list and
have you found among the articles enumerated
any which you would like to have? If so; we
ask that you will not delay in making an effort
to secure it. We are your debtors for past favors and for them we are grateful, but being
mutually dependent, we ask you to continue
them, and we promise to strive in the future, as
we have in the past, to render the magazine
worthy of your patronage and support. We
have reason to believe that in its short life, it
has been the medium of good to the world, and
while we sustain the character of its contents,
we beg our friends will not forget to help in increasing its circulation that .we may reap together.
Our next number will contain an illustration
of Nauvoo, after which we shall resume the
likenesses of elders in the church, together with
some who contribute to its pages.
As the year begins to near its close, we would
be glad to have as many as conveniently can,
who are still owing us on subscription, send in
the money. We do not wish to inconvenience
or distress any one, but from those who can
conveniently do so, we will be glad to receive
payment.

RALO~fE.

a screen if once enjoyed. Besides, though they
are exceedingly decorative, they are yet not
difficult to make at home, and may represent
every degree of expensiveness.
LAUNDRY BAG FOR HANDKERCHIEFS, COLLARS
AND CUFFS.

Take a white damask towel, fold it lengthwise,
sew it up one-third of the side from each end,
leaving one-third of the side open in the center;
turn it on the right side, feather stitch across
the ends with red silk, just above the fringe.
On one pocket have a handkerchief corner
stamped, and on the other the words "Collars
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and Cuffs," outlined with red silk. Tie a bow
in the center with loop to hang it up by.
Ball pen-wipers are made of circles of colored
cloth, each circle three inches in diameter and
twelve are required for the ball. Four colors
should be used, one for each quarter. Gold,
blue, pink and olive form a pretty combination.
Three circles of each color should he cut, and
gold tinsel laid around the edges and overhanded to the cloth with fine gold-colored silk.
Each circle is then folded in quarters and the
points sewed strongly, thus bringing the tinseltrimmed edges together, making four folds or
loops of cloth, between which the pen is to be
wiped. All the circles are treated in the same
manner. A loop of twistPd silk or narrow ribbon may be sewed on to hang it up.
THE WAFFLE MAN.

The chairs, being drawn into a circle, facing
inward, the leader, warning the company that
every smile will cost a forfeit, turns to his lefthand neighbor, and, singing the words to any
familiar monotonous tone, asks him soberly:
Oh, don't you know the \Vaffle man?
Oh, don't you know the Waffle man?
Oh, don't you know the Waffle man
Who lives in Baker's Lane?
The next player must reply, with perfect
gravity, lookidg his questioner full in the face,
and singing the same air:
Oh, yes; I know the vVaffle man, etc.
Then suddenly he turns to his left-hand
neighbor, and asks :
Oh, don't you know the Waffle man? etc., as
before.
The third player replies, staring his questioner in the face without smiling,
Oh, yes; I know, etc.,
and in turn asks his left-hand neighbor. When
the entire circle has been thus questioned, they
all sing, in solemn chorus,
We all well know the Waffle man, etc.
If any circle of players can finish this absurd
performance without producing an enormous
pile of forfeits, they will have proved conclusively that there is not a laugh in their whole
composition.
Now, as the weather grows cooler is a good
time for the play of Hare and Hounds. To
those who have read "Tom Brown's School
Days," it will beascoals to Newcastle, but there
may be some among our young readers who do
not understand this healthful recreation. It is
an old English game and is played like this:
HARE AND HOUNDS.

Choose among your party one who is swift of
foot and ready in resource, to take the part of
the hare; and then, when you Hre all assembled, the game proceeds in the following manner: The hare, who provides himself with a
pocketful of paper cuttings, has ten minutes'
law given him, and away he starts. As ~oon as
he is some distance froni the hounds, he drops
the paper cuttings here and there in his course
to guide the hounds. The paper cuttings are

technically called "the scent." At the expiration of the term allowed for law, the hounds
follow, at the top of their speed, in the.direction indicated by the scent; and the game is
over when the hare is finally caught,-which, if
he be active and ingenious, may take an hour or
more. It is u-ual to elect a huntsman and whipper-in from among the fastest runners. These
direct the hunt, call together the hounds,· and
generally superintend the arrangements. Sometimes the hare is provided with a horn, which he
blows when he considers he is far enough from
his pursuers. The huntsman, too, generally carries a white flag, and the whipper-in a red one;
and, when the scent is struck, off they all go,
till they either find the hare, or proclaim him
lost It is, in this case, the huntsman's part to
seek the trail of the hare, while the whipper-in
keeps his hounds well together till the track is
refound. Then Tally hn! and follow the white
flag, wherever it goes, till the hare is fairly run
to earth. If a long course be taken by the hare;
it is as well that he should provide himself
with a pocket compass, or some other means of
finding his way back to the starting place.
CHILD'S LEGGINGS AND DRAWERS.

For out-door wear this combination pattern
for children will be appreciated as comfortable
and necessary for health so long as it is customary for short dresses to be worn in cold weather:
Take four-fold Germantown yarn and six:
bone needles. Cast on sixty stitches.
·
Knit first and second rows plain.
3d row: S 1, k 1, * o, n; repeat from * to end
of row.
Knit fifty-two rows plain. Narrow at the beginning and end of each 'row for ten rows.
Narrow at the beginning only of ten rows.
There are now thirty-six stitches. Knit two
rows plain. On the next row * k 2, p 2; repeat
from * to end of row.
Knit in this manner twelve rows; in the next
seventeen rows decrease ten stitches thus=
Narrow at the beginning and end. of the 1st,
4th, 7th, 11th, 14th; knit the alternate rows
plain.
There are now twentv-six stitches. Knit
three rows plain, then form the instep. With
the right side of the work toward you, knit off
eighteen stitches, leaving eight on the left-hand
needle unknit; turn the work and knit ten
stitches; this leaves eight unknit on the righthand needle. Take another needle, knit these
ten stitches that form the instep until there are
sixteen rows. Narrow at the beginning and
end of next row.
Now pick up eight stitches (one for every two
rows) down the left-band side or edge of the instep and knit them, then knit the eight stitches
on the left-hand side of the ankle.
Turn the work, knit the eight stitches again,
and those also at the left of the instep and the
stitches across the toe or bottom of the instep.
Now pick up and knit eight stitches on the
right-hand side and the eight at the right side of
of the ankle. Knit three rows plain and bind
off loosely on the wrong side. Sew on a strap
to pass under the foot, and finish at the top
with elastic ribbon or cord and tassels.·
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THOUGHT.
BY ELDER

HE~IAN

''WHATSOEVER things are true,
whatsoever things are honest, whatsoever things are just, whatsoever things
are pure, whatsoever things are lovely,
whatsoever things are of good report; if
there be any virtue, and if there be any
praise, think on these things."-Paul.
If we are to be judged by what we do,
by ourworks, why should we think? Is
there a reward to be given for thought?
Can you find any where in God's word a
reward offered to him who thinks?
I heard a minister say to one who was
seeking peace at the altar, "Do not stop
to think; the moment yon stop to think
you begin to doubt." \Vhen I questioned
the correctness of this advice, the above
questions were propounded to me. I answered, "~Whether any thing is to be
gained by thought or not, Paul advises us
to think, and he who advises not to think,
is not in harmony with the apostle; besides, one who has been endowed with
sufficient sense to think, can not avoid
thinking of the things he reads when perusing God's word."
All the peace, all the happiness, all the
joy, all the praise, all the glory, derived
from God's word to sweeten life and
inform the judgment comes through
thought.
Paul instructs us to think on truth, because by so doing the beauty of truth is
idelibly stamped upon our minds; and we
become more true, more honest by thinking on honesty; more just by thinking on
justice; more pure by thinking on purity;
more loving by thinking on things which
are lovely; more exemplary by thinking
Dn things which are of good report; more
virtuous by thinking on virtue; more
worshipful by thinking on praise; and

C. SMITH.

who, from sad experience, does not know
that we are more inclined to lustful acts
when thinking on lustful things; and that
when we think of evil things, the temptation to do evil is greater? The thought
is the seed, the act the jhtit prod need by
the seed, and "hy their fruits ye shall
know them."
The husbandman who sows, is not directly paid for the seed or the work of
sowing it, but he receives remuneration
by the fruit produced, so he wisely concludes that the sowing pays.
If no direct reward for thought is
promised, we are promised a reward for
the fruits of thought, and he who is wise
will conclude that it pays to think. Reader, should you ever be advised to do without thought that which concerns your
t~mporal or spiritual good, reject that aclVlce.

God gave you your thinking faculties
and will never ask you to yield them, nor
will he hold you guiltless, if you surrender these precious gift;;. He will help
you to think by informing your judgment,
quickening your conceptions, and enlarging your understanding, but he will never
lead you without your agency, nor will he
justify you in putting yourself under
spirit control to the forsaking of your
own volition.
vVhat you are to-day you have been
made by thought. You are not now what
you have been, your desires, your anticipations, and your sense of right have been
changed. This change has come to you
as the result of the thoughts you have entertained. You will not remain what you
now are, you must still change. Choose
well then yonr thoughts, for upon them
depend your future character, whether the
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change shall leave you better or worse
than you now are. Bid farewell to your
present condition, this day, this hmw, you
must leave it; this moment the busy brain
is at work, impressions being made which
gradually change you. Are you ascending to occupy higher ground, or descending to revel in lust and sin? vV eigh well
this question, for not only your own future
happiness and usefulness depend in a
measure upon what you are now thinking,
but the influence you are to exercise upon
others is effected therebv.
Oh heed the admoniti-on of the apostle,
"Think on these things," and think now!
True, the moulding of our characters
depends much upon our s11rroundings.
But why? Because those surroundings
suggest thought, and thought bears fruit
in action, for which we are to be judged.
But, kind reader, we are not obliged to
entertain every thought suggested, else
would the judgment based upon our acts
be unjust. This principle often cheers
me in my ministry; for I know, whether
we see men turning to Christ or not, that
if we are successful in engaging their
minds, but for a few moments, upon principles of truth that they are benefitted
thereby. The channel of evil thought has
been interrupted, and as a pebble dropped
in the water causes the wave to circle
round until it lashes the farther shore, so
will this truth, launched upon the ocean
of thought, send out its effects until they
lash the shores of eternity. They may
forget our words, they may even forget
us, but the thought we suggested, if honestly considered, has done its work.
It is well to read, it is well to hear the
expression of others' thought, but these
benefit us only as they suggest thought to
our own minds. It is not the amount we
read or hear, but the character of the
things suggested, which is useful to us.
The suggesting of higher, purer, nobler
thoughts than can be derived from man
or earthly surroundings is the only purpose served by God revealing his will,
and if such thoughts do not come to us
we have received no profit from the word.
Young friend, if your ambition is to
learn the words of great men simply that
you may repeat them, the world does not
need you. Science has removed the necessity of your existence by inventing a
machine to do your work which will be
less in the way than you are. But if, af-

ter reading, you will calmly weigh the
matter, reason upon it, enlarge upon the·
ideas expressed, and give the world the·
benefit of your earnest, honest thought,
men will cheerfully give you room in the
great arena of life, and the influence of
your thought will flow in ten thousand
channels, continually blessing the world
even after your body has mouldered in
the dust, and your name has been forgotten by men. Upon this principle it was
said of Abel, "He being dead, yet speaketh."
Better, however, that you should never
think than that your thought should be of
that natnre that the influence diffused
would curse the world, for it will yet be
said of you, as of another, "Better never·
have been born." Then think well, think
carefully, think wisely, and entertain, no·
not for a moment, an evil thought, cherish
not an e.nclean thing, banish from your
mind every lustful, unchaste desire as you
would shake a viper from your bosom; for
the effects are more vital, more dangerous,.
more deadly to your interests. Read what
Jesus says of him who looketh to lust.
Thought has given us all the labor ~av
ing inventions of the age, it has unlocked
the mysteries of science, and triumphantly utilized the forces of nature for the·
benefit of man. Forces, too, never mentioned in God's revelations to men, but
wisely left by him for man to find out and
apply by the use of intelligence given.
Man can not create, but he can discover
principles ordained by the Infinite One
and use them, thus becoming a co-worker
with God.
When he unchained the lightning from
the clouds and so utilized it as to transmit
his thoughts to earth's remotest bounds in
an instant of time, or turned darkness into
light, he created nothing, but simply
learned how to labor in harmony with
God. When he discovered how to ·utilize
the power of steam, until the commerce of'
the world is borne over land and sea by
its use, he only leamed a principle which
had existed since creation's morn. He·
became a laborer together with God by
working in harmony with His law. Had
man always been contented to copy what.
his fathers had d.one, these and a thousand
other useful things had never been invented. We would have been happy only
upon the principle that "ignorance isbliss."
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In spiritual things the principle is the
same. Paul flays, "We are laborers together with God." A later revelation
says, "I~et him that laboreth in the ministry and him that toileth in the affairs of
the men of business and of work, labor together with God." The on)y difference
being, help is given by revelation, and by
the influence of God's Spirit to lift our
thoughts into a higher realm, leading us
to consider things which the natural mind

can not fathom, and enabling us to under-.
stand the operation of higher laws than
we could otherwise comprehend.
Then let me urge you again in the language of the apostle, "Whatsoever things
are true, whatsoever things are honest,
whatsoever things are just, whatsoever
things are pure, whatsoever things are
lovely, whatsoever things are of good report, if there be any virtue and if there be
any praise, THI:NK ON THESE THINGS.

THE SONG AT NIGHT.
The day was dark with threatened rain,
The clouds hung low and dreary,
I heard the mournful winds complain
\Vith voices sad and eerie;
They whispered tales of other days,
When love and I together
Went drifting o'er youth's happy ways,
In springtime's perfect weather.

From out the valley, just below,
Where whip-poor-wills were calling,
Across the bridge I heard him go,
"Where fragrant dews were falling;
Along the darksome road he sangNo sadness did he borrowClear, sweet, and strong his rich Yoice rang,
"We're going home to-morrow!"

I set my heart in tune forlorn
With all their mournful sighing;
I let my eyes seek out each thorn
Along my pathway lying.
J'IIy star of hope was in eclipse
'Neath clouds that knew no rifting;
And love and faith, dismantled ships,
O'er woe's dark waves were drifting.

Still farther up the valley sweet
He sang the promise olden,
"For weary feet awaits a street
Of wondrous pave, and golden."
The night birds ceased their songs to hear,
An eeho strove to borrow
The singers words, now faint but clear,
"vVe're going home to-morrow."

The household slept; but I, alone,
Unsoothed by stars' soft splendor,
To unresponsive night made moan
Through twilight still and tender;
As dark my mood as was the night,
Her somber garments wearing,
Till through my darkness fell a light
Some traveler homeward faTing.

vVe're going home-blest be the song !
vVhy should we walk in sorrow?
The way, ~;hough rough, will not be long;
"\Ve're going home to-morrow."
0 wounds that bleed, 0 hearts that roam!
From this, new courage borrow;
Let in the light that shines from Home,
''We're going home to-morrow."
-Selected.

PROPER ENTERTAINMENT FOR CHILDREN.
f::tHRIL.DREN can easily be won to a loving
~ interest in those means and agencies which
tend to their good; and if parents have refined tastes, and have learned to find enjoyment
in elevating occupations, they need have little
difficulty in bringing their children to be sharers
with them in the line of their best impulses and
endeavors. But in many an instance the parent
takes it for granted that because he would
rather get than give, his ·child must feel the
same way; and that because he enjoys a silly
show or a noisy demonstration rather than a

quiet hour or an instructive lesson, his child
must have the same perverted taste. Thus it
happens that parents often lower their children's standard of enjoyment by their very endeavor to conform to their children's standard
so far. And there are instances of children
bringing their parents to their own higher
standard by a timely word or a winsome example.
The Hartford Evening Post gives a pleasant
illustration in this line from real life in the
Connecticut capital. "The father of a very
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interesting boy of five years old," it says "has
been taking him of late to the polo and bperahouse [the theatre] attractions. At the polo
games the little fellow was considerblv disturbed on account of the harshness of the' sport
.and decided not to go again. His success at th~
opera-house was not less disappointing. A play
with a few touches of tragedy was on the boards,
.and the child was glad enough to get home.
Finally, the father, who was an intelligent mechanic, said to the boy: 'Where shall I take
you? You don't like the polo game, and you
don't want to go to the theater again.' 'I'll tell
you, papa, said the little fellow, 'take me to
church and Sunday-school.' The child's mother is accustomed to take him to both of these

places, but the father has not been with him."
The Hartford paper adds: "There is a strong
probability that the father will go hereafter
with the little one.''
The lesson of that incident might well be
learned by many a parent who thinks that the
"entertainments" which suit his taste are not
suited to the purer tastes of his children, and
by many a superintendent also, who thinks
that Christmas theatricals will be more pleasing to his scholars generally than would be a
service of praise and of Christian giving. The
child in the midst of the disciples is as truly
a pattern for the disciples of to-day as it was
for the disciples in the days of our Lord.-Sel.

THE DUTY OF BELIEVING SOMETHING.

··u

POSITIVE belief of some kind is
/ 1 essential to a man's manhood. He
. who has no belief, is without the chief
impelling power in human nature; and,
whatever are his other qualities and possessions, he can never be a fully furnished
man in his sphere of influence and action.
The better a man's belief, the better it is
for the man; but even apart from the
question of the quality of his belief, the
fact of his having a belief of any sort is
to his advantage. The worst belief in
the world is better than no belief; and
from that starting-point all the way up
'the scale, it is the man's measure of belief
that decides the measure of the man himself.
It is a common thought to connect the
idea of creed or belief with narrowness of
mind and bigotry of spirit, and to consider laxity of belief as practically synonymous with liberality of mind and soul.
But as a matter of fact there is not necessarily any bigotry in even the strictest
belief; and there is in a sense no possibility of true liberality except as a result
of a positive belief. Love is the very
essence of belief; while bigotry is an
exhibit of a lack of love. 'fhe word "belief" is but another form of the term "by
love." Its primitive meaning is, a conviction that comes by love for a truth
that is deemed worthy of love. "ljberality" is a word from the same root as
love, or belief.
It indicates a loving
spirit toward others; and in the nature
of things a spirit of love will show itself
alike in all directions,-toward the truth

and toward those who need the light of
truth. Bigotry, on the other hand, is in
its essence unloving. It does not grow
out of a love of truth, but out of a hatred
of those who are supposed to oppose the
truth; and it is quite as likely to show
itself in those who dislike narrow-minded
believers as in those who are narrowminded in their belief. A traditional
origin of the word "bigot" is in the exclamation of a duke of Normandy, who,
on being ordered to kiss the foot of King
Charles, replied vehemently, "Ne se, bi
Gott!"-"N ot so, by God!" . Or, in other
words, the first "bigot" is supposed to
have been a man who was intense in his
opposition to the narrow bounds of the
customs of his day. And as a matter of
fact the spirit of bigotry, or of unloving
intolerance, is, and always has been, ,
found in some of its worst phases in the
minds and hearts of those who abhor
creeds and creed-lovers. A positive belief is consistent with the largest liberality, and the lack of a positive belief is
often the accompaniment, if not the cause,
of a narrow-minded illiberality-in the
spirit of the intensest bigotry.
A religious belief is, and always has
been, a characteristic of man in his purest
and noblest outreaehings toward the unseen and the infinite. The highest attainments and the highest aspirations of the
human soul have ever been in the direction of man's religious beliefs. And the
strongest incentives to personal well-doing, to acts of self-denying and self-forgetful devotion to the good of others, and
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to the surrender of one's person, one's
possessions, and one's very life, in proof
of fidelity to principle and to truth, have
always had their center in those beliefs.
There has been much of bigotry on the
part of those who have had positive beliefs in the realm of religious truth, and
again, there has been much of liberality
on the part of such believers. The bigotry has been an evidence of the bad spirit
of those who held the beliefs, and who
were bitter against those who did not
hold them. "rhe liberality has been the
outgrowth of that spirit of love which is
the essence of every true belief, and which
ought to show itself in every direction
and toward all.
A religious belief of some kind is a
duty; for a religious belief is an essential
part of a man's truest manhood. What
men believe, is really of less importance
than that men believe something. There
is a measure of excuse for persons who
have a wrong belief in matters of religion,
but there is no excuse for those who have
no belief in- such matters. In the one
case the person may have been wrongly
taught or unwisely influenced; but in the.
other case there is a lack of personal
character, or of the assertion of character;
and for that lack the individual is immediately responsible. He who is without
a positive belief in matters of religion is
without the chiefest distinguishing trait
of an intelligent and fully developed human being; and if he does not know
enough to be ashamed of his lack, it is to
his discredit in every way. Error of
religious opinion is bad enough; but it is
not so bad as emptiness of religious
opinion.
Mr. James Russell Lowell, who would
not be called a religious bigot, said, on
this point, in an address in London, while
he was the American :Minister there:
"The worst kind of religion is no religion
at all; and those men who live in ease
and luxury, indulging themselves in 'the
amusement of going without religion,'
may be thankful that they live in a land
where the gospel they neglect has tamed
the beastliness and ferocity of the men
who, but for Christianity, might long ago
have eaten their bodies like the South
Sea Islanders, or cut off their heads and
tanned their hides, like the monsters of
the French Revolution." And here, incidentally, Mr. Lowell, emphasized the
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truth, that the bitterest spirit of bigotry
and intolerance that has been known
within the bounds of the civilized world
in modern times, was among "the monsters of the French Revolution," who
were monsters because of their lack of
any positive religious belief.
There is no commoner error, nor is
there a greater one, in the realm of religious thought,-or in the realm of thought
about religion,-than in supposing that
liberality of opinion consists largely in
refusing to believe what others believein this realm. ·whereas, true liberality
. consists in having a belief which will
take in the measure of truth that is in
every creed, and which includes more
than is specifically defined in any or all
of them. "I am very liberal," says one.
"I am too liberal to believe all that is in
your creed." "Well, do you believe all
that is in the Bible?" "No, I don't believe all the Old Testament stories."
"Do you believe what is taught in the
New Testament?" "I don't believe in
Paul's theology." "Do you believe the
words of Jesus?" "I don't believe that
he was divine." "You are telling me
what you don't believe. Will you tell me
what you clo believe?" "Well, I don't
think it makes much difference what a
man believes, if only he cloes right." "And
now will you just tell me how a man can
know what is right, and what it is that
he ought to clo in order to fare as well as
the best of men, unless he has some welldefined belief concerning duty here and
destiny hereafter'?"
In a small gathering of clergymen,all of whom loved to be known as "liberal Christians," and some of whom were
liberal, while others were not,- a young
pastor read an essay on freedom of religious thought, in which he expressed himstrongly against all creeds and positive
beliefs concerning the here or the hereafter, as only hindrances to a man's individual progress in thinking and doing.
Among those who listened with thoughtful interest to that paper was the largebrained and large-hearted James Freeman
Clarke, and when it came his turn to comment upon it, he said, with gentle and
considerate firmness: "I appreciate most
heartily the spirit of our young brother
in his well-written paper; but I think he
has made one mistake in outlining the
necessities of a successful life voyage.
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Every navigator may choose for himself
his ultimate destination; but he must
intend to go somewhere, or his voyage is
a dead failure from the start. I find a
shipmaster with a fine vessel well supplied
with stores for a voyage, and I ask. him
where he is going. 'Oh, I hav'nt any
particular destination!' he answers. 'I'm
going to weigh anchor, and spread my
sails, and leave it to the winds and tides
to take me where they will. I've no confidence in charts; so I'll not follow them.
I've no need of a compass; for that is of
service only when a navigator decides his
own course. I'll not follow any old tracks ..
I'll simply go on a voyage.' Now, however conscientious and well-meaning that
captain is, I think he makes a fatal mistake. If I am in command of a ship, I
want to sail for somewhere. Whether
it's Greenland, or the· Indian Ocean, or
Cape Horn, or Madagascar, I'll have some
port in view, and I'll go for it. And I
think any man makes a great mistake
who has not enoug~ of a creed to sail
by-for somewhere."
No man, young or old, ought to be satisfied with knowing what he does not believe. It is his duty to know what he does

believe, and to make that belief the purpose of his life-course, until another belief, a larger belief, or a better belief, has
control of him; for no life is worth living
that is not controlled or directed by a
positive belief for the here and for the
hereafter. And the fuller and truer belief will be surer to come to one who is
already moving along in the line of his
imperfect and it may be his erroneous
belief, than to one who is not moving in
the line of any belief. At Mr. Moody's
students' school at Northfield, last summer, young Mr. Wilder, an evangelist of
the foreign missionary work, said pithily:
"I do not know where I shall work, but,
God helping me, I am going where there
are thousands and millions who have never heard the name of .Jesus. I mean to open
the throttle-valve and steam out on the
main track of the greatest need. If the
Lord wishes me on a side track, he can
switch me off. But even God can not
switch a motionless engine." And as it
is in action, so it is in belief. The only
hope of finally making progress in the
~·ight direction, is in the soul-absorbing
purpose of making progress in sorne direction.
-Editorial in Sunday School Times.·

OUR SHEAVES.
BY RUTH.

WEETLY sounded the refrain, as it
floated out through the open windows of the church, "We shall come rejoicing, bringing in the sheaves." But
the listener sighed as she thought, "Where
are my sheaves? What shall I bring?"
My lot is to toil in weariness and loneliness, day after day, for that which sustains not only my life, but the life of others, and when the home is sought, it is
not to find rest and soothing influences,
but a place where, while its occupants
are shel1ered from the storms of nature's
elements, the fiercer. storms of human
passion break forth with fury, and the
"dinner of herbs" that might have been
endured, if seasoned with love, becomes
doubly hard to bear when, added to poverty is sadness of spirit.

S

Again upon the air float out the words,
"'When our weeping 's over,
He will bid us welcome;
We shall come rejoicing,
Bringing in the sheaves."

\Vords of comfort to a weary one, ready
almost to cry out to heaven, "Why was I
placed here?" The weeping will some
time be over and we shall come with our
sheaves, such as we may gather as we
make the journey of life. It may be, and
hope whispers it shall be, that the future
pathway shall lead through plenteous
fields, where the waving grain invites the
reaper, but here and from this barren field
what can I gather?
"0 weary hearts, storm beat and driven,
And robbed by wintry blasts,
Who hold, through all God's chastening,
His promises so fast."
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Though from the unfruitful field you
gather not such sheaves as others from
more inviting ones, though not one soul
may recognize in your words the Master's
voice; yet "if you faint not," you shall
surely bear home precious sheaves, the
sheaves of patience, of long-suffering, of
,efforts nobly made, that have served to
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ennoble and strengthen your own character, if not the characters of others.
Motive is the soul of action, and He
who looks not upon the outward appearance of man but on his heart, will not so
minutely scan your actions as your motives, nor judge so much from the results
of your labor as from the earnestness of
the endeavor.

EVIDENCES OF GOD'S CARE FOR HIS CHILDREN.
HIS FAITHFULNESS TO HIS PROJIIISES IN THESE LAST DAYS AS IN FORMER DAYS.
BY ELON.

CHAPTER I.

T was in the spring of 1848 that a young
man just past twenty-one years of age,
in obedience to a call from God through
the authority of the church, and in answer
to the whisperings and impressions of the
Spirit of God, bade farewell to all that
was dear to him on earth, and started out
without purse or scrip, to preach the gospel of the kingdom of God to an unbelieving world. He had given the last of his
earnings except one half penny, to spread
the cause of truth, and with a strong faith
in Him who had said to his disciples of
ancient times, "Take no thought for the
morrow," and again, "Take no thought
for your life, what ye shall eat or what ye
shall drink; nor yet for your body, what
ye shall put on. Is not the life more than
meat, and the body than raiment?"
He bowed his neck to the yoke, that he
might be one of the instruments in God's
hands in bursting the fetters of sin and
unbelief from the necks of his fellow men,
and proclaiming a free and a full salvation to all.
His learning was very limiteJ, his tallents undeveloped, and his experience had
been full of bitterness to his soul, and not
such as to qualify him for the solemn
duties and responsibilities of a minister
{)f Christ. All this he fully realized; but
he also realized that God had called him
to the work, and he believed he would
qualify him to perform it. He had not
taken up this duty because he thought
himself qualified, for he knew he was not.
Nor because he loved to be an object for
the public gaze. It was his very nature
to shrink from this. It was not because

I

his own voice was music to his ears; for
he would far rather listen to the wisdom
of God through other lips, realizing that
he needed to be taught instead of attempting the role of teacher. No; he felt the
divine impulse pressing him forward to
the work, and to withstand God would
have been base ingratitude, and he would
have failed in his duty to his fellow men.
But even this inborn feeling was not
enough; he waited the dictatiQn of the
Almighty through his authorized channel;
and when that came he conferred not
with flesh and blood, but humbly seeking
divine aid, he entered with trembling
limbs and a faltering heart upon his
arduous life work.
I have stated that he went "without
purse or scrip," and some may wonder
what this means. I will tell you what it
meant to him. It meant to leave all that
was dear of earthly friends and things of
the world behind him, and go out into an
unbelieving world, without hope of any
earthly reward, not even expecting to
receive honors or fame from the world,
but on the other hand, its jeers, its scorns
and hatred; yea, its persecution; for his
divine Master has said: "If they have persecuted me, they will persecute you also."
And one of the inspired apostles has testified: "All that will live godly in Christ
Jesus shall suffer persecution." It further
meant to him, that he must go, depending upon God alone to provide for his
wants, and that his labors were not
to be like other men's; a means of accumulating and laying up earthly treasures
as the reward of his toil; but he must
labor and wait until his work on earth
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was done, and approved of the divine Master. Then, and not till then, he expected
to hear the welcome, 'vVell done, good
and faithful servant; enter thou into the
joy of thy Lord." And this he understood, must be his life work, let that life
be long or short.
He was sent out like all the rest of
God's servants, to prove the world; yea,
and to prove himself too, and by this
means he would be enabled to prove God.
It is not intended to write a biography,
or a sketch of travels, but simply to give a
few incidents, showing the faithfulness of
God to his promises.
I realize that real helps to faith, a true
and abiding faith,. in the hearts and minds
of the young, must be based upon solid
facts; indeed th~ narratives must be narratives of fact. A faith based upon fiction
is groundless and will fail the holder in
the hour of greatest need. Fiction may
be poetical, but it is only fiction. It may
breathe good sentiments, and may have a
worthy purpose, but it lacks the essential
element of truth. The only true foundation for a true and intelligent faith, is
truth. The soldier of the cross, armed
with this, will be enabled to conquer the
world. He will be nerved with a quiet,
unassuming, dauntless courage that will
brave the greatest dangers, overcome the
mightiest obstacles and fearlessly face the
deadliest foe. Let a man truly believe
that God is on his side, and he. fears no
evil.
The purpose of the writer is to encourage the young soldier in the army of the
Lord, and to strengthen, if possible, his
faith in the cause for which he is doing
battle.
Hence nothing but truth and
facts will he recorded~on these pages;
facts known to the writer, and not gathered from hearsay, or from histories.
The writer well remembers the first
meal he ate after be started on his mission of love. Wearied and hungry, he
called at a little old cottage on the roadside, occupied by an aged couple, father
and mother Hodson, poor in this world's
goods, but rich in the faith of the everlasting gospel; and after breaking the
bread of life to them, in private conversation, they insisted upon his partakipg
with them of their frugal meal, which
consisted of bread and a little bacon' fat
spread thereon, and a cup of coffee, made
from burnt crusts of bread. It was not

an inviting meal, even to an hungry man,
and an epicure would have turned away
from it in disgust; but it was the best
they had, and it was given with as good
a heart, and as free a hand, as ever gave
food to the hungry. It was eaten in the
true spirit of gratitude, both to God and:
this aged couple; and I doubt not but the
blessing of heaven was left upon their
heads and hearts, as the traveler wended
his way to the place of his labor.
He preached his maiden sermon in the
city of Litchfield, Staffordshire, England,
and was blest with good liberty, and was
greatly praised by the few Saints for the
talent manifested. It is possible he was
elated and forgot to give the praise where
it belonged.
But his self-glorification did not last
long. His second sermon was delivered
in West Bromwich. He took as bis text
Acts 2: 38, and he did not depart from it;
in fact he could say nothing else. His
mind was confused, and he could think
of nothing more. He soon took his seat
in confusion, and bitterly said. to himself,
"Charley, if that is the best you can do,
you had better go home and stay there."
But He who had called him, had taken
this means to teach him a lesson-a lesson of entire dependence upon God for
spiritual power as well as for "daily
bread." This lesson he received, and
kissed the rod that smote him; nor did
he ever forget it. He had learned that
without the aid of the Holy Spirit, no
man can preach the gospel of Jesus
Christ; and, thank God, he learned at
this early period never to attempt to
preaeh that gospel without seeking the
divine aid. Since then he has heard able
and very eloquent men attempt the work,
as it appeared to him, in their own
strength; but while they uttered eloquent
wordR of ponderous sound, and even kept
to the letter of the word, the Spirit and
power were lacking; and, these lacking,
it failed to be the gospel of Christ; for
"It ls tlw power of God 'Lmto salvcdion."
Another lesson his Heavenly Father
taught him in a dream. In this dream he
seemed to be on the top of a lofty building, from which he appeared to fall, and
as he fell through the air, it seemed as
though all his vital powers gathered
around his heart, and he felt all the sensations a person would feel in falling
from a great height; hut ere he could
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reach t,he ground he awoke. And this
thought fiashec1 instantly into his mind,
"Never try to climb or aspire to power
and position other than that to which God
shall call you." This lesson has ever been
with him, and he has always shunned,
rather than sought for elevated positions
in the church of God. And whenever he
sees a person seeking for place and power,
or in other words responsible positions in
the church, he is satisfied they neither
understand themselves nor the great responsibilities they covet.
After he had been traveling three
months, he was appointed to preach in
the very ancient town of Bridgenorth, in
the county of Shropshire; and on his way
he visited his mother and preached the
gospel to her, and on leaving her she put
a silver sixpence in his hand and bade
him God speed. Passing through a village, where was a small branch of the
church, called the vV ordsley branch, he
broke to them the bread of life. The
Saints had noticed that his shoes were
poor, ancl though they were poor and few
in number, they, unsolicited, put their
means together ancl bought a new pair of
boots and presented them to him. The
shoes he had on he had worn in the latter
part of his apprenticeship, and since his
majority; they had been mended by a woman shoe-maker; and in parting with
them he felt as though he was parting
with an old friend, and penned the following lines as a last token of friendship:
Farewell, old shoes, ,,-e're going to part,
You have faithful been both sole and heart;
In bonds of servitude you've stood,
·while not a murmur has been heard.
Some sixteen months vou've borne the test
Of summer's heat and 'winter's blast;
Some six months back you were new ta.pt,
Both fore and heel, while some folks laugh'd
To think that yon were done by woman,
But still I find yon've worn a good one.
\Vith very little alteration,
In von I' \'e been to take salvation
To thousands of my fellow men;
\Vith whom I soon must meet again.
\Ve've traveled near twelve hundred miles,
But now your rival on me smiles.
Come, fare you well, shake hands, good bye!
If hands you have, though none I spy.
You, I must leave to some poor "creetur,"
Good bye, old shoes, I have some better.
With his feet now comfortably er!cased in a pair of new boots, he bowed in
acknowledgment to the Divine One, who
hacl promised to provide, and had given
this signal instance of his care; and full
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of gratitude to the kind-hearted Saints,
he wended his way toward the city of his
destination. On that journey he received
another evidence of Gocl's fatherly care.
He had yet twenty miles to walk, and
while thinking of his mission, the thousands of strange faces he must meet there,
while he was an entire stranger to all, ancl
thinking of his lonesome condition in that
crowded city, the thought, "How shall I
live," rushed to his mind; and then came
the assurance that his heavenly Father
hacl taken that matter in charge. But it
was his privilege and duty to ask Him for
his daily bread. vVhile thus pondering,
he came to a large hut lone tree in a
lonely part of the road. He knelt under
its wide spreading branches, and poured
out his soul before the Lord, reminding
him that he had called him, that he had
not run without being serit; and then in
his simplicity, he held the silver sixpence
in his hand and told the Lord that was
his all of earthly wealth, and prayed him
to open his way before him.
Confident
that his prayer would be answered, he renewed his journey; but being a stranger,
he lost his way. He came to a sequestered spot, concluded to rest, and sat clown
upon a knoll for that purpose. He took
out his pencil and paper to put his
thoughts into a rhyme, in his poor way,
for he was neither a good penman nor
grammarian. But he hacl no sooner prepared to write, than suddenly a strange
breeze sprang up around him ancl filled
him with a feeling of unrest, and with it
came the vivid impression that he must
move on. He obeyed and soon found
himself in a forest, Enfield Forest it proved to be. The rain began to fall. In
the distance he saw a temporary cabin,
built of poles, ancl thinking it might give
him some shelter, it being empty, he
entered, and here the former thought of
writing some rhymes came to his mind
and he wrote:
Within this cabin lone I sit.
\Vhile thoughts fly swift and true;
Let me compose my mind to write
Of scenes they bring to view.
I've left mv friends at His command,
And all that's dear to me;
To gain a, seat at the right hand
Of Him who :first loved me.
His words come to me as I sit,
Words uttered here below,
Foxes have holes, likewise the birds
Have nests where they may go;
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But he, the Son of Man, had none,
There was no place of rest
For him, of all the heavenly host
The brightest and the best.
And; as the thought my mind takes in,
0, Father, what am I
Compared with him, Thine only Son,
Thou gavest once to die!
And though my lot should be the same,
I can rejoice in Thee,
And every need for his dear sake,
Thou wilt supply to me.

A young gentleman, about his own age,
·darkened the doorway of the cabin. The
writer of the verses looked up, when the
visitor accosted him with, "What are you
doing here, my man? Has the keeper
•seen you?"
The answer was, "I am sheltering from
the rain; the keeper has not seen me."
The gentleman replied, "It is well.
Had the keeper seen yon, he would have
taken you up; you are on trespass.''
'Then, seeing the writing of the traveler,
he asked: "What are you doing there,·poetizing?
A blush suffused our traveler's face, for
he hardly dare call his scribble, poetry;
but he answered in the affirmative.
"Shall I read it?" came the quick rejoinder.
·
"With pleasure," was the prompt reply. But the writing was so poor the
:gentleman soon gave up the task, and re-

quested the writer of the above lines to
read them. He did so, and at the close
of the reading, the gentleman, who had
drank in every word, and had his curiosity more thoroughly aroused, now enquired, " What are you, my man.'!!'
"An Elder of the Church of Jesus
Christ, sent out without purse or scrip to
preach the gospel of Jesus Christ to the
world. Shall I preach it to you, Sir?"
"Yes, my man," he replied.
The Elder then unfurled the gospel
banner, declaring the rich treasures of
the same, and its power to bless and save·
as anciently. He occupied about twenty
minutes, while his auditor paid the strictest attention, and at the close of the discourse remarked:
"It all looks very reasonable, indeed."
With this saying, he put his hand into
his pocket, and handed the elder a silver
crown piece, or five shillings in English
money. The young Elder thanked him
with a grateful heart, for his unsolicited
kindness; and then made bold to enquire
the stranger's name.
"Lord Stanford," was the unassuming
reply.
Then with unbounded gratitude he
thanked the Lord of heaven ctnd earth for
sending Lord Stanford to him with money, in answer to his child-like prayer
offered under that lonely tree.
(To be continued):

THE USES OF AN ENEMY.
~EMARK the use of an enemy; 1. The
1 \ having one is a proof that you are
somebody. Wishy washy, empty, worthless people never have enemies. Men who
never move, never run against anything;
.and when a man is thoroughly dead and
utterly buried, nothing ever runs against
him. To be run against is a proof of
existence and position; to run against
something is a proof of motion.
2. An enemy is, to say the least, not
partial to you. He will not flatter. He
will not exaggerate your virtues. It is
-very probable that he will slightly magnify your faults. The benefit of that is
two-fold; it permits you to know that you
have faults, and it makes them of such
•Size as to be visible and manageable. Of
-course, if you have a fault you desire to

know it, when you become aware that you
have a fault you desire to correct it. Your
en·emy does for you this valuable work
which your friend can not perform.
3. In addition your enemy keeps you
wide awake. He does not let you sleep
at your post. There are two that always
keep watch, namely, the lover and the.
hater. Your lover watches that you may
sleep. He takes off noises, adjusts surroundings that nothing may disturb you.
Your hater watches that you may not
sleep. He stirs you up when you are napping.
He keeps your faculties on the
alert.
Even when he does nothing he
will have put you in such a state of mind
that you can not tell what he will do next,
and the mental qui vive must be worth
something.
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BESSIE'S PRAYER.

He is a detective among your friends.
You need to know who your friends are,
and who are not, and who are your enemies. The last of these three will discriminate the other two. \Vhen your enemy
goes to one who is neither friend nor
enemy and assails you, the indifferent one
will have nothing to say or chime in, not
because he is your enemy, but because it
is so much easier to assent than to oppose,
and especially than to refute. But your
friend will take up a cudgel for you on
the instant. He will deny everything and
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insist on proof, and proving is very hard
work. There is scarcely a truthful man
in the world that could· afford to undertake to prove one-tenth of his truthful
assertions. Your friend will call your
enemy to the proof, and if the indifferent
person, through carelessness, repeats the
assertions of your enemy, he is soon made
to feel the inconvenience thereof by the
zeal your friend manifests. Follow your
enemy round and you will find your
friends, for he will have developed them
so that they can not be mistaken.
-Selected.

BESSIE'S PRAYER.
BY W. C. C.

mHE papa of little five year old Bessie
J 1"
Balfour was very sick. Bessie was
·one of the most faithful and interested
scholars of the Woodbine Sunday School.
She loved her papa dearly, and she was
so attentive at school that she had got
that living faith that all good little Sunday School scholars should have, that
,God would not only hear but answer
prayer; so, when her papa was being torn
,and racked with pain, at one time when
he was at the worst, we found Bessie off
in a dark bedroom, by herself, on her
knees by her couch, praying to God to
heal him. The following imperfect lines
were suggested by the incident:
0, God above, my mamma says
That you our Heavenly Father are;
That in your hands 8re all our ways;
So of course you'll hear my prayer.
For when I ask mv father here
For what I want so bad,
He smiles and calls me "little dear,"
And tries to make me glad.
Our Father in heaven above, I know
Can do all things that's good,

If we ask in love and faith; for so

The Bible says he would.
And once when ma was very ill,
She sent for Bro. D--;
He prayed for God to make her well;
That prayer was heard you Eee.
So, God in heaven, I know you hear,
And answer us as ~·ell;
So now to little Bess draw near,
That she your love may tell.
0, Lord, now hear; my papa bless;
Let pain and sickness flee;
Fill all our hearts with thankfulness,
And love, and joy in thee.
So prayed our darling little Bess,
Though only five years old.
Can God do else but answer yes ;
Such faith and love behold?
To those who saw the bursting heart;
Beheld the blinding tears,
Her simple faith in (jod impart,
'1\1id struggling hopes and fears.
No doubt could come but God would hear;
Such wondrous faith would bless;
And thanks and praise to God above,
He heard our little Bess !

WooDBINE, Iowa, July 18th.

THE BANES OF

DO~IESTIC

LIFE AND THEIR ANTIDOTES.

THE banes of domestic life are littleness, falsity, vulgarity, harshness, scolding, vociferation,
,an incessant issuing of superfluous prohibitions and orders, which are regarded as impertinent
interferences with the general liberty and repose, and are provocative of rankling or exploding
resentments. The blessed antidotes that sweeten and enrich domestic life are refinement, high
.aims, great interests, soft voices, quiet and gentle manner, magnanimous tempers, forbearance
from all unnecessary commands of dictation, and generous allowances of mutual freedom. Love
makes obedience lighter than liberty. Man wears a noble allegiance, not as a collar, but as a
:garland. The graces are never so lovely as when seen waiting on the virtues; and where they
thus dwell together, they make a heavenly home.-Sel.
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WHO

SINNED?

BY JOAN.

CHAPTER I.
"No sound was in the woodlands,
Save the squirrel's dropping shell,
And the golden leaves among the boughs,
Low rustling as they fell."

DICTURE the tented camp of our Fall
1~ Re-union, or as it was termed at the
beginning of our story, the Fall Conference, you who have never been and you
who have, go back in memory and live
over again the two weeks of that memorable time, and follow the lives of a few
whom you may have met there. A slight
figure in dark grey we will follow to the
door of this tent, where she pauses a moment. She is not even pretty, but is a
favorite with all, for her sweet, kind face,
and thoughtful, considerate ways.
"Peeping again! Come in, Dor." And
the speaker half rose and re-folded the
letter she was reading.
Doris Smith entered and looked around
the tent at the half dozen girls lounging
near Lola Stewart. Around the tent were
open satchels, band-boxes, umbrellas, rubbers, cloaks, combs, brushes and glasses;
all seemingly forgotten and neglected.
"Why on earth don't you come outside?" said Doris. "It is lovely! You
can see such glorious patches of color in
that little strip of wood on the bluff.
Come, take a walk."
"Walk! We are tired to death," said
lazy Mamie Foster, as the girls called her.
"A walk will rest you;" then spying
Lola's letter, "IR your letter from home?"
"Yes; and just listen, Dor."
"Do, do," chorused the rest.
"It is a real love letter and proposal,
and I am so interested," said sixteen year
old Effie.
·
"So you are being initiated, little girl,
and Dor passed her arm lovingly around
the slight form near her.
''vV ell, Lola, who is the victim this
time?"
"Listen, and see if you rocognize him
in this," and Lola began the reading of a
rather flowery offer of marriage-with
protestations of love·and fidelity. Dora's
cheeks grew scarlet as the readin<Y went
on. Finally she could bear it no ~nger.
Her sense of right and conscience spoke
too plainly within her.

"Stop, Lola; I do not want to hear any
more. That was not intended for other
than your ears. Shame Lola, shame!" and
Dor hurried from the tent, followed by
Effie.
Doris was much older than Lola, yet
they were warm friends. Lola was the
pet and pride of her parents, while Doris
had ever borne a load of care. Lola was;
often keenly rebuked by Doris' .strict sense
of justice and plain dealing. Often her
little flirtations received a mild rebuke
from Doris herself. But Lola loved to·
be "adored" and counted her "beaux" on
her fingers. After a while Dor turned
back toward the tent, saying, "I must go
and tell Lola I was too hasty, but it vexes
me to see her play with a man's love as
with a kitten."
"I believe that is Hyrum Case. Look
Dor!"
"And who is Hyrum Case," asked Doris~
"0, one of the young elders that was
ordained yesterday," said Effie. "He is
from the west; from California, I think.
Lola met him on her trip west and she
says be is just lovely. See, Dor, what a
lovely moustache, and he must be over six
feet tall ! His eyes are blue. I saw him
with Lola last night," and J£ffie chattered
away as the young man passed into a tent
near them.
Dor marked his fine frank face, and
wondered why Lola had not spoken of him
in her letterR. N caring their own tent,.
Effie hurried past to her mother's, while
Dor pam;ed to scrape some mud from her·
neat grey dress. Lola's clear voice came
to her as she stood thus.
"Dor's a dear old duck, but I did want
her to hear what a simpleton Jess Day is.
I wouldn't offend her for the world."
Dor listened unconsciously for the rest.
"Now, don't tell I gave away her bit of
romance." (0,, bow she wanted to fly
away). "You see I knew he was sweet on
Dor, and wanted to pay him back for
treating her so shabbily long ago."
Dor groaned.
Had Lola been mean
enough to expose her and betray the confidence so trustingly reposed in her? Dor
scraped away at the mud, or the place
where it had been, and cried softly to herself:
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"0, if I was only home! To think I cried more; while Lola had quite forgot;must meet all t):wse giggling girls," and ten the incident of the afternoon and saunDor cried afresh.
tered gaily along in the moonlight, leaning
While she stood thus, Effie rushed past on the arm of the young Californian.
into the tent exclaiming:
The next morning Lola and Hyrum took
"Behold! the conquering hero comes!" a stroll off to the bit of sheltered woodland
She had seen Hyrum Case approaching. that Doris had mentioned the day before,
"Say, Lola, I think your new convert is .bright with the varied colors of autumn.
a perfect Apollo," drawled Mamie Foster Here they paused to rest.
Lovers of
as she struggled with a stubborn shoe nature, both breathed in the fresh sweet
button.
air and in silence looked on the beauty
"I don't," said little dimpled Nora Mer- around them.
ril, "He's too much of a good thing, and
"Lola," said Hyrum Case, "I have a
his eyes look at you too sharp," and Nora something to tell you, a something sweet
pushed her curly bangs back and tried to and--and a something bitte1·."
The last word almost hissed as he let it
make them "stick," as she called it.
"Nora likes some one like Dave Whit- fall from his lips. He stood still then
-comb, little dude. I could put him in my and Lola glanced up into his face-white
pocket if it wasn't for his long neck and and hard.
big ears," and Mamie stood up and look"Don't, don't lnok like that, you frighed do.wn at little Nora's uncomfortably ten me!" and the two tiny hands were put
flushed face with an amusing twinkle in up in her childish way to hide her eyes.
her eye.
"Ah, Lola, you do not know what I
"He's good any way, Nora," said Effie, have suffered since I :first met you!" The
"I saw him lift his mother bodily over man was talking rapidly. "God knows my
that mud hole and got his immaculate life was hard enough before. I would
boots muddy."
secure your pity, your love I can not
"Methinks I hear him groan," was expect until you know"-here he paused
Mamie's parting salute. "Ho, for the and looked at the pretty :figure in its soft
lunch counter or some other place good to garnet drapery, with the flush of health
the sight of the hungry!"
on the peachy cheek, the little hands
Lola met the young man at the door of clasped before her and the brown eyes
the tent quietly, and in a demure manner, raised to his face full of wonder and half
walked off with him.
The poor little fright at the change in his usual calm
:figure in grey hurried off to hide her tear- face. Every bit of coquetry was gone.
stained face.
The rich leaves drifted down over them
The thrilling sermon of the evening as he stood with arms folded while the
was listened to with rapt attention. All picture stamped itself forever on his
were interested but poor Doris. She heard memory.
not a word. Sh~ had thought to go to
"0, Lola, if I had written it! I can
the tent and "cry it out," but upon enter- not say it! I am sure you will scorn me.
ing she caught sight of the unfortunate let- I love you, I love yon-God forgive me if
ter lying where Lola had :fitted it onto the it be wrong! Do you love me?" and he
toe of her little boot, and spitefully kicked grasped the white hands with such a :firm
it off again. The sight of it provoked clasp that they grew almost purple. Her
her and she hurried away to the chapel- answer was sweet to him, yet he almost
tent to seek diversion in the sermon. wished it were other, for her sake.
But only two things she heard-the voice
He bent to kiss the red lips, so temptof the past and the voice of her friend be- ingly near his own, bnt with a start droptraying her.
ped the hands he held and said:
"0h to be at home, to be away from
"No, not once until you know all."
every one a little while!" Why had she
They turned and walked in silence back
allowed the bitter past to be resurrected; to the camp.
and why, oh why, had she ever told
Lola thought little in her new happiness
Lola, to be thus made a laughing stock as of the "mystery" as she termed it-incloecl
the poor sensitive little soul believed. she rather enjoyed it. She was much
Falling in with an acquaintance, she astonished to :find Doris gone home. But
'Sought the tent and 'tried to sleep, but when Effie told her that "Dor was nearly
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sick and worried about her mother," (the
child did not tell how poor Doris had cried
the night before, for she felt that Doris did
not wish it told). Lola felt satisfied that
it was the old lady that had called her
friend away so soon.
The next day she received the note of
explanations Heber had promised, and run-.
ning it over quickly, thrust it into her
pocket.
She told him in. her girlish, gushing
way how foolish he was to let a thing he
could not help make him so miserable.
She called him clear foolish names, and he
began to think maybe he had thought
over it so much that it was magnified to
him. But it had always seemed such a
barrier to his happiness. Their last day
together was a happy one. The time following was so full of home duties and

happy thoughts of the past that she·
thought little if ever of the crumpled note
in the pocket of the garnet cashmere.
Little dreaming then that its contents
would some day dash from her lips the
cup brimming with happiness to be shattered on the ground, just so surely as that
same cruel fate had dropped a bitter dreg
in every cup of joy he ever tasted.
Sometimes she wondered what his western home was like. She had never been
farther west than Colorado, where she
had gone with an aunt of her father's the
summer before. She was going to be a
good wife and until she was she meant to
be true.
"Stay home heart," she would say, "two
years we must wait. I will have it so, to·
test my love."
To be continued.

THE STORY OF THE BOOK OF MORMON.
BY ELDER H. A. STEBBINS.

CHAPTER XIX.
BOOK OF NEPHI, THE SON OF NEPHI.
Records transferred to Neplli.-The Church dec1ining.Her enemies are strong.-The ·sign of Christ's birth
occurs.-The Secret Combination and Robber Bands.They are exterminated.-.A season of Peace.-Nephite
wickedness and division into Tribes, or Nations.-~~ few
are righteous.-The sign of Christ's Crucifixion.-~a
ture in commotion.-Three days of complete darkness.Christ speaks from the heavens to the survivors.-His
purposes decla.red.

In the ninety-first year of the Judges, it
being also the six hundredth year hom
the time that Lehi left Jerusalem, Lachoneus was chief judge over the N ephites.
In the same year Nephi, the son of Helaman, gave into the hands of his son Nephi
the records of the prophets, and the plates
upon vvhich was written the history kept
by their ancestors and predecessors. When
Nephi had done this he departed from
Zarahemla and was seen no more among
the Nephi tes.
In those days the Church was decreasing in membership among that people, for
some had fallen into sin and transgression.
And many had become careless and indifferent. Also the oppo.sers of the Church
were bitter in their persecutions, reviling
the s!lints and causing the weak to err in

the way towards righteousness. Up to
this time the words of Samuel the Lamanite had not been fulfilled; therefore their
enemies took advantage of it and called
his prophecies a fraud and said that to believe in them was a delusion.
They became so wicked _as to set a certain clay upon which they declared that
they would destroy those who should still
hold faith in his words at that time, if
they were not fulfilled by that clay. Then
Nephi, in the anguish of his heart, cried
unto the Lord in behalf of his brethren;
and the Lord gave him assurance by his
Spirit that all that he bad caused his
prophets to speak or to write should be
fulfilled. And Nephi was told to be of
good cheer for the time was at hand for
the signs and wonders to take place that
Samuel had spoken concerning the time
of the .Messiah's coming into the world.
And so it was, for that very night there
was no darkness upon this land, the light
remaining as if it were day until the sun
arose again the next morning, as Samuel
had said it would be. Therefore many
N ephites, when they saw this and other
signs fulfilled, were convinced that God
had indeed spoken, and a great number
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were bap ized, thereby entering into covenant to live righteously.
After these things the years passed
without any special events, only wickedness increased, and the secret combinations to do evil gained in power; also
bands of robbers were numerous, and
their deeds filled the law-abiding people
with terror. Hence, in the thirteenth
year after the sign of. Christ's birth, the
righteous, both N ephites and Lamanites,
were· forced to rise up against the oppressors and evil-doers. And this united
effort to overthrow the combinations of
iniquity resulted in a great war that lasted
for years. Up to the fifteenth year after
Christ the righteous had the most success,
but after th~t, through the evil doings of
so many Nephites, the robbers gained the
advantage; so much so that in the sixteenth year the chief of the band (who
dwelt in the mountains) wrote to Lachoneus, the governor and chief judge, asking
him to give up the whole land to the order, and that he and his people join them
in their wickedness; otherwise they would
come down and overthrow them with great
violence and bloodshed, sparing none who
resisted them.
But the governor ,tas both brave and
determined, therefore he labored diligently to prepare himself and his people to
defend themselves and their homes and
country against the aggressors. And they
gathered themselves into those parts of
their land that were named Zarahemla and
Bountiful, bringing all the wealth and
substance that they could, and driving
their horses, cattle and sheep into those
regions. There they erected forts and
made ready with all weapons of war, at
the same time calling upon God for help
against their cruel and unrighteous foes.
And the enemy came down out of the
hills and mountain valleys and possessed
the lands vacated by the N ephites, or lawkeepers. And when the robbers came
against the fortified people they were defeated with great slaughter, and the N ephi tes continued to prevail until they destroyed the secret order of wickedness and
the band of robbers entirely, until they
had no power or place to do evil in tbe
land.
After that there was peace for some
years, and theN ephites repaired or rebuilt
their old cities and the highways that led
from city to city throughout their pro·
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vinces. But again came a time when the·
adversary of man once more obtained
much power over the heart~ of that people, so that many were exalted because of
their riches, and there were divisions according to wealth and sociai standing.
Some, both rich and poor, were humble,
and such endured afflictions with patience,
whilst others were haughty, hard-hearted
and without brotherly-love. Therefore in
the thirtieth to the thirty-second years
Nephi and other prophets of the 'Lorcl
were moved upon to warn them again of
the coming of Christ and of the calamities that would befall the wicked. Yet
very few paid any heed, and the rebellious
killed the brother of Nephi. Succeeding
this theN ephite people divided into bands
under different leaders, each body having
its own portion of territory, by agreement,
one not interfering with another. But
the secret order flourished among them
all.
In the thirty-third yearN ephi continued
his warnings, with the result that numbers
were converted and baptized for the remission of their sins; some also being ordained
by the call of God to declare repentance.
And all who believed in the Lord and his
prophets began to look for the signs that
had been foretold by Samuel the Lamanite.
On the fourth day of the first month of
the thirty-fourth year from the birth of
Christ a storm arose which continued to
increase in violence until it became a
great tempest, causing death and destruction throughout all the land. At times
and in various places there were whirlwinds accompanied by terrible thundering and fierce lightning, and earthquakes
shook the ground, destroying cities, plantations and highways. Zarahemla, the
capital, was btunec1 by lightning, and
Moroni was swallowed by an earthquake,
while many other cities were burned,
thrown down, wrecked by whirlwinds, or
the waves of the sea came in and engulfed
them in its depth.
Thus, by reason of the tempests and·
earthquakes, the whole face of the earth
became much changed in its appearance.
In some cases the mountains of rock were
rent, and portions thereof were scattered
over the surrounding country, or were
found far away in greater or lesser fragments upon the face of the land. After
these commotions bad wrought great destruction and ceased their work, there was.
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complete and impenetrable darkness during three days, as Samuel the Lamanite
had said ·would be the case. And the peo·ple who lived through the awful catastrophes of those fatal hours were not able to
make any light by any means, either in
the land north or in the land south, and
in the terrible darkness they wept over
their losses and their sufferings, and they
lamented because of their past hardness
of heart and wickedness, as well as
mourned for the tens of thousands of kindred and friends who bad been killed by
tempests and fire and flood, many of them
swept into the sea or covered by rocks
and earth upon the land. (Note 35).
While they were thus bewailing their
ccondition there was heard a voice that
penetrated throughout all the land, and
ne who spake declared that he was Jesus
Christ, the Son of God, and that the terrible evils that had come to pass had been
because of their wickedness, among which
sins was the killing of the prophets whom
God had sent, and the persecution of the
humble followers after righteousness. He
Baid that he bad come to show them mercy
and that they were to offer no more burnt
offerings as sacrifices, but were to bring a
contrite spirit; and whosoever did so
should be baptized with the Holy Ghost;
for he had come to bring full redemption
·unto man, to redeem the world from sin;
·and those who would repent and come as
a child would be received into the kingdom of God.
When the people heard these sayings
they were so amazed that they remained
silent in their astonishment, because of a
voice speaking from the heavens and so
cleal'ly that it could be heard everywhere.
Then came the words of the Savior again,
declaring that they were of the house of
Israel, and that he desired to gather them
·unto himself in righteousness. And he
commanded them to repent anc1 to return
unto God and to their Messiah, that their
lands and their dwelling places might be
.blessed.
vVhen the three days had fully passed
by, the darkness was taken from the earth,
.and when the people saw each other's
faces once more they rejoiced. Then it
was found that the most righteous of the
nation had been preserved from destruction; those who had been good to their
fellow-men, who had cared for the poor,
.and had not killed the prophets, nor dealt

unjustly with any. And these were both
N ephites and I.amanites whom the Lord
had preserved that he might teach them
the fulness of righteousn10ss and establish
his kingdom in their midst. (Note 30).
(Note 35). In relation to the great calamities
thus recorded in the Book of Mormon it comes
in place to present the corroborative evidences
furnished by scholars that at a remote tim.e in
the past, and while a people lived upon the land,
just such anoverwhclmingcatastrophe did take
place upon this continent, espeeially in the
region of Central America. Colonel Foster
speaks in his "Prehistoric Races" of the "Atlantis theory," by which he means the idea of
Braseur de Bmu·bourg, Donnelly, and others,
that in ancient times a part of Ameriea, called
Atlantis, was overwhelmed by earthquakes and
by the waves of the sea. Prof. Foster quotes
Plato, Plutarch, and Diodorus Siculus in their
writings of such a continent existing west of
Africa in their time, or of their theory that it
existed. Prof. Foster quotes these things for the
purpose of showing that the Toltecs, Aztecs, and
other nations and tribes found in America had
among them traditions that such great commotions and destructions did take place among
their ancestors in ancient times. He savs:
"These passages from. the ancient class1cs as to
the existence of a Western Continent, coupled
with certain traditions found in the ancient
Mexican records of a great catastrophe, the combined result of earthquakes and inundations,
by which a large area in Central America became submerged, and a greater portion of the
population destroyed, have re-opened the discussion whether Plato's "Story of Atlantis" does
not belong to the sobrieties of truth. . . . De
Bourbourg b1·ought out these traditions in his
translation of the Toltec history of the cataclysm [deluge of water] over the Antilles (West
India Islands); and the late George Catlin published a little work in which this theory is vigorouslv maintained.
"An1ong the Indian tribes of North America
Catlin found the tradition of mch a cataclvsm.
The tribes further south relate that the waters
were seen coming in wayes like mountains from
1he east, and of the tens of thousands who ran
for the high grounds to the west only a few succeeded in reaching places of safety . . . . The
tribes in Central America and ::\-Iexico, in Vene- .
zuela, and in British and Dutch Guinea, distinctly describe these catastrophes, one by
water, one by fire, and the third by winds ....
From amidst the thunder and flames that came
out of the sea, whilst mountains were sinking
and Tising, the terror stricken inhabitants sought
eYery expedient of safety. Some fled to the
mountains, and some launched thei\· boats upon
the turbulent waters, trusting that a favorable
current would land them upon a hospitable
shore; and thus in the elemental strife this
ancient civilized people became widely dispersed.
"The festival of'Izcalli' was instituted to commemorate this terrible calamity, in which 'princess and people humble themselves before the
Divinity and besought him not to renew the
frightful convulsions.' It is claimed that by this
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catastrophe an area larger than that of France
became engulfed, J1nd that with the peninsulas
of Yucatan and Guatemala, went down the
splendid cities of Palenque and Uxmal and
others whose sites are now in the ocean bed,
with the most of their living inhabitants; and
that the continent has since risen suffieientlv to
restore many of theRe ancient sites. De Bourbourgh boldly asserts that he has found proofs
that the first civilization of the earth was on the
ground which sank in the cataclysm ; and that
the first ceremonial religion commenced there."
-Prof. J. W. Foster's Pre-historic races, pp. 396,
397.
One thing is to be notieed in the above
extracts concerning the traditional history of
Central and South America namely that it agrees
remarkably as to the three agents of destruction that are named in the Book of Mormon,
although placed in reverse order. That book
says that the winds came as the first destroying
agency, and after that the fire, then the earth·quake and the deluge of water. But this difference is not at all material; for traditional history and the book are in complete harmony as to
the widespread and tenible destruction wrought
by all the~e elements being in action at the
same period. in succes~ive order or jointly as
the case might be. And some mountains sank
and others were raised up, just as the book
clearly states was the fact in that awful and momentous time.
Also the people mourned,
lamented, and humblect themselves before God,
ss both the book and the tradition testify.
Prof. Baldwin mentions the tradition that
part of the American continent was destroyed
by "a succession of frightful convulsions," and
he actds:
"Three of these are constantly mentioned, and
sometimes there is mention of one or two others.
The land was shaken by frightful earthquakes,
and the waves of the sea combined with volcanic fires to overwhelm and engulf it. . . .
Most, of the inhabitants, O\"ertaken amid their
regular employments, were destroyed, but some
escaped in ships, or fled . . . . to portions of the
land that escaped immectiate destruction. Quotations are made from the old books in which
this tradition is recorded to verifv De Bourbourg's report of what is found fn them."Ancient America, p. 176.
Upon this subject, and also showing the tradition of a period of miraculous darkness ac·Companying the catastrophe, Bancroft writes as
follows in regard to the people of Peru:
"The Peruvians had several flood-myths.
One of them relates that the whole face of the
earth was changed by a great deluge, attended
by an extraordinary eclipse of the sun which
lasted five days."-Native Races. vol. 5, p. 14.
After relating the Toltec traditions of the Crestion, of the universal deluge in their fatherland, (by which the first age was brought to a
,close), following which seven families, all speaking the same language, are ~aid to have come
across the sea to this continent. [See notes with
chapter 15.] Bancroft gives the traditional account of some things that happened to them in
this land. He savs:
"The second age terminated with a great hurricane, which swept away trees, rocks, houses,
>and people, although many men and women
2
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escaped chiefly such as took refuge in ,caves
which the hurricane could not reach. After
several davs the survivors came out ... and all
this time they were in darkne8s, seeing neither
the sun nor the moon . . . . Next occurred an
earthquake which swallowect np all the Quinames, . . . together with m.,ny. of the Toltecs,
and of their neighbors the Chichimecs."-Native Races, vol. 5, pages 209, 210.
Therefore we see that both the Peruvians and
the Central Americans Tetained memory of the
great darkness, one tradition exaggerating the
number of days, but both agreeing with the
Book of Mormon account that such a time of
physical darkness did take place And the latter part of the Toltec history, as giYen by M.
Charney, is identical \Yith the Book of Mormon
hist. •rv of the decline and overthrow of the Nephite 'Nation. From being a mighty people,
with wealth, refinement and possessing many
luxuries, having great cities, pala<'es and temples, Charney relates how they fell as a nation
and became lost as a people. He says:
"After years of warfare, followed by calamitous inundations, tempests, drouths, famine and
pestilence, the Toltecs, greatly reduced in numbers, dispeTsed ; some directing their course
south. others going north ... Clavigero writes
that the miserable remains of the nation found
a remedy in flight, some settling in Yucatan
and Guatamala."-Ancient Cities of the New
World, page 125.
It seems that enough has been written and
quotect herein to prove that the Book of :Mormon is a veritable history of the people who
lived upon the American Continent in by-gone
ages, every Temarkable or startling epoch that is
spoken of in that book being mbstantiated by
the findings of wise men and explorers. So far
as the account of the rending of the rocks and
their being cast about upon the face of the land,
that really needs no mention. For geologists
and travelers have wondered at the mighty convul~ions by which, since the formRtion of the
earth, even great mountains of rock have been
split asunder, and passing through the chasms
one can see that if they were brought together
again every part would fit into itR oppOf:ite as
closelv as the dove-tail work of a cabinet maker.
And 'fragments great and ~mall, of rock are
found scattered over the land, upon the prairies
and in the wood land, far from mountains or
vast hight~ of rock where they might have originated. The writer of these articles remembers in Southern Wisconsin those rocks that
from the beginning were a wonder to the white
settlers, such as '·The Devil's Chimney," and
other masses that stood or lay upon the earth,
alone, and no mountain or rocky eminence any
where near the place from whence they came,
the power by which they were brought, a profound mystery to the curiosity hunter; and so
thev remain to this day. Bnt their sides betoken that they were riven from a greater mass,
and that by some mighty power they were
brought through the air, not rolled along like
boulders which shuw by abrasions and their
oval form that they have had contact with their
kindred in their passage, by glacier or flood, up
and down the earth. The Book of Mormon
gives the account that tells the story of how
they came to be thus, as it says, "In broken
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fragments, in seams, and in cracks upon all the
face of the land."-Nephi 4: 2.
·
"In hiR 'Sacred Mysteries of the Mayas' Le
Plongeon mentions the traditions of a cataFtrophe by an overflow of water in the Central
American regions in ancient times."
NoTE 36. As said at the close of Note thirtythree some further testimonies will be given regarding the manufacture of cloth and the use
of gold and silv~"r among the ancient Americans.
In Note twenty-seven there were presented
valuable extracts from Prescott's Conquest of
Peru about the variety and beauty of the clothing manufactured by t.he Peruvians in former
times, and also his testimonies about the lavish
use of gold and silver among that people, especially in their temples and palaces. To these
are added the following from Charney in his
sketch of the Toltecs:
"Cotton was spun by the women, and given a
brilliant coloring. . . . It was manufactured of
every degree of fineness, so that some looked
like mnRlin, some like cloth, and some like velvet. They had also the art of interweaving
with these the delicate hair of animals and
birds' feathers, which made a cloth of great
beauty."-Ancient Cities, page 88.
"The Toltec soldiers wore a quilted cotton tunic that fitted closely to the body, and protected also the shoulders and the thighs."-Ancient
Cities, page 125.
Of cour8e these things by Prescott, Charney,
and other writers, relate to the civilized and
enlightened people who anciently dwelt in the
land, not to their degraded, filthy, and naked
descendants. Even in later times Brownell
says of. the Auraeanians of South America:
"They wore woolen clothing, woven from the
fleece of the native sheep, and consisting of
close fitting undergarments, and an easily constructed cloak. The women wore long dresses
with a short cloak."-fndian Races, page 652.
On page 41 of Ancient America, Prof. Baldwin savs that the evidences are that the
Mound-Builders "had the art of spinning and
weaving," and at a scientific meeting held in
Norwich, England, in 1868, a specimen of cloth
was exhibited that was taken from a mound in
B»tler count,·, Ohio, and thence placed in
Blackmore Museum, at Salisbury, England, as
spoken of by Prof. Baldwin on the same page.
On page 247 he Hays that the Peruvians "had
great proficiency in the arts of spinning, weaving, and dyeing."
Further about their knowl•·dge of gold and
silver, and of the skill with which they worked
those metals, we read in Charnec':
"The Toltecs were cunning artists in working

gold, precious stones, etc . . . . They had sculptors, mosaists, painters, and smelters of gold
and silver, and by means of moulds knew how
to give metals every variety of shape. Their
jewelers could imitate '1,ll manner of animals,
plants, flowers, birds, etc."-Ancient Cities, pp.
83, 88.
Prof. Baldwin writes as follows of the Peruvians:
"They had gTeat skill in the art of working
metals, especially gold and silver. . . . The gold
and silverwork of these artists was extremely
abundant in the country at the time of th.e
Conqnest; but Spanish greed had it all mAlted'
for coinage. It was with articles of this gold'
work that the Inca Atahnallpa filled a room in
his vain endeavor to purchase release from cap-·
tivitv. One of the old chroniclers mentions
'statuary, jar~, vase~, and every species of vessels, all of fine gold.' ... In a description of'
one lot of golden articles sent to Spain in 1534
by Pizano, there is mention of 'four gold llamas
(native sheep), ten gold and silver statues of'
women of full size, and a cistern of gold ~o cu•
rious that it incited the wonder of all.' Nothing is more constantly mentioned by the old'
Spanish Chroniclers than the vast abundance of'
gold found in Peru . . . . It was very beautiful~
ly wrought into ornaments, temple furniture,
articles for household use, etc. In the course·
of twent~'-five years the Spaniards sent to Spain
more than eight hunrlred million dollars worthof gold, nearly all of it taken from the subjhgated Pcornvians as 'hooty.' "-Ancient Ameri~
ca, pp. 248-2.'>0.
Prescott mentions the four golrlen llamas and:
ten statues of women, also the finding of ten
planks of silver that were a foot in width and
two or three inches thick. Brownell ~avs:
"Temples, royal palaces, puhlic edificE>s, and'
tombs were ransacked in search of gold by the
rapaf'ions plunderers . . . . No conquest was·
ever rewarded by such acquisitions of the precious metaiH."-Indian Races, p. 637.
Understanding that Peru was the seat of the
ancient civilization, the land of the Nephites in
their best days, when wealth and every kind of'
prosperity was theirs to enjoy, we can f'Omprehend how that land was still the greatest in
these accumulations in later cPnt.uries. But
their glory departed and their land was spoiled;
as the Lord said to their ancestors would he the
case when thev turned from him unto darkness
and sin. He ~aid that another people should
take their country, and so it came to pass. Of'
their using the baser metals, and having horses
I \Vill speak hereafter.

It may be of interest to many to kn >w that
should milk (as sometimes happens) have the
the taste of onion, the eating of a small bit of
onion before drinking the milk will render the
taHte entirely imperceptible.
To scour knives easily,. mix a small quantity
of baking -soda with your brick dust, and see if
yonr knives do not polish better.
When the knives and forh are stained with
egg scour them with common table salt. Medi-

cine stains can be removed from spoons in the·
same manner.
·when the cm·pets have been thoroughlyswept go over them with a damp flannel mop;
this will remove all dust and brightens the
colors.
Much of the ordinarv bother of washinglamp chimnies on the il1iltide can be saved by
using a stick with a sponge tied to the end.
To clean wall paper, rub with stale bread:

To be continued.
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THE GOSPEL

OF JESUS

CHRIST.-No. II.

BY ELDER M. H. BOND.

The restoration of the gospel of Jesus
\9TE are living in an age of doubt and
JL\L skepticism. Eloquent disquisitions Christ by especial messengers, sent from
and lofty panegyrics, concerning those God in fulfillment of the prophecies of
who were said ages ago to have enjoyed the ancients, of Jesus himself and his serfavor, communion with, and revelation .. vant John, (Rev. 14: 6; Matt 24: 14),
from God, and that which they are re- guarantees the authority to again proported to have said, no longer hold the claim this promise to the world, ,"to every
masses, and the irrational and bloody kindred and tongue," to "all people."
The Church of Jesus Christ, restored
quarrel of the centuries, as to the interpretation or even the authenticity of to earth again, alone preaches the docthese writings, have added to the trouble, trine of Christ, and promises knowledge
and increased the difficulty of acceptance of its truth by obedience, and challenges
by rational minds, of the idea of revela- proof of failure. Evidence to sustain
this will be the object of this series of
tion and of God as their author.
The gospel of Jesus Christ has been papers. Facts, not theories, know ledge,
universally declared to be "glad tidings," not speculation, is the cry of the infidel
and, in order to reveal the righteousness world, and the world of infidels to-clay.
The doctrinal statement of the princiof God it must show impartiality; hence,
ples of the gospel of Jesus Christ, as
it was, is, and must be to all people.
This and the creeds can not both be enumerated by Paul in Hebrews 6: 1, 2,
true, and a better interpretation of the are as follows, and stated in their order:
Bible than Calvin or his successors in re'B'irst, "Repentance from dead works."
form have given us, must be furnished, Some reasons for thus placing repentance
or the world will throw the Bible, as an here first may be briefly aclsigned. In
the days of Paul and of Jesus, as now, a
authoritative document overboard.
Intellectually, the gospel of Jesus superstructure on which to predicate
Christ is presented to us in the form of a faith in God that may, through worship,
doctl"ine or doctrines. "My doctrine," and a religion of "dead works" in the
are his own words, and imply authorship, past, have been lost, was, and has to-day
originator or patent, and "whosoever become, an actual neeessity.
transgresseth, or abideth [ continueth, re"Repent and believe the gospel," said
\Vhy? Because a skeptic can
maineth] not in the doctrine of Christ, Jesus.
hath not Gocl." "He that abideth in the not believe or disbelieve at will, but upon
doctrine of Christ, he bath both the evidence; and t}J.q) evidence comes by reFather and the Son."-2 John 9. "If pentance that is manifested, not by faith
any man will do his [God's] will, he shall alone, but works of a practical and com'know of the doctrine, whether it is of mendatory nature. To state it again, a
God or whether I speak of myself."- man can not believe without evidence,
John 7: 17.
and evidence comes alone by the associaIt is a fact that confronts us to-day tion of practical and reformatory work.
that in spite of this plain declaration, He can not entertain large faith or re"doctrine," in religion, has become un- ceive knowledge without repentance-"If
popular, and speculative theology and any man will do, he shall know."
total absence of a knowledge of the truth
"For John came unto you in the way of
of any doctrine, have taken its place; the righteousness, and ye believed him not;
boldness to announce a specific doctrinal but the publicans and harlots believed
gospel, courage to defend and to promise him; and ye when ye had seen it, repenta knowledge of its truth by revelation ed not afterward that ye might believe."
from heaven to those who obey, does not
Jesus reasonably allowed himself to be
exist in any of the so-called Christian "a stumbling stone and a rock of offense"
churches of the dav, either Catholic or to the natural man.
To believe in our day that a man was
Protestant. Both Jesus Christ and his
legally appointed ministers did so prom- born without a natural father would exise.
cite ridicule and suggest both fanatieism
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and wickedness. There was only one way
and one solution of the difficulties that beset the minds of the Pharisees. On one
hand, Jesus was plainly_ the son of Joseph,
the High Priest, or some other man; his
associations did not please the moral sense,
but constantly shocked the proprieties;
he was unlearned but dictatorial, declaring that not one but all were wrong.
There was no affiliation with either Scribe
or Pharisee-all must repent.
On the other hand, though unlearned
and rejected by the rich, it was impossible
to refute his argument, to prove that his
miracles were other than a blessing, or
that Beelzebub could rationally be their
author.
And more, he constantly referred to their own accepted standards of
religious evidence to prove his claim of
authority and of divinity.
Jesus, recognizing the difficulty that
must beset the mind of the honest, proposed to solve this perplexity by the offer
:and the test, devised by the Infinite mind.
·"My doctrine is not mine, but his that
sent me," and, "If any man will do the
will of God, he shall know of the doctrine."
The Pharisees believed in the coming
of the forerunner of their Messiah. "The
voice of one crying in the wilderness,"
was not only familiar, but often and longingly quoted; hence, the advent of John
found multitudes flocking to .Jordan.
John bore a clear and explicit record of
Jesus, as the one that was to come; nor
need they look for any other. But when
brought face to face with "the Son of the
Carpenter" and his associates and surroundings, lost was the testimony of
John; overboard went their Scriptures;
sunk beneath their fleshly pride and
haughty caste were the multiplied evidences offered by the "Man .of sorrow."
Despised and rejected of men, he wept
over their beloved city and exclaimed, "If
thou hadst known, even thou, at least in
this, thy day, the things which belong to
thy peace!"
How could they know?
There was no way of solution but by his
proposition, to "do the will of God;" to
accept their Scriptures as they read; to
repent of their sins of hypocrisy, fleshly
prideand unbelief; to be "baptized with
John's baptism." Ah, no!
Divinity,
veiled in humanity, how undiscerned by
the natural man!
"For John came unto you in the way of

righteousness, and bore record of me, and
ye believed him not; but the publicans
and the harlots believed him; and ye, afterward, when ye had seen me, repented
not, that ye might believe him."
"For he that believed not John concerning me, can not believe me, except he first
repent."-John 21: 32, 33, I. T.
"Publicans and harlots go into the
kingdom of God before you."
Thank God, the quality of his mercy
and provision is not strained! It is a fine
thing to inherit respectability, but to have
so much as to keep people from entering
into the kingdom of God, is to have too
much. Reason is a quality of the mind,
whose appeal may not be resisted without
peril to the soul, and it is as moral and
respectable to be reasonable, as it is
reasonable to be respectable. The gospel
of Jesus Christ is a reasonable message_,
and no charge of unrighteousness, injustice, or unreasonableness can be permanently lodged against it.
To Hyrum ·Smith, in 1829, the Lord
said, "Say nothing but repentance unto
this generation."-D. C. 10: 4.
Do men lack faith in God? Repent,
and cure from the infidelity that engenders irresponsibility toward God and consequent ignorance of his law and judgments to follow, will as certainly come to
this sin-cursed race as it is true that the
day follows the night, or that Jesus Christ
is the Son of God and the dictator to the
race of his will.
Repentance "from dead works." The
Pharisees, according to Mosheim and
other historians, were exercising themselves toward God, as they may have
thought, by the performance of a multitude of religious rights and ceremonies,
"for which no trace of authority could be
found in the Scriptures."
Tradition and man-made ceremonies
were the "dead" unprofitable works referred to by Paul, and condemned by Jesus
when he said, "Howbeit, in vain do they
worship, teaching for doctrine the commandments of men."
"These signs shall follow them that believe," (the gospel of Jesus Christ), said
the Savior. "The age of miracles is undeniably past," says Wilford Hall, in his
learned work, "Problem of Life. "God,"
he affirms, "no longer works with his
church as in ages that are past, but the
incoming tide of infidelity is to be met
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with superior skill and wisdom in argument at the hands of Christ's ministry,"
and he admits, if these fail, that the decadence and overthrow of the church is but
a question of time.
"Are there any believers? Look at the
stupendous church machinery for proselyting! Do these signs follow?" "No;
yes; that is to say, we don't know but
they do-at least signs, either real or
counterfeit, seem to be a fact." "Following?" "Well, hardly, in our day; they
go before the unbeliever to convert" the
dupe into what? Into a belief in signs,
and his money into the pocket of the
sign-producer.
''Verily, verily I say unto you, except
a man be born of water and of the Spirit,
he can not enter into the kingdom of
God."
How manv learned discoures have been
preached to ·show that this is not true."
"Say nothing but repentance to this
generation."
The gospel -is to all; all need to repent
ere the stumbling-block of the nineteenth
century will be removed. The doubts
engendered by the "lies and vanity and
things wherein there is no profit," that
have come down to us, and enforced, in
the not very remote past, by the temporal
arm of ecclesiastical power as gospel.
The stumbling-blocks of living prophets
and fallible men, can only be removed by
the methods of God. The immoral man
must repent; the adulterer and the fornicator, the liar and the thief, must repent.
Is that all?
Ah, this might give you a standing
in respectable society or even in a fashionable church, but it will not admit
you to the kingdom of God; for "except
a man be born of water," etc. "But water
will not save!" Not alone; but obedience
to Christ's spiritual law will save. "Go
teach all nations, baptizing them," etc.
"Repent and be baptized, every one of
you." "Go, preach the gospel. He that
believeth [it] and is baptized, shall be
saved." What will be be saved from?
From ignorance; for, "If any man will do,
he shall know." All must repent, that'
they may believe; and obey, that they
may know. All; the immoral man, of his
wickedness, and the religious man of his
religion, if this religion leads to, enjoins,
or even permits a denial of the commandments and promises of Jesus Christ.
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"Not laying again the foundation of
repentance from dead works, and of faith
towar~ God."
"Of the doctrine of baptisms [plural]
and of laying on of hands."-Heb 6: 1, 2.
The doctrines of .Jesus Christ must be
taken as a whole and in their entirety, as
the law of God, else their force can never
be appreciated or known.
To fulfill the law, "according to the
scriptures," as stated by the apostle
James, it was necessary to avoid the
offense or breaking it, even on one point,
as that would destroy his claim of obedience, or entitle him to the benefits of its
provision.
Will a man be counted worthy of less
punishment who tramples the law of the
spirit of life in Christ Jesus under his
feet, makes it a subject of jest or ridicule,
or even as a professed minister of Christ,
ignores or repudiates it; who counts the
blood of that covenant, sealed by his
blood upon the cross, an unworthy thing;
who teaches that any man may be saved
in God's kingdom, with a gospel salvation,
in any other way than that indicated by
the Master and followed by his immediate disciples?
Is the doctrine of the laying on of
hands a practical necessity in our day?
Yes, in the Church of Jesus Christ,
always a necessity, for it is a part of the
doctrine of Christ, in which we must
abide and not transgress. One round in
the ladder which Jacob saw, displaced or
removed, might have prevented the angels.
An inch cut from the cable, lying in the
bed of the ocean, would sever communication between two worlds. The links in
the chain of God's method of communication and revelation to man must not,
can not be tampered with or removed
without disaster. "vVhosoever abideth not
in the doctrine of Christ hath not God."
"Go teach all nations, baptizing them
in the name of the Father and of the Son
and of the Holy Ghost, teaching them to
observe all things, whatsoever I have
commanded you." The record of Christ's
doings and sayings, according to John
is very meagre, as reported in the New
Testament. Enough, however, can be
gleaned to sustain this, the laying on of
hands, practiced as a doctrine by the
apostles for ~he reception of the Holy
Ghost. (See Acts 19: 6; 18: 25, 26; 8:
15-22; 1 Tim. 4: 14.
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·why did Paul lay bands upon the
Ephesian disciples? Because it was one
of the principles of the doctrine of Christ,
and its effect was, in their case, to immediately confirm the promise of the Savior;
for "they spake with tgngues and prophesied;" the result of obedience to "that
form of doctrine" delivered to the Roman
Saints, by which they also became "free
from sin" ;:tnd became servants to God,
and not of men, by obedience to the commandments of his son and those whom
he called and chose to express his will.
Whv did Peter and John come down
from Jerusalem to Samaria, and why did
not their prayers alone bring the Holy
Ghost to these already believing, baptized
disciples? Because it was a part of the
'"'all things" which they were commanded
by their Master to teach the people to observe. "If any man will do, he shall
knovJ."
"All things are delivered unto me of
my Father. And no man knoweth the
Son but the Father; neither knoweth any
man the Father save the Son and he to
whomsoever the Son will reveal him."Matt. 11: 27.
"He that bath my commandments and
keepeth them, he it is that lovetb me; and
be that lovetb me [and expresses his love,
not in words or profession, but only in the
keeping of my words] shall be loved of
my Father, and I will love him and will
manifest myself to him."-Jobn 14: 21.
In the absence of the person of Jesus
Christ, the Spirit which he promised is
his chosen representative in all ages. If
the Holy Ghost of apostolic times bas
-changed the form of its manifestations, a
revelation hom God must be the onlv
warrant that would justify any reaso;;able man in setting up such a claim. No
such revelation has been asserted. The
"'Spirit of truth" does not lead to division
-or error. The spirit of men and of deyils, and the wisdom of men, does lead
into error and division, to establish, not
:according to, but contrary to the Scriptures which were written through the inspiration of the Spirit of truth.
Suppose a case in which the scene is
presented of five or six or more different
ministers, representative of as many different churches and in some degree of
different beliefs or creeds, are congregated. A candidate for gospel salvation
presents himself for direction and for all

that any professed minister of Christ may
have to promise. Five of these ministers
promise encouragement in a good life, on
the authority of a word written two thousand years ago, the promise of the Holy
Spirit. If the Holy Ghost, the Spirit of
truth, with its divine gifts, such as visions, healing, tongues, prophecy, etc. are
demanded as a proof of God's unchangeability, and that he is no respecter of persons, that Jesus Christ is "the same, yesterday, to-day and forever," that the signs
will follow the obedient believer, if it
surely be the gospel of Jesus Christ, how
manv of these ministers will risk their
reputation and standing by making such
a test of God's endorsement of their calling? Let the honest and critical reader
render his own judgment.
We present the sixth man. He does
not even look like a minister, does not
challenge our awe, and has no outward
sign or approval of either God or men.
But listen! He speaks: "To th'e law
and to the testimony." "No man taketh
this honor unto himself, but he that is
called of God as was Aaron." "Faith
cometh by hearing, and hearing by the
word of God;" but "how can they hear
without a preacher, and how can he
preach except he be sent?" "I have been
called, as was Aaron, by the authority
and imposition of the hands one of God's
accredited servants in our dav. I here
officiate a,; a minister of J esu; Christ in
this primitive gospel doctrine and ordi- ·
nance, by placing my hands upon the
head of this candidate, who has believed
our messa_ge, and now waits the endorsement of God, of his action and of our
ministry."
Thousands to-day whose testimony
none attempt to impeach, have submitted
to this ordinance of God's house, the
Church of Jesus Christ, ann their testimony of God's goodness and unchangeability stands against the combined opposition of the world.
One of the above mentioned ministers
is "called" to preach justification by faith
alone; another, that works must accompany, and that baptism is the sum of
works necessary. The Baptist representative preaches that they are baptized because their sins are remitted already by
the act of faith, and the presence of a
"feeling," with the assurance of the minister, confirms them in this view of the
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·ease; while the Christians, or Campbellites, as they art; sometimes called, believe
and preach that baptism was, and is "for
the remission of sins;" but, strange
enough, they fellowship, as Christians,
those whom the word, according to their
construction, indicate as being yet sinners
and disobedient to the gospel provisions,
at the same time also waring against those
whose crime is in believing all they do
and more. Thus we find them denying
the Holy Ghost, not accepting the presence of God's Spirit; while our Christadelphian friends avow, "that the witness
<Of the Spirit is not a fact in our day,"
reasonably claiming, as we have, that
apostolic authority is necessary to confer
the same.
The Methodist representative says in
turn, we want a practical religion-a religion of feeling, not a faith that engages
itself in the discussion of a cold letter that
kills, but of the Spirit that maketb alive.
Look :.tt these other fellows that quote and
prove by the letter alone, "Except a man
be born of water." There must be need
(){ a spiritual interpretation of these pas~ages; for just look at these churches run
by water. How cold and unenthusiastic;
how top-heavy with brain religion! They
PROVIDENCE, R.I., June 1st, 1889.
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certainly don't have more of the Spirit or
enjoy their religion better than we do."
What is the matter with all these wellmeaning people? The answer is, they none
have kept the covenant of Christ; they all
have transgressed, in ()ne or more points,
"the perfect law of liberty;" they have
transgressed and do not abide in the doctrine of Christ.
The Church of God and the gospel restored, presents, for the consideration of
mankind, a faith that appeals to both of
those strongest forces of the soul, the
head and the heart.
"l will put my law in their mind, and
write it in their heart, and they shall not
need to say every man unto his neighbor,
know ye the Lord; for all shall know
Him, from the least unto the greatest."
The wisdom of obedience will vindicate God's law, not the wisdom of this
world, nor of the princes of this world,
but "if any man," learned or unlearned,
"will do, he shall know 0f the doctrine."
Thus, also, the doctrine of "the laying
on of bands," in the Church of Jesus
Christ, becomes the means, devised of
God, by which his chosen ministry and
their authority may be rationally recognized.

To be continued.

WHEN THE CHICKENS COME HOME TO ROOST.
You may take the world as it comes and goes,
And you will be sure to find
That fate will square the accounts she owes,
·whoever comes out behind:
And all things bad that a man has done,
By whatsoever induced,
Return at last to him, one by one,
As the chickens come home to roost.

I

You may scrape and toil and pinch and save,
While your hoarded wealth expands,
Till the cold, dark shadow of the grave
Is nearing your life's last sands ;
You will have your balance struck some night,
And you'll.find your hord redueed,
You'll view your life in another light,
When the chickens come home to roost.
You can stint your soul and starve your heart
With the husks of a barren creed,
J3ut Christ will know if you play a part,
' Will know in your hour of need;

And then as you wait for death to come
What hope can there be deduced
From a creed alone? you will lie there dumb
While your chickens come home to roost.
Sow as you will, there's time to reap,
For the good and the bad as well,
And conscience, whether we wake or sleep,
Is either a heaven or hell.
And every wrong will find its place,
And every passion loosed,
Drifts back and meets you face to faceWhen the chickens come home to roost.
·whether you're over or under the sod
The result will be the same;
You can not escape the hand of God,
You must bear your sin and shame.
No matter what's carved on a marble slab,
When the items are all produced
You'll find that St. Peter was keeping "tab,"
And that chickens come home to roost.
-Selected.
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BY E. E. WHEELER.

"Hast thou sounded the depths of yonder sea,
And counted the sands that under it be?
Hast thou measured the height of heaven
above?
Then may'st thou measure a mother's love."
'ZJLTHOUGH my theme is an old one,
f 1. yet like the story told by our Father
Adam to Mother Eve, it seems ever new.
There is but one affection that should have
pre-eminence over love of home and loved
ones, and that is affection for our Creator
and his just and holy cause. What tender remembrances of home and dear ones
flit through the brain of the weary soldier
as he lies down to rest on the blood-stained
:field! Although hardenend by scenes of
carnage and death, yet the divine nature
in the human form is not entirely removed
and he whispers an evening prayer, invoking God's blessings and protection over
the dear ones in the far away home. Can
there be a holier emotion than that which
:fills the heart of the bumble minister for
Christ, as he takes the parting hand of
those he loves; yea, his wife and little
babes, kisses their tear-stained faces, and,
turning from them, goes boldly forth to
battle for the truth? How he thanks the
Author of his being that he is blessed with
such tender associations and ennobling influences that go so far and do so much to
develop all that is good and pure and
manlv in his nature.
I c~n not agree with the apostle of the
Gentiles when he says it would be better
if all were like himself. It would not
only depopulate the world, but in my estimation, debase man morally and spiritually. By virtue of our creation neither
man nor woman can be perfect without
each other, nor answer the end of their
creation. The attributes of love, patience
and forbearance can not be fully developed, and all the gems in our nature, polished
and refined, without the associations found
in married life and in the home. I can
not find words to express my detestation
of the common idea that woman is the inferior of man. Had I looked upon my
wife as my inferior, I never would have
married her nor any other woman of whom
I had that opinion. Woman is the inferior of man in brute str'"ngth, and if that
be taken as evidence that she is inferior in

all respects, then the lion would be man's
superior; for he is stronger than man.
Morally and intellectually she has proven
to proud man that she is his equal and in
those finer relations of life, bas far surpassed the height attained by man. What
a mystery it is to me to see men so congenial and kind to all with whom they associate, with the one exception-their own
families. One of the grandest types of
manhood is he who is true to his own
family; who loves his wife too well to be·
willing to say one word or commit one
act that will cause her a moment of sorrow or pain. How the sunshine of God's
love dwells in such a home! How the
companion of such a man willingly labors
and sacrifices, in order to promote his
happiness as well as her own. There can
be to me no higher recommendation to offices in the church than that a brother is
good in his family, that he is kind and
patient and true to the best interests of
those whom God has placed in his charge.
The church need not fear to let such a
man represent them, if be is properly
called.
Many thousands of women have bad
their lives made miserable ,.and have been
laid in premature graves by the treatment
of careless, thoughtless, unsympathetic·
and crilel husbands. Let all professing
the name of Latter Day Saint be far abovethis; as far above as the heavens are above
the earth. In conclusion, let the women
learn to govern and control the family as.
well as the man. I think more depends
on the mother in the duty of training and
raising the children in the right way, than
upon the father. This is more especially
the case with the missionary's family.
What encouragement would it be to me,
if, while I am away trying to save others,
I am at the same time conscious that my
own family are taking the downward road
that leads to eternal ruin. How necessary
it is that the elder's wife should have good
government, be possessed of patience, decision and firmness, and raise her family
in the nurture and admonition of the Lord.
Is it not a beautiful sight to see the family of the missionary in his absence called
together night and morning and hear the
simple heartfelt prayer from wife and
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children, that God will protect the loved
one who is absent, and bless and favor
him in his work? Surely our heavenly
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Father will bless and protect such a family, and his ministering angels watch over
them.

WHEN BESSIE DIED.
When Bessie diedWe braided the brown hair, and tied
It just as her own little hands
Had fastened back the silken strands
A thousand times-the crimson bit
Of ribbon woven into it
That she had worn with childish prideSmoothed down the dainty bow; and cried,
When Bessie died.
When Bessie diedWe drew the nursery blinds aside,
And, as the morning in the room
Burst like a primrose into bloom,
Her pet canary's cage we hung

Where she might hear him when he sungAnd yet not any note he tried',
Though she lay listening folded-eyed!
When Bessie diedWe writhed in prayer unsatisfied;
We begged of God, and he did smile
In silence on us all the while;
And we did see Him, through our tears,.
Enfolding that fair form of hers,
She laughing back against His love
The kisses we had nothing of,
And death to us he still deniedWhen Bessie diedWhen Bessie died.
-Selected.

THE

HONEST

RUM-SELLER(?);

OR LIGHT IN THE BAR-ROOM.
BY THOMAS J. SMITH.

CHAPTER IV.
Cease now the story,
Nor tell it again,
For its sinful scenes
Swell the soul with pain.
E WILL now leave Mike McGinnis
with his arguments and give our attention to this loudly talking and wildly
gesticulating person coming down the
street. Why, bless you, if it is not a woman. Who can she be? She is tall and
muscular, her face is coarse and badly sunbrowned, her eyes are black, her arms and
fingers are long and brawny, her hairwell, I will not tell what color it is-but
will simply say, that when superstitious
people look upon a person having hair
like hers, they invariably hunt up a white
horse; her clothing is scant; her steps
are long and sweeping, while her entire .appearance indicates an ill-tempered, angry
woman. Why, if it is not old Betsy Barns.
What is she talking and brawling about?
Listen.
"I'll show that hypocritical sneak thief

W

of a rum-seller what kind of material
Betsy Barns is made of. I have told the
old ''penny-grabber" now the sixth time
not to sell my husband liquor, and as sure
as I do it, that sure does he come home
drunker than ever. At this very minute
he is lying in the back yard so befuddled
with rum that he can not tell the noonday sun from a fire-fly. Ah! but it is aggravating. I am going to pop the law
onto the lying deceiver this very day. He
knows very well that I could get damages
from him by law for selling Barns whisky,
when I have forbidden him doing so.
Here is his den and I am going to beard
him in it too, and there he stands behind
his bar. "Look this way you miserable
rum fiend and tell me why you have sold
my husband whisky again, when I have
for half a dozen times forbidden it. Now
don't repeat that old thread-bare lie again
and say you didn't, for I know better;
only this very day he came home drunker
than ever, and when I asked him who sold
him liquor, all I could get out of him was
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Mod'l, Mod'l. There, now, don't that noon she would see the clerk enter the litgive you completely away, you imp of tle building, take out the money, enter
Egyptian darkness?"
the saloon and shortly return with its
"Upon my word, Mrs. Barns," com- worth in. liquor, which he places in the
menced Mr. Pennygrabber, "you are wide- box from which he took the money.. At
ly mistaken, your--"
fifteeu minutes past twelve she would see
"Hold, hold," interrupted Betsy, "l told her husband stop again at the window,
you not to bring up that old lie again, for raise the sash, seize the bottle and rush
I will not believe it any more, it is too away with it. And finally when she goes
thin. I am going to try the law on you home two hours later she would see "the
and see if it won't stop your sneaking old man drunk again." Of course the
mischief."
rum-seller did not lie in the matter and his
"Will you just listen to me one moment, conscience is perfectly clear, for old man
Mrs. Barns," again commenced the rum- Barns had neither bought or drank any
seller?"
liquor in his saloon for three months. The
"No, I will not; I have listened to your buying was done in the little ware room,
Dily tongue many times too often already. and the drinking was done wherever the
I am going to sue you at the court this purchaser chose to do it. So the rumvery day."
seller comes out again as straight as a
After this little speech Betsy turned to shingle, and as honest as ever, and poor
go. · Mr. Pennygrabber seeing that she Betsy Barns still looks for the man who
meant business ventured again:
sells her husband liquor.
"Hold on, Mrs. Barnefl, if yon will not · The election has been over for two
listen to me, I ask you to pay attention days, the excitement is dying down, the
to just one word from mv clerk here. resu1t is definitely known, and the "wet
Johnson, has John Barns boi'Ight or drank candidates," as usual, were nearly all
liquor of any kind in this saloon for the elected. So we will just step into the
last three months past?"
bar-room of the Model Saloon again to
"Upon my word and honor, Mrs. see how things are moving along. As
Barns," replied Johnson, your husband might be expected, new vigor has been inhas neither bought nor drank any liquor fused into the business. The proprietor
in this saloon for at least three months and clerk are more polite and smiling than
gone by."
ever, and to celebrate the great victory
This testimony so straightforward and they had achieved in the election, whisky
so firmly given, completely confounds the is free for the evening. Drunken men
poor woman, and extracts the greater half were on every hand, while riot and con·of the combativeness with which she was fusion seemed to be the order of the occapossessed but a moment before.
sion. Nearly everybody wanted to talk
"Then," she meekly said, "if you did while no one could listen. Prominent
not sell him the liquor, Mr. Pennygrabber, among these babblers is a tall, handsome
who did?"
man, well dressed, and as refined and po"How should I know?" he replied, "there lite as his drunken condition will permit.
.are many saloons in this city besides Who is he? Well, that is just what the
mine."
proprietor is asking his clerk in a low
Mrs. Barns leaves the place completely whisper, as a lull in the demand for
baffied but not satisfied. Could this poor whisky comes on. "Who is he, John.and much abused woman have had but son."
one ray of light shed into her mystified
"His name IS Williams," answered
goul at this time, all would have been Johnson," and he lives in the southern
clear as the noonday sun. Could any part of the city. They say he has a mint
Dne but have told her to take a position of money."
.
where she could have a fair view of the
"I do not doubt it," continued the prolittle ware room at the rear of the saloon prietor, "his appearance indicates it, bebuilding and there watch until her hus- sides I have seen him. handling a roll of
band passes by going to his daily work, bank notes to-night as large as a beer botshe would see him stop, raise the window tle. I never saw him here before."
sash and drop a piece of money in a small
"No," replied Johnson, he patronizes
box nailed to the wall. Some time before the Red Front."
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"He patronizes the Red Front," repeat•ed the proprietor, while a wicked sparkle
·shone in his eyes, "and he is here tonight just because the evening is free, the
stingy pup, we will 'fix' him, Johnson.
Next treat give him from the black de.canter."
This gives us a clew as to bow the man
is to be "fixed," so we will watch matters
with eyes wide open. Five minutes has
not elapsed before "treat" is again called.
(It is a custom among saloon men to treat
every time the crowd demands it when
they give what they term "free whisky.")
All those who were not too drunk marched or rather staggered up to the bar. Now
watch for the black decanter. Ah, sure
enough the clerk is filling a glass from it.
.See how carelessly he moves around and
how unconcerned he is. He fills four or
iive glasses more from other bottles a,nd
listlessly moves all around over the counter, but as we n nticipate, the one filled
from the black decanter lands in front of
Mr. Williams, who innocently swallows
its contents as the others do theirs. In
one-half houl' he is in a state of unconscioe.sness, from which he can not be
aroused for at least five hours. A little
news item in the Daily Bee tells the se·q11el to the above proceedings.
"RROBBED WHILE DRUNK.-As Mr. Henry "\Villiams,,was returning home late last
night from the 'free whisky,' at the Model Saloon, he was robbed of $756. He
was found early this morning by the police, lying three blocks away from the
-.saloon, 'dead drunk,' but minus the mo
ney. No clue as yet to the thieves."
There was not a single person among
a,ll those who beard of the robbery, who
ever dreamed, let alone suspicioned, that
this man had been drugged, robbed and
carried three blocks away by Mr. Pennygrabber and his clerk, Johnson. So the
little matter of "fixing" Mr. Williams
was soon forgotten and the honest rumseller still flourishes.
Among all our illustrations of the
wicked and diabolical work of the rumseller, the saddest and most melancholy is
that of getting rid of the old sots. Every
one knows, who is in the least, conversant
with the rum tra<Je, that after the poor,
old drunken sot has spent all of his
money for drink and there is no hope of
him getting any more, he is a· perfect
-eyesore to the rumseller. He is a thorn
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in his side. Unlike his Creator, the rumvender can not look upon the works of
his hands and pronounce them "good,"
but fain would look some other way or
have them removed from his sight, hence
his desire to be rid of them. But the
door of the model opens again and the
same old sot who was so generously
treated to the dishwater some time since,
totters in. He is shivering from head to
foot, for as we before observed, he was
miserably dressed and the night is
extremely cold. He seems to pause as to
whether he will go to the stove and warm
himself or call for liquor to qu,.ench his
fiery thirst. The latter idea prevails, so
he pleads for a glass of brandy.
"No," said the proprietor, "Yon can
have what I give to all old sots who have
no money."
"I bad plenty of money once," replied
the sot, "you got it all, now give me
brandy."
"Not a drop," said the hard hearted
rum seller, "You can have the other."
"l won't have it," groaned the old man.
"You have robbed me of my money and
ruined my life; now I must and will have
brandy." And be makes an effort to
reaeh a bottle on the shelf.
The proprietor pushes him back. Another effort is made, but results as did the
first. A third ends as did the second.
The rum seller becomes greatly exasperated.
"Hold on!" he says, "will you go away
at once, and not come again if I give you
one drink of brandy?"
The wretched old man, crazy for the
liquor, was willing to promise anything
to get it.
"Yes, I will," he replied, "give it to
me, quick."
Mr. Pennygrabber stood for a moment
as if in deep thought, looked cautiously
around, then walked quickly to the other
end of the counter and reaching under it
took out a black dacanter filling a beerglass from it be pushed it towards the old
man, remarking:
"Now drink and go."
And he did go 8nre enough. The next
day the county ambulance hears the
remains of an old frozen drunkard to the
Potter's Field. No one loved him, and
no one cared. Not a tear fell as the clods
rattled upon the rough pine box which
held his rum-besotted clay.
Only one
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sigh escaped the lips of all the hundreds
who read of the sad end of this old sot,
and that was a sigh of relief from the
honest rumseller. The event is soon for·
gotten, things move along in the old rut
and the Model Saloon still waves.
We now come to the last act which we
will present in the drama of the "honest
rumseller."
Although scores of others could be introduced with equal force and fitness, this
one, with those already given, will suffice
for our present purpose. They are sufficient to convince the most radical believer
in his honesty, to an opposite faith, and
place him in his true position, as a man
who is willing to do anything, honest or
dishonest, to make money.
For the week just passed, things have
been moving at a break-neck speed at the
Model Saloon. Drinking men from all
parts of the city have been flocking there.
An enormous amount of wine bas been
consumed. Money bas flowed into Mr.
Pennygrabber's coffers by the handful, and
of course be is a happy man. At this
time a large crowd of men is surging
around his bar, babbling, brawling and
drinking wine and smacking their crimsoned lips over the delicious beverage.
But what is it all about yqu ask? This
little advertisement in the city papers will
explain it:
"Mr; Pennygrabber, proprietor of the
Model Saloon, hag just returned from
New York, where he purchased a large
number of barrels of choice foreign wines
at auction. Having gotten these wines at
a very low figure, and wishing to do the
fair thing by his customers, he will dispose of them at half price."
And now while men are rushing in and
out of his saloon and making ·a great to
do over this "soft snap" as they term it,
we will trace the historv of the whole
affair.
One morning, fust about four
weeks ago Mr. Pennygrabber sat in his
bar room reading the morning papers.
N othir,g of any import seemed to meet
his eye until he was almost through, when
all at once his face brightened np, his
eyes sparkled brightly, while his whole
appearance indicated that he had read
something which highly pleased him.
What is it? We will just peep over his
shoulder and see. It is but a small news
item, and reads as follows:
"The faculty of the Medical and Surgi-

cal Institute at Buffalo, New York, has
adopted the French method of bathing
their scrofulous and ulcerous patients in
the best of wine.
It is then disposed
of for a small amount to western farmers
and ranchmen, who claim it to be an infallible remedy for what is known as
'scab' among sheep."
That is all there is of it. But it is sufficient to arouse the cupidity of the honest Pennygrabber.
"Johnson," said he next morning to his
clerk, "l am going to make a little run
down to J?uffalo, New York, on business,.
and want you to see to things while I am
gone. My stay will probably be a week
or ten days. Don't let the Red Front
get the 'bulge' on us while I am gone."
"Trust me," replied Johnson, "things:
will go right along the same as if you
were here."
Three days after this a man dressed in
the plain garb of a western farmer or·
ranchman made his appearance in the
office of the Institute just mentioned and
asked for the superintendent of the concern. An interview was soon granted
him.
"I understand" commenced the farmer,.
"that certain patients who come here for·
treatment are washed in the best wine,
and this wine is then sold to western
sheep-raisers as a remedy for certain diseases among their ·animals. Have I been
correctly informed?"
"Yes, you have," replied the superintendent, "we find it verv beneficial in all
scrofulous diseases and farmers tell us
that, mixed with a little tobacco, it is a
certain cure for diseases peculiar to
sheep."
"Have you any of this wine on hand
now?" asked the farmer.
"Yes, we have a large number of barrels
now, as we have not made any sales for
the last three months, this being a time
of year when there is but little call for it."·
"Well, I own a large sheep ranch in
Colorado. Many of my animals are badly
diseased, so if we can agree as to the
price of the wine, I will take· what you
have on hand," said the farmer."
"There will be no trouble as to that,"·
replied the other, "all we want is just
enough to pay for re-barreling, draying,.
etc."
So the bargain was closed and the next.
day found Mr. Pennygrabber (for. the
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-farmer was no other than he) homeward
bound on the lightning express, with
twenty-five barrels of ehoice Maderia
wine following him on the way freight.
Not, however to his sheep ranch in Colorado, for he never owned one, but to the
Model Saloon. to be drank by kis customers. And this was the wine he was selling at half price, and the same over whieh
the men were smacking their lips, and pronouncing it delicious. There can be no
doubt but what it must have been truly delightful! Our mouths water at the very
thought of it even now, and the act of getting such a charming treat for his custom·ers should forever redound to the praise of
the good and true, honest, law-abiding
rum seller!
And now, in conclusion, my friends,
shall we sign this petition? Shall we
give our consent to the establishment of
a saloon in this place? Shall we make
:another Pennygrabber of John Myers?
Shall we commission him to spread ruin
GoODLAND,

Kansas.
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among our families, deal death to our
fathers and sons and finally cover them
with a drunkard's Rhame and grave.
Henry Walters took his seat while a
thundering shower of Noes, almost lifted
the roof from the building. The petition
was never again presented for signers and
the little town of T - - was free from
the threatenec1 danger. But "how things
do meander away," how unlooked for
things do appear. New settlers flocked
in, holding anti-temperance opinions,
many of the old ones changed their's and
to-day, just one little short year afterward, John Myers' Saloon is the most
prominent building in the town.
The
same old process of drunkard-making is
going on. The same tricks are played,
the same traps are set, and as might be
expected, the same results are following.
What shall we do? What can we do?
"How long, 0 Lord, holy and true, dost
thou not judge and avenge our blood on
them them that dwell on the earth."

(Concluded.)

MAN GREATER THAN NATURE.

J:J
fl.

SUNBEAM, no doubt, is a wonderfril phenomenon, but surely the
mind that perceives it, traces it to its
sources, analyzes its laws, and explains its
nature, is, without limit, greater than the
sun beam. Yet our material philosophies
to-day are far too much inclined to leave
unaccounted for the explaining soul in
their endeavors to explain the universe,
:and, therefore, beyond the arch of heaven
they .are willing to tell us there is no
:author, and in the noble movements and
supreme abnegations of a saintly life they
would have us believe that we see only
the reactions of a living chemistry. But
within ourselves we know it may not be.
The soul abides upon itself forever.
This consciousness unshared by all the
universe beside, this I, whence does it
come? This burden on the soul that
right alone is noble, and that wrong is
eternally base-how carne it there? There
is no answer in Nature. She is dumb.
Philosophy has been endeavoring the
stammering reply for centuries on centuries, and she has failed; and science at
this hour, enthroned upon an Alp of van-

tage that she never occupied before, will
tell you in her frankness that from the
physics of the brain to deduce the ego,
the I, the conscious self, is simply impossible. There is but one answer; it is that
we are more than matter; it is the outcome of the Divine within us that gives
us this conscious self of responsibility.
It is no answer to that to say that we are
parts of the physical world. I know we
are. We are the slaves of a physical destiny like the cedar and the ox, but we are
more, infinitely more. It is true that we
are placed without our choice upon a world
to whose physical laws we must submit,
and over whose movements we have no
control. We are compelled by gravity
and carried hopelessly through space by
the rolling world. We do not determine
our tendencies, we do not elect our talents; and yet our tendencies are stupendous factors for good or ill, and our talents
may determine whether we shall rule a
nation or go through life a drudge. Then
can we be free under circumstances like
these? Yes. If it be the mind that
makes the man, we are yet free. In the
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words of .T ohn Stuart Mill, "Mind has
power to co-operate in the formation of its
own character." It is true, I can not
defy the swirling movement of my passions that would carry me to the hell of a
degraded life; I can not defy the pull
upon my body of physical gravity; but I
can scorn and conquer the moral gravity

of my lusts which would dethrone my
manhood. In short, I am bound physically, but morally I am free, and the tendencies with which I am born and the
talents that are woven with my life are
the very elements out of which, with
Christ as my pattern, I must construct my
moral character.

THE SONG AT NIGHT.
Awaking from sleep one night,
Methought I faintly heard,
Amiust the fir trees arching high,
The pipings of a bird.
And as I listened, the sweetstrain
Rose loud and clear, until
It reached full compass; then it stopped,
And all grew strangely still.
Oh! little bird with head tucked low
Beneath your downy wing,
I wonder why you tuned your voice
In the dark night to sing?
Had you a vision clear and bright
Which called for honest praise,
And sent from out your throbbing throat
Soft, tender, heartfelt lays?
Or were you frightened at the dark
Which brooded o'er the nest,
Left lonely by the mother bird
Which lulled you to your rest,

Till well-known objects took the shape
Of queer and spectral things,
And maue you long to hide yourself
Beneath the parent wings?
I can not tell you how my heart
Went out to meet that song,
Borne by the wing of dark-robed night
Upon the breeze along.
Or how the quick fear started forth,
As the last feeble lay
From out your little quiv'ring throat
Died on the air away.
Since then I've very often caught
Your timid midnight song,
And pondered o'er the lesson taught
Within night's hours long,
Knowing the ear which never shuts
Heeds every feeble call;
For heaven, not earth, endures for aye,
And God is over all.
-Selected.

INCIDENTS IN THE LIFE OF ONE OF EARTH'S PII..GRIMS.
BY ELDER E. STAFFORD.

W

E lay in Callao four months, and to
break the daily monotony the sailors
used sometimes to indulge in catching
sharks. A man would take an iron hook,
bated with four or five pounds of pork,
out to the end of the boom and let the
pork down to the water. This hook was
fastened to the end of a coil of rope which
lay near the foremast, and when bated the
rope was fastened to the lift of the boom.
This served the purpose of keeping the
slack of the rope out of the water and resisting the bite of the shark enm@l to insert
the hook in his jaw. If there were no sharks

around when first the bait was dropped,
there soon would be, for it is astonishing
the power of scent the shark possesses.
V erv often one shark would come firstthe forerunner of a number-and in his
hun-y to get the meat, never stopping to
consider the consequence, he would grab
the bait, when feeling the prick of the
hook he would start back at an astonishing rate of velocity through the water,
taking the slack of the rope with him until it was all run out; then being brought
up with a sudden jerk, he would sometimes turn over two or three times before
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stopping. After several ineffectual attempts to get l'oose, he would calm down.
Several men in the chains would then
haul him to the side of the ship and hoist
him till his whole length is out of the
water, when they would slip a noose of
another rope, which ran through a single
block or whip rigged for the purpose,
over his head, and let it down to his tail.
This when drawn tight, would let him
down to the water. They would then
hoist him on the whip till his head just
cleared the water, and after shaking the
hook "Ut of his mouth, they would haul
him on board and hoist him by the tail
till his head was level with the chains.
Two men, each. having a sharp sheath
knife, and standing one on each side of
the shark a sufficient distance away for
safety, would then alternately stab him
with the knife. The one first stabbing
would jump back quickly to avoid being
seized by the shark, which when struck,
would turn on the one that struck him,
and while so doing the one on the other
side would stab him from that direction,
thus they continued to wound him by
turns until he was killed, when they
would cut him up in chunks, letting them
drop in the water, which in a very short
time would be full of sharks that had
scented the blood. Then would be seen
enacted literally, "shark eat shark."
To palliate this cruel sport, the sailors
claimed that sharks are their deadly enemies and that it is legitimate to kill them
at any or all times. No quarter is shown
by the shark, therefore none is given to
him. Upon one occasion when the market boat was coming from shore laden
with fresh provisions, poultry, beef, etc.,
a monster shark was following in its
wake when a chicken that struggled till
its legs were at liberty, flew up and the
boat sailed from under it, causing it to
fall ahead of the shark, which quickly
swallowed it.
On the afternoon of . the same day, a
shark was caught and after being cut
open a chicken dropped out.
One peculiar feature of the latitude of
Callao was the absence' of rain, but it is
reported as one of the finest wheat-raising
conntries in the world.
There were piles of wheat lying on
shore for shipment all the four months that
we were there, and no covering but a tarpaulin. These piles were shipped and
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replenished from time to time. You say
the wheat was raised by irrigation? No;
the descendants of the Spaniards with a
mixture of Indian and Negro blood, were a
little too indolent for that. Every evening at sun-down a very heavy fog settled
over the country. So dense was this fog
that we took down the outer edge of the
awning, or tarpaulin which was stretched
over the decks horizontally in the day
time, to keep the sun from melting the
pitch in the seams of the deck, and lowered'
it to within a foot of the deck, thus form~
ing the shape of the roof of a house,
In a few hours water would be dropping·
from the lower edges like rain; and when
going from under the awning we coul'd
feel a dampness, but not anything like
rain,-strike our face or hands. In the
morning by sun-rise it was all gone. This
process was an every day occurrence, as
witnessed by the writer for four months;
and old sailors who have been there at an
times of the year say it is always the
same. One night during our stay here,
the whole ship's crew was awakened by a
tremendous shaking of the ship. The
chain cable which always has a strain on
it, shook like a leaf, and the links jingled
together, making quite a din. The men
exclaimed simultaneously, "What is
that'(" It proved to be a slight shock of
an earthquake, as testified to by a boat's
crew which was on shore at the time,
waiting for some officers to come on
board. Thev said that it was felt so sensibly on sho;e that the people flocked to
their churches in dreadful fear.
The
country had been subject to earthquakes,
as Old Callao was sunken by one. We
could see the spires of two churches,
I believe, and just the tops of some of the
houses from our anchorage.
Some of our boats have pulled among
the houses; but the boat to which the
writer belonged did not have that privilege. About a mile from where we were
anchored and about three miles from the·
old city, a mountain rises up from the bay.
Tradition says that as the- old city went
down; this mountain rose up and a solitary Jisherman who was plying his avocation at the time, being above the spot
where the land rose, rose with it high in
the air, and was the only one left of ali
the inhabitants of the doomed. city.
rrhis island mountain, retai~e<I the
nanie of the fisherman, S:il!n Lorenzo ..
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Speaking of this mountain, reminds me on shore to defend the place against the
of the visit paid our ship by the president meditated attack of the enemy.
Five
of the Peruvian Government, who came hundred were picked out, and the writer
with his attendants, in all their gold happened to be among them.
tinseled habilaments, and were received
We went on shore with only a change
at the companion way by the officers of of clothing, marched to the barracks on
the ship, clad in like garments, together the opposite side of the town from the
with a national salute of twenty-one guns. beach, in double file, the drums and fifes
I, with my gun-mates, were on the playing "The girl I left behind me."
starboard side, and when the Commbdore This caused my thoughts to revert homeand the Peruvian President, locked arm ward, and to be tinged with sorrow and
in arm, were .passing our gun, they were contrition, for the act of leaving her who
discussing the force of the guns to carry bad trusted her young heart's first love in
shells, and the nicety in the calculatiem of my keeping, and I following a "Will of
the time taken for them to burst; afford- the wisp."
ing the gunner the opportunity in aiming
The barracks, built of adobe, were
the gun, so that at three trials the shell about eighty feet long and twenty feet
would. burst at the point aimed at.
wide, one story high, divided into three
The President expressed a desire to see rooms. Two of these were occupied by
a display of the skill spoken of. The the men, and the third by the officers in
Commodore, looking out of the port-hole charge. Part of our number was taken
toward the mountain, descried a black spot to garrison a fort situated near the main
and pointing to it said to the President, traveled road and about two miles from
"l will guarantee in three trials to cause the barracks .
At one side of the barracks was a yard,
.a shell to bui:st at that spot."
He gave orders to the gunner to have about fourteen feet wide running the
three shells brought, naming them in whole length of the building and surtheir order. The gun was loaded and rounded by a wall ten feet high. At one
fired. The shell exploded apparently end of the yard next to the street was a
about two yards below the mark, the sec- gate the width of the yard, through which
ond exploded beyond the mark, while the ingress or egress was had.
third burst right at the mark.
Our quarters were close, our beds the
Our next place of destination was to soft side of a plai)k, and altogether we
take from the enemy the port of Acapul- soon came to the conclusion that our own
co, on the western coast of Mexico; but rejoicing at the prospect of change, as
before arriving there a United States ves- ·well as the sympathy bestowed by us
sel which was expecting us, having been upon our less fortunate mates who had
sent with despatches for our Commodore been left behind, were both premature.
overhauled us, and our destination was They at least bad the free, pure air of
changed to Mazatlan. A few miles from heaven to breathe, and unlimited view of
this place the whole body of the Mexican the life moving upon land and water,
army, on that side of the land, was sta- while our view was obstructed by high
tioned. Our forces had taken Mazatlan · walls, and the air we breathed was confrom the Mexicans, and were expecting taminated by our surroundings and by
As a great
an attack from them to retake the city, being frequently inhaled.
they having received large reinforcements. privilege we were sometimes allowed
Soon after receiving the despatches, the (half a dozen of us at a time) to sit at the
Commodore had the ship's crew practic- gate-way, which gave us a view of a few
ing at target shooting, and the names of rods up and down the street.
(To be continued).
the best shots were placed on a list to go

JEsus ABOVE ALL.-'fhe traveler ascending the Alps to reach the summit of Mount Blanc: at
first he observes that lord of the hills as one horn among many, and often, in the winding of his
upwards path, he sees other peaks which appear more erevated. than that monarch of the mountains. But when ·he is near the summit, he sees all the rest of the hills beneath his feet, and
like a mighty wedge of alabaster, Mount Blanc pierces the very clouds. So, as we grow in grace,
other things sink, and Jesus rises until he alone fills the full horizon of the souL-Spurgeon.
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-IN this issue we present our readers with
- an illustration of Nauvoo. "This name
'is of Hebrew origin and signifies a beautiful situation or place, carrying with it
also the idea of rest." . . . "It was situated in Hancock county, Illinois, near the
head of the Lower Rapids, and one hundred and ninety-two miles above St. Louis,
-one of the most beautiful sites on the
Mississippi river; the ground rising gradually from the river, presenting a smooth
and regular surface, with a plain at the
summit."
Few of our readers need to be told that
after the expulsion of the Saints from
Missouri, they were received in a hospitable manner by the inhabitants of Illinois
and began a settlement in that state at a
place called Commerce, in the year 1839.
'This name was afterwards changed to
Nauvoo.
We. here insert a portion of a lecture
delivered before the Historical Society of
Pennsylvania on the 26th of March, 1850,
by Thomas L. Kane, Esq., a gentleman of
undoubted veracity and respectability, a
resident of the the city of Philadelphia
and a clerk of one of the highest judicial
tribunals of the nation. This gentleman,
whether led by curiosity or directed by
the hand of Providence, fell in with the
Saints just after their expulsion from
-Nauvoo and traveled with them from
Nauvoo to their winter quarters at Council Bluffs. It is not our present object to
follow his lecture to its conclusion,
though we may have occasion to refer to
it again, but merely to give to our readers
what we believe to be a true and graphic
picture of the scene Nauvoo presented at
this time.
"A few years ago, ascending the Upper Mississippi in the autumn, when
its waters were low, I was compelled to
travel by land past the region of the Rapids. :M:y road lay through the Half-breed
tract, a fine section of Iowa, which the
unsettled state of its land-titles had appropriated as a sanctuary for coiners,
horse thieves, and other outlaws. I had
left my steamer at Keokuk, at the foot of
the Lower Fall, to hire a carriage, and to
~contend for some fragments of a dirty
:meal with the swarming flies, the only

scavengers of the locality. From this
place to where the deep water of the river
returns, my eye wearied to see everywhere
sordid, vagabond and idle settlers; and a
country marred without being improved,
by their careless hands.
"I was descending the last hill-side upon
my journey, when a landscape in delightful contrast broke upon my view. Half
encircled by a bend of the river, a beautiful city lay glittering in the fresh morning sun, its bright new dwellings, set in
cool green gardens ranging llp around a
stately dome-shaped hill, which was
crowned by a noble marble edifice, whose
high tapering spire was radiant with
white and gold. The city appeared to
cover several miles, and beyond it in the
back ground, there rolled off a fair country, chequered by the careful lines of
fruitful husbandry.
The unmistakable
marks of industry, enterprise, and educated wealth everywhere, made the scene
one of singular and most striking beauty.
"It was a natural impulse to visit this
inviting region. I procured a skiff, and
rowing across the river, landed at the
chief wharf of the city. No one met me
there. I looked and saw no one. I could
hear no one move; though the quiet everywhere was such that I heard the flies
buzz, and the W'lter ripples break against
the shallow of the beach.
I walked
thr01:igh the solitary streets. The town
lay as in a dream, under some deadening
spell of loneliness, from which I almost
feared to wake it. For plainly it had not
slept long. There was no grass growing
up in the paved ways. Rains had not
entirely washed away the prints of dusty
footsteps.
"Yet I went about unchecked. I went
into empty workshops, ropewalks, and
smithies. The spinner's wheel was idle;
the carpenter had gone from his workbench and shavings, his unfinished sash
and casing. ]'resh bark was in the tanner's vat, and the fresh-chopped lightwood stood piled against the baker's oven.
The blacksmith's shop was cold; but his
coal heap, and ladling pool, and crooked
water horn were all there, as if he had just
gone off for a holiday. No work people
anywhere looked to know my errand. If
I went into the gardens, clinking the
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wicket-latch loudly after me, to pull the
marygolds, heart's-ease, and lady-slippers,
and draw a drink with the water-sodden
well-bucket and its noisy chain; or, knocking off with my stick the tall heavyheaded dahlias and sunflowers, hunted
- over the beds for cucumbers and loveapples,-no one called out to me from any
opened window, or dog sprang forward to
bark an alai·m. I could have supposed the
people hidden in the houses, but the doors
were unfastened, and when at last I timidly entered them, I found dead ashes
white upon the hearths, and had to tread
a tiptoe, as if walking down the aisle of
a country church to avoid rousing irreverent echoes from the naked floors.
"On the outskirts of the town was the
city graveyard. But there was no record
of plague there, nor did it in anywise
differ much from other Protestant American cemeteries.
Some of the mounds
were not long sodded; some of the stones
were. newly set, thei1: dates recent, and
their black inscriptions glossy in the mason's hardly-dried lettering ink. Beyond
the graveyard, out in the fields, I saw, in
one spot hard by where the fruited boughs
of a young orchard had been roughly torn
down, the still smouldering embers of a
barbecue fire, that had been constructed of
rails from the fencing round it. It was
the latest sign of life there. Fields upon
fields of heavy-headed yellow grain lay
rotting ungathered upon the ground. No
one was at hand to take in their rich
harvest. As far as the eye could reach,
they stretched away-they, sleeping too
in the hazy air of autumn.
"Only two portions of the city seemed
to suggest the import of this mysterious
solitude. On the southern suburb, the
houses looking out upon the country
showed, by their splintered wood-work
and walls battered to the foundation, that
they had lately been the mark of a destructive cannonade. And in and around
the splendid Temple, which had been the
chief object of my admiration, armed men
were barracked, surrounded by their
stacks of musketry and pieces of heavy
ordnance. These challenged me to render an account of myself, and why I had
the temerity to cross the water without
a written permit from a leader of their
band.
"Though these men were generally more
or less under the influence of ardent spir-

its; after I had explained myself as a·.
passing stranger, they seemed anxious to·
gain my good opinion. They told me the
story of the Dead City; that it had been
a notable manufacturing and commercial
mart, sheltering over 20,000 persons; that
they had waged war with its inhabitants
for several years, and had been finally
succes~ful only a few days before my visit, in an action fought in front of the ruined suburb; after which they had driven
them forth at the point of the sword.
The defence, they said, had been obstinate, but gave way on the third day's•
bombardment. They boasted greatly of
their prowess, especially in this Battle, as,
they called it; but I discovered they were
not of one mind as to certain of the exploits that had distinguished it; one of
which as I remember, was that they had
slain a father and his son, a boy of fifteen,.
not long residents of the fated city, whom
they admitted to have borne a character
without reproach.
"They also conducted me inside the
massive sculptured walls of the curious.
temple, in which they said the banished
inhabitants were accustomed to celebrate
the mystic rites of an unhallowed worship. They particularly pointed out to•
me certain features of the building,
which, having been the peculiar objects
of a former superstitious regard, they had
as matter of duty, sedulously defiled and
defaced. The reputed sites of certain·
shrines they had thus particularly noticed,.
and various sheltered ehambers, in one of
which was a deep well, constructed they
believed with a dreadful design. Beside
these they led me to see a large and deepchiseled marble vase or basin, supported
upon twelve oxen, also of marble, and of
the size of life, of which they told some·
romantic stories. They said the deluded
persons, most of whom were immigrants
from a great distance, believed their Deity
countenanced their reception here of a
baptism of regeneration, as proxies for·
whomsoever they held in warm affection
in the countries from which they had
come. That here parents 'went into the
water' for their lost children, children fortheir parents, widows for their spouses,
and young persons for their lovers. That
thus the Great Vase came to be for them
aswciated with all dear and distant memories, and was therefore the object, of all
others in the building, to which they
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attached the greatest degree of idolatrous
affection. On this account the victors
had so diligently desecrated it, as to render the apartment in which it was contained too noisome to abide in.
"They permitted me also to ascend into
the steeple, to iiee where it had been
lightning-struck on the Sabbath before;
and to look out, East and South, on wasted farms like those I had seen near the
city, extending till they were lost in the
distance. Here, in the face of pure day,
close to the scar of the Divine wrath left
by the thunderbolt, were fragments of
food, cruses of liquor, and broken drinking vessels, with a bass ch·um and a steamboat signal bell of which I afterwards
learned the use with pain.
"It was after nightfall when I was ready
to cross the river on my return. The
wind had freshened since the sunset; and
the water beating roughly into my little
boat, I headed higher up the stream than
the point I had left in the morning, and
landed where a faint glimmering light
invited me to steer.
"Here among the dock and rushes, sheltered only by the darkness, without roof
between them and the sky, I came upon a
crowd of several hundred human creatures, whom my movements roused from
uneasy slumber upon the ground.
"Passing these on my way to the light,
I found it came from a tallow candle in a
paper funnel shade, such as is used by
street venders of apples and peanuts, and
which flaring and guttering away, in the
bleak air off the water, shone flickeringly
on the emaciated features of a man in the
last stage of a bilious remittent fever.
They had done their best for him. Over
his head was something like a tent, made
of a sheet or two, and he rested on a but
partially ripped open old straw mattress,
with a hair-sofa cushion under his head
for a pillow. His gaping jaw and glazing
eve told how short a time he would mon~polize these luxuries; though a seemingly bewildered and excited person, who
might have been his wife, seemed to find
hope in occasionally forcing him to swallow awkwardly-measured sips of the tepid
river water from a burned and battered
bitter-smelling tin coffee pot. Those who
knew better had furnished the apothecary
he needed-a toothless old bald head,
whose manner had the repulsive dulness
of one familiar with death scenes. He, so
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long as I remair1ed, mumbled in his patient's ear a monotonous and melancholy
prayer, between the pauses of which I
heard the hiccup and sobbing of two little
girls, who were sitting upon a piece of
drift wood outside.
"Dreadful indeed was the suffering of
these forsaken beings. Cowed and cramped by cold and sunburn, alternating as
each weary day and night dragged on, they
were almost all of them the crippled victims of disease. Thev were there because
they had no homes, n~r hospital, nor poor
house, nor friends to offer them any. They
could not satisfy the feeble cravings of
their sick; they had not bread to quiet
the fractious hunger cries of their children. Mothers and babes, daughters and
grandparents, all of them alike were bivouacked in tatters, wanting even. covering to comfort those whom the sick shiver
of fever was searching to the marrow.
"These were Mormons famishing in
Lee county, Iowa, in the fourth week of
the month of September, in the year of our
Lord, 1846. The city,- it was Nauvoo,
Illinois. The Mormons were the owners
of that city, and the smiling country round.
And those who had stopped their ploughs,
who had silenced their hammers, their
axes, their shuttles and their workshop
wheels; those who had put out their fires,
who had eaten their food, spoiled their
orchards, and trampled under foot their
thousands of acres of unharvested bread;
these-were the keepers of their dwellings, the carousers in their temple-whose
drunken riot insulted the ears of their
dying.
"l think it was as I turned from the
wretched night-watch of which I have
spoken, that I first listened to the sounds
of revel of a party of the guard within
the city. Above the distant hum of the
voices of many, occasionally rose distinct
the loud oath-tainted exclamation, and the
falsely intonated scrap of vulgar song;
but lest this requiem should go unheeded,
every now and then when their boisterous
orgies strove to attain a sort of ecstatic
climax, a cruel spirit of insulting frolic
carried some of them up into the high
belfry of the Temple steeple, and there
with the wicked childishness of inebriety,
they whooped, and shrieked and beat the
drum that I had seen, and rang in charivaric unison their loud-tongued steamboat bell.
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"They were, all told, not more than six
hundred and forty persons who were thus
lying on the river flats. But the Mormons in Nauvoo and its dependencies had
been numbered the year before at over
20,000. Where were they? They had
last been seen carrying in mournful trains
their sick and wounded, halt and blind,
to disappear behind the western horizon,
pursuing the phantom of another home.
Hardly anything else was known of them;
and people asked with curiosity, What had
been their fate-what their fortunes?"
We now wish to call the attention of our
readerg to one or two phases of this pic\ ture which Mr. Kane was entirely ignorant
of, but which, if we will ponder upon it,
will teach us wisdom, strengthen us in the
faith, and lead us to fear the judgment of
a justly offended GoG..
God has no favorites, and notwithstanding he overthrew Pharaoh, and his pursuing host, and saved his people out of their
bands, yet when that people departed from
his law and committed sin, he sold them
time and again into the hands of their
.enemies; and when they persisted in sinning and filled up the cup of their iniquity,
he destroyed Jerusalem with its magnifi·Cent temple and scattered its wicked inhabitants upon the whole face of the earth.
Were they sinners above others? Nay, it
was because they had become like those
.others; for having greater light they were
under obligation to walk therein.
After the holding of the first conference at Nauvoo, the heart of one of God's
faithful servants being moved within him,
he went out beneath the silence of the
midnight sky and prayed earnestly to
God that his people might never be driven

again, when the voice of the Spirit said to·
him, "If my people will obey my commandments they never shall be driven
again."
Were those poor, homeless, shivering
men, women and children sinners above
all others, that they suffered those trials?
\Vere they sinners above those vile
wretches camping in and around the once
beautiful Temple of N anvoo? Nay, but
they had turned from the commandments
of God-had made flesh their arm and
sinned against greater light. It was not
that drunken, howling mob who had first
desecrated the Temple, but the wicked
leaders this people were then following to
those mountain fastnesses.
These had
desecrated it with sins which called for
the fire and thunderbolts of heaven to
obliterate; and they came.
This picture presents but one side of
the matter. It tells yon of those who followed apostate leaders, but does not bring
to your view the. thousands, aye, tens
of thousands, scattered ones who seeing
the wickedness and corruptions by which
these were being led captive went every
man his way to weep apart over the
blighting of his fondest hopes. But mark
in this the providence of God, that just as
devious as were their ways, so was the
sowing of the gospel seed. God made
of each true Saint an instrument dealing
death-blow:; to sectarianism and its creeds.
Do you hear the crash to-day? Aye, the
wedge has entered, and when the work is
done theri will the honest in heart return
to Zion with songs of everlasting joy; but
the false shepherds and those who loved
their rule will "inhabit the parched places
in the wilderness."

DEVOTION.
C.M.

TUNE-MARTYRDOM.

BY JOSETH DEWSNUP, SR.

'Tis here I seek thee, God of grace,
To tell my wants to thee;
Thy love to feel, thy power confess,
And what thou dost for me.

Inspire my prayer, accept my praise,
While in thy house I bend ;
Thy righteousness in me fulfill,
Thy graces. in me blend.

Within the portals of this house
My tongue shall sing thy praise;
My throbbing heart, with gratitude
Acknowledge all thy ways.

Then, Lord, I will thy praise declare,
Thy love my theme shall be;
The incense of a grateful heart
Shall thus ascend to thee.

England,
August 8th, 1889.

MANCHESTER,
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SELFHOOD AND SELF.
BY M. OSTRACIS.

W ould'st thou know thyself?
In other's, self discern:
Would'st thou know others?
Examine self, and learnLook closely upon men, and there perceive
·what human nature doth in man conceive.
Thinkest thou thou'rt small,
And others greater far?Each man is part of all
The multitude that are
Earth's family. He whom thou honor'st now
Erstwhile was small, and weak, and poor as
thou.
Dost think that thou art weak?
Thyself a cipher deem?
The cipher hath a place,
However small it seem.
If unit it succeed, it addeth nineNine fold the power of unit's power is thine.

Still sayest thou, "Alone
I am as nothing still;"
There's no one stands aloneThe drops the ocean fill.
Each whole is formed of parts, thy parts thine
own;
Fill well thy place-in honor thou'lt be known.
W ould'st thou measure force?
Then others' force observe.
W ould'st know thy nature's power?
Let fancies never swerve
Thy reason from its throne; but strive to glean
The truth from what is now, from what hath
been.
Were there no atoms found,
No molecules would be;
Were there no molecules,
No earth; no drops, no sea.
However small thy part, by God designed
Is every part of matter, and of mind.

WITH THE CHURCH IN AN EARLY DAY.
BY "FRANCES."

last we left Margery busy with
I N theour household
cares, which, because
of her mother's sickness, devolved upon
her. The days, as they lengthened in
reality, seemed long indeed to her as she
waited for news from Daniel; but as a
low, lingering fever still confined her
mother to her bed, she was thankful for
the wisdom of the choice she had made
in remaining with her, for in time she
saw her patient care rewarded, as the
invalid slowly gained strength and was
able once more to join her family at the
social meal as well as at their hours of
devotion.
Letters carne from Daniel, descriptive
of the country through which they were
traveling, and filled with such incidents
as might serve to interest her or tend in
any way to cheer her spirits. The hope
of soon being re-united was her daily
and hourly thought, though few who saw
her cheerful, loving attendance upon her
mother would have dreamed how much
she longed for his companionship and

counted again and again the hours of
separation. The soft breezes of spring
bad given place to the warmer ones of
early summer, when a letter reached her
from Mary, which as it forms a connecting link in our narrative, we will here in
part transcribe. It was dated, "Early
June in the wild-wood," and ran thus:"Margery, Sweet Sister: Should I undertake to describe the scene by which I
am surrounded, I feel sure that I never
could do justice to it. To-night we are
encamped in a grove of timber skirting
the borders of a limpid stream, which in
its gentle, rippling flow reminds me of
the one in which we were 'buried with
Christ in baptism' that happy day, which
now seems so far in the past. If time is
measured by events, then indeed it is long
since we two entered into covenant, taking
upon us the name of the Son and witnessing to God that we would always keep
his commandments. Ah! Margery; that
is a solemn covenant to make, especially
when we remember with whom it is made!
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I look back at the past, as memory brings
it before me, and forward to the future
-that realm of imagination-and the
question comes to me, will I always be
able to do this?
'Not in our own
strength,' I hear you repeating, as you
have many times said to me, 'but if we
daily ask our portion of strength, he will
give it daily.' This is what I am trying
to do-trying to gather the manna each
day as it falls, and use it while fresh and
sweet; and, Margery, I have thus far
never known it to fail. Is it not, after
all, the using of it which is the important
part? Those who in their eagerness gathered more than was used, found it filled
with worms. I have often thought that
if from the heart we asked daily, and
daily used the portion given, we would
grow in grace and in the knowledge of
God; but of what value to our bodies is
the food we never taste? In like manner
the spirit can not grow and reeeive
strength by the bread we ask for, if
unused. If I pray for the grace of patience and never exercise it; for faith and
then harbor doubts' and unbelief; for
charity, and almost as soon as the breath
of prayer has left my lips take up a reproach against my neighbor; for the poor
and the needy and send them away from
my door empty; for the success of the
gospel and never give towards the sustaining of the ministry, no not so much
as to pay my honest debt of tithing; for
the speedy coming of Christ with his
Saints, when by the neglect of all those
duties I am doing all in my power to do
to prevent that coming, of what avail are
my prayers? God may hear and place
within my reach the power to answer
them, but I do not use that power, and
will it not be a swift witness against me
in the day of judgment? I sometimes
think it were better never to pray, never
to ask God for grace to evercome, than to
ask, and after receiving, never use. But
let me return.
"There is an opening in the woods where
we are now encamped, and, as the banks
of the stream are high, through it the
view opens out over a wide expanse of
prairie, covered with the most luxuriant
growth of grass, among which bloom the
loveliest wild flowers of every shade and
hue. As the evening breeze freshens, the
grass sways in it like the ripples on the
lake; but the waters of the lake never

throw back such bright and lovely colors
as the flowers give to this prairie sea.
Away in the distance where the sky bends
down and seems to lift the land to its
embrace, the hues mingle and blend till
one knows not where the prairie fades
from view and the horizon begins. Truly
this is a lovely land and goodly. One can
almost fancy that the spies would not
have far to go for the grapes of Eschol,
as be looks at the trees covered with the
half formed bunches of wild grapes, hanging thickly from vines which have crept
to the tops of the tallest ones and there
festooned themselves into garlands of
verdure, reaching from braneh to branch.
"You heard that our people would not
be induced to take up arms in order to
defend themselves from being driven,
neither to reinstate themselves in their
rights. After they left Jackson and settled in Clay county, these mobbers did
not feel jus't as sec~re as they wanted to
feel in regard to their titles to these
lands. The guilty conscience, which is
ever looking forward to the evil day,
whispered them that sometime they might
be called upon to prove their titles, which
would be a hard thing for them to do.
Accordingly they sent a proposition to
the brethren, offering them the government price for their land, but refusing to
pay anything for the improvements. Of
course our brethren could not accept this,
itnd it was finally agreed to refer the matter to some of the citizens of Clay county.
These men had no connection with our
church, but were men of good standing
and much influence in the county. They
met at a town called Liberty, with thirteen men sent out from Jackson county,
and strove to adjust the difficulty. Our
brethren were also represented; but after
some time the men from Jackson county
seeing that they were not likely to get
what they wanted without paying for it,
withdrew from the council, and being
very angry they accused the men of Clay
county of sympathizing with our people,
and it was only by persistent effort that
they were restrained from using knives
and guns, which seems to be the best
logic they have at command.
Prominent among this delegation from
Jackson county was a man by the name of
James Campbell. In the terrible heat of
his anger this man swore that the war
against the Mormons should be renewed,
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:and that he himself intended to kill Joe ·
Smith and 'give his careass to the buzzards.' That night the heavens suddenly
gathered blackness, and peal upon peal of
thunder shook the earth, while the vivid
lightning flashes blinded the beholderfor a moment lighting up the earth and
then leaving it in blaeker darkness than
before. How well I remember it, and
how it required all our united strength to
keep our tent from being blown away.
The rain fell in torrents, and but for the
preeaution father always takes of digging
a trench around the tent, it would have
·been flooded with water. In a few hours
the storm abated, and next morning the
·sun shone bright and clear, and the birds
sang as joyously and sweetly as though
there had been no war of the elements, no
crash of thunder nor of trees uprooted by
the wind or shivered by the lightning's
:flash; but in that storm, Margery, there
periRhed seven of these lawless men.
"They had embarked in the ferry-boat
to re-cross the Missouri river, and when
about half way over the storm burst upon
·them in all its fury and the boat upset.
Part succeeded in clinging to her until
she righted, and then in climbing in, and
so were saved, but seven were drowned,
:and their bodies floated down the angry
water,; of the swollen stream, and some
days afterwards the body of James Campbell was found lodged on a sand bar; but
·so terribly was it mutilated and torn by
the sharp claws and beaks of buzzards
that it was almost impossible for his
friends to recognize it.
"Our enemies claim that Joe Smith
announced to his followers, 'that he had
brought his fate upon himself by his
threats against the prophet of the Lord;'
but if people were wise they would receive
such tales as these with many degrees of
allowanee, for while there is a temptation
to ask, was it indeed retributive j nstice
.upon this man ? the Christian knows
that it is not in ways like this the judgments of God are meted out. Sin brings
its own punishment with it.
·"When in the darkness of night, thrown
·amid the black, angry and storm-tossed
waters, did this man who bad profaned
the name of his Maker by linking it with
terrible threats of evil which be purposed
in his heart to bring upon an innoeent
fellow-being recall the past? and as the
!light of eternity drew near, and the stern
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reality of death came home to him, did he
regret it? Would he have changed the past?
Would he have reinstated those helpless
women and children in the homes from
which he had helped to drive them? Had
life been spared, would he have ehanged
his course, have been a better man? Alas,
who can answer?
"vVas it retributive justice? , 'Suppose
ye that these Galileans were sinners above
all the Galileans, because they suffered
such things? I tell you, Nay; but except ye repent, ye shall all likewise perish.'
"I"et us trust, Margery, that our enemies
will be the only ones to do this kind of
talking, for in this life justice is not always meted out. The wheat and the
tares grow together, and John saw under
the altar the souls of them that
were slain for the word of God and the
testimony that they held: 'And they
cried with a loud voice, saying, How long,
0 Lord, holy and true, dost thou not judge
and avenge our blood on them that dwell
on the earth?' vVhite robes were given
unto them, and rest, sweet, sweet rest; but
even they must wait until jttdgment precede punishment, for, 'He hath appointed
a day in which he will judge the world
in righteousness by him whom he hath
ordained; and he hath given assuranee of
this unto all men, in that he hath raised
him from the dead.'
"Death is not an unlimited evil, neither
is it in any sense the punishment God has
in store for the wicked. Many times it
comes to ·the righteous in a sudden, terrible manner, as much so as to the wicked,
but come to them as it may, or when it
may, it comes as a friend, freeing the
spirit from its tenement of clay, and giving in exchange for the toil, care and perplexity of life, rest. 'It is appointed unto
all men once to die, and after death the
judgment.'
"But how I have wandered from that
which I intended to write you.
"Our trip has thus far been a very pleasant one, and we are now near our journey's
end. The Rtream by which we are now
encamped empties into the Missouri a few
miles below the point at which we expect
to cross it, and if no Providence prevents
we will reach our crossing place in two
more days' travel. Yesterday we met
with some families, already discouraged,
who were returning to the east. They
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were driven from Jackson county, and, as
they expressed it, 'Have had enough of
Mormonism.' Already I have opportunity to see that the 'net gathers of all
kinds.' The Savior spoke of a class who
became offended in times of persecution,
and, Margery, there are many such
among our people. I know there will
none stand, save those in whom the word
has taken deep root, and the root itself is
being nourished by the ground into which
it has fallen. These will bear fruit, and
only the fruitful will endure.
"You would be surprised to know what
objects of curiosity we have been to many
on the way. It is a mystery to me how
the most vivid imagination cculd possibly
invent all the stories in circulation about
the 'Mormons.' One would think them
a newly discovered race of beings -imported curiosities-or creatures caught
with a lasso from some Indian jungle.
And what a comment, what a livi~g witness of the changes which have occurred
since the days when Christ and his apostles were upon the earth, and went about
from place to place, preaching this same
gospel of the kingdom! This would not
be so apparent, would not stand out in
such bold relief did the churches notone and all-profess to be followers of
Christ and found their faith upon the
same word which is the foundation of
ours. Did they or we profess another religion--,-holding the religion of Christ as
a mistake or .an imposition, there would
be no room left for astonishment, but as
it is, the marvel is that they can not see
how far they have departed from the faith
taught by Christ. 'To a drunken man
the world goes round.' Not being able to
see their own departure, they see in us a
new and strange sect which by no possible
stretch of courtesy can be denominated
Christian.
"We are anxiously waiting further news
from you and expect that you will join us
before fall. Daniel and father have gone
on ahead and will meet us at the river.
provided they have been successful i~
finding a desirable location. If we do not
meet them there we shall camp and await
their return."
We will not follow the letter to its conclusion, but will here briefly (for the benefit of our young readers) throw in a few
connecting links between this period and

the events which will form our concluding·
chapters. Mr. Clark met his family at
the crossing of the river, and communicated to them the good news of having found
and purchased a place with some improvements already on it. The location he had
selected was in Clay county, where the
family ~were shortly settled. Daniel obtained a home near to his father's and in
the early fall they were joined by the
family of Mr. Boyd, anc1 for the first time
Daniel and Margery sat together beneath
their own roof-tree, and knew in its broadest meaning the truth of the worc1s, "Be·
it ever so humble there is no place like
horne." Before long they were destined
to know also, that no spot upon this earth
is so sacred as to be exempt from pain and'
trial. Daniel was attacked by sickness ..
and despite every effort upon the part of
friends to alleviate or heal, gradually
grew worse, until it became evident to·
all that unless help came soon, it would'
come too late.
Through the long watches of the night
Margery sat by his bedside, her heart
fillEid with the wildest apprehensions.
Could it be possible that he was to be·
taken from her, that his life mission was
accomplished and the summons horne had
come? Silently she ministered to his
every want, for the sharp pain tugging at
her heart rendered speech almost impossible, but every breath was a breath of
prayer, that if possible Goc1 would not yet
press this bitter cup to her lips. From
time to time the ordinances of God's.
house hac1 been administered, hut with no·
apparent effect. Medical aiel had been
sought, but all in vain, and although
Margery kept her watch alone, the family
of Daniel were all there, for their anxiety
was too great to suffer them to remain
away. As the first dawn of day stole into
the room, he said to Margery, "Call father."
·
"Mr. Clark was soon at his bec1sic1e,.
followed by his mother anc1 Mary, not
knowing but they had been summoned to
bid him good bye.
""\'Ifill you administer to me once more,
father?"
''Certainly, my son," he answered, and
kneeling by his b('dside, the stricken family once more importuned at a throne of·
grace for the life of the sufferer, after
which Mr. Clark anointed his heac1 withe
oil, and laying his hancls upon it, asked,
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God to remove the disease and restore his
son to health.·
God was pleased to hear and answer,
and that morning Daniel took breakfast
with his rejoicing family, thanking God
for his abounding mercy and blessings.
Three years of peaceful, domestic life
followed this event. Much of Daniel's
time was given to the ministry, but Margery was happy in the thought that
though at home, she was yet a co-worker
with him; for he never failed to receive
from her words of cheerful encouragement, which not only buoyed up his spirit
but incited him to new endeavors in the
Master's cause. Hours of discouragement
and despondency came to her, as they do
to all, but she did not give them a hearty
welcome and thus encourage them to come
again, but struggled to bar the door of
her heart against the intruders, and when
in need of encouragement, counsel or help,
she went to her closet and laid the matter
before God.
During these years hundreds and thousands of the Saints had sought and made
themselves homes in Clay and adjoining
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counties. Towns had sprung up as by
magic, and the fertile acres of ptairie
land had been turned into fruitful fields,
yielding in abundance all kinds of grain,
vegetables and fruit, while the wild honey
found in the woods garnished almost
every table. Broad lines of distinction
were soon drawn between the thrift of
eastern settlers and those settlers who
had been there before them. The result
was that envy was excited in the minds of
the early settlers, and they began to cast
about for means by which they might get
rid of these neighbors, whose industry
and thrift .was a constant reproach to
them.
In addition to this not one of the Saints
was the owner of a slave, for they understood the spirit of the gospel of Christ
too well to believe that God ever made
one of his creatures to be the bondman of
another. It is probable that just here the
most serious cause of offenRe was given.
Be that as it may, they were offended, and
resolved to once more make an effort to
expel them from their homes.
(To be continued).

AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF ELDER GLAUD RODGER-No. VII.
COMPILED ]'ROM HIS JOURNALS AND LETTERS.

'ZJT THE dawn of morning we )leard a
shout. Not the yells of the wild Indian, nor the sound of the white man's
voice in disguise mingling with those of the
savage, but a joyful and merry peal which
rang out loud and clear, "Merry Christmas
to all." Every heart that was capable of understanding responded, and it was indeed
a merry Christmas to us, for our God had
delivered us out of the hands of those
who, as we heard them say on the stand,
"had made the yoke and knew how to use
it." We were safe and our cattle too, although many threats had been mad'e that
the cows should never be driven out of
the territory.
No harm had befallen
them, and if mortals ever rejoiced on this
earth, we did, in spite of mud and rainy
weather.
Towards evening we were wending our
way down the mountain into the pretty
valley of San Bernardino, California.
Here were the first houses we had looked

fl.

upon since leaving the fort nearly three
months before. The next day was warm
and pleasant; not like December. The snn
was shining, leaves on all the trees and
flowers blooming in many places. There
was here some verv rich land and some
very poor and full" of alkali. Acres of
wild sunflowers, some of them so large
and tall they looked like a forest of very
small trees. Here we met many old
friends, some of them still in the faith,
others turned to Spiritualism or infillelity.
Sorrow filled my heart at sight of this,
and I often wept in secret over those who
had fallen and turned away from the
truth, almost denying the existence of a
God; for, notwithstanding our own disappointments, we had not once murmured
against the Lord or turned against thelatter day work. It was man who had
led us astray, and if we had been so deceived as to follow him into the wilderness, 'we had suffered the consequences;:
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but notwithstanding all this it did not
follow that the gospel revealed in these
last days was not true, or that God had
changed.
What course should I take
now spiritually? No church, no shepherd
-and a scattered flock! I could not defend
the so-called leaders of the Church, and
could not preach the truth, for there were
none to listen. I concluded to lay aside
all outward form of religion and give my
time and attention to temporal matters,
and patiently wait till the dark clouds
should pass away, for I knew they would
bye and bye. With these thoughts my
mind was settled ancl the next move was
to try and make a home for my family.
San Bernardino was a different climate altogether from any we had ever been in.
N 6 frost or snow; no cold winter. This
was greatly in om· favor, and having rented,
:as a privilege, part of a house belonging
to a wir1ower, (Mattie engaging to cook
_and wash for him, in payment of the rent),
I set to with a will to labor for our future
interest and support. I bought thirty-five
acres of land not far from town, but lumber was very scarce and could hardly be
got at any price; therefore I went to the
woods, got logs, and again built a small
house hat would do for a few months
until we could get a better one; also built
-a stable, corral, hog pens, etc. This
time I had clapboards for the roof, but no
-ceiling, and a big chimney oii the outside,
made with mud and sticks. It was ready
by April and we were glad to once more
-find ourselves in a home of our own,
though ever so small. The valley is surrounded by mountains, but the breeze
which came from the ocean swept over a
desert some sixty miles long, making the
<days very bot in summer. Even the wind
was so warm it was almost suffocating.
'ThiR was not favorable for dairy work,
but the nights were cool and butter had
to be cared for after the sun went clown.
Then it would harden through the cold
night and would be ready for market in
the morning; so by careful and good
management we were enabled to get
:along comfortably. During this time I
had been hauling lumber to build a more
-comfortable dwelling house. It was slow
work with oxen, as I had to climb one
very long steep mountain, where, at a
short distance from the top, was the sawmill owned by Justice Morse and other old
:time Saints. As soon as I got there I

would unyoke my cattle, eat lunch, and
then get my load ready. It had to be securely bound on the wagon to go down
that mountain with deep, dark canyons on
either side, and in some places so narrow
that one could hardly walk by the side of
the oxen to drive them. A dangerous
road to haul lumber on, but there was no
other way of getting it. On the morning
of the fifteenth of July, 1855, Janie came
to us, a sweet little blue eyed babe, "mamma's own darling," as her mother called
her, and so she proved to be. May
heaven's choicest blessings be hers, both
in time and in eternity. In November
following we moved into our new house
and enjoyed living in it for about six
months, when I began to realize that I
must either sell my stock or move to where
there was more room to keep them. I
concluded that it would be more profitable
to raise stock, if I could find a place suitable, than it would be to farm thirty-five
acres of land and no market for tho produce. I had a chance of selling out and
we thought it best to do so.
In May, 1856, Mattie and I, together
with a brother McLellan, started with a
span of horses and light wagon to visit
and look at a place called Santa Barbara.
We arrived there in three weeks and
found an old man, Lewis by name, whom
I had formerly been acquainted with. He
took us to the house of Mr. and Mrs.
Hewitt, where, by invitation, we made
ourselves at home for a few weeks. I
found the land to be as good as had been
represented for feed and range, and one of
the most desirable and even climates on
the face of the earth. It was right on the
edge of the Pacific Ocean, a Spanish settlement, and the old adobe Mission church,
the only place of worship in the country.
No school of any kind except the Spanish
one at the Mission, and very few white
settlers anywhere near. But the Spaniards seemed to be friendly and sociable
and we decided to stay there, and bought
a ranch three miles from the town. I left
my family at Mr. Hewitt's and went back
with two others to get my cattle, wagon
and other things. All went well and at
the end of two months we returned with
them.
It was now October. Our new home,
like almost every other ranch in the
country, was hills and hollows.
One
part had a brush fence on it, and the oth-
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.er no fence at all. The Spanish houses
were made of adobe, with walls two feet
thick and tile roofs, with ground for the
floor, which was almost as hard and
smooth as boards. There was no house
Dn our place, lumber was seventy-five dollars a thousand, and none there but what
was brought from San Francisco on a
small vessel once in about three 'months.
I made some adobes, bought some lumber,
and then with the help of a few friends
soon built a house and moved into it. The
ranch joining ours was owned by Ozey
Demingus, a Spaniard. They were good
11eighbors, but for a while we could understand each other only by signs. I soon
learned their language enough to talk trade
with them. On their place grew the celebrated Grape Vine of California. Many
times we have seen the old lady Demingus
sitting under that vine. She was nearly
a hundred years old, and had planted it
when she was young. It was close to the
house, the trunk was about eight or nine
feet high, very large and straight, and the
vine, trained all in one direction, covered
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fully a quarter of an acre, with large
bunches of beautiful grapes hanging down
through the lattice work over head. We
would often visit them on Sunday and
spend a few hours under the vine, eating
grapes and listening to the music of the
guitar, for the Spaniards are skillful
players on that instrument.
One morning when we had just finished
breakfast we felt the house tremble, and,
on rushing out, saw the great mountain,
whose tops seemed almost to touch the
sky, reeling backward and forward like a
drunkard, with the large old oak trees
swaying to and fro until their topmost
branches seemed to touch the ground, and
the earth was rolling like the waves of the
sea. We held on to each other, for we
could not stand alone, and Mattie said,
"We will all go together," expecting every
moment the earth would open under our
feet and let us clown. It was a severe
earthquake, destroying many places and
doing much clamaQ,'e for miles around. It
was an awful feeling. Many shocks were
felt afterward, but not so heavy.
(To be continued).

THOUGH'fS AFTER A

FISHING PARTY.

BY BESSIE BRIGHT.

'DEAR YOUNG PEOPLE :-Let me
open the storehouse of memory and
from the varied experiences garnered
there, bring forth one half clay of my life
and its events; for there came to me that
day a thought that has remained with me
since then. The story I have to tell is
this:Uncle .James and Aunt Mary and their
three children had come from their distant country home to visit us, and one
.afternoon, thinking to please the child, I
took little Maggie down to the lake shore.
We wandered along the beach, gathering
pebbles and shells to take home, and fiat
stones to "skip" the smooth waters of the
lake.
Strolling on, we came upon a small
party, the minister's family, and on ex·changing greetings found they were going fishing. They gave me a pressing
invitation to join them for a few hours'
sport, and still thinking to entertain lit-tle Maggie, who had never been in a boat
in her life, I went. A merry little party

we were that bright June day. The lake
was lovely; Mr. Dean, tlte young schoolmaster, was a good oarsman; it was my
first fishing frolic; and as the boat skimmed the cler waters, I felt happy; now
don't be thinking anything happened to
any of us, for no accident befell us.
Trailing our lines in the water, we
rowed down the lake to a little quiet
inlet that was said to be a good fishing
resort. I had the pleasure of catching
the first fish, and I confess a feeling of
exultation thrilled me when I saw the
fine specimen I drew out.
Mr. Dean took the fish from the hook,
and baited it afresh with a living, wriggling worm, and then I threw in my line
again. Without going into the details, I
shall say we spent a pleasant time, and as
the sun began to descend upon the hilltops, we turned our boat's prow homeward. I ought to have been happy then. I
had been most successful, having caught
the most fish; I had pleasant companions;
if the lake was lovely when we went
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down, it was lovelier as we rowed back;
for the sinking sun cast his beams across
the waves, turning them to gold and
crimson and purple.
Nature was perfection; the birds that
skimmed the water and the fish that darted by, all seemed peaceful; but for me, I
thought how many suffering little creatures had been secrificcd that afternoon,
that we might have "a good time." I
thought of the worms that had been torn
into bits and impaled upon the cruel
hooks; of the fish that had been decoyed
by them and taken from their native element. They lay now in the bottom of
the boat, and as I looked at them and
remembered that not a sparrow falls
without the Heavenly Father's notice, I
thought surely then not one poor little
suffering fish shall gasp its life out, unnoticed and unpitied by Him.
And, worst of all, .we did not want
them now. I had no need of them; I
tried to give them away, but no one else
wanted them.
Some one finally took
them; bu,t as we walked slowly home, and
I looked no more upon the suffering victims of my cruel sport, the words came
to me, "But woe unto him that sheddeth
blood and hath no need,"
I fish no more; gay _parties come with
poles and lines and baskets; I see them
and hear their happy laughter, but I have
no w1sh to join them in this or any pastime that will bring suffering to any one
of God's creatures.
Young friends, if we want recreation,
can we not find it and still do no harm,
bring no suffering to anything? Let our
pleasures be harmless, innocent; let us

help to usher in the time "when they shaH
not hurt nor destroy in all my holy
mountain."
I am writing now of fishing for amusement. The beasts of the fields and the
fowls of the air are given to us for our·
"benefit and use/' therefore, in taking the
life of any, we are justified only by our
need. That gull that I found with a broken wing, was not wounded of necessity,.
but that a thoughtless boy might try his
skill. Better were it for us and for the·
little creatures about us could we all find
in our hearts the tenderness that welled
up in the heart of the humble Scotch·
poet, when he started up the little fieldmouse among his shocks of grain. His:
pity found vent in these words:
"Wee sleekit, cowerin', tim'rous beastie,
Oh what a panic's in thy breastie.
Thou need na start awa' sae hasty,
Wi' bickering brattle!
I wad be laith to rin an(l chase thee,
Wi murd'ring pattle.
"I'm truly sorry man's dominion
Has broken nature's social union,
And justifies that ill opinion
Which makes thee startle
At me, thy earth-born companion
And fellow mortal!"
Could we remember that they have the·
same God-given right to life that we have,.
we, too, would be loth to take from .them
that which once taken we can not restore
to them. We would heed the words of
another tender-hearted, merciful man whohas left us this:
"An inadvertent step may crush the worm
That crawls along thy path at eve;
But he that hath humanity, being forewarned,
Will step aside and let the reptile live."

THE SAILOR-FISH.
N the warm waters of the Indian Ocean a
strange mariner is found that has given rise
to many curious tales among the natives of
the coast thereabout. Thev tell of a wonderful sail often seen in the calm seasons preceding
the terrible hurricanes that course over tho~e
waters. Not a breath then disturbs the water,
the sea rises and falls like a vast sheet of glass;
suddenly the sail appears, glistening with rich
purple and golden hues, and seemingly dri\'en
along by a mighty wind. On it comes, quivering and sparkling, as if bedecked with gems,
but only to disappear as_ if by magic. Many
travelers had heard with unbelief this strange
tale; but one day the phantom craft actually appeared to the crew of an In( lian steamer, and as it
passed by under the stern of the vessel, the queer

I

"sail" was seen to belong to a gigantic swordfish, now known as the sailor-fish. The sail was
really an enormously developed dorsal fin that
was over ten feet high, and was richly colored
with blue and iridescent tints; and as the :fish
swam along on or near the surface of the water,
this great nn naturally waved to and fro, so that,
from a distance, it could easily be mistaken fora curious sail.
Some of these fishes attain a length of overtwenty feet, and have large, crescent-shaped
tails and long sword-like snouts, capable of doing great damage.
In the Mediterranean Sea, a sword-fish is'
found that also has a high fin, but it does not
equal the great sword-fish of the Indian Ocean.
-Selected.
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BURDETTE'S ADVICE TO YOUNG MEN.
·QO you have got yourself into trouble,
.}-J my son? Gone a little wrong, have
:you? Yes; well, that meaus you know,
that you have gone clear wrong, because
there is only one kind of wrong; there is
no mugwumpery in morals, my boy. And
you've had such a hard time getting back
that it made you a little bitter and cyni·cal, and you think all the world is rather
hard and selfish and pitiless, and especially severe on you? Well, I wouldn't
feel that way at all, if I were you. I don't
think I ever did feel that way, and I know
more about it than you do. I've been
further down the Jericho road than you.
Went down there to let my beard grow.
Great town for toots, from away back.
It's a bad country. Never heard of but
-one good woman in Jericho, and she
didn't move in good society.
"But, my son, it isn't society's fault that
you got into trouble. You knew what the
.Jericho road was before you went down.
that way. Yon knew there was a curse
on the town. You were safe enough in
.Jerusalem; wh-y didn't you stay there?
Don't feel bitter toward all the world
because you fell among thieves and got
·cleaned out. It is a kind, good-natured,
forgiving old, old world, if you give it a
·chance to be forgiving. True, it does not
always look that way to a fellow in trotl-

SPEAK
HY not? Why should not husbands
W
and wives, bound together as they
are in the most intimate of all earthly relations, and necessarily in constant intercourse with each other, consecrate and
hallow the sacred relation, and bless
themselves, by always using kind words
when they speak to each other? Where
is the place for hard words, angry words
and words of reproach and bitterness?
Such words always leave a sharp sting
behind them. They are not the words of
affection, and become neither husband
nor wife. They contribute nothing to
the happiness of either, and are the prolific source of a large amount of misery.
'The husband who abuses his wife by his
·words, and the wife who snaps and snarles

ble, because then the fellow is apt to look
at the wrong people.
You found on the Jericho road, say, six
or eight thieves-that is half a dozen professionals and two amateurs who passed
by on the other side-and only one Good
Samaritan, and naturally it seems to you
that the leaven of good is utterly lost in
that great mass of rascality and hypocrisy; but, bless you, my son, in the great,
hopest living world, in the world that is
trying to lead men to better things than
Jericho excursionR, in the only world that
really lives and mires for just such fellows
as you, in the real world of men and women who deal with the young man all the
more gently when his smarting wounds
are deepest, the one Good Samaritan outweighs a regiment of these villains who
beat you, and robbed you, and passed you
by on the road to Jericho. Never mind
the priest and the Levite, my son. They
are going clown to Jericho, too, you remember; that's the kind of priests they were.
And one closing word, my son. Unless
you are smarter and stronger than the
thieves down Jericho way-and I guess
maybe you are not, very few men arewhy, you keep off that road. You stay
in Jerusalem and you'll have more money
and less headache.
-Selected.

GENTLY.
at her husband, are alike untrue to their
marital pledge, and 1·eally in a very bad
way. Such husbands and wives ought at
once to repent of their sins against each
other, and acquire better affections and
better manners.
Speak kindly. Why should not parents
always speak in this way to their children,
and why should not children always so
speak to their parents? If parents thus
speak children will naturally learn to do
the same thing. 'l'he example of the parents will reproduce itself in the practice
and habits of the children; and the latter
will grow up into manhood and womanhood with a gentleness and softness of
manners, and a carefulness in the use of
words, that is characteristic of refined and
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cultivated beings. Authority, when exercised through kind words, is scarcely
felt simply as authority. The element of
severity is withdrawn from it; and obedience to it is secured by love. Parents
who allow themselves to get into fits of
passion with their children, and then
thunder and storm at them in the language of vehemence and anger, are making a grave mistake in the matter of family government. Such parents need fir~t
of all to govern themselves and put theu
own passions under a healing restraint.
Speak kindly. Why not? Why should
not brothers and sisters living in the same
house, eating at the same table, and fed
and clothed by the same bounty, always
speak to each other in this way? By so
doing they will minister to each other's
happiness, avoid petty quarrels, make
home pleasant, cultivate good affections,
gratify their affections and please God.
As they become men and women they
will be scattered hither and thither; and
when thus scatterec\, it will be pleasant
for them to look back to their childhood
days, and remember that their intercourse

with one another was kindly and affectionate. The friendship then formed will
follow them through life.
Yes, speak kindly. vVhy not? Why
should not men who are associated together in business study and practice the
law of kind words toward each other?
Why should not the master speak kindly
to his servants?
Why should not one
speak kindly to a stranger who may ask
him a question? Why should not those
who differ in opinion address each other
in the use of respectful and kindly words?
Why should not those who oppose moral
evil temper their language with tht> law
of kindness in the form of utterance?
Why should not the minister of the gospel, the doctor and the nurse in the sickroom, the buyer and seller, the banker
and the merchant, the governor and the
governed, the judge on his bench, the
warden of a prison, and indeed every man
and every woman, on all oecasions, in ali
circumstances, and under all provocations,
both study and practice the law of kind
words in the total intercourse of life from
the cradle to the grave?
-Selected.

AUTUMN.
Here in this scented spot doth Autumn stand,
Her laden arms close clasped .to her breast.
Her brow upraised, turned toward the distant
west,
To view what holds the stretching, trusty land,
Half-hidden by September's gloomy band
Of lurking shadows, where anon shall rest
The weary earth, who now hath done her best

To yield her tribute to that queenly band.
About the eaves the pilgrim swallow Pails;
Late butterflies flit through the purple air,
And poise 'mid fuchsias on the emerald grass;
Here faints fair mignonette; the late rose pales;
Her last sweet breath, like some half-uttered
prayer,
Sighed out at eve, as Autumn 'gins to pass.
-London

As Two issues more will close the present volume, we wish to call the attention of our readers to the shortness of the time for two special
reasons. Finding ourselves in arrears with the
office we will esteem it a favor for those who are
owing us to settle with the office as soon as they
possibly can. We have to pay the Herald Office for every magazine published, whether we
receive payment or not, therefore it comes harder upon us than it would under other circum-

World.~

stances, when subscribers fail to pay. Please
don't forget this. If it has been any accommodation to you that we have waited on you thus
long, we assure you it will be a favor to us if
you can pay us now.
To our patrons and friends we wish to say
that it becomes necessary for us in the future to
adopt and strictly adhere to the following rule,
namely: AI ways to discontinue the magazine at
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the expiration of your subscription, unless you
renew your subscription or write us that you wish
it continued. We are willing to wait when you
can not convenietly send the money at the time,
but we can not afford to send it, at our own expense, to those who do not want it enough to
write for it. Please don't forget this.
OuR second object is to notify those who wish
to work for ns, how short the time is in which
it can be done. \Ve recognize the fact that however good may be the work the magazine is doing, it is dependent on the patronage of the
Saints for its existence, and we say frankly to
all who care to see it continued: don't lose your
interest in helping to obtain subscribers, for while
we are willing to publish it on a small margin
of profit, we are not able to assume too heavy
risks. (To the traveling ministry who wish it
for their families, we only ask that they notify
the office and it will be sent in return for aid
they may render in securing subscribers; but if
they prefer working for premiums or cash commission, it will be just as acceptable.) \V e hope
to be encouraged by prompt renewals from our
old subscribers, and by the names of many new
ones for the coming volume.
OuR friends who are soliciting subscribers will
please keep a list of the names they send in.
Don't forget this.
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ONE item we would wish to keep constantly
before you and that is "Our College enterprise."'
vVe have written to a number of teachers and
others earning salaries, striving to get them sufficiently interested to take if only one share.
Some have responded, and others we have not
yet heard from. vVe wiH shortly begin the publication of a list of names of those who have
responded, hoping thereby to encourage othersto do the same.
In the meantime, while we have no school
of our own, we would my to all Saints contemplating the sending of their children to school
away from home, Consider the claims of The
Western N annal College, located at Shenandoah,
Iowa. Our own daughter is now entering upon
her second year there, and from all that we
know or can learn of this school, it is among
the very best schools of our country. Efficient
in its equipment, thorough and comprehensive
in its course of instruction; reasonable in its charges, and above all entirely free both in its faculty
and pupils from any spirit of narrow-minded
bigotry.
There is a live branch of the church at Shenandoah, every member of which makes it a point
to extend the most kindly welcome and generous hospitality to children of the Saints in attendance at the colle~e. If further information
is desired, write to Superintendent William M ..
Croan, Shenandoah, Iowa.

...

EDITED ,BY SALOME.

The month of ca~inival of all the year
When nature lets the wild earth go its way,
And spends whole seasons on a Ringle day.
The springtime holds her white and purple
dear:
October, lavish, flaunts them far and near.
The summer charily her reds doth lay
Like jewels on her costliest array;
October, scornfnl, burns them on a bier.
The winter hoards his pearls of frost, in sign
Of kingdom: whiter pearls than winter knew,
Or empress wore, in Egypt's ancient line.
October, feasting 'neath her dome of blue,
Drinks at a single draught, slow filtered through,
Sunshiny air, as in a tingling wine!
-Helen Hunt Jackson.

It is now the full glory of autumn, and while
here, the 'glory' is not so visible, yet Nature asserts herself in the prodigality with which she

bestows what we do have. The fields are laden·
with asters of all colors, and golden rod-while
in every slough the tall sunflower, the Spanish
needle, and all their diminutive attendants are
found. The little foot-bridge over which we
daily cross spans just such a place as this, while
among the golden flowers which riot there, the
smart-weed has crept up and bloomed in all
shades of pink and the grasses with their brown
heads are swaying with the rest, altogether
making such a blossomy tangle that it has become a thing of beauty and one is led involuntarily to praise the Lord for all his goodness and
that ·he makes common things so lovely. We remembet· long reaches of woods where the maple
flamed in vivid colors and the sober oaks showed
all shades of brown. That was a charming place
to linger on autumn days and while we do not
have the painted woods, yet the prairie has a
glory all her own. The sky is just as blue-the·
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vines hang heavy with dusky grapes, the apples
gleam on the branches and the far hills lean up
.against each other, cradling the trees in the hollows between and softened by a haze that only
Dame Nature knows how to put on. But over
and above all is the peace, the quiet, the feeling
that "the Lord is in his holy Temple; let all the
earth keep silence befo:e him."

each other. Clip at one edge. Take three
strands, double, insert needle in work, draw
silk through, then draw ends through loop on
needle and make taut by a gentle pull. Ifa
more elaborate piece is desired, make a border
of wheels with fringe on the plain end.

The first merry-making of the cooler days
comes with the "eve of all Hallows." Instead
of unhinging gates and doing things of like ilk
why not cultivate the more genial spirit of the
season and have an October "meet" where songs
.are sung, chestnuts burned, lead melted, apples
roasted, old fashioned candy made and nuts pick·ed out to put in it, etc. Be comrades together, and
not as we saw once, the girls all in the parlor
while the boys were in the dining-room, or
vice versa. Dining-room and kitchen are the
best rooms for such meets. All can help watch
the candy and help each other have an enjoyable time-always remembering "gentil courtesie." It is a pleasant thing too to hallow the
time to some weary one by a kindly deed and
so hallow it to yourselves.

An alwavs welcome gift to a friend is a set of
mats for h; r bureau drawers. The prettiest are
made of satin, lined with muslin, with an interlining of sheet wadding, upon which is sprinkled some violet powder. Outside and lining are
run together and edged with chenille the color
of the satin. Cross stitches in embroidery silk
are taken at intervals to tack the mat in squares
like a small quilt. A single mat of the kind for
the top drawer is sometimes used, but one for
each drawer of the bureau is of course a more
complete gift.
For the top of a bureau or dressing table, a
charming cover, which will- make a most acceptable Christmas gift, is made in a similar
way of very rich satin or velvet, edged with a
broad ruching of watered ribbon, box plaited in
the center. Tack the mat in small squares, covering each stitch with a pearl bead.

While gathering the beautiful decorations
which nature furnishes free to all who care to
possess them, do not forget the brown milkweed pod~, wherl? are hidden the downy silvery
seeds which make such pretty balls. We have
.a palm leaf fan given us three years ago ornamented with these and grasses, and it is just as
pretty now as it was then. Gild your fan with
the paint that comes with diamond dyes, arrange a cluster of milk-weed balls and grasses;
crystallize some of the grasses and tie with a
large bow of ribbon of two or three colors just
where the handle joins the fan.

BU,REAU MATS.

SMOKE-RINGS.

Take a pasteboard hox four inches long and
two inches high and wid<>, with a circular hole
a half-inch in diameter in the cover. Remove
the cover and place three or four smoking tapers
inside, and replace the cover. Hold the box
and by a well-timed pressure of the finger force
the smoke out suddenly, and it will go as a ring.
It can be sent in any direction, up, sidewise, or
diagonally, and the rings will float in perfect
form for a long distance. This is a simple, entertaining experiment.

DJ(APE OR CHAIR TIDY.

Orange or mahogany surah It yards, and 3
balls Hemingwav crochet silk same color. One
end is turned up about an inch and a hemstitched hem made. The other end is done the
same, but in addition it is trimmed with a crocheted wheel lace. To make the wheels, wind
the silk around a lead pencil 25 times, slip it
off, draw the thread through with the needle
and make one short crochet stitch.
First round-36 treble crochet. (To do treble
put silk over needle once, insert needle, draw
silk through, then through two stitches twice.)
Second round-* 6 chain, fasten with short
crochet in third treble of last round, repeat
from *till you have gone around ring and have
twelve loops. Fasten, cut off silk. This completes one wheel. They must be joined with
needle and thread to form a half diamond, four,
then three, then two, lastly one. Make as
many points as your tidy is wide, allowing room
for a hem on either side, and crochet a narrow
edge to sew trimming to tidy by if preferred.
For fringe take a piece of pasteboard four inches
wide and as long as you choose, wind the silk
around it not allowing the threads to overlap

SCRAP BAG.

A pretty bag is made of pongee silk. Take a
piece one and one-half yards long,. double, and
overcast the edges. About twelve inches from
the top place a round hoop, turn the top of the
bag over it and fasten. have the loop a trifle
smaller than the bag, so that it will give a
shirred effect when finished. The bottom of
the bag is finished with fancy tassels and the
top with two broad ribbons to hang it up by,
ending in a fancy bow.
SHOPPING BAG.

Cover small brass curtain rings with embroidery silk in buttonhole stitch, using any color
or shade desired. When a sufficient number
have been made, fasten them together to form
two strips twelve inches long and two inches
wide. Place them together and secure, forming
one long piece. To the entire length fasten a
strip of satin ribbon four inches wide and sixteen inches long; don ble and overcast the sides.
Turn down the top of the satin and run a shirr
ribbon, running it in and out of the rings.
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ELDER HERVEY GREEN.
(See page 521).
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LAMONI, IOWA, NOVEMBER, 1889.

LIBERTY AND HER

No. 11.

HANDMAIDENS.

BY RUTH.

at sunset and watched with interI SAT
est a flock of birds that had their
nests somewhere about the steeple of the
great brick church opposite my dwelling.
They wheeled and circled round and
round, now soaring swiftly upward, and
now as swiftly descending, executing all
the various movements that bird instinct
taught them. And I thought how beautiful is freedom, and how greatly to be
desired.
Love of liberty God has implanted in
the nature of every living thing. How
the wild bird, caged, will beat its bars
with all its puny strength; how the mouse,
"wee, sleekit, cowerin' tim'rous beastie,"
will make vigorous use of his little sharp
teeth and claws; how man will exclaim,
"Give me liberty or give me death!" Ah,
man was not made to he m bondage, nor
beast, nor bird to be anything but free!
But as man has a higher nature than
his animal nature, so is there alw another
bondage to which he may be subject, and,
while retaining free use of his limbs, and
holding the right to act independently for
himself, he may yet be a slave to unrestrained passions and to ignorance.
It may be safe to say that all the ills
of life arise from these two causes, but
for each there is a remedy.
The man who reeled by just now to
spend in yonder saloon the price of his
children's comfort did so at the behests
of a long gratified appetite that has become a tyrant over his better impulses;
and the young man in that den of infamy
who murderously attempted the life of a
fellow creature did it at the dictates of an
unchecked temper. The man who presides
at that bar is there mainly because he can
make a living there and at the same time

foster his own indolent disposition, which
revolts at the thought of such violent
exertion as an honest avocation would{
call for.
We turn from this atmosphPre of wickedness, but to encounter bondage in another guise. Behold that elegantly dressed
woman. Her nodding plumes and soft
raiment; her jewels are more pleasing to
the eye than the filthy rags of the drunkard, but her heart is not better in the sight
of God than his. Other, but as fierce and
unhallowed, have been the intents of her
heart, and the fires that have burned there
have charred and blackened the fair temple.
Ah, these hearts of ours, these passionate
human hearts, endowed with feelings and
powers, which if rightly controlled, fit us
to live with God and his angels in light,
how they become the instruments of our
own destruction, carrying us downward,
downward, when we leave the path of
duty and listen to the voice of that one
who, in the garden, first whispered of
self-gratification.
JYI'any are the wrecks that drift by ns
on the great sea of life, and often there
remainR sufficient to indicate how fair was
the bark in life's morning. They have
danced on the waves of selfish enjoyment
and called it pleasure. The question they
have asked themselves is not: "What
should I do?" but, "What do I want to
do?" With careless abandon they have
said, "Eat, drink, and be merry, for tomorrow you die." They may yet say in
the ·words of another,
"Each wave that we dance on at morning
ebbs from us,
And leaves us at eve on the bleak shore
alone."
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They shall rudely awaken to find themselves bound by the fetters of sin, whom
none is able to free save Him who "has
led captivity captive." He is the Sun of
Righteousness, and the healing that is in
his wings we shall find by applying to
our hearts the laws by which he has designed we shall hold in check those feelings through which the adversary so often
seeks to lure us to ruin.
We have been thinking of the vices
that bar human souls from perfect liberty; but vice has a twin sister whose name
is ignorance. We can not say that either
is the cause of the other, so we may call
them associates, twin agents, employed
to work the destruction of man.
When we say ignorance, we do not mean
to lay so much stress upon a knowledge
of common facts, as upon power to reason, to draw correct conclusions. He is
not an ignorant man who does not know
a thing because he bas never heard it;
but that man who, when be has heard,
'has not mental power to weigh the case,
is ign .. rant.
The man of polished address may be
farther from the straight undeviating line
-of truth than the man of uncultured
&peech; and musical words, if not freighted with the treasures of thought, are as
tinkling cymbals. "'Tis the mind that
makes the body rich," and 'tis the
thoughts of the cultivated mind that
make eloquent any language.
In this day of excitement and bustle
and money-making, this day of fast trains
and electric inventions, we pause sometimes to think what the result might be,
should those minds that have wrested
from earth, air and ocean their secrets,
turn their reasoning powers to an investigation of the gospel. We know that
power is there, but selfish human wants
turn it in the pursuit of worldly gain, and
strong passions and worldly desires draw
the veil between man and his Maker.
"If wrong onr hearts, our heads were right
in vain."
But there are in this world with its
teeming millions, those upon whom ignor~nce sits like a fatal incubus. Faculties
of mind, seldom called into use, lie dormant, and the mighty engine of mental
power is motionless, because its fires have
burned low or have never been kindled.
Build up the fires, teach those minds to
think and to recognize truth in all things,

and they shall take the up grade to that
eminence where souls "know as they are
known."
Education is to the mind what cultivation is to the soil. It is a means for the
acquisition of knowledge, and the saying
is not too old to repeat and to meditate
upon that, "Knowledge is power." It is
a truth upon which we are constantly
stumbling.
The handmaidens of Liberty! They
are Religion and Education. As vice and
ignorance lead man downward, so do these
two lift him up, elevate him, make him
better, more like the God in whom he has
faith.
Because it is written that the
"wisdom of the wise shall perish and the
understanding of their prudent ones shall
be hid," that the weak things of the
world shall confound the things that are
mighty, "because the unlearned man"
was the one chosen of God to bring forth
and establish among ns the "marvelous
work" it is sometimes thought that we
Latter Day Saints do not need mnch
learning, that much education is a thing
almost to be feared.
It has been tritely said,· "It is the little
learning that is the dangerous thing," and
not the large amount. "According to
thy faith be it unto thee," is the promise,
regardless of man's own capabilities. The
danger lies in a man's being "wiRe in his
own conceit," "lifted up in the pride of
his heart," not in the wisdom he really
does possess, but in his faith and reliance
upon his own wisdom instead of the word
of God.
The world by its own wishom can never find out God; but through obedience
to the Gospel we have opened up to us a
means of communication with our Father,
and the Spirit of Truth is sent to guide
us. This is the light that comes down
from God out of heaven, and God be
praised for the light of revelation.
But he who has formed man in own
image, has given him powers of mind
which it is his right, his duty to use; and
while by the free gift of God we may
have wisdom from on high, it is well for
us also to make use of our own "might,
mind and strength."
"Earth borrows light from the sun
That she may be bright;
Earth borrows light from. the moon
To illumine her night;
"Earth's child, a light-borrower be,
If thou would'st see."
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May we not take to ourselves the connsel
Df the Lord to "study and learn, and become acquainted with all good books and
with langnages, tongues and people?" \V e
are charged also to care for the body that
"the mind may be invigorated."
Vigor of mind, power to think and reason correctly is what we want and need,
and since "the mind develops only by its
own action'' we can see that effort is the
price we must pay for a free, strong mind."
"The truth shall make you free," but it
requires mental effort o~ our part to receive the truth.
The light of the Go~pel is as the light
of the sun. "Whatsoever leadeth and
enticeth to do good cometh from above."
In the teachings of the educated men and
women of our land we find the rcdiectrd
light of heaven. We have heard teachers present the necessity of the proper
guidance and training of young minds as
earnestly as ever we have heard ministers
preach for the salvation of souls.
Education, the effort on the part of
man to gain wisdom, to get understanding, the search of the mind for truth, for
knowledge, both of facts and principles,
must be, is, good. It is as the lesser light,
that of the moon, but it is good.
Let us be eo-workers with God. Let
us be a thoughtful people, a studious people, a humble people.
Let us have our institutions of learning
among ourselves; for while it is of importanee that our sons and daughters
have all the advantages of a broad, liberal
edueation, the thing of prime importanee
is that they "are firm in the faith;" for
"the fear of the Lord is the beginning of
wisdom."
Giving heed to the one who said, "Take
fast hold of instruction, let her 110t go,"
let us rejoice and be glad in the word of
the Lord as it is revealed to us in these
days, and let us strive to be mentally and
morally strong, and to make in this life
sueh advancement as we may toward perfeetion.
"All truth is one, and he who searehes
among the fossils of the rocks, among the
ruins of aneient civilization, or leaving
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earth, traees through spaee the wheeling
orbs, numerous as glittering gems of morning dew," finds only that whieh adds its
testimony to the revea!,,d word and as~ures
us that "In the beginning God created the
heaven and the earth." In the historv of
nations we read between the lines, "B/me,
kings reign and prinees deere& justice.''
The naturalist finds "no spaee without a
kingdom, and no kingdom without a
spaee," from the inhabitants of a waterdrop to the inhabitants of a world.
The anatomist and the ehemist find
that the human body is "dust," and when
the life has fled, "returns to dust." The
botanist sees in the vegetable kingdom
the beautiful means by whieh animal life
is derived from mineral matter, organic
forms sustained by the inorganic. He also
observes harmony and order throughout,
and the mathematician in his line of investigation finds that order and exaetness
are neeessary in order to obtain true results.
Turn to literature and read:
"I count this thing to be grandly trne
That a noble deed is a step toward God,"

Or,
"The man who consecrates his hours
By vigorous effort, anrl an honest aim,
At once he dmws the sting of life and death;
He walks with nature, anJ her paths are
peace."
We have taken a hasty glanee at the
information and pleasure to be derived
from study. Are they not good for your
ehildren? Will you not give the opportunities by which they shall become men
and women of broad views, refined, generous, pure; for none can listen to "nature's teachings" without being made better.
At the same time that you do this, you
fit them the better to take their places in
the world, you make them more competent "toilers in the affairs of men."
Living in a free eountry, blessed with
the light of the everlasting gospel, and
living in obedience to it, with ~ell
informed, cultivated minds, your sons and
daughters, rich or poor, would be the
peers of any-free.

OR, the silent heroiFm of these commonplar-e women who are slow of spePch and heaYy of
visagP, save when perhaps onr-e in a life·time they look into onr eyes with a dumb piteouFnPFS
that rives onr souls anrl startles us as if the earth had ca,,ed undPr onr feet in what we though)
was a sure place-as if the stone had eried out to us out of the wall!-Marion Ilarland.
··
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THANKSGIVING

DAY.

Dear Lord, true Lord, tllE're is no day
That should not a "Thanksgiving" hold,
For mercies, more than I can say,
Inereasing as the years grow old.
There's not a moment of each day
That is not laden with thy love,
Nor e'en a second which is shorn
Of bounty from the Hand above.

Seed-time and harvest come again,
And yet again upon the earth.
Oh, I~ord, who died that we might live,
Let heart of man give glorious birth
To thoughts of prayer, and praise, and love,
For Thee, who, come storm or shine,
Dost ne'er forget the wants of those
Whom Thy dear blood made ever Thine.

Do we forget, Dear patient King,
Whose subjects err from Thy commands?
Have patience yet a longer while,
And stoop to reach the eager hands
Held up to clasp Thine own, when menGrown timid-seek at last a guide,
As they go stumbling on their way,
From the right path, so oft aside.

Gather the harvest of our prayersThe han·est of our gratitudeFor life, and all that makes it sweet,
For health and strength, for air and food.
And let the incense of this daySet thus apart for joy and praiseBum in our loving hearts thro' all
The year's gift-crowned days.
-Selected.

-----------

WOMEN AS PHYSICIANS.
A FIELD IN WHICH LADIES ARE MAKING GREAT PROGRESS AND ACQUIRING
BOTH FAME AND WEALTH.

physicians are becoming a
F1 EMALE
wonderfully numerous class. It is es-

timated that they number nearly 3,000 in
the Unit0d States, or about one to every
thirty-three doctors of the other sex.
There are in Philadelphia nearly 100
women physieians, of whom sixty-one are
allopaths and eighteen homeopaths, with
about a dozen or more specialists. About
one quarter of these are married, several
of them to physieians, with whom they
have become co-laborers.
Few women adopt a physician's career
with the idea of gain primarily, yet their
fees are by no means inconRiderable.
Many of them become Sfllf-supporting as
soon as they quit college walls, and the
number of those who are not earning their
own bread and butter at the end of their
second post-graduation year is very
small. There are several women doctors
i'n Boston, and several more in New York,
the yearly income of each of whom averages from $20,000 to $25,000. The highest figure reached in this city is someththing less than $15,000; but many other
women earn handsome remuneration.

Their fees per visit are usually below
those of their bretbren-"women are not
so grasping aR the men," as one female
practitioner phrased it-yet they are not
insignificant.
Certain leading women practitioners
often charge $10 or even $15 per visit.
An average of tht> annual income from
fees of Reventy-six graduates of the Pennsylvania Women's Medical College, taken
eight years ago was $2907,30. As women's practice has largely increased since
that time the average now would be considerably higher.
Fifty-four reported
their annual receipts to be between $1,000
and $4,000, and seven received over $5,000,
four of them reached a figure above $15,000. Only ten of the seventy-six admitted
that their earnings fell short of $1,000.
The average age at which a woman bids.
good-bye to her proctor and dean and
steps forth a full-fledged M. D. is about
28f years, but the classes range from the
blushing twenty-one-year-old maid to the
weeded widow of forty. It is not unusual to find married women in the student
ranks.
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The question as to how far the practice
of medicine interferes with the performance of a married woman's domesti0 duties brings frorri female doctors few
unfavorable responses.
W ome11 physidans, like women philanthropists, indignantly reject the sobriquet of Mrs. J ellyby
and the imputation that their thoughts
are on Borioboola Gha or corrosive sublimate when they should be upon their
children and the family marketing. Very
few of them will be found ready to admit
that medicine has lessened matrimonial
felicity.
"I keep house and care for a husband
·and three children just as I would if I
were not in practice," is the statement of
one, to which is affixed the candid admission, "though perhaps not quite so well."
·"As a mother I have been incalculably
benefited by medical study," says another.
'Still another, who has found some diffi·culty in harmonizing domesticity and professionalism, says: "Though the study of
medicine is of great benefit, its practice
often interferes with my duty to my
family."
Women enjoy no immunity from the
trials that harrass their brethren. They
are liable to be summoned to a sick bedside at any moment of the day or night,
and neither a melting August sun nor a
howling March blizzard will deter them
from their duty. The transition from a
downy couch to the street is momentary.
Frills and furbelows are left to take care
of themselves, and the toilet is completed
in a mere fraction of time. Some of the
prominent practitioners scarcely enjoy one
night of unbroken rest in weeks. A lady
in far-off Nebraska, who had the monopoly of the practice in a country community,
used to spend the greater portion of her
nights in traveling to and from her patients' sick chambers. During the winter
she invayiably carried a snow shovel in
her sleigh and frequently had to shovel
her o'Yn way through the drifts.
Eight-tenths of the women physicians
of the country will assert that their gen-eral healthfulness has been improved by
several years of practice. A very small
percentage retire from practice because of
poor health, and the rate of mortality is
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slight. Out of the two hundred and
seventy-six women graduates of a prominent medical college during a period of
thirty years only thirty-two died. It is
not infrequent for doctors to retire from
practice upon entering matrimony, though
as a rule they shun the married state and
are wedded to their profession alone. It
is estimated that three per cent. and no
more prefer a husband to a profesRion.
Of those that bind their fortunes and their
hearts to another about one-third marry
physicians.
In New York, Pennsylvania and Massachusetts the greatest number of feminine
M.D.'s are to be found, and theW est is becoming thickly populated with them. In
the Southern States the prejudice against
them still clings tenaciously, and until
within half a dozen years, save in Maryland and the Virginias, there was not a
woman doctor in all Dixie land.
Gynecology and obstetrics and diseases
of women and children are the specialties
of the great majosity of women physicians.
A dozen or more have become famous in
their treatment of mental diseases, and a
lesser number are reputed te be superexcellent ophthalmologists and otologists.
Few women have taken to general surgery
on account of the narrow field that it offers. The greatest number of surgical
operations are performed upon men, and
they could not hope to secure a sufficient
proportion of these to make their practice
remunerative.
"Do you hope that the number of female
practitioners will ever equal the number
of men?" a leading Philadelphia female
doctor who had practiced for thirty years
was asked recently.
"0h, by no means," was her reply.
"Woman's first duty is at home, and it is
only in f'special cases that she is justified
in entering the medical profession. If it
is a means of livelihood to herself or others, or a channel for her philanthropy,
well and good; but our ranks will not
bear overcrowding. I hope, too, that the
standard of women doctors will ever remain as high as it now is. There are far
too many ignorant male doctors in the
world. What we hope and strive for is a
fine quality rather than a great quantity."
-Selected.
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OTHERS, WITH THE' CHURCH IN AN EARLY DAY.
BY

E~DIA

L.

U A VING read with interest the serial
.11 entitled, "With thA Church in an
Early Day," I thought perhaps you would
like to hear a little about some others who
were with the church in those days. What
I shall write will be in accordance with
dates at hand, and in as nearly as possible
the same words it was told to me by the
one who herself was healed. It was so
impressed upon my mind that I could
never forget it, and if the Autumn Leaves
had been printed in her lifetime, I believe
she would have written an account of her
conversion and the way in which she was
healed.
Father Cutler was born February 29th,
1788, at Plainfield, Cheshire county, New
Hampshire; and about the year 1832
found him with his family located in
Chautauqua county, New York. Some
years previous to this he had been very
siek, and the attending physician being
unable to help him, he, to all appearanees,
dierl. The doctor pronounced him dead,
and while preparations were being made
for laying out the dead, the grief-stricken
wife and mother went out into the door
yard, where she was giving vent to her
sorrow, when one of the children eame
running up to her and said, "Mother,
father has revived."
In great surprise she hurried into the
house to find her husband sitting on the
side of the bed, telling the doctor what he
had seen. He declared that his spirit left
his body and he went to Paradise, but was
told that he must return to earth again, as
the Lord had a work for him to do, in
helping to build up his kingdom, which
was soon to be set up on earth again. He
was also told that when the true gospel of
the kingdom should be presented to him,
the Lord would grant him a testimony of
it, if he was faithful, and, that when the
Spirit testified to him of the truth, he
should see a heavenly light.
Father Cutler began from that time to
recover, and firmly cbelieving in the truth
of what had been told him, he was continually looking forward for its fulfillment.
Sometime in 1832 his daughter Lois,
who was about twenty years of age, and
who had been in poor health for some

ANDERSO~.

years, began to decline in health, and the
doctors, who pronounc('d it consumption.
said she was in the last stage of that
dread disease. In the latter part of that
summer she was confined to her bed,
unable longer to walk about, and continued to grow weaker as the doctor could
do nothing fo1· her recovery. But in the
fall a friend of Lois', who had been away
from the settlement for some tim'e, returned with glad tidings for her, (as it
afterwards proved.) This friend, during
her absence, had met with "a marvelous
work and a wonder,"-a new religion, as
it was called, which though new and
strange, was yet the same old gospel
taught by Christ and his apostles, and accompanied by the same gifts and blessings
promi:;ed the believer. This friend had
embraced the gospel, and from the fulness.
of ber heart she sought to tell Lois of the
latter day work. Hope began to revive
in the heart of the afflicted girl, and as.
she read in the New TPsta~ent of the·
blessings that followed the believers in:
those days, she began to wonde1· if it was
possible that God would or could bless
believers in this day and age of the world,
the same as then.
About the middle of .January, 1833, two·
ministers of this new sect anived, ancl, desiring a hou3e to preach in, Father Cutler
gave them permission to hold meetings at
his house. As the country was new, serviees were often held at private houses.
Perhaps some of our readers will remember those two elders. They were David
Patten and Reynolds Cahoon. Meeting
was held in the room where Lois was confined to bed, as tl1at was the largest room
in the house. The minister spo'\re of' the
restoration of the gospel and of the book
that was to come forth; and as be told
them of the stick of Judah and of Joseph,
anJ held aloft the Bible in one hand and
the Book of Mormon in the other, he
Q]apped the two books together, saying.
"And they shall be one in the Lord's
hands."
Then to the surprise of all present, especially to her own surprise, Lois said,
"And I believe it." She was bolstered up
in bed with pillows, and had been listen-
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ing so attentively, unmindful of aught
else but the sermon, and had no thought
of speaking alond until she had done so.
At the close of the meeting the most of the
congregation went home, but some uf the
young people gathered in the old-fashioned kitchen with Lois' brothers and sisters,
leaving her parents and the elders with
Lois. At her request the elders proceeded
to anoint her head with oil, in the name
of the Lord Jesus, and then, laying their
hands upon her head, they prayed God
the Father, in the name of the Son, to
heal her of her afflictions.
Shortly after their prayer was ended,
Lois told her mother that she wished to
get out of bed, hut her mother said, "Lois,
you are too sick and your feet are not
dressed.
One of the elders said, "Dress her feet
and let her get up."
This was done, and she arose and walked across the room as easily as if she had
not been sick. In a few moments she
expressed a desire to go into the kitchen,
where her brothers and sisters and young
companions were; but her mother, who
could scarcely believe that she was healed,
began to object, telling her it was so cold
in the hall through which she must go,
and she had not been out of the warm
room for 80 long; but again the elders
said, "Let her go, it won't hurt her."
Throwing a shawl around her, she went
through the hall, and as she entered the
kitchen door, the young people began to
look at her in fright, as though they had
seen a ghost; but Lois said to them, "You
need not be frightened, it is I. I have
been healed by the power of God."
But they Wflre almoRt speechless with
surprise and could scarcely believe their
own eyes.
Of course the news flew like wild-fire
through the settlement, and one of I-ois'
friends, a MrR. Fisk, who had been sick
for some time, sent word to Lois, "If you
are really healed come and see me."
In a day or two Lois was taken in a
sleigh to see Mrs. Fisk, and as the sick
woman heard Lois tell of her wonderful
recovery, she too began to believe, and
the elders were invited to hold services
at her house that night. They did so, and
after the first hymn was sung, and the
opening prayer offered, the elder said that
before proceeding farther they would attend to one of 1he ordinances of the Lord's
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house. They then proceeded to anoint
and pray for Mrs. Fisk, who was immediately healed, and she arose from her
bed and, walking al1ross the room, joined
in the singing of the s~eond hymn.
Lois and Mrs. Fisk both gave their
names for baptism, which was to be attended to the following Sabbath. Lois
was very anxious for her parents to joi:n
the church also, but when she spoke to
her father about it, be replied, "I have
received no evidence of the divinity of
this work, and shall do nothing until I
do."
This hurt Lois' feelings some, as it
seemed to her that the fact of her being
healed ought to be evidence enough to
convince her parents.
On Sunday morning as they were making ready to go to the river, her father
came in and speaking to his wife, said;
"Can you find me some clean clothes? I
think I shall go into the water."
Then his aged mother, who sat listening, burst into tears and said, "My dear
son, if you are going, I am going too."
This information comforted Lois very
much, and as they were-going, well wrapped up, in their sleighs to the river where
the ice bad been cut for the baptisms, r.ois
thought to herself, "Now, here are father
and grandmother and Mrs. Fisk, all older than I am, and they will surely be ba,rtized first; so I need not feel at all tim1cil
about going into the water."
But as they gathered at the water's
edge and offered prayer, the elder who was
to officiate said, "'The Spirit tells me that
Lois is the first to be baptized; and if any
of you wish to know the reason, it is be
cause she was the first to believe."
After those four were baptized, then
Mrs. Fisk's husband and her hired girl
and another person came forward and
were baptized also, making seven in all.
This was on the 20th of January, 1833.
That evening, after they were confirmed
by the laying on of hands for the reception of the Holy Ghost, Father Cutler told
the congregation that the night previous,
as he was praying to God, the Spirit bad
witnessed to him of the truth of th1s
work, and that a heavenly light had shone
round him in the dark room, until, as be
expressed himself, he could have seen to
pick up a pin.
Afterwards the rest of the family united
with the church and received many bless:-
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ings. Lois herself received the gift of
unknown tongues, a gift which she enjoyed at times until the close of her life.
Father Cutler and family removed to
Kirtland, Ohio, in the spring of 1834, and
afterwards to Ray county, Missouri. After there enduring the trials and persecutions in common with the rest of the
Saints, they were compelled to leave Missouri in 1839, by the exterminating order
of Governor Boggs. They then went to
Illinois, and some time after the death of
Joseph and Hyrum Smith, moved to
Iowa, where he died a firm believer in
the work established by Joseph Smith.
Lois and her mother united with theReorganization in 1875, and she lived a faithful member of the church until her death.
Some of her children and brothers, also
one of her sisters still live, and know the
truth of the things I have 1oritten.
E>rMA L. ANDERSON.

SR. EMMA, we are thankful for this contribution, and we cnly wish that others of
the Saints would follow your example
and send to us the testimonies of which
they are living witnesses, or the well attested ones of their friends. One bv one
they are accumulating, but very sl~wly,
when we remember how many there are
who have received .. Some hesitate because
not being accustomed to the use of the
pen they 'fear to undertake the writing.
In a case like this, why not call in the aid
of some young Saint, and let them write
while you dictate? If but one-half the
sober, unvarnished truth of the power of
God displayed in these last days, was reoorded, the volume would astonish the
world. Why should you not send in the
"Leaves"-AuTUJHN LEAVES drifting from
this last dispensation, when God has
established his work upon the earth-His
'kingdom which shall iiever be destroyed
and shall not be left to another people?
Let your testimonies be given to the men
and women of this generation that tl>ey
may be left without excuse and the Saints
built up in their most holy faith.
Who that reads the above brief history
can not see how it would be possible for
Lois and her father to suffer martyrdom
rather than deny the truth of this workthe restored gospel! Who that has the
soul of a Christian within them, when
they read such plain, straightforward accounts as this, but can realize what such
men and women must have suffered when

they saw iniquity creeping into the church!
What could they do? Where should they
flee? Thev knew God was its Author,
for it had ~orne to them in much assurance and in power-the power of the Holy
Ghost with signs following the believer.
Where should they turn? Blinded, bewildered, not fully understanding the purposes of God, not realizing that the prophets had foretold a second, great apostasy from the faith, the marvelis that all
did not follow the lead of blind guides.
Had not these men-these guides-received the seal of divine approval to their
work? Had their words not been conUnto
firmed "by signs following?"
whom then should they go?"
Thank God it was not thus! Many followed the lead of wicked men to the mountain fastnesses of Utah, but more (yes, let
the world remember this), far more went
every man to his way, and mourned, every
man apart from his neighbor. Then began a searching of the word of God sw.Jh
as bad not been before. Men and women
stood in the ways asking for the old paths
-not understanding the dealings of God
with them, but never, no not for one moment, doubting the divinity of the work
-never doubting that God had raised up
Joseph Smith. as an instrument in his
hands for restoring the gospel to the earth,
translating the Book of ·Mormon, and
helping to establish that kingdom which
was never to be destroyed nor left to another people.
"Unto whom should they go?" If this
work was not to be left to another people, who should bear it off but this people'?
Could it be done by the professed
leaders of Utah-those false shepherds
who were oppressing the flock-stripping,
wounding, beating them and leaving
them worse than dead? Never! The
hand writing was upon the wall, . and
they with their followers were under the
curse of a justly offended God, for "cursed
is he that trusteth in man or maketh flesh
his arm." And yet it shall not be left to
another people.
From time to time it is our purpose to
record these testimonies as they shall be
sent in to us, and early in the spring
(probably in April) to begin the publication of the autobiography of Elder E. C.
Briggs. Let it be. remembered that this
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autobiography will he virtually the history of the'Reorganization, as Bro. Briggs
was perhaps more intimately connected
with this period of church history than
any man now living, and in addition to
this was one of the two who were the first
missionaries of the Reorganization to
Utah and California; and in this narrative
will be found the answer of that question
which echoed and re-echoed through the
hearts of tens of thousands, scattered,
homeless, and weary Saints in the dark and
cloudy day, "Unto whom shall we go?"
The prophet said: "vVhen the enemy
shall come in like a flood, the Spirit of
the Lord shall lift up a standard against
him." The standard was lifted up, and
J1t the behe!lt of the Lord a proclamation was sent forth calling upon the scattered Saints to organize and build up the

49'7

waste places of Zion. From that day
to this, the work of rebuilding has been
steadily going on.
That it has been
slow when compared with the spread
of the work at the beginning, should
not in the least surprise any reflecting
individual, for everywhere. our ministry have gone, they have had to wage a
hand to hand contest against the prejudice which bas preceded them. They
have had imputed to them the bad deeds
of those from whose company they years
ago separated themselves, while they were
yet respectable, compared with what they
afterwards became, and all the wreck and
rubbish bas bad to be cleared away before
it was possible to preach the gospel.
This will not alwavs be the case, for the
time is near when· the Lord will cut his
work short in righteousness.-ED.

ENTREATY.
S.M.
BY JOSEPH DEWSNUP, SR.

0 Lord, with power divine,
My soul's de~ire fulfil;
Thy truth establish in my heart,
Responsive to thy will.

In me thyself reveal,
.:\'Iy heart with zeal inspire;
Imbue my soul with love divine,
My tongue with heavenly fire.

Bestow on me thy grace;
Thy servant purify;
My will subdue, my heart make clean,
My mind with thoughts supply.

My footsteps guide, 0 Lord,
In paths once trod by thee.
From cross to crown, my steps direct,From earth, to heaven and thee.

England,
9th Sept., 1889

MANCHESTER,

DO NOBLE THINGS, NOT DREAM THEM ALL DAY LONG.
BY MAY FISHER.

ATURE has given us many grand opportunities, here on earth, that we
:i'nay choose and mould our lives as we
will. Shall we then dreamingly sit and
let them pass our doors unheeded, or will
we earnestly seek to improve each in
turn as it comes? No one is responsible
for our lives save ourselves, and we are
to reap the reward in the future.
The
way in which we form our characters
-decides what kind of lives we will lead,
J1nd great care should be taken as to how
;this is ddne, as they are formed for eter-

N

nity. Young friends, let us seek to gain
a noble character, one which we will not
be ashamed of, one that will both be honored by man and acknowledged by God.
What are we without this character?
What can we do without it? Ah! we are
as naught in this world.
We can do
nothing worthily. We are all placed on
earth for something, we all have a work
to do; then let us start in early life and
build a noble character which, as we are
told, "is precious above rubies, gold,
crowns, or kingdoms, and the making of
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it is the noblest labor on earth." To form
a noble character requires truthfulness.
There is nothing that requirf's an untruth,
but everything requires the truth. An
author says: "A truthful person is the
grandest work of God." During life he
will ever be admired, praised, and loved;
he will ever be a glory to the world, and
he will walk in the path of the angels.
While on the other hand, the untruthful
person will be looked at with scorn, batred and disgrace. His very appearance
will tell on him; as to his life, be is a
failure in all things; he can not even succeed in committing a crime. He may
gain great wealth by dishonesty, but any
day the vengeance of God may sweep it
from him and he will be left in poverty.
He lives an unhappy life, dies and is remembered only as the person who lived
an aimless life.
Our characters are either elevated or
lowered hy the society we keep. One
has a tendency to continue in that kind of
society which he enters in youth, and by
this he may be known and judged. It
shon ld be the earnest effort of all, upon
entering society, to enter one which elevates rather than degrades, one that is
superior rather than i;)ferior, one that has
in it noble, pure, and earnest workers
rather than one whose workers are each
day sinking deeper and deeper into the
vulgarities and crimes of the world. In
this society all should ever be willing and
ready to do anything for its improvement
and enjoyment. One unwilling, dreamy
worker in a society will make all disagreeable. All should work earnestly, diligently and in harmony if they would succeed.
True success during life depends mainly
upon the earnestness of the worker. One
can not sit down and fold his arms expecting success to come to him, for it never
will; but be must expect to work, and not
only this, but he must work well. Longfellow says: "The talent of success is
nothing more than doing what you can do
well." This should be the aim of all.
All are placed within the reach of success,
and he who will not work for it must fail.
Who is there that can afford to say, at
the end of life, "I have made a failure."
Ah! there are none, for life is too precious
to all to have one wastEd in a failure. To
succeed requires patience and labor. Success can not be gained in a day, but it re-

quires our best works during a whole lifetime. The forest was not fo"rmed in a
day, but by the continuous growth of yeal"
after year. The famous poem of Milton,.
"Paradise Lost," was not written in a day,.
but it was the earnest work of years. The
Christian world was not made what it is
by simply the work of a day nor a year,
but it was that of centuries. Some one
bas said:
"Heaven is not reached at a single bound,
But we build the ladder by which we rise
From the lowly earth to th'" vaulted skies,
And we mount to its summit round by round.''
It is labor and time that conquer all
things. It builds the beautiful city with
its magnificent palaces and towering
spires; it makes the humble cottage beautiful, pleasant and happy; it changes the
mighty forest into waving fields of grain;
it unites the north, the south, the east and
the west by the telegraph and railroad; it
bas made our country free, and were it
not for labor we would not be, the earth
would not be. All" labor is noble and good,
and all must labor to do good. Friend,
if we would be anything or would do anything in this life, we must be willing to·
work as our ancestors did. Although we·
can not expect to do what \Vashington,
Lincoln, Milton or Shakespeare did, yet~
need we think there is nothing for us?
No. There are many other things yet to
be accomplished. Any noble deed, be it
ever so small, will elevate us in life.
Some one has said:
"I count this thing to be grandly true,
That a noble deed is a step toward God,
Lifting the soul from the common sod
To a purer air and a broader view.''
Be not ashamed to work, but rather be
ashamed to be idle, and be ashamed of the
idler. It is the idler and the dreamer that
makes the grumbler, the fault finder, the
swindler. He is a drag to the world, and
it would be better without him. If we
study our eminent men we not only find
that they were willing to toil, bnt during
their early lives were willing to labor in
the most humble positions; then as they
could they stepped up slowly, patiently
and diligently, until they reached the topmost round of the "ladder of fame."
Young man, be not ashamed of work~
be not ashamed to go to the farm and:
take your father's place at the plow, or go
to the mill and take his place there, or do
other work that you find to aid him. He
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needs your aid, for he is getting weary
with his unceasing toil. His locks are
turning grey from age and trouble; his
eyes are growing dim; his shoulders are
bowing to his years, and he may soon
pass from you; then you will be left to
work in the world alone.
Young ladies, you should not be afraid
to take your mother's place in the kitchen,
but you should rather aspire to the position, nor consider yourself prepared for
life's great work until yon have become
proficient in the art of keeping house.
You can n9t dream yourself into a knowledge of honse·work. I am sorry to confess, the attainments in domestic art are
more like a dream than a realitv-in fact
I have seen house-keeping which reminded
me more of some horrible nightmare
than anything real and tangible. This is
a Rchool which will never grant yon a
diploma because the course is without
completion in this life, and without credit
to our sex it must be said that the imaginary, homely task of providing for the
comforts and needs of those we love, are
but imaginary and the fruit of a foolish
pride which early seize3 the minds of our
young 1\Ldies of this day; and never has
there been such a dearth of good housekeeping and well regulated homes. And
now may I hope the desire in every young
lady's heart to do noble deeds will lead
her to decide that the best place she can
SHEN.ANDOAH,

-
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spend her coming vacation is at homenot to sleep and rest and be waited upon,
but giving relief to that mother who has
toiled and sacrificed that yon might obtain
that culture and development of character
which she was not able to give yon at
home. If you feel tired, remember. that
change is rest, and the daily round which
has grown monotonous to her will be bnt
a change to you, while your contemplated
excursion to the lake or elsewhere will be
real rest for her, will give to her prostrated nerves renewed health and strength
and will be a priceless boon to the parent.
Young friends, neglect not these little
things, these little deeds of your life. By
these you may accomplish some great
good in time. It is the small acorns that
make the great forest, the small drops of
water the mighty ocean, the little grains
of sand the vast beach, the snaall deeds of
life the noble character, the many characters the great book of eternal life. Can
you not, are you not willing to speak a
cheering word to the down-hearted, gently
whisper a word of caution to the erring
and tell them of the hope of etemal life,
give to the poor your aid, give to the sick
your attention, your time, your prayers?
Kingsley says:
"Be good, dear friends, and let who will be
cle\·er ·
Do noble tl1ings, not dream them all d t:V low;
And so make life, death, and that vast forever
One grand, sweet song."

IN AUSTRALIA.
BY J. W. WIGHT.

VING the vessel about nine a. m.,
JjEA
we started for the railway station; and
purchasing tickets, stepped out to see the
train just moving away for Hamilton
some two miles dif'tant, our point of destination. There is no checking baggage
here as we do in the States, but one must
be ready to claim their "luggage" as it is
dumped out, and for this reason we found
our trunk locked up on our arrival that
afternoon, we having gone to Bro. C. A.
Davis' for dinner. We had little difficulty
in getting it, as we were able to give an accurate description, and also give a reason
for not arriving on the same train.

Newcastle, Hamilton, Islington, I.ambton, Wall send ancl various other places in
this locality are mining towns, and together comprise a population of Rixty
thousand inhabitants in a radius of ten
to fifteen miles, forming a coal mart for
the various nations of the globe. It may
be surprising to many to learn that San
Francisco has a regular coaling trade here,
while in return both Oregon and Washington are shipping 1urn ber to these colonies, and actually competing to the extent
that the native lumber (~'timber") is reduced in value, and just at preRent is
turning the minds of many in favor of
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protection, this colony (New South Wales)
being free trade.
It was during our stay in this place
that one of the most serious strikes ever
known in the colonies occurred; the strik·er~, after months of weary waiting, going
back to their work under rules aml restrictions even more unfavorable than
before. The day that they went to get
their tools both Neely and I accompanied
Bro. Dixon, and for the first time in life
went down into the bowels of the earth
to be made witnesses of the scenes being
daily enacted by those who, with pick and
shovel, and the more dangerous means of
blasting powder, are bringing forth the
wealth existing there.
As no work was being done, it gave us
a better chance to visit, and the first place
visited was the stables, where we saw the
horses, some of which had never been permitted to see the daylight, as they had
been horn and reared in that place. From
here we traverr;;ed different passages, in all
of which were laid the little tramways, and
the "trollies" or "skips" used on them to
-convey the coal to the bottom of the shaft.
Having gone to the terminus of one of
these passages, we were permitted to see
how the work is done, and the kind of toil
to be endured by those engaged in this
gloomy occupation~ And to say that a
sigh of relief came upon our return to the
shaft, (where some six of 11s crouched into the box and were soon carried up once
more into the light of day), is hardly expressive of one's feelings as they emerge
into the bright rays and life-giving light
of "old sol" and realize that they are free
from the danger incident to two hundred
feet down, and some three thousand feet
back into the earth.
And the practical part of those dangers
has been made manifest by the recent
falling in of this selfsame mine, by which
eleven men were entombed, only one as
yet having been found; he being badly
decomposed. At the expiration of twelve
days a horse was found in which life had
not yet become extinct, but resuscitation
proved impossible, and at the end of two
days death released him from his sufferinJrs.
The searching for the remammg men,
who ·were r;;o suddenly cut off from the
-realities of home and friends, is being continued both day and night.
Who but
they alone can tell of the agonized feel-

ings endured in the realization of thus
being enclosed in a living tomb? of the
anxious moments, and the awful suRpense,
as in weary expectation they listen for the
sounds of hoped for relief which never
came! But what of the mothers and children who thus at one fell sweep were
made widows and orphans? How little
they thought on that morning that the
husbands and fathers were going from
them never to return in life! Thei1· torn
and bleeding hearts alone can tell of the
suffering endured by the loss sustained,
and more especially after the ,time when
hope perched upon the wings of uncertainty, held oct to them the possibility of
finding their loved ones ere life had been
swallowed up in death. But here be it
said to the credit of not only this, but to
many of the surrounding communities
that, headed by the governor of this colony, subscriptions are being raised for
the ~uffering ones.
After a two weeks' stay in this place,
we started for Victoria. About eleven p.
m., we boarded the "Newcastle," nearly as
large as the Alameda, and going to bed
immediately, are sound asleep when she
leaves her moorings, never waking till the
noise of unloading cargo at the Sydney
wharf brings us to a knowledge of the
fact that the sixty miles intervening have
been traversed without the least sensation
o£ the dreaded sea-sickness or any realization of the events of the journey. Transferring our luggage to the wharf whence
leaves the "Elingamite," we go to the
homf' of Bro. Ellis and are entertained
till the next day, when at four p. m. we
leave this beautiful harbor-second finest
in the world-and the place where once
dwelt the famous ••Botany Bay convicts."
And just as the sun is kissing the dancing
waves his goodnight farewell, we pass out
upon the bosom of the majestic and gently
undulating Pacific, to once more brave the
dangerous incident to a life on the mighty
deep. As we passed through the strait
which connects the bay with the ocean,
we remember noticing round holes in the
perpendicular cliffs to our right, and were
told that each was covered by a cannon,
ready to send forth the iron messenger
of death upon the approach of an enemy
in times of war. And right well do we
remember feeling that it would be a ff'arful gauntlet for the belligerent mariners
who dared to risk the passage amidst the
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deadly storm that could be belched forth
from this commanding position.
Once out upon the waters we head southW'trd, and passing Botany Bay we can see
the twinkling of many of the lights of a
city of nearly 300,000 inhabitants, and were
her streets of proper width and laid out
at right angels instead of the narrow and
winding lane~, a beautiful place indeed
would Sydney be. Situated in latitude
34 South, and interspersed with shrubbery that is ever green-simply because
the biting frosts are not known and where
snows never come-with the almost constant north-east breeze in the summer,
coming directly from the ocean and cooling the heated air, it is certainly the place
where a man who lives on his income and
desires to settle in one of the chief marts
of a nation can find all his heart desires.
As the evening shades begin to fall like
a mantle over the bosom of the deep, to
cover as it were the dangers which exist,
we glance back toward Sydney Heads and
see the glare of the great electric light in
the light·honse at that place, which, constantly revolving, gives out a red and
white light alternately. And during all
the night its bright rays pierce the darkness, shooting athwart the heavens and
alternately sending out the bright red
glare penetrating the darkness which like
a pall settles down over the face of the
waten(, thus becoming a beacon of hope
and joy to many a poor mariner, who
might otherwise be lured to a horrible
fate, and whose tongue, locked in the cold
embrace of death, should be forever silent
as to the cause bringing about the awful
calamity.
The gong sounding forth now bids us
repair to the tea table and all seem able
to do ample justice to the sumptuou>l feast
prepared, seeming to feel as safe as though
we were on terra firma instead of havirig
but a few inches of plank between us and
many fathoms of water. Spending the
evening on deck we early betake ourselves
to bunk, soon to become oblivious to the
events being enacted and the dangers incident to this mode of travel, by the soothings of time honored Morpheus.
Next day being Sunday, we pass the
time in reading and in writing to those
with whom but a few months before. we
had clasped the parting hand, or occasionally standing on deck and watching the
shore which seems much of a sameness,
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and like all the coastline of New So nth
Wales, is covered with timber. Going
into our room about eight p. m., we find
Neely in animated conversation with one
whom he is trying to convert, and true to
his calling is giving him the gospel unadulterated. Realizing that he will feel a
greater freedom in the presentation, if left
alone with .his auditor, we go again on
deck and at our return an hour after find
them still in earnest conversation, the one
making the effort to convert seemingly
aroused to the requirements of the occasion and the demands of his calling.
Whether the impression then made and
the seed thus sown will ever bear fruit
remains for futurity to solve; and we
sometimes wonder how many such problems are day by day being thrown into the
scales of passing events to be made known
only by the unlocking of the door of time
to come.
On arising next morning it is ascertained
that we have pa~sed the bays of Botany,
Shoalhaven, Jervis and Bateman, and
during the day we round Cape Howe and
pass between Gabo Island and the mainland. About four p.m. we sight Wilson's
Promontory, one of the most southern
points of Australia, and aR nearly as we
can determine, are now in the Antarctic
Ocean for the first time in life. And j nst
here our mind goes back to the time in
1887, when the Spirit gave us the knowledge that at the eoming April conference
we should be sent "South." Yet how little did we think when telling the Saints
in at least two different localities of this
fact, that it was to be beyond the eqnator.
About nine p.m we enter Port Philips,
and at midnight stop beside the wharf at
Port .Melbourne. Next morning we are
taken on board a small steamer and con-·
veyed up the Yarra river to Melbourne.
After landing we obtain breakfast for
sixpence each, and purchasing a ticket to
Geelong and return, at ten a.m. are on
our way to that port some fifty miles
across the bay: A call is made at Port
Arlington, a~d from there on to our destination. To our left as we go up the
bay is stretched out as beautiful a.landscape as one could wish to see. And the
many acres of onions, (this being the great
onion d.istriet of the colony), spread over
the gentle incline, ~erve to beautify the
picture till the sonl is fairly enraptured,
and whoever saw art with her deft-like
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fingers and delicate touch truthfully portray such scenes as these?
At four p.m. the steamer runs alongside
the wharf and we are made glad to see the
brethren, Trembath and Craigs, in waiting, known by a sign that had been previou;;ly agreed upon.
In this city of several thousand inhabitants some manufacturing is carried on,
and during our stay we were permitted to
behold some of the finest country we have
yet seen in the colonies,-slightly rolling,
with benches of levf'l and well tilled land,
and surrounded with hedges of thorn,
which, when well trimmed, are in tine
contrast to the po~t and rail fences seen
so almost universally. Wheat and oats
arc the principal grains raised here, and
called by the inhabitants "corn;" these
they cut green and sell for hay, it being
more profitable than selling the grain.
During our services here bnt two were
baptized-Neely officiating for the first
time in life-yet they seemed to have a
very warm feeling for us, and manifested
it on one occasion by scattering cayenne
pepner on the floor.
While here we were viRited by Ern.
McGurk and Mcintosh, who, with Bro.
Jones, had been in waiting to welcome us
on our arrival at Melbourne, but failed to
meet us, With the former we returned
to the city where he kindly took us into
the Exhibition. Here we saw many things
beautiful to behold, and the displays of
Victoria and New South Wales were a
credit, while with that of the United
States we were disgusted.
Our travel by rail that night; the waiting at the depot for Bro. J. Grayden; our
walk through the mud and the long ride
in the dreary night, self stopping with
Br. McGurk and Neely going on to Hastings, are but incidents of so common recurrence in the life of an elder, that we
will not burden this narrative with the
full details.
Hastings is a small village situated on
the western shore of. vVesternport Bay,
and contains four churches, the Latter
Day Saints, Wesleyan, Church of England
and Catholic, four stores, two boat makers,
a bakery, and, what in this country is so
plentiful as to be often found at the side
of the public highway, two saloons or
"pubs." And while the Yankees are noted
for swearing and chewing, the colonials
-can most surely outstrip them in smoking

and drinking, and many of them, the native born especially, have glib tongues
for swearing, understanding it much better than they do their alphabet in religion.
Most of the population of this place is
engaged in fishing; trout, guard, pike,
whiting, flounders, strangers and snappers
being the principal kinds caught.
Some two weeks at this place and then
to Qneensferry to attend the conference.
And it was on this, trip that we experienced a never-to-be-forgotten voyage in
Bro. Jones' little sloop, the "Victory."
There were ten of us all told, and as we
passed around the "Heads," or southern
point of French Island, the waves were
raging from the effect of a strong wind
and cross tides. Time after time we were
down in the trough of the raging waters,
with nothing in sight but a wall of foamcrested waves, or again to be riding high on
the top of the mighty billows, to glide down
from danger by the skillfnl management
of Br. ,Jones, said to be the best helmsman
on the bay. The most dangerous part
was some two miles, and during its passage the "Victory" "shipped water" but
twice, but many times the crew and passengers were drenched by the maddened
waves which ever and anon would strike
the boat's Ride with such herculean force
as to send the spray many feet high, and
which surely would have swamped us, had
not the skillful turn of the tiller turned
the boat from the force of the wave, or
Divinr> Providence intervened to save from
a watery grave the ones who were going
to do duty for the work of the latter days.
And here the mind diverts to the past,
and digresses to the thought that not yet
seventy years have come and gone since
the time when the "bov," in the confidence
of revealed truth, sOlui·ht alone his Maker
in the seclusion of ~the grove,-"God's
first tern ple," there to learn from . God
whether he was the author of this work,
-this which in after times was to find its
adherents by the hundreds of thousands,
and would cauRe humanitv to endure all
the trials incident to the ni'ost bitter persecutions born of the conceptions of minds
depraved-who could turn a deaf ear to
the cause of injured innocence, or evince
but stony hearts to the appeals of wives
deprived of husbands, mothers of children,
and children of fathers; to the cold, the
naked, the destitute, or those who; (though
not yet proven guilty), were plunged into
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felon's cells to have heaped upon them
that which sickens the soul in its contem-plation. And how thankful we feel that
after the test of all these years, this work
has still the power within itself to inspire
such confidence, that even in scenes like
those just described, no fear is felt by the
participants: and all because they know
that the Author of the work, He who now
calls them to duty, i;; God himself.
But returning to our narrative, it may
be of interest to state that but one of that
number was sick.
After turning the
Heads our good skipper guided the little
boat into shallower water, and we were
-once more gliding swiftly on our course,
fairer winCJ. and calmer bay. Not long
:after a rc~lief skipper took the tiller, and
as an individual I shall ever remember his
steering. I was sitting on the weather
side, and all were chatting merrily, when
a large wave came surging on, and as it
poured over the side I received the full
benefit. Of course the laugh was at my
·expense.
Arriving at the Ferry near night, we
found that the tide had ebbed so far that
we could not get to the jetty, grounding
when about twenty-five yards off, we were
all taken ashore in a small dingy.
After the conference we stayed some
four weeks at this place, and at one place
where we were holding meetings a man
arose and asked if it were a celluloid collar I was wearing? It was amu;;ing for
us, who bad be<"ome accustomed to jeer~,
to see wme of the sisters turn white. Not
being used to a disturbance in religious
service, they no doubt pictured awful
things to themselves. At our DBXt service
in that place he again began his tactics,
till it finally became necessary to turn on
the screw of silence by a threat to send
for the police, some of whom were stationed in the place. These are stationed in
·every township or village in this country.
A picnic for our benefit at Kilcunda
Beach, on the Southern ocean, was much
-enjoyed, and we left the place realizing
that the Queensferry Saints know how to
have fun in the surf, our old clothes being taken for that purpose.
On our return to Hastings we made arrangements to separate, each to be accompanied by one of the local eldership;
and for the most part the narrative that
follows must deal principally with the doings of self, yet for a brief space we will fol-
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low the experiences of Neely, that it may
be realized that "whom God calls he qualifies." He and his companion having gone
to a new field to open up the work, and it
being seen that no apparent success was
resulting, he started off on foot to another
new place. Here the success of his
effort was such that a man who had
been searching for the truth for years,
came at the close of service and offered
himself for baptism. Neely having been
joined by his companion, they baptized
the candidate at the close of the next
night's service; going out in a small boat
till the water was deep enou,gb, when the
ordinance was attended to. His co-laborer
becoming sick, returned home, leaving
him alone. But be proved equal to the
occasion and opened up another new
place, to which he has since gone and held
eight services; and while there was given
hall rent and board f1ee; sold three copies
of the Book of Mormon and four of the
Voice of Warning. We are glad that the
experienees through which he then, and
has sinee, passed, have proved the wisdom
of the separation.
Associate and self went about one hundred miles north of Melbourne, and in
opening up the work had some peculiar
experiences, one of which is worth relating. Getting into conversation with two
young ladies belonging to the Christadelphians, we were obliged to bring into action all the mental forces at our command, and for some two hours were made
aware of the fact that we had never before
met their equals outside the church.
A few days waiting on our return to
Hastings, brought Bro. and Sr. Smith
from New South Wales, and Neely from
his new experiences, when we all went to
Qneensferry to spend the holidays. A
beautiful tree and an enjoyable time was
had at Christmas, but self, having been
chosen to act the part of Santa Claus, will
never forget the heat, though coat rejected, he wore but a linen duster. It must
be borne in mind that Christmas comes here
during the. hottest season. The conference having been appointed at Hastings,
a number of the Queensferry branch went
over with us; the day proving a stormy
one, and at times the squalls would prove
quite severe gales. We arrived in safety;
but cold and wet, one of the number having succumbed to the tortures of ~ea
sickness. The conference proved a sue-
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cess; the church was dedicated, and once
again Neely and self were on the tramp.
Visiting one who had been challenging
the Utah elders for discussion, we soon
learned that he wanted' nothing to do with
us, but was very anxious for us to meet
the Utah men. We called on the latter
which led to a t>~·o nights' discussion on
the subject of polygamy.
We experiE'nced, by walking two days
and carrying our satchels while the heat
registered at 110° in the shade, that which

PATTIE;

after our return to Hastings caused self tobe laid up for a week. The result of getting over-heated while going through a
new cutting, which had it been a hundred
yards longer, would have brought sunstroke.
We are drawing so near in our narrative·
now to the time when we became a benedict, that we await the future for the recital, that perchance the nerves may bebetter conditioned for the task.

OR, LEAVES FROM A LIFE.
BY ELEANOR.

CHAPTER XI.
DEATH

OF

MRS.

WALDVILLE-PATTIE

A

BRIDE.

"Life has joys as well as sorrows,
Lite has hopes as well as fears;
Sad to-clay's and glad to-morrow's
Mingle in the track of years."
"Never night but bring-s its morning,
Sunshine comes and shadows flee;
Death but waits upon the dawning
Of the life that is to be."
"Weeping may endure for a night, but joy
cometh in the morning."-Ps. 30: 5.

MRS. WALDVILLE continued to decline, and the physicians, summoned
for consultation with the family doctor,
decided that there was no hope of recoverv.
"Pattie was overwhelmed at this announcement. Life would be especially
lonely and sad to her. Her father was
engrossE'd in business, and moreover she
still regarded him as the cold, stern, unsympathizing man that he had ever appeared
to her. She was young, life was long,
why must it be so bereft and desolate?
A wild feeling took possession of her
heart that she was hardly dealt with.
What bad she done more than others that
she must endure so much of pain and sorrow from which others around her were
exempt?
She was in the kitchen finishing the
work for the night. "\Vhen all was completed she carefully bathed her face, arranged her hair, and then sought the sick
room, taking her place among the watchers by the bed-side, despite she was wea-
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ried out by a day of severe toil; for shefelt that the hours would be few and precious that she could have the dear one
with her. Mrs. Waldville noted her presence and protested against it.
"You have worked so hard you must goto rest now," she said, with loving solicitude.
"0 mother, let me stay," pleaded Pattie! The pain in her voice was almost a
cry and the mother-heart comprehended
its meaning. Reaching out her hand she·
laid it gently on the girl's head and drew
it down to the pillow beside her.
"Poor child," she said, "but I can not
bear to have you up, please go to bed for
my sake."
Pattie at once arose and went to her
room, but not to rest. All night she
wrestled with the grief that seemed to her·
would crush her, pleading for the dearone's life. The burden of her prayer was.
"Leave me not alone, alone."
The cold gray dawn of morning looked
in upon her ere she lay down upon her·
bed; and even then her trouble followed
her in the slumber that exhausted nature
sought.
She dreamed that she was walking
alone at night along a lonely road; thorns
and sharp rocks tore her aching feet; dust
choked her, and pain racked her frame;
but still she kept on her way, though
with many tears. All around her was.
darkness impenetrable, and she wondered how she had found her way. But
presently looking down at her feet she
beheld them encircled by a light that re-
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vealed to her each gtep as she proceeded.
Then she became aware that an arm sup-·
ported her on which she was leaning, and
she saw that the light which encircled her
in its halo emanated from the shining garments of some heavenly personage who
walked by her side. Turning her- head
to look at her companion. Allie's face
smiled upon her, glorious beyond the
power of description, but Allie still.
"0," exclaimed Pattie in glad surprise,
"have you been walking by me all this
time, and I knew it not!
She was answered in the affirmative,
and together they continued the journey.
Listening to Allie's talk about the
blessedness and peace and joy and rest in
the kingdom of God, Pattie. felt no more
pain, nor weariness, nor minded the dust,
thorns, nor darkness of the way. Long
they walked, but at. length the angel prepared to depart. But Pattie falling on her
knees, clasped the shining garments, crying, "Leave me not alone, 0, take me
with you!"
The angel stooped and kissed the tearmarked face as she unclasped Pattie's
fingers and answered, "Not now, it must
not be; but when you have finished your
work on earth I will come for yon."
"At least, dear Allie," entreated Pattie,
"show yourself to mother, it would please
her so, she grieves for you."
"Not now, only to you am I sent, and
this is the mesHage I bring you. Be faithful and do all that shall be given you to
do; and know that you are not alone,
ministering angels are around your path;
let not the tribulations of the way affright
you, for there shall be a light to guide
you; fear not, farewell."
It seemed to Pattie that she distinctly
beard and felt the clea, ing of the air by
the ascending form; she raised her eyes to
watch the shining track through the
clouds and was greeted by the blaze of
the morning sun which was streaming
through her bedroom window:
So vivid had been the vision that she
could not believe she had been dreaming.
She reealled the agony of the night and
then a sweet peace stole into her heart as
the thought occurred that God had indeed
sent his ministering angel to comfort her,
and remembering the promise 'left with
her that so it should ever be, she felt
wonderfully strengthened and comforted.
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While performing her toilet she hummed
softly the words:
"Nearer my God, to thee,
Nearer to thee;
E'en though it be a cross
That raiseth me."
Kneeling, she thanked the Heavenly
Father for such a manifestation of his
loving care, and then she sought her
mother's room. She was greeted by a
bright smile from the invalid.
"I am almost well," she said in answer
to Pattie's inquiries.
Pattie turned in surprise to her father
for explanation of the unlooked for
change.
"Mother is much better this morning,"
he answered cheerfully.
Pattie went to her morning's work in
the kitchen with feelings of wondering
awe. Surelv God does hear and answer
prayer, she thought; but with the thought
came also a feeling of shame that now for
the first time since the days of childhood's
innocent faith she realir.ed this truth.
And yet she had all her life worshiped
him as an omnipotent Omnipresence. Why
then should it be such a surprise to her
that He had heard and answered her cry
of distress?
She was dimly conscious that while her
religion had taught her to pray, it had
not taught her to expect direct or visible
answers to her prayers. Intuitively she
felt that were she to publicly lay claim to
receiving divine communications it would
be derided and scoffed at by her co-religionists. Nay, she had herself doubted
the claims of Joseph 'Smith to such communications. How could she eousistently
deny to others such favors as she claimed
for herself?
Thus, "line upon line, precept upon
precept," God was demonstrating to Pattie
the great truths of his law, that he is the
same and unchangeable in all generations.
FleEh and blood never could. have taught
her this in so effective a way. And thus
He will continue to teach her, until standing in the full light of revealed truth, she
can say as confidently as one of old: "l
know that my Redeemer liveth, and that
he shall stand in the latter day upon the
earth."
As the days passed and her mother
continued to improve, Pattie's faith grew
stronger in the One mighty to save, whose
ear had been open to her cry.

2
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The farewell words of the angel of her
dream lingered in memory as a benediction. Even had she known how more
than fulfilled that dream was to be, I
think she could have smiled in the face
of destiny, so exalted was her trust.
In accordance with her habit of committing her thoughts to writing she commemorated her dream in verse, which now
lies before me; the closing stanzas reflecting this state of her mind, I transcribe:
"How dark and desolate the way,
Each step to thee is known ;
Bnt this alone my Lord, I pray,
All for thy glory own.
Led by thine hand, I fearless tread
The path I can not see;
For trials sore can hold no dread
That brings thee near to me."
The solemn events just recmded took
place in the Spring of 1866.
A few weeks later when Mrs. W aldville
had become able to Rit up, Pattie was engaged one morning in dusting the sittingroom and gathering up the books, periodicals and papers that were scattered
about. In one, as she was folding it, her
eye caught the query: "Who is she?" It
proved to be the heading of some poetry,
questioning the birds and the breeze of
the place of her home, and the name of
the singer whose song was music of the
heart.
Pattie read it with amused enjoyment.
There was nothing to tell her who the unknown poet was; and laughing misehievous~y she earried the paper to her mother,
saymg:
"There, Ma, that is as sweet a bit of
romance as I have ever reacl."
Mrs. Waldville read the poem, and
looking np gravely over the top of the
paper, she said:
"I had hoped that I had one gid whom
the boys would not be eoming after."
"Never fear, you darling little mother,"
laughed Pattie, and more seriously she
added, "I have vowed never to part from
you while life shall last."
This was true, though she had never
spoken of that terrible night of trial.
During the summer Mrs. W aid ville so
far regained strength as to be able to walk
to the neigh boring houses.
Pattie believed that her mother's life
had been prolonged in answer to her
prayer, and whether for months or years
she determined that her own life should,

be devoted to her eare and happiness.
She banished her books except sueh as her
mother loved to hear, and these she read
to her in the moments of rest that she was
eompelled to take from the household
duties-for she still suffered from her diseased spine, often severely, but hired help
could not be afforded except in the more
busy seasons. So lying on the lounge by
the side of her mother's easy chair, she
read or talked to her, while the mother's
fingers were busy with the knittingneedles.
Thus passed many of those sweet! summer hours-precious hours to both mother
and daughter, and they grew to know
eaeh other better than ever before.
Contributions continued to appear in
the papers oecasionally, from Pattie's unknown poet-friend, treating on various
subjects, in the easy, graceful style which
she admired, and which betokened one
familiar with the pen,
Naturally she
wondered about the writer's identity, but
no one knew.
One dav in earl v autumn a letter eame
addressed. to Pattie. The handwriting
and post-mark were unfamiliar, and Mr.
W al(h'ille, who had picked it up from
among the mail, scrutinized it for a moment and then handed it to her.
vVith a sudden premonition of whence
it came. Pattie slip1)Cd the missive into
her poeket, and quietly escaping from the
house Rought Rolitude in the orchard before she ventnred to open it.
AR she bad fmrmised, the letter was
from her literary acquaintance, bearing
an introdnction from the editor of the
journal, who, it- appeared, was a mutual
acquaintance.
The Rtranger's name was ClarPnce Hervey. He too had been deprived of hearing, anfi had fonnd eompensation in books
and the pen. \Vith so mneh in symtnthy
he ventured to solieit her correspondence,
believing it would be for their mutual
pleasure and advantage.
Pattie poeketed the letter and thoughtfully retraced her steps to the house, trying to determine whether to regard it as
something ineornpatible with the determination that she had formed to devote
herself to the care of her mother, or was
it the work of Providenee in providing
this frienll for her against the time that
her mother should be removed? She de,'
eided to leave it to her mo,ther's decision,
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entering her room she laid the letter before her.
"Read it," said Mrs. W aldville. And
Pattie, sitting down at her mother's feet,
obeyed.
·
"Will you write?" asked Mrs. W aidville, looking down tenderly at her, and
caressing the soft brown hair on the girl's
bead.
"I want your advice, mother."
"Do so, if you feel so inclined. I have
no doubt it would be a pleasure to you;
only be circumspect, my daughter."
So the correspondence was begun. The
gentleman was fourteen year's Pattie's
senior, and she found him possessed of extensive information gained both from
books and travel. A vigorous thinker and
a ready writer, his letters held for Pattie
a charm all their own. She shared all
their contents with her mother, who appreciated both the letters and her child's
confidence.
But to Pattie it se.emed as though pain
was destined (wer to be mingled with her
pleasure, giving an undertone of sorrow
to her sweetest joy.
As cold weather approached, Mrs. W aielville's health again declined; and soon it
was evident to all that her days on earth
were numbered. Tears nor prayers 11ow
were of any avail. The beautiful saintly
spirit was yielded back to its Maker, and
amid the snows of December the beautiful
body was laid to rest.
Pattie once more shouldered her cross,
heavier now with this additional affliction;
but firm still in the faith that God knew
best, and that his love would ser,d her
nothing that was not needful for her discipline.
She strove with all her powers to make
home still attractive for her father and
brothers. All that she knew her mother
would have done for their welfare, Pattie
faithfully did or tried to do; finding her
own enjoyment once more in the society
of her beloved books and pen, at such odd
moments as she could redeem from household duties. But those moments were
few now; all the more appreciat'ed, perhaps on that account.
Some months after the death of Mrs.
W aldville, Mr. Hervey asked and obtained
permission to visit Pattie at her home.
The day appointed brought him. Shall I
describe him? I fear I shall do violence
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to the popularly received description of a
poet.
It was no pale browed, attenuated student who stood before her. Intellectual
indeed, but with a frame of splendid development; there was no appearance of
having ever lost sleep over the midnight
lamp, or starved in a garret because of
rejected manuscript. The "golden locks"
of the traditional poet were also absent,
and their place supplied by close trimmed
jet black hair.
Dark whiskers--in which were here and
there a "silver thread," covered the lower
part of his face, but did not conceal the
sensitive lips. And Pattie's timid glances
met the fathomless depthR of a pair of
brown eyes, as she extended her hand in
friendly greeting.
To this we append a pen picture of
Pattie as drawn by Mr. Hervey in a letter
to a friend shortly after his visit, and
which the writer has had the privilege of
reading.
"A form of medium height, of delicate
structure, blue eves, and an abundance of
gold brown hail~ She wore a mourning
costume, that added, perhaps to the
extreme paleness of her complexion. She
is not pretty.
My first impression
was that she is plain; yet as I watched
her I knew I could turn contentedly from
prettier faces to study hers. You 'forsee
the end,' you say. So do I, God willi-ng."
And so, perhaps, do our readers; so
why make a long story of it?
Some writer asks, "Has love not played
a part in all lives that were worthy to be
written?"
I have paused to ask: If love had not
come to play its part in Pattie's life,
would it have b>?en less worthy to be written?
And after fullest 1:eflection, I
answer yes, le&s worthy. It was just this
that was needed to bring into play those
sympathies of heart and qualities of mind
that should fit her for the work that
Providence was preparing for her. For
think you that Pattie was thus being
moulded and educated for naught? Think
you that her varied yet unique experiences
were without reason, end, or aim? Nay.
And so I say her life was more worthy
because of this love that came to her.
More worthy because she thereby entered
more completely into sympathy with
human life through comprehension of its
passion and its pain.
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It was such a love as comes to men
and women· but once in a lifetime.
And
Pattie accepted it with all the earneRtness
and trust with which she had accepted
everything else in her life. And he who
had awakened and won her devotion was
in all respects worthy of it.
One who
understood and appreciated the wealth
that was his in woman's love, and cherished the holy gift with tenderest care
through life. Their's was such a union
as I think God designed all true marriages to be. A union of mind, tastes,
and pursuits, as well as of hearts and
hands. And yet they were as opposite
in character as in personal appearance.
He was bold, ardent, daring. She was
timid, retiring, diffident.
But withal
each was the perfect complement of the
other.

Not until her father had taken to himself another companion-about a year
and a half after the loss of her motherdid Pattie feel that 8he had sufficiently
discharged her filial obligations, and was
free to depart.
The wedding took place at her father's
house, the pastor of the Baptist Church
officiating, the questions being propounded in writing, with verbal responses.
The wedding banquet was partaken of
and then Pattie bade good bye to the
dear parent who had watched· over her
so long, to the assembled company of
brothers, sisters and friends; and went
out into the world to share the fortunes
and misfortunes of one dearer than all
others.
(To be continued).

"VYITH THE CHURCH IN AN EARLY D.A Y.
BY "FRANCES."

·rT is not and has not been our intention
from the fir8t, to enter into particulars with reference to the troubles the
'Saints encountered in Missouri, but
simply to recount a few events in which
the family of Mr. Clark participated. In
order to do this it will be necessary for
us to mention in a cursory way, many
other things which we shall not undertake to describe. There appeared not
long sinee in the St. Louis Globe-DemoC?'Clt a series of articles from a correspondent signing himself "Burr Joyce," which
gives much information upon the history
of the transactions in Missouri, from the
time the Saints first went there, in 1833,
up to the time when they were finally
driven out in 1839.
The morning of July 4th, 1838, broke
like a dream of splendor over the waving
prairies and wooded dells of Caldwell
county. Very early the citizens of Far
West (a town then numbering some three
thousand inhabitants) were astir, and
soon from the surrounding country,
singly, in groups, on horseback, on foot,
in vehicles of every description, the people came flocking in; while at intervals
the discharge of fire-arms, mingled with
the shouts of boys and men, fully indi-

cated (to an American, at least,) the character of the occasion. From a magnificent pole some sixty feet in height,
serenely floated the stars and stripes, emblem of liberty and equal rights.
The day had been chosen by the Saints
for the laying of the foundation-stone of
a temple to be erected to the worship of
God. At ten o'elock an imposing procession formed-Reynolds Cahoon (ct)
being marshal of the day-which, after
marching through the tuwn, encircled the
temple lot, where an excavation five feet
in depth, one hundred and twenty feet
long and eighty feet wide had been
made. Here with appropriate ceremonies
the corner-stones were laid.
Music,
prayer and the reading of the Declaration of Independence followed; after
which a stirring oration was delivered to
the people. The benediction having been
pronounced, the audience separated into
various groups; refreshments were spread
anc1 partaken of amid laughter, smiles
(a) That our readers may the better be enabled to realize
the fact that they are not following a fictitious narrative we
have mentioned the name of Reynolds Cahoon and ask
them to note the mention made of him by our correspond~
ent on another page of the Magazine. Further on we shall
have occasion to mention the name of David Patten also;
the other one of the two elders who administered to Lois
Cutler.
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and tears of joy. Had a stranger happened there and .been a witness of this
innocent mirth, of the whole-souled,
warm-hearted hospitality extended, even
pressed upon all present not provided for,
he would scarcely have been able to
realize that he was in the midst of a
hated, persecuted people-a people driven
and plundered of their earthly possessions
and who even now felt that at any time
this persecution might burst out afresh.
Was it ominous of the times of trial so
near, that from a clear sky in the afternoon a vivid flash of lightning struck the
erected Liberty pole, shivering it into a
thousand fragments? Was it this, or
might it not have been the heaven-dealt
refutation of its mockery?
.
Liberty, what does it mean? If to
have one's home invaded in the silent
night watches, to be torn from the clinging embrace of arms enfeebled by sickness, driven out half-clad into the darkness of raging storms and tempest, while
the moaning sobs of wife and mother,
mingled with the helpless cries of your
new born babe follow you, ring in your
ears above the wailing of the storm; if
this be liberty, if thus she shelters, thus
protects the children whose fathers died
for her: then had these people liberty.
If to be driven forth from
the clinging
1
arms of helpless little ones, bound .as a
felon, and compelled to stand while men
disguised as savages set fire to your house
and drag you away, leaving your helpless
family to their fate: then had these people liberty.
"It was a mob" you say, "and no government can be held responsible for the acts
of a mob."
We grant you this; but when that government is appealed to for redress of such
wrongs and they join ?J)Uh the opp?·essor-,
what then? These are words of soberness, and to ascertain whether or not they
are words of truth we refer you to the
state archives of Missouri herself-but to
resume.
As the weeks passed by, from time to
time rumors reached the brethren of continued outrages perpetrated by the citizens of Missouri upon the scattered
Saints, and there was no feeling of security, especially among those in the settlements farthefit from the main bodv of the
church. It was pretty well understood
to be the intention of the people of
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Daviess county to compel the Saints to
abandon the homes they had made there
with the full consent of the citizens.
If the enemies of the church were
united upon no other point they were a
unit in their hatred of the brethren, and
no falsehood too wild, too base or vile
could be manufactured for their capacity
or belief. Foremost in circulating many
of these. falsehoods were the various professed ministers of the gospel of peace.
Not satisfied with working upon the
feelings of the people, they constantly
transmitted false reports to the Governor
and other state officers; seeking by every
means in their power to incite the minds
of the people and the government against
the brethren, and if possible accomplish
that which they had resolved upon, namely, to drive them from their homes and
beyond the limits of the state.
It may occur to Rome to ask, "Was
there no foundation in truth, for any of
these reports?" Let us ailswer by an examination of the occurrence at Gallatin.
Gallatin was the shire town of Daviess
county, and the election was on the 6th
day of August. Col. 'V m. P. Penniston,
one of the leaders of the mob which
had troubled the Saints in Clay county,
was a candidate for representative.
"He was sure that the brethren would
not vote for him, and, if they did vote,
his case was hopeless. In this emergency
what was to be done? A man who had
once engaged in mob violence had no conscientious scruples to stand in the way of
doing the same thing upon this occasion.
"About eleven o'clock a. m. he harangued the people for the purpose of
exciting them against the Saints. After
exhausting every vile charge in his pbwer
to bring against them, and telling the
people that they ought not to be allowed
to vote, he closed his harangue with what
he intended to be an argument beyond
the power of any to refute-the very
acme of all the charges he had brought
ag;:tinst them: ' Yin£ know they p?·o_fess
to heal the sick, cast mrt devils, etc., ancl
you know tkis ·is a - - Ue.'
"As the legitimate and anticipated result of this, when the brethren stepped up
to vote they were met with,
"'No Mormon ought to be allowed to
vote any more than a Negro.'"
"To. which one of the brethren replied,
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"'No man ought to be allowed to vote
who can neither read nor write.'"
"The answer to this came in the shape
of a blow from the butt end of a heavy
wagon whip, knocking the brother down.
Another brother seized the arm of Richard Welding (who was the assailant) to
prevent his repeating the blow, when he
was attacked by five or six of the mobhers, crying, 'Kill him, kill him,' interspersing their words with blows and horrible profanity."
The brethren had been advised to arm
themselves before going to the polls, but
they had not done so. They were largely
outnumbered by the mob, but defended
themselves as best they could, and compelled their assailants to withdraw. In
this encounter several upon both sides
were severely wounded and two of the
assailants were killed. It was claimed
by the Missourians that the brethren were
the aggressors, but can this claim in honesty be substantiated?
The brethren were determined to vote,
let it cost what it might, but the civil
authorities counseled them to return to
their homes, as they knew the mob would
soon return with iargely increased force.
After holding a consultation they resolved
to go to their homes for the protection of
their families. Upon every hand and
from every direction they could see squads
of men gathering, and they resolved to
take their families to a designated spot,
where they could stand guard through
the night, not knowing what moment they
might be attacked. As soon as possible
the women and children were collected
and concealed in a thicket of hazel-brm;h,
where all night long they lay upon the
bare ground drenched by the rain which
fell in torrents.
And this, kind reader, is a fair sample
of all the difficulties arising between the
·citizens of Missouri and the brethren in
those early days. vV e do not by any
means claim that the brethren were
always right, always wise or free from
boasting. A Baptist minister once remarked to the wt·iter:
"The very tendency of your faith is to
make you feel that you are right and all
others are wrong, and consequently there
is great danger of your becoming lifted
up in your own conceit."
We saw there was truth in this remark

and felt the force of it, but quietly answered:
"For our faith we are not responsible.
Christ is the author of that. 'One Lord,
one faith, one baptism.' . . . 'He that
gathereth not with me scattereth abroad,'
but, if we forget that this oneness-this
one way-imposes upon us the words of
the apostle, 'What manner of persons
ought ye to be in all holy convm·sation
and godliness,' we will have to learn by
bitter experience, even as Israel of old
has been learning for the last eighteen
hundred and more years, that, 'It is a
fearful thing to fall into the hands of the
living God.' God has no favorites except
as men through their obedience to his
commands recommend themselves to his
favor. They who know his will and do
it not shall be beaten with many stripes
while those who do not know it, though
they have done things worthy of many
shall be beaten withjino."
The brethren were but human beings
and as such were not only liable to err,
but, "Prone to err as the sparks are to fly
upward." It is an easy matter to defend
the truth when you are in harmony with
it, and this may have 'caused some to be
lifted up in the pride of their hearts-in
vain conceit-and to have looked upon
those whom they could so easily get the
better of in an argument, as being in some
wayless in favor with God than they were.
We say this may have been so, and we
believe in a measure it was so, but we are
not prepared to say that we know it was.
"History repeats itself," and going back
to the days of Moses we read the promises
of God through him set before the people
upon one hand if they obeyed the law and
the cnrsings upon the other hand, if they
did not obey, and we question if this
mixed multitude who went up to Missouri were in reality better than their
forefathers in the days of Moses.
"It thou shalt hearken diligently unto
the voice of the Lord thy God, to observe
and to do all his commandments . . . the
Lord thy God will set thee on high above
all nations of the earth."
Dear young friends, you who are just
starting out in the Christian warfare, let
us analyze the meaning of this promise.
How or why is it that the people who keep
the commandments of God will be set on
high above all other people?
In the beginning the infinite wisdom of
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the Almighty God devised the gospel of
Christ. Perfection was the object to be
.attained, and this could only be reached
through obedience to the laws made known
in the gospel, hence it would follow as a
necessity that he who obeyed those laws
would most surely arrive at the goal, or
in other words, would be set on high,
above all other people. There is here no
shadow of favoritism, for, having our
agency, God himself could not place us
there, unless we followed out the means
ordained in their very nature to accomplish the result. Of the gospel Paul says,
"For therein is the r1:ghteousness of God
revealed."
Humility, long sufferingpreferring one another in love-patience,
meekness; ..everything, in fact, which
will serve to make us like the divine pattern-the only pattern-Jesus Christ, the
Savior of all men, but especially of those
who believe, are the rounds by which we
must climb to this height.
The promise of God through Moses
was, that if they would observe to do all
his commandments "'l'he Lord thy God
will cause thine enemies that rise up
against thee to be smitten before thy face;
they shall come out against thee one way
and flee before thee seven ways."
There is another phase o( this matter
which should receive its clue share of attention. '•The net cast into the sea gath-ers of all kinds," and with the guilty the
innocent have always had to suffer.
It
would be no difficult matter to understand
that one wrong act seen through a medium
so distorted as the flying rumors set afloat
by prejudice, hate and a determination to
drive the Saint out of the state, could
-easily be multiplied into many. To this
must he added the most malicious falsehoods which it would seem possible for
men of corrupt minds to fabricate, or
others like minded to believe.
That further on, there came a time when
the spirit of retaliation, or rendering evil
for evil crept into the chureh, we do know,
and where this spirit exists there is no
room for the Spirit of Him who said,
«But I say unto you render not evil for
evil." But to return to our narrative.
We have seen in the affair at Gallatin
that the trouble arose from the fact that the
brethren wished to exercise the rights of
freemen, and when attacked by a mob, resisted that attack. Had they rejected the
counsel of the civil authorities and refused
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to return to their homes peaceably, there
would have been some show of excuse for
calling them aggressors, but because they
did not stand by and see a mob abuse and
even kill their brethren, can any conscientious Christian man charge them with
wrong? They had been base cowards to
have done this, and we don't believe that
cowardice ariel Christianity are compatible.
It would, however, have been wisdom if
no reply had been made when the ruffian
denied the right of the brethren to vote;
but whether a collision could have been
avoided by that means is doubtful.
What a lesson may be drawn from the
fact of the truth unwittingly uttered by
each party and through what seas of blood
the nation waded to the demonstration of
the first, "No more right to vote than the
negro." If indeed it be true that certain
inalienable rights belong to each individual, they can not be denied because of color,
but it may yet be necessary to demonstrate the fact that a certain amount of
education to e~1able the individual to exercise those rights intelligently is necessary
for the perpetuation of a free government.
For ourself, we believe it is.
Two clays after the affair at Gallatin a
wagon stopped at the gate of Daniel's
home, and a man rapped at the door.
When Daniel opened it he found a cousin
of JVIargery's there and learned that he had
barely escaped with his life, after his wife
had been dragged from their burning
house with an infant two clays old in her
arms. They had carried her out on the
bed and then set fire to the house.
As
soon as they saw their fiendish work completed they had hurried on to the next
dwelling. In their haste they had forgotten to set fire to the stable, so creeping out of the bushes where he had been
co'ncealed, he harnessed his horses and
lifting his wife into the wagon, had covered her as best he eould and brought her
with him.
·
Margery's cheeks grew pale as she listened, but silently she prepared a bed,
while Daniel went with Clayten, her cousin, to bring his wife into the house.
Tenderly~ and with all the skill in her
power Ma;gery cared for the poor mother
and her ·babe. Many were the thoughts
surging through her mind as she strove to
cheer and infuse new courage. into the
heart of the despondent one.
Not a day passed without bringing tid-
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ings of some fresh outrage, and one afternoon two of the brethren stopped at the
door who had escaped from the hands of
the mob after having b~en tied up and

whipped until their backs were raw and
their clothing dripping in blood. They
had been torn away from their families
and dared not return to learn their fate.

'l'o be continued.

THE GOSPEL OF JESUS CHRIST.-No. II.
BY ELDER M. H. BOND.

"IFtheby resurrection
any means I might attain unto
of the dead-not
as though I had already attained, either
were already perfect; but I follow after,
if that I may apprehend that for which
also I am apprehended of Christ Jesus.
Brethren, I count not myself to have apprehended; but this one thing I do, forgetting those things which are behind, and
reaching forth unto those things which
are before, I press toward the mark for
the prize of the high calling of God in
Christ Jesus.-Phil. 3: 11-14.
In Christ Jesus "are hid all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge," (Col.
2: 3) ~ Christ, "the power of God and the
wisdom of God," (1 Cor. 1: 24 ).
The doctrine of the resurrection from
the dead is to my mind one of the most
beautiful, reasonable, cheering and soulinspiring, that has ever made its appeal to
the intellectual or heart-forces of man,
when presented under the direction of the
Spirit of its Au~hor. It belongs to the gospel of Jesus Christ, and is one of the principles of His doctrine, and, without it,
the righteousness of God can not be
revealed.
A system of faith that will, to use the
words of Dr. McGlynn, "justify the ways
of God to man," has become an actual
necessity to the preservation of the world
· from skepticism.
The thought of our times will permit
naught but the survival of the fittest in
religion.
The gospel that survives ·will be the
most reasonable gospel, and best adapted
to the practical wants of man.
That gospel has been revealed to man
on this earth, in our day, by the advent
of a higher intelligence than is naturally
inherent in man. It can be demonstrated
to be the highest intellectual, moral and

spiritual thesis that this world has seen or
known, upon the subject of religion.
It has come forth in fulfillment of a
direct, clear and explicit prophecy of
Jesus Christ himself, "And this gospel of
the kingdom shall be preached in all the
world for a witness unto all nations; and
then shall the end come.",-Matt. 24: 14.
In order to justify the coming of the
Lord Jesus Christ in flaming fire to take
vengeance on them that know not God
and that obey not the gospel of our Lord
Jesus Christ (2 Thess. 1: 8, 9), it will have
to be witnessed to by an intelligent and
just theory that will reveal God's righteousness, his reason, and his right to not
only create man, but to make suitable
provision for all his wants, a gospel that
reveals nothing of hate, ®r mistake, or
lack of wisdom in plan or forethought;
but of loving care, eternal solicitude and
wondrous provision for the creatures of
his creation.
"But I follow after, if that I may apprehend that for which I also am apprehended of Christ Jesus."
To know "the mind of Christ" as Pau~
sought to know, is to apprehend the counsels and will of the Author of our existence. Greater knowledge can no man
possess, ·and the thought to my feeble
intellectual powers has often been a staggering one. Nevertheless the promise is'
that "If any man will do the will of God
he shall know of the doctrine."
'•God, who at sundry times and in
divers manners spake in times past unto
the fathers by the prophets."-Heb. 1: l.
Jesus' endorsement of the testimony of
the prophets makes him to stand or fall
as a prophet and Savior with the fulfillment or failure of their predictions.
Moses was a man of faith, a faith
which must have been a reasonable one ilh
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order to have persuaded him to abandon
the riches and honor that he possessed
among the Egyptians prior to his espousal
of the cause of the afRicted Israelites.
To have abandoned his prospective heirship to the throne of Egypt, was to
declare his faith in better things than
Egypt had to offer. It is very reasonable
to suppose that this faith was larger, predicated upon a better intellectual and
moral basis of justice and of hope than
the creed of any modern theologian.
It was a faith, according to Paul, which
"is an assurance of things hoped for and
the evidence of things not seen."
Moses could see with natural vision,
what it would be to possess the "treasures of Egypt," but he forsook them,
defied the hosts of Pharaoh, started with
a vast army and multitude, a rebellious,
undisciplined host, without a commissary,
leaning upon a higher revelation, trusting
in higher powers than this earth possessed to "set a table in the wilderness" for
them, to educate them so that they might
possess a goodly land and inheritance,
and show what God would do for a man
or a nation.
He "died in faith," not having received
the fulfillment of the "promise."
\Vas this heroic life to bB a failure, and
is there to be no success of Moses' ideal?
Was the lonely grave on Ncbo's Mount
the end of his ambition and career? Are
the shroud, the coffin, and the tomb, the
end of virtue's struggle, the reward of
faith, the destiny of the race?
"For the Son of God, Jesus Christ, who
was preached among you by us, even by
me and Sylvanus and Timotheus, was
not yea and nay, but in him was yea.
For all the promises of God in him are
yea, and in him amen Hnto the ,glory of
God by us."-2 Cor. 1: 19, 20.
"0, righteous Father, the world hath
not known thee, hut I have known thee,
and these have known that thou didst
send me. And I have declared unto them
thy name, and will declare it, that the
love wherewith thou hast loved me, may
be in them and I in them."-John 17:25,
26.

The love of God permitted divinity to
be veiled in humanity, that humanity
might he forever exalted: permitted the
temptations in the wilderness, a life of
trial, Gethsemane, and the cross, but it
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never let go of the perfected example,,
nor suffered his love or care to fail.
The world's hope lay bruised and
pierced in Joseph's tomb; the spirit fled
on its mission to fulfill that which was
written by the prophets of God; the
disciples were OV8rwhelmed with disappointment and confusion; their enemies,
with minds untrammeled by faith, remembered the "words of the deceiver" and
E>ecured the fiat of the powers of this
world. to prevent the accomplishment of
the word that had been written and the
demonstr,ation of the power of God and
of the gospel of Jesus Christ. But the
time was fulfilled; eternal life, continual
existence was to be practically demonstrated as a possible thing; angels that
excel in strength and power, that do
God's bidding, were at hand; the stone
was rolled away; the signet of eternal
sleep, sealed by the kingdoms of this
world, broken, the sentence of death,
annulled; and the words that rung in the
ears of the astonished disciples, "He is
not here, but is risen," have startled the
world into its glad surprise and hope that
death is only an appearance, a name and
not a fact.
Centuries have rolled away; the promises of God seem to have receded; the
resurrection story is, to the masses,
apocryphal or allegorical, and faith, living
faith, the faith of the gospel has gone
with the evidences that produced it as a
logical consequence.
The restoration of the gospel is necessarily a restoration of supernatural evidence and power.
"For, as the Father
hath life in himself, so hath he given to
the Son to have life in himself."
God is the author of life in all its
forms and manifestations, and he has sent
his Son, clothed in humanity to show the
possibilities wrapped up in the race.
"And I give unto them eternal life and
they shall never perish, neither shall any
man pluck them out of my hand."
"l am the resurrection and the life."
Can it be reasonably demonstrated? Yes ..
How? Through the gospel. The beginning of the gospel is the beginning of life.
"That which was from the beginning,
which we have heard, which we have
seen with our eyes, which we have looked
upon arid our bands have handled, of the
worcl of life. For the life was manife.~ted
and we have seen it ctnd bear 11;Uness and
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"Shew unto you that eternal life which was
with the Father and was manifested unto
us."-1 John 1: I, 2.
How were they enabled to so positively
announce the process of life as it inheres
lin the Author of life? How manifested?
Commissioned like John and Paul to
announce the terms of life, we commence
again and say, "Repent" from dead works,
useless and unprofitable man-made theories, from moral transgression, cleansing
the heart and thought of unrighteous and
unholy desires, exercising faith no longer
in the power of men alone to E;ave from
ignorance and sin, but in God, being baptized for the remission of the sins which
are already becoming hateful to remember, receiving, by obedience, the gift of
God, the promise of the Comforter, the
Holy Ghost of apostolic times, the Spirit
of truth which is now through continued
faith and through obedience to be
your guide, through the laying on of the
hands of God's chosen ministers appointed unto this power." "Born again," "of
water and of the Spirit." The new birth
and growth with increasing consciousness
of new powers, of an added sense, ability
to perceive spiritual entities, yon will
know as I know and be able to testify as
I can testify and as the beloved disciple
has borne record, that we have seen and
heard, that our hands have handled of the
word of l~fe, and more, that this life and
its own peculiar manifestations, is in Jesus
Christ and in him alone, that it is positively true that this life never has been,
never' can or will be manifest in any other
way, through any other means, or by any
other name.
The restoration of the gospel by angel
advent, its preaching by an illiterate ministry, pushing its way against the united
opposition of the '\visdom of the world,
the love of greed and gain, the opposition
of priestcraft, and all the accumulated
·cunning which the ages have gathered to
hurl against this gospel of the kingdom,
the multitudes of human witnesses rising
up out of fashionable apostate Babylon,
fleeing for refuge from ignorance, from
faithless creeds to the living fountain of
'God's eternal truth, loving and obeying
and testifying, though scorned and shunned, to the unchangeability of God and
the restoration of the gospel of his dear
Son; thus is this gospel being testified to
for a witness unto all nations.
Thus by

a bold promise of the Holv Ghost to follow the obedient believe; to-day as in
ancient times can the possibility of testing
all the promises of God that have been
made in Ghrist Jesus, become a moral
certainty.
"Receiving the end of your faith, even
the salvation of your souls."
Everything has a beginning, something
between the beginning and the end, and,
finally, the end.
"The beginning of the gospel of Jesus
Christ, the Son of God.
John did baptize in the wilderness and preach the baptism of repentance for the r~mission of
sins."-Mark 1: 1-4.
It was a heavenly and authorized baptism, and bore heavenly fruit, when proclaimed by a man sent from God.
"For therein is the righteousness of
God revealed from faith to faith,"
If anv man 'will do "he shall know."
Its f;·uit was and is that repentance
from sin, faith toward God, visibly
expressed before him and the world in
baptism and the laying on of hands,
brings the soul into a knowledge of conscious possession of the God-given gift of
the Holy Ghost, which illuminating the
mind, reforming the life, ht>aling the
body, foretelling events of the future, testifying of Jesus Christ, causing you to
speak in a tongue unknown, being led by
the Spirit of truth, the argument grows
stronger with every day, every year's
experience, assaults against it only making it the stronger, that all the promises
of God, so far as you have thus tested and
time will permit, "are yea and amen in
Christ Jesus."
It is as impossible for man to bestow
the Holy Ghost upon his fellow man as it
would be to raise him from the dead.
Either or both are only possible _through
the revelation of a higher power.
That power is God, and it is manifested
through the law of the Spirit of life
in Christ Jesus, the gospel.
The certain
possession of the one is a rational guarantee of the other. The redemption of our
promise, under the circumstances, is to
me a reasonable surety of the fulfillment
of the other, under the promised conditions.
If God can give us a foretaste of his
power and control over the forces of
nature, as they appear to us in sickness by
immediate and instant relief, if the deaf
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ear can be unstopped, if, what is better, denies its probability or possibility in the
the judgment can be educated and the past, now or hereafter.
mind of man be placed in possession of
Experiments in chemistry demonstrate
the wisdom of God and power which wonders, seeming impossibilities, and
all the opposition of the world can not eve1_1 contradictory to the mind of the
gainsay nor resist, possibilities which I do novwe.
most positively know exist to-day, I
We are hardly novices, as yet, in
believe He can and, if reasonable, will regard to the possibilities wrapped up in
mise my dead body, or one whose identity the word life.
will be preserved as faithfully as is the
"According as his [God's] divine power
order of life in the vegetable kingdom.
hath given unto us all things that pertain
I trust I shall be able by the aid of unto life."-2 Peter 1: 3.
God's Spirit to show that as a theory it is
The beginning of the gospel is the
beautiful, consistent and harmonious with beginning of an absolutely infallible
the highest reason, that it reveals God's series of tests by which, under eternal
righteousness and gracious provision for law, the practicability of life may be
all the races of men.
demonstrated as set forth in the doctrine
I have assumed that practical gospel of Jesus Christ the Son of God.
experience will demonstrate the existence
Nobody believed Fulton, Stepht>nson,
of other powers than the natural or met- Morse, or even Edison, until the practical
aphysical, as applied to, or ordinarily demonstration of their theories had been
developed in man, a spiritual entity, furnished.
another or sixth ~cnse, if you please.
vVe reasonably offer, as the sent of
This power operates upon, not only tho God, a knowledge as the result of pracintellectual, the moral, but the physical tical, scientific, legal ('xperiment with
forces of man in a most wholesome, prac- law that doeR, and mnst thronghout the
tical and healthful manner.
eternal age~, govern the Kpirit that is in
The resurrection of the body from the man.
dust again is the acme of its demonstrated
In section eighty-five of Doctrine and
power over the physical forces.
Covenants we are informed that this
Nature reveals the possibility of the earth is a celestial body.
doctrine of the resurrection as demonSome of the possibilities of a handful
strated in plant life.
of this earth are already demonstrated in
"But," some man will say, "how are .the vegetable and animal world, in .grain
the dead raised up? and with what body and fruit, in bud and opening flower.
do they come?"
Can the analyst see in this handful of
I do not insist upon the necessity of earth, or behold in water or air the form
the interpretation that the identical parti- of the grain and fruit in all of its forms
cles that now compose our bodily struc- and colors? Does his sense and power of
ture will appear in the resurrection from taste, touch, or vision discern in earth or air
the dead, but I do expect to show the or moisture, separate or combined, the
moral necessity and reasonableness of the luscious peach, the fragrance and odor
i.dea that our particular identity, and that greets his organ and sense of smell in
iNdividuality will be preserved.
the tea rose, the lily or geranium, or the
"And that which thou sowest, thou thousand other delights and entertainsowest not that body which shall be, but ments that superior wisdom and love have
bare grain, it may chance of wheat, or of furnished to ungrateful man? And yet
some other grain.
But God giveth it God, for it must be he, gathers with
a body as it pleaseth him, and to every unseen fingers from earth, from air,
materializes, and hands them over every
seed his own body."-1 Cor. 14:37, 38.
The preservation of the physical iden- spring for the life and the delight of
tity is as necessary as the intellectual or man, the _perfected fruitage of that seed
which was sown in dishonor, in the grave,
moral peculiarity or characteristics.
Man asks the question, "How are the and planted in the dust.
dead raised up?" And because he has
How are the dead raised up? I can
never seen it done, knows no creditable not tell yon how, neither am I reasonably
story told by eye witnesses that it ever bound unless you can answer a far more
has been done, and for other reasons, simple question.
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reasonably be continued to a higher·
opportunity and conclusion than we have
yet known, on the very grounds and place·
of its failure.
Our body is the highest perfected form
of art the world has known.
It was pronounced "good," properly so,.
because created and fashioned like the
Author of perfection.
No higher ideal
of beauty or utility can there be than in
perfect manhood and womanhood, the perfected agency by which and through which
some unknown force or power called spirit
manifests itself. The possibilities of this
wonderful combination have never been
demonstrated in the history of man. Its
demonstration and further development
toward an ideal must naturally, logically
and rationally take place upon this earth;
hence the doctrine of the resurrection of
the body, the return of the spirit to
inhabit it, is not illogical, nor are the
Scriptures at variance upon this point
with the highest analogies.

"It is sown a natural body," it is not
raised a natural body, else would it be
subject to the same process of decay, and,
if as ignorant as we are now, would leave
us to the same sorrow and doubt; but
"it is raised a spiritual body."
It is sown in dishonor, and we who are
living, turn away from the article and
presence of death, decay, and dissolution.
We shall endeavor to show that it
is raised in "honor" and "glory."
It is sown in weakness, it will be raised
in "power."
The "honor" and "power" which is to
be attached to this body is the subject of
Scripture testimony and the criticism of
our reasoning forces.
First.-We belong to this earth, by
reason and virtue of our experiences.
Man's life is made up of his past and
present.
To begin his life on a new
planet would be to cut off his experiences
largely and relegate him to a new beginning.
Our life should properly and
BROCKTON, Mass.,

June 18th.

WHO

SINNED?

BY .JOAN.

CHAPTER II.

."It is not ours to separate

The tangled skein of will and fate."
URING the winter and spring Hyrum
Case labored as a missionary in the
western part of Dakota.
One Monday morning, in early summer
or late spring, he boarded the west bound
train at Omaha, and was soon whirling
away from that part of the world in which
he had tasted the greatest joy of his life.
He leaned his head against the window
and tried to sum up his happiness. Young,
strong and full of hope, he looked forward
to the future with a light heart. Ever
since making Lola Stewart's acquaintance
in the beautiful garden Rpots of Colorado,
he had been unlike himself. Hoping, yet
full of fear, he suffered himself to go on
in his friendliness, until when he sought
to fathom his liking, he was startled and
wondered why his life's insult stung worse
than before. As he neared the beautiful
Colorado Springs he fell to recalling the
time spent here and at Manitou, and as
the train hurried on through the rocky

D

cliffs and past the pretty little Palmer
Lake, he again sat iu the tiny row boat
with Lola before him, and the eager
search by the passengers for Pike's Peak
brought back to his memory her sweet
face as it was lifted to see the cloud-wrapped peak. Thus the way was sweet to him~
and above the rush of the iron horse, the
buzz of voices and thunder of the long
train, rose a sweet, clear voice aH he heard
it once in the "garden of the gods" singing the words of her favorite, "His wisdom's vast and knows no bound,-a deep·
where all our thoughts are drowned.".
Over the sand plains of Utah, where great
piles of sand drift themselves into queer
shapes that fancy construes into ruined
old towers and reality grows so weary of,
that the idea of Mark Twain is easily understood, "That truly they arE> good for
nothing, those great piles of sand, but just
to sit around for ages and ages and ages
and hold the world together."
·with a sigh of relief he sights the picturesque W ahsatch and the glory of Castle·
Gate is lost in the delight of the cool,
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:shadowy canon with the mountain stream
dashing along, bordered with gay flowers
and half hidden by grass aHd willow. Does
the history of this valley afford no interest
to our traveler?' Yon eity with its shaded
streets, where cool water trickles along all
day, the rising temple, the dome-like
tabernacle, the patches of alfalfa we hurry
past; even the glistening lake does not
arouse him from his reverie, which does
not seem so pleasant as before. Ah, well,
his thoughts were bitter ones and the past
·crowded out the present for a season to
hiin.
Across the deserts of Nevada and with
shades of night they plunge into the
shadow of the Sierras. The next day as
the city of many windmills comes in view,
he realizes that he is nearly home. A
·change to the one car that stands waiting,
and soon he is off again.
The plain
stretches like a sea of gold with its ripened
fields to the verv rim of the hills, where
a circle of emer~ld girts it all. A dazzling sunny scene. See this little home on
the rise above the river! Through a great
field of wheat we came up under spreading live oaks, whose branches are wearing
the fated mistletoe on every rugged knot.
Kindly it covers the ugly scars and the
tree looks more beautiful. A low fence
·encloses the adobe bouse, snug and coollooking; a veranda runs around, and passion vine, wistaria, honeysuckle and roses
clamber for place on the pillars and shower down petal~ as you pass beneath to
the hammoek on the north side. A weeping willow overhangs the gate and a fig
tree with bright purple fruit, gleaming
mid its green leaves, stands near the
kitchen. An arbor leads from the kitehen
to the barn yard or eorral as the Californians call it. To the left is the milkhouse; just over it the tank, dripping
with water and covered with ivy, while
above the windmill turns lazily and the
day drops low into the twilight. Through
the dining room, into the parlor where the
shaded lamp throws a mellow light over
the room, we follow Hyrum Case.
"Come, Helen, one good old song,"
and he arranges the notes on the old fashioned piano in the corner where the lady
is soon seated and the music fills the
room.
We can see by the way she moves that
she is a cripple, but the sweet voice is
.none the less sweet. And as she sings
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the old favorites, the evening passes swiftly. The steady young half-brother lays
aside the newspaper and listens, but when
Helen has finished the ballad before her,
the slender fingers move softly over the
keys as if they would seek the lost chord.
Then her brother smiles as she sings the
favorite hymn and again it is I.ola's voice
he hears:
"Praise ye the Lord, 'tis good to raise."

The music ceases and he is plied with
qnestio11s, of course, with all a woman's
curiosity concerning another.
Helen is
anxious to know of this young wife who
is to come to their quiet home some day.
And he tells them of her. The subject
is a pleasant one to him, and when he
seeks his rest it is with happy thoughts.
He trusts her and would sooner lose an
eye than break his vows, had he the lea;;t
desire to do so. Why follow him in the
dailv routine of a western raneh, save to
mark the eagerness with which he hails
the tiny white missives with the sweet
fragrance of wild rose about them.
Early in Julv I visited Lola. It was
night when I drove up to her father's
pleasant farm house, having had a long,
hot, dusty ride. The stately poplars that
led to the door, shone like silver in the
moonlight. I drove into the open gate,
and entered the house.
Her mother
greeted me, but Lola was not at home.
After a little supper I retired to Lola's
room with sun burned face and aching
head. Knowing I should occupy the bed
with Lola, I undressed, bathed, and slipping on a light wrapper, sat down by the
window, watehing the shadow of the poplars. Soon I heard Lola eoming. Anticipating her surprise, I eagerly watched
hm; approaeh. As I waited a bit of conversation floated up to me.
".less Day is very low-he will diewon't you go and see him, Lola?"
"I can do him no good," came in answer.
"No; but you did him enough harm."
"But Roy, I ean not, eonlJ not help it.
I can't marry all of you boys."
"No; but are yon going to marry any of
them? Us, I will not say. If I was other
than your cousin, I would not be such a
slav10 to you." After a pause, "Go and
see Day, any way."
I purposely moved from the window,
and Roy, springing into the buggy, drove
quickly away .
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Lola was ecstatic over mv visit and we
chatted until a late hour. •
A little past midnight Lola said, "0,
my letter!" and re-lighting the lamp, proceeded to run through a document of some
six or seven sheets, giving me an occasional extract.
"Who is it from?" I asked.
"Why of course, you dear little goose,
. I forgot to tAll yon about this." And she
held up the dainty finger for me to admire the little gold band that she wore
upon it.
"Who put it there?" was my next question.
"Why, I did," with a mischievous
twinkle.
"Ah ?"
"Yes, but Hyrum sent it to me. I'll
let you read his letters."
"Lola's old trick," I thought.
"0! be is just a king among men."
I made some saucy rejoinder, for which
she boxed my ears - poor sun-burned
things. I won fell asleep with the touch
of soft fingers moist with sweet cream on
my face and "dear Hyrum's" praises in
my ears.
'My visit was pleasant; I was entertained with Hyrum's letters, and we sang, and
played croquet, walked and rode. One day
she looked up suddenly as I asked her the
question:
"When are you to be married?"
"vVhy, I don't exactly know.
Papa
knows nothing of it yet."
"Why Lola!"
"I ha:te to have him know."
"For what reason?"
She was silent a moment and then ran
to a box and drawing out a erumpled note
tossed it into my lap. I read it, but said
nothing. I truly wished she had not this
trick of letting these things come before
all eyes but her father's; but could easily
see why she shrank from having him
know all.
Lola was crying. "I heard papa," she
said, "speaking of poor Jim Steves' unfortunate wife and-but you don't know that
he was in polygamy, and when he found
out the true teaching of the church proper,
he put away his second wife and provided
for her, but lived only with his first. His
legal wife is dead and he has gone to
marry the second one. Papa was so bitter in his denunciations of Jim's second
wife and so cruel, I begged again of Hy-

SI~NED.

rum to keep silence on this subject of our
marriage. He wanted to tell papa, and
actually sent a letter to him through me
that I was to hand to him whenever I felt
so inclined."
Seeing her father approaching, I tossed'
the note to her and asked, "How is Jess.
Day?"
"0, he is just wild! I know I did
awfully wrong to go with him at all, but
Doris had told me of his winning her love,
then throwing it aside, and I loved ,Dor
and wanted to make him suffer for wronging her. And now he says he will shoot
himself if I marry any one else. I am
sure I am very miserable.
At first I
wanted to get him and Dor together~
Then he treated her so like a nun
or old woman that I got vexed and let him
go on making love to me. I did not try
to win it, nor did I repulse it.
He has.
brain fever."
A moment's sorrowful'
silenee, "Roy aets perfectly simple too;
wantR me to marry him. My cousin!"
"\Vhy don't you let your engagement
be known and w avoid all this trouble, or
some of it?"
"Then I eould not go out and have a,
jolly time."
"You are weaving a net of strong
meshes around yon, Lola."
There was another fit of weeping. The·
next day I left. Soon after I received a·
letter from Lola. She told me of "more
trouble. Papa found that note and he·
just raved. I am so unhappy. I have
written to H vrum and in the meantime·
hear all sort~ of taunts about my 'husband that is to be.'
About his birth, his
father and mother.
0, if I had never·
grown up, or better still, never been born!·
Roy is sullen and taking too mueh wine
so often now.
I feel that I am to·
blame for everything he does wrong. Jess•
is well enough to almost curse me and
life, while papa storms and want·s me to
marry Hugh Morton. vVhat am I to do?
How will it end?"
Poor Lola! better have told your par-·
ent8 in the first place, and as for retribution of other's wrongs -leave that in
higher hands.
Nearly a year rolled away. One June·
evening Lola yielded to the voice of her
father and bundled up the letters and ring
and with many a bright tear staining
them, kissed them good bye, saying to her·
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father, "Send them back to him and with
them all the old Lola."
Mr Stewart loved his daug-hter and the
sight of the poo.r little teaJ':.:stained face
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OF GOD'S
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almost melted him. Kissing the quivering lips he rode away muttering, "A new
cart and piano will solace her."
(To be continued).

CARE FOR HIS

CHILDREN.

HIS FAITHFULNESS TO HIS PROl\IISEt-1 IN THESE LAST DAYS AS lN FORMER DAYS ..
BY ELON.

HEN the young elder found himself
W
in Bridgenorth, he took his stand
in the market place and opening his Bible
he read therefrom the twenty-fourth chapter of Matthew. This called the attention of the people, and they gathered in
great numbers around him, probably
wondering if the young man was crazy.
After reading, he offered a brief but earnest prayer, for he truly felt his weakness
as he stood alone, so far as any one of his
faith was concerned, but his Divine Master was with him, and gave him such aid
as he needed. His theme was the second
coming of Christ. Ministers of other denominations were among his audience.
these were easily detected by their clerica:l garb.
H~ found lodgings at a tavern, but
having no taste for :;mch society as gathered there, he sought and found a temporary home with a widow lady, a Baptist,
who boarded young men of good reputation and religious inclinations. She was
very kind and more reasonable in her
charges than the tavern-kPeper was. His
preaching excitPd the cnrioRity of his
companionR in the boarding honse, and
many questions were put to him as to his
means of ~upport as well as pertaining to
his doctrine, which he promptly answered,
giving scriptural authority for his faith
and hope; but when he told them that he
did not preach for hire but trusted in
God to provide for his CJ.aily wants, and
then recounted his experience in journeying thither, they requested him to read
his poetry, written on the way, as referred
to in my first paper on this subject.
Then they offered him small sums of
money if he would give them copies of
the verses. To these requests he gladly
responded, and the small sums swelled his
little store, and helped him to continue

his labors longer than he otherwise could.
have done; and in this he saw his heave
enlv Father's hand .
.After preaching there a few evenings,
another young elder of about his own age
arrived in town, having been sent there,
from the W orcestershire conference or
district, while the one whose story I am
telling was sent by the Birmingham conference. The mission of each was unknown to the other, and perhaps there
never was a more agreeable surprise, or
more joyous hearts than when these two
young pilgrim soldiers of the cross met
for the first time in life, each bearing the
gospel banner and waving it to all the
world. Truly, "As iron sharpeneth Iron,
so a man sharpeneth the countenance of
his friend."
Then commenced an ac~
quaintance which neither have had cause
to regret, though the bloom of the almond
tree adorns each head, and I trust that
acquaintance will ripen and continue
through the eternal ages. 'l'his newfound friend and brother was Elder
William Hawkins, then of Kidderminster,.
England, now of St. Joseph, Missouri.
VVith heart and hand they labored together for about three weeks, the result
being a Rmall branch of the church, composed of earnest st>ekers after truth. On
leaving this place they started fnr brother
Hawkins' home in Kidderminster, and on
their way received renewed evidence of
their hea~enly Fathe1~'s care for his ministry. Their money was almost exhausted, having only eight cents between them..
After taking an inventory of stock, and
finding that four pennies in English coin
comprised their earthly all, they con•
cluded to draw on the treasury of heaven,.
feeling that their Father would not fail
to honor his promiRed word. The shades
of evening had gathered around them,.
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and there was no prospect of obtaining a
shelter, and to sleep out on the cold, wet
ground in that country, was likely to
prove disastrous to their health; so coming
to a lonely part of the road, where there
was a gate, leading into a field, they went
to the gate.
They did not kneel lest
they should by that posture attract the
gaze of some passer by; they dared not
enter the field lest, being discovered, they
should be arreRted as trespassers, but they
stood and leaned agai1,1st the gate as
though in conversation, and there offered
up their silent prayers to him who had
promised to provide all things necessary
for those who had sought "first the kingdom of God and his righteousness." It
was then agreed, at the request of William that the other should go to the next
house and ask the privilege of staying
there for the night. After traveling some
distance they came to a tavern, when the
one chosen rapped at the door. A lady
came to the door with a candle, when the
young man asked permission to stay there
for the night, adding, there were two of
them and they had but four pence between them, and if they could not both
lodge there for that, both would share
the same fate outside, at the same time
telling of their occupation and the church
to which they belonged; but the woman
cut this statement short by saying, "Come
in, I heard you preach in Bridgenorth."
The summons was gladly obeyed.
Quickly and without further solicitation
(for th.ey had not thought of eating) she
prepared their supper, and after a pleasant conversation with her on the gospel
of the kingdom, she kindly showed them
to a good bed.
The landlady was a widow. The next
morning our travelers arose to pursue
their journey, having given the widow all
the money they had, but she insisted that
they must eat breakfast before they started.
Nor were they at all loth, for. they had
some twenty-five miles to travel ere they
could expect to break their fast. Breakfast over, the lady desired to hear more
of the marvelous work which these young
men were sent out to preach to the world.
The Scriptures were opened to her understanding and she gladly received the
word, and after about three hours more
of conversation she placed a lunch before
them, insisting that they would need it;
and after enjoying her hospitality, they

prayed God to let his blessings fall upon
her and her household, and with grateful
hearts and refreshed bodies and spirits
they traveled on to carry the glad tidings
of a restored gospel to other hearts and
ears. The preacher she had heard in
Bridgenorth, was never favored to see
her again, but she is not forgotten, and
when the Great Shepherd shall return to
gather his lambs to his bosom, that
preacher hopes to be there, to testify that
she fed and sheltered two of his little
ones when there could be no earthly hope
of gain or reward; and to hear the pleasing fiat given to her, "Come ye blessed of
my Father, . . . Ye have done. U unto

me."
Refreshed and encouraged, they left
the blessing of peace upon that house,
praying that she might be found in the
celestial kingdom of God. Their next
meal was eaten in a field of wheat, but
there were no proud Pharisees present to
chide them for rubbing out and eating
the ripened grain.
Upon one occasion while traveling, our
our young friend, having no means, and
being thirsty and needing food, called at
a little old ca,bin by the wayside to ask
for a drink of water. The cabin was inhabited by au aged couple. The traveler d1d
not like to play the role of a comnion
beggar, but realizing that he had a right
to ask the Lord to provide, he offered a
silent petition to heaven that they might
ask him to eat with them. It was not
the mt·al hour, but as soon as the man
gave him a drink, he also requested him
to eat with him such humble fare as he
had to give, and while our traveler ate
the bread and drank the water and rested
his limbs, he broke to them the bread of
life, and told them of the water of everlasting life, which flows for all. Suffice
it to say, it was a feast of fat things for
this aged couple as well as for the pilgrim. To those raised in this land of
plenty it may seem nothing unusual to
ask a man to eat; but customs differ
there. It is not usual to ask an entire
stranger j n, to say nothing of offering to
share their hospitality, and when we consider this in connection with the poverty
of the laboring classes, where the scanty
meal has to be doled out by the head of
the family so as to make it go around,
and in addition, the very probable fact
that these old people had to depend upon
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the guardians of the poor for their living,
and the amount allowed but a scanty pittance, then we can understand better the
nature of the act, and that he who feeds
the ravens had something to do with providing the frugal meal. Onr young pilgrim may be censured by some for not
applying to the rich, but he was too well
acquainted with the world, and knew that
it was the poor who helped the poor, as
in the case of Elijah, and the widow
woman of Zarephath, Elisha and the Shumanite widow, Jesus and Mary with her
box of ointment. Undoubtedlv God can
use the rich as ministers to his servants,
as in the ease of I~ord Stanford, as narrated in a former chapter, but he does not
intend to rob the poor of the honor and
privilege of ministering to him through
his servants. Besides, the rich as a class
are too proud, pampered and blinded by
vain traditions of popular theories to accept the humble claims and listen to the
simple story of a restored gospel ministry.
These rich men with the priests and law-
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yers at their head were the ones who
rejected Jesus, and he had to seek society
among the publicans and sinners, or those
who were denounced as such by the hypoCl·itieal Pharisees, and history proves
that men are the same in all ages. The
history of any one age, as far as the
character and doings of the world are concerned, is but a repetition of former ages,
and so of people as far as character and
aspirations are visible. There are differences of surroundings, but these do not
materially change human character, under
like conditions.
The history of God's
people in one age is in a great measure a
repetition of the history of his people in
all ages, so far as character, life and blessings are concerned, and their relation to
the world is the same, because God is the
same, his gospel is the same, and it demands like sacrifices, and offers like blessings, and therefore God will care for his
children and ministry now as in the ages
past. More anon.

AN INCIDENT IN 'l'HE LIFE OF

EI~DER

HERVEY GREEN.

HY ELDER D. S. )I!LLS.

HEREAS our worthv and ·well beW
loved brother,
Green, has
closed his faithful testimony to the living
Her~ey

men of this generation-and you now
lose his ever welcome communications, I
have thought it might not be uninteresting to your many readers to narrate an
incident of his past life, one which I have
many times heard him relate, with tear
bedimmed eyes, and quivering chin, as he
told of his early history of this church;
interspersed with great and marvelous
blessings, mobbings, whippings, and tribulations which he waR called to pass
through for the gospel's sake, in those
bloody days when it required men of
nerve, to come out and boldly withstand
the great tidal wave of intolerance and
religious persecution which was everywhere hurled upon their devoted heads;
and while many became martyrs for truth,
others were ofttimes most marvelously
delivered from the jaws of death, and
from the hands of their enemies, in all of
which, our deceased brother came in for a

full share, as the open books will show
in the judgment day when all the witnesses are brought in and the Saints sit
with Christ in judgment on this generation; doubly damned by the men of
Nineveh, Tyre, Sidon, and even Jerusalem.
For while the heavens weep blood
upon their heads, and the defiled earth
groans and writhes beneath their feet, all
following in quick succession, the terstimony of Goo's servants, they loudly sing,
"Peace and safety, all is well." Broad is
the road that lei'ds to heaven, as once it
was to hell.
The incident I will endeavor to give in
his own words, as follovys:
"In the fall of 1850, I left the gold
mines of Upper California in company
with one Levi Huyter, and started for
Salt Lake City, where my family then
was-I had eix thousand dollars in gold
dust, which I carried in a Spanish powder
flask (made of raw hide) upon my person,
and a trusty rifle; I had also bought in
Sacramento five hundred dollars worth of
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goods, · consisting of domestic calico,
needles, thread, pins, articles of clothing,
boots and shoes for my family, some tea,
coffee and tobacco, as I was then an invet·
erate smoker, but now, I detest it..
We
rode on horseback, packing our articles on
mules. In Carson we joined a train of
wagons and traveled slowly together for
mutual protection against the hostile
Indians; and every night we drove our
wagons together in a circle forming a
corral fr>r our stock during the night;
and when not on guard I slept on the
ground between the wagons. During a
night of the first week the animals took a
stampede, and an ox jumped on me and
broke three of my ribs; this hurt me so
that I kept in the wagon most of the
time. We saw few Indians, but knew
them to be on all sides of us, and often
saw where they had killed some of the
unfortunate emigrants, in weak or careless companies, whom they usually attacked by first stampeding their stock. During
our silent night watches we often saw
their campfires in the mountains. . . .
Nothing serious occurred with us till we
struck the Goose Creek Mountains, when
thinking the danger past, with Ruyter I
left the wagon train to push on home.
We drove our pack animals before us all
day.
It still hurt my side to ride in the
saddle, and at night I was glad enough to
let Ruyter cook supper, which we ate
about dark; thinking to rest an hour, and
then leave onr fire burning, move on and
strike off the road a mile and eamp without fire; and thus dodge the 'red skins,'
if they came; but it set in raining so hard,
we covered our packs and lay down as it
were for the night; with our animals well
'tethered' close by the fire which was
nearly out. As I lay upon my rifle in
pain, Ruyter near by fast asleep, it was
very dark, when without the least bit of
warnin.g bang went a gun not over twenty
yards off. At its flash I sprang to my feet
with gun in hai1d and awoke Ruyter; we
started half bewildered in the darkness.
I could not run to save my life. Soon
Huyter stopped anCi said to me, 'Are you
sure you heard a g'-bang went another
gun close behind us, and at the same
time down we went some twenty feet over
a creek bank into a lot of brush at the
bottom; then the Indians were firing on
all sides of us. I whispered to Ruyte1; to
keep still, they were firing at our noise, it

was too dark for them to see us as we
layed there. In a short time the firing
stoped. I was bruised and could hardly
get my breath for pain; at length cold and
stiff we crawled out--think it was eleven
at night,-! left my gold in the brush,
keeping only my rifle, we tried to keep
together, but soon got separated, and I
did not see him again for two days. 0,
what a shocking, miserable night that
was! Alone, crippled, and weak, cold
and wet, surrounded by blood-thirsty
Indians.
I would walk, not knowing
whither I went, till faint and exhausted, I
would again and again lie down and pray
for day and deliverance from the jaws of
death, till at last the long looked for dav
dawned; the sun shone brightly, dispell~
ing the horrors of that .dark night; I got
·warmed up and traveled pretty wellsoon struck a road and found upon examination that I bad made a circuitous route
and was back of my camp on the road to
California, so I faced about and in an
hour came to a small stream with willows
growing thickly along its bankR. This I
knew was not more than two miles from
the camp; and thinking the Indiai1s were
gone, and expecting to meet with Ruyter
or with emigrants, I went on towards the
camp, smokin,g along. As I neared the
camp, I plainly saw the animals and six
men, one of whom I took to be Ruyter,
and the rest emigrants. So I gladly hurriednp to do ample justice to a meal in
prospective. When within two hundred
yards of camp I looked again and my
blood fairly curdled i.n my veins. There
was the camp sure enough and all the
animals, with six stalwart well armed
savages, one nf whom sprang upon Ruyter's mare, and with his rifle rode toward
me. I knew that nothing but the power of
God eonld save me then; I could not run
from hirn~-my gun might miss fire. I
turned and slowly retraced my steps once
more towards California, ever and anon
casting my eyes around if haply an
emigrant might appear in sight,-nothing
but an open plain before me. I took a
look back at my pursuer, he was in easy
rifle range-'he must wish to capture me
alive;' another was coming np behind
him. Strange they did not seem to gain
upon me, thus I kept on till near the
Willow Creek thev left the road and
struck out for the ,;illows at the right; I
then turned off to the left and so,on got
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out of their sight, avoiding the willows,
passed around the point of a small knoll
and came out on the California road
again, and as I, traveled on, gazed and
wondered what became of my pursuers;
it was evident some change had transpired
in their plans. With nothing to eat or
drink; all day, exhausted and feverish, I
traveled till dark, when I saw a camp fire
with several persons standing around it,
evidently engaged in preparing supperthis was a most welcome sight to me, one
which then caused tears to flow down my
cheeks as I drew near with a strong
desire to greet the friendly, hospitable
e,migrant; and to enjoy a hearty meal,
with a much needed night's repose.
"But judge of my astonishment and
horror, when within a few yards of the
fire I discovered and counted eleven
blood-thirsty savages, all painted for the
fight.
Strange they did not see me.
With a heavy heart and with enemies in
front and in rear, I again turned my
steps; .not knowing what moment I should
fall into their merciless hands. Thus I
traveled, scarcely thinking or caring
whither I went. Exhausted I sank down
many times, till benumbed, not daring to
sleep, I would arise and grope on over
the plain, with no object by which to
direct my course. About nine o'clock I
cautiously approached another camp,
which also proved to be Indians Oil the
war path, and whom I also avoided.
Meantime my matches gave out, and 0,
how I longed for a smoke, but could get
none!
"It must have been about eleven at
night, when I lay down to die; in fact
had well nigh perished; it was a cold,
darknight. Save the occasional howl of
the gaunt grey wolf, all was Rtill as death.
At last I turned my head: you may judge
of my astonishment and joy as I beheld
four rods distant a single horseman, bearing in his hand a bright torch light.
I
knew he ·was not an Indian. His back
was toward me.
At once I felt my
strength return; arose and accosted him
with, 'Stranger, will you be so good as to
give me a light? I never wanted a smoke
so bad in my life.' He took no notice of
me, not even turned his head; but started
along on a slow walk; of course I followed him, repeating my request the third
time with no response.
At this strange
conduct I felt quite indignant; for I
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knew he must hear me.
I then tried to
get along side him, but could not gain a
foot on him; and when at last I lay down,
faint, he stopped also; and as I felt rested
and rose up he started on. Hi.s horse
was bfack; the torch shed a beautiful
mellow light, so I could plainly see to
walk and avoid rough spots, bushes, etc.;
till we struck a road. Not another word
was spoken all that long night, as we
thus journeyed on. I must have stopped
and rested some thirty times or more,
with my faithful guide still lighting me
on. At three o'clock in the morning we
came· in sight of a fine large camp; and
then horRe and rider disappeared instantly, and I saw no more of them.
"Quick as a flash carne to my mind the
words of my patriarchal blessing, 'angels
shall minister unto thee and thou shalt
see' thy Redeemer.' Then I knew it all.
An angel had been my mysterious guide
during that long night, and bad ·truly
saved my life.
Oh, why! why!! had I
not realized it sooner-yes, all day long
had he doubtle~R been between me and
those Indians. They must have seen him
doubtless, with others, though I had not
seen them. My very soul is poured out in
gratitude to God, even now, while I think
of it. . . .
"The camp proved to be General Wilson's, with a governnent train en ro·ute to
California, he had sixty men well armed
and anxious to fight Indians.
They had
broken some wagons and were camped a
few days for repairs.
They treated me
kindly, and next day with ten men, I set
out once more for my camp, which we
reached about night, found Ruyter with
about thirty men, emigrants to California,
also the horses and mnles all safe; the
goods were mostly hidden in piles in the
willows by the Indians; we recovered nearly all. ·,rhe cloth was torn up, and
bad been divided by the Indians into
a dozen lots. Ruyter h::td found them
there on his return to camp, and
the emigrants had taken them and whipped them severely, letting them go with
a yell as they bounded off.
I told
them they missed it very much; and
so it proved the next day. After getting
my things together with my gold dust
which I found safe, we camped once more
on the ground, with a good guard; and I
reckon I slept some that night.
"Early next morning we were astir;
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the thirty e~1igrants for California and
the ten soldiers for Wilson's camp;
they went along up to the Willow Creek,
~crossing where I had passed the day
before, and they were fired into by a band
of Indians; two were killed and several
'horses; so that the whipped Indians had
sought and obtained revenge. The company of emigrants were obliged to return
;to Salt Lake with us to winter.
"We buried the two poor fellows who
fell, and in a few days without further

mishap we reached Salt Lake, where we
remained during the winter, and in the
spring moved to California, heartily disgusted with the church officials in Utah."
When last I heard Bro. Green repeat
it, about a year since, he said: "I think
of writing it for the Hemld." But as he
did not, I now offer it, as a merited
tribute to the memory of one dearly loved,
and with whom I took my first lessons
in traveling to declare the word as a witness.-Suints' Herald.

Mission San Jose, Cal., Oct. 29th, 1875.

AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF ELDER

GLAUD RODGER.-No. VIII.

COMPILED I!'ItOM HIS ,JOURXALS AND LETTERS.

pass by the many changing
IbothWILL
scenes of sickness and death, of losses
by floods and by drouth, of travel, toil
and care; dangers and disappointments,
up to the year 1864. We were then living in the lovely little town of Santa Cruz,
when the joyful sound of the restored gospel again sainted our ears, and although
dose to the seashore it did not find me
engaged as a fisherman, but at the plow.
On the '20th of .June, at half-past twelve
o'clock. while eating dinner, a knock was
heard ~t the door. :i\lattie went to answer,
and there ~tood a man dressed in black
with a satchel in his hand. On being invited to eome in, as he stood on the
threshold, he said:
"I am one of those hunters sent to hunt
up the lost sheep of the house of Israel."
"Without asking his name, Mattie came
bounding into the kitchen, her face almost
oaR bright a~ the noonday sun, exclaiming:
"0 Gland, here is some one you war.t
to see."
I arose from the table, walked into the
sitting room, and met the stranger. Was
it an angel in disguise, or who was it that
had brought such glad tidings of great
joy to us?
· We bad almost forgotten to ask him to
eat, where he came from, or what was his
name; so great was our joy. The children called out and reminded us that it
was time for them to go back to school.
Little Joey was crying because he was left
alone, and our visitor being only mortal

man was tired and hungry, having walked
some distance in the dust and heat.
Dinner over, we again repaired to the
sitting room and spent the afternoon in
listening to the glad news and asking
questions. Mattie, more like Mary than
Martha, was not careful or troubled about
her dishes or anything else; for they
stood on the table for hours, so eager was
she to catch every word that fell from the
stranger's lips. ·
He stayed a week, and it seemed to
ns during that time that the sun was
never behind a cloud. He told us of the
Reorganized Church, that young .Joseph
was eftlled of God to stand in his father's
place, of Bro. E. C. Briggs' mission to
California, and many other things. The
Spirit bore witness to the truth of what
he had said, and a more enjoyable time
we had not experienced or ever expect to
experience again.
·
We were ready for baptism, and went
with our team to Watsonville, twenty
miles, where we were cordially received
by brother and sister George Adams and
made welcome at their house, which stood
on the bank of the Pajaro (Pathro) river.
With hearts overflowing with love to God
and mankind, and feeling at peace with
all the world; we went down into the
water and renewed our covenant, being
buried witb Christ in the liquid grave.
Brother H. H. :Morgan officiating for it
was he who had brought the welcome
news.
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I was again ordained to the office of an
elder, and the Spirit of the Master rested
upon me. We rl)turned to our home rejoicing in spirit and well in body, and
feeling so happy it seemed as though
nothing could ever disturb our peace
again.
On Sunday we held meeting in our
house. Brother Morgan, ourselves, the
children, old Sister ,Jones, an old time
Saint, and two others, and partook of the
sacrament, the first time in so many long
years. It is not possible to describe our
feelings on that occasion, and only those
who have been deprived of these great
blessings can realize them, and time can
never erase it from our memory. Bro.
Morgan stayed a few days and then left
us to hunt up other lost sheep of the
house of Israel. How bright all things
appeared to us now J
Santa Cruz was full of Spiritualism, and
we had a strong desire to be with the
Saints, therefore as soon as convenient, I
removed my family to vV atsonville, where
there was a small branch of the church.
In course of time I sold our house and
lot in Santa Cruz, and bought a half acre
lot on the edge of the Pajaro river, fenced
it, and made a very comfortable little
home, the land being exceedingly rich.
During the time our house was building
we lived on the other side of the river,
opposite to Bro. George Adams', who had
a nice large house, and meetings were
held there.
Returning from a meeting
one evening in which the Spirit of the
Lord had been with us in power, it was
late, nearly ten o'clock, for the Saints
were loth to part.
All had separated,
however, and we had said good night and
started on our homeward way, talking of
the good things we had heard and Reen.
After reaching our home while standing
on the steps ready to unlock the door, we
heard the most beautiful singing, and
stopped to listen. It was almost over our
heads, and we stood spell bound for nearly t,wenty minutes, and then it slowly and
softly died away.
It was not earthly
music; and oh, how grand it was.
I was not silent in regard to the gospel
plan of salvation, but preached whenever
an opportunity afforded. Many who had
known me for years were surprised when
they heard me speak as a minister of the
gospel, not because of any misconduct on
my part, for I had always tried to live in
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a way that would bring no reproach on
the cause when I should again be called
to stand in defense of the truth; but some
of them ha~ lived close neighbors to ns
for a long time, and yet had not known
my former calling. I had, previous to
this, bought a hundred and sixty acres of
land at the foot of the Reel W oocl Moun~
tains, in the Pajaro Valley, five miles
from Watsonville. Our farm joined Mr.
Stribblin's, Mr. Tuttle's and Mr. Gardner's, all good neighbors. Here we settled with every prospect of having a good
home and saving something for old age;
but alas! where might rules rig·ht, gold
gains the day and the people suffer. The
laws of California at that time gave the.
rich man power by taking advantage o£
the Spanish grants, to hold all the land
they fenced in. Four thousand five hundred acres lay between two of these grants
part of it reaching to the very top of the
Reel Wood Mountains, and part in the
valley, which was clotted over with the
homes of honest, hard-working tillers of
the soil, ours with the rest. LCharles D.
Roe and other rich men of San Francisco
joined together and fenced it in. We
tried to stop them, but could not, for they
had the money. Then they sued us. Some
gave up and others defended, but the lawyers and judges were bribed, and justice
had fled. I tried hard for a whole year
to keep my place, but could stand it no
longer, aR I had lost a g·ood r1eal of money,
and finally left it; but did not give possessiOn.
Such was the state of things around
there and in many other places ·in California. It was unsafe to buy, as litigation
seemed the order of the ·day. N~ one,
unless he was able to defend it, was sure
of his home, and very often had to pay
for it three or four times over.
We had minded our own business, dealt
honestly and uprightly with every one,
and tried to be friendly with all, so th,at
I was not ashamed to ~eet.my old friends
and neighbors again, as an ambassador
for Christ.
Some of them joined the
ehurch and remained faithful till death.
I attended the Oetober conference, Bro.
E. C. Briggs being present, and waR there
appointed to go on. a. mission with Bro.
Morgan to San Bernardino. It was then
that I felt the great responsibility I had
assumed. I had a family and they must
be cared for; there was no Bishop,
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When I told Mattie of my appointment
she said:
"Well, we have a cow, and you have
·enough money to buy flour to last us a year,
to buy yourself a good suit of clothes and
pay your fare to San Francisco; the Lord
will provide the rest."
I had no excuse, but was ready
·and willing to go.
Everything that I
could do for their comfort was done, and
bidding them good bye, I started on my
first mission in the Reorganized Church,
with the expectation of being away from
home longer than I had ever been before;
but I left them in good hands; the great
Giver of all good I knew wo"uld watch
over and take care of them in my absence.
On the seventeenth of November brother
Morgan and myself left San Francisco on
a sailing vesiel for San Pedro.
[Bro. Rodger's first letter to his wife
after his arrival at his destined fieH of
labor is before us, and we give it to the
reader just as it was written.-ED.]
SAN BERNARDINO, Cal., Nov. 24th, '64.
My Dear Wife and Children:

I wrote you a letter from San Fran·Cisco, which I hope you received. After
rolling and tumbling around on the. sea
for seven long days, we arrived safe and
sound at San Pedro, from there we took
stage to Los Angeles, where we put up for
the night, and next morning went by
stage to San Bernardino, arriving there
about six o'clock p. m.
We made our
way to Sister Davis' at the mill, found
Brtsy and her mother well and glad to
see us. Next day being Saturday, we
visited the president, and found all things
about as well as could be expected. The
news soon spread that we had come, and
on Sunday morning when we got to the
Town Hall we could hardly get through
the crowd of horses, carriages and wagons,
men, women and children. The hall was
crowded to excess and the Saints were
singing,
"PraiRe to the man who communed with
Jehovah."
The sudden change was almost too
much.
For a time we could hardly

smother our feelings. It reminded us of
the crowded camp meetings we used to
have in the old country. The Spirit of
God was upon us, and all felt it, both
Saint and sinner.
Brother Morgan addressed the meeting
and I followed him, contrasting the present with the past, when we left the vallies.
We met again in the evening, and I spoke
to the Saints. The fetters that had so
long bound me, seemed to burst, like the
cords that bound Samson, and once more
I felt myself again. Oh, that you were
here to enjoy such a meeting! My pen
can not portray to the absent mind what
we that evening enjoyed. Truly the
Saints here are greatly blessed. Brother
Morgan and folk have done a great work
here, and much more has yet to be done.
This is a great field and fully ripe. I hope
the Lord will enable us in all wisdom and
holiness of life to build up His church
here to the honor and glory of His great
name, for of ourselves we are weak and
can do nothing to further this work, unless we have His Holy Spirit.
I have thought much about you since I
left you, but I know you are in good
hands, and am sure your wants will be
supplied, for truly your faith has greatly
assisted me. I feel and know it was a
sacrifice on your part to let me go with
such a scanty living for you and the children, but for the glory that is before us,
who would not be willing to endure all
things?
Yes, Matilda, a few more years will
wind up the scenes of wickedness on this
land, and bring the Saints together from
their long dispersion to enjoy that promised rest, and build the house of God.
Shall we be there with our children? Let
us commune with our own hearts and say
by the help of God we will; that we will
let nothing perplex or drive us from the
great end in view. I hope the children
are good to you, by obeying you in all
things, that they may know how to value
a good mother. I will write again in two
weeks.
Your affectionate husband,
GLAUD RoDGER.
(To be continued).

QUEEN VICTORIA's OmnvN.-Twenty diamonds round the circle, £30,000; 2 large center diamonds,
£4,000; 54 smaller diamonds, £5,400; 4 crosses of diamonds, £12,000; 4 large diamonds on the
top of crosses, £4,000; 12 diamonds in f!eur-de-lis, £10,000; 18 smaller diamonds in the same, £2,000;
pearls, etc., on arches anrl crosses, £10,000; 140 small0r diamonds, £5,000; 26 diamonds in the
upp0r cross, £300: 2 eircles of pearls about the rim, £3,000. Whole cost of stones, exclusive of
metal and work, £111,900. The crown as it appears, including workmanship and material, outside
of the precious stones, represents nearly three quarters of a million dollars.
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LEAVES FROM PALESTINE.
BY SR. ABIGAIL Y. ALLEY.

MRs. M WALKER; Dear Sister:-

SHALL write now of the temple.
Where once stood the temple design-ed by King David, and ex(wuted by Solomon his son, and restored by Zerubbabel
and Herod, is now the mosque of Omar,
<~alled also the Dome of the Rock, or
Kubbet es-Sukhrah. It occupies a part
·of the spaciouf\ area known as the Haram
esh-Sherif; the Noble Sanctuary. It is
needless to say that nearly every inch of
ground in this sacred enclosure and almost
·every stone upon it, has been the subject
·of controversy. Many important points
in the controversies have been cleared,
through the indefatigable efforts of the
members of the Exploration Fund. The
·difficulties connected with exploration in
.Jerm;alem were enormous, and it is im·possible to sufficiently praise the unparalleled labors of Captains Wilson and
Warren, Lieutenant Condor and others,
through whose undaunted courage and
untiring effort so many important discov·eries have been brought to light. The
accumulation of the rubbish of ages has
bad to be dug through, so that in one
part-the nor1h-east wall of the Templethe debris was one hundred and twentyfive feet in depth.
It must be remembered that the Jerusalem of to-day is built upon a heap of
buried cities. One city literally lies heap·ed upon another; for J ern salem stood no
fewer than twenty-seven sieges from
.J ebus~tes and Israelites, Egyptians and
Assyrians, Greeks and Romans, Mohammedans and Christians. The last and
twenty-sev8nth' siege took place in 1244
-at the hands of the wild Kareyrnian
hordes, who plundered the city and
slaughtereG the priests and monks.
The Jerusalem of our day may be considered the eighth, for even before the
time of King David there was a city there.
The explorers had thus to do not with
·one city, but with many.
The second
was the city of King Solomon. son of
David, from B. c. 1'000 to B. c. 597, a space
of four hundred years. The third that of
Nehemiah, which lasted fcir some three
hundred years. Then carne the magnificent city of Herod; then the Roman
<<city, which grew up .on the ruins Titus

I

had made; this again was followed by the
Mohammedan city, and that again by a
Christian city; and now for six hundred
years the modern city has stood on the
ruins of those that preceded it. So we
can well conceive what good ground the
committee had to say thus: "Rubbish and
d!lbris cover every foot of the ground,
save where the rock crops up at intervals.
The rubbish is the wreck of all these
cities, piled one above the other. If we
examine it, we have to determine at every
step among the ruins of which city we
are standing--Solomon, Nehemiah, Herod,
Hadrian, Constantine, Omar, Godfrey,
Saladin, Suleirnan-each in turn' represents
a city."
It bas. been the task of the Fund to dig
down to the rock itself and lay bare the
secrets of each in succession, and no doubt
-now that so many scientific travelers
visit the Holy Land,· and the restrictions
upon visiting the holy places of the Moslems are gradually being relaxed-more
light will be shed from time to time on
the vexed questions which have arisen,
for the most part, from mere surmises.
The Mosque of Ornar' stands upon the
summit of :Mount Moriah; tradition says
upon the very spot where Ornan bad his
threshing-floor; where Abraham offered
up Isaac; where King David interceded
for the plague-stricken people, and where
the Jewish or Hebrew Temple, the glory
of Israel, stood. No one can stand before
this magnificent building, with its many
colored marbles glistening in the sunlight, as once the goodly stones of the
Temple shone before the eyes of the disciples, and not be moved with a strong
emotion. One's thoughts rush away to
the past when psalmists wrote and patriots sung of the Temple's glory. Hither
the tribes came up; here shone forth the
light of the Sbekinah; here was the center
of the religious, the poetical and the
political life of God's chosen nation.
Then one thinks of the defeats and disasters consequent upon disobedience; how
glory after glory vanished, until alien
powers desolated and utterly destroyed
the holy place. One thinks of devout
Jews in every land, oppressed and burdened, turning toward this sacred site, and
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remembering it with tears as they pray
for restoration to their land.
Above
all, the Christian thinks of the little child,
presented there by the holy mother, of
the youth asking and answering questions;
and of the divine man, the blessed Savior,
teaching and preaching the things concerning himself.
The Haram-esh-Sherif is surrounded by
a wall 1601 feet long on the west, 1530
on the east, 1024 on the north, and 922 on
the south, and is entered by eight gates
on the west, the principal being the Babes-silsilek, or the gait of the chain.
Entering by this gate we have on the
right the Mosque-el-Aksa, and before us
are steps leading up to the Dome of the
Rock, or the Kubbet-es-Sukhrah.
The
building has eight sides, each sixty-eight
feet long, and the whole covered with
richly colored porcelain tiles, and a frieze
of tiles running around the whole building, upon which are passages from the
Koran.
There are four gates, or portals, facing
the cardinal points of the compass. Tra.dition states that when the Caliph Omar
took Jerusalem, his first inquiry was for
the sight of the Jewish Temple. He was
conducted to this spot, then a huge mound
of filth and rubbish, and here he built the
Mosque which hears his name.
Others
claim that the present Mosque was built
by Abd-el-melek in A. D. 686.
The interior is gloomy, and sometimes so dark that
one has to wait until the eyes grow
accustomed to it. The interior has two
cloisters, separated by an octagonal course
of piers and columns; within this, again
another circle of four great piers and
twelve Corinthian columns, which support
the great dome.
The fifty-six stained
glass windows are of great brilliancy and
beauty. The walls are covered with tiles,
on which are inscribed portions of the
Koran, as on the outer walls of the building. The dome is ninety-eight feet high
and sixty-six iu diameter, and is composed
of wood.
The pavement is of marble
mosaic. There are many things to see in
this building, but all pale before the
sacred rock immediately beneath the
dome; it is a bare, ragged, nnhewn piece
of rock, about sixty feet long and fortyfive wide: the rock stands about four feet
nine and a half inches above the marble
pavement at its highest point, and one
foot at its lowest; it is one of the

missae strata, and has a dip of twelve
degrees in a direction of eighty-five
degrees east of north. The surface of the
rock bears marks of hard treatment and
rough chiseling; on the western side it is
cut down in three steps, and on the northern side in an irregular shape, the object
of which could not be discovered. Near,
and a little to the east of the door leading
to the chamber below, are a number of
small rectangular holes cut in the rock,
as if to receive the foot of a railing or
screen, and at the same place is a circular
opening communicating with the cave.
A hundred legends hang ·about the·
rock,-J ewish, Christian and Moslem.
Here, according to the Jews, Melchizedek
offered sacrifice, Abraham brought his
son as an offering, and the ark of the
covenant stood; on this rock was written
the unutterable name of God, which only
Jesus could pronounce. Some claim that
the circular hole is the place through
which the blood of the sacrifices poured,
and was carried by way of the brook
Kidron, outside the city, and the Moslems
have strung together some of the wildest
and most absurd of the many legends in
connection with it. Descending by eleven steps, we enter the cave below the
rock. The entrance to the cave is by a
flight of steps on the south-east, passing
under a doorway with a pointed arch
which looks like an addition to the crusaders; the chamber is not V8ry large, with
an average height of six feet; its sides SO·
covered with plaster and whitewash, that
it is impossible to see any chisel marks;
but the surface appears to be rough and
irregular. The Mohammedan legend of
the rock is that when Mohammed ascended to heaven from here on his good steed
El-Burak, the rock wanted to follow, and
started for that purpose, but was held down
by the angel Gabriel, the prints of whose
fingers are still shown in the rock. Ever
since then the rock, according to the same
authorities, has been suspended in the
air, and the hollow-sounding wall is one
that was placed there because pilgrims
who passed under the Hnspended rock
feared that it should fall and crush them.
In the cave will be shown the prayingplaces of Abraham, Elijah, David, Solomon and Mohammed.
In the center of
the floor is a Rlab covering the well of
spirits, as the Moslems allege, into which
all spirits descend, and from whence they
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will be brought up at last by the tufts of
hair on their heads. Others affirm that
this was where the blood offered in sacrifice on the rock above, poured forth into
the Kidron. Another theorv is that this is
none other than the very tomb in which
the crucificed body of our Lord lay.
Many Mohammedan legends are told and
sacred places shown to the visitors around
the Mosque, such as the shield of Mohammed's Uncle; the footprint of Mohammed;
his banner; hairs from his beard, etc.; a
slab with three nails and a half in it.
Originally there were nineteen, but the devil knocked them into the stone; when the
three and a half disappear the end of the
world will come. Several old copies of
the Koran are kept in the Mosque.
The next buildings of importance in
the Haram is the Mosque-el-aksa, there
is some doubt as to the origin of this
building, or group of buildings; but it is
generally supposed to be identical with
the magnificent Basilica founded by the
Emperor Justinian in hon.or of the Virgin.
The porch bas seven arcades leading into
the seven aisles of the Basilca.
The

porch in front, from two inches in the
wall for statues still remaining would
appear to be the work of the 'l'emplars
when they occupied the building. In the
interior four styles of capitals were
noticed; those on the thick, stunted columns forming the center aisle, which are
heavy and of bad design; those of the
columns under the dome, which are of the
Corinthian order, and similar to the ones
in the Dome of the Rock; those on the
pillars forming the western boundarv of
the Woman's Mosque which are of' the
same character as the heavy basket-shaped
capitals seen in the Chapel of Helena;
and those of the columns to the east and
west of the dome, which are of the basketshaped, but better proportioned than the
others. The columns and piers of the
Mosque are connected by a rude architrave, which consists of beams of roughlysquared timber, inclosed in a casing of
one inch stuff, on which the decoration,
such as it is, is made; the beams are much
decayed, and appear older than the casing.
All the arches are pointed. Some of the
windows are very good.

JAFFA, Palestine, Au8. 28th, 1889.

OUR COLLEGE AT LAMONI.
BY COLE l\10XON.

FRIENDS:-It is with referDEAR
ence to the erection of the College at

Lamoni, Iowa, that I write you the following.
It was but a few short months ago that
an interest in this college was awakened
in me. Not thinking that I could ever
expect to do anything for it, being so
much from among our people, the thought
of it sank into oblivion, and was soon
buried with the thoughts of other enterprises. About a month ago, the subject
came up before me again, and I began
thinking more earnestly about it. The
thought was aroused in my mind by reading a letter written by Sister \Valker of
Lamoni, and I wondered to myself why
our church could not step out upon that
broad field-the field of education.
From my limited observation, I find
that education is keeping pace with gen-

eral progress, and that as soon as a new
country becomes sparingly settled, we
find school-houses rising up as if from a
necessity. Church and school grow up
together. Fathers take charge of the
local governmental affairs while they send
their children to school in order that,
when the older fall out of the ranks from
old age, or death, there will be others who
are educated and prepared to step in and
assume the duties of those who were in
charge before them.
Education not only prepares the youth
to take charge of governmental affairs,
but, to my mind, it better qualifies him to
understand his most holy and sacred relation to God and Nature's laws. He
who is ignorant of nature's laws, and
allows the mind or bodv to become defiled
commits a sin. Clea;;_liness is next to
Godliness, and why should we not strive
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to do that which will instruct and purify
the mind of, the growing youth that he
may more fully understand his relations
to God, and his duty to comply with the
laws of nature?
Before you, dear reader, there is an
opportunity to do a work that will be of
untold value to your people, and for which
God will bless you in your attempts to
carry it through. The work that is before you is to assist all that is in your
power to furnish financial means to build
the College at Lamoni.
There is no
·question that if it is built but what it

will add greatly to the success of our
church.
Plans for raising the funds required to
do this work will be, if they are not now,
placen before you, and my most earnest
request is that you, dear reader, will
assist in this matter as much as possible.
Your help is needed, and God will bless
you inasmuch as you lend your aid.
May God animate each one of us insomuch that we will take hold of, and push
through, successfully, the building of this
College. May we be able to say, in, the
near future, "it is finished."

THANKSGIVING.
'THE harvest time of the year has come and gone, the smiling fields of grain have been garnered,
-the rich abundance of the fragrant clover blooms have given place to the tender after-math
upon which the farmer's flocks and herds are feeding in these dreamy autumn days, and the
time of Thanksgiving has come. If one season above another calls upon us to ''count up our
mercies," is it not at hand, and how can we render thanks unto God in a man'ner more acceptable than by giving of the abundance which the earth has poured into our barns and granaries,
for the purpose of helping the Lord's work?
The following has been selected as being rich in thought especially adapted to the season
.and time.
THANKSGIVING

ANN.

BY KATE W. HAMILTON.

the kitchen doorway, underneath its
IN arch
of swaying vines and dependent
purple clusters, the old woman sat, tired
·and warm, vigorously fanning her face
with her calico apron.
It was a dark
face, surmounted by a turban, and wearing, just now, a look of troubled thoughtfulness not quite in accordance with her
name-a name oddly acquired from an
·old church anthem that she used to sing
somewhat on this wise"Thanksgivin' an'"Johnny, don't play dar m de water,
chile!
"Thanksgivin' an'"Run away now, Susie, dearie!
"Thanksgivin' an''"Take care o' dat bressed baby! Here's
some ginger:bread for him.
"Thanksgivin' an' de voice o' melody."
You laugh! but looking after all these
little things was her work, her duty; and

she spent the intervals in singing praise.
Do many of us make better use of our
spare moments?
So the children called her 'Thanksgiving Ann; her other name was forgotten,
and Thanksgiving Ann she would be now
to the end of her days. How many these
days had already been, no one knew. She
had lived with Mr. and Mrs. Allyn for
years, whether as mistress or servant of
the establishment they could scarcely tell;
they only knew she was invaluable. She
had taken a grandmotherly guardianship
of all the children, and had a voice in
most matters that concerned the father
and mother, while in the culinary department she reigned supreme.
The early usual breakfaRt was over.
She had bestowed nn11sual care upon it,
because an agent of the Bible Society,
visiting some of the country places for
contributions, was to partake of it with
them. But while she was busy with a
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nne batch of delicate wa:ffies, the gentleman had pleaded an appointment, and,
taking hasty le~ve of his host and hostess,
had departed unobserved from the kitehen
window; and Thanksgiving Ann's "Bible
money" was still in her pocket.
"Didn't ask me, nor give me no chance .
.Just's if, 'eause a pusson's old an' colored,
·dey didn't owe de Lord nuffin; an'
wouldn't pay it if dey did," she mur·
mured, when the state of the case became
::known.
However, Silas, the long-limbed, untiring, and shrewil, who regarded the old
woman with a curious mixture of patroncage and veneration, had volunteered to
run after the vanished guest, and "catch
him if he was anywhere this side of
Chainy." And 'even while Thanksgiving
sat in the doorway, the messenger
.returned, apparently unwearied in his
·chase .
. "Wa-ll, I came np with him-told ye I
would g·ive him the three dollars. He
·seemed ukind of flustered to have missed
-such a nugget; and he said 'twas a ginerons jonation-equal to your master'R;
which proves," said Silas, shutting one
eye, and appearing to survey the subject
meditatively with the other, "that some
folks can do as much good just offhand
as some other folks can with no end of
:pinehin' an' screwin' beforehand."
"Think it proves dat folks dat don't
have.no great 'mount can do as much in a
good cause by thinkin' 'bout it a little
:aforehand, as other folks will dat has
more, and puts der hands in der pocket;;
when de time comes. I believe in svsJtematics 'bout sueh things, I does;" a"nd
with an energetic bob of her head, by way
of emphasizing her words, old Thanbgiving walked into the house.
"Thanksgivin' an' de voice o' melody,"
she began in her high, weird voice; but
the wo1;ds died on her lips-her heart was
too burdened to sing.
"Only three dollars out'n all her 'bund-ance!" she murmured to herself. "Well,
mebby I oughtn't to judge; but then I
don't judge, I knows. Course I knows
when I'se here all de time, and sees de
good clo'es, an' de carr'age, an' de musics,
an' de fine times-folks, an' bosses, an,
tables all provided for, an' de Lord of
glory lef' to take what happen when de
time comes, an' no prep'ration at all!
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Sure 'nough, He don't need der help. All
de world is His; and He send clo'es to
His naked, an' bread to His hungry, an'
Bibles to His heathen if dey don't give a
cent; but den dey're pinchin' an starvin'
der own dear souls. W ell-'taint my
soul! but I loves 'em, an' dey're missin' a
great blessin'."
These friends, so beloved, paid little
attention to the old woman's opinion upon
what she called "systematics in givin'."
"The idea of counting np one's income,
and setting aside a fixed portion of it for
charity, and then calling only what
remained one's own, makes our religion
seem arbitrary and exacting; it is like a
tax," said Mrs. Allyn, one day; "and I
think such a view of it ought by all means
to be avoided. I like to give freely and
gladly of what I have when the time
comes."
"If ye aint give so freely an' gladly for
Miss Susie's new neck laces an' ver own
new dresses dat ye don't have much when
de time comes," interposed Thanksgiving
Ann.
"I think one gives with a more free and
generous feeling in that way," pursued
the lady, without ~eeming to heed the interruption. "Money laid aside beforehand has only a sense of duty anJ not
mu0h feeling about it; besides, what difference can it make, so long as one does
give what they can when there is a call?"
"l wouldn't like to be provided for dat
way," declared Thanksgiving.
"Was,
once, when I was a slave, 'fore I was de
Lord's free woman. Ye see, I was a
young no-'count girl, not worf thinkin'
much 'bout; so my ole massa be lef' me
to take what happened when de time
come. An' sometimes I happened to get
a dress, an' sometimes a pair of ole shoes;
an' sometimes I didn't happen to get
nuffin', and den I went bare-foot; an'
dat's jist the way-"
"Why, Thanksgiving, that's not reverent!" exclaimed Mrs. Allyn, shocked at
the comparison.
•
"Jist what I thought, didn't treat me
with no kind of reverence," answered
Thanksgiving.
"Well, to go back to the original subject, all these things are mere matters of
opinion. One person likes one way best;
and another person another," said the
lady smilingly, as she walked from the
room.
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"'Pears to me it's a matter of which
way de Massa likes best," observed the
old woman, settling her turban.
But
there was no one to hear her comment,
and affairs followed their accustomed
routine. Meanwhile, out of her own little
store, she carefully laid aside one-eighth.
"'Cause if dem old Israelites was tol' to
give one·tenth, I'd like to frow in a little
more, for good measure. Talk 'bout it's
bein' like a tax to put some away for such
things! 'Clare! I get studyin' what
each dollar mus' do, till I get 'em so
loadened up wid prayin's on thinkin's dat
I moR' believe dey weigh double when
dey does go.
"0 de Lamb! de Iovin' Lamb!
De Lamb of Calvarv!
De Lamb dat was slain an' lives again,
An' intercedes for me."
And now another call had come.
"Came, unfortunately, at a time when
we were rather short," Mrs Allyn said,
regretfully. "However, we gave all we
could," she added. "I hope it will do
good, and I wish it were five times as
much."
Old Thanksgiving shook her head over
that cheerful dismissal of the subject.
She shook it many times that morning,
and seemed intensely thoughtful, as she
moved slowly about her work.
"'Spose I needn't fret 'bout other folks'
duty-dat ain't none o' my business; yas
'tis, too, 'cause dey's good to me, an' I
loves 'em. 'Tain't like's if dev didn't call
darselves His, neither."
·
Mr. Allyn brought in a basket of beautiful peaches, the first of the season, and
placed them on the table by her side.
"Aren't those fine, Thanksgiving? Let
the children have a few, if you think best;
but give them to us for dinner."
"Sartain, I'll give you all dar is," she
responded, surveying the fruit.
Presently came the pattering of several
pairs of small feet; bright eyes espied the
basket, and immediately arose a cry:
"0, how nice! Thanksgiving Ann,
may I have one?"
"And I'?"
"And I, too?"
"Help yourselves, dearies," answered
the old woman composedly, never turning
to see how often, or to what extent her
injunction was obeyed. She was seated
in the doorway again, busily sewing on a
calico apron. She still sat there when,

near the dinner-hour, Mrs. Allyn passed'
through the kitchen, and a little surprised
at its cooln~ss and quietne'Ss at that hour,
asked wonderingly:
"What has happened, Thanksgiving?
Haven't decided upon a fast, have you?"
"No, honey; thought I'd give ye what
I happened to have when de time come,'"
said Thanksgiving Ann, coolly, holding·
up her apron to meaRure its length.
It seemed a little odd, Mrs. Allyn
thought. But then old Thanksgiving
needed no oversight; she liked her little
surprises now and then, too; and doubtless she had something all planned and in
course of preparation; so the lady went
her way, more than half expecting an
especially tempting board because of her
cook's apparent carelessness that day.
But when the dinner-hour arrived, both
master and mistresR scanned the table·
with wide-open eyes of aRtonishment, so·
plain and meagre were its contents, so unlike any dinner that had ever before been
served in that house.
"What has happened, my dear?" asked
the gentleman, turning to his wife.
"Dat's all de col' meat dar was-sorrv
I didn't have no more," she said, half
apologetically.
"But I sent home a choice roast this
morning," began Mr. Allyn, wonderingly;
"and you have no potatoes neitheT- nor
vegetables of any kind !"
"Laws, yes! But den a body has to
think about it a good while aforehand to
get a roast cooked, an' just the same with
taters; an' I thought I'd give ye what I
happened to have when de time come,
and I didn't happen to have much of nuffin. 'Clare! I forgot de bread!" and,
trotting away, she returned with a plate
of cold corn cake.
"No bread!" murmured Mr~. Allyn.
"No, honey; uf'ed it all up for toast dis
mornin.' Might have made biscuit or·
muffins, if I had planned for 'em long
enough; but dat kind o' makes a body
feel's if dey had to do it, an' I wanted to
get dinner for yer all o' my warm feelin's,'
when de time come."
"When a man has provided bountifully
for his household, it seems as if he might
expect to enjoy a small share of it himself, even if the preparation does require·
a little trouble," remarked Mr. Allyn, impatiently; but still too bewildered at such·
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·an unprecedented state of affairs to he
thoroughly indignant.
"0ur'us how things make a body think
'D' Bible verses," said Thanksgiving musingly. "Dar's dat one 'bout 'who giveth
us all things richly to enjoy;' an' 'what
shall I render to de Lord for all His benefits to'ard me.' Dar! I didn't put on dem
·peaches."
"Has Thanksgiving suddenly lost her
senses?" questioned the gentleman, as the
door closed after her.
"I suspect there is a 'method in her
madness,'" replied his wife, a faint smile
crosRing her lips.
The old woman returned with the basket, sadly despoiled of its morning contents; but she composedly bestowed the
remainder in a fruit dish.
"Dat's all!
De chilern eat a good
many, an' dey was used up one way an'
"'nother. I'se sorry dar aint no more; but
I hopes y'll 'joy what dar is, an' I wishes
'twas five times as much."
A look of sudden intelligence flashed
into Mr. Allyn's eyes; he bit his lips for
a moment, and then said quietly:
"Couldn't you have laid aside some for
us, Thanksgiving?"
"Wall, dar now! s'pose I could," said
the old Rervant, relenting at the tone;
"b'lieve I will, next time. Allers kind o'
thought de folks things belonged to had
de best right to 'em; but I'd heard givin'
whatever happened to be on hand was RO
·much freer an' lovin'er a way o' servin'
dem ye love best, datI thought I'd try it.
But it does 'pear 's if dey fared slim, an'
I spects I'll go back to de ole plan o' systematics."
"Do you see, George?" questioned the
wife, when they were again alone.
"Yes, I Ree. An object lesson, with a
vengeance!"
"And if she should be right, and our
·careless giving seem anything like this?"
pursued Mrs. Allyn, with a troubled face.
"She is right, Fanny; it doesn't take
much argument to show that. We call
Christ our King and Master; believe that
every blessing we have in this world is
his direct gift; and all our hopes for the
world to come are in Him. We profess
to be not our own, but His; to be journeying towards His royal city; and that
his service is our chief business here; and
yet, strangely enough, we provide lavishly for our own appareling, entertainment
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and ease, and apportion nothing for the
interests of His kingdom, or the forwarding of His work; but leave that to any
chance pence that may happen to be left
after all our wants and fancies are gratified. It deesn't seem very like faithful
or loving service," Mr. Allyn answered,
gravely. "] have been thinking in that
direction occa~ionally, lately, but have
been too indolent, careless or selfish to
come to a deciRion and make any change."
There was a long talk over that dinnertable-indeed, it did not furnish opportunity for much other employment; and
that afternoon the husband and wife together examined into their expenses and
income, and set apart a certain portion as
sacred unto their Lord-doing it somewhat after Thanksgiving's plan of "good
measure." To do this, they found, required the giving np of some. needleRA indulgences- a few accustomed luxuries.
But a cause never grows less clear on account of the sacrifice we make for it, and
as these two scanned the various fields of
labor, in deciding what to bestow here
and what there, they awoke to a new appreciation of the magnitude and glory of
the work, and a new intflrest in its success
-the beginning· of that blessing pronounced upon those who "sow beside all
waters."
Mrs. Allyan tolr1 Thanksgiving of their
new arrangement, . and concluded, laughingly, though the tears stood in her eyes:
"Ann, now, I suppose yon are satisfied?"
"I's 'mazin' glad, said Thanksgiving,
looking up brightly; "but satisfied-c1at's
a long, deep word; an' de Bible says it
will be when we 'awake in his likeness.'"
"Wall, now, I don't prefess none o'
these kind o' things, said Silas, standing
on one foot, and swinging the other, "hut
I don't mind tellin' ye that I think your
way's right, an' I don't believe ;nobody
ever lost nothin' by what they give to
God; 'cause He's pretty certain to pay it
back with compound interest to them, you
see; but I don't s'pose you'd call that a
right good motive; would you?"
"Not de best, Silas; not de best; but it
don't make folks love de Lord any de less,
'cause He 's a good paymaster, and keeps
His word. People dat starts in givin' to
de Lord wid dat kind o' motives soon outgrow 'em-it soon gits to be payin' rad'er
dan givin'."
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Wa-ll, ye see, folks don't always feel
right," observed Silas, dropping dexterously on the other foot.
"No, they don't. When ebery body
feels right, an' does right, dat'll be de

millennium.
But I's glad of de faint
streak of datday dat's come to dis house!"'
And she went in, with her old song upoTh
her lips:
"Thanksgivin' an' de voice o' melody."
-Selected.

IN this issue will be found an "Incident in the
Life of Elder Hervey Green,'' taken from Saznts'
He,ald of February 15th, 1875.
We also present our readers with his likeness.
We regret that we have nota biography instead
of this one brief sketch, and also a better likeneos; but it is the best plate our artist could
produce from the dim and imperfect original.
If those to whom God has minifested his
power in a special manner, fully realized the
great good which might be done by 'Giving
God the glory," we are sure they would not be
so slow to speak of his wonderful goodness to
them, that in the years to come the children of
the Saints might be built up and strengthened
in their most holy faith. Do we know whose is
the work iii which we are engaged? If we do,
is it wise or is it unwise to place by the roadside of life no stones of memorial that as they
journey along they may inquire, "How came
these here'?"
The memorial stones pitched in Gilgal were
remarkable (so travelers relate) from the fact
that for miles around not a stone was to be
found, not even a pebble upon the grassy plain.
Naturally the first question to arise would be:
"How came these here'!" Israel would then recount in the hearing of their children, how the
Lord parted the waters of .Jordan and they
came over dry shod.
\Ve are living in an eminently practical age;
an age which does not believe in miracles,
neither in the man'ifestation of God's power now
as in fonner times. This unbelief stretches out
around us like the plain of Gilgal and ought
those who with words of soberness and truth
can bear testimony to the power of God, toremain silent? We trust that those who read in

this present issue "Others With The Church illt
an Early Day," and who will surely be blessed
and strengthened in the reading of it, will question whether they have not a testimony to contribute and not only question, but send it to us.
Many are writing us ofthe satisfaction they are·
taking in their bound volumes of the LEAVES,
and for this reason we know that testimoniesrecorded there will be preserved and handed
down.
One issue more will close our present volumeand we trust onr friends as they remember this
will question, "Have I anything to do in helping to sustain our magazine?" .T ust a few
hours work put forth with earnest effort by
those who feel the need ',f this publication,.
would accomplish wonders. IVe do earnestly
thank tho-e who are working in its interest, and
will say that our faith is that the magazine has a
work before it compared with which the past is
as a small matter. Let us take courage, then,
and press on, looking to God for guidance and
strength.
To ouR patrons and friends we wish to say that
it becomes necessary for us in the future to·
adopt and strictly adhere to the following rule,.
namely: Always to discontinue the magazine
at the expiration of your subscription, unless
yon renew your subscription or write us that
you wish it continued. \Ve are willing to wait
when you can not l'Onveniently send the money·
at the time, but we can not afford to send it, at
our own expense, to those who do not want it
enough to write for it. Please don't forget this ..
Our friends who are soliciting subscribers will
please keep a list of the names they send in.
Don't forget this.

For an evil·doer we ought to have ·pity. For evil itself we ought to have abhorrence. One's
evil-floing is almost sure to bring sorrow and suffering to others;~ but there is no sad result from'
evil-doing to be compared with that which comes to the evil-doer himself. While we shrink from
sin, let us think tenderly and regretfully of the wretched one who must bear the heaviest burden"
of his own sinning.
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Thank God for rest, where none molest,
And none can make afraid.
For Peace that sits as Plenty's guest
Beneath ti>e homestead shade!
Build up an altar to the Lord,
0 grateful hearts of ours !

*

*

*

There let the common heart keep time
To such an anthem sung,
As never swelled on poet's rhyme,
Or thrilled on singer's tongue.
A song of faith that trusts the end
To match the good begun,
Nor doubts the power of love to blend
The hearts of men as one!-Whittwr.
''THANKSGIVING.''

This feast should commemorate the Harvest
Home of kindly deeds and words, the reaping
from a wwing of honest endeavor and high
purpose as well as the gathering in of the fruits
of the earth. As the gift without the giver is
bare, so this festival without the animation of
the spirit that prompted its existence is shorn
of its deepest meaning.

CHAJ\IOIS SKINS FOR FANCY WORK.

Chamois and buckskins have shown themsehes as the latest materials upon which to
extend decorative efforts. It seems surprising
that these were not thought of sooner, when we
consider how long buckskin has been used for
tobacco-pouches, and l•ow. often we see Indian
moccasins embroidered with moose-hair and
beads. All that is necessary is for a lady to
make a little skin tobacco-pouch, and then call
it something else, for instance, button-bag.
These soft skins will take painting and embroidery quite as well as silk or satin will.
Chamois is now used to cover pin-cushions
and toilet bottles, just as E.atin and plush were
until recently. It appears in pen wipers, bookmarkers and other little novelties, just as vel vet,
flannel or decorated drawing-paper might.
\Vatch pockets, photograph cases, needle-books
and the like are among some of the little articles
that might be added to the list.
The late;:t use for a large chamois skin is to
make a table or chair-scarf It has the beautiful ecru tint so much admired in linen and
other favorite embroidery fabrics. It requires
only a simple finish, as a pinked edge, and the
ends cut ont in narrow strips for fringe. F1·inge,
pompons and tassels composed of thin strips of
the chamois are often added by way of ornament to little articles made of otner material, as
velvet or paper. A bunch of chamois strips,

tied to a clipped goose quill, with a ribbon, cord
or tinsel-thread is a novel pen wiper.
A PRETTY BAG

To hang on the back of a chair is made of a
piece orblue and white bed-ticking, the white
stripes feather-stitched with pink silk and the
blue stripes covered with tinsel. The other side
of the bag, also the facing, is of pink satin, and
the bottom is finished with pink plush balls.
~'ANCY

RUGS.

Take pieces of wool carpeting, cut in bias
strips three inches wide, ravel both edges to the
depth of one inch. Place the pieces on a piece
of coffee sacking, letting them overlap each
other; stitch on the sewing machine. They
are very handsome when finished, looking
much like Persian rugs.
KENSING'I'ON OR PEN PAINTING.

There is no way of ornamenting table scarfs,.
lambrequins, curtains, etc., which gives a more
pleasing result for the time and material one
uses than pen painting. If one is at all apt, it
requires little practice to do a piece of painting·
very nicely; and while work of this kind is
very expensive, if it must be purchased, the
material costs very little.
Have the material, upon which the design is
outlined in chalk or stamped, stretched on a
board. Mix ordinary oil paints or enamel
colors with a very little turpentine or mastic
varnish, till reduced to the consistency of butter; take them on your palette knife and scrape
them on to the edge of a small tin palette. Having the differ ·nt shades of the flower desired
ready on the palette, take an ordinary brass or
steel pen, with broad shoulder8, ·md Rerape up a
small quantity of the paint. Stick the point of
the pen firmly into the outline, turn it sharply
over and paint will be left on the design. In
this way outline the whole flower; then wipe
the pen elean, and stroke the rim of paint down
closely and evenly, this will prod nee a series of
lines each resembling a crewel stitch. For the
veins of leaves and flowers, the paints are merelv laid on finelv with the pen and not ~troked
down. For the centers of d'1isies, sunflowers,
etc,, put the paint on in one thick lump and
punch with the point of a coarse pin till the desired effect is obtained. Brilliant effects are
easily attained by ming gold and silver with
bright colors. If yon paint upon delicate Rhades
of satin, cover the board with canton flannel
and rub magnesia over it; then tack the satin
over this tightly. Mix the paints ready for use
and place on a blotting paper to absorb the oiL
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ROUND TABLE.
CROCHETI'ED QUEEN LACE.

1. Chain 24. Turn, one double in eighth
stitch. '*Chain 5, skip 3. One double in next.
Repeat three times.
2. *Chain 5. One double in loop of 5 chain.
Repeat 4 times.
·
3. Chain 5. One double in first loop. A ~hell
of 5 trebles in the next double. One double in
next loop. *Chain one double in next loop.
Repeat twice.
4. Chain i'i. One double in loop.
Repeat
twice. Shell (that in five trebles) in next
double, to the right of the other shell' and make
·one double in the center of the same shell in
the double at the end of the other shell in the
1ast row and fasten with one double in the last
loop.
5. Chain 3. Shell in double to the right of
·shell in last row. One double in center of same
shell. Make a second shell in double between
the two Rhells and fasten with one double in
next. Make a third shell in double at the end
of the shell of last row and fasten with one
·double. in loop. Chain 5, one double in loop.
Repeat.
6. *Chain 5. One double in loop. Repeat
twice. One shell in double between the first
two shells. One double in center shell. A second shell in double between the last and center
shell and one don ble in center of last f'hell.
7. Chain 3. One donble in center of fir~t
shell. Make the last Fhell to form the diamond
in the doublt> ·between the two shells. On~
double in center of second shell. *Chain 5, one
·double in loop. Repeat twice.
8. *Chain 5. One double in locrp. Repeat 5
times. The fourth double comes in the center
of shell. The fifth in the loop of 3 chain at the
·end.
9. *Chain 5. One rlonhle in loop. Repeat 4
times.
10. Chain .5. One double in loop. Repeat 4
times. You now begin the border, which is
semi-circular. Chain- 5. Hold the work sidewavs ani! make one i!onhlP in the rlonhle at the
·eni! of the ei0.·hth row. Turn and make ei"'ht
doubles on this chain. Chain 5. Turn ag;in
and make one treble between the fourth anrl
fifth of the eight doubles. Chain 5. One
donble in the last. Turn a!!'ain. Make six doubles in the first chain of five. Chain 1. Six
doubles in the second chain of five.
11. Like the third row.
12. Like the fourth row. Then chain 2. Make
one treble in the first of the six doubles in border. Chain 2. Make 2 ilouble trebles (that is
thread over twice) in tht> center of the six
doubles. Chain 2. Two double trebles in the
one chain of last row. Chain 2. Two double
trebles in the center of the second six doubles.
Chain 2. One rlouble in the double at the end
of the row containing two shells. Turn, make
four double in each space with two chains between.
13. Repeat fifth row from "shell" in double to
the ri!!'ht of shell in last row, etc.
14. Like the ~ixth. Then chain 3 and make
three double trebles in the chain over the treble.
Chain 3. Make three double trebles in next
chain over the double trebles. Chain 3. Three
-double trebles between the second and third of

the four doubles of last row. Chain 3. Three
double trebles in next chain which is the center. Chain 3. .Three double trebles between
the second and third of the four doubles. Chain
3. Three double trebles in last chain. Chain
3. One double in· the double at the end of the
row containing two shells beyond the point.
Turn, make four doubles in fir8t ehain. *Chain
3. Six doubles in next chain and repeat from
* but in th(• last chain only make four doubles.
15. Like the seventh row from one double in
center of first shell.
16. *Chain 5, one double in loop. Repeat 5
times. The last double comes in the first Of the
four doubles in the border. Make one double
in each double. *Chain 3. Six doubles in the
six doubles of last row. Reoeat from second *
to the end of row. Four dotibles in the last one
double in the chain at the end of first shell.
Turn chain 3. One treble in next chain. *Chain
3. Make one double on the ~ide of the treble
one treble in same place as first treble. Repeat
from the third *twice. Chain 3. One double
in the center of six doubles. Chain 3. One
treble in nC'xt chain and repeat from the third
* until you have seven of these groups of trebles
with picot edge for the border. The last double
·is in tne center of the four doubles at the end.
*Chain 5 one double in loop. Repeat four times
which is the 17th row. Begin at the second
row. Fasten two scallops together, by the center picot in the la~t group of treblef'.
For heading, make a row of trebles with one
chain between, placing one in each hole. Turn
and make a treble in each stitch.
KNITTED WASH CLOTHS.

No. 12 white knitting cotton. Cast on 54 st.
Knit plain 12 rows rather loosely. 13 row-k
12 * o, n, o. repeat from* 14 times k. 12; repeat
the 13th row for the length required, then k.
plain 12 rows and bind off.
AN OBSERVATION PARTY.

Observation parties are something new. They
were given last summer at popular resorts and
are likely to be quite the rage this winter.
Half-a-dozen people can play this game although
the more players the greater the sport. Two
persons are selected to place on a larg-e table
forty-two articles, no matter what, and when
these are arranged the players are arranged in
couples, that is, two at a time, and given just
half a minute to glance at the contents of the
table. Then each one is allowed five minutes
to write down the articles he or she remembers.
This sounds simple, but it is not easy to glance
at fortv-two articles and name them all correctly, in fact, yon will do well if yon recall twenty.
A prize is awarded the one who remembers the
largest number of articles, and there is often a
"booby prize" for the most stupid member of
the party. Try this game which is especially
useful for forgetful people and good practice for
anyone. Invite fifteen or twenty of your friends
and have simple refreshments and provide a
pretty prize for the smartest person and something funny for the booby.
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THE CHRISTIAN AND THE MODERN DANCE.
BY REV. G. F. PENTECOST, D. D.

"""''And thou saidst, I shall be a lady forever: so
that thou didst not lay these things to thy
heart, neither didst remember the latter end
of it. Therefore, hear now this, thou that
art given to pleasure."-Isaiah 47:7, 8.
mHE Bible lifts no voice against any
legitimate recreation for body or
:mind. I suppose yon have thought of
the meaning of the word "recreation"•re-creation. It is the process of restoring
to normal power and ability the exhaust, ed, over-taxed and worn-out nature. But
that class of pleasures and amusements
which tends to exhaust our natural pow. ers, that wears out and dissipates mental,
.moral, and spiritual force, can in no wise
be called recreation.
The pleasures that the Scriptures
denounce are those that have their root
. and inspiration in the-superficial, worldly,
and sensuous sides of our natures, in
which are "the lnst of the flesh, and the
, lust of the eyes, and the pride of life" (1
.John 2:16). These are the pleasuresthese in which the carnal and not the
spiritual, or even the intellectual man
takes delight-that are condemned by the
.Bible.
We have not a word to say against
anything a Christian can do under the
following law: "Whatsoever ye do in
word or deed, do all in the name of the
. Lord Jesus, giving thanks to God and the
Father by him" (Col. 3:17). But anything that leads to the forgetfulness or
the permanent subordination of the moral
or spiritual nature of the Christian is a
dissipation, and not a recreation)· is a
pleasure to he reprobated rather than
. indulged in.
T'hese are simple proposi<tions in Christian ethics which no one
I

· '1'

who thinks calmly for a moment will
pretend to contradict.
I wish now to refer you to a few passages of Scripture. Turn to second Timothy 3:2-5. Paul is speaking of what
will come to pass in the last days, when
men· shall become "lovers of their own
selves
lovers of pleasures more
than lovers of God; having a form of
godliness, but denying the power thereof:
from such turn away." You will notice
that this love of pleasure is one of the
forms which the latter day apostasy will
take; and that the apostle here speaks,
not of the unconverted, non-professing
world, but of formal professors of religion
-"Lovers of pleasures more than lovers
of God."
I do not care what the pleasure is, be it
dancing or what else, when it dominates
us, absorbs our interest, controls our
actions in this world more strongly than
the love of God controls us, then that
pleasure or passion, be it what it may, is
palpably under the condemnation of the
Scriptures. What pastor ever heard of
any of these pleasure-loving, ball-room
professors serving God with half the zest
and zeal with which they give themselves
to their "pleasures"?
Take another passage-Titus 3:3: "For
we ourselves also were sometimes foolish,
disobedient, deceived, serving divers lusts
and pleasw·es, living in maliee and envy,
hateful, and hating one another." Here
the apostle speaks of himself and other
Christians before they had come to the
know ledge of Christ as a personal Savior,
and puts down "living in pleasures" as
one of the characteristics of the unregenerated nature.
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Again, James 4:1, 4: "From whence
wars and fightings [ wranglings]
among you? Come they not hence, even
of your lusts [pleasures] that war in your
members?
Know ye not that the
friendship of the world is enmity with
God? whosoever therefore will be a friend
of the world is the enemy of God."
Here, again, we see the reference is to the
dominating influence of the pleasure-loving side .of our nature.
Again, James 5:5: "Ye have lived in
pleasttre on the earth, and been wanton;
ye have nourished your hearts, as in a
day of slaughter." This is a part of the
testimony of God as to the effect of tl>.e
pleasures of the world and the flesh upon
his professing people.
Once more-l John 2: 15, 16: "Love
not the world, neither the things that are
in the world. If any man love the world,
the love of the Father is not in him.
For all that is in the world, the lust of
the flesh, and the lust of the eyes, and the
pride of life, is not of the Father, but is
of the world." Nothing could be plainer
or more unmistakable than this. Moreover, nothing can be more certainly a
pleasure in the world and of the world
than the modern dance of fashionable society, with all its unnatural excitement of
the entire nature, physical, mental, and
moral.
The love of worldly pleasure is a scriptural line that divides between the children of God and the children of this
world. They on the one side have not
the love of God in them; on the other
band, those who have this love in their
hearts have no place in their lives for
these pleasures.
But you will say, "We must have some
amusement.
We are so constituted that
we need some kind of recreation, and you
yourself say that the bow can not be
always bent." Very tl'ue; but it does
not follow that because an angel must
have food, he must go down and consort
with serpents and eat serpent's food. It
does not follow that because a Christian
stands in need of recreation, and is not
debarred from any innocent and recuperative pleasure by his profession and
~ailing, he must go over to the world and
~onwrt with worldlings and enemies, and
participate with them in their godless
amusements, especially those which are
as popular and more universal with unbe~orne

lievers 1:n the lowest grailes of society than•
they are in upper circles.
.
It would be an easy matter for me to·
point out a class of amusements and
recreations suitable for Christian people,
if that were my present purpose. And in.
this connection I want most emphatically
to say that our God hal! not been forgetful of our need in this respect.
The·
Bible speaks of the pleasures and delights
of the people of God quite as freely as it
condemns the sinful pleasures of the
ungodly.
Elihu, speaking of the inspiration of
the Almighty and on God's behalf, says.
(Job 36:7, 10, 11): "He withdraweth not
his eyes from the righteous.
He
openeth also their ear to discipline,.
and commandeth that they return from
iniquity. If they obey and serve him,
they shall spend their days in prosperity,.
and their years in pleasures." Here we·
are told that the pathway for the Christian is in hearing the reproof of the Lord,.
yielding to his discipline, and turning
away from iniquity; and so shall he find
days of prosperity and years of pleasure;.
I protest, in the name of God's word and
Christian experience, that the Christian
life is the happiest life-fullest of pleasures-and that it is happy and pleasant in
exact proportion as we come away from
iniquity and maintain close fellowship·
with the Lord.
See, also, what we are told of the child
of God in Psalm 1.
The worldling and
his enjoyments are "in the counsel of the
ungodly, in the way of sinners, in the
seat of the scornful." But the blessed,.
i. e., happy, child of God has his "delight
in the law of the Lord, and in his law
doth he meditate day and night." "Dear
me," yon say, "l could never find any·
delight in reading the Bible day and
night." But, my friend, if you would
diligently study your Bible, you would
soon feel as did the prophet, when he said,
"Thy words were found, and I did eat
them; and thy word was unto me the joy
and rejoicing of mine heart" (Jer. 15: 16) ..
Moreover, if you once' get a taste of
the "joy of God's salvation," you will
lose all desire for these worldly intoxicants, called pleasures, that only leave a
deeper thirst, which in tui·n drives you
further afield in the world for the pleasures that satisfy not. The sweet waters
are not in the broken eisterns of your
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own hewing, but in the deep well of God's
salvation. "Be astonished, 0 ye heavens, at this, and, be horribly afraid, be ye
very desolate, saith the Lord. For my
people have committed two evils: they
have forsaken me, the fountain of living
water, and hewed them out cisterns,
broken cisterns, that can hold no water"
(Jer. 2: 12, 13). Is not this a vivid picture of those who have wearied of fellowship with God and gone over to the world
for their pleasures? This is the way and
the walk of the backslider. Is God such
a "way in the wilderness" that you must
needs cry out for the onions and leeks,
the melons, the fish, flesh and garlic of
Egypt, and rush down on to the ground
of i::latan for pleasures?
Do you say, "I know nothing of those
'joys of salvation' and 'pleasures for evermore' that you speak of'r" Of course not.
And how can you expect to? They are
not found in the ball-room and theater·,
among the world's people 'who are at
enmity against God. Such joys are found
in God's highway of holiness, where the
redeemed of the Lord walk, the Lord himself walking with them in the way. Why,
f1 iends, I would rather have the joy of
one hour's experience in winning souls to
Christ than all the pleasures the world
could giv;e in a score of years. I would
not exchange one day of the ''peace of
God that passeth all understanding" for
all the joy I ever had in the world-and
I lived in it for twenty years before I
found Christ.
I know to the full the world's amusements and pleasures. All that money,
and travel, and the world's society, both
high and low, could give, I had. I quaffed the world's cup of pleasure to the
bottom again and again. I know whereof I speak. Nor did I give these up for
lack of youth, and life, and opportunity
to enjoy them.
The blood courses as
young and warm in my veins even now,
after twenty years of Christian life, as in
yours; but I protest to you that the love
and service of God are so much better to
me that all the world has to offer presents
no temptation, if it has to be at the loss
of God's love; and such is the price the
Christian has to pay when he goes over
on to the world's ground for his pleasure.
God's love in the heart, the joys of
his heart, the joys of his salvation, are
mightier than all the siren songs of earth.
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We need no wax in our ears, no thongs to·
bind us to the masts of Zion's ships, as
we pass through the world, to save us
from the fatal charms of the sirens.
Like Orpheus, we have sweeter musia
with us of our own.
I am at a loss to conjecture what some
of these worldlv Christians will do when
they get to he-~ven-allowing that they
will be saved, as Lot was out of Sodom,
pulled out of the fire.
It will be a
strangely lonesome and dull place forth em;·
No ball-room, theater, opera, nor card
parties-having nobody for company but
the saints of all ages, who have washed
their robes and made them white and
clean in tJ,e blood of the Lamb, with no
occupation but the service of God. For
I can not but think that if they find the
fellowship of God and his saints dull, and
his service and presence not suited to
their worldly tastes here, neither will
they be there.
I venture now to say that those Christians who have walked mos~ constantly
in fellowship with the Lord, aud have had
the deepest communion with him, will
say that his ways are ways of pleasantness, and all his paths are peace (Prov.
3: 17). I tell you, believers, if we would
show forth these joys in our lives more
than we do, the unconverted would say,
"Truly these Christians have something
that we know nothing about. They have
sources of joy that seem altogether above
the world; joys that leave no dregs of
sorrow or disappointment in their cup."
Once more I protest that God has not leH
us without pleasures; ·and that out-andout devotion to him does not rob us of a
single pleasure, but gives something so
much better than the world has, that its
joys never come into the mind by comparison, and therefore lose their attraction:
Nor do we have to wait for our pleasures till we get to heaven. We have
them all the way along. Nor do you find
the true Christian sighing and pining,
and crying for the flesh-pots. of Egypt.
Yon never hear him going up and clown
talking about the leeks, and onions, and
melons, and cucumbers of the Egyptian
world. But you do hear these worldly,
theater and ball-room Christians complaining bitterly of the gospel and the
austerities of a consecrated life. They
are the legitimate descendants of the
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mixed multitude that came up out of
Egypt with the children of Israel (N um.
11: 4-6).

Speaking of the gospel, when preached
in simplicity, directness and power-the
true, heavenly manna "that is like unto a
coriander seed, and the taste of it like
wafers with honey"-they say, "Our soul
is dried away; there is nothing at all but
this manna." Oh, my friends, your soul
is not dried away by reason of the manna,
but for the want of U! When Faith,
Repentance, Regeneration, Sin, and Atonement are preached, these worldly ones do
not like it. They say, "lt is dry," and
·cry out for nice literary preachments of
fifteen or twenty minutes in length, well
beaten up in a froth of rhetoric, and
furnished with pleasant and entertaining
illustrations. "Give us science, literature, and ethics; tell us of the latest discovei"ies; what you saw in Europe. If
you must preach of sin, preach of the sin
.of the Turks, and of the Jews, who crucified the Lord; but do not talk about onr
sins-that is no.t pleasant. Preach of the
glories of heaven, and the certainty of
getting there when we have to lay down
this life; but do not preach about hell,
and future punishment, and the justice of
God, and thu necessitieR of moral govern.ment, for that is not pleasant, you know."
As for prayer-meetings, "they are dull
places;" and as to real personal work'Visiting the sick and poor, and a talk now
:and then with an unconverted neighbor·"0, dear, what do we kire church mission:liries for? I thought the curates were
paid for doing all that sort of thing.
Make the church bright and cheery. Do
not let the devil have all the nice things.
Have frequent strawberry festivals, and
ice-cream suppers, and old folks' conDerts, and garden parties, and charades,
itnd tableaux vivants, and private theatricals, and cards, and billiards. We must
have such things; for you know we young
folks must be amused; and there are
those among us not so very young who
like them as well as we. And mind, if
you do not provide amusement for us in
the church, we will get them elsewhere.
And do not be sparing of them, either,
because these pleasures are not very satisfying; we must have them often. And
if you do not have them often enough in
the church, why, we will go to the
theater. Besides, they are better at the

theater, and what's the difference after
all? If we have these things in the
church there can be no essential harm in
them anywhere. Too much preaching
and praying and singing is not good."
vV ell, friends, I would say to all such
demands, and those who come with them
-and they are being pressed upon us
like a fiood-"Go hence into the world if
you will; but we will not turn the Church
of God into a temple of Belial." And to
you who are so given up to pleasure I
would say, "Would to God you knew a
tithe of the joy we have in his service!"
My friends, you never find consecrated
Christians complaining that they have no
pleasures and sighing for amusements. It
is the idle, unconsecrated, and worldly
professor that runs after the pleasures of
the world and is never satisfied.
I appeal to all true ministers of Christ
if these are not true statements. They
will with one accord tell you that it is
not the consecrated, self-sacrificing members of their fioeks who are away in the
world seeking pleasure by conforming to
its practices. On the other hand, they
will tell you that it is their theater and
ball-room hc£bitues, their card-playing and
Sunday-driving members that give them
great heaviness and sorrow of heart .
The members whom they depend on for
prayer-meetings and personal spiritual
work are not those who have beeome
confederate with the world for its pleasures.
Now let me call your attention to on:e
specific form of worldly pleasure, which I
wish especially to expose as being out of
all character and keeping with the Christian profession ami. life; that which there
iR none more fascinating to the carnal
mind and unrenewed heart; for which
many young people make a last struggle
in their fight against the Spirit and word
of God, when he is dealing with them in
righteousness, to win them from sin to
salvation.
"I should like to be a Christian, but I do not want to give up dancing,"
is one of the common difficulties we meet
with in the inquiry-meeting; and it more
frequently comes from young ladies than
from young men.
There seems to be a
fascination and charm about the modern
fashionctble dance that nothing short of
divine power is able to break.
Against
this form of worldliness I wish to speak
with emphasis.
When I speak of the
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dance of society I have reference to the
most popular and fascinating feature of
it; namely, the round dances.
It is frequently interposed by the lovers
and defenders of the modern society
dance that "dancing was a scriptural practice." It is amazing how people will
quote Scriptures when they think they can
use them to defend some practice that is
agreeable to them. How ready they are
to question its authority when its teaching runs counter to their practices and
life!
Yes, dancing was a scriptural practice
-by God's people; but let us briefly look
at some of the Bible dances. The dance
among the Hebrews was either a religious
ceremony or the outward expression of
some great joy; it was usually participated in by women alone, and was a joyful skipping or leaping, accompanied by
some musical instrument or song. Mixed
dancing was unknown to the ~Hebrews,
unless it was in one case, where, at the
worship of the calf in the wilderness, it
is recorded that "the people sat down to
eat and drink, and rose up to play"
(dance]. (Ex. 32: 6).
With regard to this case, Paul used to
point a severe rebuke to the Corinthians,
who were going over to the idol temples
and mingling with unbelievers. "With
them God was not well pleased; be not
ye like unto them," says the apostle. On
the other hand, Miriam, the sister of Mo·
ses, danced with the Hebrew women to
celebrate the overthrow of Pharaoh. (Ex.
15). David danced before the Lord with
all his might, girded with a linen ephocl,
for joy at the bringing again of the ark.
There was music and dancing at the return of the prodigal. (Luke 15).
Thus we see there are two kinds of
dancing mentioned in the Bible, religious
and joyous dancing in praise to God, or
in celebration of some happy event; but
this dancing was never mixed. I do not
think many of your dancing Christians of
to-clay will say that they dance to praise
the Lord. The other kind was such as
was hurtful, and was reproved of God,
because it was 'lascivious in its purpose
and idolatrous in its associations. And
then there wag the dancing of Heroclias
which cost John the Baptist his head,
which led a distinguished minister to say,
"I can never see dancing, in view of that
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fact, without an uncomfortable feeling
about my throat."
Leaving this brief review of the Bible
dances, we call your attention to the modern society dance that people are so crazy
over; that has such fascinations as to cause
many persons to hesitate to give it np even
to receive Christ; and for the sake of which
many professors are turning their backs
upon the place. of prayer, the personal
work of their calling, and throwing away
their testimony for Christ.
I. The modern societv dance is one
form of that worldly ple~sure which the
Bible condemns. It is therefore to be
turned away from by God's people. I am
told that there is not so much dancing as
formerly; that the theater has largely
taken its place. I am glad if it is on the
wane; it will afford you a better opportunity to make a final separation from it.
But let us look at it, and see if we can
get at the true in ward ness of the faseination. We are not to consider it as it exists and is practiced in your low dancehouses and resorts of the openly lewd and
and unclean people (among whom, however, it is as popular as it is ,with "our
best society" people); but the modern
dance as it exists in the upper and socalled best cireles of societv.
One of the tests we apply to the theater
as an institution, to show that it is on the
enemy's ground, or is strictly a worlcly
institution, is this: it is worldly in its
management and patronage.
You can
not think of a theater being managed and
conducted by a company of thorough-going, out-and-out Christians; nor can you
think of it being maintained and patronized by that class of believers. It is
worldly in its management and worldly
in its patronage; that is to say, its patrons
are either composed of the world's people or of worldly professors of religion.
The same test applies to the modern
dance of so-called good society. Its promoters are worldly people; its participants are worldly and unchristian people,
or worldly professors of religion, who are
"lovers of pleasure more than lovers of
God." This is one of the crucial tests.
Can you think of the best Christian
you kn~w managing one of these fashionable revels, and mingling with these giddy
throngs?
'l'hink over those Christians
whom yon know, and who in your honest
judgment are the best examples of Chrifl-
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tian life and character, and tell me, are
they such as you meet at these places?
Can you imagine with satisfaction and
delight your past.or being a leader in the
modern dance? No, Why not? Is it
because it is not proper for him? And
why not for him? If it is right and harmless to body, soul, and spirit-an innocent,
pleasant and wholesome means of recreation a11d amusement-w.hy is it not good
for your pastors? Do you say they are
usually too old? Well, there are many
pastors who are not too old. No, friends,
that is not the reason. "The reason is,"
you will say, "that it is not just the pro,per thing for a minister. We expect
'ministers and deacons to be soberminded
-not long-faced-and earnest men of
God." But has God given us three planes
of Christian life that are to be lived upon
according to grade-first grade for ministers, second grade for deacons, and third
grade for laymen and womenr
I have heard it said, "If the church and
-certain ministers would be less strict in
their views, and Christiaus would more
freely participate in these innocent (?)
worldly amusements, it would tend to elevate them, and we should turn a great
many dancers to Christ." This is one of
the popular fallacies invented by the carnal mind which is easily refuted by expe-rience. The Christians who participate
in the modern dance do not alter the character of the dance; but they are themselves deteriorated by it. You may vainly
dream that you are exercising an elevating
influence upon it, though I doubt if that
is ever the reason why Christians engage'
in this amusement; but all experience
goes to show that instead of the dance being lifted up, the Christian is dragged
·down.
If you put a gold dollar into your
pocket with a leaden whistle, and carry
them awhile, what will be the result of
the friction between these two pieces? Is
it that the l~aden whistle is gilded, or is
the gold piece blackened? "Why," you
say, "the gold piece has lost its fair color,
and taken the base lead to itself." Even
so the effect upon the Christian mingling
with the world except for the purpose of
witnessing for Christ in it, is to dim the
pure gold of his life and turn it into tin.
·Put a company of Christians and a lot of
worldlings together in a ball-room, and
let this be done habitually; and you will

find that the Christians have· not lifted
the worldlings up to their level, but on
the contrary, the worldlings have dragged
the Christians down to theirs.
This is as infallible as law. It can not
be otherwise. Christians can not mingle
with the unconverted in their amusements
without losing their spirituality and
power. You are not invited to such
places as Christians, neither do you go
there as Christians. You can not think
of yourself as spending an evening in the
ball-room, and between the waltzes talking
with an unconverted partner, of Christ,
and hoping to lead such a one to faith in
him. For myself, I lay down this simple
rule; to accept an invitation to no entertainment, to go into no company, where I
should feel awkward in introducing christian conversation, or in speaking to a
friend about his soul. We are instructed
to be "instant in season and out of season." I do not say that we are alway8 to
make Christ and the things of his kingdom the subje0ts of conversation; but
that we are never willingly and knowingly
to place ourselves in surroundings that
will embarrass or prevent our so doing if
opportunity affords.
II. The modern society dance has all
the essential ear-marks of worldliness.
1. "The pride of life." Under no other
circumstances does the love of display
and dress so develop itself. Here there
is always a great rivalry. You can not
pick up a paper that gives an account of
a modern society ball, but you read that
the beautiful Miss So-and-so wore such
and snch a dress; the charming and elegant Miss B - - was attired so-and-so; the
queenly and graceful Miss. So-and"so was
arrayed in this wise; and so on ad i11finiturn. Can any one doubt that all this
ministers to the pride of life, which we
are expressly told "is not of the Father,
but is of the world"?
·
2. "The lust of the eyes and the lust of
the flesh," the desire t~ see and be seen.
'fhe whole plan of the modern danee is
arranged so as to intoxicate the brain, and
captivate and faseinate the senses. The
brilliantly lighted room, the glare of gaslights, the elegant costumes, the ravishing
strains of music, the rapid and intoxicating whirl of the dancers-all help to
throw the mind and heart into an unnatural excitement, and off the balance of
sober sense and Christian moderation. It
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is the unnatural excitement entering the hear me to-night, you shall be the judges.
<Soul through every sense, and intoxicating Is not the modern society dance essentialthe brain, that prevents most people from ly immodest?
<discovering the real evils of this most unI clipped the following from a paper a
healthy and perilous amusement.
short time since. It is part of a letter
I do not hesitate to say that the modern from Miss 0 live Logan to one of the New
society dance is essentially immodest. I York dailies. It is apropos of the modam now going to say some plain things. ern society dance:
I do not speak from choice, or because it
"I heard of a rather amusing reply;
'is a pleasure for me to do so. I would that given at a ball the other evening, by an
I did not feel the necessity. But I am American girl in London society, who
not about to say anything in your pres- had strayed away from the ball·room.
·ence that I would not say in the presence Her mother subsequently found her in a
remote nook with a gentleman who had
of my wife and daughter.
I maintain here on this platform, in the his arm around her waist, while she restface of this intelligent and Christian au- ed the tips of her pretty little fingers on
dience, in the presence of these parents his manly shoulder. 'Daughter, what does
and these daughters-not alone as a min- this mean?' exclaimed the irate mamma.
ister of the gospel, but also as a husband Saucy cheeks looked up calmly, and reand father-that no woman, be she mar- plied, 'Mamma, allow me to introduce
ried or single, can do such things and re- Captain X - - to you. I had promised
.tain the fine, keen, clear, pure edge of her him a dance; but I was so tired that I
rnodesty-I do not say chastity, I say could not keep my word, and I am giving
modesty. That you do it shows that the him a sitting·still waltz instead.' "
,keen, sensitive edge of maidenly modesty
"A sitting-still waltz!"
Do so herand womanly delicacy have already g9ne. minded parents and Christian men and
That you blush when I speak of it only women pretend to say that the music and
,shows that there is a resurrectio'n of the the publicity change "a sitting-still waltz"
blushes that the modern dance has killed, into a modest and harmless amusement?
It is the early training in the dancingand sent long ago to their graves.
"You do not dance?" queried a lady, not school, the glamour of gaslight, and the
long ago, of an acquaintance of mine, intoxication of the ball-room that have dewho was something of a wag and some- prived your wives and daughters and sis·
thing of a gallant, but who did not dance ters of that sensitive modesty which ena'With other men's sisters and wives, be- bles them to discern between the clean and
cause he would not allow his to dance the unclean, the chaste and the unchaste.
·with them.
"Sittmg-still waltzing" indeed! That
"No," he replied; "but if you have no is where you see the true inwardness of
.objection, while the others are dancing, I the modern dance. As a rule, married
would like to sit here with you, and put men object to their wives dancing with
.my arm about your waist, have you put other men. Why? Is it because they
your head upon my shoulder, and talk to doubt the modesty of their wives? It is
you; while you look up into my eyes, and because they, as a rule, know what the
modern dance means, from the man's
I look down in yours."
Friends, you should shed tears over the side of it at least.
A gentleman said to me a few winters
death of modesty, instt>ad of laughing at
her grave. And this is the modern dance, ago: "Mr. Pentecost, I think you are a
minus the music and the motion of the little hard upon the popular dance."
feet. Given the music and the step or
"Why, sir, do you approve of the popumotion, would your young men or maid- lar modern round dance?"
"Well," he said, "I think it is very nice
·€ns go to a ball-room and whirl about to
music, keeping time with the step, with- for other people's wives and daughters."
'OUt the embrace, each on his or her own And when I brought him sharp to the
account? Come now, yon mothers, who question, he said that he never allowed
are arraying and sending your daughters his wife and daughter to participate in
<to the modern dance, and carefully train- the dance; but he still thought that it
ing them in the fashionable academy for was very nice for other people's wives
.that purpose; come, young ladies, who and daughters .
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I can only say for myself if anybody's
wife or daughter or sister is going to
throw herself into the arms of every other
man in fashionable society, God forbid
that it should be my wife, or my daugthter or sister. For I dare to say, other
questions aside, that there is no fashionable society in our day and time that, as
a rule, excludes from its fellowship men
-aye, society men-who are known to
be unclean in their lives. It is one of the
shameful wrongs of fashionable society
that it does not brand licentiousness in
men. It is a shame to woman that what
she reprobates in her own sex she excuses
in man.
It is no uncommon thing for "smart
young men of society" to regale each
other with licentious remarks upon the
personal charms of their partners. I do
not speak of low libertines, but "smart"
young men, who go into the best worldly
society. I am not inventing points for
my discourse; I am telling yon sober
truths-that which my own ears have
beard. At a recent graduating hop given
by the high school of a beautiful New
England city two young men were overheard in the following conversation:
"You are not dancing this number?"
"No; all the desirable girls were engaged before I could fill my card."
"Why, there is Miss. - - ; she is not
dancing."
''Yes, but I do not care to waltz with
her."
"Why not? she is a beautiful dancer."
"That is quite true; but, my dear fellow, she is but skin and bones; I would
as soon dance with a broom-stick. When
a man waltzes he wants something that
will comfortably fill his arms."
But I am not to stop here. I go further,
and say that whatever blunts the edge of
modesty tends toward immorality.
I
therefore say that it logically and inevitably follows that the modern fashionable
dance is essentially immoral. I think I
can easily make that appear. If I do not
so demonstrate it, the friends and patrons
of it being the witnesses, then I am ready
to stand accused of misrepresentation.
During a series of gospel meetings,
held in one of the most cultivated, wealthy
and refined cities of New England, we
found that nothing so stood in the way of
the young people becomip.g Christians as

their reluctance to give up 'the societydance. As· a rule, every young person
who is brought under the power of· the·
convicting Spirit of God seems himself t()
realize that the theater a11d the dance are
something that ought to be relinquished.
It was really this feature ever cropping
out in our inquiry rooms that led me to
look more carefully into the matter.
I do not say that women go to the
dance to give themselves up to the lascivious embrace of men of impure purpose.
Indeed I believe to the contrary; for I do,
not think the majority of them are conscious of the secret of the strange fascination of the round dance. But I do say
that it is a dangerous and cruel thing to
put your daughters in the way of this immodesty, not to say immorality. What I
maintain is, that the round dance of the·
fashionable society can not be participated
in, in the heat and glare of the ball-room,.
with the accessories of music and motion,
with the close physical cr~ntact, without
intoxicating the brain and setting the passions of the giddy participants on fire. It
is physiologically impossible- deny it
who will!
Any intelligent and honest
physician will tell you so. I do not say
that the participants know, or are always
conscious of the secret cause of their·
pleasurable excitement; but the fact remains the same. Let me give yqu an illustration taken from a modern society
novel. It speaks for itsself without reference to its context.
"Helen could not remember the exactr.
moment of that marked change from con·
ventional respect to privileged familiarity.c
It was in a waltz perhaps, when, iured by
exquisite music, she had held on too long,
and had been almost fainting on his
shoulder, with the world all melting
around her, as if there were no more reality in life, only a sweet vague dimness,.
the perfume of golden lilies, golden lights
glimmering in a pale haze, and his voice
murmuring tenderly: 'Helen, my Helen.'"
The chief of police in one of our large
est eastern cities told me that seven-tenths.
of all the girls who came to a bad end
were tempted to their first fatal step·
through the seductions of the modern
dance'; that the destroyers of girls could
not prosper in their nefarious businesswithout the help of this alluring agency:
For these reasons and more, I maintain.,
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that the modern dance is undermining "that I have said these things, if it bas
the safeguards of modesty and virtue. decided you to keep your daughters at
Could we pastors draw upon the many home from the dance of modern fashiontales of sadness and woe that have come able society!"
to our ears, we could abundantly confirm
"But my daughters have always been in
all that I have said of the logical sequen- the habit of going to and participating in.
ces of this modern abomination-the sad the dance; and I do not think they have
and terrible practical consequences of it. ever been intoxicated in the least by it;
Do you say to me, "You ought not to and I do not think they were ever consay such things in the pulpit"? And why scious of an impure thought in their
not? Must the pulpit make no protest lives."
against these evils, while the daily press
"Perhaps not, madam."
regales you not only with impurity of the
"But they can never dance again withfashionable dance, but serves up to you out impure thoughts."
every morning for breakfast a feast of
"But, madam, if there is nothing to
filth and uncleanness, drawn from every provoke impure thoughts in the dance,
source otherwise hidden away from the they will not think them. I have not
eyes of the world? The fact is, the press made the dance impure by my statements.
of the day has so corrupted the moral I have only revealed and exposed the essense of the people by its unclean matter sential immodesty and impurity of it."
that sensitiveness to impurity is almost
Light flashed in upon nakedness, and
gone. And yet it is a safe thing to say impurity does not make the nakedness,.
that the moral tone of the press is as high but reveal~ it. Christian mothers, before
as the average moral tone of the commu- you send your daughters again to the
nity in which it is published. You make fashionable ball-room, where the round
your papers what they are by your pat- dance is the specialty of the evening, just
ronage.
remember that you are sending them to
But I am answered, "What may be the arms of a dozen or fifteen different
tolerated as a newspaper item, should not society men. And yon, christian young
be said in the pulpit." It is the business ladies who bear me to-night, ask yourof the pulpit to rebuke sin wherever it is selves the question, in the light of the
found; and if there were more plain facts above given-can you afford to·
speech in it, perhaps there would be a blunt the keen edge of maidenly modesty
against the modern fashionable society
healthier moral tone in the community. I
give this description of the modern fash- dance?
Do you say that you are not conscious
ionable dance, because I want thoughtless
girls and cruelly unthinking mothers, and, of any indelicacy of thought or position?
above all, p1·ojessing christian women, to I do not say that you are. But if you are
know what is even the world's estimate not, because for some unaccountable reaor their "darling amusement." If you son your modesty has not been awakened
have so far lost the keen edge of moral out of innocent unconsciousness, or for
perception, it may be that a rollicking the reason that it has been drugged by a
newspaper reporter may be called in to false society education, or intoxicated by
help the pulpit to bring you to your sober the accessories of the ball-room, then I
warn you that you are unconsciously thinchristian senses.
But you say the fashionable dance has ning down the wall of separation that God
not come to such a pass in our circle. I has set up for the defense and protection
trust not. But that is the port toward of woman's chastity. I do not say that
you know what you are doing, any more
which you are sailing.
A lady in an eastern city said to me than the moderate drinker knows that he
lately: "Mr. Pentecost, I am exceeding- is sipping himself into a drunkard, or siply sorry that you have made mention of ping into life and strength an appetite
that may put him into a drunkard's grave.
these things."
It may be well for you to know that
"Why?" I asked.
"Because after what von have said of the most popular round dances of present
the dance, I can never s~nd my daughters society are the invention of the demimonde of Paris, Vienna and London.
there again."
"Well, thank God, madam," I replied, Every posture, every motion was the in-
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vention of licentiousness.
And yet
-our society takes them, and lops off
here a little and there a little, and tones
down here a little and there a little,
and then dresses up the ghastly thing
:and introduces it into good society.
More than that, every society man will
tell you that the round dance is steadily
retrograding in the scale of modesty, and
that the popular dance of to-day would
not have been tolerated twenty years
ago; yet wise men more vehemently denounced the waltz fifty years ago than I
do now.
But you say, "Do you object to square
daneing-the good old-fashioned cotillion,
the Virginia reel, and so forth?" I answer: The old-fashioned dance of our
fathers, in itself harmless, is a thing of
the returnless past in modern fashionable
soeiety. In my dancing days, twenty
years ago, the cotillion predominated.
An occasional waltz or .3chottische was
introduced, and these were participated
in by brothers and sisters, or near relatives; and the young lady that waltzed
indiscriminately with the gentlemen she
met in society was considered a little
·"fast." And be it known that the waltz
of twenty years ago would blush itself
·out of the ball-room if brought into the
presence of the modern "hng-and-j ump"
waltz of fashionable society. Things
have changed since then. The round
dance is the rule, the square dance the
-exception; one of the latter is sandwiched
in here and there to break the too sudden
downward tendency of the modern dance
into the deep well of shameless immod-esty.
Our good Old and New England and
Virginia grandfathers and grandmothers
·could go to an apple-bee or a quilting, and
in the evening the young folks would
come in. There would be a game of
blindman's-buff, or some other rollicking
and fun-provoking amusement, wound up
with a cotillion or a Virginia reel, all
hands round, and then go home and be in
bed by ten, or eleven o'clock at latest.
Such a dance, if introduced, would be unpopular to-day. But the young lady who
refuses to fling herself into the arms of
any society man that comes around, and
.confines herself to square dancing, is
written down as a prude, or is suspected
-.of being pimls or puritanical.
But what about home dancing? N oth-

ing about it now; for that is not under
discussion, and nothing about it if it were
our theme. Provided only dancing could
be confined to home, it would be innocent
and harmless; but with present society
moral blindness and downward tendencies, it is to be avoided for fear of leading
the way for our children down into the
modern ball-room.
Now, my friends, these several moral
reasons apart-and eonsidering the modern dance only as an excessive and intoxicating worldly amusement--I as a christ~
ian minister, object to it, especially for
Christians, upon the following grounds,
which I can not do more than barely hint
at:
1. It proves that you are still "conformed to this world," and are living "ac~
cording to the course" of it, according to
Romans 12: 1, 2; Ephesians 2: 2; 2 Timothy 3: 2; and so far forth raises a serious question as to whether you have ever
been converted at all.
2. It brings the Christian under the
judgment of this scripture: "She that
liveth in pleasure is dead while she liveth."- -1 Tim. 5: 6.
3. It clearly interferes with making
your calling and election sure; and implies that you had forgotten that you
were purged from your old sins. (2 Peter
1: 4, 9.
4. It chokes the good seed of the kingdom in your hearts, and prevents the
bringing forth any harvest to God in
your life, according to our Lord's word"He that receiveth the seed among thorns
is he that heareth the word; and the cares
of the world, and the deceitfulness of
riches, and the pleasures of this life, and
the lust of other things, choke the word,
and he becometh unfruitful."-Matt. 13:
22; Luke 8: 14; Mark 4: 19.
5. It is a stumbling-block in the way of
the unconverted.
When I find, night
after night, in the inquiry room, young
people who give as a reason why they do
not become Christians, that they do not
want to give up dancing and theater-going, and who justify themselves on the
ground that it is a common practice
among church members, I am satisfied
that it hinders the cause of Christ .
A distinguished christian lady was recently spending a few weeks in a hotel at
Long Branch, and an attempt was made
to induce her to attend a dance, in order
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that the affair ~ight have the prestige be·stowed by her presence, as she stood high
in society. She declined all the importunities of her friends; and finally an hon·{)l·able senator tried to persuade her to attend, saying:
"Miss B., this is quite a harmless affair,
-and we want to have the exceptional hon.or of your presence."
"Senator," said the lady, "I can not do
it. I am a Christian; I never do anything in my summer vacation, or wher. ever I go, that will injure the influence I
have over the girls of my Sunday School
class."
The senator bowed and said: "I honor
you; if there were more Christians like
you, more men like myself would become
·Christians."
6. It tends to destroy and eradicate
-serious religious impression.
A young laily-dying from sickness
contracted in a ball-room, where she went
during a series of revival meetings-said,
in answer to the earnest pleading of her
pastor to give herself to Christ: '•No,
pastor, it is of no use; I can not come to
·Christ now. I was serious on the subjeet
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a few days ago, but now I have no feeling.
I danced away my convictions at the ball
where I caught the cold that is carrying
me to the grave."
I am satisfied that many young people
have thus danced away impressions that
have never returned.
For all these reasons, and many more
that might be given, I lift up my voice in
solemn and tender warning against the
Christian having any fellowship with the
modern society dance .
I dismiss you to-night with these last
words. I am sorry that it has been necessary for me to speak so plainly-that
there has been need of this discussion at
all. But I have done it out of a tender
regard for your good, and the honor of
Christ and his church; and I pray God
that ere you leave this house you will decide that, as for yourself, you will choose
the pleasures of the Christian life in fellowship with Him, rather than those hurtful ones of the world that can by no possible means do you auy good, but certainly tend to the choking of your christian
life, and the destruction of your influence
for good over others.
-Selected.

PRAIRIE FIRES.
BY T. S. BROWN,

U

OvV many of our young people have
seen one? You who have not have
missed one of the grandest sights it is
_given us to see. The impression so general, that they are always looked upon
with dread and fear, is an entirely errone•ous one. "Us boys" brought up in the
wilds of Pocahontas county, Iowa, used
to hail with delight the pungent odor of
--distant fire; for be it known that to one
liviug on the prairie the wind is generally
the first to bring us tidings of the enemy,
and so peculiar is the smell of the dried
and burning grass, that it is often carried
fifty or even one hundred miles from the
·.scene of the fire. In this we can see the
wisdom of an all-wise Creator, giving to
the dwellers of the plains a warning,
whieh, if they study it well, not only tells
·of danger to windward, but by its
strength or freshness tells near enough
for all practical purposes how far away

J .1

the fire may be, thereby giving time for
the prudent to prepare for its coming.
As before stated, "us boys" hailed with
delight the first faint token that we must
keep our eyes open. To us it was a break
in the monotonous ron tine of dail v life.
It meant excitement and even danger;
therefore we watched with interest the
grass growing drier and browner under
the sharp frosts of autumn, followed
during the day with a warm, drying sun.
Soon during the autumn evenings we used
to see far away where sky and earth met,
a tinge of red, and that meant fire, too
distant for us to even hope for it to reach
us, as the first fires burn slowly night
after night. However, on all sides they
seem to be closing in upon us, and we are
able to judge their distance by the signs
known to plainsmen.
At last a day arrives when away off
from the prairies of the south-west, it may
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be, comes the pungent warning, fresher,
stronger, and we know that the fire is
"dead to windward," and away off we see
a faint line of smoke arising, and we feel
that the breeze is freshening and settling
down for a gale.
To action! The day is upon us! Our
hay is stacked upon the prairie with fire
brakes burned around it, but there are
stacks of both grain and hay around the
farm; the house itself needs protection;
there is fox-tail and tumble-weeds in the
maple grove; there are several tons of oat
straw already threshed that must be protected; there is half a mile of fence, (rail
fence, for we live near the Des Moines,
and own a timber-lot on the river); there
is half a mile of willow hedge that must
be saved, so the breaking plow is hastily
thrown into the wagon, the team hitched
on, and away we go on a run, and the fire
more than thirty miles away!
But
there is no time to spare. \V e run
two lines of breaking about four feet
wide and forty feet apart entirely around
the south and west sides of the farm turning it into the plowed fields at each end,
watching anxiously to windward, "us
boys" fearing that something might stop
its coming, but there is no danger; the
smoke cloud thickens and widens till it
casts a sickly, browni~'<h shadow over the
sun. We hasten now to stable the team,
and with wet rags and bundles of brush
for whipping the fire in band, we cautiously touch a match to the narrow strips between our two lines of breaking, commencing at the extreme north end, for
unless the fire backs against the wind we
fear we can not keep it within its narrow
limits.
The work is at last accoplished, and it
is with relief we contemplate our fire
break, and warm with the exercise of whipping out the spots where here and there
it has escaped its bounds, we return to
the farm building.
A strong wind is
blowing, and now the whole south and
west seems a brownish curtain of gushing
smoke; but as yet no flame can be seen
on account of the range of hills rising
southward and westward, almost shutting
us in; but now we hear the roar of the
terrible giant marching upon us. It is
not like the roar of a sea, it is not like
ten thousand cattle Htampeded; neither is
it just like distant thunder, but it seems
to combine all these similies into one rush-

ing, crushing caldron of sounds, and as.
we listen and gaze, a tongue of flame lifts.
itself above the hill-top, snaps short off,.
coils and twists into the ·air, and is gone;
then another and another, and suddenly,.
like a terrible army with banners, the
whole head and front of the fiery sea
sweeps like a flashing blood red billow
past the western end of the bills and away,
away to the west over hill and dale and
reaching as far as the eye can see the line
extends, bent and curved, turned into
angles by the lay of the land. Yet it
sweeps on with an unbroken front; and
over the hills to the south the same scene
bursts into view, and here it com8s. The
hills are nearly a mile away, and yet it
only seems to have planted its advance·
guard upon them before its main army is.
flanking us in the valley, and now to action: There is a hiss and roar and thunder
of flame. It has swept up to our fire
break and leaped over and lapped across.
it as though it were a cow path, and all
we can do is to make the fight around our
home. It leaps through the corn, it hisses
through our maple grove, and now mingled with other sounds comes the regular
beat of our weapons of war fight.ing for·
the house; every inch of ground is contested; tbP wind lifts up the flame for a
moment, too bot for mortal flesh, and we
stagger back dismayed, then it dies away
again, and like a tiger we spring upon
the enemy and literally beat it out of
existence.
We have passed the house; it is safe,.
thank God! And now we close in for a
death struggle around the stacks and stables; the fire surges perilously near; three
of us throw our whole strength and energy
into resounding blows until, like a snarling
wolf, it creeps past the first stack and along·
the others; how like a demon the fire
creeps up in the short grass till by actual
measurement, afterward taken, it comes.
within six feet of one stack; and if one goes
all go, grain, hay and barns; but the victory
is ours; all honor to brnsh and wet rags;
and it creeps away again, beaten and baffled, and the fight is ended.
Lucky to save everything, yon say?·
We didn't; when the smoke cleared away
we found we had lor;t our oat-straw, several acres of corn, all our rail-fence and
part of the hedge and about sixty tons of'
good hay. Enough was left us, however,.
for all our needs. Maybe yon would like·
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"our pictures after the fire. Black, burned,
eye brows and lashes gone, perspiration
making clean streaks down across our
heated faces, we were a tired lot, yet
·each one felt himself a hero; and indeed
if a man or boy had left his post for a
single moment after the fire broke over
bounds, we would have lost all.
Even
mother turned ont the stock, and drove
them from the stable, as we were so mixed
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up in fi1·e and smoke that she was certain
all was going.
But says one, "You speak of these
things as real instead of fiction."
All this happened in 1867, just as related here, underdrawn. if anything. I
would that I could paint you a better picture. I wish all could see such a fire and
be free from the element of danger.
POJHONA, California.

THE STORY OF THE BOOK OF MORMON.
BY ELDER H. A. STEBBINS.

CHAPTER XX.

BOOK OF NEPHI, THE SON OF NEPHI.
'The Nephites after the great calamities.-Their conversation.-The appearance among them of the crucified
Lord Jesus Christ.~He teaches them that he is their
Savior; also that they are the Other Sheep spoken of
in John's testimony.-He culls men to preach the gospel and to bnptize.-He declares the true mode of baptism, and the form of words to be used by his disciples.
-His teachings as to the life and conduct of his followers.~The Law of Moses at an end.~The Prophets
to be fulfilled.-ChriRt's mission to Israel, including the
Ten Tribes.~All will yet be in One Fold and with One
Shepherd.

·'ZJFTER the great calamities that have
/ 1 been related, and when theN ephites
had partially recovered from the terror
·.of them, there was, upon a certain occasion, a large gathering of the people in
and around the temple that was situated
in the land Bountiful. And while they
were thus together they conversed about
the marvellous events that had so recently
taken place, during which brief time so
many cities had been overthrown and
woe and death been brought upon thousands of their brethren throughout the
land. They also rehearsed in wondering
tones the strange circumstance of a voice
speaking to them from the heavens, by
which they were informed as to the causes
·Of those dreadful destructions, and were
told of Christ's purposes in coming into
the world as their Messiah and their Redeemer. Now, while they were thus conversing, again a voice was heard; and, as
they looked toward heaven and listened,
these words came unto them:
"Behold my beloved Son in whom I am

well pleased; in whom I have glorified
my name; hear ye him."
Then they saw descending from above
a personage whom they supposed was an
angel; and they were astonished beyond
measure at what they saw. When the
visitor had descended to the earth he
stood upon the ground near them; and, as
if to invite their attention, he reached out
his hands toward them. And when he
had done this he sai.d that he was Jesus
Christ, the Son of God, of whom the
patriarchs and prophets had spoken from
olden time; that in his work of making
an atonement for all mankind he had
now suffered for them and for the whole
race by drinking of the bitter cup of
humiliation and death at the hands of
men, and all this in order that the world
might be saved from its disobedient and
lost condition. He also said that in this
and in all other things he had done the
will of the Father from the beginning.
When he had thus spoken the N ephites
remembered that their prophets had in
former days plainly declared that a Savior
should come, and that this land of theirs
would be visited by him after his crucifixion at Jerusalem. Then were they stricken with still greater astonishment, and
also with such awe that they fell to the
earth, wondering if it was indeed true that
they had lived to see the things that their
fathers had so often said must come to
pass. Then Jesus called them to come and
see the prints of the nails that still remained in his hands and in his feet, so
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that they might know that he was not build upon the rock of eternal truth and:
simply an angel but that he was indeed such should gain eternal life. · Thereforethe Lord from heaven; that he was their he commanded his Neph1te di:<ciples to
crucified Redeemer, even the one who bad go out and preach these things both unto·
been slain by their brethren, the .Jews, in the Nephites and to the Lamanites.
He
the land of their fathers, just as the proph- also told the people that those whom his
ets upon both continents had foretold ministers baptized with water, them
would be the result. And when theN epb- would he baptize with the Holy Spirit
ites had obeyed him they became satisfied and with fire, and that their sins should
that this Being had indeed been crucified, be remitted.
but they witnessed that he was now alive,
Then he taught them what are called
and that be had p0wer to come unto them the Beatitudes, the same as he had done·
from the heavens above. This caused them to the people of .Judea and Galilee, sayto sing praises unto God their Creator; and ing, Blessed are the meek, blessed are the·
they worshipped .Jesus as the Sonof God. merciful, ble;;sed are the pure in heart,.
Then the Savior called Nephi unto him, etc.
He said that he gave unto his peoand to him and to eleven others he gave ple upon this continent that they also·
authority to baptize. And thm·ewith he should be as a city set on a hill, as the·
gave them full instruction as to the mode salt of the earth, and as the light of the·
of baptism, together with the form of world to those around them.
He spoke·
words to be nRed by them when perform- of the necessity of his people being coning the ceremony, as follows:
trite in spirit, lowly in heart, and upright
''vVhosoever repenteth of his sins, and in their lives. Indeed, he gave in substance
desireth to be baptized in my name, in the same line of moral and ><pi ritual instruc-this wise shall ye baptize them: Behold, tion for the government of his N ephite and
ye shall go down and ~tand in the water, Lamanite disciples that he had a short
and in my name shall ye baptize them. time before given to the people of .J erusa-And these are the words which ye shall lem, in what is known as the Sermon on
say: Having authority given me of .Jesus the Mount.
Christ I baptize you in the name of the
However, it may be well to mention that
Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy the things he taught them were concerning
Ghost; Amen. And then shall ye immerse ·the duty of any who hold hardnessthem in the water and come forth again against another to seek for reconciliation
out of the water."
before coming to worship God; of the
Furthermore, he taught them not to marriage covenant and adultery; of lov-contend and dispute concerning the prin- ing their enemies in5tead of doing evil in
ciples of his doctrine; saying to them return for evil; of giving unobtrusively
that contention was not of God but of to the poor, and of praying for the purSatan. For he it is who moves upon the pose of being heard of God instead of
hearts of men to contend against each that they might b9 seen of men; of the·
other in anger or illfeeling; and when proper method of fasting; of laying up
any person manifests that this spirit is treasures in heaven, and of the danger or
within them, then it can be known that it serving mammon; of the just and imparis of the evil one while they are so influ- tial judgment to be meted out by and by;
enced to act and speak.
of the mote likely to be in the eye of the
After that .Jesus instructed the people, fault-finder; of the duty to seek in order·
and especially the chosen ministers, that to find, to knock that it might be opened,
the doctrine of their heavenly Father was and to ask of God in order to receive his
that men should believe on the Son of gifts: of the straight gate ani! narrow
God; that they ought to repent of their way being the true way; of the necessity
sins and be baptized for the remission of doing the will of God; of false prophof the same, and to the intent that they ets that would arise; of the good tree and
might enter the kingdom of God.
He the evil tree be;tring their fruits; of the
declared that whosoever shoulrl. obey this wise man building on the rock and the·
teaching; unto them would the Father bear foolish man building on the sand; and
witness that .Jesus Christ was his Son, and many other things of like nature did he,
the Savior of the world. Moreover, be instruct them in.
who would build upon this doctrine would
He taught his ministers that they should
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go out to preach without thought of their
hire or for their food and clothing, saying
that they shoulq only think about the kingdom of God and the salvation of men.
Following the above order Christ
taught theN ephites that the law of Moses
was now no longer in force, its original
purposes being fulfilled and ended.
But
he Raid that the words of the prophets
had not yet all come to pass, therefore
those not yet fulfilled would be apparent
in their time, and that not one of them
should fail of fulfillment.
Furthermore Christ spoke to them of
the important fact that they were Israelites; and, still further, that they were of
the posterity of Joseph of Egypt; and
that this was the land that God gave to
their fathers as an inheritance for them
and for their descendants. He likewise
said that he had told the people of J ernsalem that he had other sheep who were
not of that fold whom he must visit,
so that they, being also of Israel, might
hear his voice; and that now he had come
to them in fulfillment of that promise.
For he was not sent to the Gentiles, his
ministry being altogether to Israel, and
his appointed work exclusively to the
children of Abraham.
Therefore unto
them he came now, in fulfillment of
his mission from the Father.
He also
said that there were others of their race
whom he must visit, and that by and by
he wonld gather all Israel into one fold,
at which time he would be the one Shepherd over them.
(Note 37). \Vith chapters fi' e and eight were
givpn some of the evidences, corroboratil-e of
the tpach ings of the Book of Mormon, that the
ancient Americans ''"ere of Hebrew origin, and
that they esteemed the croes as a religions emblem and re,·ered itasasacred symbol. And as
the prpsent chapter giYes the story of Christ's
personal appearance to the Nt>phite~, and shows
that he annonneed to that people that he was
their Savior and that they were of A braham's
posterity, therefore it will now be in ordt>r to preEent some valuable antiquarian matter in proof
of the claim that this continPnt was viBited bv
Christ in person. It "·ill include further eddences from the historical traditions, tl>e writing~, the paintings, and the scnlptured walls of
the ancient cities, that the anl'estors of the people found by the Spaniards did know, as -the
Book of Mormon affirms, that the Son of God
came as the Savior of the world, and that he
was crncified by men.
Lord Kingshorough relates that when Las Casas, the Catholie BishopofChiapa, passed through
Yue;ttan he ~ent one of his priests to the interior of the country, and that this prie~t afterwards wrote to Las Casas that, in reply to
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questions concerning the religion of their fath ..
ers, one of the chief natil•e Lords said to him:
"That their God was Father, Son, and Holy
Ghoet; that the Son was called Bacab, who was
bom of a virgin ... and that the Holv Ghost
was called Echuah. They said that Ba~·ab the·
Sc.m, was put to death by I~opuco, who scou'rged
hun and put a crown of thorns upon his head,
and placed him with hi~ arms stretched upon a
beam of wood, to whieh they believed he had
not been nailed, but tiPd; and that he died
therP, and remained during three davs dead.
and the third dav he l'ame to life and ,i:scended
to hea1·en, where' he is with the Father."-Mexican Antiquities, vol. 6, page 141.
"Among the many arguments which might
be brought forward to show that Christianity
had, in very early ages, extended it~elf to·
America, one of the sfrongest and most convincing is the fact tltat the doctrine of the Trinity wa~ known in Peru, New Spain, and Yucatan. This fact rests on the authority of Yery
respectable writers. Acosta, iu his 'Natural and
Moral History of the Indians,' distinctly asserts
it: and the celebrated Las Casas, Bishop of
Chiapa, as cited by Torquemada, says that he
heard it from a person worthy of credit. . . .
The Baron De Humboldt also says that th&
1\fuyscas of Bogota likPwise believe in the existence of a trinity."-Mexican Antiquities, voJ._
6, page 158.
"De Salem· says: 'The chiefs and men of rank
in the province of Chiapa were acquainted with
the doctrine of the Holy Trinity. They call
the Father leona, the Son Baeab, and the Holy
Ghost Estruach; and certainly these names
resemble the Hebrew, especially Estruach, for
Rnach in Hebrew is the Holv Gho~t.' As in
the tradition eurrent in Yucatan of Bacab and
his crucifixion ... so in these Mexican paintings many analogies may be traced between tbe
events to which they evidently relate and the
hi~tory of the cmeifixion of Christ as contained
in the New Testament. The subject of them.
all is the same, bping the death of Quecalcoatle
upon the cross, as an atonement for the sins of
mankind. In the fourth page of the Borgian
Manuscripts he see!lls to be crucified between
two persons who are in the aet of reviling him."
-lVfPxican Antiquities, vol. 6, page lo6.
On the one hundred and sixty-third page of
the eame volnme King~borough says that Las
Casas rehtes that while Go" ez was in the
province of Gniaxca he was Fhown sheets of
paper that were drawings copied from extremely ancient paintings on long pieces of lea< her
that were rolled up and much ~moked, alld
that these were obtained from ~otne Indians
who dwelt on the roast of the Caribbean RPa,
"who stated that they received them from,
tlteir ancestors." Upon these were pictured a
holy woman, who, without being with a man,
should giYe birth to a great prophl't, and that
he should snffer death at the hands of hi'! mvn
people, "and accordingly he was represented in
the painting as crndfied, with his hand~ and
feet tied to the cross, without nails." Kingsborough says further:
"If more of the historical paintings and monuments of Yncatan had been preserved we
would probably have been ahle to ha,·e determined whether Bacab and Quecalcoatle were-
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only two different names for the same deity,
who was worshipped alike by the Mexicans and
the people of Yucatan . . . . The interpreter of
the Vatican Codex says that the Mexicans had
a tradition that Quecalcoatle like Bacab died
upon the cross, and he seems to add that it was,
according to their belief, for the sins of mankind. This tradition ... acquires the most au·thentic character from the corroboration which
;it receives from several paintings in the Codex
Borgia, which actually represents Quecalcoatle
-crucified and nailed to the cross. These paintings are contained on the fourth, seventy-sec·ond, seventy-third and seventy-fifth pages of
the above mentioned manuscript. On the seventy-second page Quecalcoatle is painted in the
attitude of a person crucified, with the impression of nails both in his hands and feet, but not
. actually upon a cross . . . . His body seems to
•be formed out of a resplendent sun . . . . The
·skulls above signify that the place is Tzonpantrli, a word which exactly corresponds (in the
Mexican) with the Hebrew word Golgotha ...
·On the seventy-fifth page he is again represent. ed as crucified, and one of his hands and both
his feet seem to bear the impression of nails.
He appears, from the phonetic symbol placed
near his month, to be uttering an exclamation,
. and his body is strangely covered with suns.
If the Jews had wished to apply to their Messiah the metaphor of the 'Son of Righteousness'
they would have perhaps painter! him with
·such emblems."-Mexican Antiquities, vol. 6,
pp. 165, 166.
The following statement by Kingsborough is
very significant, when taken in connection with
the words of J olm the Baptist concerning Christ
.and one part of his cleansing work, as found in
Matthew 3: 12, as follows: "Whose fan is in
his hand, and he shall thoroughly purge his
floor." And the figure and its symbols are
made still more remarkable as memory calls up
the prophecies of Joel, and Jesus, and John,
that at Christ's Becond coming the sickle shall
be thrust in and the harvest of the earth be
reaped, fiJr the gathering of the goou grain and
the burning of t•,e tares. Kingsborough says:
"Both a fan and a sickle were sometimes placed
in the hand of Quecalcoatle, as woulrl appear
from a bust whieh is preserved in the British
~iuseum, the countenance of which is mutilated
and the curve of the sickle in the right hand
broken off."-Mexican Antiquities, vol. 6, p.
168.

.

The following statement is concerning Dupaix's discovery:
"Mons. Dupaix discovered in the province of
Tlascala a bust which so exactly corresponds
with the description given by Herrera of the
image of Quecalcoatle, which was adored in that
city, that we can not refrain from referring to
the fifty-third plate of the second part of his
'l'l1onuments.' ... It deserves to be remarked
that both of the hands of the figure seem to be
piercerl with nails, the heads of which are invi-ible. The tradition current in Yucatan that
Eopuco crowned Bacab with thorns appears also
to be preserved in its head-dress. A crown of
thorns of another fashion may perhaps be recognized on the head of another piece of ancient
sculpture discovered by Mons. Dupaix. .
The crown seems to be formed out of the

thorny lea Yes of the aloe. If such testimony as
that of Las Ce~sas, Kemesal, De Sa) car, and Torqnemada, may, from the importance of the subject, still stand in need of further corroboration
it is afforded by the discovery by Mons. Dupaix
of a cross in a temple, when he was investigating the ruins of the ancient city of Palenque."
-Mexican ,\ntiquities, vol. 6, petgc 169.
"We also insert a passage from Cogulludo's
History of Yucatan, which is very remarkable,
as the cross there mentioned had the image of
a crucified person sculptured upon it. He relates as follows: 'In the middle of the court
... in Merida there is a stone eross, the thickness of which is about six inches . . . . The figure of a saint crucified is sculptured in mezzOrelievo on it. It is understood to have been one
of the crosses which in the times of Indian paganism were discovered in the island of Cozumel.' "-JVIexican Antiquities, vol. 6, page 169.
Many writers and explorers testify as to the
cross having been a common emblem in Central
America and Mexico at the time they were discovered by the Spaniards. Prof. Bald win and
the Hon. Ignatius Donnelly state as follows:
"The cross is one of the most common emblems preEent in all the ruins. This led the
Catholic missionaries to assume that knowledge
of Christianity had been brought to America
long before their arrival."-Ancient America,
page 109.
"When the Spanish missionaries first set foot
upon the soil of America ... they were amazed
to find the cross as devoutly worshiperl by the
Indians as by themselves . . . . The hallowed
symbol challenged their admiration on every
hand."-Atlantis, page 319.
The Hon. H. H. Bancroft relates in his volumes as follows:
"The island of Cozumel was especially devoted to religious observances. and was annually
visited by a great number of pilgrims. There
were therefore more religious edifices here than
elsewhere. Among them is mentioned a square
tower . . . . It was surrounded by an enclosure,
in the middle of which stood a cross nine feet
high."-Native Races, Yol. 2, page 793.
"In a tablet on the wall of a room in Palenque
is a croos surmounted by a bird."-Native
Races, vol. 3, page 13.5.
"One of the most remarkable emblems of the
Mava worship, in the estimation of the conque.rors, was the cross, which has also been noticed in other parts of Central America and in
Mexico . . . . The cross is to be found in Mexican manuscripts."-Native races, vol. 3, pp. 468,
469.
On page 470 Mr. Bancroft again mentions the
one on Cozumel, and the one at Merida, previously mentioned from Kings borough; and he
adds concerning the one at Palen que:
"The sculptured cross at Palenque has the
Latin form. A bird is perched on its apex, and
on either side stands a human figure, apparently priests.''-Native Race8, vol. 3, p. 470.
Again he mentions the same cross and figures,
as follows:
"Fixed in the wall at the back of the enclosure, and covering nearly its whole surface, was
the tablet of the cross, six feet four inches high,
ten feet eight inches wide, and formed of three
stones. The center stone and part of the west-
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,ern bear the sc11lptured figures shown in the cut.
'The rest of the western and all of the eastern
stone vvere covered with hieroglyphics .... The
subjeet doubtless possessed a religious signification, and the location of the tablet may be
considered a sacred altar, or most holy place, of
the,ancient Jliiaya priesthood. Two men, probablr priest~, clad in thP rolwq Rnr1 inqignia of
their office, arp making an offering to the cross,
or to a bird pPrched on its summit."-Native
:races, vol. 4, pp. 333, 334.
Bancroft mentions other crosses as follows:
"Brasseur de Bourbourg te:ls us that the ruins
,of Quecalcoatle's temple at Tulancingo were
visi!Jle long after the Conquest, and also speaks
of a subterranean palace called Mictlancako, and
:a stone cross discovered on Mount lVleztitlan.
Veytia also speaks of the cross of Meztitlan,
sculptured on a lofty and almost inaccessable
cliff."-Native Races, vol. 4, p. 544.
On page 545 of the same volume he mentions
a house in one of the ancient cities of north, eastern Mexico that has a room which, he says,
"contains the remains of a kind of altar, and a
sculptured cross." Of still another people, those
,of Peru, he remarks:
"I may mention here that the Incas pos~essed
a cross of fine marble, or jasper, highly polished
and all of one piece. It was three-fourths of an
ell in length and three fingers in thielme~s; it
was kept in a sacred chamber of the palace and
held in great Ycneration!'-Nrttin~ Races, vol.
5, p. 48.
Of Quetzalcoatle, the Toltec Savior, Bancroft
sayR that one of his symbols, sculptured or
painted with him, was the cross; and he adds:
"Quetzalcoatle is said to have been a white
man, with a strong formation of body, broad
forehead, large eyes, blaek hair, and a heavy
beard. He always wore a long white robe,
which, according to Gomm·a, was decorated with
crosses. He had a mitre on his head and a
stick in his hand."-Native Races, vol. 3, p. 274.
Kingsborough quotes from the Italian his'torian, Botturini (who visited Mexico in A. D.
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1835), who says that the Mexican traditions
"recount to us the historv of the creation of the
world, of the deluge, of.the confusion of tongues, ... of their· ancestors' !mig travels in
Asia," and he adds that thev make record of a
certain year as the one in which took place the
great eclipse which happened at the time of the
crucifixion."- Mexican Antiquities. vol. 6, p.
176.
The Book of Mormon itself fullv attests of
the knowledge had by the ancients" concerning
God, rmd his ·Son, and the Holy Ghost; and especially of their understanding the atonement
made by Christ. As, for instance, the following passages are samples:
'·For this intent havP we written these things,
that they may know that we knew of Christ,
and that we had a hope of his glory many hundred years before his coming. . . . and we worship the Father in his name."-Book of .Jacob,
3:1, 2.
"And he shall be called Jesus Christ, the Son
of God . . . . And he cometh unto his own that
salvation might come unto the children of men,
even through faith on his name. And they
shall consider him a man and say that he hath
a devil, and shall scourge him and crucify him.
And he shall riEe the third dav from the dead;
and, behold, he standeth to judge the world."Mosiah 1: 14.
Upon the subject of American antiquities and
traditions the celebrated Le Plongeon writes as
follows:
'·The fact that the same doctrine of a Supreme
Deity, composed of three parts distinct from
each other, yet forming one, was uniyersally
prevalent among the civilized nations of America, Asia, and the Egyptians, naturally leads to
the inference that, at some time or other, communieations and relation~, more or less intimate,
have existed between them.''-Sacred Mvsteries
of the Mayas, page 56.
·
For the extrads from Lord Kingsborough's
work I am indebted to ElderS. F. ·walker.
(To be continued).

THE LUXURY OF GIVING.

\TOU have alreadv
'1 "preachments" or{

heard various
the subject of
little presents.
Yon have also heard a
great ~any speak in various styles of the
luxury of giving. But I feel sure that
very fevv of you have thought of all
that might be said in this connection.
It is a luxury to give.
But, just be·
cause it is a luxury, many seem to think
that they can not afford it-or, as they
say, they have nothing to give, or nothing
worth giving. Now, ,I know you want to
interrupt me, just here, with, "0h, yes!
You're going to say it isn't the costliness
of the gift, but the feeling, etc."
No, I
am not going to say that-you have heard
it before, ana if you hadn't, your common

sense would be sufficient to teach you
something of the kind, What I am trying to say is: Giv:e at all times, and give
not only little things, but very little
things-things which seem to have no
value at all.
Do I make my meaning clear?
Well,
if I do, all right-if not, I must try to illustrate.
It is my lot to have more
papers and magazines than I can keep for
myself, so that I frequently have opportunity to send copies to friends.
I did
not suppose I was doing anything extra,
until one day, I heard something like this:
"I am so glad you sent me the February
number of so-and-so! It was just what I
wanted to complete my set!" This taught
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me a lesson. I had just what some one
else wanted-while, to me, perhaps it was
worth only its value as waste-paper.
I don't mean giving away your old
trash in the hope that somebody else can
use what you don't want-but give what
you consider little, and then expect to be
surprised sometime that it was, after all,
great. (Above all, never give half-worn or
old clothing to any one whom you call
friend-if you do, yon are seeking to undermine his or her self-respect, which is,
or ought to be, dearer than anything else
in the world; besides, if time or trouble
must be expended in needed alteration,
the actual value of the gift is doubtful).
Give what however. trifling it may be, is
good of its kind.
Take the case of two or three sisters.
One purchases a box of cotton, containing more spools than she is likely to use
for a long while. She finds this out, and
says to another sister, "I have more cotton
than I want-help yourself to a spool or
, two if you like." This is a very little
thing to say or do; one spool is worth less
than five cents. But because it is worth
so little, the other sister can take it without any sacrifice of self-respect, feeling
that she could easily return the favor,
and also that she has not robbed anybody.
Nor is this all. Imagine the recipient
saying to herself: ''I do want a spool of
cotton to-day, but I can not buy it without breaking my last dollar. That dollar
I must use for a pair of gloves, or I can
not go to the concert this evening. Now
this little spool of cotton has made it possible for me to enjoy a delightful musical treat.
Do yon not begin to see, then, how it is
that the pennies run away with the dollars? And that it is the lack of the little
things which interferes with our higher
intellectual and moral development? I
have no doubt whatever that the reason
the poor stay poor is becauss they are so
constantly obliged to fritter away their
dollars in pennies for what a few more
pennies at a time would buy, if they only
had these pennies ·in the first place; and
that ignorance and ill health alike are
caused by similar petty, pitiful waste.
The miseries of the world may be accounted for in much the same way; people can not get the little things which
morally belong to them, and are thus
driven to squander the great things. It

is the identical principle everywhere from
the poor washerwoman, who buys her·
coal by the bucket, anc thus pays in the·
end nearly twice as much as if she had'
bought it by the ton, to the beauty who,
marries a rich old man to support her,.
and thus cuts off all hope of a real love·
and a happy motherhood.
Now, would 'you not like to be one of
those who helped some sister woman to
the little things whieh she ought to have,.
and thus eonstruct a bridge for her to
better possibilities? A narrow, shaky
bridge it may be--only a plank--but
what of that, if it aided her to "get there"?
Oh, I don't mean to write slang; there is..
more of real philosophy, of genuine inspiration in those two words than you·
think for. Repeat them sometimes when
you feel real down-hearted and see if I aiiD
not telling you the truth.
I knew a young woman who loved
beautiful surroundings, and would have·
enjoyed having her room dainty and
cosy, but she supposed such a thing impossible. She read eagerly every article
on "Horne Decoration," that carne in her
way, hut she always threw it aside with
a disappointed sigh.
"That article·
sounds reasonable," she would say "it
is intended for persons of "small means."
But what about people who have no
means at all? if it takes every cent for
board and washing, while clothing comes,
by aecident or Providence, how much
"small means" is there left? The articles
all say: "Take a piece of silk, costing
about twenty-five cents·-- I don't see a
twenty-five cent piece for weeks at a time.
Those writers must be rich--tht>y couldn't
understand that."
.
But "those writers" are not rich-they
could understand. Unfortunately, however, for some of their readers, they do·
not often say so. Shall I try to make up·
for their short-comings and say that I do
understand'? To show that I do, I will
tell you what this girl did next:
She said to her sister: "I want my
room to look nice, but I haven't anything
to put into it. Have you anything to·
give me?"
With one accord they declared that
they had nothing, "exeept," ventured one
after a slight hesitation, "a little ball of
red Saxony."
"A little ball of red Saxony!" exclaimed
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the young woman, eagerly, why didn't
you say so before?"
"I didn't suppose you'd take such a
little thing," answered the sister. "I
didn't like to give it to you."
"You have given me something better
already, declared the young woman, "You
haqe given me hope. If all my friends
gave me as much as that little ball of red
Saxony, I'd have plenty to do with. Why,
I might embroider something with the
Saxony.
And now the other sister spoke up,
warmly, "Of course you could. And I
have something you could embroider on
--a coffee bag. It takes cross stitch
beautifully. You could make a nice mat
for your floor."
"So I could," said the young woman,
"without costing me a penny, and I can
pick it up at odd moments and in the
evenings. If I bought a Smyrna rug it
would cost me a dollar. I only earn a
dollar a day, so if I spend money for a
rug it would be throwing away one day
of my life."
"Then the little ball of red Saxony and
the coffee bag may help you to live one
day longer," observed the second sister,
even if they are worth nothing in themselves."
It is scarcely necessary to add that
both sisters and friends found that they
had plenty to give, although not one si:ngle article was worth more than the little
ball of red Saxony. And the young woman herself found that she had plenty to
give others, although not a single article
that she could use herself. Thus while
one could send her a dainty bunch of
pressed ferns, tied with the fresh end cut
from a half worn ribbon, she could make
the donor's child happy with a few gay
lithograph cards.
The universal custom of exch~nging
flower seeds has much to recommend it.
So has the old time country fashion of
neighbors sending each other "tastes" of
their cakes and preserves. If the same
idea could only be carried further, how
much better it would be. Why should we
have apples dropping off our trees, and
rotting on the ground, when every city in
the land is full of hungry little mouths?
Why should orir flowers die on the stalks,
when thousands scarcely know what a
flower is? True, the .Flower and .Fruit
Missions are doing a noble work in this
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line, but it is for sick people; many a sick
person would have remained well, could
they have enjoyed the blessing of a few
flowers and fruits while they were well.
Go out to the woods, gather the first
spray of trailing arbutus for any particular friend who loves it. Pick up a shell
or a fern, in your rambles, for one whom
you heard express a wish for a similar
specimen. Send a paper containing an
article on any particular subject, to a
school-boy whose favorite study is in that
direction. Save the left-over end of a
piece of delicate lace for the young girl
who likes to look pretty; she can twist it
in her hat, just as she might pin a natural
rose at her throat, that is, without loss of
self-respect. Your odd lengths of embroidery silk might be the very desirable
shade which your neighbor could not
match. Even a single button might be
exactly like the missing one, which leaves
a conspicuous gap, now that it bas dropped from your cousin's coat. How easy
to say: "I have a button just like that.
Could you use it?" Or, "Here is enough
silk to finish that leaf," or, "I know you
like lace, or botanical specimens." It is
jul:lt because we don't say something like
this, that we miss the luxury of giving.
But this is not all. There is a great deal
of ingratitude in this world; when· we
have done our best, we may still expect to
be criticised. We can not please everybody, so, if, for any reason, after we have
tried to do little £avers as we went along,
we find that these are unappreciated, we
need not then experience the despairing
feeling that we have impoverished ourselves, or even suffered any serious loss on
account. of others. And ·if we have received any such little favors, and anything afterward happens to break friendship, we need not fear any burdensome
sense of past obligation. It is the costliness of presents which prepares the way
for future bitterness-not the mere acts
of giving and receiving in themselves.
If we are on the alert to give little
things, we can, indeed give often, give
without cost, and give without incurring
or conferring obligation. All this, in addition to what you have already learned
of how we may indirectly lessen the sum
of human misery by enabling people to
gain their needed little things, and thus
save their pennies and dollars, or even
souls.
-Dorcas Magazine.
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PATTIE;

OR, LEAVES FROM A LIFE.
BY ELEANOR.

CHAPTER XII.
ROJIIANCE AND

TRAG~JDY.

''It was good, it was kind in the Wise One

above.
To fling destiny's veil o'er the face of our
years,
That we dread not the blow that shall strike at
our love
Nor expect not the beams that shall dry up
our tears.

*

*

*

*

*

*

"Oh! did we but know of the shadows so nigh,
The world would indeed be a prison of
,
gloom,
All lfght would be quenched in youth's eloquent eye,
And the prayer-lisping infant would ask for
-El-za 0Jok.
the tomb."
"What I do ye knowest not now; but thou
shalt know hereafter."-John 13: 7.
J:JF~ER a brief visit. to some relatives
} 1 of the groom, Pattie and her husband
.settled down to house-keeping on a farm.
Ah met I feel incapable of telling the
story of those poetic days. To Pattie
herself they seemed then, and always
.after, like a drearri of romance, too fair,
.too sweet to last.
Wb?,t though the winged hours brought
meal times as regularly as when life was
more prosaic; what though bread was
ertrned in the plenteous sweat of their
brows; that plain little farm-house seemed
to Pattie a veritable paradise. And why
should we smile at the seeming, for what,
after all, was Eden but a young brides
first home?
Possibly that traditional
garden may have owed much of its reputed beauty and bliss to love's sweet illusions!
Though Pattie had not been reared in
luxury, yet she had always been surrounded with comfort. She had never given a
thought to, and probably had no adequate
ide!!~ of, the cost of living.
So she had
felt no apprehension from the know ledge
that he to whose care she had given herself, had little besides love wherewith to
endow her; and since this part of her being's need was so amply provided for, she
did not trouble herself about aught else.
Bnt he was older than she, and wiser,
and his brave, generous heart often suffered sore unrest from the fear that she
should lack any of the comforts of her

girlhood's home. The strong right arm
often trembled, lest it should fail to provide aught that might he needful to sustain life in the frail form that it enfolded;
while he smiled at her assertion that having him she had all that was needful for
her life and happiness.
He anticipated her lightest wish, often
putting himself to much expense and
trouble to gratify her.
Pattie appreciated all his care and devotion, but it seemed strange to her that
he failed to understand that it was his lot,
his life that she desired to share, and anything apart from these would not satisfy
her. She felt that as a true woman she
could not accept luxuries procured for
her by his self-denial and sacrifice however cheerfully given.
'
She kept the little house with scrupulous
care, wh1le he bent his energies to wres~
a living from the soil.
How happy they were when the day's
toil was over and together they shared
the latest new book or paper; or with her
head pillowed on his broad shoulder, she
gave her mind to its own happy reflections! How strong he seemed; her tower
of strength she playfully called him. If
the thought of her dream recurred to her
at such times, it but elicited a smile to
think how opposite her pathway lay m
reality from the dark, thorny, road of
which she had dreamed. It seemed to
her that even should sorrow and suffering
meet her, she would be unable to realize
their presence while her husband was by
her side. Nor did she forget to thank
God that he had ordered her life more
happily than she had ever hoped for.
Although their time was occupied in
providing for physical wants by manual
labor, they did not lose their regard for
literary pursuits. On the. contrary it become a greater interest because of its mutual enjoyment. But Pattie exercised her
pen much less frequently now. She no
longer felt the lack of companionship
that had first prompted the use of it. Her
heart had found its home and there was
no longer restless yearning for the unattainable. She was satisfied with the prospect as she viewed it from the side of
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life's mountain; the summit might reveal
more of grandeur, but surely it could afford no sweeter rest and peace.
With him, love was the spur to higher,
nobler effort; and, like the eagle that
brought the news to the dove, he submitted the productions of his mind and pen
to Pattie's criticism. To watch the look
of appreciative pride with which she read
an unusually brilliant passage of happy
thought. to feel her kiss of approval on
his broad, white brow, was more to him
than the world's noisiest applause.
The second summer of their sweetly
wedded life was just waning into autumn's
mellow, golden glory, when their union
was still further strengthened by the birth
of a son. Pattie clasped the precious little stranger to her heart, and felt in the
joy of motherhood that the cup of her
happiness was brimming to the top; and
she quaffed it eagerly, deeply, gratefully.
They had considered their residence in
Ohio as temporary, it having been Mr.
Hervey's design to return and locate permanently in some part of the west where
he had previously been.
In pursuance of this plan, they left that
state and proceeded to the southern part
of Illinois, not far from St. Louis.
Their intention was to remain for a
time to test the advantages of fruit culture, leaving to future developments the
qu,estion of locating permanently there or
elsewhere.
Finding superior inducements offered
for farming, they rented a farm, purchased such indispensable articles as they
required, and with the articles brought
from home, they once more set up housekeeping operations, this time in a primitive log cabin of two rooms.
I have, as yet, said nothing concerning
the religious views of Mr. Hervey.
He had never been connected with any
church, or religious body; though, like
Pattie, he had given the subject long and
patient research. I~ike her, he bad seen
the inconsistences and dissimilarity of all·
the various faiths with the doctrines of the
New Testament; but in his own mind he
had reached no definite conclusion in answer to ·the question, "What is truth?"
while yet he worshipped Deity and reverenced the Scriptures.
His parents belonged to the Calvinist,
or predestinarian school of Baptists. The
peculiar tenets of this sect have ever held
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it aloof from those of all other faiths,
they have ever opposed Sunday Schools
and missionary efforts of every kind; and
still bitterly denounce these things as departures from the faith.
In his youth, Clarence Hervey found
little to attach him to the faith of his
parents. At home he was taught strict
conformity to the moral law as between
man and man, but no instruction whatever of the nature of man's duties to God,
as, according to their doctrines, religious
instruction can not benefit any but those
predestined to be saved. That the Holy
Spirit's office is to call and instruct such
in the things of God, and until so enlightened and instructed, man is incapable of
comprehending divine things.
Such were the teachings that yonng
Hervey constantly heard propounded
from the pulpit as well as at his father's
hospitable fireside, and to which he listen-·
ed with interest, yet feeling that subject
too deep and awful for his comprehension.
The doctrine of man's free agency, or
"arminianism" as they called it, was particularly obnoxious to them, and no reading matter defensive of that hated doctrine was tolerated.
Clarence had barely reached the years
of young manhood when he lost the sense
of hearing, and soon after at the age of
twenty-two he left the parental roof,
seized with the desire to see the world for
himself.
"The world," to him as to most others
of those times, was comprehended in the
term "westward." And to the west he
went.
Among the heterogeneous multitude he
found there, and free to study life's problems for himself, he readily discovered
the mistakes, not only in the religion of
his people, but among those who professed broader views and greater enlightenment-mistakes for which the widest latitude of free-thought could discover no,
remedv or reconcilement.
All this Pattie had leaned from him inc
_their correspondence; and although she
had written to him freely of her mrn religious experiences, she had refrained
from mentioning to him the new light
that she had so recently obtained on those
matters. 'rhis was occasioned in part by
what had passed between herself and her
mother on that subject and partly by the
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fear that as her own knowledge was but
imperfect, she might not be able to make
it clear to him.
After their marriage and up to the time
that we have reached in our story, they
had not discussed religious subjects except in a general way. He accompanied
. her when she desired to attend church,
and joined with her in her devotions at
the family altar.
Pattie had brought with her a letter
from the Baptist Church at home recommending her admission to the same in her
new locality. Some time had now elapsed
since their arrival, and she had not yet
presented it.
Since the episode narrated in a previous chapter in the beginning of the war,
and her subsequent study of the Book of
Mormon, she had never felt in perfect accord or fellowship with her church; but
so long as she remained at her father's
home, she had not cared to withdraw and
raise questions which she was not prepared
to answer. But it seemed to her that now
the matter was changed, when she was
expected to ask communion and fellowship of the faith of a people with whom
in her breast she honestly had neither the
one nor the other. And so she had let
the matter rest. But the subject was alluded to one evening by her husband asking why she had not attended to it?
Pattie remarked that she felt somewhat
indifferent about it.
"Indifferent!" exclaimed he regarding
her gravely.
"Tell me, Pattie, do you really consider
yourself a Christian? that is, a disciple of
Christ?"
Pattie colored but met the steady gaze
of the brown eyes as she asked in return:
"Why; do I fail to make the fact apparent?"
~ "In some respect, as I regard it, yes."
Pattie rocked the babe a little more
vigorously for a moment before she asked:
"ln what respect?"
"Indifference," he answered briefly.
Pattie transferred her gaze again to the
sleeping infant, but she was not thinking
of it. She was questioning her own heart
<Of the charge just made, and it answered,
"not guilty." But how could she explain
all this to him? How make him unders.tand? And how would he receive it?
Her husband drew his chair up beside

hers and taking her hand in his he said
gently: .
"My darling, understand me; I did not
refer to the matter of your letter alone.
If you think there is sufficient reason why
you should not give it in to the church
here, it is all right; do as seems best to
you about it. But there are some things of
which I wish to speak. You, my wife, as
a follower of Christ, profess to have
learned from Him the way of life and immortality. You know also that I have
stumbled along in darkness. Is it indifference that prevents you from holding
up your light that I may see the way? It
was not so with your Master. I find by
reading His life that He lost no opportunity of explaining these things to all
whom He met; not alone to his disciples
and the sacerdotal Nicodemus, but to the
blind beggar by the way-side and the sinner at the well. I find also that His last
command to His apostles was to do as He
had done. They obeyed, going into all
the world, preaching the gospel of the
kingdom.
"What is this 'gospel of the kingdom'?
One tells me after this manner, and another after that; and in every case I find
only sectarian creeds and dogmas, until I
have grown to believe that none of them
are half so anxious that I shall find the
truth, as it is in Christ, as they are to get
me into helping support their preachers."
"But I know your heart, that it is sincere, and for that reason I have believed
in your profession, and have waited to
have the truth imparted to me. Tell me
frankly, are you, or are you not satisfied
that you know the truth of these things?"
Pattie looked at him with the glad light
shining in her eyes as she answered:
"I am satisfied that I understand in
some measure the true nature of that
kingdom of God; but I did not find it in
the church to which I belonged, nor yet
in any other of the sects of which we
know."
"How then? and where?" he inquired.
And Pattie went on to tell him what
she had learned concerning the organization of Christ's kingdom, as we have elsewhere related.
She told him that she believed the evil
had been wrought by the spiritualizing
system of interpreting the Scriptures,
and that she had found by reading the
Bible in the common sense way, as she
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·would read his or any other writing, that
rthe gospel was really far greater in extent
·and grander in design than was comprehended in the faith of any of the churches
•of the day.
· "But how came you to know of this?"
be asked again.
And Pattie told him the story of the
Book of Mormon, and of the restored gospel by the angel, as John had seen in
"Vision; of the martyrdom of the prophet,
Joseph Smith. The apostasy of the
-church and its banishment to the "salt
.land." She placed in his hands a new
·copy of the Book of Mormon that had
. been given her by her friend, Mrs, Thurston. Also the letter of Martin Harris
that she had preserved.
Of course a man so well informed as
Mr. Hervey was not ignorant of the
world's version or Mormon history, but
this was the first time he had heard the
other side, and he seemed deeply impressed with it.
"Have you any idea where we might
find some of those people in this state?"
he asked.
But Pattie did not know.
"Perhaps your friend, Mrs. Thurston,
-could tell you," he suggested.
Pattie promised to write to her and
did so soon after, but received no reply,
ars her friend was at the time visiting relatives in New Jersey.
'fhe incidents above narrated occurred
during the second winter of the residence
in Illinois. Mr. Hervey was then em.ployed by a publishing house of St. L.ouis,
to canvass for the sale of books, as little
could be done on the farm in winter.
In order that Pattie should not be left
.alone in his absence, he hired a room and
board for her with a neighboring family.
At the request of .the company he was
preparing to canvass a county to the north
-of theirs and expected to absent a fortnight. He had talked hopefully of their
future prospects, and Pattie cheerfully
bade him good bye on a stormy morning
in March, and watched him start blithely
away through the falling snow with no
thought in her mind that it was a last
..farewell.
She turned from the door-way with a
-song on her lips and seated herself at her
sewing, her little boy playing at her feet
.and Mrs. West, her landlady, sitting by
rthe fire chatting pleasantly to her.
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Two hours had scarcely elapsed after
the departure of Mr. Hervey, when they
were startled by the stamping of snow
from feet and a knock at the door.
Mrs. West opened it. A stranger stood
on the steps who inquired for Mrs. Hervey, and was shown into the room. He
stood for a moment regarding Pattie and
the child, then turned aside and told his
errand to Mrs. West.
Pattie paid little attention to the gentleman's presence, supposing his business
to be with the family. But she caught
the furtive glances with which he regarded her while talking to Mrs. West. She
saw, also, that the lady was very pale and
trembling violently, and that she presently 1eft the room.
Pattie wondered much, but still with
no thought that it was anything that concerned herself, she answered the childish
prattle of her little boy. The child asked
for something to eat and Pattie made that
an excuse to go in search of her friend.
She found her in the next room trying to
control her trembling hands to write on
the slate. She drew it quickly out of
sight at Pattie's entrance and looked at
her in such a frightened manner that Pattie at once took alarm and springing forward snatched the slate from the trembling woman, and read:
"Don't be alarmed, but the gentleman
says that Mr. Hervey--"
"Has what?
What has happened?
Tell me quick," shrieked Pattie.
But the poor woman was too unnerved
to answer and Pattie ran back to the room
where the stranger still sat, and thrusting
the slate into his hand demanded that he
tell her at once.
He took the pencil and finished the sentence: "has been struck by a locomotive
and hurt some."
Pattie was standing at his elbow and
had finished reading before the last stroke
of the pencil. He did not look at her
when he paused, but he heard her say in
a strangely calm tone:
"Go on, sir, tell me the truth; how.
badly hurt is he?"
"It may not be so bad as it seems, they
sent me here before the doctor had finished his examination."
"He was alive when you left?"
"Yes; he told us where to come."
.
"Where is he? I must go to him," she
said in still the same calm tone that
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caused the stranger to look at her wonderingly.
He told her where the wounded man
was to be found in the town two miles
away. And a neighbor was sent for to
take her thither. They were soon on
their way. Not a word was spoken during the ride.
"Struck by a locomotive." It was a
thing of common occurrence. She had
read it often in the news columns of the
daily paper and had scarcely felt a sensation; but 0! the agony of it now! could it
be possible that those few words brought
sorrow like hers to some other heart each
time they had been repeated? But he
was living, they said; he would not die.
If only she could reach him in time! How
slowly they seemed to travel, though the
team had come all the way at their utmost
speed.
She alighted at last before the building
to which he had been taken. A crowd of
rough but kindly sympathizing men respectfully made way for her as she entered.

He lay stretched upon the floor, unconscious but still breathin&r. Pattie could
not at once recognize in~ the swollen disfigured face, the features of him she
sought. The hair and beard were closely
shaven and the wounds (which were all
on the head and face), carefully dressed.
The strong manly form lay limp and motionless except for the labored breathing.
"No hope," said the surgeon in answer
to her questioning appeal.
He was removed to the horne from
which he had gone out but a few hours
before in the pride of manhood's perfect
strengh; and until nearly two o'clock the
following morning, Pattie watched with
tearless eyes the wreck of life and love·
slowly disappearing, drifting away for-·
ever from her; but dazed, stunned, herheart seemed unconscious of its misery.
The Baptist minister watching by her
side at length drew the sheet over the dear
face and gently led her away.
"God has taken him," he said. "And.
He will take care of you and the babe."
rro be continued.

INCIDENTS IN THE LIFE OF ONE OF EARTH'S PILGRIMS.
BY ELDER E. STAFFORD.

mHERE was about a half dozen of us

'1' sitting on a bench at the gateway
one evening, when we heard quarreling
going on at a groggery on the other side
of the street, a couple of rods farther
down. By and by a Mexican came running out of the liquor shop, having on a
poncha, or blanket, with a hole cut in the
middle to put his head through, leaving
the blanket to fall clown over his shoulders and hang loose. He was followed
by what we concluded was the bar-tender,
or owner, with a long knife, much like· a
carving knife, with which he made a
lunge at the man with the poncha, who
threw up that covering which served to
break the force of the blow. He made
another lunge at the man, when we all
:raised a yell at him, and some forgetting
where they were, made a start for the
would-be murderer, but were called back.
Our diversion in favor of the Mexican,
however, saved his life, for as the man
was preparing to come a third time, two

or three of us started towards him again,.
whieh caused him to turn and enter the·
saloon.
There was another fort on the outskirts,
of the town near a thicket of brush, or
chapparel, which h3,d two twelve-pounders on its ramparts, and which it fell upon
our quota at the barracks to man. This.
was done by sending about a dozen men
under a midshipman, which number wasrelieved between sun-down and dark
every night. This chapparel was about
fifty yards from the fort.
I well remember when it came my turn
to walk the ramparts on the side next to·
the brush, (there were two of us mounted
guard, and we had to walk half way
round and meet each other,) that I used to
walk tolerably fast when my back was.
turned to the brush; but very slow when
fronting it, and tried with my eyes to,
penetrate the thicket to see if I could discover an enemy lurking there.
Another fort situated near the maiiJ:J
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wagon road, had to stop all loaded carts,
and pack-mules, to see if anything contraband was being smuggled into town.
Spies tried to get into town at night but
did not succeed, and often were made to
beat a hasty retreat. Upon one occasion
a man on horseback tried to get into town
in the night, but the guard who was stationed near the road and within gun-shot
of the sea-beach, which the rider was
traversing, thinking no doubt that the
noise of his horse's tramp would be
' drowned by the noise of the waves, and
also trusting to the darkness not to be
discovered, was on the alert, and spying
him commanded a halt; the spy wheeled
his horse and put him to his best speed,
but not before the musket of the guard
had sent forth its leaden mesRenger.
The horse and rider kept on, and nothing was known of the effect of the shot
until two or three days afterwards, when
we learned by some muleteers entering
the town, that the shot took effect in the
leg of a Mexican officer who was_ trying
to pass the gnard on that occasion. But
the firing of a gun was the signal agreed
upon, between" the picket guard at this_
fort, and the men at the barracks, to let
them know if the enemy was advancing.
We were at our little fort that night and
did not hear the shot, therefore were
blissfully ignorant of what had transpired
until furnished the intelligence by the
guard that relieved us. They stated that
it caused considerable excitement at the
barracks, and that they did not sleep
much the balance of the night. Word
was sent by the officer of the fort to the
one in command at the barracks the next
day, giving an explanation of the firing,
which produced order and quiet.
We had been on shore about two
months when word _was brought to the
barracks that an armistice had been entered into between the two armies, and for a
time we had no anxiety about fighting.
Some two or three weeks after that we received notice from the ship that peace was
declared, and orders to come on board.
While in this harbor a circumstance or two
happened which may serve to divert the
youthful readers-if not those of maturer
years-and break the monotony that sometimes obtains in a sea narrative like this.
After dinner one dav, I chanced to be
on the port side of the "gun deck, when a
past-midshipman that was a particular(?)
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friend of mine, came along, and directing
his remarks to myself, accused me of doing something-the nature of which I
can not recall now-deserving of punishment. I told him that I was charged
wrongfully, in that case, and could prove
it, if he would allow me, that I was innocent.
"l don't care," he replied, "you have
done things worthy of punishment, and I
will punish you now."
"If you do, sir, you will punish an innocent man."
"Less of your sauce, get a cloth and go
to work, and rub that gun off till I tell
you to stop," was his answer.
I knew there was no appeal from his
decision; so obtained the cloth, and
crawled through the port-hole and sat
rubbing the gun (not hard enough to
break my elbows) and was not particular
if the rubbing was done all in one spot;
indeed I never looked to see whether the
rubbing had any effect or not, hut sat
there as nonchalant as you please, watching the shipping go in and out of the harbor, also the small boats that carried a
mast and lateen, or leg of mutton sail, enjoying the sights. The quarter-gunners
rub the guns inboard, so that my task
necessarily was outside. To every porthole there are two half doors, hung with
hinges, the upper half to the upper part
and the lower half to the lower part of
the port-hole. vVhen at sea these halfdoors are shut tight, but when in Port the
upper half is taken inboard, while the
lower half is placed horizontal, or parallel
with the gun, but on a line with the lower
part of the port-hole, and held in that position by a small rope about half an inch
thick. When this lanyard was new it
wonld hold a man's weight, and being
made acquainted with that fact, I was not
as careful as I might have been had I
thought about decay in the rope. I sat
on the gun, my attention taken up with
watching the sails and boats flit to and
fro; never once looking down under me;
if I had, my movements certainly would
have been more cautious. After sitting
in this position till I got tired, I sat sideways for a while, with both feet on the
door; getting tired of that also and feeling like stretching my limbs, I arose to
do so, but no sooner had I straightened
up than I felt my foundation going from
under me; but being not far from the for-
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ward end of the main chains. I made a
spring for the chain plate, threw my left
arm over it, and crooked it so that in
sliding, and when arriving at the bottom
I might not break my hold. I came to
the foot of the bolt with a jerk, but luckily my elbow and fore-arm stood the
strain. I was then a little more supple
than now, and although hanging in that
'position, I managed after a trial or two
to grasp the bolt above my elbow with
my right hand, and relieving the other,
began to haul myself up so as to place
my feet on the iron close to the ship's
side. I..~ooking down I. beheld an enormous shark right under me, which caused
a shudder to pass over me at the thoughts
·of what would have been my condition if
I had gone down, He was about eleven
.or twelve feet long, a regular man-eater.
The other circumstance was as follows:
A Norwegian searrian-but in the United
:States service-was allowed sometimes
while in port to take the ship's dingythe smallest boat in the ship-and go a
fishing in the harbor. Sometimes he
went alone, and at other times took an·other one with him.
This time he
took a companion, and in choosing his
fishing ground, threw his kedge anchor
·Over opposite to the mouth of a cave that
had been washed out by the action of the
waves on a small island that rose abruptly
out of the water to the height of about
fourteen or eighteen feet. 'I'he mouth of
the cavern appeared from the ship to be
large enough-at low water-to admit of
the passage of an elephant, or any other
large beast. At the time spoken of the
tide was in, and only a small portion of
the opening could be seen.
They bad been some little time engaged
in watching their lines and plying their
vocation, when they felt somethiag strike
the rope of the kedge, and before they
·Could ascertain what was the matter, they
were going through the water at a lively
rate of speed, the speed increasing till the
little boat was going at a frightful velocity. It was a scene that furnished amusement to the ship's company as long as it
lasted and furnished the theme of many a
joke at the expense of the voyagers, who,
as far as they were concerned, could not
see the joke. It was a frightful reality,
to use the words of one, "l looked at my
companion's face, and it was as white as
.a sheet, and my hair stood on end."

It was said by the two fishermen, that
they discovered, when they could collect
their senses, that a whale had caught the
line of the kedge on its fin; and they supposed that not being able to shake off the
line, became frightened, and hence its
speed through the water. Just as they
had discovered what the motor of this
their flying trip was, and one of the men
had grabbed a hatchet to cut the line, by
some means it had slipped its moorings,
and gave the seamen a chance to take a
long breath, for the danger was over.
A little before leaving Mazatlan our
Commodore had sent a sloop of war up
the coast to Monterey to see if any dispatches were there; and to bring the mail
back with them.
In the dispatches was an order to go to
Guaymas, where some United States volunteers were quartered, and take them to
Monterey to disband them; this being
their choice. Having learned that gold
had been lately discovered in Upper
California, they preferred to be disbanded
there, rather than go back to the place of
shipment, as they thought that was the
nearest point to the guld "diggings."
Here was the place that I received the
first letter from home, after an absence of
eighteen months; it having been chasing
our ship in one of the store-ships for a
long time. The sloop of war also brought
back news, that a party of Mormons, who
had been digging a mill-race for Captain
Sutter, had discovered gold in large quantities, and that the upper country was all
excitement, parties were leaving for the
gold diggings continually. 'rhis created
a gold fever among the ship's crew; nothing was thought or talked of but gold,
all the way up the coast from Guaymas
to Monterey. I have forgotten the number of volunteers, but there were several
hundred, and these, with our own crew
made every deek so thronged that it was
no easy matter getting about. It was
well that we were on the Pacifie Oeean;
if we had been on a boisterous ocean like
the Indian or Atlantic, we might have
fared badly.
Plans were being formed by groups of
men, hither and thither about the ship, to
leave for the gold mines as soon as she
arrived at Monterey. Arriving there, the
ship had dropped her anehor, all sails
snugly furled, supper dispensed with,
hammocks piped down, and we were
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about turning in for the night, when we
heard the nois-e of men jumping in a boat,
and hurriedly talking to one another; the
splash of oars dropping in the water, the
hurried dip of the oars in propelling the
boat; the noise of the sentry's gun bringing the officer of the deck to the gangway, who called away a couple of boat'screws with mariners and their muskets to
go and chase the runaways.
The seamen and marines were in a
,dreadful hurry (?) to obey orders, but
somehow or other everything would get
tangled up. Finally they got started and
of course they pulled with a will, but the
will was, not to catch those they were
{)basing, which they did not; but came
,back with the tidings that the deserters
were past reclaiming. \iVhile in this port
other attempts were made to get away,
some successful, others not so much so.
No attempt wa~ made to take a boat from
the ship, as there was too strict a watch
kept for that; but the major portion of
one or two boat's-crews that had- taken
the officerR on shore got away. Two or
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three of one of these were caught and
brought back, put in irons, and reserved
for a court-martial. Marines were sent
ashore on guard to prevent running away,
and they and the men they were sent to
guard would go together to the mines,
the marines taking their cross-belts and
muskets along with them. The men
brought back were court martialed, and
received a hundred ~trokes of the cat-onine tails, or nine hundred altogether.
They were stout, rugged, healthy young
men, one over six feet, and the other five
feet eleven inches; broad shouldered,
deep chested, well developed young men
physically; full of life, and cheerful of
spirit before flogging, but after that they
drooped, their spirits seemed to be broken; their laughing, joyous smile was
g·one, and if they smiled at all it was a
sickly, ghastly attempt. After disbanding the volunteers, we Rtopped about a
month in .Monterey; pulled up the mudhook and left for San Francisco, arriving
there in a few days.

WITH THE CHURCH IN AN EARLY DAY.
BY ''FRANCES.''

was early in the fall of.
that
I TDaniel
stood by the gate of his cottage
1838,

in conversation with a gentleman who had
reined in his horse and seemed much interested in the subject they were discussing. Were we to venture the assertion
that the troubles then existing between
the brethren and the people of Missouri
formed the theme of their conversation,
we would not be wr~ng.
"I agree with you fully," continued
·Gen. Doniphan, the gentleman referred
to. "hut your people, or most of them;
hold peculiar views on this subject, and I
am satisfied that your very forbearance
has seemed to these lawless men an invitation to more desperate deeds. I make no
profession of Christianity, hut I think if
I ever should, I would be a disciple of
Paul."
"Paul suffered many cruel pen01ecutions
and thanked God that he was counted worthy to suffer them for Christ's sake," said
Daniel.

"But, at the same time he demanded
his rights as a citizen of Rome, whenever
it was likely to benefit him; refusing even
to be taken from prison privately, but demanding that the magi3trates who had
punished him unlawfully should come and
bring him out."
"'rhe name of Rome was a terror to the
rest of the world," said Daniel, as his
mind took in the force of the argument.
"She knew at least how to protect her
citizens in the exercise of their rights,"
said Gen. Doniphan, "and allowed no
man to be punished until he w:ts condemned by law. If this government does
not examine into the merits of the trouble
given your people, it will be to her lasting disgrace in the eyes of all right minded, thinking men. There is always a
time, come it sooner or later, when prejudice fades and truth stands forth, and if
that time does not come in the history of
Missouri it will be an exception to the
rule. I have noticed also that while your
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ministers counsel forbearance and the returning of good for evil, the most active
men in inciting your enemies are men
who are professors of religion. I learn
that a certain Captain Bogart, a Methodist
minister, is travelling among the people
with no other purpose in view than inciting them to host1lity against those of your
faith. He assures them that the government will not interfere; and another
preacher-a Presbyterian, I believe--by
the name of Wood, did not scruple to
offer as an inducement, that if your folks
could be got rid of before the land sales
come off, those who were there would be
able to secure all the land they wanted."
"Has it never oecnrred to your mind to
draw a parallel between this condition of
things and those which existed in the days
of Christ?" said Daniel. "Then it was
the scribes, lawyers and Pharisees, who
were constantly stirring up the minds of
the people against him. The common
people, for the most part, heard him gladly.'· 'The poor have the gospel preached
to them,' was among the evidences with
which he told the disciples of John to
strengthen their master's faith.
But
when the blind leaders of the people ca~e
to him he never spared them. Their hypocrisy and falsehood were laid bare to
the gaze of others, and going away smarting under the lash of his justly merited
rebukes, they sought revenge by striving
to incite the people against him. 1'hese
ministers have, on various occasions, been
made to know that they were no match
for our elders in argument. One by one
they have been compelled to retreat from
positions they deemed impregnable, and
the result is that while they know we
preach only the gospel of Christ, they
blind the eyes of the ignorant, and spare
no effort to make them think that we do
not even believe in Christ, and while we
hold no faith or form of doctrine which
the Bible does not authorize and which
we can not sustain Ly the Bible; they incite the minds of the people by crying,
'Joe Smith, Golden Bible,' etc. 'l'mly it
is time for Christians to stop and think
when they discover that a church which
in every respect has followed the pattern
as given by Christ 01nd his immediate followers so closely that it is not possible
for them to show any difference, yet so
widely does this church differ from any
and all others now in existence, that they

cry, 'a new religion-imposture- ·deception,' etc."
"I am free to admit that I have thought
of these things, but if you will excuse me,
the subject of your peculiar faith is not
what most interests me. You may remember that when von went to the election at Liberty, I told you that were I in
your place I would vote or die, and I confess to yon that had I been in the place of
your people I never would have accepted
the proposition of being set off in a county by myself. Think of it! Free born
American citizens, sons of men who for-"
sook all to gain a home where they might
worship God according to the way of
their belief, who bathed the land in their
own blood, dedicating it to freedom and
equal rights; consenting to treatment no
better than that of Botany Bay Convicts!
I tell you, Clark, it makes my blood
boil!"
"But, General," said Danied, "did you
not help in organizing this movement?"
"Not in organizing it, but when I saw
that obtaining justice was hopeless and
your people were willing, not only willing
but anxious for it to be done, I helped in
the movement, hoping that perchance
they might leave you in peace. It was
however a vain hope, and it will be the
part of wisdom for your people to fill up
the ranks of the militia and prepare to
defend your homes without delay. Far
West will not long be safe, for I learn
that Capt. Bogart with his patrols is
scouting through the country, driving
every family out of Daviess county and
threatening to make Far West a visit
soon. If he does not make his word good
in this respect, it will be because he cannot."
·
"I am well persuaded of the truth of
this," Daniel answered, "but the race is
not alwavs to the swift nor the battle to
the strong, and yet God many times suffers the wicked, for the time being, to triumph; and I am satisfied that much
trouble is before us."
"J\-Iy parting advice to you is to do all
in your power by way of preparing to defend your homes. It is not, bear it in
mind, the government you are resisting,
but lawless mob."
The next day after this conversation
Mr. Clark accompanied by Daniel and his
brethren went to Far West and were duly
enrolled in the state militia. Daily the,

a
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·douds of trouble thickened. Homeless
and plundered fugitives continued to arrive, each having his own tale of wrongs
to tell.
'
One evt>ning late in October, Daniel
came into the house, and finding Margery
alone, he said:
"I am summoned to Far West and the
call is imperative, but I can not go and
leave you here. I will saddle your horse
and take you up to father's. It is nearer
town and will be safer there."
For a moment Margery's heart seemed
to stand still and her cheek paled to a
deathly hue, but controlling herself by a
powerful effort she said:
"Do you know why you have been summoned?"
"Yes, Margery, I will not deceive you.
Word has reached Far West that Capt.
Bogart is marehing upon us. He expects
to be joined by Niel Gillium's band of
outlaws, and it is the intention of our
,general to call for volunteers to meet him
before he reaches the town."
There was no need for Margery to ask
"will you join these volunteers?" for'there
was that in the face of Daniel which assured her that his resolution was taken,
and hastily she pnt things in order for
leaving home, lifting her heart in silent
prayer to God for faith and courage to
meet the worst.
"Take a few extra garments with you,"
Daniel had said, "for it may be some time
before we return," and then he had pressed her close to his heart prnying God to
care for and shield her. Neither dared
trust themselves to speak, for a fearful
weight of foreboding kept each other
silent.
vVe forgot to mention that Margery's
·COusin had only remained with them a
few weeks until his wife was better and
had then gone on to his father's, _some
four miles beyond, thus leaving her and
Daniel alone. As Margery passed from
room to room, despite her utmost efforts,
a dull heavy pain was tugging at her
heart and she could not silence the question coming again and again, "Will we
ever return?" Oh, how blessed and sweet
seemed now the memory of the quiet
hours passed beneath this roof! Hours
hallowed by the sweet interchange of soul
communion and loving thoughts, hours of
worship and praise to the Giver of all
good, hours when the death angel had
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drawn so near, only to be met by the
power of Him who said, "Thus far shalt
thou come and no farther." They would
never come back-these sweetly vanished
hours, and who could say, who could
forecast the character of those to take
their place? In spite of every effort to
force them back the tears gathered and
fell on her cheeks, but she resolutely
brushed them away, and tying on her
bonnet went to the door, hoping Daniel
would be there.
"Are you ready, Margery?" his voice
called out of the darkness.
"Yes, I am coming," and hastily shutting the door, she turned the key in the
lock and joined him at the gate.
Tenderly he assisted her into the saddle and carefully guided her horse until
they were in the main road, when both
increased their speed, glad that it was not
possible for the other to know bow heavy
was the heart each bore away.
A short ride brought them to Mr.
Clark's. He met them at the gate, and
Daniel, dismounting, was leading his own
and Margery's horse away, when his father said:
"Do not wait for that, Daniel; your
brother will take care of them; let us hast-en on."
"One moment, father, I must see mother just a moment."
"May God bless and keep you my son
and bring you back in safety, for if I am
bereft of either who goes forth to-night,
I am bereft indeed."
"Mother," said Daniel, "be careful of
Margery and cheer her up a bit, for she is
doubly in need of comfort."
"I will do all in my power, Daniel."
"God bless yon, mother, and don't forget to pray for ns. Good-bye one and
all," and he hastened out into the darkness.
As he reached the gate two clinging
arms closed round his neck, and for a
moment Margery sobbed upon his bosom.
It was but for a moment, however, for,
raising her head, she steadied her voice,
saying, "l will be brave, Daniel, and let
no thought of me unnerve your arm.
The God who witnessed to us that he was
the Author of this work, will not forsake
you; and if life is demanded, the cause
which is not worth dying for is not worth
living for. Prayer will be made for you
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-unceasing prayer-and the will of God
be done."
"It is hard to l10ave you at a time like
this, Margery, but I can trust you that
for my sake-for the sake of the hope we
both so fondly cherish-you will be brave
of heart and hopeful of spirit. Mother
and Mary will both cheer you up. Poor
mother, she too needs comforting, and in
trying to cheer her you will in a measure
forget your own anxiety. Father is waiting. \V e will come back soon-goodbye."
Ont> lingering embrace and Daniel tore
himself awa,y. Joining his father and
brother, they were soon walking briskly
towards Far West. As they came near
the town, they were met by parties corning in from other directions, all pressing
towards the public square where the
muffied roll of the drum was calling them
together.
Shortly after the arrival of Daniel and
his father, the call was made for volunteers to make a rapid night march in order to meet the enemy before they should
strike camp for their march upon Far
West. Among the first to step forward
were Mr. Clark and Daniel and his brother. In a few moments the ranks were
full, and the command was !"ntrusted to
Capt. Patten.
I~et it be remembered that George W.
Hinkle was at that time a colonel in the
state militia, and was the highest in command at Far West when the news of Bogart's movements reached there. It was
under his orders that Capt. Patten and his
men were acting.
The delay was brief, and soon, armed
and equipped as best they could be, swiftly and silently they left the town. All
night they marched, and just at the dawn
of day they discovered the camp of the
enemy. Then a halt was called and Capt.
Patten called upon the brethren to join in
praver, that God would help them to defend their homes, their wives and little
ones. As those men knelt there upon the
cold ground in the gray dawn, and with
hearts uplifted to God besought his blessing, perhaps the most painful thought
pressing home to the heart of each was
the cruel necessity forced upon them of
placing themselves in a position to take
the lives of their fellow men. But which
alternative should they accept? Submit
to see their homes desolated, their fami-

lies driven forth without food or shelter,.
or meet the hostile mob, before they
reached their loved ones?
You who have followed this brief story
thus far know something of the character·
of some of these men. Until the last issue of our Magazine, however, you may
not have heard of David Patten. There
you see him in the peaceful character of a
minister of the gospel of the Son of God;
proving the divinity of his calling by the·
works God wrought through him, but to
the writer the names of David Patten and
Patterson O'Bannon have been as household words. They were men of God; and
if, indeed, there was or could be any mistake in their thus taking up arms for the
defence of their homes, it was a mistake·
of the head and not of· the heart. They
were seeking the injury of no one, neither
did they desire any man's lands or gold,
and fame had long since lost all its attraction for them. This question had reduced itself to this: Shall we quietly submit
to see q,ur families driven from their
homes, exposed to all manner of hardships, without food or shelter from the·
storms of winter, or shall we meet these
mobbers and let them know they can not
do this thing with impunity?
After
many a conflict, many a debate with conscience, the issue had been met, and they·
were face to face with the enemy.
Silently Capt. Patten formed his little
band, and passing swiftly over the intervening space with a ringing shout feB
upon the enemy, who ,.;pringing to their
arms poured a deadly volley into his.
ranks. Unbroken, undismayed they press
on. Among the first to be wounded was
David Patten, but though the wound was·
deadly he kept his place at the head of
his men encouraging them until he fell,.
and even then with his last breath cheered
them on.
The resistance was stubborn, but soon
gave way, for nothing could stand before·
the impetuous attack of Patten's men,
and the mob hers fled in confusion, No
pursuit was attempted, but with sad
hearts they now gave attention to the
wounded and dead.
Returning from the attack, Daniel's
first thought was of his father and brother, Were they safe?
For a moment he
paused to gaze upon his friend and'
brother, David Patten, over whose face
the seal of death was fast spreading •.
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"Better, braver man than he never dwelt
upon God's footstool," he said. "Fallen
by the hands .of his enemies, in the prime
of life.
0 God, how inscrutable are thy
ways!"
Brushing from his cheek the
unbidden tear, his thoughts again return-.
ed to his father, and with a heavy heart
he turned away from the dead to seek the
living.
The sun had risen during the contest,
and his kindling beams lit up the woods
and the plain beyond. Swiftly Daniel
passed from group to group in search of
his father. He soon met his brother, who
like himself had escaped unhurt, and joined in the search for Mr. Cla1k.
'-He was close to Capt. Patten when he
was shot," said one of the men, "and if I
am not mistaken I saw him fall before
Patten did.
Perhaps he has crawler{ to
the woods back of us."
A few moments later Daniel and his
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brother found him leaning against a tree,.
pale and bleeding from a wound in hisside, but still alive.
Together they
hastily constructed a litter and carried
him to the house of a brother living near,
and while Daniel remained to care for
him, his brother started for home to
obtain means for his removal.
In a few
moments after his departure they brought
in the other wounded and the dead, unti1
they could consult what should be done.
The wounds were dressed and the dead
prepared for burial, as well as their means
permitted. It was then decided to return
immediately to Far West.
The men relieved each other in carrying the dead and wounded, until th~y
were met by teams from Far West, and
among them was Mrs. Clark with one for
her husband, as she could not remain at
home after hearing what had happened.
(To be continued).

IN TIME AND IN ETERNITY.

will you make of your life?
WHAT
This is a question for the young.
The life· of mortals is only loaned, and
transient is our soujourn here in time.
Mutation is written on all earthly things.
Reason is given you, a consciousness of
rights and wrongs; talents intrusted to
you, and for the use of them you will be
held accountable.
Eternal life, the gift
of God, is promised to those who by
patient continuance in well doing seek
for glory, honor, immortality. 'l'he longest life on earth is but short, and is compared with the most evanescent things; a
vapor which vanishes away, a flower of
the field and a dream of the night.
How important then that we make
the most of time so brief.
It is a law of nature as of revelation;
we reap that we sow. Shall we sow that
wh1ch will bring us a harvest of corruption? We can never break his laws with
impunity. The culture of the moral and
intellectual faculties, of heart and mind,
depend on the mental food afforded them,
and the associations we form. As wholesome food and pure air are essentials to
the body's health and sustenance, so the
mind, the spiritual nature, requires prop-

er nutriment, and an atmosphere or
environment of absolute purity.
Can
those who indnlge a morbid appetite for
works of fiction, or the worthless stories
of magazines and papers, have an appreciation of the word or works of God?
Their minds are enervated, their taste
vitiated by such pernicious, unprofitable
literature; they themselves become light
and frivolous. Dress and amusement are
to them the all important concerns of
their vain life.
Who can help lamenting to see the valuable enjoyments of
home sacrificed to a fondness for amusement and rage for indiscriminate intercourse with a false, unfeeling world.
People were never more social and never
less domestic than they now are. The
phrensy has reached all ranks and degrees,
our women are no longer keepers at home.
Even children are led into the circles of
infatuation and made to despise the simple, natural manners of youth. From
mansions and shops and common dwellings we see increasing numbers pouring
forth to balls, socials, concerts and public
spectacles and theatrical amusements until
every evening has some foreign claim.
Sad indeed is it to see the multitude
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walking after the sight of their eyes, and forth fruit to his praise who calleth them
the hearing of their ears; the lust of the from their moral darkness into his marflesh and the pride of life, and never stop- velous light, and an atmosphere of holiping in their course to consider that for all ness.
Our chan;cters are forming in this prethese things they will be brought to judg. paratory state, and none liveth or dieth to
ment.
Enticing to the young is the false light himself; our influence on those who come
and glitter of the world, alluring from in eontact with it is for good or evil.
the true light of life.
And not only the Life and death are set before us to choose.
young, but many far down in the vale of Which shall we choose? A life of sin
_years refuse to approach the light, know- and receive its wages of death, or a life
ing their deeds would be manifested and of righteousness by faith in the Redeemreproved thereby. Living for the gratifi- er, anO. receive the gift of God, "Eternal
·cation of their animal appetites, and the life?"
pleasures the world affords its votaries,
This gift is in his Son whom he has
they are dead while they live, mentally made heir of all things, and given all
feeding on the wind and the husks of the power into his hands. He that hath the
Son hath life, and he that rejects the Son, .
swine.
The garden of the soul neglected the wrath of God abideth in him. See
brings forth weeds, thorns and briars for that you turn not away from him that
the burning. They heed not the call to speaketh from heaven. Hear his voice
-come up on a higher plane, break up the now, while it is called to-day.
Whosofallow ground and cultivate a better ever will let him take of the water of life
_growth; have the fallow nature of their freely.
humanity engrafted with the divine
[We will be pleased to hear from our
nature by the word of truth, and bring aged friend again.-Ev.]

THE ALPHA'S LOG.
LIOR the benefit of the young readers of
L Autumn Leaves I will just state in
beginning this narrative, that a logbook, shortened to "log" by sailors, is a
book in which the mate of a ship keeps a
daily record of events transpiring on
board, with the course and distances sailed, latitude and longitude at noon of each
day, clouds, winds and their direction,
barometer, thermometer, both of air and
water of the ocean, and any event worthy
of note, and if any of you could get a
look at the "Alphas'" log, you would find
the following events culled from it were
quite true, if not very entertaining:
In the autumn of 1861 the Brig Alpha,
Captain Farish and a crew of four sailors,
a cook, mate and second mate, eight all
old, left St . .John, New Brunswick, with
a cargo of lumber bound for SavannahLc-JYiar, in the island of Jamaica. Nothing
out of the usual order of events occurred
on the outward trip; the lumber was dis.charged and rafted ashore, and as no

r

return cargo offered, the captain concluded to go to New York in ballast.
After leaving port they sailed around
the western end of Cuba and on up north,
following in the Gulf stream the coast of
the United States.
Early one morning the captain being
on deck found himself quite close inshore,
the helmsman during the night having ran
the vessel too much to the westward of
her course.
As the daylight spread
itself over the waters and removed the
veil from off the land, the coast line was
plainly seen, and he found that he was off
the port of Wilmington, North Carolina,
and that quite a number of "Uncle
Sam's" war ships were there as a coast
guard watching for blockade-runners, for
those were troublous times, and there
was a quarrel in "Uncle"Sam's" family, and
he had sent those war ships there to keep
any person from aiding the quarrelsome
children, One of these discovering the
brig and supposing the Alpha to be one
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·of that class of vessels, steamed toward
her, expecting soon to capture a prize.
The captain seeii1g the situation thought
he might have a little sport and give the
war ship a chase.
A little to the northward of vVilmington is a bar or shoal
which runs about fifteen miles offshore.
The captain would have to go out
around the end o£ this before he could
square away for Cape Hatteras, but upon
looking at his chart and seeing that there
was a crooked channel across the shoal
near the inshore end, he concluded to
venture through that, rightly concluding
that the large war ship would not dare
venture there, and also that it would
farther tend to establish the thought in
the minds of the coast guards that he was
a blockade-runner, and giving him that
much the start would make the chase a
little more interesting. It was very risky,
as there was nothing to guide a person
through the shoal except the breaking sea.
So the captain took his station aloft wl.ere
he could see the breakers and tell the
channel by the southern sea, and so he
brought the brig safely through the
narrow, tortuous channel. As soon as
he got through he set every inch of. canvas possible, and shaped his course for
Cape Hatteras. At this time the man-ofwar waR rounding the bar fifteen miles
away, she also making ail possible speed.
"A stern chase is a long chase," says the
adage, and so the forenoon passed away,
both vessels sailing as fast as the crews
could make them, the man-of-war gaining
slowly upon the brig, the crew of which
<Jould see the smoke of the cannon which
was occasionally fired by the man-of-war
as a signal for them to "heave to," and
after awhile the boom of the cannon
<Jame faintly over the waters to them; but
as neither the smoke nor the boom harmed them they kept on their course steadily.
But the report of the guns gradually
became more and more distinct as the
cruiser neared the brig, until the crack of
the gun was quite sharp and the shot
whizzed through the water alongside.
That ended the chase, the British ensign
was hoisted to the main peak and the
brig "hove to." A boat put off from the
man-of-war with officers to board the brig,
and, as they supposed, take charge of her
as a prize.
The captain met the offi·cers
at the gangway and welcomed them on
board, who, after the usual salutions, said,
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"Captain, I would like to see your papers
and hope you will allow these officers to
search your vessel," which was granted.
Hatches were taken off for this purpose,
and the officers accompanied the captain
into the cabin where they examined the
papers, register, custom house clearance,
etc., which were, of course, found to be
all right.
Meanwhile the rest of the
boat's crew were searching the other part
of the vessel, hold, forecastle, etc., but
nothing contraband was found, nothing
which indicated that the brig was anything more than an ordinary West India
trader. They all looked very crestfallen,
and the officer said to the captain:
"\iV e are .very much disappointed, for
we were so sure of a prize.
All the cireumstances seemed to assure us of that
fact; yet now we are satisfied that you
are not a blockade-runner. But, will you
please tell me why you did so very unusual and dangerous a thing as to go
through that shoal. We never knew of
a vessel going through there before, and
why did you not heave to sooner; you
must have known what we wanted?"
The captain answered by relating the
following:
"Drn·ing the Crimean war there was an
American ship up the Black Sea who early
one morning saw a British man-of-war
just astern of him.
He at once took in
all his light sails, putting his ship in fighting trim. 'l'hat is, under the three topsails, spanker and jib. The British of
course by this act concluded that he was
a Russian, and coming up with him was
about to pour a broadside into him, wlum
up to the mizzen peak went the stars and
stripes. The man-of-war ordered him to
heave to-more courteously than you did
this morning-and sent his officers on
board to know what such strange actions
meant.
The captain of the American
ship answer: 'I only wanted to see
how quickly you Britishers could get
under way for fighting," and there was
nothing to do for it but just to return and
let the American proceed on his voyage."
The captain continuing, said: "I
thought I would like to square that
account some time with you Am.ericans,
and this morning offered the chanee, and
I was ·willing to run a little risk to do so;
and now as a representative American are
you willing to call that account squared?"
He said. "I guess I am, I reckon you have
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squared it;' and after advising the captain
to keep close in shore for there was every
indication of a storm brewing, and with
expressions of kindly feelings to each
other, they parted, he going back to his
ship, the captain again squaring away on
his course.
As the day drew to a close
the barometer which had been low for a
south-west wind began to rise, while the
sky became overcast and threatening, a
sure indication of an easterly storm. The
captain then headed the brig off shore, as
there was no port under our lee by which
we could enter in safety, so it was necessary to get a good offing.
At sundown
the wind veered around to the north-east
and very soon increased to a violent gale.
The brig was soon put under easy sail and
hove to with her head to the eastward and
southward.
By nine o'clock the sea was
running very high, the vessel pitching
very heavily, and as she met an extra
large sea she dipped her bows under and
as she arose trembling she carried away
her jib-boom, which let the foretopmast
over the side, carrying the maintopmast
with it.
All hands were quickly on
deck clearing away the wreckage, cutting
the broken spars adrift so that they might
not damage the hull of the brig, and there
they lay the rest of the night, also the
next day and night dismasted, rolling
and pitching about in a heavy sea in the
midst of the Gulf Stream in a hurricane.
The following morning the storm having
abated some and the sea running more
regularly they squared away, and running
before the gale, by night were well to the
southward of the gulf, the weather moderating, and by the next morning were in
mild warm weather again.
They at once began to rig up a foretopmast so that they could set a topsail,
and with bolts, chocks and lashings they
fastened a head to the broken mast and
got the rigging over it, the halyards rove,
and setting the topsail and getting a jib
on the topmast stay they again started
north; but as the wind had gradually
hauled back to the north-west they had
been driven to the eastward a long distance, and now the captain concluded to
try for Halifax, which was nearer than
New York, so with the wind from the
south-east they soon again crossed the
Gulf stream and we_re making a good run
towards their port; but when within two
days sail of Halifax the wind suddenly

hauled around to the north-west, and'
blowing furiously, as such winds can'
blow in the winter months, drifted them
back again into the Gulf stream-carry-ing away all their top-hamper which they
had rigged up, and leaving them worse off·
than before. The captian then concluded
that he would have to give np hopes of
getting to any of the northern ports that
winter in the disabled condition of the
vessel, and being only a few hundred
miles north of where he might expect to·
get the north-east tradewinds, he shaped
his course for St. Thomas. By this time·
the provisions began to get short, they
having only flour, hard-bread and saltbeef enough with a few beans to last
about ten days.
The days passed slowly with light
baffiing winds, they making slow progress on account of the disabled condition
of the vessel, but about eight days afterthey squared away they got into the
trade-winds, and might expect to get intoSt. Thomas in another eight or ten days,.
they then had about two days provision
on board. For several days and nights
all hands had been anxiously watching
for a passing vessel from whom we might
obtain some provisions; and just before·
sundown of this day they cited a ship
running to the eastward, all sail set.
The captain got the brig across his track
and hove to with the ensign Union down,
(a signal of distress), and waitecl for his
coming.
He proved to be a Spanish
barque bound from Cuba to some port in
the Mediterranean. He ronnded to underthe lee of the brig and hailing, asked:
"vVhat is wanted?"
The captain answered, "provisions."
He replied, "send your boat."
The boat was hanging in tackles all reacly,.
and the mate and two sailors furnished
with money hoarded the Spaniard who
treated him very kindly, fnrni~hing him.
with hard-bread and olive oil to last him
into port. After the boat left him the
Spaniard dipped his flag (saying good
bye) and filled away, and soon their
friend was lost to their sight below the
horizon of the trackless ocean. The brig
also filled away, and gloomy looking and
disabled, rolled slowly along southward,
the days passing as monotonously as once
expressed by a poetic passenger:
"Sometimes we see a ship,
Sometimes we ship a sea;"
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FOOTPRINTS.
as being the only thing which breaks the
mon0tony of life at Rea.
But aU things
terrestrial have an end, so ilid this trip;
for after days of weariness we sigh ted
the Virgin Island and soon were safely
anchored in the harbor of St. Thomas,
using the last of the water we had on

board for supper that evening.
Perhaps I may soon finish the record o:f
this voyage from the "Alpha's' log, in
which is related an account of a wreck of
an English barque as the main feature
the trip homeward.

of

SANTA

ANA,

California.

FOOTPRINTS.
Scene: A sandy beach at evening; a little boy
speaks; "I tread in your steps, papa, and
they bring me to you "
A glorious coa~t where mountains reach the sea.
(The marriage of our earth's divinest things,
The power of mountains with the lifelike voice,
The grandeur, and the pathos of the sea):
A small stone town, built nowise orderly,
And partly perched in niches natural
Of rifted crags, "·hence every day at dusk
Each household light gleams like a lofty star;
A level waste of broarl, wave-bordering mnd
And a long snowy line of breaking surf;
Above, the verdure of far-roiling slopes,
Where sky larks warble, sheep bells tinkle soft,
And heather flames a purple deep as dawn;
And higher still, the giants of the hills,
That raise their mighty shouluers through the
elouds,
And sun themselves in ecstasy of light;
The homes these are of the wild coral winds,
The haunts of the fair ghosts of silvery mists,
The birth-beds rude of strong and stormy
streams
That flown the piney gorges swoop amain
In the long thunder of their power and joy;
Within those granite arms sleep glens of green,
Lighted by one bright tarn of lovely bluePlaees of peace so still anrl far away,
So lifted from the murmurs of the world,
So kindred with the quiet of the sky,
That one might look to see itmnortal shapes

SLEEPER,

Descemling, and to hear the harps of heaven
O'er three proud kingly peaks that northward
tower,
And through their sundering gullies, silent
poured
Rich floods of sunset, and ran reddening far
Along the sandy flats, and, Christwise changed
Old ocean's ashen waters into wine,
As once we wandered towarus the church of
old
That on the brink of the bluff headland stood
(God's house of light to shine o'er life), and
shook
It's bells of peace above the rumbling surge,
And spoke unto ns of those thoughts and ways
That higher than the soaring mountains are,
And deeper than. the mystery of the eea,
It may be we shall roam that marge no more,
Or list the voice of that far booming main,
Or watch the sunset swathe those regal hills
With vast investiture of billowy gold;
But unforgetting hearts with these will hoard
(With mountain vision anu the wail of waves)
Some wistful memories that soften life,
The peace, the lifted feeling, the grave charm,
The tender shadows and the fading day,
The little pilgrim on the sun-flushed sands,
The love, the truth, the tmst in those young
eyes,
The tones that touched like tear~, the words:
"I tread
In your steps, father, and they lead to you."

AWAKE.

BY 1\IRS. ANNA H. HAJ,L.

Incarnate love came down from heaven,
A sacrifice for sin;
Can human hearts then close their doors,
Nor let the Savior in?

The night is gone, the day far spent,
'Tis not the time for rest;
Arise, and welcome thy best friend,
Slight not the heavenly guest.

All night without thy
His locks are wet
Sleeper, "dost hear the
That voice should

If he depart, thon slun1berest on,

door he knocks,
with dew ;
Savior call?
waken you.

And every fleeting breath
Bnt hastens the last moment, when
Thou'lt sleep the sleep of death.
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AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF ELDER GLAUD RODGER.-No. IX.
COMPILED FROM HIS JOURNALS AND LET'l'ERS.

LJOR a few weeks everything seemed to
roll on smoothly, but we began to
-discover that when the saints of God met
together, Satan came also, and, knowing
that his time is short, he used his influence over those who were once of the
same faith, but who had gone into darkness aud turned out of the straight and
narrow path and would not listen to the
truth. Our meetings at times were greatly disturbed, and if we should attempt to
force them to behave, a mob would arise;
therefore we had to be patient, knowing of
a surety that the net catches of all kinds.
I baptized brother Hervey Green, a good
old man, God bless him. He will yet do
:much good in bringing souls to Christ.
He wept like a eilild when I talked to
him of the Reorganization and explaiued
to him some things which, as he said, he
nould not just understand. I was often
.called upon to administer to the sick, and
in doing so was wonderfully blessed;
some who were given up by all human
skill recovered almost immediately, yet it
owas not I, but the Lord. Praise to his
holy name!
I was much tried by the
powers of darkness working among the
people, but by the p.ower of tho holy
priesthood which I had received by the
renewal of my covenant with the Lord, I
was enabled to fight against all unright.eousness and wiekedness, come from
whatever source it might, and to let the
light that was within me shine to his
name's honor and glory. I returned to
San Francisco by the last of .March, 1865,
.and met Bro. E. C. Briggs in conference,
which commenced April 6th, and was
there appointed to labor in Healdsburg,
Russian River, Petaluma, and other places
in Sonoma county. It was always a
great pleasure to me to visit the Saints,
especially the poor, the weak and feeble;
those who have plenty can not realize the
poverty, want and suffering of some of
their fellow creatures. I saw much of
this during my travels in England, and
have seen considerable in this land, some
of them most excellent Saints.
:Many
times has my heart ached and my prayer
to heaven has been, "Lord remember the
poor." While in Marysville I was called
l.1 pon
administer to a daughter of

r [.

to

brother and sister Walker, who had been
severely a:ffiicted with fits for many years.
God acknowledged the ordinance of his
house, she was healed and never had an.other fit. When I saw her last she was a
fine young lady, not a member of the
church, nor did she believe the gospel,
but her father told her never to deny by
what power she was healed; if she did the
fits might come back to her.
I continued my labors in California,
never flinching where duty called, and
witnessed many signs and wonders of the
last days. Many were adopted by baptism
into the family and kingdom of God who,
1ve were told through the gift of prophecy, should be eternally ~aved. I walked
many huudred miles, satchel in hand, and,
strange as it may appear, it is nevertheless true, that in all this time my boots
did not wear out. Once while at home,
one of the children said to me, "Father,
are those the same old boots you had
when you went away?"
I answered, "Yes, the Lord has blessed
them so that I might walk and call at
houses on the wayside and leave tracts
and preach the gospel."
One day while going through the woods
thinking of the loved ones at home, I met
a man, a stranger to me. We sat down
on the ground to rest, and he asked me
many strange questions, and then said,
"lYir. Rodger, how does your family
live?"
I told him that I did not know.
"Here," said he "send this to them,"
and he put into my hand a twenty dollar
gold piece. I never saw him again or
heard of him. I knelt down under one
of the trees where all was still and
thanked the great Giver of all good for
his watchcare and loving kindness to me
ancl mine, and thought, as I moved along,
surely the Lord will provide.
[In order that the sweet simplicity and
trust in God as well as the tender love
and affection of this noble servant of God
for his family may be put upon record
for the lasting benefit of those who will
contemplate the picture, we here insert
portions of a letter written to his wife,
during one of his trips throu~h California, ancl in their proper places two others.
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One to his wife (the first one written after
leaving his home for Australia); the other
to his son, Gland, some eight months
later. If the young readers of AuTUMN
LEAVES never have anything else to be
grateful for in regard to its publication,
they will owe the magazine 'a debt of
gratitude for placing this letter before
them. A glimpse is also given of what
the faithful minister of Christ has to sacrifice in order to preach this gospel of the
kingdom.-Ed.J
HEALDSBURG, Russian River,
July 19th, 1868.
My Dear Mattie:

I promised in my last to write you in
two weeks. It affords me pleasure to do so,
hoping the same may find you, as this leaves
me, in good health, thanks to God for his
great care and mercy to us. I have many
thoughts night and day about you and my
dear children. Nothing in this world
would keep me from you, but the gospel
of the Son of God, and for that I am willing to suffer all things through the grace
of God. Things are as well with us as
we could expect. We are on our way
still up the country, how far I know not.
A stranger met us in this town yesterday
when weary and tired with walking in
the heat (for this is a warm country) and
took us to a respectable hotel and wished
us to stay two nights that he might talk
with us on this work. So to-morrow we
leave here if all's well. Dykes has done
us much harm among the young Saints.
May God bless you for evermore.
Your affectionate husband,
G. RoDGER.
P. S.-It would do your soul good to hear
the young Saints in Petaluma sing that
hymn you composed on the Book of Mormon. I wish you to read the Book of
Covenants pages 143, 204, 297, 231, and
make a .piece "Let's love one another and
remember the poor." vVhen your mind
is drawn out on the work the Spirit will
dictate and you will feel happy. Such is
revelation to you. My love to all the
Saints and all the children. Strive to
keep them on with their studies. Bro.
Briggs sends his love to you and all.
You may write to me in about ten days
from this date. Address to Petaluma,
Sonoma county. Read with care the last
Her-ald. May the peace of the Holy Ghost
be with you both now and forever . . . .
Dear Gland, God bless him with much of
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his good Spirit; and my dear Jane, may
she ever enjoy good health aud seek the
Lord day and night. My Tilly, may she
have the angels of heaven to guide her
through life, and comfort her warm
heart. Joseph, may light and truth beam
from his soul in his future years. And may
a kind mother's blessing follow you all
the days of your li"fe, Mattie, as a rich reward for the integrity and honesty of
your humble steps through life, is my
prayer in the name of Jesus Christ, amen.
Yours as ever,
G. R.

In 1873, Oct. 6th, we met in conference
at San Francisco. Bro. Alexander Smith
was present. It was the largest conference
ever held there. Union and good feeling
prevailed. I had traveled with Bro. Hervey Green more or lAss for nearly a year, .
and we had visited all the branches in California except San Bernardino. We found
the Saints alive to the work as a general
thing. Hervey Green was one of the
best of traveling companions, and one
whom I loved. We felt sad at parting to
be separated so many thousand miles. I
had been appointed a mission to far off
Australia, in company with Bro. Wandell,
to which plaJe we started in due time.
[We here insert the first news from the
missionaries, regretting that Bro. Rodger's diary is not fuller.-Ed.J
Ship 6, TAHITI, (Society Islands,)
Dec. 22d, 1873.
My Dear Wife and GhildTen:

'

I am thankful to my Heavenly Father
for his kind providence thus far, and
happy to have the chance to send to you
so soon, as I know your anxiety for our
welfare. vVell, to be short, we have bad
pretty good health, and got away from
the shores of California with a good
breeze. All went ol1 well till the 6th day
one of our passengers died and was laid in
the dark blue waters to rest. This time
Bro. Wandell preached the funeral sermon, the bell tolled, and the scene was
solemn indeed. We raised our sails and
dashed along till we came to t_be Doldrums, about eight degrees from the line.
Here we had calms and squalls for five
days, then we caught the trade winds
again. Crossed the Equator on 144°
west, the weather was cool and pleasant.
The sea began to raise a swell, and in
two or three days our vessel sprung a
leak, and danger was apparent, and fear
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:filled the stoutest hearts.
The matter useful here, as he iR learning the lanw.as consulted and it was thought best to guage, and going to teach the Saints'
change our course for thi:> place. We children. You see bow the Lord turned
were then distant 1020 miles. But the sea us here after all, for good. I would like
calmed, and, strange, to say the leak nearly to say much, but all is bustle around me,
stopped, and we glided along smoothly and and I want to get this to mail when the
landed here on the 13th of December, and boat goes ashore. This will give you satisfaction for the present to know that we
the vessel went under repairs.
Bro. Wan dell and ·myself went in are well, yes, and happy in the Spirit, for
search of the old Saints, and after five the Lord is with us, and a great work is
days we found them. This is the phce before us. 0, may we ever be true and
where Bro. Addison Pratt was sent to faithful, and may we be preserved in life
{)Ver thirty years ago, and !:)ere is the to meet again. I can not tell you the
place where Sr. I . incoln joined the church. feelings of my heart for weeks before I
Bro. Pratt did a great work here among left yon. I know your care and anxiety
the natives, and here we found them still for me and the children. But God will
rejoicing in the truth. They received us surely bless you, and your reward will
with love of the truest and best, from the. come. :My dear little Joseph and Dolly,
heart. We lived with them, preached to I shall never forget the sweet kiss at the
them, (through an interpreter) and on garden gate, and the last look of Joseph
Sunday 21st we baptized forty-nine of at the station, also Gland and Jane, may
them, and one Englishman, confirmed heaven guard you evermore.
them, ordained fourteen elders, and orThe brethren have come with the canoe
ganized the church, they all acknowledg- and brought us fruit and cocoanuts to
ing Joseph as the rightful president. last us on the journey, also two chickens.
They are smart men, and good in morals, They have kind hearts, none kinder.
many of them good scholars and oh, how
Forgive this ilcribble; my pen is bad
:~.nxious to learn the truth,
Thev are in- . and my hand unsteady. I will write to
deed a fine race. Much of the Spirit was you on our arrival at Sydney. Please
with us, and poured out on them. The send this to San Francisco; the Saints
feelings of our hearts we can not tell, there were very kind to me. I shall ever
how sweet their songs and how fervent remember them till the parting hour.
their prayers. They are God's people. I Love to my dear old fathet· Green, Alex.
will say no more, as Bro. Wan dell will and Bro. Anderson and all the Saints.
write to the Herald.
We also visited Tell me all the news when you write.
Queen Pomare, and was received with You will see that the mail steamers are
honor, conversed with her freely, the going to run between Sydney and Califorprincess, a fine native lady, our interpre- nia every Monday. Send your letters a
ter. The island is 108 miles around, and few days before the steamer leaves and
truly is the garden of the south seas. you shall hear by return.
The fruits, etc., you will hear about from
Now Matilda, rest in peace by night
Bro. Wan dell.
and day, for surely the Lord will be your
We sail to-morrow, 23d, for Sydney, support in the needy hour. My prayer
perhaps four weeks with fair sailing. shall ever be for you as yours for me.
This will leave here on the 4th of JanuGLA un.
Your affectionate
ary. When you get it write to me and
New South Wales, Aug. 27th, 1874.
direct, Sydney, New South \Vales,· Aus- Dear Glaud:
tralia.
Being alone at a cot on the side of
One thing was revealed to me m a the great Pacific my mind is homewards,
dream on the 7th of December. I was in and thinking of the great future is askthe midst of a ~<trange people, but Saints. ing, "What is the fate before you?" One
I thought they had a book of nam<:>s (rec- thing; you're getting into manhood, and,
ord), and one of the men's name was like all others, you t>xpect in time to have
Smith. When we found the Saints, the a home of your own. Now the happiness
same books were presented.
vVhen I of home depends on ourself and the one
Mked the Englishman whom I baptized, we choose' to be a partner. If one in
his name was Smith. Educated for a spirit, faith and mind, two can live happy,
clergyman in England, I think he will be raise a happy family, and have a happy
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:home. But if divided in faith and eter- a farm, as you seem to like that best, and
nal hope, no matter how rich, misery and beware of pride. Be humble and inform
:Sorrow will drive to despair, and who your mind. Read and study, that you
knows the unhappy end of such. How may be useful among men. I am pleased
much I am made to feel for some in my you have done so well since I left home.
travels. Marriage is not for a day, nor a Oft in the lonely woods in a wild country
week, but for life. Think of this, my where no eye could see but his who never
dear son, for it wonld bring me to the sleeps, have I called on God for you.
grave to s~e you or Janie unhappy. Now Perhaps you may have forgotten me, but
you know the separation that must take I have not you. We may never again
place between the saint and those that meet, but I want you to think of my
will not obey the gospel. Which way counsel and seek the Lord in your youth.
would you choose? To follow Christ, or Great things you will see before you are
I was ordained at your age.
go down to misery with one that rejects · my age.
the truth? You may have many to flat- I little thought then the Lord had
ter you, and lead you on a while, but one such a long and crooked road for me
;that truly loves you, would want to go to travel in. Often far from home and
But when this race is run I
where you go and live where you live, and friends.
:Stand by you rich or poor.
There are hope we shall meet to part no more.
plenty such in the church. Daughters
Be kind to your mother and be careful
that God loves and blesses, and in whom of her feelings-take her advice. She will
is the hope of an inheritance in the king- never counsel you only for good. Be kind
dom of God, ·what would have been my to Joseph; he is your only brother. Help
misery had your mother been of a di:ffer- him along with a kind word. Build up
·ent mind. I have been industrious, but Janie and think how much you would
often hard put to, through bad luck. miss her; and, dear pet, I know you love
Your mother never turned her back on her. I would like to see you all, but the
me because I was poor, but was ever great waves breaking on the rocks say
ready to help because our hopes were one, you're far away. You must not think
our faith and spirit one. But how many because I so write that I think none out
I see in the church who are made forever of the church good. Oh, no! There are
as good girls out of the church as in it;unhappy, being u~qually yoked.
I hope you will seriously lay this mat- and many of them may come in bye and
ter to .heart, and beware before you go bye-but be sure there is a love for God
too far.
Beware of flattery, and let all and the truth in the heart, for the world
your motives be pure, and be steady. is full of infidelity, and the Lord has said
Don't be drawn into parties and company his anger is kindled against all those who
that keep untimely hours. Do nothing acknowledge not his hand in all things.
you would be ashamed of before the You see, therefore, how we ought to pray
:angels.
Fear to' offend God and not and honor him who is so good to us-for
:man.
Ask the Lord to guide you in the angels are always near us, and watch
every matter; all will work for your good. our ways and works and words and deeds.
Your father,
Remember life is uncertain and judgment
G. RonoER.
cis sure. Save all your money to get you

FooD oF THE STO:'i!E AGE.-What food the pre-historic people of the Stone Age in Europe ate
"in their day, several thousand years ago, has been ascertained in a novel way. An Englishman
·took the teeth of a human being of that age, which had been found in recent years, and examined
what he found imprisoned in the dental tartar. After using dilute hydrochloric acid, he examin-ed the sediment, and found portions of the husks of corn, hairs from the outside of the husks, spiral vessels from vegetables, husks of starch, the point of a fish's tooth, a conglomeration of oval
,cells. probably of fruit, barb lets of feathers, portions of wool, epithelial scales, fragments of cartilage and other organic remains. That these particles of food of a remote age should be preserved
,for several thousand years and at last recognized, comes very near the marvelous.
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WHO

SINNED?

BY JOAN.

mHE mother sought to sooth her, but

'1' the father's word was law, and she
said nothing to him.
One day as Lola was returning from a
day's visit with a friend, her head bent in
a reflective manner, when she was suddenly
startled by the screams of a child. A carriage dashed past drawn by a wild team.
Swerving as they past her, a child of about
:five years was dashed almost beneath her
feet. Stopping the steady old animal she
rode, she sprang to the ground and lifted
the tiny form in her arms. The child was
tinconscious, but Lola was quick and
thoughtful.
Throwing off her riding
skirt, she tore the dainty white apron she
wore into strips and bound up the bleeding head of the little one. By the time
she had finished, the owner of the carriage
apd father of the child came up and beggeG. Lola to accompany them back to the
town. As her horse had gone on home,
she consented, hoping to meet a friend
going out by her father's house.
The gentleman was a widower by the
name
of Wolden. Lola was holding the
1
Child when she returned to consciousness,
and the little one clung to her whenever
she left, crying piteously for the "lady
mamma." As the little one was very
quiet with her she consented to take the
care of her for a time.
The gentleman explained to Lola that
her likeness to Edith's mamma was what
had so affected the little girl.
When sufficiently recovered, Lola prevailed on Mr. vV olden to let Edith go to
the farm with her. So she was trusted to
Lola's care for a number of weeks. It
was during this time she wrote to me:
"It seemed to me my every purpose in
life was gone. Mamma is so strong and so
careful of me I can do nrJthing for her but
love and pet her as much as she will permit. My Sunday School cla3s alone will
remain, when my little charge is taken. I
think I shall become a 'nonentity.' Roy
is drinking; he blames me for his folly
and for Jess Day's 'reckless ways.'
I
must not forget to tell you that Jim
Storis' wife died last week. Poor man!
She left a poor little blind girl besides the
other children. But enough. Only pity
poor Lola and come and comfort her."

One evening :Mr. Wolden came for his.
little girl. She refused to go, clinging
close to Lola and screaming at every attempt her father made to place her in the
waiting carriage.
"I see no way, Miss Lola, but for you
to come too," said Mr. Wolden.
"If Mamma Lola comes, Edith will go,"
said the child.
"Will you come, Lola, as Edith's mamma and my wife?" spoken in a low tone.
"JYly baby girl needs a gentler hand to·
guide her, and I will be dovoted to you.
I think you will be happy."
Lola felt his sad grey eyes upon her;
she is taken by surprise.
She used to
some times think Mr. Wolden resembled
her old love, but now as she raised her·
eyes to his face she saw nothing in any
way like Hyrum Case. He might have
been a stone or marble man standing there,
so calm and cold he looked. Yet his face
was kind and his voice gentle as he laid.
his hand lightly on her head and continued:
"VV-hat do you say, Lola?"
"Mr. Wolden, I do not think I love
you."
"Lola loves Edith," and the reassuring
tone brought Lola back to the poplar
shade from the trip her thoughts wei·e
taking to a "hit of autumn woodland" on
the bluff. But I~ola's red lips were touching her cheek and the silence was further
broken by Mr. Wolden's cold voice:
"Do you think you could learn to love
me?"
·
A moment she stood, and then said:
"I will come."
"l-Ie stroked the dark hair gently as he
asked:
"When? Sunday?"
"Yes."
Lola wondered if she was stone and as
he raised the little cold hand and touched
it to his lips and then drove. away, she
wondered again if it were really herself.
When :Mr. Wolden met Mr. Stewart.
the next evening he said:
"Good evening, Mr. Stewart; I was just .
coming out to see you. I am going. to
marry your daughter, Lola, Sunday next.,
and wished your consent."
Mr. Stewart was somewhat amazed. :M(
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Wolden waited until the storm of wrath
was over, then said:
"You may be calm. We shall be married at the morning service in the chapel."
Lola came into the chapel that morning
on the arm of the stranger, white as the
dress she wore. The murmur of surprise
that ran through the house might have
pleased her capricious fancy at any other
time. She wrote me a short time after:
"l am quietly happy. Only one thing
makes me unhappy in my new sphere. I
can not give Mr. Wolden the rich love he
desires. I feel that I wrong him. He is
so kind and indulgent. To-day I heard
from Dore. She has just laid her fa~her
in the grave. So she has cared for brother,
mother and father. Now all sleep; she is
is alone!"
Of course I wrote to Dor at once and
begged her to come to me. She answered:
"You will say Dor is fond of trouble when I tell you I am about to marry
James Stone; but since father's death I
have had the care of little Mary (the one
with the inj nred spine) and my pity and
sympathy for little blind Maud and poor
tired James leads me to take the step.
You know my dreams of great love and
self pleasure vanished long ago. I sometimes agree with Lola. 'I hate eamp meetings.' But now 1Jley are in this way doing mueh good for the eause. I"ola writes
me that her husband is inve~:~tigating the
latter day work. It seems the little girl
has been greatly blessed by administration, and Lola's pure, prayerful life IS no
doubt having its effect. Pray for me in
my self-imposed task of love ::i:rid self-sacrifiee. I am not young nor giddy. I go
with eyes and heart both open, to the
home of the afiiieted to minister what
balm I can."
A,nd what of that young elder? In a
western land he reeeived his mail from
the hand of a neighbor. He quickly tore
open the package with Lolas well known
handwriting upon it. He shuddered as
he saw the tiny band of gold, tied with
the bit of blue ribbon that bound the letters. He opened and read meuhanically
his old confession:
"If I knew that some day you would
spum me from you, yet I bad better tell
you now. My father was a good man but,
like many others be made mistakes; one
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fatal one to me. I am, in consequence of
this mistake, a polygamous child. I try to
serve my God and be faithful and honest. I
bad thought never to marry, but once meeting you I have drifted into a sort of dream
in which you seem to form part as my wife.
If you think this ean never be, tell me now.
Better that I never know the joy your
love would give, than to be robbed of it
after a while. I feel that I am asking
very much of you whe'n I ask you to be
my wife."
Here he paused and the little note was
again erurnpled. A long time he sat with
the letter in his hand. The moon rose up
and looked down upon this man's benumbed agony as it had smiled upon many another's. One by one the cherished hopes
were gone over and laid by, and one day
burned, but new ones must spring up, else
he were not human.
Recklessly the
months went by. His sister's love kept
him on the old home farm, and at last
turned him again to his loved church
work. He grew to think on the past as
"well." She hated the pietured face of
Lola Stewart that 'hung on the wall. Her
brother was her idol and all the love of
her heart went out to him, and she who
had so nearly wrecked his happiness was
unconscious of the bitterness for her
in sweet, lame Helen Cases' heart. The
sister pleaded with her brother to go East
to the eonference. At first he refused to
talk of it, but finally yielded to the persuasive voiee of the frail, tender hearted
sister, and taking her, he went.
From
there he returned a Seventy. One woma~'s
love had nearly wreeked his future usefulnegs in the battle for truth; another's
Christ-like life and gentle pleadings had
led him to again don the dimmed armor
and rub from sword and shield the rust.
Bidding the gentle Helen good-bye, he
watehed the shades of California fade
from view and bounded toward a far off
land to tell of the love of Christ.
Deep in the waters of the Pacific lies a
tiny band of gold and some faded letters,
and with them lies many a bright hope
and cherished dream. Over all roll the
unfathomed waters of the mighty deep.
"So full of gladness and so full of pain !
Forevever and forever shaL there be
To some the gravestone of a dead delight,
To some the landmark of a new domain."
(Concluded.)
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LINKS FROM THE CHAIN OF MEMORY.
BY ELDER JOSEPH DEWSNUP.

(See Frontispiece.)

·r WAS
born in Manchester, England, on
the sixth day of March,
My
1839.

earliest recollections of the latter day
work date back to the close of 1844, at
the time when the church was still lamenting the death of her prophet and patriarch, Joseph and Hyrum Smith. But my
knowledge of the church and her work at
the period here named is necessarily of a
fragmentary and limited character, and
not of any special or general interest. I
was baptized in my eleventh year, my
parents having previously identified themselves with the church.
At the time of my baptism, the Saints
rented the "Carpenters Hall," David
·street, "Old Garratt," now Princess
street, Manchester, in which they held
their services. The work was then spreading rapidly on every hand. The branch
numbered several hundred communicants.
The gifts and graces of the gospel flourished, and the influence and teachings of
the ministry were of such a character
as to convince honest enquirers of the
truth, and souls were added to the church
almost daily.
We had a most excellent Sunday School,
largely attended by the children of the
Saints, who were taught by men and women who had but little school training or
-college eloquence, but were rich in grace
and full of faith in the saving power of
·the gospel of Jesus Christ. It was under
the tuition of such men and women, combined with the faithful training of a spiritually minded mother, that I, in the
providence of God, received those early
impressions of the latter day gospel, that
~mdeared it to my heart, and caused me to
make it my standard of righteousness
throughout life.
Our branch increased in number until
at the close of 1852, there were over seven
hundred members entered upon the rt>cord,
and numbers stood upon the brink of the
wa1 ers of baptism, almost ready to step in.
The English mission had its 32,339 members, and was then in the high tide of its
prosperity.
Soon afterward "Brighamism" became the dominant factor, leading
the church into apostasy and degradation.
The causes leading thereto are well known

and need not be recapitulated here, further than to say it was a repetition of
the old story. The carnal appetite in:
man overwhelmed the spiritual, and the
Spirit of God ceased to strive with those
in authority who had wilfully broken the
law, and unrepentantly continued to walk
in the pathway of sin. 'l'housands of the
membership rejected the doctrine of polygamy and withdrew themselves from
the church defiled by its practice. And
of the thousands that remained, few indeed, if any, were enamored with the
apostasy of their leaders; an apostasy
that has made the name of Latter Day
Saint a "hiss and a bye-word among the
nations." It has destroyed the sympathy
felt by thousands for the gospel of Christ,
besides having outragE>d the feelings and
broken thE' hearts of hundreds of the
mothers and daughters of Zion.
Soon after the domination of Brigham
Young in the affairs of the church, "gathering" to Utah beeame the special theme
of the missionary elders in England. The
subject was much discnssed, and in fact
it was taught as a cardinal principle of
the gospel, while the Scriptures were
strained and distorted to give coloring to
such teachings.
It was declared with
much semblance of authority that the
judgments of God were about to fall upon
the nation,,,l'l:nd none would escape except
those who snould flee unto the mountains
for safety. Such teachings made a deep
impression upon the minds of the Saints,
and every nerve was strained to accomplish what was conceived to be our redemption from the bondage and plagues
of Babylon, and establishment in the land
of our inheritance.
My parents partook of the excitement
and decided upon sending me across the
oct>an, trusting that my way might afterwards be opened to accomplish the remainder of the journey. In keeping with this
agreement my passage was paid on buard
the ship "Siddons," (chartered by the
Liverpool office), which had as passengers
about four hundred of like faith with myself. We left Liverpool on the 27th of
February, 1855, with bright anticipations
of the future before us, and with every
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·prospect of a speedy voyage accross the
"trackle~s waters," but in this we were
disappointed, for hardly had the pilot left
·Our ship, before the wind, heretofore
favorable, suddenly veered aronnd, and for
many days continued to blow from an unfavorable quarter.
Sea sickness seems
from time immemorial to have been the besetting weakness of those who for the first
time "go down to the sea in ships," and
I proved no exeeption to the rule, but
soon succumbed to the motion of the
·ship, as she staggered along in her struggle with wind and sea. There I lay almost sick unto death, deeply regretting
that I had left the home of my childhood
and the loving sympathy of my mother.
I would have given much at that moment
to have heard her tender voiee and felt
her loving arms around my neck. In a
day or two, however, I was on my feet
again, and the future appeared of brighter
hue.
Our voyage was a stormy and protracted one, and we were subjected to many
discomforts and trials during our sojourn
on the sea. But as the days rolled round
we became more familiar with our surroundings, and with one another, although
now and again the "old Adam" would
oshow himself, even amongst those called
to be Saints; but taken altogether, my
fellow voyagers-with one or two exceptions-were very pleasant people, and before the end of our journey I learned to
.appreciate them very much.
The old ship reached her destination
(Philadelphia) on the 20t9 of April, or
fifty-four days after leav.llg Liverpool.
We disembarked on the following day,
and those of us who had not snffcient
means to carry us fnrther upon our journey, sought employment, hoping thus to
·shortly raise means to carry us on to our
destination, "the valley of the mountains,"
·our supposed "harbor of refuge," my anticipated "haven of rest."
Our parting was soon over, after which
I obtained lodgings with those of my own
faith, and soon obtained employment that
·covered my immediate necessities for
the time being.
In my nineteenth year I entered the
state of matrimony, marrying Miss Annie
Retson, a sister in the church, and fellow
passenger with me, when I left my native
land, and who in the providences of God
stiJl remains the faithful companion of
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my earthly pilgrimage, sharing with me
the joys and sorrows of life, and also
partieipating together in the gospel of
Jesus Christ.
We remained nearly three years in
Philadelphia after our marriage, when
circumstances arose that necessitated our
return to England, where we arrived
about the end of August, 1860.
Our welcome greeting over, we found
that during my absence father had severed his connection with the Utah ehurch.
Mother was still in sympathy with the
church, but out of harmony with mnch
then being done by those in ·authority. I
need hardly say that polygamy was not
the choice of the English Saints, but had
been foreed upon them by their then selfconstituted leaders. The abhorrent antiehristian doctrine fell as a blight upon the
English mission, paralyzing and destroying the faith of the most noble and able
of the local ministry, and, although some
few ultimately endorsed the evil, the true
men and women of the church would have
sacrificed much if they could only have
removed the fonl stigma, so cruelly and
wantonly fastened upon her. But alas!
the sophistry and cunning of the leaders
eventually succeeded in overcoming the
conscientious scruples of otherwise faithful men and women, wlw, in the light of
their past spiritual experiences concluded
that the church was right, and although
they bad misgivings, resolved to remain
loyal thereto. My parents were amongst
the latter number, and some few months
after my return father sought re-admission
into the Utah fold, and again threw open
his doors to the missionary elders. Sometime afterwards mother, with the rest of
the family, emigrated to Utah, settling
down in Fillmore, where she was joined
by my father about 1865.
After the departure of my parents, I
became more than ever attached to my
faith, and began to take an active part in
the local affairs oft he church. I had by this
time been ordained to the eldership, and
honestly strove to magnify that calling, at
the same time making such preparations
as I could to join my kinsfolk in Utah,
and thus prove my devotion to God and
the church. My love for what I then
conceived to be the truth, "as it is in
Jesus," was intense. A blind, unreasoning fanaticism donl.inated my reason and
held me captive to the "Man of Sin."
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THE RICH HAVE THEIR TROUBLES.

True I had heard the elders speak 0f the
"J osephites," but they were represented
to me as apostates who were seeking to
destroy the Church of God.
And when
the elders of the Reorganized Church
visited our city, I, in my blind, unreasoning
bigotry refused to receive them or read their
literature, believing that to countenance
them would be to lay myself open to their
influence and peradventure be overcome
by their sophistry and deceit.
The precept "Prove all things, hold fast that
which is good," and "Examine yourselves whether ye be in the faith," "Prove
your own selves," had lost their meaning to me. The "Living Oracles" were
my stay. I never dreamed they would
deceive me.
But little by little the
unpleasant conclusion was forced upon
me, that the teachings of these men
were irreconcilable with the law of the
church.
The more I investigated the
law, the more accentuated to my mind
became the differences, until at last my
confidence in my leaders became seriously shaken, and I began to doubt their authority to acceptably minister in the ordinances of the house of God. I frequently
found myself at issue with my teachers,
and became filled with unrest, a condition
that I very reluctantly acknowledged to
myself. The elders had frequently used
sophistry and deceit in the advocacy of
their doctrines in my hearing, and I was
eventually forced to the conclusion that a
system that permitted its ministry to use
such unworthy weapons in the advocacy
of its doctrine could not be approved of
God. My position soon became intolerable, culminating in the voluntary withdrawal of myself and family from that

community. However, before taking the:
final step, I enquired into the claims
made by the Reorganized Church and
became satisfied that her ministry were
divinely appointed to administer the ordinances of the gospel of Jesus Christ.
And on the 16th of September, 1876, I
was baptized into her fold by Elder
Thomas Taylor, of Birmingham, president
of the English mission.
On the following day I was ordained an elder and
appointed secretary of the Manchester"
branch, then first organized under the
presidency of Elder John Miller, since
deceased. I succeeded Elder :Miller as
president of the branch in the following
year, and was subsequently appointed
to the presidency of the Manchester district at its organization, since which time
I have, with God's blessing, continued to,
occupy that position. I can not say that I
have done any great or meritorious deeds;
but with the help of the Holy Spirit I:
have en~eavored to walk in the light and
lead others into the same path by both
precept and example. I have also endeavored to hold myself ready-with reasonable service-in my ministry to the household of faith. And in all this I have been
blessed of God and ably assisted by a
noble and devoted band of men and
women, ministers and members of th&
Church of Christ, whose services are
ungrudgingly given whenever and whereever they are required. Duty under such
conditions becomes a pleasure, and thus
surrounded I hope to endure, finally overcome, and inht)rit with the redeemed an&
sanctified.
·
MANCHESTER.

England, September 14th.

THE RICH HAVE THEIR TROUBI,ES AS WELL AS THE POOR.
Oh! let not this thought for a moment possess you,
That i,f you had wealth all your cares would be o'er;
Believe me, you'd often find much to distress you:
The rieh have their troubles as well as the pour.
How many there are who would part with their treasure
Could they but obtain a few moments repose l
But oh! they, alas! are forbidden the pleasure,
"While fled from each cheek is the hue of the rose.

The miser at night, with his bags full of treasure,
Oh! th!.nk you he's happy when counting them o'er?
A mere puff of wind very soon mars the pleasure,
He fancies a robber is forcing his door.

Behold that young man from his home just departed,
In foolish extravagance wasting his all;
And th'en turn your eyes to his friends braked hearted,
Whose sorrowful tale would your spirit appall.

Then while you have health and your kindred are nearyou,
Although you no purse filled with gold can display,
You have, I contend beyond doubt, much to cheer you,
As onward in life you are making your way.

Go yonder awhile where the cypr~s is bending,
And mark a pale form, by a grave take a stand,
While fast from her eyes are the tear drops descending
For one snatch'd away by Death's pitiless hand.

Then let not this thought for a moment possess you,
That if you had wealth all your cares would he o'er;
Believe me, you'd often find much to distress you;
The rich have their troubles as well as the poor.
-Selected by Dollie_
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A VISION.
·mHE following vision was related to us
by Elder Oliver Bailey, and we give
it as nearly as possible in Bro. Bailey's
own language.-ED.
.
"About the time Jason Briggs wrote
his articles on the pre-existence of spirits,
I was greatly troubled in mind, and being
strongly impressed to make the matter a
subject of prayer, I prayed earnestly unto
God to know if the Reorganized Church
was right and would prevail? In answer
to my prayer (as I believe), the following
vision opened before me.
"I saw myself hoeing in a garden, when
there stood suddenly at my right hand a
man. I had no impression who the man
was, but he said to me, 'I,ook.'
"I turned to look to my left, and there
cSaw a vessel which appeared to have both
sail and steam power, but the water upon
which she was, was only about two inches
-deep. At her sides were iron handles
adapted to the height of different sized
men, so that those who wanted to take
hold aud pull could do so, no matter what
their size was. The man said to me, 'Go
and help pull.'
"I obeyed, and taking hold of one of the
handles, began pulling.
"After an interval of hard pulling, I discovered two large logs lying in the
stream, just to the left of the vessel's
bow.
Those who were pulling were
.anxious and seemed to fear the result of
the vessel coming in contact with these
Jogs. When the bow hid them I waited

·• 1'

to judge of the shock as the effect would
be imparted to the hand. After waiting
until I felt certain that we must have
passed them, I looked over my left
shoulder and saw them shoved up on the
land and realized that without a jar the
vessel had disposed of them.
"VVe nulled the vessel about as far after
we had passed the logs as before we
reached them, when she came to the end
of this shallow stream, and a broad expanse of clear, deep and beautiful water
spread out before us.
Then from the
upper deck of the vessel the same man
who had before spoken to me called out:
'No>v brethren, all get aboard.'
"All obeyed. I went to the upper deck
to the side of this man and said, 'This
has been the hardest sailing I ever knew.'
"He looked at me smilingly, and answered, 'She has been on harder sailing
than this once before.'
"Just as he said this, feeling that we
were going at great speed, the thought
came to me to look towards the land, and
looking I discovered that we were already
-out of sight of it. Then I looked at the
water, if possible, to judge of our rate of
speed, and can compare it to nothing but
the rapid flight of a bird through the air.
"When I came out of the vision I understood all except the two logs, and being troubled, :wondered what they could
mean, when the Spirit rested upon me and
said, 'The two logs are two men now in
high standing in the church.'"

CHERISHED FRIENDS.
Sometimes in fancy they come to me,
And their souls seem very near;
I look again in their loving eyes,
And again their voices hear.
The gathering years of weal. or woe
Are lifted and gone, methmks;
As I walk with them 'mid clover blooms
And the odor of pale sweet pinks.
In the summer shade, or springtime sun,
With its rays so warm and bright;
Amid winter scenes of snow and ice,
Or out in the soft moonlight.
In and between the day and the night,
Comes a time of song once more;
.And I sit with them in the dim twilight
As we sat in the days of yore.

Out in the night, on the ladened air,
Heavy with breath of new-mown hay,
.Our voices float while the soft refrain
Is wafted far, far away.
Then leaving the paths of joy we trod,
Green prairies, and hazel dell;
And hedges sweet where wild birds sing
As I hear their sad farewell.
vVe stood together by death-bed scenes,
vVhen our loved ones sank to rest;
And our hearts were pierced with anguish
keen;
Though we knew they were more blessed.
For our loss we moaned, but "Cherished
Friends,"
They who first shall reach that shore;
·will stand on the brink of death's cold stream,
VIDA.
And welcome the others o'er.
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WE ask those of our readers who turn to the
Editor's Corner, from month to month, that
they for a brief time consider the tendency of
fiction with reference to this one point, even if
all others are left out of vievv, namely: we weep
over the imaginary sorrows of imaginary beings, while the agonized, beating, torn and bleeding living hearts, we pass by in calm indifference.
Fiction is a false and harmful teacher even
when the standaTd is high; but we do not pro.
pose to discuss this suuject this morning, only
to direct your attention to a few points in the
o'er true tale of "Pattie" (which we feel sure
you are reading with as much interest as we
ourselves are.) Had the writer of fiction been
dealing with a story like this, the "Leaves of
Pattie's life" would moe<t likely have closed
with the bridal ceremony, or had he wished to
have woven into the thread of his narrative a
touch of tragedy he would have followed up to
the terrible disaster of this last chapter, but
Pattie would have been pictured as sinking
under it and he most likely would have provided an <carly grave for her and her little one.
Reality is many times stranger-always truer
than fiction, and the remainder of Pattie'8 story
will be a lesson for every one who has named
the name of Christ to take to heart. Did Pattie
feel this blow as your hero:nes of romance feel
such awful wrrows "! Let us see. An open
note is lying before us from which we copy:
"Dear Sister Frances:-I have not forgotten
the Home Column, but I doubt if any one is
more in need of comfort than I have been for
the past weeks. The readers of Aut1tmn Leaves
will never know what the writing of thi,; part
of "Pattie" has cost me. I have lived over
again both the joys and the sorrow.-- of those
days. Eighteen long years have passed since
then and for the first time I have taken from
my trunk a parcel of letters-his lettCYs-yellow and faded, and have opened them with
fingers cold and trembling. Were it not that I
hope to do good to others by thus opening these
sealed fountains of my soul and letting the bitter floods of memory overwhelm me, I never
could go on, never could finish the story I have
begun; but if I can accomplish any good
through this suffering, I am willing. I shall
omit all that I can from this terrible period.
There will be no details, forrny heart bleeds anew
despite the lapse of years, and I can not bear
the mental strain."
We feel that she will pardon us for using the

above which was not intended for the sight of·
other eyes than ours. If it answers the ques-tion, as we think it does, let us ask yet another::
Do you who read the hard fate of Pattie have·
the same emotions of loving, tender pity for the
real woman who goes in and out among you,.
quiet, unassuming, from day to day taking up
the battle of life, fighting in a hand to hand
struggle with poverty and bodily infirmities
that you have for the unreal sufferings of yourunreal heroine? If ind(-ed you have, there are
many ways in which this sympathy can be
shown, and ought to be shown if indeed we are
followers of His, and willing to give the cup of
cold water in the name of a disciple.
Let us take this ocrasion to warn all who read,
against the danger of becoming feelers of the
word, and not doers. Talking with animated
faces and tear dimmed eyes of the good done
by others and how we love this glorions work,
is not all that is necessary. To feel emotions of
love and charity, is not enough-we must act
them-do them-live them as well as feel them.
And let us Eay to those who indnlge in readmg
and weeping over imaginary things, there is
great danger that the doing will be confined tothe same imaginary realm and the reward also.
IT is with pleasure that we in this issue present
our readers v;ith the likeness of Eldm· .Joseph
Dewsnup, of Manchester, England, accompanied with a brief sketeh of his history as it
stands connected with the work. Few who
have had no exrerience of it know the odium
which in those days attached to the name·
"apostate." It was a term much more fearful
in the estimation of the honest hearted Saints
than con Yict or states prison is in the estimation of enlightened people of ibis day.
·when from time to time it bel'omes neces-sary for us to refer to names of individuals and
incidents in their lives, who have become famo 1s because of their infamy, let our readers understand that we do it as matter of history, not
of choice; and while we detest and loathe the
acts of the leaders and people of 'Utah, let us
not f()rget that but for the grace of God we might
have been entangled in their meshes and fallen
as low as they have fallen. Jesus most uitterly
denounced sin, but he was meek and lowly in
mind and knew how to pity the sinner.
The day when brother Dewsnup severed his
connection with the apostate church, was a day
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pregnant with good both to himself and the
true Church of Christ.
DO NOT FORGET

THAT this is the last number of volume two.
Is it your intention to subscribe for volume
three? If so, your subscription money, or request must be in before thenumberforJanuary
is mailed, as we shall mail that number only to
such as want the magazine. How it would cheer
our hearts to learn that our young folks, in
whose interest the magazine is published, were
everywhere taking hold of the work of helping
to increase its circulation. It would renew <:Ur
strength for the conflict before us and give us
cou.rage to persevere. Example is contagious,
and if only a few more earnest ones would inter
est themselves, much good might be accomplished.
Those who are working for premiums must not
fail to retain a copy of each name sent, otherwise mistakes will be unavoidable. Do not forget th,is, Look for the holiday number about
December 15th, and don't fail to have your
name in before that date if you wish to renew.
We will mail a copy to the family of every
elder in the field, who will drop a card to the
office, stating that they wish it, asking only that
they help to increase its circulation. Send in
your names at once.
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We hope our young readers will appreciate as
highly as we did, the description of "Prairie
Fires." It is a vivid picture in strong, terse
language, and we will be pleased to have Bro.
Brown call again.
Much has been said of late, bearing upon the
subject of good reading matter in the family,.
and the inquiry has been made as to its furnishing. Let us say to every Saint who reads
AUTUMN LEAVES, if yon WiRh a family paper, do
not mbscribe for one before you have sent for
a sample copy of the Independent Patriot, published by Lambert Bros., of Lamoni, Iowa.
They are calling for one thousand new subscribers, and we hope they will obtain twice
that number. You will search long and diligently before yon will find a family journal to
equal the Patriot in its perfect freedom from
anything objectionable in its locals, the pure
moral atmosphere permeating every department, to say nothing of the high type of
its editorials, which for pnrity of principle,
depth of thought and breadth of research,
ought to commend it to eYery earnest lover of
truth, purity and the advancement of the race
In its carefully editecl home department it is
second to none in the land. This notice is
written entirely in the interest of our readers
and with a view of recommending to you a paper which you may safely introduce into your
family.

--$~R·o·Tr·N'D
'<>
"t. . u. .
EDITED BY SALOME.

AMUSE>IEXTS FOR CHILDREN.

For a swing in the house procure two screws
with hooks on the end, and fasten them in the
casing above an inside door, (one which leads
from sitting-room to dining-room, or one which
connects two warm rooms), and then fasten a
pole to the screws, and with a board for a seat
yon have a nice swing for three-year-olds, or for
smaller ones. By a littie patient teaching they
will learn to swing and amuse themselves for a
long time.
For children older, cut and plane wooden
blocks the size of bricks, any number yon
choose, and they will build with them houses,
ships and hundreds of other things your imagination neYer could conjure.
Mixed pictures: Paste some pretty colored
pictures on pasteboard, then cut with a penknife
in various shapes and give to the children to
put together in the right way so as to form the
pictures.

For a postoffice: Any good-sized card-board
box will do for the purpose. The lid should be
fastened to it, so that when it is stood up it will
open like a cupboard. It must be closed by
lllt'ans of a button ancl a loop of elastic. In the
top of the box, as it stands up, or in the upper
end of the door, a slit must be cut ont about an
inch wide and from five to six inehes long, so
as to allow of the posting of small par<'els; but
yet. not large enough to admit a child's hand,
while on the door of the postoffiC'e shonld be
written the times of the post. Mo>-t children
are fond of writing letters to one anothPr, and
this will, of co11,·se, give rise to a g' eat mannfhcture of note-paper, envelopes and postal-eanls,
and thev will call forth all their ingt·nnitv in
designing and coloring monograms and t·rests
for their note-paper and en vel opes_ An en velope must be taken carefully to pieces to fonn a
flat pattern, then those cut from it have to be
folded, gummed together and a touch "f gum
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put on the tip' of the flap, a monogram to correspond with the note-paper drawn on it, and
finally, t11ey must be done up in neat packets,
say a half dozen in each. It is wonderful what
occupation this post-box will afford where there
is a large party of children. Of course a postman must be chosen and a bag must be made
for the letters and so on.
A "jingle" party, now popular in Boston, is
thus described: A number of young people
gather together, write their names on bits of
paper, which being well shaken in a hat, are
passed about for new possession. Ea~h is expected to write an appropriate jingle of rhyme
on the name drawn, after whieh they are returned to the receptacle for lost identity. These
are subsequently read aloud, and the results in
many instances are very funny. ·when the
hostess desires an especially interesting party,
the names of the invited guests are written on
·slips of paper and sealed in tiny envelopes,
shaken in a hat and drawn out and directed
each in tmn to one of those invited, thus giving
him time to distinguish himself with his jingle.
'Two or three are then chosen to sit in judgment,
and the cleverest rhyme is chosen, the author
of this is then obliged to confess, no matter how
pertinent and saucy the remarks may be, and
to him the prize is awarded.

A pretty bangle-board is made in the shape
of a padlock, with an owl on a branch of a tree,
and this verse painted on it:
"Bird of wisdom, tell to me,
\\'here oh \\'here my key can be."
Have three bangle hooks at the bottom.
It has long been known that pine needle
pillows would alleviate persons afiiicted with
lung troubles, and a .Florida editor relates
an incident in support of the fact as follows:
During a Yisit to the home of an estimable lady
living on Indian Hi ver, this editor was told of
a dbcovery that had been made wliich may
prove a boon to sufferers from lung or bronchial
troubles. This lady having heard that there
was peculiar virtue in a pillow made from
pine straw, and having none of that material at hand made one from fine, soft, pme shavings, and had the pleasure of noting immediate benefit. Soon all the members of the
household had pine shaving pillows, and it was
noticed that all coughs, asthmatic or bronchial
troubles abated at once after sleeping a few
nights on these pillows. ·An inmlid suflering
from lung trouble derived much benefit from
sleeping upon a mattress made from pine.
SOFA PILLOW COVERS.

"I know a good game if you all have a slip of
paper and a pencil," said Jennie. IV e provided
ourselves with these requirements, and Jennie
went on,
"Each make a drawing at the head of the
paper of some object or scene. Then pass it to
the person at th · right, who is to guess what
the picture represents, and write at the bottom
of the paper; turn it up so that the writing
can not be seen and pass it on again. This is
to be done until each one has described the
picture."
We were all very quiet for a few moments,
then the pencils began to Si'ratch and the paper to move around, and little bursts of suppressed Lmgh ter were heard. \Vhen every one
had written about the pictures, they were
exhibited, and the writing underneath read
aloud. Then, how we laughed! One paper
had a picture, crudely drawn, of a man lying
on the ground and an Indian standing over
him with a hatchet. Under this was written,
"Pocahontas having her life saved by Oa,ptain
John Smith." Another picture the artist
intended to rewesent a donkey. Some one
thought it illustrated "The' pig that went to
market." We laughed so hard over this game
that some one said that we had better play
something sober, and "Questions and Answers"
was started. Sam \Villis was sent from the
room, and the rest of us decided to take the
head of a pin for him to guess. ·when we called Sam in, we told him he could only ask
questions that could be answered by Yes or No.
So he went around the circle asking, "Is it
black? Is it white? Is it in the animal kingdom? Is it in this room?" Then he followed
up this last clue until it led him so far off the
track that he had to give no and let us tell him.
Then we broke up ~for the evening and .said
good-night.

Take a piece of brown linen a little larger
than the cushion and turn a hem two inches
deep. Stitch it around three times. JYiark the
hem out in blocks and cut out every other one.
Button-hole around each one that is left, using
brown linen thread. Sew lace under the blocks,
making it slightly full. Above the three rows
of stitching cut slashes in groups of two, an inch
apart; make the slashes long enougn to allow
ribbon an inch and a quarter wide to run
through. The center may be ornamented with
etching or left plain.
BOOK MARKS.

These small trifles sell readily at bazars and
are very convenient. Take heavy envelopes
and glue the back down as though to seal it.
Out off the four corners, having them as large
as the material will allow. Paint on each one
a flower design; or take a small leaf that has
been well pressed, glue it to the marker and wash
over with white varnish.
MATCH SCRATCHER.

A convenient and pretty device for lighting
matches is made up in imitation of a sn~;~re drum.
The foundation of the whole is a No. 12 ribbon
roll. On this is first glued a white satin ribbon,
of sufficient width to go under the rims, which
are of narrow light blue velvet ribbon, also
glued on. The to[l, or head of the drum, as well
as the base, is covered with Yery fine Eandpaper,
cut circular in shape and glued neatly to the
roll, either end to be used for scratching. The
cords for tightening the drum are duplicated by
tinsel cord ·or rope-silk, caught to the rim~. The
whole is suspended by No.1 picot-edged ribbon,
and makes a very dainty ornament for parlor. or
chamber.
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